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At a General Assembly ~f the Commonwealtli of Kentucky, begun
and held at the Capitol in the city of Frankfort, on Monday, the 31st
day of December, ir;i the year of our Lord one thousand eight hu_ndred and seventy -seven, and the eighty-sixth year of the Commonwealth, that being· ~he, day , fixed by law for the meeting thereof,
'I.:?timas G, Poore; 'Chief Clerk of the last House of Representatives,
. <iaUecl the .Housti. to order, and, after prayer by Rev. John W. Pugh,
· th-e· following members of the House of Representatives, elected and
;;_~ med to se rve therein, to-wit:
·
·Fi·om' t~·e county _of Adair-Josiah Htrnter.
From .the county of Allen_:_W, J. McF.lroy.
From the county of Andci·son-William Neal.
From the county of Ballard-W. J. Edrington.
From the county of Barren-B. Mills Parrish.
From the counties of Batlt and Rowan-Caleb R. Brooks.
From the county of Boon_c-Granville V. Rouse.
From the county of Bourbon-Green R. Keller.
From the counties of Bo.11cl and Lawi·cncc-J. Q. Lackey.
From the county of Boyle-John Cowan.
From the county of Brackcn-W. W. Orr.
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From the comities of Breathitt, Morgan, and Magw1'in-Calloway
Cope.
From the county of Breckinridge-T . J. Lewis.
From the ·c ounties of Bullitt and Spencer-Augustine Shelburne.
From the counties of Butler and Edmonson-W. L. Hazelip.
From the county of Caldwelf--C. T. Allen.
From the county of Calloway-Tipton A. Miller.
From the county of Carnpbell-E . H . Morin and T. M. Hill.
From the county of Carroll--James F . Means.
From the counties of Carter and Elliott-G. W. Prichard.
Fr:om the counties of Casey and Russell-Ferdinand Rigney.
From the county of Cl,ristian-John Feland.
From the county of Clarlc-G . R. Snyder.
From the counties of Clinton and Cmnberland-W . T. Dicken.
From the counties of Crittenden and Livingslon--Otho Nunn.
From the city of Covington--D. A. Glenn and H . P. Whitaker.
From the county of Daviess-Clinton K. Tharp and Alexander T.
Cray croft.
From the counties of Estill and Lee--C. ·w. Russell .
From the county of Fayette--R. A. Spurr.
From the county of Fi·anklin-T. W. Scott.
Frnm the counties of Fulton and Hickman--Henry Campbell.
From the counties of Floyd and Johnson-David Martin.
From the county of Gallatin-Clement R. Ambrose.
From the county of Garrard-James B. Mason.
From the county of Gnint-Wm. Points.
From the coµnty of Graves-Henry George. I
From the county of Grayson-Leven E. Green.
From the counties of Green and Taylor-Gabriel Blevins.
From the county of Greeniip--W. H. H. Callihan.
From the county of Hancock--]. F. Bennett.
From the county of Hardin-M. H. Marriott.
Frnm the counties of Harlan, Perry, and Bell--J. K. Bailey.
From the county of Harrison-Wm. A. Webber.
From the county of Hart-Thos. Sanders.
From the county of Henderson-MontgomMy Merritt.
From the county of Henry-James O'Bannon.
From the county of Hopkins-LaFayette Wilson.
From the county of Jiferson-Hancock Taylor.
";,~· From the county of Jessamine-John C. -Welch._
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county of Kenton--Milton Hamilton.
counties of Knox and W hilley--James Perkins.
county of Larue-Thomas A. ·Robertson.
counties of Laurel and Rockcastle-Abner Eversole.
counties of Letcher, Pike, and iltartin-Samuel D. Henscounty
city of
county
county
city of

of Lewis--John D . Thompson.
Lexington-T. J. Bush.
of Lincoln-J. S. Owsley.
of Logan-Edmund Burr .
Louisville, 1st District--Richard Lambert.
2d District-Pat. Campion.
3d District-Dennis Gleason.
4th District--Lyttleton Cooke.
5th District--0harles Godshaw.
6th District--W . Scott Gresha.m.
7th Disti-ict-Peter G. Fischer.
counties of Lyon and Marshall--W m. M. Reed.
county of Madison-Ed. W. Turner.
county of Marion--Ralph L. Spalding.
county of Mason--Thos. H. Mannen .
county of McCracken--]. M. Bigger.
county of McLean-- W. H . Hillsman.
county of Meade--Thomas H. Ditto.
counties of Menifee, Montgomery, Powell, and Wolfe-Jos.

From the
From the
From the
From the
From the
From the
From the
Ft·om the
M. Kash.
From the county of Mercer=--John Charles Thompson.
From the counties of Metcalfe and Monroe--J. M. Neal.
Frorp the county of Muhlenbu1,g-Lewis Jones.
From the county of Nelson-J. L. Pope.
From the counties of Nicholas and Robertson--Geo. H . B. Thompson. ·
From the county of Ohio--J. W . Meador.
From the counties of Old/tam and Trimble-]. W. Griffith.
From the county of Owen--E. 0. Bainbridge.
From the counties of Owsle.'1/, Clay, aud Jackson-Isaac T. vVest.
From the coun_ty of Pendleton--A. R. Clarke.
From the county of Pulaski-J . T. Tartar.
Frnm the county of Scott-Wm. 0. Owens.
~ From the county of Shelby--Joh·n A. Thomas.
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From the county of Simpson-Isaac Herschel Goodnight.
From the county of Todd--Robert F. Allensworth.
From the county of Trigg-Benjamin F. Buie.
From the county of Union-Cromwell Adair.
From the county of Warren-Clarence U. McElroy and G. E.
Speck.
From the county of Washington--Andrew Thompson.
From the county of Wayne-T . J. Oatts.
From the county of Webster-G. H. Towery.
J\ From the county of Woodford-A. Buford.
Appeared, produceil. certificates of their election, and having taken
the oath required by law, repaired to their seats.
The Sergeant-at-Arms and the Door-keeper of the last House of
Representative:3 being absent, W . H. Gillis was apppointed Sergeant-at-Arms and W . G. Thompson Door-keeper, to assist in the
organization of the House.
Mr . Rigney nominated Hon. E. \V. Turner, of Madison county, as
a suitable person to fill the office of Speaker.
Mr. Hill nominated Hon. H. P. Whitaker, of the city of Covington, for the same office.
Mr. Godsha-ir nominated Hon. Lyttleton Cooke, of the city of
Louisville.
Mr. Bainbridge nominated Hon. T. J. Bush, of the city of Lexington.
Mr. 0. U. McElroy nominated Hon. J. M. Bigger, of McCracken
county.
Mr. Green nominated Hon. George R. Snyder, of Clark county.
Mr. Speck nominated Hon. John Feland, of Christian county.
And the vote being taken between them, it resulted thus: .
Those who voted for Mr. Turner, we,re'Gabriel Blevins,
Montgomery Merritt, Augustine Shelburne,
A. C. Cope,
T. J. Oatts,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
J. S. Owsley,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
John Chas. Thompson,
J. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L. Pope,
John D. Thompson,
David Martin,
G. W. Prichard,
G. H. Towery--20.
James Ba,rbour Mason, Ferdinand Rigney,
Those who voted for Mr. Whitaker, wereClement R. Ambrose, 1,'. M. Hill,
Wm. Points, ·
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin, ,
G. R. Snyder___.:11.
Milton Hamilton,
W. W.· Orr,
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Those who voted for Mr. Cooke, wereJ.M. Bigger,
Dennis Gleason,
J. W. ~eador,
T. J. Bush,
Charles Godshaw,
J.M. Neal,
Pat. Campion,
M. H. Marriott,
Thoma~ ·A. Robertson,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. J. McElroy,
· Thomas Sanders--12.
Those who voted for Mr. Bush, wereE. C. Bainbl'idge,
W. C. Owens,
John A. Thomas,
A. Buford,
T. W. Scott,
John C. Welch,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
H. P. Whitaker--10.
Thomas H. Mannen,
Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereCromwell Adair,
Thomas H . Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
W. J . Edrington,
William Neal,
Robert F . Allensworth, Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
J. F. Bennett,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
· Benjamin F. Buie,
W . H. Hillsman,
B. Mills Parrish,
Edmund Bun·,
Richard Lambert,
Wm. M. Reed,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
CI.arence U. McEiroy, Lafayette Wilson--25.
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Those who voted for Mr. Feland, wereJ. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Lewis Jones,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
C. W. Russell,
Isaac T. West-11.
Abner Eversole,
G. E. Speck,
Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
J. W. Griffith,
Ed. W. Turner,
Leven E. Green,
Jos. M. Kash,
Wm. A. Webber-7.
W. Scott Gresham,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had.
The House then proceeded to take a second ballot, which resulted
thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Turner, wei-eGabriel Blevins,
Montgomery Merritt, Augustine Shelburne,
A. C. Cope,
T . J. Oatts,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
J. S. Owsley,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
John Chas. Thompson,
J. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L. Pope,
John D. Thompson,
David Martin,
G. W. Pl'ichard,
G. H. Towery-20.
James Barbour Mason, Ferdinand Rigney,
Those who voted for Mr. Whitaker, wereClement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
William Points,
A. R. Cla1·ke,
James F. Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
G. R. Snyder-IL
Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
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Those who voted for Mr. Cooke, wereDennis Gleason,
J. M. Neal,
Charles Godshaw,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T. J. Bush,
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas Sanders-I 1.
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
Peter G. Fischer,

J. M. Bigger,

Those who voted for Mr. Flush, wereE. C. Bainbridge,
W. C. Owens,
John A. Thomas,
A. Buford,
T. W. Scott,
John C. Welch,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
H.P. Wh.itaker-10.
Thomas H. Mannen,
Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereCrnmwell Adair,
Thomas H . Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
J. F. Bennett,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
B. Mills Parish,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Wm . M. Reed,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Clinton K . Tharp,
Lyttl'eton Oooke,
Clarence U. McE\roy, Lafayette Wilson-25.
Alex . T. Craycroft,
Those who voted for Mr. Feland, wereSamuel D. Hensley, G. E. Speck,
J. K.. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
C. W. Russell,
Isaac T. West-I3.
Abnei Eversole,
W. L. Hazelip,
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Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
J. W. Griffith,
Ed. W. Turner,
Leven E. Green,
Jos. M. Kash,
W. A. W ebber-7.
W. Scott Gresham,
No.one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had.
The House proceeded to ballot a third time, which resulted thus :
Those who voted fQr Mr. Tu~·ner, we.reGabriel' Blevins,
Montgomery Merritt, Ferdinand RigneY',
A. C. Cope,
T. J. Oatts,
Ralph L. Spalding,
· John Cowan,
J. S. Owsley,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perki·ns,
John Chas. Thompson,
J. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L . Pope,
John D. Thompson,
David Martin,
G. W. P1fohard,
G. H. Towery-19.
James Barbour Mason,
Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereCromweH Adair,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
Robert·F. Allensworth, Henry George·,
Otho NUtniD,
/
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J. F. Bennett,
Benjamin F Buie,
Edmund Burr,
Henry Campbell,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Alex. T. Craycroft,

Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. Scott. Gresham,
W. H. Hillsman ,
Richard Lambert,
T. J. Lewis,
Clarence U. McElroy,
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James O'Bannon,
B. Mills Parish,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clinton K. Tharp,
LafaY,ette "Wiliion-26.

Those who voted for Mr Bush, wereE. C. Bainbridge,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford.
W. C. Owens,
John A. Thomas,
Green R Keller,
T W. Scott,
John C. Welch--9.
Those who voted for Mr. Whitaker, were-·
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
William Points,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
G. R. Snyder-9.
Those who voted for Mr. Cooke wereJ. iVI. Bigger,
Dennis Gleason,
J. lVI. Neal,
T. J . Bush,
Charles Godshaw,
Thoma,i A. Robertson,
Pat. Campion,
M. H. Mar1-ioU,
Augustine Shelburne,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. J. McElroy,
Thomas Sanders--12.
Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereLeven E. Green,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ed. W. Turner,
J. W. Griffith,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. A. Webber--6.
Those who voted for Mr. Feland, were-J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, G. E. Speck,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Lewis Jones,
J. T. Tartar,.
W . T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
C. W. Russell,
Isaac T. West-13.
W. L Hazelip,
Mr. Buford moved that the House adjourn till 7 o'clock, P . M., today.
Mr. Godshaw moved to amend by inserting 4 o'clock, P. M., instead of 7 o'clock, _p M.
And the question being tal~en on the ad0p.tion of said amendment,
it wa-s decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Spalding moved to lay the motion to adjourn on the tahie.
And the question. being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Owens moved that the House adjo.urn until 7 o'clock, P. M.
And the question being taken on the ad·option of said motion, it
was decided in the 1rnga-tive.
The yeas and nays being required· thereon by Messrs·. Feland and
Andrew Thompso.n, were as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, were-A. R. Clarke,
G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
W. 0. Owens,
W. A. Webber--6.
T. J. Bush,
Th(!se who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
W. W. Orr,
0. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth,J . W. Gr iffith,
B. Mill,; Parrish,
James Perkins,
Clement. R. Ambrnse, Milton Hamilton,
W. L . Hazelip,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L. Pope,
E . 0. Bainbr.id'ge,
T. M. Hill,
G . W. Prichard,
J. F . Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger.
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
L e wis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R . Brooks,
Jos.
M.
Kash,
Granville
V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
0 . W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
W. H . H . Callihan,
l{ich ard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
T. ·J. Lewis,
Augu stine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
M. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
G. E . Speck,
A . 0. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. T . Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole, ·
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Feland,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G . Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
William Neal,
John 0. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T .. West,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
Charles Godshaw,
Lafayette Wilson-90.
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
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The House then proceeded to a fourth ballot, which resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Turner, wereGabriel Bievins,
Montgome1·y Me.rritt, Ralph L. Spalding,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. 0. Cope,
T. J. Oatts,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
J. S. Owsley,
John D. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
G. H. Towery,
J. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L. Pope,
John 0. W elch-20.
David Martin,
G. W. Prichard,
James Barbour Mason, Ferdinand Rigney,
Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereCromwell Adair,
. Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
0. T. Allen,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
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J. F. Bennett,
Benjl').min F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
Henry Campbell,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,

Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. Scott Gresham,
W. H. Hillsman,
Richard Lambert,
T. J. Lewis,
Clarence E. McElroy,
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James O'Bannon,
B. Mills Parrish,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Lafayette Wilson-26.

Those who votAd for Mr. Bush, wereE . 0. Bainbridge,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
W. C. Owens,
John A. Thomas--8.
Green R. Keller,
T. VV. Scott,
Those who voted for Mr. VVhitaker, wereA. R. Clarke. ·
T. M. Hill,
W.W. Orr,
D. A. Glenn,
James F. Means,
William Points,
Milton Hamilton,
E. H. Morin,
G. R. Snyder-9.
Those who voted for Mr. Cooke, wereJ. M. Bigger,
. Charles Godsha~'I-·,
J. M. Neal,
Pat. Campion,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson;
Peter G. Fischer,
M. H . .lVIarriott,
Thomas Sanders,
Dennis Gleason,
W. J. McElroy,
Aug. Sbelburne--12.
Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ed. W. Turner,
Leven E. Green,
Grauville V. Rouse,
W. A. Webber--7
J. W . Griffith,
Those who voted for Mr. Feland, wereJ. K. Bailey,
Samurl D. Hen~Iey, .G. E. Speck,
W. H. H Callihan,
Lewis Jones,
J. T. TarteL',
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-II.
Abner Eversole,
0. W. Russell,
Mr. Buford moved t.hat the House adjourn until 4 o'clock, P . M.,
to-day.
And .the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
No one · having received a. majority of all the votes cast on the
fourth ballot, the House then proceeded to a fifth ballot, which resulted th us:
Thoi5e who voted ' for Mr. Turner, were' ·Gab riel Blevins,
James Barbour Ma:3c>n, G. W. Prichard,
A. Buford,
Montgomery Merritt, Ferdinaud Rigney,
A. 0. Cope,
T. J. Oatts,
Ralph L ~palding,
John Cowan,
J S. Owsley,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
John Chas. Thompson,
.T. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L. Pope,
Jno. D. Thompson-19.
David Martiu,
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Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereCromwell Adair,
W . J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Henry George,
Wi lliam Neal,
RobertF. Allensworth,Isaac H. Goodn ight, Otho Nunn,
J. F. Bennett,
W. Scott Gresh·am,
James O'Bannon,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
B. Mills Parrish,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Wm. M. Reed,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
G. H. Towery,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Clarence U. McElroy, Lafayette Wilson~-28.
Thomas H. Ditto,
Those who voted for Mr. Bush, wereE. 0. Bainbridge,
W. 0. Owens,
John A. Thomas,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scot.t,
John C. W elch-8.
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A . Spurr,
Those who voted for Mr. Whitaker, wereClement R. Ambrose, .Milton Hamilton,
E. H. Morin,
A. R. Ularke,
T. M. Hill,
W.W . Orr,
James F. Means,
William Poiut.s-9.
D . A. Glenn,
Those who voted for Mr. Cooke, wereThomas A. Robertson,
Charles Godsbaw,
J. M. Bigger,
Thomas Sanders,
W. J. McEiroy,
Pat. Campion,
Aug. Shelburne--10.
J.M. Neal,
Peter G. F ischer,
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ed. W. Turner,
Leven E. Green,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. A. Webber-7.
J. W. Griffith,
Those who voted for Mr. Feland, wereW. L. Hazelip,
G. E. Speck,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. T. Tartar,
J. W. Meador,
loaac T. West--1 l.
C. W. Russell,
Abner Eversole,

J. K. Bailey,
W. II. H. Callihan,
W. T. Dicken,
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No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election
was· had.
Mr. Godshaw withdrew the name of the Hon. Lyttleton Cooke.
The House then procee<;led to take a sixth ballot, as between those
remaining,, in nomination. wliich resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Turner, wereJames Bai'bour Mason, Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabri"el Bre-vins,
Montgomery Merritt, Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
T. J. Oatts,
Augustine Shelburne,
A.G. Cope,
J. S. Owsley,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
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Jam es Perkins,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
J.oseph L. Pope,
John Chas. Tho.mpson,
J. Q Lackey,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. W. Prichard,
John D. Thompson,
Ferdinand Rigney,
John C W elch-24.
David Martin,
Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
J.M. Neal,
Robert F, Allensworth, Isaac H . Goocfo ight, Wm. Neal,
J. F. Bennett,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
James O'Bannon,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
B. Mills Parrish,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. M . Reed,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
Clarence U. McElroy, G . H. Towery,
- Thomas H. Ditto,
W . J. McE lroy,
LaFayette Wilson--31.
W. J. Edrington,
Those vvho voted for Mr. Bush, wereE. C. Bainbridge,
W . C. Owens,
Richard A .. Spurr,
J.M. Bigger,
T. W. Scott,
John A. Thornas--7.
Green R. Keller,
. Those who voted for Mr. Whitaker, wereClement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
W. W. Orr,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
William Points,
P. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
G . R. Snyder-JO .
Milton Hamilton,
Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereCaleb R . .Brooks,
Leven E. Green,
Ed. W. Turner,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Griffith,
W. A. Webher,
Peter G. Fischer,
Jos. M. Ka,,h,
H. P. Whitaker-! l.
Dennis Gleason,
Granville V . House,
1'hose who voted for Mr. Feland, wereJ. K. Railey,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. E. Speck,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W . Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
C. W. Russell,
Isaac T. West-12.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had.
Mr. Bainbridge withdrew the name of Hon. T. J. Bush.
The House then prnceede<l to take a seventh ballot, as between
those remaining in nomination, wh ich resulted thus:
Those' who voted for Mr Turner, wereE. C. Bainbridge,
James Barbour Maso.n, Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
Montgomery Merritt, T. W . Scott,
A. Buford,
T. J. Oath,,
Augustine Shelburne
A. C. Cope,
J. S . Owsley,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
James Perkins,
John A. Thomas,
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Joseph L. Pope,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Pri-chard,
John Chas. Thompson,
J. Q. Lackey,
John D . Thompson,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ferdinand Rigney,
Thomas A. Robertson, John C. W elch--27.
David Martin,
Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereCromwell Adair,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Henry George,
J.M. Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw,
William Neal,
J. F. Bennett,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
Edmund Burr,
W. H. Hillsman,
B. Mills Parrish,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
Wm . .M. Reed ,
Henry Campbell,
T . J. L ew is,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M . H. Marriott,
G. H. Towery,
Alex. T. Cray9roft,
Clare nce CT . .McElroy, H. P. Whitaker,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J . McElroy,
LaFayette Wilson--33.
Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
Leven E. Green,
W. C. Owens,
Pat. Campio.n,
J. W. Griffith,
Granville V. Rouse,
Peter G. Fislilier,
Jos . .M. Kash,
Ed. W. Turner,
Dennis Gleason,
Green IL Keller,
W. A. Webber-12.
Those who voted for Mr. Whitaker, wereClement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
W. W. Orr,
J.M . Bigger,
T M. Hill,
William Points,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
G. R. Snyder,
D . A. Glenn,
E . H. Morin,
Richard A. Spurr-12.
Those who voted for Mr. Felancl, wereSamuel D. Hensley,
G. E. Speck,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
J. T-. Tartar,
W. H H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
C. W. Rus~ell,
Isaac T. West-13.
Abner Eversole,
W. L. Hazelip,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had .
The House proceeded to ballot the eighth time, which resulted
thus :
Those who voted for Mr. Turner, were-Clement R. Ambrose, James Barbour Ma~on; Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
.Montgomery Merritt, Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Oatts,
T . W. Scott,
. A. Buford,
W. C. Owens,
Augustine Shelburne-,
A. C. Cope,
J . S. Owsley,
Ralph L . Spalding,
John Cowan,
James Perkins,
Geo. H. B . Thomp:aon,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L . Pope,
John Chas. Thompson,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Mannen, Fedinand Rigney,
John C. Welch-29.
David Martin,
Thomas A. Robertson,
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Those w,ho voted for Mr. Bigger, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry George,
J. M. Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
J. F . Bennett,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
B. Mills Parrish,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Wm . M. Reed,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriot,
G . H. Towery,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Clarence U . McE!roy, H.P. Whitaker,
Thomas H . Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
LaFayette Wilson-32.
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
Dennis Gleason,
Joseph M. Kash,
T. J. Bu sh,
Leven E. Green,
Green R. Keller,
Pat. Campion,
J. W . Griffith,
Ed. W. Turner--10.
Peter G. Fischer,
Those who voted for Mr. Whitaker, wereJ. M. Bigger,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. Po ints,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
G. R. Snyder,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H . .Morin,
Richard A. Spurr--11.
Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
Those who voted for Mr. Feland, were-J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Lewis Jones,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
And,:ew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
C. W. Russell,
Isaac T. Wes_t--13.
W. L. Hazelip,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had.
Mr. Hill withdrew the name of Hon. H. P. Whitaker.
The House then proceeded to take a ninth ballot, as between those
remaining in nomination, which resulted thus :
Those who voted for Mr. Turner, wereClement R. Ambrose, James Barbour Mason, Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
James F. Means,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
Montgomery Merritt, T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
T. J. Oatts,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
W. W. Orr,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. C. Cope, ·
W. C. Owens,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
J. S. Owsley,
John A. Thomas,
D. A. Glenn,
James_Perkins,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pope,
John Chas. Thompson,
J. Q . .Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
John D. Thompson,
'rhomas H. Mannen, Ferdinand Rigney,
G. H. Towery,
David Martin,
Thomas A. Robertson, John C. Welch--36.
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Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereTipton A. Miller,
Cromwell Adair,
W. J. Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
C: T. Allen,
Henry George,
William Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth , Charles Godshaw,
J. F . Bennett,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
James O'Bannon,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
Edmund Burr,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. R. Clarke,
T. J. Lewis,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M . H . Marriott,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Clarence U. McElroy, FaFayette Wilson-32.
Thomas H. Ditto,
W . J. McElroy,
Those who voted for Mr. Snyder, wereJ.M. Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
Green R. Keller,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Milton Hamilton,
E. H. Morin,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. M. Hill,
Ed. W. Turner,
Dennis Gleason,
Jos. M . Kash,
W. A. Webber-13.
Leven E. Green,
Those who voted for Mr. Feland, wereSamuel D. Hensley, G. E. Speck, ·
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J.
W.
Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
C. W. Russell,
Isaac T. West-13 .
Abner Eversole,
W. L. Hazeli p,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no elec-
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tion was had.
Mr. Green withdrew the name of Hon. George R. Snyder.
Mr. Snyder moved that the House adjourn until 3:30 o'clock, P.

M, to-day.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Feland and
Speck, were as follows, to-wit:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
James F. Means,
G. R. Synder,
A. Buford,
W. W. Orr,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
W. C. Owens,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
Joseph L. Pope,
John A. Thomas,
D. A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson, John D. Thompson,
T. M. Hill,
T. W. Scott,
W. A. Webber-19..
Green R. Keller,
T'hose w·ho voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
• Isaac H. Goo.dnight, T. J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, Leven E. Green,
James 0' Bannon,
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Clement R. Ambrose,
J. IC Bailev,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. F. Bennett,
J . M. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campion 1
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Craycrnft,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
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W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
Samuel D. Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
W. H. Hills man,
Wm. M. Reed,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
M. H. Marriott,
Clinton K. Tharp,
David Martin,
Andrew Thompson,
James Barbour Mason, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Clarence U. McElroy, John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery,
J. W. Meador,
John C. Welch,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West,
Tipton A. Mtller,
H. P. Whitaker,
J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-77.
William Neal,

Mr. Snydet· moved that the Hou,se adjourn until 7 o'clock, P. M.,
to-day.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being 1·equired thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Cooke, were as follows, to.-wit:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereClement R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
David Martin,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Clarence U. McElroy, T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
Montgomery Merritt, G. R. Spyder,
Pat. Campion,
E. H. Mot-in,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. C. Cope,
W.W. Orr,
Richard A. Spurr,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
John A. Thomas,
T. M. Hill,
William Points,
W. A. Webber-32.
Green R. Keller,
Joseph
L.
Pope,
'
I,
Tl;los.e who voted in .th.e negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
J.M. Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. Neal,
Robert F.' Allensworth, Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresha_m,
T. J. Oats,.
H.

R,-2
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B. Mills Parrish,
J. W. Griffith,
J. F. Bennett,
James Perki'ns,
Milton Hamilton,
J. M. Bigger,
Wm. M. l{eed,
W. L. Hazelip,
Gabriel Blevins,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. Hillsman,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas Sanders,
Josiah Hunter,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Augustine Shelburne,
Lewis Jones,
Henry Campbell,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J . T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
Richard Lambert,
Andrew Thompson,
T. J. Lewis,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
Geo. H.'B. Thompson,
M. H. Marriott,
W. T . Dicken,
James Barbour Mason, G. H. Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
John 0 . Welch,
W . J. Edrington,
W. J . .McElroy,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
H. P. Whitaker,
James F. Means,
John Feland,
LaFayette Wilson-61.
Tipton A. Miller,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
The House then proceeded to take a tenth ballot, as betweeo those
remaining in nomination, which resulted thus:
Those whp voted for Mr. Turner, wereThomas A. Robertson,
Clement R. Ambrose, JoS"iah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Jos. M. Kash,
J. K. Bailey,
C. W. Russell,
J. Q. Lackey,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
J.M. ~igger,
T. W. Scott,
David Martin,
Gabriel Blevins,
James Barbour Mason, Augustine Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
G. R. Snyder,
James F. Means,
A. Buford,
T. J. Bush,
Montgomery Merritt, Ralph L . Spalding,
E. H. Morin,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T . J.Oatts, ·
J . T . Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
John A. Thomas,
W.W. Orr,
A. 0. Cope,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W . 0. Owens,
John Cowan,
John 0hM. Thompson,
J. S. Owsley,
W. T. Dicken,
John D. Thomp8on,
James Perkins,
Abner Eversole,
G . H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
Joseph L. Pope,
G. W. Prichard,
John 0. Welch.
D. A . Glenn,
haac T. W est-52.
Ferdinand Rigney,
Milton Hamilton,
T. M. Hill,
Those who voted for Mr. Bigger, wereIsaac H. Goodnight, Tipton A. Mille1·,
Cromwell Adair,
0. T. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
J . M. Neal,
William Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gt:esham,
J. W.Griffith,
Otho Nunn,
J . F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
Samuel D. Hensley,
B. Mills Parrish,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
Henry Campbell,
-Lewis Jones,
Wm . M. Reed,
A. R. Clarke,
Green R. Kelle1·,
G. E . Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clinton I{,. Tharp,
Richard Lambert,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
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T. J. Lewis,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
M. H . Marriott,
Ed. W. Turner,
W. J. Edrington,
Clarence U. McElroy, W. A. Webber,
John Feland.
W. J . McElroy,
, H. P. Whitaker,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
LaFayette Wtlson-46.
Henry George,
Charles Godshaw,
M1·. E. W. Turner having received a majority of all the votes cast,
was thereupon declared duly elected Speaker of this House for the
present session; and being cor:iducted to the chair by Messr,i. Buford
and C. U. McElrny, returned · thanks for the honor conferred upon
him, and recommended the observance of order and decorum.
The Speaker having announced that nominations for the office of
Chief Clerk of the House were in order,
Mr. Spalding placed in nomination for that office T. G. Poore, of
Hickman county.
Mr. Thomas placed in nomination S. P. Cunningham, of Fayette
county.
And the vote being taken between those in nomination, it resulted
as follows, viz:
Those who voted for Mr. Poore_, wereC. T. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
J.M. Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw, .
Otho Nunn,
J. F. Bennett,
Leven E . Green,
T . J. Oatts,
J.M. Bigge1·,
W Scott Gresham,
W.W. Orr,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. W . Grrffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
A. Buford,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins, .
Benjamin F. Buie,
Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
Edmumd Burr,
T. M . Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. H. l:Iillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Henry Campbell,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand. Rigney,
Pat. Campion,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. R. Clarke,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Alex . T. Craycraft,
M. H. Marriott,
Han cock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
David Martin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElrny, Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
John Feland,
J. W. Meador, .
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt, W . .A. Webber,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson-64.
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted for Mr. Cunningham, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Thomas H. l\liannen, T. W. Scott,
Clement R. Ambrnse, James Barbour Mason, Augustine Shelburne,.
J. K.. Bailey,
James F. Means,
G. R. Snyder,
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Richard A. Spurr,
E. H. Morin,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
J. T. Tartar,
William Neal,
Cal eb R. Brooks,
John A. Thomas,
James
O'Bannon,
T. J. Bush,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W.
0.
Owens,
A. 0. Cope 1
John Chas. Thompson,
J. S. Owi!ley,
Abner Eversole,
John
0. Welch,
Jo:3eph
L.
Pope,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Isaac T. West,
Granville V. Rouse,
Milton Hamilton,
H.P. Whitaker-34.
C. W. Russell,
Jos. M.· Kash,
Green R. Keller,
T. G. Poore having received a majority of all the votes cast, was
declared duly elected Chief Clerk of this House, and thereupon he
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The Speaker having announced that nomination s for the office of
As sistant Clerk of thi:3 House were in orde1·,
Mr. 0. T. Allen placed in nomination for that office E. Polk John-

w. 1

son, of Jefferson county.
Mr. Spurr placed in nomination E. P. McAdams, of Hancock
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county.
Mr. Glenn placed in nomination J. K . Wandelohr, of Pendleton

T. J

county.
Mr. O'Bannon placed in nomination W.W. Rowlett, of Oldham

tion

county.
Mr. Bush placed in nomination L.B. Grigsby, of Clark ·county.
And the vote being taken between those in nomination, it 1·esulted
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as follows, to-wit:
Those who voted for Mr. Johnson, wereC. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
E. 0. Bainbr-idge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, T. W. Scott, ·
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
· Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
T•ipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
John
Chas. Thompson,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery-41.
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
Charles Godshaw,
W.W. Orr,
Those who voted for Mr. McAdams, were.Mr. Speaker (Turner), Abner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
,Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mil'ls Pa'rrish,
J ,. K. Bailey.,
W. L . Hazelip,
James Perkins,
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J. F. Bennett,
J.M. Bigger,
Henry Campbell,
A. 0. Cope,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,

as

Those who voted for Mr. Wandelohr, wer.e0aleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
W. 0. Owens,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, William Points,
D. A. Glenn,
James Barbour Mason, Granville V. Rou se,
James F. Means,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
Milton Hamilton,
T. M. Hill,
E. H. Morin,
H.P. Whitaker-15.
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W. H. Hillsman,
Josiah Hunter,
Lewis Jones,
Jos. M. Kash,
T . J . Lewis,
M. H. Marriott,
W. J. McElroy,
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Wm. M . Rf'ed,
Ralph L. Spalding,
G. E. Speck,·
Richard A. Spurr,
John D. Thompson,
Isaac T . West,
Lafayette Wilson--30.

Those who voted for Mr. Rowlett, wereW. II. H. Callihan,
James O'Bannon,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T . Dicken ,
0. W. Russell,
John A. Thomas-7.
J. W. Griffith,
Those who voted for Mr. Grigsby, wereClement R. Ambrose, G. R. Snyder,
John 0. W elch-4.
T. J. Bush,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no ele ction was had.
Mr. O'Banncin withdrew the name of W. W. Rowlett.
The House then proceeded to take a second ballot, as between
those remaining in nomination, which resulted thus:
Those who voted for J.1-,fr. McAdams, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Abner Eversole,
B. Mills Parrish,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven -E. Green,
James Perkins,
J..K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Ralph L i:::ipalding,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
G. E. Speck,
J. M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Richard A. Spun,
A. 0. Cope,
Jos. M. Kash,
J. T. Tartar,
Alex . T. 0raycroft,
T. J. Lewis,
Jno. D. Thompson,
W . T. I)icken,
M. H. Marriott,
John 0. Welch,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
Isaac T. West,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson--30.
Tho se who voted for Mr. Johnson, were0. T. Allen,
Isaac\ H. Goodnight, J. S . Owsley,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Joseph L. Pope,
Oiement R . Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M . Reed,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdina11d Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
0. W. Ru5se ll,
Edmund Eurr,
James Barbour Mailon, Thomas Sanders,
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Clarence U. McElroy, T. W. Scott,
W . H. H. Callihan,
Aug. Shelburne,
J. W. Meador,
Henry Campbell ,
G. R. Snyder,
James
F.
Means,
Pat. Campion,
Montgomery Mel'l'itt, Hancock T·aylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John A . Thomas,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Cowan,
And rew Thompson,
William
Neal,
John Feland,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Otho Nunn,
Peter G. Fischer,
John Chas. Thompson,
T.
J.
Oatts,
Henry George,
G. H. Towery-53.
James O'Bannon,
Dennis Gleason,
W.W.
Orr,
Chades Godshaw,
Those who voted for Mr. W andelohr, weJ"eCaleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Kelle r,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. R . Ularke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K. Tharp,
D . A. Glenn,
E H. Mori11,
W. A: Webber,
Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
H. P . Whitaker--14.
T. M. Hill,
William Points,
For Mr. Grigsby--T .-J. Bush--1.
E . Polk Johnson having received a majority of all the votes cast,
was declared duly elected Assistant Clerk of this House, and there' upon he took the oath required by la.w .
The Speaker announced that nominations for the office of Sergeant-at-Arms were in order,
Mr. Manne n nominated W. E . Railey.
Mr. Spalding nominated J. M. Lobban.
Mr. Parrish nominated G . W . Gossom.
M r. Morin nominated G. F. McQueen.
Mr. Kash nominated John J . Pursley.
And the vote being taken between those in nomination, it resulted
thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Railey, wereRichard A. Spurr,
W . C. Owens,
A. Buford,
Hancock Taylor,
James
Perkins,
W. J. Edrington,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Joseph L . Pope,
John Feland,
John C. Welch-14.
Wm.
M.
Reed,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas H. Man nen,
· Those who voted for Mr. Lobban, wereE . C. Bainbridge,
T. lVI. H ill,
Granville V . Rouse,
T . J. Bush,
W. H . Hillsman,
T. W . Scott,
A . R. Clarke.
Green R. Keller,
Aug. Shelburne,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, Ralph, L . Spalding,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
G . E . Speck,
D . A . Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas,
J. W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
And1:ew Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
H. l'. Whitaker-24.
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Those who voted for Mr. Gossom, wereRobert,F. Allenswor·th, Isaac H . Goodnight; Ferdinand Rigney,
J. IC Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas San<le1·s,
Gabriel Blevins,
M. H. Mal'l'iott,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
W. H. H Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
W. A. Webber,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West--26.
W. T. Dicken,
B. Mills Parrish,
Those who voted for Mr. Pursl~y, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Peter G. Fischer,
James F. Means,
CroU:well Adair,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
Clement R. Ambrose, Charles God,,haw,
W.W. Orr,
J. F. Bennett,
W. Scott Gresham, . William Points,
Caleb H.. Brooks,
SamuPl D. Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Henry Campbell,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
John Chas. Thompson,
A. C. Cope, ·
David Martin,
G. H. Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Jttrnes Barbour Mason, LaFayette Wilson-33.
For Mr. McQueea--E. H. Morin--1.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had.
Mr. Mannen withdrew the name of Mr. _Railey.
The House proceeded to take a second ballot, as between those
remaining in nomination, whi~h resulted thus:
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Those who voted for Mr. Lobban, wereGreen R. Keller,
Augustine Shelb.urne,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, Richard A. Spun·,
John Cowan,•
Wm. Neal,
Hancock Taylor,
D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
J. W. Griffith,
W . C. Owens,
Andrew Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
T. lVL Hill,
Granvi ll e V. Rouse,
John C. Welch,
W. H. Hill sman,
T. W. Scott,
H . P. Whitaker--27.

E. C. Bainbridge,

Those who voted for Mr. Gossom, wereRobert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
J. K.. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Clareqce U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J . McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
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John D. Thompson,
W. A. Webber,
Isaac T. West-32.

For Mr. McQueen-0.
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Those who voted for Mr. Pursley, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Peter G. Fischer,
Tipton A. Miller,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose, Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr,
J. F . Bennett,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. Points,
Caleb R. Brooka,
Leven E . Green,
Joseph L. Pope,
A. Buford,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M. ReeU,
Henry Campbell,
Joseph M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
A. C. Cope,
Richard Lambert.,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
David Martin,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
James Barbour Mason, L!tFayette Wilson-38.
John Feland,
James F. Means,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no elec-
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The House proceeded to a third ballot, which resulted thus :
Those who voted for Mr. Lobban, wereE. C. Bainbridge,
W. B. Hillsman,
Augustine Shelburne
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
William Neal,
John A. Thomas,
D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
Andrew Thompson,
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Geo . H . B. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
John C. Welch,
T . M. Hill,
T. W. Scott,
H.P. Whitaker-27.

•

Those who voted for Mr. Gossom, wereRobert F. AllenE1worth, W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
Jo siah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robert.,on,
Gabriel Blevins,
M. H . Marriott,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W . J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinton K. Tharp,
W. T. Dicken,
E . H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J .M. Neal,
W. A. Webber,
PeterG . Fischer,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West-32.
Isaac H. Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish, 1
For Mr. McQueen-0.
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Those who voted for Mr. Pursley, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
Cromwell Adair,
Henry Gf'orge,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
W.W. Orr,
J. F . Bennett,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L. Pope,
A. Buford,
Jos. lVI. Kash,
G . W. Prichard,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed,
Hen1·y Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
C. W. Rus,;:ell,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewi:<,
G. R. Snyder,
A. C. Cope,
David Ma1·tin,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H . Ditto,
.James Harbour Mason, G. H . Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means
LaFayette Wilson-39.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had .
The Hou::e prnceeded to a fourth ballot, which resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Lobban, wereE. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. F. Bennett,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. Buford,
J. W. Meador,
G. E . Speck,
T. J. Bush,
William Neal,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
James ()'Bannon,
Hancock Taylor,
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Andrew Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
T. M . Hill.
T. W. Scott,
John A. Thomas--25.
W. H. Hillsman,
Those who voted for Mr. Gossom, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Peter G . Fischer,
J. M. Neal,
J. K. Bailey,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S . Owsley,
J.M. Bigger,
W . L . Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Gabriel Blev in s,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
Eclmund Bun,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
VV. H. H. Callihan,
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas Sanders,
Pat. CamJ)ion,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
Montgomery Merritt, W. A. Webber,
W. T. Dicken,
E. 11. Morin,
Isaac T. West-31.
Abner Eversole,
Those who voted for Mr. Pursley, wereW.W. Orr,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E . Green,
Cromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
C. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hen::<ley, Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, Jos. M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
Wm. M. Reed,
Caleb R. Brnok::i,
J. Q La ckey ,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewi.,,,
C. W. Russell,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
G. H.. Snyder,
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James Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thompson,
James F. Means,
G. H. Towery,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson--38 .
T. J. Oatts,
For Mr. McQueen--0.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had.

A. C. Cope,
Tho in as H. Ditto,
W. J. Ed_rington,
Henry George,
·
Cha rles Godshaw,

Mr. Spalding withdrew the name of J. M. Lobban.
Mr. Mo1·in withdrew the name of G. F. McQueen.
The I-louse proceeded to ballot a fifth time, a::1 bP,tween those
remaining in nomination, which resulted thu:.;:
1'hose who voted for Mr. Gossom, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Chal'les Godsbaw,
J. S. Owsley,
J. K . Bailey,
Isaac H . Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
R. 0. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
J. M. Bigger,
W. L. H11zelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Jo siah IJunter,
T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
L ewid Jones,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tai-tar,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Tay lor,
.lohn Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
Abner Ever:;ole,
E. H. Morin·,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
J . M. Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West-45.
Those who voted for Mr. Pursley, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Samuel D. Hensley, William Points,
C. T. Allen,
W. H . Hillsman,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, Jos. M. Kash.
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
Wm. M.. Reed, ·
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. LAckey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
Granvi ll e V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewi::1,
0. W. Ru,:;sell,
T. J. Bush,
Thoma;, H ..Mannen, G. R. Snyder, ·
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Oooke,
James Barbom Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George, ·
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
W.W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-52.
W. Scott Gresham,
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John J. Pursely having received a majority of all the votes cast,
was declared duly elected Sergeant-at-Arms of this House for the
present session, and thereupon took the oath requir~d by law.
The Speaker having announced that nomination s for the office of
Door-keeper of this Hou se were in order,
Mr. Clarke nominated Harvey T. Wilson.
Mr. Tharp nominated Wm. J. Lucas.
Mr. Cowan nominated Humphrey Hyde.
Mr. Marriott nominated M. W. LaRue.
Mr. Merritt nominated Mason B. Lucas.
Mr. Keller nominated Jo. Will. Miller.
Mr. Brooks nominated G. B. Swango.
Mr. Griffith nominated J. B. Hutton.
Mr. Burr nominated J. A. Peak.
Mr. Miller nominated E . C. Curd.
Mr. Meador nominated James Whittinghill.
And the vote being taken between those in nomination, it resulted
thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Curd, wereHenry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed--6.
J. M. Bigger,
Those who voted for Mr. LaRue, wereThomas A. Robertson,
lfeven E. Green,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas Sander:s,
W. Scott Gresham,
Lyttleton Cooke,
G. R. Snyder,
Josiah Hunter,
W. J. Edrington,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Richard Lambert,
John Feland,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
M. H. Marriott,
Peter G. Fischer,
Hancock Taylor-19.
Ferdinand Rigney,
Dennis Gleason,
Charles Godshaw,
For Mr. Hyde-John Cowan-I.
Those who voted for W. J. Lucas, wereG-ahriel Blevins,
W. H. Hillsman,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex T. Craycroft,
Lewis Jones,
LaFayette Wi!son--7.
Thomas H. Ditto,
•
Those who voted fot· Mr. Wilson, wereClement R. Ambrose, James Barbour Mason, Joseph L. Pope,
James F. Means,
Granville V. lfouse,
A. R. Clarke,
E. H. Morin,
G. E. Speck,
W. T. Dicken,
W.W. Orr,
Wm. A. Webber,
D. A. Glenn,
James Perkins, ·
H.P. Whitaker-17.
Milton Hamilton,
William Point.s,
T . M. Hill,
Those who voted for Mr. Peak, were-Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, W. J. McElroy-5.
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. iVIcElroy,
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Those who voted fo1· Mr. Hutton, wereCromwell Adair,
Otho Nunn,
Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
T. J. Oatts,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. W . Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
John Chas. Thompson,
Wm. Neal,
J. S. Owsley,
J ohn A . Thomas--12.
Those who voted for Mr. Swango, wereMr. Speaker (Turner) , W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K . Rail P.y,
Samue l D. Hensley,
J. T . Tartar,
Cale b R. Brooks,
Jos . M. Kash,
John D . Thompson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q . Lackey,
G. H. Towery,
A . U. Cope,
Thom a s H. Mannen, Isaac T. West-17 .
Abner Eversole,
David Martin,
Those who voted for Mr . Miller, wereT. J. Bush,
W. C. Owens,
John C Welch-4.
Gree n R . Keller,
Those who voted f~r Ma.s on B . Lucas, were. Montgomery Merritt, T. W. Scott-2.
Those who voted for Mr. Whittinghill, wereJ. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J . W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson--6.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had.
Mr. Meador withdrew the name of James Whittinghill.
Mr. Miller withdrew the name of E. C. Curd.
Mr. Merritt withdrew the name of Mason B. Lucas.
The House then proceeded to take a second b a llot, as to those remaining in nomination, which resulted thus :
Those who voted for Mr. LaRue, wereC. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F: Allensworth, Chai-les Godshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. S cott Gresham,
Thomas Sanders,
Pat. Campion,
Josiah Hunter,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. J. Edrington,
lVl. H. Marriott,
Hancock Taylor,
John Feland,
B . Mills Parrish,
John C. Welch--25.
Peter G. Fischer,
Those who voted_for Mr. Hyde, wereT. W. ~cott-2.
Those who vote d for Mr. Lucas, wereJ . M. Bigger,
L e wis Jones,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Cray croft,
T. J. Lewis,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, LaFayette Wilson-IO.
W . H . Hillsman,
E . H . Morin,
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Those who voted for Mr. Wilson, wereClement R. Ambrose, James Barbour Mason, Joseph L. Pope,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. T. Dicken,
W. W. Orr,
Wm . A. Webber,
D. A. Glenn,
James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker--14.
Milton Hamilton,
Wm . Points,
Those who voted for Mr . Hutton, \Vere-Cromwell Adair,.
William Neal,
Augustine Shelburne,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Otho Nunn,
Ricl:iard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
James O'Baunon, .
John Chas. Thompson,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
John A. Thomas--15
Those who votfid for Mr. Swango, wereMr. Speaker (Turner) , Henry George,
J. W. Meador,
J. K. Bailey,
W . L. Haze lip ,
Tipton A. Miller,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Samuel D. Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
Benjamin F'. Buie,
T. M. Hill,
C. W . Ru~sell,
W. H. H. Callihan, Jos. M. Kash,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
J. Q. LackP-y,
John D. Thomp;,ion,
A. C. Cope,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
David Martin,
Isaac T. Weot-~4.
Those who voted for Mr. Peak, _wereEdmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. M. Neal,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. J. McElroy,
G. E. Speck-6.
Tho::1e who voted for .Mr. Miller, wereT. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
W. C. Owens--3.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had .
Mr. Burr withdrew the name of John A. Peak.
The House then proceeded to a third ballot, as between those
remaining in nomination, which resulted thus:
Those who voted fot· Mr. LaRue, wereC. T. Allen,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
Robert F. Allensworth, Dennis Gleason,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
Charles Godshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigger,
W. Scott Gresham,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos·iah Hunter,
Thomas Sanders,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Thomas H. Ditto,
M. H. Marriott,
Hancock Taylor,
W . J. Edrington,
Claref!ce U. McElrny, John C. Welch-28.
John Feland,
Those who voted for Mr. Idyde, wereJohn Cowan,
E. H. Morin,
T. W. Scott-3.
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Those who voted for Mr. Lucas, were-W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Edmund Burr,
J.M. Neal,
Andrew T hompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson-I 1.
W. L Hazelip,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. Hillsman,
Those who voted for Mr. Wilson, wereClement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
James Barbour Mason, Granville V. Ronse,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Wm. A. Webber,
W. T. Dicken,
W.W. Orr,
H. P. Whitaker-14.
D. A. Glenn,
William Points,
Those who voted for Mr. Hutton, were-Cromwell Adair,
Otho Nunn,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Isl!l.,.c H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
John Chas. Thompson,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
John A. Thomas--14.
William Neal,
Augustine Shelburne,
Those who voted for Mr. Swango, wereMr. Sp~aker (Turner), Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. K.. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
Benjamin F Buie,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Jos. M. I~ash,
J. T. Tar.tar,
Henry Campbell,
J. Q. Lackey,
John D. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. H. Towery,
Ahner Eversole,
David Martin,
Isaac T. West-24.
Those who voted for Mr. Miller, were1
T. J. Bush,
Green R Keller,
-N. C. Owens-3.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was hacl.
Mr. Cowan withdrew the name of Humphrey Hyde.
Mr. Keller withdrew the name of Jo. Will. Miller.
The House then proceeded to a fourth ballot, as between those
remaining in nomination, which resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. La.Rue, wereC. T. Allen,
John Feland,
Clarence U. McElroy,
Robert F. Allensworth, Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
J. F. Bennett,
Dennis Gleason,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. M. Bigger,
Charles Godshaw,
Ferdinand J;ligney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas Sanders,
rat. Campion,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton· Cooke,
Josiah Hunter, .
Ralph L. Spalding,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Richard Lambert,
Han cock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Lewis,
John C. Welch--32.
W. J. Edrington,
M. H. Marriott,
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Those who voted for Mr. Lucas, wereEdmund Burr,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clinton K. "Tharp,
W. J. Mc~lrny,
G. E. Speck,
LaFayette Wilson--7.
J.M. Neal,
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Those who voted for Mr. Wilson, wereClement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L . Pope,
8. C. Bainbridge,
James Barbour Mason, Granville V. Rouse,
A. R. Clarke,
E. H . Morin,
Wm. A. Webber,
W. T. Dicken,
W.W. Orr,
H. 'P. Whitaker--14.
D..A. Glenn,
William Points,
Those who voted for Mr. Hutton, wereCromwell Adair,
T. J . Oatts,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Bu;;:h,
James O'Bannon,
Wchard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
W. C. Owens,
Geo. El. B. Thompson,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
John Chas. Thompson,
Green R. Keller,
T. W . Scott,
John A. Thomas-16.
Utho Nunn,
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Those who voted for Mr. ::;wang-o, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley, William Neal,
J. K. Bailey,
T. 1\1. Hill,
James Perkins,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. M. K11sh,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
J. T. Tartlr,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, Andrew Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
John I>. Thompson,
Abner E\'!ersole,
James F. Means.
G. H . Towery,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West-28.
W. L. Hazelip,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was had.
The Hou:;e then proceeded to a fifth ballot, which.resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. LaRue, were- ·
Cromwell Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. J. McElroy,
C. T. Allen,
·
Dennis Gleason,
J. W. Meador,
Robert F. Allensworth, Charles Godahaw,
Otho Nunn,
J. F. Bennett,
Isaac H, Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
J. M. Bigger,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. M. Reed,·
Gabriel Blevins,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Pat. Campion,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
G. R Snyder,
Alex. 'I'. CraNcroft,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Thomas H. Ditto,
M. H . .lYiarriott,
Hancock Taylor,
W. J. Edrington,
Clarence U. McE ll'Oy, John C. Welch--37.
John Feland,
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Those who· voted for Mr. Lucas, were~
Edmund Burr,
-G. E. ~peck,
LaFayette Wilson-5.
W . L. Hazelip,
Clinton K. Tharp,
·
Those who voted for Mr. Wil son, wereClement R. Ambrose, D. A. Gle nn,
Joseph L. Pope,
E . C. Bainbridge,
Milton Harniltori ,
Granville V . Rou se,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, H . P. Whitaker--9.
Those who voted for Mr. Hutton, wereW . 0. Owem1,
Richard A. Spurr,
T . J . Bush,
J.
S.
Ow:;;ley,
Geo.
H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
T . W. Scott,
John Chas. Thompson,
J. W. Griffith,
Augustin e Shelburne, John A. Thomas-13.
T. J . Oatts,
James 0' Bannon,
Those who voted for Mr. Swango, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), T. M. Hill,
Wm. Neal,
J . K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
W. W . Orr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Jos. M . Kash,
James Perkins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Wm . Points,
W. H . H . Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mann en, J . .T. Tartar,
A . 0 . Cope,
David Martin,
Andrew Thompl:lon,
W. T . Dic:ken,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H . Towery,
Henry Geo,ge,
E . H. Mo rin ,
Wm. A. Webber,
Samuel D . Hensley, J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West-33.
No one having received a majo rity of all the votes cast, no election was had.
Mr. Whitaker withdrew the name of Harvey T. Wilson.
Mr. Tharp withdrew the name of Wm. J. Lucas.
The House then proceeded to a sixth ballot, as between those
remaining in nomination, which resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. LaRue, were0 rom well Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
B. Mills Parrish,
RobertF. Allensworth, Charles Godl:lhaw,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
J . NI. Bigger,
Leven E . Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
· W . Scott Gresham,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
W . H. Hil lsman,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
Josiah Hunter,
G. R. Synder,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Lyttleton .Cooke,
T. J . Lewia,
G. E . Speck,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
M. H. Marr.intt,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H . Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, CHnton K _. Tha,rp,
W . J . Edrington ,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Feland,
J. W . Meador,
John C. Welch- 42.
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Those w·ho vote-d for Mr. Swango, wereMr. Speaker (T,uner), T . lVI. Uill,
James Perkins,
Clement B.. Ambrose, Lewis .Jones,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Jo,:1 . M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R . Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Benj a min F. Buie,
Th o mas H . Mannen, J . T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
Andrew Thompson,
Henry Campbell,
Jam~s Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thompson,
A. R. CJarke,
Jam es F. Means,
John D . Thompson,
-~- C. Cope,
Tipton A Miller,
G . H. Towery,
W. T. Dicken,
E. H. Morin,
Wm. A. Webber,
Abner Eversolf',
.l. lVI. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
W. L. Hazelip,
W.W. Orr,
LaFayette Wil$on-'13.
Samuel D. Hensley,
Those who voted for Mr. Hutton, wereT. J . Oat.ts,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush ,
James
O'
Bannon,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
W. C. Owens,
John A. Thomas--11.
D . A. Glenn,
J. S . Owsley,
J. W. Griffith,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election
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was had.
Mr. Griffith withdrew the name of J. C. Hutton.
The House then proceeded to take a seventh ballot, as between
those remaining in nomination, which resulted thUR:
Those who voted for Mr. LaRue, wereCromwell Adair,
Dennis GleBson,.
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Charles God$haw,
James O'Bannon,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, B. Mills Pal'rish,
J. F. Bennett,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. M. Bigger,
W. Scott Gre,;ham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L . Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Josiah Hunter,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
G. R Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
M. H. Marriott,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Feland,
J. W. Meador,
John C. Welch-43.
Peter G. Fischer,
Those ..who voted for Mr. Swango, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
J • .K: Bai}ey,
Lewis Jones,
Gr~nville V. Rouse,
H,
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E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos . .M. Kash,
C. W . Ru;;:sell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q . Lackey,
G . E. 8peck,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H . .Mann en, Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Mart.in,
J. T. Tartar, ·
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
A. R . Clarke,
·James F. Me1rns,
Andrew Thomp~on,
A. C. Cope,
E. H. Morin,
.John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
.T . .M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
_vVm. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
Wm. A. Wehber,
Henry George,
W. W . Orr,
h11ac T. We::'t,
D. A. Glenn,
W . C. Owet1i;,,
H.P. Whilaker,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson--53.
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
·
Mr. D. B. Swango having received a majority of all the votes cast,
w·as declared duly elected Door-keeper of tbi.i House for the prese1;1
session, and ~hereupon took the oath required by law.
Mr. Bigger offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That a committee of three members of this Houi::e be
appointed by the Speaker to inform the Senate that the House is
organized and ready to proceed with business.
Which was adopted.
Whereupon the Speaker appointed Messrs. Bigger, Spurr., and
Feland as said committee.
Mr. C. U. McElroy offered the follo'vving resolution, viz: .
Resolved, That a committee of five ·members of t.bis House, with
the Speaker as Chairman, be appointed to draft and report a set o
standing rules for the government of this Hout.<e; and, until the adop·
tion of said repo1't, the printed rules of the last House shall govern
this body.
Which was adopted.
And then the House adjourned.
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A _message was received from the Senate announcing that the Senate had met, were organiz~d, and now ready to proceed to business,
and that a committee had been appointed. on the part of the Senate,
to act in conjunction with a similar committee appointed on the part
of the House, to wait upon the Governor and inform him that the
General Assembly of Kentucky was now organized, and ready to
receive any communication he may be disposed to f')'1ake.
Mr. Spalding offered the f'ollowi ng resolution:
Resolved, That the Speaker appoint a committee of five members
of this House, who, acting with a like committee of the Senate, shall
wa-it upon the Governor and inform him that both Houses are now
l'egularly organized and ready to proceed with business.
Which was adopted.
Whereupon the Speaker appointed Messrs . Spalding, Bush, Pope,
Owens, and C. T. Allen said committee.
After a short time, Mr. Spalding reported that that duty had been
performed, and were informed by the Governor that he would, in a
short time, communicate, by way of me,,sage, with each Hou,;e. in
its respective chamber.
Mr. Wilson offered the following resolution :
Rcsr,lved, That the ministers of the several churches of this city
be requested to open the daily sessions of this House with prayer.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Mannen offerer! the following resolution:
Resolved, That all reporters for newspapers, who desire to report
the proceedings of this House from day to day, arn invited to seats
on the floor.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Reed moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved by the House of Representatives, That the earnest thanks of
this body be returned to Hon. Thomas G. Poore and Mr. J.E. Stone,
for the able and efficient manner in which they have discharged the
arduomi duties incumbent on them in the organization of the House,
and for the able, ju~t, and di::icriminating manner io which they
presi.ded as Clerk and Assistant Clerk, \Vhich their learning in parliamentary law and inflexibility of character enabled them so well
to use
Which was adopted.
A. message was receive_d from the Governor, by Hon, J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State.
::,aid message was taken up and read as follows, viz:
Gentlemen ~f the Senate and _House of Representatives:
It gives me plea~ure to welcome you to the Capital of our Commonwealth, and to assure you of my hearty co-operation in all your efforts
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to promote the welfare of the people and advance the material interests
of the State. Your duties and responsib.ilities are very important, and
you are invested with power and authority which should be used for the
ben efit and for the honor of all, without regard to locality, religious
creed, or political affiliation. I sincerely hope that your session will be
characterized by harmony, wis.dom, and charity. and that your legislation
will be such as to make you merit the blessings of God and the gratitude
of the people you represent.
I congratulate you, that, while foreign nations are being stricken with
famine, devastated by war, or torn with ii1t~rnal dissension, our Republic
is peaceful and prosperous, and our State is crowned with innumerable
blessings. In I our plenteous harvests, decreasing taxation, civil and
religious liberty, improved educational advantages, liberal charities, exemption from pestilence and civil commotion, friendship and reconciliation
between those heretofore estranged, and other multiplied evidences of
public and private welfare, we have abundant cause for gratitude and
thanks to an overruling Providence, in whose gracious keeping are the
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destinies of States and Rep.ublics.
Fll\ANCES.

The financial condition of the Commonwea.lth, as will appear, from th
following summary, prepared after careful examination of the Auditor'
and Treasurel:'s Reports, is exceedingly gratifying, and will compar
favorably with that of any State in the Union:
Amount of debt 10th of October, 1877, which consists of bonds outstancling unredeemed . , , . . •

..................

Which bonds are as follows :~
1 5-per cent. bond due 1865 and outstanding,
6-per cent. bonds clue and outstanding • • .
Internal improvement scrip due and outstanding

J

109 6-per cent. bonds maturing in 1894 . .
60 6-per cent. bonds maturing in 1895 . •
5 6-per cent. bonds maturing in 1896 ..
Total.

. ..................

$183,394

A

$5,000
4,000

394
109,000
60,000
5,000
$183,394

la

It will be seen that there now only remains of bonds and scrip ou
standing and unredeemed $183,394, of which only $9,394 is due; a
these bonds and the scrip have not been paid, because they have ne
been presented, and the interest on them ceased on t/ze day tltey were
The residue of the bonds are not due and redeemable until 1894-'5-'
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To meet this indebtedness we had, on the 10th of October, 1877, the
end of the fiscal year-

nterests
nt, and
for the
eligious
will be
gislation
~ratitude

230 United States 5-20 gold-bearing interest bo11ds, deposited in the Bank
of America, at New York, and by act of the Legislature h el<l spec ially
for the payment of the bonded ind ebtedness of the State, wort h
406 shares of stock in Bank of Louisvi ll e ..
Stock in turnpike roads, worth • • • . • . .
Tola] . . . . . . . . . . .
We also had, according to Report o f State Treasurer, exclns ive of tl~e
amou.nt to the credit o f the Sinking Fnnd, a balance in the State Treas-
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R.epublic
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ury, on the 10th of October, 1877, amounting to . . . . . . . . .
, $ I , 368, 142 20

Total. . . • • . . . . . .

Our financial condition is justly a matter of pride and satisfaction to
every Kentuckian. Two years ago, at the beginning of my administration, when financial depression, industrial paralysis, and decreasing values
were being felt all over the country, we reduced the revenue tax of this
State from forty five cents to forty cents on each one hundred dollar,,'
worth of property. It gives me profound pleasure to state th at the
reduction has not been embarras5ing in the least degree. All legal and
necessary expenses of the State, together with the appropriations made ·
by the last Legislature, have been promptly paid, and there has been a
steady increase, according to the following report of the Treasurer, in
the balance to the credit of the
REVENUE

f 183,394 ~

PROPER.

Amount received from the 11th of October, 1876, to the 10th of October,
1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. $1,484,685 35
557,605 16

Adel balance 10th of October, 1Sj6

$5,000 (1
4,000

$246, 000 00
32,480 00
506, 267 42

~

394 oi
109,000 ~
60,000 ~
5,000 ~

-----

,~

$183,394 ~

I scrip out
s due;ao
have neve

'f!Y were di
1894-'5-'f

Making • • • . .
Deduct warrants paid from

II

th of October, 1876, to 10th of October,
1,458,895 73

1877 . • •• .
Balance 10th of October, 1877, embraced in statement above.
CLAIMS AGAINST THE

r-EDERAL GOVERNMENT.

Although more than twelve years have elapsed since the close of the
late civil war, the claim known as the "Kentucky War Claim,'' which is
a claim against the Federal Government for expenses incurred and
ad;vancements ~nade by the State in defense of the United States during
the war, is not yet all paid. Since the adjournment of the last Legislature, I have received warrants on the Treasury of the United States
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amounting. in the aggregate, to $52,503 47, which I transferred to the
Treasurer of Kentucky, who has received the money; b-ut there is a
balance still due and unpaid of $397.587 27.
The settlement of the war claim of Kentucky has been retarded and
hindered in many ways not necessary to explain here. It is proper,
however, for me to say that the officers and agents of Kentucky, charged
with its collection, have been diligent and unceasing in their preparation
and presentation of the claim, and it is in no degree their fault that it
has not all been paid. It is difficult to understand why the solemn
promise of reimbursement, made in the act of July 27th, I 86 r·, has
not been fully complied with; yet the large amount already paid, and
the ability of the Government to pay, co.upled with the demands of justice and honor. induce me to believe that we will ultimately collect all
that is due our State.
I have given much attention to the collection of this claim,- and have
been aided, in every proper way, by Quarter-Master General J.P. Nuckols, who, for nearly two years, has acted in conjunction with our attorneys at Washington, and is entitled to c;redit for his energy and ability
in preparing and presenting the various installments, and urging their
.payment.
I
The State held, for many years, a claim against the Federal Govern-.
ment for tolls and transportation on Green and Barren rivers. This
claim, after many efforts, was collected a few months since, and the State
realized from it the sum of $50,56o 50, after paying the cost of collection, according to a contract made by my predecessor, under authority
of an act of the Legislature.
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EDUCATION.

There is no subject of greater importance _than _popular education.
The existence of our Republic depends upon the intelligence and virtue
of those who exercise the right of suffrage; and States increase in wealth,
and population, and advance in refinement and Christianity, as the people are educated. The framers of our Constitution showed that they
believed that a general dissemination of knowledge was of funda~ental
importance when they made provision for" sustaining a System of Common Schools."
Independent of the pride which every human being must have in desiring the elevation and enlightenment of the human race, the promotion
of education is an economic measure; for it is cheaper to build schoolhouses and maintain schools, and thus reduce crime that always attends
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indolence and ignorance, than it is to build poor-houses and prisons
and support paupers and criminals. Under our form of government
the people are the sovere igns, and in every civilized country intelligence
in the sovereign is deemed essential to good governmer.f.
The Common School System of our State is a success; and one of
the most pleasing evidences of progress that the friends of advancing
civilization have to contemplate, is the steady growth of public sentiment
in its favor. Our schools are gradually improving in every respect. It is
apparent that the teachers are better, the attendance of pupils is larger,
and the management much improved. There are still , however, defects
which only time and experience can correct; and it will be your duty
to make such enactments as may seem to be necessary so as to render
our school laws more effective, and present free instruction to every
person in every section of the Commonwealth.
Under the law one half of the money annually collected by State taxation is used to sustain our Common Schools; and the amount that goes
into the general fund is usually near a million of dollars.
I commend to your consideration the interesting report, for the last
school year, of our able and energetic Superintendent of Public Instruction. His report shows that there are 700 schools in the State besides
Common Schools; that a local tax has - been voted i,~ 873 school districts, and that the number of pupils in attenda.nce has increased rapidly:
In 1869, the t otal number of Common Schools taught .

4,447

In 1877, the total number taught . . . . . . • .

5,800

In 1869, the highest number of children at scl1ool.
In 1877, the highest number of children at school.
In 1869, the number of children reported ..
Iii 1877, the number of children reported. , . . .

169,477

208,coo
376,868
470,323

Thus we have an increase of r,353 Common Schools taught in eight
years, and an increase of 93,455 of pupil children reported in· same
period.

In this age of progress and advancement there is nothing so well attested in modern theories of education as that, to irr:prove our schools
we must improve the training and scholarship of the teachers.
We
have in this Stat~ theological schools, where those who are to preach
the Gospel are trained, and law schoo\s, where men are prepared for the
responsible duties of attorneys and counselors. We have also medical
schools for teaching those who expect to be physicians, and polytechnic
schools for the training of those who desire to be accomplished in art
and science; but we have no normal schools for the professional training

•
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of teachers. As we contemplate the army of teachers in this Commonwealth, and remember that school teaching is now looked upon as one
of the professions, and that these teachers are in trusted with the great
work of developing the minds and moulding the characters of those who
are to be voters, jurors, judges, law -makers, and public officers in the
future, we are surprised by the absence from our system of any provision for the training of teachers. Observation and experience both
show that our common school interests are clogged and retarded by the
absence of normal instruction . It has been well said that "the training
of teachers is to Common Schools what seed-time is to harvest." We
should not expect to reap where we have not sown . Teachers' Institutes, where they have been properly conducted, have proven serviceable in training teachers, but Kentucky will not have taken her proper
position in the broad field of educational advancement until adequate
arrangements are made for normal instruction. Nearly all our sister
States have provided for such instruction in some form at the public expense. Twenty-six States of our Union have from one to ten normal
schools each, and appropriate from five thousand to one hundred and
fifteen thousand dollars annually to maintain each. I recommend that
ample provisions be made for the establishment of a Normal School;
and I believe the good results that will flow from it would soon make it
one of the most popular institutions in the Commonwealth. •
COLORED SCHOOLS.

A school law for the be·nefit of the colored children of the Commonwealth was approved 23d day of February, 1874, giving to them for
educational purposes all taxes collected from colored people. The
whole. amount obtained under this law, and from other sources, during
the past school year, was $50,736 93, including balance remaining 10th
October, 1876; and there wrre 532 schools taught, which is an increase
of 97 over last year. If the colored people would pay the capitation
tax levied upon them for school purposes, their fund would produce
. the same amount, per capita, to each pupil, as is now given to white
· children.
We have now had three years 0f experience with our colored school
system, and it may be safely asserted that the result in this time has far
surpassed that accomplished in the sam·e length of . time when the
system of public white schools was inaugurated. There are, without
doubt, material benefits to be derived from the education of all human
beings, and ·it is to be hoped that the colored people will show their
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appreciation of the system presented to them by cultivating a healthy
sentiment in favor of education, and by sending their children to school,
so as to prepare them to exercise the privilege of voting intelligently,
and enjoy, to the fullest extent, ali the sacred rights of freemen.
I believe that the white people of Kentucky not only desire that the
colored people shall be industrious and well behaved, but they desire
also that they shall be improved. Christianized, and elevated; and the
way for them to get increased educational facilities, is by showing their
appreciation of the opportunities already offered.
GEOLOGICAL SUI<VEY.

The value of a Geological and Mineralogical Survey of our State
cannot be overestimated. We have long needed a complete and detailed
survey, that would give the topography of the State, describe its various
geological formations, designate its numerous coal and iron fields, describe
its varieties of timber, building stones, and clays, analyze the various
soils, locate its marl beds and inexhaustible saline deposits, furnish a
mineralogical collection, indicate routes by which this wealth may be
made accessible, so as to stimulate industry at home, attract labor from
abroad, make an enduring record of our resources, arid increase our
capital and population.
In 1854, Professor David Dale Owen commenced a Geological Survey
of Kentucky, and continued it until 1859. He and his assistants prosecuted the~r work with great zeal and skill, and the result of their labor
is embodied in valuable reports; but the time and means at their command were insufficient to complete the work, and nothing more was
done until an act was approved March 22d, 1873, entitled" An act to
provide for a Geological and Mineralogical Survey of the State." The
Survey has been skillfully and ably conducted, under the direction of
Prof. N. S. Shaler, since that time. The last Legislature made an appropriation for the benefit of the Survey, and competent corps have
been at work in various sections of the State. The first four volumes
of reports have been completed, and the fifth and sixth are each about
half finished. Prof. Shaler reports to me that about three fourths of
the field work of the Geological Survey has been completed; a general
geological map of the State has been prepared, showing the locality of
the various minerals; soils have been collected from a large number of
counties, and the properties peculiar to each noted; the reconnoissance
for a triangulation of the State has been extended from the Cumberland
Mountains to the Ohio river at Louisville, and has been in charge of an
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officer of the Survey, though it has been paid for and directed by the
United States Coast Survey; permanent meridian stones have been
placed in six counties; chemical analyses of over six hundred samples
___ of the products of the State have been made; an accurate account of
the timber resources of fourteen of the larger counti es has been pre·
pared; large collections of specimens, from fifty counties, sufficient to
cover over three thousand square feet of cabinet shelves, have been collected for the Cabinet; and other work has been performed, for the details of which reference is made to his reports .
Owing to the insufficiency of the amount appropriated by the last
Legislature for printing and stereotyping, it has been impossible to
print a sufficient number of copies of the various reports. One thousand copies of the first volume were printed, and distributed in accordance with the act of the Legislature; but of subsequent volumes only
five hundred copies were printed, and these were not enough to meet
the demand or the requirements of the law. All the reports, however,
are stereotyped, and the maps and plates engraved, so that the Legislature has the power to cause any number of volumes that may seem
proper to be printed and distributed.
The Geological Survey of our State has thus far co~t less than that of
similar enterprises in other States, and the award given at the Centennial Exhibition for "Geological Collection" shows that our collection
of soils, ores, marls, coals, &c., was not surpassed by that of any
other State. The work as reported is everywhere highly commended,
and, in my judgment, the best interests of our State require its completion. When completed, it will present to our sister States and to the
world such mineral wealth, magnificence of forest, fertility and variety of
soil, and immensity of natural resources, as cannot be excelled by any
other State, and as will not only stimulate the energies and arouse the
pride of our citizens, but attract a liberal share of the foreign capital and
labor that annually comes to this country .
At the beginning of the Survey, it was necessary to import assistants
to aid in the work, but d•Jring my administration I have instructed the
State Geologist to make all proper arrangements to have the work prosecuted with home talent; and I am gratified to be able to state that we
now have a corps of Kentucky officers, learned in the geology of their
State, who can go on skillfully ~nd economically with the work if it is
desired.
I believe it will be advantageous to the State, and to all concerned, if
the residue of the work 1s gradually done. In. this way the annual
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appropriation may be materially reduced. One volume of reports may
be issued annually, and ample time will be given for the examination
and consideration of everything connected with the Survey, and the
services of skillful geologists employed in Kentucky colleges can be
obtained. I therefore recommend that the work be prosecuted during the months of July, August, September, and October, instead of
throughout the year, as now authorized by law; and in the other
months of the year no officers be on duty and drawing pay, except the
State Geologist and the officer in charge of the State Cabinet at Frankfort.
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AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE.

Although the Agricultural and Mechanical College i's now located at
Lexington, as one of the colleges of Kentucky University, it is a State
institution. The congressional enactment that provided the means, and
the legislative enactment that declared the manner in which the fund
should be utilized, intended it should be a School for the People. Their
money endowed it, and they should profit by it. As the chosen agents
of the people, you occupy the position of trustees in the management
of the fund and interest which sustains this instit.ution, and I ask your
most careful examination and consideration of all matters connected
with it. '
I
On the 2d day of July, I 862, the Congress of the United States
passed an act, entitled "An act donating public lands to the several
States and Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit of
agriculture and the mechanical arts ." This act donated to Kentucky
public lands to the amount of 30,000 acres, for e~ch Senator and Representative then in Congress, for the endowment of one or more colleges.
The grant, with its conditions, was accepted by the Legislature of this
State January 27th, 1863, and soon thereafter 330,000 acres of public
land were conveyed to Kentucky, which was sold for the sum of $165,000.
This amount, according to the act of Congress, is helci as a permanent
endowment fund, and the income or interest on it is used for the benefit
of the Agricultural and Mechanical College.
The General Assembly, by an act approved February 22d, 1865,
established the Agricul_tural and Mechanical Coli'ege of Kentucky, and
located it at Lexington as one of the Colleges of Kentucky University,
but reserved the right to '' modify or repeal at pleasure so much of this
act as refers to the establishment of the Agricultural and Mechanical
College."
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It went into operation in the autumn of 1866, and during the collegiate year 1866-'7 it had seven professors, six tutors, and a superintendent
of the farm, and there were 190 students in attendance.
"The leading object of this College is to teach such branches of
"learning as relate to agriculture and the mechanical arts, including
"military tactics, without excluding other scientific and classical studies,
"in order to promote the liberal -and practical education of the industrial
"classes in the several pursuits and profe8sions of life."
The State annually pays the Curators of Kentucky University $9,900,
being the interest on the endowment fund, to be used by them to paythe salaries of the professors and other officers and employes of this
College, and in consideration thereof free tuition is to be furnished to
three students from each Representative District in the Commonwealth,
who also have the right to receive, free of charge for tuition, the benefit
of any instruction given in any of the Colleges of the University except
those of law and medicine.
In addition to the annual payment, an act of the Legislature approved
February 10th, 1866, directed $20,000 to be paid out of the State Treasury to the Treasurer of the Board of Curators of Kentucky University,
to aid in putting the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky
into immediate operation, on the condition that "the State reserved
the right hereafter to reimburse itself out of the interest arising from
the sale of the land scrip donated by Congress." This amount was
promptly paid by the State Treasurer, and has never been refunded.
After this liberality, both of Congress and our Legislature, it was
confidently believed that this college would meet a demand that had
long been felt, and not only open an avenue to poor but worthy young
men to obtain an education, but also instruct our growing population
on all subjects bearing upon agriculture and mechanics. For the first
few years the number of students in attendance steadily incre.ased, so
that in the session of 1868-'9 there were 283 students matriculated, and
in the session of 1869-'70 the maximum was reached, and there were
300 students in attendance, being the full number authorized by law.
But after that time, on account of causes which I cannot explain, the
number has continued to decrease, until the catalogue of 1876-'7 shows
that there were only 106 matriculates, and during the present session
only 68 have matriculated ; and at this time, according· to the response
made to my inquiry by the presiding officer of the Agricultural and
Mechanical College, there are but 66 students in attendance.
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Such is the condition of an institutio~ which, it was hoped, would be
the pride of the State, an honor to the Government by whose munificence
it was established, and a ble~sing and a bounty to the industrial classes
of Kentucky.
The amount annually paid out of the State Treasury is nearly enough
to support a State institution of learning. and observation in the past
has shown that there are counties in Kentucky whose citizens would
gladly donate money enough to construct proper buildings, if by so
doing they could secure the Agricultural and Mechanical College.
The act locatit1g this College at Lexington as one of the colleges of
Kentucky University reserves the right in the General Assembly to
remove it, and you are at liberty to make it an independent State institution, connect it with some other college or university, or let it remain
as it is. I believe a good non-sectarian and non-political institution of
learning should be maintained with the interest or income of the endowment fund, by which students from every county in the State will be
educated, and, in my opinion, it can be conducted and maintained with
greater benefit to the Commonwealth as an independent State institution. To the annual interest on the endowment fund a small annual
appropriation might be added, and a good State Normal College associated with the State Agricultural and Mechanical College.
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AND STATISTICS.

In accordance with my recommendation, the last Legislature passed
an act authorizing the establishment of a Bureau of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics. It is a matter of surprise that Kentucky, with
her great agri~ultural, mineral, industrial, live stock, and general statistical wealth, should have delayed so long the establishment of this
Bureau.
In April, 1876, ! ,appointed Winston J. Davie Commissioner of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics, and he immediately commenced
the duties required by law. I am gratified to be able to state that the
Bureau has been in every respect ·a success. The Commissioner has
been unceasing in his attention to the duties of his office. Coming into
an office altogether· new in our Commonwealth, he had much labor to
perform. He has, however, organized a corps of special correspondents
in the different counties of the State, who gratuitously furnish him, each
month, reliable reports of the acreage and condition of the various State
crops, and the horticultural status of their respective counties, and such
statistical information regarding the live stock and industrial interests of
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the country as can be made profitable and interesting · to the people.
From these reports of correspondents he has compiled and published,
each month, in the newspapers of the State, free of charge, a concise
account of the acreage and condition of the staple crops, gardens, orchards, vineyards, with the number and condition of live stock in the
various sections of the State, giving formulas for fertilizing land, and the
result of experiments with them, which has created a continually increasing desire ·for information among our farmers, and a determination to
reach a higher standard of excellence in the agriculture and horticulture
of our State.
According to the requirements of the law, the Commissioner prepared
a pamphlet, entitled '' A General Account of the Agricultural, Commercial, and Mineral Resources of Kentucky," which, together with a most
. excellent map of Kentucky, was printed at small cost, and extensively
distributed through the Northern and Western St;i,tes and in Europe,
and which has been of great service, not only in presenting the wealth
and attractions of I~entucky to the citizens of other States, but in
awakening a greater interest among emigrants and capitalists, and, in
some instances, causing them to seek homes and investments in our
Commonwealth.
He has also in press his report, entitled "Kentucky: Its Resources
and Present Condition," which contains the agricultural, horticultural,
mechanical, commercial, and· educational condition of every county in
the Commonwealth, and will be laid before you in due time.
The controlling pursuit of the people of Kentucky is agriculture, and
'
it should be a leading object of the representatives of such a people
to
promote, in all proper ways, the prosperity of this great interest.
On account of the importance of the Bureau of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics, and the great labor · connected with it, I recommend that, by appropriate legislation, you allow the Commissioner- one
clerk to assist him in· his numerous duties.
KENTUCKY RIVER.

I call your attention especially to the improvements beretofore made
by the State. in the Ke:ntucky river. As far back as 1836 money was
~ropriated by legislative enactment to improve navigation in this
river, and from time to time various amounts have been added, until the
sum paid out of the State Treasury for this purpose amounted, in 1871,
to $956,339 42. With this money five locks and dams were built, giving
95 miles of slack-water navigation; which not only greatly benefited the
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counties of Carroll, Henry, Owen, Franklin, Anderson, , and Woodford,
by furnishing easy and. convenient transportation, and materially aiding
the people of other counties to get their products and minerals to
market, but i11creased the State revenue, and poured into the Treasury
in toll receipts as high as $49,638 '77 in the year 1847.
By an act of the Legislature approved February 24th, I 869, these
improvements were leased to the Kentucky River Navigation Company
for fifty years, and the right given to the Company to navigate the Kentucky river for this term; and in consideration of this lease the Kentucky
River Navigation Company agreed to pay to the Commissioners of the
Sinking Fund. for the use of the Commonwealth~of Kentucky, the sum
of fifteen hundred dollars per year for fifty years, and construct nine new
locks and dams.
The last Legislature, by a resolution approved March 20th, 1876,
declared that the Kentucky River Navigation Company had "failed in
every respect to comply with its contract with the State," and directed
the Attorney General to proceed to " repossess the locks and dams and
improvements, and to annul the contract and lease" made with the
Kentucky River Navigation Company. Suit was instituted and judgment rendered in favor of the State by the Franklin Circuit Court, and
this judgment was affirmed by the Court of Appeals November 2 rst,
1877.
The Kentucky river and all of the improvements are now in the possession and under the control of the State of Kentucky; but unless the
locks and dams are speedily repaired or renewed, they will be entirely
valueless, and a great and costly improvement will be utterly lost. In
order that the true condition of the five locks and dams might be thoroughly understood, and the amount necessary to repair or renew them
might be known, a competent engineer was instructed to examine them,
and the report of R. H. Fitzhugh, which will be laid befor.e you in due
time, shows the present condition of the locks and dams to be.as follows:
"No. I. Middle section of dam gone for a space of 150 feet. River
"bottom in gap scoured out to a depth of 20 feet or more below the
"foundation of the dam. Remainder of dam rotten from comb to low
"water-mark. Abutments in fair -condition, but needing repairs. Guide
"and slope w_alls out of repair. Gates of lock all rotten and ~eeding
'' renewal. Lock in good condition .
.
" .No. 2. Middle section of dam gone for a space of 175 feet. River
"bottom in gap scoured out to a depth of I 5 or 20 feet below the faun-
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"dation of the dam. Remainder of dam rotten from comb to founda" tion. Abutments needing renovating. Guide and slope walls out of
"repair. Lock in good condition.
"No. 3. Dam rotten from comb to foundation. Abutment to be
"entirely reconstructed. Guide and slope walls needing repairs. Both
'' leaves of upper gate to be renewed. Lock in good condition.
"No. 4. Dam rotten from comb to foundation. Guide and slope walls
"needing repairs. One leaf of lower gate to be renewed. Lock in
"good condition.
"No. 5. Dam rotten from comb to foundation. Abutment under" mined and falling. Guide and slope walls needing repairs. One leaf
"of lower gate to be. renewed. Lock in good condition."
The engineer estimates the cost of repairing the five locks and dams
at $71,402. The average. amount received by the State, per annum,
during the time it was controlling these improvements, from 1843 to
1869, was $18,754. This amount would justify the appropriation of
at least an amount sufficient to repair the dams, and when it is also
remembered that improvements which cost the State about one million
of dollars are to be saved from ruin, and benefits given to a large num·
her of people which cannot be properly estimated, there can be no
doubt that such enactments will be made as this important subject de·
mands.
He also makes other estimates as follows :
Cost of rebuilding five crib dams on the old foundations.
Cost of rebuilding five crib dams on new foundations, including cost of
repairing locks, pier-heads, &c. . . . • • . • • . • • . • . • • •
Cost of replacing the five dams with five others constructed of stone on

$144,479
188,499

new foundations . . . . • • . .

which I submit for your consideration.
The Kentucky river has its source in the Cumberland Mountains of
Southeastern Kentucky, and flows into the Ohio river at Carrollton, in
Cai;roll county, midway between Louisville and Cincinnati, and drains
the counties of Carroll, Henry, Owei1, Franklin, Woodford, Anderson,
Mercer, Jessamine, Garrard, Madison, Boyle, Fayette, Clark, Estill, and
Lee, to the Three Forks. At this point the North and Middle Forks
drain the counties of Letcher, Perry, Breathitt, and Wolfe, and the
South Fork drains Clay and Owsley. Red river, ,S tation, Camp, and
Sturgeon, empty into the Kentucky river, and drain Powell, Wolfe,
Estill, Clark, Jackson, and Owsley-making 23 counties drained by the
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Kentucky river and its tributaries, and comprising not only a rich agricultural country, but also large and valuable coal and iron fields and
resources of timber, lithograph stone, and building material, not excelled
west of the Allegheny Mountains.
In thus calling your attention to the Kentucky river, I do not wish to
be understood as giving a preference to it over any other river in the
State. The condition of improvements that bdong to the State, as well
as the money that has bee n expended therefor, the resources that it
can be made to unlock, and the revenue it can be made to pay into the
Treasury, require more than a passing notici::, and in connection with it
I desire to invite you to the consideration of
A GENERAL SYSTEM OF WATER IMPROVEMENT.

A bountiful Providence has bestowed gifts upon our State with lavish
hands. A glance at the map of Kentucky will show that Nature has
furnished water-ways in every section of the State, leading from all our
coal, iron, and timber regions, which, if improved, can be made of
incalculable benefit to the Commonwealth. In addition to the twentythree counties drained by the Kentucky river, Green and Barren rivers
drain fifteen counties, Tradewater drains six counties, Upper and Lower
Cumberland drain eleven counties, Big Sandy drains six counties, and
Licking river drains twelve counties-making 58 agricultural and mineral counties drained by these rivers. Six counties in our State, situated
on the Tennessee river, three on the Mississippi river, and twenty-five ·
on the Ohio river, already have the benefits of reliable transportation,
and it may be safely asserted that, considering the area of our State, it
has a greater water frontage than any other State in the Union.
PENITENTIARY.
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This institution is overcrowded, and the number of conyicts is steadily increasing. One of the most important problems presented for
solution is, what legislation is necessary for the State Penitentiary? I
earnestly hope that you will consider this important subject at the very
commencement of the session, for I believe the Legislature cannot afford
to adjourn until the relief demanded by humanity, as well as civilization,
is given.
The report of the Keeper will be laid before you at the proper time,
and I herewith present for your consideration the last report of the
Inspectors.
In accordance with an act approved March 20th, 1876, appropriating
twenty-five thousand dollars "to build new cells in the Penitentiary,"
R.
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and an act approved March 15th, 1876, appropriating three thousand
five hundred dollars "for the ventilation of cells in th e cell-house of the
Penitentiary," the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund let the work
required by the respective acts to the lo west responsible bidders, and 96
new cells were bu!lt, and I08 were so improved by ventil ation as to be
occupied .
Although these appropriations added 204 cells, sti ll the relief was not
as full and ample as was necessary.
There are now 986 convicts in the Penitentiary, and only 744 cells.
Therefore, there are 242 more convicts confined within its walls than
there is room for, or than proper regard for health makes aUowable,
and the Keeper has been compelled to place two convicts in many of
the cells, which is not only a violation of the law that requires solitary
confinement, but also in opposition to the opinions of all the writers on
prison discipline.
The first convict entered the Kentucky Penitentiary in the year 1800.
If the expense incurred from that day to this by the State, on account
of the Penitentiary, be compared with the amount received by the State
for the same period from this institution, it will be found that the expense largely exceeds t_he receipts; and if we compare the number of
convicts in the Penitentiary in 1865. when there were 181 whites and 20
blacks, with the number now confined, being 453 whites a nd 533 blacks,
we are admonished that the law under which the Penitentiary is managed, as well as the wonderful increase in the number of convicts,
should receive the most patient and careful consideration, in order to
determine what relief is most proper and desirable.
Three ways of relief have been suggested The first is, ,to enlarge the
existing Penitentiary by extending the inclosure and erecting new buildings. The second is, by building a Branch Penitentiary in sonie other
part of the State; and the third is, to adopt the Warden System, and
work the convicts, under State control, in coal mines, on railroads, and
on river improvements.
After a careful examination of the laws regulating Penitentiaries in
Maine, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee,
Virginia, Missouri, Georgia, Alabama, and Arkansas, I am satisfied that
the system must depend almost entirely upon the locality, and whether
the convicts are skilled laborers or common laborers. I do not believe
that felon labor should be brought in direct and general competition with
honest labor; but how far convict labor may be utilized in improving
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rivers, which otherwise would remain unimproved, is a subject that deserves, and should receive, careful examination and thoughtful consideration.
In my last message I recommended that the imprisonment of each
convict be commuted for good behavior, and a law was enacted allowing
a deduction of five days for meritorious conduct, on each calendar month,
from the term of sentence of each convict. I am gratified to be able to
state that this reformatory measure has worked admirably. The discipline and behavior of the convicts were never, perhaps, equal to what
they have been since the passage of this law. The object of legal punjshment is not only to deter others from criminal acts, by punishing the
offender, but by suitable reformatory means to prepare the prisoner for
re entrance into society. After a very careful investigation, the International Prison Congress, held in London in 1872, declared that convicts
could be reformed, and this declaration is now indorsed by the soundest
and most accomplished students of Penitentiary science both in Europe ·
and 1:he United States.
I believe that much good could be accomplished by the classification
and separation of persons convicted of crime; so that the hardened
malefactor would not be the daily companion of the youthful novitiate
in crime. To this end Houses of Reform for juvenile delinquents, and
separate prisons, have been established in some of the States, to which
only persons convicted of felony, who are under twenty years of age,
are sent. I believe also that we shall have taken a wise step in Penitentiary management when the convict, after his daily task is done, is
allowed, by additional labor, to earn money for the benefit of his penniless, friendless, suffering wife and children at h0me, who, though perfectly innocent, often feel the results of a husband's or father's crime
more than the criminal himsel(
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INTERNATIONAL PRISON CONGRESS.

The Go,vernment of Sweden and Norway has addressed an official
inuitation to all foreign governments, to take part in the International
Prison Congress at Stockholm, to be held in August, I 878, and both
the American Social Science Association, and the President of the
International Penitentiary Commission, have reques·t ed the Governors of
the several States to have their respective States dulY'represented in this
Congress.
In the Congress of 1872, held at London, all the Governments of
Europe, except that of Portugal, were officially represented, as were
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also the Governments of the United States and Mexico, the Empire of
Brazil, several of the Republics of South America, and many of the
States of the American Union, and it has been recognized by the press
of the whole world, and by those studying Penitentiary science, or
engaged in prison work, that the debates on prison .affairs, and the facts
gathered and disseminated by this Congress, are unequaled in extent
and value. The subjects of Prison Management, , Prison Labor, Discipline of Convicts, Moral and Religious Agencies, Scholastic Instruction, Reformatory Results, Kinds and Causes of Criminality, and Prison
Hygiene, demand attention and investigation in our State, if we wish to
keep up with the progress and improvement of the age; and I submit
to you the invitation extended to Kentucky to send delegates to the·
Stockholm Congress, and ask such legislation as in your wisdom may
seem right and proper.
FISH

CULTURE.

Pursuant to an act passed by the last Legislature, entitled "An. act
for the propagation and protection of food fishes in the waters of the
State of Kentucky," I appointed a commission of ten persons, being
one from each Congressional District, known as the Fish Commissioner-s
, of Kentucky, to act in conjunction with the Commissioner of the United
States, in stocking the waters of the State with such fish as they considered best adapted to furnish cheap and nutritious food for the people.
The commission organi'zed on the 5th day of April, I 876, and soon
thereafter secured a very suitable location for a hatching-house near
Louisville, and provided the necessary buildings and · appliances. A
large number of eggs were procured and hatched, and the report of the
Commissioners shows that 46,225 California salmon have been distributed.
in forty-two different streams, situated in thirty-one counties, and that,
acting in conjunction with the United States Commission of Fish and
Fisheries, I 50,000 white shad were distributed in the rivers of Kentucky. The voluntary aid offered by different railroad companies and
by individuals, evinces an increased appreciation of the practicability
and importance of pisciculture. Fish eggs can be secured, transported,
and hatched with as much certainty as those of fowls, and thus abundance of food obtained almost without cost.
The water resources of Kentucky are immense, and it is confidently
asserted, by those best informed on fish culture, that the acres of water
in the State can, with less labor, cost, and risk, be made more remunerative than the same number of acres of land.
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I invite your attent ion to the interesting report made by the Fish
Commissioners. They state that the appropriation heretofore made is
nearly exhausted, and ask an additional appropriation.
Ml LITARY

ROLLS.

A resolution .was adopted March 9th. 1876, requesting me to procure
from th e 'vVar ·Departmellt of tbe United States Government copies of
the mil itary rolls of the Kentucky troops who served in the Mexican
war, and three hu'ndred dollars were appropriated for that purpose. Fo r
reasons known to himself, the Secretary of War declined to furnish
copies of these military rolls when first asked, in writing, by me to do
so. Subsequently I vis ited Washington, and succeeded in obta inin g,
without using any part of the appropriati on, a copy of the names of the
Kentucky so ldiers who served 'in the war with Mexico, showing the
company and regimetit to which each belonged, and the same has been
filed in the office of the Quarter-Master General of Kentucky.
MILITIA

"A well -regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free
State," as stated in the Co nstitution of the United States, I call you r
attention s pec ially to the militia system of Kentucky. It has been the
policy of my adm inistration not to invoke military aid until civil power
was entirely exhausted, yet in every well-regulated Government I believe that civil authority can be maintained easier and with more certainty where it is manifest that there is a strong power whose aid can
be commanded if the civil power should not be sufficient.
Through congressional appropriations our Stale has been furnished
with as many small arms as are needed at present, and the amount of
mon ey remaining to the credit of Kentucky is $3 r, 136 18, which can
be drawn in arms a nd accoutremen ts su itable for artillery, infantry, or
cavalry com!'Janies, whenever it is deemed proper.
I bel ieve that the people of Kentucky should rely upon themselves in
tim es of civil commotion and internal discord. During the late troubles,
growing out of riots in some of the States north of Kentucky, and which
only reac hed, in a moderate way, one place in ou r State, and was participated in, as I am inform ed, not by labo ring men, but by those opposed
to labor, I was much gratified by the alacrity and courage displayed by
citizens in suppressing the disorder and maintaiHing the law. I asserted
then, and still believe, that of the persons within the military age in
Kentucky a sufficient force can always be raised to s uppress any civil
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tumult or riot that may occur among our citizens, without asking aid from
other sources.
There is a healthy sentiment in this Commonwealth at present in
favor of a good militia sys tem. The law regulating the Kentucky
State Guard or volunteer militia is defective, and is inadequate to ma intain a good military organization. Notwithstanding the defects in the
·1aw, a few companies, composed of splendid material. have been organized. I recommend th at the militia law be revised, and that provision
be made for uniformin g a limited number of companies, and that in efficient or incomplete organizations be mustered out, so that there may be
a small, compact, well-drilled and efficient body of troops that can be
easily called out and relied upon in any emergency. The reports of the
Adjutant General and Quarter-Master Gener-al will furnish you with the
details connecte~ with thei : respecth·e departments.
JNSUR~NCE.

The important and valuable service rendered th e people in the Insurance Bureau is of such quiet and unobtrusive kind as to frequently
escape ptrblicity, and be passed without proper notice. It is of great
benefit, not only to the public, but also to respo nsible companies. By
exposing fraudul en t companies, and preventing them from doing business
in the State, it increases the fiel:1 for good ones, and not only protects
widows and orphans and the public generally from loss, but furni shes
annually most valuable information as to the character and standing of
all companies, foreign and domestic, doing business in the Sta~e.
The Insurance Bureau was organized seven years ago, and the fact
that none of the life insurance companies that have failed this year, in
various parts of the country, with one exception, have had a\1thority to
do business in Kentucky for several years, and that no individual has
reported a loss during the past two years on account of the insolvency
of any fire company in the State, taken in connection with the injury
sustained by many persons on account of th e failure of spurious com panies prior to the establishment of thi s Bureau, proves how necessary it
is to have State s urveillance over these companies.
The number of insurance companies authorized to do business in
Kentucky January 1st, 1877, was 1_24 . Of these, 112 are fire and 12
are life companies, of which the authority of one life company has been
revoked, and one has withdrawn. During the year r 877 eight additional
fire companies were admitted, and 19 fire companies were withdrawn or
ceased to do business in the State. One of the life and ten of the fire
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companies were organized under the laws of Kentucky, and the residue
are of other States or of foreign countries.
The amount insured in Kentucky by fire, life, and accident insurance
companies on the rst day of January, r877, was $"r27,ooo,485. Amount
of pi;emiums collected during the year r876, $2,247,261 33; amount of
losses paid during that year.$r,251,887 74.
This immense and rapidly increasing business is watched and guarded
without expense to the State; for the law provides that "the State shall
not be responsible for the expense of the establishment and the future
management of the Insurance Bureau, but the same shall be provided
for and paid by the fees and allowances named by the act." The r~port
of the faithful and skillful Commissioner of Insurance will be laid before
you, and I doubt not this important subject will receive from you that
consideration which the vast interest it serves and protects· so richly deserves.
IMMIGRATION.

For nearly a hundred years the tide of immigration from the Old
vVorld, upon reaching our shores, has been, by skillful management,
directed almost exclusively to the Northern and \Vestern States. Recen_tly, however, this great and important question has received attention in nearly all the Southern States, and the efforts made are being
rewarded with very substantial results. In Kentucky we need that
greatest and most important wealth of a community-human beings.
Our State has 37,680 square miles of territory, situated midway between
the northern and southern portions of the Union, with a mild and
healthy climate; soil unsurpassed in fertility and variety, capable of producing grains, grasses, tobacco, hemp, fruits, and vegetables that cannot
be excelled; with inexhaustible mines of coal, iron and lead; with forests of timber and varieties of building stone almost without a parallel;
with railroads and navigable streams traversin~ every section, and with a
social and political condition unsurpassed in the world. The advan-.
tages to immigrants that exist in Kentucky will always enlist ·their
attention if properly presented to them. The reports o( the Geological
Survey and the reports and publications of the Bureau of Agriculture,
Horticulture, and Statistics have been of great benefit in disseminating
abroad information as to our mineral resources, climate, social and political condition, schools, churches, variety of soil, cost of land, low rate of
taxation, peace and order, and freedom of thought and religious opinion;
and it is by such publications that we may hope to get our average share
I
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of the sturdy, industrious immigrants who annually seek new homes from
the Eastern and Middle States and from Europe, and who, by buildin!J,
railroads and rendering our water-ways navigable, and by assisting to
build up and operate great manufacturing establishments, with our coal,
iron, and timber resources, would give life and impetus to business, and
greatly increase the wealth and population of our State.
Kentucky has an average population of 36 persons to the square
mile, while the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland has an
average population to the square mile of 239 persons, and Belgium 442,
and other European powers a still greater average to the square mile of
terri_tory. All our interests require the adoption of a policy that w ill
encourage immigration to our State; yet Kentucky has not g iven as
much attention to this subject as Tennesse·e, Georgia, Alabama, and
Virginia, despite the fact that these war-desolated States are oppressed
with debt and taxation. I believe that_a progressive spirit is beginning
to awaken in Kentucky, and I especially desire that it be fostered and
encouraged, and that our State be kept in line with the other States
of this Union. and that our people have infused into them that vitality
and energy which is g iving life and strength and greatness to the New
South.
I trust the subject of immigration will receive such attention from you
as will cause our Commonwealth to realize some of the great advantages
which must result from giving it substantial aid and encouragement.
BOARDS OF HEALTH.

It is now well-settled th;t public hygiene is founded upon natural law,
and, as a measure of vital importance in the prevention or checking of
certain diseases, has been productive of the most beneficial results when
properly sustained by cities or States.
The States of New York, Georgia, Michigan, Massachusetts, and perh aps others, have adopted laws establishing State and local Boards of
Health, having power to prescribe and enforce certain regulations that
will conduce to the health of cities, towns, and country.
The great and beneficent object of preventing disease and improving
health appeals to all, and every sanitary regulation or health movement
should be encouraged. It is alleged that more than two hundred thousand human beings are annually slaughtered in our country by preventable diseases. Our State should be kept abreast with the, sanitary
improvements of the age, and every proper effort should be made to
protect the lives and health of her citizens, and prevent the outbreak
and spread of epidemics, contagions, and other maladies.
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ASYLUMS.

' The reports of the Superintendents and Boards of Com~issioners of
the three Insane Asylums, known as the "Eastern Lunatic Asylu1T)" at
Lexington, "·Western Lunatic Asylum" at Hopkinsville, and the "Central Lunatic Asylum" at Anchorag~, are herewith submitted to you. I
have visited and inspected all of them, and they are all in a satisfactory
condition. Their general management, the varied amusements, and the
affectionate care with which the stricken and unfortunate inmates are
treated, are fully up to the requirements of the law and the standard
established by Christian civilization.
At the last session of the Legislature I advised a revision of the laws
regulating our lunatic asylums, which was done, and I am much pleased
with the new law. It is, in my judgment, the best law we have ever
had for the regulation and management of our insane asylums . Under
it the health, harmony, and comfort of all connected with the asylums
have been promoted, and the1'-e has been a material decrease in the
expenditures of each asylum. At the Eastern and Central Asylums
valuable and much needed improvements have been made. The Treasurer's report for each of the asylums shows a balance, after paying the
current expenses of the year, at the Eastern Lunatic Asylum, 30th
September, 1877, of $11,080 75; at the \tVestern Lunatic Asylum, 31st
October, 1877, $24,575 57; at the Central Lunatic Asylum, November
rst, 1877, $17,566 36. The Western Lunatic Asylum, which is the
smallest in the State, should be enlarged with the surplus to the credit
of that institution.
The primary object in the estabiishment of an Insane Asylum is to
cure the insane, and, in the second place, to. confine and maintain lunatics who are so violent as · to be dangerous. There is, however, in each
asylum, a class of patients who are per~anently insane, and who are so
simple, harmless, and inoffensive, that they are known as "imbeciles,"
and all hope of curing them has been abandoned . Humanity and economy both demand that new patients should be received in the asylums,
in order that they may be cured if possible; and although our asylums
are all full, I have, in every instance where a lunatic has been reported
to me as being· in jail, because there was no room in the asylums,
ordered the Superintendent of the nearest asylum to receive the patient,
and give him or her a bed on the floor, rather than allow the lunatic to
be kept in jail. Before another meeting of the Legislature, I fear it will
be even impossible to find floor-room for new patients, and retain the
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imbeciles who, in some instances, have been sent from the alms-houses
of'certain counties, and in others are sent to the asylum becauc;e they
are helpless and a burd~n to their friends or relations. I recommend
that the law be so amended as to authorize the President of the Board
of Commissioners of each Insane Asylum, and the Superintendent
thereof a11d one competent physician not connected with the asylum,
to examine and gradually retire these imbeciles to their homes or
friends, where th ey will be kindly cared for, and that they be allowed by
the State one hundred dollars each per annum, which is one half the
amount annually expend ed on each lunatic in an asylum . This arrangement will afford plenty of room for lunatics who · require medical treatment or confinement.
The State of Kentucky has established, and is maintaining, a system
of charities perhaps not excelled in the United States. The cost of
maintaining lun atics and idiots in our insane asylums, during the fiscal
year ending 10th of October, 1877, was $269,460 57. This large expenditure of money_, together with a sincere desire to do all that can be
done for these unfortunate human beings, I doubt not will cause you to
give to these asylums, and all matters connected with them, the kindest
attention and the most careful consideration.
INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND.

I commend to your careful consideration the reports of the Board of
Commissioners and the Superintendent of the Kentucky Institution for
the Education of the Blind.
This institution is located at Loutsville, and by law is intended to furnish facilities for education to children in this State, between the ages of
six and sixteen years, free of charge, whose sight is so defective as to
prevent them from getting an education in the ordinary schools.
There are at present 74 pupils in attendance at this school, and the
improvement and general accomplishments of the scholars are very
remarkable to persons unfamiliar with the success of the institution.
The general condition of this institution is excellent, and the inventions
made by its Superintendent for printing and stereotyping for the blind
are very ingenious and interesting. Kentucky may justly boast that
her Blind School is not surpassed by any in the United States. The
American Printing House for the · Blind, which was intended from the
beginning to embrace the whole continent, is connected with this insti·
tution, and the report of its officers will be presented for your, consideration.
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INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMB.

The Institution for the Deaf and Dumb is located at Danville, ·and
has been in successful ()peration for more than half a century, and has
dispensed blessings to hundreds of persons afflicted with the double privation of loss of speech and of hearing. Every deaf-mute in the Commonwealth, between the ages of ten and thirty, who is sound in body and
mind, is entitled to receive the benefits of th is institution, free of charge
for board and tuition, for a term of seven years. It is in a most prosperous condition, and the many accomplished and intelligent males and
fem ales who have been educated at this institution atte.;t the success of
this noble charity.
INSTITUTION FOR FEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN.

This institution, which is located near Frankfort, is not an asylum for
unimprovable idiots, but, according to the act· approved February 23d,
1874, it is declared to be" a School for the Education of Feeble-minded
Children." All such children, between the ages of six and eighteen
years, who have no estate, can here find a home and facilities for mental
improvement, free of charge, for not exceeding ten years.
The problem of educating the feeble minded, and fanning the slightest mental spark into a flame, is no longer unsolved. Not only in other
States, but in Europe, and here in our own institution, it has been
demonstrated that some feeble-minded children may be made self.supporting; others may be trained to read and write and do some useful
work, and, as a general rule, all can be, to a certain extent, benefited
and improved so as to be happier and less burdensome to others.
Christianity and civilization require that human beings .shall not be
allowed to remain in m~ntal darkness, if they can be reclaimed. The
good effects of this institution have been felt in many a household, and
by many unfortunate beings who, without its aid, would have been
abandoned to hopeless imbecil ity, and· perhaps become a burden to the
State.
There are now one hundred and twenty children in this institution,
and it is in excellent condition. The annual reports of the Board of
Commissioners and Superintendent are submitted for your consideration.
BOUNDARY LINE BETWEEN THE STATES OF KENTUCKY AND INDIANA.

The boundary line between the State of Kentucky and the State of
Indiana, on the Ohio river, at and near Green River Island, has been in
dispute for several years.
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I presented this important subject to the members of the last General
Assembly, and the committee to which it was referred made an elaborate
and interesting report; but the Legislature adjourned without taking any
·action upon it, and I therefore present the same facts for your consideration.
In order to settle the dispute, and fix and determine the boundary
line, the General Assembly of Kentucky passed an act, which was approved April 21st, 1873, entitled "An act to fix and determine the
boundary line between the States of Indiana and Kentucky above and
near Evansville," and, in accordance with the requirements of the act,
my predecessor appointed D. N. Walden, of Henderson county, Kentucky, to make the survey and locate the line in the manner therein
prescribed.
The General Assembly of Indiana also passed an act, which was approved February 27th, 1875, entitled "An act to ascertain the location
of the boundary line _between the States of Indiana and Kentucky
above and near Evansville, and making the same evidence in any dispute and declaring an emergency." In conformity with this act, the
Governor ·of Indiana. appointed August Pfafflin, of Evansville, Indiana,
to do the work therein required to be done.
The Commissioners, immediately after their appointment, commenced
the work assigned them, and made the survey and located the line in
manner and form required by the Legislatures of Kentucky and Indiana, and were governed by the survey oi-iginally made by the Government of the United States, being the original and only survey made by
the United States of said line. The report of the Commissioners, together with "their map and other papers, are herewith laid before you.
They show that on the 17th day of ,July, 1875, the survey was completed, and within ten days thereafter, to-wit, on the 27th day of July,
1875, the Commissioners, Walden and Pfafflin, reduced the survey to
writing, particularly describing metes and bounds, landmarks and monuments, as well- as the boundary lin e by them established between the
States of Kentucky and lt}diana, and also acknowledged and filed copies
of their report, with plats or maps attached, in the office designated in
the aforesaid acts.
On the 30th day of July, 1875, the Governor of Indiana directed the
Indiana Commissioner to suspend the work; but as the field work was
finished, and the report drawn up,. the Comm issione rs completed their
map and sent their report of the l6cation of the boundary line, together
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with a plat or map, to my predecessor, which is on file in the Executive
Department.
By this survey it will be seen that Green River Island belongs to Kentucky, and the boundaii·y li,ne between Kentucky and Indiana, as located .
by these Commissioners, is a short distance from the present bed of the
Ohio river on the Indiana side.
I recommend a careful examination of this subject early in the session, and such legislation as will lead to a proper and amicable settlement of this dispute as to the boundary line.
CENTENNIAL F.XPOSITIOK".

A Grand International Exposition for the display of the arts, products, minerals, manufactures, live stock, &c., of our country, was held
in the city of Philadelphia in the year 1876, to commemorate the Centennial Anniversary of American Independence. Its success will always
be reri1embered with pride by the citizens of the United States.
It was participated in by a large majority of the States of our Republic, and by nearly all the civilized nations of the world, and in grandeur_
of display,"magnificence of arrangement, and in the multitudes that as- _
sembled, it perhaps surpassed any similar Exposition ever held in any
coµntry.
In bringing together people from all -parts of our Union, it did much
to obliterate sectional feeling. By the exhibition of American manufactures, arts, products, minerals, and live stock, we w~re brought in
favorable comparison with otl{er and older nations, and it not only
widened and enlarged information as to the resources and attractions of
sister States, but it contributed to a better understanding and a higher
opinion of our Republic abroad.
In my message to the last Legislature I recommended "such enactments as will cause our Commonwealth to be fully represented at the
Centennial Exhibition." The General Assembly, by an act approved
February I rth, 1876, appropriated five thousand dollars, to be expended
under the. direction of the Governor, the State Ge~logist, and ten commissioners to be appointed by the Governor, "for securing at the Centennial Exposition a due representation by specimen, publication, and
otherwise, of the natural resources of the Commonwealth, especially in
timber, coal, lead, iron, &c."
In accordance with the requirements of the act, I appointed one commissioner from each Congressional District in the State, and these commissioners, together with the State Geologist and myself, constituted the
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Centennial Board. By direction of the Board, J oh n R. Procter was sent
to Philadelphia to superintend the exhibits of Kentucky, and all necessary and proper steps were mad e to utilize the money appropriated.
The brief time allowed for preparation, and the, sma!L amount appropriated, did not allow the varied interests of our State a prop er representation at the Exposition, and our display was not as diversified and
exten sive as, according to the wealth and resources of Kentucky, it
should have been; nevertheless, it was very creditable, and has been
productive of good results.
The collection of iron ores, representing 600 outcrops of ore-being
more than were exhibited by a1iy other State; the samples of coal,
numbering over 200, with labels giving location and complete analyses
of each; the large collection of lead ores; the specimens of building
stones, representing every geological formation in the State; the collection of soils and fertilizing marls, and 100 large photographs showing
farm lands, and river and mountain scenery of the State, attracted much
attention; and a pamphlet of one hundred pages, containing a geological map and a general account of the agricultural, commercial, and mineral resources of the Commonwealth, was much sought after, and was
fully equal to any publication distributed there.
Of the awards granted to Kentucky, I have received an award for
"Geological Collection," for '' Coal," for ·• Exhibits of Mineral Charts
and Photographs," for "Iron and Coal," and for" Geological Charts and
Profiles."
LAW AND ORDER.

I am much gratified to be able to state that law and order have
resumed their proper sway throughout Kentucky. During the past year
crime seemed to be sporadic in certain localities, and deeds of violence
were committed that merited and received the condemnation of all good
citizens; but in by far the larger part of the Commonwealth, usual good
order and obedience to law have prevailed. In the localities where
crime has been perpetrated, I have used all the authority vested in me
by law to bring criminals to justice, and the success which has attended
the efforts of civil officers has been exceedingly gratifying.
The enforcen;1ent of the law under our system of government does
not depend alone upon the judges and juries and other officers, but it
depends also upon public opinion and sentiment. A vitiated public
sentiment sometimes shields criminals, and the people, as well as the
officers of the l~w, are responsible for a non-enforcement of the law.
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The people should aid those intrusted with the execution of the law in
every proper way, and officers who have not the courage or energy to do
their full duty should be compelled to resign.
Public sentiment was never more in favor of law and order in our
State than at present. Almost every fugitive in our borders has been
arrested, and I believe that judges and juries are evincing a determination to do their duty. I will be ready at all times to co-operate with
officers or citizens in making all criminals feel the vengeance of outraged law, and I sincerely hope that the healthy sentiment which now
exists in favor of a rigid inforcement of the ·law will be perpetuated and
strengthened throughout the Commonwealth.
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ATTORNEYS ' FEES.

In the year r 87 3 my predecessor employed emine_nt attorneys to represent the defendants in certain civil and criminal cases pending in the
United States Circuit Court against the members of the City Council
of Lexington, and the election officers of the city of Lexington. for a
violation of the act of Congress of I 870, called the Enforcement Act,
alleged to have been committed by refusing the votes of certain negro
voters who had failed to pay the capitation tax required by the charter
and ordinances of the city.
One of the cases went to the Supreme Court of the United States, and
involved the construction of the Fifteenth Amendment of the Constitution o( the United States, and certain sections of the Enforcement Act.
The attorneys rendered laborious and valuable service, and the cases
were decided in favor of the defendants. The accounts presented by
the attorneys will be laid before you in due time, and they should be
paid a just and fair compensation for their services.
MEMORIAL PROCEEDINGS.

Since the adjournment of the last Legislature the death of three of its
most honorable members has been reported to me. Hon J. Warren
Grigsby, late Representative from Boyle county, died on the 12th day of
January, 1877. As a citizen he was upright and honorable, and of rare
social and intellectual culture. As a Representative he was patient, popular, and energetic; and as a soldier during the late war, commanding
first a regim.ent and then a brigade, he won merited distinction, and
made a record that r~flected honor upon himse\f and his comrades.
Hon! Thomas Shanks, late Representative from Lincoln county, died
April 21st, 1877. As legislator and soldier he was honorable, faithful, .
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and brave, and as a citizen he was beloved for his patriotism, integrity,
and fidelity.
Hon. Wood M. Jones, late Representative of Hickman and Fulton
counties, died October 15th, 1877. He was modest and retiring in his
manner, yet he was a faithful, honest, and energetic citizen and legislator, whose good qualities made for him many friends. They were with
us last year-they are now gone from us forever, and no one knows
whom Death, which "loves a shining mark, a signal blow," may take
for the next victim I believe, as . the immediate successors of these
faithful Representatives, you should take such action as will prove that
the worthy are not immediately forgotten, and as will place forever on
the records of the Commonweahh suitable testimonials to their patriotism, their honesty, and their devotion to the interests of Kentucky.
COURT OF APPEAL$,

As the wealth and population of our State have increased, litigation
has increased, and the number of cases and the length of records in the
Court of Appeals have been greatly augmented in the last few years.
On account of the magnitude of the business, it is no longer possible
for all of the Judges to give that time and attention to each case that
they w6uld like to give, and which important causes require, and one of
the ,interesting questions for your consideration is, h~w will you .give
relief to the Court of Appeals?
Under the Constitution, the number of Judges of the Court of Appeals cannot be increased beyond the present number. The establishment of an intermediate court, or the appointment of a Commissioner
to sit with the Judges and hear and examine cases with them, and report
to the Judges for approval, are two modes of relief that have been suggested. I ask your careful consideration of this question, and such
action as in your wisdom may seem proper and right.
GENERAL ZACHARY TAYLOR.

The grave that contains the mouldering remains of Major General
Zachary Taylor, who was at one time President of the United States, is
situated in Jefferson county, in sight of the tall spires of the metropolis
of Kentucky, and is unmarked by a monument. It is true that this
man, who spent his whole life in the service of his country, who proved
his patriotism on near a hundred battle-fields, and who had the office
of President bestowed upon him for his valor, integrity, 1 and fidelity,
· needs no monument to perpetuate the blazonry of .his deeds or the
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1tegrity,

purity and simplicity of his c-h aracter. He has a monument already in
the hearts of his countrymen that will endure forever. Yet I believe
that a nation is elevated and given dignity and importance at home and
abroad by its great and good men who reveal its existence and give it
prominence, and a monument should be erected to his memory that will
ever stand with its mute eloquence to attest to the world the honor, the
reverence, and the esteem accorded, to his valor and his virtues by his
countrymen.
He was brought to Kentucky by his pa_rents when only nine months
old, and ever afterwards claimed his home in om: Commonwealth; yet
his distinguished civic and military service make him belong to the whole
country.
I therefore recommend that his remains be removed by Kentucky to
the State military lot in the cemetery at Frankfort, and that a resolution
be adopted by the General Assembly calling upon the Congress of the
United States to erect a monument over his grave.
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PUBLIC PRINTING AND BINDING.

On the 20th day of March, 1876, an act was approved, entitled "An
act to amend chapter ninety of the General Statutes, title 'Public Printing and Binding.' "
This act changed the manner of doing the public printing and binding from the contract system, by which the printing and binding were
let to the lowest bidder, to the election system, by which a Public
Printer was ~lected by the members of the General Assembly, with
authority to do all the public printing and binding, including stereotyp.
ing, lithographing, and engraving, for certain compensation, to be paid
by the State. Under the new law ·the Public Printer does not submit
his accounts to me_ for approval, before the money is drawn on them
from the Treasury, and I do not therefore officially know the cost under
the new system as compared with. the old.
In a cursory examination, which I have not been able to complete, I
have ascertained that in a number of the wealthiest and most populous
States of the Union the public printing and binding is let to the lowest
bidder; but in some)f the States the work is done by an officer elected
by the Legislature.
Any system that may be adopted in, Kentucky should allow a fair
price, that is neither too· high nor too low; and as the public printing
and binding will involve a large outlay under either system, I suggest
H.
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th~t, before the election of the new officer this winter, our system
ahould be examined, and if the cost is too great, it should be corrected.
LAND OFFICE.

The Report of the Register of the Land Office, which is full and
explicit, as to the condition and management of affairs ·in his office, is
herewith presented for your consideration.
According to chapter 109, <::ieneral Statutes, " no one person shall
enter, survey, or cause to be patented, more than two hundr.ed acres of
land in any one county," and
authority is given for the assignment of
plats and certificates 0f survey. I have therefore declined to sign all
patents issued for more than two hundred acres, and all patents issued
upon plats and certificates assigned since th~ General Statutes took
effect.
In 1873 the office of receiver of public money for lands west of the
Tennessee river was abolished, and it was made the duty of the receiver
then in office to make out a complete descriptive list of all the books,
maps, plats, and papers pertaining to his office, and send the same,
with a copy of the list, to the Register of the Land Office in· Frankfort, and it was declared that "all entries of lands we'lt of the Tel11
nessee river shall thereafter be made with the Registe.r ef the Land
Office, and· his certificate of entry shall be all the authority upon which
to obtain a patent." By an act approved March 18th', 1876, the offic-e
of receiver for lands west of the Tennessee river wa-s re--est-ablished, but
no authority was given to· the· Governor to appoint a receiver, and na
one has been appointed. It is very important that public lands west
the Tennessee river be attended to ; and if the work is to be done
a receiver iilste~d of ,by the Register, the· law, should be so amend
as· to authorize a receiver .to be appointed immediately.

no

CAPITOL BUILDING.

About' eight years- a-go the construction of a building, so situated
ti>' fonµ one· wing of the' present State Hamre., 'Yas commenced Th
walls: were er.ectt:d;. a. roof put· upon· the building; and some ofi
offices were finislred' and furnished; but the work _stopped because th
appropriation was exhausted. Much of the interiort of the building;·
unfinished~ l know no g:tmd reason· why itl should remain, in, its presen
condition. ·The · necessity for the building beihg mainifest,. and its c
stmction aommcmced, it should1.be.,finished .without-.aelay;
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In this connection I call your attention to 'the office of the Clerk. of
the Court of Appeals, which is remote from the Court of Appeals rtrom,
too small for the records, books, and papers that have accumulated and
are still accumulating there, and· liable to be destroyed by fire any day.
There is no finished room in the fire-proof building that is unoccupied;
but if this building is completed, arrangements might be made for a
more convenient, as well as a safer and more· suitable ~ourt of Appeals
Clerk's office. I therefore recommend such legislation as will insure the
speedy completion of the building commonly called ." fire-proof offices."
BIENNtAL SESSIONS.

I desire to repeat with emphasis my belief t~at the framers of our
Constitution intended that there should be but one session of the Legislature in two years, except when extraordinary and unexpected circumstances demanded an adjourned session. For the last four years
we have had biennial sessions of th_e Legislature, and no one has been
injured, and at least three hundred thousand dollars have been saved by
not having adjourned sessions. In past years the people have suffered ·
more from too much legislation than too little. The General Statutes
of Kentucky were adopted but a few years· ago, and the Codes of Practice took effect within the past year. Only such amendments· as are
absolutely essential to each should be made, for it is impossible for the
people to understand and appreci<:1te the law if it is continually being
changed. In these times of profound peace and fina cial distress, all
legislation that is needed can be easily adopted in one ~ession'; and I
believe that an adjourned session· is not only unriecessa1 y, but' it will be
in opposition to the wishes of the people of the entire Commonwealth.
CONCLUSION.
I

I have thus given you, as required' by the · Constitution, "information
of the state of the Commonwealth," anl recommend.e d to your consideration measures deemed by me expedient. Whatever action you may
take, I am satisfied· that each of you, like myself, will be influenced
solely by a desire to advance the best interests of Kentucky. My earnest wish is that your deliberations- will be agreeable and harmonious, and
that' our respective labors may merit! the approbatiorl· of our fellow-citi·
zens, and be unregretted by posterity~
i
,
i
JAMES B. McCREARY.
,,4

;.

I
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Mr. Snyder offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the various portions of the Governor';, message be
referred to the appropriate standing commit.tees of this House, except that portion relative to the death of Hons. Warren Grigsby,
Thomas Shanks, and Wood M. Jones, which shall be refened to a
special committee .
Mr. Cooke offered the following as a sub~titute for Mr. Snyder's
resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the se\'eral portions of the Governor's message be
ref'erretl to the appropriate standing committees of the House, except
those portions having reference to the boundary line between Kentucky and Indiana, the deaths of the Hon. J. Warren Grigsby and the
Hon. Wood M. Jones an<l the Hon. Thos. Shanks, the matter of the
Public Printer, the matter of the State Penitentiary, and the matter
of fish culture; and that these several matters be referred to special
~ommittees of five members, to be appointed hy the Speaker.
And the question being taken on the adoption · of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken o·n the adoption of said resolution,
as amended by said substitute, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker offered the following resolution, \'iZ:
Resolved, That the Public Printer be, and is hereby, directed to
furnish each member of the House of Representatives three hundred
copies of the Governor's message, with paper cover, 'wrapped, and
stamped for mailing.
Mr. Bigge1· offered the following as a substitute fortbe resolution of
Mr. Whitaker, viz:
Resolved, That the · Public Printer be directed to print thirty thousand copies of the Governor's message, and that he be directed to
furnish each member of this House two hundred copies wrapped and
stamped for mailing.'
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
·as amended by said substitute, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bigger offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Auditor and Public Printer be requested to fur·
-nish this House, at the earliest 111oment, a st.ateme-nt, showing the
amount paid by this State. fo1:.. public prin,ting and ,bindjpg ;3ince the
_passage of an act by the last Legislature providin·g for a Public
Printer; an'd what may now be due.
·
Which was adopt~d.
"Mr. Buford offered 'the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Public Printe1; be, and is hereby, directed to
have printed for the use of this House 200 copies of the report of
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Pl'of. Shaler on the resources of the Kentucky and other rivers of the
State.
Which was adopted.
Mr: Goodnight read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
.
Resolved by the Geneml .Assembly of lite Commonwealth of Kentuck.1/,
That the two Houses, in their respective Chambers, and in the manner and form prescribed by la·w, will, on Tuesday, the 15th in st., at
12 o'clock, M., proceed to elect a Senator fM the S tate qf Kentucky
in the Congress of the United State>'I, to succeerl the Hon. Thomas C.
. McCreery, whose term of office expires March 4th, 1879.
Mr. John Charles Thompson read and laid on the table the following joint 1·esolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth 1Jf Kentucky,
That our Senators are instructed and our members of Congrnss
requested to use all means in their power to procure the repeal of
the l'esumption act of 1876, and to have the silver dollar of 412½
grains remonetized.
· Mr. Godshaw read and laid on the table the following joint resootion, viz:
Resolved by the General Assemb~1/ of lite Commonwealth of Kentucl('/j,
That our Senators and members of Congress be instrncted to use
their best endeavors to secure the repeal of the bankrupt law, and
the several amendments thereto, at an early day as possible.
And then the House aojourned .
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WEDNRSl:>AY, JANUARY 2, 1878.
Prayer by Rev. J. W. Pugh.
Mr. Feland offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved by tl;e House of Represenwtives of Kentucky, That the Ser- '
geant-at-Arms be. authorized to employ not more than five pages to
assist him in the discharge of his duties, at a price not greater than
three dollars per day; and also that the Sergeant-at-Arms furnish to
each member of the House three daily newspap ers, to be designated
by the members respectively .
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Mr. Hamilton offernd .t he followi'ng amendment to said resolution,
viz: .
Pr >Vided, That each membet· who takes said p~pers shall pay for
same out of his own funds.
.
Mr. Maniott moved a division of the question on the original resolution.
And the question being taken on ~he adoption of said motion, it
was decided i~ the affirmative.
Mr. John 'Charle,, Thom·pson offered, as a substitute for said resolution, to refer the question of the number of pages to a special com-.
mittee of five.
Mr. W. J. l.\'lcElroy moved to amend said resolution by striking out
"three papers," and insert in lie,t;i thereof" one paper."
And the question being taken .on .the adoption of Mr. W. J. McElroy's amendment, it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of Mr. John Charlc1.1
Thompson's substitute, and it was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. John Charles Thompson moved to amend said resolution by
referring the question of papers to a special committee of five.
And the question being taken on the adoption of. said amendment,
it was ~ecided jn the Qegative.
.
The question was then taken on the adoption of Mr. Feland's resolution, and it was decided in the negath·e.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Hazelip and
W. J. McElroy, were as. follows, to-wit:
l

Those who voted in the . affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner) , Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
John Feland,
W. C. Owens,
Robert. F. Allensworth, Peter G . Fischer,
J. S. Owsley,
E. C. Bainbridge,
D. A. Glenn,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. F. Bennett,
Charles Godshaw,
Joseph L. Pope,
J . M. Bigger,
Isaac H. Goodnight, G. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. W. Griffith,
FerdiQand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robert,;on,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
lVI. H. Marriott,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
Jam es F. Means,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Montgomery Merritt, H. P, Whitaker-41.
A. C. Cope,
James O'Bannon,
Tho:,e who voted in th~ negaqve, were-Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. T. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
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J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
W . H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,G. R Snyder,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. ~peck,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
W. T . Dicken,
W. J. McElro.v.,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
John Chas. Thompson,
Henry George.
Dennis Gleason,
J. M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho r-.lunn,
Wm. A. Webber,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
·.M ilton Hamilton,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
Isaac T. West,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. Points,
LaFayette Wilson-56.
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
The Speaker laid before the House the following report of the
Attorney General Oil lotteries, &c., viz :

To the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuck11:
In response to resolution number 44, :, in regard to lottery," approved
9th day of March, 1876, I bog to submtt tbe following:
So soon -aft.er the adjournment of the latlt session of the General Asse mbly as I could possibly gather the data, I instituted, in tho F)·anklin Cir' Court, suits as follows:
cuit
1st. Against Geo. W. Craddock and James S. Smith et al., who chimed
to have the right, by co ntract with the managers and councilmen of the
city of Frankfort, dated 7Lh May, 1871, to draw 6,260 c lasses, and to dispose of prizes, by way of lottery, in each of said classes, of not less than
twenty-five cents or more than $100,000, commencing not eadier tha n
'
1874, and ·to run to 1884.
2d. Against z. E. Simmons and S. 'l'. Dickinson, &c., who claimed to
operate a lottery, without limit as to time, until they should realize, in
net profits, $63,800 by the sale of tickets, and this by virtue of being the
vendees and successors of the firm of Wood, Eddy & Co., and of C. H.
Murr~y, who contnwted with the ma,nagers and City Council of Fra11kfort.
3d. Against E. S. Stewart, James E. Pepper, and oLhers, who claimed,
by virtue of a contract with the Board of Councilmen of the city of Frank fo1·t, made in December, 1875, to have the right to raise, by way of lottery, $100,000.
4th. Against James S. SmiLh, W. I. Waller, and others, who claimed
the right tc,.raisc, by way of lottery, an unknown sum of money, by virtue of vested rights growing out of what is known as the Slielby College
Lottery Grant.
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5th. Against 0. M. Mathews, Simmons, Dickinson. and others, who
claimc;d the l'ight to raise the r·esidue ol' $50,000, by virtue of a grant _to
the Hcnl'y Male anti Female Academies.
oth. In the McCrack en Circuit Court (and by consent transfetTed to
the McCrack en Coul't of Common Pleas) against Simmons, Dickinson &
Co., and the School 'frustees of th.e city of Paducah, &c., who claimed_ the
right, by cont1,act, to raise $100,000, by vil'tuo of tho lottel'y gl'ant for
the benefit of the schools, &c., of said town.
The fil'st two suits wore dismissed hy special jutlges elected to try them
(the regular jutlgo being a party <lefendiin.t, &c.) J pt'osecuted an appeal
in each case anti obtained a revol'sal, and they are again on the docket of
the Franklin Circuit Court for t1·ial. The next two (numbered here as 3
and 4) wore, by tbo court, of his own motion, transferred to the Oldham
Oil'cnit Court; but the papers reached thel'e too late for tl'ial or to be·
docketed until _last l\1ay, when that court <lecided that the act of 16th
March, 1869, under which StelVal't and otbers claimed, contained a lottery
grant. To l'evcrse this ju<lgment, [ have prosecuted an appeal to the
Court of Appeals, and the cou1·t has it untie!' submission, aftor argument
by both sides.
Numbet· 4 (the Shelby College Grant) was continued upon the filing of
tho judgment of the Louisville Chancery Court, entered only tbe day before the cuse should have been tried, and when I was ready witb my evidence, adjndging W. I. Waller a lunatic. No committee had qualified,
and hence, that I might have ·a tl'ial at the Novembol' tel'rn of said Court,
I had a committee and guardian ad litein appointed for said Waller; but
at tho November term, on motion of defendant Smith, the court set aside
that ortler, and allowed G. 0. Waller, whom, in the meantime, bad qunli,
fled in the Louisville Chancery Court as committee of W. I. Waller, to
enter his appearance; and, although be had prepared and sworn to the
answer long before that of W. I. Waller, gave him ninety days in which
to answer. · .No appeal could be prosecnted from the above ruling, and, in
fact, I <l id not desil'e to do so, because I believed then, and believe now,
that tbe honomble and able Judge made said !'uling believing it in the
interest of the Commonwealth, and for the good of all.
Number 5 (Henry Grant) is before the Judge of the Franklin Circuit
Court on demul'rer, the decision of which should, in my judgment, determine and vil'tually t.el'minat~ its existence; but of course it is not given
unto man to foresee when or how such a case will be decided.
Number 6 (Paducah Lot.tery Grant) was, on the third day of May, 1877,
tried , and the jndgrnent of the Oonrt rentlerod to the effect that said 'grunt
, was no longer in forc-o, and no one bad any right to operate a lottel'y there·
under. Defendants have appealed to the Oonrtot Appeals; but up to this
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time have not filed record in Clerk's office; and hence, on the n ext tot.he
JasL day of Lhe last term of the Court of App-eal s , I filed the complete
transcript, and, on motion , had Lbe appeal _of defendants dismi ssed.
It is, perhaps, worthy of you1· lime to notice, that in tho contract between the city of Frankfort, &c., and Wood, Eddy & Co., "the entire scheme,"
with full power to draw . &c., wa:i conveyed, so far as the parties of the
first part con Id poss ibly do it, ana then, nine (9) years a(terward8, they undertake to sell to Craddock and Smith 6,260 classes of the same lottery,
ati of which bad been Lhcretofore sold,. and never in any way canceled or
repurchased; this, too, in the face of the facts that on tile 3d of January,
18138, the books and papers of the ,City Council, and the hank checks, &c.,
showed that there had bee n paid, by reason of this lottery grant, already,
$100,892 31, if the report of the gentleman employed to ascertain how
·mucb had been rea lized by said grant., is correct.
Believing it within the purview of your said resolution, I sent a letter
to each Commonwealth's Attorney in the State, urging an unrelenting
war upon any and every individual, corporation , and a ssociation · aiding,
in any way, the lottery business in this State, and assu1·ing them of my
1
willingness, at all times, to aid them to the ex Lent of my ability.
I have, upon appeals from Jefferson and l 1' ayette Circuit Courts, obtained
from the Court of Appeals opinions, whilst r eflecting_ much credit upon
the great legal abilit,y of this high court., placing the onus of proving t he
non-exhauAtion of these lottery privileges upon the claimants, 01· those
operating them or presuming to se ll tickets in them, thus rendering it
an easy matter, comparatively, fo r the Commonwealth's Attorneys, if so
inclined, to put a final stop to this most, nefarious business.
I now indulge the hope that all the Commonwealth's Attorneys in our
St.ate will prosecute witb vigor all persons who sell tickets, publis h the
time or place of any drawing, seL up, draw, manage, or otherwise promote
any lottery, or who shall permit in any house, shop, or other building,
occupied or controlled by him, the setting up, managing, or drawing of
any lottery, or the sale or exchange of any lohery ticket.
DATES AND TITLES OF Tl-IE GRANTS.-FRANKFORT.

An act for the benefit of the City School in the town of Frankfort, and
(Acts 1837-'8, p . 126.)
An act to reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town of
Frankfort, and fo1· other purposes, approved 16th February, 1839. (Acts
1838-'9, p. 177.)

for other purposes, approved 1st February, 1838.

An act to amend the laws in relation to the city of Frankfort, approved
23d Pebruary, 1854. (Acts 1853-'4, p. 414.)
An act in relation to the town of Frankfort, approved 21st May, 1861.
(Acts May, 1861, p. 33.)
·
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An act for tbe better organization of the Public Schools in the city of
Fraqkfort, appr.o ved 27th February, 18.67. (Acts 1867, yol. 2, p. 68.)
An act to ameud and reduce into one the several .a cts in relation to th\!
city of Frankfort, approved 16th Mai·ch, 1869. (Acts 1869, vol,. 2,.J>· 4,78.)
Au act amendatory of the Jaws in relation to the city of Frankfort,
approved 28th March, 1872. (Acts 1871-'2, vol. ~' p. 393.)
PADUCAH.

An act authorizing a fund to be raised by lottery for the endowment of
a Male g,nd Female Academy in Lb.e town of Pad1,1eah, and for other purposes, approved 8th February, 1839. (Acts 1838-'9, p. 139.)
An act to incorporate the University of Paducah, approved 11th March,
1851. (Acts 1850-'1, vol. 2, p. 319.)
An· act for the benefit of schools in the city of Paducah, approved 23d_
January, 1858. (Acts 1857-'.8, p. 198.)
An act for the benefit of the Male and Female Academies in the town
(now cjty) of Paducah, approved 9th Febrnary, 1866. (Acts 1865-'6,

p. 397.)
An act for the benefit of the University of Paducah,approved 7th February, 1867. (Acts 1867, p. 296.)
An o.ct concerning school trustees of Paducah, approved 27th February,
1869. (Acts 1869, ·p. 540.)
An act to amend the charter 9f the city of Paducah, approved 3d
March, 1869. (Acts 1869, p. 586.)
HENRY.

An act for the benefit of Henry Academy and Henry Female College,
approved 9th December, 1850. (Act.s 1850-11, p. 33, vol. 2.)
SHELBY COLLEGE.

An act for the benefit of the Si.Jelby College, a,pproved 16th Febn1ary,
1$37.
The Henry Grant was to raise the sum of fifty thousand dollars, and1
so far as I C!"\D learn, there bas never been any drawings un.der said grantj
but it is the object of the present claimants to put it in operation after all
the other grants aforesaid shall have, in their judgment, become exhausted.
Each of the others was to raise one hundred thousand dollars.
My opinion is, that in 1867 there wos not a valid or legal lottery grant
in the State, and that each one has been wrongfully. claimed to exist, and
those which hav.e been operated since that time have been so operated in
violation of the law and without right.
If any legislation granting a lotte1·y privi lege has occurred since 1870,
it has escaped my notice.
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In re1<ponse to the fifth subdivision of the resolution, 1 suggest ·t hat you
pasA an act repealing "An act for the benefit of the City School in tbe
town of Frankfort, and for othei· purposes," approved 1st F ebruary, 18-38.
Also, another to repeal "An act to r educe into one the several acts in
relation to the town of Frankfort, and for other purposes," approved 16th
Febrnary, 1839.
Also, another to repeal "An act to amend the laws in relation to the
city of Frankfort," approved 23d Februat"y, 1854.
Also, another to repeal "An act in relation to the town of Frank fort,"
approved 21st May, 1861.
Also, another to repeal the eighteenth section of "An act to arnen<l and
reduce into one the several acts in relation to the city of Frankfort,"
approved 16th March, 1869.
Also, another to repeal "An act amendatory of the l:i.ws in relation to
the city of Frankfort," approved 28th March, 1872.
Also, others Lo repeal the several acts approved 8th February, 1839, 11th
March, 1851, 23d January, 1858, 9th February, 1866, 7th February, 1867,
27th Ft:bruary, 1869, and 3d March, 1869.
Also, others to repeal acts approved 9th December, 1850, and 16th February, 1837.
_Of conrse each repealing act shou ld give the proper titles of the acts to
be repealed, which may be found nnder the titles, &c:, in this report.
Also, that you make it a felony, punishable by fine and imp!·isonment,
for any newspaper, periodir.al, book publishing establishment, &c., &c., to
publish, advertise, or print, or in _any manner whatever to give notice or
information of the . time or place of any drawing or proposed drawing of
any lottery, or to print or give notice or information of the result, or any
part of the result, of any drawing of any lottery, or to print any handbills or other thing in relation thereto, and making this applicable alike
to a real and to a fictitious lottery or lotteries.
'' What wero the terms and conditions upon which the Legislature made
the grants, franchises, &c.?"
There were no terms and no conditions expressed in the several acts,
unless it may be said, that, in each a bond was required to be executed
to the Commonwealth for th e faithful application of the funds and the
prompt payment of prizes.
But if it is meant to ask me, by the usr of the words "terms and conditions" whethe1· 01· not there was any consideration sufficient to uphold a
contract, I answer, -tbere cannot be such a thing as a contract as between
the Legislature and the beneficiaries or ·rpanagers of a lottery g_rant. .B~t
thoro is no doubt that the .Legisjatu1·e intended that each of these g1·ants
should perform its full office, and the bencfi~iaries receive the fund within
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ten or fifteen years at most from the date of the g rant. A lottery gl'ant
is a gratuity, and may at .any time bo repeal ed by the Legislature .
. In view of the fact that those claiming the right to operate th e several
grants herein menLionod, anJ Lhoso interesLe<l in having them continued,
bave in their employ the very beat loga l talent, and also the s harpest
practitioners in the State, yon will allow me, I trust, to s uggest that all
legi slation in rogard to the aforesaid acts s hould be very carefully prepared.
It may be asked by some, who have no· id ea of the extent' to which. the
claimants of these grants will unhesiLatingly go in order to prolong the
time in which" to draw the classes," nor how many hundreds and thousands of dollars a "I ittle ti me" is worth to them, w by I suggest the repeal
of the befo1·e-mentioned acts, especially when I have announeed it as my
opinion that not a valid loLtery grant was in existenee in thi s State in

186,.
Al most limitless wealth, unsparingly used to gain time, directed by the
most experieo~ed, most learn ed, and ablest counsel within our eulightened country, to say noLhing of the fact, the very many questions always,
in these· attempts to gain time, raised, a1·e ent irely now to the courts, and
eacb questio n subdivide<l in proportion to the numbel' of attorneys representing the defendants, and presented with the vebemonce of .conviction
and the eloquence of Lruth, afford at, ieas t an oxcuse, if not a ju ALific:iLion, why you should take the trouble to wipe these guilty and shameful
statutes from our law-l.>0oks-statutes more baneful than the clotted pages
by the Triumvirs wushe<l in gore.
Begging you to believe that I have left no stone unturned, and shall
continue, with untiring energy, to prosecute the several yases, and hoping
the final result will prove tho value of my offorls, l close by stating that,
in the case against the Paducah Lottery, after preparing the petition, I
believed it neceAsnry, and I requested the Hon. J.M. Bigger's assista nce;
and in the ca against Stewart and others, involving the so called grant
of 1$69, in the Oldham Circuit Court, the Hon. J. G. Carlisle, at my request, as11isted me. Both of these leal'lled and fLble gentlemen rendered
me very valuable aid.
I am, very truly,
'l'HOS . .E. MOSS,
Attorney General.

The Speaker laid befqre the House the report of the Attorney
Genernl on the Kentucky, Green, and Barren rivers. viz:
To the General Assembly of the Commonwealth. of Kentucky:
Calling your attention to Resolution No . 51, iwproved 20th March,
1876, I beg to report that I instituted a suit in equity in the Frnnklin
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circuit Gourt against the Kentucky River Navigation Company; and,
after tRking the necessary evidence, caused the same to be tried, and
obtained a judgment giving the Commonwealth the possession of the
Kentucky river, together with all and singular the ·improvements and
appurtenances, with full right to use, occupy, and enjoy same, &c.,
&c. To this judgment defendant excepted and prayed an appeal.
After waiting snme time for defendant. to file the record in the Court
of Appeals Clerk's Office, and ascertaining none had been filed, I,
und er a resolution of the Commis;iioners of the Sinking Fund, filed
the record, and, after argument, the case was submitted, and the judgment of the circuit court was by the Court of Appflals affirmed, the
result of which places said river improvements, &c., in possession
of the State.

ted by the

GRE'EN AND BARREN fIVERS.

r enlight-

I have w_ritten very many letters, and taken occasion to talk with
very many persons who I had reason to think were best posted in
regard to the condition of the slack-water improvements, and the
management thereof on the Green and Barren rivers; · but whilst all
do not agree in their estimate of the condition or the management, I
have failed to gather sufficient data to insme a successful result to proceedings to annul the lease or for possession thereof. I do not mean
to express an opinion as to whethe r facts exist to warrant a successful result to such proceedings, but simply to say, that, with the press
of official business, and the lack of funds to defray necessary traveling expenses, &c., I have not, upon the information in my reach,
deemed it to the interest of the Commonwealth to attempt said proceedings.
, If the result shall merit your approval, I sball deem my la~ors expended in regard to these rivet's and improvements well spent.
I have the honor to bP.,
Your obedient servant,
THOS. E. MOSS,
Attorney General.
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Mr. Hamilton read and
lution, viz:
Resolped by the Genei-al
That the Quarter-Master
national s·alute on the 8th
in commemoration of the
a's hington·.

VJ

laid on the tahle the following joint resoAssembly of tit~ Commonwefl,lth of Kentucky,
General be dire.ctcd to cause to be fired a
of January and the 22d of' February, 1878,
battle of New Orleans and the birthday 'of
·
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Mr. Buford read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
R esolved by tlie General As.~embly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That our Senators .a nd Representatives in Congress are requested to
use all legitimate power at their command to secure the passage of
an act by Congress granting a pension to the officers and soldiers who
served in the army of the United States during the war with. Mexico.
Mr. Eversole offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the national flag be hoisted over the Capitol during
the present session of the Legislature.
Whi•ch was a·dopted.
Mr. John Cnattles Thompson offered the followi'n-g resolution, viz:
R esdved, That each member of the House be furnished' by the State
with two daily newspapers, each day, of their respective choice.
0

Mr. Hazelip moved to arvend said resolution by striking out" two,"
and inserting "one."
Mr. Cooke moved to amend said resolution by striklng out the
word" two," and inserting in lieu thereof the word" four."
And the question being taken on the adoption uf the amendment
of Mr. Cooke, it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
of Mr. Hazelip, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by · Messrs. Hazelip and
W. J. McElrny, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted· in the affirmative, were-Joseph L. Pope,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Caleb R. Broo){s,
W. L. H!izelip,
Samuel D. Hensley, Granville V. Roue:e,
. Benjamin F. Buie,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
T. M. Riff,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H".•H'. Ca.Jlihari,
T . .J. Lewis,
Ralph L. _S palding,
A. C. Cope,
vy. J . M-cElroy,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
John D. Thompson 1
Thomas H. Ditto;
Wi11lam Neal;
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nuni1,
Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker-31.
J. W. Griffith,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
W. C. Owens;
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth, W-. Scott G'r'esham,
B. Mills"P'arri~b
Cleme9t' J.3:. Amlh'os·e , W.·H. Hillsriitin,
Willia'm P<>iht's·/
JI K, Ba~1e~r,__ .. ..
J\o~i.~h i,,un~e-r;
G'. w. :Prklfa:ra,· .
E. C. Ba1'ti6r1dg'e;
:t.ewu~· Jones';
Fercliriflrtd· R'ig·n ty',
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J. F. Bennett,
J.M. Big:ger,
Gahriel Blevins,
A. Buford,
T. J. Bush,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Gooke,
John Cowan ,
Alex T. 0raycroft,
W. J . Edrington,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
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Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. Q. Lacltey,
Thomas Sanders,
Richard, La-rnhe:rt,
T. W., Scott,
Thomas H. Manl'len, G. R. Snyder,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
Da\'id Martin,
R-iehard A. Spurr,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
Montg.omery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
E. H. Mori'n,
John Obas. Thompson,
J. M. Neal,,
G. H. Towery,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
James O'Bannon,
Joftn 0. Welch,
W. W. Orr,
La-Fayette Wilson~66.
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The question was then taken on the adoption of the original .resolut10n, and it was decided in the affirmative.
'Mr. Clarke offered th e following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Puolic P1foter be dfrected to print, for the use
of this House, two hnndred copies of the report of the Attorney
· General relative to lottery privileges claimed to exist in this Commonwealth; and that the report be referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
Which· was adopted.
Mr. Hamilton read and laid· on the table ·the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, It appears that the income tax on tobacco in the United
States, for the year 1877", amounted to the sum of $1 I ,106,54G, af!d
tbat the increase of the tax on tobaeco for said year amounted to the
sum of $·1,3,l-1,207; now, therefore, be it,
Resolved by the General Assembly o( the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That our Senators in Congress be instructed, and our Representatives
be requested, to have the tax orl tobacco reduced, and· that the Gover.nor of this, Commonw·e altb1. cause· copies of this re'!lOlution to be
transmitted to said Senators and Represeritati ves.
The House then took up fr.om. the orde1,s of the day the joint resolution, entitled
Resolution instructing the Senators, and requesting the Representatives, from Kentucky, in the· United' 8tates· Congress, to repeal' the
resumption, act, and·' remonetize silver:
Mr. 0. T. Allen offered the following substitute for said resolution,
viz:
Resolved, by tne General .A's'sem.lJly of( the Common.wealth of Kentucky,
That the Senators and Representatives -of Kentucky, in the Congress
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of the United States are earnestly requested to do all in their power
to secure legislation in their respective Houses favorable to1. The repeal of the resumption act.
2. The remonet1zation of silver.
3. The fixing of the legal tender quality of the greenback, so tha\
it may be receivable in payment of all debts, public and private.
4. The taxation of incomes.
5. The reduction of the tariff to a revenue basis, with a view of
ultimately abolishing all tariff whatever upon imported goods.
Mr. Cooke moved to refer said resolution and substitute to a special
committee of five members.
And the question being taken· on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And then the House adjoDrned.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 3, 1878.
The House opened with prayer by the Rev. J. W . Mitchell.
Under the rules of this House, the Speaker appointed and laid
before the same the following list of standing committees, viz:
~ On Propositions and Grz'evances-H. P. Whitaker, Chairman, Messrs.
Dennis Gleason, Thos. H. Ditto, B. F. Buie, G. H. B. Thompson, J. T.
Tartar, and S. D. Hensley.
On Pn'vi!eges and E!ec#ons- John A. Thomas, Chairman, Messrs.
Cromwell Adair, Henry Campbell, Levin E. Green, Gabriel Blevins,
George R. Snyder, and J. K. Bailey.
On Claims-A. T. Cray:eroft, Chairman, Messrs. J . S. Owsley, Ed·
round Burr, Hancock Taylor, T. W. Scott, Ferdinand Rigney, and A.
-C. Cope.
On '.Judiciary-]. M. Bigger, Chairman, Messrs. Lyttleton Cooke, M.
H. Marriott, H. P. Whitaker, W. C. Owens, John Cowan, and John
,Feland.
On Moral and Religious Institutions-Josiah Hunter, Chairman, Messrs.
-James F. Means, James , P. AUen, David Martin, J. M. Neal, G. W,
' Prichard, and 'W. H: H. Callihan. ·
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On Ways and Means-R. A. Spurr, Chairman, Messrs. C. U. McElroy, James O'Bannon, W. W. Orr, W. J . Edrington, J . F. Bennett, and
Abner Eversole.
On !7ltemal Improvement-A. Buford, Chairman, Messrs. E. C. Bainbridge, Henry George, J. Q. Lackey, C. K. Tharpe, Otho Nunn, and C.
W. Russell.
011 Education -Augustine Shelburne, Chairman, Messrs. W. C.
Owens, J. C. Welch, D. A. Glenn, C. R. Brooks, Tipton A. Miller, and
Richard Lambert.
On .Mil£tary Ajfairs-T. J. Bush, Chairman, Messrs. A. R. Clarke, B.
Mills Parrish, Pat. Campion. T. A. Miller, Dennis Gleason, and E. H.
Morin.
On State E;:penditures for Internal bnprovemtnt-T. H. Mannen; Chairman, Messrs. J. P. Allen, W. W. Orr, G. V. Rouse, Lafayette Wilson,
Lewis Jones, and W. H. H. Callihan.
On Penitentiary- Ralph L. Spalding, Chairman, Messrs. Cromwell
Adair, Joseph M. Kash, Charles Godshaw, John A. Thomas, C. R. Ambrose, and Lewis Jones.
On Agriculture and .Mamifa_ctm'f?s-W. J. McElroy, Chairman, Messrs . .
B. Mills Parrish, C. R. Ambrose, A. C. Cope, W. J. Edrington, B. F.
Buie, and W . T. Dicken.
On Sinking Fund-Green R. Keller, _Chairman, Messrs, J. W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon, G. H. Towery, Augustine Shelburne, J. Q. Lackey,
and G. E. Speck.
On Banks-John Cowan, Chairman, Messrs. Josiah Hunter, Henry
George, A . Buford, Ralph L. Spalding, and J. M. Bigger.
On Library-C. R. Brooks, Chairman, Messrs. Robert Allensworth,
W. Scott Gresham, Ferdinand Rigney, and C. W. Russell.
On Printz'ng -C. T. Allen, Chairman, Messrs. Green R. Keller, 'vV. J.
McElroy, W. H. Hillsman, and Abner Eversole.
On Public Offices-Pat. Campion, Chairman, Messrs. James B. Mason,
Milton Hamilton, and Andrew Thompson.
On Federal Relations-E. C. Bainbridge, Chairman, ·Messrs. Joseph
L. Pope, Thos. Sanders, J. W. Griffith, James B. Mason, W. A. Webber,
and Isaac T. West.
On Court of Appeals-Thomas A. Ro9ertson, Chairman, Messrs. W.
M. Reed, A. R. Clarke, C. K. Tharpe, and T . J. Bush.
On Circuz1 Courts-Clarence U. McElroy, Chairman, Messrs. Montgomery Merritt, I. a. Goodnight, J. M. Bigger, and J. M. Kash.
H.
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On County Courts- Montgomery Merritt, Chairman, Messrs. Robt.
F. Allensworth, W. M. Reed, T. M. Hill, and Chas. Godshaw.
On General Statutes-Dudley A. Glenn, Chairman, Messrs. C. T.
Allert, M. H. Marriott, T. A. Robertson, and John Cowan.
On Codes of Practice-John Charles Thompson, Chairman, Messrs. C.
U. McE!roy, John Feland, T. A. Robertson, and Lyttleton Cooke.
On Enrollments-}. S. Owsley, Chairman, Messrs. T. J. Oatts, \Nm .
Neal, P. G. Fischer, and I. T. West.
On Razlroads-Thomas Sanders, Chairman, Messrs. John Charles
Thompson, W. Scott Gresham, Milton Hamilton, Gabriel Blevins, I. H.
Goodnight, Andrew Thompson, and J . W. Meador.
On Immigration and Labor- John Feland, Chairman, Messrs. T. W.
Scott, James Perkins, Wm. Points, John D. Thompson, G. H. Towery, ·
and W . L. Hazelip.
On Insurance-Lyttleton . Cooke, Chairman, Messrs. A. T. Craycraft,
M. H. Marriott, T. H . Mannen, E. H. Morin, Peter G. Fischer, and G.
E. Speck.
On Corporate Institutions-George R. Snyder, Chairman, Messrs. A.
R. Clarke, T. M. Hill, James F. Means, Thos. H. Ditto, T. J. Lewis, and
Richard Lambert.
On Charz'table Inst£tutions-J. C. Welch, ,Chairman, Messrs. Joseph L.
Pope, E. C. Bainbridge, Edmund Burr, R. A. Spurr, Hancock Tatlor,
and J. W. Meador.
On Rules-The Speaker, Chairman, Messrs. C. U. McElroy, Ralph
L. Spalding, R. A. Spurr, W. J. McElroy, and John Fe!and.
The following petition,; were presented, viz:
By Mr. Spalding/
I. The petition of officerR and attorneys of Marion, Washington,
and Nelson counties, concerning the circuit courts in Marion, Nelson, and Washington counties.
By Mr. Feland2. The petition of sundry citizens of Christian county, praying the
passage of an act of the Gene ral Assembly of Kentucky prohibiting
the sale or gift of spirituous liquors within two miles of South Union
or Netson Churches, in said county.
By Mr. Burr3. The petition of sundry citizens of Adairville, in Logan county,
praying an amendment. to the sixth 1,ection of the charter of said
town.

V
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Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Circuit Courts; the 2d to the Committee
on Mor~! and Religious Institutions, and the 3d to the Committee on·
Corpm·ate Institutions.
_
The Speaker appointed Messrs. C. U. lVlcElroy, R. L. Spalding,
Richard A. Spurr, W. J. McE lroy , and John Feland, to draft and
report a set of standing rules for the House.
Mr. James P. Allen, the m_ember-elect from the county of Fleming,
appeared, produced bis certificate of election, and having taken the
oaths required by law, repaired to his seat.
Mr. Buford offered the following resolution, viz:
Rcsn!ved, That so much of, the Governor's message as refers to
Gen. Zachary Taylor, he referred to a special committee of_ three,
to be appointed by the Speake r, with instructions to report in such
manner as they may deem proper.
1
Which was adopted. ·
Whereupon the Speaker appointed Messr:;. A. Bu rord, Hancock
Taylor, and John Charles Thompson as said committee.
Mr. Shelburne offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Public Printer be, and he is hereby, directed to
print .three hundred copies of the list of standing committe~s of t~e
House, for the use llf the members. ·
Mr. Bigger moved to amend said resolution by striking out" three
hundred," and inserting in lieu thereof" two hund1·ed."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it wa;; decided in the affirmative.

.

The question was then taken on the adopt.ion or the original re,,oluti,,n, as amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
A mes~age was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint resolution, entitl ed
Resolution in ,·e lation to printing the Governor's message .
Said resolution reads as follows, viz:

Resnlved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the message of the Governor be printed, and that the Pi,Jblic
Printer· be directed to furnish each member and officer of the Senate
with one hundred copies thereof, w ith paper cover1;, enveloped, postage paid,, and ready for distribution by mail.
Which was twice read and adopted.
\

The yeas and nays being required thernon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
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Th_ose who voted in the affi!·mative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Cha1;les Godshaw,
W. C. Owens,
· Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
G. W . Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Granvil1e V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Rus~ell,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos . M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
T . W. Scott;
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
A Butord,
T. J. Lewi,i,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
}lat . Campion, ·
Clarence U. Mc.Elroy, Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W . J. McElroy,
Clinton IC Tharp,
A. C. Cope,
James F . Means.
John A . Thomas,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
James ()'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-86.
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
•
Those who voted in the negative, were, W. H. H. Callihan,
Samuel D. Hensley, . James Perkins,
Abner Eversole,
J. Q Lackey,
J. T. Tartar,
John Feland,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West--10.
W. L . Hazelip,
'
A me:::sage was also receive!l from the Senate, announcing thal
they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution in relation to the election of State Librarian.
Which was twice read and adopted.
A message was also received from the Senate, announcing thal
they had adopted a joint resolution, entit led
H.esolution in regard to paying the officers and attaches of th'
General Assemb ly.
Which was tw ice read, and, on motion of Mr. Spalding, referre
to a :5pecial committee.
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Mr. West offered the following resolution, v'iz:
· Resolved, That 'th e Sergeant-at-Arms, in se lecting ne'wspapers for ·
the members of the House, obtain them at the lowest price possible,
and that he do not pay more than three cents per copy for each copy
so furnished.
Mr. Spalding moved to lay said resolution on the table.
Anu the question being takPn 011 the adoption of said motion, it
was rlecided in the affirmative.
And so said resolution was rejected.
Mr . Snyder offered the following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That the Chairman of the Enrnlling Committee be allowed
an Enrolling Cleric
Which was adopted.
Mr. Merritt offered the following resoluti~n, viz:
Resolved, That the Auditor be requested to inform the House the
amount of expenditures by the ~tate on and for the improvement of
the Kentucky and Green and Barren rivers since the original construction of the locks and dams on said rivers, including the amounts
paid for collecting tolls, and for all other purposes.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Wilson moved to reconsider the vote by which this House, on
a former day of this session, adopted a resolution.directing the Public Pi'·inter to print 30,000 copies of the Governor's message, for the
use of this House .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,_it
wa,- decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bigger offered the following amendment to said resolution,
viz:
Amend by striJdng out" thirty," and insert" twenty," and" three,"
and insert" two."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Owens offernd the following substitute for said resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Public Printer be instructed to print fifteen thousand copies of the Governor's message, and furnish to each member
?f this House one hundred copies, wrapped and stamped f'o1· mailrng.

hes of thi!
g, referrel

And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Feland offer~d the following substitute for the original resolution, viz:
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Resolved by the Geneml Assembly o( the Commonwealth of Kentuck.11,
That the Public Printer be directed to print, cover, and envelopil,
with postage stamps, ready for mailing, two hundred copies of the
Governor's message for each member of the General Assembly.
Mr. Bigger offered the following amendment to said substitute,
viz:
Resolved, That the Public Printer be directed to print ten thousand
copies of the Governor's message, and ba\'e them wrapped and
stamped ready to be mailed, and that he ·d eliver one hundred copies
to each member of this House.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adopt.ion of said substitute, as
amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the original resolution, as amended by said substitute, and it was decided in the
affirmative.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Bigger, Cooke,
Parrish, and Whitaker.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. John Charles Thompson, Mannen,
Spalding, Reed, and Eversole, a committee to report the number of
pages necessary to carry on the busine_ss of the House.
A mei:,sage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to protect sheep and
d~gs in Ballard and other counties," approved March 6th, 1876.
. '2. An act to repeal in part an act, entitled "An /let to provide for
the levy and collection of a tax on dogs, and to prntect the rights of
owners in certain counties," approYed March 16, 18]6.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as the
second reading of sai<l bills being dispensed '":'ith,
Ordered, That said bills be referred to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances .
Mr. W. J. McElroy, from a ~pecial committee, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill giving further time until the 1st Monday in May, 1878, for
the sheriff of Adair county to execute his revenueibond.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
01'dered, That said bill be eng1·ossed and re.a d a third time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provfsion as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

thousand
Tne .question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
pped and was decided in the affirmative.
ed copies'
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Goodnight, were as follows, viz :
1enJment,
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr.
Speaker
(Turner), Charles Godsbaw,
W. C. Owens,
stitute, as
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
.James Pel'kins,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
0 inal resJoseph L. Pope,
d in the Robert F. All enswo1·th, Milton ·Hamilton,
Clement R. Ambrose 1 W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J. IC Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M.. Reed,
er, Cooke, KC. Bainb1·i<lge,
T ·. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Josiah Hunt.er,
Granville V. Rouse,
, Mannen, J.M. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevin,;,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
umbet· or Caleb R. Brnoks,
Jos. M. K.ash,
Thomas Sanders,

A. Buford,
that they Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
sheep and W. II. H. Callihan,
1876.
Henry Campbell,
rovide for Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
e rights or
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
l red to be Alex T. Craycroft,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
on as the W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
John
Feland,
Proposi·
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
·e directed Dennis Gleason ,
D. A. Glenn,
, 1878, for

a second

Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
James B1l.l'bour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thoma~,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson, ·
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Tipton A'. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,
J.M. Neal,
W. A. Webber,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
James O ' Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-95.
W. W. Orr,

Those who voted in the negativ e, wereLyttleton f)ooke,
M. H. Marriott,·
Clinton K. Tharp- 4.
Isaac H. Goodnio-ht
t,

'

Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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Said bill reads as follow!:', viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Ass~n1bl.1J o( the Commonu•enlth of Ken•
tucky, That the sheriff of Adair county shall have until the first Monday in May, 18_78, to ex-ecute the bond for the collection of revenue
and public dues of Adair county for the year 1878.
§ 2. That the county court of said county 1,hall have power to
take from 8aid sheriff a bond, with security, for the collection of the
revenue and public dues on or before the first Monday-in May, 1878,
in same manner as now prescribed by law.
§ 3. This act shall be in force from its pa.,sage.
Mr. Sn)'der, from a 1,pecial committee, who were directed to · prepare and bring in the :;:ame . reported a bill, entitled
A hill for the br·nefit of school district No. 24, of Kenton county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being di,spensed with,
On motion of Mr . Spalding, said bill was
referred to the Commit•
.
.
tee on Education
Mr. Snyder moved to ,-:u~pend the regular order of business, in
order to allow the members to introduce leaves.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ii
was decided in the affirma.tive.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by the rules of the
House, were as follows, viz:
Those who, Yoted in the affirmative, wereW. C. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E . Green,
J. S. Ow:::ley,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gre~ham,
James Perkins,
James P . Allen,.
J. W . Griffith,
Wm . Points,
Robert, F. Allensworth, Mjlton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley, G. W . Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,'
T. M. Hill,·
Wm. M. Reed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones·,
Granville V. Rou.se,
Gabriel Blevin!:',
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M. H Marriott,
G. E. ~peck,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Camp ion,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,

Mr. Speaker (Turner) . Isaac H. Goodnight,
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A. R. Clarke, ·
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,

Clarence U. McElroy,
W. J. McElroy,
J. W. Meador,
James F. Means,
Montgomery Merritt,
Tipton A. Miller,
E. H. Morin,
J . M. Neal,
Wm. Neal,
Otho Nunn,
T. J. Oatts,
James O'Bannon,
W.W. Orr,
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Hancock Taylor,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John A. Thomas,
Andrew Thompson,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Chas. Thompson,
John D. Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
W. A. Webber,
John C. Welch,
Isaac T. West,
H. P. Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson-97.

In the negative-none.
.Leave was given to bring in the following hills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Hunter!. A bill giving the sheriff of Adair county further time until the
1st of May to execute bond.

On motion of Mr. W. J. McElroyusiness, in
motion, ii
les of the

2. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to create a criminal
court in the sixth judicial district and Hardin county," approved
Februa1·_y 23d, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Edrington_:_
3. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Arlington, Ballard
county.

On motion of same-

ns,
ope,
ar<l,
ed,
~igney,
Robertson,

'~j

4. A bill ·to amend an act authorizing the county court of Ballard
county to levy an ad valorem tax.
On motion of Mr. Brooks-

5. A bill to regulate the rate of tolls on all turnpike and gravel
roads in the State of Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. Rouse6. A bill to amend the stock law of Boone county.
On motion of same_:_

fou_se,
1
nders,

7. A bill to amen<l .the dog law of Boone county.
On motion of same-

~
~helhurne,

s. A bill for the benefit of John Wallace, of Boone county.

er

~;lding,

k,
Spurr,
r,

On motion of Mr. Keller9. A bill to amend an act1 entitled "An act to reduce into one,
amend, and digest the acts and amendatory act,i incorporating the
city of Paris."
H. R.-7
\
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On motion of sarne10. A bill for the benefit of common school district No. 11, Bourbon county.
On motion of Mr. Cowan} 1. A bill to incorporate Bell College, Danville, Kentucky.
On motion of same12. A bill to change the boundary line between Casey and
counties.
On motion of same13. A bill for the benefit of A. Goldstein, Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Orr14. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prn".ide for the
l~vy and collection of a tax upon dogs, and pr.o tect the owners
thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876, so far as the
same applies to Bracken county.
On motion of Mr. C. T. Allen15. A bill to regulate the publication of legal notices in the Coin·
monwealth of Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. Miller16. A bill to repeal an act approved March I 6th, 1876, to provide
for the levy and collection of a tax upon dogs, a nd to protect the
owners thereof in certain counties, so far as the same applies to the
counties of Calloway, Marshall, and Lyon.
On motion of Mr. Hill17. A bill to amend the stock law in Campbell county.
On motion of Mr. Prichard18. A bill to allow W. C. Horton to erect a mill-dam across the
Little Sandy river, in Carter county.
On motion of same}9. A bill for the benefit of C. M. Horton, pf Elliott county.
On motion of Mr. Snyder20. A bill to repeal the dog law for Fayette and other named

0

counties.
On motion of Mr. West21. A bill to repeal an act for the benefit of Booneville, Owsley
county.
On motion of same-22. A bill for the benefit of John C. Leadford, she riff of Jackson

tli

county.

to
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On motion of Mr. Dicken23. A bill to provide for the public printing of this State.
On motion of same-

nd Boyle

24. A bill to provide for furnishing o_f record books for the clerks'
offices of this State.
On motion of Mr. Glenn25. t\ bill to amend an act authorizing the city of Covington to
construct a bridge over the Ohio river.
On motion of Mr. Whitaker--

e for the

r owners

. 26. A bill to repeal the last clause of section 8, article 13, chapter
38, General Statutes.

On motion of same--

'ar as the

27. A bill to amend the charter of Covington and Taylor's Mill
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Tharp-

he Coin-

28. A bill regulating ci vii juri:;diction of the police judge of
Owensboro.
On motion of same-

provide
ro tect the
ies to the

29. A bill to amend the'testimony law in criminal and penal prosecutions,
On motion of same--

0

30. A bill e",:tablishing a chancery court in Daviess county.
On motion of Mr. Spurr·

cross the

nty.
er named

le, Owsley

of Jackson

3 l. A bill to re pea I an act to prescribe an oath to be taken by all
officers elected or appointed.
On motion of same-32. A bill to amend an act providing for holding county courts
when the judge is absent or cannot preside.
On motion of Mr. Mai:;on_:_

33. A bill to incorporate the Forks Church, Boone's Creek, ancl Dix
River Turnpike Road.
·
On motion of Mr. Amhrose- 34. A bill to change the road laws of Gallatin county.
On motion of Mr. Bailey35. A bill to authorize the county court of Bell county to re-district
the county of Bell.
On motion of Mr. Webber-36. A bill to equalize· the width of the State road from Leesburg
to Williams, so far as the same ii! within the county of Harrison.

-.
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On motion of Mr. Sanders37. A bill to incorpo1·ate the town of Hammon ville, Hart. county.
On motion of Mr. Merritt-··38. A bill to amend chapter 38, article 13, section 5, of General
Statutes.
On motion of same-39. A bill to prevent the deadening of trees on or near the public
roads.
On motion of same40. A bill to organize municipal corporations, and to define and
regulate their powers and duties.
On motion of same-41. A bill to reduce the numbe1· of jurors in inferior cou1·ts, and to
regulate the pay of the same.
On motion of same-42 . A bill to create the office of tax collector, and regulate the
collection of the State, county, and school tax, and other public
dues.
On
43.
On
44.

motion of Mr. O'Bannon~A bill to charter a .turnpike company.
motion of Mr. Hamilton-A bill for the benefit of school district No._24, Kenton county.

On motion of same-45. A bill to protect sheep in Kenton county.
On motion of same46. A bill to provide for the supplying of public books
clerk's office at Independence, Kenton county.
On motion of same-47. A bill to fix the time of holding circuit, chancery, and crimin
courts in the 12th judicial district.
On motion of same48. A bill to repeal an act for the benefit of John L. Grave
approved January 29, 1840.
Oh motion of Mr. Perkins-49. A bill to amend section 1 of article 17 of chapter 27 of I
General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Robertson50. A bill for the benefit of the town · of Hodgenville,
county.

[JAN. :J.
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On motion of ,same--

t. county.

51. A bill to amend section 76 of the Criminal Code of Practice.
On motion of Mr. Eversole--

,f General

52.· A bill for the relief of Henry McGee, ex-sheriff of Laurnl
county.
On motion of same-

the public

53. A bill to amen-d an act, entitled "An act to amend chapter 60

!efine and

of the General Statute'3, title' Interest and Usury,'" approved March
14th, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Hensley-

1·ts, and to

54. A bill to declare Emily Fork of Wolf creek a navigable
stream.
On mo'.ion of same--

gulate the
her public

55. A bill to amend section 9, article 35, chapter 29, of the General Statutes.
On motion of same56. A bill to amend section I, article 29, chapter 29, of the Gen.
eral Statutes.
On motion of same--

57. A bill to repeal section 8, chapter 29, of the General Statutes,

on county.

oks at tht

On motion of Mr. Bush58. A bill to a _m end the charter of Lexington.
On motion of same-59 . A bill for the appointment of official reporters, and for the
pre,,ervation of evidence in certain cases in this Common wealth.
On motion of same60. A bill to incorporate Hamilton College, in Lexington.

On motion of Mr. Owsleynd criminal

61. A bill to change the county line between Lincoln and Casey
counties.
On motion of Mr. Burr--

L. Grave,

er 27 of tbl

ville, Laru1

62. A bill to amend the charter of Adairsville.
On motion of same-63. A bill for the benefit of George T. Price, sheriff of Logan
county .
On motion of Mr. Cooke.....:.
64. A hill to incorporate the society of the "Sons and Daughters
of the Morning," of Louisville.

'

I
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On motion of same-65. A bill to authorize Mrs. Mary 0. Ten Broeck to qualify as
guardian of her children.
On motion ol' Mr. Go<l;,haw-66 . A bill for the benefit of the prosecuting attorney of the city

a
court of Loui sville.
Un motion of same67. A bill to amend sections 3, 4, and 10, of article 11, chapter 92,
title" Rev~nue and Taxation," of the General Statute;;.
' a
On motion of ;;ame-s
68. A bill to amend section 10, article 1, chapter 47, title" Gam-

ing," of General Statute;,.
On motion ol same69. A bill to amend section 9, article 35, chapter 29, title" Crimes
an<l Punishments," of the General Statutes.
On mot.ion of same-70. A bill to amend section :l, article 1, chapter 106, title'' Taverns
and Tippling-houses," &c., of the General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Reed-'71. A bill to extend th e corporate limits of Benton .
On motion of same-' 7i . A bill to change the time of holding the court of claims in
Marshall county.
On motion of same73. A hill for the ben efit of the tax-payers of Lyon county.
On motion of Mr. Speaker Turner74. A bill to amend the ch,:Hter of Co ll ege Hill, in Madison
county.
On motion of Mr. Spalding75 . A bill concerning the courts in Marion, Washington, and Nel,
son counties.
On motion of same76. A bill to amend section 149 of the Criminal Code.
On motion of Mr. Mannen_:_
77. A bill to incorporate'' James H . Hall Eagle Plow Company,"

s

C

0

Pr

of
14

o( l\'.iaysville.
co
On motion of same78. A bill to amend an act arnen~ing an act incorporating the
Maysville Street Railroad and Tramfer Company.
0
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On motion of same-

qualify as

71:l. A bill to repeal the dog law, so far as the same relates to
Mason county.
On motion of Mr. Bigger-

f the city

80. A bill for the benefit of the tax-payers of McCracken cou!1ty,
and to create a sinking fund to pay the debts of said county.
On motion of same--:-

81, A bill to ratify the incorporation of the Central Mississippi Railroad Company, and its consolidation with the New Orleans, Jackson,
, and Northern RailPoad Company, un'der the name _of the ChicagoSt. Louis Aid Company, and to charter the last named company.
Je "GarnOn motion of same-

hapter 92,

e " Crimes

'' Taverns

82. A bill to furtht;r define the dutie·s of tax collectors of this
State.
On motion of same83. A bill to amend an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors
in Rockville, in Ballard county.

On motion of Mr. John Charle::1 Thompson84. A bill to amend the charter of Harrod::1burg.

On motion of same-

claims in

85. A bill to amend section 55, title 4, of the Code of Practice in
criminal cases,
Ou motion of same86. A bill to repeal an act., entitled "An act to amend chapter 90
of the General Statutes, title' Public Printing.'"
On motion of same-

ty.
Madison

, and Ne!-

87. A bill empowering the Governor to remove the r•emains of
President Z. Taylor to the State military lot at Frankfort.
On motion of Mr. J.M. Neal-

88. A bill to re-enact an act, entitled '' An act to prohibit the sale
of spiri tuou s liquors in_ Antioch; Metcalfe county," approved March
14, 1872.

On motion of Mr. G. H. B. Thompson-

II

ompany,

89. A bill for the benefit of W. A. Morris, of Robert,wn county.
On motion of Mr. Meador --::!lO. A bill to repeal so much of the fish law as relates to Ohio
county.

On motion of samerating the

91. A bill reducing th e fees of the clerk 'of the ci rcuit court in
Ohio county.
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motion of sameA bill for the benefit of A. J. Hare, of Ohio county.
motion of Mr. GriffithA bill for the benefit of Henry, Oldham, and Jefferson Turn-

pike Company.
On motion of ~r. Bainbridge94. A bill to i:epeal an act, entitled" An act for the levy and col·
lection of a tax upon dogs, and to protect the rights of the owners
thereof in certain counties," approved March 16th, 1876, so far as
said act applies to certain counties.
Un -motion of Mr. Clarke95. A bill to regulate the duties of the she1·iff of Pendleton county
in certain cases.
On motion of same96. A bill to amend section I. article 7, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.
Qn motion of Mr. Owens97 . A bill to amend an act incorporating the Blue-grass Manufac·
_turing Company, approved February 23, 1874.
On motion of sRme98 . A !;>ill to authorize the county court of Scott_county to issue
bonds to meet the debt incurred in erecting and furnishing a new
court-house.
On motion of same99. A bill to repeal ~n act, entitled" An act to provide for the levy
and colle~tion of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights of the own·
ers thereof in certain counties," approved March 16. 1876, so far as
it relates to Scott county.
l)n motion of Mr. Thomas100. A bill to amend an act for the benefit of J. A. Thom1;1,s and
others.
On motion of same101. A bill to enact a 1:1tock law in Shelby county.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight102. A bill enlarging the powe1·s of the common school commis·
sioner of Simpson county.
On motion of same103. A bill for the benefit of J. W. Winlock.
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On motion of same104. A bill to amend section 247, article 5, chapter 6, of Criminal
Code.
On motion of Mr. Allensworth105. A bill to amend chapter 92, article 5, of General Statutes.
On motion of same106. A bill to compensate jurors serving in civil cases before justi<::es' courts.
On motion of same107. A bill authorizing the county judges of t4is Commonwealth
to hire out certain persons convicted of misdemeanor.
On motion of Mr. C. U. McElroy108. A bill to repeal subsection 550 of the Civil Code.
On motion of sameI 09. A bill for the benefit of J. P. Breedlove, of Warren county.
On motion of same110. A bill to incorporate the Bowling Green and Hadley Turnpike Company.
On motion of Mr. Speck)} 1. A b~ll to repeal the conventional interest law, and all amendments thereto.
On motion of Mr. Oatts112. A bill to amend the common school law.
On motion of same113. A bill to amend the law fixing the rate of interest in this
Common wealth.
On motion of Mr. Towery114. A bill to change the time of holding the Webster quarterly
court.
On motion of same. 115. A bill changing the time of holding the Webster county court
of claims.
On motion of same116. A bill to amend chapter 92, article 16, of General Statutes.
On motion of same117. A bill to regulate the civil and criminal jurisdiction of justices of the peace of this Commonwealth.
0n motion of samell8. A bill to change section 660, Civil Code.
H. R.-8
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On motion of same119. A bill to amend chapter 70, sections 6 and 8, of General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Buford120. A bill to repeal section 8, article 2, chapter 92, General Statutes.
On motion of same121. A bill to repeal an act to provide for the levy and collection
of a tax on dogs, and protect the rights of the owners thereof in
Fayette and other named counties, approved March 16, 1876.
On motion of same122. · A bill for the relief of B . A . Wilson, of Woodford count.y.
On motion of Mr William Neal123 . A bill in relation to Wardsville, Anderson county.
On motion of Mr. Brnoks124. A bill to change the time of holding county courts in Bath
county.
On motion of same125. A bill to require treasurers of turnpike and gravel roads, in
which the countie::1 have st-0ck, to make a complete rep_o rt of the
condition of such roads to the judge of such counties once in every
year.
On motion of Mr. Miller126. A bill for the benefit of G. G. Oury, judge of Calloway
county.
On motion of Mr. Hill127. A bill to amend the General Statutes which relate to the sale
of spirituous liquors to minors.
On motion of Mr. Dicken128. A bill to amend section 13, Criminal Code, and to enforce
the provisions of article 19, chapter 29, of the General Statu_te;,.
On motion of Mr. Tharp,
129. A bill regulating the fees of circuit clerks in this Common·
w·ealth in criminal and penal prosecutions.
On motion of Mr. James P. Allen130. A bill to incorporate Mt. Carmel Lodge, No. 513, Free and
Accepted Masons.
On motion of Mr. George-131. A bill to amend the charter of Wingo.
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· On motion of Mr. Marriott-I 32. A bill to amend the common school li\w.
On motion of Mr. Cooke- '
133. A bill to amend section 8, article 13, chapter 38, title" Executions," of the General Statutes.
On motion of same-- .
134. A bill to provide for the calling of a Convention to prepare a
new Constitution for this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Man nen135. A bill for the benefit of ex-sheriff Pen-y Jeffe1·son and deputies, of Mason county.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight136. A bill to amend the charter of Simpson Connty Agricultural
and Mechanical Association. •
On motion of Mr. Clarke-137. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the propagation
and protection of food fishes in the waters of the State of Kentucky," so f'ar as it relates to Pend1et.on county.
Ordered, That a select committee, Ct>mpose<l of Messrs. W. J . McElroy, Ferdinand Rigney, and W. T. Dicken, preparn and bring in
the 1st; the Committee on General Statutes the 127th, 133d, 119th,
74th, 116th, J:tOth, 105th, 95th, fi7th, 68th, ti9th, 70th, lllth,32d, 26th,
21st, 57th, 56th, 55th, 53d, and 49th; the Committee on the Judiciary
the 134th, 106th, 89th, 82d, 80th, 66th, 65th, 64th, 31st, and 40th; the
Committee on Codes of Practice the 28th, 76th, 85th, 108th, 103d,
104th, I 17th, 118th, 128th, and 51st; the Committee on Agriculture
and Manufactures the 45th, 3d, 6th, 7th, 14th, 16th, 20th, 79th, 94th.
99th, and 137th; the Committee on Public Printing the 15th, 23d,
24th, and 86th; the Committee on Railroads the 81st; the Committee
on Propositions and Grievances the 12th, 17th, 22d, 54th, 52d, 50t.h,
48th, 61st, 75th, 881.h, 90th, 100th, 101st. 113th, 121st, 122d, 126th,
109th, and 135th; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 9th,
11th, 25th, 33d, 37th, 58th, 60th, 62d, 71st, 78th, 77th, 109th, 125th,
130th, 1136th, and 131st; the Committee on County Courts the 3d,
4th, 8th, 27th, 34th, 46th, 42d, 41st, 35th, 72d . 84th, 98th, 107th, 114th,
115t_b, 123d, an<l 124th; the Committee on Education the 10th, 92d,
102d, 112th, and 132d; the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions the 83d; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 5th,
iSth, 27th, 39th, 43d, 03d, and 97th; the Committee on Circuit

•
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Courts the 2d, 30th, 47th, 59th, 75th, 91st, 96th, and 129th; the Committee on Claims the 13th, 19th, 63d, arid 87th; and a select committee, composed of Messrs. George R. Snyder, Milton Hamilton, and
A. R. Clarke. the 20th and 44th.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. John Charles Thompson, Thomas
H. Mannen, Wm . M. Reed, R. L. Spalding, and Abner Eversole, a
committee on the joint resolution, which originate<l in the Senate,

ft
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entitled
Resolution in regard to paying the officers and attaches of this
General Assembly .
. And then the House adjourned.

"
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 4, 1878.
The House was opened with prayer by the Rev. J. W. Mitchell.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution directing the firing of a national salute on the 8th day
of January and 22d day of February, 1878.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the special committee to whom
were referred the resolutions fixing the pay of the officers and at·
taches of the House, and the number of pages to be employed by
the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House, made the following report, viz:
· The special committee of the House of Representatives appointed
on the resolution, entitled "Resolution in regard to paying the offi·
cers and attaches of this General Assembly," beg leave to report,
that they are of opinion tht1.t the following compensation ought to
be allowed the following officers and assistants per day, viz:
The Chief Clerk, $10; Assistant Clerk, $10; the Clerks of Enroll
ment, $8; the Sergeant-at-Arms, $5; the Door-keeper, $5: the Assisi·
ant Sergeant-at-Arms or Keeper of the Cloak Room, $4'; and we art
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_farther of opinion that the Sergeant-at-Arms should,have four pages,
whose pay should be $ 2 50 per diem.
JOHN CHARLES THOMPSON, Ch'n.
T . H. MANNEN,
WILLIAM M . REED,
R. L . SPALpING,
A. EVERSOLE, Committee.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to strike from said . report the words " four
pages," and insert in lieu the1;eof "five pages."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said report, as ·
1;1mended, and it was decided in the affirmative .
On motion, Mr. Adair was added to the Committee on the Judiciary.
On motion, Messrs. Clark and Feland were added to the Committee
on the General Statutes.
On motion, Mr. Goodnight was added to the Committee on the
Codes of Practice.
On motion, Mr. Godsha w v,as added to the Commit.tee on Internal
Improvement.
On motion, Messrs. Mannen and Griffith were added to the Committee on Military Affairs.
On motion , Mr. C. T. Allen was added to the Committee on
County Courts.
On motion, Mr. Thomas was added to the Uommi.ttee on Agriculture and Manufactures.
The following memorial and petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Wilson!. The memorial of the court of claims or Hopkins county, asking
the passage ·of an act exempting railroads in certain counties from
taxation for State purposes.
By Mr. Reed2. The petition of sundry citizens of the counties of McCracken,
Livingston, Marshall, Lyon, Trigg, and Calloway, asking the General Assembly to repeal the act of February 3 , 1874, m·aking it
unlawful for any person to seine or n·et for fish in the Tennessee
river, and to amend the act of March 20, 1876, entitled "An act for
the propagation and protection of food fi shes in the waters of the
State of Kentucky."
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By Mr. Spurr-3. The petition of John G. and Mary C. Hall, asking the Gener
Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky to make an appro
priation for Robert Hall.
Which were received, the reading dispen se d with, and referred
the 1st to the Committee on the Judiciary;and the 2d and 3d tot
Committee on Propo::-itions a·n d Grie\·ances.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was grnnted Messrs. Pope an
Prichard .
A mes~age was received from the Senate, by Mr. Bruce, askio
leave to withdraw from the House a bill, which originated in th
Senate, entitled
An act to repeal in part an act, entitled "An act to provide ~
the levy and collection of -a tax on dog·, and to protect the rights
owners in certain counties," appro\•ed March 16, 1876.
Whereupon the· Clerk of the Hou'e delivered said bill to J\lr
Bruce .
The House then took up the joint resolution, entitled
Resolution requesting the Kentucky members of Congress to gr11
Mexican soldiers a pension.
Which was twice re11d aod adopted.
Mr. Buford offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved b,11 the House of R epresentatives, That Prof. N. S. Shaler
requested to deliver an address in this Hall, at such time as mays ·
his convenience, upon the agricultural, mineral, and lumber resour
of the State .
Which was adopted.
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entitled
An
Resolution instructing Kentucky membera in Cong1·e~s to vote fi
Mr.
the repeal of the bankrupt la,\.·, and amendments thereto.
R es
Which was read.
accou
On motion of Mr. Godshaw, said resolution was referred to
to ma
special committee of five member~.
Wn
The Speaker appointed the following special committee on Pub
Mr.
Printing, viz: Messrs. John Charles Thompson, C. T. Allen, Green
lution,
Keller, T. J. Bush, and John Feland .
Res
The Speaker appointed the following Committee on Piscicnlto That
viz : Messrs. C. W. Russell, T. ·H. Ditto, C. R. Ambrose, LaFaye he is
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Mr. Tharp read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz :
WHEREAS, It has been, from time immemorial, the policy of the
Federal Government to appropriate large sum" of money for the
internal improvement of both State and Federal Gove 1·n men ts; and
whereas, th e State of Kentucky is now, and has heen for a long
time, one of the largest revenue-paying States in the Federal Union,
and bas received but the meagerest sums in the lavi s h distribution
which has been made by the Genern l Government fo1· the purpose of
internal State improvements; therefore, be it
I. Resolved b_y the General Assembly of' the Common,veaLth of' Kentucky,
That our Senators arid Representatives in Congress are hereby earnestly requested to use their utmost a.nd united efforts to obtain, from
the present Congress, for the improvement of navigable rivers in this
Commonw ealth, an appropriation of Ruch sums of money as may be
commensurate with the wants of Kentuck_y, and with what she is
entitled to und.er a fair and equal distribution at the hands of the
Federal Government.
2. That copies of this resolution be forwarrl ed by the proper
authority to ou1· :Senators and Repre,;entatives in Cong ress, at as
early a day as possible.

The House took up from the drders of the day the joint resolution,
to grM entitled
Resolution requesting the Kentucky members of Congress to have
the tax on tobacco 1·erlucerl.
Which was read .
Mr. Buford offered the following amendment to said resolution,
haler bf
may SUI' viz:
resourc~
Amend by inserting '' the amount of tax paid by Kentucky on
tobacco."

iVIr. Me1-ritt moved to lay the amendment on the table.
esolutioa
o vote fll'

And the question being talrnn on the adoption of sa id motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said resolution was rejected.
Mr. Burr offered the following re solution, viz:

rred to

1

on Publi
Green R

Resolved, That the special committee appointed to investigate the
accounts of the Public Printer, and report to this House, be required
to make their report on or before Thursday, the 10th instant.
Which was adopted.

Mr. Campion read and laid on the table the following joint re,solution , viz:

Resolved by the Generol Assembly n( the Commonwealth of' Kentucky,
rcicul turi
Th~t the Sergeant-at-Arms of the House of Representatives be. a11d
LaFayet he ts hereby, directed to procure and cause to be hoisted the AmericHan flag on the dome of the Capitol each day of the sitting of the •
ouse of Representatfves.
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Mr. Scott read and laid on the table the following joint resolution,
viz:

Be it resolved by the General Assembly of lite Commonwealth of Kentuck.'IJ, That the Audit.or of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby,

directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer in favor of W. H,
Gillis, for the sum of fift.y dollars, for t.he services of himself 88
temporary Sergeant-at-Arms, and his Pages and Janitor, and otbe1
assistance rendered to the House of Representatives before the election of the Sergeant-at-Arms by the House. This resolution to take
effect from its passage.
Mr. Godshaw read and laid on the table the following joint reso•
lution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kent11,cky,
That the Auditor is directed to draw his warrant on the State Treasurer in favor of Joseph G . Brown, Isaac Wingate, and James M.
Lobban, the Clerks and Assistant Clerks of the Electoral College o
Kentucky, which met in Frankfort in December, 1876.
The Speaker ltdd before the House the Report of the Keeper
the Penitentiary.
[ For Report-~ee Legislative Document No. I 6.]
On motion, said report was received, the reading di.,pensed wi
and referred to the Committee on the Penitentiary.
A message wa:3 received from th_!:! Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to repeal in part an act, entitled "An act to provide for I
levy and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights
owners in. certain counties," approved March 16, 1876.
Which was read the firi!t' time and ·ordered to be read a seco
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th
second reading o·f said bill being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Corpora
Institutions.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion ~f Mr. Snyder1. A bill to incorporate Ruckerville, Clark county.
On motion of Mr. Feland2. A bill to amend the charter of Fairview.
On motion of same-3. A bill to amend the charter of the Clarksville and Christi
County Turnpike Road Company.
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· On motion of Mr. Hamilton-4. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Ludlow; West Covington, and Suspension Bridge Street Railway.
On motion of Mr. Cowan5. A bill for the benefit of the trustees of Danville.
On motion of same6. A bill to amend an act in relation to Danville.
On motion of same7. A bill to establish a standard weight for the sale of oats.
On motion of sames. A bill to empower the Boyle county court to appropriate funds
arising from taxes collected for county purposes, to reimburse certain persons for funds raised to purchase a lot on which to build a
new jail.
On motion of same-9. A bill to empower the Boyle county court to convey a one half
interest in the county work-house to Danville.
On motion of Mr. Lackey10 .. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act giving the trustees of.
the common school district in Catlettsburg the right to levy a tax for
ten years to build a school-house in said district, and to establish
and maintain a public school in the town of Catlettsburg," approved
April 16th, 1873, and to legalize the levy of a tax therein for the year
1876, and legalize the collection of certain taxes therein.
On motion of Mr. Brooksll. A bill for the restoration of mill-dams in the Licking river
from Salyersville, in Magoffin county, to the mouth of said rivet·.
On motion of Mr. Thomas12. A bill to repeal the dog law in Shelby county.
On motion of Mr. Hunter13. A bill to amend article 4, chapter 12, General Statutes.
On motion of same14. A bill to fix and regulate the pay of special judges of circuit,
criminal, chancery, and common pleas courts.
On motion ot same15. A bill to amend article l, section l, chapter 12, of the General
Statutes.

hristial

On ~otion of Mr. J., P. Allen16. A bill for the benefit of Robert B. Kendall, of Fleming county.
H. B..-9
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On motion of Mr. Keller11. A bill for the benefit of Richard Donaldson, of H@nrbon

0
2~

county.
On motion of same18. A bill to empower the court of claims of Bourbon county to
appoint a special patrol, and to provide for paying same.
On motion of Mr. OrrJ 9. A bill to amend the charter of the Bradford Landing and
Washington Trace Turnpike Road Company, approved March I,

suhs
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On motion of Mr. Cowan20. A bill to empower the county judge of Boyle to sign cert·ain
orders of his pred·ecessors not signed, and to legalize the same.
On motion of Mr. That·p21. A bill to establish an additional justices' district in Davie~s

of a1

county.
On motion of Mr. Reed22. A bill to repeal an act prohibiting the destruction of fish in
Tennessee river, or within one mile of the mouth of its tributaries,
approved February 3, 1874.
On motion of Mr. Scott23. A bill to authorize the Librarian to have lightning rods put
upori the public buildings.
On motion of Mr. Brooks24. A bill to allow parties charged with penal and criminal offenses
under the laws of Kentucky to testify in their own behalf.
On motion of Mr. Glenn25. A bill to repeal an act provi~ing for a deputy collector in Cov·
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' On motion of Mr. C. U. McElroy26. A bill providing for recording executions in the counties where
land is sold which issued from the court of another county.
On motion of Mr. Merritt27. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Strangers' Rest Lodg11,
No. 13, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Henderson.
On motfon of Mr. George-28. A bill to allow Graves county to elect three county school corn·
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On motion of Mr. Tharp29. A bill to amend chapters 1 and 3 of title 18 of Civil Code, by
substituting chapters I and 3 of title 18 of the old Civil Code of
Practice .
On motion of Mr. Godshaw30. A bill to repeal the State tax on billiard tables.
On motion of Mr. Dicken31. A bill to amend the charter of Albany.
On motion of Mr. Campion32. A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend section 96
of an act, entitled 'An act to establish a new charter for the city of
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Louisville,'" approved March 3d, 1870.
On motion of Mr. Ambrose33. A bill for the benefit of R. H. Morrow, of Gallatin county .
On motion of Mr. George34. A bill curtailing the salaries of judges of common pleas and
circuit courts in this Common wealth.
Ort motion of Mr. Gresham-·35. A bill to incorporate the Grand Conclave of Heptasophs, or
-Seven Wise Men of Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. Speck36. A bill to incorporate Elijah Upton Lodge, No. 377, of Free and
Accepted Masons.
On motion of Mr. Mason37. A bill to repeal the law taxing dogs in Garrard county.
On motion of same-38. A bill to repeal the stock law of Garrard county.
On motion of Mr. Hazelip3~. A bill for the benefit of Scott Gerry, of Butler county.

where
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I com,

On motion of Mr. Reed40. A hill to reduce the fees of circuit and county court clerks.•
On motion of Mr. Green41. A bill to rerluce the salaries of all persons drawing their pay
directly from the Public Treasury, except the Governor and Judges
of the Court of Appeals.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight42. A bill chartering Simpson Benevolent Lodge, No. 117, of F.cee
Masons.
On motion of Mr. Keller43. A bill (or the benefit of the Sisters of Notre Dame, at Paris.
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On motion of Mr. C. U . McElroy44. A bill to amend article 6, chapter 41, of General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Thomas45. A bill to repeal the law fixing a license fee on bulls, jacks, and
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stallions.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight-16. A bill amending statute of limitation regarding title of land.
On motion of Mr. Eversole47. A bill to change the county line between Laurel and Clay
counties.
On motion of Mr. Nunn48. A bill for the benefit of the Livingston county cout·t.
On motion of Mr. Welch49. A bill for the benefit of John W. Brown, Jessamine county.
motion of Mr. ToweryA bill to amend the town law of Dixon.
motion of Mr. MannenA ·bill to amend section 1, article 27, chapter 29, of General

The
M.E.
The
By
1. T

Statutes, title "Crimes and Punishments."
On motion of Mr. Brooks52. A bill for the be~efit of A. Turner, committee of Raebel

cbang
Boyle.
Bys

Purvis, of Bath county.
On motion of same53. A bill for the benefit of George Staten, committee of Thomaa

author·

On
50.
On
51.

Manly, of Bath county.
On motion of Mr. Spurr-54. A bill for the benefit of Robert Hall, of Fayette county.
Ordered, That the Committee o~ Propositions and Grievances pre·
pare and bring in the 12th, 38th, 37th, 22d, 47th, 52d, and 53d; the
Committee on Corporate Institutions the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th.
361.'li, 32d, 31st, 19th, and 50th; the Committee on General Statutes
the 13th, 33d, 26th, 24th, ·l5th, 15th, 44th, 46th, and 51st; the Committee on the Judiciary the 14th and 16th; the Committee on County
Courts the 8th, 9th, 27th, 20th, 18th, and 48th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 34th and 40th; the Committee on Public Offices the
23d and 41st; the Committee on Charitable Institutions the 17th, 27th
35.th, 39th, and 42d; the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 7th and 45th; the Committee on Education the 10th and
28th; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 11th; the Colll·
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mittee on Codes of Practice the 29th; the Committee on Ways and
Means tbe 30th; the Committee on Mo~al and Religious Institutions
the 43d, and the Committee on Claims the 49th.
And then the House adjourned.

and.
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The House was opened with prayer by Rev. J. W. Mitchell, of the
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The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Cowan!. The petition of divers citizens of Casey county, asking for a
change in the boundary line between the counties of Casey and
Boyle.
By same2. The petition of divers citizens of the city of Danville, asking.
authority to levy a tax sufficient to enable them to purchase the
necessary fire apparatus to protect the town against fire .
By Mr. Welch3. The petition of sundry citizens of Jessamine county, asking an
amendment of the common school laws of Kentucky.
By Mr. Craycroft-4. The petition of James Stewa,:t, of Daviess county, praying the
levying of a tax on intoxicating drinks in the State at large.
By Mr. Reed5. The petition -of various tax-payers of Lyon county, praying the
passage of an act for their benefit.
By Mr. J. P. Allen6. The petition of Robt . B. Kendall, a minor, asking to be invested
with the rights, privileges, and immunities of a citizen of Kentucky.
By Mr. Tartar7 The petition of sundry citizens of Pulaski county, asking that
Obediah Durham he permitted to peddle without the payment of
license fees.
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Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and
the 1st to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 2d
the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 3d to the Com mitt
on Education; the 4th and 5th to the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions, and the 6th and 7th to the Committee on Coun
Courts.
Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Special Committee on Rules, pre,
sented the report of said committee, as follows, viz :
RULES OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
THE SPEAKER.

I. Five members of the House shall constitute a quorum for t
purpose of adjourni~g; fifteen members to call . a House, send for a
sent members, and make an order for their censure and fine; a majori
to proceed to business; and the numbers mentioned in this rule sh
have power, in the absence of the Speaker, to elect a Speaker pro t
for the purposes above designated.
2. Th~ Speaker shall take the Chair every day at the hour to whi
the House shall have adjourned on the preceding day; he shall imm
diately call the members to order, and, on the appearance of a quoru
shall cause the Journal of the preceding day to be read.
3. He shall preserve decorum and order; may speak to points of or
in preference to other members, rising from the chair for that purpo
He shall decide questions of order, subject to an appeal to the Hou
on request of any two members.
4. Thirty standing committees shaU be appointed by the Speak
viz:
A Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
A Committee on Privileges and Elections,
A Committee on Claims.
A Committee on the Judiciary.
A Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions.
A Committee on Ways and Means.
A Committee on Internal Improvement.
A Committee on Education.
A Committee on Military Affairs.
A Committee on State Expenditures for Internal Improvement.
A Committee on the Penitentiary.
A Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures.
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A -Committee on the Sinking Fund-to consist of seven members
rred2d w each.
A Committee on Banks-to consist of six members.
mittee
A Committee on the Library-to consist of five members.
d ReA
Committee on Printing-to consist of five members.
Count1
A Committee on Public Offices-to consist of four members.
A
Committee on Federal Relations-t0 consist of seven members.
es, preA Committee on the Court of Appeals-to consist of five members.
A Committee on Circuit Courts-to consist of five members.
A Cominittee on County Courts-to consist of five members.
A Committee on the General Statutes-to consist of five members .
for the
A Committee on the Codes of Practice-to consist of five members.
for a~
A Committee on Enrollments-to consist of five members.
il1ajori~
A Committee on Railroads-to consist of eight members:
le shal
A Committee on Immigration and Labor-to consist of seven members.
A Committee on Insurance-to consist of seven members.
A Committee on Corporate Institutions-to consist of seven mem ·
, imrne·
bers.
guorum
A Committee on Charitable Institutions-to consist of seven mem'hers.
of orda
A Committee on Revenue and Taxation-to consist of seven memurpose bers.
Housi
5. He may state a question sitting, but shall rise to put a question.
6. Questions shall be distinctly put in this form, viz: " Gentlemen,
Speaker
you who are of opinion that (as the question may be) say AYE. You of
the contrary opinion, say No."
7- If the Speaker doubt, or a division be called for, the House shall
divide; those in the affirmative of the question shall first rise from their
seats, and afterwards those in the negative. If the Speaker still doubt,
or a count be requested, the Speaker shall name two members, one from
each side, to cou.nt those in the affirmative; whose number being reported,
he shall then name two others, one from each side, to count those in the
negative; whose number being also reported, he shaTI rise and state the
decision to the House: Prov£ded, however, That such division or count
shall not be allowed after the House shall have proceeded to other busint.
ness.

8. The Speaker shall vote on all questions; and when the yeas and
nays are desired, the Speaker shall be first called, and if the House be
equally divided, the question shall be lost.
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9. The Speaker shall have the right to name any member to perform the duties of the Chair, but such substitution shall not extend
beyond three days.
DEBATE,

When a member is about to speak in debate, or deliver any mat•
ter to the House, he shall rise and respectfully address himself to "Mr,
Speaker."
I I. If any member, in speaking or otherwise, transgress the rules of
the House, the Speaker shall, or any member may, call to order; and
the member called to order shall immediately sit down, unless permitt
to explain; and the House, if appealed to, shall decide on the c
without debate. If the decision shall be in favor of the member called
to order, he shall be at liberty to proceed; if against, and the case
require it, he shall be liable to the censure of the House.
12. When two or more members rise at once, the Speaker shall nam
the member who is first to speak.
13. No member shall speak more than twice to the same question,
without leave of the House, nor more than once, until every member ia
the House choosing to speak shall have spoken.
14. Whilst the Speaker is putting any question or addressing •th
House, no one shall walk across or out of the House; neither in such
case, nor when a member is speaking, shall any one entertain priva
discourse, nor, while a member is speaking, shall pass between him
the Chair.
r 5. No member shall vote on any question in the event of which
is particularly or immediately interested, nor in any case where he
not within the bar of the House before the result was announced.
16. Every member who shall be in the House when a question'
put, or before the result is announced shall vote, unless excused by
House; and all motions to excuse a member from voting shall be m
before the House divides, . or before the call of the yeas and nays·
commenced; and the question to excuse shall be decided without
\
bate, and in no event shall any member be excused from voting on
motion to excuse another member from voting.
17. When a motion is made and seconded, it shall be stated by
Speaker, or, being in writing, shall be handed to t):le Chair, and r
aloud by the Clerk before debated.
r 8. Every motion shall be reduced to writing, if the Speaker or a
member desire it.
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19. After a motion is stated by the Speaker, or read by the Clerk, it
shall be deemed in the possession of the House, but may be withdrawn,
by the consent of the House, at any time before a decision or amendment.
20. When a question is under debate, no motion shall be received
y matbut to adjourn, to lie on the table, for the previous question, to posto "Mr.
pone to a day certain, to commit or amend, to postpone indefinitely;
which several motions shall have precedence in the order in which they
rules of
are arranged; and no motion to postpone to a day certain, to commit
r; and
or postpone indefinitely, being decided, shall be again allowed on the
ermitted
same day, and at the same stage of the bill or proposition.
e case
21. A motion to adjourn shall always be in order, and shall be decided
,r called
without debate.
he case
22. The previous question being moved and seconded) the question
from the Chair shall be, "Shall the main question be now put?" and if
111 name the nays prevail, the main question shall not then be put. The effect of
the previous question shall be to put an end to all debate, and bring the
uestion, House to a direct vote on amendments reported by a commitee, if any ;
mberin
then on pending. amendments, and then upon the main question.
23. Any member may call for a division of the question, when the
·ing •the sense will admit of it .
·
such a
24. A motion for an amendment, until it is decided, shall preclude all
private other amendments of the main question.
him anl
25 . Motions and reports may be committed at the pleasure of the
House.
hich hi
26. No motion or proposition on the subject, different from that under
e he wa! con?ideration, shall be admitted under color of amendment.
27. In all cases of election, there shall be a previous nomination by
estion i, the House.
by tht
28. If a pending question be lost by adjournment of the House, and
be ma~ revived on the succeeding day, no member who has spoken twice on the
nays~ previous day, shall speak again without leave.
hout M
29. Petitions, memorials, and other papers, addressed to the House,
ring on • may be presented by any member in his place, who shall briefly state the
contents thereof, which may be received, read, and referred on the same
~d by t~ day, by agreement of the House.
and re3'
30. Upon a call ·of the yeas and nays on any question, the names of
members shall be called alphabetically; which call' may be made at any
er or anf time when a division or a count may be had.
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31. On a call of the House, the door shall not be shut against a
member until his name is called twice, and then absentees shall be note
by the Clerk, and fined one dollar, except.excused by the House.
32. No member shall name another member present in debate.
33. Motions to proceed or dispense with the orders of the day, to dispense with any rule of the House, take up business out of its regulatt
order, to commit or recommit, except with instmctions, shall be propounded without debate.
BILLS, ETC.

34. Every bill shall be introduced by motion for leave, or by order
of the House, on the report of a committee; and, in either case, a committee to prepare the same shall be appointed, and every sud1 motion
may be committed.
35. The question, on the first reading of a bill, shall be, .. Shall the
bill be read a second time?"
36. On the second reading of a bill, the Speaker shall state that ·
is ready for commitment, amendment, or debate, and may be commit·
ted to a select committee or committee of the whole House; if to ~
cqmmittee of the whole House, it shall be determined on what day. I
the bill be engrossed, a day shall be appointed by the House for ,i
third reading; a bill may be recommitted at an);' time before its passage
37. Bills shall be reported by committees written in a plain hand
they shall not be engrossed, except by order of the House; and th
style of every bill shall be, "Be z't macted b-y the General Assembly of
Commonwealth of Kentucky."
38. When a bill 'passes, it shall be certified by the Clerk, who, at' th
foot thereof, shall note the day on which it passed.
39. A motion to reconsider any vote of the _H ouse shall not be i
order after three days shall have elapsed thereafter.
40. Reports of committees before made, not being by bill or resol
tion, and not decided on 1 may, in the order of the day, be called fi
before the bills.
41. No bill or resolution shall be taken from the orders of the da
out of the regular order, but by a vote of two thirds of the mem
present.
.
42. The standing rules of the House, and the regular order of bu
ness, shall not be suspended or interrupted unless by a vote of
thirds of the members present; and, on a motion to suspend the rul
or the regular order of business for the purpose of reporting or taki
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tup a bill or resolution, or offering .a resolution out -0f its regular order,
:a call of the yeas an<il nays .s hall be taken, .a'tlld a -call therefor shall not
i'be dispensed with, except by un.animous -consent.
43. After the Journal is read each day, petitions srhall be 'CaHe-d for by
the Chair; then reports of standing cornm.itrees, in the order in whi~lt
they are appointed 4n the Journal; and then reports Gf select committees. The Committee on Enrollments may ,r e.p ort at any ,t ime when not
excluded by a, .privileged motion: Provided, That whem any -committ:ee
-shall have occupied the morning houcr on two days, it shall not be in
-order for such c0mmittee -to report farther 1mtil the other -committees
are called.
44. The order -0f musi111ess small me-lst. Petitions; 2d. Reports from
:standing committees in their orde,r; 3d. Reports from select committees; 4th. Moti0ns-when the Clerk shall call the co1mties alphabetically, and if ,the call is not compileted, the Cle,k shall begin where he
left off, when motions are called for the next day: PYovtded, That the
orders @f the day shaU be called for precisely at 12 o'dock cm each
,day.
45. If a bill or other meas1:1re be under cot'lsideratiol!J., and -u ndetermined at the time of adjournment, the same shall, on the nex:t day,
:take pr.eceden<:e of the usual orders of the day, and the consideratioi.
thereof ,me resumed.
46. Whea any report shall be left l!lnfinished from any stan.ding com- .
mittee, it will -take precedence of the usual business of the morning., petitions _exc~_pted i ar.id the <:oijsi<leratioa of all other 1:1nfinished business
:shall be ,resumed whenever the class of business to which .it belongs
:shall be in order under .the rules.
COMMITTEES OF THE WHOLE.

47- It shall be the standing order of the day throughomt the session for
the House to .resolve itself into a committee of the whole House on the
:state of the Comm@nwealt-h.
48. When .a bill or other matter is ,committed to .a. committee of the
whole House, the question of going -into the committee -of the whole
:shall he first in the orde-rs of the day.
49- In -committee -of the whole House, bi1ls shall §irst be read through
by the Clerk, .and then ,read and debated by ·s ections, leaving the preamble t-o be la,st considered.
.
50. All amendments made te> an original House bill or ,r esolution in
oeommi_ttee -shaLI be incorporated .in the original, and s@ reported.
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51. All q,u-estions, whether in committee or in the House, shall be disposed of in· the order in whkh they are moved, except that, in fining 0£
blanks, the largest sum and the most remote day, shall be first put.
52. The rules of the House shall be observedi in cwrnmittee when
applicable, except a mle limiti>ng the time of speaking..
FINES

,mu

CLERK'S DUTY'.

53'· A majority of any committee may proceed to businesS'.
54. All fines· on aosentees shall be colfected by the Sergeant-at-Arms
for hrs own rrse.
55. Tlie standing order of adjournment shall be to ten o'd'ock, A. M,
56. The Clerk or Assistant Clerk shall report all bills er resolutions
to tlie Senate·, unfess otherwfse ordered by the House.
57. No member or other· person shall visit or remain by the Clerk's
table when the yeas and nays are being call'ed.
58. The caU of the counties for leaves and motions slrall be made 011
each Wedn·e sday and Saturday.
59. It shall not be in order to entertain any bill' for tne incorporatiou
of any company, or in relation to any local or private matter, in cases
where the same is now, or may hereafter be, authorized by gerreral laws.
60. That all bills origfna:ting in the Senate, and reported' to this· fliolJ'Se
as passed therein, shall be regarded as havh1g their first reading on the
. report of the Clerk of the Senate. Immediately thereafter, tl'le Cler
shall read said bills by their titles,' which shall be the- se~ond reading
the said biUs·; wlren the- Oerk slraU refer tlrem to· appropriate commit•
tees, unless· otherwise ordered by the House ; but if one fifth of th
rhembers present of the- House object to this rule at any time, it sh
not prevail.
61. On all questions not provided for irr the- foregoing rules, th
J;Jouse ·shall by governed by parliamentary law or usagce.
All o_f which is respectfu.lly submitted.

E. W. TURNER, Chairman,
R.. L. SPALDING,
JOHN FE1..AND,

C. U. McELROY,
W. J; McELROY.
Whic·h were read and adap-tecL
Mr. Goodnight moved that the Public Printer be· fostructed
print 200 copies of the Constitution' of the State ofi Kentucky, wi
index, the· Report 0f the. Special Committee Qn Rules, ~nd the Joi
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Rules of t'he House and Senate, and an alphabetical 1iAt of the
members of the Senate and House of Representatives, with their
post-office address and county, ·whic1i shaU be printed in pamphlet
form, a·nd bound in paper covers.
And tbe quest-ion being takPn OH the ·adoption of said moti-on, it
was decided in the affirmative.
A me!fflage was received from the Senate, a·nnouncing tha:t t·hey
1had passed ·b ills of the following titAes, vfa:
1. An act to ·incorpora-t-e Montgomery Gommandery, No. 5, Knights
'Templa:r.
2. An -act auth·or1zing Jobn G. Jefferson, cierk of the Trigg county
,court, to qualify as the guardian of his son, Harry Percy Jefferson.
3. An act -to ,enable the county court of Bracken to -issue bo•nds
for turnpike purposes, and to provide for their payment.
4. A:n act to ,empower the Trigg eo.anty -coN.rt to 'le-vy an ·ad valorem
<tax.
5. An act to amend an -act, entitled« An act to provide for the fovy
and collection of a tax on' dogs, and ·protect the rights of the -owners
thereof in Fayette and 'Other named -counties."
6. An act to amend an act to incorporate the Augusta and Ber1in
Turnpike Road Company, in Bracken couRty, ,appro1ved March 16th,
J869.
7. An act to authorize J.C. Sub'lett, as statutory guardian of M. P.
Maupin, to pay money to the said lVI. P. Maupin.
8. An act t-o amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Ford's Mill and Kentucky River· Tunipike Road Company.'"
9. An act for the 'benefit of Frank Fraize, fate sheriff and iate
,county court clerk of Breckinridge county.
W:hich hitls were severaHy re ad the first time and oi·dered to be
a·ead a second time.

The rule cif the House and the c-0nst-itutional provision as to the
second reading of said bil1s being dispeased with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred--the 1st to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions; the 3d and 4th to the Committee on County
Courts; the '6th and 8tb to the Committee on Internal Improvement;
the '7th to the Uommittee on Ways and Means, and the 9th to the
Committee on Propositions and ·Grie,v aRces.

A message was also receivecl from the Senate, announcing that
they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
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Resofutfon directing the rais~n,g of the n,ationial flag up-on the
dome of the Capitol.
Ordered,, That sa,i,d resolutfon be pl'a.ce<l in the oroers of the day.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Charles Godshaw, C. U. McElroy,
C . T. Allen, T. A. Robertson, and C. R. Brooks r as a, specia1 commit•
tee on Mr. Godshaw' s j oint re solu•tion,, entitled,
Resolution _~nstructing K.en,tucky members in CongreE=s to v ote for
th e repeal of the bankrupt law, a,nd ame ndments ther e to.
Bills were reported b.y the several committees,. who were d)i.rected
ta prepare and bring in the same r of th e follow i ng· tides, viz;
By Mr. Glreason, frnm the Committee on Propositions and Grievancei:;A bin declaring Emily Fork of Wolf creek a navigable- stream.
By sameA b,iU to authorize G . G. Oury, presiding judge of the Calloway
eeunty court, to si.gn orders of sai.d court between December ls~
1870, up to this date.

By Mr. Brooks, from the Committee on EducahonA bill for the benefit of common schoo1 district No . 11, iin Bourbon
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By Mr. Merritt, from the C0mmittee on County Courts,
A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquo1·s i.n and near th

I

town of W ardsvi1le, in Anderson county.
By same. A hiH to change the time oi holding the Webster qu a rterly court

s

By sameA hill to change the time for holding the court of claims of We

tim
T

ster county.
By Mr. C·. U. M£Elroy, from the Committee on Codes of Pr

thir
R

tice-A bill to amend section 550 of the Civil Code.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
A bill to amend the charter of the city of Lexington.
·
By samAA bill to incorporate Hamilton College, in the city of Lexington.
By s'ameA bill to amend an act to incorporate the Mays~ille Street R ·
r.oad and Transfer Company.
·. By sameA bill to incorporate the James H . Hall Eagle Plow Company,
Maysville.
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By sameA bill to amen cl an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
,of Adairville, in Logan county."
By sameA bill to incorporate Mt. Carmel Lodge, No. 513, Fl'ee and Ac-cepted Masons.
By same-A bill to repeal an act taxing dogs in Fayette and other named
,co unties.
Whiclt bitls were severally read the first time and ordered to be
.-ead a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
O,·de,·ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutiqnal provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the title-s thereof be as
afore~aid.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to ~·horn
was 1·eferred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to protect sheep and dogs
in Ballard and other counties," approved March 6th, 1876,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was read the second time and ordered to be read a tbi.rd
time.
The rule of the House and the constittitional p~·ovision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the titl~ thereof be as
afo1·esaid.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred a bill fl'om the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal in part an act, entitled "An ·a ct to provide for
the levy and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights of
owners in certain counties," appro\'ed March 16, 1876,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said hill was read the secon·d time.
Mr. Owens mov-ed to amend said bill by including the counties of
Scott, Garrard, Shelby, Owen, Christian, Hopkin;;, Carrnll, Pendleton, Grant, Edmonson, and Butler.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said ameni.lment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, a::i amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

· third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be aa
aforesaid.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M ., having arrirnd, the House took up from
the orders of the day a joint resolution from the S~nate, entitled
H.esolution in reg-ard to paying the officers and attaches of this
General Assemb ly.
Mr. Clarke offered the following amendment to said resolution,
viz:
Provided further, That the compensation which such officers shall
rncei ve shall not be tin ally determined by this resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Spalding offered the following substitute for said resolution,
viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of' the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the various officers of the General Assembly be permitted ,to
draw upon the Auditor as follows: Sergeants-at-Arms, per day, $5;
Door-keepers, $5; Cloak -room Keepers, $4; P.ages, $2 50; Clerks and
Assistant Clerks, $10; Enrolling Clerks, $8.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said. substitute,
it was decided in the affit-mative.
The question was then taken on the original resolution, as amende•
by said substitute, and it was decided in the. affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
W . W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
C. T . Allen,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
RobertF. Allensworth,J . W. Griffith,
Wm. Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
G. W . 'P richard,
J..K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Samuel D . Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V . Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewi;:i·Jones,
C. W·. Russell,
A. Buford,
Jos. M . Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
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J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
M. H . Marriott,
G . E. 8peck,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spuri·,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
James F. Means,
\ Andrew Thompson,
Montgomery lVIel'l'itt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
.T. M . Neal,
G. H. Tow~ry,
Wm. Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Otho Nunn,
John c~ Welch,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-93:
In the negative-Green R. Keller--!.
The House took up from the order13 of the day the joint resolution
offered by Mr. Hamilton, trntitled
Resolution directing the firing of a national salute on the 8th day
of January and 22d day of February, 1878.
Which was twice read and adopted.
The Hou,;e took up from the orders of the day a joint resolution,
entitled
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,

Resolution requesting the members in Congress from Kentucky to
obtain aid from the Federal Government for the improvement of the
navigable streams in this Common wealth.
Which was twice read and adopted.
The House took up from the orders of the
, day a joint resolution,
entitled
Resolution to pay the Clerks and Assistant Clerks of the Pl'esidential Electoral College of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Which was twice read and adopted.
The House took up from the orders of the day a joint resolution,
entitled

ey,
rtson
use,

Resolution to p~y W. H. Gillis and others for services rendered the
House prior to the oi;ganization of the General Assembly.
Mr. Spalding moved to refer said reso lution to the Committee on
Claims.

s,

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the ·affirmative.
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Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, w
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, en
tied
A bill to incorporate the Bowling Green and Hadley Turnpi
Company.
Which was read the first time and orde.r ed to be read a seco
time.
The Speaker decided that
the House could not consider said bi
,
it being contrary to the rules of the House governing local legie)
tion.
And so 11aid bill was rejected .
The Speaker laid before the House the following report of R.
Fitzhugh, engineer, on the condition of the locks and dams of Ke
tucky river, viz:
FRANKFORT, KY., December 10th, 1877.

To Hi's &cellency, Gov. JAMES B. McCREARY, Cftat'rman of the Con ·
sz'oners of the Sz'nkt'ng Fund:
SIR: By virtue of a contract with the Commissioners of the Sinki
Fund, and under instructions received from you on the 22d day of
vember last, I proceeded, on the following day, to an examination of
condition of the five locks and dams on the Kentucky river, for the p
pose of determining the amount and cost of the work necessary to
done in order to put them in a state of thorough and permanent rep '
and also the cost of r~placing the old dams by new ones, either of w
or of stone.
Having accomplished this work, I have the honor to submit the fl
lowing as the result of my investigations, to-wit:
PRESENT CONDITION OF DAMS.

No. 1.-Middle section of dam gone for a space of 150 feet. Ri
bottom in gap scoured out to a depth of 20 feet or more beiow
foundation of the dam. Remainder of dam rotten from comb to
water mark. Abutments in fair condition, but needing repairs. G ·
and slope walls out of repair. Gates of lock all rotten, and nee ·
renewal. Lock in good condition.
No. 2.-Middle section of dam gone for a space of 175 feet.
bottom in gap scoured out to depth of 15 or 20 feet below the fi
dation of the dam. Remainder of dam rotten from comb to foun
tion. Abutments needing renovating. Guide and slope walls out
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Abutment to be
entirely reconstructed. Guide and slope walls needing repairs. Both
leaves of upper gate to be renewed. Lock in good condition.
No. 4.-Dam rotten from comb to foundation . Guide and slope
walls needing repairs. One leaf of lower gate to be renewed. Lock in
good condition.

No. 5.-Dam rotten from comb to foundation. Abutment undermined and falling. Guide and slope walls heeding repairs. One leaf of
lower gate to be rei:ewed. Lock in good condition.
The accompanying tables, Nos. I, 2, 3, and 4, exhibit the cost of
repairing or rebuilding the dams on several plans :

•

•
TA B LE NO. 1.-Estimate o f the Repairs Needed on the Five Locks and Dams on the Kentucky River.
No.
No.

No.

I.

Price.

Am't.

No.

No. 3.

2.

Price.

Am't.

Price.

No.

No. 4.
Am't.

No.

Price.

No. 5.
Am't.

No.

- - - - - -- - - - - ---- --- - - - ---- --- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Leveling foundat'n, rock,
cubic yards .
3,700 $0 40
Dam filling, r., cubic y'ds 4,000
25
Gravel, cubic yards.
2,000
40
Crib timber, lineal feet. 30,000
15
20
H eavy piling, lineal feet 4,000
Sheet piling, board meas12,000
ure .
02Yz
Sheeting, heavy, board
02
measure
120,~
Sheeting, light, board
measure
100,000
02
Iron, pounds
06
9,000
Abutment masonry, cubic
yards ..
Crib abutments, repairs.
Guide and slope walls,
repairs
Lock gates
4 500 00
Incidentals

3,000 $0 40
4,000
25
800 2,000
40
4,500 28,000
15
20
800 3,000

$1,480
1,000

...

Total.
Grand total .

$0 25

$500

2,000

$0 25

$500

40

1,000
12,000

40
15

400

15

400
l ,950

1,800

6,000

02Yz

150

6,000

02Yz

150

8oo 1,000
4,200 13,000
600

300 12,000

~2Yz

2,400 103,200

02

2,064 92,000

02

1,840 104,900

86,ooo
9,000

02
06

1,720 76,600
540 6,000

02
06

'·~~

87,400
6,000

800

3 00

800

3 00

2,400

2,000

540

I·

$ 1,200 .
1,000
2,000

1,000
1,000

2,000
800

----

$18,620

3?0

2,400
1,000

2 400 00

800
800

----

$ 17,424

..

TABLE NO. 2.-Showiog the Cost of Rebuilding the Five Crib Dams

800
500

3,000 $0 25
1,000
40
14,000
15
20
3,000

$75 0

4 00
2, I 00
600

8,000

02Yz

200

02

2,098 89,000

02

1,780

02
06

1,748 74,000
360 6,000

02
06

l

,800

3 00

5,400

I 600 00

50 0
600
700

l

1,000

1,000

2 400 00

Price. Amount.

I 600 00

6oo

400

----

----

$1 I ,432

$9,056

,48 0
36o

$ 14,87 0

-- - -

$71 ,40 2

on the Kentucky River upon the Old Foundations.

TABLE NO.

2

.-Showing the Cost of Rebuilding the Five Crib Dam s on the Kentucky River upon the Old Foundations.

No.

..
Filling for washes in foundation, rock, cubic y'ds
Stone filling in dams,
cubic yards .
Gravel behind dams,
cubic yards .
Square timber, lineal feet
Heavy piling, lineal feet,
Sheet piling, board measure.
Heavy sheeting, board
measure ..
Light sheeting, board
measure ..
Iron, pounds
Abutment masonry, CU·
bic yards
Repair of crib abutments
Repair of guide and slope
,valls . .
Lock gates
Incidentals
Total.
Grand total .

Price .

No.

No. 2,

I.

Am't.

No.

Price.

No. 3.
Am't.

No.

No. 4.
No.

Price. Am't.

Price.

No. 5.
Am't.

No.

Price. Amount.

- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3,700 $0 40 $1,480
13,900

. 40

5,000
65,000
8,000

40
15
20

30,000

02_¼

3,000 $0 40 $1,200
12,000

40

4,800 14,800 $0 40 $5,920 17,000 'i/,o 40 $6,800 14,000 $0 40

2,000 4,000
9,750 60,000
l ,600 7,000

40
15
20

I ,600 4,000
9,000 52,000
I ,400

40
15

1,600 5,000
7,300 59,4oo

40
15

2,000 4,000
8,910 54,000
3,000

40
15
20

463 21,200

02

4 24 36,000

02

720

I ,840 104,900

02

2,098 89,000

02

1,780

1,532 87,400
I ,IIO 19,000

02

1,748 74,000
1,140 18,000

02
06

1,480
1,080

1,800

3 00

5,400

I

6oo

800
600
1,400

5,560

75° 30,000

02 _¼

75° 18,500

02_¼

2, 064 92,000

02

1,720 76,600
1,080 18,500

02
06

800

3 50

2,800

2 400 00

1,000
800
J ,300

120,000

02

2,400 103,200

02

100 ,000
18,000

02
06

2,000 86,ooo
I ,080 18,000

02
o6

800

4 00

3,200

2 400 00

,ooo
800
I ,500

1,500
4 500 00

1,000
2,000
I ,700

----

$32,820

I· .. . .

J

---

---$26' 165

$30, Il4

·I

I,

l

o6

1,200

I 6oo 00

600
1,300

..

1,600
8,100
600

----

--$26,220

I·

$5,600

$29 ,160

- - --

-1-

'i/, 144 ,479

This estimate is intended to cover the cost of workmanship and of removing the debris of the old dams, and contemplates the use of such old
materials as may be available. In other respects, the construction will be the same as that of the new crib dams described in Table No. 2.

TABLE NO. 3.-Showing Estimates of the Cost of Rebuilding the Five ,Crib Dams on the Kentucky River upon New Foundations, including Cost of Repairing Locks, Pier-heads, &c.
No.
No.

No. 2,

1.

Price. Am't

Ko.

No. 4.

No. 3.

Price. Am't.

No.

----

Price.

Am't.

No.

No. 5.

Price. Am't.

Price .

No.

Am't.

--- - - - ---- --- - - - - - - --- - - - -

Abutment masonry, cubic
yards . . . . . . . .
1 , 200 $4 oo $4,8 00
1,000 $4 00 $4,000
1,000 $4 00 $4,000
Stone filling in dams, cubic yards . . . . • • 19,000
40 6,800 18,000
40 7,200 18,000 t,o 40 $7,200 26,000 So 40 $10,400
4° 7,6o0 17,000
Gravel behind dams, cu5 ,ooo
2,800
bic yards . . . . . .
40 2,000 4,300
40 1,840 4,500
40 1,800 7,000
40 1,720 4,600
40
Square timber, lineal feet 100,000
15 15,000 90,000
15 13,500 97,000
15 14 , 550 90,000
15 13' 500 97,000
15 14,550
Heavy sheeting, board
measure . . . . . . . 120,oco
02 2,064 92,000
02 1,840 89,000
02 1,780 109,000
2,180
02
02 2,400 103,200
Light sheeting, board
02 1,480 91,000
02 1, 720 76,000
02 2,000 86,ooo
measure . . . . . . . 100,000
02 1,520 74,ooo
l ,820
02
20 1,800
Heavy piling, lineal feet, 15,000
..
20
20 3,000 9,000
16,000
3,200
Sheet piling, board measure . . . . . . . . . 40,000
02_½ 1,000 34,000 02_½
I, JOO
850 22,000 02_½
525 44 ,000 02,½
55° 21,000 02Yz
Iron, pounds . • . . . 18,000
06 I ,o8o 18,000
06 1,o80 18,500
06 l, 140 25,000
06 I , 110 19,000
06
I ,500
Repairs, guide and slope
walls . .
1,000
. .
1,000
. .
1,000
J ,200
800
Lock gates
I 600 00
800
2
Sao
2 400 00
6oo
I 6oo 00
6oo
4 500 00 2,000
400
Incidentals
2,000
1,700
l ,700
1,400
1, 900

.

..

Total.
Grand total .

---- - - - --- - - -- - - - - - - - - ---- --- - - - -

$43,88o

$37,034

'

$36,110

..

$30,625

$40,850

'

.

.

$188,499

This estimate provides for dams composed of square timbers, with a double row of sheet piling along the face of the upper breast; and on
other than solid. rock foundations, extending ten feet into the bottom of the river. It provides also for new abutments and for a double covering
of sheeting on the upper slope.
·

TABLE NO. 4.-Sbowing- Estimates of the Cost of Replacing the Five Old Dams on
structed of Stone on New Foundations.

the Kentucky River by Five Others, Con-

oth;~'~h=~·:clrd"~~~k·f ;:-;;.a.;-ti~~: extending ten feet into the bottom oC the river.
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of sheeting on the upper slope.

TABLE N O . 4.-Showing- Esti mates of the Cost of Replacing the Five Old Dams on the Kentucky River by Five Others, Constructed of Stone on New Foundations.

~

Z
CJl

..:_,

No.

No.

I.

No.
Price.
---

Am't.

No.

No.

2.

Price.

No.

Pri ce.

4 , 500

$7

4,000

1 , 000

I ,100

115

4 , 600

Am't.

No. 5·

No. 4.

3.

Am ' t.

,Am't.

No.

Price.

00 $ 31 , 500

4,500

$7

4 00
IO 00

4,000
I, 150
I , 500

II5

IO 00

I, 150
1,000

06

276

4 , 50 0

06

Price. Amount.

No.

--- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---- --- - - - -

Dam masonry, cubic y' ds 4,700 $7 00 $ 32,900
Abutment masonry, cubic
yards
J ,200
6 , 000
5 00
Coping, cubic yards
1,250
125 IO 00
]0,000
Coffer-dams .
Griddle work, lineal fe e t 9,000
20
1,800
Foundation piling, lin eal
feet.
20 12,000
6o,ooo
Foundation platform, Jinea! feet .
25,0QO
15
3,75°
Irbn, pounds
2,000
o6
120
Excavation, rock, cubic
yards.
Excavation, earth, cubic
yards
1,000
150
15
Excavation, foundation
rock, cubic yards.
Repairs on guid e and
slope walls
1,000
Lock gates
.
2,000
4 500 00
Incidentals
3,5 00

.

..

.... . ...

•

Total.
Grand total .

.

4,200

$7

I ,000
110

4 00
IO 00

00 $ 29,400

4,500

20

5,000
900

30,000

20

6,000

13,000
l ,50 0

15
06

1,950
90

800

15

120

500

15

75

250

2 00

500

800
2,300

2 400 00

8 00
2 , 000

$75,6oo

140

IO 00

] ,400
7,000

270

5 , 500

06

33°

10,800

$7

JOO

l

00

100

100

I 00

100

200

2 00

400

300

2 00

6oo

I 600 00

800
600
4,3 00

1,200

1,000

1,000

2 400 00

00

00 $ 31,500

I 600 00
I

6oo
,8oo

---

---

---

---

$ 74,470

$ 52,66o

$ 42,801

$38 ,020

..

$90,730

- -$ 298,681

This estimate provides for dams of solid masonry, fo und ed either upon solid r ock or upon foundations of h eavy piles and platforms.
maso nry is bound together, bottom and top, with iron fa stenings, a nd on rock bottoms the foundation course is countersunk.
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Believing the science of dam-building to be an eminently practical
matter, in the preparation of this report I have been careful to draw
freely upon the experience of those who have gone before me, and to
this end have sought information, not only at the hands of the accomplished engineers of the United Statfls army, and from the best authorities of this and other lands, but have also called to my aid the valuable
counsel and suggestions of those practical men who hav~ been, for
many years, occupied in the navigation of our slack-water improvements, and in the supervision of the repairs and reconstruction of the
Upon information thus
works which are now under consideration
obtained, combined with my own ob.servations and the ordinary theoretical deductions, I have based the estimates herewith submitted.
The art of damcbuilding consists in the erection of a structure capa·
ble of withstanding the utmost extraordinary force of the floods to
which it is to be opposed. It is, therefore, the practice of all competent engineers to make careful theoretical calculations of stability,
add to this a large factor of safety, and then, where it is possible, observe
how like constructions have stood elsewhere, before finally committing
themselves to the adoption of their plans. In the observance of this
rule, after a cursory examination of the whole field of experience, I have
found no source of information more satisfactory than that afforded by
the practice and results on the Kentucky river. The accomplished
engineer, Sylvester Welch, Esq., who, forty years ago, planned and executed tl:_lese works, left but little undone that should have been done;
and even that little, honesty requires me to say, is more easily detected
in the issue than it could have been in the origin.
In the building of dams, apart from a due attention to the proper
selection of materials, and the faithful execution of the plan, the principal points to be observed are: 1st, the fitness of the foundation; sec·
ondly, the inherent stability of the dam ; thirdly, the securing of the
foundation against the effect of the ·underscour; fourthly, the protection of the abutting ends of the dam against the direct and reactionary
effect of the water; fifthly, the closing of the body of the dam against
such an undue flow of water through it as will cause the displacement of
the filling, and gradually cut away and carry out the foundation timbers
of the lower breast; sixthly, the arrangement of the lower bay ·slope
and apron with reference to a minimu·m effect of the over-fall.
To all of these points <;1ue attention seems to have been given in the
original plan of these works ; in the execution, however, the system was
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Jess carefully observed at some points than at others ; and after standing
and battling with the floods for nearly forty years, in a much neglected
condition (be it said to the honor of the engineer), these dams, like all
human contrivances, have, at length, yielded, and in yielding have betrayed their weakest points-those points at which the ample safeguards
provided in the design failed to be applied.
As is now manifest, by the present condition of the dams, some of
which are standing firmly with one half of their section gone, neither
the question/ of stability, nor that of guarding against the underscour by
ample breadth of base, failed of receiving due consideration. But, on
the other hand, the existence of breaches in dams Nos. I and 2, in
those portions which were not guarded by sheet-piling along the upper
and heavy piiing along the lower breast, admonishes us of the danger of
neglecting the carrying out of any portion of a well-digested and fullymatured plan. And again, the washing ·out of the filling of the cribs,
and the consequent wearing away and carrying off of the lower timbers
of the dam, prove to us, beyond controversy, the importance of rigidly
enforcing every pro\'ision for the closing of the body of the dam against
an undue passage of water. Had these two points received their full
measure of attention, I feel warranted in saying that, even now, after so
many years of sad neglect, there :would have been no breaches in these
dams. Beyond these defects, I do not feel justified in pointing out any
others as being ess~ntially injurious in the original construction; all
other injuries, now noticeable, such as those sustained by the abutments
and cribbing, being due to the ravages of time and unavoidable conditions of site, rather than to any defect in the plan or its execution.
In determining the arrangement of the slopes, fastenings, and other
important details, the engineer was. greatly assisted, in arriving at safe
conclusions, by observations upon the effect of several years of warring
with the waters in every stage of the progress of the works, from their
beginning to their completion. These effects were carefully noted, and
in each subsequent renewal of the work such modifications of the plan
of construction were made as would serve best to fortify them against
any destructive tendency of the waters. Such experience led to the
adoption of flat slopes and low breasts, the use of long bolts, binding
together the upper and lower portions of the dam, and the ample securing of the abutting ends against both the direct and reactionary force of
the water.
How just were his conclusions, and how well observed, is better told
by the present condition of the works than by anything that I might say;
H, B.,-11
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for, after forty years of wearing and washing, the abutments, though in
some instances crumbling, are all still standing; none are fallen; none
are flanked; the connections with the shore are yet unbroken, and the
foundations along the faces of the unbroken dams but slightly, if in
any degree, impaired. Except in the breaches of Nos. I and 2, the
foundations of all the dams seem to be sound and substantial; and
surely no better foundations can be found than those which have stood,
and grown stronger, for forty years. In all these respects, improvement, if possible at all, must be in the matter of economy, it cannot be
fairly viewed in respect of effectiveness and permanency. And in considering the question of rebuilding, I could see no safer plan than to
follow in the footsteps of my predecessor, adding to his store of knowledge the valuable results and suggestions of later experience. I have,
therefore, predicated my estim~te of repairs upon the idea of rebuilding
upon the old foundations, being careful to incorporate into the plan of
the new work such additional elements of safety as have been suggested
by the results of experience here and elsewhere.
Crib Dams.-The estimates for new crib dams contemplate the laying
of other and new foundations. This involves greater expense, and, in
most cases, greater risk; hence it would seem to be inexpedient to
adopt this system, unless it should be developed, u·pon experiment, that
the old foundations are insufficient.
Old Dams R epaired.-It will be seen, by reference to tables Nos. I and
2, that the aggregate cost of repairing the dams is only about one half
that of rebuilding on the old foundations. This estimate contemplates
a thorough overhauling of the old structures, and a renewal of such por·
tions as are radically defective. It is believed that such a plan of renovation, faithfully carried out, would insure the durability of these dams
for a term of five years or longer, without material repairs; but with
careful watching, and prompt attention to injuries in their early stages,
they might be made to stand for many years. Indeed, I cannot see
why, with the exercise of proper vigilance and energy, these old dams
might not be perpetuated. Under more favorable circumstances, when
a more critical examination can be made, and the best system of repairs
determined upon, these estimates may be modified and lessened.
Stone Dams.-Wherever approved quarries are com1-enient, and the
natural foundations are of rock, stone dams should be used in preference
to all others ; for although, in first construction, they cost more than
the crib dams, yet, in the economy of subsequent repairs and maintenance, they so far _exceed the latter that it much more th1rn compensates for the difference in first cost. I am told, by those who have had
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the supervision 0f the repai.rs of the crib clams on the Kentucky river,
that, since their construction, mone y enough has been spent in renewals
to hav,e reproduced the dams two or t'hree times. Had they been of
stone, well put together, the bill of repairs, even to this time, would
,have amounted t0 but an inconsiderable per centage of the first cost.
To apply this system in the r econstructi0n of the five dams may not be
,deemed expedient.; and yet the substitution -0f stone dams, for those
,existing at Locks Nos. 3 and 4, w-0uld jnvolve an expense so comparatively small, in excess of the cost of renewiing the old w0rks, that
it p~esents a question of much interest, and one that should receive
ample consideration before -it is finally disposed of. The condition of
the masonry in all the l-0cks affords the best evidence -of the very superior quality of the stone with which they are built, and consequently of
the .capacity of the .adja.cent quarries, from which it was taken, to furnish
the best of material for the -construction of stone dams, should such be
decided upon . But while good building stone is found in close proximity to e~ch of the five dams, only in t_h e cases of numbers 3 and 4 is
there certainty of available rock foundations, all the other dams resting,
jn whole or in part, upon gravel bottoms, in which cases the difficulty,
-expense, and uncertainty of procuring safe foundations, either by going
down to the rock, or by a thorough system of griddle-work and piling,
would render it injudicious, under existin.g circumstances, to advise the ·
adoption of stcme dams. Certainly must this view obtain until a more
thor-0ugb investigation shall prove that rock foundations may be had at
no considerable <lepth below the surface, or until the State is prepared
t o commit herself to the highest order of work, not counting any expense judiciously incurred. At numbers 3 and 4, however, there is a
-concurrence of all the conditions necessary to the safe and successful
adoption of the stone dam; along with the necessity for a new dam, we
find the base to found upon, and the stone with which to build, coupled
with conditions for using or dispensing with the coffer-dam, of an unusually favor.able character.
The _plan of stone dam, upor.i which the accompanying estimates have
been made, is curved in its alignment, presenting a convex surface to
the current, with a transverse base equal to the height of the dam, and
a thickness at coping equal to three tenths its height, thus forming a
section much stronger than the experimental conditions of stability
require. In an ordinarily favorable season, such dams could be rapidly
and economically put up at most points along the Kentucky river; and
in the event of the continuation of the slack-water improvement to the
Three Ferks, -or beyond, it is dif?cult to see how the preponderating
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force of argument in favor of the adoption of this system c~n be successfully resisted.
French System of Falling Dams.-The French system of movable or
fallirrg dams, by MM. Chaooin, Cambur.at, Girard, and others, employed
upon the Seine, the Y ottn ~, and elsewhere, has received due cbns~dera,tion in the investigation of the question of how best to reblilild the five
dams on the Kentucky river. Substantially, these dams are anranged
to be lowered in sections, so as to admit of the passage of boats over
them singly or in fleets, without the delay of locking through, and their
a:doptron has resulted from a pressing necessity for the employment of
some extraordinary means of rapidly relieving those lines of their great
accumulations of craft. Of such constrnctions there were, at clate of
fast report, twenty-two iTI successful operation, seven of which are
between Auxene and Laroche, and fifteen between Laroche and Montereau. The dams have beel'l in use since 1871, and longer, and seem to
have perfectly answered the ends for which t1'iey were intended.
In their use, however, the lock is not dispensed wid1, being nee~ed io
times of drought, when water is se:arce and has to be used with a: degree
cf economy not possible with this system. In point of expensiJveness,
so far as I can rely llpon a comparison irrstitnted ·between cond1.tions so
diverse, this system very far exceeds that ordinarily in t1se in our country. From a very recent report OFl these dams l make the foUowing
quotations~ "The expense of constructing this (GiTard's) system of
barrage is 2,000 francs per running meter, without countil'lg masonry/
Or, by another calrnlatron, on the system of M. Chanoin, aboat $200
per lineal foot of weir, all told, m-aso~ry included.
The old system in th•s country, 1mder ordi-nary drcnmstances, would
cost about $55 per lineal foot for the wooden stnictnre, and $75 or $30
for that of stone, thus showing a large per centage in favor of the old
5ystem il!I the matter of fast €'Ost. Bl!llt if, as I believe, tlle fon,Jildations
of the present dams can be made sufficieTit for the slilpport of the
Frenc::-h system, l would say that sucTu. preparations wollld not exceedl
$50 per Hneal foot of dam, which, added to the cost of the movable
superstructure, wo1Uld aggregate about $98 per lit;1eab footr or, in roundl
r-1t1mbers, $49,000 per dam; or, for the five dams, $245,000, which,
aug.mented by the constant quantity of the repairs of the;: locks·, abut·
ments, &c., makes a grand total of $256,000.
The peculiar advantage of this systein is the greatly increased facility'
it affords for the relief of gorges, or for the movement of 1,arge accumulations of boats, and a consequent increase of the capacity of the
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improvement. The objections to it .are excessive first cost, and the
clifficult~, of operatiing it successfully in countries which are deficient in
skiHed 'labor, .and i·m the necessary mechanical appliances. It is, however, attractive, and merits careful study, ,ec;pecially in view of the magnitude of the field legitimately afforded by the State of Kentucky for
the employment of some better methods, than those existing, for bringing to light the wealth of her mountain regions.
From Col. Wm. E. MerriU, United States Engineers, I learn that he
as preparing to use this system in the improvement of the Ohio river
.and its· tributaries. With the rest<tlts of his experiments before you, in
the near foture, you will be better prepared to decide upon the qaestion
of adopting this system in the slack-waterfrnprovements of this State.
My grateful acknowledgments are due to Captain Sam. Sanders and
Captain J. J. Robinson for much impertant service and practical information, and to Col. Wm. E. Merrill and Mr. John R. Procter for valuable
contributions of late reports aRd other •<;ourtesies.
Respectfully subm.ittecL
R. I-1. FITZHUGH, Engineer.
On motio<11 of Mr. Buford, said report was r~eived, the reading
dispensed with, and the Public Printer direct-ed to print aOO copies
thereof for the use of t1ie members of this House.
The Speaker taid before the House the fol1owing repo1,t of the
Commissi.oners on PiscicuHure, ,viz:

T() the Hon .

JAMES

B.

.McCREARY,

Govern()r of Kentucky:

The Fish Commissionet·s -of Kent1rnky, appointed in aceordanee with
tho law of 1.876, do make thi-1, thei~- first re13ort, pursuan•t to law, fot· the
year ending 1877.

Und,er.a call made by Paek Thomas, the Commission met in the city
of Louii!ville A.prii 5th, J.876, for the puqlOse Qf o,·gani.zaLion.
The fol-lowing named offfoe,·s were eleeted:
Paek Thom.as, .Jeffers.on -county, !:'resident.
Dr. S. W. Combs, Warren collnty, Seeretary.
EXECUTlV.E 0O.MMITT.EE.

:P.H. Darby, Caldwell county.
J obn A. Steele, W oodfm·d eou Aty.
J. H. Bt·uee, Garrard county.
Dr S. W. Combs, Wart'e.n eounty.

Pack 'fl:iomas, Jeffe1·so1~ couotv.
After organie:ing, t..he foJlowj;g p.rinted -address was issue(!. to the pco

pie of Kentucky;
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ADDRESS OF THE FISH COMMISSION.
We, the Co.mmissioners appointed by the Governor under the law passijd
by the General .Asst:imbly ancl appro..-r<,Jd .March 20th, 187G, en ti tlc<l "Au
act for the p1·opn.gation a AU- protectio.n of rood fishes rn the w:i,ters of Kentucky," do most respectfully invite JflUI' eareful perusal 0f the Law herewith pul;Jlish.ed, and request that you will givo the subj.ect of'
FISH CULTURE BY ARTIFICIAL PROP.AOATION

tlie earnest attenLion thaL so import:uit a lwanc1i of State economy j-usily
detierves-.
You nan.not fail to be interested in the v:a·i"ous.
EXTRACTS AN~ REPORTS

hc1·ewtth preseAted, showing, as they do, what i,s being cl0-n e in other
sections, and the intei:est manifested by otbe1· States in fish culture. Pa1·ticn la-rly are we indebted to Prof. Ba~rd, of the Smi tbson ian ln-stitule,
United States Fish Commission er, and to the State Commissioners and
Superintefldent of the New York Fisheries, for the privilege of 1,epubli8hi11g their very interesting report, which will th1·0w a flood' of light upon
tl,e subject to those who have not given fish culture aoy speciat thought.
0UR STREAillS ARE B.ARREN,

:rnd it is evident that they have been depleted by tb·e constant and indiserimi nate use of set nets, gil'l-nets, traps, and other contrivances, at the
mouth:; of .r ivers ,mu 8maller streams, thus deHtroying multttodei; ofspawnei·s i>n their way to tho head waters to deposit the-ir eggs .
.Loui,;ville alone consumes fresh fi-sb to the value of a quar6er of a millioli t
dollars annually, and it is well known that not five per cent. of this sum is
paitl for fish from our own waters. Neady eyery dollat· goes to neighboring States for this indispensable article of dietr tbc lakes and the gulf
fnrnisping the supply. 'l'his i;.honld not and will not be i.f the people are
alive to their own interests, and avail tbemi!elves. of th.e benefits offered
by our last Legislature.
In evidence of the ecoflomie value of a1·tificial propagation, it is co!lfide11Lly asserted, by those best informed, that th.c acres of water in the
State ean be made 1J1ore rem1rnerati.ve than tbe same number of acres of
the best land, a11d with Jess cost, labor, and risk. Tberefo1·e, we need
only to plant our barren- watevs, t hat in a short time we m11y reap an
abundant harvest.
vVe earnestly {)Ommend
THE FISH LAW

to the thoughtful consideration of every cilizen. A strict observance of
its provisions will, beyond any doubt, rn a litLle while inure to lh e great
good of the people of tbe Commonwealth.
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It must be evident to every man that no general law can be enacted
which does not appareutly affect i;ome private 01· individual intei·ef:!t. But
it appears plain, in this case, _that Lhe ultimate benefit to the masses is as a
thousand to one.
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It. is quite likely tl1at certain persons, wbo derive a livelihood from
fishing, may imagine their private interests infringed. 'fo those we
say, that this seeming interference is only temporary , and the fish law, ail
now enacted, will ultimate1y render their business one of substantial profit,
'IIS fishes to be introduced by the Commission into our Kentucky waters,
which now only atfo1·d common varieties, will be abundant in quantity and
i-are in quality. Tbe
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will thus have profitable fields in which to work.
'l'he propagation of fish by artificial means is no longer an experiment,
but. a fixed fact, and your Commissioners risk nothing in saying, that,
under the pt·esent Jaw, with your hearty co operation, they can very soon
stock the now depleted streams with the best of fishes, and render tbem
so abundant tbat all our markets can be supplied from out· own waters.
It i13 unqueRtionably a law of great public interest, and wo believe you
cannot demand a too rigid cornpliar,ce with its p1·ovisions; for if nets,
traps, seines, etc., etc., are allowed at or near the mouths of the streams,
the principal object of the law will be nullified, as the best fitihcs must
have nnrestrict.ed passage to head wateri;, or they will not spawn and
reproduce their species. The interest is a common one, and the law
appeals with equal force to the poor man, who needs cheap food; to the
rich one, who longs for the best fish; to the professional fisherman, wbose
livelihood depends on a successful catch. _and to the angler, whose pleasures are only known tc the fraternity.
Residents on streams should see that no interference is permitted, and
espec:ially at or near the mouths, for the entire stream may be rendered
valueless by any effor·t to check the movement of fishes to the bead
waters.
A few men, who are disposed to disregard the law, may, with little cost
and labor, render fruitless the best efforts of your Commission to stock a
stream with choice fishes. The law was warmly advocated by many members of the General Assembly of the State, as a measure destined to greatly
benefit, the whole people, and is ce1·tainly the first step towards obtaining
an abundance of cheap and wholesome fish food. Simihu· and much more
stringent laws have been passed by twenty otbet· States. Many of these
are now engaged in re-stocking their waters on an extensive scale, and
entirely by artificial propagation. The result.a are most satisfacto1•y, and
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tho ]Jlan has so far been perfected, that, in 'r<orne cases, 9·7 per cent. of the
spawn has been hatched.
AN APPROPRIATION OF $3,000
was passed by the LegiF.<lature fol' fish culture at the time the Jaw was
enacted. 'fho appropriation is small, considering the work to be done.
The water area to be stocked is large. Hatching-houses ure to be established, fish-ways to be built, and much expensive work, necessarily attendant upon the commencement of an important enterprise, must be done at
once. Some of the Eastern and Western States have made annual appropriations of $10,000 to $15,000, and are prepal'ing to do more, as the
advantages of the investment are becoming mo1·e apparent. Your Commissioners, howe,·er, will accomplish as much as possible with the present
fund, and hope, by tho time the Legi_slature again assembles, that om· people will be not only impressed with the importance of the measure, but,
having felt its beneficial effects, and having witnessed the progress made,
will cheerfully authorize such additional appropriations as will positively
guarantee the desired result. We shall receive without cost from the
United States Commissioners, from time to time, suc_h
YOUNG FISH AND FISH EGGS

I.

as the General Government ma.,>' be prepared to donate to Kentucky; but
we cannot entirely rely on the Government for our supp li es, as it wou ld
require too long time to fill our r;;trearns if we depended solely on this
source; therefore, we make a personal appeal to every individual who
feels an interest in the success· of this very important State movement.
We ask that you consider yourself a committee of one to do all in your
power to disseminate the knowledge pertaining to tisb cu lture; that you
assiilt in organizing county clubs or associations for the purpose of collecting items as LO the nature and habits of our fishes; that you inform the
Commission as to the characte1· of the streams in your respective localities,
and make suggestions as to the best streams for stocking; that you act
cheerfully and promptly with us in our effort to estab li sh at some suitable
point, and at no distant day, a State hatching-house, f'rorn which young
fish can be sent to a ll parts of the Commonwealth.

P.H. DARBY,
POLK LAFFOON,
S. W. COOMBS,
C. J. WALTON,
PACK THOMAS,
JAMES B. CASEY,
JOHN A. STEELE,

J. H. BRUCE,
. T. T. GARRARD,
W. C. ALLEN.
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In compliance with resolutions ndopted by tho Executive CommiLtee,
autho rizin ~ the P1·esiden t to go North and East, to v isit the hatchingor breeding-houses, and invflstigato the details and methods of procedure,
Pack ·Thomas proceeded at once in the discharge of that duty, n,nd we
herew ith submit bis r eport:

To the Executive Committee . Fish Commission 'Jf Kentucky :
In accordance with resolution3 passed at your last meeting, I have visited Lilree fiAh-hatcbing establishments in the States of Michigan and New
York, for the purpose of gaining additional information relative to fishhatching, and expense connected with building a hatching -house.
At Northville, Michigan, I visited N. W. Clark & Oo.'s eAtablisbment,
well arri1nged, and in which they had j-ust finished hatching 4,000,000
white fish for the Government. This house, provided with Clark's hatching boxes and troughs, cost abuut $1,000.
At Detroit, Mr. S. D . .Ellwood, of the Wayne County Savings Bank, an<l
Mr. A. J. Kellogg, one of tne Michigan State Commissionet·s, were exceed ingly kind and attentive to lne, a11d I cannot speak too highly of the
untiring efforts of these gentlemen to put rue in possession of all tho information at their command.
'l'he State of' Michigan has two hatchin g houses-one at Niles and one
at Detroit.
The house at Detroit is a plain wooJ building, 20 by 50 feet, and one
story high , provided with 30 of Holton's Patent Hatching-boxes, s imple
in construction, and admirably adapted to the purpose; the whole thing
cornplete costing about $1,000. 'fheir operations were confined to white
fish alone this past season. 'fhey put 8,000,000 eggs into the boxes about
the !bird of December; commenced hatching about the middle of Mat·oh.
Some 6,U00,000 young fry had been planted by the first of 'April. I saw
1,500,000 young fry ready to ship, and some 500,000 eggs in process of
hatching. The watet· su pply is by the city water -works from Detroit
river, through a two-inch pipe.
The eggs had b'een in the water from three to five months; temperature
34 degrees, only two degreeR above freezing. Owing to the muddy condition of the water, it is filter ed through several :flannel screens; and this
being their first year, the success in hatching is remarkable and highly
sa1 isfactory.
I next visited the New York State Hatching-house at Caledonia, near
Rochester. It is under the superintendence of Mr. Seth Green, the pioneer of pisciculture in this country . Having been engaged in the fish
business for many yeara, along the great chain of lakes, he has probably
done as much as any man living to deplete them of fish; but he is now
lending substantial aid in re-stocking them. He takes great interest in
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the cause, and to him I am indebt.ed for a day's sojourn at the hatchery,
and instructions in many minor details and minutire of piscicu!Lure. I
shall here take occasion to say that it is a rare sight to see Seth Green
handle a fly-rod. In a brook, near the hatching grounds, I saw him take
seventy beautiful speckled trouL, wit.b a beardless fly -book, within an hour
. and a half. ·
The hatching-house at Caledonia is a .wood structure, 30 by 60 feet, two
stories high, provided with various kinds of hatching-boxes and trougbs,
all of which seem admirably suited to the busincBs, and all cost about
$1,~00.
They have batched 1,250,000 brook trout , and several millions of salmon, white fish, and salmon-trout. All of these they have planted in Lhe
waters of the State this season. I was shown some young hy.bri<l fish
two inches long, and recently batched; they were produced from salmon
eggs impregnated by brook Lrout. It is hoped that a fine large game fish,
with no desire to go to the sea, will be the result from such a cross.
This house is situated on a bold running- brook that never gets muddy;
but even the puL·est spring water contains some sediment, requiring constant care and labor to keep the eggs clean and hea,lthy . Two or three
times · each week the trays containing the eggs are taken out of the
boxes; all the dead eggs picked out by use of small tweezers; then with a
feather the eggs are gElnt ly roll ed about in the water to rid them of the
sed iment, and placed back in the hatching -boxes.
When one sees the great care and attention necessarily bestowed upon
artificially-hatched eggs, it seems a wonder that even one egg out of a
thousand should batcb when cast in the lakes ~nd rivers; yet 95 per cent.
can be hatched in the boxes. 'l'o propagate fish artificially is just as feasible as planting and growing }lotatoes or onions.
Attached to the grounds of the New York hatchery at·e twenty-five or
thirty fish ponds or pools, about ten by thirty feet, and four feet deep,
with running water through them, containing some teu thousand brook
trout from one to four years old . 'l'bey are regu larly fed, and kept to
supply spawn for the batching-boxes. I also saw, in these ponds, some
salmon -trout and California salmon, three years old, eigb teen inches Jong,
fine and healthy.
Nearly all of the hatching-houses are under the control of State agents,
and, of course, furnish no fish to go outside of their respective States.
As we cannot buy the young fry, it is very evident that, to stock our
streams speedily, we must have a bat.cbing-house. I am now clearly of
the opinion that we ought to provide one during the coming summer.
The General Government may donate some young shad to Kentucky in
June, and give us several thousand salmon eggs in the fal l. If so, we
must have a house in wh ich to hatch the eggs.
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Fisbes spawn at different seasons, some in the fall in water of low tem,perature, and hatch out in three to five months, while others spawn in the
8 pring or summer, in water of high temperature, and hatch in eight to
twenty days . Hence, one of the most, important things for the consideration of the Commission is the introduction and propagation of fishes best
suited to om· latitude and waters; and to do this most effectually, we will
be compelled to employ some one skilled and experienced in fish culture
to come and examine our principal streams, and take charge of the practical war.kings of a hatching -house.
As to the cost and comitruction of fish-ways and ladders dver dams, I
am not able to report. Th eir cost depends upon the styJe and situation,
costing from a few hundred to several thousand dollars; hence I cannot
make any specific report until after further investigation. It is to be
regretted that our· State appropriation is so limited-in fact, scarcely sufficient to defray the expenses of a hatching-house until the meeting of the
next Legislature. I feel satisfied , however, that a. more general knowledge
of the subject will induce appropriations sufficient to develop the enterprise and make it a credit to our State legislation, and of incalculable
value to the people.
Very resp,fotfully,
PACK THOMAS.
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After con1:1ideration of Presid ent Thomas' report, steps were at once
taken towards building a hatching-house.
The first and most important move was to secure a suitable spring of
pare water. There was quite a number offered to us, nea1·ly all of which,
after a careful investigation, we (uund, either on account of the character,
volume, temperature of the water, or location of the spring, to be unsuited
to our purpose. We finally succeeded, however, in securing a spring, situated on the farm of Col. Allen Polk, in Jefferson county, about 3½ miles
from Louisville, on what is ,known as the Work-house road .
'l'be location for the hatching-house being determined upon, correspondence was opened wi"th Lhe principal fish culturists East and West, with a
view to obtaining a competent person to superintend the building of the
hatching-house, and attend to the hatching and distribution of the fish.
Mr. John 0. Palmer, a practical fish culturist of Boscobel, Wisconsin, was
engaged, and at once entered upon the work, arriving in Louisville September 23d, 1876.
1'be contract for building the hatching-house was given to Mr. John W.
Story, a competent builder of Louisville, and we feel authorized in saying
tbat all the work done bas heen done well and economical.
The hatching-house is a wooden structure 22 by 20 feet, built on a plan to
admit of enlargement, if found necessary to do so. It is fitted up with a
reservoir-trough 24 feet long by 11 inches wide and 16 inches deep, which
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,is used to supply ten hatching-troughs, 15 feet long, 18 inches wide, 9
inches deep. The hatching-troughs aro all lined with zinc, and stand 24
inches from the floor. The reservoir-trough is connected w.ith the spring
by a wood pipe 345 feet long, 8 inches wide, 6 inches deep, and has a fall
of 7 foet. The capacity of the troughs is sufficient to hatch and nurse
300,000 young fry. The total cost was $489 30.
On account of the small appropriation, we we1·e compelled to move
cautiously and judiciously in tbe work; and as we had a fish law to protect the feyv fish remai11ing in our streams from being entirely destroyed
by the use of seines, nets, &c., we expected a large increase, from year lo
year, of the fish native to our streams, and concluded to try our first
experiment in the hatching and distribution of a new variety of fish for.
eign to our waters, and ordered 200,000 eggs of the California salmon.
1'he eggs arrived on the 2d of October, 1876, and were furnished by ihe
Unitlld States Fish Comrriissione1· 1 from the United States fisheries, situated on ihe :M:cCloud river, in California. They were sent in a refrigerator
car to Chicago, thence by express to Louisville, at a cost for transportation
only, which cost was pro-rated among the varioUF, State Commissioners
that had ordered ~ggs, dnd amounts to about $50 per 100·,000 eggs. Thi~
price we regard as nominal, when we consider the probability of the success of tbe experiment in stocking our waters with this valuable and
magnificent fish.
, The eggs were unpacked and placed in the batch.ing-trougbs, and found
to be in very good condition, having sustained a loss in transportation of
only about ten per cent., which is small, considering the time occupied in
making so long and hazardous a trip.
Under the ca1·eful manipulation of our efficient superintendent, on the
22d of October the last egg was hatched, and tbe young try were thriving
Rplendidly, with apparently every prospoct of their being transplanted
to the various streams of our State; but in this we were disappointed. On
Saturday, the 29th day of October, the weather became quite warm and
sultry, and at five o'clock, P. M ., the rain poured in torrents, and heavy
shower succeeded hea,y shower all Saturday night, Sunday and Sunday
night, until midnight, when the rain ceased. The water in the troughs
commenced getting muddy Sun.day morning, and on Monday morning the
water was comparatively clear, but in the troughs lay over 100,000 dead
salmon fry.
Your Commissioners regretted this accident very much, more especially
as it was our first efforL. Prof. Baird was at once communicated with, to
ascertain the cause of the disaster, and he submitted our letter to Livingston Stone, Esq., who has charge of the United States Salmon FisherieR
in California. Wo·give bis reply:
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"CHARLESTOWN, N. H., Nov. 9th, 1876.

'' Wm. Griffith:
••DEAR Sm: At the request of Prof. Baird, I take the liberty to answer
some portion!I of your letter to him of the 30th ult.
"You are quite right in supposing that the muddiness of the water did
not kill your 11almon. Indeed, they will stand a SUl'prising amount of
mud in the · water without suffering from it. Neither do I think their
deat.h was cansed by the thunder, for although it is true that fish are particularly sensitive to concnssions, it is also true that we have terrific
thunder storms in New .England, which do not affect the young salmonidre
in the least.
"lam very strongly of the opinion, however, that the soil in the noigbuorhood of your spring contains some injurious substance, which was
washed into the water by the rains. The loss of the shad on the 1rncond
California aquarium car is a case in point. _ 'l'hey were killed by the use
of water from Laramie river, although that water is usually perfectly
wholesome, but, at thut particular time, had been rende!'ed injmious by
surface alkali that had just been washed in by a shower.
"Very truly youri,,
'' LIVINGSTON STONE."
After a careful investigation and consideration of the matter, we are
s:~Lisfied, that, inasmuch as we had roily w,iter in the troughs, both prior
und subsequent to the disaster, and failed to notice any unusual mortality
among the -young fry, that the trouble was caused by excessive rains,
which fell at a particular season, when the vegetable matter lying on the
~urfnce of the ground was in a peculiar state of devomposition, and contained some poisonous substance, which was washed into the spring. We
arc of opinion that this will not ovcur again; but should we huve a repetition, it will necessitate the moving ,of the hatching -house to another
loc:ality.
While the business of fish culture can easily be carried on, thei·e must
be adaptation in respect to loca.t ion, water, tcmper_a ture, &c.; and with
proper skill and these surroundings, accidents of this character are not
likely to occur.
'l'here was 46,225 California salmon distributed i.n the waters of the
State; and although not aR great a number as we desired, yet we com,ider
the number as •sufficient for experimental purposes. The distribution
was wide, extending to over fifty different streams, located in over twenty,fi,;e different counties. Of those distributed, the tributaries of Green
river received about 113,000; Kentucky river about 10,000; Licking river
nbout 4,500; Salt river about 8,000; Cumberland river about 6,000; and
Little Kentucky 600.
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Since the planting of the young California salmon in the waters of our
State, your Commissioners have watched with great interest the success
of the experiment. We have information from a number of sources,
sufficient to confirm our opinion, that all the young fish planted are
thriving and doing well, and will ultimately become native to our streams.
The California salmon being a migratory fish, it is thought by some
persons that they will go to the sea, and never · return; but many convincing proofs of the certainty of the return of migratory or sea goin~
fishes, to the ri,ers in which th ey were first planted, sustain the theory
on which the efforts to stock our waters iR predicate,d. We have the
result of a euccessful experiment with the white shad. In the year 1872,
the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries deposited in the
bead waters of the Allegheny river, at Salam anca, New York, -about
400,000 young shad. The shad, being a salt water fish, will make its first
trip to the ocean at the age of about one year. At the age of three years,
in the spring season, it w,ill ascend the river, returning to the identical
place in which it was first deposited, for the purpose of spawning. To
fish culturists, this fact has been known for years; but they have been
skeptical as to the ability of the fish to make the long run of the Mississippi river, which is always muddy. This doubt is now happily removed,
as the following statement will show:
As stated, the United States Commission deposited the 400,000 young
shad in the head waters of tbe Alleglieny, at Salamanca, in 1872.
In May, 1875, full grown shad first appeared in the Ohio river, a few
being taken at the falls of the Ohio.
In May, 1876, there was ·another run in greater numbers, and in May,
1877, another run in still greater numbers, a gr!'lat many being taken at
the falls of the Ohio.
These shad, for a period of about three weeks, were sold daily, by fishermen and fish dealers, in the fish markets of Louisville. Some of the
shad weighed over four pounds, and were eagerly sought after and preferred, on account of their freshness, to the shad brought frorri other
sections.
There can be no possibility of a doubt, that they are the genuine white
shad, and the result of the efforts of the United States Commission at
Salamanca, in 1872; and it is not unreasonable to suppose that the time
is not far distant, when this valuable food fish will be found plentiful in
all the waters of the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys.
The successful r es ult of this experiment with the shad has given us
additional assurances as to the Auccess of our efforts with tbe California
salmon; and we look forward with interest to the time when full grown
salmon will make their appearance in our streams, after their first trip to
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the ocean. Should our hopes be realized, as we expect they will, and the
passage of the fish, on their way to the head waters of our rivers, be impeded by mill dam obstructions, we have no doubt but ample legislation
will be afforded for building fish-ways or ladders, to enab le the fish to pass.
But should such facilities, for the passage of the fish, not be pt·ovided i_n
time, it is the purpose of the Commission to establish fisheries at the principal obstruction, take Lhe fish with seines, strip them, and prepare the
eggs for tho hatching house, and dist,·ibute the young fry to all the suitable streams in the State.
We extract from United States Commissioner Baird's report for 1874-'5,
to sbow bii; reasons for expectation of success, in introducing California
salmon in eastern waters:
"Taking into consideration the temperature, the turbidity, tbe volume,
the velocity, and the characters of the sources, as well as the other physical coriditions of the rivers inhabited by Lhe California salmon, it seems
probable that a very large number of tbe rivers of the eastern United
StaLes are equally adapted for tbe production and growth of this species."
On the Ailantic slope there are few, if any, rivers as turbid as the 8acramento; few which have not spring sourc~s in the Appalachian range,
and among their tributaries many rapids, pools, and eddies, in rocky
and gravelly places, suitable for spawning-grounds. Of the rivers of the
Gulf States, the Chattahoochee and the Alabama have their sournes in
the southern slopes of the Blue ·Ridge, among coo l, spring-fed brooks.
'.l.'bey riRe among hills and rocks, in a country full of large springs. The
Brazos and Colorado rivers of 'l'exas have their sources among the springs
of the southern hills and spurs of the Rocky Mountain s, and the Guadalupe and San AnLonio rivers are fed by large springs. Most of the 'l'exas
streams are turbid, bnt not more so than the Sacramento or San Joaquin.
The suggestion that the salmon are not likely to find suitably cold
waters afLer descending to the sea, the following facts show to be groundless :
The temperatures of the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico have been
recorded through a series of Jin.es extend ing from the longitude of the
mcuth of the Mississippi to the Tortugas and Key West, Florida, and
temperatures found equa ll y as cold as those off the coast of Massucb usetts
and New England. As low as 34° Ji'ahrenlroit has been observed at a
depth of 896 fathoms; at depths of 421, 610, and 790 fathoms, 35° and 36°
were observed, while 40°, 41 °, and 42° were common ut from 400 to over
1800 fathoms, and 50° to !i0° beLween le1:1s than ioo to 400 fathoms and
more.
'rhe only peculiarity especially notable in the streams to which the
Culifornia salmon belong is, that they are snow-fed during most of the
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year. As, however, the Maine snlmt:n, a species mueh more sensitive to
heat than that of California, inhabits rivers not snow-fed, and, moreover, is
kept in the Bueksport breeding-pond throughout the entire summer at a
temperature of 70°, we haven sufficient guarantee that the Californ ia fish
will not, be affected in itR tranE<fer; ind eed, the whole question is one
relating to the rapidity of devel0pment of the eggs, rather than to the
conditions surrounJing the fish; the warmer the water, the more rapid
and premature the birth ·o f the embryo.
Thus far we have left entirely out of consideration the great system of
waters eontributing to the Mississippi river. The main stream extends
from latitude 47° 50' to 29°,and t,he nortl' ernmost tributary of the Missouri
as far north as 50°. Its greatest. length is 2,616 miles from its highest'
source to the tl-u lf. From the source of the Madison Pork, the formerly
supposed head of the Missouri (witliin the National Yellowstone Park),
to the Gulf, it has a length of 4,194 miles.
The Mississippi river, with its tributaries and sub-tributaries, as laid
down on the larger maps of the United States, exhibits over 120,000 miles
of combined lengths, whieh we know falls much within the extent of
waters n:vailable for food fishes; and, were the i;ystem of the Chinese
adopted, all waters would be ronsidcred, down to the brooks, ponds, and
even ditehes. From this an idea may be formed of the vast work to be
done in making the waters of tbe United States afford their proper quota
of the food re~onrees of the future.
The physical conditions of the Mississippi river, in contrast with the
rivers of the Atlantic coal'lt, whieh contain, or have contained, the Atlantic
salmon (salmo sular), are very marked. Such streams as the Saint John,
of New Brunswick, the Penobi,cot, the Kr.nnebee, and the Androscoggin,
of Maine, the Merrimac, of New Hampshire, and the Connecticut, of
Western New England, are, for their greatest lengtb s, clear and with
rocky bottoms, with considerable fall, arid with sou rces, in the longest, not
more than 500 miles from the sen.
'fhe lower Mississippi is a turbid. ulluvial stream, with a fall of less
than five inches to the mile for eightee n hundred miles from the Gulf.
The nearest source, having an elevation of 3,000 feet, is near the bead of
the Red river, about 1,500 miles from the delta. Fort Atkinson, Kansas,
on the Arkansas river, has an ele,ation of 2,331 feet, 1,750 miles from U10
mouth of the Mississippi river.
The remoteness of th~ elevated cold sources of the Mississippi seems to
be its most unfavorable feature, when viewed as tu the ad&ptation of
salmon to its waters. The California salmon traverse the Sacramento
Valley to the head waters of the Little Sac1·amento nnd the McCloud
rivers, about 400 miles, to the head wate1·13 of the San Joaquin, about 250
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miles. To Fort Boise, on tho Snake riv.er, where the salmo quinnat are
said to have been taken from llhe mouth of the Columbia river, is about
700 miles. There is no hindrance to t,heir ·ascent to the vicinity of the
Shoshone Falls, 150 miles above Fort Boise, whloh would inoreaso the distance from the Pacific Ocean to about 850 miles. The great Shoshone
falls of the Snake river, over 200 feet high, are of course an effectual barrier to thoir progress up the stream.
In the report of the Commissione1·s of lowa, a correspondent writing
from Elko, Nevada, says; "ff his stream is one of the many that forms
the head waters of the Columbia river,·and· to thi-s point, 1,800 rniles tfrom
its mouth, tbe salt watet· salmon come in my1·iads to spawn."
The la!'ge King salmon, or chowichee, and the Red salmon, hoikoh, are,
according ·to Mr . Dall, taken as fat· up the Yukon river as Fort Yukon,
1,400 miles from the sea.
,
\
The shad of Uhina, samlai (Alosa reevesii, Rich.), according to Mr.
Salter, extend their ·migrations up the Yang-tse -kiang for over a thousand
miles; and, accordi,-ng to Dr. MacGowan, to a distance of three thousand
miles from its mouth.
A specimen of a shad (Alosa sapidissima) was received at the National
Museum from Mr . ..R. 0. Sweeney, which was taken in the Mississippi
river at Saint Paul, Minnesota.
From these·faots we may infer that the instinct of location is .probably
sufficient to attract •a co lony o'f fishes as far inland as the head waters of
th_e longest river, whenever their home, has . been once established there.
The vigorouR strength and the energy ex·hibited by the Oalifornia salmon, during its migrations up the Sacramento -and Columbia, rivers, afford
the evidence that its capacity for a long migr-ation from the sea to its
spawning-grounds, is unsurpassed , by ·any species of fish known.
Wherever the California salmon, in the prooess of .artificial p1:opagation,
has come un<.let· the hands of the fish c.ulturist, it is acknowledged, as
previously mentioned, to exceed all other species which are propagated
i11 hardiness, in tenacity .of Jifl;l, and in .freedom from tendency to disease.
Although it will not compar.e with the catfisQes (Siluridce) or the e1:1ls,
(AriguilUdce) or even . the suckers, ( Cautastomidce) in retai-nin~ life out of
water, yet, unlike these, it does not owe its tenacity of life to a low sluggish action of the vital forces, that retain life wh.en the respiration has
become a-I most entirely impeded, but rather .to the possession of an exc.e ss
of vitality, a.nd which exhibits itself in all stages, fro.m the egg to the
mature fish. Mr. Charles N,ordhoff, in an article on the Columbia River
and Puget Sound, in Hatper's New Monthly Magazine, in describing the
processes at the canneries, says: "A sal mon bleeds like a bull." Professor
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Agassiz thought he found evidence in the structnre of the salmon family
that indicated "the highest rank in the class of fishes," and refers with
enthusiasm" to their admirable structure" and great vigor . · In addition,
we have the testimony of Seth Gre<'n and other fish culturists, that the
eggs and young fishes are l1ardy and enduring, the latter great feeders
and very rapid growers. In the ponds of different fish culturists in the
country, it is common to see a school of several thousand California salmon a year old or more, which are said to have suffered no loss whatever
in numbe1·s since they were placed in the pond. 1n the report of the
Commissioners of fisheries of the State of New York for the. year 1874'75, it is said of the California salmon: "These fish will endure a much
higher temperature of water, spawn at a different season, are less exncting in the circumstances necessary to thefr well -bein~." In view of these
facts as to their habits, endurance, and general vigor and energy, hnve we
not a right to hope for ultimate success in stocking the Missif!sippi nnd
other Eastern rivers with this valuable \lpecies?
The stocking of a large number of rivers of the United States with
this food-fish, t.o as great an extent as 'the Sacramento 1·iver, or even the
San Joaquin, is an enterprise well worthy great effort and much pecuniary
outlay; and its successful achievement will prove a blessing to the poorer
classes of the country, as well as another evidence of the value of science
in its application t0 the economic industries. If, however, our anticipatio11s are only partially realized in a moderate pt·oportion to what we now
have in the California and Oregon rivers, the labor and cost of the experiment will not have been in vain, and coming genemtions will have cause
to thank the liberality and statesmanship of our present law-givers.
We submit a portion of a letter received from Judge Graves, a practical
fish culturist of Woodford county, giving his views relative to domesticating the California salmon:
'' VERSAILLES,

KY., November 17th, !877.

"Hon. John A. Steele:
"DEAR SIR: Last winter,'say about January, t:he Fish Commissioner at
Louisville sent to this county a case of the California salmon fry, for the
purpose of stocking our Kentucky streams through one of them, Elkhorn,
I procured fifty of the little strangers. and planted them in one of our
trout pools, solitary and ulonc, leaving them to look out for a living upon
their.own resources in their r'ew home, and for a month 01' more they kept
close quarters, '\"ery seldom showing themselves, or manifesting any disposition to <'nltivate the acquaintance of the Kentucky people. Finally,
knowing they were not entirely abstemious from everything but pure,
fresh water, I tried an experiment of coarse salt; and when I first hanclerl
it to them, they would eye it, but otherwise neglect it until .it would dis·
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would state that tbere are a few streams supplied, of which we have no
,record, owing to the ,p ersons having -0har,ge of the fish failing to se_nd in
their re.po-rt.
We attach also a -recorcl of the d istribution of white s-bad, and in this
-connection we desire to say, that we fully expected a supply for Keotucky
q•iver, but, from some cause as yet unexplained, we faHed to secure the
1iupply for Kentucky river: We are, therefore, compelled to postpone the
stoc:king gf that riv-er wiLh white shad unti:I ne:x.t ,season.
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solve. At last, wwever, the little follows, not more tham -one io,ch in
fongth, wou ld capture so sma«I a piece as a grain of sal•t . I then commenced cultivating their acquainta11ce -and taste until the whole family
,see ms :perfectly happy and con.tented i.n their new .bome,.an<l I believe the
'11Umber of the family is still fifty. Their growth has been remarkable;
,only about ten months o-J.d, ooe would make a meal f.or a hungry fisherman, and, ft·om <their a,13,p eamnce, would furnish splendid sport to t he
ani?ler.
"You will obstirve that I s~eak -of th,e salmon, and my-observations of
t hem as a domesticated .fish; and from that, I have no hesitt\tion in saying, it i,s the fish that should be introduced in our st-reams, and it is to be
lhoped that our Iegisfators wilt not be lacking in the efforts to perfect an
,u ndertaking so well begun. .
R. C. GRAVES."
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TABLE OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF YOUNG . CALIFORNIA &ALMON BY
THE :FISH COMMISSlON OF KENTUCKY.
Uate.

Name of Stre.a m,r ,.here Deposi<ed.

Trfhulary to.

Tiibutary

Coonty.

10.

____;..._.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1--- - - - - -1- - - - - - ~ 1 - - - - - 187&.
Nov-.27
,,

14
>4

Bumgartner"s creek. ..

Salt river . .
Nolin creek.

Green r~ver . .

R usseU creek . . . .

20

Dick•s rivc:r

20
20
20
20

Kentucky river

..

.Kren\.ucky r~ver

Wkite Oak c,eek .

Ken\ucky r~ver
Kentucky r~ver

Silver and 0Lter cNeks

Hanging York.

zo.

Green river . .

~~

1
~;, a.;~

Ohio river . . · .

:~ f~~;·\t:~ ·...

r

•

•

•

r

•

•

\v~~\,~rk; ~. iiute 'ie~N~~t~·~a E..,;t F'~ rk• ~r"'.ci1o;ia',·V~•k , ·s~1,,i;,e·r :
Howa:rd"s Lower creek ..· .

Sto11er

, Ohio riyeir. ,
Ohio rive, . . .

Red river •

0

Cleek .

Keatucky ,•ver

1

I.Xctktn°g ri;e; .
0

Strode"s creek . . . .
.
.Big Spring branch. . . .
Lane's Run 7 Cane r uo,
Run . . . . . . . . . .
Thomas' Sp,-ing branch .

Stoner creek. . .
No>th Elkbon>. ,

~i~:!~~~t ~o:rk. of ~Uing Fork.

Salt r~ver . . . .
Green. river
Sal~ rivet ~. . . .

. .....
• . . • • .
McConnell's
, . - . . , No>th.Elkhorn . ,
North Elkhorn.
.
•
Noni> Elkhorn.
SaUD<l.ers' ::ipring,. branch .. .

27
27
i877.

J~~- :

Rollihg b'ork . . . •
Whlte Oak branch..
R.ound S[One creek . . . .

2

10
10
10

B9oker's branch.

28

i

Cave Spring, brancn :
Small streams
K'nob creek .,. .
Spencer creek ..

I

r

3

•

7 Big Slate creek .
7 · Little
Hinkston.
~ South Elkhorn .

i=: ~~c~'::~1-:iy_-Lu~;..;k;1~in:. . . . . . . .

~

13

' Barren,river., al the Double Sprin~

1

Eddy creek • .
Little ri-ver . . . .
Hurricane creek . .

Total

r

OA-io river .. .
Licking river
Kentucky riv~r
KentYcky rive,
Kent.\1cky river

1

· Rockcastle river .
1 'Rock~astle i:i.vtr .
G-rtten J"ivp .
Green riveJ" .
,Green river .
Salt rivc.r ~ . ,
Licking river . . . ,
Licking river . . . '
J.,icki.ng rh.reJ"·. .
KcnLucky river
Ke11tucky ri-ver

•

Kt:mucky r~ver
Kentucky ri,·er
Kentucky ri-.er
Kentllcky ri.ver

, Utile Rocki:astle.

Haidin Du.rham's bra.ncb. .

;,S:

1

Kentucky ri'ver
Ohio river . . .

·s~~t- a;Kl· C:h;piin"'.

•

Lulbregrud creek . . . . . . . . . .
Ho\Vard's Uj>per Creek . .

Feb.

Ohio river .. .
Ohio river.
Green river ..
Green nveP .

Salt r~ve.r .

Floya's Fork . . . . . . . . . . .

~lfMl/'l~~~r:'. a~ Gist creek• • ,

Dec. 7

Jeffersoo
Shelby ..
Hardin.

J

Ohio rivei:
Ohio river
Ohio rivar
Ohio :river
Ohio rive11

. .
.. .
..
,. .
. .

..... .

Green rivezs . . . Ohio rivt:r ., .
Cumberland dver . Ohio river . .
Cwnbe,-Iand riiver OhlO river .. .

Ohio t~\.·er ..

,ooo

1,000-

Boyle .. .
Garrard' ..

1,000

1, 000·

Macli!on
l.incoln.
. Casey . .
l.incoln ..
Mercer.
WooJfoy,I . ,

1,000·
1,000I,000'
1,000'

,,coo

1,000'

se

an

ju

i ii
tii

be

Henry ..
ltenry ..
Cklrk.
Cl'ark.
Clark.
{:larlt .
Clar-k.
Scou .

1,00<>

e

le

Scobt

1,000'

w

Sco\t

Scou
1,00C>

i~r.~~:

Cumbe,land river
Cumbe'rland ,iver
Oh~o river . .
Ohio river.,..
Ohio river ..
Ohio ri.ver ..

w,

2,000

Hart
Adair .. .

Marlon,.
Ohio river ., .
Ohio river . .
Ohio rLver . . . .
Cumber-lo.nd river l.mrel . . .

.

Ohi.o river~ .

1,5<»

··=

I,00<>
1,00<>
2,000'
2,00<>
2,00<>

Rockcastle

.Rockcastle
Green.,..
Green.

SO<>

5°"

Fulto"
Bullitt.
M 01>tgomcry •
Montgomery.
Montgomery.

2,ooe>
>,000

,,000'

2,000

-,,

1,ooe>

,,ooo

Woodford.

Franklin, .
jefti,rson .. .

11,ooo
;p,
;p,

Warren . .

Caldwell • .
Trigg . . .
Crittenden. ,..

500

.. .. •
Q

RECORD OF THE DIS'J:l{IBurrION OF WHITE SHAD' IN THE WATERS Of
KENTUCKY BY THE UNITED· STATES COMMISS.I ON OF FISH AND
FISHERlES.

---Date.
1877.

June

July

1

,a

Tributary to.

Name of River where Deposited.

County.

'---

Licking rFVeIT .. .
Green river

Total . .

I Ohio rf-ver. ,,
1

I

Ohio :otvef'. ..

Bath, .
Har~.

Number.

r--

\

t
(Il

a·
s
(l

50,000
,oo,000
150,000

We hav e now in the troughs at hatch ing nouse, neaFly ready fo1· distribution, about 140,000 California salmon lry. '.Fbese lliFO intended for
streams that failed to obtain their supply ~ast season.
Afte1· this t.listribution, what money is left of our appr-opriatfon will bf
inrvested i11 biocking a few of our streams with land-locked salmon.
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We have stUI left, in t,he waters of 011r S_t_ate, ~orn~ fine fish Qf the perch
epecies. 'fhe!;!c, together with t~ie new varieties of thi, pike spepies, introduced andto l)e intro<l.uee<l, w~ reg:t,·<l :+Ra.good E1tart to<.Va..t·d the stocki,n_g
of our streams witb fine foo<l -fishes; but, to accpmplish thisdcsiralille end,
wo must have a pl'opet· la\V to JlruLect them.
We the1·efo1·e recommen<l Lhat our fish law be a,neoded, t:lO as to make
seining and netti1_1g, at aoy time, in Lhe &t1·eams of this Commonwealth,
an indieLable offense, ,·equiriCJg <:i1·c11it j«d~es to give it in charge tog.rand ,
juries Apecially; artd also to pt·oh ibit the catching of fish with book and
line, 01· in any othet· way, in the st1·eamf:! of this Commonwealth, at a1;1y
time b,e tweeo tbe first d-ay of May a11<l the first <lay of J u(y; the law to
be in force for a pel·iod of three, ycius.
We would also recommend tho appointment of t hree Fish Commissioners_ instead of ~\ln, an~ that the fresident \"eceiv~ a sa,lary. We bav.e
!eumed from experience, that Lhr\le 09mmissionel's can perform the duty
with less expenf;e and labor than ten <:an.
St11te Fish Commissions :ire now established iA a majority of the States
of this Un ion; and in almost e~ery i,nstanz>e, where th~y have been 1:1ta1·ted
with small avpropriations, the bc~,cfits derived have been ~o apparent
th:i.t t.he appropt·iaLioris h11ve been irtcreased from year to yea1'. The
State of WisconsiA, in 1872, made th .. it· first appropt'ia.tion of $500; in
1874, $.360; in 1875, $2,000; an<l in 1876, $10,000.
Your Commissioners recomrnend ~q appropriation of $5,000 .
In conclud,ing this r~ po1·t, we desire to give ,111 fXpresAion of thanks to
the numel'-Ous pe!"sons a~d corpo1·ations that have asBiste<l us in the wot·k.
First, to .Pack Tho1:1as, .Esq., the first Preside;,t o\' the Cqmmissioo, for
his untit-ing a1id su<,ce.,sful effort in etltablishiog tile F ish Commission of
Kentucky, and for tl;ie valuable se1·vie\l rendered by hirn, we tender our
warmest ack~owledg~\)n~,i: aiid w~ <le~pfr regret t~at the duties of the
office so materially intedet·ed with other duties i-ncumbent upon him as
to compel I.ti 111 to resigp \1,is 09':Il lf\issiµn i 11,ls~· ~o. tp~ ci_ti~el'!s'of this Commonweal Lb, in various pal'ts of the State, wli.o have rendered invaluable
alt! to the ~o~rnis,s ion·, in rec~i\1ing and <l~positi,;g the young fish in the
s~reams for whi<:h they were intended. Io ve,·y few instances were we
<lompelled_ ~o leave th·e raill'oads; scarcely ever fa ilin g to find persons willing an4 eager Lo come twenty and even thirty miles, often over bad roads,
to receive tbe fish fo1· streams iu thei1: ue.igh b0t·boods.
We are also i~debted to the Louisville, Nashville, and Great Southern,
and the ~ouisvUle, C.incinnaLi, and Lexington Ra ilroads, for passing the
men in cha1·ge of fisb over their lines at half fare rateA; and also for allowing tho iuen to remain ip the baggage-curs of fast trains, while in transit
with t~e fi~h, t!iereby enabling the men to keep a consLant watch fo1· the
sa'.e;y ?f the fi~h ~nder tbeil' charge; also to the Adams .Express Com-
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pany, foi- nomrnat i-ate& c-hai-ged in retu,min,g the- empty fish.cans; bu~
most especially do we desire to- rettlrn our tb.aDks to Col. Allen :Polk, the
kind-hearted, coui-teous, aRd _gentleman}y prO·!}rietor of tho fa.rm on which
our hat~h-houAe- is located. Ever ali\:e to the- best interests of thrs State,
he bas given us the Gse of bis s-prin-g and grounds free of cha,rgo. Raving
no special business to atte!1'd to In the wfoter months, and h,avin,g a thorough knowledge of the s6ieriee of fish cuHtlre theorebically, it l,as been a
source of pleasure to him to assist in the manipnlii.tioR of fish-eggs ancl
yoan-g fry at" the hatching-heuse, and to wateh the pFactieal wo11king of
the art. His assistance has beefi of h1calcu1'able benent to us ;. and he
sho~ Id have, as we ha,ni n-0 doubt be win have,. the hearty th-an ks of
every citi~en of this Commonwealth ii;i,terested i n tho 11 .i-stook~ng of out>
now nlmost exhausted streams.
1

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

or tlie Fish

C(J>Jmnission

ef Kemuck-y,

embmcin!(

Expenditures from Ajm'l r '3th, 1876, to, November 1st, 1877.
10.

Nov.
J,
1877.
Mat.
24.

DEBIT.
To James W. Tate-, State Treasurer . .. .
. . .. . . . . .
To amount co!Fected for advertisements. m pamphlets fordjstribution . . . . . . . . . . . . .
To James W. Tate-, State Treasu,rer .

1,000 00

To. James W. Tate, State Treasu.reir .

1,000 00

3,57 50

$3.,357 51>
CREDIT.
By amotmt paicf Pack Thoill'<ls, expenses- Nor~Ii ancf East 00
~nspect1on tour. . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
August-. By amount paid Pack TI1omas, expenses in search> of location
for hatching-house . .
.
.
. . . . . . . . . . .
.By cost of prin6ng pamphlets, i.nc1nding expressage Qn, same,
telegrams, and postage on those distributed . . . . . . . .
By cost of building hatching-house . . . . . . , , . . . •
By expense: account. This includes cost of Inrnis-hing hatcl1house, cost of transportation of salmon eggs from California,
diistribution of fish., expense of Commission,ers i..n organiz::rngr
and attending suhseq,uen t meetings in Louisville, and al1
incidental expenses, such as food for n!>hes, fuel, repairs te>
hatch-house, p1inting hills, &c. . . . . . . .
. . . .
By amom1t paid su.peri.ntendent of hatch-house, including
board . . . . . .
18-77.
Nov.
I . By balance o.n hand • • • • . • • •

1876.
April

$104 00

18 95
440 5448g 31>

tr002 00

443 °5

$3,,357 5°

.Respectfulily submitted.

I

I

i

,I
1

I

J. H. BRUCE,
JNO. A. STEELE,
P.H. DARBY,
S. W. COOMBS,
WM. GRIFJ!'ITH,
Executwe Committee.

Alf.

5.

I; but

.k, the
which
State,
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF COMMISSIONERS OF
FISHERIES.
UNITED ST A TES.

aving
thor-

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Smithsonian Institute . . . . .
DOMINION OF CANADA.
W. F. Whitcher, Commissioner . . . . . . . . , . . . .
W. H. Venning, Inspector, Provfoce of New Brunswick ..
P. S. Hamilton, Inspector, Nova Scotia.
Samuel Wilmot, Fishery Officer .
ARKANSAS.
N. H. Fish . .
J. R. Steelman.
N. B. Pearce ..
CALIFORNIA.
B. R. Redding. .
S. R. Throckmorton
J. D. Farwell . . .
CONNECTICUT.
William M . Hudson
Robert G. Pike
James A. Bill . . .
GEORGIA.
Thos. P. James, Commissi011er of Agriculture and Fisheries
IOWA.
B. F. Shaw, Commissioner and Superintendent . . . · .
KENTUCKY.
Wm. Griffith, President.
P.H. Darby, . .
Polk Laffoon. . •
S. W. Coombs . .
C. J. Walton . . .
James B. Casey .
John A. Steele ..
J. H. Bruce , .
T. T. Garrard .
W. C. Allen .•

. Washington, D. C.
. Ottawa.
. St. John.
. Ottawa.
. Pine Bluff.
. Little Rock.
. Fayetteville.
. Sacramento.
. San Francisco.
,, San Francisco.
. Hartford.
. Middletown.
. Lynne.
. Atlanta.
. Anamosa.
. Louisville.
. Princeton.
. Madisonville .
. Bowling Green.
. Munfordville.
. Covington.
. Versailles.
. Lancaster.
. Manchester.
. Owingsville.

MAINE.
E. M. Stilwell .
Henry 0. Stanley

. Bangor.
. Dixfield.
MARYLAND.

T. B. Ferguson
P, W. Downes •

. -Baltimore,
. Denton.
MASSACHUSETTS.

Theodore Lyman . .
E. A. Brackett.
Asa French. , . .

, Brookline.
• Winchester.
• South Braintree.
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MICHIGAN.

/

. Richland.
. Alligan.
Ecorse.

Eli R. Miller . • •
Andrew J. Kellogg.
George Clark .
MINNESOTA.

. St. Pau1.
. St. Paul.
. Mankato.

R. O. Sweeny . .
William Golcher .
Grover C. Burt ••
NEW HAMPSH.IRE.

• Manchester. Grantham~
. Milton.

Samuel Webber . •
Albina H. Powers. .
Luther H. Hays. .
NEW JERSEY.
B. P. Howell .
J. R. Shotwell.
G. A. Anderson

.

...... .

. .......

. Woodb\lll'y.
. Rahway.
. Trenton.

NEW YORK.'
. Utica.
. Rochester•
• New York.

Horatio Seymour . . •
Edward M. Smith . ·.
Robert B. Roosevelt .
OHIO.
John H. Klippart .
John C. Fisher .. ..
Robert Cummings . .

. Columbus.
. Coshocton.
. Toledo.

I·

PENNSYLVANIA.
. Hollidaysburg.
. E aston.
. Marietta.

B. L. Hewitt . . .
I

I1

ti

H oward J. Reeder.
James Duffy ..

RHODE ISLAND.
. Providence.
. Providence.
..Scitnate.

N ewton Dexter·
Alfred A. Reed, jr...
John H . Barden .
UTAH TERRITORY.

• Salt Lake City.

A. P. Rockwood.
VERMONT.

. Montpelier.
• Rutland.

W. H. Lord . .
M. Goldsmith .

•

VIRGINIA.
. Richmond.
. Lynchburg.
. Blacksburg.

A. Moseley , .
W. B. Robertson.
W. G. Elizey . .
WISCONSIN.
Gov. Harrison Ludington.
William Welch
A. Palmer; . .
P.R. Hoy., •
A. F. :Qousman ,

. Milwaukee.
. Madison.
• Boscobel.
. Racine.
• Waterville.

tc

s

1

tc

f1
t

. a.
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On motion of Mr. Spalding, said repo11t was received, and referred
to the Committee on Pisciculture.
The Speaker laid befo11e the House the following report ·ef the
State Librarian, viz :
FRANKFORT,

January 1st, 1878.-

To the General Assembly of Kerztucky:

In accordance with chapter 69 of General Statutes; I have the honor
to submit the within report, to-wit:
Of books received_from the Secretary of State by way of exchange
from other .States; those books purchased for Law Library by order of
the Court ; those purchased for· Miscellaneous Library, approved by
Superintendent of Public Instruction; those donated; the expenses attached to the Library relating to books; the furniture on hand; also,
accompanying this report, a prin.ted catalogue of all books, maps, and
charts belonging to the Library,.
Very respectfully,
MRs. CORNELIA BUSH,
State L£brar£an.
Countersigned: J. STODDARD JOHNSTON; Secr.et.ary of State,
D. HOW ARD SMITH, Auditor.
THOS. E. MOSS, Attorney General.
ANNUAL EXCHANGES.

ALABAMA.
Vols.

50th and 51st Supreme Court Reports ••
Code, 1876 . ,
Acts, 1876-'77 • . . • • • • • • • • •

2

ARKANSAS .
28th and 30th Supreme Court Reports • . • . • • •

2

CALIFORNIA.
49th and 50th Supreme Gourt Reports • . • , • • .

2

COLORADO.
2d

Supreme Court Report
General Laws, i877 • . •
Civil Code, 187 7 . . • • • •
Legislative Manual, 1877. • • •
Legislative Documents, 1877 .•

2
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Vo~.

41st, 42d, and 43d Supreme Court Reports . . • . • . . . . . .
Special Acts and Resolutions of General Assemby, 1875-'76-'77 .
Public Acts, 1875-'76 . . . . . . ·
Senate and House Journals, 1875-'76
Documents, 1875-'76 . . . . . .
Colonial Records . . . . . . .
Report of Board of Agriculture

4
2

GEORGIA.
52d, 53d, 54th, 55th, and 56th Supreme Court Reports .
Laws, 1876-'77 , • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . .
House and Senate Journals, 1876-'77 • . . . . . . · ·

~.

ILLINOIS.
63d, 64th, 65th, 66th, 67th, 70th, 71st, 72d, 75th, 78th, 79th, and 80th Supreme
Court Reports . . . . .
Laws, 1876. . . . . . . .
• · · · · • • · ·
History of Illinois and Life of Vivian W. Edwards .•
Report of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1873~'74, 1875-'76
Report of Railroad and Warehouse Commissioner, 1874-'75-'76 .
Report of State Board of Public Charities, 1874-'75-'76
Report of Canal Commissioners, 1874-'75-'76 .
Adjutant General's Report, 1873-'74, 1875-'76 ..
Reports to General Assembly, 1875 . . . . . . .
Agricultural Report, 1874 . . . . . . . . . . ·.
Report of Trustees of Industrial Universit'y, 1873-'74.
Third Biennial Report of Board of State . . . . . .
Report of Attorney General, 1874 . . . . . . . . .
Geological Survey of Illinois, volume VI, and accompanying map .

12

INDIANA.
49th, 50th, 51st, 52d, 53d, and 54th Supreme Court Reports.
Geological Survey of Indiana, 1875 . . . . . . . . .

I
I

IOWA.
39th, 40th, 41st, 42d, and 43d Supreme Court Reports
Laws, 1876 . . . . . . . . . . ·
House and Senate Journals, 1876 .
Documents, 1876
Census, 1876 . . . . . . . . . .
KANSAS.
13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th Supreme Court ~eports.
Laws, 1875-'76 · · , • · • · · ·
Directory of State Government ..
Fourth Agricultural Report, 1875.
Public Documents, 1875 .
KENTUCKY.
10th, nth, and 12th Bush's Reports, each ..
Laws, 1876, 50 copies . • . . . . . . . .
Code of Practice, 20 copies.

10

100
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4
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PENNSYLVANIA-Continued.

Vols.

Thoughts on Public Education in Kentucky . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
A General Account of the Agricultural, Commercial, and Mineral Resources of
Kentucky.
I
Seventh Kentucky Insurance Report.
Documents, 1876
House and Senate Journals, 25 sets of each
MAINE.
63d, 64th, and 65th Supreme Court Reports .
· · · · · ·
Laws, 1875-'76 . . . ·
House and Senate Journ_als, 1875-'76 .
Legislative Documents, 1876 . . . . .
Agricultural Report, I 87 5-'76-'77. , .
Report of Superintendent of Common Schools, 1876 .

e

12

MARYLAND.
41st, 42d, 43d, and 44th Supreme Court Reports .
Laws, 1876 .
House and Senate Documents, 1876 .
House and Senate Journal, 1876
MASSACHUSETTS.
112th, 113th, II4th, u5th, u6th, u7th, II8th, u9th, 120th, and 121st Supreme
Court Reports. . . . . . .
Laws and Resolves, 1876-'77 .
Special Laws, 1871-'75 . . . .
Census, I 87 5 . . . . . • . .
Eighth Annual Report of Board of Health
Acts, Resolutions, and Memorials, 1875 ..
Public Charities for the Century ending January 1, 1876
Report-of State Coil)mittee to Centennial Exhibition . .
Report of Committee on Expediency of Revising the Judicial System of the State,
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachuse tts . . • . . . . . .
Public Documents, 1875-'76 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . •
Acts and Resolves of Massachusetts Bay from 1715 to 1741, volume XI.
Laws in Force in Regard to Elections (pamphlet). . . . . . . . . . .
MICHIGAN .
30th, 31st, 32d, 33d, and 34th Supreme Court Reports.
Manual, 1877 . . . . . .
Laws-local, 1875-'76 . . .
Laws-public, 1876-'77 . .

IO

100
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1•
House and Senate Journals, 1873-'74-'75
Documents-joint, 1874-'7 5- '76 . . . .
An Address on Idiocy and the Treatment of Idiots, and Hereditary and Marriage
(pamphlet) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . •
Restriction and Prevention of Scarlet Fever (pamphlet) .
Illuminating Oils in Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . .
A Chart and Key of the Educational System in the State
History of the Press of ti1e State . . . • • . ·

14

~5
50 .
3
2
2

2

4
2
2

ro
2
3

I

fo

5
2
2

IO

6
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Vols,

Investigation of State Prison at Jackson . •
State Pomological Society, 1875-'76 . . . .
Report of Board of Agriculture, 1875-'76 .
Report of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1875-'76.
Ri;port of Cereal Product of the State. . . . . . . .
Map of Central Portion of Upper Peninsula, 1873 . .
Railroad, Highway, Election, and Health Laws, 1875

2

4

School Report, 1874 . • . .
Report of Board of Health, 1875 ..
Census, 1874. . . . . . . . . . .
Constitutional Commission Journal.
Report of Srate Board of Centennial Managers (pamplilet).
The Flags of Michigan (pamphlet).
MI~NESQTA.

•

20th, 21st, and 22d Supreme Court R eports .
General Laws, 16th, 17th, and 18th Sessions .
House and Senate Journals, 1874-'75-'76 . .
Executive Do.cuments, 1873-'74-'75 . . . . .
MISSOURI.

3
6
6

60th, 61st, 62d, 63d, and 64th Supreme Court Reports .
Laws, 1877 (3 copies) . . . .
. . . . . . ...
MISSISSIPPI.
51st, 52d, and 53d Supreme Coutt Reports.
Lmvs, 1876-'77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
House and Senate Journal; 1876-'77 . . . . • . ·. ·.
Journal of Senate, sitting as a Court of Impeachment in the trial of Adelbert Ames
et al. . . . . . . . . . . .
Report of State Officers, 1877
Public DocumeJ\tS, 1876 . . .
Auditor's Report, 1876 . . . .
Catalogue of Missi_ssippi State Library., 1877 ..
MONTA,NA.
1st and 2d Supreme Court _Reports

•.....•

.

. ...... .

I

:

3
2

4

J\(EB~A,;,K.A,.
4th aud 5th Supreme ~ourt Reports : .
House Journal, 1875- '77 ..
Senate Journal, 1875-'77.

•

Laws, 1877 . . · • · · · ·
NEVADA, ..
10th and IIth Supreme Court Reports . .
Statutes, 1875-'77 · · · · · ·
Senate Journal, 8th Session. . .
Journal Assembly, 8th Session
Appendix to Journaf Senate and Assembly, 8th Session ..

2
2

. 5.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Vols.

Vols.

54th and 55th Supreme Court Reports .
Laws, 1876 . . . .
. . , , • • •
Senate and House Journals, 1876 . . .
Report of General Assembly, 1875-'76.
School Report, 1876 . . . . . . .
NEW JERSEY.

2
2

2

2

. •.

2

·. •. •.

·z

2

25th and ;z6th New Jersey Equity .
37th and 38th New Jersey Law ..

4

·2 -

2

Laws, 1875-'76 . , · , · · • · ·
Legislative Documents, 1875-'76 .
Senate Journal, 1875-'76. , . . .
Minutes of Assembly, 1875-'76 . .

2
2

2

NORTH CAROLfNA.
73d, 74th, 75th, ' and 76th Supreme Cou:·t Reports . . _.
3
3
6
6

3
2

4

.........

NEW YORK.
59th, 6oth, 61st, 62d, 63d, 64th, and 65th Supreme Court Reports .
5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th Hunn Supreme Court.
Laws, 1876-'77 (2 vols.) . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , .
Library Report, 1875-'76-'77, . . . , · , , · · , · · · · ·
Senate Documents, 1875, '1st, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 7th volumes , .
Senate Documents, 1876, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 7th volumes . . . ,
Appendix to Senate Documedts, 1875, 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 7th, ·9th, 10th, 6th, and
' 8th volumes, . . , . . . . . • ,
Senate nnd Assembly Journals, 1875, .
Senate Journal, I 876 . . . . , .
Senate Documents, 1874, 6th volume .
Appen'dix, 1875, 8th volume •• , .
Regent's Report, 1875, 1876 • . • •
Appendix to Senate Journal, 1876 ••

4

7
6
3
3

5
4

2

4th and 5th· Bellinger Supreme Court Reports . ,

2

25th, 26th, and 27th Supreme Court Reports ..
Laws, 1876-'i7 . , . . , . , , . . •
~xecutive Documents, 1875-1 76 . . • •
Senate and House Journals, 1875-'76.
Agricultural Report, 1874-175 . . , .
Auditoi·'s Report, 1875-'76 . . . , • ,
Catalogue of Library (30th and 31st Annual Reports). ·
Geological Sui-vey-Palreontology . . . .
Railroad anq Telegraph, 1875-'76 . . • .
Report of Common Scbools, 1875-'76 •.
Unbound Office Reports, 1875 , . . . •
Stadstics, 187~-'76 . . . . . • • • • •
Twenty-first Annual Report of Board of Comin1ssioner of Reformed Schools .
Fortieth ArinuaT Report of Iristitution .fpr 'Ediication-of Bliiid •.
First Annual Re'porfof Board of State Charities. ; .• , •••

3

•
OHIO.

2

4

4.
2

2
2

l
2

2

...

I

2

I
I

~I
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Vols,

Annual Report of Ohio Penitentiary . . . . . . . .
Annual Report of the Athens Hospital for the Insane,
Twenty-second Annual Report of the Dayton Hospital for the Insane
Annual Report of Treasurer of State . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .
Twenty-second Annual Report of the Cleveland Hospital for the Insane .
Seventh Annual Report of Ohio Soldiers' and Sailors' Orphans' Home . .
Eighth Annual Report of Girls' Industrial Home. . . . . . . . . . . .
Twentieth Annual Report of Asylum for the Education of Idiotic and Imbecile
Youth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Annual Message of Gov. R. B. Hayes. . .
Annual Report of Comptroller of Treasury
Annual Report of Adjutant General . . .
Thirty-eighth Annual Report of Board of Public Works
Sixth Annual Report of Agriculture and Mechanical College
Third Annual Report of State Mine Inspector . . . . . . .
Fiftieth Annual Report of Ohio Institution for Education of Deaf and Dumb .
First Annual Report of State Fish Commission. . . . . . .
PENNSYLVANIA.
77th, 78th, 79th, 80th, and 81st Supreme Court Reports.
Laws, 1876-'77 . . . . . . . , · ·
House and Senate Journals, 1876-'77.
Executive Documents, 1876--'77 . . . .
Legislative Documents, 1876--'77 • .• .
Annual Report of International Affairs, 1875-'76.
Insm:ance Report, 187 5-'76. , • • .
Insurance Report, Fire and Marine .
Smull's Hand Book (2 copies)
Soldiers' Orphans' Home.
School Report, 1876 , • . • ,
RHODE ISLAND.
Acts, Resolves, and Reports, 1875-'76 .
10 •
Census, 1875 . . . . . . .
Rhode Island Manual . . . . • •
Index to Acts and Resolves . . .
Index to Rhode Island Reports ..
SOUTH CAROLINA.
5th Supreme Court Reports . . . .
Acts, 1875-'76- '77. . . • . . . . • • .
Reports and Resolution, 1875-'76.
Senate and House Journals, 1875-'76--'77

4
a
•

j

2

2

2

4

TENNESSEE.
8~h Heiskell Supreme Court Reports
;\cts, 1877 . • . . . . . . . . •
S!!nate and House Journals, 1877 . .
TEXAS.
41st, 43d, 44th, and 45th Supreme Court Reports ..
Court of Appeals Reports . • • . • •

I

2

4

lN.

5.
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VER YI ONT.
Vols.

Vols,

47th and 48th Supreme Court Reports.

2
1·

Laws, 1876 . . · . , , , · · , · · ·
Senate and House J ournals, 1874-'76.
Legislative Documents, 1874-'76 . .
Governor and Council (vols. 3 'and 4)
Compiled School Laws, 1875 . . . .
Legislative Directory, 1876-'77 .. .
17th and 18th Regi stration Report, 1873-'4
Transactions of State Dairyman's Association, 1875-'76.

2
2
2

2
2

VIRGINIA.
24th, 25th, 26th, and 27th Supreme Cou~t Reports .
Laws, 1874-'5, 1875-'6, 1876-'7, , , . .
Senate and House Journals, 1874-'75 . .
House Journal and Documents (2 copies)
Senate Journal and Documents, 1875 - 1 76
Catalogue of Virginia State Library. . .
Report of Board of Public Works, 1876 .

5
a

4
2
2

2

,4

3
2

WEST VIRGINIA.
7th, 8th, and 9th Supreme Court Reports . . . . .
Acts, 1875, 1877 . . . . . , . · · ·
· · · · · ·

4
2

WISCONSIN.
36th, 37th, 38th, 39th, 40th, and 41st Supreme Court Reports
Laws, 1875-'76 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Senate and Assemhly Journals, 1875-'76 . . . . . . .
Governor's Message and Accompanying Documents ..

6
2

4
4

UN~TED STATES.
Report of Chief of Engineers, 1875-parts 1st and 2d, 1876 (3 vols.) . . . .
Foreign Relations of UnitecfStat~s, 1875- 1 76 . • . . . . . . • , . . , .
Report of Chief of the Board of Statistics, showing Imports and Exports
the
United States . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . , · · · · · •
Washington Astronomical and Meteorological Observations, 1873- 74.
Specifications and Drawings of Patents, 1875-' 76 . . , . . . . . , .
Official Gaze tte, 1875-' 76. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
United States Geological Survey of 40th Parallel, 4th, 5th, and 6th volumes
Mining Industry Atlas . . • . • . . .' . . . . . . , • · · · · · · · • ·
Explorin_g Expedition from Santa Fe to Junction of Grand and Green Rivers, 1859,
Explorations Across the Great Basin of Utah, 1859 . . . . . . . , , , , • • , ·
Report of United States Commissioner at Vienna Exhibition, 1873 .. . . • . . .
Geographical Survey of United States Wesl of Meridian 100-George M. Wheeler,
· 3d and 4th volumes • • . . . . . . . •
Public Libraries of United States . . . . .
History of United States Naval Academy .
Finance Report . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Report of Life-saving Service of United States ..
Report of Commissioner of Education, 1876 . . .
Carroll, Montana to Yellowstone National Park .

of

4

4

5
2

2
21

3

4
2

I
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UNITED STATES--Continued.
Vols:

Smithsonian Institute Report, 1875-'76 . . . . . . . . • . . . . • •
Legislative Report of the Subsistence Department United States Army.
Annual Report of the Commissioner of ,Patents for 1876 . . . .. . . . .
Annual Geological Reports-Haydon, 67th, 69th, 70th, and 7,i.th volumes
Extinct Vertebrata Fauna-Leedy
Synopsis of Arididse-Thomas •.
Cretaceous Vertebrata-Cope ..
Invertebrate Fossils-Meek • . .
Geometrical Moths-Packard .••
Uni ta Mountains and A tins-Powell.
List of Elevations-Garnett . . .
Meteorological Observations, 1876
Flora of Colorado . . .
Black Hills of Dakota .
Bulletin-Haydon . . .
Supplement to Fifth Annual Report. .
Bulletin, 1 to 6 National Museum . . .
Bulletin, 1 to 2 Entomological Commission ..
Report of Red Cloud Investigation . . . . .
Report of Mr. Andrews (U.S. Minister) on Revenue' from Spirits and Civil Service
in Sweden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pauperism and Poor Laws in Norway and.Sweden . .
Cudmore's Constitutional History of United States ..
DAKOTA.
Revised Code, 1877 . • . . . . . .
ARlZONA.
Acts, 1877 . •
Journal, 1877 .
IDAHO.
Laws, 9th Session • . .
WYOMING.
Compiled Laws, 1876 .

..

.

2

4

IO

TAN.

5.

Vols:

JAN.
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LAW BOOKS AND REPORTS PURCHASED UNDER DIREC.
TION OF JUDG~S OF COURT OF APPEALS.

4

ALABAMA.
Vols.

1st Porter Supreme Court Reports . . . . . . . . .
12th, 17th, 19th, 20th, 21st, and 42d Supreme Court Reports
1st Stewart & Porter's Supreme Court Reports . . .
)3icknell's Di~est . . . . . .

6
2

ARKANSAS.
Rose's Digest of Decisions ..
·I

CALIFORNIA.
Parker's Digest of Statutes and Decisions . • . . . .

2

CONNECTICUT.
IO

26th Supreme Court Reports ..
Baldwin's Digest .
GEORGIA.
Bacon's Digest . •

2

IOWA.

ce
Morris' Supreme Court Reports :
nth volume Supreme Court Reports
Withrow & S_tiles' Digest ..

2

KANSAS.
Dassler's Digest . ..
LOUISIANA.
Mennen's Digest

2

INDIANA.
4th Blackford's Supreme Court Reports .
14th volume Supreme Court Reports
Davis' Diges~. . _. . . : . . . . . . .

2

, ILLINOIS. _
41st and 24th Illinois Supreme Cour.t Reports . . .
Wood & Long's Digest • • . . . ·• . · . . . . • .
MARYLAND.
11th GHI.& Johnson's Supreme Court Reports .•
4th, 5th, and 8th Gill's Supreme Court Reports . . •
Ist and 21st Maryland Supreme Court Reports . . •
MASSACHUSETTS.
Jd and 19th Pickering's Supreme Court Reports . •
5th Gray's Supreme Court Reports
. • , • • . .

2

3
2

2

MISSOURI.
Patterson's Digest. .. • .

n. Ii.- 13 ·

2
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Vols.

3

4th, 13th, and 14th Michigan Supreme Court Reports.
Cooley & Chany's Di_gest. . . . • . . . . . . . .
MISSOURI.
5th ·and 45th Missouri Supreme Court Reports . . .

. . .

8

2

..

...

. . . . .

.

MISSISSIPPI.
2

4th and 6th Howard's Supreme Cou1·t Reports . .
40th and 42d Mississippi Supreme Court Reports.

2
2

George's Digest ..
Walker's Reports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
16th New Hampshire Supreme Court Reports . . . .
Morrison's Digest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NEW JERSEY.
1st and 2d volumes Pennington's Supreme Court Reports .
4th Dutcher's Supreme Court Reports .
1st McCartee's Supreme Court Reports . . . . . . . .
Bloomfield's Supreme Court Reports
NORTH CAROLINA.
Battle's Digest . . . .
NEW YORK.
Coleman's and Caine's Cases.
Abb0tt's Decisions .
Lansing, 2d volume . . .
Keyes •. . . . • . . .
Abbott's Practice, 9 to 19
Abbott's Practice, I to 16 (N. S.) .
Barbour's Supreme Court Reports, 13th and 20th volumes.
Wendell, 5th volume . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . .
48th, 49th, 50th, 51st, 52d, and 53d Howard's Practice Reports.
Brightley·s Digest •.•
Wait's Annotated Code • • . •
PENNSYLVANIA.

4
II

16

!)th State Supreme Court Reports
3d Penrose & Watt's Supreme Court Reports .
tst Ashmead . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . .
1st Miles . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . .
tst Pennsylvania Reports, Supreme Court..
5th Rawle's Reports, Supreme Court . . .
5th and 6th Wharton's Reports, Supreme Court
TENNESSEE.
7th Caldwell's Supreme Court Reports ..
2d Heiskell's Supreme Court Reports . .
2d Humphrey's Supreme Court Reports .
,Cooper's Chancery Decisions . • • . • •

/

l
6

•
AN.

5.

]AN,
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TEXAS.
Vols.

Vols.

3
2

8th, 10th, aua 21st Texas Supreme Court Reports
Paschal's Digest. • • • • • . • • • . . . . . •
VERMONT
1st and 2d Tyler's Supreme Court Reports • . • . .
11th Vermont Reports .. . . • •

2
2

2

3
3
2

VIRGINIA.
Henning & Munford, 3d volume . . • . • • •
6th and 15th Gratton's Supreme Court Reports . . •

2

WISCONSIN.
Simmons' Digest . . . . • • . . . . • • • •
3d and 4th Wisconsin Supreme Court Reports •

2

I

UNITED ST A TES.
DIGEST.

6th and 7th Annual Digest-Abbott. •

2

SUPREME COURT REPORTS.

24th Howard . • . •
7th Crauch . . . • •
22d and 23d Wallace
91st, 92d, 93d, and 94th U. S. Reports •.

2

4

CIRCUIT COURT REPORTS.

4
11

16

Dillon, 1st, 2d, and 3d volumes, 8th Circuit .
Woolwoi-th, 1st volume, 8th Circuit
Gallison, 1st volume, Isl Circuit . • • •
Sumner, 2d volume, 1st Circuit . • • . .
Clifford, 1st and 2d volumes, 1st Circuit.
Sawyer, !St and 2d volumes, 9th Circuit .
Peters, 3d Circuit . . . • • • • • • • •

3

2
2

'C

DISTRICT COURT.

Abbott's District and Circuit Court Reports . • . • •
Brown's Admiralty . • • • . • . . . • • . • . . .
ENGLISH REPORTS.
Chancery Division, 1st, 2d, and 3d volumes .
Queen's Bench Division, 1st volume .• , •
Probate Division, 1st volume . . . • •
Court of Common Pleas, 10th volume .
Privy Council Appeals, 6th volume .
Exchequer Division, 1st volume •
Chancery Division, 1st volume .••
Court of Exchequer, 10th volume .•
Court of Queen's Bench, 10th volume .•
Equity Cases, 19th volume . . • • • •
Appeal Cases, 1st volume . . • . . •
Chancery Appeal Cases, ~oth volume
Common Pleas Division, 1st volume.

2

3
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Richardson's Equity, 10th and II th volumes .
Richardson's Equity Cases . . . .
Riley's Equity Cases. . . . . . .
D. Chipman, 1st and 2d volumes .
Brayton . . . .
Chevis' Equity .
Ha1·per's Equity.
Rice's Equity . . .

TEXT-BOOKS.

Angell on Carriers.
Addison on Contracts . . · .
Ang<:!11 on 'Nater-courses _ .
Barbour's Chancery Practice .
Barbour's Parties . . .
Bateman's Constitutional Law
Benedict's Admiralty Practice
Best on Evidence . . . . . .
Bingham on Descents . . . .
Bingham on Executive Contracts .
Bigelow on Estoppel. . . .
Bishop on Married Women.
Blackwell on Tax Titles .
Broome's Legal Maxims . .
Baccaria on Carriers . . . .
Bump on Fraudulent Conveyances
Bump on Bankruptcy .
Bishop's Criminal Law.
Browne on Insanity . .
Buskirk's Jnd. Practice
Bloomfield's Manumission Cases . ~
Copp's Mining Decisions.
Croker on Sheriffs .
Curlis on Patents . . . .
Chitty on Pleading . . .
Cooley's Constitutional Limitations.
Cooley on Taxation .
Cooley's Blackstone . . .
Chitty on· Contracts . • .
DeColyer on Guaranty ..
Dilney on Parties . . . .
Drake on Attachment . .
Daniel on Negotiable Instruments.
Dillon on Municipal Corporations.
Estees on Pleading
Ewell on Infancy .

[JAN, 5-,
Vols.
2
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Vols.

Vols.
2

Ewell on Fixtures . . • . •
East's Pleas of the Crown .
Field on Damages . . . .
Freeman on Co-tenancy .
Freeman on Executions .
Flanders on Fire Insurance.
Greenleaf on Evidence
Hilliard on Injunctions
Huffman on Referees ,
Hill on Trustees. , , .
Hilliard on New Trials.
Hilliard on Tcirts . . .
Hurd on Habeas Corpus.
Hilliard on Mortgages.
High on Receivers , .
Hilliard 0)1 Taxation .
Mitford's Equity Pleading .
Morgan's Law of Literature .
McCrary on Elections . . . .
Minor's Institutes. . . . . ,
Morse on Arbitration and Award .
National Bankrupt Register . . .
National B1rnkrnpt Register Digest .
Opinions, Attorney General , .
Phillips on Mechanics' Liens .•
Pomeroy on Constitutional Law
ProfTatt on Jury :rrial . . , •
Powell on Appellate Practice.
Parsons on Bills and Notes .
Parsons on Con tracts , • .
Parsons on Mercantile Law.
Perry on Trusts. . . . .
Phillips on Evidence . • •
ProfTatt on Corporations.
Pomeroy on Remedies and Remedial Rights ,
Ram's Legal Judgments . . .
Ram's Facts . . . . . . . .

Ray's Medical J urisprndence .
Redfield & Bennett's Leading Cases .
Reeve's Domestic Relations
Roscoe's Criminal Evidence
Redfield on Carriers. • , .
Rorer on Judicial Sales . .
Sansum's Insurance Digest.
Schouler's Perso1ial Properly.
Smith on Contracts · . . .
.
Smyth's Homestead ,

2

3

2

!·

.b.

2

'i

2

2

14
14

2

3
2

.3

I.
J•
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Vols.

Sedgwick on Constitutional and Statutory Law.
Sherman & Redfield on Negligence .
Story on Agency . . . . . .
Story on Bailments . . . . .
Story on Constitutional Law .
Story on Contracts . . . .
Story's Equity Pleading . .
Story's Promissory Notes ..
Sedgwick on Damages . . .
Starkie on Evidence . . . .
Storer & Hurd on Abortion.
Stephens' Digest of Evidence.
Stephens on Pleading
Sugden on Powers ..
Story on Sales . . .
Thompson's Highways ..
Thompson's Provisional Remedies
Tyler on Fences . . .
Tyler on Ejectment . . . . . •
Tyler on Infancy . . • • . . .
Taylor's Landlord and Tenant.
Throop on Verbal Agreements.
Tyler on Fixtures • . . . . . .
Van Santford's Equity Pleadings .
Van Santford's Equity Practice.
Wait's Practice . . . . . . '.
Waterman on Trespass .. . . .
Wigrim & O'Hara on Wills .. .
Willard's Equity Jurisprudence.
·wood on Nuisances . . . . .
Vtashbnrn on Real Property .
W'harton's Criminal Law. . •
Wharton on Homicide. . . .
v'vharton's Precedents of Indictments .
Woolsey's International Law . .
White & Tudor's L eading Cases
• ,¥harton on Agents and Agency
vVharton on Negligence .
Zabriskie's Land Laws .

JOURNALS, REPORTS, &c.
Vols,

4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th bound volumes Chicago Legal News .
1st, 2d, and 3d bound volumes Central Law Journal
American Law Register, 1876, 1877.
American Law Times and R eports
American Reports . . . . .
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BOOKS BOUGHT FOR MICELLANEOUS LIBRARY,
APPROVED BY SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Vols.

Froude's History of England. . .
Blue and Sun-Light-Pleasanton .
Jacob Brown-Stanton-2 copies
. Webster's Unabridged Dictionary . .
Wutteh's Christian Ethics . . . . .
Religion and Reign of Terror . . .
Bryant's History of the United States .
Catalogue of . Masterpieces of American Art at l=entennial, 40 parts.
Pottery and Porcelain-Elliott .
Student's Humt: . . . . . .
Stones of Venice-Ruskin,
Diseases of Modern Life. .
Erskine's Speeches , . . .
Agricultural Report of Kentucky, 1857 .

12

3
4

BOOKS DONATED.
Vols.

Report of Chamber of ·Commerce ..
Statistics of 40th Victoria-Canada .
Journal of the Legisla tive Council .
Dei Pflanzenivelt Norwegens Ein Beitragzur (pamphlet) ..
Natur-und Culterges Chichte Nord Europas (pamphlet) ..
Report of East~rn Kentucky Lunatic Asylum (pamphlet) .
Proceedings of American Pharmaceutical Association (pamphlet)
Biographical Notes Concerning General Richard Montgomery .•
Report of Treasurer, President, and Librarian of Mercantile Library, San Francisco

4

Vols.

(pamphlet} . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , · · · · · · • · ·
Iowa at Centennial (pamphlet} . .
. .....• . .•. ..
Report of Pennsylvania Institution for Instruction of the Blind ••
Annual Report of Board of Education, Cincinnati, 1876 . . . .
Annual Report of Mercantile Library Com,pany of Philadelphia .
An Essay on New South ',,Vales . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . .
An Historical Address Delivered at Groton, Massachusetts-Samuel A. Green, M.
D. (pamphlet) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · , · · · · · · · · · · · ·
21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, and 26th Annual Report of New York State Museum of
Natural History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Report of Mr. Andrews (U. S. Minister) on Revenue from Spirits and Civil Service
in Sweden (pamphlet) . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .
Pauperism and Poor Laws in Norway and Sweden-Andrews .
Speeches of Elijah Ward . . . . . . . . . .
Vertebrate Life in America-March .. . . .
.
.. . . . . .
Byron Vindicated-Donated by the Auth or • . . . .
Proceedings of the Grand Commandery of Knights Ternplar of Ohio, . 1876-'77 .

6

r

2
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Vols.
2

Proceedings of the Grand Chapter R. A Masons of Ohio, 1876-'77.
Archives of Ophthalmology and Otology . . . . . . . . . .
Cudmore's Constitutional fiistory of United States . . . . . . .
McDo'{l.ough & Co.'s Atlas Map of Daviess County, Kentucky . .
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, 20th and 21st volumes _
Centennial Exhibition-Mexican Section ..
Life of Oliver P. Morton, of Indiaha . . .

4

BOOKS FOR WHICH DUPLICATE REPORTS WERE EXCHANGED.
Vols.
2

New Ohio Digest . . . . . . . •
Massachusetts Digest, 3d vo!ume .
Lacy 's Railroad Digest. . . . . .
High on Legal Remedies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Addison on Torts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
High on -Injunctions . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blatch ford's Reports, 12th volume . • . . · . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .
Digest of Minnesota Reports . . . . . . __. . . . . . .
Mathews' on Presumptive Evidence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1st T. B. Monroe . . • . . . . . - -:- : ·;- -: --. . . .· . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

BOOKS AND NEWSPAPERS BOUND.
Vols.
2

American Law Register, 13th and 14th volumes
American Law Times and Reports . .
Scientific American, 1875, 1876
Courier-Journal, 187 5-'6 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Frankfort Yeoman, 1875-'6 . . . . . •
...................
Chicago Legal News, vol. 8 .

2

4
4
2
2

EXPENDITURES.
Law books purchased under direction of Judges of Court of Appeals .
Miscellaneous hooks purclrnsed under direction of Superintendent of Public
Instruction . . . . . . . . . .
Adams Express and freight charges
Binding, lettering, &c. . .
4 tables.
1 globe.
2 stands of shelves.
4 ladders.
I clock.
2 pre.sses.
1 wash stand, howl, and bucket.
14 chairs.
2 sofas.

35
70 95

I 19

125

_12

N,

5.
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Which was received~·and refe1Ted to the Committee ~n the Library.
The Speaker laid before the House the following response of the
Auditor of Public Accounts to a House resolution_of ,inquiry as to
the amount of expentljtures for public printing and binding, viz:

2

EX-

Vols.
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STATE OF KENTUCKY,
'}
OFFICE OF AUDITOR _OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS,
.
FRANKFORT, KY., January 5th, r878 .

HoN. En. vV. TURNER, Speaker o.f t!te House of Representatives:
SrR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the information of
the Senate, a detailed statement of the cost of the public printing and
binding under an act approved March 20th, 1876, to the first day of
January, 1878, as directed by resolution adopted on the 2d inst.
I regret"to be compelled to state that I cannot furnish "a comparative
statement of the cost for the printing done under chapter 90 of the
General Statutes and that done under the act of March 20, 1876," for
the reason that I am not competent to do so, nor have I a man under
me who is. Such a calculation can only be made by a practical printer
or expert.
With great respect,
Your obedient servant,
D . HOWARD SMITH, Auditor.

Vols.
2
2

4

I:

4
2

2

I 19

35

70 95
125 _12

AMOUNT PAID S. I. M. MAJOR, PUBLIC PRINTER- AND BINDER, FROM
20TH MARCH, 1876, TO 1ST JANUARY, 1878.
August 19th, 1876 . .
September 2d, 1876 ..
September 7th, 1876 .
September 9th, 1876 .
September 16th, 1876 ..
September 22d, 1876 . .
September 30th, 1876 ..
October 11th, 1876 . .October 20th, 1876 •.
October 28th, 1876 ..
November 4th, 1876 •
November 9th, 1876 .
November 16th, 1876 . .
November 20th, 1876 .. •
December 2d, 1876 . . .
December 15th, 18 76 ..
January 6th, 1877 . • .
January 20th, 1877 • . .

$828

00

500 00

841 75
500 00
500 00
1,313 70
3,500 00
800 00
700 00
800 00
I

,ooo 00

1,500 00
1,500

. ,.

Amount carried forward . •

00

3,589 33
500 00

642 66
959 83
492 94
$20,463 21

''
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Amount brought forward .
February 10th, 1877
February 24th, 1877
March 3d, 1877 • •
March 24th, I 877 •.
April 7th, 1877 ..
April I 4th, 1877 .
April 28th, 1877 .
May 12th, 1877 .•
May 26th, 18711 ..
June 2d, 1877 .
June 16th, 1877
June 30th, 1877
July 7th, 1877 .
July 21st!.. 1877 ...
August uth, 1877 .
August 22d, 1877 ..
September 1st, 1877
September 8th, 1877 .
September 22d, 1877 .
September 29th, 1$77 ..
October 6th, 1877 . .
October 15th, 1877 .•
October 20th, 1877 •.
October 25th, 1877 ..
November 3d, 1877 ..
November 10th, 1877 ..
November 17th, 1877 ..
November 24th, 1877 ..
December 8th, 1877 .•
'December 15th, 1877 ..
December 28th, 1877 ..
'September 16th, 1876 ..
Octoj)er 23d, 1876 .
January 6th, 1877
April 21st, 1877 .
May 5th, 1877 ..
June 2d, 1877 . .
January 6th, 1877
January 20th, 1877 . .
February 17th, 1877
June 16th, 1877 . .
July 21st, 1877 . . .
August 23d, 1877 . .
·September 27th, 1877 ..
'June 16th, 1877 .
July 21st, 187'7 . • . . .
i\.mount carried forward .• .

[JAN. 5.
$20,468 21
943 57
600 00
6oo 00
801 42
I, 147 15
587 75
341 71
330 64
440 19
372 46
400 75
353 99
450 00
984 38
l, 136 21
506 66
2 74 o8

500 00
500 00
477 18
810 8o
4,000 00
3,500 00 '
2,000 00
2

,CJ?<' 00

2,854 82
3<JO 66
494 60
2,500 00

900 86
16o 00

168 52
137 8o
12

25

·1 ,200

oo

694 20
358 00
I ,597 61
617 70
937 78
474 38
586 91
247 45
760 00
148 66
76 33

---$39,377 47

A
D

D

ti

tt

a
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500 00
000
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00 '
00

854 82
390 66
494 60
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52
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12 25
200 00
694 20
358 00
597 61
617 70
937 78
474 38
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66

76 33
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Amount brought forward .
August 23d, 1877 . •
December 8th, 1877 . • • •
December 8th, 1877 • , .
Total paid Major .•
Attest:

171
$39,377 47

26 66
581 57
4° 33
$60 ,494 24

D. HOWARD SMITH, Auditor.

Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Public Printing.
On motion, C. T. Allen was added to the Committee on the Pe.nitentiary, and W. Scott Gresham to the Cornm'ittee on Immigration
and Labor.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Brooks1. A bill amending section 10, article 35, chapiter 29, of General
Statutes.
On motion of same2. A bill for the benefit of G. W. Barnes, of Bath county.
On motion of Mr. Keller3. A bill to authorize the county judge· of Bourbon to sign certain
orders.
On motion of Mr. Cowan-4. A bill to amend the charter of the Lincoln and Boyle Turnpike
Road Company.
On motion of same5. A bill to amend the charter of the Danville and Perryville
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same6. A bill to amend subsection 5, section 13, of the Criminal Code.
On motion of Mr. Cope7. A bill for the benefit of W. G. Allen, late shel'iff of Breathitt
county.
On motion of Mr. Hazelip8. A bill for the be,nefit of Wm. Dicu,:o, late sheriff of Edmonson
coun_ty.
On motion of Mr. C. T. Allen9. A bill allowing pay to jurors sitting in magisterial and police
courts.
•
On motion of Mr. Miller10. A bill to amend chapter 18, article 5;section 2, .of the ,General Statutes.

i72
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On motion of Mr. Morin-11. A bill to regulate the duties of inspectors, and mode of inspecting oils and fluids, the product of coal, petrnleum, and other bituminous substances.
On motion of Mr. West12. A bill to amend section 1, article 7, chapter 18, of General
Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Dicken13. A bill for the b_e nefit of Ezekiel Cecil, of Clinton county.
On motion of same14. A bill for the benefit of W. B. Perdue, · of Clinton county.
On
15.
On
16.

motion of sameA bill for the benefit of Reub e n Sloan, of Clinton county.
mot.ion of Mr. Rus~ellA bill to declare Cow cre ek, in Estill county, a navigable

stream.
On motion of Mr. Spurr-17. A bill for the benefit of the Bryant's Station and Briar Hill
Turnpike Road Company, and Clintonville and Chileaburg Turnpike
Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Camphell-18. A .bill for the benefit of F. Hicks, of Hickman county.
On moti'on of same-I 9. A bill to authorize the Hickman county court of claims to
levy an ad valorem tax to build a jail in said county.
On motion of Mr. Bennett20. A bill to amend article l:l, chapter 41, of General Statutes.
- On motion of Mr. Marriot.t-21. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect owners
of land in Carroll, Ha1·din, and Gallatin counties from tre:;;pass,"
appro,·ed March 22d, 1871.
On motion of same. 22. A bill to amend chapter IS, article 4, section 2, of the General
Statutes. On motion of same23. A bill ·to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend cha pt.er 60
of Getieral Statutes, title 'Interest and Usury,'" approved March
14, 1866, and to further amend chapter 60 of General'Statutes.
~ On motion of M1·. Bailey-24. A bill for the benefit of John J. Lewi::l, of Harlan county.
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On motion of Mr. Merritt25. A bill to prevent the damming and obstructing .of cree·k'1 in
Henderson county.
On motion of Mr. Wilson-26. A bill forcing railroad companies to pay for property damaged
by the raifroads of this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson27. A bill for the benefit of A. J. Harrison and Samuel Ellis, late
sheriff,, of Lewis county, and their deputies.
On motion of Mr. Lambert28. A bill allowing certain additional exemptions from execution,
distress, or attachment.
On motion of Mr. Oampion-29. A bill to amen<l the charter of the Bricklayers' Union, No. 4,

able

Hill
pike

s to

ners
ass,"

neral

of Louisville .
On motion of Mr. Godshaw30. A !>ill for the benefit of Lsenburg Bros.
On motion of Mr. Fischer31. A hill for the benefit of H. H. Duvall, of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Reed32. A bill to repeal section 11 of an act, entitled "An act to amend
chapter 92, title' Revenue and Taxation,' of the General Statutes,"
approved February 23, 1874.
On motion of same-33. A bill to amen<l sectio·n I, article 29, chapter 29, General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Mannen34. A bill for refunding to Thomas M. Gre13n, of Maysville, taxes
improperly collected of him.!
On motion of Mr. Hillsman35. A bill for the benefit of the citizens of McLean and other
counties bordering on Green and Barren rivers.
On motion of Mr. Meador36. A bill to reduce the rate of intere:3t to 6 per cent. in this Com~
monwealth.
'
·
On
37.
On
38.

motion of Mr. GriflithA bill for the benefit of roads in Trimble county.'
motion of Mr. Clarke,
A biU to repeal an act, entitle.cl "An act for the p1·opagation

'
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and protection of food-fishes in the waters of the State of Kentucky," approved March 20th, 1876.
On motion .of M1·. Owen-39. A bill to authorize the sale of certain turnpike stock in Sc0tt
county.
On motion of Mr. Tartar40. A bill for the benefit of Obediah Durham.
On motion of same41. A bill changing the number of school trustees from one to
three .
On motion of Mr. Allensworth42. A bill for the benefit of W . W. Stin·nitt, sheriff of Todd county.
On motion of same43. A bill to amend section 2, chapter 50, of the General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. C. U. McElroy44. A bill to regulate the compensation of members of the General Assembly.
On motion of Mr. Oatts45. A bill to amend section 5, chapter 28, of the Genen,l Stat~tes.
On motion of same46. A bill to authorize the sale of the old court-house in Monticello.
On motion of Mr. Towery47. A bill to amend chapter 29, article 11, of the General Statutes,
title "Crimes and Punishments."
On motion of Mr. Feland48 . A hill to amend chapter 28, article 23, section 1, of the General Statutes.
On motion of same49. A bill to permit the county court of Christian to levy an additional tax for county purposes.
On motion of same50. A bill to amend section 42, article 1, chapter 94, of the General Statutes, title '' Roads and Passways."
On motion of same51. A bill to amend section 8, article 8, chapter 92, of the General
Statutes.
On motion of same'
52. A bill to repeal article 19, chapter 29, of the General Statutes.
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On motion of same53. A bill to amend section I, article I, chapter 55, of the General
Statutes, title "Inclosures and Certain Trespasses."
On motion of same54. A bill for the benefit of John Q. Thomas, of Christian county.
On.motion of Mr. Buford55. A bill to improve the five dams of the Kentucky river, and
extend the improvements of same to the Three Forks .thereof.
On motion of same56. A bill to improve Tradewater river by locks and dams.
On motion of same57. A bill to improve the Big Sandy rivet· by locks and dams.
Ordered, That the Committee on General Statutes prepare and
bring in the 1st, 9th, 20th, 23d, 28th, 32d, 33d, 47th, 4~th, 45th, 50th,
44th, 52d, and 53d; the Comm!ttee on County Co~rts the 3d, 17th, 18th,
40th, and 46th; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the
27th, 31st, 24th, 7th, 8th, 11th, I 6th, 34th, 35th, and 361 h; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 4th, 25th, 37th, 39th, 51st, 54th, 55th,
56th, and 57th; the Committee on Corporate Inst_itutions the 2d and
29th; the Committee on Educ~tion the 10th, 12th, 22d, and 41st; the
Committee on Revenue and Taxation the 42d, 49th, 50th, and 53d; the
Committee on Codes of Practice the 6th ; the Committee on Pisciculture the 38th; the Committee on Railroads the 26th; the Committee
on Military Affairs the 30th; the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 21st and 43d, and the Committee on Claims the 13th,
14th, 15th, and 19th . .
And then the House adjourned.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 7, 1878.
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I
,I

The House was opened with prayer by Rev. Father Young, of the
Catholic Church.
The following memorial and petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Goodnight!. A memorial from the officers of the Simpson county court, for
the benefit of J. W Hendricks.
By Mr. Morin-,
2. A petition from R. H. Stanto'n, asking the purchase of his new
digest of the decisions of the Court ~f Appeals.
By Mr. Mason3. The petition of sundry citizens of the town of Bryantsville,
asking an &mendment to the charter of said town.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and refenedthe 1st to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 2d to
the Committee on the Judiciary, and the 3cl to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions .
A mes;age was receiv~d -from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint resolution, ~ntitled
Resolution raising a joint committee in relation to re-districting
the judicial districts of the Comt'Iloil\vealth .
Which was twide read and adopted.
And that they hacl passed bills of _the following titles, viz : .
1. An act to. repeal section 1 of an · 'a ct 'to ~inend th~ charter bf the
city of Covington, approved February 6, 1874·, and provide for re-assessing the property in said city.
2. An act to define certain property exempted from the payment
of debts.
,:
3. An act regulating the funding of the county debt of Bracken.
4. An act for the benefit of the assessor of Harrison county.
5. An act to incorporate D~ysville Lodge, No. 587, Frne and Accepted Masons.
6: , An act_to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Rochester, in Butler county, and acts amendatory thereof."
7. An act to prevent the sale of spirituous, vi nous, and malt
liquors within three miles of Daysville Academy, Daysville, Todd
county.
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8. An act to prohibit the sale of ardent, spirituous, vinoL1s, or malt
liquors, in le:::; quantities than ten gallons, in magistrates' district No.

3, in Robertson county.
9. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and
small birds and to punish trespass."
Which hills were sever11lly read the first time and ordered to· he
of the

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as . to the
second rea<ling of ~aid hills being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said bills be referred--the 1st, 5th, and 6th to the
Committee on· Corporate Institutions; the 2d to the Committee on
the Judici111·y; the 3d to the Committee on County Courts; the 4th
and !Jth to the Commit.tee on Propositions and Grievances, Rnd the
7th and 8th to the Committee on Moral and l{eligious Institutions.
A message wa,, recei,·ed from the Senate, announcing that they

rt, for

s new

had passed a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the Bank of J. Amsden & Co., at Versailles.
"Which was read the fir.st time and ordered to be read a second

tsville,
rred2d to
tee on

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being di:;:pensed with,
Ordered, That :laid hill be referred to the Committee on Banks.
The Speaker laid before the House the following response of the
Public Printer to a resolution, asking for a statement of the expenses

t they
icting

of' the Public Printing, viz -:

HoN. E. W.

TURNER,

Speaker of House of Representatives:

SIR: The subjoined official communication was placed in my hands

of the
re-as·

on the 3d inst., to-wit:

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

}

KENTUCKY LEGISLATURE,
FRANKFORT, KY. , Jan. 1st, 1878 . .

yment
ken.

HoN. S. I. M. MAJOR, Publz'c Printer for State of Kentucky, Frankfort,
Kentucky:

, d Ac·

SIR: The House of Representatives, whilst in session to-day,
adopted a resolution, of wh_ich the following is a copy:

fl

LtC the
l·eof."
I malt
Todd

DEAR

Res~lved, That the Auditor and Public Printer be requested to furnish this House, at
the earliest moment, a stalement showing Lhe amount p!!,id by this State for Public PrintH.

R.-1 4
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ing and Binding since the passage of an act by the last Legislature providing for a Public
Printer, and what may now be due.

Very respectfu 11 y,
Your obedient servant,
THOMAS G. POORE,
Clerk House of Reprcsentatzves.

In response, I have the honor to submit, so far as the resolution
applies to me, the following statement:
My term of office as Public Printer, under the act approved March
20th, 1876, commenced on the first Monday in August of that year, and
extends only to the first of August, 1878. My books show !hat I ha've
r-eceived from the State the sum of $6o,494 24, for all the "Public Printing, including stereotyping. lithographing, and engraving, and all the
Public Binding" for the Commonwealth proper, as well as for all the
Departments of the State Government, authorized by law to get such
work from the Public Printer, under the act aforesaid, until the first of
January of the present year (a period of seventeen months), as also appears in the detailed statement of the Auditor, made to the Legislature
on the 5th inst., and ordered to be printed. That statement corresponds
with the accounts kept by me, and there is nothing at present on my
books to be added, except as follows:
Cash drawn since the Auditor's statement was handed to the Legislature,
on account of Public Binding . . . . . .
.
Bala~e due for Bin ding, as appears on my books to elate ..
Balance due for Printing, as appears on my books to date .

$437 10
43 1 75
2,079 96
$2,948 81

Total . . .

---

Of course there is some other work now in progress of execution
under the orders of the present Legislature, and required by law, for
which I cannot, in accordance with the law, render an account until the
same is finished and measured. But when I state the balance due me
on my books as less than $3 ,000, and, in the same connectioo, state that
the expenses of my office during a session of the Legislature range from
'1/,700 to $1,000 per week, it will be readily understood that the business
exigencies of an establishment of the magnitude required to . do the
Public Printing and Binding of the State of Kentucky compel me to
draw pretty close up to the per centage fdr unfinished work which the
law allows, as well as for all sums that may be due me for work executed.
As the Auditor has already furnished a detailed statement of Public
Printihg and Binding under the act of March 20th, 1876, to the rst Jan·
uary, 1878, which has been printed by order of the Senate, it only re·

-
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mains for me to furnish a classified statement of same, as appears on my
books, a Ad which is as follows:
PUBLIC PRINTING.
Sums drawi, for printing done for the Commonwealth prope,-, 11p to J anuary 1, 1878 . . . . . , ,
. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
Sums drawn for printing done, by authority of law, f-01· the several Departments of the State to date.

·10n

Totai

fox

rn,7r7 96

printin.g . •

PUBLIC BINDING.

rch
nd
a've
intthe
the
uch
t of
apure
nds

my

7

JO

I

75

9 96
8 81

tion
, for
the
~ me
that
from
ness
the
e to

the
uted.
ublic
, Jan·
y re-

:Sums cl ra-vn for binding do11e for the Commomvealtlt
proper, up to J amiary 1, 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sums drawn for binding done, by a11tlrn1·ity of Ia,v, for the
,several Departments to same dare . . . . . . . .

$6,18 1 03
3,013 83
9,194 86

Total drawn for JHin.ting aitd binding, u nder the act
of March 20th, 1876, u_p to January 1, 1878 . . .

.$6o,494 24

- - -- -

Having given tl,e specific information called for by the resolution of
your honorable body, I beg leave to say, that, in any comparison of the
cost of printing a.it'ld binding und er the present law with that under the
contract system, it must be borne in mind that the amount received by
me embraces the cost of everything pertaining to the Public Printing,
including stereotyping, lithographing, and engraving, and the Public
Binding, whilst, for the two precedin g years 1 the contract of James A.
Hodges only included the printing and binding specified in his contract
or ordered by the Legislature. For all the work of the Departments,
and other printing and binding, blank books, lithographing, stereotyping, engraving, &c., including blanks of all kinds, there were various
contracts with other parties, whose names, or the amounts received by
them, I have no means of ascertaining; but I have reason to believe
the aggregate cost was large, and should be included in any comparative
statement of the two systems.
In conclusion, I desire to add, that upon all matters pertaining to my
duty as Public Printer I invite the fullest inquiry and investigation. To
this end I extend to the Legislative Committees having charge of the
subject, and to every member of the General Assembly, a cordial invitation, _not only to v.i sit my office and inspect the same, but also to examine my books, which are at all times open t o any one of them desiring
.mformation connected with my official business.
'
,
Very respectfully,
S. I. M . MAJOR, Publz'c Printer.
JANUARY 7, 1878.
Which was · receiv ed, the reading dispen se d with, and ,referred to
the C.ommittee on Public Printing.
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On motion, Mr. Bnie was added to the Committee on Education
Messrs. Scott and Oatts to the Commit.tee on Internal lmpro,·ement,
Mr. Godshaw to the Committee on Railroads, Mr. Reed to the Committee on the Judiciary, and Mr. Clarke to the C11mmittee on Claims.
Mr. Hamilton read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:

.I\

0

•

It satisfactorily appears that, in round numbers, the annual tobacco crop in the Uniterl States is about 560,000,000 pounds,
of which the State of Kentucky produces about 156,000,000 pounds,
or twenty-eight per cent. of the entire crop-that is, between one
fourth and one third of the whole production, and. therefore, between
one fourth and one third of the entire tax collected on tobacco comes
from product of Kentucky soil; and whereas, it appeat·s that the revenue tax for the year 1877 amounted to the sum of $11,106,546; and
whereas, it seems strange that the farmers of the United States
should suffer a government, which they in part control, to so despotically tax them and their labor in ordet· to raise millions of dollars
every year from their hard-earned labor, to be bestowed upon high,;alaried officers, standing armies, useless navies, pet national banks,
and bondholders; now, thei·efore, be it
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kent11ck,y,
That our Senators in Congress be instructed, and our Representa·
tives requested, to use all the means within their power to have the tax
on tobacco reduced at lea:.-1t fifty per cent; and that Hi-, Excellency,
the Governor of thiR Commonv.:ealth, cause to be transmitted to each
of said Senators a·n<l Representative,, copies of this preamble and
re::;olution.
Mr. C. T. Allen offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Committee on Printing be, and is hereby, directed
to inquire into the cost of supplying the State with the Reports of the
Decisions of the Court of Appeals, and report by bill or otherwise.

8

WHEREAS,

Which was adopted.
Bill::l were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare anrl bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on Corporate lnstitutionsA bill to amend section 4 of an act to authorize the city of Covington to erect a free bridge over the Ohio river.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of Arlington, in Ballard county.
By same-A bill to amend an act in relation to the town of Danville.
By same-A bill for the benefit of the trustees of the town of Danville.
By' sameA bill to incorporate Bell College.

0
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By Mr. W. J. McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and

tion
ent,

Manufactul'es-A bill to am e nd an act, e ntitled ' · An act to le vy and coll ec t a tax

p_om-

on dogs in certain counti es ."

1ms.

reso-

By same-A bill entitle d" An ad to amend and r e peal certain section s of the

e anunds,
unds,
one
ween
,omes
~ revj; and
States
~spotbllars
highanks,

stock law of Boon e county."
By Mr. Merritt, from th e ComrnittAe on County CourtsA bill regulating th e civil jurisdiction of the police and city courts
of Owensboro.
By 8ame-A bill to authorize th e s al e of the old court-house and ground s in
Wayne county.
By same-A bill to authoriz e t.he co unt.y judge of Bourbon county to sign

t1ick,y,

certain ord ers.
By same-A bill to authorize th e county court of Li v ings ton county to levy

entae tax
fency,
each

an additional tax.
By same-A bill to change th e tim e of holding the court of claim s of Mar

I

shall county.
Which bills were sev e rally read the fi.rst time and ordered to be

V

[ aod

(

read a second time.
Th e rule of the Hou se and the con stitutional provision a s to the
second reading of said bills being dispen sed with,
Ordt red, That i,aic.l bill s b e e ngro ssed and re ad a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill;; being dis pensed with, and the same being

, ected
of the
ise.
1·ected

f Cov-

r

~

engrnssed,
R esolved, That said ·bill s <lo pass, and that the titles thereof be as
afore~aid.
Mr. Clarke, from the Committe e on Corporate In stitutions , who
were directed to pre pa!'e and bring in the same , reported a bill, entitled
A bill ro repeal an act approved 20th March, 1876, entitled "An
act to amend Election 9ti of an act, entitled 'An act to establish a new
charter for the city of Loui s ville,'" approved March the 3d, 1870.
Which was read the firs t time and ordered to be read a s('lcond
time.
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The rule of thfl · House and the constitutional prov1ston as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
.lVfr. Godshaw moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Cooke moved to commit said bill to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
And the question being takPn on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Welch, from the Committee 011 Charitable institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti·
tled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Strangers' Rest Lodge, No. 13, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Hender;;on."
·w hich was read the fir:;:t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of' the House and the constitutional prnv1s10n as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Welch moved to commit said bill to the Committee on Corpo·
rate Institutions.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. W. J. McF.lroy, from the Committee on Agricu lture and Manufactures, who were directed to prepare and bring in -the same, re·
ported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax upon dogs, and to protect the rights of the
owners thereof in certain counties."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
'
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of eaid bill being dispensed with,
On motion of Mr. Scott, the originator of said bill, the same was
rejected.
And then the House adjourned.
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to the
tee on
TUESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1878.
ion, it
A message was received from the Senate, announcing t.hat they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitlt:d

on the

An act for the hi>nefit of school district No. 24, of Ki>nton county.
And that they had passed hills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to incorporate the Boyd County Fair AssocicJ.tion.
2. An act to amend an· act, Pntitled "An act to incorpornte the
Fulton County Agri,cultural Society."
~- An act to incorporate Todd Lodge, No. 262, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, Daysville, Todd county.

tion, it
s, who
, entiStran, Hen-

4. An act to amend the charter of the Fall., City Tohacco Bank,
of Louisville .

• econd
to the
orpo-

.,,,
ion, it
Man-

I':::!

of the
econd
o the
e was

5. An act to prohihit the master commis::iioners of the ·various courts
of this Commonwealth from acting a::1 such commissioners in all cai,es
in which they are or shall become interested as attorneys.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
re11d a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second rea<ling of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That ,iaid bills be referred--the 1st and 2d to the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures; the 3d to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions; the 4th to the Committee on Banks, and the
5th to the Committee on Circuit Courts.
The Speaker appointed Mr. W. 0. Owens, Chairman, and Messrs.
A. T. Craycroft, G. H. Towery, T. J. Oatts, Henry 0i:impbell, James
O'Bannon, and Abner Eversole, the Standing Committee on Revenue and Taxation.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had refused to concur in the House substitute to a joint resolution,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
llesolution in regard to paying the officers and attaches of this
General Assembly.
Bills were reported hy the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the ~ame, of the following titles, viz:
By M1·. Snyde;·, from the Committee on Corporate Institution;;.
A hill to amend the cha1·ter of Fairview.
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By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propo::iitions and GrievancesA bill to repeal an act to prohibit !Stock from running at large on
turnpike roads in Garrard and other named counties, so far as the

Re

same relates to Garrard county.
By ::>allle-A bill to repeal an act approved March 15, 1876, entitled" An act
o provide for the le\·y and collection of a tax on dog::>, and protect the
owners thereof, in FRyette and other named counties."
By same-A bill to change the boundary line between the counties of Casey

pr

fo1

te
se

and Boyle.
,
By irnme-A bill for the benefit of J. W. Hendricks, of Simpson county.
By sameA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of John L.
Graves," approved January 29, 1840.
By Mr. Craycroft, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of George T. Price, sheriff of Logan county.
By i;:ameA bill for the benefit of Fatha Hicks, of Hickman couilty.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Ezekiel Cecil.
By sameA bill. for the benefit of Buckner Wilhoyte, a pauper idiot.
Hy Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious lnstitutiory_sA bill for the benefit of the Sisters of Notre Dame, at Paris.
. By Mr. W. J. McElroy, from th_e Committee on Agriculture and
ManufacturesA bill to regulate the width of the State road leading from Lees·
burg, in Harrison county, to Williamstown, in Grant county .
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to legalize certain acts and orders of the Boyle count)'
court.
By sameA bill to empower the Boyle county court to convey a one half
interest in her county work-house to the town· of Danville
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By sameA bill to authorize the Bryant's Station and Briar Hill Turnpike
Road Company to co lle ct certain to lls.

rge on
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By same-A hill to authorize the county cour t of Hickman county to appro priate money to build a jail in si-i,d county, and to levy a tax there-

n act
the

for.
Which bill s were :-:e\•erally reftd the first time and ordel'ed to he

bet

tead a second ti me.
The rule of tlte Hou,:e and the constitutio'nal provunon as to the
Casey

y.

second reading of said bills being d_ispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be en grossed and read a third time.
'.fhe rnle ol the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third readin g of sai d bills being dispensed with, and the same being

obn L,

engrossed,
Resolved, That said hills do pass, and that the titles thereof he as

ounty,

afo resaid.
'
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the fo llowing
titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Gl'iev\,

(
s !nsti-

s.
ure and

m Lees-

e count)'

ancesAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and protect the rights of the owners
thereof in Fayett e and other named counties ."

By sameAn act for the benefit of Frank Fraize, late sheriff and late county
court cled, of Breckinridge county.
By Mr . Buford, from 'the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend a n act, entitled "An act to incorporat·e the Ford's
Mill and Kentucky River Turnpike Road Company."
By Mr. Reed, 1rom the ·Committee on County CourtsAn act to empower the Trigg county court to levy an ad valorem
tax.
Said bills were read the second time and ordered to be read a
third time.

one half

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said hills being dispensed with,
H . R. - }5
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Josiah Hunt.er,
Grnnville V . Rouse,
J. M. Bigger,
Thomas Sanders,
Lewi:; Jones,
Gahriel Blevin~,
Jos. M,. Ka::'b,
T. W. Scott,
Caleb R. Brook,.,
Green R. Keller,
Augusti11e Shelburne,
A. Buford,
J.
Q.
Lackey,
G. R. ~11yder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambe1·t,
Ralph L. Spalding,
8llmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis.
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
Thoma;: H. ·.Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
l\L H. Marriott,
J. T. Tartar,
Hemy Campbell,
D,:n-id Mat·tin,
H:rncnck Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
.lames Barbour Ma,;on,John A. Thoma",
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
Lyttleton nooke,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
John ChHs. Thompson,
John Cowan,
James F. Mean~ ,
John D. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towet·y,
Thoma~ H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
W. A. Webbe1·,
W. J Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
Wi lli am Neal,
Isaac T. \Ye,-t,
Pe1er G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
L--1. P. \Vhitaker,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatt,;,,
LaFayetle Wilson-89.
1),,nnis Gleason,
Jame>; O'Bannon,
Chade::: Godsbaw,
Those who voted in tbe negath·e, were-

\'

Alex T. Craycroft,
D. A . Glenn,
E. II. Morin,
John Feland,
'l'. M. Hill,
Wm. l\.f Reed-ti.
~!'l id bill having been engrossed, was read a third '. time as follows,
vi,::

~

1. Be it enncted b_y th e G encrril Asgembly of' the Commonwealth of' Ken·
tuckJJ, Tbat ,;nhsec\ion 4 of section l of article 7, chapter 28, of the

General citl'ltutes, be amended, so as to read as lo ll o\VS: "The period
of tsei·,·ice rnu::;t. be certified by the clerk t.o the Auditor of Public Ac·
counts, who shall ascertain the amount and d,·aw his wanant on
the Treawry therefor, and the same ::,hall be deducted from the
judge's salary, unles,; th e judge f'hall append to the certificate of
the clerk,· or forwal'(l to the Auditor, within thirt,y days after the
adjournment of bi ,, court, hi s certi.ficate that bi s failure to hold court
was occasioned by sickn ess unavoidable accident, inability to prop·
erly preside on account of intere8t, relationship, or that be was dis·
qualified from presiding by reason of the defendant in a criminal
case making the affidavit authori7,ed by section !} of article 4 of
chapter 12 of the General :::itatutes.
~ ~- All acts and parts 0f acts in conflict with this act are hereby
repealed.
§ 3 This act shall be in effect from and after its pFts:iage.
Resolved, That said hill do pass, 1111d that the. title the.reof be as
afore,,aid.
l\fr . Snyder moved to rec~rnsider the vote by which said bill was
passe d.
Mr. Robertson moved to lay sai d motion on the table.
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And the que;,tion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

e,

was decided in the affi1·mative.
i\lr. Reed, from the Committee on County Court:;, who were directed

rne,

to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, e ntitled
A bill for the benefit of John Wallace, late clerk of the Boone

er
o,

circuit court.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the

n,

second rPading of said bill being dispen,Pcl with,

pson,
pson,
on,

On motion of l\fr. Ma1·riott,
Ord,red, That said bill be refe rred to the Committee on Pl'Oposit.ions and Grievances, with directions to bring in a general bill.
Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Bank of J. Amsden & Co., of Ver-

n-89.

sailles,
Reported th e same wi1h amendments.
~ai<l bill, as a111ended\ was read the second tinrn.
On mot.ion of Mr. Pope,
Ordered, That said bill and amendments h e rncommitted to the --

ti.

ollows,

[~

of the
period
lie Ac·
ant on
m the
cate of
ter the
d court
o prop·
·as dis·
rirninal
le 4 of
hereby

of be as
bill was

I,

;

Committee on Banks.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County Court:;:, to whom was
reforred a bill from the Senate, entit led
An act to enable the county court of Bracken to issue bonds for
turnpike purposes, and to provide for their payment,
Rf'ported the san,e without amendment.
Said bill w;-1s read the second time.
l\Ir. _Ow»ley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
thf-J committee had examined an e nrolled bill and :;a ndry resolutions,
which originated i11 the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to pl'Otect sheep and dogs
in Ballard and other counties," approved March 6th, 187(i;
Re~olution in relation to the e lection of State Librarian;
Re,olution in rnlation to printing the Governor'::1 message;
Resolution directing tile firing of national salutes on the 8th day
of January and 22d day of February, 1878;
And had found the same truly enl'Olled.
Whereupou the Speaker affixed his .:ignature thernto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley infurm the Senate thereof.
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The hour of 12, M., having arrived, a message was received from
the Senate, by Mr. Cleveland, from a special committee, announcing
that the Senate had adopted a resolution to proceed to the election
of United States Senator.
Mr. Clarke moved that the House now proceed to ballot for United
States Senator.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Bigger, a committee was appointed, cons1st111g
of Messrs. J. M. Bigger, Ralph L. Spalding, and 0. U. McElroy, to
inform the Senate that the House was now ready to proceed to the
election of a United State::i ::Senator.
Who, having retired, in a short· time returned, and 1•eported that
they had performed that dnty.
The House then proceeded to the election of a Senator to the
Congress of the United States to succeed the Hon. Thomas 0. McCreery, whose term of service expires on the 4th day of March,
1879.

Mr. Clarke nominated Hon. Jas. 8. McCreary, of Madison county,
as a suitable person to fl 11 said office.
Mr. Gresham nominated for the ::a.me office Hun. John S. Will iams,
of Montgomery county.
Mr. Owens nominated for the same office Hon. William Lindsay,
of Hickman county .
Mr. Eversole nominated for the sa111e office Hon. Robert Boyd, of
Laurel county .
After interchanging me,;sages, by which each House was informed
that the same persons were in nomination before them, this House
then, a majority of all the members elected thereto being present, in
pursuance of an act of Congress of the United States, ent.itl'ed "An
act to regulate th e times and manner of holding elections for Sena·
tors ·in Congress," approved July 25th, 18ti6, and the law of the ::,tale
of Kentucky on that subject, pro ceeded to name and se lect a person
to serve as Senator from the State of Kentucky in the Congress of
the l ' nitetl States, in room of Hon. Thomas 0. McCreery, whose term
of office will expire on the 4th day of lVIal'Ch, 1879 .
Aud, on a call of the roll , th e members present_ vote<l thus:
Those who voted fo1· Mr. McCreary, wereMr. Speaker (Turn e r), Wil liam Points,
Geo. H. B. Thomp,on,
Edmund Burr,
T . W. Scott,
John Chas. Thompson,
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August in e Shelburne, G. H. Towery,
Pat. Campion,
Hancock Taylor,
John C. Welch,
A. R. Clarke,
Clinton K Tharp,
LaFayette Wilson--16.
Dennis Gleason,
Charles Godshaw,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereClement R. Ambrose, Jos. M. Kash,
W . W. Orr,
Green R. Kel ler,
J. S. Owsley,
Gabriel Blevins,
.J. Q Lackey,
James Perkins,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T . .J. Lewi~,
Joseph L. Pope,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
G. W. Prichard,
Thomas ll. Ditto,
James Barbou r iVIa,;3on, Ferdinand Rigney,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. J. lVIcE lrny ,
C. W. Rus,.ell,
Leven E. Green,
J.M. Neal ,
Thomas Sanders,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Neal,
G. H.. Snyder,
J. W. Griffith,
Otho Nunn;
. John D. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
T . J. Oatts,
W . A . Webber,
Josiah Hunter,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker--36.
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Adair,
A lex. T. Craycrnft,
James F. Means.
C. T. Allen,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt,
James P. Allen,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Robert F. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
J. lVI. Bigger,
T . .!VI. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed;
A. Buford ,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson ,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
M. H. Mar1!iott,
Richard A. Spurr,
Clarence U . McElroy, John A. Thomas-34.
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,

J. F. Bennett,
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Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereW. L . Hazelip,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
Lewis Jones,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. W est--13.
John Feland,

J. K. Bailey,

No one in nomination having rec eived a majority of all the votes
cast, the Speaker declared that no election was had, and ordered
that fact to be entered on the Journal, which was done.
And then the Houae adjourned.
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The following petition,; \Yere presented, viz:
By Mr. Ru,;,.-ell-1. The petition of sundry citizens of Estil l cou1:1ty, praying for the
passage of' an act decla ri ng Cow creek R naYigable strt>am.

By Mr . Brnoks-2. The petition of ;iundry citizens of Morgan criunty, askin_g the
pas~age of an act authori'l.ing J . E . Cooper, of Mo rg,-in county, to
build a mi ll-d am acro~s. Licking riHr at or near West Libe1·ty, in

u

Morgan county.
Which were received. the reading di,;,pern,ed with. and referredthe 1st to the Comm ittee on Propositions and Grievance;;, and the 2d
tot.he Committee on lnternal lmprnvement.
A message wa,-; received from tbe Semite, announcing that they
had passed bills, ·which originated in the House of Representative~,
of the follo,ving tit lt>s, viz :
An act to Ru th orize G. G. Ou ry, presiding judge of the Calloway
county court, to sign all orders of said court between Decembe r 1st,
1670, up to this date .
An act g iving fortl1er time unt il the 1st Monday in May, 1878, for
the sheriff of Ada ir co unt y to execute his revenue bond.
W ith an amen dm ent to the l a~t. named hill.
A me~s.-,.ge was a lso rec.e ived from the Senate, announc ing that
they had pa::1sed hill,, uf th e following title,i, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of Wil li am M . Campbell, sheriff of Trigg

s

r
I

county.
2. A n act to amend an act to incorpo rate the Broadway Methodist
Episcopal Church , South, in the city of Louisville .
3. An act. for the ben efit of J. K. Bailey, of Hardin county.
4. An act to incorporate th e town of Chester, in Mason county.
Which bills were se verally read the first time and ordered to be
rell d a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of saicl bills being dispe nse d with,
Ordered, That said bills be refened--the 1st and 3<l to the Commit·
tee on Claims, and the 2d and 4th t c) the Committee on Corporate
Institutions.
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Leave was given to bring in the following hills, viz:
On motion of Mr. W. J. McElroy1. A bill to amend section 3, article 3, chapter 29, General Statutes, title" Crimes ancl. Punishments."
On motion of same2. A bill to charter Gflinesville Academy , Allen county.
On motion of Mr William Neal3. A bill to incorporate the town of Camden ville, Anderson county.
On motion of Mr. Edrington•4. A bill to amend chapte r 6~, article 3, section I, General Statutes, titl~ "Juries, Grand and Petit."
0n motion of same5. A bill to · amend chapte r 62, a,rticle I, section 2, and article 2,
sect~on I, General Statutes, title" Juries, Grand and Petit."
On motion of Mr. Brooks6. A bill to amend the charter of the Owingsville and Mclntire's
Ferry Turnpike Road, Bath county.
On motion of Mr. Lackey7. A bill for the benefit of G. Lackey, committee of John Jorden,
a pauper idiot, Lawrence county.
On motion of sames. A bill to amend an act regulating the manner in 1which claims
against the county of Boyd shall -be presented to the county court of
Boyd county.
On motion of Mr. Shelburne9. A bill to amend chapter 18, General Statutes.
On motion of same10. A bill exempting school children from the payment of tolls.
On motion of Mr. C. T . Allen11. A bill to amend section 2, article 2., General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Morin-12. A bill to incorporate the Saint Joseph's Orphan Asylum, of
Campbell county.
On motion of Mr. Prichard-13 . A bill for the benefit of A. B. Duvall, of Carter county.
On motion of same-

r the

mit-

9.]

,

14'. A bill .for the benefit of common schools of Elliott county.
On motion of same--

15, A bill for the benefit of Elizabeth Collins, of Elliott coµnty.
H. R.-16
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On motion of same16. A bill for the benefit of C. M. Hawood, of Elliott county.
On motion of Mr. Snyder-17. A bill relatiYe to recording settlements in the county courts.
On motion of Mr. Dicken-18. A bill for the benefit of Jerusha Mitchell, Clinton county.
On motion of Mr. Craycroft19. A bill to regul ate the jurisdiction and prnceedings in the
Daviess circuit court.
On motion of same-20. A bill repealing sections 6 and 7 of article 2, chapter _52, General Statutes.
On mot.ion of Mr. Russell-:Jl. · A bill for the benefit of school district No. 4, Lee county.
On motion of same22. A bill to incorporate the Beattyville and Mill er's Creek Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same23.· A bill for the benefit of Wm. Thomas, sheriff of Lee county.
On motion of Mr. J.P. Allen24. A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Fleming county.
On
25.
On
26.

motion of sameA bill to reduce State revenue an<l tax es.
motion of sameA bill to amend chapter 60, General Statutes, title " Interest

and Usury."
On motion of Mr. Scott-27. A bill to amend the charter of the Frankfort and Flat Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Points-28. A bill to change the county line between the counties of Grant lit
anrl Pendleton.
On motion of same29. A bill to amend the charter of Williamstown.
On motion of same30. A bill to authorize the constable of the Williamstown magis·
terial district, in Grant county, to appoint a deputy.
On motion of Mr. Bennett- ·
31. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of the quartflrlY court of
.Hancock county.
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On motion of same-32. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of the courts of the justices
of the peace of Hancock county.
On motion of lVIr. lVIarriott-33. A bill to amend section 766, Ci vii Code of Practice.
I
l
On motion of same34. A bill to amend article 12, chapter 28, of General Statutes.
On motion of same35 . A bill to incorporate the Harrison County Mutual Insurance
Company.
On motion of same36. A bill f~r the benefit of J arnes N. Frazer, late she riff of Harrison county .
On motion of same37 . A bill for the benefit of R . W. Robertson's administrator.
On motion of Mr. lVIerritt38. A bill to amend the charter of Henderson .
On motion of same39. A bill authorizing the replevying of attachment for rent or
debt.
On motion of same40. A bill to authorize the city of Henderson to issue bonds and
fond her present indebtedness.
On motion of lVIr. O'Bannon-41. A bill to fix the jurisdiction of quarterly courts .
On motion of same-42. A bill to cha.rter the town of Sweet Home, Henry count.y.
On motion of .Mr. Taylor43. A bill for the benefit of W. P. Smith and Henry Moss, of Jefferson county.
On motion of _Mr. Cooke-44. A bill to incorporate the Citizens' Bank of Louisville.
On motion of same45 . A bill to consolidate and amend the charter of the Southern
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw46. A bill to incorporate the "American Legal Aid Society ."
On motion of same-47. A bill to incorporate the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky.
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On motion of Mr. Hamilton-48. A bill to protect sheep in Kenton county.
On mo'.ion of same-49. A bill to prevent stock from running at large in Kenton
county.
On motion of Mr. Glenn-50. A; bill for the benefit of J. F. Lowe, sheriff of Kenton county.
On motion of same51. A bill for t.ne benefit of J. F. Lowe, sheriff of Kenton county.
On motion of Mr. Whitaker-52. A bill to amend article 2, chapter 44, General Statutes.
On motion of same-53. A bill to amend title 6 of the Civil Code.
On motion of Mr. Perkins-54. A bill to define the duties of justices of the peace in cases of
misdemeanors in the counties of Whitley a!'ld Knox.
On motion of same-55. A bill to punish Sabbath-breaking in Knox and Whitley coun·
ties.
On motion of M1·. Robertson56. A bill to reduce the number of jurnrs be-low tweh-e in thP. trial
of civil and misdemeanor cases.
On motion of Mr. Eversole57. A bill to change the county line between Laurel and Jackson
counties .
On motion of same58. A bill to sell the toll-gate on Wilderness Tu.r npike, kept on Big
Hill, Rockcastle county.
On motion of Mr . Hensley-59. A bill to amend section 20, article I, chapter 94, General Stat·
utes, title" Roads and Passways," so far -as same refers to Martin
and Pike counties.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson60. A bill for the benefit of' the school trustee in district No. 26, in
Lewis county.
On motion of Mr. Owsley-61. A bill to repeal section 2 of an act to protect game and small
birds, and to punish trespass, apprnved March 11, 1876, so far as
same applies to •Lincoln county.
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On motion of Mr. Burr-62. A bill to authorize certain counties to levy and collect tax ,on
railroads passing through the same in lieu of all taxes on such railroads.
On motion of Mr. Reed63. A bill to amend a.11 act to repeal chapter 65, General Statutes,
and to re-establish the· office of receiver for lands west of the Tennessee river.
On motion of same-64. A bill to amend an act for the propagation and protection of
food-fishes in the waters of the State of Kentucky, apprnved March

(en ton

ounty.
ounty.

20, 1876.

ses of

On motion of same-65. A bill to legalize certain acts and orders of the Marshall county
court.
On motion of same-66. A bill to re-enact article 2, chapter 2, Codes of Practice of

coun-

1854.

On motion of Mr. Spalding67. A bill to provide ,a remedy in cases where .the justices of the

e trial

(
ckson

on Big

peace and county judges resign 01· refuse to act.
On motion of Mr. Bigger-68. A bill to amend the charte~ of Paducah.
On motion of same-69. A bill to a mend sections 116 and lJ 7, chapter 7, article 7, of
Civil Code.
On motion of sarne70. A bill for the benefit of Ed\vin Clark Terrell, of McCracken
county.

l Statfortin

On motion of same--

71. A bill for the benefit of Will iam Edwin Grnncly, of Ballard
county.
On motion of same-

26, in

small
far as

72. A bill to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent
provi;,ions of the acts and articles constituting the charter of Paducah and Elizabethtown Rai lroad Company.
On motion ~f same-

73. A bill to incorporate the Paducah and ·McCracken County
Agricultural 1and Mechanical Fair Assoc iation .
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On motion of same74. A bill to amend· sections 278 and 27.9, Civil Code, chapter 4,

title "Injunction."
On motion of same75. A bill in relation to damage sustained by reason of orders of
injunction granted in behalf of the Commonwealth of Kentucky .
On motion of same76. A bill to amend thfl lien law of mechanics and material men,
so far as the same applies to McCracken county .
On motion of same77. A bill to authorize the Auditor of Public Accounts to compromise (with the assent of the Governor and Attorney General') with
all defaulting sheriffs and collectors oft.he public revenue and their
securities.
On motion of same78. A bill to require all banks of this State to pay the same taxesState, county, and municipal-as other mon eyed capital owned and
listed by individuals
On motion of lVIr. Hillsman79. A bill to amend the charter of Livermore, McLean county.
On motion of Mr. John Charles ThompsonSO. A bill for the benefit of various officers of this Commonwealth.
On motion of same81. A bill for the be nefit of J. W. Shoemaker, of Mercer county.
On motion of same82. A bill to amend section 59, article 1, chapter 1, of the Civil
Code of Practice.
On motion of same83. A bill to amend section 1, article 13, chaptet· 28, of the General Statutes.
On motion of sa me84. A bill to repeal section 281 of the Criminal Code. ·
On motion of same85. A bill to amend section 52, article 1, chapter--, title 4, of the
Civil Code.
On motion of Mr. Jones-86. A bill to amend chapter 94, article l, Rection 1, General Statutes.
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On motion of Mr. Pope-
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87. A bill for the ·benefit of J. L. Spalding, committee of Louisa

Unseld, a paupet· idiot.
On motion of Mr. G. H. 8. Thompson88. A bill autborizi ng Charles Lyttle, .JatP judge of the Robertson
county court, to sign all un signed orde1·s in 01:der-books Nos 1 and
2, made by him while he was presiding judge of the county court.
On motion of Mr . Meaclor89. A bill requiring th e owners of mines to ventilate the same.
On motion of Mr. Clarke- •
90. A bill to authorize the levying and collection of a tax on dogs
in Pendleton county.
On motion of Mr. K.ell er91. A bill for the benefit of .Merritt Maple.
On motion of Mr. Owen-92. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Parker's Mill, Stonewall, and Connersville Turnpike Company.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight93. A bill to take the sense of this Commonwealth as to the propriety of calling a Convention to revise the present Constitution of
thi~ State.
On motion of Mi·. 'Allensworth94. A bill for the benefit of .James D. Christian, late sheriff of
Todd county.
On motion of same95. A bill to amend chapter 18, article 7, title" Common Schools."
On motion of lVfr. C. U. McElrny96. A bill to amend a·n act regulating the jurisdiction and trial of
criminal and penal cases in Warren county, approved March 20,
1876.

On motion of same97 · A bill to amend the charter of the town of Rich Pond Grove.
On motion of same98. A bill authorizing a bond for costs in certain cases.
On motion of Mr. Bush99. A bill to protect the bee•keepers of Kent11cky.
On motion of same-I 00. A bill to incorporate the Benjamin Gratz Park, of Lexing-

ton.
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On motion of Mr. Hazelip101. A bill providing for the improvement of Green river, in Edmonson county .
On motion of Mr. Shelhurne--102. A bill to amend chapter 18, article 11, section 3, General
Statutes, title" Common Schools."
Ordered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances pre·
pare and bring in the 2d, 7th, 11th, 14th, 16th, 25th, 29th, 50th, 51st,
57th, 64th, 80th, 81st, 88th, 89th, 91st, and 94th; the Committee on
Corporate Institutions the 3d, 6th, 30th, 39th, 43d, 44th, 48th, 79th,
92d, 97th, and 100th; the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 30th, 49th, 90th, 50th, 99th, and 101st; the Committee on
Claims the 19th, 22d, ·and 87th; the Committee on the Judiciary the
41st, 67th, 68th, 70th, 71st, 72d, 73d, 75th, 76th, 4th, 5th, 31st, and
93<l; the Committee on In tern al Improvement the 23d, 28th, and
58th; the Committee on Codes of Practice the 34th, 53d, 66th, 69th,
74th, 82d."84th, and 85th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 20th,
35th, and 96th; the Committee on County Courts the 8th, 18th, 24th,
32d, 33d, 42d, 54th, 55th, and fi5th; the Committee on General Statutes the 1st, 12th, 21st, 37th, 38th, 40th, 52d, 56th, 59th, 61st, 63d, 83d,
86th, and 08th; the Committee on Revenue an"d Taxation the 2~th,
27th, 62d, and 77th; the Committee on Banks the,45th and 78th; the
Committee on Education the 0th, ' 10th, 15th, 47th, 60th, 95th, and
102d; the Committee on Insurance the 46th; the Committee on Ways
and -Means the 17th; the Committee on Moral and Religious Institu·
ti ons the 13th.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill for the benefit of the Boyle county court.
By Mr . Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads-A bill to ratify the incorporation of the Central Mississippi Rail·
road Compani and its consolidation with the New Orleans, Jackson,
and Northern Railroad Company, under the name of the Chicago,
St. Louis, and New Orleans Railroad Company, and to charter the
last named company.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
A bill to amend the charter of the town of Winchester.
By Mr. Lambert, from the same committeeA bill to amend ·the town laws of Dixon, in Webster county .
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By Mr. Snyder, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit cf counties ownin,g stock in turnpike, gravel,
and plank roads in this Commonwealth .
· By Mr. Bigger, from th e Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to incorporate the Society of" The Sons and Daughters of
the Morning," of the city of' Louisville.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to he
1·ead a second time.
The rule of the ·House and the constitutional pl'Ovision as to the
second reading of sa id hills being- dispensed with,
Ordered, That sa id bills be engl'Ossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the co11stitutional pl'Ovision as to the
third reading of said bills being uispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
l\Ir. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, en titled "An act to incorporate the Strangers' Rest Lodge, No. 13 , Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Henderson."

Ways
nstitu·

Said bill was ordered to be. engl'Ossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and th.e constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being di spe nsed with, and the same being
engros~ed,

rected

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Welch, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitl~
.
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A bill t~ incorporate the Grand Conclave of Heptasophs.
Mr. Welch moved that the -committee be discharged from the
furthe1· consideration of said bill, and that the same be rnferred to
the Committee on Corpornte Institutions.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County Courts, who were directed.
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Robert B. Kendall, of Fleming county.
H.

R.-17
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Which was read the first time and ordered t.o be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Godshaw moved to recommit said hill to the Committee on
County Courts.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of thfl House and the constitutional provision as tot.he
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been refened, of the following
titles, viz:
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to repeal section 1 of an act t.o amend the charter of tbe
city of Covington, approved February 6, 1874, and provide ror re-assessing the property in said city.
By Mr. Lambert, from the same committee-An act to incorporate .Montgomery Commandery, No. 5, Knights
Templar.
By Mr. Snyder, from the same committeeAn act to incorporate Daysville Lodge, No. 587, Free and Accepted Masons.
By sameAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incot·poratc the town
of Rochester, in Butler county, an.<l acts amendatory thereof."
Said bills were read the second time and ordered to be read a
third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provisi_on as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom wa,
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
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An act to define certain property exempted from the payment of
debts,
Reported the same with an amendment.
Mr. Snyder moved to have said bill and amendment printed, and
make the same a special order for Friday, the 11th inst., at 10:30
o'clock, A. M ., and that the consideration of said bill be continued
from day to day until the same is disposed of by the House.
And the question being takPn on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The Hoµse took up the unfinished busine'is of yesterday, being a
bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to enable the county court of Bracken to issue bonds for
turnpike purposes, and to provide for their payment.
Said bill was ordered to be read a third time .
The rule of the House and the con_stitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
· aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Me:,srs. Keller and
Godshaw.
Mr. Marriott offered the following resolution, viz:

ights

d Ac-

town

Resolved, That a committ.ee of three be appointed to wait upon
the Senate, and ask leave to withdraw a re .. olution raising a joint
committee in relation to re-districting the judicial districts of this
Commonwealth.
Which was adopted.
Whernupon the Speaker appointed Messrs . M. H. Marriott, 0. U.
McElrny, and W. 0. Owens as said committee.
Mr. Marriott moved to suspend the rules, and take up said resolution .

ead a

And the quest.ion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.

to the

lVIr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a
joint resolution, entitled

be as
WR:'

Resolution to pay W. H. Gillis and other:3 for services rendered the
House prior to the organization of the General Assembly,
Repo rted the follnwing substitute, viz:

T Resolved by !he Geneml Assembly o( the Commonwealth of' Kentucky,
hat the Auditor of Pub lic Accounts be, and is hereby, directed ·to
dr~w his _warrant on ' the Treasurer in favor of the officers and jan ito i of this House for serv ices rendered before its organ ization, as
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follows: W. H. Gillis, as Sergeant-at-Arms, $5; W. G. Thompson,
Door-keeper, $5; Jack Glore, Janitor, $16 .
And the quest\on being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Said resolution, as amended by the substitute, was then twice read
and adopted.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bi II to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prescribe an oath to be
taken by all officers el~cted or appointed."
Which was read the first time and ordered to he read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision a:3 to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The further A::onsideration of said bill was cut off by the orders of
the day.
The hour of 12 o'clock, .iVI., having arrived, the hour for the joint
special 01·der of the day, viz: the election of a Senator in th'e Vongres:3 of the United States, from the_ State of Kentucky, to succeed
the Hon. Thomas C. McCreery, ,vhose -term of office will expire on
the 4th day of March, 1879, ,:;aid spe~ial order being in pursuance
of an ~ct of Uongress and the law of Kentucky in such matter made
and provided,
It was announced that the Senate of Kentucky was now ready to
pi'<iceed, in joint se:;sion, to the election of said United States Senator.
Whereupon, the Senate, in order, entered upon the floor of the
Hou~e of Representatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governor John C. Underwood, having taken his seat upon the right of
the Speaker of the Hou:;e and presiding, the two Houses were con·
vened in Joint Assembly, the same beini; composed of a majority of
each Honse elected to the General AsRernbly.
The roll was then called, when 'the followi1~g Senators and Representatives answered to their names, viz:
Clarence U. McElroY,
J. F. Bennett,
Pollock Barbour,
W. J . McElroy,
1. M. Bigger,
Albert S. Berry,
J.
W. Meador,
Gabriel
Blevins,
Joseph Bertram,
James F. Means,
Caleb R. Brook~,
James Blackburn,
Montgomery Merritt,
A . Buford,
J. H. Bruce,
Tipton A Miller,
Benjamin F. Buie,
M. T. Carpenter,
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F. L. Cleveland, '
Edmund Burr,
E. H. Mo1-in,
T . .J. Bu sh,
J. M. Neal,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Charles D. Foote,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Wm. Neal,
Joseph Gardner,
Henry Camphell,
Otho Nunn,
James B. Garnett,
Pat. Campion,
T . .J. Oat.ts,
Clint. Griffith,
A. R. Clarke ,
James O'Bannon,
George T. Halbert,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W.W . 01'1',
Duncan Harding,
A. C. Cope ,
W. C. Owens,
It G. Hays,
John Cowan ,
J. S . Ow sley,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. T. Crnjcroft, · James Perkin,:,
John Hyden,
W . T. Dicken,
William Points,
S. H . .J~nkins,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Joseph L . Pope,
Thomns Johnson,
W . .J. Edrington,
G. W. Prichard,
P. P. Johnston,
Abner Eversole
Wm. M. Reed,
J. R. Leslie,
J-ohn Feland, ' ·
Ferdinand Rigney,
C. W. Lester,
Petet· G. Fischer,
Thomas A. Robertson,
P. A. Lyon,
H e nry George,
Granville V . Rouse,
Sumner .Marble.
D e nnis Gl e ason ,
C. W. Ru ssell,
T. J. lVIcElrath, ·
D. A . Gl e nn,
Thomas Sanders,
R. l. McQuiddy,
Charles God s haw,
T. W. Scott,
D. G. Mitchell,
Lmac H . Goodnight,
Augustine Shelburne,
Alex. 13. Montgomery, LeYen E. Green,
G. R. Synder,
David R. Murray,
W Scott Gresham,
Ralph L Spalding,
L. C. Norman,
J. W . Griffith,
G. E. Speck ,
C. N. Pendleton,
Milton Hamilton,
Richard A. Spurr,
Joseph B. Read,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
John Walter Rowlett, Samuel D. 1:-lensley,
Hancock Taylor,
James Shackleford,
T. l\ll. Hil l,
Clinton K . Tharp,
J. H. Stanley,
W. H. HiJlsman,
John A. Thotwts,
H. A. Tyler,
Jo siah Hunter,
Andre·w Thompson,
Richard J. White,
L e wis Jonea,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
George Wright,
Jo s. M. Kash,
John Chas. Thompson,
Mr. :::ipeaker (Turne1·), .J . Q . Lackey,
John D. Thompson,
Cromwell Adair
Richard Lambert
G. H. Tower.>' ,
C. T. Allen,
.
'
'
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. A. Webber,
James P. Allen,
Thomas H. Mannen, John C. Welch,
RobertF. Allenswol'lh, M. H . Marri11tt,
Isaac T . West,
Clement R. Ambro:Se, David Martin,
LaFayette Wil ~on,
J. IC Bailey,
James Barbour Mason, H. P. Whitake r--136.
E. C. Bainbridge,
The Journals of the two Houses relating to the election of United
States Senator were read and received .
Upon a comparison of the \·ote taken by each House, a'? record.ed
in the 'Journals thereof, as between the persoa's in nomination in
each House for the office of Senator in the. Congress of the United
States from the State of Kentucky, the Speaker announced that no
one having received a majority of all the votes- cast, no election was
had.
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The Joint As~embly then proceeded to take another ballot, as hetween those in nomination for United States Senato r, a majority of
all the members elected thereto, both o r the Sen11te and Housf' of
Representatives, being pre.sent, which resulted as fo llo w:i, viz:
In the SenateThose who vote·d for Mr. McCreary, wereR. I. McQuiddy,
Richard J. White,
J. H. Bruce,
0. N. Pendleton,
George Wright-8.
F. L. Uleveland,
Jas. Shackleford,
Clint . Griffith.
Tbm,e who voted for Mr. Williams, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
D. G. Mitchell,
Joseph Bertram,
John -Hyden, .
L. 0. Norman,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson,
Joseph B. Read,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
John W. Rowlett--14.
George T. Halbert,
T. J. McElrath,
Those who voted for Mr . Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
R. G. Hay s,
Sumner Marble,
James Blackburn,
Sam. E . Hill,
Alex. B . .Montgome1·y 1
.M. T. Carpenter,
S. H. Jenkins,
David R. Murray,
Charles D. Foote,
P. P. Johnston,
J. H. Stanley,
James B. Garnett,
P. A. Lyou,
H. A. Tyler-15.
For Mr. Boyd-0. W. Lester-].
In the House of RepresentativesThm,e who voted for Mr. McCrea ry, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
Geo. H. B. Thomp~on, r
Edmund Burr,
William Point;;,
John Obas. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
T. W. Scott,
G . H . Towery,
A. R . Clarke,
Augustine Shelburne, John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
Hancock Taylor,
LaFayette Wilson-15.
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereClement R . Ambrose, J. Q . Lackey,
.J. S. Owsley,
J. F . Bennett,
T. J. Lewi.=,
James Perkins,
Gabriel Blevins,
David Martin,
Joseph L. Pope,
Caleb R . Brook:;,,
.James Barbour Mason, G. W. Prichard,
A. C. Cope,
W . J. McElroy,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Peter G . Fischer,
James t<. Means ,
Granville V. l{ou,e,
r'
Leven E. Green,
.J. M. Nea l,
0. W: Rus;,ell,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Neal,
Thomas Sanders,
J. W. G riffith,
Otho Nunn,
G. H.. Snyder.
Milton Hamilton,
T, .J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
Jame., ()'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
Jos. M. Kash,
W. W. 01'1·,
H.P. Whitaker-36.
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Aclair,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
Clarence U . .McE!roy,
C. T. Allen,
Thomas B. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt,
James P. Allen,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
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E. H . Morin,
Rob ert F. Allensworth, Henry Geo rge,
E. C. f3a inhrid ge,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
J.M . Bigger,
Isaac H . Goodnigh t , Wm. M. Reed,
A Buford,
T. M. I-J ill,
Thomas :\. Robertson,
W. H. H ill sman,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Ralph L. Spald in g,
T . J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
Richard A. Spu rr,
Henry Campbe ll,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T homas .H . Mannen, John A . Thomas-35.
John Cowan,
M. H . Marr io tt,
Those who voted fo r Mr . Hoyd, wereJohn Feland,
J. K. Bailey,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. L. Haze lip ,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
Samuel D. Hens ley,
Andrew Thompson,
J. W . Meado r,
·
Abner Eversol e,
Isaac T. West-- l :l.
No.one in nomination hav in g received a majority of all the votes
cast, the Speaker declared that no election was had . .
Mr. Snyder mov ed that the Joint Assemb ly d o now dissolve.
And the que,;tion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in th e negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Snyde r and
Cleveland, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmati ve, were-Pollnck Barbour,
George W ri ght,
J . Q. Lackey,
Albert S. Berry,
Mr. Speake r (Turne r), Richard Lambert,
.l osep h Bertram,
Clement R. Amb ro::1P, M. H. Marriott,
M. T. Carpenter,
J. K. Bailey,
David Martin,
F. L. Cleveland,
E. C. Bainbridge,
E. ·H. Morin,
Andrew J. Ewing,
T. J. Bush,
W illiam Neal,
Josep h Gardner,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
Clint. Griffith,
A . R. C larke,
James Oll3annon,
Dllncan Harding,
Thomas H . Ditto,
W.W. Orr,
John Hyden,
Peter G. Fischer,
James Perkins,
Thomas Johnson,
Leven E. Green,
William Points,
C. W. Lester,
W. Scott G resham,
Jo;;eph L. Pope,
R. I. McQnidcly,
J. W. G ri ffit h,
G . W. Prichard,
Dav id R. Murray,
~a mu el D. Hensley ,
Granville V. Rouse,
L. C. Norman,
T. M . Hill,
T. W. Scott,
C. N. Pend leton,
. W. H. Hill sman,
Allgus ti ne Shelburne,
Jose ph B. Read,
Josiah HL1nter,
Geo . H. £3. Thompson,
J. _H. Stanley,
Joi,. M. Kash,
H. P. Wbitaker--55.
Richard J. White,
Tho_se who voted in the negati,·e, wereEdmumd Burr,
Tipton A. Miller,
James Blackt>urn,
J. H. Bruce._
W . H H . C a ll'h
J. •:\1. Neal,
L an,
Charles D. Foote,
Henry Campbell,
Otho Nunn,
James B. Garnett,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. C. Owens,
George T . Halbert,
A . C. Cope,
J. S. Owsley,
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R. G. Hays,

John Cowan,
Wm. M. Reed,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. T. Ora.ycroft,
Ferdinand Rigney,
S. H. Jenkine,
W. T. Dicken.
Thomas A. Robertso n,
P. P. Joh .n ston,
W. J . Ed rington ,
C.·W . Russell,
P. A. Lyon,
Ahnfr Ever;:ole,
Thomas Sanders,
Sumner Marble,
.John Feland,
G. R. ~nyder,
T. J. McElratb,
Henry George,
Ralph L. Spaldi,,g,
D . J. Mitchell,
Dennis Gleason,
G B. Speck,
Alex B. Montgomery, D. A. Glenn,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Walter Rowlett, Charles Godshaw,
J. T. Tartar,
James Shackleford,
Isaac H . Goodn ight, Hancock Taylor,
H. A. Tyler,
Milton Hamilton,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Cromwell Adaii',
W. L . H..izel ip,
John A. Thomas,
C. T. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
Andrew Thompson,
James P. Allen,
T . .J . .Lewi,:,
John Chas Thompson,
Robert F. Allensworth, Thomns H. Mannen, John D. Thompson,
_J. F. Bennett,
James Barbour Mason, G. H. Towery,
J.M. Bigger,
Ol1nence U. McElroy , W A Wehbe!',
Gabriel Blevin;:,
W. J. Mclc: lro y,
John O Welch,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. W . .lVIea<lo1:,
Isaac T. West,
A. Buford,
James F. MP.ans,
LaFayette Wil~on-80.
Benjamin F. Buie,
Mnntgomery Merritt,
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as between those in nomination, it resulted as follows, Yiz:
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereJ. H. Bruce,
0. N. Pendleton,
Richard J. White,
F. L. Cleveland,
James Shackleford,
Geo1·ge Wright-7.
R. I. McQuiddy,
Those who voted for Mr Williams, wereAlhert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
D. G. Mitchell,
Joseph Bertram,
John Hyden,
L. 0 Norman,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson.
Joseph B. Read,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
John W. Rowlett-14.
George T. Halbert,
T. J. McElrath,
Those who voted for Mr . Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
R. G. Hays,
Sumner 1\larble,
James Blackburn,
Sam. K Hill,
Alex . .B. Montgomery,
M. T . Carpenter,
S. H. Jenkins,
David R. Murray,
Charles D. Foote,
P. P. Johnston,
J. H Stan ley,
James B. Gar,nett,
P.A. Lyon,
H. A. Tyler.:._16.
Clint. Griffith,
For Mr. Boyd-C. W. Lester-I.

In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereMr Speaker {Turner), Charles Godshaw,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
Edmund Burr,
William Points,
G. H. Towery, ,
f
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Pat. Campi.on,
T. W. Scott,
LaFayette Wilson,
A. R. Clarke,
Augustine Shelburne, John C. Welch-14.
Dennis Gleason,
Hancock Taylor,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereClement R. Ambrose, T. J. Lewis,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
D a vid Martin,
Jo seph L. Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jam es Barbour Mason, G. W. Prichard,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. J. Mcl:'.:lroy,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
C. W. Ru ssell,
Leven E. Green,
William Neal,
Thomas Sanders,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn,
G. R. Snyder,
J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
John Cha s. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
John D . Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
w.. W. Orr,
Wm. A. Webber,
Jos. M. Kash,
J. S. Owsley,
H. P. Whita.ker--37.
J. Q. Lackey,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Adair,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Clarence U. McElroy,
C. T. Allen,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery .Menitt,
James P. Allen,
W. J . Edrington,
Tipton A . Miller,
Robert F . Allensworth, Henry George,
E. H . Morin,
E. C. Bainbridge,
D . A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
J.M. Bigger,
Isaac H . Goodnight,
Wm . M. Reed,
A. Buford,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas A . Robertson,
Benjamin F. Buiet
W. H. Hillsman,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T . J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
l{ichard A . Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H~ Mannen, John A. Thomas-35.
John Cowan,
M. H . Marriott,
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereJ. K. Bailey,
John Feland,
G, E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. T . Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W . Meador,
Isaac T. West-12.
No one in nomination having received a majority of all the , votes
cast, the Speaker ·declared that no election was had.
Mr. Pendleton moved that t,he Joint Assembly do now dissolve.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
The Speaket· of the House of Representatives resumed the chair,
and the Senate retired.
And then the House· adjourned.
H.

R.-18
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THU~SDAY, JANUARY 10, 1878.
The Speaker laid before the House the following supplemental
report of the State Lihrarian, viz:
FRANKFORT,

December 29th, 1877.

To His Excellency, JAMES B. McCREARY, Govemor of Kentucky:
Sm: In compliance with 4th section of <;:hapter 89 of General Stat·
utes, I have the honor to submit a report of expenditures for repairs,
fuel, water, lights, and furniture, from January 29th to October 10th,
1877, to-wit:
Repairs of State House and fire-proof building, including papering, painting, calcimining, laying two new floors, &c. . . . . . . . . . •
Repairs on old forniture, also new fnrniture, carpets, oil cloths, &c..
Stoves, grates, &c., and repairs on same . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Repairs on fences (including a new one around back yard) . . . . •
Cntting grass, cleaning up yard, removing trees, cleaning streets, &c.).
Repairs on gas and water fixtures . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taking up carpets and cleaning offices . . . . . • . . . . • . .
Brooms, mops, feather dusters, soap, matches, disinfectants, &c. ~

!J,

a
j1

Advertising ...
Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Filling ice-house at Executive Mansion, also repairing ..
Miscellaneous articles for use of Executive Mansion . , .
Cash paid into Treasury from proceeds of sale of old furniture, &c ..

$I ,534 20
659 Ol
253 48
198 45
402 70
199 95
102 67
271 50
10_3 30
2,053 90
2,814 57
124 88
71 83
191 90

The above report includes, under distinct heads, all expenditures,
The original accounts may be found in the Auditor's office, and item·
ized accounts in Librarian's office.
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
MRs. CORNELIA BUSH,

State Librarian.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Comm_ittee on the Library.
The following petitions and remonstrance were presenred, viz:
By Mr. Sanders1. The petition of the Hart county bar, for the repeal of the Civil
.Code and the re-enactment of the old Code of Practice.
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By Mr. Cope_:_
2.· The petition of sundry citizens of Perry and Breathitt counties, asking a change in the boundary line bet\.veen said counties . .
By same·
3. The petition of Stephen Carpenter, of Breathitt county, asking
an appropriation of $25 for services rendered i~ taking charge of a

mental

al Stat·
repairs,
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r
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jury.
By Mr. Bigger4. A remonstrance from sundry citizens of P.aducah, against an
amendment of the charter of said city.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Codes of Practice; the 2d to the Com·
mittee on Propositions an<l Grievances; the 3d to the Committee on
Claims, and the 4th to the Committee on the Judiciary.
On motion of Mr. Campion, the rules of the House were suspended, and the House took up the joint resolut.ion, which originated
in the Senat~, en ti tied
Resolution directing the rai~ing of the national flag upon the
dome of the Capitol.
.Mr. Feland moved .to amend said resolution by striking out the
words" seventy-five," and inserting in li eu thereof the words" one
hundred and fifty."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The resolution was twice read.
'
The question
was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Campion and
Goodnight, were _as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Den.nis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
w.·scott Gre:iham,
James Pe!'ldns,
RobertF. Allensworth,]. W . Griffith,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, M ilton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K.. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Pricha rd,
J.M .. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley, · Wm. M. Reed,
Gabnel Blevins,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. H. Hill:,man,
Granvi ll e V. Rouse,
~- Bo ford,
Josiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
enjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
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Edmund Bun,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambe1·t,
G . R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
M. H. Mal'riott,
G. E. Speck,
A. R. Olal'ke,
Dav id Martin,
J. T. Tartal',
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Ba!'bour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
A. 0 . Cope,
Claren ce U . McEll'oy, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
Alex . T. Oraycroft,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
W . A. Webber,
Thomas H. Dit't.o,
Montgomery Merritt, John 0. Welch,
W. J. Ed rin gton,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
J. M. Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
John Feland,
William Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-83.
Peter G . Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
Those who voted in the negative, we,:eB. 0. Bainbridge,
T. J. Lewi:3,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. F. Bennett,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Henry George,
T. J. Oat.ts,
John A . Thomas-II.
Leven E. Green,
W. 0. Owens,
The House then took up the unfini~hed business of yesterday,
being a bill, entitled
A bill to rep eal an act, ent itl ed "An act to prescribe an oath to be
taken by all officers elected or appointed ."
8aid bill having been engros;i.ed, was read a third time as follows,
viz:

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of lhe Commonwealth of' Ken·
tuck.I/, That an act, entitled "An act to prescribe an oath t~ be taken
by all officers elected or appointed," approved March the 20th, 187ti,
be, and the same is hereby, rep ealed .
§ 2 This act shall ·take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the_ passage of said bill, and it
was decided in th e negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Goodnigh_t, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi~mati ve, wereMr. 8peakel' (Turner), D . A. Glenn,
James Perkins,
James P . Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L . Pope,
J . K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. 0 . Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. M . Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
J. T. Ta rtar,
Gabriel 1:3 levin;:,
Jos. M. K.a,ih,
Clinton K. Tharp ,
A. Buford,
Thomas H . Mannen, Andrew Thompson,
T. J. Bush,
M. I-I . Marriott,
John Chas. Thompson,
Henry Campbe ll,
DaYid Mart.in,
Jno. D . Thompson,
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James Barbour Mason, W. A. Webber,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
E
H.
Morin,
Isaac
T. West,
W. T. Dicken,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W . W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson--44.
Abner Eversole,
J. S. Owsley,
John Feland,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Leven E. G1·een,
W. C. Owens,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scot.t Gresham,
William Points, _
RobertF. Allensworth,J. W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambro;;e, T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed, .
W. H. Hill:;man,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. F. Bennett,
Caleb R, Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V., Rouse,
Benjamin F . Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Edmond Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
W . H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W . Scott,
Pat. Campion,
Clarence U. McElroy, Aug. Shelburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Ralph L :::ipalding,
Montgomery Merritt, G. E. Speck,,
John Cowan,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Hancock Taylor,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
John A. Thomas,
Henry George,
J. l\tl . .Neal,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery--53.
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Snyder moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
rejected .
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of the tax-payers of Lyon county .
By Mr. Buford, from the Comm ittee on Internal improvementA hill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Frankfo rt and F lat Creek Turnpike Road Company," approved Fe bmary
0

oke and

e,
ney,
urr,

arp ,
pdon,
ompson,
Json,

15, 1869.

By same- A bi ll to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Blue
Grass Manufacturing·Company," approved February 23, 1874.
By same-A bill to incorporate the Beattyville and _M iller's Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
By sameA bill to prevent the obstructing of creeks i n Henderson county.
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By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill providing for a road law in Gallatin county.

By sameA bill to change the time of holding the Bath county court.
Which bills were severally read the -first time .a nd ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pi·ovision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispe nsed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third t.ime.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispe nsed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the t~tles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the sa me had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
.By Mr . Hunt.er, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsAn act to prohibit the sale of ardent, spirituous, vinous, or malt
liquors, in less quantities than ten gallons, in magistrates' district No.
3, in Robertson county.
By sa meAn act to pre,·ent the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors,
within three miles c;>f Daysville Academy, Vaysville, Todd county.
By Mr. W . J. McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and
ManufacturesAn act to amend an act, entitled ''An act to incorporate the Fulton
County Agricultural Society."
By Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on BanksAn act to amend the charter of the Falls City Tobacco Bank, of
Louisville.
By Mr. C. C. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAn. act to prnhibit the master commissioners of the various courts
of this Com~on wealth from acti,ng as such commissioners in all cases
in which they are or shall becorrie interested as attorneys.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act regulating the funding of the county debt of Bracken.
Said bills were read the second time and ordered to be read a third
time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Buford, from1the Committee on Internal Improvement, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act to incorporate the August.a and Berlin
Turnpike Road C~mpany, in Bracken county, approved March 16th,
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Reported the same with an amendment.
Which was adopted.
Said bill, as amended, was ord ered to be read a third time.
The rule of the Hou se and the constitutiornal provision as to the
third reading of said bill being di s pensed with,
.Resolved, That said bill do pass, and . that the title thereof be as
aforeRai<l.
Mr. W. J. McF.lroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Boyd County Fair A5sociation,
Reported the same withollt amendment.
Said bill was read the . second time.
On motion of Mr. Buford, said bill was recommitted to said com·
mittee.
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, report ed a bill, entitled
A bill for the henefit of Wm Thomas, sheriff ~f Lee county.
On motion of Mr. Merritt,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Revenue
and Taxation.
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Co11rts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to fix the jurisdiction of quarterly courts,
With the expression of opinion t,hat said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional p·rovision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third read-i ng of said bill b~ing dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

•
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr . Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti'
tied
A bill to prevent the deauening of trees on or near the public roads
of this Commonwealth,
With the «;!Xpression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dieapensed witb,
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. -Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the Covington and Taylor Mill
Turnpike Road Company ..
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

.

,,
hi

I

time.
1
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said hill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of thB House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was .then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said biH was rejected.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Bethlehem and Fool Hollow Turnpike
Road Company, in Henry county.
On motion of Mr. B.uford,
Orde1·ed; That said bill be rp,ferred to the Committee on Corporate
Institutions.
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Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, mo,ved that
the committee be discharged from the further consideration of the
petition for the benefit of O_bediah Denham.
And the question being takPn on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
A message was recei\'ed fro .m the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend section 12, article 9, chapter !J2, of the General
Statutes, title" Re\'enue .and Taxation."
That they had passed a joint rernlution, entitled
Resolution !·aising a committee to inquire into the condition of the
Agricultural and Mechanic·al College.
They also returned to the House a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution raising a joint committee in relation to re-districting
the judicial districts of this Commonwealth.
Mr. Owsley, from the· Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated
in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to empower the Trigg county court to levy an ad valorern
tax;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy

r Mill

and collection of a tax on dogs, and protect the rights of the owners
second
to the

;,

thereof in Fayette and other named counties;"
An act to repeal section l of· an act to amend the charter of the
city of Covington, approved February 6, 1874, and provide for re-assessing the property in said city;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act t·o incorporate the Ford's
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Mill and Kentucky River Turnpike Road Company;"
An act for the benefit of Frank Fraize, late sheriff and late county
court clerk of Breckinridge county;
· That they had examined enrolled bills, which originated · ir1 the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of school distl'ict No. 24, of Kenton county;
An act to authorize G. G. Oury, presiding judge of the Calloway
county court, to sign all order" of said court between December 1st,
1870, up to this date;

And had found the same truly enrolled .
.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signat~re thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
H. R.-19
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Taylor.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the hour for the joint
special order of the day, viz : the electiOJ:?, of a Senator in· the Uongress of the United States, from t·he State of Kentucky, to succeed
the Hon. Thomas 0. McOreery, whose term of office will expire on
the 4th day of March, 1879, ;iaid special order being in pursuance
of an act of Uongress and the law of Kentucky in such matter made
and provided,
It was announced that the Senate of Ke'nt'ucky was now ready to
proceed, in joint session, to the election of said United States Senator.
Whereupon, the Senate, in order, enter·ed upon the floor of the
House of Representatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governor John 0. Underwood, having taken his seat 911 the right of
the Speaker of the House and presiding, the two . Houses were convened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a majority of
each Honse elected to the Genernl As,;embly.
The roll was then called, when the following Senators and Re·prese'ntatives answered to their names, viz:
Pollock Barbour,
Albert S. Berry,
Joseph Bertram,
James Blackburn,
J. H. Bruce,
M. T. Carpenter,
F. L. Cleveland,
Andrew J . Ewing,
Charles D. Foote,
Joseph Gardner,
James B. Garnett,
Clint. Griffith,
George T . Halbert,
Duncan Harding,
R. G . Hays, · ·
Sam. E. Hill,
John Hyden,
S. H. Jenkins,
Thomas Johnson,
P. P. Johnston,
J . R. Leslie,
0. W. Lester,
P.A. Lyon,
Sumner Marble,
T. J. McElrath,
R. I. .McQuiddy,

E. 0. Bainbridge,
J. F. Bennett,
J . lVI. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Caleb R. Brooks,
A. Buford,
BenjRmin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Busb,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan.,
1
Alex. T . Craycraft,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H . Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
John Felan'd,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,

Clarence U. McElroy,
W. J . .l\foElroy,
J. W . Meador,
James F. Means,
Montgomery Merritt,
Tipton A Miller, ·
E. H. Morin,
J.M. Neal,
Wm. Neal,
Otho Nunn,
T. J. Oatts,
Jame;; O' Bannon,
W.W. Orr,
W. 0. Owens,
J. S. Owsley,
James Perkins,
William Points,
Jose ph L. Pope,
G. W. Prichard,
Wm. M. Reed,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Granville V. Rouse,
0. W. Russell,
Thomas Sanders,
T. W. Scott,
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D. G. Mitchell,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Augustine Shelburne,
Alex. B. Montgomery, LeYen E . G1·een,
G. R. Synder,
David R. Murray,
.W Scott Gresham,
Ralph L Spalding,
L. C. Norman,
J. W. Griffith,
G. E. Speck,
C. N. Pendleton,
Milton Hamilton,
Richard A. Spurr,
Joseph B. Read,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
John Walter Rowlett, Samuel D. Hensley,
Hancock Taylor,
James Shackleford,
T. M. Hill,
•
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. H. Stanley,
W. H. Hillsman,
John A. Tbou1as,
H . A. Tyler,
Josiah Hunter,
Andiew Thompson,
Richard J. White,
Lewis Jone s,
GM. H. 8. Thompson,
George Wright,
Jos. M. Kash,
John Chas . Thompson,
Mr. Speaker (Turner),J. Q. Lackey,
John D. Thompson,
Crnmwell Adair,
Richard Lambert,
G. H. Towery,
C. T. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. A. Webber,
James P. Allen,
Th o mas H. Mannen, John C. Welch,
RobertF. Allensworth, M. H. Marriott,
Isaac T. West,
Clement l{. Ambrn:;;e, David Martin,
LaFayette Wilson,
J. K. Bailey,
Jame.s Barbour Mason, H. P . Whitaker--1 35 .
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The Journals of yesterday in both Houses pertaining to the joint
session were read and approved .

roy,

Upon a comparison of the rnte taken by the Joint Assembly, as
shown by the Journal;; of each House, as between the persons in nom ination in each House for the office of Senator in the Congress of the
United States from the State of Kentucky, the Speaker announced that
no one ·having received a majorfty of all the votes cast, no election
was had.

. tt,

The Joint Assembly then proceeded to take another ballot, as between those in nomination for United States Senator, a majority of
all the members elected thereto, both of the Senate and House of
Representatives, being present, which resulted as follows, viz:
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. McC reary, wereJ, H. Bruce,
C. N. Pendleton,
Richard J. White,
F. L. Cleveland,
Jas. Shackleford,
George Wright-7.
R. I. McQuiddy.
Those who voted for .Mr. Williams, ·wereAlbert S. Berry,
Duncan Hard ing,
D. G. Mitchell.
Joseph Bertram,
John Hyden,
L. C. Norman,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson,
.Jo::ieph B. Read,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R Leslie,
John W. ·Rowlett--14 .
Geoi·ge T. Halbert,
T. J. McEl rath,
·

son,

h

'

'I

Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
R. G. Hays,
Sumne1· Marble,
Jarnes Blackburn,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. B . .Montgomery,
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M. T. Carpenter,
Charles D. Foote,
James B. Garnett,
Clint . Griffith,

S. H. Jenkins,
P. P. Johnston,
P.A. Lyon,

David R. Murray,
J. H . Stanley,
H . A. Tyler-16.

For Mr. Boyd-C. W. Lester-I.

l1

In the House of Representar.ivesThose who voted for Mr . McCreary, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), William Points,
John Chas. Thompson,
'Edmund Burr,
T. W. Scott,
G. H. Towery,
Pat. Campion,
Augustine Shelburne, John C. Welch,
A. R. Clarke,
Geo. H. B. Thompson, LaFayette Wilson-13.
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereClement R. Ambrose, T. J. Lewi;,,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
David Martin,
Joseph L. Pqpe,
Gabriel Blevins,
James Barbour Mason, G. W. Prichard,
Caleb R. Brook,;,,
W. J. McElroy, .
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
C. W. Russell,
Leven E. Green,
William Neal,
Thomas Sanders,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn,
G. R. Snyder,
J. W . Griffith,
T . J. Oatts,
Hancock Taylor,
Milton Hamilton,
James ()'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
Josiah Hunter,
W.W. Orr,
John D. Thompson,
Jos. M. Kash,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker-37.
J . Q Lack_e y.
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Adair,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Mannen,
C. T. Allen,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
M. H. Marriott,
James P. Allen,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarenee U. McElroy,
Robert F. Allensworth, W . J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt,
E . C. Bainbridge,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
J.M. Bigger,
D. A. Glenn,
E. 1:-1. Morin,
A. Buford,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M . Reed,
T. ]. Bush,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas ,-A.. Robertson,
Henry Campbell,
Lewis Jones,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K. Tharp--33.
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereJohn Feland,
G. E. Speck,
]. K. Bailey,
W
.
L
.
Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H . Callihah,
·Samuel D. Hensley., Andrew Thompson,
W . T . Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
Isaa-c T. W est--12.
Abner Eversofo,
No one in nomination having ,·eceived a majority of all the votes

J

cast, the Speaker <lecl~red that no election was had.
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as between those in nomi·
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,nation, the result was as foll.ows,
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In the SenateThose who voted for. Mr. McCreary, wereJ. H. Bruce,
0. N. Pendleton,
Richard J. White,
F. L. Cleveland,
James .Shackleford,
George Wright-7.
R. I. McQuiddy,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
G. Mitchell,
Joseph Bertram,
John Hyden,
L. 0 Norman,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson. ·
Joseph 8. Read,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
John W. Rowlett-,14 .
T . J . .McElrnth,
George T. Halbert,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
R. G. Hays, ,
Sumner l\Iarble,
James Blackburn,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. B. Montgomery,
M. T. Carpenter,
S. H. Jenkins,
David R. Murray,
Charles D. Foote,
P. P. Johnston,
J. H . Stanley,
James B. Garnett,
P. A. Lyon,
H. A. Tyler-16.
Clint. Griffith,
.11
.For Mr. Boyd-C . W. Lester-I.
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Int.he House of Representatives-Those who voted for Mr. McCreary, wernMr. Speaker (Tnrner), Wm. Points,
John Chas. Thompson,
Edmund Bun,
T. W. Scott.
G . H . Towery, Augu,-tine Shelburne, John 0, Welch,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
Geo. H.B. Thompson, LaFayette Wilson-13
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereClement R. Ambrose, T. J . Lewis,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
DaYid Mai-tin,
Joseph L. Pope,
Gabrie l Blevins,
James Barbour. Mason, G. VV. Prichard,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. J. McElroy,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. C. Cope,
James F . Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. M. Neal,
0. W. Russell,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. Neal,
Thomas Sanders,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn,
G. R. Snyder,
J. W. Gr iffith,
T. J. Oatts,
Hanco.ck Taylor,
Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
Josiah Hunter,
W. W . Orr,
John D. Thompson,
Joseph M. Kash,
J. S. Ow1;1Jey,
H . P. Whitaker--37.
J. Q. Lackey, ·
Thof'!e who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Adair
John Cowan,
· Thomas H. Mannen,
C. T. Allen,
'
Alex. T. Craycraft,
lyl. H. Marriott,
James P. Allen,
Thomas H . Ditto,
Clarence U. lVIcElroy, ~obert F. Allensworth, W. J. Edri ngt.on,
Montgomery Merritt,
E. C. Bainbridge
Henry Georo-e
Tipton A. Miller,
J · MB
'
. A. Glenn,15 '
· igger,
D.
E. H. Morin,
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A. Buford,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. 0. Owens,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M . Reed,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Henry Campbell,
Lewis Jones,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K. Tharp-33.
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereJ. K. Bailey,
John Feland,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. L. HA7.elip,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West--12.
No one in nomination having received a maJ 0l'itv of all the votes
cast, the Speaker
declared that·no -election was had.Mr. Mitchell moved that the Joint Assembly do now dissolve.
And the question · being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided iu the affirmative.
The Speaker of the House of Representatives resumed the chair.
•
...And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 11, 1878,
The following petition was presented, viz:
By Mr. 0. U. McElroyThe petition of sund ry citizens of Bowling Green, askin~ an
amendment to the charter thereof.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on the Judiciary .
. lVfr. Ditto, from the Committee on 0m·porate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the town of Sweet Home, in Henry county.
Mr. Ditto moved that the committee be discharged from the further
consideration thereof.
And the quest.ion being taken_ on the adoption of said motion, it
was d,ec\ded in the affirmative.
t.
And so said bill was rejected.
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lVfr. Lewis, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill entitled ''An act to incorporate the Polytechnic Society of
Kentucky."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be rea_d a second
time.

ertson,
rr,
lp-33,

The -rule of the House and the constitutional provi sion as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
On motion of lVIr., Snyder,

son,
12,

e votes

Ordered, That said bill be recommitted to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.

e.

Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee ' on Propositions and Greivances,
who were directed to pre pare and bring in the sa me, reported a bill,
entitled

, tion, it

~

1.]

chair,

A bill for the benefit of J . F. Lowe , sheriff of Kenton county.
Said bill was 1·ead the first time as follows, viz:

§ I. Be it enacted

by the General As.~embl,1/ of' th.e Commonwealth

or Ken-

tucky, That further time until the 1st of Allgust, 1878, be given J. F.
Lowe, sheriff of Kenton county, to collect ·and pay into r.he Treasury the State revenue for 1877: Provided , lto,vever, That before said
J. F. Lowe, sheriff as aforesaid , can avail ·himse lf of the benefits of
this act, his secllrities on hi s revenL1e bond shall enter, on the record
of the Kenton county court, their conaent to the extension of time
given in this act.
§ 2. This act to take effect from and after its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of. the House and the constitlltional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative. ·

ng an
red to

. A motion was mad·e to amend said bill by adding the counties of
Hardin, Ballard, Green, Taylor, Calloway, Wayne, Nicholas, Robertson, Graves, Wolfe, Caldwell, Jefferson, Hender,!On, Owen, Fayette,
Laurel, Breathitt, Campbell, Jackson, Harlan, Pike, Letcher, Martin,
Cumberland, Clinton, Jessamine, Muhlenburg, Knox, Whitley, Carroll, Meade, Perry, Bell, Lyon, lVIarshall, Boyd, La wren-ce, Carter,
Elliott, Marion, Mason, Bath, Rowan, Magoffin; Breathitt, Morgan,
Hopkins, Butler, Edmonson, Daviess, Shelby, Floyd, Johnson, and
Lewis.
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Mr. Snyder moved to lay said amendment on the table.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays heing required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Adair, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allens\Yorth, Isaac H. Goodnight, Jo se ph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrnse, Leven E. Green,
Wm. M. Reed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
lVI H. Marriott,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
W. J. McElroy,
. G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
.Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
J . M . Neal,
Clinton K. Tharp,
1W. H. H. Callihan,
Lyttleton Cooke,
William Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery-30.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
W. W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
J. F. Bennett,
Samuel D . Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
T M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R . Brooks,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
Edmond Burr,
Josiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
T. J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
T. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Jos. M. Kash,
Augustine Sh.elhurne,
·Pat. Campion,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
T . J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Mannen, · John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
David Martin,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James Barbour Mason, John Chas.' Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
James F. Means.
W. A. Webber,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
PeterG. Fische\',
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
James 0' Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-64.
D. A. Glenn,
On motion of Mr. Feland,
Ordere4, That said bill and amendments be referred to the Com·

-

mittee on Revenue and Taxation.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
moved that the committee be discharged from the further considers·
tion of the petitton of John G. and Mary C. Hall for the benefit of
Robert Hall.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Proposition s and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the sam e, reported a bill,
entitled
· A bill to amend an act, entitled " An act for the propagation and
protection of food-fi shes in t he wate rs of the State of Kentucky,"
approved March 20, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Whitake r, said bill was re ferred to the Committee on Pisciculture.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who we1·e directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on Corporate Institution sA bill amending the charter of the Simpson Agricultural and
Mechanical Association, approved January 27, 1868.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to authorize Charles Lyttle to sign all orders in order-books
Nos. I and 2 of the Robertson county court, made by him and not
signed Vl<hile he was judge the1·eof.
By sameA bill for the benefit of J.P. Breedlove.
By Mr. Gleason, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of H . A. Duvall.
By Mr. Craycroft, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of George Staton, of Bath county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of John A. Turne~, of Bath county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Louisa Unseld, of Nelson county .
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Jntern~l ImprovementA bill for the relief of B. A. Wilson, of Woodford county.
By Mr. Bigger, from t.he Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to authorize the city of Henderson to issue bonds, and fund
her present i._ndebtedness.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
H,
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The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s10n as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
e_n grossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. Lewis, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate Todd Lodge, No. 262, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, Daysville, Todd county.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Prnpositions and GrievancesAn act fo1· the benefit of the assesso1· of Harrison county.
By sameAn _act authorizing John G. Jefferson, clerk of the Trigg county
court, to qualify as the guardian of his son, Harry Percy Jefferson.
By e<ame-An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and
small birds and to punish trespass."
Said bills were read the second. time and ordered to be read a
third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
third reading of said bill::i being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

2

afore::iaid.
The House took up the special order of the day, being a bill, entitled
An act to define certain prope1·ty exempted from the payment of
debts.
On motion of Mr. Snyder, the further consideration of said bill
was postponed and made the special order for Thursday, the 17th
inst., at 10:30 o'clock, A. M., and to be continued until said bill is
disposed of.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on P~opositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
ent.itled
A bill to repeal an act to prohibit the destruction of fish in Tennessee river, or within one mile of the mouth of its tributaries, ap·
proved January 3, 1874.
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On motion of Mr. Whitaker,
O,·det·ed, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Pisciculture.
Mr. Craycroft, from the Committee on Claims, to whom wail referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. K. Bailey, of Hardin county,
Reported the same without amendment.
S11id bill was read the second time and ordered to be read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the con~titutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill be ing dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L .. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, W . L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson ,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W . Scott, ·
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Aug . Shelburne,
W. H. H Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
'Pat. Campion,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
A. R. Clarke,
David Ma1·tin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
'James Barbour Mason, J . T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
W. J. lVIcEll'Oy,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
TWhomas I~. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
· J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
John Feland,
J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
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H. P. Whitaker,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-96.
W.W. Orr,
In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill he as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, J. K. Bailey, Representative from the counties of Harlan, Perry, and Bell in the present General Assembly, stands as a
surety on the revenue bond of Acles Wynn, former sheriff of Harlan
county, for the year 1862; and whet·ea.,, said Wynn has not settled
bis revenue account for said year, nor has any · one for him; and
whereas, by the provisions of the 6th section of article 2, chapter
108, page 817, of the Ge.neral Statutes, the Auditor of Public Accounts is not authorized to draw his warrant on the Treasurer in
favor of any person indebted to the Commonwealth, or in favor of
his assignee; for remedy whereof,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky , That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer in
favor of J. K . Bailey, Representative from the counties uf Harlan,
Perry, and Bell, for.his mileage, stationery, and per diem during the
present General Assembly .
§ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.

D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendment of the House to a bill, which originated in the Sen ate, entitled
An act to repeal in pa1·t an act, entitled "An act to provide for
the levy and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights of
owners in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876,
With an amendment to the Howse amendment.
Which amendment was concurred in by the House, and said bill,
as amended, passed.
A JJ).essage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of P. L. Maxey, sheriff of Hart county.
Which was read the first time and orde1·ed to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Sanders moved to suspend the rules .and take up said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Orde1·ed,, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the Ho·use and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being- dispensed with,
;
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
·Resolution in relation to creating the office of Enrolling Cleric
Which was twice read and adopted.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Cooke, John
Charles Thompson, and Welch.
Mr. Godshaw, from the select committee, to whom was referred
the resolution in relation to the repeal of the bankrupt law, made
the following report, viz:

WHEREAS, The Congress of the United States passed an act establishing an uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United
States; and whereas, in the juogment of this General Assembly, the
occasion and circumstances justifying it,i enactment now cease to
exist; and whereas, its greatest tendency and principal effect is to
encourage unsafe and reckless speculations, thereby bringing disaster
upon the mercantile world, and ruining and paralyzing the trade
and commerce of the country, and developing to a great extent
unparalleled dishonesty; therefore, be it
Resolved by the General Assembly of lite Commonwealth nf Kentucky,
That our ::,enators in Congress are hereby instrur:ted, and our Representatives requested, to vote for a,nd use all honorable means to securn
the repeal of said bankrupt law, and all amendments thereto; and
the G<,1vernor is requested to have a copy of this _ resolution forwarded to each of our Senators and Representatives.
Which was twice read and adopted.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act t.o repeal an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and protect the owners thereof rn
·Fayette and other named counties."
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend sections 4 and 5 of chapter 84, General Statutes, title "Peddlers."
2. An act to ame.nd an act, entitled "An. act to regulate the manner of holding and transferring church property of the Roman Catholic Church in the Diocese of Covington," approved March 9, 1854.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
re 11 d a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispe'nsed with,
I
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Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
the General Statutes, and the 2d to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
they had examined sundry emolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to in corporate Montgomery Commandery, No. 5, Knights
Templar;
An act to enable the county court of Bracken to issue bonds for
turnpike purposes, and to provide for their payment;
An act to incorporate Daysville Lodge, No. 587, Free and Accepted Masons;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the town
of Rochester, in Butler county, and a,cts amendatory thereof;"
Resolution directing the raising of the national flag upon the
dome of the Capitol;
A11d had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon, J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secrntary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of school district No. 24, in Kenton county.
An act to authorize G. G. Oury, presiding judge of the Calloway
county court, to sign all orders of said court between December 1st,
1870, up to this date.
Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepa1•e and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the American Legal Aid Society.
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the joint
spec ial order of the day.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the hour for the joint •'
special order of the day, viz : the election of a Senator in the Oongress of the United States, from the State of Kentucky, to succeed
the Hon. Thomas C. McCt·eery, whose term of office will expire on
the 4th day of March, 1879, said spec ial order being in pur~uance
of an act of Uongress and the law of Kentucky in such matter made
and provided,
It was announced that the Senate of Kentucky was now ready to
proceed, in joint sessio n, to the election of said United States Sen·
ator.
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Whereupon, the Senate, in order, entered upon the floor of the
Hourn of Representatives, and the Speaker of th e Senate, Lieutenant
Governor John C. Underwood, having taken his seat on the right of
the Speaker of the House and presiding, the two Houses were convened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a majority of
each Honse elected to the General AsRembly.
The roll was then called, when the following_Senators· and Representatives answered to their nam es, viz:
Pollock Barbour,
J. F. Bennett,
W. J. McElroy,
Albert S. Berry,
J. M. Bigger,
J. W. Meador,
Joseph Bertram,
Gabriel Blevins,
James F. Means,
James Blackburn,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Montgomery Merritt,
J. H. Bruce,
A. Buford,
Tipton A Miller,
M. T. Carpenter,
Benjamin F. Buie,
E. H. Mo!'in,
F. L. Cleveland ,
Edmund ;Burr,
J.M. Neal,
Andrew.I. Ewing,
T. J. Bush,
Wm . Neal,
Charles D. Foote,
W. H. H. Callihan ,
O t.hn Nunn,
Joseph Gardner,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Oatts,
James B. Garnett,
Pat. Campion,
James O'Bannon,
Clint. Griffith,
A. R. Clarke,
W.W. Orr,
George T . Halbert,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. C. Owens,
Duncan Harding,
.i\.. C. Cope,
J. S. Owsley,
R. G. Hays,
John Cowan,
B. Mill s Parrish,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Jam es Perldns,
John Hyden,
W. T. Dicken,
William Points,
S. H. Jenkin s,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Jos eph L . Pope,
Thomas Johnson,
W. J . .Edrington,
G. W. Prichard,
P. P. Johnston,
Abner Eversole,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. R. Leslie,
John Feland,
Ferdinand Rigney,
C. W. Lester,
Peter G. Fischer,
Thomas A. Robertson,
P. A. Lyon,
Henry George,
Granville V. Rouse,
Sumner Marble,
Dennis Gleason,
C. W. Russell,
T. J. McElrath,
D . A. Glenn,
Thomas Sanders,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Charles Godshaw,
T. W. Scott,
D. G. Mitchell,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Augustine Shelburne,
Alex. H. Montgomery, Leven E .. Green,
G. R. Synder,
David R. Murray,
W . Scott Gresham,
Ralph L Spalding,
L. fJ. Norman,
J. W. Griffith,
G. E. Speck,
C. N. Pendleton,
Milton Hamilton,
Richard A. Spurr,
Joseph B. Read,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
John Walter Rowlett, Samuel D. Hensley , Hancock Taylor,
T. lVI. Hill,
James Shackleford,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. H. Stanley ,
W. H. Hillsman,
John A. Thomas,
H. A. Tyle1·,
Josiah Hunter
Andrew Thompson,
Richard J. White,
Lewis Jones, '
, Ge.o. H. B. Thompson ,
George Wright,
Jos. M. Kash,
John Chas. Thompson,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. Q. Lackey,
John D . Thompson,
Cromwell Adair,
Richard Lambert,
G. H. Towery,
C. T. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. A. Webber,
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James P. Allen,
Thomas H. Mannen, John C. Welch,
RobertF. Allensworth, M. H . Marri"t.t,
Isaac T. West,
Clement l{. Ambrn,,e, David Mart.in,
LaFayette Wilson,
J. K. Bailey,
Jam es Barbour Mason, H. P. Whitaker--137.
E. C. Bainbridge,
Clarence U. McElroy,
The Journal::1 of the Sen~te irncl House of Representatives in relation to the proceedings of each House, taken in the matter of the
election of a ~enator to the Congress of the United States, from the
State of Kentucky, were read by the Clerk of each House and
adopted.
I
Upon a comparison of the Yote taken by the Joint Assembly, as
shown by the Jonrnab of each House, as between the persons in nomination in each House for the offiqe of Senato1· in the Congress of the
United States from the ::,tate of Kentuqky, the Speaker announced that
no one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election
was had.
The Joint Assembly then proceeded to take ·another ballot, as between those in nomination for United States Senator, a majority of
all the members elected thereto, b,o th of the Senate and House of
Representatives, being pre::'ent, ·which resulted as follows, viz:
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereC. N. Pendleton,
Richard J. White,
J. H. Bruce,
Jas. Shackleford,
George Wright-7.
F. L. Cleveland,
R. I. McQuiddy.
Those who voted for M1· . Williams, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
D. G. Mitchell,
Joseph Bertram,
John Hyden,
L. C. Norman,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson,
Joseph B. Read,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
John W. Rowlett-14.
George T. Halbert,
T. J. McElrath,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
James Blackburn,
M. T. Carpenter,
Charles D. Foote,
James B. Garnett,
Clint. Griffith,

R. G. Hay1,,
Sam. E. Hill,
S. H. Jenkins,
P. P. Johrn,ton,
P. A. Lyon,

Sumne1· Marble,
Alex. B. Montgomery,
David R. Murray,
J. H. Stanley,
H. A. Tyler-16.

For Mr. Boyd-C. W. Leste1·-l.
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In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Edmund Burr,
William Points,
John Chas. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
T. W. Scott,
G. H. Towery,
A. R. Clarke,
Augustine Shelburne, LaFayette Wilson-13.
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereClement R. Ambrose, David Martin,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. F. Bennett,
James Barbour Mason, G . W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. J. McElroy,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
James F. Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. C. Cope,
J.M. Neal,
C. W. Russell,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
Thomas Sanders,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
G. R. Snyder,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
Hancock Taylor,
J. W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
Milton Hamilton,
W. W. Orr,
John D. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
J. S. Owsley,
W. A. Webber,
Jos. M. Kash,
8. Mills Parrish,
John C. Welch,
J. Q. Lackey,
James Perkins,
H.P. Whitaker-40.
T. J. Lewis,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Adair,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
M. H. Marriott,
C. T. Allen,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy,
James P. Allen,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt,
Robert F. Allensworth, Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
E. C. Bainbridge,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
J.M. Bigger,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
A. Buford,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T. J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K.. Tharp-34.
John Cowan,
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereJ. K. Bailey,
John Feland,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
Samuel D. Hensley, .Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-12.
No one in nomination having received a majority of all the votes
cast, the Speaker declared that no election was had.
Mr. Towery moved that t.he Joint Assembly do now dissolve.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it.
was decided in the negative.
B.
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In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereJ. H. Bruce,
C. N. Pendleton,
Richard J . White,
F. L. Cleveland,
James Shackleford,
George Wright-7.
R. I. McQuiddy,
Those who voted for Mr Williams, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
D. G. Mitchell,
Joeeph Bertram,
John Hyden,
L . C. Norman,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson.
Joseph B. Read,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
John W. Rowlett-14.
George T. Halbert,
T. J. McElrath,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
R. G. Hays,
Sumner .Marble,
James Blackburn,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. B. Montgomery,
M. T. Carpenter,
S. H. Jenkins,
David R. Munay,
Charles D. Foote,
P. P. Johnston,
J. H. Stanley,
James B. Garnett,
P.A. Lyon,
H. A. Tyler-16.
Clint. Griffith,
For Mr. Boyd-C. W. Lester-I.
In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Edmund Burr,
Wm. Points,
John Chas. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
T. W. Scott,
G. H. Towery,
A. R. Clarke,
Augustine Shelburne, LaFayette W ilson-13
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereJoseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, David Martin,
James
Barbour
Mason,
G.
W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
W. J. McElroy,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
James F. Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J.M. Neal,
C. W. Russell,
A. C. Cope,
Wm. Neal,
Thomas Sanders,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
G . R. Snyder,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Hancock Taylor,
W. Scott Gresham, ·
James
O'Bannon,
John
A. Thomas,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
J_o hn D. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
W. A. Webber,
Josiah Hunte'!',
B. Mills Parrish,
John C. Welch,
Joseph M. Kash,
James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker--40.
J. Q. Lackey,
T. J. Lewis,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Adair,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
M. H. Marriott,
C. T. Allen,
Thomas H. Ditto,
rnarence U. McElroy,
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Montgomery Merl'itt,
W. J. Edrington,
James P. Allen,
Tipton A. Miller,
Robert F. Allensworth,Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
E. C. Bainbridge,
D. A. Glenn,
J. M. Bigge1·,
Isaac H. Goodnig-,ht, W. C. Owens,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
Richard A. Spun,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomai! H. Mannen, Clinton IC Tharp-34.
John Cowan,
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereJohn Feland,
G. E. Speck,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T . Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-12.
Abner Eversole,
No one in nomination having received a majority of all the votes
cast, the Spe.ake1· declared that no election was had.
Mr. Mur1•ay moved that the Joint Assembly do now dissolve.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Representatives Snyder and Feland, we1·e as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, M. H. Marriott,
Pollock Barbour,
Clement R. Ambrose, David Martin,
Joseph Bertram,
James Barbour Mason,
J. K.. Bailey,
James Blackburn,
James F. Means,
E . C. Bainbridge,
J. H. Bruce.
Montgomery Merritt,
J . F. Bennett,
M. T. Carp~nter,
Tipton A. Miller,
F. L. Cleveland,
J. M .. Bigger,
T. J. Oatts,
Charles D. Foote,
Gabriel Blevins,
W.W. Orr,
James H. Garnett,
A . Buford,
W. C. Owens,
Clint. Griffith,
Benjamin F. Buie,
B. Mills Parrish,
George T. Halbert,
T. J. Bush,
James Perkins,
Duncan Harding,
Henry Campbell,
R. G. Hays,
Joseph L. Pope,
Pat. Campion,
G. W. Prichard,
Sam. E. Hill,
A. R. Clarke,
Wm. M. Reed,
S. H. Jenkins,
Lyttleton Cooke,
P. P. Johnston,
Ferdinand Rigney,
John Cowan,
Thomas A. Robertson,
P.A. Lyon,
W. J. Edrington,
Granville V. Rouse,
Sumner Marble
Henry George,
T. J. Mc:Elrath '
Thomas Sanders,
Dennis Gleason,
R. I. McQuiddy,
T. W. Scott,
D. A. Glenn,
Augustine Shelburne,
Alex. B. Montgomery Charles Godshaw,
David R. Murray,
' Isaac H. Goodnight, · Richard A. Spurr,
L. C. Norman
Hancock Taylor,
Leven E. Green,
C. N. Pendlet~n
Clinton IC Tharp,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph B. Read'.
John A. Thomas,
Milton Hamilton.,
John Walter Rowlett Samuel D. Hensley,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,

'
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John Chas . Thompson,
W. H. Hillsman ,
James Shackleford,
John D. Thompson,
Josiah
Hunter,
J. H. Stanley,
G. H. Towery,
Lewis Jones,
H. A. Tyler,
W A. Webber,
Jo,. . M . .Kash,
Richard J. White,
John C. Welch,
J. Q. Lackey,
George Wright,
H . P. Whitaker,
Richard Lambert,
Cromwell Adair,
Thomas H. 'lVIannen, LaFayette Wilson-96.
C. T. Allen,
Those who voted in the negative, wereAlbert S . Berry,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
William Neal,
Andrew J. Ewing,
W. T. Dicken,
J. M. Neal,
Joseph Gardner,
Thomas H . Ditto ,
Otho Nunn,
.John Hyden,
Abner Eversole,
James O'Bannon,
Thomas Johnson,
John Feland,
J. S . Owsley,
J. R. Leslie, ·
Peter G. Fischer,
William Points,
C. W . Lester,
W Scott Gresham,
C. W. Russell,
D . J . Mitchell,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. R. 8nyder,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), T. M. Hill,
Ralph L. Spalding,
James P. Allen,
T. J. Lewi s,
G. E. Speck,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Clarence U. McElroy , J . T. Tartar,
Edmumd Burr,
W. J. McE lroy,
Andrew Thompson,
W. H . H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-41.
A. C. Cope,
E. H. Morin,
The Speaker of the House of Representative s resumed the chair,
and the Senate retired.
And then the House adjourned.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 12, 1878.
The following petition was presented, viz :
By Mr. Martin-The petition_ of su'ndry citizens of Floyd and Johnson counties,
asking the passage of an act defining the boundary line between
said counties.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
On motion of Mr. Feland, the rule of the Ho1;1se was suspended,
and the House took up .the Senate resolution and the House substi·
;
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tute providing for the pay of the officers and attaches of this General Assembly.
Mr. Snyder moved that the House recede from its substitute.
And the question being takPn on the adoption of said moti on, it
was rlecided in the negative.
On motion of Mr. Hamilton, the House suspended the rules, and
took up a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution with reference to a reduction of the tax on tobacco.
Which was twice read and adopted.
On motion of Mr. Marriott, the rules were suspended, and the
House , took up a joint resolution, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
Resolution raising a joint committee in relation to re -districting
the judicial dist.ricts of this Commonwealth.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. C. IC Tharp, C. T.
Allen, C. U. McElroy, John Cowan, W. C. Owens, H. P. Whitaker,
Charles God~haw, C. R. Brooks, and John Feland, a committee on
the part of the House to consider the subject-matter of said resolution.
The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the American Legal Aid Society.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Saint Joseph's Orphan Asylum, of Campbell county.
By same-

A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
withill'two miles of South Union or Hebron ChU!'ches, in the southern part of Christian county.
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By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill for the benefit of William C. Horton, of Carter county.
By same-A bill to authorize persons liable to road tax along the line of the
Bradford's Landing and Washington Trace Turnpike Road to work
out their tax on said turnpike road.
By M1·. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill to enlarge the powers of the common school commissioner
of Simpson county.
By Mr. Miller, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of the school trustee in district No. 26, in
Lewis county.
By Mr. Glenn, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled'' An act to amend an act giving the
trustees of the common school district in Catlettsburg the right to
levy a tax for two years to build a school-house therein," &c.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That sai<l bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, - That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. W. J. McRlroy, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions,
to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Boyd County Fair Association,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
Mr. Lackey moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
;
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Mr. Campion, from the Committee on Public Offices, who were
directed to pr.epare and bring in the same,. reported a bill, entitled
A bill authorizing the Librarian to .have lightning-rods put upon
the Fire-proof Offices and the Penitentiary warehouses belonging
to the State.
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Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by tlle General Assembl,y of the Commonwealth of Kentuck,1/, That the Librarian be, and she i,i hereby, authorized to have
two lightning-rods placed upon the public building known as the
Fire-proof Offices, with three points-one in the centre and one at
each end of said building; and three lightning-rods on the public
buildingi! known as the Penitentiary warehouses, the cost of which
not to exceed the sum of $200.
§ 2. The Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby directed to draw
his warrant upon the Treasurer in favor of the contractor for the
amount he may agree to put the same up for.
§ 3. This act to take effect from and after its passage.
Orde1·e¢, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The que::1tion was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, were...:.Mr. Speaker (Turner), De·nnis Gleason,
Clarence U. McElroy,
James P. Allen,
,
Charles Godshaw,
Montgomery Merritt,
Robe1tF. Allensworth,Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
Clement R. Ambr0se, W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas Sanders,
Pat. Campion,
Milton Hamilton,
T. W. Scott,
John Cowan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. J. Edrington,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Feland,
M. H . Marriott,
Andrew Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas-30.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
T. M. Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
James Pei·kins,
E. C. ~ainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
Joseph L. Pope,
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Jos. M. Kash,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Gahriel Blevin~,
T. J. Lewi:;,
A. Buford,
Thomas H . Mannen,
Benjamin F. Buie,
D~vid Martin,
Edmund Bun,
W. J. McElroy,
T. J. Buflh,
J. W. Meador,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James F. Means,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
A. R. Clarke,
E. H. Morin,
Alex T. Cray croft,
J.M. Neal,
Thomas H. Ditto,
William Neal,
Abner Ever.,ole,
Otho Nunn,
Henry -George,
T. J. Oatts,
Leven E. Green,
W.W. Orr,
W. L. Hazelip,
Samuel D. Hensley, W. C. Owens,
And so said bill was rejected.
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G. W. Prichard,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. W. Russell,
G. R. Snyder,
Ralph L. Spalding,
G. E. Speck,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. T. Tartar,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John D. Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
W. A. Webber,
Isaac T . West,
LaFayette Wilson-60,

Mr. Spalding offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolvld, That Rule No. 58 , which provides for the call of. counties
for leaves and motions on Wednesdays and Saturdays, shall be interpreted to incln<le resolutions.
Which was twic,! read and adopted .
Mr. Spalding read and laid on the table the following joint reso·
lotion, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly o{ the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That a joint committee of seven on the part of the House of Rep·
retlentatives, an<l four on the part of the Senate, be appointed, to be
styled "Committee o.n Retrenchment and Reform," · whose duty it
shall be to examine carefully into the matter of salaries paid out of
the Treasury to the retlpective officers of this Commonwealth; also
the clerical assistance employed in each office, and the amount paid
for the same; all:'o the fee::: or perquisites, if any, received by any
such officer, in addition to the salary allowed by law. The said
committee shall ascertain, as correctly as practicable, the amount of
labor which the duties of each office require, and whether the com·
pensation allowed by law is too little or too much, and also whether
any of such office,, may be abolished altogether without injury to
the public service. It shall be the duty of said committee to exam·
ine carefully into the matter of fees allowed by law to sheriffs, clerks,
constables, and other ministerial officers, with the view of ascertain·
ing whether any additional legi,,lation is necessary upon _the subject.
The said committee shall report, by bill or otherwise, from time to
time, touching the matters within the scope of their duties under
this resolution. The committee shall have the same powers apper·
taining to a regular standing committee; shall have power to send
for persons and papers, and to examine witnesses; and, if deemed
necessary, may prosecute their labor;;i at times during the session of
their respective Houses.
,
;
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Mr. Meador read and iaid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, The time of the General Assembly of this Commonwealth is often consumed in the consideration of local measures in
regard to the sale of intoxicating liquors; and whereas, the local
option Jaw was enacted for the purpose of relieving the General
Assembly from the considerntion of such meas ures, by referring the
question to the qualified voters in such town or district for which
such legislation is asked, thereby saving time and money; therefore,
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Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth · of Kenluck.1/,

That we will not entertain or consider any bill of a local character
relating to the sale of spirituous liquors in auy town, district, or
county in this Commonwealth.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing · that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
'
\
An ac~ to amend the charter of the city of Lexington.
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of John L.
Graves," approved January 29, 1840.
An act to regulate the width of the State road leading from Leesburg, in Hanison county, to Williamstown, in Grant county.
An act to change the boundary line between the counties of CaseY,
and Boyle.
And that they had passed bills of the following titles, Viz:
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to improve the Narrows of the South Fork of the Kentucky river."
2. An act for the. benefit of John P. Ba1·rett, late sheriff of Ohio
county.
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3. An act to legalize the levy made by the Morgan county court
a:t its October term, 1877.
4. An act to repeal section 11, chapter 443, entitled "An act to
amend chapter 92, title' Revenue and Taxation,' General Statutes,"
approved February 23, 1874.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred--the 1·s t to the Committee on
Internal Improvement; the 2d and 3d to the Committee on County
Cour-ts, and the 4th to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation.
·

•
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A message was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they had concurred in a joint resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
Reso,l ution requesting the members in Congress from Kentucky to
obtain aid from the Federal Government for the improvement of the
navigable streams in this Commonwealth.
Tliat they had received a message from the Governor, announcing
that he had approved and signed sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act t.o protect sheep -and dogs
in Ballard and other counties," approved March 7th, 1876.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights of the owners of sheep in Fayette and other named counties."
An act to repeal ,section 1 of an act to amend the charter of the
city of Covington, approved February 6, 1874, and provide for re-assessing of the property in said city.
An act for the benefit of Frank Fraize, late sheriff and late county
court clerk of Breckinridge county.
An act to empower the Trigg county court to levy an ad valorem
tax.
An act to amend the charter of the Falls City Tobacco Bank, of
Louisville.
Resolution d~recting the firing of national salutes on the 8th day
of January and 22d day of February, 1878.
Resolution in relation to printing the Governor's message.
Resolution in relation to the election of a State Librarian.
That they had passed a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution requesting our Senators and Representatives in Con·
gress to use their influence to secure the passage of a general quar·
antine law in the United States.
Said resolution reads as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, The tropical scourge, yellow fever, makes almost annual
vi>'its to some portions of the United States, carrying with it desola·
tion and death; and whereas, by reason of constantly increasing rail·
road facilities, the disease is liable to be conveyed to any part of the
country where heat rises to 80 degrees: the fact being well estab·
lished that yellow fever has visited Passage, Maine, once; Hartford,
Connecticut, once; Quebec, once; New York, fourteen times; Phila·
delphia, thirteen times; Norfo lk, Virginia, once; and Gali polis, Ohio,
once; and the fact also being well known that yellow fever, in 1853, t
appeared at New Orleans as early as May, thus showing that the
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only sure mode of keeping off the dreadful scourge is a rigid quarantine of vessels arriving from the ports of West ln.dia Islands and
other infected places; and whereas, the neglect on the part of the
proper authoriti es to afford our citizens the necessa ry protection has
resulted in great loss of life and property, in seriously .impairing th:e
commercial pro sperity of numerous well located towns and cities;
therefore, be· it
Resolved b_y lite General Assembl,1/ of t.lie Commonwealth of Kent_ucky,
That our Senators in Congress be directed, and our Representatives
be requested, to devjse and urge ·such measures as in their judgment
may seem best to bring about s uch action on the part of Congress as
shall result in a national quarantine Jaw that will effectually prevent the 'Spread of yellow fever within the limits of the United States,
and that a committee of three be appointed, of one Senator and two
members of the Hous.e of Representatives, who shall be req uested and
dit-ected to memorializ e Congre,:is in conformity to this resolution,
and that they be anthorized to investigate and report to this body
any measure which they may deem necessary to protect the lives of
the citizens of this Common wealtl\ against this disease.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to suspend the rules and take up said resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Said resolution was then twice read and adopted.
Mr. C. T. Allen was directed to report said resolution back to the
Senate.
Mr. Owens moved to reconsider the vote by which s~id resolution
was adopted.
Mr. Owens then also moved to appoint a committee of one to
withdraw said resolution from the .Senate.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Bainbridge,
Sanders, and S~yder.
Mr . . Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated
in the SenatE;, of the following titles, viz:
An act regulating the fu_nding of the county debt of Bracken;
An act for the benefit of P. L. Maxey, sheriff of Hart county;
An act to amend an act, entitled'' An act to incorpornte the Fulton
County Agricultural Society;"
An act to prevent the sale of spirituous, vi nou·s, and malt liq uor.s
within three miles of Daysville Academy, Daysville, Todd county;
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An act to prohibit the master commissioners of the various courts
of this Commonwealth from acting as such commissioners in all cases
in which they are or shall become interested as attorneys;
That they had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in the
House of R e presentatives, of the following title, viz:
An act to repeal an act taxing dog:3 in Fayette and other named
counties;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Leave was given to bring- in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Hunter1. A bill to amend the charter of the Bank at Columbia, Adair
county.
On motion of Mr. Lackey2. A bill to amend chapter 94, of the General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Cowan3. A bill to repeal section 11 of an act approved Febmary 23,
1874, to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title "Revenue
and Taxation."
On motion of same4. A bill to amend section 1, article 13, chapter 28, General Stat·
utes.
On motion of same-5. A bill to amend section 52, Civil Code.
On motion of Mr. C. T. Allen6. A bill to amend the charter of the Crabtree Coal Company.
On motion of same7. A bill to repeal certain lottery privileges.
On motion of Mr. West8. A bill changing the graded road leading from London, Laurel
county, to Booneville, Owsley county.
On mot.ion of Mr. Craycroft9. A bill to amend chapter 66, article 2, General Statutes, title
"Landlord and Tenant."
On motion of M1·. TharpI 0. A bill to amend the charter of Owensboro, authorizing said
city to fund the bonded railroad and school debt of said city.
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On motion of same-I I. A bill to amend section 23, chapter 1, of title 3, of the Civil
Code.
On motion of same12. A bill to authorize John Daugherty to peddle in Daviess county
without license.
On motion of same13. A bill to establish an additional justices' district in Daviess
county.
On motion of Mr. Russell-14 . A bill for the benefit of Mary Cox, of Lee county.
On motion of Mr. Spurr15. A bill to amend an act amending an act to regulate the sale of
medicines and poisons, approved Marc~ 18, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Martin16. A bill to define the boundary line between Floyd and Johnson
counties.
On motion of Mr. Scott17. A bill to change the line between the counties of Shelby and
Franklin.
On motion of Mr. Points-IS. A bill to allow W. T . Simmons, judge of the Gt·ant county
quarterly court, to em ploy a clerk for said court.
On motion of Mr. Bennett19. A bill concerning the office of police judge of Hawesville.
On motion of same20. A bill to amend. chapter 92, General Statutes, title "Revenue
and Taxation."
On motion of Mr. Marriott-21. A bill for the benefit of T . J. Phillips.
On motion of Mr. Bailey22. A bill for the benefit of John Gorden, Bell county.
On motion of Mt·. Merritt23. A bill to amend an act to establish a system of common schools
in Corydon, Henderson county.
On motion of Mr. Campion24. A bill to amend the charter of Louisville.
On motion of same25 · A bill to provide for the payment of the wages of employes of
corporations.

,
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On motion of Mr. Cooke26. A bill to amend section 24, chapter 37, General Statutes.
On motion of same27. A bill to incorporate the First Lutheran Church of Louisville.
On motion of same-28. A bill for the benefit of H . P. McDonald, of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Hamilton-29. A bill to amend the charter of the Bank Lick Turnpike Road
Company, Kenton county.
On motion of Mr. Hensley-- _
30. A bill for the benefit of C. C. Mills, of Martin county.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson31. A bill to equalize the taxation for the Concord and Tollsburg
Turnpike Road Company, in .Lewis county.
On motion of same32. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Concord, Lewis
county .
On motion of Mr. Owsley-33. A bi1l to amend an act to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to Stanford, approved April 4, 1861, .and to amend
an act to amend the charter of Stanford, approved March 8, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Burr-34, A bill to amend and reduce into one the severnl acts in refer- f
ence to Auburn, Logan county.
On motion of same-35. A bill to amend section 5 of an act to amend and reduce into
one the several acts relating to Preachers' Aid Society of the Louisville Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
approved Ma1·ch 6, 1872.
,O n motion of Mr. Bigger36. A bill to amend section 3, chapter 43, title "Foreign Corpora·
tions."
On motion of same-37. A bill to require the Auditor of Public Accounts to furnish
McCracken county one set of weights and measures.
On motion of same38. A bill authorizing the Register of the Land Office to issue
patents upon certificates to S . B. Caldwell and L. D. Husbands.
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On motion of same-39. A bill to regulate appeals from jt~dgrn.e nts of county courts of

sville.

e Road

this Commonwealth.
On motion of same40. A bill for the benefit of C. York, of Marshall county.
On motion of same41 A bill to amend an act to facilitate the collection of taxes in
Paducab, approved February 17, 1873.
On motion of Mr. Ditto-.
42. A bill to empower W . L. Brashears, former judge of Meade
county,
sign orders in said county court which he failed to sign
when presiding judge of s11id county.
On motion of same-43. A bill to amend an act establishing the Bureau of Ag-riculture,
Horticulture, and Statistics.
On motion of Mr. J. M. Neal-44. A hill to amend provision l of section 1, article 14, General
Statutes, chapter 28, concerning the settlement of accounts of fiduciaries.
On motion of Mr. Kash45. A bill to incorporate Mizpah Lodge, No. 507, of Free and Accepted Masons, in Hazel Green.
On motion of Mr. G . H. B. Thompson46. A bill to incorporate Dirigo Lodge, No. 228, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, Mt. Olivet.
On motion of Mr. Griflith47. A bill for the benefit of John T. Edds, of Oldham county.
On motion of Mr. Bainbridge48. A bill to incorporate Emanuel Lodge, No. 213, Independent
Order of Fellows.
On motion of same49. A bill for the benefit of M. B. Judy, late marshal of Owenton.
On motion of same50. A bill authorizing the county judge of Owen county to sell
and convey the title to the old jail, Jots and the west half of the new
jail lot.
·
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On motion of Mr. Tartar52. A bill authorizing the Pulaski county court to issue bonds,
bearing inter~st at a rate not greater than 8 per cent., to raise funds
to pay off the present outstanding 10 per cent. court-house bonds of
said county.
On motion of same53. A bill for the benefit of Samuel Tate, late sheriff of Pulaski
county.
On motion of Mr. Owens54. A bill to amend the charter of the Kentucky Grangers' Mutual
Benefit Society.
On motio,n of Mr. Thomas55. A bill for the b-e-nefit of certain turi:ipike roads that have no
toll-gates in Shelby county.
On motion of same56. A bill to amend an act to define and punish certain trespaeses,
approved March 20, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight57, A bill repealing an act amending article 11, chapter 29, General Statutes, approved March 20, 1876.
On motion of same58. A bill repealing an act to protect fish in Drake's creek, Simpson county, approved January 27, 1872; also repealing an act for
the propagation and protection of food-fishes in the waters of the
State, approved March 20, 1876, so far as· the same applies to Simp·
son county.
On motion of same59. A bill to repeal an act to protect sheep from depredations by
dogs, and to authorize the county courts to impose taxes on dogs for
county purposes, approved March 20, 1876, so far as the same applies
to Simpson county.
On motion of Mr. Allensworth60. A bill 1·equiring county court clerks to keep a record of all
property upon which the tax has not been paid up to a certain time,
On motion of same61. A bill to charter DeKoren Lodge, No. 577, Free and Accepted
Masons.
On motion of Mr. 0. U. McElroy62. A bill to amend section 13, article IO, chapter 28, General Stat·
utes, title "Courts."
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motion of sameA bill to ame·n d the charter of Woodburn.
motion of sameA bill to amend the charter of Bowling Green.
motion of same-A bill to ame·nd section 14, article 8, chapter 92, General Statmotion of same--

tHi. A bill for the creation of a commission to inspect t.he books of
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On motion of Mr. Speck67. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of justices of the peace and
jridge of the quarterly court of Warren county.
On motion of Mr. Buford68. A bill to amend an act prohibiting stock from running at large
on turnpike roads in Woodford, Boyle, and Garrat·d counties.
On motion of Mr. Felandfi9. A bill to incorporate the First Presbyterian Church of Hopkinsville.
On motion of same70. A bill to confirm and IP-galize the division of the property
held for the use of the Presbyterian Church at Hopkinsville.
On motion of same71. A bill to incorporate the Second Presbyterian Church of Hopkinsville.
On motion of Mr. Parrish72. A bill for the benefit of S. S. Farris, late sheriff of Banen
county.
On motion of Mr. Reed73. A bill to amend article 23, chapter 28, General Statutes.
On motion of same-74. A bill to provide for the indexing and cross-indexing of deeds
and mortgages in Marshall county ..
01'dered, That. the Committee on Banks prepare and bring in the
1st; the Committee on Revenue and Taxation the 14th, 31st, 41st,
40th, 60th, and 65th; the Committee on Propositions and G1·ievances
the 8th, 12th, 16th, 17th, 22d, 30th, 46th, 49th,53d, 56th, and 72d; the
Comrpittee on County Courts the 13th, 18th, 19th, 44th, 50th, 52d,
67th, 74th, 42d, 43d, and 74th; the Committee on Corporate lnstitue. R,-23
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tions the 6th, 7th, 10th, 23d, 24th, 25th, 27th, 32d, 33d, 34th, 45th,
48th, 59th, and 61st; the Committee on the Judiciary the 15th, 26th,
38th, 47th, 63d, 64th, 66th, 69th, 70th, 71st, and 73d; the Committee
on Internal Improvement the 29th, 51st, and 68th; the Committee on
General Statute:3 the 2d, 3d, 4th, 9th, 20th, 36th, 51st, and 62d; the
Committee on Claims the 28th and 21st; the Committee on Codes of
Practice the 5th and 11th; the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 55th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 30th; the
Committee on Insurance the 54th; the Committee on Pisciculture the
58th; the Committee on Ways and Means the 37th; the Committee
on Moral and Religious Institutions the 35th.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the hour for the joint
special order of the day, viz: the election of a Senator in the Congress of the United States, from the State of Kentucky, to succeed
the Hon. Thomas C. McCreery, whose term of office will expiTe on
the 4th day of March, 1879, said i,pecial order being in pursuance
of an act of lJongre:3s and the law of Kentucky in such matter made
and provided,
It was announced that the Senate of Kentucky was now ready to
prnceed, in joint session, to the , election of said United Stat.es Sen·
a tor.

Whereupon, the Senate, in ·o rder, entered upon the floor of the
House of Representatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governo r John C. Underwood, ha~ing taken his seat on the right of
the Speaker of the House and presiding, the two Houses were con·
vened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a majority of
each Honse elected to the General AsRemb,ly.
The roll was then called, when the followi•ng Senators and Repre·
sentatives answered to their names, viz:
James Barbour Mason,
J. F. Bennett,
Po llock Barbour,
Clarence U. McElroy,
J.M.
Bigger,
Albert S. Berry,
W. J. McElroy;
Gabriel Blevi.ns,
Joseph Bertram.,
J.
W. Meador,
Caleb
R.
Brooks,
James Blackburn,
James F. Means,
A. Buford,
J. H. Bruce,
Montgomery Merritt,
Benjamin F. Buie,
lVI. T. C·a rpenter,
Tipton A Miller,
Edmund Burr,
F. L. Cleveland,
E. H. Morin_,
T. J. Bush,
Andrew J. Ewing,
J.M.
Neal,
W.
H.
H.
Callihan,
Charles D. Foote,
Wm. Neal,
Henry Campbell,
Joseph Gardner,
Otho Nunn,
Pat. Campion,
, James B. Garnett,
T. J. Oatts,
A . .R. Clarke,
-Clint. Grii'ffitih,
James O'Bannon,
.'\.. C. Cope,
Geo rge T. Halbert,
W.W. Orr,
John Cowan,
Duncan Harding,
;
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Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
John Hyden,
W. T. Dicken,
S. H. Jenkins,
Thomas H. Di1t,,
Thomas Johnson,
W. J. Edrington,
P. P. Johnston,
Abner Eversole, ·
J. R. Leslie,
John Feland,
C. W. Lester,
Peter G. Fischer,
P.A. Lyon,
Henry George,
Sumner Marble,
Dennis Gleason,
R. I. McQuiddy,
b . A. Glenn,
D. G. Mitchell,
Charle:;; Godshaw,
Alex. 8. Montgomery, L!aac H. Goodnight,
David R. Murray,
Leven E. Green,
L. C. Norman,
W Scott Gresham,
C. N. ,Pendleton,
J. W . Griffith,
Jose~h B. Read,
Milton Hamilton,
John Walter Rowlett, W. L. Hazelip,
James Shackleford,
Samuel D. tlensley,
J. H. Stanley,
T. M. Hill,.
H. A. Tyler,
W. H. Hillsman,
Richard J. White,
Jo siah Hunter,
George Wright,
Lewis Jones,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Jos. lVI. Kash,
Crnrnwell Adair,
Green R. Keller,
C. T. Allen,
J. Q. Lackey,
James P. Allen,
Richard Lambert,
Robe1tF. Allensworth, T. J. Lewis,
Clement R. Ambrose, Thomas H. Mannen,
J. K. Bailey,
M. H. Marriott,
E. C Batnbridge,
David Martin,
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W. C. Owens,
J. S. Owsley,
B. Milts Parrish,
James Perkins,
William Points,
Joseph L Pope,
G. W. Prichard,
Wm. lVI. Reed,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. W. Russell,
Thomas Sanders,
T. W. Scott,
Augustine Shelburne,
G. R. Synder,
Ralph L Spalding,
G. E . Speck,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. T. Tartar,
Clinton K. Tha.rp,
John A. Thora::1.s,
Andrew Thompson,
Gr.o. H. B Thompson,
John D . Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
Wm. A. Webber,
Isaac T. West,
LaFayette Wilson,
H. P. Whitaker--132.

Toe Journals of the Senate and House of Representatives in relation to the proceeding:i of each House, taken in the matter of the
election of a :Senator to the Congress of the United State!:!, from the
State of Kentucky, were read by the Clerk of each H .o use and
adopted.
Upon a comparison of the rnte take n by the Joint A,;;sembly, as
shown by the Journals of each House, as between the persons in nomination in each House for the office of Senatot• in the Congress of the
United States from the State of Kentucky, the Speaker announced that
no one having 1·eceived a majority of all the votes cast, no election
was had.
The Joint Assembly then prnceeded to take another ballot, as between those in nomination for United States Senator, a majority of
1:11l the members elected thereto, both of the Senate and House of
Representatives, being present, which resulted as follows, viz;
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In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereJ. I-I. Bruce,
0. N._Pendleton,
Richard J. White,
F. L. Cleveland,
Jas. Shackleford,
George Wright-7.
R. I. McQuiddy,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, were- •
Albert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
D. G. Mitchell,
Joseph Bertram,
.John Hyden,
t. 0. Norman,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson,
Joseph B. Read,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
John W. Rowlett--13,
George T. Halbert,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
James Blackburn,
M. T. Carpenter,
Charles D. Foote,
James B. Garnett,
Clint. Griffith,

R. G. Hays,
Sam. E. Hill, ·
ti. H. Jenkins,
P. P. Johnston,
P. A. Lyon, ·

Sumner Marble,
Alex. B. Montgomery,
David R. Murray,
J. H. Stanley,
H. A. Tyler-16.·
·
For Mr. Boyd-0. W. Lester-I.

In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Wil1iam Points,
G. H. Towery,
A. R. Clarke,
T. W. Scott,
LaFayette Wilson-13.
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereClement R. Ambrose, T. J. Lewis,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. F. Bennett,
David Martin,
James Perkins,
Gabriel Blevins,
.James Barbour Mason, G. W. Prichard,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. J. McElroy,
Ferdinand Rigney,
James .F. Means,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. C. Cope,
Peter G. Fischer,
E. H. Morin,
C. W. Russell,
Leven E. Green,
J.M. Neal,
Thomas Sanders,
W . Scott Gresham,
William Neal,
G. R. Snyder.
J. W. Griffith,
Otho Nunn,·
John A. Thomas,
Milton Hamilton,
T J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
James O'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
Jos. M. Kash,
W. W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker-38.
J. Q. Lackey,
J. S. Owsley,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereClarence U. McElroy,
Cromwell Adair,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
Montgomery Merritt,
C. T. Allen ,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
James P. Allen,
Henry George,
W. C. Owens,
..:
Robert F. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
.,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Isaac H. G_o odnight, Joseph .L. Pope,
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T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
Lewi;; Jone;;,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. lVIannen, Clinton K. Tharp--32.
Henry Campbell,
M. H. Marriott,
John Cowan,
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereJ. IC Bailey,
John Feland,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken;
Samuel D. Hensley,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T West--12.
No one in nomination having received a majority of all th·e votes
cast, the Speaker declared that no election was had.
Mr. Garnett moved that the Joint Assembly do now dissolve.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The Speaker of the House of Representatives resumed the chair,
and the Senate retired.
And then the House adjourned.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 14, 1878.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles , viz:
·
An act declaring Emily Fork of Wolf creek a navigable stream .
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in ~nd near the
town of Wardsville, in Anderson county.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Maysville Street Railway and Transfer Company.

ey,
use,
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s,
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-38.

Elroy,
rritt,
~r'

An act to incorporate Mt. Carmel Lodge, No. 513, Free and Accepted Masons.

~

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Strangers' Rest Lodge, No. 13, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Heri-·
derson, Kentucky."
An act to amend the charter of Fairview.
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benefit of the Sisters of Notre Dame, at Paris, Ken,
benefit of Robert B. K.enclall, of Fleming county.
had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
the benefit of John W. Countz, releasing him from

liabilities.
2. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Westport, Carrollton, and Ghent Rail way Company."
3. An act to incorporate the Supreme Council of National Order
of Muthal Friends.
4. An act to incorporate the Benefit Association of the Grand
Lodge of Kentucky , Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
Which bills were severa lly read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the con stitutional provision as to the
second r-eading 6f said bills being dispensed with,
Oi·dered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances; the 2d to the Committee on Railroads,
and the 3d and 4th to the Committee on Corporate In st itutions.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
insist on their disagre e ment to the ::-ubstitute of the House of Repre·
sentatives to a resolution, which originated in the Senate, entitled
Hesolution in regard to paying the officers and attaches of this
General Assembly.
And that they had appointed a committee of conference, and asked
the appointment of a similar committee on the part of the House of
Representatives.
Whereupon, the SpPaker appointed Messrs. Bush, Whitaker, Kash,
Brooks, and Buie as sa id committee.
· A me1;1sage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted .a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution in relation to ·postponing the election of a State Libra- ~
rian.
Said resolution reads as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, By a joint resol uti on he1·etofore adopted by this General
Assembly, it has resolved to enter into the e lection of State Librarian on
'l'uesday, the 15th ini,tant; and whereas, the election of a Uniter! States
Senator is now pe·nding, and will not, in all probability, be accomplished
by the 15th instant; tberefore,
Resolved by the General Assembly o( the Commonwealth of Kentuck~,
'l'ltat the election of State Librarian be, and is hereby, postponed until
Tuesday, the 22d instant, at 12 o'clock, .l\L; and that the resolution here·
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tofore adopted in relation to said election be, and the same is hereby,
repealed. Th is resol ntion sh al I take effect from its passage.

, Ken-

Ordered, That the rules be suspended and said resolution taken

r nty,

up.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the negative.
Mt·. Hill moved to reconside1; the vote by which said resolution

r

from

~

West-

was rejected.
Mr. Keller .moved to lay the motion to re.consider on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bush and J.
P. Allen, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the af!irmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,'
T. J. Oatts,
- Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W . Griffith,
G. W.'Pl'ichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J.M. Bigger,
SamuP-1 D. HensJey,
Granville V . Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. H . Hillsman,
C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
T. Vt/. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. H. H Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Henry Campbell, .
M. H. M&,rriott,
J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K . Tharp,
John Cowan,
Clarnnce U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
Alex, T. Craycroft,
W. J. McEh-oy,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
W. J, Edrington,
James F. Means,
G. H. Towery,
Abner E,versole 1
Mont,gomery Meri·it,t, W. A. Webber,
Peter G. Fische1·,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West,
Henry George,
J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-68.
Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
Those wl10 vot~d in the negative, were-James P. Allen,
Jos. M. Kash,
W. W. Orr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
W, C. Owens,
T. J. Bush,
Tihoma:s H. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
A. C, Cope,
David Martin,
Aug. Shelburne,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. Scot~ Gresham,
William Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
T. M. H1ll,
James O'Bannon,
H. 1'. Whitaker-22.
Josiah Hunter

'
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The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Speaker Turner-I. The petition of sundry citizens of Madison county, praying to
have the charter of the village of College Hill amended.
By Mr. Burr2. The petition of the chairman and trustees of A,u burn, Logan
county, asking an amendment to the charter of said town.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on General Statutes 1 and the2!1 to the Committee on Corporate lnstitu ti ons.
On motion of .Mr. Spalding, the rule of the House was suspended,
and t.he House took from the orders of the day the joint resolution,
entitled
Resolution asking the ap~ointment of a Joint Committee on Re·
trenchment and Reform.
Which was twice read and adopted.
On motion of Mr. Meador, the rules were suspended, and the
House took from the orders of the day the joint resolution, entitled
Resolution in relation to the local opt_ion law.
Which was read the first time.
Mr. Reed moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in a resolution, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
Resolution asking the raising of a Joint Committee on Retrench·
m·ent and H.eform,
With an amendment.
On motion of Mr. Spalding, the rules were suspended, and the
House took up said resolution and amendment.
Which were twice read.
The question was then taken on concurring in said amendment,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
Said resolution, as amended, was then adopted.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill entitled "An act to authorize -and empower the Pulaski
county court to issue the bonds of said c_ounty, bearing a rate of inter·
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etrench·

est not greater than eight pi.: r cent., and to pay off and redeem, with
the proceeds of the sale thereof, the outstanding county court-house ·
bonds of said county."
By Mr. Godshaw, from the sa me committeeA bill to authorize the county court of Scott counfy to issue bonds
to meet the expenses incurred in erecting and furnishing a new
coul't-house.
By Mr. Means; from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the· charter of the town of Livermore, in McLean
-county. '
By same-A bill to incorporate Elijah Upton Lodge, No. 377, Free and Accepted Masons, Warren county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled ..., An act to amend the severnl acts
incorporating the town of Williamstown, in Grant county," approved
Mal'ch 9th, 1!~68.
By Mr. Ditto, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate the Benjamin Gratz Park, of the ci~y of Lexfogton.
By sar:neA bill to amen cl an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Parke l''s Hill,Stonewall, and Connersville Turnpike Company," a:pproved
March 15th, 1875.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Grand Co11clave of Heptasophs.
By l:lame-

and the

A bill to incorporate the Bethlehem and Fool Hollow Turnpike
Road Company, in Henry county.
By same-

~ing to

Logan
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pended,
olution,
on Re-

and the
ntitled

otion, it
at they
' ouse or
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endment,

A bill chartering Simpson Benevolent Lorlge, No. 177, Free and
Accepted Masons.
By Mr. Clarke, from the same committeeA bill to amend the charter of the city of Henderson.
By same-

directed

A hill to incorporate the town of ·camdenville, in Anderson
county.

tsPulaski
of inter·

By Mr. Owen, from the Committee on Revenue and TaxationA bill to permit the county court of Christian to levy an additional ad valorem tax for county purposes.
H. R.-24
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Hy Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to Tegalize the acts of W. A. Morris, surveyor and· deputy
cle1·k of the Robertson county court.
By same-

..

A bill empoweriug the Judge of the Larue county court to submit

to the voters of Hodgenville as to whether spirituous, vinous, or mah
liquors shall be sold in said town.
By sameA bill to re-enact an act, entitled "Am act to prohibit the sale· of
spirituous liquors in the town of Antioch, Metcalfe county."
Which bills were s-everally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.

The rule of the House. and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a thrrd time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as ta the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same heingengrossed,
Resoltied, That said bills do pas::1, and that the titles thereof be as,
aforesaid.

Mr. Owens, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a hill, entitled
·
A bill for the benefit of W.W. Stinn·ett, sheriff of Todd coun ty.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, W.W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd county, Kentucky, has paid
into the Public T!'eaRury the State revenue in full of 'l'odd co unty forthe year 1875; and whereas, there wa& in _said county for said year delinquents whose tax <:ould not be collected, and whieh amount lelt t he
sheriff's commission on the same to the amount of $523 67 net, and said
sheriff, having fai led to relu1·n his deli nqnent list withi n the time required
by law., was compelled to pay ·all of Rai<l revenue, without being a llow ed
any credit for sa id delinquents; riow, therefore, for t he purpoee of 1·efunding to said sheriff thtJ amount of said de linquent list so puid by him,
§ J. Be it enacted by the Genei-al Assembly rf the CmnrrumweaLth nf Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, d.irccted
to draw a warrant on the State 'l'reasurer in ficvor of W. W. Stinnett for
·$523 67, with interest thereon at the rate of 10 per cent. per 11nnum, from
the 20th day of June, 1876, until paid, being the amoun~ of the delinquent,.
list paia by said Stinnett as sheriff of Todd county; :ind the Treasurerof the State, npon the presentation of said wan·ant, is authorized and
directed to pay the same to said Stinnett.
§ 2. This act shall take effect and be in foree from, a,n,<l.- afteu its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time .
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The rule of the House and t'he constitutional provision as to the
'SeC'ond reading 'Of said bill being dispensed with,

nit
ah

Mi'. C. T. Allf'n moved to strike out from said bill the words" ten
per cent.," wherever the same occur, and insert in lieu thereof
"eight per cent."

of

Mr. Parrish moved ·to amend said bill by striking therefrom the
w,ords "ten per cent .," wherever t.he same occur, -and inserting in
Jieu thereof the words" six per cent."
And the question being taken oo the adoption of said amendment,
'
at was decided in t.lrn affirmative.
·

.

e

Ordered, Th1tt said hill. as amended, be -engrossed and read a thfrd
time.

e

The rule of the House and th-e c-onstitutional provision as to the
third reading @f said bill being dispensed with, and the same being .
€ngro~sed,
The que~tion was th-en taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided .ir-1 1he affirmati,·e.
The yeas a11d -nays being required thereoH in pursuanee to a ·pro"i~ion of the Const.itution, were as follows, viz:

()

d
I"

Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. !:,peaker (~urner), Leven E. Green,
J. S. Ows·Jey ,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
Cro111 well Arl.:iir,
C. 1'. Allen.
J. W. Griffit.h,
.Tames Pei·kins,
James P. Allen,
Mi lton Hamilton,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose,, Samuel D. Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hill,,man,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gab riel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks, ·
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert
Thomas Sanders
B
.
'
'
enJamin
F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
T . W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
ThomaA H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M. H. Marriott,
, Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
David Ma rtin,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Ca,npion,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
Clarnnce U . .iVIcElroy, J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
W. J. McE!roy,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Alex T. Craycraft,
J. W. Meador;
John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
ihoyias ~- Ditto,
Montgomery Me rritt , Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Ednngton,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
ner Eversole,
Wi llia r.:1 Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
W. A. Webber,
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Isaac T. West,
T. J. Oatts,
Henry George,
H.P. Whitaker,
James
O'Bannon,
. Dennis Gleason,
LaFayette Wilson-86.
W.W. O rr ,
' D. A. Glenn,
W.
C.
Owens,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. R. Clarke,
Green R. Keller,
J.M. Neal--4.
Charles Godshaw,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as afore~aid.
Mr. Owens, from the Committee on Revenue and Ta ·ation, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill t~ am end article 8, section B, of chapter 02, of the General
Statutes, entitled'' Rev e nue and Taxation,"
With the expression of o_pinion that said bill ought not' to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to he read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi,-ion as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed a~d read a third time .
. The rule of the House and the constitutional provi sio n as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of .said hill, and ii
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled ·
An act to amend an act to i ncorporatc the Broadway Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, in the city of Louisv ille,
Reported the same with an amendment.
Which was adopted.
Said bill, as amended, was ordered to be read a third time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third r eading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforeAaid.
Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the town of Chester, in Mason county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was ordered to be read a third time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional _provision as to the
third reading of said bi 11 being dispensed with, ·
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate by Mr. Bertram, asking
to withdraw from the Honse a bill, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
An act for the benefit of John W. Countz, releasing him from disabilities.
.
Said bill was delivered by the Clerk of the House to Mr. Bertram.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Morin.
Mr. Owsl ey,. from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
they had examined sundry enrolled bills and reso lutions, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate To<l<l Lodge, No. 262, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, Days ville, Todd county;
An act for the benefit of J. K. Bailey, of Harlan county;
An act authorizing John G . Jefferson, clerk of the Trigg county
court, to qualify as the guardian of his son, Harry Percy Jefferson;
An act for the benefit of the assessor of Harrison county;
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent, spirituous, vinous, or malt
liquors, in less quantities than ten gallons, in magistrates' district No .
3, in Robertson county;
Resolution in relation to creating the office of Enrolling Clerk;
Resolution requesting our Senators and 'Representatives in Con' gress to use their influence to secure the passage of a general quarantine law in the United States;
Resolution rai sing a joint committee i.n relation to re-districting
the judicial districts of this Commonwealth;
Tha't they had examined s undry enrolled bills and a resolution,
which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following
titles, viz :
An act to amend the charter of the city of Lexington;
An act to repeal an act, en titled" An act fo1· the benefit of John L.
Graves," approved January 29, 1840;
Resolution requesting the members in Qo~gress from Ken~ucky to
obtain aid from the Federal Government for the improvement of the
navigable streams in this Common wealth;
And bad found the same tr~ly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed bis signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
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The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having l'lrrived, the hour of the speci~
joint order of the day, to-wit: the election of a Senator in the Congress of the Fnited States, from the State of Kentucky, to succeeo
tlie Hon. Thomas C. McCreery, whose term of service will expire·on
the 4th day of March, 1879, said special order being in pursuance of
an act of Congress and tbe law o( Kentucky in such matter made
· and provided,
It was announced that the Senate of Kentucky was now readyto
proceed in joint session to the election of said' United States 8mtor .

. r

\!\'hereupon, the Senate, in order, entered upon the floor of the
· House of Representatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governor John C. Underwood, having taken a seat on the rig-htof
the Speaker of the House and presiding, the two Houses were convened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a majority of
each House elected to the General Assembly.
The roll was then called, when the following Senators and Repre·
sentatives answered to their names, viz:
Poll"ck Barbour,
J F. Bennett,
James Barbour Mason,
Albert S. Berry,
J. M Bigger,
Clarence U . lVIcElruy,
Joseph Bertram,
Gabriel Blevin,::,
W. J. McElroy,
James Blackburn,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. W. Meador,
J . H. Bruce,
A. Buford,
James .f. Means,
M. T. Carpenter,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Montgomery Merritt,
F. L. Cleveland,
Edmund Bnl'I',
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew J . .Ewing,
T. J . Bush,
E. H. Moria,
Joseph Gardner,
W. H H. Callihan,
William Neal,
James B. Garnett,
Henry Campbell,
J.M. Neal,
Clint. Griffith,
Pat. Campion,
Otho Nunn,
George T. Halbert,
A. R. Clarke,
T. J. Oatts,
Duncan Harding,
A. C. Cope,
James O'Bannon,
R. G. Hays,
John Cowan,
W.W. On,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. T . Craycroft,
W. C. Owens,
John Hyden,
W. T. Dicken,
J. S. Owsley,
S. H. Jenkins,
Thomas H. Ditto,
B. Mills Parrish,
Thomas Johnson,
W. J. Edrington,
James Perkins,
P. P. Johnston,
Abner Eversole,
William Points,
J. R . Leslie,
Peter G. Fischer,
Joseph L . Pope,
0. W. Lester,
Henry George,
G. W. Prichard,
P.A. Lyon,
Dennis ·Gleason,
Wm. M. Reed,
Sumner Marble,
D . A . Glenn,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T. J. McElrath,
Charles Godshaw,
Thomas A. Robert,on,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Granville V. Rouse,
D. J. Mitchell,
Leven E. Green,
C. W. Russell,
David R. Murray,
W Scott Gresham,
Thomas Sanders,
L. C. Norman,
J. W. Griffith,
T. W. Scott,
;
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C. N. Pendleton,
Milton Hamilton,
Jo~eph B. Read,
W. L. HRzelip,
John Waite!' Rowlett, :::,amuel D. Hemley,
Jam es Shacklefora,
T. lVI. H ill,
J. H. Stanley,
W . H. Hillsman,
H. f\. Tyler,
Josiah Hllnter,
Richard J. White,
Lewis Jon es,
George Wl'ight,
Jo;,. lVI. Kash,
Mr. Speaker (Tllrner), GJ'een R. Keller,
Cromwell Adair,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. T. Allen,
Richal'd Lambert,
James!>. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
Robert F. Allensworth, Thoma s H. Mannen,
Clement R. Ambrose, M. H. Marriott,
J. K. lhtiley,
David Martin,
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Augu stine Sh e lburn e,
Ralph L. Spalding,
G. E. Speck,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. T. Ta1·tar,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John A. Thomas,
Andrew Thompson,
Geo. H. B. Thomp son,
John D. Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
W . A. Webber,
Isaac T. West,
LaFayette Wilson,
H. P. Whitake r-129.

The Journals of t!\e Senate and House of Rep·resentatives in relation to the proceedings ot each House, taken in the matter of the
P.!ection of a Senator in the Congress oLthe United :States, from the
State of Kentucky, to succeed the Hon. Thos. C. McCreery, whose
term of office will expire on the 4th day of March, 1879, were read
by the Clerks of each Hou se and adopted.

l,,eu tenant
e right of
were conajority or
d Repre-

Upon a comparison of the vote taken by each House on Saturday
last, as recorded in the Journals thereof, as between the person s in
nomination for Senator as afol'esaid, the ::,;peaker announced that no
one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was
had.

r Mason,
foElruy,
y,

t

i'~ns,

Whereupon, the Joint .Assembly then proceeded to take another
ballot, as between those in nomination for said office, a majority of
all the members thereof being present and voting, which resulted as

Merritt,
!lei',

follow8, riz :
In the Senate-

on,

h,
s,
e,
d,

Those who voted for Mr.' McCreary, wereJ. H. Bruce,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Richard J . White,
F. L. Cleveland,
. C'. N. Pendleton,
George Wright-6.
Those who voted for Mr Williams, were... Albert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
T. J. l\tlcElrath,
Joeeph Bertram, .
John Hyden,
L C. Norman,
0
<lrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson .
Joseph B. Read,
G>sepb Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
John W. Rowlett-13.
eorge T, Halbert,

f

Those who voted for Mr . Lindsay, were...:....
rney,
jollock Barbour,
R. G. Hays,
Sumner l\Iarble,
bertfon,
Bl~ckburn,
Sam . E. Hill,
David R. Murray,
ouse,
· · Caipenter,
S. H. Jenkins,
J. H. Stanley,

M~s

ers,
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H. A. Tyler-14.
P. P. Johnston,
P. A. Lyon,
For Mr. Boyd-0. W. Lester-1.
In the House of Representatives-Those who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Charles Godshaw,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Green R. Keller,
G. H. Towery,
A. R. Clarke,
Wm. Points,
LaFayette Wilso n-12.
Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereClement R. Ambrose, T . J. Lewis,
J. S. Owsley,
J. F. Bennett,
David Martin,
B. Mills Parrish,
Gabriel Blevins,
James Barbour Mason, James Perkins,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. J. McElroy,
G. W .• Prichard,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Peter G. Fischer,
E. H . .Morin,
Granville V. Rouse,
Leven E. Green,
J.M. Neal,
0. W. Russell,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. Neal,
Thomas Sanders,
J. W. Griffith,
Otho Nunn,
John A. Thomas,
Josiah Hunter,
1'. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Joseph M. Kash,
James O'Rannon,
H.P. Whitaker--35.
W.W. Orr,
J . Q. Lackey,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Adair,
Ahix . T. Oraycroft,
M. H. Marriott,
0. T. Allen,
Thomas H. i.litto,
Montgomery Merritt,
James P. Allen,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Robert F. Allens\vorth,D. A. Glenn,
W. 0. Owens,
J.M. Bigger,
haac H. Goodnight, Joseph L. Pope,
T. NI. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Baford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
. W . H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T. J . Bash,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K . Tharp-30.
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereW. L. Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Andrew Thompson,
W . H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-11.
W. T. Dicken,
G. E. Speck,
Abner Eversole,
No one in nomination having received a majority of_all the votes
cast, the Speaker declared that no election was had.
Mr. Senator Pendleton moved that the Joint Assembly dissolve, to
meet again to-morrow, at 12 o'clock, meridian.
And the question being taken on the adoption of sa_id motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
Whereapon, the Sp~aker of the House of Repres~ntatives resumed

J

James B. Garnett,
Clint. Griffith,

the Ohair, and the S~nate retired.
And then the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1878.
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The following petition was presented, viz:
By Mr. ShelburneThe petition of sundry citizens of Bracken, Harrison , and Grant
counties, asking an amendment to the common school law.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and refenecl to
the Committee on Education.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Com~ittee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to incorporate the Gainesville Academy, in Allen county.
By s:ameA bill to change the line between the coo.nties of Breathitt and
Perry.
By sameA bill for the benefit of A. B. Duvall.
By sameA bill declaring Cow creek, in Estill county, a navigable stream.

BysameA bill for the benefit of the administrators of R. M. Robertson, deceased, late sheriff of Harrison county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
1·ead a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said. bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the 'same being
engrossed,

ol ve, to

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.

otion, it

Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled

resumed

A bill for the benefit of Jas. D. Christian, sheriff of Todd county.
a. B..-25
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Which was read the first time, and pas~ed into the orders of the
day.
On motion of Mr. Mannen, the rules were suspended, and the
House took up the following resolution , viz:
Resolved, That the nBu of the Hall of Repru~entath·os be tendered Hon.
'l'hos. F. Hargis, ol Car li i; le. Kentucky, on Friday evening, January 18th,
1878, for the purpose of dolivel'ing his lectu re on thu life and character of
John_C. Breckinridge .
Which was adopted.
Mr. Snyder moved to suspend the rules of the Honse, to take up
the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, '£he Senatorial election is now pending. and is, to a great
extent, ab:,orbing the att ention of the members of this Legislature; therefore, be it
·
Resolved by the Gener11L Assembly o{ the CQmmonwealth. of Kentucky,
That the election of Stnte Librarian be, and is hereby, postponed until
next Thursday, tho 17th instant, and be mrufo tho ..ipecial order for 11
o'clock, A. M., on that day.
And the que stion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affiruiative.
The yeas and nays being r_e quired thereon hy the rules of the
House, wer~ as follow~, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, vve1,e-Mr. Speaker (Turner), haac H. Goodnight, James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
G. W, Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
Wm. NI. Reed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. lVI. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackev.
T. W . Scott,
Caleb R. Brootcs,
T. J. Lewis; ·
G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
M. H. Marriott,
Richa rd A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bush,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
Henry Campbell,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
A . R. Clarke,
J. M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
John Cowan,
W . W. Orr,
John C. Welch,
W. J. Edrington,
W. C Owens,
H . l'. Whitaker,
1Henry George,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson--65,
.'.D. A Glenn,
B. Mill::l Panish,
Those who voted in the negative, were-<!Crornwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Neal,
.J . .IC Bailey,
W . L. Hazelip,
Otho Nunn,
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H. H Callihan,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. H. Hillsman,
C. W. Russell,
W. T. Dicken,
Le,..vis Jones,
Aug . Shelburne,
Abner Eversole,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
John Feland,
Jame s Barbour Mason, J . T. Tartar,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
Charles Godshaw,
Montgomery Me.rritt, Isaac T. West-30.
Mr. Godshaw moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of ~aid motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.

Orde1·ed, That Mr. Snyder be appointed a committee to report said
resolution to the Senate.
'

A message was soon afterwards received from the Senate, announc-

ing that that body had refused to concur in said resolution.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :

r:

An act to amend an act in relation to the town of Danville.
An act for the benefit of the trustees of the town of Danville.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Winchester.
An act to amend the town laws of Dixon, in Webster county.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled

ney,
ouse,
rs,

An act for the benefit of William M. Campbell, sheriff of Trigg
county,

1,

ing,
rr,
or,
~
~rp,
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ompson,
Ipson,
I
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s~n---65,

Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill w~s read the second time.
_Mr. Buri- moved to make the consideration of_said bill the special
order of the day for Wednesday, the 16th instant, at 10:30 o'clock,

A.M.

The further consideration of said motion was cut off by the special
order of the day, viz: the election of a State Librarian.
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M ., having arrived, the House, according to order, proceederl to the executio n of the . joint order of the
day, to-wit: the election of a State Librarian.
On motion of Mr. Spalding, a committee, consisting of Messr,:.
Spalding, Pope, and Orr, was appointed to wait upon the Senate,
nd
a inform that body that the House was now ready to proceed to
the execution of the joint order aforesaid.
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And, after a sho rt time, the committee reported that they had discharged that duty.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing the readiness of that body to proceed to the execution of the joint order
aforesaid.
The Speaker having announced that nominations for the office of
State Librarian were in order; the following persons .;,,ere thereupon
nominated for said office, viz:
Mr. Godshaw nominated '.\1.rs. Cornelia Bush.
Mr. Spurr nominated Mrs. Virginia Hanson.
Mr . Bigger nominated Owen W . Grimes.
After interch a nging notices of the nomindtions in each House, the
House proceeded to ballot, as between those in nomination, with the
following result, viz:
Those who voted for Mrs. Bush, were.Mr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
Joseph L. Pope,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw,
Thomas A . Robertson,
J. K.. Bailey,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
Leven E . Green,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund B urr, ·
W. Scott Gresham,
T. W . Scott.,
T. J. Bush,
_
W. L. Hazelip,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ralph L. Spalding,
rat. Campion,
Lewis Jones,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
Clarence U . lVIcElroy, Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. Mc8lroy,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H . Ditto,
J. W . Meado1·,
Geo. H.B. Thomp,on,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, I saac T. West,
John Feland,
J. S. Ow·sley,
H . P. Whita.ker-- 46.
Peter G. Fischer,
Those who voted for Mrs. Hanson, wereW. C. Owens,
Josiah Hunter,
James P. Allen,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambr,;se, Jos. M. Kash,
.Tames Perkins,
Green R. Keller,
E. C. Bainbridge,
William Points,
J. Q. Lackey,
J . F . Bennett,
G. W. Prichard,
T.
J.
Lewis,
Caleb R . Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
Granville V. Rouse,
M. H. Marriott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
G. R. Snyder,
David Martin,
Henry Campbell,
Richard A. Spurr,
James F. Means,
A. R. Clarke,
John
A. Thomas,
Tipton
A.
Miller,
A. C. Cope,
John D. Thompson,
J.M. Neal,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
G. H. Towery,
Otho Nunn,
W. J. Edrington,
W. A. Webber,
T . .T. Oatts,
Henry George,
1
John
C. Welch,
James
0
Bannon,
J. W. Griffith,
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W . W. Orr,
Milton Hamilton,
LaFayette Wilson-46.
T. M. Hill,
Those who voted for Mr. Grimes, wereC. T. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
Clinton K. Tharp-5.
J. M. Bigger,
William Neal,
Mr. Bush moved the appointment of a committee on the part of
the House, to act with a similar committee on the part of the Sen ate, to count and report the result of the joint vote.
.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messt·s. Snyder an d
Thomas, were as follows, v iz:
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Those who voted in the affi•·mati ve, we1·eMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
W. 0 . Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
W . Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
J . W. Griffith,
B. Mills Panish,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip ,
William Poiuts,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Henslev,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hil lsman,··
G . W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. lVI. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevin~,
Jns. M. Kas h,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford, ·
Richard Lambe1·t,
C. W. Russell.
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
M. H . .Mar rio tt,
Aug. Shelburne,
W, H. 1-I. Callihan,
Da,·id Martin,
G. R . Snyder,
Hen1·y Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L Spalding,
A. R. Ularke,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E . Speck,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meado r,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
James F . .Means,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo . H . B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
John Feland,
J.M . Nea l,
W. A. Webber,
Peter G. °Fischer,
Oth9 Nunn,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
Charles (}odshaw,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson--87.
Those who voted in the negative, Wel'eT. M. Hill,
J. Q. Lackey,
John A. Thomas-3.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. Bush, Snyder, and
~homas to perform that duty, who, having rntired, after a short time
returned the following as the result thereof, viz:
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6~ votes.
For Mrs. Bush,
63 votes.
For Mrs. Hanson,
9 vote,.
For Mr . Grimes,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the

Speake r declared that no election was had.
A message was received from the :Senate, announcing that the
name of Mr. Grimes bad been withdrawn from nomination before
that body.
Mr. Wilson moved to postpone the further execution of the joint
ord e"r until to-morrow, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Snyder mov ed to amend said motion by inserting the word
"Thursday," in lieu of" to-morrow ."
Upon which motion the yeas and nays were demanded by Messr,.
Spalding and Whitaker.
The question was then taken on said motion, but before the result
was announced by the Speaker, further consideration was cut o[ by
the arrival of the hour for the execution of the special joint order of
the day, viz: the election of a United States Senator.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the hour for the joint
special order of the day, viz : the election of a Senator in the Congress of the United States, from the State of Kentucky, to succeed 1
the Hon. Thomas C. McC1·eery, whose term of office will expireon
the 4th day of March, 1879, said spe cial order being in pursuance
of an act of Congress and the law of Kentucky in such matter made
and provided,
It was announced that the Senate of Kentucky was now reFLdy to
proceed, in joint session, to the election of said United S1ates Sea·
ator.
Whereupon, the Senate, in order, entered upon the floor of the
House of Rep1·esentatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governor John C. Underwood, having taken his seat on the right of
the Speaker of the House and presiding, the two Houses we1·e con·
vened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a majority of
each Honse elected to the General Assembly .
The reading of the Jouinals wa:S di spe nsed with.
The roll was then called, when the following Senators and Repre·
sentatives answered to theil' names, viz:
J. F. Bennett,
Pollock Barboul',
J. M. B igger,
Albert S . Berry,
Gabriel Blevins,
James Blackburn,
Caleb R. Brooks,'
J . H. Bruce,

David Martin,
James Barbour Mason,
Cla rence U . McElroY,
W. J . McElroy,

J
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M. T. Carpenter,
. A. Buford,
F. L. Cleveland,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Edmund Burr,
Joseph Gardner,
T. J. Bush,
.James B. Garnett,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clint. Griffith,
Henry Campbell,
George T. Halbert,
Pat. Campion,
Duncan Harding,
A. R. Clarke,
R. G. Hays,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Sam . E. Hill,
.>\.. C. Cope,
John Hyden,
John Cowan,
S. H. Jenkins,
Alex. T. Cray croft,
Thomas Johnson,
W. T. Dicken,
P. P. Johnston,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. R. Leslie,
W. J. Edrington,.
C. W. Lester,
Abner Eversole,
P.A. Lyon,
John Feland,
Sumner Marble,
Peter G. Fisch.er,
T. J. McElrath,
Henry George,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Dennis Gleason,
D G. Mitchell,
D. A . Glenn,
Alex. 8. Montgomery, Charle" Godshaw,
David R. Murray,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
L. C. Norman,
Leven E. Green,
C. N. Pendleton,
W Scott Gresham,
Joseph B. Read,
J. W. Griffith;
John Walter Rowlett, Milton Hamilton,
James Shackleford,
W. L. Ha7.elip,
J. H. Stanley,
Samuel D. Hensley,
H. A. Tyler,
T. lVI. Hill,
Richard J. White,
W. H. Hillsman,
George Wright,
Josiah Hunter,
fylr. Speaker (Turner), Lewis Jones,
Crnm well Adair,
Jos. M. Ka::1h,
C. T. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
James P. Allen,
J. Q Lackey,
Robe1tF. Allensworth, Richard Lambert,
Clement R. Ambro;;e, T. J. Lewis,
J. K. Bailey,
.
Thomas H. Mannen,
E. C. Bainbridge,
M. H. Marrhtt, '
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J. W. Meador,
James F. Means,
Montgomery Merritt,
Tipton A Miller,
J.M. Neal,
Wm. Neal,
Otho Nunn,
T . J. Oatis,
James O'Bannon,
W.W. Orr,
W. C. Owens,
J. S. Owsley,
B. Mills Parrish,
James Perkins,
William Points,
Joseph L. Pope,
G. W. Prichard,
Wm. M. Reed,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. W. Russell,
Thomas Sanders,
T. W. Scott,
Augustine Shelburne,
G. R. Synder,
Ralph L Spalding,
G. E. Speck,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. T. Tartar,
Hancock Taylor,
Clinton K Tharp,
John A. Tholllas,
G,rn. H. B Thompson,
John D. Thompson,
G. H. Towe1·y,
W. A. Webber,
Isaac T. West,
LaFayette Wilaon,
H. P. Whitaker--1'32.

Upon a comparison of the rnte taken by the Joint Ai!sembly, as
shown by .the Journal s of each House, as between the persons in nomination in each House for the office of Senator in the Congress of the
United States from the State of Kentucky, the Speake1· announced that
no one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election
was had.

l{epre·

Mason,
[cElroY,

}5.]
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The Joint Assembly then proceeded to take ·another ballot, as be- ·
tween those in nomination for United States Senator, a majority of

L
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all the members elected th ereto, both of the Senate and House of
Repre se ntatives, being present, which resulted as follows, viz:
In the SenateTho se who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereR. I. McQuiddy,
Richard J. White,
J. H.-Bruce,
C.
N
.
Pendleton,
George Wl'ight-6.
F. L . Cleveland,
Those who voted for Mr. William;;, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Duncan I-larding,
D. G. Mitchell.
Joseph Bertram,
John Hyden,
L. C. Nol'man,
Andrew J . Ewing,
Thomas Johnson,
Joseph B. Read,
Joseph Gardnel',
J. R. Leslie,
John W. Rowlett-14.
George T. Halbert,
T. J. McE lr ath,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
James IJlackburn,
M. T. Carpenter,
James B. Garnett,
Clint. Griffith,

R. G. Hays,
Sumner Marble,
Sam. E. .Hill,
Alex. B. Montgomery,
::,, H. Jenkins,
David R. Murray,
P. P. Johnston,
J. B. Stanley·,
P. A. Lyon,
H. A. Tyler-15.
For Mr. Boyd-C. W . L ester-I.

In the House of' RepresentativesThose who voted for l\'Ir . McCreary, wereAugustine Shelburne,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Charles God;;haw,
Geo. IL B. Thomp,on,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
G. H. Towery,
Pat . Campion,
William Point:i,
L aFayette Wilson-12.
A. R. Clal'ke,
T W . Scott.,
Those who voted for Mr. Williams , wel'eClement R . Ambrose, David Marlin,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
James Barboul' Mason, Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. J. McElroy,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brook::1,
James I:<' . Means,
C. W. Russell,
A. C. Cope,
J.M. Neal.
Thomas Sandel's,
Peter G . Fischer,
William Neal,
G. R. Snyder.
Leven E. G1·een,
Otho Nunn,
Hancock Taylor,
W. Scott Gresham,
T J. ,Oatt~,
John A. Thomas,
J . W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon, _
John D. Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
W.W. Orr,
W . A. Webber,
Jos . M. Kash,
J. S. Owsley,
John C. Welch,
J. Q. Lackey,
B. Mills Parrish,
H.P. Whitaker--38.
T. J. Lewis,
James Perkins,
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, wereCromwell Adair,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Clarence U. McElroy,
C. T. Allen,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt,
. Thomas H. Ditto, • Tipton A. Miller,
Jame:S P. Allen, ·
Robert F. Allensworth,W. J. Edrington,
W. C. Owens,
E. C. Bainbridge ,
Henry Geo rge,
Joseph L. Pope,
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D. A. Glenn,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. lVI. Bigger,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas ,\. Robertson,
A. Buford,
·
T. M. Hill,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spun,
Hen1·y Campbell,
Thoma:3 H. ·Mannen, Clinton K. Tliarp--35.
Lyttleton Cooke,
M . H. Maniott,
John Cowan,
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereW. L . Hazelip,
J. T. Tartar,
J. IL Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Andrew Thompson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West--10.
Abner Eversole,
John Felan<l,
No one in nomin ation having received a majority of all the votes
cast, the Speaker declared that no election was had.
On motion of Mr. Senator Garnett, the Joint Assembly was dissolved.
Whereupon, the Senate retired, and the Speaker of the House of
Representatives resumed the chair.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrnllments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill and a reso lution, which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
An act to amend. an act to incorporate the Maysville Street Railroad and Transfer Company, approved January 21st, 1868;
Resolution asking this General Assembly to appoint a Joint Committee on Retrenchment and Reform;
And had found the same truly en rolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature ~hernto .
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
John ston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed an enrolled bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following title, viz:
An act to repeal an act taxing dogs in Fayette and other named
counties.
And then the -House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 16, 1878.
The following petition was presented, viz :
By Mr. Andrew ThompsonThe pet.ition of the circuit clerk and sundry citizens of Washington county, asking that fees be allowed to clerks in Commonwealth
cases.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Circuit Courts.
Mr. Merritt read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, It appears from the report of Thomas E. Moss, Attorney
Generai, made Lo tho present session of the GePeral ARsembry of Kentucky, in response to Resolution No. 51, approved March 20th, 187!i, that
be bas not had time nor oppo rtunity to fully investigate the condition or
management of the Green and Barren rivers by the incorporators having
charµ:e thereof; and whorea1:;, on account thel'eof, he declines to expreds
an opin ion as to whether facts exist to warrant a suoqessful result in a
proceeding to annul the lease under wliicb the said rivers are controlled;
be it

Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuck.~,
That the Attorney General be, nnd is hereby, in structed, at as early day
as his public dutieA will permit, to Ati ll further inquire into and investigate the condition and management of said rivers by the lessees thereof;
and if, in his opinion, the facts warrant the s:une, to in stitute legal proceedings to annul said lease, and to restore the improvements on said
rivers, and the contro l thereof, to the State. as was done in regard to the
lease to the Kentucky River Navigation Company.

Mr. Wilson offered the following resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, 'l'he education of tbo youth of this Commonwealth is of tbe
first importance to the prosperity of ou1· State; and as our present common school law needs revising am! amenclini:r; and as the Standing Committee on Education will probably h ave numberless billA and amendments
in relation to the common i,c ho o l law of this State; and as it is the duty
of this body to <lo all in their power to enact al l needful laws within tbe
60 days provided in the Constitution; and for the purpose of dispatching
bnl:!iness, be it
Resolved, That the Speaker appoint a special committee of five mem·
bers, whose duty shal l be to take into consideration all needful changes
and amendments to the present common school laws of this State, and
report the same to th is House as soon as practicable.

On motion of Mr. Shelburne, said reso lution was laid on the table.
Mr. Hazelip offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'l'hat it is the sense of this Honse that all corporations deriv·
ing their charters from this Commonwealth are subject to legislative con·
-
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trol and that such legi R!ative action s hould be in express abrogation of
tlie ' th eo ry of the inali e nable na ture of ehartered ri g hts; and th!tt it
should be at all tim es ,;o used as to _preve nt mon eyed corporations, railroad companies, as we ll as ull_ other co rp oration s, by wha tsoe ver name
kn own or (;lilied, fr om beeoming- tho engines of oppression of t h e people; and that they a re created to be the se rv a n~s of t~ e p_eople, ,a~d
not their masters; · a nd that we favor sue h appropriate leg1s lat1on as w 1II
correct abuseA in tltei,· maungemu11t a nd r estr ict t-heir power within the
IogiLinrnte s ph ere of their se r v ice, nnd to r eq nire their wealth to sha re
equally Lbo bnnlens of taxation in th is Commonwea lth wit h all other
property subj ect to taxation, whether for State, county, or municipal pu1·po~es.
2. Resolved, That tho property of all co rp o ratio ns in this Commonwealth s hould be asHef:!sed b_y th e snme officer s, and tnxed at t h e same
rule, as the property of indi vid ua lt:t for E,tate, c:ounty, and municipal put··
poses, ir,asrn uch as eo rp ornte weal th r eee i ves the same protection from
th e laws of t.h,s Commonwealth UK t he p1·op<'rty of individu a l~.
3. Resolved, That i t is competent fo r the Legislature of Kentucky to
fi x, by law, the max imum rntl'H l'or freigb~s to be charged by the railroads
of this Stnte, leaving them free to compete for business below these rates,
so that tl1ere sha ll be equality and uniformity in tbe rat es charged, in accurdan<:e witu the distance ehi1rged, fo r tl1e transportation of sucb freight.
4. Resolved, That th e Committee of WuyR and Means be, and t h e_y are
li el'eby, in structed to report a bil l to this Ho use in acco rd a nce with the
foregoing principles.
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On motion of Mr. Shelburne, said r eso lution was r efe rred to the
Committee on Rev enue and Taxation .
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THAT WHEREAS, 'l'here is a genera l prostration of business throughout
the United States, r es ul ting ma inl y from the scarcity of money, together
with an un equal and un fa ir di1:1lribution thereof und er the acts of Congress having r efe ,·ence to the circ ul ating medium of the country, as it
regard s th e Nationa l Bank cu rrency; a nd whereas, the high r ates of intel'est demand from the business a n d ·,aried indu stries of the country,
in cludin g commerce, manufaetu r es, and agric ultur e, by which all of tbese
great_ indu stri es are langu is hin g, to the g r eat injury of thousands of
labo rin g men, women, aud c hildre n of the United Slates, to the great
dctrin1ent of th e general ad-vu nee m e nt and prosperi ty of the co unt1·y;
wh e1·efo r e, fo1· l'emedy the,·eof, be it
l. Resolved by the Genernl A ssembly of' the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That our Senators in Congre1>s be _irn;tru cted, and our Re presentatives be
req_uest~d, to advocate and support f:! uch fi1,ancial measures us ha ve fo r
their olJJect a m ate ri a l increase o f the volnrne of the c urr ency. By t he
new issue of legal-tender note,i this cou r se would meet the crying demands of tnide and businesA; would give the former good pri ces for his
pro<lu c:ts, a nd the mechanic foll wages tor hi s work; it wo uld revive eve ry
branch of indu stry , and g ive e mJJloym cnt to more than a million of men,
'.vom en_, and chil<lren, w ho are n ow depi·ived of the opportunity of earnlllg a h, el1hood hecause of the policy inaugurated by the mon eyed power
of the country, who control all of th e legiJSlation of the country, whether
Federal or State; . it would li cr hte n the heavy burden of taxation which
now preys like a b ungry vul t":ire upon the labo1· of the country.
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2. That there shou ld be but one paper circul,iting- medium of the coun.
try, and that should be in legal tender notes; :ind ~hat the present system
of National Bank note paper should be substituted by legal tender notes,
and the National Bankiug system be made to confo l'm to this idea.
3 . That the National Banking law should be so clrnnged as to make
it unlawful for any National Banking Astloeiation to al low intel'est on
deposits.
4. 'l'hat the National Banking- law should be made to conform to the
free principle of banking, so as to do away with all monopoly'in the bank.
ing system .
5. 'l'hat the Governor of this Commonwealth be requested to transmit
a copy of tbo6e resolutions to each of our Senato1·s and .Representatives
in Congress .

.Mr Bush, from the committee of conference on the resolution with
regard to paying the officer:3 and attaches of this General Assembly,
offel'ed the. following report and resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General AsscrnMg o,' .he Commonwealth u{ Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Public Ar.counts be, and he is hel'eby, authorized
and directed to draw his warrant on the Treasu,·er in favor of the
Clerks, Assistant Clerks, Sergeant,--at-Arms, Door-keepers, Enrolling
Clerks, and for the benefit ol the officers and attaches of the 'present
General Assembly, for their per diem respecti\·ely, as the same may
become due: Provided, Such per diem shall not exceed two thirds or
the per diem allowed the o-fficer::s and attache:;. of the last session of
the General As,;embly, a11d shall only be drawn on the certificate
of the Chief Cle rk s of the respective bodies. This resolution shall
take effect from its pa><sage.
Your committee desires it to be under~tood that this report is not
intended to indicate any final action or opinion as to the p1:1y of said
officers or attaches at the close of the :session .
T. J. BUSH, Chairman,

C. GRIFFITH,
F. L. CLEVELAND,
D. R. MURRAY,
J. B. H.EAD,

THOMAS JOHNSON,
C. R. Bl{OOKS,
J .. M. KASH,

B. F. BUIE,

H.P . WHITAKER.
Which was twice read.
Mr. Snyder moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the negative.
l\fr. Cooke moved to lay said report and resolution on the table.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cooke offered the following joint resolution, viz:
R esolved by the General Assembly of' the Commonwealth of Kent11,ck.1J,
'l'hat a joint committee. to consi8t of three SenaLors and :five .Representatives, be appointed by the Speakers of tbe respective Houses, wh ich committee, when t hu s appo inted, slrnll take in to cons id eration the mntter of
the pay of tbe office rs :1 nd em ployeH of the two Ho uses of the Gcnernl
.A.sse-mbly, and that that comm ittee be, and it is her eby, ordered to bri ng
in a bill or resol nLio n fixing the pet· diem pay of a ll such officera and employes at a specific sum per diem; _and tha t, :"aid com m it tee be, a nd is hereby , directed to repol'L at the earl iest practwable mom ent; and that suc h
report, when made, sha ll have prccedenee vf a ll other business.
On motion of M r . Cooke, th e rule of the House was . suspended,
and sa id resolution was twice read and adopted.
A message was rece ived from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill , which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act entitl ed" An act to autho rize and e mpower the Pulaski
county court to issue the bonds of said county, bearing a rate of in.terest not greater than eig-ht per cent., and to pay off and redeem , with
the proceed s of the sale thereof, th e outstanding county court-house
bonds of said county,"
With an amendment thereto.

A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J . Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills a nd reso luti ons, which originated in the
House of Representatives , of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to incorporate t he Maysville Street Railroad and Transfer Company, approve<l January 21st, 1868.
An act to rep eal an act, e nti tied " An act for the benefit of John L.
Gra,·es," approved January 29, 1840.

An act to amend the charter of the city of Lexington.
Resolution requesting the m e mbers in Congress from Kentucky to
obtain a.id from the Federal Government for the improvement of the
navigable streams in this Common wealth.
Resolution asking the General Assembly to appoint a Joint Committee on Retrenchment and H.eform.
now
le.

Leave was given to brine; in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr . William Neall. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 37, Anderson county.
On motion of Mr. Edrington-

2. A bill for the benefit of A. J. Warden, jr·., of Ballard county.
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On motion of same3. A bill for the benefit of Nannie A. Maywood, of Ballard county.
On motion of .Mr. ·Parrish4 . A bill for the benefit of T. F. Doty and D. R. Love, of Barren
county.
On motion of Mr. Brooks5. A bill to amend an act incorporating the White Oak Turnpike
Road Company, in Bath county, approved February 5, 1872.
On motion of Mr. Keller6. A bill amending the charter of Miller:1burg.
On motion of same-7. A bill to amend the charter of the Jackson ville and Townsend
Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same8 . A hill to authorize the Bourbon court of claims to appoint a
commissioner of turnpike roads in said county.
O.n motion of Mr. Lackey9. A bill to amend the charter of Louisa.
On motion of same10. A bill to create an additional magistrates' district and voting
precinct in Lawrence county .
On motion of Mr. Cope-11. A bill for the benefit · of R. M. Pieratt, sheriff of Morgan
county.
On motion of Mr. Shelburne12. A bill for the benefit of the Spencer Institute, Taylorsville.
On motion of same13. A bill for the benefit of John Froman, of Simpson county.
On motion of Mr. Hazelip14. A bill to amend and explain an act incorporating the Green
l'!-nd Barren River Navigation Company, approved March 15, 1876.
On motion of Mr. C. T. A\len15. A bill to define the duties and fix the compensation of Public
Printer and Biµder.
On motion of Mr. Hill16. A bill to define the duties of the sheriff and other office1·a exe·
cuting an original process in Campbell county.
On motion of Mr. West17. A bill for the benefit of W. D. McGuire, of Rockcastle county.
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On motion of same] 8. A bill for the benefit of all ex-sheriffs of Rockcastle county,
who held the office of sheriff between the years 1861 and 1876.
On motion of Mr. Nunn19. A bill for the benefit of R. N . Haltree, late sheriff of Crittenden county.
On motion of same-20. A bill for the benefit of the assessor of Livingston county.
On motion of Mr. ·Russell-21. A bill to incorporate the Winchester and Beattyville Railroad
Company.
On motion of Mr. Scott-22. A bill to authorize the l<'ranklin county court to issue bonds
for turnpike road and other purposes.
On motion of Mr. George-23. A bill to establish a regular and uniform rate of charge .. on
freights over railroads in this Commonwealth.
On motion of same-24. A bill for the henefit of S. D. Murphy, of Graves county.
On motion of same25. A bill to amend an act to extend the corporation of the city of
Mayfield.
On motion of Mr. Callihan26. A bill to abolish the criminal court in Greenup county.
On motion of Mr.Webber27. A bill to amend article 12, chapter 28, General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Sanders-28. A bill to transfer the control of the Law Library of the State
to the Court of Appeals.
· On motion of Mr. Merritt- ·
20. A bill to amend ,iection 4, articie 3, chapter 92, General Statutes.
On motion of same30. A bill to repeal section 8 ~f an act to incorpo.rate the Green
and Barren River Navigation Co1npany, and to regulate the charges
for freight by said company.
On motion of Mr. O'Bannon-31. A bill to sell turnpike roads in Henry county.
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On motion of Mr. Campion32 . A bill concerning the office and duties of the city weigher and
inspector of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw3?, A bill to amend an act incorporating the Second Presbyterian
Church of Louisville.
On motion of same34. A bill to amend a·n act incorporating the Liederkranz Society,
Louisville.
On motion of same35. A .bill to amend an act in?orp01:ating the Louisville Orphans'
Home Society.
· On motion of Mr. Lambert36. A bill to amend the charter of the German Protestant Orphan
Asylum Society, L€>uisville .
On motion of Mr. Welch37. A bill for the benefit of the Nicholasville and Kentucky River
Turnpike Company.
On motion of same38. A bill for the benefit of school district No. I, Nicholasville.
On motion of same39. A bill to authorize Jessamine county to purchase additional
land adjoining the court-house lot, and to levy a tax to pay for same.
On motion of same40. A bill to provide suitable relief for the distressed debtors
throughout the State.
On motion of same41. A bill to am1rnd article 4, chapter 28, General Statutes, title
"Courts/l and conferring additional jurisdiction on circuit courts.
On motion of Mr. Hamilton42. A bill for the benefit of John Wolfe, of Kenton county.
On motion of Mr. Robertson43. A bill to amend section lj article 7, chapter 28, General Stat·
utes.
On motion of Mr. Eversole44. A bill authorizing the county court of Laurel to appoint view·
ers to view and mark a change in the Wilderness Turnpike Road,
near London.
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On motion of Mr. Hensley--
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45. A bill allowing the county of Maf'.tin a portion of the surplus

school fund.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson46. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Vanceburg, Dry Run,
and Kinniconick Creek Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Reed47. A bill for the benefit of John Boyd,late sheriff of Lyon county.
On motion of same48. A bill to ame nd section 1, article 5, chapter 33, General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Speaker Turner49. A bill to amend title 2 of Criminal Code.
On motion of same-50. A bill to prohibit and punish lewd assemblings.
On motion of same-5 l. A bill to amend chapter 29, General Statutes, title" Crimes
and Punishments."
On motion of same-52. A bill to exempt certain officers of turnpike l'Oads in this Common wealth, in which the Common wealth owns stock, from service on
peti t and grand juries.
On motion of Mr. Mannen53. A bill for the division of the Orangeburg precinct, in Mason
oounty, into two voting and justices' precincts, with two additional
justices.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight54. A bill regulating and defining the method of prosecuting appeals to the Court of Appeals.
On motion of same55. A bill exempting all persons of the age of sixty years or more
from poll-tax.
On motion of same56, A bill amending the colored common school law, chapter 521.
On motion of same-57. A bill amending the charte1· of the town of Franklin.
On motion of Mr. C. U. McElroy.
58. A bill to amend section 13, article 10, chapter 28, Genernl Stat- .
utes, title" Courts."
H.
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On motion of same. 59. A bill to authorize the judges of the quarte rly courts to set the
\

tri al docket for more th an one day.
On motion of same60. A bill regulating the fees of the clerks of the circuit, common
pleas, chancery, criminal, and county courts of this Commonwe11lth.
On motion of Mr. Andrew Thompson-Bl. A bill to amend the charter of the Texas Male a nd Female
Academy, \Vashington county.
On motion of Mr. Tharp-62. ·A bill to authoriz e the mayor of Owen sboro to insert in coffeehouse license iss ued by him to venders of ardent spirits in Owens·
boro, in th e years 1875 and 1876, the following words : "With the
privilege to sel l vin ous, sp iritu ous, or malt li quors by the drink, and
to make valid such license."
On motion of Mr . Godshaw63. A bill to incorporate the Presbyterian Mutufi.l Assu rance Asso·
ciation Fund.
On motion of same64 . A bill to incorporate th e Evansvi ll e and Hende rson Railway
Company.
On motion of sa me65. A bill to incorporat e the Maysv ill e Tobacco \Vorks.
On motion of Mr. Bigger66 . A bill to establish a Superior Court in this State.
On motion of Mr. J ohn Charles Thompson67. A bill for the benefi t of the Mercer county court.
On
68.
On
69 .

motion of sameA bill to amend section 76 of the Criminal Code.
motion of Mr. Jones-- ·
A bill to prevent deer-driving by non-resid e nts of Muhlenburg

county with dog or dogs.
On motion of same70. A bill to abolish the court of common pleas in Muhlenburg
county.
On motion of Mr. G . H . B. Thompson71. A bill for the benefit of H. L. Wilson, late sheriff of Robert·
son county.
On motion of Mr. Owens-;-72. A bill to amend the revenue la ws of this S tate.
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On motion of same73. A bill to authorize the sale of the Big Eagle and Connersville
Turnpike.
On motion of M r. Thomas74. A bill to amend an act approved January 26, 1870, entitled
"An act to make an additional precinct in Sh.elby county ."
On motiou of Mr. Bush75. A bill to amend the charter of the Lexington, Harrndsburg,
and Perryville Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Meador76. A bill to amend the local option law.
Orde,·ed, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 4th, 17th, 18th, 24th, 37th, 42d, 46th, 60th, and
72d; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th,
14th, 25th, 32d, 34th, 36th, 54th, 62d, 67th, and 73d; the Committee
on County Courts the 2d, 8th, 10th, 16th, 20th, 19th, 22d, 39th, 44th,
47th, 48th, 53d, 56th, and 6!:lth; the Committee on General Statutes
the 27th, 41st, 43d, 50t.h, 51st, 52d, and 76th; the Committee on Education the 1st, 12th, 38th, 45th, 66th, and 71st; the Committee on the
Judiciary the 3d, 30th, 53d, 58th, and 59th; the Committee on Court
of Appeals the 2St11 and 64th; the Committee o.n Moral and Religious In stitutions the 33d and 35th; .the Committee on Revenue and
Taxation the 29th, 61st, and 65th; the Committee on Railroads the
21st, 23d, and 74th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 26th and
68th; the Committee on Claims the 11th and 13th; the Committee on
Internal Improvement the 37th and 75th; the Committee on Privileges and Elections the 63<l; the Committee on Codes of Practice
the 49th and 57th; the Committee on Ways and Means the 40th; the
Committee on Public Printing the 15th, and the Committee on Retrenchment and Reform the 70th.
Mr. Hazel ip offered the following resolution, ·viz:
Resol~ed, That th e Committee on Ways and Means be directed, and are
hereby instructed, to bring- in a bill reducing tl1e Lax ten cents on eiwh
on_e hundred dollars' wonh of taxable property as:-1es1,ed for taxation in
tins ~o~monweaiLh; and to reduce the salar_y of evo1·y officer or person
in thi s Commonwealth tweuty per cent. who draws all or any part ot his
comye~sation from the Public 1'roasury, to take effect from and atte1· the
expiration of the term of office for which he was elected 01· appointed,
except of the office of Governor and Judges of Lhe Court of Appeals.
Mr. Robertson moved the following amendment to·said resolution;
viz:
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Amend by inserting the words "inquire into the expediency of reduc.
_ing the taxes and the reduction of the sala1·ies, a.nd report by bill or otherwise."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The further consideration of said re1:1olution, as amended, was cut
off by the arrival of the hour for the joint special _o rder of the day,
to-wit: the election of a State Librarian.
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having ar6ved, the · House, according to order, proceeded to the execution of the joint order of the
day, to-wit: the election of a State Librarian.
On motion of Mr. Spalding, a committee, ' consisting of Messr,.
Spalding, Brooks, and Pope, was appointed to await upon the Senate, and jnforrn that body that the House was now ready to proceed
to the execution of the joint order a'foresaid.
After a time, the committee reported a discharge of that duty.
A message _was received from the Senate, announcing the readiness of that body to proceed to the execution of the joint order
aforesaid.
Mr. Bigger withdrew from nomination the name of Owen W.
Grimes.
The Speaker thereupon appointed Mr. Bigger a committee to inform the Senate thereof.
Who, after a short time, reported the performance of that duty.
The House then proceeded to take a ballot, as between those in
nomination, which resulted as follows, viz:
Those who voted for .M.rs . Bush, w.ereMr. Speaker (Tnrner), D. A. Glenn,
Jo se ph L. Pope,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
G . W. Prichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
J. IL Bailey,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J.M. Bigger,
W. Scott Gresham,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hr1zelip,
Thomas Sandere,
Edmund Burr,
Samuel D. Hensley,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. Hillsman,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttl eto n Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock'Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McE lroy ,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto ,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner .E versole,
Montgomery Merritt., Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Feland,
J. S. Owi:,ley,
Isaac T. West,
Peter G. Fischer,
James Perkins,
. H.P. Whitaker--52.
Dennis Gleason,
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Those who voted for Mrs. Hanson, wereW.W. Orr,
W. C. Owens,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. Points,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. iVI. Ree d,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, Granville V. Rou se,
A. Buford,
M. H. Marriott,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Ma1tin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry CampheU,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
A. R. Clarke ,
Tipton e,_. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
J. iVI. Neal,
W. J. Edrington,
John D. Thompson,
Wm. Neal,
Henry George,
G. H. Towery,
Otho Nunn,
J. W. Griffith,
W. A. Webber,
T. J. Oatts,
Milton Hamilton,
John C. Welch,
T. M. Hill,
James O'Rannon,
LaFayette Wilson-45.
A joint committee of the two Houses having been appointed to
count and ascertain the result of the second ballot, reported the same,
as follows, viz:

:>r

other-

Josiah Hunter,
C. T. Allen,
Joseph M. Kash,
James P. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose, G1·een R. Keller,
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It was announced that the Senate of Kentucky was now ready to
proceed in joint session to the election of said United States Senator.

lburne,
ding,
or,
rrp,

Whereupon, the Senate, in order, entered upon the floor of the
House of Representatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governor John C. Underwood, having taken
seat on the rig-ht of
the Speaker of the Hou;;e and presiding, the two Houses wern convened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a majority of
each House elected to. the General Assembly .

a

,pson,
mpson,
'
•r-52.

IN lfousE.

For Mrs. Bush,
16
52
68
For Mrs. Hanson,
21
45
66
Mrs. Cornelia Bush having received a majority of all the votes
cast, and a majority of all the votes of the members elected to each
branch of the General Assembly, was thereupon declared by the
Speaker to be elected State Librarian for the period and term prescribed by law.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the hour of the joint
special order of the <lay, to-wit: the election of a Senator in the Congress of the Fnited States, from the State of Kentucky, to succeed
the Hon. Thomas C. iVIcCreery, whose term of service ~ill expire on
the 4th day of March, 1879, said special order being in pursuance of
an act of Congress and the law of Kentucky in such matter made
and provided,

)'
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The reading of the Journals of the two Houses relating to the proceedings of the Joint. Assembly was dispensed with.
The roll was then called, when the following Senators and Representatives answered to their names, viz:
Poll0ck Barbour,
J . .lVI . Bigger,
Clarence U . McElrny,
Albert S. Berry,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. J. McElroy,
Joseph Bertram,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. W . .Meador,
· James Blackburn,
A. ·Buford,
James F. Means,
J. H. Bruce,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Montgomery Merritt,
Edmund Bnrr,•
Tipton A . .Miller,
M. T. Carpenter,
F. L. Cleveland,
T. J. Bush,
William Neal,
Andrew J. Ewing,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. M. Neal,
Joseph Gardner,
Henry Campbell,
Otho Nunn,
James B . Garnett,
Pat. Camp·ion,
T. J. Oatts,
Clint. Griffith,
A. R. Clarke,
James O'Bannon,
George T. Halbe1·t,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. W. Orr,
Duncan Harding,
A. C. Cope,
W. C. Owens,
R. G. Hays,
John Cowan,
J. S. Owsley,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
B. Mills Parrish,
John Hyden,
vV. T. Dicken,
James Perkins,
S. H. Jenkins,
Thomas H. Ditto,
William Points,
Thomas Johnson,
W . J. Edrington,
Joseph L. Pope,
P. P. Johnston,
Abner Ever1;iole,
G. W. Prichard,
J. R. Leslie,
John Feland,
Wm'. M. Reed,
C. W. Lester,
Peter G. Fischer,
Ferdinand Rigney,
P. A. Lyon,
Remy George,
Thomas A . Robertson,
Sumner Marble,
Dennis Gleason,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. McElrath,
D. A. Glenn,
C. W. Rus:iell,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Charles Godshaw,
Thomas Sanders,
D. G. Mitchell,
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. W. Scott,
Alex. B. Montgomery, Leven E. Green,
Augustine Shelburne,
David R. Murray,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ralph L. Spalding,
L. C. Norman,
J. W . Griffith,
G. R. Snyder,
C. N. Pendleton,
Milton Hamilton,
G. E. Speck,
Joseph B. Read,
W. L. Hazelip,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Walter Rowlett, Samuel D. Hensley,
J. T . Tartar,
James Shackleford,
T. M. Hill,
Hancock Taylor,
J. H. Stanley,
W. H. Hillsman,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
H. A. Tyler,
Josiah Hunter,
John A. Thomas,
Richard J. White,
Lewis Jones,
Andrew Thompson,
George Wright,
Jo,.. M. Kash,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Chas. Thompson,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Green R. Keller,
Cromwell Adair,
J . Q. Lackey,
John D. Thompson,
Richard Lambert,
G. H. Towery,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,
T. J . Lewis,
VV. A. Webber,
Robert F . Allensworth, Tho~1as H. Mannen, John C. Welch,
Clement R. Ambrose, M. H. Marriott,
Isaac T. West,
J . K.. Bailey,
David Martin,
LaFayette Wilson,
James Barbour Mason, H.P. Whitaker--136.
E . C. Bainbridge,
J. F. Bennett,
;
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Upon a comparison of the vote taken by each House on Saturday
last, as recorded in the Journals thereof, as between the persons in
n~mination for Senator as aforesaid, the Speaker a nnounced that no
one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election was
had.
Mr. Craycroft nominated Hon. J. Proctor Knott, of Marion county,
as a suitable person to fill the office of Senator in Congress from the
State of Kentucky .
Whereupon, the Joint Assembly then pro ceeded to take anothei·
ballot, as between those in nomination for said office, a majority of
all the members thereof being prese nt and voting, which resu lted as
follows, viz :
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. William~, wereAlbert S. Berry,
George T. Halbert,
J. R. Leslie.
Joseph Bertram,
Dnncan Harding,
T . J. McElr.ath,
Andrew J. Ewing,
John Hydfrn,
L. C. Norman,
Joseph Gardner,
Thomas Johnson,
Joseph B. Read-12.
Those who voted for Mr. Lindsay, werePollock Barbour,
R. G. Hay s,
P. A. Lyon,
Sam . E. Hill,
Sumner Marnie,
James Blackburn,
James B. Garnett,
S. H . Jenkins,
J. H . Stanley,
Clint. Griffith,
P. P. John sto n,
H. A. Tyler-12.
Those who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereJ. H. Bruce,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Richard J. White,
F. L. Cleveland,
C. N. Pendleton,
George Wright-6.
Those who voted for Mr. Knott, wereAlex . B. Montgomery, John W. Rowlett-5.
David R . Murray,
For Mr. Boy.d-C. W. Lester-!.
In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mt·. Williams, wereClement R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
J. S. Owsley,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
B. Mills · Parrish,
Caleb R. Brooks,
David Martin,
James Perkins,
A. C. Cop~,
James Barbour Mason, G. W. Prichard,
P eter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Leven E. Green,
James F. Means,
C. W. Russell,
W. Scott_ Gresham,
J. M. Neal,
G. _R. Snyder,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. Neal,
G. E. l:::lpeck,
W. L. Hazelip,
Otho Nunn,
John D. Thompson,
T. ~- Hill,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
iosiaMh Hunter,
James 0' Bannon,
H. P. Whitaker--35.
os. · Kash,
W. W. Orr,

M. T. Carpenter,
D. G. Mitchell,
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Those who voted for Mr. Linds~y, wereCromwell Adair,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H. Mannen,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
Robert F. Allensworth, W . J. Edrington,
W. C. Owens,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed,
J . M. Bigger,
D. A. Glenn,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K. Tharp-28.
Henry Campbell,
T _hose who voted for Mr. McCreary, wereGeo. H. B. Thompson,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
John Chas. Thompson,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
John C. Welch,
Pat. Campion,
Wm. Points,
LaFayette Wilson--12.
A. R. Clarke,
T. W. Scott,
Those who voted for Mr. Knott, wereGabriel Blevins,
W. J. McElroy,
Augustine Shelburne,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Joseph L. Pope,
Ralph L. Spalding,
-Thomas H. Ditto,
Thomas A. Robertson, John A. Thomas,
M. H . Marriott,
Thomas Sanders,
G. H. Towery-13.
Clarence U. McElrny,
Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereJohn Feland,
Andrew Thompson,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, Isaac T. West-8 .
W. H . H. Callihan,
J. T. Tartai·,
Abner Eversole,
No one in nomination having received a majority of all the votes
cast, the Speaker declared that no election was had.
Mr. Representative Cooke moved that the Joint Assembly do now
dissolve.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker of the House of Representatives resumed
the Chair, and the Senate retired.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that "'
they bad examined sundry emolled bills and resolutions, which orig·
inated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and
small birds and to punish trespass;"
An act to incorporate the Boyd County Fair Association;
An act to incorporate the town of Chester, in Mason county;
That they had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
~
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An act declaring Emily Fork of Wolf creek a navigable stream;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in and near the
town of Wardsville, in Anderson county;
An act to incorporate Mt. Ca1·mel Lodge, No. 513, Free and Accepted Masons;
Au act to amend an act in relation to the town of Danville;
An act for the benefit of the trustees of the town of Danville;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Strangers'. Rest Lodge, No. 13, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Henderson, Kentucky;'·
.
An act to change the boundary line between the counties of Casey
and Boyle;
An act for the benefit of the.Sisters of Not1·e Dame, at Paris, Kentucky;
An act to regulate the width of the State road leading from Leesburg, in Harrison county, to Williamstown, in Grnnt county;
An act for the benefit of Robert B. Kendall, of Fleming county;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Winchester~
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That ~r. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 17, 1878.
The following petition was presented, viz:
By Mr. BufordThe petition of sundry citizens of Woodford county, praying :the
amendment of the common school law.
•
Which was re~eived, the reading dispensed ~ith, and referred to
th e Comm'ittee on Rducation.
On motion of Mr. Merri.tt, the rules were suspended, and the House ·
··
took up the joint resolution, entitled
H.

B..-27
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Resolution empowering the Attorney General to investigate the
condition of the Green and Barren River Navigation Company.
Which was twice read and adopted.
On motion of .Mr. Hazelip, the rules were suspended, and the House
took up the joint resolutions, entitled
Resolutions instructing our del egation in Congress to take such
action as will increase the volume of legal-tender currency .
Mr. Robertson moved to refer said resolution to a special committee.
Mr. Bennett offered the follow ing amendment to said resolution,
viz:
And that they cause all outstanding United States bonds to be
paid immediately in legal-tr nder greenback money, if po::1sible; and
that we request the Legislatures of other States to take similar steps.
The resolution and amendment were once read, and the further
consideration thereof cut off by the special order of the day.
The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took
up t.he special order of the day, to-wit: a bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to define certain property tixempted from the payment of
debts,
Wit.h an amendment.
Mr. Wilson moved the following amendment to said bill, as
amended in the House, viz :
Amend by allowing each housekeeper seventeen hundred and fifty
dollars in anything- he may ~elect.
Mr. Godshaw moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on the
Judiciary, with instruction~ to the committee to fix and equalize the
value of all property exempt from execution, attachment, or distress,
and report the same to this House .
Mr. Camp ion moved the pTevious question .
And the question being taken, « Shall the main question be now •
put?" it was decided in the affirmative .
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motio n to
re commit, and it was decided in the affi1·mative.
The House then too'k up the unfinished business, to-wit: a bill,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of William M, Campbell, sheriff of Trigg
county,
With an amendment.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concul'l'ed in a joint resolution, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled

se took
ated in

Resolution reque::iting om members in Congress to secure a reduction of the tax on tobacco, ,
·
With an amendment thereto by way of substitute.
That they bad received a message from the Governor, announcing
that he had approved anti signed sundry enrollecl bills and resolutions, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act authorizing John G . Jeffe1·son, clerk of the Trigg county
court, to qualify as guardian of his son, Harry Percy Jefferson.
An act for the benefit of J. K. Bailey, of Harlan county.
An act for the benefit of the assessor of .Harrison county.
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent, spirituous, vinous, or malt
liqnors, in less quantities than ten gallons, in magistrates' district No.
3, in Robertson county
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Mr. Reed moved to postpone said bill and make the same a special
order for Saturday next, at 11 o'clock, A. l\f.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Adair moved the p1·evious question.
A ncl the question being taken, '' Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative .
The que::Jtion was theu taken on concurring in said amen.dment,
an<l it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a tbi rd time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the ·
third reading of said bill being disp_ensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
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An act to incorporate Todd Lodge, No. 262, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, Daysville, Todd county.

tion to

An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Ford's
Mill and Kentucky River Turnpike Road Company."

bill,

An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorpornte the Fulton
County Agricultural Society."
.

f Trigg

An act to incorporate Daysville Lodge, No. 587, Free and Accepted Masons.

: a

An act to enable the county court of Bracken to issue bonds for
turn pike purpo:5es, and to provide for their payment.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Rochester, in Butler county, and acts amendatory thernof."
An act to incorporate Montgomery Commandery, No. 5, Knights
Templar.
An act to prevent the sale of spirituous, vinous, and rrialt liquors
within three miles of Daysville Academy, Daysville, Todd county.
An act to prohibit the master commissioners of the various courts
o_f this Commonwealth from acting as such commissioners, in all cases
in which they are or sha ll become interested as attorneys.
An act for the heriefit of P. L. Maxey, sheriff of Hart county.
An act regulating the funding of the county debt of Bracken.
Resolution directing the raising of the national flag upon the dome
· of the Capitol.
Resolution rai sing a joint committee in relation to re-districting
the judicial districts of this Common wealth.
Resolution in relation to creating the office of Enrolling Cleric
Resolution requesting our Senators and Representatives in Con·
gress to use their influence to ~ec ure the passage of a general quarantine law in the United States.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who we1·e directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of the tax-payers of McCracken county.
Which was read the first time .
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of
the hour for the execution of the joint special order of the day.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the hour for the joint
special order of the day, viz: the elect.ion of a Senator in the Congress of the United States, from the State of Kentucky, to succeed
the Hon. Thomas 0. Mc0reery, whose term of .office will expire on
the 4th day of March, 1879, mid special order ~eing in pursuance
of an act of Congress and the law or Kentucky in such matter made
and provided,
It was anno1,rnced that the Senate of Kentucky was now ready to
prnceed, in joint session, to the election of said United Stat.es Sen·
a tor.
Whereupon, the Senate, in ord er, entered upon the floor of the
House of Representatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governor J obn 0. Underwood , having ta ken bis seat on the right of
the Speaker of ·the House and pre8iding, the two · Houses were con·
vened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a majority of
each Honse elected to the General_ Assembly.
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The reading of the Journals of the two Houses in re lation to the
matter of the election of a United States Senator was dispensed
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The roll was then called, when the following Senators and Representatives answered to their names, viz:
Pollock Barbour,
J. M. Bigger,
Clarence U. McElroy,
Albert S. Berry,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. J. J.\foElroy,
Caleb R. Brook,;,
J. W. Meador,
Joseph Bertram,
James Bla:ckburn,
A. Buford,
James F. Means,
J. H. Bruce,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Montgomery Merritt,
1\1. T. Carpenter,
Edmund Burr,
Tipton A. Miller,
F. L . Cleveland,
T. J. Bush,
E. H . Morin,
Andrew J. Ewing,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J.M. Neal,
Cbarles D. Foote,
Henry Campbell,
Wm. Neal,
Joseph Gardner,
Pat. Campion,
Otho Nunn,
.James B. Garnett,
A. R. C larke,
T .. J. Oatts,
Clint. Griffith,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James O'Bannon,
George T. Halbert,
A. 0. Cope,
W.W. Ort·,
Duncan Harding,
John Cowan,
W. C. Owens,
R. G. Hays,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
J. S. Owsley,
Sam. E. Hill,.
W . T. Dicken,
B. Mills Parrish,
John Hyden,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James Perkins,
S. H. Jenkins,
W. J. E~rington,
William Points,
Thoma, Johnson,
Abner Eversole,
Joseph L. Pope,
P. P. John ston,
John Feland,
G. W. Prichard,
J. R. Leslie,
Peter G. Fischer,
Wm. M. l{eed,
C. W. Lester,
Henry George,
Ferdinand Rigney,
P.A. Lyon,
Dennis Gleason,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T. J. McElrath,
D. A. Glenn,
Granville V. Rouse,
R. L McQuiddy,
Charles God,ihaw,
C. W. Russell,
D. G. Mitchell.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Thomas Sanders,
Alex. B. Montgomery, Leven E. Green,
T. W. Scott,
David R. Murray,
W. Scott Gresham,
Augustine Shelburne,
L C. Norman,
J. W. Griffith,
G. R. Snyder,
C. N. Pendleton,
Milton Hami lton,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Joseph B. Read,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. E. Speck,
John Walter Rowlett , Samuel D . Hensley,
Richard A. Spurr,
Jam es Shackleford,
T. M. Hill,
J. T. Tartar,
J. H Stanley,
W. H. Hillsman,
Hancock Taylor,
H. A. Ty ler,
Josiah Hunte r
Clinton K. Tharp,
Richar<l J . White,
Lewi s Jone's, '
John A. Thomas,
George Wright,
Jos. M. Kasb,
Andrew Thompson,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Green R. Keller.
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Cromwell Adair,
J. Q. Lackey,
John Chas. Thompson,
C. T. Allen,
Richard Lambert
John D. Thompson,
~ames P. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
'
G . H. Towery,
obertF. Allensworth, Thomas H. Manne n, John C. Welch,
yiement_R. Ambrose, M.
Marr(ott,
· Isaac T. Wes_t,
; K. Ba'.ley,_
David Murtrn,
LaFayette Wtlson,
Bainbndge,
James Barbour Mason, H.P . Whitakei·--136.
· . 8 ennett,

fr
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Upon a comparison of the rnte taken by the Joint A;;sembly, as
shown by the Journals of each House, as between the persons in nom.
ination in each House for the office of Senator in the Congress of the
United States from the State of Kentucky, the Speaker announced that
no one having received a majority of all the votes cast, no election
was bad.
Mr. Senator Mitchell then withdrew from nomination the name or
Hon. J. Proctor Knott.
Mr. Senator Tyler withdrew the name of Hon. Wm Lindsay.
Mr. Senator Cleveland withdrew the name of Hon. James B. McCreary .
The Joint Assembly then proceeded to take another ballot, as between those in nomination for United States Senator, a majority or
all the members elected thereto, both of the Senate and House of
Representatives, being pre:-;ent, which r esulte d as follows, viz:
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. Williams, wereD. G. Mitchell,
Duncan Harding,
Pollock Barbour,
Alex. 8. Montgomery,
R. G. Hays,
Albert S. Berry,
David H,. Murray,
Sam. E. Hill, ·
Joseph Bertram,
L. 0. Norman,
John Hyden,
James Blackburn,
C. N. P e ndleton,
S H. Jenkins ,
J. H . !3rnce,
Joseph B. Read,
Thomas Johnson,
M. T. Carpenter,
John W. Rowlett,
P. P. Johnston,
F. L. Cleveland,
.Jas. Shackleford,
.J. R. L e~ li e,
Andrew J. Ewing,
.J. H. Stanley,
Charles D. Foote,
P. A. Lyon,
l·L A. Tyler,
Sumner Marble,
Joseph Gardner,
Richard J. White,
Jame;; B. Garnett,
T . .J. Mcl:<;lrath,
George W right-37.
Clint. Griffith,
R. l. McQuiddy,
George T. Halbert,
For Mr. Boyd-0. W. LP ste r-1.

In the House '.>f Representatives-Those who voted for Mr. Williams, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
W: 0. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
W . Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
0. T. Allen,
.J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Jam e;; Perkins,
Robert F. Allt:nsworth, W. L . Hazelip,
W-illiam Points,
Clement R. Ambrnse, T ·. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
E.
Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. 1\11. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
Jos . M Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brnoks,
J .. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Richard Lamb-ert,
0. W. Russell,

o:
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Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Bun,
T. J. Bush,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A.O. Cope,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. 0i·aycroft.,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry Geol'ge,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
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T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
M. H. Marriott,
Augustine Shelburne,
David Ma rtin,
G. R. Snyder,
James Barbour Maso n, Ralph L. Spalding,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. W. Meado r,
Hancock Taylor,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Montgome ry Merritt, John A. Thomas,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
E. H. Morin,
John Chas. Thompson,
J.M. Neal,
John D . Thompson,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Otho Nunn,
John 0. Welch,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-89.
W. W. Orr,

Those who voted for Mr. Boyd, wereJ. K. Bailey,
John Feland,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Lewis Jones,
Isaac T. West-IO.
Abner Eversole,
ln summing up the vote of the Joint Assembly, it stood thus:
For Mr. Williams,
126 votes,
For Mr. Boyd,
11 votes
I
Whole number of votes cast,
137
Necessary to a choice, 69 votes.
Hon, John S. Williams having received a majority of all the votes
cast in said Joint Assembly,
Thereupon the Speaker of the Senate, and presiding officer of the
Joint Assembly, announced that Hon. John S. Williams was nominated and electe,d to serve as a Senator in the Congress of the United
8tates, from the State of Kentucky, to succeed the Hon. Thomas 0 .
.Mccreery, whose term of ·office will expire-on the 4th day of March,
1879.

Mr. Senator Read moved that the Joint Assembly dissolved sine
I,'

iey,
be rt son,
ou:ie,

die.

·

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Senate retired, and the Speake1· of the House of
Representatives resumed the chair.
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Mannen, Marriott, Meador, Webber, W. J. McElrny, Parrish, James P. Allen, and Brooks.
' And then the House adjourned.

'

FRIDAY, JANUARY 18, 1878.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Thomas1. The petition of the State Horticultural Society, asking an annual appropriation of the sum of $ 1,000.
I
By Mr. Allensworth2. The petition of sundry citizens of Guthrie City, in Todd county,
praying a repeal of their charter.
By Mr. O'Bannon3. The petition of T. J. Key, President of the State Horticultural
Society, praying:an amendment to the assessment laws, for the purpose of obtaining statistical information for the Societ.y of Horticulturists.
By Mr. Brooks-4 . The petition of the officers of the White Oak Turnpike Road
Company, asking an amendment to the charter of said company.
By Mr. Bailey5. The petition of sundry citizens of Bell county, asking that the
county of Bell may be re-districted, and the voting places fixed.
By Mr. Eversole6. The petition of chizens of Jackson county, asking a change in
the county lines between Jackson and Laurel counties.
By same7. The petition of sundry citizens of Laurel county, praying the
passage of a bill for the benefit of common school district No. 54, in
Laurel county.

;
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8. The petition of Dycusburg common school district, No. 1, in

Crittenden county, a sking an amendment to the common school law.
By .Mr. Andrew Thomp son!). The petition of sundry citizens of Wa shington county, for the
benefit of Stith Thomp son, of Washington county.
By Mr. Cooke10 . The petition of John Cross and A. 0. Brannin, of the city of
Louisville, asking that th e State tax be rP.leased on certain real
estate in said county.
By Mr. Feland11. The petition of ,rnndry citizens of Christian county, praying
an amendment to the revenue laws.
Which were received, th e reading dispensed with, and referred-the !st to the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures; the 2d
and 4th to the Committee on Corporate In stitutions; the 3d to the
Committee on Rev enue and Taxation; the 5th to the Committee on
County Courts; the 6th and 10th to the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances; the 7th to the Committee on Moral and Religious
Institutions; the 8th to the Committee on Education; th~ 9th to the
Committee on Claims, and the 11th to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Leave of absence, ind efinitely, was granted Messrs. Spalding and
O'J:lannon.
On motion of Mr. Tartar, the rules of the House were suspended,
and the House took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
An act, entitled "An act to authorize and empower the Pulaski
county court to issue the bonds of said county, beat·ing a rate of interest not greater than eii:rht per cent., and to pay off and redeem, with
the procel}.ds of the sale thereof, the outstanding county com·t-house
bonds of said county," '
With an amendment from the Senate.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
Said bill, as amended, was then passed.
Mr. Shelburne offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the use of this House be tendered the Centrnl Kentucky Teachers' Association to-night, immediately aftet· the lecture
of ~on. T. F. Hargis is concluded, for the purpose of discussing educational topics before the members of the General Assembly.
Which was twice read and adopted.
H.

R.-28
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The House then took up the unfinished business, viz: the joint
resolution, entitled
Resolution requesting our members in Congress to increase tbe
:volume of legal-tender currency.
Which was read.
On motion of Mr. Robertson, said resolution was referred to a
special committee.
The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of the tax-payers of Mc0rack1rn county.
Sai<l bill was read the second time.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of thP- House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, an<l the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and tha_t the title thereof be as
aforeRaid.
On motion of Mr. Bush, the rules of the House were suspended,
and the House took from the orders of the day a joint resolution,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
Resolution raising a committee to inquire into the condition of the
Agricultural and Mechanical College.
Said resolution reads as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, 'l'he Governor, in his annual meAeage, called the attention of
the Legislature to the condition and relation of tho Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentueky University; and whereas, it is important
that the Legislature should be put in possession of accnrate and detailed
information respecting the Ag1'icultural and Mechanical College; there•
fore,
Resolved by the General A.~sembly of' the Commonwerilth o( Kentuck,v,
'l'hat a joint committee, consisting of five members of the Senate and
seven of the Hou~o of H.epresentatives, be appointed to visit the .Agricultur-al College, with full power to examine, under oath, officers of the Board
·of Curators, Executive Committee, Faculty of the College, and such oth?r
personA as have been coneerned 01· interested in the management of said
eollege; and that said committee be instructed to report to the Legislature as early as practicable: by bill or otherwise.

Which was twice read and concurred in.
v\-hereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. C. T. Allen, o·. U. :Mc·
Elroy, Spalding, Kash, Hamilton, Owsley, and Tartar, as said coin·
mittee on the part of the House.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:

r-
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By Mr. Bigger, from t.he Committee on the JudiciaryA bill aL1thorizing the Register of the Land Office to issue patents,
upon certificates of entry, to S. B. Caldwell and L. D. Husbands.
By Mr. Feland, from the same committeeA bill to confirm and legalize the di vision of the property held
for the use of the Hopkinsville Presbyterian Church.
By sameA bill to incorporate the First Presbyterian Church of Hopkinsville, Christian county, Kentucky.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Second P1·esbyterian Chm·ch of Hopkinsville, in the county of Christian.
By Mr. Reed, from the same committeeA bill providing for the recording of executions in the county
where land is levied on or sold thereunder, which shall issue from
the court of another county than that in which the land levied on or
sold is situated.
By Mr. Owen, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate the German Evangelical Einigkeits Gemeinde,
of Paducah, Ken tacky.
By sameA bill to regulate and define the jurisdiction of the police judge of
the town of Woodburn, Wanen county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde,-ed, That said bills he engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
·
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.

Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 29,·article 35, title ·« Crimes and Punishments," of the General Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be rnad a second
time.
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The rule of the House ancl the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. J. P. Allen moved that said bill be pl'inted, and to postpone
the further consideration of the sa me, and make the same the special
order of the day for Tuesday, the 22d in:5t,., at 10:30 o'clock, A. l\I.
And the qllestion being taken on the adopt.ion of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on Circuit Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bl'ing in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to abolish the court. of common plea,, in Mllhlenburg county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispen:;ed wit-h,
On motion of Mr. C. U. McElroy, said bill was referred to the
special joint committ.ee for re-di,,tricting the State into judicial clistricts .
A message was r ece ived from the Senate, announcing _that they
had pa~sed a bill, entitled
An act to take the sense of the peopl e of this State as to the propriety of calling a Convention to revise the Constitution .
On motion of Mr. Adair, the role of the House was suspended,
and the Hou:;:e took up said bill .
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, It is represe nted to the Genernl .A.sRembly that many of the
g-ood citizens of this Commonwealth do verily beli'3ve that experience hns
poin ted out the necessity of c:dling a Convention with the view of amend·
i ng the Constitution of th is State; therefore,
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly o( the Commonwealth."o( Ken·
tucky, That it, shall be the duty ol the sheriffs, and other rotul'uing ollicul'::1, at tbe next gc11crnl election to be holJ fol' Reprcisentatives alter the
passngo of this act, to open a poll for, and mak e a l'0turn to the Secretary
of State for the time being, ol the names of al l citizens entitled to vote
for .Rept'esentatives who have voted fol' calling u Convention.
.
§ 2. Be it further enacted, That any sheriff or othol' l'etnrning officer fail·
in g to pot'fo l' m the duty aocol'ding to the provisions of the first secuon
of this act, shall be subject to a fine of six hundred dollars, to be recov·
ered by indictment by any grand jul'y in any court having jurisdiction
thereof, and also be subject, upon conviction of such failure, to removal
from office.
§ 3. Be it further enacted, 'rhat it shall be the duty of the Secretary of
Stale to have advertised this act in the columns of' one weekly newspaper
in every con11ty of this State, for two consecutive weeks immediately p~cceding the election her·ein, an~ in 011e ol the daily newspapel'B of tl,e _cit)'
ot Louisville fo1· thil'ty dayl:l immediately preceding the election: Pro~ided,
however, There is no weekly newspape1· in any one or more counties or
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this Commonwealth in which said advertisement can be made, it is made
his duty to have posted a pt·inted copy of said bill, in handbill form, at
the court-house dour of such counties, for at least two consecutive weeks
preceding said election.
~4. Be it further enacted, That the ?ub!ic 1:'1:inter shall, upou a separate
leaf 01· sheet, print ten thousand copies of this act, and deliver them to
the Secretar,1 of State, who shall send seventy-five copies vf' the sa10e t.o
the clerk of the county coui·t of each county in the State at the time of
forwarding- the Acts of the Gene1·a l As,iembly; and said clerks shall delivor the same to the sheriffs of their several counties.
~ 5. Be it further ertacted, That it shall be the duty of the clerks or
judges conducting the said genernl election to propound distinctly to each
voter the lollowi 11g in torrogatory: "Do you vote for ea!! i ng a Coo ven tion
or not?" and if he a11swe1·s in the nffirrnative, his name shall be recorded
as having voted for calling a ConvenLion.
§ 6. Be it f1trther enacted, rl'lrnt it shall be the duty of the assessors of
tax to open a column in their asi;essorR' books, and enroll therein the
rnune of et\Ch citizen entitled to vote for Representative for the year 1879,
and they shaJ l be governed in all caRes, in ascertaining who is entitled to
vote, by the laws then in force to prevent illegal voting; and this column,
written fn a fair and legible hand, Ahal! be transmitted, with the assess ors' books, to the Auditor, who shall make out a eopy Lhereof, and deposit
the same in the office of the Sec1·etary of State for the time being, who shall
transmit the same to the next Legislature aB a I ist of those who are entitled to vote for Representatives, in orde1· that the Legislature may have
the means to ascertain whether a majority of the c itizens of the State,
en ti Lied to vote for B.epi-eson tati ves, have voted for a Uon ven tion.
§ 7. Be it further enacted, 1'hat it shall be the duty of each assessot· of
tax, who shall be in office in the year 1879. as soon as be shall be advised
ot the passage of this act, to go befoi·e a jnHtice of the peace and take tho
following oath: "I do solom11ly swear I will, to the best of my skill and
judgment, fairly ascertain thEI number of qualified voters in the district in
which I was elected. for the year 1879, and report the snme, with my book
made as assessor of tax, befor·e the first day of May, 1879."
§ 8. Be it further enacted, 'fuat the asses;;ors of tax may, and they are
hereby required to, examine, on oath, any person in relation to his right
to vote for Representatives, when he has doubts as to his right to vote;
and any person who shall knowingly swear falsely before the assessor, and
sl'.all thereof be convicted, s hall be subjected to all the pains and penalties
of the crime of perjury.
. § 9. Be it further enacted, That the assessor sbn.11 write "sworn" oppos1t7 tho rrnu:ie of each person who may bo sworn by him.
§ 10. Be it further enacted, That it s hall be the dutv of the Public Print01: to_print ~ve hundred cop ies of the seventh, e ighth, and ninth sectio ns
0 1 this act, imm ed iately after its pas8age, and delivet· them to the Secretary of State for the Lime being, who shall transmit Lhem forthw ith to the
county clerks, to be delivered by them, as soon as possible, to the assessors of tax for the year 1879.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time:

lVIr. Thomas moved the previou s question.
And the questiqn being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as
second reading of sa.i d bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That sa id bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill,
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being re.quired thereon in pursuance to
visio.n of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

to tbe

to the
and it
a pro-

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
W. 0. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A . Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
0. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
Robert F . Allensworth, Leven E. Green,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Pricha1:d,
J. K. Bailey,
J. W . Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. 0. Bainbl'idge,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley,
0. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. H. Hillsman,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Josiah Hunter,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Bul'!',
Joi;,, M. Kash,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. H . H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo . H. B. Thompson,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas: Thompson,
W. T . Dicken,
E. H . Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
John 0. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
John Feland,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker-89.
Henry George,
W. W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative, wereGreen R. Keller,
W. J. McElroy,
Aug. Shelburne-5,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was a_lso received from the Senate·, announcing that
they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
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1. An act to amend an act, entitled "-An act to -incorporate the
State Grange ~f the -Patrons of Husbandry of Kentucky."
2. An act to amend subsection 5 of article 13 of the Criminal
Code of Practice.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second ti~e.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
.second 1·eading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions, and the 2d to the Committee on Codes of
Practice.
On motion of Mr. Spalding, the rules of the House were suspended, and Mr. Spalding offered the following resolution, viz:
WrrEREAs, It has alwa,ys been an honored custom for the State to recognize and applaud the heroism of its sons; and whereas, Ensign Lucien
Young, of the United States Navy, appointed from this State, has on two
several occasions elicited the applause of the civilized world by his intrepidity and gallantry in saving human life.
Resolved, 'l'hat Kentucky is proud to take cognizance of these deeds,
and entertains the highest admiration for her sun, who, in responding t,o
the emotions of a gall.1,11t breast, ha1:1 brought honor to his State as well
as to himself.
Resolved, That, as a mark of the app1·eciation felt by this Hou se, the
Speaker be requested to invite Ern,ig-n Yonng to a seat upon the ftoor of
the House, and to tender to him the privilege of the same during bis stay
in the city.

Which was twice read and adopted.
Whereupon the Speaker appointed · Messrs. Spalding, Oooke1 and
Cowan a committee to inform Ensign Young of the passage of said
resolution.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House took from
the orders of .the day a bill, ,entitled

A h_ill for the appointme·n t of official reporters, and for the preservation of evidence in certain cases in this Common wealth.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,

e-5.

Mr. Snyder moved to amend said bill by excluding from the provisions thereof the counties of Olar~, Madison,· Bath, and Woodford.

ing that

Mr. Spurr moved to lay said .bill and amendment on the table.
And the question being take1i on the ad0ption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
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The yeas and· nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Bush, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
J. K. Bailey,
W . H . Hill:3man,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josia h Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
David Mariin,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooke:,
W. J. McElroy,
G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
Richard A. Spurr,
_<\.. C. Cope,
J.M. Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Wm. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch-31.
Henry George,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
W . Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
RobertF. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L . Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley,
C. W. Russell,
T. M. Hill,
• Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Edmund Burr,
Lewis Jones,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
Jos. M. Kash,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Synder,
Henry Campbell,
J. Q. Lackey,
J.. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambe1·t,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbou·r Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr,
H. P. Whitaker,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
LaFayetteWilson--61.
Charles Godshaw,
Mr. Whitaker moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it (
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on .Enrollments, reported tha t
the ·committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated
in the House of Representatives, of the following title:3, viz:
An act to amenrl the charter of Fairview;
An act to amend the town laws of Dixon, in Webster county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley info1·m the Senate thereof.
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A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, SecrPtary of State, ann_ouncing that he had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of the trustees of the town of Danville.
An act to incorporate Mt. Carmel Lodge, No. 513, Free and Accepted Masons.
An act for the benefit of Robert B. Kendall, of Fleming county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorpo4ate the Strangers' Rest Lodge, No. 13, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, Henderson, Kentucky.''
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act, entitled 'An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation
to the town of Danville,'" approved Mar9h 8th, 1876.
An act to change the boundary line between the counties of Casey
and Boyle.
An act for the benefit of the Sisters of Notre Dame, at Paris, Kentucl<y.
An act decla1·ing Emily Fork of Wolf creek a navigable stream.
An act to regulate the width of the State road leading from Leesburg, in Harrison county, to Williamstown, in Grant county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in and near the
town of Wardsville, in Anderson county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Winchester.
And then the House adjourned.
H.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 19, 187~.
A message wa::1 received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed .bills of the foHowing titles, viz;
I. An act to incorporate the Col,lege of the Bi-hie.
2. An act for the benefit anrl settlemen-t of H . D. Neweomb'~
estate.
Which hiJ.ls were severally read tbe frrst ti,me ancf. ord€red tQ he
read a second ti.me.
The rufe of the House and the constitutional' pr0-vi.sion ais to the
second reading of ::1aid biHs being dis-pensed with,
_
Orde1·ed, That said bills be referred--the 1st to tne Committee oG
Corporate lnstituti,ons, and t,hre 2d to the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances.
A message was received frnm the Senate, announcing that h-ey
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Rept·esentativc8,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to autho rize the &iott county court to issue bonds to meet
the expenses incurred in e1·eeting and furnishing a new court-heuse.
An act to incorporate ·the Beatt.yville and Miller's Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had received a message from the Governor·, armouncing
that he had approved and signed sund1·y enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz;
An act to incorporate the town of Chester, in Mason county.
An act to amend an act, entitled .. An act to proteet game aml
.small birds a ·od to punish trespass.'~
An act to incorporate the Boyd County Fair Association.
The following petitions and remonstrance were p1·esented, viz:
By Mr. Tharp1. The petition of ,rnndry citizens of Daviess(eounty, asking the
passage of a Jaw to levy a tax on intoxicating drinks.
By Mr. Scott2. The petition of sundry citizens of Franklin _county, asking an
amendment to the common school law.
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3. The petition of the attorneys of the Graves county b:u, a sking
the repeal of the new Codes -0f Practice and the 1·e-enactment of the
!Old Code,, -of Practice.
·
By same4. The petition of the members of the bar of Hickman county,
asking the repeal of the ne w Codes of Practice and re-enacting the
old Codes of Practice.
By same-5. The petition of s undry citizens of the t-own of Mayfield, asking
the passage of a local opti.on law for said town.
By Mr. Miller6 . The pet.ition of sundry citizens of Calloway county, asking the
Legislature to incorporate Grange No. 228.
By Mr . Bigger-7. The petition of C. York,of Marshal1 county, asking the passage
of an act giving Marshall circuit court jurisdiction in certain cases.
By Mr. Edrington-8. The remonstrance of sundry citizens of Hinkleville, Ballard
county, again!'t th e repeal or amendment of the special local option
law for said town .
By Mr. Bigger-9. The petition of W. G. Scott, of Hinkleville, Ballard county,
asking the repeal of the law prohibiting the sale of spirituous, malt,
or vinous liquot;s in said town.
Which were receiv ed, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st and 7th to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation; the 2d
to the Committee on F.ducation; the 3d and 4th to the Committee on
Codes of Practice.; the 6th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions, and the 5th, 8th, and 9th to the Committee on Mo;·al n.nd Heligious Institutions.
Bills were reported hy the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Bigger, frofl) the Committee on the JudiciarvA bill to regulate proceedings in ordinary c.a ses in the common
pleas court of McCracken county.
By same--

A hill to amend section 2 of an act, entitled '' An act to amend an
act inco1·porat.ing the town of Woodville, in the counties of Ballard
and McCracken," approved March 5th, 1868.

..
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By Mr. Adair, from t.he :rnme committee-A bill to amend the charter of the city of Bowling Green.
By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsA bill to amend section 5 of an act, entitled" An act to amend an<l
reduce into one the several acts relating to the Preachers' Aid Society of the Louisville Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Chul'ch, South," appro,,ed March 6th, 1872.
By Mr. Bainbridge, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit stock from
running at large on turnpike roads in Woodford, Boyle, and Garrard
counties," approved February 17th, 1876.
By sameA bill authorizing the Owen county court tn levy a tax and issue
bonds fo1· turnpike purposes.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill in aid of' common school district, No. a7, Anderson county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to. be
read a second time.
The rule of the House a:nd the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, Thi'lt t:'aid bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the Hou=,e and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills .do pas::!, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Feland, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to protect persons taking policies of life insurance in this
Commonwealth.
vVhich was read the· first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rul~ of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second rea:ding of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Goodnight moved to postpone the further con~ideration of said
bill, print the sarne, and make the ,,ame special order for Wednesday, the 23d January, at 10½ o'clock, A. M.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of William Edwin Grund,y, of Ballard county,
With the expre,-.sion of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to he read a second
time.
The rul e of the House and the con~titutional provision as to the
second 1·eading of said bill being di~pensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engl'ossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
.engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said hill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Cowan, from the same committee,. who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, repo1·ted a hill, entit led
A bill for the benefit of Edwin nlark ·Terrell, of McCracken
county,
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill .was read the first-time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third read ing of' said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engros~ed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Welch, from the Committee on Education, who were directed
to prepare and bring in t.~e same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 18, General Statutes, title "Common
Schools."
Which was read the fir;,t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
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The rul e of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
second reading of .. aid bill being dispensed with, ·
Mr. C. F. McElroy moved to recommit said bill to the Committee
on Education.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. Hamilton moved to suspend the rules in order to take from the
orders of the day a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution requesting our Senators and Representatives in Congress to secure a reduction of the tax on tobacco.
And the question being takPn on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The Senate amendment to said resolution was twice read and con·

t

curred in.
Said resolution, as amended, was ado~ted.
Mr. Bennett, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize J. C. Sublett, as sta tutory guardian of M. P.
Maupin, to pay money to the said M. P. Maupin,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was ordered to be read a third time.
The rule of the Hou se and th e constitutional provi sion as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was th e n taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said biil was rejected.

C

Said bill reads as foliows, viz :

§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky, 'l' lrnL it shal l be lawful for J.C. Sub lett, of Hickman co nnty, to P6Y
to M. P. Maupin, of' the same county, as much us $500 ont ot any money
be, th e said J.C. Sublett, may have in his hands, as the st,at utory gunr•
dian of the said M. P. Maupin; and such payment, and tbe receipt of the
said M. P . Maupin th e1·e tor 1 shall bav e the same force and etfecL they
would b-ave if the said M. P. Maupin was twenty -one years of age aLthe
time of suc:h payment and the execution of such receipt.
§ 2. This act shall take effect immediately.
Mr. Reed moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
rejected.
Mr. Bainbridge, from the Commi~tee on Internal Improvement, to
whom was re ferred a bill from the Senate, entitled
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to improve the Narrows
of the South Fork o f the Kentucky river,"
Reported the same without amendment.
Said hill was read the second time, and passed iuto the orders of
the day.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on · Education, who we re directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitl ed
A bill to amend chapter 18, General Statutes, title "Common
Schools ."
Which was read the first time.
Mr. Clarke moved to p rint said bill , and po stpo ne and mak e the
further consideration of said bill the special order for Thursday, the
24th in st., at 10½ o'clock, A. M.

Mr. Reed moved the prnviou s quest.ion on the motion to print and
make special order.
And the question being tak e n," Shall the mFLin question be now
put?" it was decid ed in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Clarke to prin't,
and make the special ord e r of the day, and it was decided in the
affirmative.
.
The hour of 12 o'c locJc, M., having arrived, the time fixed for the
taking up the orders of the day,
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Mr. Shelburne moved to s usp e nd th e rule of the House, and pro
ceed with the bill unde1· consideration.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rnle of the House and the con8titutional prov1s10n as to the
ijecond readi'ng of said hill being dispensed with,
Mr. Shelburne moved that the rule be suspended, and that said bill
be engrossed and read a third time.
And the questi·on being taken on the adoption of said motiou, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro·
vision of the Constitution, were as follows. viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Al~en,
M ilton Hamilton,
W. 0. Owens, ·
K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsle~·,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Jameti Perkins,
· F. Be_nnett,
J.M. Bigger,
T. M. Hill,
William Points,

f
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W. H. Hillsman ,
Joseph L. Pope,
Edmund Burr,
Josiflh 1-1 unter,
G. W. Prichard,
T. J. Bush,
Lewis Jone~,
Ferdinand Rigney,
W. H H Callihan,
Jos. M. Kash, .
Thomas A. Robertson,
Henry CRmpbell,
J. Q. Lack ey,
Augu:stine Shelburne,
A. 0. Cope,
Richard
Lambert,
G.
R. Snyder,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H . Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
James F. Mean::,
, Andrew Thompson,
John Ff-land,
Montgomery Merritt , Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
· John D . Thompson,
Dennis G lea;:on,
J. 1\1. Neal,
G. El. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Charle:i Goct~haw,
Otho Nun11,
haac T. West,
Isaac H. Goo<lnight,
T . J. Oatt::;,
LaFayette Wilson-70,
Leven E. Green,
W. Scott Gresham,
Those who voted in the negati\·e, wereCromwell Adair,
Gabriel B levins,
Wm. M. lleed,
Robert F. AllensworLh, Henjamin F . Buie,
Granville V. Rouse,
G'lement R. Ambro:;e, A. R. Clarke,
T. W. Scott,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller.
Richard A. Spurr-12.
Si-iid bill was eng ro ssed and read a third time.
Mr. Hazelip move<l to J'econsid er the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be engrossed and read a third time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of sRid motion,it
was deci<led in the affirmative.
Mr. Clarke moved an 11mendment to said bill.
Mr. Bigger moved an amendment to Mr. Clarke's amendment.
And the question being taken on ~he adoption of the amendment
offered by Mr. Bigger, it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
of Mr Clarke, ,as a mended by M1•. Bigger's amendment, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That 1:1aid bill, as amended, be engrpssed and read a third
time.
The · rule of the H9use and the constitutional prov~sion as to the
third reading of said hill beiµg dispe~sed with, ~nd the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That ~aid bill do pass, and t~,at the ,title ~hereof be
aforesaid.
Mr. Sn,yder moved to reconsider tpe vote by which said bill
passed.
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Mr. Wilson moved to lay ;::aid motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Ml'. John Charles Thompson offered the following resolution, viz:
Res~lved, Tbat S. I. M. Major, Public Pri11ter for the State of Kentucky, &c., &c., is hereby requested to furnish this House with an itemized account of all claims due him as Public Pt·inter from Lhe State, and
payable out of the Treasury, oi- by special appropriation by the Legislature, eitbe r finished or in process of <:ompletion, from the time of bi8
entering upon the duties of Public P1·inter, under the provisious of an
,act, entitled "An act to amend chapLet· 90 of the General Statutes, title
•Public Printing and Binding,"' up to the present time, excepting the
acts and proceedings of-the pt·osent Generul Assembly, and that account
of the Public Printer furnished to the Aud itor ft·om the" 1st August,
1876, to the 1st August, 1877," which the Auditor, on the 18tb January,
1878, in obedience to Senate resolution, has alt·eady furnished the General
Assembly.
Which was adopted.
At 12½ o'clock, P. M ., Mr . Godshaw moved that the House do now
adjourn.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and ·
Keller, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, werePat. Campion,
J. W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
W. T. Dicken,
Josiah Hunter,
Augustine Shelburne,
John Feland,
J. Q. Lackey,
Hancock Taylor,
Peter_G. Fischer,
David Martin,
John Chas. Thompson,
Denms Gleason,
W. 0. Owens,
LaFayette Wil,ion-16.
Charle~ Godshaw,
Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Cromwell Adair,
W. Scott G resham,
W. W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F_. Allensworth, W. L. H az;elip,
James Perkins,
J. K. Balley,
Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T . M. Hill,
Jo seph L. Pope,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman ,
Wm. M. Reed, ·
J. M._Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gab!'lel _Blevins,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
BenJamrn F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
·
Richard Lambert,
T; W. Scott,
~dmund Burr,
· J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
~enry Campbell,
W. J. McE!roy,
J. T. Tartar,
· R. Clarke,
James F. Means. ·
Clinton K. Tharp,
H, R.-30
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Montgomery Merritt, John· A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
Antlrew Thompson,
Tipt.on A. Miller 1
John Cowan·,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
E . H. Morin,
Thomas H. Ditto,·
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson',
W. J. Edrington,
G. H. Towery,
William Neal,
Abner- Eversole,
lsaae T. W est~64.
Otho Nunn,
Henry George,.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
The House took from the orde-rs of the day a l'>ill, amen,ded by the
Senate, entitled
An act giving further time nntil the first Monday irr May, 1-878, for
the sheriff of Adair county to execute his revenue bond.
The Senate amendment to sRid bill was read and concuned in.
The House took from the orders of t.he day a IJ,ill, er;rtitled
A bill for the benefit of James D. Christian, late sheriff of Todd
county.
Which was read the second time.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill ·being dispensed with, and the ::iame being
engrossed,
· The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messl'S. Clarke and
Tharp, were a::1 follows, viz:
Tho::ie who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
T. J. 0atts,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, James Pel'lcins,
Clement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
William Points;
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm . M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hens ley, Thomati A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. H . Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
Edmund Bmr,
Josiah Hunter,
T . W . Scott,
T. J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. ::Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
J. Q. Lackey,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
Richard Lambe1·t,
J . T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
James B1rbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
Cla1·ence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
John D . Thompso n,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Peter G:- Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson-63,
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'!'hose who voted in the negative, wereCromw<ill Adak
Benjamin F. Buie,
A. R. Clarke,

D. A. Glenn,
M ilton Hami1ton,
Green R. Keller,

Joseph L. Pope,
Hancock Taylor,
Clinton IL Tharp-9.

Resolved, That the tit.le 0f said bill be as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as fol'lows, viz;
WHEREAS, James D. Cnrii..tian, late sheriff of 'l'od<l county, failed to
pay the amount of revenue due from said county for the yeat· 1874, at the
time required by law, ancl judgment was rendered against him in the
Franklin circuit court fo1· the surn of' $439 20. said amount oein/! the bal.
ance of the revenue due fror11 said county; and whereas, James D. Christian has paid all of said j11dgmen-L, except $88 e9 , beio/! the ir~tet·est and
-cost on the aforesaid judgment, -and dicl not ret urn a delinquent du.i:ing
his term of office as she riff of 'rodd co irnty; uow, theref'ul'e,
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembl,y n/' tlte Cnmmnnwealtli f/f Ken·
tucky, That JaR. D. Christian is, and shall be, relea~ed fl'(lm Lile payrneot
of $72 47 oft-he judgment now existing agaiwit I.rim in tho Franklin cir-cuit uoul't, and npon whieh judgment execution has been issued .
§ 2. 'fhis act sba ll take effect from and after its pas!:la~e.
Leave of absence, indefinite1y, was granted Me,isrs. Craycroft,
·snyder, Russell, Welch, Buford, Whitaker, Sanders, and Cooke.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Cooke, C. T. Allen, Bigger, Adair,
MetTitt, and Hazelip a -special cc,mmittee, under the resolution to
t·epeal the resumption act and rem netize silver .
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Hill, Snyder, She,lburne, Burr, and
Feland a special committee, to aet in conjunction with a similar
committee from tile Senate, in relation to creating the office of
Enrolling Clerk.
Mr. Owsley, from the Comm.ittee ori Eruollments, reported that.
they had examined sundry enrnlled bills, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to authorize and empower the Pulaski county court to
issue the bonds of said county, beal'ing a rate of' interest not greater
than eigh t per cent., and tQ pay off and redeem with the proceeds
of the sale thereof the outstanding county court·house bonds of said
county;
An act to authorize the county court of Scott county to issue bonds
to meet the expenses incurred in erecting and furnishing a new
court-house;
That they had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated iri
the Senate, of the following titles, viz :

.- 63,

Ao act to repeal in part an act, entitled "An act to provide for
th e levy and collection of a tax · on dogs, and to protect the rights of
owners in certain counties," ·approved March 16, 1876.
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An act to take the sense of the people of this State as to the propriety of calling a Convention to revise the ·Constitution;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereu.l?on the Speaker affixed his signature thet·eto.
Ordered; That Mr. Owsley in f'o rm the Senate thereof.
Leave was given to brine; in the following hills, viz:
On motion of Mr . Hunterl. A bill to incorpornte Graclyville Lodge, No. :J5, Free and Accepted Masons.
On motion of lVIr. W. J. McElroy2. A bill for the benefit of W. E. Graham, of Allen county.
On motion of same-3 . A bill to amend chapter 18, article 9, of the common school law,
so as to abo lisl1 Teachers' Institutes.
On motion of Mr. K.eller4 . A bill to incorporate the Kentucky Classical and Business College of North Middletown, Bourbon county.
On motion of same5. A bill to amend the charter of Millersburg, Bourbon county, and
to define the powers of the police judge thereof.
On motion of same6. A bill to aid school district No. 13, Bourbon county.
·On motion of Mr. Sbelburne7. A bill to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in Taylorsville.
On motion or' Mr. Miller-'8. A bill to incorporate Grange No. 228, of Patrons of Husbandry,
Calloway county.
On motion of Mr. f:-lill9. A bill to provide lor the holding of an additional term of the
circuit court at Alexandria, in Campbell county.
On motion of lVIr. Morin-IO. A bill to relieve certain specified _parties in Campbell county,
viz: the employes of the Newport W ate,·-works, from working on
the road.
On motion of same-11. A bill to re gulate the pay of jurors in cet·tain named courts,
Carnphell county only.
On motion of Mr. Rigney! 2. A _hill for the benefit of Casey coµnty.
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On motion of Mr. Feland13. A bill to protect persons taking policies of life insurance.
On motion of same14. A bill to amend section I, chapter 68, of General Statutes.
On motion of M1·. West-15. A bill to amend section 4, article l J, chapter 18, of the General
Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Dicken-16. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 4, Cumberland
county.
On motion of Mr. Spurr17. A bill to amend an act incorporating 'the Kentucky Christian
Educational Society. '
·
On motion of Mr. Scott18. A bill to amend the charter of Belle Point, Franklin county.
On motion of Mr. Mason19. A bill regulating the sale of intoxicating liquors by druggists
and apothecaries in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. George-20. A bill to regulate the sale and giving away of spirituous,
vinous, or malt liquors in Mayfield, or within one mile of said city.
On motion of Mr. Green-21. A bill to amend section 1, article 5, chapter 41, General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Callihani2. A bill to change the time of holding the quarterly court in
Greenup county .
On motion of same-23. A bill to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in Greenup county.
On motion of Mr. Bailey-24. A bill to incorporate the town of Priseville, Bell county.
On motion of Mr. Bf\inbridge25. A bill for the benefit oT William W. Baker, sheriff of Perry
county.
On motion of same-

courts,

26. A bill for the benefit of Spence1· King, late sheriff of Bell
county.
On motion of same27 · A bill fo r the _b enefit of William
county .

·w.

1;3aker, sheriff of Perry

J.~
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On motion of Mr. Merritt28. A bill to establish a colored school district in Henderson county.
On motion of Mr. Lambert- ·
29. A bill to repeal subsection 2 of section 194, of subsection I of
chapter 3 of title 8, Civil Code.
On motion of Mr. Campion-30. A bill to amend subsection 2, section 229, of sub~P,ction 5,
chapter 3, of title B, Civil Co<le.
On motion of Mr. God shaw31. A bill to ame nd, digest, and reduce into one the permanent
pi·ovisions of the acts and articles constituting the charter of the
Owensboro and Nashville Railroa~ Company.
On motion of same32. A bill to amend an act establishing the People's Bank.
On motion of same33. A bill to incorporate the Union Transfer Railway Company,
On motion of same34. A bill to incorporate the Evansville and Henderson Railway
Company .
On motion of same35. A bill to incorporate the Memphis, Paducah, and Northern
Railroad Company.
On motion of Mr. Gresham36. A bill to secure to employes prnmpt payment of wages from
corporations. ·
On motion of same37. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Kentucky Infirmary
for Women and Children .
On motion of same38. A petition of Blanton Duncan, as trustee for Mrs. Mary T.
· Duncan, of Louisville, for the payment of loss es claimed to have
been sustained by rental to the State of a building to be used as an
armory.
On motion of Mr. Gleason39. A hill for the benefit of, and approp1·iating money to. Mrs. Rosa
Haas, Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Taylor40. A bill to authorize Jefferson county, outside the city of Loui,·
ville, to elect a county s urveyor.
;
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On motion of Mr. Eve,·sole-41. A bill to authorize the county court of Laurel county to allot
hands to keep the county road in said county, between the State and
at Jerry Lamon',, and the State road at Wm. Litton's, in repair.
On motion of Mr. Hensley-42. A bill to change the time of holding the county and quarterly
courts in Martin county.
On motion of Mr . Owsley-43. A bill to · authorize the county court. of Lincoln to pay for .
arresting Samuel Holmes.
On motion of same44. A bill to authorize the county court of Lincoln to raise .money
to erect a jail.
On motion of Mr. Burr-45. A bill to charter the Savings Bank of Russellville.
On motion of same46. A bill to charter the Motrophian Society of Bethel College,
Logan county.
On motion· of sarne47. A bill to prohibit the sale of intoxicating drinks within three
miles of Cott.age Home College, Logan county.
On motion of Mr. Reed48. A bill to reduce into one all the acts in relation to Benton.
On motion of Mr. Spalding4!). A bill to incorporate the Lebanon and Marion County Fair
Company.
On motion of Mr. Bigger50. A hill to re-enact and amend an act incorporating the Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gra.vel Road Company.
On motion of same51. A bill to amend the charte.r of Woodville, McCracken and Ballard counties.
On motion of same52. A bill to make it a felony for any sheriff, tax collector, constable, anci master commissioner to knowingly use, loan, or misapply
any money in their hands held by them in an official character.
On motion of Mr. Ditto'
·
53. A bill to amend the charter of Brandenburg, approved March
28, 1872.
-;
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On motion of same-54. A bill to a uthor iz e the trustees of Bra ndenburg to se ll and

convey or lease real estate lying in the corporate iimits of said
town.
On motion of same55. A bill to amend an act to authorize the trustees of Brandenburg to sell and convey real estate lying in th e corporate limits of
said town, approved March 3, 1876.
On motion of Mr. John Charle::1 Thompson56. A bill to in corporate Montgomery Lodge, No. 18, Independent
Order of Odd Fellows , Ha rrod sburg.
On mqtion of same57. A bill for the benefit of J.C. Vanarsdale, of Merce r county.
On motion of Mr . Pope58. A bill to enlarge the juri::i<liction of justices of the peace, Nel·
son county.
On motion of same59. A bill to incorporate the Kentucky Grange rs' Mutual Insurance
Company.
Dn motion of' Mr. G. H. B. Thompson60'. A bill to legalize official advertisements in Nicholas county.
On motion of Mr. Bainbridge61. A bill for the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen
county.
On moti on of same-62. A hill for the henefit of Jae:. Lineback, jailer of Owen county,
On motion of Mr. Allenswo rth63. A bill for the benefit of W. W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd
county.
On motion of Mr. C. U . McElroy64. A bill to amend section 1, article 4, chapter 92, General Stat·
utes, to require the listing for taxation of bonds and stocks.
On motion of Mr. Fischer65. A bill for the benefit of J. C. Elrod, of Lo'uisville.
On motion of Mr. Bush66. A bill for the ben efit of S. L. Chevis, of Fayette county.
On motion of Mr. Snyder-67. A bill to sell the Allensville Turnpike Road.
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On motion of Mr. Campion ell and
of said

' randenlimits of

pendent

r unty.

• ce, Nel·

68. A bill for the benefit of Mary Dillon, widow of Pat. Dillon, late

marshal of the city court of Louisville.
Ordered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 2d, 10th, 12th, 25th, 26th, 36th, 38th, and 30th; the
Committee on Corporate Institutions the 1st, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th, 18th,
24th, 32d, 46th, and 48th; the Comm ittee on County Courts the 11th,
21st, 22d, 40th, 41st, 4~d, 43d, and 44th; the Committee on Education
the 3<l, 6th, 15th, 16th, and 28th; the Committee on Moral ·and Religious Imtitutions the 17th, 20th, 23d, 37th, and 47th; the Committee
on Circuit Courts the 0th; the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 49th; the Committee on Banks the 45th; the Comm ittee
on Claims the 27th; the Committee on Codes of Practice the 29th
and 30th; the Committee on RailroRds the 33d, ~4th, 35th, and 37th,
and the Committee on the Judiciary the 13th, 14th. and 19th.
And then the House adjourned .
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MONDAY, JANUARY 21, 1878.
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Reed-I. The petitio.n of sundry citizens of Crittenden county, asking
the passage of a iaw changing the · boundary line between Crittentleti and Lyon counties,
By Mr. Goodnight-2, The petition of citizena of Simpson county, asking t4e passage
or an act for the benefit of Michael Ryan.
By Mr. Bailey3. The petition of citizens of Bell county, asking that the town of

Pineville, in Bell coutity, be incorporated.
By Mr, Kash-4. The petition of citizens of Morgan county, asking that a change
be made in the boundary line between the counties of Morgan and
Wolfe.
ll. R,-31
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By Mr. Cope5. Tbe petition of sundry citizens of Magoffin county, asking the
passage of an act authorizing Abraham Millord to erect a mill-dam
across Licking river, in Magoffin county.
Which were received, the reading di,spen~ed with, and referredthe 1st, 2d, and 4th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances;
the 3d to the Committee on CMpon1te Institutions, and the 5th to the
Committ.ee on Internal Improvement
A messa'ge was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendment of the Hou:5e of Representatives to
a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to· amend an act to incorporate the Augusta and Berlin
Turnpike Road Company, in Bracken county, app roved Mat·ch 16th,
1869.

That they had passed hills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of th e town of' Livermore, in McLean
county, Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incol'porate the Frank,
fort and Flat Creek T,ur~pike Road Company," appro\·ed February
15, 1869.
An act to incorporate the James H. Hall Eagle Plow Company, or
Maysville.
An act to incorporate Elijah Upton Lodge, No. 377, Free and Ac·
cepted Masons, Warren county, Kentucky.
An act to incorporat~ the Grand Conclave of Heptasophs.
An act to authorize the Bryant's Station and B1·iar Hill Turnpike
Road Company to collect certain tolls.
With amendments to the last three named bills.
And that they had passed a bill of the following title, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the High·
land Cemetery," approved March 6, 1869.
Which was read the first time and . ordered to he read a second
time.
The rule of _the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of snid biJI being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Corporate
,I nstitutions.
A mes~age was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted joint resolutions, of t~e following titles, viz:
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Resolution raising a joint committee in relation to the boundary
lin e be twee n the States of Kentucky and Indiana.
Resolution ca llin g for i nformation in regard to the Penitentiary.
That th ey had receiv ed official information that the Governor had
apprnved and signed an enrolled bill, which originated in the Senate,

evances;
~th to the

entitled
An act to take the sense of the people of this State as to the propriety of calling a Convention to revise the Constitution.

ha_t they
tat1ves to

A mes;;age was receive<l from the Governor, hy Hon. J. Stoddard
John ston, Sec retary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titl es, viz :
An act to authorize the county court of Scott county to -issue bonds
to meet the expenses incurred in erecting and furnishing · a new co urthouse.
r
An act to amcnrl the charter of Fairview.
An act to amenrl the town laws of Dixon, in Wcb.;;ter county.
An act to authorize and e mpower the Pulaski · county court to
issue the bonds of said county, bearing a rate of interest nut g reater
than eig-ht per cent., and to pay off and redeem, with the proceeds
of' the sa le thereof, th e outstanding co unty cou rt-ho use bonds of said
county.
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Mr. Snyder offered the following resolutio n, viz:
Resofoed, That it sha ll be a sta nding- rule of this House that its
sessions shall be he ld from the hour ;f 10 A. M. to 2 P. NI., until
otherwi se ordered.
Whic~ was twice read and adopted.
A message was· rece ived from the Senate, announcing that they '
had adopted a joint re solution, entitled

the High·

Resolution raising a joint committee to take into con sideration a
1·evision of the revenue laws of this Commonwealth.

a second

That they had concurre d in a joint resolution, which originated in
the House of Representativ es, en titled

as to the

l{esolutiun fixing the per <liem of officers and e mployes of this
General Asse mbly.

Corporate
that they

In accordance with this la st resolntion, the . Speaker appointed
Messrs . Hill, Snyder, Burr, Shelburne, and Feland a committee on
the part of the House.
Bills were reported by the seve;·al committees, who· were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
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By Mr. W. J. McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and
Manufactures-A bill to protect sheep and dogs in Kenton C(}Unty.
By Mr. Kash, from the Commit.tee on Cil'Cuit. CourtsA bill concern ing the circuit courts in Marion , Nelson , and Washington countie~.
By Mr. Goodnight, ·from the same committeeA bill to regulate proceedings in ordinary actions in the Daviess
circuit court.
By Mr. C. U. McE lroy, from the same committee-·
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the trial and
jurisdiction of crirninf\l and penal cases in Wan·en county," approved
March 25th, 1876.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill defining the duty of the sheriff and othet· officers executing
an original process in Campbell county.

By sameA bill to authorize the court · of claims of Bourbon cotrnty to appoint a commisRioner of turnpike roads in said county.
By i;,ame-A bill to authorize the county court of Lincoln to pay for arresting
Samuel Holme~.
By sameA bill to authorize Jessamine county to purchase additional land
adjoining the court-house lo t, and to levy a tax to pay for the same,
By Mr. Merritt, from the same committeeA bill to increase the ju1·isdiction of the quarterly court of Han
cock county.
By sameA bill to legalize ce rtain acts and orders of the Marshall county
co urt.

By Mr. Allensworth, from the same committeeA bill to change the time of holding the Greenup quarterly court.

By

same--

A bill to establish an additional justices' district, in the county of
Daviess.
By same-A bill -authorizing the county judge of Owen county to sell and
cohvey the title of the old jail lots and the west half of the new jail
lot belo1iging to O .,·en county.
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By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled ''An act to authorize the Franklin
county court to issue bonds for the aid of turnpike roads and othet
purpose~," approved March 3d, 1876.
By sameA biU to authorize and empower the county court of Laurel county
to appoint viewers to view a change in the Wilderness Turnpike
Road, near London, in Laurel county .
.
By Mr. Merritt, from the same committee-A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act concerning the police
judge of the town of Hawesvi lle, in Hancock cou11t_y."
By sameA bill to provide for in<lexing and crns::;-indexing deeds and mortgages in Marshall county.
By same-

d Wash-

Daviess

trial and
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xecuting
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A bill to am~nd an act, entitled "An act regulating the mode and
manner in which claims against the county of Boyd shall be pre.
sented to the county court of Boyd county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
~
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y court.
county of

sell and
new jail

The rule of the House and' the constitutional prodsion as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
01'de,·ed, That i,aid bil ls be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third rnading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same beingengrossed,

Resolved, That said bills <lo pass, and that the tides thel'eof be as
aforernid.
Mr. Ambrose, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, ·
entitled
A bill to prevent stock from running at large in Kenton county. Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the I{ouse and the constitutional p1·ov1st0n as to the
second reading of said bill beincr
dispensed with,
0
Mr. Clarke then offered the following amendment, dz:
in Pr~v~d~d, The p~·ovisions of this act shall not apply to stock owned·
adJ 01 mng count.Jes, and wandering into Kenton coq,nty .
. And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
It was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Taylor moved to further amend said bill hy insert-ing the words
"and Jefferson county," after the word s " Kenton county," wherever
the same app ear in said bill.
· And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That sai d hill, as amended, he engrnssed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the co nstitutional provision as to the
thi.rd reading ol said hill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resol'Ved, That said bill do pas::i, and that the title thereof be as
follows, viz,:
An act to prevent stock from running at large in Kenton and Jer.
ferson countie;:.
lVfr. Hill, from the Committee on County Court;:, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti.tled
A bill to provide for the appointment. nf I\ suitable person to perform the duties of counry judge of Fayette county, in ca;:e of the
failure or refusal o r inability of the rngular incumbent to perform
the same.
Which was read the first time and . ordered to be read a second
tim e.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
;,econd reading of said bill being di spensed with,
Mr . Hill moved that said bill be recommitted to the Committee on
County Courts.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in th.e affirmative .
.Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,lo
whom was refened the same, r epo 1·ted a joint reso lution , entitled
Resolution providing for the remova l of the remains of ex-Presi·
d ent Zachary Taylor to the cemete1·y at, Frankforr..
Which was read the first time, and on motion of Mr. Buford, re·
ferred to the special committee hitherto appointed to consider that
p ort ion of the Governor's message relating to ex-President Zachnry
T ay lor.
Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was referred
a bill from th~ Senate, entitled
An act to tncorporate the Bank of J. Amsden & Co., of Ver·
sailles,
Reported the same with an amendment.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

whel'ever

it was decided in the affi rm ative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The ruJe·of the House and the constitutional provision a:i to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said hill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

end rnent,
d a third

as to the
:ne being
of be as

afol'esaid.
Ml'. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had exam in ed an enrolled bill and a resolution, w·hich
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend au act to incorporate the 'Augusta and Berlin
Turnpike Road Uompa11y, in Bracke n county, apprnved March 16th,

and Jef-

1869;
Resolution rai,:ing a committee to inquire into the cond ition of the

dirncted

Kentucky Agricul4ul'al and Mechanical College;
And had found the same trnly enrolled.
Whel'eupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Ml'. Owsley infurm the Senate thereof.
On motion or .Mr. C. T. Allen, Messrs . Bush and Feland were
added to the Committee on Printing.
Mr. Hill, from the Committee on County Courts, who were dit"ected
. to pt'epare a.nd bring in th e same, reported a bill, en ti tied
A bill to amr.nd section 1, article 5, chapter 41, General Statute,.

n to per8e of 1he

perfol'm
a second

as to the
mittee on

Which was read the fir:ot time and ordered to be read a second
time.

otion, it

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
ijecond reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ml'. Bennett moved to amend by striking out the words "five
hundred," and in serting in li eu thereof the words" one thousand."
And tbe question being tak.e11 on the adopt.ion of said amendment,
' it was decided in the negative.

ances, to
titled
ex-Presi·

ufol'd, rrsider that

Zachijr)'
s refel'red

Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
Tbe rule of the House and the const itution a l provision as to the.
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .

, of Ver·

. Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, who we re
<lirected to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
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A bill to reduce the number of jurors in inferior courts in Henderson county, and to regulate the pay ot' the same.
Which was read the fir:it time and or·dered t.o be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Jones moved to amend by adding the counties of Muhlenburg,
Todd, Daviess, Meade, Bourbon, Webster, Cli11ton, Cumberland, Butle,·, and Edmonson.
Mr. Clarke moved to recommit said bill and amendments to the
Committee on County Courts:
And the question being takP-n on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affi rm ative .
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, report.eel a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 17, article 13, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed w ith,
Mr. Bigger moved that McCracken county be excepted from the'
provisions of said bill.
And the que;,tion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. U. McElroy moved to amend by excepting the county of
Warren from the provisior1s of the bill.
Mr. Merritt moveu that said bill and amendments be 1·ecommitt.ed
to the Committee on County Courts.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was d_ecided in the affirmative .
The hour of 12 o'clock, M ., having arrived, the House took from
the orders of the day the Senate amendrpent to a bill, which origi·
nated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Beattyville and Miller's Creek Turnpike
Road Company .
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in .
The House th en took from the orders of the day the motion of
lVIr. Reed, heretofore entered, to rec onsi der the vote by which tbis
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House refused to concur in the pasAage of a bill, wnich originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize J. C. Sublet.t, as statutory guardian of M. P.
Maupin, to pay money to the said M. P. Maupin .
.Mr. Feland moved to lay said motion to reconsider on the table.
,And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said hill was rejected.
The House then took from the orders of .the <lay a resolution providing !'or the reduction of State taxes, and the amendments thereto.
Mr. Snyder moved to commit said resolution and amendments to •
the Joint Committee on Retrenchment and Reform.
And the question being taken on the a<loption of said motion, it
was decided· in the affirmative.
The House took from the orders of the day a bill, which originated
in the Senate, entitled
An act to arnen<l an act, entitled "An act to improve the Narrows
in the South Fo1:k of the Kentucky river."
Which was read a second t im e.
Mr. George moved to commit said bill to the Committee on Internal
Improv e ment.
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Mr. Craycroft moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, ".Sbail the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
Tbe question was then taken on the motion to recommit said bill,
and it was decided in the negative.
Ordered; That said bill be mad a third time.
Mr. Snyder moved the previous qnestion.
And the question being taken," Shall the main que~tion be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative .
The rule of the House and the constitutional pl'ovision ~s to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the ·p as:oage of said bill, and it
was dtcided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. McElroy
and Robertson, wel'e as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turn e r) , Charles Godshaw,
T. J. Oatts,
1
ement.R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
J. S. O~sley,
· IC Ba1ley,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,

f
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J. F. Bennett,
A. Buford,
W. H H. Callihan,
Pat. Campion,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
Alex T . Craycrofr,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W J. Edrington,
Ahner Everso le,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fi.;cher,
H e nry George,
D . A. Gle nn,

J. VV. Griffith,
W . L. l-fazelip,
Samuel D. Hensley,
W. H. Hi ll sman,
Lewis Jon es,
Joi'. lVI. Ka,::h,
J. Q. Lackey,
Richard Lambert,
Dav id Martin,
James Ba rhou1· Mason·,
Jam es F. Means,
E.. H. Morin,
W illi am Neal,
Otho Nunn,

J ames Perkins,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. W. Scott,
G . R. Snyder,
J. T. Tartar,
Hancock Taylor,
John A . Thomas,
And rew T hompso n,
John Chas . Thompson,
J ohn D. Thompson,
G . H. Towery,
Isaac T. West-50.

Those who voted in the negative, wereOrnmwell Adai r,
IsRac H. Goodn ig ht,
W. W. Orr,
0. T. All e n,
Milton Hami lton,
William Points,
Robert F. A ll ensworth, T. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevin>',
G ree n R. Kell er,
Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U. McE lroy , Thomas A. Robertson,
Edmund Burr,
W . J. Mct:.;l ro _v,
Aug. Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
Montgomery Merritt, Clint on K. Tharp,
A. R. Clark e, ·
Tipton A. M ill er,
Geo. H. 13. Thompson,
W . T. Dicken, .
.J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson--30.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as afo r esaid.
Said bill r eads as follows, viz:_

§ l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat secti on 1st, ehnpter 243, act approv ed .Febr uary 25th, 1876, to

im p rove the navigation of the South Fork of the Kentucky riv al', betw ee n the mouth of Newfound In nd er eek and Crane cr eek, i II Ulay county,
at the •1 Nar rowt1," be, am! is hereby, nrnendcd f'O ns to allow the commissioners to expend the un expended $790 of the sum app rop riated, at Ruch
. other plac:es 0 11 the aforesa id South l<'ol'k, between t he mouth ot Rond
run a11d the _For ks of GooRc creek , r,s will be to the best inter ests of tho
na vigation of the 8a id South Fo rk , but mostly on the "Nar row s"
§ 2. 'l'he said c:om mi ::<sio11 ers to be governed by the r eg ulation in the
original ltct.
~ 3. 'l'h e ori g in al net is hernby aruen1ed , by str ikin g out the name of
A. E. H.obertson, whore it oc:c urs th ere in , and imiortin g tbe nr,me of
Stephen Gibson in li eu thereof, wh o is her eby appoi nted u com mi ssioner,
to aet in con jun ction with '1'. T. Ga rrard, the other comm iss ioner, for the
purposes aforesaid.
•
§ 4. This act shall Lak e effect fr om its passage.
The orders of the day 'being exhausted, the call of the standing
committee!/ was resumed.
I

Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County Courts, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
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A bill to increase the jurisdiction 0f courts of justices of the peace
in Hancock county .

ney,
ouse,
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Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rul e oi' the Houo:e and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of mid hill b eing dispensed with,

Mr. Keller mo,·ed to amend said bill hy applying the provisions
th ereof to Bourbon county.
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the Mfirmatirn. •

Mr. Goodnight movf'd that the provisions of said hill be applied
to the cou,:ties of Simpson, Shelby, Boone, Knox, Whitley, Todd,
Woodford, and the county of Kentori. outside of the city of Covington.
And the que5tion being- taken on the a_doption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmati,·e .

Mr Adair moved to recommit said bill, with amendments, to the
Committee on County Courts, with instructions to bring in a general
hill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.

~ of Ken-
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Mr . Reed, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom was refer.red a bill from the Senate, entitled

An act for the benefit of John P. Barrett, late sheriff of Ohio
county,
Reported the same without arnen<lmeut.
Said bill was read the second time.
Mr. Reed mov ed to recommit said bill to the Committee on County
Courts .
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
l\fr . Meyritt, from the Commit.tee . on County Courts, to whom was
refe1Ted a bill from the Senate, ent itled
·
An act to lega li ze the levy mad~ by th~ Morgan county court, at
its October term 18ii'
)

standing
directed

'

Reported the same without amendment.
S 11 id bill was read the second time and order~d to be read a third
time .
The ru le of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
t hird reading of sa id bill bei ng dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bill do p·ass, and that the tit.le thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr . Reed, from the Committee on County Court,;, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same-, reported -a bill, entitled
A bill to amend sf)ction l, article 5, chapter 33, General Statutes.
Which was read the first time and 01·dered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and the condtitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being disp e nsed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule of the House and the const itutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispen ;;ed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then ti;i.ken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the b, n efit of county judge,:, clerks, sheriffs, collecting
officers, and all other ciYil officers of th is Commonwealth.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tharp moved to amend said bill by adding thereto the following, viz :
Provided, That the prnvisions of thi s act shall · not impair any right
of defense now exi;;ting.
And the quest ion being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Andrew Thompson moved to further amend said bill by adding the following, viz:
Provided, That the provisions of this act r;:hall not apply to any
fee-bills or taxes which have been due more than five years.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. Goodnight moved the following amendment, viz:
Amend by striking out the word~'' i;:ix years P and" _five years,"
wherever they occur, and inserting in lieu thereof the words" two
years."
;
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Mr. Feland moved to lay said amendment on the table.
And the question being t11ken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negativ e.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hazelip and
Tartar, were as follovvs, viz :
Those who Yoted in the affirmative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
William Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Amb ro se, T . M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
W. H. Hillsman,
A. Buford,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Edmund Burr,
Lewis Jones,
T. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Jos. M. Kash,
Augustine Shelburne,
A. R. Clarke,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
John Cowan,
Richa1'CI Lambert,
Han cock Taylor,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington·,
Montgomery Me rritt , Andrew Thompson,
Jobn·Feland,
E. H. Morin,
John A. Thomas--35.
PeterG. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Good night , W. W. Orr,
C. T. Alle11,
Leven E. G reen,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Hailey,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
M ilton Hamilton,
William Points,
J. lVI. Bigger,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W.'T. Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, John Ch"s. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means.
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole ,
.Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West-44,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion of
Mr Goodnight, and it was decided in the affit·mative.
Mr. Clarke moved the following amendment, viz:
Add to section 2d: "Provided, That the provisions of this act shall
not apply to the county of Pendleton.''
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
Was decided in the affirmative.
And then, at 2 o'clock, P . M ., in accordance with a l'-esolution hith
erto adopted, the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1878.
The reading of the Journal wa,. dispensed with.
Lea,·e of absence, indefinitely, wa,, granted Messr::1. Godsh~w, Taylor, and Speck :
The House then proceeded to the consideration of the unfinished
business of yesterda-y, viz : a bill, entit led
. A bill for the benefit of coll n ty judges, clerl,s, sheriffs, collecting
officers, and all other civilofficer:; of thjs Commonwealth.
!Vlr. Marriott offered the following a:3 a substitute for the bill and
amendments, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth o(Kentucky, That wbereve1· the wordf:I "three yeurf:I" occurs in said article, that
the same be st1·i cken out, and in lieu thereof tho words'' five years'' bij
in serted.
Mr. C. T .. Allen offered the following amendment to the substitute,
viz:
Provided, The sheriff, or clerk, or othe 1· collect,inl-( office1·, shall file in
the co unty clerk's office a11 alphabeti1.;al - list of all such unp a id taxes and
fee-bills, the persons owing the same, and the amounts thereof f'ot· each
year.
Mr. Goodnight moved to lay said amendment on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the a:ffirmat.ive.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. J.P. Allen offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved by the House of .Representatiu~s, That the · use of this Hall be
tende1·ed the Murphy orga11izatio11 of F1·ankfort, 7½ o'clock, Thursday
evening, fot· the purpose of holding their regular weekly meeting.
Which was adopted.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originate_a' in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
, An act to repeal an act to prohibit Rtock from running at large on
turnpike roads in Garrard and other named counties, 80 far as the
same relates to Garrard county_.
An act for the benefit of the Boyle county court.
That they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
the charter of the town of Hartford, in Ohio county.
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Which wfls read the first time and ordere d to he read a second

fini~hed
llecting
bill and

o(Kencle, that
cars" ba
bstitute,

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of sa id hill heing dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be r·eferred to the Comm itt ee on Corporate
Institutions.
That they had received official informarion fl'Om the Go,·ernor that
he had approved and signed an enrolled bill, 'which originated in the
Senate, en titled
An act to repeal in part an act, entit led "An :tct to provide for
the levy and col lecti'on of ·a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights of
owners in certain counties," approved March 16. 1876.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
they had examined sund ry enro ll ed hills and a re~o lution, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act giving further time until the first .Monday in May, 1878, for
the sheriff of Adair county to execute his revenue bond;
An act to amend an act, entitl ed" An act to incorporate the Frank-

fort and Flat Creek Turnpike Road Company,'' approved Febrnary
l file in
xes and

'or each

otion, it

Hall be

~h ursday

I

g.
at they
ntatives,
large on
r as the

15th, 186!1;

An act to a·rnend the charter of the town of Li,·ermore, in McLean
county;
Resolution requesting our Senators and Representatives in Congress to secure a reduction of the tax on tobacco;
And had found the same trnly enrolled.
Whereupon the Sper1ker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inf'91·rn the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had refused to concur in an amendment offe red by the House of Represe ntatives to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled ·
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Broadway Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, in the city of Louisville.

~ message was received from. the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to authorize the county cour t of Hickman count.y to appropriate money to build a jail in said county, anti to le vy a tax there~

for.
ating to

With an amendment thereto.
Which was taken up, twice read, a~d concurred in.
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A:message was received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
As~istant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the
Hollse of Representatives, of the following titles , viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Frankfort and Flat Creek TL1rnpike Road C_Bmpany,"' approved February
15th, 1869.
An act giving forther ·time until the fir st Monday -in May, 1878, for
the sheriff of Adai1· county to execute his revenue bond.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Livermore, in McLean
county.
,
Resolution requesting our Senators and Representatives in Congress to secure a reduction of the tax on tobacco.
The hour of 10½ o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House proceeded to the consideration of the special order of the day, viz: a
bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 29 of article 35, title "Crimes and Punishments," of the General Statutes.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly f!( the Commonweallh of Ken·
tucky, 'l'hat section 10 of chapter 29, article 35, title" Crimes and Punishments," of the General Statutes, be, and the same is hereby, repealed.
§ 2. That it shall not be lawful tor any person having a license to sell
spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors by the drink, to sell, give, or loan any
of such liqnors, or the mixture of either, knowingly, to any person who
it! an iI]ebriate, or in the habit of becoming intoxicated or drunk by the
use of any sacb liquors, or to suffer, or permit any such person to drink
any of such liquors, or the mixture of either, in his bar-room, saloon, or
in or upon any tenement or premises in his possession or under bis con•
trol.• Any one so offending Rhall be _subject to a fine of $60 for each
offen,;e, to be recovered by indictment of a grand jury in any court.of
competent jurisdiction, or by warrant before the county judge or a justice
of the peace of the county in which the offense was committed; and the
person so lound guilty shall also be deemed as having forfeited his license,
and the court before which the trial is bad shall so adjudge.
.
§ 3. That, in addition to the fine aforesaid, the person who shall vt0l~te
any of the provisions of the second section of this act, shall, together w_1tb
his sureties on his bond , be liable to a civil action for damages by the wi~e,
or the father, or the mother, or the child of such inebriate, or person so ID
the habit of becoming intoxicated or drunk, in which punitive damages
may be assessed.
.
§ 4. 'l'hat this act shall take effect and be in force from the date of its
passage.

Mr. Tharp moved the following amendment to ·said bill, viz:
Amend by st.riking out the following word1:1, in the 9th, 10th, 11th, ~od
12th lines of section 2: "or by warrant before the county judge or a JUB·
tice of the peac~;" and by striking out these words, "and the person so
;
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found cruilty shall be deemed as h·avin g forfeited his license, and the court
before ~vhich the trial is had 'sha ll so adjudge ."

Mr. Goodnight moved the following amendment to sa id bill, viz:
Acid to section 3 the fo ll owing pt·oviso: "f'rovided, however. 'I'hat the
per8on so selling shall n?t be lia?le i_n ci_vil. action tc the wite, fatl1c ~·, or
other re lative, unl ess written notice lorb1dd1ng suc h sa le hal-l been given
the person so selling prior to the offense complained off."

Mr. C. U. McElroy then move<l the following amendment, viz:
878, for
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Amend section 3 by addin1;: "Provided, Sueh action shall be b1·ought
within one year from the time the cause of action bas accrued, and not
after."
·

Mr. Feland moved the previous question .
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the arlopt.ion of the amendment
offered by Mr . Tharp, and it wa:3 decided in the negative.
The question ·was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
moved by Mr. Goodnight, and it was. decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Rigney, were as follows, viz:
1:hose who voted in the affirmative, were-0. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
J . .S. Owsley,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambro se, Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W . H . Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdina"nd Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
G . R. t'lnyder,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton ·IC Tharp,
Peter_G. Fischer,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Dentns Gleason,
Tipton A . Miller,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. M. Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-53.
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. T. Dicken ,
Otho Nunn,
Cro~well Adair,
W. J. Edrington,
W. W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
Abner Eversole
James Perkins
J. K. Bailey,
John Feland, '
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Henry George,
Thomas A. Robertson,
H, R.-32
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Granville V. Rouse,
· Leven E. Green,
J. M. Bigger,
C. W. Russell,
Lewis Jones,
Gabriel Blevins,
John A. Thomas,
Jos. M. Kas h,
A. Buford,
Andrew Thompson,
T. J. Lewis,
W. H. H. Callihan,
John Chas. Thompson,
M. H. Marriott,
A. R. Clarke,
G. H. Towery,
W. J . McElroy, ·
Lyttleton Cooke,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West-38.
A. C. Cope,
William Neal,
John Cowan,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
moved by Mr. C. U. McElroy, and it was decidf'd in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be eng ro,,sed and read a third
time.
The rule of thP. House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being di spen sed \\'ith, and the same being
engrossed,
Mr. Snyder mo-ved the previous que::tion .
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affil'mative.
At 11 :45 o'clock, A. M ., Mr. Tharp moved that the House adjourn.
And the question being taken on the ado ption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Tharp and
Reed, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAltix . T. Craycroft,
Clint.on K. Tharp,
LaFayette Wilson--4.
Peter G . Fischer,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
Cromwell Adair,
D . A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
LeYen E. Green,
J. S . Ows ley,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Jamee:< Perkim,
Clement ·tL Ambrose, J. W. G ,·iffith ,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm . .M . Reed,
J . .M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter, '
Ferdinand Rigney, ·
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
,Edmund Bun,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
W . H. H. Callihan,
M. H. Marriott,
G. R. Synder,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin, ·
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour .Mason, J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
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W. J. McElroy,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Andrew Thompson,
Jame s F. Means,
A. C. Cope,
GPo. I-I. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thomp so n,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
G. I-I. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
J. lVI. Neal,
W. A. Wehber,
Abner Eversole,
Wm. Neal,
H. P. Whitaker-79.
Henry George,
The question was theu taken on the passage of said bill, and it
·was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Clarke and
Bigger, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-W . W . Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
Henry George,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. IL Bailey,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. B.nhertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis Jonee:,
C. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
M. H. Marriott,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. H H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason,John A. Thomas,
.Pat. Campion,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan, •
Montgomery Menitt, John D. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
G: H. Tow e ry,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. 1\1. Neal,
W. A. Webber.
W. J. Edrington,
Wm. Nea l,
I.iaac T. West--68.
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,

Mr. Speaker (Turner), John Feland,

Those who v~ted in the negative, wereT. M. Hill,
James Pel'!cins,
A. R. Clarke ,
W . H. . r:i::1·11
J osep h L . P ope,
1 sman,
Alex. T. Craycroft
G reen R. Ke ll er.
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Glenn,
'
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
~/lton Hamilton,
E. H . Morin, ·
Clinton IC Tharp,
S · L. Hazelip,
T . J. Oatt,,,
H. P. Whitaker,
amuef D. Hensley, W. C . Owens,
LaFayette Wilson - 21.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.

T. J. Bush,

£·

Mr. Snyder moved to 1·econsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
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Mr. Robertson moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of sai_d motion, it
was d ecided in the affirmative .
Mr. Hill, from the joint special committee appointed for that purpose, r e ported the following joint i·eso lution, viz:
1. Resolved b_y the Gerteml Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuck»,
Th at t,he Auditor of Pub li c Account::i be, :tnd lw iR hereby, dil'ected to
draw his W:t!'rallt on the 'l'l'easuror in favol' of the follow in g named officers and atlnches of the present General Assemb ly for th eir per diem,nt
the fol luwin !£· r 11teR, ns the same may become due:
2. 'fo the Speakers of the Senate and Honse of Representatives, each,
$10 per day.
3. To the C ler ks a nd ARsistant C le l'ks of tbe Senate and House of
Representatives, each, $10 per day during the preHent ;;es:iio n, and 88 por
day for ten days aftel' the adjournment of the prose_nt General Assom1.,lv.
4. 'ro th e Sergeant -at-Arms of tho Senate and Ho use of Representatives, each , $8 per day during the p!'esent session.
5 . To the Door-keepers of the Senate and House of RepresentaLives,
each, Sf> 25 per day during the p1·esent sess ion.
6. 'ro the Pages of the Senate and House of Representatives, each,
$2 75 per day during the present sess ion.
7. 'ro the Keeper of the C loak -room of the House of RepresenlaLircs,
$5 per day during tho present session, without any extra pay for servant.
8. To the Keeper of tbe Cloak-room of' the Senate, $3 50 per dny during the prese u t session .
~I. To the Janitors of the Senate and House of Representatives, ench,
$3 per d:i.y durin~ the present ses~ion.
10. This r eso luLion shall take effect from and after its passage.
].\fr. Shelburne moved that the House resolve it;;elf into a Com'
mittee of the Whole for the con;;ideration of said resolution .
And the question being taken on the adoption o{ said motion, it
wa s decided in the affirmative.
The House th e n resolved it~elf into a Committee of the Whole,
the Speaker vacating the chair, and de signating Mr. Bigger as chairman of s aid committee .
Mr. Bigger then occupied th e chair .
After a tim e, t.he Chairman of the Committee of the Whole vacated
the chair, and the same was occupied by the Speaker .
Mr. Bigger, from the Comrn•t.tee of the Whole, reported that said
committee had arisen, rep.orted progress, and subrnitt~d the fo llowing

/

amendment as a substitute for said joint resolution, viz :.
1. Resolved b_y th e· General Assembly of' th.e Commonwealth of Kenluck.~,0
That the Audito1· of Public Aecountl:f be, and he i1-:1 heruby, direcLed \
draw hill warrant on th o 'rreasurer in favor of the to ll owino- nr1mod olti·
cers and attaehes of the present General Assemb ly fo1· thei; per diem,at
the fol lowing rates, as the same may become dlle:
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2. To tbe Speaker of the Senate and Ruuse of .Represontati~es, each,
$10 per day.
3. To tbe Clerks and Assistaot Clerks of the Senate and Rouse of Representatives, each, $10 pot· day during the present session, and $8 per day
for ten.days after the adjournment of the present General Assembly .
4. 'fo the Sergeant-at-Arms of Lhe Senate and House of .Representatives, each, $6 pet· day during th.e present i::ei;sion.
5. To the Door-keepe1·s of' the Senate and Hom,e of .ReprcseutativtJs,
ea<:h. $4 per day during the present session.
6. To the Pa~es of the Senate and House of Representatives, each,
82 50 pe1· day during the pee~ent session.
.
7. To tho Kecpe1· of the Cloak-room of the House of Representatives,
$5 per day during the present session, without any extra pay for servant.
8. '11 0 the Cloak-room Keepo1· of the Senate, $3 50 per day during the
present session.
9. 'fo the Janitors of the Senate and House of Representatives, each,
$3 pel' day during the present session.
10. This resolution shall take effect from and after its passage.
M1·. Brooks moved the following amendmen.t, viz :
A.mend by striking out"$-!," and inserting in lieu thereof" $5" per
day for the Door-keepers.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Snyder then moved . the following amendment, viz:
A.lllcnd by inserting" $8," in lieu of $10, wherever the same appears in
those sections referring to Clerks and Assi~tunt Clerks.
Mr . Campion moved the previous question.
And the question being taken,'' Shall the main que.ition be now
put?" it was decjded in the affi.nnative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion of
Mr Snyder, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Buford, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereA. Bufo1·cl,
Henry George,
Tipr,on A. Miller,
A. R. Clarke,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. R. Snyder,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McElroy,
And. Thompson--J0.
Abner Eversole,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), saac H. Goodnight, W . 0. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
J. S . Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
1
James P: Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Willi.am Points,
f'ement._H. . Ambrose, W. L. Haze lip,
Joseph L. Pope,
· K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W . H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
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J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson
. V. Rouse, '
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granvtlle
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. K.elle1,,
0 . W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
T. W·. Scott,
·
T. J. Bu.,h,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M. H. Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Camp ion,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K.. Tharp,
Lyttleton nooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Alex . T. Oraycroft,
E . H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H . Ditto,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
W. J . Edrington,
William Neal,
\iV. A. Webber,
John Feland,
Otho Nunn,
h:aac T. West,
Peter G. Fi,-cher,
T . J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
W. W. Orr, .
LaFayette WilsQn-82.
D. A. Glenn,
The question was th en taken on the adoption of said reaolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows; viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
W. 0. Owens,
0. T. Allen,
Isaac H. G.oodnight, J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Jame::i Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W . H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J . F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M . Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
Joi'. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J . Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
T . J. Bush,
T . .l . Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M. I-J. Marriott,
Aug. Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
Richard A . Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy,• Clinton K . Tharp,
John Cowan,
W. J . McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Alex T . Oraycroft,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo . H . B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. 1\1. Neal,
John D . Thompson,
John Feland,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
W. A. Webber,
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Henry Geo1·ge,

D. A. Glenn,

T. J. Oatts,
W.W. Orr,

343

Isaac T . West,
LaFayette Wilson--78.

Those who voted in the negative, wereCaleb R. Brookt1,
A. Buford,
A. R. Clarke,
A. C. Cope,

W. T. Dicken,
~amuel D. Hensley,
T. M. Hill,

Green R. Keller,
E. H. Morin,
G. R. Snyde1·--10 .

Mr. Spmr moved to suspend the rules and take from the orders of
the day a joint resolution, which 01·iginated in the Senate, entitled
Resolution calling f'or information in regard to the Penitentiary.
And the ques tion being taken on the adoption of sai d motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
:::laid resolution was then taken up, twice read, and adopted.
The hour1of 12 o'clock, M., h av in,t arrived, the Hou:ie took from
the orders of the day a Senate a mendment to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Grand Conclave of Heptasophs.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
The House then took from the orders or the day a Senate amendment to a bill, which originated in the. House of Representatives,
entitled
0

An act to authorize the Bryant's Station and Briar Hill Turnpike
Road Company to collect certain toll.;;.
·

y,
rtson,
se,

Which amendment was taken up, twice read, and concurred in.
The Honse then took from the ord e rs of the day a Senate amendment to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate Elijah Upton Lodge, No. 377, Free and Accepted Masons, Warren county, Kentucky .
Which ameudrnent was taken up, twice read, and concurred in .
The House then too_k from the orders of the <lay a joint resolution
entitled
Resolution raising a joint committee in relation to the bollndary
line between the States of Kentucky and Indiana.
Which was twice read and adopted.

pn,
Ipson,
Ipson,
I
on,

The House then took from the orders of the day a joint resolution,
which originated in the Senate entitled

'

Resolution raising a joint ·committee to take into consideration a
re ·s·
f
vi ion o the revenue laws of this Commonwealth.
Which was twice read and adopted.
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Said resolution reads as follows, viz:
Resolved by lhe Geneml Assemb('IJ of t!ie Cmnmonweallh of Kentucky,
'rhat a joint commiLtee of three from the Senate and five from the House
of Representatives be appointed by theit· respective Speakers, to take into
consideration a revision of the revenue laws of this Commonwealth, and
!'eport by bill or otherwise.

The orders of the day being exhausted,
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on Banks, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title" Revenue and Taxation."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Honse and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Cowan offered an amendment thereto.
Mr. Bigger moved to print said bill and amendment, and make the
same special order for Tuesday, the 29th instant, for 10:30 o'clock,
A. M., and from day· to day thereafter until the consideration of the
same is completed.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
. Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was re·
ferred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to ,charter the West·
port, Carrollton, and Ghent Railway Company,"
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was read the second time and ordered to be read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
'
aforesaid.
At 1:45 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Perkins moved that the House do now
adjourn.
And the question · being taken on the ~doption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. C. T. Allen, from the Committee on General Statutes, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

;
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A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend article ll, chapter 20, of General Statutes."
Which was read the first time a'.nd ordered· to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde,·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional · provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
w~s decided in the uegative.
And so said bill was rej ected.
Mr. C. T. Allen, from the Committee on General Statutes, who
were direc;ted to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 3, chapter 29, General Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Buie moved that the further consideration of said bill be postponed, and that the same be made a special order for Friday, the
25th instant, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being· taken on the adoptio·n of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
In accordance with a resolution hitherto adopted, the House then
adjourned.
H.

R.-33
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23, 1878.
The reading or the Journal of. the previous day's session was di~pensed with.
The following petition!'! and memorifd were presented, viz:
By Mr. Mason-I. The petition of sundry citizens of Garrard county, asking an
amendment to the law with reference to gran.d and petit larceny.
t
By Mr. Parriah2. The petition of sund1·y citizens of Barren county, asking the
passage ' of a law prohibiting the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt
liquors in and near the village of Park, in Ban:en county.
By Mr. Thompson3. The memorial of Samuel Whitesides, a:;.king th·e remission of a
fine alleged to have been unjustly imposed upon him.
By Mr. l:3igger4. The petition of sundry citizens of McCracken
county, protest,
ing a!!ainst the passage of a certain act amending the charter of the
city of Paducah.
By Mr. Kash5. The petition of citizens of Montgomery county, asking the pas·
sage of an act for the benefit of Samuel Aine;i.
By Mr . Cope6. The petition of sundry citizens of Breathitt county, asking the
passage of an act allowing Daniel Davidson to erect a mill-dam
across the Middle Fork of the Kentucky river, near the mouth of
Elson creek.
By Mr. Menitt-7. Petition from the bar of Henderson, Kentucky, asking the con·
tinuance of the court of common pleas as at present organized in
that district.
By Mr. Hazelip8. The petition of surirlry c1t1zens of Butler county, asking the
passage of a law making silver a legal tender in this State.
By Mr. Hillsman9. The petition of sundry citizens of McLean and Daviess coun·
'ties, asking that the · boundary line between said counties may be
.changed.
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By Mr. Orr10. The petition of citizens of the town of Berlin, asking the
repeal of the charter thereof.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and refened-the 1st to the Committee on General Statutes; the 2d, 5th, 9th, and
10th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 3d and
4th to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 6th to the Committee on
Internal Improvement; the 7th to the Special Committee on Re-districting J1,1dicial Districts of the State, and the 8th to the Committee
on Ways and Means.
The House then took up the unfinished business of yesterday, viz:
a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 3, a rti cle 3, chapter 29, of the General
Statutes.
And the question being taken," Shall the bill be read a third
time?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and na_y::1 being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. McEiroy
and Keller, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi!·mati ve, wereJames P. Allen,
Leven E. Gl'een,
B. Mills Panish,
Clement R. Ambro~e, W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
J.M. Bigger,
J. W . Griffith,
William Points,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pope,
.Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Wm . M. Reed,
Henry ,CampbelJ,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Marlin,
Granville V. H.ouse,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Maaon, 0. W. Ru;,sell,
Alex. T. Cray croft,
Clarence U. McElroy, Thomas Sanders,
W. T. Dicken, •
W. J. McElrny,
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,'
William Neal,
Johu Chai:;. Thompson,
Abner Eversole
J.M. Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Peter G. Fische;·
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitake r,
Henry George, '
W.W . Orr,
LaFayette Wilson--50.
Charles Godshaw,
J . S. Owsley,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn, ·
Tipton A. Miller,
0l'Omwell Adair,
Jsaac H. Goodnight, E. H. Mo1·in,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Otho Nunn,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
W. 0. Owens,
J.
Hailey
samue I D . ·r:T
l ey,
T . w . scott,
E K.
B
.
'.
:i.ens
J · FO· atnbndge,
.'I'. M. Hill,
G. R. Snyder,
A 13 Bennett,
W. H. Hill::iman,
Richard A. Spurr,
Jos. M. Kash,
Clinton K. Tharp,
· uford,
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John A. Thomas,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. J. Bush,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
T. J. Lewis,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Jno.
D. Thompson,
Thomas
H.
lVIannen,
Pat. Campion,
G.
H.
Towery,
M.
H.
Marriott,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. W est--40.
John Cowan,
John Feland,
The further oonsi_deration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of
the hour of 10::rn o'clock, A. M., the hour for the consideration of the
special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to protect persons taking policies of life insurance in this
Commonwealth.
Mr. Goodnight moved to amend said bill hy inserting in the third
line of section one thereof, after ·the word "lives," the words "or
property;" and by inserting after the word" life," in the first line or
the second section, the words" fire or marine;" and by inserting after
the word '' life," in the second line of the third section, the words
"fire or marine."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Marriott moved to further amend said bill by striking out the
word" plaintiff," in the fonrtn line of the second section, and insert·
i ng in lieu thereof the words "party or parties that may be adjudged
enti tied thereto."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative . ·
Ordei·ed, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read' a third.
time.
The rule of the Ho~se and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dh=,pensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do _pas:i, and that the title thereof be as
follows, viz : ·
An act to protect persons taking policies of life, fire, or marine
insurance in this Commonwealth.
A message was receiverl from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representative,,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate Hamilton College, in the city of Lexington.
An act regulating the civil jurisdiction of the police and city courts
of Owensboro, lJaviess county, Kentucky.
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An act to authorize the sale of the old cout-t-house an<l grounds in
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Wayne county.
An act to authorize t.he county judge of Bourbon county to sign

1-40.

certain orders.
An act to authorize the county court of Living;;ton county to levy

a.l'l'ival of

an additional tax.
That they had received official information from the Governor that
he had .approved and signed an enrolled bill and a resolution, which
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originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Augusta and Beriin
Turnpike Road Company, in Bracken county, approved March 16th,
1869.
Resolution raising a committee to inquire into the condition of the
Kentucky Agricultural and Mechanical College .
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Newport Street Railway Company."
Which was read the fi1·:3t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of sa id bill being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That said bill be refe rred t(i the Qommittee on Railroads.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill , entitled
An act to regulate the time of holding the circuit courts in the
counties of vVayne, Russell, and Casey.
Which wa;; read the fil':3t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Oi•dered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Circuit
Courts.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
th.ey had examined sundry enrnlled bills and a re solution, which originated in the House of Repre;;entatives, of the fol10°wing titles, viz:
~n act to authorize the county court of Hickman county to appropnate ·money to build a jail in saicl co'n nty, and to levy a tax there-

for;
An act. for the benefit of lhe Boyle county court;
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An act to incorporate the Beattyville and Miller's Creek Turnpike
Road Company;
H.esolution fixing the per diem of officers and employes of this
General Assembly;
That they had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitl ed '·An act to improve the Narrows
in the South Fork oft.he Kentucky river;"
An act to legalize the levy made by the Morgan county court, at
its October term, 1877;
And had found the same truly enrolled .
Whereupon the Spe;,ker affixed his signature thereto.

Ordered, That Mr . Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Robertson,
Ambrose, Hazelip, and Pope.
Mr. Hamilton read and l aid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS , For a period of eig-hty four y ea rs, the salary of the P1·esident of the United States wm1, by the judgment, approval , and sanction
of the whole penple, fixed at $25,000; and wbereas, the Congress of tho
United States, in violation ot the confidence reposed in them, and in violation of the known and expressed wishes of the people, have arbitrarily
fixed said salary at $50,000 per annum, which is not approved by the people; now, therefore, be it
.
1 . Resolved by lite General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kent1J.ckv,
That our Senators in Congress be in s tru cted, and our Representutires roqueAted, to ttf:e all honornl>le means to have the salary of tbo President of
the United Stales reduced to $25,000 per annum, in accordance with t,bu
known sentiments a.nd wiHheA of the peop le of the UniteLl States.
2. Resolved, 'l'hat bis Exc:elleney, the Governor of this Commonwealth,
he direc:ted to cause copies of this preamble and r eso luti ons to be trnnsmittecl to each of saiLl Senators and Repl'esonta t,ives .
.Mr. Hazelip read and !_aid on the table the following joint resolu·
tion; viz:
WnEREAS, The Kentucky river was leased to a company; said company tailed lo comply wiLh the terms of their contract-they failed Lo
keep in repai1· the locks and damR. whereby the State s ustained grent
losA; and whereas, Lhe Green and Barren rivers were, by an aet of the
General Assembly, on tbe 9th of Mal'cb, 1868, leased to a compnn_y; no<l
wherl'as, it is believed that said company are not complying mth tha
terms of the contract granted in said act; it is believed that said com puny
are not now keeping the lock s and dams in repair, whereby the State 18
in danger of susta inin g great loss.

Res olved b_y lite General Assembly of' lite Commonwealth of" Kent1J.cky,
That, a c:om mittee of three of the House and two from the Senate be nppointed, with ti competent eng in ee l', whose duty it shall be t~ procee~
imm edia tely to the said locks and dams on Groen and Barren rivers, an

cl
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make a thorough examination of each loc k a~d dam, and ascertain the
present condition of the same, a nd 1·epo rt to this General Assembly.
Bills were reported by th e several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:

By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes..:_
A bill to amend section
1, article 1, chapter 12 , of the General
,,
Statntes.
By sameA bill to amend section 1, article 7, chapter 28, of th e Genera l
Statutes.

By Mr. Cowan, from the same committee-:..
A hill to repeal section 8, a rt icl e 17, chapter 29, of the General
Statutes.
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By Mr. Robertson, from the ::iame committee--·
A qill to amend section I , article 13 , chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.

By Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
PracticeA bill to amend section 59, article 2, chapter 2 , of the Civil Code.

By same-A bill to amend sections 116 and 117, article 7, chapter 7, of the
Civil Code of Practice.
By same-

A bill to amend section 149, C,·iminal Code of Practice.
Which bill:s were severally read the first time and ordered to be ,
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,

Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being di,;:pe-nsed with, anll the same being
engrossed,
The question w·as then taken on the passage of ::iaid bills, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bills were rejected.
Bills were reported by the several comrn,ittees, who were directed
to prepare anrl bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Robertson, from the Committee on General StatutesA bill to legalize certain acts of the Mercer county court of
claims.
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By Mr. Glenn, from the same committeeA bill to amend article 6, chapter 41, General Statutes.
By Mr. Bigge,:, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of McCracken county, empowering it to compromise its debts, issue bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the

same.

B¥ Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of

PracticeA bill to amend section 23, chapter 1, title 1, of the Civil Code of
Practice.
By same-A bill to amend section 52 of the Civil Code of Practice.
By sameA bill to amend subdivision 1 of section 194 of the Ch·il Code of
Practice.
By same-A bill to amend subsection 5 of section 13 of the Criminal Codeof
Practice.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to repeal sections 6 and 7 of article 2 of chapter 52, Gen·
eral Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tharp moved to postpone the further consideration of the bill,
and make the same a special order for to-monow, at 10:30, o'clock,
.
. 1·1
A.M.
And the question being taken' on the adoption of said motion,

was decided in the negativ~.
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Ordered, That :sai<l bill he engrossed an<l read a third time.
The rule of th e House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said hill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,.
The question was then taken on th e passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rej ected.
M,:. Rohertson, fr"m the Committee on General Statutes, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same , rep,)rted a bill, entitled
A bill to repeal the last cla9se of paragraph 8, article 13, chapter
38, of the General Statut~s of Kentucky .
Which was read the first tim e 1:1~d ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Robertson moved to recomm it. the same to the Committee on
the General Statutes.
And the question being taken on the adoption of ,;aid motion, it
wa~ decided in the a·ffirmative.
Mr. Feland, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 24, article l, of chapter 04, General Statutes, title" Roads and Passways."

Which was read the fir,;,t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The ·rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Cooke moved the following amendment, viz:
A_nd section men, who are in Lhe regular employme nt of railroad companies, for the purpose of keepincr tbeir tracks in repair whilst tbus em "'

ployed.

'

Mr. Tharp moved the foJlowing amendment to the amendment,
viz:
But the pro~isions of this net shall apply to any sucb section hands as
mny be resident citizens of the county where they are employed.

The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, M~·- Bigger moved to
suspend the orders of the day that the House might further consider
the pending bill
H.

R,-34
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Reed moved to lay the amen.dments to said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Lackey and
Tharp, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative,•wereW m. Neal,
John Chas . Thompson, Clinton IC Tharp--4.
Wm. M. Reed,
Those who voted in the qegative, wereMr. Speaker t Turner), Charles Godshaw,
J. M. Neal,
0rnmwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, W Scott Gresham,
W. W. Orr,
J. K. Bailey,
J. W. Gri"ffith,
J. S. Owsley,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L. Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis ·Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
0. W. Russell,
W.-H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Synder,
A . R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. 8purr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
Clarence U . McElroy, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
W. T . Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, W. A. Webber,
Abner.Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West,
John Feland,
E. H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilwn--79.
Peter G. Fischer,
Mr. Reed then moved the following substitute, viz:
That said section be so amendetl as to read as fol lows, to wit: 'l'hat all
lawyers, farmeni, physicians, and preachers, who follow their vocations
tor a living, shall be exompt from work on the roads iu this Common·
wealth.
Mr. Feland moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
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The question was then taken on the arloption . ot Mr. Tharp's
amendment to the amendment, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was -then taken on the adoption of the amendment
moved by Mr. Cooke, and it was dec_ided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the ,;ubstitute
offered by Mr Reed, and it was decided in the negati_ve.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third l'eading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being

otion, it
tab le.
otion, it
key and

rp--4.

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend au act to incorporate the BroadwRy Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, in the city of Louisville.
And the que~tion being taken," Shall the House recede from its
amendment thereto?" it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 9, article 35, of chapter 29, of the General
Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a se.cond
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pro\'ision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tharp moved to lay said bill on the tab.le.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said hill was rejected.
Mr. Robertson, from the Committee on Codes of l'ractice, to whom
the same had been referred, reported _back the petition of the Hart
county bar, praying for the repeal of the Civil Code, and the re-enactment of the old Code, and asked that the committee be discharged
from the further consideration of the same.
Whereupon the committee was discharged.
Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of Practice, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a
bill, entitled
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A bill to amend section 55, title 4, of the Code of Practice in crimin al cases.
Which was rea<l the fil'st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rul e of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being di~pensed with,
Orde,·ed, That said bill be engro::1sed and read a third time .
Mr. Owens moved to postpone the further consid eration of said
bill, and make the same spec ial order for 10:30 o'clock, A. M., on
Monday, the 28th inst .
And the question being taken on t.he adoptipn of said motion, it
was deci ded in the negative.
The rnle of thP. Ho use and the constitutio nal provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same heing ·
engrossed,
The question was theu taken on the pa,,sage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Feland and
Bigger, were as fo llo ws, viz:
i
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turne1'), Henry George,
E. H . Morin,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Wil li am Neal ,
Charles Go<lshaw,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. All en,
Jam·es P. ,Allen ,
Leven E. Green,
T . J. Oatts,
.E. C. Bai nbridge,
W. Scott Gresham,
W . W . Orr,
J. F . Bennett,
J. W. Gr iffi th,
Jr1mes Perkins,
J. M. Bigger,
Milton Hamiltou,
Wil liam Points,
Gabriel Blevins,
W . L. H>1zeli p,
Wm . M. Reed,
Caleb R . Brook::,
T. M . Hi ll ,
Ferdinand Rigney,
W. H . Hil lsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
A . Buford,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Lewis Jo·nes,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
Thom as Sanders,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. S nyder,
W . H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
A. R. Clarke,
Thoma·s H. Ma nnen, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
M. H. Maniott,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken.
James Barbour Mason, John D. Thompson,
T homas H. Ditto,
W . J. McElroy,
G. H . Towery,
W . J. E drington,
James F. Means,
W . A. Webber,
.Abner Everso le,
Tipton A. Miller,
H. P . W hitaker-64.
Pete r G. Fi,;c her,
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert F. All enaworth, i::,amuel D. H ensley,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard,
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Henry .Campbell,
Jo;1, M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
Aug. Shelburne,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T . Tartar,
Alex T. Craycroft,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinton K. Tharp,
John Feland,
J. M . Neal,
·
Andrew Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. 0. Owens,
Isaac T. W est-24.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid .
Said bill reads as follows, viz:

of said

. M., on

§ 1. Be it enacted hy the General Assemb(IJ of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That section 55 of titl e 4, of the Cou e of Practice in Cl'iminal cases,

s to the
e heing ·

he amended as follows: That du1·io~ tho periods of adjout'llme nt, in all
rasus that arc bailable by law, Lhe uefcndant shall be pe rmitted to give
bail fol' his appearance to answer the charges, and render him self at all
times amenable to tbe orders of the court in the proseeution tl1ercof, and
may be pel'mitlcd to stand Oil bis bond during the continuance of the examination.
§ 2. That lhis act shall take effect from its passage.

, and it

Mr. Reed then moved to reconsider the vot.e by which said bill was
passed,

otion, it

and and

Mr. Snydel' moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the table.
And the questio _n being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Leave was given to bring- in the following bills, viz :
On motion of Mr. W. J. McElroy1. A bill to amend section 1, article 2, chapter 29, of General Statutes, title" Crimes and Punishments ."
On motion ~f Mr. Edrington-

ey,
u,e,

2. A hill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, 01· malt liquors,
or a mixture thereof, in the town of Milburn, in Ballard county .
On motion of same-

3 A bill for the benefit of W . L. Skinner, of Ballard county.
On motion of Mr . Parri s h-

s,
rr,
s,
mpson,
mpson,
son,

4. A bill amending the charter of Cave City.
On motion of same-

5. A bill amending section l, chapter 49, General Statute!:'.
On motion of Mr . Brooks-

6. A bill for the benefit of county and circuit clerks' offices, Bath
county.
On motion of Mr . Rouse-

-64.

7. A bill to amend the road law of Boone cou~ty.
On motion of same-8· A bill for the benefit of John E. Walton, of Boone county.
On motion of Mr. Lackey9· A bill to incorporate the Catlettsburg Library Association.
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On motion of same-I 0. A bill to amend chapter 51, General :Statutes, entitled" Fees,"
On motion of same11. A bill to create and establish two additional magistrates' and
voting districts in Boyd county.
On motion of Mr. Cowan12 . A bill to create a system of graded free schools in towns and
cities of this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Orr13. A bill to repeal the charter of Berlin, Bracken county.
On motion of Mr. C. T. Allen14. A bill providing for the printing of record and blank books for
the clerks of all the courts in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Miller-I 5. A bill to amend section 9, article 35, chapter 29, General Stat·
utes.
On motion of same16. A bill to refund to certain persons who entered or purchased
lands west of the Tennessee riv er, and left the same by reason of
the superiority of titles held under Treasury warrants or military,
the money, without interest, paid to the State for such lands when
entered or purchased. '
On motion of Mr. Prichard-17. A bill to authorize the county of Carter, and the parts of tbe
counties of Boyd and Elliott taken from Carter county, to compromise and settle with holders of the bonds of Carter county issued in
its subscription to the capital stock of the Lexington and Big Sandy
Railroad Company.
On motion of same-18. A bill to repeal the special road laws in Carter county.
On motion of same19. A bill for the benefit of Stephen Nethercutt and H. B. Literal,
late sheriffs of Carter county:
On motion of same20. A bill to authorize and empower constables of Carter county,
and the marshal of Grayson, in Carter county, to collect delinquent
taxes.
On motion of same. 21. A bill to repeal an act providing for the collection· of railroad
0

taxes in Elliott county, approved March 27, i'872 .
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On motion of same22. A hill to amend section I 9, article It, chapter 33, title "Elec- .
tions," General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Rigney23. A bill for the benefit of Jonathan Ru ssell, late s heriff of Casey
county.
On motion of same-24. A bill for the henetit of C. C. Buster, of Russell county.
On motion of Mr. Felanc.l25. A bill to amend section 89, Civil Code.
On motion of same26. A bill to amend chapters 6 and 7, title 7, Civil Code.
On motion of Mr. West27. A bill to repeal section i l, chapter 443, Acts 1873-'4, of an
act to amend chapter 92, title "Revenue and Taxation," General
Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Craycroft28. A bill to incorporate the town of West Linnville, Daviess
county.
On motion of Mr. Snyder-1
29. A bill to define the corpol'ate limits of Winchester.
On motion of Mr. Russell30. A bill to incorporate Stafford Lodge, No. 562, Free and Accepted Masons, Estill county.
On motion of Mr. J. P. Allen31. A bill to amend the charter of the Eliza ville Station and Mayslick Station Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Scott-32 . A bill authori.zing Capital Lodge, No. 6, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, Frankfort, to issue new bond:3.
On motion of same-33. A bill to change the line between the counties of Owen and
Franklin.
On motion of l\fr. Campbell34. A bill to establish the whipping-post in cases of petty larceny
in tbis Common wealth.
On motion of Mr. Bigger35. A hill to repeal so much of an act approved February 16,
1837 , for 1he benefit of Shelby College, as creates a lottery privilege.
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On motion of Mr, Points_:_36. A bill for the benefit of Jame>< v\-ebb, late she1·iff of Grant
county.
On motion of :;,ame37. A bill to incorporate Stuardsville Lodge, No. 519, Free and
Accepted Masons, Grant county.
On motion of Mr. George-38. A bill to increase the juri:;,diction of ju i;tices of the peace and
quarterly court judges of Fulton, Hickman, and Graves counties.
On motion of Mr. BevinR-;39. A bill for the benefit of Lewis Stub~, of Green county.
On motion of t>ame40. A bill for the benefit of B. W. Perick, of Green county .
On motion of same41. A hill for the benefit of W . J. Paxton, of Green county.
On motion of Mr. Marriott-42. A bill to fix the number anti pay of the employes of the General Assembly.
On motion of Mr.Webber43. A hill to incorporate th~ Coal Road Connr.ction Company.
On motion of same44. A bill tor the benefit of the graded city school of Cynthiana.
_ On motion of same-.
45: A bill to incorporate the board of trustees for the graded city
school of Cynthiana.
On motion of Mr. ~anders-46. A bill to repeal all laws grnnting lottery privileges in this
Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Cooke47. A bill for the benefit of Margaret F'ehrenbock.
On motion of same48. A bil_l to authorize the Louisville, Frankiin, and Union Insur·
ance Companies to do a general and marine in s urance business,
under the name and style of the Louii!ville Underwriters.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw49. A hill to amend an act incorporating the Second Presbyterian
Church of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Feland50. A bill to amend section 337, Civil Code.

;_
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On motion of Mr. Glenn-51. A hill to amend section 55, Civil Code.
On motion of Mr. Perkins52. A bill to reduce the fees of the justices of the peace in Whitley and Knox counties, for their services in attending .the conrts of
claims in said counties.
On motion of Mr. Eversole53. A bill to repeal an act creating a court of common pleas in
the counties of Boyle, Garrard, Lincoln, Marion, Mercer, Rockcastle,
and Washingto.n, so far as the same applies to Rockcastle county.
On motion of same54. A bill authorizing the trustees of Narrow Spring school district,
No. 54, Laurel county, to · allow religious services to be held in said
school-house, &c.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson55. A bill regulating the publication of legal notices.
On motion of Mr. Owsley-56. A hill to change the punishment for petit larceny.
On motion of Mr. Reed·
57. A bill to amend section 1. article 5, chapter 33, General Statutes.
On motion of same58. A bill to repeal section I of an act to amend an act for the
benefit of the towns of Marion and Birmingham.
On motion of Mr. Speaker Turner59. A bill to amend the charter of the Central Kentucky Coal and
Mining Company, which became a law AP.ril 5, 1873.
On motion of Mr. Mannen60. A bill to amend the ch,a rter of the Hill's City Turnpike Road
Company, Mason county.
On motion of same61. A bill to incorpornte Limestone ' Lodge, ~o. 36, Knights of
Pythias, Maysville.
On motion of same62. A bill to incorporate Hiram Ba~sett Lodge, No.-, Free \ind
Accepted Masons, Lewisburg, Masqn ·county.
.
On motion of Mr. Bigger63. A bill to repeal all laws establishing a lottery in Paducah.
H.
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On motio'n of irnme64. A bill to· repeal so much of an act approved December 9, 1850,
fot· the benefit of Henry Academy and Henry Ff.male C(dlege, as

grants a lottery scheme or schemes.
On motion of same65. A bill to repeal so much of the act of F ebruary I, 1838, entitled ··An act for the ben efit Qf the city ~chool s of Frankfort;" an act
of February 16, 1839. entitled "An act to reduce into one the several
acts in relation to the town of Frankfort;" and an act approvecl Februal'y .!3, 1854, entitled " An act to amencl the laws in relation
to the
I
city of Fran.k fort;" and an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of
the town of Frankfort," approved May 21, 1861; and an act for the
better organization of the public schools in the city of Frankfort,
approved February 27, 1869; and an act to amend an<l reduce into
one t.he several acts in relation to the city of Frankfort, appl'Oved
March 16, 1869; and an act amendator-y of the laws in relation to
the city of Frankfort. approved March 28, 1872, as grants lottery
privileges.
On motion of Mr. Godi;;haw66 A bill to repeal part .of section 7, chapter 56, General Statutes.
On mot.inn of Mr. K.ash-67. A bill to legalize the action of the Wolfe county court, at its
· October terms, 1875 an~ 1876.
On motion of same68. A bill to amend an act incorporating Frenchburg.
On motion of Mr. Pope69. A bii'l for the benefit of Nelson county .
On motion of Mr. John Charles Thompson70. A bill to incorporate the Harrodsburg Trotting Park Association and Fair.
On motion of same71. A bill for the benefit of C. Terhune, Mercer county.
On motion of Mr. Tartar72. A bill to authorize the citizens of Somerset to re-take the sense
of the qualified voters of said town, as to whether spirituous liquors
shall be sold in said town.
On motion of Mr. Thomas73. A bill to charter the Dutch Track Cemetery Company.
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74. A bill to ar:pend section 244, Criminal Uode.
On motion of Mr. Buie-75. A bill to amend school law in reference to length of time
taught.

On motion of same76. A bill to amend school law in .reference to school commis-

sioners.
On motion of Mr. C. U. McEiroy_:__ ·

77. A bill to amend section 8, article 5, chapter 92, Gene ral Statutes.
On motion of same-78. A bill for the benefit of J. D. Loving, of W!\rren county.
On motion of same-70. A bill to amend an act establishing a reform system of com
mon schools for colored children .
On motion of same-- ·
80. A bill to incorporate the ShareholdPrs' Association of Smith's
Grnve College.

al Stat-

On motion of Mr. Andrew Thompson81. A bill for the benefit of Stitt Thompson, sr.
· On motion of same--

rt, at. its

Associa-

82. A bill to authorize the Washington county court to purchase
grounds upon which to erect circuit and county clerks' offices, and
to grant sa id court further time in which to build fire-proof offices
and vaults for circuit and county court clerks.
On motion of same-83 . A bill authorizing the payment of fees to circuit court c'Jerks
of Washington county iri criminal cases.
On motion of Mr. TowJry-84. A bill to amend the road laws of this Commonwealth
On motion of Mr. Buford-

85. A bill to protect school teachers in this Common wealth in the
collection of their bills.
be sense
liquors

8

On motion of Mr. Hazelipjury in quarterly and mag. 86. A bill to make .six jurymen a leo-al
.,:,

1
. strates'

courts in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Cooke--'--

87· A bill to amend the Civil Code of Practice.
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On motion of Mr . Allensworlh88. A bi ll to amend the charter of Trenton, Todd county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Circuit Courts prepare and bri ng
in the 1st and 84th; the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions the 2d, 35th, 65th, fi2d, 63d, 64th, 53d, 45th, and 18th; the Com·mittee on Education the 8fith, 76th. 80th, 77th, 43d, 12th, and 3d; the
Committee on Internal Improvement the 7th and 85th; the Committee on Codes of Practice the 87th, 74th, fi!Hh, 50th, 49th, 26th, and
25th; the Committee on the ·Judiciary the 41st; the Committee on
Corporate Institutions the 81st, 75th , 73d, 70th, 68th, 61st, 60th, 59th,
58th, 48th, 44th, 42d, 36th, 31st, 30th, 29th, 28th, 9th, 88th, and 4th; the
Committee on General Statute::i the 55th, 66th, 52d, 541.h, 51st, 34th,
27th, 15th, 10th, and 5th; the Committee on Claims the 82d, 46th,
40th, 39th, 3bth, 24th, 23d, an<l ~th; t.he Committee on Propositions
and Grievances the 86th, 83d, 79th, 72d, 71st, 35th, 33d, 22d, 21st,
20th, Hlth, 17th, 16th, 13th, and 8th; the Committee on County Courts
the fi7th, 57th, 56th, 37th, and 11th; the Committee on lnsm•ancethe
47th; the Committee on Charitahle Institutions the 32d; the Committee on Revenue and Taxation the 78th, and the Committee on
Printing the 14th.
And then the Hou,e adjourned.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1878.
The reading, or the Journal of the preceding day was di~pensed
with .
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Reed-1. The petition of sundry citizens of Marshall county, praying an
amendment to the charte1· of Birmingham .
By Mr. Scott- .
2 . The petition of citizens of Franklin county, asking an amend·
ment to the common schoo l law.
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. By Mr. J.P. Allen3. The petition of citizens of Eliza ville, Flemi~g county, asking the
amendment of the charter thereof.
By Mr. William Neal4. The petition of citizens of Anderson county, asking the passage
of an act prohibiting the sale of sp irituous liquors within 2½ miles of
Camdenville .
By Mr. Martin-5. The petition of sundry citizens of Floyd county, asking for the
passage of a bill for the benefit of Lindsey Cla!lrn, of Floyd county.
By Mr. lVIannen-6. The petition of sundry citizens of Mason county, asking the
creation of an addition al voting and justices' district _in said county.
By Mr. Allensworth7. The petition of cit.izens of Trenton, in Todd county, asking the
passage of an act to amend the charter of said town.
Which were received , the reading dispensed with, and ref'erredthe !st and 6th to the Committee on County Courts; the 2d to the
Committee on Education; the act and 4th to the Committee on Moral·
and Religious Institutions; the 5th to the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances, and the 7th to the Committee on Corporate In stitutions.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendm e nt of the House of Representatives to
a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Bank of J. Amsden & Co., of Versailles.

tfapensed

That they had passed hills, which originated in the Hou se of Repres·entatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to inco1·porate the American Legal Aid Society.
An act t.o -change the time of holding the Webster quarterly courts.
An act to change the time of holding the court of claims of Webster county.
An act to amend an act, en titled "An act to incorporate· the town
of Adairville, in Logan county."

aying an

amend·

An act to change the time of holding the court of claims of Marshall county.
An act to legalize certain acts and orders of the Boyle county
court.
~
. An act to empower the Boyle county court to convey a one half
interest in the county work-house to the town of Danville.
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An act to change the time of holding the. Bath county court.
An act to authorize Charles Lyttle to sign all ortlers in order-books
Nos. I and 2 of the Robertson county court, made by him and not
signed\\ bile he was judge thereof.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Arlington, in Ballard
county.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they hat! passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of John W. Counts, releasing him from
disabilities.
2. An act for the benefit of James W. Pittman, of Trigg county.
3. An act for the benefit of W. M. Threlkeld, late sheriff of Livingston county.
4. An act incorporating the Lawrenceburg Cemetery Company.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be r.eferred--the 1st and ~d to the Commit·
tee on the Judiciary; the 3d to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, and the 4th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Mai;;onic Mutual Life
Insurance Company.
Which was read the first time and ordered to he read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Adair moved the followin~ amendment, \'lZ:

•

Amend section 3 by strikin~ out the words from the wonl "shall," in Ll!c
-next to the last line. and inserl in lieu Lhtireof the words" be paid to his
personal reprcsenLaLive." ·
·

Mr. iVIcElroy moved that the con;,icleration of said bill and amend·
ment be po:;tponed, and made the :;pecial order for JO½ .o'clock, A.
M., to-morrow,
And the question being taken on the adoptio-11 of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
A _message was received from the Senate,~announcing that they
had passed a bill, which ori-ginated in the House of Repre:;e111ative,,
entitled
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An act to amend and repeal certain sections of the stock law of
Boone county.
With an amendment thereto.
A message was receiv ed from th e Senate, announcing that they
bad refused to concur in a joint r esolution , wh ich originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
Resolotjon foi· the benefit of the ofl'.i.cers and attaches of the
present General Assembly.
Mr. Ow sley, from th e Committee on Enrollments, reported that
they bad examined sund ry enrolled bills, whi£h originated in the
House of Representativ es, of the following titles, viz: ·
An act to incorporate the Jame::; H. Hall Eagle Plo\v Company, of
May sv ille;
An act to repeal an act to pyohibit stock from running at large on
turnpike roads in Garrard and ot.her named counties, so far as the
same applies to Garrard county;
An act to authorize the Bryant's Station and Bria1· Hill Turnpike
Road Company to collect certain tolls;
An act to incorporat e the Grand Conc~ave· of Heptasophs;
That they had examined an enrolled bill and reso lution s, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to ·amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Westport, Carrollton, and Ghent Railway Compirny ;"
Resolution calling for information in regard to the Penitentiary;
Reso lution raising a joint committee in relation to the boundary
line hetwee n the States of Kentucky and Indiana;
Resolution raising a joint committee to take into consideration a
revision of the revenue laws of this Commonwealth;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto .
Ordered, That lVIr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted lVIes::1r~. Means, Rouse,
and Point~.

otion, it

A message was received from the Gov&rnor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
,~ssistant Secretary of State, announci~g that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills and a resolutiof1, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following- titles, viz:

bat they
ntative,,

~n Mt to authorize the county court of Hickman county to appropnate money to build a jail in said coun:ty, and to levy a tax there ·
for.
.
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An act for the ben e fit of the Boyle county court.
An act to incorporate the Beattyville and Miller's Creek Turnpike
Road Company.
H.esolution fixing the pn diem of officers and employes of this
General As,:embly .
.Mr. C. T. Allen, from the Committee on Printing, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to define the duties and fix the compensation of the Public
Printer and Binder.
Which w as re ad the first time and ordered to he read a second
time.
The rule of' 1he House and the constitutional provision. as to the
1

second readi11g of !:'aid hill being dispensed with,
Mr. Clarke offered a su b stitute for said bill.
Mr. 0. T. Allen then made the following motion, viz:
'fhat tho question of law invol ved in the 17th section of a bill, entitled "An uct to define tho duties and fix the <.:ompensation of the Publi~
P_rintel' and Bindel'," this day rc porl ocl by the CommitLee on Printing,
which que8tio11 of' law is thiA, "Dues the a1,;t of the L egislature of March
20, 187u, creating the offiee of P.ublic Printer and Bindel', and tixing- hii
com penr:,ation, l)pern tc a:,; a bind i 11g con traet ?" be ref'el'red to the J utliciary
Committee, with ini;trucLion s to 1·epo1·t _in w1·iting on Saturday, Januury
26th.
And the que stion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmat.i\·e.
Mr. C. T. Allen then moved to print said bill and the suhstitute,
and make the same special order for 10½ o'clock, A. M., on Friday,
February 1st.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr . Wilson offered the following r eso lution, viz:
Resolved, 'rhat on and afte r this tlay tho House of Reµresentatives shall
meet at tho hour of 9 o'eloeh:, A. M., and adjourn at 1 o'ulouk, P. M.
Mr. Snyder moved to lay ,said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of :,aid motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House re·
sumed the consideration of a bill, entitled ,
A bill to amend section 3, article 3, of chapter 29, of the General
Statutes.
Said bill was read a third time as follow:!, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the Ge~em.l Assembly of the Commonwealtlt of' Ken·
tucky, 'l'bat'section 3, of article 3, chapter 29 of the Gene1·al Statutes, be
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amended by striking out nil after the word "death," so that the said section 3 may read thus: "It any person be guilty of willful murder, be
shall be punished with death ."
§ 2. This act to take effuct from andr after its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs Feland and
W. J. McElroy, were as follows, viz:.
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJ. K. Bailey,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
J. M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis .Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V . Rouse,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
C. W. RusRell,
W. T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Thomas H. Ditto;
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L :::lpalding,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J . McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Abner Ev.ersole, James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. M. Neal ,John Chas. Thompson,
Henry George,
Wm. Neal,
W . A. Webber,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
Charles Godsha w,
J . ,S_ Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
B. ~ills Parrish,
LaFayette Wil~on-49.
W. Scott Gresham,
T,hose who voted in the neg-ative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), John Feland,
E. H. Morin,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H . Goodnight,
W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
Milton H_a milton,
W. C. Owens,
RobertF. AHenswQrth, W. L. Hal'-elip,
T. W. Sco~t,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
G. R. Synder,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q . Lackey,
Clinton K . Tharp,
T. J. Bush,
T. J . Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
M. H . Marriott,
John D. Thompson,
A. R. 01arke,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
John Cowan, ·
Tipton A . Miller,
Isaac T. West-43.
Alex. T. Cr.aycroft,

Resolved, That the title-of said bill be-as afor~.s:aid.
Bills were reported hy the several committees, who were ,d-irected
to prepare and bring in the,same, of the .folio wing titles, viz :
H. R.-36
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By Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
Prnctici:i_
A bill to amend sabsection 2 of section 337 of the Civil' Code of
Practice.
By Mr. Mannen, from the Committee on InsuranceA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Kentucky Grangers' Mutual Benefit'Society."
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Central Kentacky Coal and Mining Company."
By same-- _
A bill to amend the charter of Bryants~ille,. in Garrard coanty.
By sameA bill for the benefit of the creditors of the Allensville Tarnpike
Road Company.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Second
Presbyterian Church of Louisville."
By same-A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town of
Wingo, in Graves coanty.
By sameA bill to define the corporate limits of the town of Winchester.
By same-A bill to incorporate the town of Pineville, Bell county.
By sameA bill to regulate and ·m ake uniform the rate of tolls on .incorpo·
rated turnpikes, gravel, and plank roads in this Commonwealth.
By Mr. Ditto, from the same co~mittee-A bill for the benefit of Meade coanty.
By same-A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the trustees
of Brandenburg to sell and _convey real estate in corporate limits."
By sameA bill to aathorize the trustees or" Brandenbarg to sell and convey
or lease real estate lying in the corporate limits of said town.
By sameA bill io _amend the '"charter of Branden burg, i(e~tacky, passed'
and approved March ~8, 1872, so as to aathorize the trustees of said
town to make or adopt such changes in the sidewalks of said 'town
as they may deem proper.
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By Mr. Means, from the same committeeA bill to repeal the second and third sections of an act, entitled
'' An act to amend an act, entitled 'An act to incorporate the city of
Mayfield.'"
·
Which bilis were severally read· the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
O,·dered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third· time.
The rule of the House and the .constitution.al provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the 1;1ame being
engrossed,_
Resolved, Tl:tat said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Railroads, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent pro visions of acts and articles constituting the chartet· of the Owensboro and Nashville Railroad Company.
Which was rnad the first time and ordered to be reaid a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be pla6ed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Gresham, from the same committee, who were directed to pre pare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bi'll to amend, digest, and r~duce into one the permanent provisions of the acts and articles constitutiQg the charter of the Paducah and_Elizahethtown Railroad Company.
Which was read the first time and ordernd to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Marriott moved to postpone the furthe1: consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special ordet· for Saturday, the 26th inst.,
at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it .
was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Gresham, from th·e same committee, who ;ere directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

•
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A bill to incorporate the Memphis, Paducah, and Northern Railroad Company.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the con~titutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Marriott moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and m·a ke the same the special order for Saturday, the 26th inst.,
at 11 :30 o'clock, A. M .
A.nd the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decid~d in the affirmative
Mr. Mannen, from the Uommittee on Insurance,·who were dit•ected
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a hill, entitled
A bill to consolidate and amend the charter of the Southern
Mutual Life Insurance Company, of Louisville.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Fischer, from the same committee, who were directed to pre·
pare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the Louisville Insurance Company, the Fran~iio
Insurance Company, and the Union Insurance Company, all of Louis·
ville, to do a general fire and marine insurance business, under the
name and style of the Loui,,ville Underwriter:,' Association.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the ·constitutional provision ae to the
,,econd reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House took from
the orders of the day the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, For a p eriod of eighty four years the salary of the Pr~si·
<lent of the United States was, by the judgment, approval, and sanction
of the whole people, fixed at $25,000; and whereas, the Congress _of ~be
United Stateti, in violation ot the confidence reposed in them, and in v~o·
lation of the known and expressed wi s hes of the people, have arbitrarily
fixed said salary at $50,000 per annum, which is not approved by the peo·
pie; now, therefore, be it
1- Resolved b_y the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of K~ntucky,
That our Senators in Congress be instructed and our Representatives ref
questetl, to use all honorublc means to have the salary ot tho Presidento
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the United States reduced to $25,000 por annnrn. in accoi·dance with the
known sentiments and wiAhoR of the puoplu ut the United StateH.
2. Resolved. T-hat hi li Excellency, lho G-overnor of this Oommonw ealth,
be directed to cause copies of this preamble and reso lut.i on,; to be LransrnitLcd to each of said Senators und Rep.rnsen.t utives.

second
to the

Mr. Goodnight moved to lay said re.,_o lution on the table.
And the question being takPn on the adoption of said motion, it

of said
}th inst.,

was decided in the affirmative.
The Hou~e then took from the orders of the day the following
joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS., 'rim Kentuuky rive.r was leased to a_ c:ompany; said compa11y !ailed tu comp ly wit.h the terms of their contract-they failed to
keep in rtipair the locks a 11d dams. whereby the 8tate sustained g-reat
losa·; and wherca1,1, the Green and Barren 1·i vur,; were, uy au act of the
General Assembly, 011 the 9tli of Marub, 1868, lea,;ed i.o a company; and
whereas, :it is believed that said c-omµany are not corn ply in~ wiLh the
Lermsof tbecontrnctgrunted in said aut; itis believed that sa id company
ure not now keeping the Jocks and dam,; iu repair, whereby the .:,tate is
in danger ot sustarning great !mis.

otion, it
di11ected

!Southern

i

second

Resolved b.lJ the General Assembly of' lite Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That a committee of three of the House and two from the Senaite be appo111Led, with a compete nt engineer, whotse duty it shall be to pl'Oceed
immediately to the said locks anu darns on Green and Barren rivers, and
make a thorough examination of ouch luck and dam, and asce1·tain tbe
prij~_e nt condition of the trnme, and repor.t to this General Ai!i;embly.

s to the

to pre-

Mr .Marriott moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken 0n the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.

Frankiio

ff Louis·

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hazelip and

j der the

West, were as foll.ow..s, viz:

r second

Those who voted in the affi~mati ve, were -Mr. :Speaker (Turner) , Henry George,
. J.M. Neal,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Glea,;on,
T . J. Oatts,
C. T. A_llen,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W . C . Owen:;,
J.M. Bigger,
W . Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
A. ~ufo~·d,
Milton Hamilton,
Aug. Shelburne,
BenJamrn F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H . Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
M. H. Marriott,
John A. Thomas,
~lex. T. Cray?roft,
J8:mes F . Me~_n s,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
0
Jmas ~- Ditto,
Tipton A. M1ller,
John Chas. Thompson,
· · Ednngton,
E. H. Morin,
G . H. Towery,
Ahner Eversole,
William Neal,
John C. Welch-37.
1
P eter G. Fischer,
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Those who voted in the negative, we1·e~ame,; P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelfp,
James Pe1·kins,
J o!er~ F_. Allensworth, Samue l D . Hen ..ley, William Points,
· · alley,
T. M . Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
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W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Bunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis
J
t)nes,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,.
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sander&,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Dadd Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Maaon,J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Ularke,
Montgomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
W . T. Dicken,
Otho Nunn,
Jno. D. Thompson,
John Feland,
W.W. Orr,
W. A. Webber,
D. A. Glenn,
J.
S.
Owsley,
Iaaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
H.P. Whitaker--48.
J. W. Griffith,
Said resolution was then read, and the question being taken on
the adoption thereof, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spalding and
Bush, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. IL Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,·
C. W. Russell,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas Sanders,
Lewis Jones,
T. W. Scott,
J F. Bennett,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
J. T . Tartar,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Thomas H . Mannen, John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thompson,
A. R . Clarke,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
Charles Goclshaw,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson,
W . L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
H. P. Whitaker--39.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. On,
James P . Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
Benjamin ·F. Buie,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
T. J. Bush,
Jo,. , lVI. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Henry Campbell,
J. Q. Lackey,
Aug. Shelburne,
A. C. Cope,
M. H. Maniott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex T. Craycraft,
Thomas H . Ditto,
W . J. McElroy,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
W A . Webber,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
John C. Welch--47.
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
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The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent provisions of acts 11nd articles constituting _the charter of the Owensboro
and Nashville Railroad.
Said bill was read a sec'ond time .
Mr. Marriott moved to postpone the .. further consideration of said
bill, and m_ak·e the Rarne the special order for Monrlay'. the 28th inst.,
at 11 o'clock, A. 1\1.
And the qu~stion qeing taken on th~ adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
- .
The House then tpok from the orders of the d·a y a bill, e-n titled
A bill to consolidate and amend tb·e charter of the Southern
Mutual Life Insurance Company, of Louisville, Kentucky.
Said bill was read a second tim·e.
,.
Mr. Goodnight moved to _postpone the, further consideration of said
bill, and make the same a special order for Wednesday, the 30.th inst.,
at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Buford entered a motion to reconsider: the vot_e -by which the .
House refused to adopt a resolution; offered by Mr. Hazelip, raising
a joint committee to inspect the locks and dams on ·Green and Barren rivers.
Mr. Snyder, from ·the Committee on C01,-porate Institutions, to whom
the same was reco~m itted, reported· a bill,· entitled
A bill to incorporate the Polytechnic Society of KeJ1tucky.
Orde,.ed, That said bill be engrossed and ·read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitntio~al provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the sa.m e being
engrossed,
.:
·

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
·
Mr. Snyder, from the C_o mmittee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to .prepare and b.r ing in the same, reported a bill, entitled
·
· · ·
· ·
·

A biJI relative to the.. He~r;, Oldham, a~d.J.e_ie~so~ · Turnpike_Road
Company.
·

Which was r.ead the first . time and ordered to be · read a second·
time,
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1.'he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of F<airl. bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill, be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate lnstitutiom, to whom
was referred a hill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit anrl settlement of H. D. Newcomb's estate,
Reported the same without amendment .
Said bill was ordered to be read a third time.
The rule of the H.ouse and· the constitution al pr.ovision as to lhe
third reading of i;:ai<l bill heing dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, .and that tbe title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. :Ditto, fro ·n the same committee,. to whom was referred a bill
from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An .-act to incorporate the State
Grange of the Patrons of Hmibandry of Kentucky,"
Reported the same without amendment .
. Said bill ,,·as orde.red to be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional. provision as to the
thi,rd reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Owens objected to the further reading of said bill to-day.
And so said bill passed , into. the orders of the day. .
Mr. Means, from the Committee 011 Cor_porate Institutions, who
were-directed to prepare and bring in the same, rep,ll'ted a bill, enli·
tled
A bill to authorize the sale of the Big, Ragle and Connersville
Turnpike Roa-d, in Scott county.
Which was read the first time and orde1·ed to be read , a second
time
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispense~ with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day,
Mr. Means, from the same committee, who were directed to pre·
pare and bring in the same, .reported a .bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Maysville Tobacco Works.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be 1:ead a second
time.
th
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi~ion as to e
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.

;
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Mr. Means, from the same committee, who were directed to prepare i1nd bring in the :,ame, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate Glen Alpine Lodge, No. 16, of Independent
Order of Foresters, of Lag:ange, Kentucky.
Which was read the first time and order~d to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Honse and the comtitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on ordering said bill to a third reading, and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Means, from the same committee, who were directed to prepare and bring in the rnme, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate Stewartsville Lodge, No. 519, Free and Accepted Masons, of Stewartsville, Grant county, Kentucky.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on ordering said bill to a third reading, and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate .t he Presbyterian Mutual Assurance Fund.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Morin moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on Insurance.
Pending which motion, the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M., arrived, and,
in accordance with the provisions of a resolution hitherto adopted,
lhe House adjourned.
H.

R.-37
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FRIDAY, JANUARY. 25, 1878.
The reading of the Journal of yesterday wa::1 dispensed with.
The following petitions were presented , viz:
By Mr. Speaker Turner-I. The petition of the members of the bar of Richmond, a~king
the repeal of the Civil Code.
By M1·. Cowan-2. Petition of citizens of Boyle county , asking an amendment to
the charter of the town of Danville.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe !_st to the Committee on Codes of Practice, and the 2d to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Martin, Andrew
Thompson, Orr, Adair, Clarke, Cope, Keller, and Bush.
A message was receiver! from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bi11s, which originated in the House of Representatirn,
of the following titles, viz :
An act concerning the circuit courts in Marion, Nehion, and Wash·
i ngton counties.
An act to permit the county court of Cbi·istian to levy an addi·
tional ad valorern tax for county purpo~es.
An act to establish an additional justices' district in the county of
Daviess.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to reg,ulate the trial and
jurisdiction of criminal and penal cases in Warren county." approved
March :Wth, 1876.
An act to increase the jlll'isdiction of the qua~terly- court of Han·
cock county.
An act to legalize certain acts and orders of the Marshall count)
court.
An act to change the time of holding the Greenup quarterly court.
An act to regulate proceedings in ordinary ca,.es in the common
pleas court of McCracken county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act concerning the police
judge of the town of Hawesville, in Hancock county."
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An act to provide for indexing and cross-indexing deeds and mortgages in Marshall county. .
,
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act regulating the mode and
manner in which claims against the county of Boyd shall be pre~ented to the county court of Boyd county."
An act to amend section 2 of an act, entitled '' An act to amend an
act incorp l)rati ng the town of Woodville, in the counties of Ballard
and McCracken," approved March 5th, 1868.
With 11n amendment to the last named bill.
That they ha<l passed bills of . the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the Machpelah Cemetery Company,
in Montgomery county.
An act. to amend an act, entitled '' An act to reduce into one,
amend, and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating the ·
city of Mount Sterling," approved March 7, 1876.
Whicb bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
rnad a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
secoud reading of said bills heing dispensed with,
01'dered, That said bills be rnferred to the Committee on Corporate
Institutions.

That they had received official information from the -G overnor that
he had approved and signed enrolled bills which originated in the
Senate, of the following title,., viz:
An act to legalize the levy made by the Morgan county court, at
its October term, 1877.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to improve the Narrows
in the South Fork of t.be Kentucky river."
A message wa~ received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passe<l a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to define the corporate li:nits of the town of Winchester.
A meHsage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled ''An act prescribing an oath to be
taken by all officers appointed or elected," approved March 20, 1876.
Which W11;: read the first time and o-rdered to be read a second
time .
The ru le of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of ;:aid hill heing dispensed with,
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Ordered, 'fhat sai<l bill be referred to the Committee on the Judi-

ciary.
A message was received from the 8enate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution raising a committee to visit tbe various charitable
institutions.
Which was taken up aud read as follows, viz:
Resolved by the Gcne1·,d Assembly o( lhe Commonwealth of Kentuck~,
'l'lmt two joint c:01111nilLee1:1 of five, to consii;t of two Senators and Lbree
Representative ead1, Lo be appointed by the Speakers of tbe respective
Houses, to visit the va1·ion1:1 c:hn.ritab le in stitutions of this State, whose
duty iL ehn.11 be to inquire in Lo the condition of said institutions, and to
report what legislat.ion t,Juching appropriatiJns, &c., if any, may be needed,

Mr. Feland moved the previous question.
And the q ue;;tion being taken, "Shall the main question be nolV
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Bigger and
John Charles T)lompson, were as follow:;;, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG. W. Prichard,
Mr. Speaker (Turner·), Charles f,odshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight,
C. W. Rus:.ell,
J. K. Bailey,
Leven E. Green,
Augustine Shelburne,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. lVI. Hill,
G. R . Snyder,
J F. Bennett,
W. H . Hillsman,
Richard A. Spurr,
Gabriel Blevin:::,
Josiah Hunter,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
Lewis Jones,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
Jos. lVI. Kash,
Andrew
Thompson,
Pat Campion,
Green R. Keller.
John D. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
J. Q. Lackey,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Manne~, G. H. Towery,
John C. W etch,
Abner Eversole,
W. C. Owens,
Isaac T. W est-39.
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Tho:,e who voted in °the negative, wereJ. W . Griffith,
T. J. Oatt,;,
C. T. Allen,
Hamilton,
W.W. On,
.Milton
James P. Allen,
Samuel D . Hensley, B. Mills Panish,
J . .M. Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
Caleb R . Brook:,,
T.
J.
Lewis,
Wm. M. l{eed,
A. Buford,
M . H: Marr:i,itt,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, T. W. Scott,
W. H H . Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W.
J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Montgomery Merritt; John A. Thomas,
W. ·T. Dicken,
Tip}on A. Miller,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
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John Chas. Thompson,
W. A. Webber.
H. P. Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson-46.

Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
D. A. Glenn,
W. Scott Gresham,
And RO said resolution was rejected.
Mr. Buford moved to reconsider the vote by which said resolution

wa~ rejected.
Mr. Reed moved to lay said motion to reconsider on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
w11s decided in the negative.
Mr. Snyder moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
pllt ?" it was decided in the affirrnati ve.
The question was then taken on the motion to reconsider the vote
by which the resolution was rejected, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays. being required thereon by Mess1·s. Spalding and
Reed, were as follows, viz :
Those who Yoted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner) , H~nry G·e orge,
W. C. Owens,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
C. W. Russell,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
T. W. Scott,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. ~nyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund. Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M . H. Marriott,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Clal'ence U. McElroy, John D. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Montgomery Merritt. G. H. Towery,
John Cowan,
R H. Morin,
John C. Welch,
W: T. Dicken,
J. M. Neal
Isaac T. West,
W. J. Edrington,
Otho Nuu;,
H. P. Whitaker,
Abner Ever~ole,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-58.
John Feland,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJ.M. BiggP-r,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Calr,b R. Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
A. C. ~ope,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding, ,
Alex . r. Craycraft,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. ThomaE,
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Thomas H. Ditto,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. Scott Gresham,

William Neal,
T . J. Oatts,·
James Perkins,
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Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. A. Webber-20.
\

Mr. Whitaker offered the following amendment to said resolution:

R es()lved. Thut Lhc 1·esolnLion under consideration be so amended as to
"apply Lo a 11 the eh,iri table i nsti tu tions under t he eon trol ot Lhe St.ate or
Ke11Lucln·," .incl Lhat Lh e Committee on ChariLable Institutions, or a subcommittee the1·eof, t.:OnsisLing of IIOL lll0r0 than Lhree members, I.Jo instructed lo viRit Lr1e seYerul t.:hariLable institutions under tl,e control of
Lhe Comrnonweallh of Ke11lut.:ky, and report to this House Lhe condition
of the snmc .
·
Mr. Buford moved the following substitute for said resolution and
amendment:
Resolved by the Ger,eml Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kenlucky,
'l'hat a <"Om1nittee of Lhree, eonsisLin g of one from the Senate and two
from Lhe Romie of Reprcse11LativeR, be appoinled, whose duty iL Rhall be
to visit the charitab le in sLitnLions of this State, which are under control
of the State, and Lo cxumi11e into the condiLion of the property of said
in stiLu1.io11s, their rna11agement, th e financial affairs of said insLitutions,
and whcLher or not any legislati on ·is needed touching the financial or
sanitary mu11agement of said instituLions, and report by bill or otherwise.

The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
offered hy Mr. vYhitaker, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on 'the · adoption of the substitute
offe1:ed by Mr. Buford, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the rrsolution as
reported from the Senate, and it was decided in the affirmative.
A message was received from the Governo1·, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that be had approved and
signed sund ry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentatives, of the following- titles , viz:
An act to incorporate tbe Grand Conclave of Heptasoph::1. 1
An act to repeal an act to prohibit Atock from running at large on
turnpike roads in Garrard and other named counties, so far as tbe
same applies to Garrard county.
An act to authorize the Bryant's Station and Briar Hill Turnpike
Road Company to collect certain tolls.
An act to incorporate _the James H. Hall Eagle Plow Company, of
Maysville.
Mr. John Charles Thompson offered the following resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, One of Kentucky's most experienced and di8Lingnished
statesman .. the B.on. C11s.,ins M:. Clay, is in this city; therefore, be it .
Resolved, That be is hereby invited to deliver a speech on Lhe financrnl
questions of the day in this .flail, on tfatnrduy evening next, at 7½ o'clock,
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and that the Speaker appoint-a committee of three to nnlify the gentle man of' this in,it::ition.
Which was twice re11d and adopted.
In accordance with. :;;aid r~solution the Speaker appointed the following committee to perform the duty therein indicated, viz: MesHs.
John Charles Thomp son, W . 0. Owens , and T. M. Hill.

or a sub1s, be inbontrol of
·ondition

Elroy, Cromwell Adair, F e rdinand Rigney , C11leb R. Brook~, J. Q.

ion and

Lackey , and John Feland.
The Speaker laid before the House the following response of the

The Speaker appointed the following Committee on Retrenchment
and Reform, viz: l{alph L. Spalding, Chairman, · Messrs. W. J. Mc-

Auditor of Public Accounts to a resolution of the House asking for a

enlucky,
and two
Rh al I be

r control
y of said
ti tut ions,
ncial or
thernise.
enrlment

detailed statement of the ex penditu re:3 by the State for the improvement of the navigation of the Kentucky and the Green and Barren
rivers, viz:
. STATE OF KENTUCKY,
}
OFFICE OF AunnoR OF Puauc AccouNTS,
FRANKFORT, KY., Ja.nuary 25th, r878.

HoN. Eo. W. TURNER, Speaker of the House. of Representatives:
SIR: The accounts of the expenditures on the Green and Barren and

u hstitute

Kentucky rivers were never kept in this Department, but in the office of
the old Board of Internal Improvement, wh ich was destroyed (with its

ution as

contents) by fire in November, 1865. Consequently it is impossible for
me to furnish the House of Representatives, from any record in my

ve.
ronston,

office, the information asked for in the resolution adopted by that body

ved and
of Rep·

I

large on
r as tbe

on the 19th instant in regard to the amount of the expenditu res on said
rivers. I have, however, obtained from the reports of the President of
the Board .of Internal Improvement, and the Acts of the Legislature, the
items contained in the inclosed statements, marked 1 and 2, which contain as full and as accurate information as I can furnish the House in
response to its resol_~ tion.

Very r~spectfully,
D. HOWARD SMITH, A11dito1'.

urn pike
pany, of
n, viz:
nguished
it
financinl
o'clock,

I hope it will be satisfactory.

I have the honor to be,

No. r (A).

Expenses on Green and Barren Rivers f1'011t 1840 to 1866 (see Documents r866, volume 2, page 41, Document 12).
1840

C

1841 -~---- ------ ·----- -----· ------ -----· ---- ------ ------ ------ -1842 ·-·--- ---- ------ ------ --- ---- _ . ---- -- ----- ----- ---- ------ --
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1843 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- . --- - ·-- --· -- ·----· ··-· ·- -· ·--· -- -- -- -· -- -· ·- ·1844 -- -· -- -- -· -· -- -- - - -- -· -- •• -· -- -· -· -- -· -- -- ---- ---· -- -· - - - - -· ·184 5 -- -- -- ·- ·- -- - · -- •• -- ·- - · -- -- -- ·- _. -- ·- ·----· -- -- -· ·--· ---· -- ·I 846 ____ -- -------· ·- ___ ·-- .. .• -· __ ---· __ .. --·- ·- ______ · - - - ·-- __ ·-.
184 7 ·----- ·----· ·----· · ----· ·----· ··---- ------ ·- ·- -· ·----- ·----· -1848 ·----- ·---·· ·----- __ __ ' •• ·---· ·----· · ----· ·-- --· ·-··-- ·-- · ··-·
1849 ·-··--· ·--- -· ·--··· . . '·-·· ·----· ·----· ·---· ·-·--· ·----· ·----- ·1860 .• ___ · ·----· ·-- - · --· ·----· · - -· ·----- ·---·- · ----· ·----· ·-·--·-1851---··-----·---···-··-··-··-··--·-····-·--·-·················-·
1852 · -·---···· .•... . ··•••· •.•... ·-···· ····-· -··-·· -·-··· · · ·-·· ·-··
1853 ···--· .••.•• ·--··· ••....• ····- - .• . . ..•..• --··-· ···-······ ··-·
1864 ..•..•.•.•.• • ... .••.•••..• •••..• ••. · ..•••• -····· ···-·· ····-· .•
1865 ·····- ··•·•• . ...••••••••.••••• •••••.•..,.•• •··•·• ·••·•· •......•
1866 .........••.•..•.•.. •. _.• _ ••••. - •. · --·- ·-·--··---·····-- - -·-·
1857 ·-·· ·----··-·--·--·--···---··----··----··----··----··----· ··-·
1858.-·-- - ·--·-··----··----· ·----··-···--··-·--· · - -- · ··---···----·
1859 ·--. -· ·----. ·----· ---· --·--· ·--··· ··---· ·-··-· ··-· ·--· ·----· -·
From 10th Oc1oher, 1859, Lo 1st Janunry , 1860 _____ . ·-·--- ___ ···--·-·
1860. __ ·-· ·---·· ·----· ·-·--··--· - ··-----·--··----· ·--·-···-·-··-·1861 · -· --· ·-·-·· ·--·-· . ·--· ·-·--· · --·-· ·--··· · ···--· ···-- ··--· ··-·
1862 ·--· · --- ·• ·---·· •••. ·-·· .••. .•.. ··-· ·--·-· ·--- ...... ·--· · ---··
1863 ····-· ·-·--- ··· · - · ··· --· ·-··-· ···--· ···-·· ·-···· ··-···· ·-···· •.
1864 ---- -- -· ···-·· ···--· .•.•••.. ···-·· ·--··· ··-·-· ··-· · · ··-··· •···•
1865 ·-·--· ·---·· ···--· . •.... ·····-- ·----· ·-·- ·-·· · - -· ···-·· ·--· .•.•
1866 ·---·· ·-···· ·-· ... ·--·-- ••.•.....• · - -··· ···-·· ·-- - - · ····-· ..•.
1867 (page 41, volume 2, Docnm en 18 1867) ····-· ·--··· ··----· ·--· ·--·-·
1868 ( page 10, Document 8, Documents 1868) .. - ---· ·----· · ·--·-· ·---·Act approved Fchru,iry 13th, 1868. ch npte r 4 17 ··--·· ·---- - -----· ·----·
Ac\ approved Jnnunry 16th, l869 _·-- ·-· ·----· ----·· ·---·· ·-·-·· --· ·-·

$1,669 61
3,033 31
4,694 55
7,888 13
9,079 11
10 ,572 25
] 7 I 626 03
13,tiGa 26
13,052 16
JO I 148 65
12 , 467 30
9,086 19
7,955 63
6,561 16
25,509 87
18,190 33
17,39915
2,043 20
I J 1 408 23
No report.
7,010 64
5,981 09
lB,45279
36,403 83
15,568 66
20 1096 II
6,666 ii
35,907 49
7,409 93

Total ••. · ·---· ____ ···-·· .••... · -·--· ····-· ····-- ·-·· ·· --···· •• -~356 1 34 1 46

No.

2

(B).

Expenses on Kentucky R£ver from 1843 to 1866 (see Document No. 12,
volume 2, Documents 1866, page 44).
1843·----·------·-·-·----·-····--· ···---·-··· --· ·-··-··-·--····--1844 ·-·--- ---· ------ --·--· ··· --·- •••• . . •. ··-·-- . • ..•• ·- ·-·· -·-- ·--·

$1,658 26
I0,47oll
8,888 65

1845 .•• ·-····--··-····-· ·-·--···· - -··-· - ·----··----··-- - -··-1846 ·--· · ----- ··-·-· •• ··--··. ··--· --·-·· --···· ··-- ---·· ···· -· ·--·- ·

13 ,446 65

1847 · ·-··-···----··· · --· ··---·-----·-----· ·----··-·-- ·----·---···
1848 ·--· · --- ·--· ---- ·--· ---· ·-- · · --·-· ··-· ·--· -- · · -----· -----· -····
1849 ·--- ·--· -----· . · -· · --· ---· · ·-· ·--· ' . . -· ---· ·--· - --· ·----· ·--1860 ·----· ·-·--· ·----· ·----· ·--·--· · ·-· ----- - · - ·· · -·--· ---· ·---·· .•
1851 ·--· ---··- ·----- ·-·--· •••.•.•.••..•• ·- •••. -· .. -· •.•...•.•••.••

17,746 15
14,701 55
I 7 1 439 21
21,600 00
I I 1482 25

1852 ------···-······---··-·- ····-· ..•• ···-·· ·-·· ·--- .•. ·····--··· .
1853 -·--·· ·-·· ··--·· •. · -·- ·-·· •.•. ·- ......•. ·--·· .. -· .. ·- ··-· • • .. .
1854 -· •• ·-··-· •• ---· -- •• ·--· .. ·- .• -· . ••.•• -·-· .• ·- .... -· •. • .. ·- -· ••

·8,926 19
JI 1 588 II

1855 ---··-·· • ••• --. • --·- .• • - · . .. •. •• - · .• -- ••..• · ·- ·- .. ·- ..•.•••••• -

Amount carried forward.·---- · ·--· •.:. ... . ·----··----· _____ _·-

9,330 71

12,496 31

- --$159,679
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$1,669 64
3,033 31
4,694 55
7,888 13
9,079 71
10,572 25
17,626 03
13,663 26
13,052 16
10, 148 65
12 ,467 30
9,086 19
7,055 63
6,561 76
2~ ,509 81
18,190 33
17,39915
2,043 20
11,408 23
No r•porl.
7,010 64
5,987 09
18,45219
36,403 83
16,568 66
20,096 11
6,566 11
35,907 49
7,409 93
$356,~

---

11t

No.

12,

$1,658 26
10,m!I
8,888 65
]3 ,446 55

17,746 75
14,701 55
17 ,~39 21
21,500 00
I 1,482 25
9,330 11

,a ,926 19
11,588 II
12,496 3!

-----

$159,679 69
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25 j
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Amount brought forward --- ---- ------ ---·· ---- ---- ,, ____ •.. __
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$ 159,679 69

I 866 ________ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- · -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- ------ --

8,303 15

1857 ---- -- -- -- ---- -- ---- - - ---- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- -- --

9,463 05

1868 ---- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - -- ---1859 -------- ------------ -- ------------ -- ----------------- --------Frnm October 10th, 1859, to Jnnllttry 1st, 1860 __ ____ _________ _____ ·_____

l 7 1 924 50
· 5,699 84
2 195 33

1860 -- -- -- ---- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- --

11 , 006 34

1861 -- ------ -- -------- ------------------------- -------· -----------

15,001 71

1862 ---- ---------- --- - --- -- -- -- -- -- - -- ---- ------ ------ ------ -----1863 ____ __________ . __ -- __ -- -- -- -- -- ------ -- ------ -- ------ ------ __ .

8, 141 54
10. 64 r 12

1

1864 ------ ---- ---- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- ------ - - - - -- -- -- -- ------ --

11 , 954 78

l86!i -- ---- ------ ---- ---- -- -- -- -- -- - --- --- ------ ------ -- -- - - -- -- -- --

43,796 04

1866 -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - -- -- ---- -- --. - -1867 (volu me 2, Document No. 20, 1867, P"l!e 38)----- ---------- ------ --

10,077 21

10,782 04

1868 (Documen ts 1868, No. 8, puge 10 ) -------------------------·--- __ __

11,879 90

1868 (net FebruA.ry 13th, 1868)--------------------------------------1869 (ncls Jttntrnry 16th and ~!Rrc· h 3d, 1869) _________________________ _

10,392 42

13,808 95

1870 (11ct Febrtrnry 16th, 1870 )-- ______ ------ -------- ---------- ------ - ,

100 00

1871 (net Jnmrnry 16th, 1869) --·-- -- ---- ------------------------------

105 35

Toti\! . ------------ __________________ -------- ------ ------------

$360,.852 96

Mr. J.P. Allen moved that the same be pi·inted, and referred to the
Committee on Internal Improvement.
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative. ·
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Int~al Improvement, who
were directed to prnpare and bring in the same, reported hills of the
following titles, viz:
A bill to provide for th e improvement of th.e Big Sandy, the Licking, the Kentucky, the Green, and Tradewater rivers of this State.
A bill to reconstruct the dams and repair the locks on the Kentucky river, and regulate the navigation· thereof.
Which bills were .severally read the first time and ordered to he
reAd a second time.

Tbe rule of the House ' and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Mr. Buford moved that said bills be printed, and that they be
recommitted to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Spalding, from the Committee on Penitentiary, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
H.

R,-38
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A bill concerning the Penitentiary, providing for the election of a
Warden, the appoi1~tment of a Clel'k, and pre::icrihing thei 1· duties,
and for othei· purposes.
Whicn was read the first ·time and ol'dered t~ be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Spalding moved that the same be printed and recommitted to
the Committee on the Penitentiary
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ii
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on E1~rollments, reported that
they had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act t.o change the time of holding the Webster quarterly courts;
An act to change the time of holding the court of claims of Web·
st.er county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Adairville, in Logan county;"
An act to regulate the civil jurisdiction of the police and city courts
of Owensboro, l)avie,:s county, Kentucky;
An act to authorize the sale of the old court-house and grounds in
Wayne county;
An act to authorize the county judge of Bourbon county to sign
certain orders;
An act to authorize the county court of Livingston county to lei')'
an additional tax;
An act to change the time. of holding the cou1·t of claims of Mar·
shall county;
An act to incorporate Elijah Upton Lodge, No. 377, Free and Accepted Maso.ns, Warren county, Kentucky ;
An act to define the corporate limits of the town of Winchester;
That they ha.d exam ined enrolled bills which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Bank of J. Am.;den & Co., of Ver·
sailles;
t
An act for the benefit. and settlement of H. D. Newcomb's esta e;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto .
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
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The House· then took up the consideration of the unfinished business of yeste1·day, to-wit: a bill, entitled
A hill to incorporate the Presbyt~rian Mutual Assurance Fund.
Mr. W. J. McElroy moved to amend. the motion made yesterday
by Mr. Morin, to recommit said bill to the Committee on Insurance,
by adding thereto the words " and print."
And the question being taken on the atloption of said motion, it
was decided in the negat.ive.
The question was then taken on the motion to recommit said bill
to the Committee on Insurance, and it was decided in the negative.
Orde,·ed, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
The role of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed.
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the ti tie thereof be as
aforesaid.
The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the hour of the
special order of the day, the House took up a bill which originated
in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky MaBonic Mutual Life
Insurance Company.
Mr. Cooke moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall thy/main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the amendment moved by Mt·.
Adair, and it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill tie read a thi1·d time.
The rule of' the House anti the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill bei.ng dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

a Recond

as to the
mitted to
motion,it
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ed in the

rly courts;
of Webthe town
ity courts
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ty to sign
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of Mar·

e and Ac-

chester;
t.ed in the

The hour of lt, M., having arrived, Mr. Bigger moved to suspend
the orders of the day, in order to permit the committees to proceed
with their reports.
.
.

., of Ver·

Anu the question being takPn on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
.

h's estate;

Bills were report~d by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare anq bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
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By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill authorizing the county of Carter, and those parts of tbe
counties of Boyd and Elliott taken from Carter county, to compl'o·
mise and settle with the holders of the bond:S and coupons of interest executed by Carter county, in its subscription to the capital stock
of the Lexington and Big Sandy Railroad Company, and to levy and
collect a tax for that purpose.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to reduce into one, ame_nd, and dige~t the acts and amendatory acts incorporating the city of Pari>'.
By Mr. Lambert, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act t.o incorporate tbe Winchester, Colbyville, and Lexington Turnpike Company."
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the German Protestant Orphan
Asylum Society, of Louisville, Kentucky.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Leiderkranz Society, of the city
of Louisville.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Jacksonville and 'Townsend Turnpike Road," approved February 22,,1871.

"

By sameA bill to amend the charter of t.h e Bricklayers' Union, No. 4, of
Louisville,' Kentucky.
By Mr. Lewis, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town of
Rich Pond, in Warren county."
By Mr. Snyder, from the same committeflA bill to authorize Capital Lodge, No. 6, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, at Frankfort, to issue new bonds.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of sai:d bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That ,;:aid bills be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule ·of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e
third reading of said bills being dispen,sed with, and the same being
engl'ossed,

[JAN. 25.
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Resolved, That said bills do pas;;, and that the titles thereof be as
afore~aid.
Mr. Lamhert, from the Committee on Corporate lnstitutio;s, who
were directed to prepare and bring in- the same, reported a bill, c:ntitled
,\ bill to amend the charter of the city of Loui::1ville.
Which was read the fir;;t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rnle of the House and the con~titutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed wit_h,
Mr. Cooke moved to amend said hHI by striking from the fir:3t section thereof the word" sixty," and inserting in lieu thereof' the word
"th irty. "
And the quastion being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The ru)e of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading. ol said bill being- dispensed with, and the same being
engl'Ossed,

Resolved, That »aid bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforeRaiu.
.
Mr. Lambert, from the same committee, \<Vho were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An ac~ to establish a system of
common schools in the town of Corydon, Hender:Son county."
Which was read the fir<-t time and ordered to be 1·ead a second
time.
The rnle of the House and the condtitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being'dispen:Sed with,
Mr. Marriott moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
Education.
·

ed to be

And the question being taken on the adoption of saicl motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

as to the

Mr. Lewis, from the same committee, who were directed to prepare
and bl'ing in th.e same, rnported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the Crabtre·e Coal Company.
Which was read the first time an·d ordered to be read a second
time

e.
as to the
me being

1'he rnle of the House ancl the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being ?ispensed with,
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Mr. Bigger moved to amend the same by adding afte r the word
"· assessed," in the la:st paragraph of the first section, the words" paid
to the owner or.''
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, Th at said bill be engrossed and reaGI a third ti me.
The rule of the House and the constitutional. provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill d0 pass, and that the title thereof he as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported hy the several committees, who were directed
to prepare anfl bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Lambert, from the Committee on Corporate ~nstitutionsA bill to incorp•>1·ate Emanuel Lodge, No. 213, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows.
·
By Mr. Le"vis, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate the Forks Church, Boone Creek, and Dick's
River Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Snyder, from the same comm itteeA bill to charter the Netrophian Society of Bethel College, in Logan county.
By sameA bill to incorporate Lagrange · Lodge, No. 169, Jndep : ndent Order
of Odd Fellows, at Lagrange, Oldham county, Kentucky.
By sameA bill to incorporate Montgomery Lodge, No. JS, Independent Or·
der of Odd Fellows, of Harrodsburg, Mei·cer county, Kentucky.
By rnmeA bill to incorporate DeK.over Lodge, No . 577, Free and Accepted
Masons .
,
. Bv same-A. bill to incorporate Gra<lyville Lodge, No . 25l, °Free and Accepted
Masons.
Which bills were sernrally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on ordering said bills to a third read·
ing, and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bills were rejected.

[JAN. 25.
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Mr. Lewis, from the Co_mmittee on Corporate In stitutions, to whom
was referred a hill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the College of the Bihle,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was re ad the thi1·d time.
Mr. Keller moved to recommit said bill lo the Committee on Corporate In~titutions.
And the question being taken on the adoption of sa id motion, it
was decided in the affirmative
Mr . Snyder, from the sarr.e committee, to whom was referred a bill
from the Senate, entitled
·
An act to incorporate the Benefit Association of the Grand Lodge
of Kentucky, In depende nt Order of Odd Fellows,
Reported the sa m e without amendment.
Said bill was read a seco nd time.

Mr. Snyder moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on In s urance.
nd Dick's

e, in Lo-

And tbe que;;tion being taken on th e adoption of :,aid motion, it
wa~ decided in the affirma tive.
Mr. Snyder, from the same committee, to whom was referred a hill
from the Senate, entitled ·
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Highland Cemetery," approved March 6, 1869 ,

n t Order

dent Or·
cky.

Reported -the same without amendment.
Said bill was orde1·ed to be read a third ti me.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

ccepted

Accepted

The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Maysville Tobacco Works.
·
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.

ed tu be

The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to .the
third i·eading of saui bill being dispensed with, and the sa me being
engros$ed,

a 5 to the

aforesaid.

ird read·

At 1:45 o'clock, P. .M., on motion of '.Vlr. Keller, the House adjourned.

Resolved, That said bill do p ass, and that the title thereof be as
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 26, 1878.
The reading of the Journal was dispense<l with .
The following ·petition and remonstrance were presented, viz:

By Mr. Brooks-I. Remonstrance of business men of Mt. Sterling against a change
in the charter thereof.
By Mr. Ever<'ole-.2 . Tli e p etition of sundry citizens of Laurel county, asking an
amendment to the several act.s relating to the Wilderness Turnpike

Road. ·
Which were received , the reading dispensed with, and referredthe first to the Comm ittee Oil Corporate Institution,,, and the second
to "the Committee on County Courts.
Th e :Speaker announced as the committee on the part of th e House,
to act with a lik e committee on th e part of the Senate, to consider
the que st iun of th e boundary line b~twee n the St.ates of Kentucky and
Tennessee, MeEOsrs . Me1:ritt. , Chairman , Robertson, Goodnight, Adair,
and Mason.
The Speaker also appointed as the committees to visit the charita·
ble in stitution s of the Commonwealth the following gentlemen, viz:
For the Eastern D!vision ,· Messrs. Burr, Chairman, Bainbridge, and
Tartar.
For the We <"tern Division , Messrs . Welch, Chairman, Spurr, and
Feland.
Mr. Keller offered the following resolution, viz:
•Resolvea, Thut th e Libral'ian be requmited to have a stove pla1:cd in the
lower hnll of thu Statu Houi-o, an<l kee p n fire t herein w hilo the ARsembly
is in session.
· Which wa;,·twice read and adopted.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Brooks, Bain·
bridge, Hill, F isc her, and Gle11~on.
A me ssage was received from the Senate, a~nouncing that they
had passed bills and a resolution , which originated in the House of
Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
_ An act for the benefit of common school district No . 11, in Bourbon
county.
An act for the benefit. of George T. Price, sheriff of Logan county.

[JAN, 26,
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An act proYicling for a road law in Gallatin county.
An act to authorize the city of Henderson to i~sue bonds, at]d ful'!d _

viz:
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House of
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lncounty.

hei· present indebtedness.
An act to enlarge the powers of the common school commissioner
of Simpson county.
An act for the beneGt of the school trustee in district. No. 26, in
Lewis county.
An act for the benefit of A. B. Duvall.
r An act for the benefit of the administrator of R. M. Roberts-On, dece'ased, late sheriff of Harrison county.
An act in aid of common school district No. 37, Henderson.county.
An act au thoriz ing the county of Carter, and those par~s of the
counties of Boyd and Elliott taken from Carter county,_to compromise and set.ti~ with the holders of the bonds and coupons of intet·est executed by Carter county in its subscri-ption to the capital stock
ol' the Lexington and Big Sandy Railroad Company, and to levy and
collect a tax for that purpose.
Resolution requesting Kentucky members in Congre~s to secure
the repeal of the bankrupt law and ame1;iclments. ·
With an amendment to said resolution.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
l. An act in aid of common school district No. 27, Rockcastle
county.
2. An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport in relation
to the commo~ schoo ls.
3. An act for the benefit of A. R. Myers and Robert Nickel, of
Rowan county.
·

4. An act to amend section 2 of article 1, chapter IOH, entitled
"Taverns, Tippling-houses," &c., of the General Statutes. ·
5. An act for the benefit of John Morton, of .Hickman county.
6. An act for tbe ben e fit of L. J. Steely, committee of Amy Ann
Bryant, a pauper idiot of Whitley county.
·
'

7. An act for the benefit of E. J. Stilley, of Hickman county.
Which were severally read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second. reading of said hills being dispensed with,

Ordered, That said bills be referretl--the 1st and 2d to the Committee on Education; th e 3<l, 5th, a~d 7th to tbe Committee on Claims;
ll. R .-3!)
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the 4th to the Committee on General Statutes, an<l the 6th to the
Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
That they had received official information that the Governo1,-had
approved and signed an enrolled hill and sundt·y resolutions, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Westport, Carrollton, and Ghent Railway Company."
Resolution rai:3ing a joint committee to take into consideration a
revision of the revenue laws of this Commonwealth.
Resolution raising a joint committee in relation to the boundary
line h.etween the State:3 of Kentucky and Indiana.
Resolution calling for information· in regard to the Penitentiary.
Mr. Hamilton offered the followipg resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'rLrnt tho Committee on Printing be direc;t.ed to inquire into
the propriety and expediency of printing, in pamphlet form, G,000 copies
of the general laws of this Commonwealth relating to the office and.duties
of executor, adminstrator, and guardian, to the end tl1at said fiduciaries,
on entering upon tho execution of the duties of iheit· res-pectivo offices,
may be fnrnish _od with copies thereof; and that said committee report by
bill or otherwise .
·w hich was rejected.
A message was receive~ from tQe Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act incorporating the German Baptist Bethesda Society.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and th~ constitutional · provision as to the
second rea<ling of said bill being dispensed with,
01,-dercd, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Corporate

Ins ti tu tions.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, repo.rted a bill, enti·
tled
A. bill relative ·to the city weigher of Louisville.
d
Which \Vas read the first time and ordered to be read a secoD
time.
The rule of the House and the consti_tutional provision as to tie
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
th
Mr. Snyder moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on e
Judiciary.
And the. qµestion being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the affirmative.
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Bi1J 5 were reported by the several committees who were directed
to prepare a~d bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
'By l\fr.'Sny<lei', from the Committee on Corporate Institutions-·
A bill to amend the chartet· of the_ Owingsville anti McIntyre's
Ferry Turnpike Road Company, in Bath county.
By Mr. Owens, from the Committee on Revenue and TaxationA bill for the benefit of i\'Iary Cox, of Lee county.
Which were severally read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
'fhe rule of the Hoi1se and the constitutional pl'Ovision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and 1·ead a third time.
The rule of thP. House and the constitutional pro.vision as to the
thi rd reading of said bills b e ing dispensed with, and the same ·being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do p ass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesai<L
i\lr. Owens, from the Committee on Revenue and Ta:rntion, who
were directed to prepare an~l bring in the same, reported bills of the
follo\\'ing titles, viz:
A hill for the benefit of J . F. Lowe, sheriff of Kenton county.
A bill to amend section 4, article 5, chapter 92, title" Revenue and
Taxation."
Which bills were se\·erally read the first time anci ordered to be
. read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bill s being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
th ird reading of said bills being dispensed with, and th~ same being
engrossed,
•

p

!

•

The question was .then taken on the passage of said bills, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bills were rejected.
l\Ir. Owens, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, to
"·hom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal section 11, chapter 443, e.ntitled "An act to
amend chapter !J2, title' Revenue and Taxation,' General Statutes,"
approved February 23, 1874,
Reported the sam·e without amendment.
Said bill was ordered to be read a third time.

•
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being di spensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title tl~ereof be as
aforesaid.
l\1r. Owens, from the ·same c;ommittee, to whom the sa1:ne had been
referred, reported the petition _of 0: York, of Matshall county, and
aske<l that the . com~ittee be discharged from the further consideration of the same .
. Which was gra~ted.
Mr. O1vens, from the same committee, to·,.vbom was referred the
mernoria,l and accompanying resolution of the State Horticultural
Society, providing for an amendment to the assessment laws, reported the same to the House, and moved that it be referred to tlrn Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was ·decided in the affirmatiYe.
Mr. Owens, from the Committee on R e venu e and Taxation, who
""ere directed to prepare and bt·i~g in the same, re ported a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the Auditor, with the a ssent of the Attorney
General ancl Governor, to compromise with defaulting sheriff:1 anti
collectoi·s of the public revenue and their sureties.
Which was 1:ead the first time and ordered to be read a secontl
time.
The rule of the House and the con stitutional prorision as to the
second reading of said bill being di spen sed with,
Mr . Whitaker, moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order of the day for Wednesday,
the 30th inst~nt, for 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taicen on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Towery froq1 the Committee o~ R e venue and Taxation, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reporte<I a bill, en·
titled
A bill to amend section 4, article 3, chapter 02, of the General
Statutes.
Which was read the first time, and the further consideration thereof cut off by the arri,·.al of the bout· for the special order of the <lay .

•
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having arrived, t h.e hour . for the

special order of the day, the House proceeded to the co_risideration

as

of a bill, entitled .
A bill to amend, digest, and rednce into one the pe1:manent pro-

ad been

visions of the acts and articles constituting the charter of the Padu-

f be

ty, and

cah and Elizabethtown Railroa<l Co[!lpany.

sidera-

i\Ir. l\Iarriott mo\·etl to amend said bill as follow~, ".i~:
1. Amend said bill by st1:iki·ng ant of the .Ill'st seclion Lhe words" not
exceeding ten thousand acres." .
2. By striking ont of tho firRt secLion Lhe following words: "And bnvo
and enjoy nil the privileges which oLhee corporations may lawfully lrn,ve."
3. By striking out of section 25 the following word~: "Noe shall its
roads or property evc1· be taxed ut a valuation beyond Lbo rate sim ilar
roads and property aro taxed by law, ·nor ho_y ond Lileir :wtual vnluc; and
actions against the said company sha ll bo subject t,o the same limi tation,1
witli actio.?s agai ust tbe Louisville, Lexi nglou, n nd Ci nc:i n n:tli Rai !road

red the
cu ltural
report·
13

Com-

otion, it

on, who
bill, enttorney

iff:1 and
second
to the
of saic!
nesday,

otion, it

Company:
4. By striking out of i,enLion 27 the words" or useful," in the two places
said words occur.
•
5. Br striking out of section 29 the words "and n on-resident of the
county." where they occur, and in lieu thereof insert" and non-residents
of the State."
6. By striking out of section 30 tbe· words" rei:;iding in the county," and
inRerling in lieu th croof "rcsidin~ in this State."
7. By striking out of section 36 the words "only order its payment
upon," and inserting in li en thereof "only order its payment into court
until th e."

Mr. Snyder

mo\·ec.l th e following ;mendment as an additional ~ec-

lion of said bill.
Thnt the Legislature reserves to itself the ri;;ht to reguhte the freight
and passenger rates of said road.

Mr.

Bigger moYed the pre\· ious question.

And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question "·as then taken on the adoption of the first amendment offered by .Mt·. Marriott, and it wii.s decided in the negative.
The question \Nas th e n taken on the adoption of the second amend~

n, who

hill, en·

General

n there·

the day,

ment offered by Mr. Ma1·1·iott, and it was d ecilled in the affirmative .
The question was then taken on tbe adoption of the third amend- ,
mcnt offered by Mr. Marriott, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being 1·equired thereon by Messrs. Marriott and
Bigger, \1·ere as follo\vs, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Robe_rt F. Allensworth, G r ee n R. K~llet', ·
Richard A. Spurr,
Gabnel Blevins,
M. H. Marriott,
Hancock Taylor,
A, Buford,
Montgomery Menitt, Clinton K . Tharp,
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John A. Thomas,
Tipton A. Miller,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. A. Webber .
.T. lVI. Neal,
W. T. Dicken,
Wm. M. l{eed,
Isaac T. West,
Henry George,
H. P·. Whitaker,
G. R. Snyder,
Leven E. Green,
LaFayette Wilson-25.
Samuel D. Hensley, . Ralph L. Spalding,
Lewis Jones,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith, .
J. S. Owsley,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J . .M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. VV. Scott,
•
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
W. J. Edrington,
Clar&nce U . .l\foE lroy, J. T. Tartar,
Abner Eve rsol e,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo . H. B.,Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
Wm. Neal,
John C. Welch-4G.
Charles Godshaw,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the ·fourth amendment offered by Mr. Maniott, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then ta-k en o·n the adoption of the fifth, sixt h, and·
seventh amendments offered by Mr. ~arriott, and they were decided
in the amr m ati ve.
The question was then taken on th_e adoption of tbe amenclment
offered by Mr. Snyder, and it was decided in the afr1rmatin.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by .Messrs. Snyder and
J.P. Alllen, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Jame s Pe:·kins,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
C. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, G. W. Prjchard·,
James J>. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Josiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
T . W. Scott,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Bun,
David Martin, .
J. T. Tartar,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Jam·es Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
W . T. Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomfls H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thoma5,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
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J.M. Neal,
William Neal,
Oth·o Nuun,
T. J. Oatts,
J. S. Owsley,

Abner Eversole,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
Leven E. Green,
J. W, Griffith,

3!)9

John D. Thompson,
W. A. Webber,
IsaacT. West,
H.P. Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson-57.

Those who voted in the negative, wereJ.M. Bigger,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
Henry Campbell,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. Scott Gresham,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
W. C. Owens,
John C . Welch-13.
Peter G. Fischer,
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the Ho-use and the constitutional provision as to the
thii·d reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. John Charles Thompson offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, Tbat tho Committee on Railroads is hereby directed to prepare and introduce an act to establish tho maximum freight and passenger
rates on all common carrier companies operating in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
Mr. Goodnight moved the followi11g amendment to said resolution,
,·iz: Amend by striking out the word· "directed," and inserting in
lieu thereof the word'' requested."
0

Mr. Whitaker m oved the following amendment as a substitute for
said resolution and amendment, viz:
Resolved, That the resolution under consideration bo so amended that
the Speaker of this House is authot·ized to appoint a special committee of
five to bring in a b,ill regulating and establi shing uniform freight and passenger rates on all railroads in the State of Kentucky.
Mr. Buford moYe<l to lay said substitute o_n the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the n egative.
Mr. Goodnight moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Goodnight, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the sub~titute
proposed by Mr. Whitaker, and it was decided in the negative.
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The question w,as then _taken on the adoption of said reaolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
·Mr. Tharp, from the joint special comm it ee appointed to take into
consideration the re-di ,;:tricting the State of Kentucky into judicial
district s, offere d the follo,Ying as a majol' iiy report, viz:

To the Bouse of Representatives of l{ent11cky:
Th e JoinL Committee appo in ted under th e joint resolution of Lhc tll'o
Hou ses ol' tho General Assembly to consi<lc1· the propriety of abo lishing
the Common P icas, Crimin_al, and Chancel'y Co nl'lS of this Commonwealth,
nod re-districling th e State in to a sufficient number of Circui~ CourtDist1·icts to transact tho business of tbe State, h ave had under consid eration
the question of the pow er o\ t he present General Assembly, under the
ConsliLution, t o so re-distl'ict the State, an<l report that, in the opinion of
a majority-of said Commillee, tbe State having attained a population exceeding one milli on five hundred thousand, this Gene ral Assembly mny,
uncfcr the Const ituti on, re -distl'i<:t the Stale into such number of Ci rcuit
Cou rt districts as may, in its ju dgment, be necessary; anc.l further l'cport,
that the a doptio n of s uch a measure will e nab le the General Assembly to
abolish the Common .Pleas, Cl'iminal, and Chanccl'y Courts, and systematize anti s implify ou r judi cial system, and grcaLly cheapen it, boLh to the
State and Ji tiga'nts; and such n)ajority r equ ests that the Ilonse of Heprcsen lati vos adopt this r eport, and re refer this mntter to this Committee,
with directions to rep·ort a bill /or t11is purpose.
A. B. MONTGOMERY,
JAMES B. GARNETT,
SAMUEL H. JENKINS,
C. 'l'. ALLEN,

CLIN'l'. THARP,
JOSEPH B. READ,
M. H . .MARHIOT i'.

Mr. C. U. .McE!roy,

from the sa me c9m_mittee, offered the follow-

ing minority report, viz:

To the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky:
Th e und ersigned, members of th e ·Joint Committee appointed nn<lern
resolution of th e General Assembly to inquil'e into and report tho power
of this L egislature to re -di strict tbo State into judi cial 'districts, and into
the propriety and exped ioncy thereof, beg l eave to report that they concur
in the opinion of the majority of said Committee, tbat a remodeling of tho
judicial system on tbc Circuit Court plan, and an abolition of other similar courts, as far as poss ible, wou ld b e beneficial to the Commonwealth
and advantageous to the people of the State, but they do not concur in
the opinion of the majority that this L egislnturo has the constitutionnl
power now to increase the number of Circuit Courts in the Common·
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wenltb, or to change those now established. They are of opinion that the
Constitution forbids any present increase of the Circuit Courts beyond
tho number now established by law.

C. U. McELROY,

H. P. WHITAKER,
JOHN FELAND,
JOHN COWAN,
W. C. OWE.NS.
.Mr. Felan<l moved to postpone the consideration of said reports,
and make the same the special order for 11 o'clock, A. M., on Satul'day, February 2d.

l\fr. Tharp moved to amend said motion by striking out "Saturday, February 2d," and inserting in lieu thereof" Thui·sday, January
31st."

Mr. Whitaker moved to amend the amendment Ly striking out
"Thursday, January 31st," and inserting in lieu thereof'" Friday,
February 1st."
'Phe question was then take n on the adoption of the motion of
Mr. Feland, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took from the orders of the day an amendment
proposed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the town of Arlington, in Ballard
county.
Which amendment was read and concurred in.
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the Louisville Insurance Company, the Frankiin
lnsuran~e Company, and the Union Insurance Company, all of Louisville, to do a general fire and marine insurance business, under the
name and style of the Louisville Underwriters' Association.
O,.de,-cd, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House anrl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
'l'he House then to~k from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill relative to the Henry, Oldham, and Jefferson Turnpike Road
Company.
Said bill was read a second time.
II,

R.-40
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Mt·. Taylor moved the following amendme11t to sa id b-ill, viz:
Provided, This act shall not affect that portion of said road between
Beard's Station, in Oldham county, and Worthington, in Jefferson county.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amen<lment,
it was decided in the affit-mative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon . T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed suridry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the followiJ")g titles, viz:
An act to authorize the county court of Livingston county to lel"y
an additional tax.
An act to change the time of holding the court -of claims of Web·
ster county.
An act to change the time of holding the Webster quarterly courts.
An act to regulate the civil jurisdiction of the police and city courts ·
of Owensboro, Daviess county, Kentucky.
An act to change the time of holding the court of claims of Marshall county.
An act to incorporate Elijah Upton Lodge, No. 377, Free and Accepted Masons, Warren county, Kentucky.
An act to authorize the county judge of Bourbon county to sign
,~

certain orders.
An act to authorize the sale of the old court-house and grou nds in
Wayne county.
An act to amend· an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Adait·ville, in Logan county."
An act to define the corporate limits of the town of Winchester,
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. W. J. McElroy1. A bill for the benefit of S. P. Mitchell, Allen count.y.
On motion of same2 . .A bill for the benefit of J, P. Cooper, Allen county.
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On motion of Mr. Keller3. A bill to authorize _§1, change of venue in the case of Lou. S.
l{ogers against C. C. Rogers, from the Henry circuit court to the
· Bourbon ·court of common pleas.
On motioR ·of same-A bill to ai<l school district No. 13, Bourbon county.
On motion of Mr. Lackey5. A bill to authorize the board of trustees of Catlettsburg to grant
rights of way over an<l through the streets and alleys of said town to
railroad companies.
On motion of Mr . C . T. Allen-6. A bill concerning the game laws.
On motion of same7. A bill concerning the posting of lands.
On motion of Mr. Mo rin-8. A bill for the benefit of the county roads in Campbell county.
On motion of Mr. Rigney'(). A bill fo1· the benefit of T. J. Hughes, of Russell county.
O,n motion of samel!J. A bill for the benefit of C. C. Buster, of Russell county.
On motion of .Mr. West] I. A bill to amend the common school law of this Common wealth.
On motion of Mr. Dicken-

and Ac·

12. A bill for the benefit of Nancy Hammons, of Clinton county.
On motion of Mr. Campbell-

y to sign

13. A bill to regulate the sale of ardent spirits in ~he town of
Clinton, an<l within one mile thereof.'
On motion of same--

rounds in
the town

chester·

14. A bill to charter Columbus College, Hickman county.
On motion of Mr. Georg·e --

15. A bill to amend section 2, chapter 37, General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Bennett-

l6. A bill to prohibit the sale of intoxicating _liquors in the third
and sixth justices' districts, Hancock county. '
On motion of samel?. A bill compelling all persons in this Commonwealth to list for
taxation all their in visib le property.
On motion of same-_1 8· A bill to provide for the payment of fees to the sheriffs in cer~ain cases in this Commonwealth.

"
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On motion of Mr. Bailey-19. A bill to bette1· pr~serve the records of the courts of this Com-

monwealth.
On motion of same-20. A bill fo1· the benefit of school di strict No. 7, Perry county.
On motion of sam e21. A bill for the benefit of A. L. Coldiron, late sheriff of Harlan
county.
On motion of same22. A bill for the be nefit of John N. Howard, sh e riff of Harlan
county.
On motion of Mr. Sanders23. A bill .for the benefit of Rio Bridge Company.
On motion of same-24. A bill to provide for the appointment of commi ssioners of the
Court of Appeals.
On motion of l\fr. Merritt-25. A bill to define the responsibility of fire insurance companies
doing business in this Commonwe~lth.
On motion of same-26. A bill to amend section 12, article 8, chapter 02, title" Revenne
and Taxation," General Statutes.
On motion of same27. A bill to re-enact section _13, article 5, chapter 92, General
Statutes, title" Revenue and Taxation," and to repeal an act approYed February 23, 1874, so far as it is in conflict therewith.
On motion of Mr. Wilson-28. A bill to amend the charter of the town of St. Charles, Hopkins county.
On motion of Mr. Gleason2U. A bill for the benefit of the interpreters of the Jefferson circuit,
court, Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw30. A bill to regulate and fix the salary of prosecuting attorney of
, the city court of Louisville.
On motion of same31. A bill to enable common carriers to dispose of unclairned_freigbt
and baggage.
On motion of Mr. Fischer32. A bill for the benefit of Hope Baptist Church, Louisville.
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On motion of :Mr. Welch33 . A bill for the benefit of .E l izabeth Murp.b y, Jessamine county.

tis Com-

On motion of same34. A bill for the benefit ·of Woodson Trisler, Jessamine county.
On motion of same35. A bill for the benefit of the Danville, Lancaster, Nicholasvil le ,
and Lexington Turnpike Road Uompany.
On motion of same-- ·

oty.
HRrlan

36. A bill to provide a uniform series of text-hooks for the common schools, which shall not be changed for five years.
On motion of Mr. Glenn--

Harlan

37. A bill to repeal subsection 4 of section 606, Civil Code.
On motion of same38. A bill to repeal subsection 3 of section 606, Civil Cod~.
On motion of .Mr. Eversole--

s of the

3!! . A bill for the benefit of George W. Daniel, Franklin county.
On motion of M;·. Burr--

40: A bill to rep eal chapter 56, General Statutes .
On motion of .Mr. Reed41. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 8, Lyon county.
On motion of same-

mpanies

evenue

...
General
act ap·

42. A bill for the benefit of W. L. Crumbo, late sheriff of Lyon
county .

On motion of Mr. BiO'O'eroo

.

43. A bill to amend the charter of the Paducah· and North Ballard
Turnpike Company .

On motion of .lVlr. Dittos, Hop·

44. A bill for the be.nefit of Peter Fontaine, sheriff of Meade
county.

On motion of Mr. John Charles Thompsonn circuit.

45. A bill to establish the office of Heporter for the Court of Ap-

peals.
On motion of same-

orney of

46· A bill to prevent unjust extortion and discrim.ination by railroatls in this Common wealth .
On motion of .Mr . Kash--'-

d freight

47· A bill to amend an act amending an act incorporating the
town of Frenchburg.

le.
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2. An act fo r t he be n efit of II . M. Alexander, late she riff of Cumbe rland cou nty.
3. An act for the be nefit, of James H. Ar mstrong, sheriff and collector of Cart er cou nty .
4. An act for the benefit of Benjamin B. Adams, committee for
Vena L. Adams, a pauper idiot of Magoffin county.
5. An act to regulate the holdi ng of the civil and crimi nal courta
in th e Hith ·judicial di$trict.
6. An act to amend section 2, article 8, chapter 92, of the General
S tatutes,
7. An act to i ncorporate the Maysville and Mason County Histor·
ica l and Scientific Association.
8. An act to better pro tect and prese r ve certain records an d paper;
of t he clerks' offices of this Common wealth .
9. An act for the benefit of G. D. Begley, of Lee county.
10. An act t o ame nd and reduce i nto o ne the several acts in relat ion to t'he tow n of L a wrenceb urg.
11. An ac t to amend the charter of the town of Cloverpo rt, in
Breckinridg-e co un ty .
12 . An act t o a me nd ch a pter 72 of th e Ge n e ral S tatutes of the
Commonwealth of K entucky.
13. An act to a uthorize the G ove rn.or to ap p oint a receiver of
lands west of th e T enne sse e river.
Which bills w ere se verally read th e first ti me and ordered to be
l'ead a secon d time .
Th e rule of th e Hou se antl t he constitution a l proYision as to the
second readin g of s aid bills bein g disp e nsed w ith,
01·dered, That sa id bills be referred- th e 1st ~nd 4th to the Com·
mittee on Claims; the 2d and 3d to the Committee on Revenue and
Taxation; the 5th to the Committee on Circuit Courts; the 6th and
12th to th e Committee on General Statutes; the 7th, 10th, and 11th
to the Co mmittee on Corporate Institutions; the 8th and 13th to the
Committee on the Judiciary,· and the 9th to the Committee on Propo·
sitions an d Grievances.
That they had received official information from the Governor tha t
he had approved an<l signed an enrolled bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
-An act to i~corporate· the Bank of J. Amsden & Co., of Ver·
sailles.
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was · granted .Messrs. 0. T. Allen
and Mannen.
Mr. Reed offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'rhat tho Committee on Railroads bo in Rtructod and di1·ected
to inquil'C into the propriety of r equ i1·ing all railroad corporntions in tbis
Commonwealth, and all railroads that may hereafter be constructe<l in this
Commonwealth, to erect and thereafte1• maintain fences on both sides of
its l'Ond, OI' so rn uch thereof as is open for use, sufficient to proven t stock
from :.:etting on such railroa<l, except at the crossings of othc1· raih'oads
and dil't roads.
Which was adopted.

Mr. Gods.haw moved the following resolution, viz:
There is now before the CommiUee on Propositions
and Gl'ievances numerous bills for t,ho benefit of shel'iffs of various cou nties in this Commonwealth, and with the v iew of expediting the business
of this House; tberofol'e, be it
Resolved, 'l'hat tb e Committee on Propositions an<l Grievances are requested to bring in a general bill for the benefit of sheriffs of this State,
fixing the time allowed for collection of taxes, and making return to the
.Auditor of Public Acuounts.
'l.'l!AT WnEREAS, .

Which resolution the Speaker decided out of orcler, the House haviog already taken negative action on the subject-matter therein con-

taine<l.
Mr . .John Charles Thompson moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'l.'hnt the Judiciary Committee is hereby directed to examine
and report as to whether the act incorporatin(J' tho G1·een and Barren
l!iver Navigation Company creates any binding contract upon the State
of Kentucky.
Which was adopted,
Mr. Buford moved the following joint resolution, viz:

Resolved by lite General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'fhnt a committee of three be appointed (one from U10 Senate and two
from the House) to examine the vouchers upon wbit.:h the School Fund is
expend_ed, in any 01· all of the counties in this Commonwealth, with
1
rnthor1Ly to send fo1· persons and papers; so investigating the workings
of our school system that they may report what amount of School Fund
18
collected by the State, and what paid to teachers.
Mr. Buford moved to suspend the rnles in order to consider said
resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Said resolution was then twice read and adopted.
Mr. Whitaker moved the following resolution, viz:
) Res.olve<l, That from and aftel' this date no member of tho House of
l.,eprese
t f ·
th b nfi a ives of Kentucky shall be allowed to introduce any bill for
e one t of any sberiff or ex -sbel'iff of this Commonwealth.
H. R.-4}
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Mr. Bigger offered an amendment to said resolution.
Mr. Goodnight moved to lay said resolution and amendment on the
table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The Speaker declared said resolution and amendment out of
order.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
en titled
A bill for the benefit of Thomas M. Green, of MaysYiile, Kentucky.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, anti it
was decided in the affirmative.
,.,
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
J. M. Neal,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
William Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. G1:een,
T. J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon ,
J. K.. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
W . H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H . Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
M. H. Marriott,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H . Ditto,
James F. Means,
Isaac T. West,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, H.P. Whitaker,
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Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wiison-82.
Dennis Gleason,
E. Ii, Morin,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towet·y--2.

otion, it

Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Said

out of

bill reads as follows, viz:

WrrnREAS, It appears to this General Assembly that 'l'hos. M. Green,
<>f Maysville, Mason cou nty, Kentucky, has paid to the State taxes upon
assessment of his property from and in() luding the year 1861 to and
ini:;luding the year 1874, amounting to $114 75; said T. M. Green having
<>mitted to deduct hi s indebtedness from the value of said assessment on
which said tax wns paid. which, by law, he bad the right to do; th erefore,

evances,
ed a bill,
le, Ken-

§ 1. Be it enacted by the Geneml Assembly 0J t!te Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'rhnt the said sum of ($114 75) one hundred and fout·teen dollars

a second

nnd seventy-five cents be, and the same is hereby, r efund ed to said Thos.
1\1.. G-reen; and the Aud itor of Pt1blic Accounts be, and he is, directed to
draw liis watTant upon the Treasurer, in favor of Thos. :M:. Green, for tho

e.

~s to the
e being

11, and it
to a pro-

of $114 75, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. This act shall be in force from and after its passage.
1'Ir. Whitaker, _from the Committee on Propositions and Gt·ievances,
to whom the same had been referred~reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the, benefit of A. J. Harrison and Samuel Ellis, late
shel'iffs of Lewis county, and their deputies.
Mr. Bigger mo\·ed the foHowing amendment thereto, viz:
Provided, That the provisions of this act shall not apply to any fees or
taxes where tbc same have been due over· five years .
.Mr. Godshaw moved to lay said amendment on the table.
And th e question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.

sum

s to the

...

The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
moved by .Mr. Bigger, and it was decided in the negative.
on ,

'
·d,
ers,

elburne,
urr,
harp,
hompson,
hompson,
pson,

t.,
er,

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
·

Cowan, were as follows, viz:

Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Cromwell Adair,
· Isaac H. Goodnight,
J. lVI. Neal,
Robert~'. Allensworth, W. H. H illsman,
\Vm. Neal,
1:. Bigger:
Josiah Hunt.er,
Otho Nunn,
A biiel Blenns,
L~wis Jones,
James O'Bannon,
B. ~ufo:d,
Richard Lambert,
W. C . Owens,
enJarr~? F. Buie,
M.
H.
Marriott,
Thomas A. Robertson,
8
J 1nry ampbell,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
1
~ C~\~~n,
James Barbourl\1ason,John A. Thomas,
Ab · idiington,
W. J. l\foElroy,
·
John Chas. Thompson,
nei: 'versole,
J.
W. Meador
G. H. ' Towery
Denn1sGI
'
·
'
D A GI easou,
Montgomeq Merritt, John C. Welch-34.
· , enn,

i:'

W.
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Those who voted in the negath·e, wereMt·. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley, ferdinand Rigney,
Thomas Sanders,
C. T. Allen,
J . Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
James P. Allen,
'f. J. Lewis,
J. IC Bailey,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
Hancock Taylor,
J. F. Bennett,
James F. Means,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Tipton A . Miller,
Geo. IT. B. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
E . H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Lyttleton Uooke,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
W. T. Dicken,
B. Mills Parrish,
faaac T. West,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker-3f>.
Leven E. Green,
G. W . Prichard,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by l\Iessrs. Marriott and
Robertson, were as follows, viz' :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereG . W . Prichard,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griflith ,
Wm. 1\1. Reed,
0. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
·
C. W. Russell,
Robert F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
T.
W. Scott,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. 8pmr,
Hancock Taylor,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
W. H. H. Callihan, J. W. Meador,
John A . Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. 13. Thompson,
A. 0. Cope,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
·w. T. Dicken,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac
T. West,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wil,on--49.
L,aac H. Goodnight, James Perkins,
Leven E . Green,
Those who voted in the negative, were0rnmwell Adair,
Richard Lambert,
James O'Bannon,
J. l\I. Bigger,
M. H . Marriott,
W. C. Owens,
Gabriel Blevins,
James Ba1·bour Mason, Thomas A. Robertson,
John Cowan,
vV. J . .McElroy,
Thomas Sanders,
Abner Eversole,
l\fo.ntgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
D. A. G lenn,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
W. H. H illsman,
Wm. Neal,
John C. Welch-21.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid .

•
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Said bill reads as follows, viz:

tney,
l'S

11'1:,

or,
arp,
rompsoo,
~pson ,
tr.
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t,

er-35.

as to the
me being

ill, an<l it

rriott aod

rd,

I,
ney,

§ I. Be it enacted by lite Geneml Assembly of lite Commonwealth of Rentucky, 'l'hat fnrLber time for _the space of t~o ,rears ~e, nod the same )s
hereby, given to A. J. Harrison, late Rher1ff of Lewis connt.,, and his
ueputi c8, and to Samuel ~ lli s,_late sheriff of_ said county,_and his deputies,
in wh;ch to co llect, by d1stra10t 01· ot he rwi se, any unpaid laxes and foe
bills in th eir hanclR, or in the bands of other office1·s, and clue them; the
said Harrison noel Ellis, late sheriff::1, or theil' respective deputi es; 11ncl said
taxes and lee bills shall have the same- distrain-able force and effect as at
the close of their respective terms of office: Provided, 'l'bat l'laid Rheriffs
and their deputies shall be li able to the penaWes now prescribed by law
fer collectinl! any ii leg-al taxes and fee bills.
§ 2. The said sheriff:; and their dep uti es shall have power and nnthority
to list such unpaid taxes ::tncl fee bills, or such of them as they may desire,
with their successors in office, 01· with the various constable:, of LewiR
county, for collection; and said cpnsLab les s h a ll have th e same power and
authority to collect and dislrnin as sheriffs have by la w, and shal l act
under the same restrictions as sheriffs, except that they shall not levy
upon or sell r eal estaLe.
§ :t Said sheriffs and their deputies shall have, and may exorcise. the
same powers of distraint for Laxes or feus as thci1· succetisors now have
by law.
~ -!. 'fhis act shall take effect and be in force from its passage.

Billa were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of th e following titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker, from th e Committee on Propositioi1s an<l G rievancesA bill fot, the benefit of Peny J effe rson , late- sheriff of Mason
cour,ty.

By sameUl'l',

~Ol',

arp,
11as,
pompson,
npson,

~l',

t,
er.
ilao n--49.

non,

'
obertson,
tie rs !
hompson,

',

h-2 J.

A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Flem ing county.

ily Mr. Burr, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of A. T. Mitchell, committee for Wyatt Mitch
ell, nauper i<liot.
B ~ame-1

~

A bill for the benefit of J. P. Cooper, committee for Melinda F.
White, pauper idiot.

By l\fr. Ditto, from the Committee on Propositions a nd Grievance,A bill to atnend an act, entit led "An act to amend an act to explain an act, entitled 'A n act to incorporate the G reen and Barren
River Navigation Company,' approved March 9th, 1868,'' approved
.March 15th, 1876.

By Mr. Hensley, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of O. C. Mill:;, committee for Lydia Elizabeth
Mullett, a pauper idiot
Martin county.

of
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By Mr . Whitaker, from the same committee. A bill fo1· the benefit of S. S. Paris, late sheriff of Banen counly.
By Mr. George H.B. Thompson, from the same committeeA bill to legalize official advertising in Nicholas county.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the same committeeA bill to repeal an act to charter the town of Berlin, in the counly
of Bracken, and an act amending the same.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent stock from
runnin~ at large in Campbell county."
By sameA bill to authorize the Washington county court to purchase
ground upon which to erect circuit and county clerks' offices, and to
grant said court further time in which to build lire-proof offices or
vaults for circuit and county clerks.
By sameA bill to define the boundary line between the counties of Floyd
and Johnson.
By same-A bill to authorize and empower the mayor and council of Owens·
boro to insert the words" ·with the privilege to sell sp irituous, vinous,
and malt liquors by the drink" in license is sued by the city of Owens·
boro for the years· 1875 and 1876.
...
Which bills were seve rally re ad the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prndsion as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of
the following titles, \·iz:
A bill to incorporate Dirigo Lodge, No. 238, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows. in the town of Mount Olivet, Robertson county, Kentucky.
A bill for the benefit of S. D. Murphy, of Graves county . .

[JAN. 28.
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Which bills were severally read the first time and · ordered to be
counly.
e-

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pl'Ovision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engl'Ossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being

e counly

engrossed,
The question was then taken on the pass!lge of said bills, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bills were rejected.
.lVIr. Ditto, from the Comrrlittee on Pl'Opositions and Grievances, who
were directed to prepare and bring ih the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Peter Fontaine, of Meade county.
Which was read the firat time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being di~pensed with,
Mr. Bigger moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
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And the question being taken on the adoption ~f said motion, it
was decided_i n the affirmative .
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took up
the special order, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent provisions of acts and articles constituting the charter of the Owensbol'O and Nash\'ille Raill'Oad Company.
Mr. ',l'harp moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order for Tuesday, the 5th day of
February next, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion , it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievance!c',
to whom was referred the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of John Wallace, late clerk of the Boone
circuit court.

Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
_The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
th1rd reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof' be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Propositions and Griernnces,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to provide for the lel'y
and collection of a tax on dogs, a·nd to . protect the rights of the
owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876, so far
as the same relates to Ganard county.
Which was r ead the first time a·nd ordered to be read a second
time.
--, The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Bennett moved to amend said bill by inserting the names of
the counties of Hancock, Mason, Shelby, Henderson, Crittenden, and
Livingston.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of sa id bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
follows, viz:
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rightA of the
owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876, so far
as the same relates to Garrard and other named counties.
Mr. Hensley, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to preparn and bring in the same, reported a bill,
· entitled
A bill fot· the benefit of John Jordan, an idiot of Lawrence
county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said bill be engrossed and t·ead a third time.

[J.~N. 28,
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The rule of the House and the const.itutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being·
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House took from
the orders of the day a hill, entitled
A bill to amend section 4, article 3, of chapter 92, of the General
Statutes.
Which was ordered to be read a second time.
The rule of th.e House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provisi.en as to the
third reading of said bill bei!pg dispensed with, and the same b~ing
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass., and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled ·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act. to incorporate the State
Grange of the Patl'Ons of Husbandry in Kentucky."
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The House took up a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the sale of the Big Eagle and Connersville
Turnpike Road, in Scott county.
01'dered, T_h at said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of tl:te House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and ·that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took from tb,e orders of the day an a·m endment
proposed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
An act to amend section 2 of an act, entitled '' An act to amend an
act incorporating the town of Woodville, in the counties of Ballard
and McCracken," appl'oved March 5th, 1868.
Which amendment wa:s read and concurred in.
H,
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The House then .t ook from the orders of the day an amendment
proposed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
I
An act to amend and repeal certain sections of the stock law of
Boone county.
Which amendment was read and concurred in.
The House then took from the orders of the day an amendment
proposed by the Senate to a joint resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution requesting Kentucky members in Congre~s to secure
the repeal of the bankrupt law and amendments.
Which amendment was read and concurred in.
The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Paducah, Memphis, and Northern Railrnad Company.
Mr. Marriott offered an amendment to $aid bill.
Mr. Robertson moved to refer ~aid bill and amendment to the Com·
mittee on the Judiciary.
Aml the question being talH·n on the adoption of said motion, ii
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Oor,nmittee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the rnme, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill for the benefit of William S. Allen, lat~ sheriff of Breathitt
county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The · rule of the House and thl:l constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispem,ed with,
Mr. Bigger ·moved an amendment to said bill.
· · And the question being taken on the adoption of said ar,nendmenl,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Marriott moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Goodnight moved to lay said amendment on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ii
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
,entitled
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A bill giving H. L. Wilson, _late she riff of -Robertson county, th e
further time of two years to collect the uncollected taxes and fee
bills due to him, and to distrain for the same.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule or the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said hill being dispensed with,
Mr. Marriott moved to amend said bill.
Mr. Adair moved to lay sa id amendmen_t on the table.
And the question . being taken on the adoption of saicl motion, it
was decided in the affirmative:
And so said hill was rejected.
At 1:15 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Robertson moved .that the House do
now adjourn.
,
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative. ·
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Buford, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi~mat.i ve, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Thomas A. Robertson, Han cock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
T. W. Scott,
LaFayette Wilson-7.
,W. C. Owens:
Those who voted in the negative , wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Cromwell Adair,
Samuel D. Hensley,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
B. Mills Parrish,
James- P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
James Pel'lcins,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M._ Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabnel Blevins,
T. J. Lewi s,
0. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen Thomas Sanders
Benjamin F. Buie,
M. H. Marriott,
' Aug. Shelburne,'
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Maaon, Clinton IC Tharp,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
:· T. Dicken_,
James F . Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
0
;as ~- Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Jno. D. Thompson,
A· · Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
/~er~versole,
E.
H.
Morin,
W. A. Webber,
1
Cb j eon,
J.M. Neal,
I saac T. West,
, William Neal,
H. P. Whitaker--62.
1 ar eHs Godshaw,
saac · Goodnight, Otho Nunn,

J
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Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
to whom the same had been referred, asked to be discharged from the
further consideration of the petition of Blanton Duncan, trustee, for
repayment of loss sustained in regard to Louisville Armory.
Which was granted.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Taylor!. A bill, entitled "An a.ct incorporating the South Louisville and
Pleasure Ridge Turnpike Road Company, in Jefferson county."
On motion of Mr. Marriott-2. A bill to authorize the board of trustees of Elizabethtown to
issue bonds and to fund the present bonded debt of said town.
Ordered, That the Committee on Corporate Institutions prepare
a'tld bring in the 1st, and the Committee on the Judiciary the 2d.
And then the Hou5e adjourned .

·.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1878.
'

I

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
'had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to repeal an act approved March 15, 1876, entitled "An acl
tq p1·ovide for the levy and collection of a tax on dogs, and protecl
the owners thereof, in Fayetttl and other named counties."
An act to amend article 6, chapter 4i, General Statutes.
An act to amend the charter of the Leiderkranz Society, of the city
of Lol!lisville.
An act to amend section l, article 5, chapte1· 41, General Stat·
utes.
1
An act to amend chapter 20 of article 35, title .. Crimes and Punish·
ments," of the General Statutes.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
That they had concurred in the House amendment to a bill thal
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of William · M. Campbell, sheriff ·or Trigg
county.
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That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
L An act to extend the limits and jurisdictio~ of the city of Maysville.
2. An act for the benefit of Julius Hacker, late sheriff of Clay
county.
a. An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
the town of Williamsburg, in Whitley county.
4. An act to amend section l of _article 3 of chapter 33 of the
General Statutes.
5. An act to provide for counting the vote for calling a Constitutional Convention.
6. An act repealing an act creating the office of street commissioner in the city of Newpol't, Campbell county.
1. 7. An act to •amend sections IO and 11 of chaptet· 42, General Statutes, title "Ferries."
8. An act for the benefit of Ed. Thomas, cit'cuit court and late
county cou1:t clerk of Grayson county.
9. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect sheep from·
depredations by dogs, and to authol'ize the county coul'ts to impose
taxes on dogs for county put·poses," approved March 20, 1876.
10. An act fol' the benefit of the sureties of J. H. Swift, late sheriff
of Calloway county.

that they
sentatives,

d "An acl
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11. An act fot· the benefit of H. A. Farrer, assessor of Hickman
county.

Which hills were severally read the first time and ot·dered to - be
read a second time.

nd Punish·

The rule of the House and the constitational provision as to the
second reading ·of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 2tl, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 10th
to the Conimittee ·.on Prnpositions and Grievances; . the 1st and 3d to
the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 4th to the Committee
on Generai Statutes; the 5th to the Committee on the Judiciary; the
9
th to the Committee on Agriculture .and Manufactures, and the I Ith
lo the Committee on County Courts.

bill that

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
insist upon their disagreement to the House amendment to a bill
that originated in the Senate entitled

of the city
era! Stat·

a

'

~n act to amend au act to incorporate the Broadway Methodist

ff 'of Trigg

Episcopal Church, in the city of Lonisville.
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And reported that they had appointed a committee of conference, and requested a similar commit.tee appointed by the House, to
confer on said disag1·eement.
A message was received from the Senate by Mr. Foote, asking
leave to withdraw ·from thi,, Hou se a bill that originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act' to regulate the manner of holding and transmitting church property of the Roman Catholic Church in the Diocese of Covington," approved March 9, 1854.
·which bill was delivered by the Clerk of the House to Mr. Foote.
A message was received from the Senate by Senators Read and
Hays, announcing that the Speaker of the Senate had appointed a
committee, to act with a similar committee to be appointed by the
House, to wait on and withdraw from the Governor a bill that originated in the ::5enate, entitled
An act for the benefit and set.tlement of H. D. Newcomb's estate.
Whereupon the Speaker appointed on said committee Mes~rs. Cooke
· and Adair.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Speck, Buie,
and Parrish .
Ordered, That Mr. Merritt l,e added to the Committee on Codes of
Practice .
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev·
ancesA bill entitled •' An act to amend an act establishing a road from
London, Laurel county, to Booneville, Owsley co~nty."
. By same-A bill for the benefit of W. D. McGuire: of Rockcastle·county.

By same-A bill for the benefit of M. D. Judy, late marshal of the town of
Owenton, Owen county.
By same-A bill for the benefit C\f Elizabeth . Collins, of Elliott county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Peter Fontaine, of Meade county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Margaret Chapman, a pauper idiot of Rus·
sen county.
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By sameA bill for the benefit of Ma1:garet Garner, a pauper idiot of Russell county.
By Mr. Burr, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of Nancy Hammons, committee for Benj.
Hammons, a pauper idiot of Clinton county.
By same-A hill for the benefit of G. W. Barnes, of Bath county.
By Mr. Tharp, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of Stephen Carpenter, of Breathitt county.
By ~ameA hill for the benefit of Merritt Maples, committee.
By sameA bill for the benefit of I{. M. Pieratt, sheriff of Morgan county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of school district No. 4, of Lee county.
By same-A bill for the benefit of B. W. Penick, committee of Taylor Motley, an adjudged pauper idiot.
By same-A bill for the benefit of Reuben Sloan, of Clinton county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Lewis Stubbs, committee of Josephine
Workman, an adjudged pauper idiot.
By sameA hill for the benefit of W. J. Paxton, committee of Josephine
Workman, an adjudged pauper idiot.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Margaret Fehrenbock, committee of Andrew
Fehrenbock.
·
By sameA bill for the benefit of .J erusha Mitchell, committee of Martha
Hickman, of Clinton county.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "_t\.n act to facilitate the collection
of taxes in the city of Paducah," approved February 17, 1873; also
to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of the city
of Paducah," approved March 1·, 1876, and to reduce the said two
acts, as herein amended, .into one.
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By sameA bill to amend the charter of the city of Paducah.
By same,
A bill to amend the charter of the Paducah and North Ballard
Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsA hill to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in jus~ices' districts Nos.
3 and 6, Hancock county.
By sameA bill to prohibit the sale of intoxicating drinks within three miles
of Cottage Home College, in Logan county.
By sameA bill in relation to selling intoxicating liquors in and within one
and one half miles of the town of Elizaville, Flemi~g county, Kentucky.
By Mr. J. P. Allen, from the same committeeA bill authorizing the trustee of Narrow Spring school district,No.
54, in Laurel coun~y, to allow religious services to be held in the
school-house in said district.
By sameA bill to repeal all laws granting lottery privileges or franchises to
apy person or corporation.
By samP-A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Ken·
tucky Christian Educational Society."
By sameA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the road laws of
.the counti~s of Boyd and Carter;' approved February 16, 1874, so far
as the same relates to the county of Carter.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to authorize John E. Cooper, of Morgan county, to build 8
mill-dam across Licking river, in Morgan county.
By sameA bill to authorize Abraham Millard, of Magoffin county, to build
a mill-dam across Licking river, in Magoffin county.
By same. A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Luff·
low, West Covington, agd Suspension Bridge Street Railway Com·
pany."
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By sameA hill to amend the charter of ·the Lincoln and Boyle Turnpike
Road Company.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That sai<l bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of ,the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills -do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who we,·e directed
to prepare and bring in the sa~e, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev.
ancesA bill for the benefit of William Dycus, late sheriff of Edmonson
county.
By same-

A bill for the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen county.
By sameA bill to repeal all laws imposing a tax on dogs in this Commonwealth.

the Ken·

By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions--

d laws of
74, so far

r

A bill to regulate the sale and giving away of spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors in the city of Mayfield, Graves county, or within one
mile of said city.
By same-

]r nentto build a

A bill to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in the town of Greenup.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.

I

to build

the Lu6way Com·

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of the foll?wing titles,
viz:
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A bill for the benefit .o f Mary Villon, widow of Pat. Dillon, late
marshal of the city court of Louisville.
A bill for the benefit of John W. Bronaugn, of Jessamine county.
"Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills heing dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on · the passage of said bills, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said hiHs were rejected.
Mr. Scott, from t~e same committee, to whom was referred the
sam e , reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Richard Donaldson, a lunatic of Bourbon
county.
Mr. Keller moved an amendment thereto.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engross~d,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bigge1:, fr~m the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 24, article 1, chapter 94, of the General
Statutes, title "Roads and Passways."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said ·bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Cooke offered an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
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Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a: third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
thir'd reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the .title thereof be as
· aforesaid .
.Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring int.he same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill t? facilitate the collect.ion of taxes in the county of McCracken.
Which was read the firat time· and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said biil
. be engro:;,,ed and read a third. time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bigger moved to reconsider the vote by which the House
passed the bill, and also th~ vote by which it ordered the same to its
third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr: Bigger moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
l\ir. Cowan, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize the Governor to appoint a receiver of lands
west of the Tennessee river,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was ordered to be read a third ti'me.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
thit·d reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
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Th.e House then took up the. special ·o rder of the ?ay, viz: a bill,
entitled
A bill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title "Revenue and Taxation."
Mr. Merritt moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Cowan moved to recommit the bill and amendment:3 to the
Committee on Banks, and make the. same a special order for Wed- ·
nesday, February 6th, at 10:30 o·clock, A. iVI.
Mr. Goodnight moved the previous question.
And the question being taken,·" Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion of .Mr.
Cowan, and it was deci<led in the affirmative.
The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Eversole-I. The petition of citizens of Laurel cou.nty, praying tbe passage
of _a n act allthorizing the sale of the toll-ga"te on the Madison and
Wilderness Turnpike Road.
By Mr. Miller2. The peti.tion of sund ry citizen;; of Calloway county, asking the
passage of a bill for the benefit of John Eaves, of Calloway county.
Which were received, t'he reading dispensed with, a,nd referredthe 1st to the Committee on County Cou}"ts, and the 2d to the Com· •
mittee on Moral and Religious Institutions.
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollmenl1:1, reported that the
committee had examined sundry emolled bills and a, resolution, which
originated in the House of Representatives, ot the following titles,
' viz:
An a.ct to incorporate Hamilton .Colleg-e, in the city of Lexington;
An act to legalize certain acts and orders of the Boyle county
court;
An act to empowe r the Boyle county court to convey a one half
interest in the county work-house to the town of Danville;
An~act to change 1he time of holding the Rath county court;
An a.ct t<'l incorpornte the American Legal Aid Societ.v;
An act to regulate proceedings in ordinary cases in the common
pleas court of McCrncken co.u nty;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act concerning the police
judge of the town of Hawesville, in Hancock county;"
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act regulating the mode 1;,nd
manner in which claims against the ·county of Boyd shall be prosecuted in the county court of Boyd county;"
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 1 I, in Bourbon
county;
An act to amen<l the charter of the town of Arlington, in _Ballard
county;
An act for the benefit of George T. Price, sheriff of Logan county;
An act to authorize Charles Lyttle to sign all orders in or<ler-books
Nos. l and 2 of the Robertson county court, made by him and not
signed '\\' hile he was judge thereof;
An act to enlarge ~he powers of the common school commissioner
of Simpson county;
An act for the benefit of the school t_rustee in district No. 26, in
Lewis county;
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An act to permit the county court of Christian to levy an additional ad valorem ta:x for county purpose.s;
An act for the benefit of A. B. Duvall;
An act for the benefit of the administrator of R. W. Robertson, deceased, late ·sheriff of Harrison county;
An act in aid of common school district No. 37, Anderson county;
An act concerning- the circuit pourts in Marion, Nelson, and Washington counties;
. An act to a(Jlend an act, entitled '' An act to regulate the trial and
jurisdiction of criminal and penal cases·in Warren county," approved
March 20th, I 876; ·
An act to incrnase the jmisdiction of the quarterly court of Hancock county;
·
An act to legalize certain acts and orders of the Marshall county
court;
An act to change the time of holding 'the G'r eenup quarterly court;
An act to establish an additional justices' district in the county of
Daviess;
.

rt;

An act to provide for indexing and cross-indexing deeds and mortgages in Marshall ceunty;

common

An act to amend· the charter of the Leiderkranz· Society, of the
city of Louisville, Kentucky;

he police
th

Resolution requesting Kentucky members in Congress to secure
e repe.al of the bankrupt law and amendments;
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That they had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, of the following title·s, viz:
An act to repeal section 11, chapter 443, entitled "An act to
amend chapter 92, title' Revenue and Taxation,' General Statutes,"
approved February ~3, 1874;
An act for the benefit of William M . Campbell, sheriff of Trigg
county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Highland Cemetery," approved March 6, 1860;
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Masonic Mutual Life
Insurance Company;
Resolution raising a committee to visit the various charitable
institutions;
And had found the same truly _enrolled.
Whereupon the Sp.eakei· affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Marriott offered the following resolution, vb::
Resolved, 'fhat the rules of the Honse be amended by providing tlrnti\
shall not be in order to entertain in the general appropriation bill the per
diem or pay dne the officers, employes, rrnd attaches of the General Assembly; but th is subject shall only be se_parate ly corn,idered.
Mr. Snyder moved to amend by making the same a joint resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative .
. The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the negative,
Mr. Godshaw moved the following reirnlution, viz:
Resdved, That a new committee of five be appointed, to act in con'fer·
ence with a similar committee from the Senate, to fix and establish the
per diem of all attaches of this General Assembly.
Mr. Cooke mov ed to lay said resoli1tion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Reed, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D . A. Glenn,
William Points,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
G. W . Prichard,
James P . Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. M .. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson,
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Samuel D. Hensley,
Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. t-\nyder,
Gabriel Blevins,
M . H. Marrio tt,
Clinton K . Tharp,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thompson,
Henry Campbell,
W. 'J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke.,
James F . Means,
G. H . Towery,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merrit t, W. A . Webber,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. M ill e r,
Isaac T. West,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. J. Ed rington,
B. Mil ls Parrish,
LaFayette Wil~on--47.
Abner Eversole,
J ame:i Perkins,
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobertF. Allensworth, Josiah Hunte r,
Wm. Neal,
Cale!> R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
Otho Nunn,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q Lackey,
T. J. Oatts,
W. H. H. Callihan, Richa rd Lambert,
C. W. Russell,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin ,
T. W . Scott,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Augustine Shelburne,
Charles Godshaw,
E. H. Mo rin ,
Hancock Taylor,
T. M. Hill,
J. lVI. Neal,
John A. Thomas-~5.
W. H. Hillsman,

J. F. Bennett,
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Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, w ho
were directed to prepare and bri ng in the same, reported a bill, entitled

t resolu-

A bill to amend the charter of the Danville and Perryville Turnpike Company.

, otion, it

The further consideration of said bill was cut off by a motion to
adjourn.

lsolution,

· At 1:50 o'clock, P. M., the House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1878.
A message was received from th e Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the followihg tit !es, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled'' An act to amend an act g ivin g the
tru stees of the common school dlstrict in Catlettshurg the right to
levy a tax for two years to build a school-house therein," &c.
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An act to incorporate the Gainesville Acad'emy, in Allen county.
An act to amend suhsection 4 of section I, article 7, chapter 2B,
of Genernl Statutes.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. -An act to amend section I 9, chapter ;rn of article 12, of the
General Statutes.
2. An act to amend an act, en tit.led "An act to incorporate the
District of Cold Springs, in Campbell county."
3. An act to incorporate the Fairview and Locust Creek Tnrnpike
Road Company, in Brncken county .
4. An act to constitute-the clerks of the circuit courts of this Com·
monwealth ex qfficio trustees of the jury fund for their respective
counties.
5. An act to authorize the town of Cloverport, in Breckinridge
county, to fund its debts for school buildings.
6. An act for the benefit of George W. Sanders, ferry owner at
Greenup, Kentucky.
7. An act to increase the jurisdiction of the quarterly courts of
Mason and Trigg counties.
8. An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to authorize the Boyd
county court to purchase the Ashland _and Catlettsburg Turnpike,"
approved March 18, 1876.
9. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpornte the
Mutual Benefit Assopiation of the Western Virginia Conference ot
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South," apprnved February 14, 1876.
J 0. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one,
amend, and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating the
city of Mt. Sterling," approved March 7th, 1876.
Which were severally read the first time and ordet·ed to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
General Statutes; t'he 2d and 10th ·to the Committee ·on Corporate
Institutions; the 3d to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the
4th to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 5th to the Committee on
Education; the 6th, 8th, and 9th to the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances, and the 7th to the Committee on County Courts:
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That they had passed a joint resolution raising a joint committee
to confer with the Attorney General in regard to certain lottery privileges existing in this State.
Mr. Tharp moved that the Speaker appoint a committee, to act
with a similar committee to be appointed by the Senate, to wait upon
the Governor and withdraw a bil), which originated in the Hou.se of
Representatives, entitled
An act, entitled" An act to amend ancl repeal certain sections of
the stock law of Boone county."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. Tharp and Rouse on
said committee.
Mr. Buford moved that a committee be appointed to withdraw from
the Senate a bill, which origitiated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act for the benefit of B. A. Wilson, of Woodford county.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Mr. Buford as said committee.
The House then took up the unfinished business of yesterday, viz:
a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the Danville and Perryville Turnpike Road Company.
Which was 1·ead the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to ·the
seco nd reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bill he ·engrossed and read a third time.
The ' rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, '1,'hat said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Robertson read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
!HEREA~, It is the opinion of this House that the public good requires
a 8 ort session of this General Assembly· tberefo1·e be it
TbResolved by the General Assembly o( the Comm~nwealth of Kentuc/cy 1
th.0 Rouse of Rep1·esentatives do adjourn sine die at the expfration
f
0
16
time allotted to us by the Constitution of the State.
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The following petitions wel'e presented, viz:
By Mr. Goodnight}. A petition from citi_zens of Simpson and Logan counties, regarding sales of ardent spirits in and around Middleton, Simpson county.
By Mr. Reed-2. The petition of sundry citizens of Marshall county, praying the
passage of an act !'educing all laws relating to the town of Benton,
in Marshall county, into one.
Which were received, the r_e ading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Moral and Religions Institutions, and the
second to the Committee on the Judiciary.
The hour of 10:30 o'clock having arrived, the House took up the
special order of the day, viz: a bill that originated in the House,
entitled
A bill to authorize the Auditor, with the assent of the Governor
anri Attorney G·eneral, to compromise with defau)_ting sheriff~ and
collectors of the public rev1mue and their securities.
Mr. Bigger moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Wi]:,1on moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Adair moved to print said bill and amendments, and make the
same the special order of the day for Thursday, the 7th day of Feb·
ruary, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And _the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The hou1· of 11 o'clock having arrived, the House took up the
special order of the day, viz: a bill which originated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
A bill to consolidate and amend the charter of the Southern
Mutual Life Insurance Company of Kentucky.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House an<l the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed. with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be.as
aforesaid.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred the legal question in connection vrith the contract existing
between the Commonwealth and the Public Printer and Binder, made
-the following report on behalf ·of the majority o( said committee:
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To the House of Representatives of the Conrmonwealtft of Kentucky:
The Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives, to whom
has been referred, by the Committee on Printing, the question as to
whether the seventh section of the act of March 20, 1876, fixing the
compensation of Public Printer, amounts to a binding contract between
the State and Public Printer, or whether this Legislature has the . right
to repeal said act, including the section fixing the compensation before
referred to, beg leave to report:
That the Committee have had said question under consideration, and
are clearly of the opinion that this General Assembly has the right to
repea) said act of March 20, 1876, title "Printer and Binder," including
the seventh section, providing for compensation to the Publjc Printer.
And we fur,ther report, that said section of said act creates no binding
contract between the State and the Public Printer that is beyond the
control of this General Assembly; upon the contrary, we think that the
said act is under the control of this General Assembly, and subject to
repeal at any time; and should this General Assembly think proper to
repeal said act, we are clearly of the opinion that the compensation of
the Public Printer will terminate at the time such repealing act takes
effect.
We are, very respectfully,
· ]. M. BIGGER, Clzainnan.
H. P. WHIT AKER,
W. M. REED,
LYTTLETON COOKE,
M. H. MARRIOTT,
CROMWELL ADAIR,
]NO. COWAN.
Mr. Goodnight moved to postpone the further consideration of said
report, and make it the special order of the day for Friday, February
l, at ll o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on- the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Tharp moved to reconsider the vote by which the House fixed
said special order.
Mr. Owens moved to lay sai<l motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The question was th·en taken on the adoption of the motion to
reconsider, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bigger moved to refer said report to the Committee on Public
Printing.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were dirncted
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill, entitled "An act to rep eal an act, entitled 'An act authorizing the county judge of Logan county to appropriate money to
keep in repair the turnpike road in the Russellville district, in said
county.'"
By Mr. Godshaw, from the same committeeA bill incorporating the South Louisvil1e and Pleasure Ridge Turnpike Roaa Company, in Jefferson county.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill in aid of common school district No. 4, in Cumberland
county.
By sameA bill to incol'pol'ate 'Columbus College, in Hickman county, Kentucky .
By Mr . Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill _to repeal an act, entitl ed "An act to amend the charter of
,the Russellville District Turnpike Company."
By Mr. Buie, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of Martin county.
By Mr. Brooks, from the same committeeA bill to amend the colored common sch ool law, chapter 521, ap·
proved February 23, 1874.
By same-A bill to aruend chapter 18, General Statutes, title "Common
Schools ."
By Mr. Miller, from the same committeeA bill in ai<l of school district No. 46, Grayson county.
By sameA bill to aid schoo l dii;:trict No. 13, in Bourbon county.
By Mr. Marriott, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend the charter of Elizabethtown, and to authorize the
board of trustees of Elizabethtown to issue bonds, and fund the
present bonded debt of said town .
Which bills were severnlly read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispen_sed with,
Orllered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the I:1ouse and the constitutional provision as to the
third 1•eading of said bills being dispensed with, and-the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills <lo pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforernid.
].\fr. Shelburne, from the Committee on Education, to whom was
referred the same, reported bills, which originated in the Senate, of
the following titles, viz:
An act in aid of common school district No. 27, in Rockca8tle
county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport in relation
to the common schools . ·
Which bills were ordered to be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
I
M,·. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same , rnpo1-ted a bill, en titled
A bill to authorize Daniel Davidson, of Breathitt county, to build
a mill-dam across the Middle Fork of the Kentucky river, in Breathitt county .
Which was read the first time and ordered to be· read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
The rui'e of the House and the constitutional provision a:;; to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, an<l the same b eing
engrossed,
0

le the

d the
to be

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill were rejected.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

/
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A hill to amend the charter of the Bank Lick Turnpike 0ompany.
Which was read the first time and ot·dered_to be read a s~cond
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the uay.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the Clark's Run and Salt River
Turnpilfo Road Company.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Cowan moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said ame11dment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
e_n grossed,
· Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received by the Senate, asking the consent of the
House of Representatives to withdraw the announcement of their
passage of a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit -and settlement of H. D . Newcomb's estate.
Which was granted, and said bill was delivered to the messenger,
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported tbat the
com'mit'tee had examined sundry ·enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Society of '' The Sons and Daughters of
the Morning," of the city of Louisville;
An act to authorize the city of Henderson to issue bonds, and fool
her present indebtedness;
th
An. act authorizing the county of Carter, and those parts of e
counties of Boyd and Elliott taken from Carter county, to compro·
mise and settle with the holders of the bonds and coupons of inter·
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est executed by darter county in its subscription to the capital stock
of the Lexington and Big Sandy Railroad Company, and to levy and
collect a tax for that purpose;
Tbat they had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the State
Grange of the Patrons of Husbandry of Kentucky;"
And had found the same truly enro ll ed.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor, hy Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had· approved and
signed e·nrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following tit.Jes, viz:
. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act concerning the police
judge of the town of Hawesville, in Hancock cou.nty."

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act regulating the mode and
manner in which claims again;it the county of Boyd shall be presented to the county court of Hoyd county."

read a third

An act to regulate proceedings in ordinary cases in the common
pleas court of McCracken county.

, n as to the

An act to change the time uf holding the Bath county court.
An act to empower the Boyle county court to convey a one half
interest in the county work-house to the town of Danville.

same being
ereof be as

An act to legalize certain acts and orders of the Boyle county
court.

nsent of the
ent of their

An act to amend the charter of the Leiderkranz Society, of the
city of Louisville.

d

An act for the ben·efit of the administrator of R. W. Robertson, deceased, late sheriff of Harrison county.

omb's estate.
~ messenger,
ted tbat the
rigi nated in

An act to amend the charter of the town of Arlington, in Ballard
county,

aughters of

An act in aid of common school district No. 37, Anderson county.
An act for the benefit of the schoo l trustee in district. No. 26, in
Lewis county.
.

An act for the benefit of A.

B. Duvall.

<ls, and fun!

An act to enlarge the powers of the common schoo l commissioner
of Simpson county.

parts of the
to compro·

An act for the beQefit of George T. Price, sheriff of Logan county.
An act to provide for indexing and cross-indexing deeds and mortgages in Marshall· county.

ons of inte~
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An act for the benefit of common school district No. 11, in Bourbon
county.
An act to legalize certain acts and orders of the Marshall county
court.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to regulate the trial and
jurisdiction of criminal and penal cases in Warren county."
An act to change the time of hol~ing the Greenup quarterly court.
An act to authorize Charles Lyttle to sign all orders in order-books
Nos. 1 and 2 of the Robertson county court, made by hi_m and not
signed ""hile he was judge thereof.
An act to permit the county court of Christian to levy an additional ad valorem tax for county purposes.
An act to increase the jurisdiction of the quarterly court of Hancock county.
Resolution requesting Kentucky members in Congress to secure
the repeal of the bankrupt law and ameI,1dments.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House took from
the orders of the day the amendment proposed by the Senate to a
bill 'which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend chapter 29 of article 35, title" Crimes and Punish·
ments," of the General Statutes.
And the question being taken on concurring in said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.:
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bennett and

r

Dicken, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereThomas A. Robertson,
Abner Eversole,
J. K. Bailey,
Granville V. Rouse,
Charles Godshaw,
J. F. Bennett,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
Augustine Shelburne,
Leven E. Green,
Benjamin F. Buie,
John A. Thomas,
T. J. Lewis,
W. H. H. Callihan,
John Chas. Thompson,
M . .H. Marriott,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
G. H. Towery,
Wm. Neal,
John Cowan,
Isaac T. W est-~9.
James O'Bannon,
W. T. Dicken,
G. W. Prichard,
W. J. Edrington,
Those who voted in the negative, wereT. J. Oatts,
Mr. Speaker ( Turner), T. M. Hill,
W. C. Owens,
Crom well Adair,
W. H. Hillsman,
B.
Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
William Points,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Joseph L. Pope,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
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A. Buford ,
T. J. Bush,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campi'on,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
W Scott Gresham,
J. W. Griffith,
Samuel D. Hensley,
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Richard ~ambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
David Martin,
C. W. Russell,
James Barbour Mason, T. W. Scott,
W. J. McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
J. M. Neal,
H.P. Whitaker,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wi!'son--49.

Said bill reads as follows, viz:
y an addi-

§ I. Be it enacted by tlte General Assembly of the Gommnn10ealt/i of Ken-

tucky, '!.'hat section 10 o f chaptel' 29, at'ticle 35, title" Crimes and Punishrt of Han-
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ments," of the Genera l Statutes, be, and the same is hereby, repealed.
§ 2. That it shall not ue lawful tor any person having a li cense to seli
spirituo·us, vinous, or malt li quol's by the drink, to sell, g iv e, or loan any
of' sucb liquors, or the mixture of either, knowingly, to any person wh11
io an inebl'iate, or in the habit of becoming intoxicated or drunk- by tho
use of any suc!J liqn ol's, or to suff'e!' OI' permit any such person to drink
any of such liquors, or the mixture of either, in his bar-room, saloon, 01·
in or upon any tenement or premises in bis possession or under his con trol. Any one so oft'endinl{ shal l be subject to a fine of $50 for each
offense, to be recovered by · indictment of a grand jury in any eoJrt uf
competent jurisd ictio n, or by wal'rant befol'e the co unty judge or a juistice
or the peace of the co nnty in which the offense was eomrnitted; and the
per80n so lound guilty sha ll also be deemed as having forfeited his license,
and the court before which the t rial is had s ha ll so adjudge.
§ 3. 1'hat, in addition to the fine afo resaid , the person who sha ll violati:
any of the provis ion s of the second seetion of this aci shall, together wiLli
bis surnties on his bond, be liable to a eivil action for damages by the wife,
or the lat.her, or the mother, or the chi ld of suc h in ebriate, or person so in
the habit of becoming intoxi cated or drunk, in which punitive damageR
ma~ bo a~sessed: Provided, howevei-, That ihe person so se lling s hall not
be lrable tn civil action to th e wife father or other r el:Ltio n unl ess written notice forbidding such sa le has' been given the perso n so' selling prior
to the offense complained of: Provided fui-thei-, That such act.ion sha ll be
brought within one year from the time the cause of action bas aecrued,
and not after.
§ 4. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The amendments propo sed by the Senate read as follows:
In s_e~·tion 2, lines I and 2, et.rike out the words" having a license to
1
sell sr, ;1tuous, vi nous, or malt liquors by the drink;" also the words "of
such,
rn the 3d line of the same section and in sertin"'
in lieu thereof the
0
wo rd s "spil'ituous, vinous, o r malt."
'
In
th section 2, line 11, strike out the word" the." and in sert in lieu thereofnd e word" any;" in 12th line of same section; after the word "person,"
a b~fore
"having a lieense to sell
such
hq uors.the
" word '' so," insert the followinO':
o

I' Amend section 3, line 2, by striking out after the word "shall," in said
rne and section, the WOl'ds "together with the s u1·eties on his bond."
H. R,--,44
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In section 3, line 6, after the word ·'assessed," add the following: "and
the securities ot a person or perRonli so offend ing, if any person having n
lieense to sell, the su reties shall also be liable on their bond."
In section 4, after the word "from," strike out the wort.ls "tts passage,"
and insert in lien tbe1·oof the words'· and after the first day of August
1878."

'

The House then took up an amendment proposed by the Senate
to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend section l, article 5, chapter 41, General Statutes.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
The House then took np a nill, entitled
A bill to repeal all laws impo sing a tax on dogs in this Commonwealth.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third readin~ of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was tlecided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Tharp and
01vvens, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi!·mative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. H. Hills man,
T. J. Oatts,
Cromwell Adair,
J. Q. Lackey,
James O'Bannon,
J. K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
J. F. Hennett,
T. J. Lewis,
Joseph L. Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
DaYid·Martin,
G. W. Prichard,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, Aug. Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
Dennis Glea,3on,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
lsaac H. Goodnight, J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
William Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson-40,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Those who voted in the negath·e, wereJames P. Allen,
· Abner Eversole,
Robert F. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
J.M. Bigger,
Charles Godshaw,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. Scott Gresham,
Edmund Bul'r,
T. M. Hill,
T. J. Bush,
Josiah Hunter,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Lewis Jones,

B. Mills Parrish,
William Points,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. W. Russell,
Thomas Sanders,
T. W. Scott,
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Pat. Campion,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. Edrington,

Green R. KeIIer,
lVI. H. Marriott,
W. J. McE!roy,
Tipton A. Miller,
W. C. Owens,
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Hancock Taylor,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Chas. Thompson,
John A. Thomas-37.

Resol-ved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as follcl\,v s, viz:
.
.
~ I. Be it enacted by lite General Assembly [!( the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That all laws imposi11g a tax upon dogs in this Commonwealth be,
and the same are h£1reb_y, rnpealed.
§ 2. '!'his act shall take effect from its passage.
Mr: Keller moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
Mr. Wilson moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the table.
And the question being taken on the ·adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Keller, were as follows, \'i7. :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley, Otho Nunn,
Cromwell 4,dair,
W. H. Hillsman,
T. J. Oatts,
J. F. Bennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
James O'Bannon,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Joseph L. Pope,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James Barbour Mason, G. W. Prichard,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Peter G. Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
G . H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
J. M. Neal,
H. P . Whitaker,
I0 aac H. Good1light, William Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-34.
Leven E. Green,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen,
Abner Eversole,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, Charles God;;haw,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
Granville V. Rouse,
M. Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas Sanders,
al~b R:· Brooks,
T. M. Hill,
T. W. Scott,
~enJam111 F._Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
Augustine Shelburne,
dmund Burr,
Lewis Jones,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
Hancock Taylor,
H. H. Callihan,
M. H. Marriott,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Lat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Aytge~n Cooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
J ·h ·cope,
W. C. Owens,
John Chas. Thompson,
n owan1
B. Mills Parrish,
W. A. Webber-39.
· T. Dicken

f·

r

W

'
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The question was 1"h en tak en on the motion to reco nsider, and it
was decid ed in the a ffirmativ e .
Mr. Owens moved the pr:wious question.
And the question being taken,'' Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in th e affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodnight
and Wil:rnn, wer~ HS follows, ' '. iz:
Tho::;e who voted i n the affirmative, were Mr. Speaker (Turn er), D. A. Gle nn,
W. C. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
J 1-1mes Perkins,
Robert F . Allensworth, J. W. G riffith,
William Points,
J. K . Bail ey,
i:Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
J. M . Bigger,
T. !VI. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R . Brook::i,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V . Rouse,
A . Buford,
Jo siah Hunter,
·C . W. Russell,
Benj am in F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
J Q. L ackey,
Ang. Shelburne,
W. H .H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
G. I{. ::,nyder,
Henry Campbe ll ,
T . .J .1 Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
M. H. Marriott,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo . .H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. T . Dicken ,
Montgomery Menitt, .John D. Thompso n,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Ev e rsole,
William Neal,
W A. Webber,
Peter G . Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-65.
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the neg ative, wereGabriel Blevins,
James Barbour Mason, H. P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, E. H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilson-6,
The question was then taken on the pas:3age of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Campion moved to recon sider. the vote by which the House on
yesterday refu sed to pass a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Mary Dillon, widow of Pat. Dillon, late
marshal of the city court of Louisville.
Mr. Tharp moved to lay said m_otion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judicia1·y, to w~om the same
·had been 1·efened, reported a bill, entitled
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A bill to incorporate the Memphis, Paducah, and Northern Railroad Company .
.Mr. Snyder moved to amend said bill.
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the hour of

;oodnight
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House on

adjournment.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Keller1. A bill to ameAd the law in regard to opening passways through
farms to county OJ: other public roads in this Commonwealth.
On motion of same-I. A bill to compel directors of turnpikes, and overseers of county
roads, to keep burs, thistles, and other obnox.iou s weeds from grow ing along such roads in this Common wealth.
On motion of Mr. Rouse3. A bill to incorporate an association in Boone county for the
mutual protection of its members against fire.
On motion of same4. A bill to amend the charter of, Burlington, Boone county.

On motion of same5. A bill to bette r protect the owners of ce,rtain ferries in Boone .

county.
On motion of Mr. Cowan6. A bill to amend subsection I, section 094, Civil Code.
On motion of same-

7. A bill to amend section 14, chapter 75, General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Sbelbt1rne~
8. A bill to incorporat e the town of Lebanon Junction.
On motion of Mr. Miller--

9. A bill for the benefit of P. M. Ellison, late cle1·k of the Calloway circuit court.
On motion of Mr. Hill10. A bill relating to the sale of liquors to minors in Campbell
county.

Dillon, late

motion, it

On motion of Mr. Prichard-I!. A bill to declare Little Fork of Little Sandy river, from the
mouth of Dry Fork to the head of Little Fork, a navigable stream.
On motion of Mr. West-

12· A bill for the iinprovement of Red Bird creek, Clay county .
m the same

•
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On motion of Mr. Dicken13. A bill to· incorporate the Endowment Association of Alexander
College, of Burksville.
On motion of Mr. Tharp14. A bill to enable the owners of wet lands in Davie$S county,
and all that part of Henderson connty east and north of Greeo
river, to drain and reclaim them, where the same cannot be done
without affecting the lands of others.
On motion of same15. A bill for the benefit of J. T. Benton, of Ohio county.
On motion of Mr. Camphell-16. A bill to faci lit ate the collection of the county. levies and reve·
nue tax of the Commonw_ealtb.
On motion of same17. A bill to amend section 12, article 8, chapter 92, or the Gen·
eral Stat~tes, title" Revenue and Taxation.'·
On motion of Mr. MasonI 8. A bill to amend tqe charter of Lancaster.
On motion of samern. A bill to amend _an act incorporating the trustees of the Lan·
caster Presbyterian Church, approved February 1st, 1842.
On
20.
On
21.

motion of Mr. Points-A bill to incorporate the town of Corinth, Grant county.
motion of Mr. Bailey-A bill for the benefit of school district No. 1, Perry county.

On motion of Mr.Webber22. A bill to prevent stock from running at large in precinct No.
1, Harrison county. .
On motion of same23. A bill increasing the jurisdiction or ju,itices of the peace in
Harrison county
On motion of Mr. Sande rs24. A bill to amend section 228, Criminal Code.
On motion of Mr. Merritt-25. A bill to authorize Henderson county to issue bonds to pay off
or fund its present bonded indebtedness.
On motion or same26. A bill to prevent discrimination in the rates for freight charged
by persons, companies, and corporations operating• railroads in ibi,

r

Commonwealth.
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On motion of same-

.lexander

27. A bill requiring the performance of certain duties by county

ooooty,
of G!'een
be done

judges, justices, sheriffs, and co?stables.
On motion of Mr. O'Bannon-28. A bill to incorporate the town of Bethlehem, Henry county.
On motion of same20. A bill to fund the debt of the Sulphur, Eminence, and Kentucky River Turnpike Company, Henry county.
On motion of same30. A bill to amend the cha1·t~r of the town of Gistville, Henry

l

nd reve-

the Gen-

the Lan·

ty.

ounty.

l cinct No.

pt·ace in

county.
On motion of same3 l. A bill to amend the charter of Turner's Station, Henry county.
On motion of Mr. Cooke32. A bill to amend the charter of Louisville.
On motion of same-33. A bill to amend the charter of the Louisville Railway Transfel' Company.
On motio11 of Mr. God,sbaw34. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Louisville Orphans'
Home Society, approved Febrnary 23, 1849, and March 10, 1870, and
February 15, 1876.
On motion of same35. A bill for the benefit of the employes and laborers on the
Elizabethtown and Paducah Railroad.
On motion of Mr. Gresham36. A bill to amend an act establishing a new charter for Louis'ville, appl'oved March 3, 1870.
On motion of Mr. Whitaker-37. A bill to amend an act to provide for liens for laboring men
and supply men.
On motion of Mr. G lenn-38. A bill for the relief of Captain Frank Wood, of the " Coving-

to pay olf

t chargeJ
ds in thi,

ton Light Guard," for uniforms furnished said military company.
On motion of Mr. Perkins39. A bill to give the justices of the peace in the counties of
Whitley and Knox jurisdiction in road cases.
On motion of Mr. Robertson--

4o. A hill to prevent collecting officers from misapprnpriating
money collected by them.
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On motion of Mr. Hensley41. A bill to repeal sections 99 and 100 of title 6, chapter 5, Civil
Code.
On
42.
utes.
On
43 .

motion of same-A bill to amen<l section 8, article 8, chapter 18, General Statmotion of same-A bill to repeal article 9, chapter 18, General Statutes.

On motion of same44. A bill to improve the navigation of Tug and La visa river5, in
Lawrence, .Johnson, Floyd, Pike, and Mart.in counties .
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson45. A bill to amend the charter of the Manchester, Sand Hill, and
Cabin Creek Turnpike Road, Lewis county .
On motion of Mr. Reed46. A bill to amend section 4, article 2, chapter 66, General Statutes.
On motion of same47. A bill for the benefit of J.M., L. B., and lVI. A. Rose, Marshall
county.
On motion of Mr. Speaker Turner48. A bill to amend article 1, chapter 93, General Statutes, title
'' Re\·enue Agent."
On motion of same49. A hill to amend ·an act to amend article 3, chapter 5, General
Statutes, approved February 23d, 1874.
On motion of same50. A bill to amend article 29, chapter 29, General Statutes, title

I'

"Crimes and Punishments."
On motion of same-. 51. A bill to abolish the June cri1!1inal and equity term of the Mad·
ison circuit court.
On motion of Mr. Bigger-52. A bill to empower the Commercial Bank to wind up it affairs
and retire from business.
On· motion of Mr. John Charles Thompson53. A bill to inc_orporate the town of Bergin, Mercer county.
On motion of same54. A Lill to amend an act to establish and maintain a graded
school in Harrndsburg.
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On motion of Mr . Pop'e -

~r 5, Civil

55. A bill for the benefit of the Bardstown and Green River Turn ··
pike Company.
On motion of same-

ernl Stal-

56. A bill explanatory of chapter 835 of Acts of session of 1876.
On motion of same57. A bill for the benefit of Drs. Crawford and Smith, of Nelson
count.y.
On motion of Mr. Meaclor-

s.

A bill to amend the charter of Beaver Dam, Ohio county.
On motion of same-- .

ri vero, in

58.

Hill, and

59. A bill to establi sh a voting precinct at Buckhorn, Ohio county.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight-

60. A hill to charter Lit.t ie Spring Academy, Simpson county .
On motion of same-

era] Stat-

61. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of justices of the peace,
Simp~on county.
On motion of same-

Marshall

62. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of the quarterly courts of
Simpson county .
On motion of same--

t utes, title

5, General

tutes, title

63. A bill prohibiting the g1v1ng or vending of ardent spirit,: at
Middl eton , Simp,,on county, or within two miles thereof.
On motion of Mr. Meador64. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 35, Ohio county.
On motion of Mr. All ensworth•
65. A bill to reduce the salary of the Quarter-Master General.
On motion of same-

6u. A bill to create a spec ia l road law, Todd co unty.
On motion -of M r. Adair-the Mad·

p it affairs

67. A bill for the benefit of Union county, authorizing the county
court of said county to refund the court- house and jail debt of Union
county.
On motion of Mr. OattsGS. A bill empowering trustees of Monticello to refund certain
mon P,y .

nty.

On motion ·of Mr. Towery-69· A bill to establish a court of common pleas in W eb$ter county,

8
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On motion of Mr. Marriott-70. A bill to amend an act creating a criminal court in the fifth
judicial district, so as to includ e Hardin county, and to re-arrange the
time of holding the terms of said court.
On motion of same-71. A bill to amend an act for th e propagation and protection of
food-fi shes in the wat ers of th e State of Kentucky, approved l\Iarch
0

20th, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Burr-72. A bill t.o repeal an act authorizing the county judge of Logan
to apprnpriate money to keep in repair the turnpike roads in Ru8sellville district, in s_aid county.
On motion of Mr. Wilson73. A bill for the benefit of J.P . Alexander, of Hopkins county.
On motion of Mr. Ow e ns74. A bill for the benefit of the Georgetown and Dry Ridge Turn·
pike Company.
On motion of same75 . A bill for the benefit of ~he Georgetown and Paris Turnpike
Road
On
76 .
On
77.

Company .
motion of sameA bill to charter a turnpike in Scott county.
motion of Mr. Bu shA hill to make the first day of January a legal holiday.

On motion of Mr. God shaw78 . A bill to amend an act incorporating the Evansville and Jack·
son Railroad Company, approved March 28, 1872, and acts amenda·
tory thereof.
On motion of Mr. Burr79. A bi ll to repeal an act amending the charter of the Russell·
ville District Turnpike Company, approved February 28, 1870.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw-80. A bill to amend articlfi 14, chapter 38, GeIJeral Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Whitaker81. A bill for the benefit of the children of Austin P. Cox, de·
ceased.
On motion of Mr. J.P. Allen82 . A bill for the benefit of school <li::1trict No. 44, F lemin g county.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Jud iciary prepare and bring
00
in the 73d, 67th, 69th, 35th, 29th, 32d, and 33d; the Committee
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General Statutes the 7th, 37th, 40th, 46th, 50th, 51st; 56th, 80th, and
71st; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 3d, 4th, 8th, 13th,
20th, 19th, 28th, 18th, 30th, 31st, 34th, 36th, 45th, 53d, 59th, and 68th;
the Committee on Internal Improvement the 2d, 12th, 14tl1, 44th,
72d, 76th , 75th, 74th, and 79th; the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances the 1st; '5th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 15th, and 47th; the Comm ittee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 22d, 38th, and 65th; the
Committee on Codes of Practice the 6th, 24th, 41st, and 55th; the
Committee on Revenue and Taxation the 16th, 17th, 48th, and 49th;
the Commitee on County Courts the 23d, 25th, 27th, 39th, 58th, and
66th; the Committee on Moral ·and Religious Institutions the 63d
and 82d; the Committee on Education th e 21st, 42d, 43d, 54th, 60th,
and 64th; the Committee on Claims the 57th and 81st; the Committee on Railroads the 26th and 78th; the Committee on Circuit Courts
the 61st, 62d , and 70th, and the Committee on Banks the 52d and
77th.
And then the House adjourned.

Turnpike

THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1878.
ay.

llts

and Jack·
amenda-

he Russell·
1870.

l utes.

P. Cox, de·

The following petitions were presented, viz :
By Mr. Bigger·
l. The petition of su ndry members of Fulton Lodge, No. 83, Independent Order of Odd Fellows, asking the General Assembly to relieve their hall from taxation.
By Mr. Keller-

2· The petition of slrndry citizens of Millersburg, Kentucky, asking this General Assembly to pass a bill, entitled "An act to amend
an act, entitled 'An act to amend and revise the charter of Millersburg, Bourbon county,'" approved February 24, 1874.
By same3·. The petition of sundry citizens of Boul'hon county, asking a
cbange in the road laws of Bourbon county.

i n'g county.
e and bring
mmittee 00

Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation; the second to
th
e Committee on Corporate Institutions, and the 3d to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
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Mr. Sanders offered the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
Thnt, the per diem of the officers and atLaches of the Genel'al Assembly:
,except the per diem of the Door-keep er and Sergeant-at-Arms of the Seo.
·a te, Jor the pl'esent sesi,ion of the LegiRlalure be fixed as follows:
The Speakers of the Senate and House of Representatives. each, ten
dollars per day.
The Clerks and Assislant Clerks of the two Houses, each, ten dollars per
day during the session, and eight dollars per day for ten days after these,.
sion adjourns.
The Sergean L at-Arms of the House of Representatives, six dollars per
day.
.
The Door -keeper of the House of Representatives, font· dollars per tlay.
'l'he K~epe1· of the Cloak-room of the House of Representatives, five
doll:ll's per day, he to pay his ass istant.
The Keepel' of the Cloak-room of the Senate, three dollars and fil'tyccnts
per day.
The Pages, three in the Senate and five in the Honse of Representatives.
each, two dollars and fifty cents per day.
The Janitors Lo each House, three dollars per day, each. ,
On motion of Mr. Sanders, the rule of the House was suspended,
and said resolution taken u·p.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Buford, who was appointed a committee to withdraw from the
Senate a bill that originated in the House, entitled
A bill for the benefit of B. A. Wilson, of vYoodford county,
Reported the same back to the House, and moved to reconsider the
vote by which the House passed sajd bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmativ~ .
Mr . Buford moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill wa,
ordered to be read a third time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the affi.l'mative.
- Mr . Buford offered a substitute for ·said bill by way of amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engr'ossed and read a tbiro
time.
.
th
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to e
third reading of said bill . being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
follows, viz:

81
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An act for the benefit of James W. Smith, shertff of Woodford

f Kentucky,

county.
Mr. Taylor, from the Committee on Cairns, who were directed to
prepare and bring in th e same, reported a bill, e ntitled
A bill for the benefit of S. L. Chevis, of Fay1Hte county, State of

i Assembly,

I of the Sen.
,vs:

r,each, ten

~ .dollars por
!fter tho sc,.

dollars per

ars per day.
lati ves, five
d fil'ty cont,

·esent11tives.

suspended,
resolution,
w from the

Kentucky.
Mr. Taylor moved that sRi<l bill be referred to a special committee.
And the question being take n on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
A mess&ge was received from the Senate, an nouncing that they
had passed a bill and adopted a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representative~, of the following titl es, viz:
An act to regulate proceedings in ordinary actions in the Daviess
circuit court.
Resolution to empower the Attorney General to inquire in to the
condition of the Green and Barren River Navigation Company.
That they had pas:;:ed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act to amend section s 4 and 5, article 5, chapter 29, General ,
Statutes, entitled" Crimes and Punis hme nts."
2. An act for the benefit of Judge W. L. Jackson.
· 3. An act to inco1·porate Ogden College.

unty,
onsider the

4. An act for the benefit of school distl'ict No . 25, of Rockcastle
county.

r

motion,il

Which were severally read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.

I id bill wa!

The rule of the House and the co~stitutional provision as to the
second reading of said hills being dispensed with,

[

d motion, it

a_mendmenl.
d sub,titule,
read a third
n as to the
same being

aereof be

8'

Orde,.ed, That said bills be referre<l--the 1st to the Committee on
General Statutes; the 2d to the Committee on Clliims, and the 3d
and 4th to the Committee on Education.
That they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution raising a joint committee to investigate the condition
of the C~mmon School Fund.
That they had refused to c.oncor in a joint resolution, which originated in the House of Repres~ntatives, entitled
Resoluting directing the firing of a national salute.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed enrolled sundry hills and a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
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An act for the benefit of William M. Campbell, sheriff of Trigg
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Highland Cemetery," approved March 6, 1869.
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Ma1rnnic Mutual Life
Insurance Company.
Resolution raising a committee to visit the various charitable
institutions.
A message was -received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to establish an additional justices' district in the county of
Daviess.
An act to incorporate the Society of '' The Sons and Daughters of
the Morning," of the city of Louisville.
An act concerning the circuit courts in Marion, Nelson, and Washington counties.
An act to incorporate Hamilton College, in the city of Lexington,
An act to incorporate the American Legal Aid_Society.
An act to authorize the city of Henderson to issue bonds, and fund
her present indebtedness.
An act authorizing the county of Carter, and those parts of the
counties of Boyd and Elliott taken from Carte1· county, to compro·
mise and settle with the holders of the bonds and coupons of interest executed by Carter county in its subscription to the capital stock
of the Lexington and Big Sandy Railroad Company, and to levy and
collect a tax for that purpose.
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to repeal an act approved March 15, 1876, entitled "An act
to provide for the levy and collection of a tax on dogs, and protecl
the owners thereof, in Fayette and other named counties;"
An act to amend an act, entitled" A~ act to amend the several acts
incorporating the town of Williamstown, in Grant county," approved
March 9th, 1868;
An act for the benefit of James D. Christian , late sheriff of Todd
county;
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An act to amend section 1, article 5, chapter

41, General
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Stat-

utes;
An act to amend article 6. chapter 41, Genenil Statutes;
That they had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
An act to authorize the Governor .'to appoint a receiver of lands
west. of the Tennessee river;
And had found the same trnly en rolled .
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature the1·eto.
01"de1"ed, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Godshaw offered the following resolution, viz: ·
Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed by the Spenke1· to investigate and report to the House the expediency of reducing the expense of
the Quarter-master General's Department, and Adjutant General's and
Land Office Departments.
Mr. Clarke moved to refer said resolution to the Committee on
Military Affairs.
And the question being take n on the aclop~on of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Goodnight offered ·the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Audito1· is hereby requested to furnish this Honse,
as surly as possible, a statement sho wing the entire expenses and aggreguted amount paid to the Quarter-master Gcnernl't1 Department, including
all amouats and, fees paid to Lhe officers and em ployes of said Department,
for the fiscal year of 1877.
Which was adopted.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Kash, Bennett,
Webber, and Wm. Neal.

Mr. Rouse moved that the Speaker appoint a committee to withdraw from the Committee on Enrollrn~nts a bill that originated in
the House of Representatives, entitled
An act, entitled "An act to amend an act to repeal certain sections
of the stock law of Boone county."

~ed "An act
and protect

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the -affirmative.
'

l'e veral acts

Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. Rouse and Tharp said
committee.

," a pp roved

The House then t-Ook up the unfinished business of yesterday, viz:
a bill, en titled

iff of Todd

A bill to inco1·porate the Memphis, Paducah, and Northern Railroad Company. .
Mr, Cooke moved the previous question.
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And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of M1·. Snyder's
amendment to said bill, and it was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required th·et"eon by Messrs. Snyder and
Marriott were as follow~. viz:
Those who yoted in the affirmative, wereMr Speaker (_Turner), Samuel D. Hensley, B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
T. l\1. Hill,
James Perkins,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. I-I. Hillsman,
William Points,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis .Jon es,
Wm. M. Reed,
Jos. 1\IL Ka$h,
Thomas A Robertson,
A. Bufo rd,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. L ewis,
G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M H . Marriott,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason,John A. Thomas,
W. ·T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
·Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montg-omery .Menitt, John Chas Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
t. Tipton A. Mille r,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Ever«ole,
E. I-1. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
D. A. Glenn,
J. M . Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
T. J . Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
W. L. Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-48.
Those who voted in .. the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Joseph :C. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth,Isaac H. Goodnight,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
W. Scott G resham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. NI. Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
Gra_n ville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Brn,h,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
I'at. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
W. J. Mc~lroy,
Andrew Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery-35.
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn, Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrnssed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutio.nal ·provision as to the
third read in g of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resofoed, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be

88

aforesaid.
.
th6
Mr. Cooke, from the select committee, to whom was referred
subject-matter, offered the majority report of said committee, which
reads as follows, viz :
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WrrEREAS, .All kinds of indust1·ial pursuits are languishing, and the
wbole country is laboring under a paralysis, which threatens to be fata l
unless appropriately relieved; therefore, be it
Resolved by the General Assemb(11 of llie Commonioealth of Kentuck,y,
That, believing that the evils which afflict us h ave sprung, in a great
measure, from unwise and vicious Federal legislation, it is the deliberate
sense of this body, and of the great majority of the people of this Com monwealth, that reli ef lies on ly in the repeal of such laws as have brought
these disastrous times ·upon us, and in the enactment of such others as
will secure us against the evili; that now afflict the whole country. To
this end, we unite our voice to that of the great West, in urgently recommending the following:
1. 'l'he repeal of the act of January 14th, 1875, providing for the
resumption of specie payments on the 1st of January, 1879, since its
effect, if carried out, will be to baokrupt the debtor class, and benefit only
those whose moneyed capital has been exempted from taxation by specious
laws, and who look to an exclu sive gold standard as an add itional source
of profit to themselves, and degradation to ·their unfortunate debtors.
2. The restoration of the silver dollar as it stood from the foundation
of our financial system until surreptitiously demonetized by the act of
1873. We also advocate its free coinage as with gold, believing that, as
history shows, there are reciprocal :fluctuations in the relative value of
these metals, and that the restoratio n of the double basis upon terms Of
equality will be t,be safest guarantee against the convulsions which now
threaten us, opemting upon the principle of the compensation pendulum '
by the use of two metal s, whose relative contraction and expansion tend
to preserve a uniform condition.
3. That tbe national banking system be, repealed, and, instead of their
bank notes, based upon the evidences of the government's indebtedness,
on which the people pay interest, that the government issue legal tender
notes, receivable for all dues, public and pt·ivate (including custom duties),
the amount in volume of which shall beat· a reasonable proportion to tile
business demands of our increased population.
4. That the great excess of Federal taxation paid by the West and
South over the Eastern States demands that the income tax shall be
restored, whereby the capital commanding labor and controlling it shall
bear its proportionate share of taxation as well as the land of the a"ri.
culturist or the hom:e of t.he mechanic.
E>
5
. That the tariff laws, which have been placed on the statute book to
favor monopolists and protect pampered industries, should be so revis ed
as to approximate as nearly as possible to a system for revenue only, the
number of articles upon which duty shall be laid being reduced to tl,e
smallest limit, so that we may approximate as nearlv as possible to free
trade with the world, insuring thereby a healthy co~dition of manufat·.tures and trad t h
.
.
ea ome, and a thrifty commerce abroad.
H.

R.-45
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Resolved, That our Senat0rs in Congress be instructed, and our Reprei:;entatives requested, to urge the embodiment of these views in current
legislation, and that the Governor be requested to forward to each of them
copies of these resolutions .
LYTTLETON COOKE.
Mr. Cowan, from the same select committee, offered the minority
report of said committee, which reads as follows, viz:
To the House of Representatives:
I concur in resolutions Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 5 of the majority report, but
dissent, in part, from r esolution _No. 3. As long as the government has
outstanding bonds, it is to her interest to have them held by her own citizens rather than by foreigners, and it cannot affect her interest, or the
interest of her citizens, whether her bonds are held by her citizens as
individuals, or as stockholders of national bank!l. 'rhe interest on them
must alike be paid. When held by national bank!l, they furnish a secure
and firm basis for the circulation of their notes, which have a uniform
value throughout the Uuited States. 'fhe 0ursef- of the people should be
visited not so much upon the national banks as upon ~he members of
CongJ'el:!s who voted to m'ake the bonds, originally payable in greenbacks,
payable in gold and silver, and who are now seeking to make them payable in gold alone. · I think the national banks should remain in existence
as long as the nation's bonded indebtedness exisLs, with some modifications and restrictions of theit· privi leges. I think the green backs should
be made receivable for all dues, public and private, including custom
duties; and that the bonds should be paid according to the law in force
when they were issued.
l by no means favor contraction; but 0annot indorse a wholesale infla.
tion of the currency, unlimited by law, and the amount of which must be
governed by the uncel't::tin standard of" the business demands of our in
creased population."
In li eu of the tbi1·d resolution, I offer th e following:
Resolved, That greenbacks should be made r eceivable for all dues, public and private, including custom duties, and that the United States bonds
should be paid ac0ording to the law in force at the time they were issnod.
MONTGOMERY MEKRIT'l'.
Mr. Bigger moved to print said reports, and make the further con·
sideration thereof the special order of the day for Tuesday, the 5th of
February, at 11½ o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr . Shelburne, from the Committee on Education, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of the following
titles, viz:
A bill to am,rn<l chaptel' 18, General Statutes.
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A bill to amend the school laws of the Commo~wealth of Kentucky.

Mr. Shelburne moved to print said bilis, and recommit the same to
the Committee on Education.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propo.sitions a~d Grievances,
to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the sureties of J. H. Swift, late sheriff oi
Calloway county,
Reported the same without amen.dment.
Said bill was ordered to be read a thi'rd time.
The rule of the. House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to change the boundary line between the counties of Morgan and Wolle.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill in aid of common school district No. 8, Lyon county.
By samP.-;-A bill for the benefit of school district No. 7, Perry county.
B.v sameA bill for the benefit of common school commissioner of Mercer
county.

By Mr. Glenn, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish and maintain
a gra<le<l free schoo l in Harrodsbnrg, Kentucky."
By same-A bill for the benefit of Spencer county.

motion, it

, re directed
\ following

By same.A bill for the benefit of school district No. 35, in Ohio county.
By Mr. Lambert, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a system of
common schools in the town of Corydon, Henderson county."
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Which bills were severally read the first time and oi·dered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
· second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, Th.at said bills be engrn,;;sed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the co11stitutional provision as to the
third reading of said ·bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resol1Jed, That said bills do pass, and that the tit.le,; the.-eof be as
aforesaid.
lVIr. Glenn, from the Committee on Education, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, r~ported a bill, entitled
A bill to. protect the school teachers of the Commonwealth in the
collection of fees for their servi ces,
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
lVIr. Buford moved that said' bill be recommitted to the Committee
on Education.
Anu the qu.estion being takt>n on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
lVIr. Lambert, from the Committee on Education, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 4, article 11, chapte1· 18, of the General
Statutes.
Which was 1·ead the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provisi~n as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he eng1·0:ii!ed and read a third time.
The rule of the · House and tbe constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, an<l it

l
1·

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W . J. McElroy and Edrington, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-C. T . Allen,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Joseph L. Pope,
James P . Allen,
Peter G. Fischer,
Thomas Sanders,
Robert F. Allensworth., Isaac H . Goodnight,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. IC Bailey,
W. H . Hillsman,
John A. Thomas,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Jos. M . Kash,
Andrew-Thompson,
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T. J. Bush,

Richard Lambert, ·
Isaac T. West,
Henry Campbell,
M. H. Marriott,
H. P. Whitaker,
A. R. Clarke,
Jame::l Barbour Mason, LaFayette Wilson--26.
Alex. T. Crnycroft,
W. C. Owens,
Those who voted in the negative, werelVIr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
Cromwell Adair,
.J. W . Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunt.er,
William Points,
J. M Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
Gahl'iel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. l{eed,
A. Buford, ,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rignei,,
Edmund Burr,
T . .J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouie,
W. H H. Callihan,
David Martin,
C. W. Russell,
Pat. Campion,
W . J. McElroy,
T. W. Scott,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
G. R. Synder,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Th-ompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Deirnis Gleason,
.J. lVL Neal,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
W. A. Webber-52.
Leven E. G1;een,
And so said bill was rejected.
Said bill reads as follows, · viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the GcnernL Assembly o( lite Commonwealtli of Ken
tucky, ThaL the word'' twenty two" be stricken from section 4. article 11,
chapter 18, of tbe General Statutes anti the word "twenty" irrserted in
lieu thereof.
'
§ 2. This act- shall take effect from its pas,m ge.
Leave was given to bring i11 the following bill, viz:
On motion of Mr. Rigney·
A bill for the benefit of Russeli county.
Ordered, That a special commit.tee, composed of Messrs. John
Charles Thompson, Josiah Hunter, and Hancock Taylor, prepare
and bring in the same.

Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the special committee, who were
directed to prepare arrd bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill authorizing the Rus~ell county cout't to s_ell the bonds of the
county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be 1·e.ad a second
time.

ope,
ders,
lhelburne,
mas,
, m.pson,
1

1

The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered.' That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
third reading 'of said bill being dispen sed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the house took from the
orders of the day a hill, entitled
A bill to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in Greenup county.
·
Mr. Marriott moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amenclmeot,
it was decided in the n egative.
Ordered, That i;:ai<l bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the Ho u ,,e and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on th e . passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected .
The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill for the b e11efit of William Dycus, late sheriff of Edmonson
county.
Orde)'ed, ·That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill b e ing dispen,..ed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
I

aforesai d.
The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill fo1· the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen county.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enaclcrl by the General Assembl.1J of the Commonweal(h o( ~en·
tucky. That A. B. Davis, !ale s heriff of Owen county, be, and he 1s heieby,
allowed two years from and after the passncre of this :wt, to collect ony
•
"' co;;ts and fee- b"II
1 8 , dueor
uncoil ected county' levy
and r evenne t:1xos. and
owing him , or owing to Joseph Cktrk, late ,ihe1·iff of 01~en, _Lhe 8_3 ~e
11
having been listed with said Davis IOI' collection, and to d1strnin ~o, :
same in the same manner now provid ed for by law for other foe-billsn~
8
taxes : Provided, ~owever, 'rhat s_aid sheriff and_ his securitie~ ~~all _be :nd
ject to a ll the parns and penalties now prescribed by law !01 issuing
collecting illegal fee-bills and Laxes.
§ 2. 'fhis act shall take effect from and after its 1rnssage.
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Mr. Nunn moved the following amendment, viz:
Amend by adding the name of R. N. Walker, late sheriff of Crittenden
county.
And the quest.ion being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House anrl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Adair and
Edrington, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
D. A. Gle nn,
James O'Bannon,
James P. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
RobertF. Allensworth, W . Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W . G riffith,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M. Hill,
G. W . Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
W . H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger·,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lew'is Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
1'. \V. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
Aug. Shelburne,
W. H. H Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, And rew Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
AIP.x. T. Craycroft,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas. Thompson,
T. Dicken!
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
omas I~. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
W. A. Webber,
W. J. E~lnngton,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-71.
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,

:h

Those who voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
M. H. Maniott,
G. H. Towery,
Charles Godshaw ,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
amended to read,
a

A bill for the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen county,
nd
R. N · Walker, late sheriff of Christian county.
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The House took from the orders of the day an amendment pro.
posed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the H?use of Rep.
resentatives, entitled
An act to amend subsection 4 of section l, article 7, chapter 28,
of General Statutes.
And the question being taken on concurring in said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The House took up a resolution, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
Resolution raising a joint committee to confer with the Attorney
General in regard to certain lottery privileges existing in this State.
Mr. Godshaw moved to refer said re::;olution to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Said resolution was then twice read and concurred in.
· The House took up a resolution, entitled
Resolution in regard to the adjournment of the Legislature.
Which the Speaker declared out of order.
Mr. Bigger moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'l'hat any standing or special committee, when call ed, shall
have tho right to report all bills and resolutions that may have been con,
sidered by ·1moh committee up to the time it may hnvo been so called; but
shall not have the right to report any bills or resolutionll considered after
the call, until all the other committees shall have been called in thefr regular order.
M. Whitaker moved to refer said resolution to the Committee on
Rules.
And the question b~ing taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirma,tive.
The following petition was presented., viz:
By Mr. HillThe petition of sundry citizens of the city of Newport, against
the repeal of the chartered rights of the Newport Street Railway
Company.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Railroads.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Meador_:_
I. A bill for the benefit of J. T. Benton, of Ohio county.
On motion of Mr. G. H. B. Thompson2. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 2, Nicholas county.
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On motion of Mr. Burr-3. A bill to amend an act incorporating the Bank of Adairville,
Logan county.
Orde,-ed, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 1st; the Committee on Education the 2ci, and
the Committee on Banks the 3d.
And then the Hon se adjourned .

e Senate,
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The following pet~tions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Buford!. The petition of sundry ci.tizens of Woodford county, asking
amendments to the common school law.
By Mr. Dicken2. The petition of sundry citizens of Cumberland county, asking
that Jesse Oliver be permitted to sell spirituous liquors without ob•
taining license.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Education, and the 2d to the Committee
on Propositions and Grievances.
A message was receiver! from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
,
A11 act to a uthorize persons liabfo to road tax along the line of the
Bradford's Landing and Washington Trace Turnpike Road to work
out their tax on said turnpike road.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Parker's Mill, Stonewall, and Connersville Turnpike 'Company," approved
March 15th, 1875.
An act authorizing the Owen county court to levy a tax and issue
bonds for turnpike purposes.
An act for the benefit of the cre.ditors of the Allensville Turnpike
Roitd Company.
H. R
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An act to Amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Jacksonville and Townsend Turnpike Road," approved February 2:l, 1871.
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the Winchester, Colbyville, and Lexington Turnpike Company."
An act to amend the charter of the Owingsville and McIntyre's
Ferry Turnpike Road Company, in Bath county .
An act for the benefit of counties owning stock in turnpike, gral'el,
and plank roads in this Commonwealth
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to regulate the holding of the court of ci'aims in Jackson, v\-hitley, and Ballard counties.
2. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Union Turn.pike· Road Company."
3. An act to incorporate the Forks Church, Boone's Creek, And
Dick's River Turnpike Road Company.
4. An act for the benefit of the Kenton Station Turnpike Road, in
Mason county.
5. An act to amend the charter of the Knob Lick Turnpike Road
Company.
6. An act for the benefit of the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicbolasville Turnpike Road Company.
7. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate a com·
pany to build a turnpike road from Mount Eden to Shelbyville."
8. An /'I.Ct to incorporate Court Henry Clay, No. 18, Independent
Order of Foresters.
9. An.act for the benefit of C. M. Humston.
Which were severally read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of -said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the l st to the Committee on
County Courts; the 2d, 3d, 4Th, 5th, 6th, and 7th to the Committee on
Internal Improvement; the 8th to the Committee on Corporate !nsti·
tutions, and the 9th to the Committee on the Judiciary.
A message was received from the Senat.e, announcing that they
had passed bill,, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Thomas G. Poore, of Hickman county.
An act for the benefit of J. F. Rennick, late sheriff of Hickman
county.
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On motion of Mr. C. T. Allen, the rule of the House was suspended, and said bills were severally taken up and read the firs t time.
Orde,·ed, That said bills be read a second time.
·

McIntyre's

The rule of the Hou se and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
01"de,·ed, That said bills be read a tbi.rd time.

ike, grarel,

The rule of th e House and the constitutional provi sion a~ to the
third reading of' said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, Tb.at said bills do paso, and that the titles thereof be as
aforernid.

s in Jack-

A message · was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had µassed a hill, entitled

porate the

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Tayloroville and Chaplin Turnpike Road Company.·,

Creek, Hnd

Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.

e Road, in

Tlie rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second. readin~ of said bill being di~pensed with,
·

pike Road

Urdered, That said bill pe rererrnd to th e Committee on Internal
lmpl'Ol'e.ment._

Nicholas·

That tb.ey had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed s undry er;irolled hills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:

l

late mm
ville."
dependent

An act to repeal section JI, chapter 443, entitled "An act to
amend chapter 92, title' Revenue and Taxation,' General Statutes,"
approl'ed February ~3, 1874.
An act. to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the State

be read a
as to the
mittee on
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orate Insti-

~

that they
county.

rt' Hickman

Grange of' the Patrons of Husbandry of Kentucky."

A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that be had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, Clf the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of James D. Ch1·istian, late sheriff of Todd
county.
An act to amend article 6, chapter 41, General Statutes.
An act to repeal an act approved March 15, 1876, entitled "An act
10
provide for the levy and collection of a tax on dogs, and protect
th
e owners thereof, in Fayett e and other named counties."
An act to amend section 1 article 5 chapter 41 General Stat-

utes.

'
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An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend the several acls
incorporating the town of Williamstown, in Grant county," !lpproved
March 9th, 1868.
Mr. Morin read and laid on the table the following joint resoJ 0•
tion, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwe.alth ,,f Kentucky,
That a special committtie of five be appointed, three from the Rouse and
two from the Senate--first, to investigate into the affairs and general
management of the Insurance Burean of the State, and report as lo the
advisability of its being abolished; second, that they thoroughly examine into the present insurance laws of the State, and are instrucled to prepare and present, at as eal'ly a day as possible, such repeals thereot;or
amend men ts thereto, as may Aeern advisable for the better protection of
th-e citizens of this Com rnon wea l th and the i nsu ranee companieH LranRncting business herein; third. that they be empowered to exarnino into the
branch of the lnsurance Department under the immediate snpervisionof
the Auditor of State, and :iscertain from him the actual receipts and oxpenditures so received and paid by him, and to what account the snrplui,
if any, is credited .
Mr. West read and laid on the table the following joint rnsolu1ion,

viz:
WHEREAS, The bounty laws of the United States, granting bounLicslo
Federnl soldiers who served in the late war, are deficient in equality 11110
unitor1uity of bounties so granted by 1,aiu laws; therefore,

Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kenturky,
ThaL our 8enators and Representatives in Congress be requested to use all
honorabll:l moans to bave the bounty laws of the United State~ so modified
as to equalize and make uniform the bonnty to all Federnl soldiers who
served in the late war.
R esolved, That the Governor of this Commonwealth be requeKll'U to
transmit a copy of these resolutions to ou1· Senators anu Ropresentntire,
in Congress .
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Robertson and Campion a special

committee to consider and report a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of S. S. Chevi:s, of Fayette county, State or
Kentucky.
8
Mr. Owens from the Committee on the Judiciary, submitted
minority report on the subject. of Public 'Printing, which reads as
follows, viz :
As a member of the House Committee on the Judiciary, to whnm
was referred the resolution of inquiry as to the p~wer of this General
Assembly to revoke or repeal the act of March 20th, 1876, in relation
to the Public Printer and printing during the term of the present incum·
bent, I beg leave to submit a minority report; and, being so largely in
the minority, it seems becoming that a reason be assigned therefor.
Under the act of March 20th, 1876, the Public Printer is elected by
the Legislature, to hold hrs office for two years from and after the first

,
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Monday in August next succeeding his election. He is required to perform certain conditions before he can enter upon the duties of his office
-conditions precedent to his fulfillment or execution of the work of
printing, and before his right to the compensation provided in said act
becomes vested. He must execute bond, with two sureties, to be ap1
proved by the Governor; he must take t he oaths prescribed by the Constitution; he must comply with all the requirements .imposed upon
officers generally, and; in addition thereto, must comply with certain conditions, which might be termed property conditions, viz: he must make
preparations to execute· the printing at the Seat of Government, and to
publish a newspaper of not less than weekly issue. When these precedent conditions are performed by the Public Printer, and a readiness shown
to enter upon the execution of his work, then his right to do and perform it, and his right to the compensation therefor for the full period
of two years, as provided by the 7th section of the act aforesaid, becomes full and complete. It is in every sense a vested right, and cannot
be taken from him legally. By the execution of his bond, he has taken
upon himself, for the period of ,two years, a contract, from the performance of which he cannot, of his own ~olition, escape. The contract is
as binding upon the State as it is upon the officer, and the Legislature
cannot impair its obligations, or depri".e the Public Printer of his vested
interest therein, by any repeal or modification of the law during his term
of office. Every law which weakens the obligation of a contract previously made, or renders it less operative, is a violation of the Constitution. (Lapsley vs. Brashears, 4 Litt., 47).
In the case of Baldwin vs. Tlze Commonwealth, 1 r Bush, 433, it was
decided that, at a sale of turnpike stock which the Commissioners of
the Sfnking Fund were authorized to make under an act of the Legislature, the acceptance by the plaintiff of a modification of his bid made
by the Commissioners, was the completion of a contract which the Commissioners were bound to execute and make sale of the stock, although
the Legislature had afterward repealed the act under which the sale
was authorized. The court held that the Legislature could not impair
th e obligation of the contract, or deprive the purchaser of his right to
th e stock by repealing the act. The constitutional prohibition against
th e enactment of laws impairing the obligation of contracts applies as
well to executory as to executed contracts. (Pearce's lteirs vs. Patton,
7_ B. ilfon., I 68.) In the act of March 20th, 1876, there is no reservati~n of a right by the Legislature to . change or abrogate the contract
"" 1th the Public Printer provided for therein during his term of office.

..
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The contract is made in .view of the existing law, and its obligations are
to be construed and governed by that law alone.
The Public Printer is required by law to do all of the public printing,
stereotyping, lithographing, engraving, and binding required by either
House of the Legislature, by the heads of departments and bureaux of
the State Government, and for which he is to be paid out of the Treasury. at the priees fixed by the seventh section of the act aforesaid. The
mutual undertakings of the Printer to do the work, and the State to pay,
are not limited to a less period than t11e full term for which the Printer
is elected, but apply to and embrace the whole period of two years.
How can it be said that this c,o ntract is not binding upon the State, and
may be repealed at any time, and thus cut off the compensation to the
Printer? Would it not be a legal outrage?
The Public Printer has complied with every condition imposed by
the law which was necessary to enable him to enter upon the performance of his duties, and to receive the compensation fixed by the law
for his services. He has executed his covenant with sureties. taken the
oaths required, filed the certificates thereof, provided an establishment
at the Seat of Government for the efficient execution of the work, and
so far performed that work with promptness and fidelity .
The Public Printer, if he be an officer, does not, as I understand it,
·occupy the same relation to the State Government as do many other
officers of the Commonwealth. A circuit judge, for illustration, finding
his office unprofitable or unpleasan t, may free himself by resignation
from such encumbrance or inconvenience. Not so with the Public
Printer. He has executed to the State a covenant, with surety, to
perform the requirements of the law, and from the performance of the
obligations nominated in that covenant he cannot recede. He has no
longer a discretion in the matter-it is binding and imperative. Is it
possible that the State is not reciprocally bound-that she is not to be
held to the same good faith in the performance of her part of the
contract? Her obligations to furnish the work and pay the prices
until the two years expire are the considerations for the Public Printer's
·Outlay and performance, and in law and good conscience ought to be
~ held as binding upon her as the Public .Printer's covenants are upon
him. A similar contract, between citizen and citizen, could not be
violated in the manner proposed, without a remedy in damages com·
mensurate with the wrong done; and, believing that public faith is as
sacred as individual honor, and that he who consents to a violation of
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the one occupies ~ position better, neither in law or morals, than he
who willfully foregoes the other, this report is respectfully submitted.
W. C. OWENS.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County Courts, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, rep~rted a bill, entitled
A bill to autborize the county court of Lyon county to appoint a
deputy for John Boyd, late sheriff of Lyon_county, to collect uncollected taxes and f'ee hills.
Whit.:h was read the . first time arid ordered to be read a seco nd
time.
The rul e of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second 1·eading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third readi ng of said bill being dispen;,ed with, and the same being
engro~sed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
afornsaid.

Ordered, That Mr. Reed be appointed a committee to 1·eport said
bill to the Senate.
Mr. W. J. McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactnres, who were directed to ·prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of the following titles, viz:
.
A bill to protect the bee-keepers of Kentucky.
A bill for the benefit of certain turnpike road:; that have no tollgates in Shelby county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prodsion as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,

Ordered, That said billi! be engrossed and read a third time·.
The rule of the Honse ancl the const.itutional pr~vision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do · pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. W. J. McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures, to whom was referred a hill from the Senate, entitled
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An act to amend an act, en tit.led" An act to protect sheep from
depredations by dogs, and to authorize the county courts to. impose
taxes on dog,. for county purpMes," approved March 20, 1876,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was ordered to b e r·ead a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi,,ion as to the
third 1·eading of said bill heing dispensed with,
Resolve.d, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid . .
A met>sage was also received from the Senate, announcing that
they had pa~se<l a hill, entitled
An act for the benefit. and "et.tlement of H. D. Newcomb's estate.
Which was rnfld the fir"t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Hou:;e and the constitutional pro,·ision as to the
second reading of said bill being <liHpensed with,
01·dered , That said bill be referred to the Committee on Proposit"itions and Grievances.
The Speaker appointed Mf's"rs. Cooke, Godshaw, Brooks, Sander,,
and Robertson a committee of conference on the House amendment
to the hill that originated in ~he Senate, entitled
An act to amencl au ~ct tu incorpornte the Broadway Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, in the city of Louisville.
Mr. 0 wsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
«ommittee had examined sundry enrolled bills. and a resolution,
which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following
titles, viz :
An act provicling for a road law in Gallatin county;
An act to amend an act, entitled'' An act to amend an act.giving the
trustees of the common school district in Catlettsburg the right to
levy a tax for two years to build a school-ho·use therein," &c.;
An act to amend section 2 of an act, entitled '' An act to amend an
act incorporating the town of WoodvilLe, in the counties of Ballard
and McCracken," approved March 5th, 1868;
An act to regulate proceedings in ordinary actions in the Daviess
circuit court;
Resolution to empower the Attorney General to inquire into the
condition of the Green and Barren River Navigation Company;
That they had examined sund-ry enrolled hills, which originated in
the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
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An act to amend t'he charter of th.e. city of Newport in relation
ito the common schools.;
An act in a,i a of commort school district No. 27, in Rockcastle
,county;
An act for the ber-iefit of the sur-etfos ·of J. H. Swift, late sheriff of
Calloway collnty;
And had found the same truly enrolled .
Wheren,pon the Speaker affix·ed his signature thereto.
Orde,-ed, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
'The hour of 10½ o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took
up the special order of the day , viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to define the duties and fix the compensation of tb.e PubliG
!Printer and Binder.
Mr. Ularke offered an addition to his substitute.
Mr. Buford offered an amendment to Mr. Clarke's suhstitutce.
And the questiQn being taken on the adoption of said .amendment,
h was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Owens mov-ed to postpone the furtoer consideration of said
ibill and sut}stitute, and ~ake the same the special order of the day
for Thursday, Fehruary 7, 1878, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Goodnight moved the previous question on the motion to postpone.
And the question being taken, ,•• Shall th~ main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmativ-e.
The question was then taken on the motion to postpone and mak~
the special order of the day, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being ~·equired thei·eon by Messrs. Keller and
John Clvules Thompson, we1·e as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereT. J. Bush,
·
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
John Cowan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse-7.
Alex. T. Gray croft,
Those who voted in the negative, were~r. Speaker (~urner}, J. W. Griffith,
W. W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
· T. Allen,
W. L. Ha11:elip
· James Perkins
Jam P All
' .
'
en,
Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
R bes F.
ert · Allensworth, T. M. Hill,
·
Joseph L. Pope,
J. it~t.R. Ambrose, W .. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. ~iley'.
Jos1~'1 Hunter,
Wm._ M. Ree_d,
· Bigge1,
Lewis Jones ,
Ferdin~nd Rigney,

cf
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Caleb R. Brooks,
A. Buford,
Edmund Burr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. C. Cope,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Petet· G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Glea:30,n,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Leven E. Green,
W. Scott Gresham,

Green R. Keller,
Thomas A Robertson
Richard Lambert,
C. W. Russell,
'
T'. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sande1·s,
M. H. Marriott,
T. W. Scott,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L Spalding,.
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
W. J. Mc81roy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo .. H. B. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas . Thompson,
E. H. Morin,
John U. Thornption,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
James 0' Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-75.

The fu1·ther consideration of said bill was cut off by the ·arrival
of the hour of adjournment.
Mt·. West moved to reconsider the vote by which the House re·
jected a bill, entitled
A bill to regulate the :Sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors in
the county of Greenup.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Hensley1. A bill to repeal !ill .act to establish a Bureau of Ag6culture,
Horticulture, and Statistic:S, approved March 20, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Bigger2. A bill to exempt from taxation for ten years the properly of
the Odd Fellows' Temple, in Hickman.
On motion of Mr. Campion3. A bill to provide for the payment of the wages of employes of
corporations out of the earnings of such corporatiom.
01·dered, That the Committee on Ways and Means prepare and
bring in the 1st.; the Committee on Revenue and Taxation the 2d,
and the Committee on the Judiciary the 3d.
And then the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1878.
The following petitions wert1 presented, viz:
By Mr. Spalding1. The peti~ion of sundry citizens of Marioa county, to amend the
charter of the Lebanon and Bradfordsville Turnpike Road.
By .Mr. Marriott2. The petition of sundry citizens of Hardin county, to repeal the
fish law, so far as the same relates to Salt river.
By Mr. Ru::;sell3. The petition of sundry citizens of Lee c-0unty, praying the improvement of the Kentucky river.
By Mr. Whitaker4. The petition of sundry citizens of the city of Covington, asking
an act to amend the charter of the city of Covington.
By Mr. Oatts5. The petition of s undry citizens of Russell and Wayne counties,
asking Beaver creek to be declared a navigable stream .
By Mr. Hazelip-6. The petition of sundry citizens of Butler county, asking for the
pas~age of an act for the benefit of V. F. Hastis, of Butler county.
Which were rece ived , the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Pm positions and Grievances; the 2d to
the Committee on General Statutes; the 3d and 5th to the Committee
on Internal· Improvement; th e 4th t-0 the Committee on the Judiciary,
and the 6th to the Committee on Claims.
Mr. Morin moved to suspend the rules of the lfouse in order to
take up a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution to appoint a special joint committee to modify the
insurance law, and examine and report as to the· general management of the Insurnnce Bureau.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Marriott moved to amend s~id re11olution by striking out
"special joint e-0mmittee," and insert iri lieu thereof "the Committee
on lnsurnnce."
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative .
Said resolution was then twice read and adopted.
Mr. Goodnight offered, the folJ.owing resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and is, 1·,·que~tedl~
report to this House, at once, an itemized statement showing the wt1n·11nr
drawn in favor of' Brad ley & Gilbert f'or blank books, blanlrn, Letter heads.
lithograp-bingt stereot_rpi ng, and aH kinds of printing or b-i nding for which
money has veen paid out of the Public '1'1·0asu,,_y from Augnst lHt, lSi-1,
t.o Au~ust 1st, 1876, ·and also similat· statementA show ing amounts puid lo
_John P. Morton & Co., .R. .R. Borling & Ov., and the '.J_'rnrn;ylvania Priuti11g
Company during the same time and for like purposes.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Bush moved to 1·econsider the vote oy which the House pns,ed
a bill, entitled
An act to protect the bee-keepers of Kentucky.
And the question being taken on the ado{>tion of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bash moved to reconsider the vote l>y which said bill was
ordered to its third reatlfog.
And the question being taken on the adoption o.f said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bush moved that said bill be recommitted to the Committee on
Agriculture and Manufactures.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr-. Miller moved that the Speaker appoint a committee, to act
with a simi lar committee from the Senate, to withdTaw from the Go\'·
ernor a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. H. Swift,. late sherilff of Calloway
county.
And the question qeiflg taken on the adoption o·f said motion,il
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon the Speaker appointed ·Mr. Miller ;,aid committee.
A message was received from the Senate, asking the withdrawal
of their announcement of the passage of a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. H. · Swift, late sheriff of Calloway
county.
Mr. Glenn moved to r.econsider the vote by which this House conth
curred in the Senate amend_ment to a bill, ~hich origini;i.ted i 11 e
House of Representativee, _entitled
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An act to amend and repeal certain sections of the stock law of
Boone county.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Bethlehem and Fool Hollow Turnpike
Road Company, in Henry county.
An act to incorporate the Saint Joseph's Orphan Asylum, of Campbell county, Kentucky.
An act to authorize and empower th_e county ·court of Laurel
county to appoint viewers to view a change in the Wilderness Turnpike Road, near London, in Laurel county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Central Kentucky Coal and Mining Company."
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
l. An act to amend an act, entitled ·'-An ·act to prohibit stock from
running at large on turnpike roads in Woodford, Boyle, and Garrard
counties."
2. An act to increase the jurisdiction of the quarterly court of
Livingston county.
3. An act to amend an act. entitled "An act to regulate the manner of holding and tran$mitting church property of the Roman Catholic Church in the Diocese of Covington," approved March 9th, 18~4.
4. An act repealing an act fo1· the benefit of the present and future
sheriffs of Bath county, approved the 22d of Febrnary, 1871.
' 5. An act for the ben~:fit of· Richard Reed and Mrs. E. K . Chevis.
· 6. An act for the benefit of the su reties of J. H. Swift, late sheriff
of Calloway county.

mittee.
withdrawal

7. An act to organize and establish a system of public schools in
the Elizabethtown common school district, in Ha1·din county, for
white children in said district.

f Calloway

Which hills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second ti me.

House coni:i.ted i11 the

The rule of tbe House and the constit.utional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Oi·1ered, That said hills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Internal Improvement ; the 2d, 4th, and 5th to the Committee on
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County Courts; the 3d to the Committee on the Judiciary; the Gth to
the Committee on Proprn,itions and Grievances, and the 7th to the
Committee on Edncation .
. Tbat they bad received official information from the Governor that
be bad approved anu signed an enrolled bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
An act to authorize the Governor to appoint a receiver of lands
west of the Tennessee river.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Thomas G. Poore, of Hickman county;
An act for the benefit of J. F. Rennick, late sheriff of Hickman
county;
Resolution raising a joint committee to confer with the Attorney
General in regard to certain lottery privileges existing in this State;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley-inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of Stat.e, announcing that he had appl"Oved and
signed enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in _the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend section 2 of an act, entitled '' An act to amend an
act incorporating the town of Woodville, in the counties of Ballard
and McCracken," approved March 5th, 1868.
,
An act to regulate proceedings in ordinary actions in the Daviess
circuit court.
'
An act to amend an act, entitled'' An act to amend an actgivingthe
trustees of the common school district in Catlettsburg the right to
levy a tax for two years to build a school-house therein," &c.
An act providing for a road law in Gallatin county.
Resolution to empower the Attorney General to inquire into the
condition of the Green and Barren River Navigation Company.
A message was received from the Senate .by Mr. Halbert, asking
leave to withdraw from the House a bill that originated in the Sen·
ate, entitled
An act to regulate the holding of the circuit and criminal courts
in the loth judicial district.
Which bill was delivered Ly the Clerk to Mr. Halbert.
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; the 6th to
i 7th to the

Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Brooks, Marriott, Campion, Taylor, Buford, and Godshaw.
A message was received frorp. the Senate, announcing that they

vernor that

had disagreed to a bill that originated in the House of Representa-

1
1ated in the

rnr of lands
ported that
tion, which
county;

f Hickman
e Attorney

this State;

tives, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prohibit stock from
running at large on turnpike roads in Woodford, Boyle, and Garrard
counties," approved February 17th, 1876.
Leave was given to bring- in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Mason!. A bill to prevent the carrying of concealed weapons.
On motion of same2. A bill to increase the State revenue.
On motion of Mr. C. T. Allen--

3. A bill for the benefit of Caldwell county.
On motion of Mr. Oatts-

4. A bill to 11mend an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors
in Monticello, and, within five miles of said town.
On motion of Mr. Tharp--

J. Stoddard
proved and
the House
o amend an
of Ballard

6. A bill for the benefit of the clerk of the Daviess criminal court.

On motion of Mr. Rouse-

6. A bill to incorporate the subordinate Granges in Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. Brooks-7. A bill to amend section 33, article 2, chapter 39, General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Ambrose--

he Daviess

lt

giving th;
~he right to
&c.
· re into the
pany.
bert, asking
in the Sen·
inal courts

8. A bill for the benefit of E. Hogin, sheriff of Gallatin county.
On motion of Mr. Dicken9. A bill to authorize and establish the county line between the
counties of Monroe and Cumberland.
On motion of samelO, A bill for the benefit of Louisa Lawhorn, of Clinton county.
On motion of same--.
·
ll. A hill for the benefit of J. H. Brents, of Clinton county.
On motion of Mr. Hillsman-

12· A hill to amend the common school law of this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Craycroft13· A hill to change the time of holding the criminal court of
Grayson county .
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15.
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motion of Mr. Jones-A bill fot· the benefit of William F. Ward.
motion of same-A bill for t:he ·benefit of Muhlenburg county.
motion of Mr. Hamilton-16. A bill to amend the charter of West Covington.
On motion of same-17. A bill to protect the game and small birds, and to punish tres·

pass in Kenton con nty.
On motion of same-18. A bill to require the copying and indexing certain records at
Independence_, in Kenton county, and to provide for payment there·
for.
On motion of Mr. Miller! 9. A bill to estabJi,.h the legal rate of interest at six per cent. in
thi:;; Commonwealth.
On motion o( same20. A bill to amend title 2, Criminal Code, so as to give justices of
the peace and county . judges jurisdiction over riots and breaches of
the peace in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Scott21. A bill to prevent the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within three miles of Bailey's Mill, Franklin county.
On motion of Mr. Cowan22. A bill to amend the charter of Danville.
On motion of Mr. Bailey23. A bill to incorporate and charter the Coal Oil and Mining
Company of Kentucky.
,On motion of Mr. West24. A bill for the benefit of J. N. Cu !ton, late sheriff of Jackson
county.
On motion of Mr. Hill25. A bill for the protection of _tavern and saloon-keepers in Camp·
bell county.
On motion of same26. A bill to amend the bastardy laws of this Commonwealth.
On motion of same28. A bill making it a high misdemeanor
lawyer" and collect·
i ng ojlice1·s to :misappropriate, or fail, refuse, or neglect to pay over,

for
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the funds of clients .and litigants ~·hen the· s ame sh.all have been colQeoted.
Om m~tion of same2!!. A bill for CampbeH county, punishing miMHs for procuring
Uiquors by faliieiy representing that they are of twenty-one years of
age.
On motion of Mr. Lewis-unish tres-

records at
nent there·

oer cent. in

justices of
oreaches of

30. A bill to increase the juri sdiction of the police judges of Han<:ock county.
On motioo of sam.e31. A bill to incorporate· the purchasers "Of the Hal'Cl.insbu.rg ancl
Clo verport Turnpike Road Company.
011 motion l{) f Mr. Prich a rd-1

32. A hill decJari.ag Littl-e Can-ey creek, in EUiott county, a navigabJ.e stream.
On motion of same -33. A bHI for tile hene,f it of Landon Davidson, a pauper lunatic,
C;Hte1· county.
On m~tion of same34. A

oiJl declaring Big Caney

~reek, ia EUiott c ounty, a navigable

stream.
alt liquors

On mot.ton of Mr. Lewis-35. A bill for the ben e fit of G. P. Jolley, Breckituidge county.
On motiol'I of Mr. Lackey36. A bill to cr-e ate th e office of measurers of timber.

On motioB of same-

nd Mining

37. A bi!~ for toe benefit of J . R. Dean, school comrnissioner of
Lawrence county.
On motion of sarne-

of Jackson

38. A bill to aHthorize the . Boyd cou11ty c,ourt to purchase the Ashland and Catlettsburg Turnpike Road.
On motion of Mr. Clarke-

, sin Camp·

39. A biU to a1nend the cl:rnrte1· of drn town of Boston, Pendleton
eounty.

ea Ith.

4o. A bill to amend the chart~r of the town of Falmouth, Pendleton county.

On motion of same-

[ nd collect·
0 pay over,

On motion of Mr. George-4I. A hiH to regulate the j urisd.iction of quarterly courts and courts
of justices of the peace,
.
.
IL
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On motion of same-42. A bill to amend section 8·3, subsect.1on l: of section M, C1·iminal
Code.
On motion of same-43. A bill to amend sections }43 and 144, CrtmirraI Code.
On motion of same44. A bill to amend section 5, article 4, chapter 5, General i-Hatutes, title "Attorneys."
On motion of Mr. Godshaw45. A bill conferring eJsclusive jurisdiction-, in th-e trial of lunacy
c·a ses fov Jefferson county and Lou-~svrne , llpon the Jefferson circuit
court.
On motion of same46. A bill to re pea] section 710, under- title 16 of Codes of Practice,
so far as it applies to the city of Lou_isvme and Jefferson county.
On motion of Mr. Hensley47. A bit! to change and define the boundary line between the
counties of Lawrence and Martin.
On motion of Mr. Allensworth48. A bill to incorporate Hardinsviifte Male and Female Seminary,
in Todd county.
On motion of Mr. Oatts40. A bill to declare Beaver creek a navigable stream from itg
mouth to the Fork;; of Beaver and Otter creeks, vyayne coul'l'ty.
On motion of same50. A bill to allow sheriff;; of this Commonwealth terr per cent. lor
c·ollecting the public revenues in counties paying ~ess than ten thou·
sand dollar;;.
On motion of Mr. Bainbridge. 51. A bill to amend the charter of the t0wn of New Cotumhus,io
Owen county.
On motion of same52 . A bill to amend section 121 artfole l, chapter 18, General Stat·
utes, title "' Common School/"
On motion of same53. A bilI to amend arrd reduce into one tn°e several acts incorpo·
rating the town of Owenton, in Owen county .
On motion of Mr. Craycroft54. A bill to amend the charter of Ow enshoro.

(Fuu. i.
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On motion •@ f sameA hill for the benefit of J . L. Bretton, of Ohio county.
On motion of Mr. BainbridgeI
5ti. A bill to amen<l ;:ection 9i artic-le 35, chapter 29, title" Crimes
ancl Punish men ts ."
Orde,·ed, That the Committee. on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 54th, 46th, 37th, 36th, 35th, 34th, 3~d, 28th,
27th, 25th, 24th, 19th, 17th, 14th, 10th, 8tl1, and 5th; the Committee
<>n Corporate Institutions the 53d, 30th, 52d, 50th, 47th, 39th, 38th,
23d, Hith, and 6th; the Committee on General Statutes the 1st, 43d,
55th, 26t.h, and 7th; the Committee on Internal Improvement the
48th, 33d, 31st, and 2d; the Committee on th-e Judiciary the 15th,
44th, 22d, .and 3d; the Committee on Education the 12th and 51st;
the Committee on 0ou.nty Courts the 29th, 20th, 40th, 18th, and 9th;
thr. Colllmittee on Moral and Religious Institutions the 4th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 13th and 21st; the Committee on Codes
of Practice the 41~t, 42d, ancl. 45th; the Comm,ittee on Military Affairs
the 11th, and the Comm itt-ee on Revenue and Taxation the 49th.
The House took up the .unfinished busin·ess, to-wit: a bill, entitled
55.

era! Ntat-

of lunacy
on circ11it

Practice,
oonty.

lween the

Seminary,

from it~

A hill to define the duties and fix the eompensation of the Public
Printer and Binder.

Mr. Bigger moved that the House adj-oorn.

r cent. lor
I ten tbou·

And 'the question being t aken on the adoption of said moticrn, i.t
was decided in the affirmative.
And t!A-rnn tbe Hotue adjourned .

, h11nbus, io

neral Stat·

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4 , 1878.
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Feland-

, ts incorpo·

1. The petition of ~undry citizens of the city of Hopkinsville and
Ch ·st ·
ri ian county, asking the passage of an act rep ealing _the local
<>ption law in the city of Hopkinsville.
By Mr. Andrew Thol!lapsoo--

2· Tbe petition of sundry cJt1zens of Washington and Marion
counties, asking the passage of an act exempting certain pa1·ties
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from paying tolls on the Lebanon and Mackville Turnpike Road
Company .
By same3. The petition of sundry citizens of Washington county, a8king
a reduction of toll on the Lebanon and New Market Turnpike Road .
. By Mr . Spalding4. The petition of sundry mechanics and material men of Marion
county, asking the passage of an act to amend chapter '70 of the
GenetaI Statutes, title" Liens in Favor of Mechanics, Laborer;, and
Material Men."
By Mr. Tartar5. The petition of sundry citizens of Pulaeki county, asking the
passage of an act prohibiting the manufacture, sale, o•r giving away
as a beverage any intoxicating liquors in said co-unty .
By Mr. Mannen-6. The petition of .sundry citizens of the city of Maysville, asking
an amendment to the charter of said city.

Which were received, the reading dispensed' with, and ·referrrdthe 1st to the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions; the2d,
3d, and 5th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the
4th to the Committee on General Statutes, an.cl, the 6th to the Com·
mittee on Corporate Institutions.
A message was peceived from the Senate by Mr. Bruce, a~kingto
withdraw from this Ho~se a bill, which· originated in the Senate,
entitle~
An act to regulate the time of holding the circuit courts in the
co untie~ of' Wayne, Russell, and Casey.
Which was grnnted, and said bill delivered to the me~senger
Mr. Spalding, from the Committee on Rules, offered the following
resolution, viz:
Resolved, That any standing or special cornmittec, when called, sh:ill
have the right to report all bilhi and resolutions that may have been con·
sidered by such committee up to tbe time it may have been so c:1lied; bnL
shall not have the right to report any b.ills or resu luti.,11s cuns1dere~ alter
the cail until all the other com.rnitLees shall ha.a been calleu in their rut
ular 01·der.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Whitaker offered the following resolution, viz.:
Resolved, That the Clerks be instructed to prep.arc a list of the Stnn_J.
ing Committees of this Rous~ as at present organized, and that 200 copic,
thereof be printed for the use ot' this House .
Which was adopted.
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Mr. Lackey read and laid on the table the following joint resolutions, viz:

nty, a~king
ike Road.

l

of Marion

'70 of the

orer;, and

asking the

· ving away
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s1dered alter
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WHEREAS, The r epo rt ma<.le l)y W. J. Davie of the r esources and agr iculturnl condition of the different co unt,i eA of thll Commonwealth of Kentucky is 11 false anu· nu wan·an ted representation and deflection of the
truth uf the coLTect ag ri cultural status of a large majority of the countieR
of this Commonwealth, an<.! by reason ot the publication of said r eport it
operates as a libel on the fair na111e and intelligence o f many of the prosperous counties of the S~iite; and _whereas, it is a published disg1:ace ?n
the fair name and fame ot 01a· g lor iou s o ld Cornmonwealth, and will misguide future generations yet unborn a~ to our trne ag 1·i c ultura l condition
at this time; and the sa me h aving been made without any actual knowledge of tae condition of any of the counties of this Stat,e, ex..:ept the cen·
tral ideal county of Christian, the common centre of them all; and hn.ving a
hope that justice may yeL be done to all th e counties of our good old Commonwealth; and for appropriate r emedy therefor, be it
I. Resolved by lite General Assembly of the Commonwealth uf Kentucky,
That so mn ch of said r eport as does not r e late specially and particularly
to the county of Christian be committed to the fiery flames, the1·e to remain in silent oblivion until such time as some truthful genius Rhall make
his advent 011 · tho threshold of our ag ri cu ltnral fields and society, when
the true condition of our agricultural r eso urces and society may he published with some degree of t,ruth to the wol'id.
2. llesofoed, 'rha t it is not the design of thi1, General Assembly to disturb that part ot said rep o rt r e lating specially and particularly to the
county of Cbrist,ian, nor to in tllrfe re with that part of the report that
chronicles thcg1·eat and inte ll ectua l giants of ChriAtian county as Lockes
or Newtons, Holmsteads or Hei·schels in their gigantic conceptions, grasping the Jeweled Heavens and taming the thunde1· -bolts of Jupiter to yield
allegiance to cultivated human reason, or teach the startling doctrine
that all inanimaLe crention is held to a common eentre in the countv of
Christian by the great a nd mysterious surroundings of this almost immaculate county, the Polar Star of them all!
.
3. llesolv~d further, 'fhat for the purpose of carrying the foregoing
resolutions into effect, it Rha ll be tho duty of the Governor of this Oommo_nwealth to nppoint ::iorne suitable person to execute the foregoing resolutions
4. .Resolved, 'rbat a committee of three o n the ptU·t of the Rouse, and
two on the pi rt of tho Senate, be appointed b_y tho Speake!' of each
HouR_e, respectively, to bring in a bill to repeal the Bureau of Agriculture,
Ilol'ticnlt1t1·e, and Stati::;tic,s now iu forco under existing laws.
5. Resolved, These r esolutions shall take effect from their passage.

Mr.

Miller moved to s ui::pen<l the rnles. and take up for considera-

tion a bill which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the sureties o,f J. H . .Swift, late sheriff of
Calloway county.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

f the St11nJ~at 200 copies

Said bill was ordered to be read a third time.
th

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
ird reading of said bill being dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bill do pass) and that the title thereof be

81

aforesaid.
A message was receiverl from the' Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of H. A. Duvall.
An act to confirm and lflgalize the division of the property held
for the use of the Hopkinsville Presbyterian Church.
An act to incorporate the First Presbyterian Uhurch of Hopkimville, Christian county, Kentucky.
An act to incorporate the Second Presbyterian Church of Hopkins·
ville, in the county of Christian.
An act to protect sheep and dogs in KP-nton county.
An act to amend the charter of Bryant8ville, in Garrard county.
An act to authorize Capital Lodge, No . 6, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, at Frankfort, to issue new bonds.
An act for the benefit o.f William Dycus, late sheriff of Edmonson
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" .\n act to facilitate the collection
of taxes in the city of Paducah," approved February 17, 1873; a\10
to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of the city
of Paducah," approved March 1, 1876, and to reduce the said two
acts, aA herein ame_nded, into one.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to levy and collect a ta1
on dogs in certain counties."
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had also passed a ree;olution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution providing for the pay of a portion of the officers and
attaches of this General Assembly.
·With an amendment.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the propagation
and protection of fo-0d-fishes in the waters of the State of Kentucky."
2. An act for the benefit of the sheriff of Metcalfe county,. a\loW·
ing him further time to execute his revenue bond.
3. An act to give to Wm. Mudd, sheriff of Green county, further
time ul'ltil the 1st of September next to pay in the revenue of saio
county for the year 1879.
4. An act for the benefit of J.P. Bragg, of Christian county.
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5. An act to amend th e seve ral act::1 heretofore passed in rela tion
to th·e Jamestown magisterial district. in Campbell county, approved
respectively· April 21, 18 73, and Minch 16, 1876, and to provide for
the sale of lots and land s delinquent for taxes in said district.
6. An act to change the line between Anderson and Mercer counties.
7. An act to authorize the employment of a detective police by

roperty held
of Hopkimof Hopkins-

, d county.

•nt Order of
f Edmonson
be collection
, 1873; also
· of the city
he said two

the county of Fayett e.
s. An act to incorporate the Anderson County Deposit Bank.
9. An act for the benefit of Milton York, late sheriff of Knox
county.
JO. An act for the benefit of John Froman, jailer of Spencer county.
12. An act for the benefit of E. M. Fisher, sheriff of Taylor
count.y.
12. An act for the ben efit. of William McNutt, committee of Mary
Ann Monroe.
,
13 An act to amend the charter of the town of Mt. Olivet.
14. An act to r educe into one, amend, and digest the acts and
amendatory acts incorporating the city of Glasgow.
15. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to reduce into on e
and amend and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating
the city of Augusta, in Bracken county," approved February 29th,
1876.

collect a tax

16. An act for th e benefit of Alexander D e aton, late sheriff of
Breathitt county, and his s ureties on ~hi::1 revenue bond for the year
1875,

nated in the

17. An act to amend the charter of Canton, in Trigg county.
Which were severally read the first time and dlt·dered to be read a
second time.

officers ano

propagation
f Kentucky."
unty, allow·

lo,ty,·,,.,h,
enue of saio
county.

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said hills being dispensed with,
01'dered, That said bills be referred--the 1st to the Committee on
Piscicnlture; the 2d, 3d, 6th, and 11th to the Committee on County
Courts; the 4th, 10th, and 12th tot.he Committee on Claims; t.he 5th,
7th , 9th, and 16th to the Committee on Propositions ant.I Grievances;
the 8th to the Committee on Banks, and the 13th, 14th, 15th, and 17th
to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed sundry enrolled bills, which ol'iginated in the
Senate, of the fol!o;ing titles, viz: ·
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,
An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport rn relation
to the common schools.
An act in aid of common school district No. 27, in Rockcastle
county.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on En'i·ollments, reported that the
committee had ·examined s undry enrolled hill s, ·w hich originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Bethlehem and Fool Hollow Turnpike
Road Company, in Henry county;
An act to inco1·porate the Saint Jose ph':! Orphan Asylum, of Camp·
bell county, Kentucky;
An act to authorize persons liable to road tax along the line of the
Bradford's Landing and Washington Trace Turnpike Road to work
out their .tax on said turnpike road;
An act to amend -an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Park·
e1·'s Mill, Stonewall, and Connersville Tnrnpike Company," approved
March 15th, 1875;
An act to incorporate the Gainesville Academy, in Allen county;
An act authorizing the Owen county con.rt to levy a tax and issue
bonds for turnpike purposes;
An act to authorize and empower the county court of Laurel
county ·to appoint viewers to view a change in the Wilderness Turn·
pike Road, near London, in Laurel county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Cen·
rral Kentucky Coal and Mining Company;"
An act for the benefit of ·the creditor;; of the Allensville Turnpike
Road Company;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate tbe Win·
chester, Colbyville, and Lexington Turnpike Company;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Jack·
son ville and Townsend Turnpike Road," approved February 22, 1871;
· Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the follow·
ing titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect sheep from
depredations by dogs, and to authorize the county courts to impose
taxes on dogs for county purposes," approved March 20, 1876;
An act for the benefit of the sureties of J. H. Swift, late sheriff of
Calloway county;
And had found the f\ame truly enrolled.
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Whereupon tbe Speaker affixe<l hi;; signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. ·Ow;,ley 4nfo rm the Se-nate thereof.

in relation

ted that the
·igi nated in

J

Parrish, and Spun·.
The House then took up the unfi.nislrnd busin'ess, viz:

A bill to define the dut-ies and fix the compeasation of tl~e Public
Printer and Binder.
Said bill l'eads as follows, viz :

§ l. Bil it enacted by lite Genem.l Assem:bly ~f tlte Commonweallh of Kentucky, That a Publ-ic .Printer an-d ,.Binde1· for tbe Com~10nwealth sbal! be
,clectoo, by a joint ballot of the Genet·al ~ssen_ibly, ut its pre:ie0t ses~ion,
.and bicnAi.a,lly thereaft-et·, w ho s bal! -cootrntrn In office for two yeat·s front
.anu after the fit-st Monday i11 A_ugnst next sll.cceeding his election.
§ 2. He shall keep hi s office at the seat of go,;,ernment, and sball print
the words" P11bli'C P '.t'OJ·lel'ty of Kentucky" fo and on all books printetl.
an(! bouud for the State in and on which it is proper for such words to bu
airinted, 11nd for pt·inting said wol'ds he shaH r eceiv-e uo compensation
whate\'er.
§ 3. He shail publish !', newspaper of not less than a weekly issue, and
shall publish iB the same the Gove rrrnr's proclamations, general election
retul'lls, ad.,,-ertisen1ents for tlrn sale of non-resicl-onts' l&nds twice per
month for three months, land s fol'fe-i ted to tlie State for tbe non-payment
-of laxes twice pe1.· nm-n th fot· tbre-e months, and such other advertisements
~1s the se.,,end Departments of the State Gover.on1ent may be required to
publisli in a newspape r, for which he shall recei\'e com pensation at the
a·ato of ;;eve-oty-fi\'e -cen ts per Hnea{ in ch, si-ngle celnnrn, solitl. matter, and
in type 11ot larget· tb.an bt·e.,,i-e-t·, for tl1e first in sel'tion, ancl twenty-five
eents per lineal inch for each subsequent insertion.
§ 4. lie shall niceive 'C0mpensaLion fo1· -other pl'inting done by bim at
t he following rate ;
I. Fot· pr-inting the Acts oft-be Assembly, Jot1rnals of the Senate and
Ilouse, Public .Documents, a ll book and pamphlet w0t·k, not rule and fig.
uge wol'lc, iA small pica typo, o·r type of l·e ss size than small pica, fifty
<:ents per l,000 ems .
•
U . .Fo1· t·ule and figBre wot·k1 in tyt}e of any s ize, one dollar per 1,000

-ems.
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III. For plain ru{ed blanks, such as t,be -Governor 's IJroclamation for
t'ewnrus, seventy-five cen-ts pe1· quir,ci.
I\T . _l!'or script wodc, su<;h a,; the G-overnot"s pat·don, seventy-five cents
Jler qa1l'e.

V . For plain fotter-head work, su-ch as is used by the different Departments, twenty.five cents p er qnire.
VI. For ruling an d prioting Assessor's blanks, OR large super-royal
pap.er, one dollar per qui re.
\II.For ~·uling and pl'inting blanks OR cap or ietter paper, twenty-fiv-e
een ts per qirn:e.

V~U. For plai.n figure work, sixty.five cents per thousand ems.
1

lX. Fol" ruling and printing p1ain blanks, on post or sirnilat· sized.

1a11,er, one dolla1· pet· quire.
.
f:0 ;~-tor
composition
on
all
bills,
reports,
resolutions,
on
cap
paper,
or in
10
orm, fifty cents pe1· 1,000 ems.
B . R.-4!)
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XI. For envelope work, one dollar for the compositforr, and one dollnr
and fHty cents pet· thom,and for the pres·s worl..
XII. For ru ling and printing Return of Marriages, Births, Deaths, nud
work of similar chnraeter, twenty-five cents per f!U ire.
XIII. For bill-bead work, fifty cents per quire.
§ 5. For press-work, he shall receive compensation as follows: When th~
numbe1· of copies required exceed 10,000, he shall receive forty-fil'e cont,
per token (240 impress ions) ; when the n,umber of copies required exceed
5,000, but fall under 10,000, be shall recerv e fift y cen LI¼ per Loken; wl,cn
the number of copies e1'ceed 2,500, but fall under 5,000, filty-five cents 11e1·
tokcfl; w))en they exceed 1,000, but foll undet· 2,f,00, sixty cents per
token; and when they faH unde1· 1,000 copies, seventy-fiv:e cents per
token. This sectioD applies to pr~ss -work on books, brlls, resolutionR,
reports, and matter of i;iroitar ehunicte1·, but doe& not app ly to the worl;
mentioned iu any of t he snbsectionB of secti-oP. four of tbi-s act, in which
tbe compensation is fixed at so much per·quire.
§ 6 . .For tr:insfe1· mutter, he s lrnH 1·eceive seven and o,ne !'talf centR pc1·
1.,000 ems.
§ 7. The Pablic Printer sh::dl do all the printing required l>y law, or by
the different Departments of the State Government, e~cept that which i~
!!pecifi.cally provided for in other acts of the General Aseemb-ly, and when
cuHed on to do any work, pdnti11g or binding, wh~ch iA not mentioned in
tl1is act, and fol' which no compensat ion is specified herein, tlie Gove1·nor,
Auditor, and Attorney General shall fix the rate of compc-osali-011, taking
the rates fixed in this act for s imilar work aB their guide,
§ 8. All paper necessary for the pubHc pl'intin-g shal l be fi1rnished to the
Pu b~ic Pl'i ntel' by tile State Li brn6an, and slial I be paid fo1• by the Audilor
drawing hi,s warrant on the T1·eue.LH'e1· when the accou,nt for said papor i~
i ndorsed "correct " by the State Li l>ra6nn, and "p-d.p~1· 1·eeeiveel" by the
.Pub-lie Printer.
9. 'fhe Public Pi·inter and B ind er shaH render an ite1nized statement
of the work he has don'e, the pi·ices cha-l'ged t hei·efor, eveFy three monthi,
to the Governor, wlioso d11tv it shall be to examine said acconn~ carelully.
He may, if he see proper, ci~ll to his ai-d in such exaim-inati,on any p-rac.icul
printer and binder he may seleet, and may compensate him for such nid
by direcLing the Auditor to draw bis -wanant on the Treasurer for nD
arnounL su!ficient to cvver tl•e actual expenses, and not exceed ing ten dollars per day fo r lhe serv ices rendered l>y such praet.ical prin te1· and liinder.
All accounts of the Pub lic .Printe1· and Binder sh-all be approved oy the
Governor befu1·e Lhe Audi Lor slrnIL draw his wanant OH thl,} '11 r0as1.1rer rn
his favor.
§ 10. 'rbe Publi c Pl'i-nter shall also be Pul:>lic B inder. He shall forn!~h
tho oeccssal'y bindi,ug material of good BubsLanLia l quali,ty, and shaH reco1re
eompensat•on as follows:
I. For bint.l-ing the Acts of the General Assembly, Journals of t,he Sen·
ate and House, and for other hinuing of Sfmilar chai·a ctor, hnlt-bouu<l,
i.e., wilh board Bides, with sk iv er backs, forty centB per volume.
II. .For binding the Repo1·ts vf the Auditor, paper sides and backs,
twenty-five rents per volu1ne.
.
Ill. I•'or full binding, plain s·heepskin, wi~hout Rus&io leather, dcmy or
medium size, sixty ce11ts per qui1·e,
.
IV. Fo1· full binding, sheep, with Russia ends and bands, demy or medt·
,u m size, one dollar per quire.
V . .!!'or full binding, with Russia hinges , enLls, and fronts, demy 01· me·
dium size, one dollar and fifty cents per quire.

s
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Yl. For binding in la w calf, in first-class sty le, one doll;i.1· and fifty cents
per volume.
VIL For bindil'lg p:l.mph!ctB, Ruch as the Governor's message, asylum
a·eports, school r<'portR! aml bin<ling ?f similar cbaractc1·, t'll'.o cents ea_c h .
~ 11. Th e Public Printer s hall receive no ext:·a compensattan f~r cutting
paper, but 111ay be con~pen satcd for dry-pressrng at the followrng mte:
for pressing derny, med1t1.r1,, and royal blanks, fifty cents per ream; bl anks
on cap paper, or paper under cap s ize, thirty~five cents pet· ream.
§ 12. 'f he Auditor of Public Accounts may, with tbe advice and con se~t of tlrn Governol', ad<:ance to the Pub lic Printer and .Binder, from
t ime to time, any sum not exceed in g e igh ty pe 1· t:ent. of the work on
liand to be dorie witbin th e tht·ee montl1s next saccecd ing his application
therefor.
§ 13. lf, from any cause, a vacancy shall occu1· in tbe office of Public
Pii nter and Binder during the 1·oeess of the Gene,·a l Assem.b ly, the Go verA01· shall appoint some one to discharge the duties of said office fo1· tbe
remainder of the uo exp ired tenn .
§ 14. Before entering upon the duties of bis office, the Public Printer
:llld Binder shall execute a coventint, with two ot· mo1·e sureties, to be
:1pprored lly the Go,er nor, conditioned fot· the faithfol execution of the
public printing and binding, and the prcset·vation and r eturn of any mate riai furni shed lti m, and h e shall take the oaths pt·escribe<l by the Constitutio11. 'l'he Aaid coven~nt, n11d a certific:ate showing that said oath has
been tak-0 n, shall be deposited in the office of the A uditor of Pu.blie Acco unts lot· safo -keeping.
~ Hi. 'l'he Public .1:'rinter shall do, or have done, sucb lithographing,
stereotyping, and engravin!-{ a!:l may be o rdered by the Legislature, ot·
rnquirod by the differe nt D e partnients of tho State Government. Tbe
rnteof cornpens:ttion for such work s hall be fixed b_y ~he Governor, Attor- ·
ney Gonernl, and .A.uditot· of Public Accou nts, and the Public Printet·'s
ncconnls tberefo1·, before being paid by the Aut.litor, s hall be approved by
t he G-over1101·. The stones, plates, etc., on which said work is done, afte r
having been paid for hy tho Audi tor in the accounts of the Public Printer,
~_hall llelong to the State, and be kept safely by the Publ ic Printet· fot·
luture 11se. If tho said stones o r plates are used again in the execution of
IVOl'k, the Public 1:',rinter shall be paid therefor only as transfet· matter
i1nd for the press work.
·
§ 16. All other law:; or-parts of la ws in conflict with this act arc hereby
1·epenled.
§ 17. 'l'his act shall take effoct from and after its-passage.

Together with the substitute offered by Mt·. Clarke, which reads as
follow~, viz:

§ l. Be it enacted by tli.e Gene,·al ARsembly of t!te Comnwnu,ealth of Ktn.
tucliy, 'l'hat the Governor, Audito r of Puhlic Accounts, and Treasurer,
~hull b~ ex officio Commis.;ione1·s of tlto Publie Printing and Bint.ling durrng U1c1r terms of office, rc1<pecti vely.
§ 2. 'l'hc printing ·ant.I bi11uing fot· the State s hall be divided into fivEI
;dusses, to be let in separate contnwts, as follows: 'rhe pt·inlir,ig of all bills
OI' the two Houses of the Ge ne ral ARse mbly, togetlict· with such resolutions itnd othtlr matte rs as ma_y be ordered by the two Ilonses, or eithe1·
;;t t~icm, to_ be printed in bill form, and the printing nnd binding of the
oui nals of the two Houses, toge tu er with such r epo1·ts. corn mn n ications .
and 0_thet· docum entfl aR enter· into and make a part of the Journals, s hall
cona t iLute the First Class, and shali be let in 011e contrncl; the priuting
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and hinding LI1e voTn·mes of Public Documents, nnd of tf1e general and
local lnws and joint resoluLions, shall constitute the Second Class, and be
let in one contract; the printing and binding of all Reports, Documents
and o-the1· matte1·s, boon.GI in either beiok or pamphlet form, except st1ch a~
sl.JaH ent~r i-nto o-r be bound with the Jonrnals of tl10 two .Rouses, 01· volumes ot' Public Documents, shall constitute Hie Thi1·d Class~ ant.I Ile let io
one contract; the printi~g of bhrnks, circulars, and othci· work of like
character, nrcessai-y for the use of tl~e Executive Departmcf.lts, shall con.
stituto the Fourth Class, af.ld be lot in one contract. 'l'he mnn11fi.cture
and furnishing- of all blank books, which are to be paid fo1· out of the
'l'reasury, shaH constitLite the Fifth Class, ai1d be let in OM contract:
Provided, That lithographic printing, engraving, and all miscelluneou~
printit1g necessary for Uie several Departmel'lts, not otherwi&e provided
for i111 this act, may, wi-t.b the appi·oval of the Oommission.et·s of tlio Public Printing and Bindirig, be coi1t1·actcd for P,l'ivately by the Public
Printer, wherever the same can be done c hea11est.
§ 3. The Commissionel'S of Printin,_g and Binding shat!, between the
first <'.lay of May and the first <lay of July iiext ufter the passage of this
act, afld biennially tl101·eafter, within the same period, give notice, for lhl'
period of at least thi1·ty days in at least one newspaper in each of' tho
cities of Louisvine, Lexin,gton, Covington, and Paducah, Hiat Setilerl proposals will be received at the office of the AuditOl' of Public Accounts for
the executing of tue severul dasseR of the p-ublic printimg and l}inding,in
separate con trncts, for the term of two years from and aher the first Monday in .August next ensuir,1g, at a c"lrtain rate per ceotum below the rnlcs
specified in this act.
·
§ 4. Within two days after Hie ex})iration of the time for receiving
proposals as aforesaiJ, the Commissio-ners of Pl'inting and Binding, or
t\ny two of them, shalt ope!'.l all such p-roposals, and shall proceed pulllicly
to allot the pl'inting and binding, in e11..:h. class afol'.esaid, to tbc- pcl'son 01·
Jle1·sons who propose to execute the same at the hig-hest rnte pel' conlum
below the rates fixec.l by the schedule an nexcd to this :ict.
§ 5. Each bidde1· shall accompany hi-s or ti.cit· pl'op osal with a 1)9n<l to
the Commonwealth, wiLb at ~east two sufficient sul'eties, rn::1i<lenL of Llw
State, in the sum of ten thousand. dollars, conditionot~,for the acceptance
of the contrncL and prompt and faithful and skillr1ll pe1·for111.ance of tho
worl~ in tho man~er provided for iD this net, if ,~!LoLted to him or them;
and said bond shall contain the further condition, tbat in case the eono·nc,
is awarded to the person or versons b~dding at his or tbei~· bid, aml the
said person or persons refose or neglect to accept the same, he or they,
with tiis or their snretics aJoresartl shall bo liab-le to the Commonwealth
for the difference between the amo~nt of t1uc:h bid and the amCJ.1rnt of th e
bid of the person or pel·sons to whom the same shall be awa1·<le<l, after
such neglect 01· refusal, as provided in the sixth section of this act. .
§ 6. ln case the person or pel'sons to whom the con trnct for executing
any of tbe printing·, or printing and binding, specified in this ac~ m_ny b_e
awarded, shall :vetuse o~· negloct to accept the same, the Gomm1~~1O1101 ~
shall allot the same to the next lowest bidder 01· bi<l.<ler:i, and if he 01
they refuse or neglec:t to accept the l:'ame, then it shall be allotLcd to th0
next lowest bidde1· and so on until said contl'act is given to tho lowcSt
bidder, according t~ the trne intent and meaning of this act; but no allot·
ment of such contr·act shall be made to any person or persons wh_o~e l:rof
posal is not accompanied with a bond, as required by the provision~ 0
the fifth section of this a.ct.
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§ 7, The proposals authorized to be received by this act shall be sealed
up addressed and delivered to the Auditor of Public Accounts , and be
indorsod "Proposals for the Public Printing and Binding," and the Auditor shall carefully keep them until they are opened according to the provisions of section four of this act.
§ s. Tbe printing and binding under this act, except the lithographing,
en"raving, and miscellaneous printing specified in section second of this
must be executed within the State, and all appertain in g to the First
1
Cla ss must be executed in the city of Frankfort. If any work appertaining tot.he Second, Third, Fonrth, 01· Fif'Lh_ClnsR?S shall be executed elsewhere than in Frankfort, al l trnnsportat1on of paper, copy, proof, or
pl'inted sheets, and delivery of work when finished, shall be at the expense of the con t1·actor for such work .
§ 9. 'J.'he bills and othe1· matters specified in the First Class of printing,
except the Journals of the two Houses, shall be printed in folio foolscap
form, with small pica typo, oach page to contain not less than thirty lines
of solid matter of the usual length, with a pica reglet only in each space
between the Jines; and in counting the composition upon the bills and
like matters r.ontained in the First Class, the same shall be measured as
solid small pica matter; every necessary fraction of a page shall be
counted as a full page, but no entire blu.nk page shall be counted or
charged fur.
~ 10. 'fbe Journals of the two Houses of the General Assembly, the
volumes of Public Docum e nts, and the Laws, shall be printed in superl'oyal octavo form, on neat long primer typr., with as near as can be two
thousand ems in a page, without any unnecessary loads, blank or broken
lines or pages. 'fbe volumes of Public Documents shall contain nothing
that is to be inserted in the Laws or Journals of the same year; and the
various documents inserted therein sha ll follow e.ach othe1· in as close com pact order as is consistent with good workmanship, without the intervenLion of unnecessary blanks or separate title or half-Litle pages; and the
paging tbereof shall be separate, and at the conclusion shall be an index,
showing the 01·cler in wnieb the documents appear. In cases when any
document is printed in pamphlet form, by the contractor for the printing
of the volumes of Public Documents, which shall also be inserted in said
volumes, and when any document shall be printed in pamphlet form by
~ho contractor fo1· the printing of the J onrnals, which shall also be pri11ted
1~ the Journals, but one charge shall be made or allowed fo1· the composition thereof.
, § 11. 'fhe printing for the Executive Departments, embraced in the
1'? 111·th and Miscellaneous Classes, shall be executed in a style consistent
with go_od taste and workmanship, and with due regard to eeonomy. In
e.tima.~1ng the composition, all work in script type, 01· of which script is
the chief kind used, sl:iall be estimated as pica, and measured by the surface actually covered, not by the size of the sheet used. All open work,
such as blank commissions and the like, shall be estimated in the sama
manner; but no job shal l be counted Jess than one thousand ems. All
0th er work, in other than script type, shall be estimated according to the
type used, and when different kinds are used in the same job. it shall be
eaLimateu proportionn:tely to the different kinds used. ln · estimating
JJ_res. work in this class a quire shal l be considered twenty-four impresbJO.~s of a side or a page,' as the case may be, ot twenty-four full sheets of
11
~ : 1 paper as the Public Pl'inter may select, with snch matter as he shall
llcct to be put upon it; bnt no job of press-work shall be estimated at
1ess than one quire.
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§ 12. If any report, bill, or other document is ordered printed, nnd no
numbet· is specified, but two hundred copies Rhall be printed.
§ 13. There .sbnll bo pl'inted by the contractor or contractors for the
public printing and binding five hundred copies each of' the Journals of
the House of' Repres_e ntati ves and Senate, one thousand copies of the
pamphlet edition of' the Public Laws, three thousand copies of the bound
edition of the Public and Private Laws of' each session of the Genernl
Assembly, one thousand copies of the State Treasurer's Report, two thousand five hundred copies of the Auditor's Report, six thousand copies of
the Report of the Superintendent of Public lnstruct,ion, three hundred
copies each of the Adjutant and Quarter-Master's Reports, five hundred
copies each of the Reports of the t:Juperintendents of the several chnrila,
able institutions of the State, the Keeper of the Penitentiary, the President, of the Agt'ieultmul _College, LL1c State Libra1·ian, the Public Printer,
the Commissioner of Agriculture. 'fhe Private and Public ActB of the
General Assemb ly s hall be printed separate ly; but if prncticnble, embraced in one vo lum e. 'l'he Reports of the Audit.or, the Public and .l:'rivate Acts, the Journals of each .I:fouse, the Report of the Comm issioner
of Agricu lture, and one hundred copies of the Governor's .Message, shall
be bound; all others shall be only stitched, unless otherwise specially
ordered.
§ 14. With the approval of the Commissioners of Pr intin g anc:l Binding,
the Public Printc1· may contract for any printing or biuding not otherwise
provided for in this act.
PUBLIC PRINTER.

§ 15. That during the present session of the General Assembl.v, and
bienn'ially thereafter, there shall be elected,· by joint ballot or vote of. tho
two liouses,.a Public Printer, who shall continu e in office for the term of
two years from the first Monday in August next after his election: Provided, That no person shal l be eligible to the office of Public P1·intcr
unless he be a prac:tiual printer of at least five yearl'l' experience, an affidavit to which fact he shall make and file wilb the Clerk of each House
before he tihall be voted for for said office.
§ 16. IL shall be the duty of the Public Printer to examine the proof,
sl,eets of all work executed under the provisions of this act, and see that
they are correctly printed, and that all such work ii:! done in approprrnte
and skillful manne1·; to receive and take charge of a ll reports made to
tbe Governor and Lo the General Assembly, and have. the same printed
and delivered to tbe proper Department o r officer. He shall also arrango
all matler ordered to be pl'i nted by the General Assembly, or oiLhcr
brnncb thereof, and s upervi se the printing of the sn.rne; and whene~or 11
contractor or contractors fail to comply with bis or their contract, e_1Lher
in the quality of the work or in such manner aR Lo cause incoovenicnce
to the General Assemb ly , or either branch thereof, or detriment to Lhe
public interest, the Puulic Printe·r may reject the work, and, ~iLh the
advice and consent of the Comm issioners of P1·inting and Binding, employ nnothcr- to do such work, and charge any excess of cost to the con ·
tractor 01· contractors.
317. Re shall keep nn accurate account of all paper and other material
furnished to the contractor or contractors, and see Lbat it is used Jll'Operly
and without unnecessary wa·s te. All work to be executed for the Depar:·
men ts shall be ordered throucrh the Public Printer· and it shal l be his
duty Lo see that tbe full numb;r of copies of each job ordered is receive~
aud delivered to the proper Department. He shall audit all accounts foi
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pi·intin" and binding and furnishing blank books, under the provisions of
this aetand he shall keep a record of the printing and binding, the amount
of paper used , and the entire cost of each document or item; and a copy
of enuh document printed or bound slrnl l be filed and preserved by him,
with the cost indorsed upon it.
§ 18. Each coatraotor for any class of the public printing and binding
shnll file and preserve one copy of each document by him printed, which
he shall deliver to tbe Public Printer with his account for the Bame; in
which account shall be specifical ly stated the va1·ious jobs performed, the
numbet· of copies of each, the number of ems compo~ition in each, the
number of tokens or quires of press -work· in each designated, the offices
for whom it was ordered, with the.kind and quantity of paper used fot·
each job.
§ HJ. Accounts for binding under the provisions of this act shall be
delivered to the Public Printer, accompanied with a copy of each document, book, or other matter, ,vhicb account shall stato in detail, as tho
Public Printer may require, the cost of each job.
§ 20 . .A.Ii aqcounts filed under the preceding section s shall be carefully
examined by the Public Printer and compared with the vouchers therefor
nnd Lhe orders .for the same. Ir errors be found in such nccount, he shall
i111mediately ·conect the same, and return it to the contractor who rendered it; and when any account shall finally be app1•oved by him , he shall
certify the same to the Comm issioners of Printing and Binding, and, on
the indorsement thereof by said Commissioners, or any two of them, the
Auditor sha ll draw a warrant in favor of the contractor upon the Treasury for the amount thereof.
§ 21. The Public Printet· sha-11 contract for the publication, in some
newRpaper of this Commonwealth, of the proclami1tions of the Governor,
advertisements for the sa le of non-residents' land1,1, the general election
re~urns, and the advertisements which the several Depa1·tment1,1 are req~,r~d by law to publish in a newspaper or newspapers; and the Comm1ss1oners of the Public Printing and Binding shall determine what
newspapers are suitable in which to insert any of the above mentioned
matters; and it shall be the duty of the Public Printer to let said work to
the proprietor of the paper among those designated who will Jo the work
uh en pest.
§ ~ll. Before accounts created under the last section shall be paid, they
shall be certified and approved as provided if) section seventeen of this
net.
. § 23. 'l'he Public Printer s hall not be interested, directly or indirectly,
In any coatruct for the public printing ot· bi11ding, or furnishing blank
books, l)nper, or oLhet· supplies provided for in this act.
~ 2-!. He shall receive a ·ba lary of two thousand dollitrB per annum, to be
pa1,tl monthly as other sa laries are paid.
~ 26. He _shall reside at and have an office at the State Capital, :which
1 be assigned him in ouo of tho public buildings by the Gove1·no1·.
Rial!
§ Z6. He shall be provided with i,uch forniture; blank books, stationery,
a~d postage as may be approved by the Commissioners of Printing and
Bmding.
th§ 27 · He sh~ll make to _the Genera l Assembly, biennially, a report of
an~ ?xpenses rncurred by his depnrtment each year, showing in detail,
i b 1~ as_fu~l a manner as possible, the cost of each book, doetrm_ent, or
~o O pri_nt1ng and binding, and of all material used, the amount of
ney paid, and when and to whc,m.
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§ 28. He shall be the Secretary of the Commissioners of Printing and
Binding. attend tbeir meetings, and k eep a record of all their proceedings.
§ 29 .. Before entering upon the duties of bis office, the Public Printer
shall take the oath prescribed by the Constitution, and execute a bond to
the Commonwealth, in the penal s um of
thousand dollars, with two
sufficient AuretieR, conditioned for the failbful performance of the duties
of said office. Said bond s ha ll be approved b_y t.he Commissioners of
Printing and Binding, and be filed and preserved by the Auditor of Pub.
lie Accounts.
SUPPLY OF

p Al'ER

AND 0TIIER MATERIAL,

~ _
30. The Public Printer, with the approval of the Commissioners of
Printing and Binding, Rbu ll make .cohtmct for all paper, envelopes, parthment, and other supplies of like character, required by the contractor or
contractors for executing the public printing. All paper shall bo selected
by the Public Print.er, and shall be of a size, weight, and quality best
su i tcd for such work ; and all envelopes, card-board, parchment, and other
supplies, sbiLll be of the best quality.
§ Bl. The Puhl1c Printer shall procure samples of paper, envelopes,
parchment, and other supplies required for exec uting the public printing,
and furnish tbe same to all persons who may propose to b-id for the contract for supplying the Commonwealth with the articles as provided in the
preceding section of this act.
§ 32. On the first Monday' in Ju Iy next, and on the first Monday in July
evel'y two yca!'s thereafte1·, the Public Pl'inter shall receive sealed prn·
posals at his office for such paper, envelopes, and othe1· supplies necessary to
ue furnished the contractor or contractul's fo1· exec uting the public printing, at certain rates below maximum rates, to be fixed by him, in nn
advertisement of tbe time nnd place of receiving suuh proposals, Said
advertisement Rhall be published fol' two weeks immediately preceding
said :first Mondny in July, in two daily newspapers in the city of Louisville, and one newspaper (either daily or weekly) in each of the cities of
Frankfort, Lexington, Covington, and Padueah. Said pl'oposals shall be
opened by the Public PrinLel' at his office at twelve o'clock, M., of the
said first Monday in July, and the contl'act awarded to the lowest bidder
or bidders. Said contract, shall be fo1· two yca1·s from the first Monday in
August following.
3 33. All proposals shall be indorsed '' Proposals for furnishing pnpcr
and other supplies," and shall be delivered to the Public Printer at or
before the time fixed in this act fo1· letting the contraet; and parties
bidding for said contract shall stnte in their proposals a price or prir.esnt
which they will agree to furni sh paper and other supplies, of the same
quality as the samples furnishad them by the Public JJrinter.
§ 34. The pel'son or persons bidding for the con tract to furnish the SLnte
with paper and other suppl ies, as provided in this act, shall accompnny
his o·r their proposals with a bond to the Commonwealth, with at least two
sufficient sureties, reside[)ts of the State, in the sum of five thousand dol·
hu·s, conditioned for the faithful pel'l'ormance of the contract, if awnrded
to him or them; and that in case the contract be awarded to the bidd~ror
bidders, and he or they shall neglect or refuse to accept the Rame at L1s_or
thei1· bid, the said bidder or bidders, with bis or their sureties afbresai<l,
shall be liable to the Uommonwealtb fo1· the difference between the amount
of such bid and the bid of the person 01· persons to whom said contract
sbal l be awarded after such negl ect or refusal ; and also, that if the pnpor
and otbe1· supplies furnished are not delivered in prnper time, or are not
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equal in every re~pect to the sa_m pl~s, the Pu~lic Printer ma;r purch~se
the same in open market, ancl said bidder or bidders, and their sureties,
shall be liable to the Commonwealth for the amount of such purchase.
But such purchase, before made, must he approved by tbe Commissioners
of the Public Printing and Binding. The Public .Printer shall certify the
amount of such purchase to the . Auditor of Public Accounts, who shall,
when the same is approved by said Commissioners, 01· a majority of them,
draw bis warrant in favor of the person from whom the purchase was
mode for the amount thereof, and charge the contractor 01· contractors with
tho Rame.
§ 35. No proposal shall be considered unlesf! accompanied with a bond,
in conformity with the provisions of this act.
§ 36. 'fhe per<1on 01· persons to whom said contract Rhall be awarded,
shall keep in stock the necessary paper and other supplies, and the Public
Printer shall, from time to time, mnke an order on him or them fot· an
amount necessary for each order for printing, which shall re de)ivered
without cost to the State: Provided, That the Public Printet· may deposit
with each contractor a reasonable amount of paper and other supplies, so
that the pnb.lic service will at no time suffer by delay in the execution uf
work.
§ 37. The State shall furnish paper for the covers of al I pa mph lets, and
other work bound in paper covers; but the paper and all materials used
in the manufacture of blank books, and in every other class of binding
provided for in this act, shall be at the cost of the contractor therefor.

SCHEDULE OF PRICES.
PRINTING.

For all composition, in whatever type, excepting bills, blanks, and miscellaneous printing, the rates per one thousand ems shall be as followe:
Plain composition, fifty (50) cents.

•

CoLUlIN MATTER.

In three or mOJ·e columns, depending upon each other, and reading
across the page, withont rules, seventy five (75) cents.
.Ru_Ie_and figure work, tabnlated, one ($1) tlollar.
Original composition, transferred from one document to another, of
whatcve1· charactet', per one thou.sand ems, ten (10) cents. This to include
!ending or unloading, ovenunning, changing bead or foot lines, and .making-up forms.
No com_poEition shall be leaded unless actually required, which leading
mu~t.be directed by the Public Printer, in writing. Nor shall any composition, on any pretext whatever, be paid for a second time upon any
~eport, docnment, 01· publication, unless the work· shall have been actually
0
and only tben when unavoidable necessity compels its re-setting.
0
allowances shall be made for correctinO'
forms in any case except
0
w~~'.·e ~aterial alterations shall have beeJ'.l made in original c~py; in
w. ~c_n case, tbere shall be allowed, for . every bonr of time occupied in
m<1 tng sueh correcLions, fifty (50) cents.

£t•

PRESS WORK ON FULL SHEETS OF ANY SIZE.

1

Fo~ eacb token of two hundred and forty impressions including dryp_r~i6'~f' ~fty (50) cents; but no job shall be counted less than a token.
sem~r!S atwe_ Bills.- All bills, resolutions, &c., ordered by the Genernl As Y, or eitber branch thereof~ ordered printed· in bill form, fifty (50)
H.

IL- 50
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cents per thouAand ems. This to include p1·ess-work, folding, and delivering, provided not more than two hundred copies are ordered.
For folding and inserting maps, diagrams, plat.es, and illustrations, with
or without facings, }JCI' one hundred copies, one ($1) dollav.
:BINDING.

Paper covers, includi.ng composition, pre~s-work, nnd putting on nil
books, documents, and pnblications, for one hun1ii-ed copies, one dollnr
and fifty ($1 50) cents. The paper to ·be furnished by the Commonwealth.
The words'' Public Property," "Property of the State,"" State Libra,
ry," &c., to be put in and on all books without extra charge.
For half Binding.--All materials to be furnished by the Contractor.
Leathet· backs, titles lettered with gold leaf, paper sides, as folLows:
Half law skive1· binding, fifty (50) cents.
Half law sheep binding, seventy (70) cents.
Half law 1·oan binding, seventy (70) coots .
.For full Bfnding, as follows :
Law skiver binding, seventy (70) cents.
Law sheep binding, ninety (90) cents.
Law calf binding, one dollar and ten ($1 10) cents.
Cloth Binding, as follows: All books, documeuts, or other publications
in mnslin covers, plain colors, whether plain, gilded, or embossed, with
lettering on sides or backs, or boLh, per volume, torty (40) cents.
Ruling and Blank Book Work.-Jfor ruling and binding blank work
(paper and all materials used to be furnished by the contractor or eontractors), as follows:
.J:'c1· qn1rc, letter size or smal ler, for half binding with corners, thirty
(30) cents.
Half binding, with sprin g backs. fifty (50) cents.
Fu ll binding, with spring backs, sixty -five (65) cents.
Full bind~ng, with Russia corners, seventy-five (75) cents .
Fnll binding, .Russia ends and bands, ninety (90) cents.
Plain, per quire, half binding, cap size, thirty-five (35) cents.
Plain, per quire, with tipring backs, fifty-five (55) cents.
Full binding, sixty-five (65) cents.
Full binding, H.uRs ia corners, eighty -five (85) centR.
Full binding, Russhi ends and bands, one dollar and ten (il 10) cents.
.Half binding, dcmy, per quire, fifty (50) c:onls.
Half binding, demy, E'pring backs, seventy (70) cents.
Ful l binding, ninety (90) cents .
Fu ll binding, .Russia corners, one ($1) dollar.
Fnll binding, Russia ·ends and bands, one dollar and thirty ($130) cents.
J:lalf binLling, medium, pct· quire, eighty-five (85) cents.
llalf bintling, with spring backs, ninety-five (95) cents.
Full binding, one dollar and ten ($1 10) cents.
Full binding, Russia corners, one dolla1· and thil'ty-five ($1 35) cents.
Full binding, Russia en.ds and bands, one dollar and sixty ($1 60) cents.
Half binding, l'Oyal, per quire, one dollar and ten ($1 10) cents.
.
Half binding, royal, with spring backs, one dolla1· and tnirty-five (Sl 3o)
cents.
Fu ll binding, one dollar and sixty ($1 60) cents.
[i'ull binding, .H.nssia corners, one dollar and eighty-five ($1 85) cents.
Full binding, .Russia ends and bands, two dollars and ten ($2 10) cents,
Half binding, superroynl, per qnire, one dollar and .sixty ($1 GO) cents.
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Half binding, st1perroyal, with spring backs, one dollar and eighty
($1 80) cents.

.Full bintling, two dolla1·s and ten ($2 10) cents.
.
Fu14 binding, with .Russia corners, two dollars and thirty ($2 30) cents.
FuM bindi11g, witll Russi:i. ends and b:i.nds, two dollars and sixty ($3 .60)
,con ts.
Haff binding, imperial, per quire, two dollars and ten ($2 10) cents.
Half binding, with spring bac:ks, two do1l~rs and sixty ($2 60) cents.
fl'nlt binding, three ($3) do14ars.
Full binding, witll Russia cornet·s, three -dollars and twenty-five {$3 35)
,con ts.
Full binding, with Russia ends and bana.R, foLn· ($4) dollars.
Where ])l'it~ted lrnadings 1u·e made on-all blank books, twenty per (20)
,cent. additiol'l:11 to the abo,e prices.
For all blti<11ks with printJed headings, s·uch as are fornished by the AudHor of PubHc Accounts te assessors, or other officers, twenty (20) cents
per quire where more thaa five thousand quires are ordered; thirty (30)
<:~nts. per q1,1ire where less than five thousand quires are ordered.
l?ot· ruliHg, per one hundred sheets, of aH unprinted blanks or other
work, oach passage through the machine, ten (lOl cents.
No c:harge fot· indexing blank books, except where leather tabs, with
gold letters, are usecj, for whicli there sllall be allowed, for each alphabet,
two ($.2) doHars.
Eacl~ quire in hlank books to consist of twenty sheets, the paper to be
first -class; J.etter sir;e, not to weigh less than twelve pounds to the ream;
-cap, sixteen pounds; demy, twenty-eigbt po1mds; medium, thirty-six
pounds; royal, forty-fo11r pounds; supetToyal, lifty.fot1t· pounds; i111perial,
:seventy-two pounds. ·
Mr. Jolrn Charles Thornpscm offered th.e following amendment to
the origiHal bill, viz~

O) cents.

30) cents.

5) centR.
60) cent~.
nts.
ve (Sl 35)

lf>)

cents.

2 10) cents,
GO) cents,

It shall be the duty of the Public Printer to contract for the pubOication of the Governor's proclamations, general election returns,
.advertisements fo1· the sale of non-residents' lands twice pe.r month
for three months, of lands forfeited to the State for the non-payment
of taxes twice per month for three months, and such other ad'{ertisements as the several departments of the State Government may
he required by law to publish. in a newspa?er, in s11ch newspapers
o_f the State as wiH best subserve the purposes for which su.ch advertisements or publications are made; the compensati.oR for which shall
not exceed seveH.ty-five cents per lineal il'-lch, single column, solid
matter, and in type not larger than hrevier, for the first insertion,
and t_WeHty-five cents pet• lineal itrnh for each subsequent insertion:
Provuled, li.owe'De1', The selection of said newspaper or newspapers
~hall meet the approval of tlrn Gove1'Ro1·.
·
And the question being taken oil the adoptioll of said amendment,
it was dec-ided ill the affi.rmati.ve..
Mr. C. T: Allen offe1·ed tl:te folfowing amendment to section 4, sub·
:section 3, of the original bill, viz:
For plain so lid. bl anks such as the Govem01·'s procla.mati011 for
rew~-ds, etc, , 50 -oents pe; q uii re.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment ,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend section 4, subsection, 4, as fol.
lo ,11°s, viz :
~or script work, such as the Governor's pardon, etc., 50 cents per
quire,
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection a, of section 4, so as
to make said subsection read: as foHows, viz:
For letter-head ,vork, suqh as is used by the different departments,
$3 50 per ream, counting 960 half sheets to the ream.
And the question being taken on- the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection 6, of section 4, as fol,
lo ws, viz:
For ruling, composition, and press-work, on assessor'·s blanks, botli
sides, imperial paper, $ 15 per one thousand sheets.
And the question being taken on the adoption of sai-d amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection 7, of section 4, as follows, viz:
For printing blanJrn on cap or letter paper, 18 cents per qui-re.
_ And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. AHen moved to amend section _4 by striking out subsec·
tion 9.
And the question l'i:eing taken on the adoption of sai-d amendment,
i-t was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. C . .T. Allen moved to ame!ild subsection 12,- of section 4, as
follows, viz :
For ru-ling, composition, and press-work on returns of maniages,
births, and deaths, and work of similar character, on medium paper,
$5 50 per ream; on flat cap pap-er, $3 50· per ream;. on superroyal
paper, $6 25 per ream.
And the question being tali;en on the adoption ef said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative .
_ Mr. C. T. Allen moved. to am.end section 4 by striking out subsec,
tion 13.
And the question being taken, on the adopt.ion 0f said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend section 5 to read as follows, viz:

9 5. For press-work, he shall receive compensation as follows:
When the number 'of tokens amounts to or exceeds 500, he shall
t'eceive 45 cents per token; when the numbe1· of tokens amounts to
or exceeds 300, but falls u nde1· 500, he shall receive 50 cents per token ;
when the number of tokens -amounts to or exceeds 150, b11t falls under
300 he shall receive 55 cents per token; when the number of tokens
am~nnts to or exceeds ~O, but falls under 1·5 0, he shall receive 60 cents
per token, and when the uumhe_r of t~kens fal!s under 50, he shall
receive 70 cents per token. This sect10n applies to .press-work on
books, bills, reports, and matter of similar character, but does not
apply to the work mentioned in any of the subsections of section 4
o! this act, in which the compensation of the Public Printer is fixed
at a certain price per sheet, quire, 01· ream.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.

4, as folnks, both

Mr. Jchn Charles Thompson moved to amend se-ction 8 by inserting after the word" Lil.irarian," in the second line, the following, viz·:

4, as fol-

Who shall first find out the quantity, quality, and character of
material needed, and shall then communicate with and receive from
~uitable paper milis prnpositions to furnish same, and from the lowest
and best bidder, among whom the Librarian shall purcilase in bulk
the pape1· to ·be furnished by him.
,

1uire.
I endment,

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirm a ti ~e.
.Mr. C: T. Allen moved to amend section 9 as fotlows, viz:

endment,

[

t enbsecencfment,
tion 4, as

arriages,
am paper,

lupenoyal
nendment,

lt

5

ubsec•

l endment,

99. The Public Printer and Binder shall render an itemized account of the work he has done, the price c·harged therefor, not oftener
than ~very three months to tile Governor, whose duty it shaU be to
exa~ine ~aid account carefully; and with said itemized account the
Public Printer and Binder sha ll file a sample copy of each blank, cir~ular!etc., charged therein, indorsed in words and figures the same as
JU sa id account.
The said account shall be so drawn as to show the
quantity of compo sition iri each book, pamphlet, document, etc., the
quantity of pape1· in each, the number of tokens in each; and the
total cost of each, and the accounts against each department of
~he ~overnrnent shall be kept and rendered separately. In his eKami~ati?n of sai rl accounts the Governor, if he see proper, may call to
his aid anr practical printer and binder he may select, and may compensate him for such aid by directirio- the Auditor to draw his warrant on the Treasurer in his favor fo~ an amount sufficient to cover
~he a_ctual expenses, and not exceedino- $ 10 per day for his services
inh said
·
·
II b ex aminat1on.
All accounts of "'the Public Printer and B inder
~ a . e approved by the Governo r, and paid bv the Auditor drawing his warrant on the Treasurer for the amo~nt clue on said accounts.
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And the question being taken on the adoptiot1 of said amendment

'

it was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection 2,' of section IO, as fol-

lows, viz:
For binding the Reports of the Auditor, paper sides and cloth hacki,
20 cents per volume.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection 3, of section 10, as follows, viz:
For full hindiug, plain sheepskin, without Russia leather, demy or
medium size, 50 cents per quire.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
, Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection 4, of section 10, as follows, viz:
Fo1· full binding, sheep, Russia ends and bands, demy or medium
size, 75 cents per quire.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection 5, of section 10, as fol·

lows, viz:
· For full binding, with Russia hinges, ends, and fronts, demy or
me<lium size, $1 per quire.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
'it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection 6 of section 10, 3$ fol·
lows, viz:
Fot· binding in law calf, first-class style, $1 per volume.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
[_;_Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend subsection 7, of section 10, as follows, viz:
For binding pamphlets, such as the Governor's Message, Asylum
Reports, School Reports, and binding of similar character, I½ cents
each, the State furnishing the paper for said covers.
And the questio_n being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. U.' T. Allen mornd to amend section 12 by striking out !be
word'' eighty," in the third line, and inserting" fifty" in lieu thereof.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. A11en moved to amend section IO by adding thereto the
following subsection, viz:
VITI. For binding in muslin, embossed, 40 cents per volume, to
include lettering, etc.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved t-0 amend by adding the following section
to said bill, viz :

§-. Wlrnn the accounts for paper mentioned in section 8 of this
act are paid by the Aud itor, he sha ll charge the sa me in a book kept
for tlae purpose, to the . Pub lic Printer and Binder. In his quantity
accounts the Public Printer shall state the quantity of paper used in
each and every class of work, an d shall receive credit on his paper
account fo1· the_same, and be held responsible in his final settiement,
fur wbatever balance may be found against him-a due and proper
allowance being made for unavoidable waste, etc.
And the question being taken on_the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend by adding the following additional section to said bill, viz:

§-. If any report, bill, or other document is ordered to be printed,
and no number is specified, only 200 copies shall be printed.
And thequestion being taken on the adoption of sa icl amendment,
it was decided i11 the affirmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to amend by adding to said bill the following additional section, viz :

§-. There .shall be printed 500 copies eac h of the Jonrnal8 of the
mendrnent,

r

10,asfol·

tge, Asylum
r,

l½ cents

1

mendment,

ing out tbe
ieu thereof.

H1:~se of Representatives and Senate, 1,000 copies of the pamphlet
ed1t1?n of the Public Laws, 3,000 copies of the bound edition of the
Public and Private Laws of each session of the General Assembly,
l,OO? copies of the State Treasurer's · Report, 2,500 copies of the
Aud1t.or:,, Report, 6,000 copies of the Report of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction, 300 copies each of the Adjutant and Quar~er-Master's Reports, 500 copies each of the Reports of the Superrnten<lents of the several charitable institutions of the State, the
Keeper of the Penitential'y, the President of' the Agricultural College, tl1e State Librarian the Public Printer and the Commis.
'
'
swner of Agriculture. The Private and Public Acts of the General
~ssembly shall be printed separately, but, if practicable, embraced
lll one volume.
The Reports of the Auditor, the Public and Private
Acts, the Journals of eac h House, the Report of the Commissioner
of Agnculture, and 100 copies · of the Governor's Message, shall be
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bound; all others shall be only st.itched, unless otherwise specially
ordered.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment
'
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. 0. T. Allen moved to amend by adding the following additional section, viz:
§ - . The Journal_,, of the two Houses of the General Assembly,
the volumei;, of Pubhc Documents, and the Laws , shall be printed in
superroyal octavo form, on neat Jong primer type, with as near as
can be two thousand ems in a page, without any unnecessary leads,
blank, or broken lines, or pages. The volumes of Public Documents
shall contain nothing that is to b e inserted in the Laws or Journals
of the same year; and the various document;i inserted therein shall
follow each other in as close compact order as is consistent with
good workmanship, without the intervention of. unnecessary blanks
or separate title or half-title pages; and the paging thereof shall be
separate, and at the conclusion shall be an index, showing the order
in which the documents appea1·. In cases when any document is
printed in pamphlet form, which shall also be inserted in said volumes, and when any document shall be printed in pamphlet form,
which shall also be printed in the Journals, but one charge shall be
made or allowed for the composition thereof.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Godshaw moved· to amend said bill by striking out the last
section, and inserting in lieu thereof the following, viz:
That this act shall take effect from and after the term for which
the present Public Printer was elected.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas an<l nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Lackey, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turne!'), Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
Ct"Omwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
William Points,
0. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
G. W . Prichal'<l,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. M. l{eed,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Gl'iffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambl"Ose, Milton .Hamilton ,
Thomas A. l{obertson,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Grnnville V . Rouse,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
T . M. Hill,
0. W. Rus.,;ell,
J . NI. Bigger,
W. H . Hillsman,
Thomas Sanders,
A . Buford,
Lewis Jones, ,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Bul'r,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Synder,
W. H. H . Callihan,
T. J. Lewis, ·
Ralph L. Spalding,
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Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke, ·
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
J. W . Meador,
John A . 'I'homaf',
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Montgomery Men-itt, Geo . H.B. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomlls H. Ditto,
E. H. lVlorin,
John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
W . C. Owen_s,
LaFayette Wilson--79.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who vote<l in the negative, wereSamuel D. Hensley,
David Mart.in,
T. J. Oatts,
Josiah Hunter,
W. J. McElroy,
James Perkins-7.
J. Q. Lackey,
The House then took up the substitute offe1·ed by Mr. Clarke for
said bill.
The amendment thereto, hitherto offered by Mr. Buford and adopted, is as follows, viz :
Amend section 12 by striking out the words "he must be a practical printer of five years standing," and insert in lieu thereof the following words: "he shall have been engaged in the printing business,
and thol'Oughly conversant therewith, fo1· five years previous to election."

Mr. John Charles Thompson moved to amend section 21 of said
substitute by striking therefrom the word "two," and inserting in
lieu thereof the word" one," in the 'first line of said section.
And the question beiug taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
i\Ir. Wilson moved to amend section 2 by inserting in line 16, after
the W<)l'ds "blank books," the words " except those used by the officers of the various courts of r~cord."
·
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Snyder then moved a call of the House.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The roll being called the following members answered t_o their
names, viz:
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Mr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson
J . M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse, '
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
W. H . H . Callihan,
T . J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
_Thomas [-I. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. lVIcElroy, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgom ery Merritt, Geo. H . B. Thompson,
W. J . Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
John Feland,
J . M. Neal,
G . H. Towery,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn, .
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
James O' Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
Charles God shaw,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-Bli.
Leven E. Green,
W. C. Owens,
The question was then taken on the adoption of said su•bstitutc,
as amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Adair and
Clarke, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. W. Russell,
Cromwell-Adair,
W. L. Hazelip,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas Sanders,
G. -R. Snyder,
Clement R. Ambrose, T . M . Hill,
J. T. Tartar,
J . K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Han cock Tay lor,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
Clinton IC Tharp,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Geo . H . B. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
E. H . Morin,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
· James O'Bannon,
John 1). Thompson,
John Feland,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
James Perkins,
H.P. Whiu,ker,
Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
LaFayette Wilson-44.
J . W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight,
J.M. Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
A. Buford,
W. H. Hillsman,
W. C. Owens,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos iah Hunter,
J. S . Owsl ey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L. Pope ,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Wm. M. Reed,
Henry Campbell,
rat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ferdinand Rigney,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
Thomas A. Robertson ,
James Barbour Mas on, T. W. Scott,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Clarence U. lVIcElroy, Augustine Shelburne,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Mcl:<:lroy,
Ralph L . ::5palding,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
John 0. W elch-43.
Dennis Gleason,
i\Ir. Snyder moved to reconsider the vote by ·which said substitute
was adopted.
Mr. Clarke moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Snyder, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Granville V . Rouse,
W. L. Hazelip,
James P. Allen,
0. W. Russell,
Samuel D. H e n:Jley,
J. K. Bailey,
Thomas Sanders,
T. M. Hill,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jon es,
G. R. Snyder,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Lewis,
A. R. Clarke,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. W. Meador,
W. T. Dicken,
John A. Thomas,
James F. Means,
Abne1· Eversole,
Andrew Thompson,
E. H. Morin,
John Feland,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
James O'Bannon,
D. A. Glenn,
John D. Thompson,
W.W. Orr,
Charles Gods haw
Isaac T. West,
James Perkins,
). W. Griffith, '
H. l'. Whitaker,
William Points,
Milton Hamilton,
LaFayette Wilson-42.
G. W. Prichard,
Those who voted in the negative; were-i\Ir. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Hobert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
W. 0 . Owens,
A. Buford,
W. H. Hill sman,
J. S. Owsley,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pop.e,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M . Reed,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas A. Robertson,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
T. W . Scott,
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James Barbour Mason, Aug. Shelburne,
Clarence U . McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
W. J . McElroy,
John Chas. Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, G . H. Towery,
Tipton A. Millet·,
John C. Welch-44.
J. M. Neal,

I

Mr. Owens moved to postpone the motion to reconsider until Tuesday, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken 011 the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
By permission of the House, Mr. Snyder withdrew the motion to
reconsider the vote by which the substitute was adopted.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Speaker Turner-1. A bill for the benefit of A. A. Curtis, of Madison county.
On motion of Mr. Tharp2. A bill to provide for and ·regulate the payment of clerks in certain criminal cases.
On motion of Mr. Keller3. A bill to authorize the judge of the Bourbon county court lo
call the comt of claims together for the purpose of improving the
present county jail, or to build a new one·, and to make a levy to
pay for ~ame.
Ordei~ed, That the Committee on Military Affairs prepare and bring
in the 1st; the Committee on Propositions and GrieYances the 2d, and
the Committee on the Judiciary the 3d .
The Speaker laid before ·the House the report of the Board of
Visitors to the Agricultural and Mechanical College.
[ For Reporl--see Legislative Document, No. 22.]
Which report was received, the reading dispensed with, and the
same ordereq to be printed.
And then the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1878.
The following petitions were presented, viz:

By Mr. BurrThe petition of sundry citizens of Logan county, asking the
passage of an act to prevent the sale of spirituous liquors withi~ one
half mile of Bethlehem Church, in the village of Homer, in Logan
county.
By Mr. Buford1.

2. The petition of sundry business men of the town of Mid way,
asking the Legislature to refose to pass the law taxing banks.
By Mr. Brooks~

s in cer-

3. The memorial of sundry business men of Mount Sterling, protesting against the passage of a law taxing banks.
,
By iVIr. Feland-

eourt lo
ving the
a levy to

4. The petition of citizens of Hopkinsville, asking that the Legislature refuse to pass a bill taxing banks.
By Mr. C. U. McElroy5. The petition of sundry citizens of 'Warren county, praying for
the re-establishment of the whipping-post.
By iVIr. Perkins~

nd bring
e 2d, and

.

6. The petition of sundry citizens of Whitley and Pulaski counties,

Board of

asking the passage of an act to create a new county out of parts of
the counties of ·Whitley, Pulaski, and Wayne.
By Mr. Russell-

and the

7. The petition of sundry citizens of Montgomery county, asking
an amendment to the charter of the town of Mount Sterling.
By Mr. West-

s. The petition of sundry citizens of Jackso'll county, praying an
amendment to the charter of the town of Booneville.
Which Wel'e received, the rea~ing dispensed with, and referredthe 1st, 7th, and 8th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the
2 3
d, d, and 4th . to the Committee on Banks ; the 5th to the Commit·
tee on County Courts, and the 6th to the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances.
The House then took up the unfinished business, viz:
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A bill to define the duties and fix the compensation of the Public
Printe1· and Binder.
Mr. Griffith moved to reconside1· the vote by which the House
adopted the substitute to said bill.
And the question beirig taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. J.P. Allen
and Adair, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
Montgomery Merritt,
0. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Tipton A. Miller,
Robert F. Allensworth, Leven E. Green,
J. M. Neal,
A. Buford,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn, .
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
Edmund Burr,
W. H. Hillsman,
W. C. Owens,
T. J. Bush,
Josiah Hunter,
J. S. Owsley,
Henry Campbell,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
John Cowan,
Thomas H .t Mannen, Thomas A. Robertson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
David Martin,
T. W. Scott,
Thomas H_. Ditto,
James Barbour Mason, Aug. Shelburne,
W. J. Edrington,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. J. McElroy,
John C. Welch-43.
Henry George,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCrom\vell Adair, '
W. L. Hazelip,
Granville V. Rouse,
Jameli! P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
C. W. Russell,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
G. R. Snyder,
E . C. Bainbrid,ge,
Green R . Keller,
J. T. Tartar,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
Caleb R. ·Brooks,
M. H . Marriott,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
James O'Bannon,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
· W.W. Orr,
John D. Thomps.on,
John Feland,
James Perkins,
G. H. Towery,
William Poi~ts,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Joseph L. Pope,
H. P. Whitaker, 48
G. W. Prichard,
LaFayette Wilson- ·
Milton Hamilton,
The bill, as arriended by said substitute, was ordered to be en·
grossed and read a third time.
th
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to e
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
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The question was then taken on the passage of sai<l bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess rs. Clarke and
Keller, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Cromwell Adair,
W. L. Hazelip,
C. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Robert F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
J. K. Bailey,
T. J. Lewis ,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
M. H. Marriott,
J.M. Bigger,
James Barbour Mason,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W . J. McElroy,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Lyttleton Cooke,
E . H. Morin,
W. T. Dicken,
James O'Bannon,
Abner Eversole,
vV. W. Orr,
John Feland,
James Pei·kins,
Henry George,
William Points,
D. A. Glenn,
Jo sep h L. Pope,
Charles God,haw,
G. W. Prichard,
Milton Hamilton,

Granville V. Rouse,
C. W. Russell,
Thomas Sanders,
Augustine Shelburne,
G . R. Snyder,
Ralph L. Spaldin g,
J. T. Tartar,
Hancock Taylor,
Clinton IC Tharp,
John A. Thoma8,
Andrew Thompson,
Geo. H. B. Thompson ,
John Chas. Thompson,
John D. Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac T. West,
I-I. P. Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson-55.

Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
Montgomery Merritt,
A. Buford,
Isa ac H. Goodnight,
Tipton A . Miller,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Leven E. Green,
J. M. Neal,
EJmund Burr,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn,
T. J. Bush,
J. W . Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
Henry Campbell,
W. I-I. Hill s man,
W. C. Owens,
Pat. 0ttmpion,
Josiah Hunter,
J. S . Owsley,
John Cowan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M . Reed,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas A. Robertson,
W. J. Edrington,
David Martin,
. T. W. Scott,
Peter G. Fischer,
Clarence U. iVIcElroy, John C. Welch-36.

Resolved, That said bill do pass , and that the title thereof be
amended t~ read,
.
An act to provide fot· executing an<l supervi:;;ing the public printing and bindino.,.
Mr. Reed moved the following resolution, viz:

.Resolved, Tbat the Committee on Public Printing be instructed and
directed to 1~repare and repol't to this House, at the ear li est practicable
moment, a bill to reduce the compensation of the present Public Printer.

n as to the
ame being

And the question being taken on the adoption of said resolution, it
was decided in the negative.
·
·
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
John Charles Thompson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. L. Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
C. T. Allen,
RobertF. Allensworth,Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
James Barbour Mason,J. T. Tartar,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
Geo . If. B. Thompson,
Henry Campbell,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
Jno. D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,'
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-42.
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
Clement R. Ambro3e, Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
Caleb r:. Brooks,
W. Scott Gresham;
William Points,
A. Guford,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
T. J. Bush,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
Pat. Campion,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. R. Clarke,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
John Cowan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Alex . T. Craycraft,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
W. T. Dicken,
T. J. Lewis,
Aug. Shelburne,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
John Feland,
M. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Peter G. Fischer,
DaYid Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Dennis Gleason,
James F. Means,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
H. P. Whitaker-47.
Charles Godishaw,
W.W. Orr,
Bills were reported by t_h e several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time of
holding the· circuit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judicial
district," approved April, 1873.
By Mr. Adair, from the Committee on the Judiciarj1A bill for the benefit of Union county, authorizing the count.y
court of said c~unty to fund the court-house and jail debts of Union
county.
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By Mr. Merritt, from the Cotnrnittee on County Courts-

r:

A bill to authorize the county of Henderson to issue bonds to pay
off or flrnd its present bond ed indebtedness.
•
By Mr. Reed, from the same committeeA bili to repeal section l of an act, -entitled "An act to· amend
an act, entitled 'An act for the beaefit of the towns of Marion and

r.::.y,

Birmingham.'"
By Mr. Ambrose, fro m the Committee on Agriculture and Man-

non,

~pson,
~ompson,
~ompson,
pson,

'
h,
lson-42.
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[

ufact.uresA bill to prevent stock from running at large in Shelby county.
Which biHs were severally read the first time aad ordered to be
read a second ti1ne.
The rule of the House and the constitlitional provision as to the
secoRd reading of said bi lls being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engros"sed and read a third time..
The rule of the Hou se a1td the constitutio1tal provision as to the
third reading of. said bills being dispensed with., and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and th.at the tities thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bigger, from the ·Committee on the Judiciary, to whom the same
had been referred, reported a hill, entitled
A bill to regulate the mode of assessment and taxation of the
property of railroads and railway companies in this Commonwealth .
Which was read the first time and 01·d,ered to be read a second
time.
The rule of th·e House and the constitl!ltional provision a::i to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Bigger moved that said bill be printed and reeommitted to the
'Committee on the fodiciary.

rtstime of
judicial

And the question being takeR Oil the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative,
Mr. Scott, from the C-ommittee on .Internal Improvement, who
were d-irected to prepare and bring in the same, reporte<l a bill, entitled
'

county
, f Union

A biU to increase the rev-enue of the Sta.te by imposing a tax, and

pr_escribing a mode of collecting the same., on the pri\·ilege of sel.!ingWtne, ardent spirits, malt and distilled liquors.
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Mr. Scott moYed that said bill be referred to the ' Committee

Oil

.

Ways and Means .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on lnsuPance, ·who were directed
to prepare and briiig in the same, reported a bi1l, entitled
A bill to establish the Kentucky Grange1·s' Mutual Insurance Company.
Which was read toe first time and o-rtle red to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of thfl House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill bei.ng dispen sed wi,th,. and the same being
ei1 grossed,
The question "'·as then taken on the pasrnge of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Taylor, from the Committee on Claims, \vho were di.reeted t1>
p1epare and bring in the same, reported a bUJ., entitled
A bill for the benefit of A. Goldstein.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
ti-me.
The rule of the House a!'ld the constitutional prnvi.sion as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule of the Hohlse a.ud the constituti.onal provision as to the
third reading of said. bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
,
The question was then taken on the passa-2:e of said bill,, and it
was decided in the negative.
An<l sp said biU was rejected.
Mr. Edrin.gton, from the Co.mmittee on Agrfoufture and Manufac·
tures, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, enti.tled "An a~t to deane and punish cer·
tain trespasses!'
Which was read the first ti'm~ and ordere·d to be read a sec 0 n,l
time.

[FE11. r,,
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tharp moved to amend said bill by making the provisions
thereof apply to the county of Daviess.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,_it
was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
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time.
The rule of ·the House ancl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The hour of IO o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the Hou:Se took up
the consideration of the special order of the day, viz: the majority
and minority reports of the i.,pecial committee on currency.
Mr. Sanders moved to lay said reports on the table.
And the question being taken 011 the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Gresham asked leave to withdraw from the House a bill, entitled
A bill to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent provisions of acts and articles constituting the charter of the Owensboro and Nashville Railroad Company.
Which was granted.
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw from the House of Representatives a bill, which originated in
the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to prohibit stock from
running at large on turnpike roads in Woodford, Boyle, and Garrard
counties."
Which was granted, and said hill delivered to the messenger.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of the tax-payers of Lyon county.
An act for the benefit of Thomas .l\1. Green, of Maysville, Ken··
tucky.

bl6
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An act to amend an act, entit.led "An act to change the tirnP, of
holding the ~ircuit, chancery, and criminal courts .in the 12th judicial
district," approved April, 1873.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Henderson .
.With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to repeal the third section of an act to amend the charter of the Maysville and .Mount Sterling Turnpike Rqad Company,
approved February 20, 1869.
2. An act to incorporate the United German Aid Society of the
State of Kentucky.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions, and the 2d to the Committee on Propositions
and Grievance·s.
That they had concurred in a joint resolution, which originated in
the House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution directing the Librarian to place a stove in the hall of
the State House.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
apprnved and signed sundry enrolled bills ~nd a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Thomas G. Poore, of Hickman county.
An act for the benefit of J. F.' Rennick, late sheriff of Hickman
county.
Resolution raising a joint committee to confer with the Attorney
General in regard to certain lottery privileges _existing in this State.
Mr. Cooke moved that he be excused from further service on the
Standing Committee on Insurance.
Mr. Goodnight moved that a committee be appointed to withdraw
from the Senate a joint resolution, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
Resolution raising a special joint committee to modify the in 5ur·
ance laws, and to examine and report 11s to the general manage·
ment of the Insurance Bureau.
And the question being taken on the adoption of saicl motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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Whereupon, the Speake r appointed Mr. Goodnight as said committee.
Who , after a time, re ported
. that he had performed the duty as-
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Mr. Morin moved to re con sider t he vote by which said joint resolution was adopted
And the question bei ng taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in th e affirmativ e.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess rs. Morin and
Bigger, were as follow s, viz:
Those who vote d in the affirmative wereSamuel D. Hensley,
David Martin,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Alle'n,
T. M. Hill,
Tipton A . Miller,
Caleb R. Brnoks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed-U.
Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Tnrne1'), W. Scott Gresham,
Joseph L. Pope,
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose , Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. IC Bailey,
W. L. Ha7.elip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge, ·
W . II. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. M, Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambe rt,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, Augu stine Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
()]arence U. McElrny, G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan, . W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
J . W. Meador,
J .' T. Tartar,
W. T . Dicken,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
John Feland,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
G. H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
.J. S. Owi,::Jey,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James Perkins,
H.P. Whitaker-65.
Leven E. Green,
Wm. Points,
The question was then taken on the adoption of said
and it was decided in the negative.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House
the orders of the day a motion to reconsider the vote by
House had refused to adopt a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution raising a joint committee to examine the
<lams on Green and Ban·en rivers .

resolution,
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locks and.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmativ·e.
Said resolution was then read and adopted .
The H<Juse then took from the ordei·;; of the day a resolution, entitled
Resolution requll'lng Kentucky members in Congress to use their
influence in having the bounty laws modified.
Mr. Bigger moved to refer said resolution to the Committee on
Federal Relations.
Mr. Uraycroft moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by 1\1e~srs. West and
Eversole, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereC. T. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
J. l\tI. Neal,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
Otho Nunn,
Clement R. Ambrnse, Josiah Hunter,
W. C. ·Owens,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Richard Lambert,
William Points,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Fe1:dinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
M. H. Marriott,
John A. Tho1uas,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
John D. Thompson,
James F. Means,
G. H. Towrry,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
John Feland,
Montgomery Merritt, LaFayette Wil:ion-31.
D. A . Glenn,
,
Those who voted in the negati,·e wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
James Perkin~,
Cromwell Adair,
W . L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
James P. Allen,
T. lVI. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Broo1rs,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, T. W . Scott,
vV. H. H. Callihan, W. J. McElroy,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
J. W . Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
Pat. Campion,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
E . L-I. Mo1·in,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas I-I. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
W. W . Orr,
John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West-46.
J. W. Griffith,
The question was then taken on Mr. Bigger's motion to refer said
resolution, and it was decided in the affirmative.
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The Ho1.rne then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bi ll to regulate the sa'1e ·and giving away of spirituous, vinous,
or malt liquors in the city of Mayfield, Graves county, -0r within one
mile of saicl city.
Ordered, That said bill be e11gr0ssecl and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
thii·d readiRg of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
,aforesaid .
The House then took from the orders of the day the amendment
proposed by the Senate tG a hill, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of counties owning stock in turnpike, gravel,
and plank roads in this Common. wealtla.
Which amendment was concurred in.
The House then took from the orders of the day the amendment
proposed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
An act to ametld an act, entitled "An a~t to levy and coiled a tax
on dogs in certain coun.ties ."
Which amendment was concurre d in.
The House then to-0k from the orders of th e day a motion to reeousider the vote by which the House rejected a bill, entitled
A bill to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors in
the county of Greenup .
And the question be ing taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. West moved to ree'ommit'said b'ill to the Committee on Moral
a nd Religious Institutions.
Anu the question being taken on tb.e a<l~ption of said motion, it.
was decirled iti the affirrnative.
The House then took from the orders of the day a motion to reconsider the vote by which the House had concurre d in the amendment
proposed by the Senate to a bill which orio-inatec.l i.n the I-rouse of
Rep resentatives, entitled
'
"'
An act to amend and repeal certain sections of the stock law of
Boone co unty.
·
And the question bei)'lg taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affi r mative.

,
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The House refused to concar in said Senate amendment.
The House took from the orders of the day an amendment proposed by the Senate to a joint resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution providing for the pay of a portioJll of the officers and
attaches of this General Assembly.
The House refused to concur in said Senate amendment.
The House then too_k from the orders of the day a joint resolution,
entitled
Resolution in regard to the report made by W. J. Davie on the
agriculture, horticulture, and statistics of Kentucky.
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Leave was granted Mr. Gresham to withdraw the petition of
Blanton Duncan, trustee, praying repayment of loss sustain-ed i11
regard to Loui::iville Armory, with exhibits.
·w hereupon, the Clerk of the House delivered said papers to Mr.
Gresham.
Mr. Burr moved the ~ollowing joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the Genernl Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'fhat a committee of" thirteen, consisting of eight membeFs of the llousc
and five members of the Senate, be appointed by the respective Speakers
of the two bodies, whose duty it shal l 1.Je to tix the compensation of tho
officers and attaches of the General Assembly for the present term, and to
1·eport a bill establishing permanently the salaries and fees of all the officers and attaches of the General Assembly, to take effect after the adjournment of the present Genernl Assombly .
.Mr. Bnrr moved that the rules of the House be suspended for the
purpose of considering said resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ii
was decided in the affirmative.
Said 1·esolution was then twice read and adopted.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Robe1·tson,
Pope, and Ditto.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved au<l
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Winchester, Colbyville, and Lexington Turnpike Company."

[FEo. 5.
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An act authorizing the Owen county court to levy a tax and i ss ue
bonds for turnpike purposes.
An act to authorize and empower the county court of Laurel
county to appoint viewers to view a change in the Wilderness Turnpike Road, near London, in Laurel county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
An act to incorporate the Bethlehem and Fool Hollow Turnpike
Road Company, in Henry county.
An act to incorporate the Saint Joseph's Orphan Asylum, of Campbell county, Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Cen. tral Kentucky Coal and Mining Company."
An act to incorporate the Gainesville Academy, in Allen county.
An act to authorize pers~ns liable to road tax along the line of the
Bradford's Landing and Washington Trace Turnpike Road to work
out their tax on said turnpike road.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Parker's Mill, Stonewall, and Connersville Turnpike Company," approved
March 15th, 1875.
An act for the benefit of the creditors of the Allensville Turnpike
Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Jacksonville and Townsend Turnpike Road," approved February 22, 1871.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated rn
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of H. A. Duvall;
An act to confirm and legalize the division of the property held
for the use of the Hopkinsville Presbyterian Church;
An act to incorporate the First Presbyterian Uhurch of Hopkin.sville, Christian county, Kentucky;

obertson,

An act to incorporate the Second Presbyterian Church of Hopkinsville, in the county of Christian;

Bronston,
ove<l and
of Rep·

An act to protect sheep and dogs in Kenton county;
An act to amend the charter of Bryantsville, in Garrard county;
An act to authorize Capital Lodge, No. 6, Independent Order of
Ot!tl Fellows, at Frankfort, to issue new bonds;
·
An act to amend the charter of the Owino-sville anJ lVIcln tyre's
Ferry T
°
urnp1 1rn Road Company, in Bath county;

the Win-
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An act for the benefit of William Dycus, late shel'iff of Edmonson
county;
An acl for the benefit of Thomas M . Green, of Maysville, Ken-tucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time of
holding the circuit, chancery, an<l criminal courts in the 12th judicial
district," apprnved April, 1873;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Ow,:ley inform the Senate thereof.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Clarke!. A bill to amend an act to incorpor6:te the Bank of Cynthiana,
. approved March 14, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Adair2. A bill for the benefit of B. Huston, late sheriff of Union county.
On motion of same3. A bill allowing the sheriff of Union county further time to return
his delinquent list of said county.
On motion of Mr. Burr. 4. A bill to incorporate the town of Homer, in Logan county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Banks prepare an<l bring in the
1st; the Committee on the Judiciary the 2d; the Committee on Prop·
ositions and Grievances the 3d, and the Committee on Corporate In·
stitutions the 4th.
Mr . Burr read and la.id on the table the following joint resolution,
viz:
Resolved by lhe General Assembly of the Commonwealth nf Kentucky,
'l'hat the two Houses of tbe Gen~rnl Assembly proceed, on Saturday, Feb·
ruary 9th, Lo e!ee;t u Publie Printer, fot· the tol'ln beginning tbe filth day of
"August, 1878.
Mr. C. U . McElroy, from the Committee on Circ~it Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitl ed
nd
A bill to regulate the salaries of the judges of the circuit a
common pleas courts of this Commonwealth.
With the expression of o,pinion that said bill ought not to pass.
d
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a secoo
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to ibe
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Reed offered an amendment to said bill.
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Mr. Whitaker offered an amendment to said amendment.
Mr. Goodnight moved to lay Mt·. Whitaker's amendment on the

le, Ken-

table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nay s being required thereon by Messrs. W . J. McElroy and Snyder, .were as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
· Charles Godshaw,
E. H. Morin,
T. .J. Bu sh,
I;;aac H. Goodnight, W.W. Orr,
A. R. Clarke,
M. H. Marriott,
W. 0. Owens,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Joseph L. Pope,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, H. P. Whitaker-16.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner) , J. W. G riffith,
William Points,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
W . L. H:'lzelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robe1t F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V . Rouse,
KC. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
C. w. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Aug. Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
W. IL H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Alex. T. Crnycroft,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. T. Dicken.
J. W. Meado r,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H . Ditto,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edl'ington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo . H,..B . Thompson,
Ahner Eversole,
J. M. Neal,
John Chas. Thompson,
.John Feland,
Otho Nunn,
John D . Thomp so n,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
fenry GeQrge,
James O'Bannon,
John 0. Welch,
even E. Green,
J. S. Owsley;
Isaac T . West,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson--n.

Mr. Reed moved the previous question.
'
At 1:30 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Campion moved that the House do now
adjourn.
An<l the question beiug taken on the .adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Feland, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, werf-Crom well Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
W .• c. Owens,
T. J. Bush,
Charles God~haw,
Joseph L. Pope,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
M. H . Marriott,
John Chas. Thompson
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
H. P. Whitaker-17. '
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
James Pel'kins,
C. T. Allen,
·
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
James P. ,Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W . Prichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Bi ll,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. l\fannen, T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, .Andrew Tho·mpson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
John Feland,
J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
Otho Nuun,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-OS.
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
l\fr. Owens moved a call of the House.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided ip. the affirmative.
The roll was then called, and the following members answered to
their names, viz:
W.W. Orr,.
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
Crom..,vell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. 0. Owens,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
,¥illiam Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith ,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement. R. Amb1·ose, Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
J. IC Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. l{eed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
· Green R. Keller,
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J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas .Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
T . . W. Scott,
w. H. H. Callihan, T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
11at. Campion,
M. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Jobn Cowan,
Clarence U. McElrny, Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Jam.es F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D . Thompson,
John Feland,
E . H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Wh itaker,
D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-90.
At 1:45 o'clock, P,. M., Mr. Lackey moved that the Houae <lo ~ow
adjourn.
The yeas and nays were required on said motion by Messrs. Feland
and Snyder. Pending the call of the roll on said motio n, the hour
of 2 o'clock arrived, and, in accordance with a rule hithel'to adopted,
the Speaker declarnd the House adjourned.
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The House resumed the consideration of a bill, entitled
A bill to regulate the salaries of circuit court and common pleas
judges of this Commonwealth.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
§ I, Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
lucky, That the salari es of the judges of the circu it. and common pleas
courts shall hereafter be two thousand five hundred dollars pet· year, paynb!e monthly, as heretofore.
.
~ 32· Th~t all laws conflicting with this act be, and are hereby, re1~ealed,
. ~ · This act shall take effect at the expiration of the term of tbe present
1nou mbents.
.

Mr, Reed withdrew his mo~ion for the previous question.
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Mr. Whitaker withdrew the amendment proposed hy him, which
reads as follo,.,vs, viz :
Strike out "two thousand," and insert in lieu thereof "two thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine dollars and ninety -nine cents."
Mr. Tharp moved to amend said bill by exempting therefrom the
judge of the 5th judicial di strict.
Mr. Godshaw moved to exempt the chancellor of the Louisville
chancery court, the judges of the Jefferson court of common pleas
and Jefferson circnit court.
Mr. Mannen moved to exempt th e judge of the circuit and the
judge of the criminal court in the 14th judicial district.
Mr. Buford moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then tak e n on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Reed, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Said amendment is as follows, viz:
Strike out " .two thousand," and insert in lieu thereof" two thousand five hundred dollars."
The question was then taken on the adoption of t_he amendment
proposed by Mr. Godsh~w, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of 1he amendment
proposed by Mr. Tharp, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Mannen, and it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Mr. Snyder moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Tharp and
Towery, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative; were-:Mr. Speaker (Turner), W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
Cromwell Adi;iir,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Joseph L. Pope,
c. T. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
Thomas A Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. L;:i.ckey,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. lVI. Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason,,G. R. ~nyder,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. McElrny, Ralph L . l:'.lpalding,
W. J. Mc~lroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
I'at. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W . .Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
James F. Means.
Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
John Feland,
J.M. Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
John Chas. Thompson,
Heni·y George,
Otho Nunn,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James 0' Bannon,
John C. Welch,
Leven E. Green,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-79.
i\Iilton Hamilton,
Those who voted in the negative, wereLyttleton Cooke,
Charles Godshaw,
Clinton K. Tharp-5.
Alex. T. Craycroft,
E. H. Morin,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills of the following titles, viz:.
An act to regulate the time of holding the circuit courts in the 8th
iudicial district.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to pl'Ovide and maintain
public schools in Cloverport, Breckinridge county."
Which were severally read the fl rst time and ordered to be read a
second time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
second reading of said bills being disp~nsed with,
Orde',-ed, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
th ird reading of said bills being dispensed with,

arp and
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, an<l that the titles thereof be 88
aforesaid.
That they had passed bills of the followi.ng titles, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of district No. 0, in Ballard county,
2. An act to authorize the collection of tolls on the New Castle
and Port Royal Turnpike Road, in the county of Hen_ry.
3. An act authorizing the sale of the Lexington, Russell, and Cynthiana Turnpike Road.
4. An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the
Shelbyville and Bardstown Turnpike Road Company."
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Claims, and the 2d, ?d, and 4th to the Committee on Internal- Im·
prnvement.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An act' for the benefi-t of the sureties of J. H. Swift, late sheriff of
Calloway county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect sheep from
depredations by dogs, and to au'thorize the county courts to impose
taxes on dogs for county put·poses," approved March 20, 1876.
That they had concurred in a joint resolution, which originated in
the House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution raising a joint committee to fix the rate of compensa·
tion for the officers of the present and future General Assemblies.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed as said committee upon the
part of the House, under the provisions of said resolution, Meesrs.
Mannen, Owens, Morin, Whitaker, Shelburne, Hillsman, Godshaw,
and Feland.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills and resolutions, which
originated in the House of Representati,·es, of the following title,,
viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to levy and collect a tax
on dogs in certain counties;"
An act for the benefit of the tax-payers of Lycin county;
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Also an enrolled bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide and maintain
public schools in Cloverport, Breckinridge county;"
And had found the same trul_y enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Amessage was received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentatives, of the fol]o\.ving titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of Bryantsville, in Gl'!rrard county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to change the time of
holding the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judicial
district," approved April, 1873.
An act to amend the charter of the Owingsville and McIntyre's
Fetry Turnpike Road Company, in Bath county.
An act for the benefit of William Dycus, late sheriff of Edmonson
county,
An act for the benefit of H. A. Duvall.
An act for the benefit of Thomas M. Green, of Maysville, Ken- ·
tucky.
An act to authorize Capital Lodge, No. 6, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, at Frankfort, to issue new bonds.
An act to incorporate the Second Presbyterian Chut·ch of Hopkinsville, in the county of Christian
.'
An act to incorporate the First Presbyterian Uhurch of Hopkirisville, Christian county, Kentucky.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Lambert, from th'e Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA hill to incorporate the town of Homer, in Logan county.
.
By Mr. C. U ..McE!roy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to provide for an additional term of the circuit court of
Alexa nd ria, in Campbell county.
IL R.-5~
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By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill requiring the performance of certain <luties by county judges,
justices, sheriffs, and constables.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to enable the board of directors of the Hill City Turnpike
Road Company to borrow money to pay off the i_ndebtedness of said
road.
Which were severally read the first t,ime and ordered to be read

8

second time.
The rule of the House aml the constitutional proviaion as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills he engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of ;iaicl bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engross·ed,
Resolved, That said biHs do pass, and that the titles thereof be a
afore<1aid.
By Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit Courts, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, 11eported a bill,en·
titled
A bill to amend article 17, chapter 29, of General Statutes, title
":r.,arceny ."
Which was read the first time aod ordered to be . read a second
time. ··
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of sai'tl bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and ii
waR decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. George and
Campbell, were as follows, viz :
Those who v~te<l in the affi!·mati ve, -wereMr·. Speaker (Turner), Green R. Keller,
William Points,
C. T. Allen,
J. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. J. Lewis,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Thomas H. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Benjamin F. Buie,.
DaYid Martin,
C. W. Russell,
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Jdmes Barboµr Maaon, Thomas Sanders,
W. H. H . Callihan,
Clarence U. McEtroy, T. W . Scott,
Henry Campbell,
W . J. McEiroy,
Aug . Shelburne,
Pat. Camp ion,
J. vV . Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F . .Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Alex T. Craycroft,
Montgome ry Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicke1t,
Tipton A. MiHer,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
J.M . Neal,
John A . Thomas,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Henry George,
Joh n Chas. Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
T. J. Oatts,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
W.W. Orr,
G. H . Towery,
W. L. HazeJ.ip,
W. C. Owens,
John 0. Welch,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. S . Owsley,
Isaac T. West,
W. I-I. Hillsman,
Jame;; Perkins,
LaFayette Wi!s011-63.
Lewis Jones,
Those who v-oted in the negative, wereJosiah Hunter,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis G leason,
Richard Lambert,
James P. Allen,
D. A . Glenn,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allen's worth, Charles Godshaw,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Caleb R. Brooks,
\iV. Scott Gresham,
J. T. Tartar,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
Andrew Thompson,
T. J. Bush,
Milton Hamilton,
H.P . Whitaker-22.
John Cowan,
T. M . Hill,
Jolin Felan<l,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid .
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by lite General Assembly of the Conimonwealth of Kentucky, That persons, othet· than females, g-uilty of larceny of goods and
{:h::Ltcls of valno less than ten dollars; an<.l persons, other than females,
guilty of stealin g a hog of less value than ten dollars; nnd ]_Jersons, other
than females, guilty of stealing money, goods or chattels, under the ,aluo
<ll ten dollar11, eithe r from the person or possession of any one, or from bis
house, without violence or puUing in foar, shall be pnnished by stripes,
~ot e~ceeding thirty -nine, to be administered by the shet·itf of the county
in wh ich the conviction is ha<.l, or as now provided in article 2, chapter
29, of th? General Statutes, in the discretion of the jury trying the case;
and ;h~ Jury shall state in its verd ict which punishment, shall be infl.\cted.
§ "· r111S tLct sha ll take effect from and after its passage.
'
Mr. Goodnight moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said motion ~n the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bilger, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was recommitted the same, reported a bill, entitled

A bill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title "Rev-enue and Taxation."
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Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Bigger moved to print said bill, and postpone the furt her consideration thereof, and make the same a special order of the <lay for
10:30 o'clock, A . M., Friday, February 8th.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on Banks, who were directed to
prep.are and bring in the same, re.ported a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the Commercial Bank of Kentucky to go into
liquidation, an·d wind up its affairs.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to 'the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr.. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to reduce the number of jurors in inforior courts, and to
provide for and regulate the pay of the same.
·which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rnle of the House and the constitntional provision as to the
secopd reading of said bill being dispensed with.,
Ordei·ed, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day .
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Co.arts, who were directed to prep~re and bring in the same, reported bills of the follow·
ing titles, viz:
A bill to amend section I, article 21, chapte~· 28, of the General
Statutes.
A bill to amend sect-ion 2, article 13, chapter 28, General Statutes.
Which bills were severally read th~ first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Mr. Feland moved that said bills be recommitted, and made the
special order
Tuesday, February 12th-the 1st for 11 o'clock, A.
M., and the 2d for 11 :30 o'clock, A. M.
The hour 9f 12 o'clock, M., hiwing arrived, the House took from
the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the Bank Lick Turnpike Company.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Mr. Hamilton moved to reC'onsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to its third reading.
And- the question being taken on the adoption· of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker moved to recommit said bill ' to the Committee on
Internal Improvement.
'And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Th·e House took from the orders of the day an amendment proposed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled

for

An act to amend the charter of the city of Henderson.
Which was concurred in.
The House took from the orders of the day the majority and minority reports of the committee· on re-districting the judicial districts of
the State.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the minority report, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by M~ssrs. Snyder and
Reed·, were as follows, viz :
.
Those· who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Gl'iffith,
W. W. Orr,
Cromwell Adail',
Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
0
~el'ttAllensworth,W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
. l\Bi. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley,
James Perkins,
A uforu
'I' . 1\1 . H"ll
w·11·
.
1 ,
1 iam P 01nts,
.
· . . •
8
,/1Jam1n F. Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pope,
Bush,
.
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
· H. H. Callihan,
Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. Reed,
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A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
W. T. Dicken,
John Feland,
Peter G . Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
D . A. Glenn,
Charles Goclshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Leven E . Green,
W. Scott Gresham,

'Richard Lambert,
T . J . Lewis,
Thomas H. Mannen,
Clarence U . McElroy,
W. J . McElrny,
J. W. Meador,
James F. Means,
Montgomery Merritt,
Tipton A. Miller,
E. H. Morin,
Wm. Neal,
Otho Nunn,
T. J. Oatts,

[FEB, 6.
Granville V. Rouse
T. W. Scott,
'
Aug. Shelburne,
Richard A . Spurr,
J. T. Tartar,
Han cock Taylor,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Chas. Thompson,
John C. Welch,
Isaac T. vV est,
H. P. Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson-Gi

Those who voted in the negative, wereJ. Q. Lackey, .
G . R. Snyder,
C. T. Allen,
M. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
James P. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose, James Barbout· Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
J. M. Neal,
John A. Thoma.s,
J. K. Bailey,
James O'Bannon,
Andrew Thompson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Ferdinand Rigney,
John D. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas Sanders,
G. H. Towery-22.
W. J. Erlrington,
W. IL Hillsman,
Said minority report reads as follows, viz:
To the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky:
The undersigned, members of the Joint Committee appointed under a
resolution of the Gene1·al Assembly to inquire into and report the power
of this Legislature to re-district the State into judicial districts, and into
the propriety and expediency thereo f, beg leave to report that Lhey concur
in the opinion of the majority of said Committee, that a remodeling of the
judicial system on the Circuit Court plan, and an abolition of oLher similar courts, as far as possible, would be benefi cial to the Commonwealth
and advantageous to the people of the State, but they do not concur in
the opinion of the majority that this L eg islature has the constitutional
power now to increase the number of Circuit Courts in tbe Common·
wealth, or to change tbose now established. They are of opinion that tho
Constitution forbids any present increase of the Circuit Courts beyond
the number now established by law.

C. U. McELR0Y,
H. P. WHI'rAKER,
JORN FELAND,
JOHN COWAN,
W. C. OWE.NS.

M'r . Atlair, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
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A bill to amen<l the charter of the city of Covington.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a secon<l
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s10n as to the
~econd reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third· time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
RcsohJed, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Spurr offered the following resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, Dr. Woolfolk, of Lexington, Kentucky, has maue prison discipline and reform a subject of special study and investigation; therefore,
be i~
.
Resolved, That be be invited to address the Legislature 0f Kentucky on
snid subjects, and that be be tendered the use of this Hall any evening
that will bm1t suit his convenience for said purpose.
Which was aclopted.
Mr. Whitaker moved to dispense with the rules for the purpose of
allowing the Committee on the Judiciary to report a bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, enti ~led
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to incorporate the Christian Association of the
omen of Louisville."
Which was read the first time ·and ordered to be read a second
I
time.
Tbe rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Urdered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Corporate
Institutions.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of .Mr. Keller1. A bill to amend an act for the benefit of the Clintonville and
Thatchel''s Mill Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Orr2· A bill to incorporate the Bradford and Lenoxburg 1:urnpike
Road Company, Bracken county.

Vv
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. On motion of Mr. Shelburne3. A bill to amend chapter 18, article 0, section 6, General Statutes, title" Cqmmon School Law."
On motion of Mr. Hazelip4. A bill to amend article 8, chapter 92, General Statutes, title
" Revenue and Taxation."
On motion of Mr. C.' T. Allen5. A bill incorporating the Nephibosheth Lodge, Inclepen<lent Order
of Odd Fellows, in Caldwell county.
On motion of Mr. Hill6. A bill to incorporate the Persimmon Grove Cemetery Company,
Campbell county.
On motion of Mr. Means7. A bill to provide for the printing of - - thousand copies of
t he present Constitution of Kentucky, for distribution in the State,
On motion of Mr. Rigney8. A hill for the benefit of J. L. Brown, of Russell county.
On motion of same~
9. A bill to change the place of voting in the fourth v_otrng precinct, in Casey county .
On motion of sameI 0. A bill to charte1· the South Fork Turnpike Road Company, in
CaRey county.
On motion of Mr. SpurrI l. A bill to incorporate the Horeb and Carrick Turnpike Road
Company, in Fayette county.
On motion of Mr. Bush12. A bill to permit and r~gulate actions against the Common·
wealth. \
On motion of same13. A bill to prevent burglary.
On motion of Mt·. George-14. A bill to incorporate the Bank of Deposit, Mayfield.
On motion of Mr. Callihan15. A bill to protect the public bridges in Greenup county.
On motion of same16. A bill to proYide for the payment of witness fees in certain
cases.
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On motion of Mr. Marriott-17. A bill to amend an act for the benefit of Ha1·din county, approved February 9, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Merritt18. A bill to protect licensed ferries of this Commonwe~lth.
On motion of Mr. O'Bannon-l!) . A bill to amend the general turnpike law of Henry county.
On motion of Mr. Gleason20. A bill to amend section 4, chapter 112, General Statutes.
On motion of .Mr. Godoshaw-.
21. A bill to incorporate the People's Loan and Savings Bank.
On motion of .Mr. Welch22. A bill for the benefit of D'avidson Hunter, a pauper idiot.
On motion of same23. A bill for the benefit of Sidney Hunt~r. a pauper idiot.
On motion of Mr. Hamilton-24. A bill to regulate and define the jurisdiction of the police
judge of Independence, in Kenton county.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson25. A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Lewis con.nty.
On motion of same26. A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Lewis county.
On motion of same27. A bill to authorize the county court of_Lewis county to sell the
poor-house property, and to purchase other property.
On motion of Mr. Reed28. A bill for the benefit of E. Cox, of Marshall county.
On motion of same29. A bill to reduce the compensation of the present Public Printer.
On motion of Mr. Speaker Turner30. A bill to amend the charter of the Masonic Widows and
Orphans' Home and Infirmary.
On motion of Mr. Mannen31. A bill to change the time of holding criminal court in Mason
and Fleming counties, 14th judicial distri~t.
On motion of same32. A bill for the benefit of James -A. Reed, of Mason county.
H. R.-53
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On motio11 of same33. A bill to proh-ibit the sale of spirituous or malt liquors within
one mile of the Lewisburg Institute, Mason county.
On motion of same34. A hilt for prohibiting the shooting, netting, trapping, or killing
of quails and partridges in Mason county until November 15, 1880.
On motion of Mr. Bigger35. A bill to incorporate the Independent Pall-bearers of Paducah.
On motion of same-36. A bill to amend the charter of the Gas Company of Paducah.
On motion of Mr. G. H. B. Thompson37. A bill to authorize the county court of_Robertson county to
establish chain gangs in said county, and to require persons adjudged
guilty of misdemeanors to work thernin.
On motion of same-38. A bill for the be~efit of Aletha White, Elizabeth D~tson, Aris
Wiggins, and Jeffe1·son Wiggins, pauper idiots of Robertson county.
On motion of Mr. Griffith39. A bill for the ben~fit of the citizens of Lagrange.
On motion of Mr. Clarke40. A bill to amend the charter of the Pendleton Building and
Saving Association.
· On motion of Mr. Tartar41. A bill legalizing certain certificates issued by county clerks to
persons presenting fox scalps.
On motion of same42. A bill prescribing and defining the maximum rate of taxation
in Pulaski county for county purposes.
On motion of same-43. A bill for the benefit of David W. Russell, of Pulaski county.
On motion of same44. A bill for the benefit of Adam M. Adams, of Pnlaski county.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight45. A bill imposing a tax on the sale of pistol>'.
On motion of same46. A bill repealing an act allowing the clerk of the Louisville cir·
cuit court fees in criminal cases.
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On motion of Mr. Allensworth47. A bill to incorporate Allensville Lodges, Nos. l and 2, Independent Order of Good Samaritans and Daughte1·s of. Sama1·ia, in
Todd county.
On motion of Mr. C. U_. l\foElroy48. A hill to amend chapter 95, General Statutes, title "Salaries."
On motion of Mr. Andrew Thompson49. A bill to reduce the toll on the Springfield, Lebanon, aad New
Market Turnpike Road Company from Springfield to Lebanon.
On moti.on of same-50. A •bill exempting all bona fide customers going to and from· the
Pleasant Run Steam Mills, in Washi,n gton county, from paying toll
on the Lebanon and Maxville Turnpike Road Company.
On moti.on of Mr. Oatts.51. A bill for th~ benefit of A. T. Keen, of Pulaski county.
On motion of Mr. Nunn52. A bill for the benefit of J. H. Walker, late clerk of Crittenden
circuit court.
On motion of Mr. Cowan53. A bill for the protection and enoouragement of universities-,
:colleges., seminaries of lear_ning, and common schools.
On moti.on of same54. A bill to amend the charter of Parksville, Boyle county.
On motion of Mr. C. T. Allen·
.55. A bill authorizing the p1-inting of all l~ws and parts of law.s
relating to the duties and responsibilities of fiduciaries.
On motion of Mr. Cooke56. A bill to incorporate the Young Men's Christian Association of
Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Brooks57 · A bill to amend an act incorporating the Bethel and Owingsville Turnpike Road Company, approved March 7, 1868.
On motion of Mr. Hill•
. 58 , A bill to provid~ for the payment of jurors in co1mty and mag1strates' courts in Campbell county.
On motion of same59· A bill to regulate the presentation and payment of county
claims, Campbell county.
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On motion of Mr. Bush60 . A bill to exempt pharmacists and assistant pharmacists from
service on jaries.
On motion of Mr. Mannen-61. A bill directing the purchase of Collins' Historical Sketches of
Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. Edrington62. A, bill to abolish the court of common pleas in Ballard county.
On motion of same63. A bill to establish a quarterly .c ourt, Ballard county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepa1·e and bring in the 25th, 26th, 32d, 37th, 38th, 41st, 49th, and 50tb;
. the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 5th, 6th, 10th, 19th, 21st,
30th, 35th, 39th, 40th, 47th, 56th, and 57th; the Committee on County
Courts the 9th, 15th, 16th, 18th, 24th, 27th, 34th, 58th, 59th, and 62d;
the Committee on General Statutes the 20th, _17th, 12th, and 4th; tbe
Committee on the Judiciary the 13th, 28th, 29th, 36th, and 54th; tbe
Committee on Public Printing the 7th and 55th; the Committee on ·
Claims the 8th and 51st; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 31st,
'46th, 52d, 60th, and 61st; the Committee on Internal Improvement
the 1st, 2d, and 11th; the Committee on _Education the 3d and 53d;
the Committee on Revenue and Taxation the 42d and 45th; the Com·
mittee on Moral and Religious Institutions the 33d; the Committee
on Ways and Means the 43d and 44th; the Committee on Banks the
14th; the Committee on Retrenchment and Reform the 48th, and the
Committee on Charitable Institutions the 22d and 23d.
And then the House adjourned.
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The following memorial and petitions wern presented, viz :
By Mr. Cowan-- .
I. Memorial of sundry citizens of the city of Louisville, against
an increase of the tax on banks.
By Mr. Thomas2. The petition of sundry citizens of Shelby county, asking the reestablishment of the whipping-post.
By Mr. Tharp3. The petition of citizens of Daviess county, asking t!Jat a tax be
levied on intoxicating drinks.
By Mr. l\1annen-4. The petition of citizens of Mason county, asking the prohibition
of the sale of spirituous liquors within one mile of Lewisburg Institute, in Mason county . .
By Mr. Oatts5. The petition of A. T. Kene, asking reimbursement of expenses
for quelling a riot at Somerset.
By Mr. Buford6. The petition of citizens of Lee county, a sking the improvement
of Kentucky river.
By Mr. Feland7. The petition of citizens of Christian county, asking a reforma-

tion of the bastardy laws of this State.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Banks; the 2d to the Committee on Circuit Courts; the 3d to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation; the
4th to the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions; the 5th to
the Committee on Claims; the 6th to the Committee on Internal Improvement, and the 7th to the Committee on General Statutes.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of Brandenbuig, Kentucky, ·passed
and approved March ~8, 1872, so as to authorize the justices of said
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town to make or adopt such changes in the sidewalks of said town
as they may deem proper.
An act to authorize the sale of the Big Eagle and Connersville
Turnpike Road, in Scott county.
An act to repeal an act to charter the town of Berlin, in the county
of Bracken, and an act amending the same.
An act to amend the charte1· of the Paducah and North 'Ballard
Turnpike Road Company.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
- l. An act for the benefit of and to amend the charter of the Blue
Lick Turnpike Road Company, in Bullitt county.
2. An act to amend an ·act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Clear Cree!,:, now Shelbyville and Eminence, Turnpike Road Company."
3. An act to incorporate the Bowling Green and Hadley Turnpike
Company.
.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred. to the Committee on Internal
Impr~vement.
That they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to authorize the German Insurance Bank to reduce its cap·
ital stock to $200,000.
- Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
·
Mr. Bigger moved that said bill be committed to the Committee on
Banks.
And the question bein_g taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported tbal
the committee had examined enrolled bills a~d a resolution, which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,
1'liz:
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An act for the be_nefit of counties owning stock in turnpike, gravel,
and plank roads in this Common wealth;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to facilitate the collection
of taxes in the city of Paducah," approved February 17, 1873; also
to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of the city
of Paducah," approved March 1, 1876, and to reduce the said two
acts, as herein amended, into one;
Resolution raising a joint committee to fix the rate of compensation for the officers and attaches of the present and future General
Assemblies;
Also an enrolled bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal the third section of an act to amend the charter of the Mays,·ille and Mount Sterling Turnpike Road Company,
approved February 20, 1869;
And had found the same truly enrolled .
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the S e nate thereof. •
Amessage was rec e ived from the Governor, hy Hon. T. S. Bronston ,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to confirm and legalize the division of the property held
for the use of the Hopkinsvill e Presbyterian Church.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to levy and collect a tax
on dogs in certain counties."
An act to protect she ep and dogs in Kenton county.
Resolution raising a joint committee to investigate the condition
of the Common School Fund.
Resolution directing Librarian to place stove in hall of State
House.
ly:Ir. Bigger offered the following resolution, viz:
It is represent ed to the House of Representatives that the
Audi tor of Public Accourits collects, from each share of one hundred dollars of stock held in the National Banks , doing busin ess in the State , the
80
?1 f forty cents, and from th e own ers of fitock in th e State Ba nks,
doing business in the State, for tbe same amount of stock, the sum of fifty
cents i therefore, be it
Resolved, '.L'hat tbe Auditor of Public Accounts be requested to inform
1
llls House, at his earlies t pleasure, what amount he- collects from the
1
s~occh_olders
of National and State Banks as above recited, and the time
a which such collections commenced, and how many years it has been
W_HEREAS,

°
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collecled, and the law and legal advice under which he bas acted in mak.
ing such collections.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Welch moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That an invitation is hereby extended to Dr. Huntoon Super.
intendant of the Institution for the Education of the Blind at Lo~isville
Kentucky, to visit Frankfort during the prese nt session of the Legisla:
ture, for the purpose of, giving a public exhibition of the marvelous prog.
ress bis pupils have ma<le in their respective studies.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Meador moved the following resolution, viz :
WHEREAS, Various counties in this Commonwealth are groaning under
the burden of heavy bonded indebtedness, contracted for the purpose of
constructing railroads; and whereas, in many cases the debt was contracted, not by a majority of all the votes in the county or counties voting,
but by a majority of those voting; and whereas, various counties have the
benefits of railroads, without having contributed anything towards thoir
construction; therefore,
Resolved, That the Committee on the Judiciary be required to prepare
and bring in a bill providing that all revenues arising from tax upon
railroads, or euch parts of railroads passing through counties over which
there hangs a bonded debt for building the said railroad or roads, shall be
used by the county court of such counties for the exclusive purpose of
paying off their raih-oad bonds.
Mr. Spalding moved to postpone the further consiaeration of said
resolution, and make the same the special order for Friday, 15th inst,,
at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the qnestion being talfen on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill for the benefit of Samuel Tate late sheriff of Pulaski

'

coun.ty.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The ~ule of the House and the comtitutional provision as to the
second reading of sai<l bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th6
third read'ing of said bill being disp·e nsed with, and the same &eing
· engrnssed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in put·suance to a pl'Ovision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turne;·), W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard,
RobertF. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q . .Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R: Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Ma,;;on, Aug. Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. McEkoy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
.Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thomp so n,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
William Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
John 0. Welch,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
J. W. Griffith,
W. W. Orr,
H. P. Whitaker,
Milton· Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-66.
ln the negative-Wm. M. Reed-1. ·
Resolved, That the title of_ said bill be as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
WREREAS, Samuel Tate, late sheriff of Pulaski county, undertook the
collection of the State r evenue from said county for the years 1876 and
1877, with the understandi ng that he s hould receive ten per cent. of all
revenue collected by him and paid into the State Treasury; -and whereas,
no one could be induced to undertake the collection of said revenue for
less than ten per cent.; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat the Auditor of .Public: Accounts, in bis seltlenfont with Samuel
'f_ate, late sheriff of Pulaski county, be, and he is hereby, authorized and
d1recte~_t? allow s~id Sam.uel Tate ten per cent. of all revenue collected
and pa1cl· rnto the 'l:reasury by him for the years 1876 and 1877.
§ 2. This act to take effect from and after its passage.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill t_o amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for liens for
laboring men an·d supply men," approved March 20, 1876.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly o( tlte Commonwealth ·of Kentucky, 'l'hat the title of said act 'be amended by repealinrr so much of the
sam e as 1s
· contained in ·the words II and' supply men." ~
H. R.-54
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2. That the first section of said act be, and the same is hereby, amended
by repealing so much thereof as is em.braced between the words "and" in
the 10th line, and the word "business" in the 12th line, inc lu sive, Lhatis
to say, by sLriking out the words "and the persons who shall have supplied materials and supplies for the carrying on of such business."
§ 3. That the second section be amended by repealing- a porLion thereof
contained in the fourth Ii ne, viz: the words '· or due for suc h materials or
supplieR."
3 4. That the sixth section of said act be, and the same is he1·eby, repealed.
§ 5. This act shall take effect from its passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
.Mr. Snyder moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question beiug taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being req aired thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Cooke, were as follows, viz :

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E . Green,
Otho Nunn,
0. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
James 0' Bannon,
Richard Lambert,
A. Buford, ·
0. W. Russell,
8enjamin F . Buie,
T. J. Lewis, ·
T. W . .Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan, · W. J. Mc.Elroy,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompsoh,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
Wm. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-34.
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
Ro.bert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley, William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K.. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M . Reed,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q: Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H . Mannen, Aug. Shelburne,
A. 0. Cope,
M. H. Marriott,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
Dtwid Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
John Feland,
James Barbour Mason, W. A. Webger,
Clarence U. McElroy, John 0. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West,
T~aac H. Goodnight, W. W. Orr,
H. P. Whitaker-43 .
Milton Hamilton,
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.Mr. Snyder ~oved to strike out the fourth section of said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

n thereof
terials or

There being objection made to the thi!'d reading of said bill, the
same passed into the orders of the day.

ei·eby, re-

The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took
up ti1e special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled

as to the

otion, ii
yder and

A bill te authorize the Auditor, with the assent of the Attorney
General and Governor, to compromise with defaulting sheriffs and
collectors of the public revenue and their securities.
Said bill was ordered to he engrossed and read a third· time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Mr. Whitaker moved to reconsider the vote by which the bill was
ordered to be read. a third time.
And · the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affi.rmati ve .

on,

.Mr. Whitaker moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Hamilton moved an amendment.
Mr Wilson moved an amendment.
Mr. Bigger moved to postpone and make special order of the day
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for Fri1lay, the 8th inst. , at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken
was d~cided in the affirmative.

011

the adoption of said motion, ·it

Bills were reported by the severa1 committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the .following titles, viz:
By Mr. Merri.tt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill relating to the establishment of a poor-house in Nelson
C-OUnty.
By sameA bill to re-disti-ict the county of Dell, and fix the voting places in
th e districts of said county.
·

By Mr. Godshaw, from the same committeeA bill to punish Sabbath-breaking in the counties of Knox and
Whitley.
·

By sameA bill to allow court of claims of Bourbon county to appoint a
~pecial patrol.
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By sameA bill to amend section 3, article 2, chapter 33, of the General
Statutes.
By Mr. Allensworth, from the same committeeA bill to protect game and small birds, and to punish trespasses in
the county of Kenton.
By sameA bill to amend and reduce into one the seve ral acts concerning
the management of the Wilderness Turnpike Road, in Laurel county.
By sameA bill to provide for the appointment of a suitable person to perform the duties of county judge of Fayette county, in case of the
failure, refusal, or inability of the regula1· incumbent to perform the
same.
By sameA bill to legalize· the action of the Wolfe county court, at its Octo·
ber terms, 1875 and 1876.
By Mr. Reed, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act authorizing the BaHard county court to
levy an a<l valorem tax.
By sameA bill authorizing the county. conrt of Lincotn county to raise
money and erect a jail.
By sameA bill' to authorize and establish the county line between the coun·
ties of Monroe and Cumberland.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Jefferson Southern Pond Drain·
ing Company.
By M1·. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of College Hill, in Madison county," which became a law withont the
Governor's signature, March 22d, 1873.
By sameA bill to amend section 1, article 23, of chapter 28, General Stal·
utes.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
th
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to e
second reading of said hills being dispensed with,
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Ordered, That said bills be engrossed ·and 1·ead a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
enurossed,
Resolved,' That said bills do pass, and that the. titles thereof be a
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Coui·tsA hill to establish an additional voting precinct in Ohio county.

dered to be

By sameA bill relative to recording master commissioners' reports from
common pleas or -circuit courts, in the county court where the bond is
taken, in the county court office.
By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesA bill to amend section 7, chapter 56, General Statutes.
By same-A bill requiring the publication of all legal notices.
By same-A bill to amend article 4, chapter 12, General Statutes.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read .a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills b~ing dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bills, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bills were rejected.
Mr. Spalding, from the Committee on the Penitentiary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the si;ime, repo1·ted a bill, entitled ,
A bill to provide for the government and discipline of the Kentucky Penitentiary.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.

as to the

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as· to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed -with,
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Mr. Spalding moved that said bill be printed and made the special
order for Monday, the 11th in stant, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And· the question being taken on the adoption o_f said motion, it
· was decided in the affirmative.
Bills were reported° by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend section 17, article 13, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.
By Mr. Godshaw, from the same committeeA bill to amend the first section of the twenty-first article of the
twenty-eighth chapter of the General Statutes, and to increase the
civil jurisdiction of justices of the peace.
By Mr. Reed, from the same committeeA bill to authorize the county court of Laurel county to allot bands
to keep the county road in said county, between the State road and
Jerry Gammon's and the State road at William Lit.ton's, in repair.
By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesA bill for the benefit of J. vV. Shoemaker, of the county of Mercer.
Which bills were severally read the first time aud ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with, and there being
objections to the third reading thereof, said bills passed into the
orders of the day.
Mr. Allensworth, from tl:ie Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the county jQdge to hire out certain persons
convicted of misdemeanors.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Snyder moved that the considerntion of said bill be postponed,
and that the same be printed and made a special order for Monday,
the 18th instant, at l l o'clock, A. lVI.
.And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, _it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
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The rui'e of the House and the constitutional provi sion as to the
tiecond reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Godshaw moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievance s.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, rnported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of the a ssessor of Livingston-county.
Mr. Allensworth moved that the Committee on County Courts be
discharged from the further co~sideration of said bill, and that the
same be referred to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, rnported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the propagation and
protection of food-fishes in the waters of the State of Kentucky,"
approved March 20, 1876.
Which was read the firat time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Spalding moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
Pisciculture.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was tlecided in the affirmative.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees,
to whom the same had been referred ) of the followina
•
0
titles, viz :

By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to repeal the third section of an act to amend the charter of_the MaysYille and Mount Sterling Turnpike Road Company,
approved February 20 1'869

BM

·

'

.

Y r . .Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act for the benefit of Richard Reed and Mrs. E. K. Chevis.
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By sameAn act for the benefit of the sheriff of Metcalfe county, allowing
him further time to execute his revenue bond.
By sameAn act repealing an act for the benefit of the present and future
sheriffs of Bath county, approved the 22d of February, 1871.
Said bills were ordered to be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of satd bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be es
aforesaid.
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom was
i·eferred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to give to William Mudd, sheriff of Green county, further
time until the 1st of September next to pay in the revenue of said
county for the year 1879,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been refened, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act for the benefit of H. A. Tarver, assessor of Hickman
county.
By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesAn act to amend chapter 72 of the General Statutes of the Com·
rnonwealth of Kentucky.
EY sameAn act to amend section 1 of article 3 of chapter 33 .of the General
Statutes.
By sameAn act to amend section 19, chapter 33, of article 12, of th,e Gen·
eral Statutes.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
th
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to e
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
nd
The question was then taken on the pasf!age of said bills, a ii
was decided in the negative.
And eo said bills were disagreed to.
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Mr. Godshaw, from the Committee on County Court~ to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of John P. Barrett, late sheriff of Ohio
county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the ·orders of the day.
Mr. Hill moved to withdraw from the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances a bill, which originated in" the Sen.a te, entitled
An act to amend the several acts in relation to the Jamestown
magisterial district, in Campbell county, approved respectively April
21, 1873, and March 16, 1876, and to provide for the sale of lots levied
on for delinquent taxe s in said district.;
·
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Hill then moved to refer said bill to the Committee on County
Courts.
And the question bei ng taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Craycraft withdrew the motion to reconsider the vote by which
the House passed a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the Commercial Bank of Kentucky to go into
liquidation, and wind up its business.
Mr. Hazelip entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which the
House adopted the minority report of the committee to consider the
propriety of re-districting the State into judicial districts.
.Mr. Gleason moved to reconsider the vote by which the House
rejected a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of A. Goldstein.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Gleason moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill- was
ordered to a third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Gleason then moved to refer said bill to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances.
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
H.

R.-55
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted .Messrs. Tartar and
John D. Thompson.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Mason-=1. A bill for the benefit of Walter Eason, jaile1· of Garrard county.
On motion of Mr. Russell-2. A bill to amend the eharter of the Beattyville Seminary, Lee
county.
On motion of Mr. Hunter3. A bill to authorize the trustees of Columbia circuit of the .Methodist Episcopal Church, South, to convey to Gradyville circuit their
part of the parsonage property in Columbia, &c.
On -motion of Mr. Taylor-4. A bill to amend the charter of the Jefferson Southern Pond
Draining Company.
On motion of Mr. Reed5. A bill to change the boun_d ary line between Lyon and Crittenden counties.
On mo~ion of Mr. Owsley-6. A bill to amend section 269, article 4, chapter 3, title 8, of Civil
Code.
Ordered, That the Committee on Claims prepare and bring in the
1st; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 2d; the Committee
on Moral and Religious Institutions the 3d; (he Committee on Internal Improvement the 4th; the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances the 5th, and the Committee on Codes of Practice the 6th.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were di·
rected to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill in relation to the posting of lands in this Commonwealth.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
'The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tharp moved to amend said bill by excluding from the provisions thereof the counties of Daviess, Hart, Union, Bracken, Bath,
Rowan, Grayson, Hickman, Fulton, Lyon, Mars.hall, and Calloway.
Mr. Goodnight moved to lay said amendment on the table.
Pending the question, the hour of 2 o'clock, P. M., arrived, and,
in accordance with a rnle hitherto adopted, the House adjourned.
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Mr. Glenn read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:,
\VJIEREAS, The present Gubornatorial.Jlfo nsion of this State has become
old insecure, and inRufficient for the purposes for which it was intended;
and whereas, it is proper tbat the State should have a suitable t·eaidence
for the Governor of this Commonwealth,of sufficient accommodations for
social and official entertainment; therefore, be it
Resolved by the Geneml Assemb~71 of tlte Commonwealth of Kentuclc,y,
'l'hat a joint committee, corniistiog of two from the House and one from
tho Senate, be appointed by the respective Speakers, to examine said Mansion, and report on Monday, 11th inst., as to the condition of said Man sion; and also as to the advisability of procuring anotbe1· place for said
purpose ..
Mr. Goodnight moved to suspend the rules for the purpose of considering said resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Dicken moved the following resolution, viz:
WnEREAs, The1·e remains but twenty days of a constit1,1.tional session of
this Legislature, and there being many bill s, both local and general, in tbe
hunds of committees; and whereas, we deem it exp.edient that we exercise
econom:y by transacting as much busin ess as possible every day during
the session.
Resolved, 'fhat on and after the 11th of February, that, in addition to
~he regular morning session, that a night session shall bo held, commenc·rng at 7½, nnd continuing unt-il 10 o'clock, P. M., each day.
Which was rejected.
Mr. Hamilton moved the following resolution, viz:
.Resol~ed, That the Assistant Secretary of State furnish to this House, at
his earliest convenience, the amount of fees be bas received fu1· the pe1·iod
of t~e.lve months next preceding this date, unde1· and in pursuance of the
provisions of chapter 41, article 13, General Statutes, and also tbe amount
of any and all other foes received by him during said pe riod.
Which was adopted.

indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Whitaker,
p.Leave of absence,
.
oints, Russell, J.P. Allen, Jones, and Wilson.

T~e Speaker laid before the House the following Fesponse of the
Auditor of Public Accounts to a resolution of inquiry, originating in
th
e House, as to the sums paid on account of the expenses of the
Quarter-Master General's Department, viz:
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STATE OF KENTUCKY,

}

OFFICE OF AUDI'l'OR OF PUBL IC ACCOUNTS,

FRANKFORT,

HoN. ED. W.

TURNER,

KY., February 8th, 1878.

Speaker of Bouse of Representatives:

Sm: I have the honor to submit, for the information of the House of
Representatives, the annexed papAr, as my response to the resolution
adopted by that body on the 31st ult., calling on me for "a statement
showing the entire expense and aggregated amount paid to the Quarter.
Master General's Department, including all amounts and fees paid to the
officers and employes of said DeparLment; for the fiscal year of 1877."
It w ill be seen that I furn ish separate statements. for the Quar tedfaster
General's ~ffice pt·ope-r and for the Arsenal; which is unde r the control,
direction, and management of that officer.
It is proper that I should state that the porter, whose compensation is
charged, for conven ience sake, entirely to the Quarter-Master .General's
Depa,tment, is also the porter of the Land Office, Adjutant General's
Office, and, by direction of the Governor, of th0 office of the Commissioner
of the Agricultural .Bureau .
Very respectful ly,
Your obedient servant,
D. HOWARD SMJTil, Auditor.

STATE ARSENAL
1876 .

. October

31.

To L. D. Graig, Superintendent_ ___________________ ___•

$i6 00

To Jas. Burns, la bore r____________________ ________ ____
'l'o Vy . G. Thompson, laborer ____________ ____ ____ ·---November W.

December

1.

52 00
49 00
39 00

To B. Pbythinn, watcbmun and laborer---- -----------To L. D. Craig, Superintendent_ _________ ____ ________ _
To J ns. Burns, laborer. ___ ____________________ - -------

7500
5200

To B. Phythian, wntcbman and laborer ------------ ---To 1st.ave-plate a nd putting on snme __________ _____ ___ _

1000
300

To 10 pounds nails, S's, at 6 cents __ ________ ____ -- -- --- To 10 pounds nails, S's, nt 6 cents _______ ________ _____ _

60
60

To 1 gallon coal oil, 40 cents; matches, 25 cents _________
'.Fo 1 keg na ils ________ __ _____ ____ ___ ___ _____ ____ ____
To 12 pounds nails, 70 cents; coal oil, 40 cents--------To 4 pounds nails, 25 cents; broom, 30 cents---------To 11 pounds nnils, 6 cents _____________ ______________
To 1 gallon con! oil, 40 cents; l gallon Jard oil, $1 5(} __ _
To 1 sifte r ____ ____________________ _________ ___ ---To 1 keg nails . ____________ __________ ____ --- ----- I

To 1 sprink ler. ______ ____________________ ---·-- - - ---Amount carried forwar d __ ________ __________ ---- - ------ - -- --

6i

5i
61
I ~i
!I
560

---

Ii

$312 !I
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1877,
J.nuary

Amount brought forward ______________________________ ..; ____ _

$372 20

To L. D. Craig, Superint.euden t ______________________ _

To B. Pbytbiau, h,borer. ____________________________ _

75 00
10 00
52 00
4 00
7 50
75 00
54 00
10 00

To w11shing and cleaning 18 caisson carriages and 12
pieces artillery ____________________________ ---~ ___ _

6 00

2.

To B. Phythi1,n, watchman----------~----·----------To Jas. Burns, laborer----------------------· _______ _

e House of
i-esolution
statement
e Quarterpaid to the
1877."
\er-Master
he control,

JanuMy
January
January

February

3.
15.
31.

28.

ensation is
General's
General's
missioner

To
To
To
To

making and repairing boxes (Shaefer)------- -------15 yardd flannel, 50 cents (J. & J. Swigert) _________ _
L. D. Craig, Superintendent _____________________ _
J as . Burns, lflborer ______________________________ _

To hauling 2 cannon o.nd carriages from and to Arsenal on
8th JanuBry, 1877 ____ _____________ -------------To oil, 30 cents, and 2 handles, 20 cents ______________ _
To 2 files, 75 cents, and 1 rule, 90 cents ________________ _
To screws ---------------------- ------. _________ ___ _
To L. D. Cmig, Superintendent_ _______________________
To J as. Burns ______ ________________________________ _
To B. Phytbiirn ________ _____ -------------------· ___ _
To W. G. Thompson, gunner 22d February, 1877 _______ _
To
To
To
To

Auditor.

H. B. Phythian,
Ned Cummings,
Ned Connors,
Coleman Owens,

To' H. B. Cammack,
To
To
To
To

$75 00
r,200

49 00
39 00
1500
5200
)0 00

<<

'',,
''
''

Jack Franklin,
''
''
11 kegs powder (L. Tobin)------------------------100 ponnds tow (J. W. Sonth)------------------draynge (Jes. Graham)---- _______________________ _

March

$1,18791

}lay

1.

May

5.

I ~l

---$312 !O

49 50
7 50

Amount canied forward ____________________________________ _

hands on cnnnon (J. W. South)----- ---------------rep1tiring gun carriflge (J. W. Soulh)---------------repairing RX ie and new 11.xle bed (J. W. Sonth)------L. D. Crai,r, Superintendent ______________________ _

To J as . Burns ______________________ ---- ---- --------

il

l 50
1 50

15 36

To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

lO

70
75 00
48 00
10 00
l 50
1 60
1 50
1 50
3 00

To 252 feet It by 18 by l2 clear steamed, and 260 feet it
by 13 by 12 dry find dressed lumber, for boxing guns,
512 feet, at 3 cents __ __ _______________________ ---- --

31.

To ramrods (J. W. South) ----------- ----------------To 50 pounds tow (J. W. South) ______________________ _

)10

560

50

1 65

H.B. Pbytbian ·------·---------------- ________ ---L. D. Craig, Superintendent_ _______________ _______ _
J as. Burns _________ __ ______________ ---- ---- -----H. B. Pbythifln _________________________ ---- ------

8.

;W
5l
6i

2 00

2 00
7 50
1 00
1 50
3 50
1 00
1 00
3 50
75 00
54
00
I
10 00
75 00
50 00
15 00

200

60
60
61

''

''
,,'' .
,,

To 15 yards flannel, at 50 cents (J. & J. Swigert)------To Wflgon (Jeff. Allen) _______________________ --------

Morch
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A mount brought forward ____________ ____________ -----------1. To L. D. Craig, Superintendent ________________________ ,

To .r.,s. Burns _____________ ---------------· ---- -----To H. B. Phytbian _________________ ------'-- ---- _____ _
June
July

July

11.

To Jas. Graham, drayage_____________________________
To repair Arsenal roof ··---- _________________________ _

3.

To L. D. Craig, SuperintendP.nL ______________________ _

31.

To JAS. Burns--------------------------------------To 8. B. Pbythiun -------- ---- ---- -------- --··--- ---- To L. D. Cmig, Snperintendent_ __________ ,. ___________ _

$1,187 91
75 00

54 00
15 00
2 oo

To Jas. Burns---------- ---- __ .:. _______ -------To H. B. Phythinn, guard ______ ______________________

2 60
75 00
52 00
15 00
75 00
52 oo
15 00

To H. B. PhythiAn, g1rnrd one nigbt .. ·-----------------To H. B. Phytbian; moving, and cleaning Arsen,d________
To W. G. Thompson, one nigbt on gu1trd _______ ________

I 50
1 25
1 60

0 ------

To W. G. Thompson, on duty six dnys, and cl~aning Arsenul ________ ~------------ ---- -------------------To Geo. R. Vallandingham, gnard on trnin to Louisville
and return ____________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ ____

13 25

4 00

To H. B. Cammack, guard on trnin to Louisville . and
return____________________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

4 00

To Ricbard Crittenden, gu1trd on train to Louisville and
return _________________________________ ., _________ _

4 00

To Jeff. Allen, spring wagon ____ __ ________ ___________ _

50
12 26
1 50
1 50

To Jas. Graham, drayage and labor ____________________ _
To Junie Todd, guard, Ai·senal ______________ _________ _
To Richard Church , guard, Arsena l ________ _______ ~---To Preston Wilkerson, gu~rd, Arsenal_ ________________ _
To M. H. Williams, guRrd, Arsenal_ ___________________ _

1 60
1 60

To Thos. Taylor, guard, Arsenal_ _____________________ _
To JRke V1tnce, loader_ ___ -~ _________________________ _
To. Geo. W ashiugton, loader ___ : ____________ _________ _
To Geo . Smil b, londer_ ______________________________ _
To l:len. Walker, loader _____________________________ _

50
60
. 50

To Lloyd Smith, loader ____________ ---··------------To Wm. Scott, loader ______ _: ______ : __________________ _
'l'o Wm. Harvey, lond e.r ____________ - - ~- ~--- - ~-- -----To John Ward, loRder_ ___________________________ ---To Graba.m A Ryden, loader _________ ____ ____ : _______ -To J I\S. Lucas, loader ____ --~- ____________________ ---To Amos Morton, lol\der ___ ________ .. _________________ _
To Dudley Henry, removing ar1illery and cleaning Arsennl_ ____________ · _____________________________ _
2.

To Ben. Churchill, two days' cleauing cistern at Arsenal -

Amount carried forward ______ --·· ______________________ ----

50
50
60
50
50

To Dick Besely, loader ____________ ---~---- ________ ~-To Bi II HickmRn, 1oader_ _______' ________________ ------

August

1 50

50
50
50
50
50
2 00
9 00

---$1,687 66
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$1,187 91
76 00
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Amount brong ht forwRrd_ _______________________ ---:-· ____ ··--August

14.

To pnm;i Rnd pipe---------------------------------To repair ing key ___________________________________ _

September 4.

To L. D. Crnig, Superintendent _______________________ _
To Jas. Burns ______________________________________ _
To H. B. Phy tbi,rn. _________________________________ _

September 5.
October
9.

To 10 yards fl1mnel, at 50 cents----------------------To L. D. Craig, Superintendent_ ______________________ _
To J11s. Burns--·-------- ________________________ .. ___ _
To El. B. Pbytbian _________________________________ _

64 00
15 00
2 00
2 60
75 00

52 00
15 00

559

75 00
52 00
16 00

$ 1,687 66
10 00

25
76 00
64 00
15 00
5 00
75 00
50 00
15 00
$ 1,986 91

150

======-----

126
I 50

QUARTER-MASTER GENERAL.
0

QUARTER-Ill ASTER t¾ENERAL S DEPARTMENT 1

13 25

1876.

400

October
October

17.
19.

October

21.

October

23.

4 00
4 00

'To aommonwe?.th ~f Kentucky,
To box rent (post-office)-----------------------------To stamps __ ________________ ________________________ _

To
To
To
To

G. Sbaefer, cord and banging SRsb ________.:, ________ _
G. Shaefer, ·3· glnss 12 by 20 inches _______________ _
1 l~tt erpress brush _______________________________ _
tu rpen Line ___ ___________________________________ _

60
12 25

To 1 brnsb __ ------------------------------------ ___ _
To l 1.Jox sonp _~- ____________ ---~ ___________________ _

I 50
I 50

To I pound glue ______________ ~----------------------

I 60
1 60
I 50
60
50
60
50
50
60
50
. 60
50
60

To ½gnllon· turp entin·e --------- ---------------------To turpen ti oe ___________________ ~--- ________ ---~ ---To 1nmpblack ______________________________________ _
October

31.

To Moses Butcher, porter_ _____________ ; ______ -------November 1. To telegram _______________________________________ _
November 29,

December

l.

50
60
60

2 00
9 00

--

To J.P. Nuckols, snlnry _____________________________ _
To W. G. Lobban, snlary ___________________________ _
To D. Howard Smith, jr., s11lary _____________________ _

December

5,

To J, P. Nuckols, snlary ----------------------------To W. G. Lobban, clerk _________________ -----------To
To
To
To
To

D. Howard Smith, jr., clerk·---------------------Moses Butcher, porter ________ ------ ____ ---- -----·
John M. Coleman, preparing boxes for shipment _____ _
making 5 boxes and filling and boxing 100 guns _____ _
2 days' putting in glass, 18 lights _________________ _

To telegrnm --------------------- ·-----------------To 3 boxes matches---------------------------------~
To soap, 60 cents; matches, 50 cents-----------------To 2 brooms--------------------------------------To I duster, $3 60; 1 broom, 30 cents ________________ _
T
•
o I brass lantern (Arsenal)--------------------------

Dr.
$1 50
12 00
l 00
50
65

40
15
l 50
36
40
10
10
200 00
100 00
83 33

35 00
65

200 00
100 00
83 114

35 00
1 00
6 00
4 00
l 00
25
1 00
60
3

·so

3 90

$1,687 66

Atnount carried forward -------- ---- ---- ---- --·-·-·- ·-· ___ .

' $877 52
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Amount brought forward ___________________________________ _
December 12.
December 16.
December 30 .

1877.
J11nnary

1.

J11nuary
Janunry

2.
13.

Janunry

31.

February

Februnry

March
March
March

5.

28.

To express on 2 books from w~shington _______________ _
To express on 1 book to W11sbington __________________ _
To stnm ps __________ _______________________________ _
To J. P. ·Nuckols, salary----------------------------To W. G. Lobban, clerk, sal11ry _______ :_ ______________ _

36 00

To
To
To
To

15 gl11ss, 10 hy 14 -------------------------------l !!lass, 13½ by 15½, 25 cents; putty, 30 cents_ _____ _
putty, 10 cent~; gll\ss, 75 cents_ __________________ _
1 gnllon coal oiL ________________________________ _

To
To
To
To

express on 1 box guns from Louisville_______________
W. G. Lobban, clerl,______________________________
D. Howard Smith, jr., clerk_______________________
Moses Butcher, porter ____ ____ ________ ____ ________

To
To
To
To
To
To

1 broom, 35 cents; matches, 50 cents .. ______________
1 broom_________________________________________
2 pounds powder, at 50 cen ts_____________________
J.P. Nuckols, salary 2 months_____________________
W. G. Lobban, clerk _____________________ ~-------D. Howard Smith, jr., clerk________________________

May

30.

4.

56
85
60
3 75
35
25

75
100 00
83 33
35 00
86
35

l 00

400 00
100 00
83 34
36 00
12 00
125
200 00
83 33

To benzine and j11r ---------------------------------To 1 glass, 12 by 16 _________________________________ _
To l sable brush, polishing guns ______________________ _

35 00
40
16
36

To 1 gallon coal oil--------------------------------To 1 cotton mop, 65 cents; l bucket, 25 cents __________ _

90

To lfoses Butcher, porter----------------------;-------

April

1 40

To 1 tile and setting same---------------------------To express on ting from Louisville--------------------To express on 1 gun from Louisville __________________ _

To 1 water can-------------------------------------To J.P. Nuckols, s11l11ry -----------------------------To D. Howard Smith, jr., clerk _______________________ _

28.

200 00

To Moses Butcher-----------------------------------

26.
31.

April

75
12 00
100 00
83 33

5.

4.

80

To D. Howard Smith, jr., clerk, salary ________________

To Moses Butcher, porter----------------------------To st.amps ________ --~- _,____________________________ _

April

$877 62

To l box so11p (cleaning guns)------------------------To 5 boxes guns, 1 box swords, and 1 box canteens, freight
on same from Louisville ________________________ ---To slam ps ____________________________________ ---- -To 1-cent wrappers ________________________________ -To J.P. Nuckols, sn!llry _____________________________ _
'l'o D. Howard Smith, jr., clerk _______________________ _
To Moses Butcher, porter----------------------------1
To 2 pounds powder, 50 cents ------------------------To l broom---------------------,--------------------

Amount carried forward --------------···----------· ___ ----

40

HO
16 15
10 00
2 00
200
83
35
I

00
34
00
00
30

--$2,840 24
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$877 52
80

May

76
12 00

Amount brougb t forward---- ---- - ---- --~- -------- ---- ---- ---·
31. To J.P. Nuckols, snlnry -----------------------------To D. How,ird Smith, jr., clerk _______________________ _
To Moses Butcher, porter------------ ________________ _

200 00

18.

June

100 00
83 33

City ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----

June

30.

Tu J. P. N_ue,kol~, snlnry _____________________________ _

31.

To D. Hownrd Smith, jr., derk ---~--------------- ______ _
To MoBes Butcher, porter ___________________._________ _
To J.P. Nuckol~, ,;alnry _____________________________ _

I 40
56
85
60
3 75
36

July

To D. HowRrd Smith., jr., cl_erk ____ _____ -------~ _______ _
To Moses Bu tcber·, porter ____________________________ _
August
2. To telegrn m ______________ ,------- _________________ _
August
31. Tu J.P. Nuckols, salary ______________________ _:, ______ _
To D. Howard Smith, jr., clerk ________________________ _
Septemher 4. To Moses Butcher, porter ____________________ ________ _
September 10. To lettering chairs ____________________ ____ : _________ _
September 12. To 8fnmps _______________________________________ _
September 29. To J.P. Nuckols, srdn ry _____________________________ _

25
76
100 00

83 33
35 00
85

To D. Howard Smith, jr., clerk-----------------------To Moses Butcher, p<!irter. ____________________ _________ _
I: To tel egram ___________________'. ____________________ _
8. To 2 pouuds powder, 65 cents; l coffee sack, 20 cents ___ _
To l broom ____________________________ ____________ _

35

I 00

Oc1ober
October

400 00
100 00
83 34

$2,840 24
200 Qo
83 33
35 00

To express on I pllcknge to Pike & John son, WashiDgton
Tu stnmps __________________________ _______________ _

36 00

561

I 25

12 00
200 00
83 33

35 00
200 00
83 _33
35. O<l
I 9-0

200 00
83 33
35 00
2 00
12 00
200 00
83 34
35 00

l 25
86
30

35 00

$4,463 46

12 00
1 25

Mr. J.P. Allen moved that said respof!se be printed and referred
to the Committee on Retrenchment and Reform.
And the question being taken· on the· adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affiri;nati ve.

200 00
83 33
35 00
40
16
35
4U

90

no
16 16
10 00
2 00
200 00
83 34
35 00
1 00

-30

$2 ,840 21

t

Amessage was reoei ved from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secreta1·y of State, announcing that he had approved and
~igned sundry enrolled bills and a resolution, which miginated in ·the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of counti~s owning stock in turnpike, gravel,
and plank roads in this Commonwealth.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to facilitate the collection ·
of taxes in the city of Paducah," ·approved February 17, 187:t.
An act for the benefit of the tax-payers of Lyon county.
Resolution raising. a joint committee to fix the ·r ate of compensati9n for the officers and attaches of the present and fu_ture Ge~eral
Assemblies.
H,
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Mr. Scott moved the following resolution, viz:

Resolved, That the use of this House be tendered to the Murphy organ.
ization of Frankfort, for the purpose of holding a Murphy meeting on
Saturday evening, February 9th.
Which was adopt~d.
The Speaker laid before the House the following response of the
Auditor of Public Accounts to a resolution of inquiry, adopted by
the House, requesting information in regard to the law under which
a tax was collected from State and National Banks, viz :
STA'rE OF KEN'l'UCKY,
}
OFFICE OF AUDI.TOR OF PUBLIO AccOUNTS,
FRANKFORT, KY., February 8, 1878.
HoN.

En. W.

TURNE~,

Speaker of Bouse of Representatives:

·

. Srn: In response to the following resolution, adopted by the House -of
Representatives on yesterday, I respectfully submit this my answer. Said
resolution is in the following words, ·to wit ;
"Resolved, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be requested to inform
this House, at bis earliest pleasure, what amount be collects from the
stockholders of National and State Banks,
* * and the time al
which such collections commenced, and ho.v many years it bas been collected, and the law and lega l advice under which he bas acted in making
such collections."
'
'rhe amonn t collected from National Ban ks · is 40 cents on each sbnre of
stock of $100 held and owne~ by the shnre-holders, and is paid under the
following section of an act, approved March 11, 1867, entitled "Aa net
to tax the shares of capital in Banks and Banking Associations, estab·
lished nnder a law of Congress of the United States of America, usually

*

denominated N ationnl Ban ks:"
" § 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky, Tbnt an annua l tax, of not at a greater rate than is levied upo,n
other money capital in the bands of indi vidua l citizens of this State, 1s
assessed and levied on t.be s hares of capital stock held by any person_ or
body-corporate in any Bank or Banking A1:1sociation, established or doing
business, or located within this Commonwealth, under the law of tho
Congress ol' the United States of America, usually denominated .National
Banks: Provided, That the tax hereby imposed shall not exceed the ~ate
of tax upon the shares of the capital stoc:k of any of the .Banks orgamzed
under the autho1·ity of this State;"
and under the legal advice of ex-Attorney General John M. Harlan nod
ex-Attorney General John Rodman. The collection of said tax com·
menced in July, 1865, and has been collected each year since. For the
years 1865 and 1866 each of said Banks (except the First National Bank
of Louisville, which refused to pay any t,a x), paid, under protest, 50 coots
9
on each share of its stock. under the provisions of the act of February ,
th
1865, taxing the stock of National Banks. But since the passage of e
act of .March 11, 1867, no ra~e of tax has been collected from that class of
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Banks greater than that "levied upon other money capital in the hands
of individual citizens of this State." In 1867, 1868, 1869, and 1870 thirty
cents ~as collected; in 1871, 1872; 1873, 1874, and 1875, fot·ty .five cents;
nnd in 1876 and 1877, fol'ty con ts.
It has recently been 1<uggested to me that, by the adoption of the General Statutes, the act of March 11, 1867, was rnpealed, and that since that
time it was my duty. to collect the same rate of tax fr.:im National Banks
as is imposed on State B ,rnks by section 1, artic le 2, chaplet· 92, page 711,
of said Statutes. From this constrnction of the law I feel compelled to
dissent.
'fhe act adopting the General Statutes expressly provides that only
Buch general laws as were in force at the . ti me said Statutes took effect,
and which were repugnant to them, were repealed. All other general
Jaws were left in full force and effect, except such as are therein specified.
'l.'he Court of Appeals has, I think, fully settled this point in the case
of Broaddus vs. Broaddns, reported in 10 Bush, page 299.
'l'hat there is anything in the act of March 11, 1867, repugnant to the
provisions of the General Stat,utes -on the subject of taxing banks, I do
not believe or understand. That act was passed in pu1·suance of the provisions of the act of Congress approved June 3, 186-!, entitl ed '' An act to
provide a national currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds,
and t_o provide fo1· the circulation and redemption thereof," and was intended to be, and is, independent of and disconnected with any other law
on our statute books on tho subject of taxir.g banks.
The provisions of the General Statutes on this subject are the same
provisions found in tbe old Revised Statutes, and long antedate the creation of National Banks, and could not, therefore, lrnve any reference to
any other class of banks than our State Banks. To make this proposition more clear, I respectfully call aLtontion to section 1, article 10, chapter 92, page 739, of the General Statutes, which is in these words:
"The cashier of a bank, and tho treasurer of any other institution,
~vhose stock is taxed, shall, on tbe first day of July in each year, pay
into _the 'l'reasury the amount of tax due. If tiuch tax be not paid, the
cashier and his sureties shall be liable for the same, and twenty per ce11t.
upon t_h~ amount; and the said bank or corporation shall thereby forfeit
the privtlegei; of its cha1·ter."
Now surely the Legislature of Kentucky, in adopting the ~eneral Stat utes, could not have intend ed to legislate on the subject of taxing the
stock in National Banks, or it would not bave adopted the fol'egoing provision. Tlrn.t body could not have been led so far astray as to assume-, in
certain contingencies, to forfeit the 1;rivileges of that claeis of banks.
That National Banks ought to be made to pay the same rate of taxation
at our State Banks pay I r ead ily agree, but [ can find no law for it, and
mu st, as a consequence, repose on the law as it is.
th
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All of our State Banks pay into the Treasury t.axes at the rate of fifty
cents on each s hare of stock of $100, except two. The Deposit Bank of
Owensboro and the Exchange Bank of Kentucky, at Mt. Sterl ing, pay,
un der their charter s, only twenty-ti,e cents on their stock.
I herewith subm it, for the inform ation of the House of Rep,;esentatives,
a copy of the act of March ] 1, 1867.
I have the honor to be,
Very respec~fully,
Your obedient Rervant,

D. RO WA.RD SMITH, Auditor.

.

,APPENDIX-CHAPTER 2084.
AN ACT to tax the shares of capital in Banks and Banking Associations, established
under a law of Congress of the United States of America, usually denominated
National Banks.

§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonweal/It of Ken.tucky, That an an nual tax, of not at a greater rate than is levied upon other
money capital in the hands of individu a l citizens of this State, is assessed
and levied on the shares of capital stock b eld by any person or body-corporate in any bank or banking association, e!:ltablish ed or doing business,
· or located within this Commonwealth , under the law of the Congress of
the United .States of America, uRually denominated National Banks: Provided, _T hat the ta.x . hereby imposed shall n ot exceed the Tate of tax upon
th e shares of the capital stock of any of the banks organized under th~
authority of ,t his State.
, § 2. That the president, cashier, or othet· chief officer of any such banks
or banking associations, shlfll, by tho first day of Mat·ch in each year, report to the Auditor of Public Accounts a t,rue and correct li st and state·
ment of the names of each stockholder, the amount of stock held by each,
and the par value of each share of the ca pita! stock in any such bank or
bankin g association of which be is the prei,ident, cashier, or chief officerj
and the Auditor i..ha ll annually, by the lQth day of March in each year,
notify the president, cashier, or other chief officer of any of said banks or
banking associations, the amount of tax to be paid on the shares of the
capital stock of sueh bank or banking m;sociationi and ,upon the payment
, of the amount to the State 'rreai:,urer, and the filing of his receipt th~refor with the Auditor he shall execute and deliver to the bank or banking
association a quietu~ for the tax on the shares herein direeted for that
yt)ar, and the amount s hall _b e oba1·ged to tbe, 'rreasurer on account ~f ~be
::linking Fund: ·Provided, That if any such bank or b.a nking assoc1ntion
elect to pay said tax each year, as herein provided, to the Treasurer, _t be
list qf fltockholders herein required shall be di spen:;ed with by the _Audit~r
for the year the payment is made: And p rovided further, 1l'bat said t11 x 18
,paid by the 22d day of ,March. in each year.
.
~ 3. That on the failure, refusal, or neglect of any president, caslll_er,
· er cot he r chief officer of any s_nch bank or banking association to furnish
to· the Auditor, by the first day of March in each year, the }is_t and st11
ment required to be furnished bv the seeond Bection of t.h1s net,_ s~c
han le or banking assooitillOO
Pr es ident ' cashi e r ' or chief officer" of sur·h
"
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Franklin circnit nourt, with costs of suit and 10 per cent. damnges; and
fee of $50 shall be taxed as part of the plaintiff's costs, wb icb the Attorney General shall be entitled to receive for his serv ices in prosecuting
said action to a recovery . .And the Oommonwealth ·sball have the right
to summon as a witnes!'.l in said action any officer of any sunh bank or
banking association, and cause the production in court on the trial the
stock-book of said bank 01· banking association, and to cause Lo be takeh
therefrom the list of names and number of shares of the capital stock
held by each person, corporation, or co-partner, on the first day of March
in each year.
S4. That on the failure, refusal, or negleet of any such bank 01· bank ing association to pay said tax on tho shares of capital stock, as provided
by this act, by the twenty-second day of March in each year, the .A.ull_itor
shall, immediately after that day, notify the proper assessor of thti State
revenue of the non -payment of the tax hy the bank or banking associa,.
tion thus !ailing 01· refusing or neglecting, and shal l fu1·nish said assessor
with such facts as may be within the .A.uditor·'s possessi'Jn as to the number of shares, par value, and owners' names of said stock; and said
assessor shall include in the tax li::it of each person, corporation, or copnrtners, the said shares of stock held by such person, corporation, or
pm·Lners, on the first d!l.y of March in each. yeat·, and a tax of 50 cents
upon each share of said stock shall be annually pard by the bolder of
said stock.
§ 5. That this act shall take effect from its passage.
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Mr. C. T. Allen moved that said response be printed.
And the que~tion · being taken on the _adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
A message was receive·d from the Senate, announcin,g that they
.had passed bills, which originated in the House of Rept·esentatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act. for the benefit of the sheriff of Fleming county.
An act for the benefit of McCracken county, empowering it to compromise its debts, issue bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the
same.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
Which was concurred in.
That they had concurred in a joint resolution, which originated
the ,House of Representatives, entitled

1~

Resolution raising a joint committee to examine the locks and
dams on Green and Barren rivers.
With an amendment thereto.
Which was twice read and concurred in.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:

, l. An act creating the office of Clerk for the Enrolling Com·mittees of the General Assembly.
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2. An act to amend subsection 2 of section 337 of the Civil Code
of Practice.
Which hills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
· The rule of the House and the constitutional pro\•ision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Circuit Courts, and the 2d to the Committee on Codes of Practice.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed an enrolled bill, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide and maintain
public schools in .Cloverport, Breckinridge county."
Bills were reported from the Committee on Corporate Institutions,
who were directed to prepare and bl'ing in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. SnyderA hill amending the charter incorporating the Elizaville Station
and Mayslick Turnpike Road Company, in Fleming county.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Jefferson Turnpike Company.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the town of Harrodsburg.
By Mr. HillA bill to incorporate the Persimmon Grove Cemetery Company, in
Camp bell county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a secorid time.
The rule of the House anrl the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of sairl bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills'which originated in the Senate wei·e reported from the Com·
mittee on Corporate Institutions, to whom the same had been referred,
of the following titles, vi:t.:

[FEB. 8.
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vii Code

By Mr. Snyder-An act to amend the charter of the town of Canton, in Trigg

ed to be

count.y.
By Mr. MeansAn act to reduce into one, amend, and digest the acts and auumdatory acts incorporating the city of G lasgow .
. Ordc1'ed, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi~ion as 'CO the
third reading of said bills heing dii;:pensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
afore~aid.
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The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took
up the special order of the Jay, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 02 of the General Statutes, title" Revenue and Taxation."
.)\fr. Reed offered an amendment to said bill.

Station

And the question heing taken on the adoption of said amt'ndment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. 0. U. McElroy moved an amt'ndment to said bill.
Mr. Bigger offered an amendment to Mr. McBiroy's amendment.
Mr. Whitaker moved to print said bill and amendments.
Mr. John Charles Thompson moved that the House resolve itself
into a Committee of the Whole for the further consideration of said

bill.

, pany, in

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker retired from the chair, afrer calling Mr.

ed to be

C. T. Allen to preside.

as to the
be being

After a time the committee rose, and the Speaker resumed the
chair, when Mr. C. T. Allen ~eported th ·it the Committee of the
Whole had had under consideratio1'1 a hill, entitled
·
A bill to amend chapter 92, General Statutes, title "Revenue and
Taxation,"
·
.

lof be as

And asked that the committee be discharged from the further consideration of the same.

s to the

e.

Which was granted.
he Com·
referred,

th

At 12 o'clock, M., the House being in Committee of the Whole,

e Speaker resumed the chair, and announced the orders o( the

day.
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Mr. Snyder moved that the execution of the orders of the day be
suspended to allow a· continuance of the consideration of the said
bill .
Mr. Owens moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on· the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion of Mr.
Snyder, and it was decided in the affirmative.
M.r. Feland moved to refer said bill and amendments to a special
committee of three, and make the same a special order fo1· Monday,
the I Ith instant, at 10: 15 o'clock, · A . M.
Mr. Tharp moved to amend by striking out" three ," and inserting
in lieu thereof ''ten."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative .
Mr. Godshaw moved to make said bill a special order for Wednes·
day, the 13th instant, at 10:15 o'clock, A. M:
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Adair moved to amend the motion of Mr. Feland by striking
· out" Monday," and inserting in lieu thereof" Tuesday." '
And the q_uestion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Goodnight moved to further amend the motion offered by Mr.
Feland, by striking therefrom the word "three," and inserting in lieu
thereof the word "five."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirhiative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion of Mr.
Feland, as amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed as said committee Messrs. J,
M. Bigger, C. T. Allen, John Charles Thompson, W. J. McElroy, and
John A. Thomas.
-And then the House adjourned.
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By Mr. Allensworth1. The petition of sundry citizens of Elkton, Todd county, asking
an amendment to the charter of said town.
By Mr. Oallihan2. The petitio~ of sundry citizens of Greenup county, asking an
amendment to the common school law.
By Mr. Orr3. The petition of sundry citizens of Bracken county, asking a law
for the election of the mastet· commissioner by the people.,
By Mr. Merritt·
4. The petition of sundry citizens of Henderson county, asking an
amendment to the General Statutes, in relation to landlord and tenant, so as to give the landlord a lien on the property now exempt
from execution for rents.
By Mr. Clarke5. The petition of sundry citizens of the seventh district of Pendleton county, asking the passage of a law prohibiting the sale of spirituous liquors in said district.
By Mr. Hensley6. The petition of sundry ctt1zens of Letcher county, asking for
the repeal of the charter of Whitesburg, in said county.
By Mr. Spalding- ·
7. The remonstrance of sundry citizens of Marion county, against
an amendment to the charter of the Lebanon and Bradfordsville
Turnpike Company, so as to charge parties passing over said road to
and from mill, for the purpose of having grinding done for themselves and families.

Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe lat to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 2d to the
Committee on Education; the 3d to the Committee on Cit·cuit Courts;
the 4th to the Committee on General Statutes; the 5th to the Committee on Moral and Religious lnstituti~ns, and the 6th and 7th. to
the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
H,
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Leave was given to bring in the following hills; viz:
On motion of Mr. Lackey!. A bill to authorizE: the trustees of Catlettsburg to grant license
to vend liquors within the corporate limits of .said town.
On motion of same--:2. A bill to amend the charter of A1;:hland.
On motion of Mr. Hazelip3. A bill t.o inc1·ease t.he jurisdiction- of . the quarterly courts ~n this
Commonwealth .
On motion of Mr. Miller4. A bill fo1· the henefit of J. 0. Denton, Calloway eeunty.
On motion of same5. A bill to authorize the Auditor to credit J. H. Swift's revenue
bonds with the amount of his. returned delinquent list.
On motion of Mr. Rigney6. A bill to incorporate the town of Dunville, Casey county,
On motion of same7. A bill to change · the place of keeping the Middleburg, Knob

Lick, and Trace Fork Turnpike toll-gate, Casey county.
On motion of Mr. Dickens. A bill to change the time of holding the criminal eoart in the
6th judicial district and Taylor county ,
On motion of same9. A bill for the benefit of M. D. Bevan, of Clinton county,
On motion of Mr. Scott10. A bill for the benefit of J. H. Morton.
On motion of Mr. Ambrose-I 1. A bill to amend chapter 12 1 article 4, section 8, General Stat•
ute.s.
On. motion of Mi·. Gi;!orge-~
12. A bill to regulate the pay of the members of the General As·
sembly of this Commonwealth.
On motion of. Mr. Green13. A bill to prohib\t the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquor!/
in school di-&J;rict No. 29, G1·a:yson county.
On motion of Mr. 0allihan14. A bill to authorize an·d establish a system of public schools in
the town of Greenup.
·
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On motion of Mr. Marriott-•
15. A bill to provide for designating future volumes of the reports
of the decisions of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky by numb er,
instead of by name of Reporter.
On motion of same16. A bill to amend section 299, Civil Code.
On motion of same! 7. A bill to amend section 694, Civil Code.
On motion of Mr. Bailey18. A bill to incorporate the High Ridge Mineral Land Co-operation Association .
On motion of Mr.Webber19. A bill for the benefit of the colo1·ed people in common school
district No. 27, Harrison county.
On motion of Mr. O'Bannon20. A bill to charter a cemetery company at the town of New
Castle.
On motion of Mr. Wilson:-21. A bill to incorporate the Ruby Coal, Timber, and Transportation Company.
On motion of Mr. Fischer-22. A bill fo1· the benefit of the Second Baptist Church, Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Hamilton23. A bill to amend an act to regulate the road law of Kenton
county, approved March 14, 1876.
On motion of same24. A bill to amend an ac't to change the time of holding the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judicial district, approved April l6, 187-3.
On motion of Mr. Robertson25. A bill to abolish the office of Private Secretary to the Governor.
On motion of same26. A bill providing that on two hung juries in any civil case in

hools ill

any court of this Commonwealth, that on the third trial, a majority
of the jurors shall be received as the v·e1·dict of the jury.
On motion of M1·. Hensley27. A bill to alldw , the voters
Letcher county to vote on the
propQsition of. moving the oounty seat of said c01anty.

of

.
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On motion of Mr. Owsley-28. A bill for the benefit of Belle McRoberts, Li_ncoln county.
On motion of same-~9. A bill for the benefit of school di::1trict No. 51, Lincoln county.
On motion of Mr. Reed30. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 23 , Lyon county.
On motion of same31. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 9, Marshall county.
On motion of saine32. A bill to bring in a special act to reduce the pay of the member from Graves county.
On motion of Mr. Mannen33. A bill to regulate appeals from justices' courts in Mason
county.
On motion of Mr. I-Iillsman34. A bill to extend the time ·of paying the revenue of McLean
county into the Treasury to September, 1878.
On motion of Mr. G. H. B. Thompson35. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 37, Nicholas county.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight36. A bill to authorize the city of Frankfort to estaeli-sh_and mainta-in a graded school for colored people.
On motion of Mr. Allensworth37. A bill to amend the charter of Elkton.
On ·motion of same38. A bill authorizing the county court of Todd to sell and convey
the clerks' offices lot, and buildings thereon, in said county.
On motion of Mr. Oatts39. A bill to amend section 13, title 2, of the Uriminal Code.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw40. A bill to require all pawnbrokers in thi·s· Commonwealth to
keep a register of all goods and chattels pledged, or _upon which
money is loaned, and to take the name of the borrower and his address.
On motion of Mr. Brooks,
41. A bill to prohibit stock from running at large upon turnpikes
on west side of Slate creek, Bath county.
On motion of Mr. Sanders-42. A bill to incorporate the Munfordville Turnpike Company.
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On motion of Mr. West43 A bi ll to change the county line between the counties of Olay
and Jackson.
On ·motion of Mr. John Charles Thompson44. A bill to amend the charter of Harrodsburg.
On motion of Mr. Hunter45. A bill for the benefit of the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, to com·ey to the Gradyville circuit that part of the
parsonage property in the town of Columbia; and to authorize the
trustees of the Gradyville circuit to sell and convey the same.
Ordered, That the Committee on Education prepare and bring in
the rnth, 28th, 29th, 30th, 31st, 36th, and 14th; the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances the 4th, 5th, 9th, 34th, 35th, and 43d;
the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 1st, 2d, 6th, 7th, 18th,
21st, 37th, 41st, 42d, and 44th; the Committee on the Judiciary the
I Ith, 27th, and 40th; the Committee on County Courts the 3d, 23d,
33d, and 38th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 8th and 24th;
the' Committee on . Moral and Religious Institutions the 13th, 20th,
and 45th; the Committee on Ways and Means the 12th and 32d; the
Comrnitte,e on General Statutes the 26th; the ,Committee on Retrenchment and Reform the 25th; the Committee on the Codes of Practice
the 15th, 16th, 17th, and 39th, and the Committee on Claims the 10th
and 22d.
Mr. J. P. Allen was added to the Committee on Retrenchment and
Reform.
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. John Charles
Thompson, Owens, Prichard, and Thomas.
Mr. Merritt entered a motion to i·econsider the vote by which this
House disagreed to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of H. A. Tarver, of Hickman county.
Mr . Owsley,' from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in the House of Repre:ientati\'es, of the following titles,
viz:
An act for the benefit of .McCracken county, empowering it to
compromise its debts, issue bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay
the same;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Henderson;
An act to amend .the , charter of Brandenbllrg, Kentucky, passed
and approved March ~8, 1872, so as to authorize the trustees of said
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town to make or adopt such changes in the sidewalks of said town
as they may deem proper;
An act to authorize the sale of the Big Eagle and Connersville
Turnpike Road, in Scott county;
An act for the benefit of the sheriff of Fleming connty;
An act to repeal an act to charter the to~n of Berlin, in the county
of Bracken, and an act amending the same ;
Resolution to app_o int a joint committee to examine the locks and
dams i.n Green and Barren ri"vers;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to regulate t.he time of holding the circuit courts in the 8th
judicial district;
An act repealing an act for the benefit of the present and future
sheriff.., of Bath county, approved the 22d of February, 1871;
An act for the benefit of Richard Reed and Mrs. E. K. Chevis;
An act for the brnefit of the sheriff of Metcalfe county, allowing
him further time to execute his revenue bond;
An act to re-enact and amend an act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of .Newport, in Campbell county, and to legalize
all official proceedings thereunder;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Wheretipon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
iVfr. Welch, from the special committee appointed to visit certain
lunatic asylums in this State, offered tlie following report, viz:

To tile General Assembly of tlze Commonwealtlz of Kentucky:
The und ersign ed Select Oomn:{ittee, wbo were appointed to visit the
Asylums hel'einafter mentioned, beg leave to submit the followillg ropo1·t:
After a careful and tborougb inspection of all the wards, apartments,
etc., of Central Lunatic Asy lum for whites, at Anchorage, we are highly
gratified to be able to state that we found the same in excellent order in
every particlllar.
.
The main building at tbis place, although designed originally as a
Rousu of l{eform for Juveniles, has been so remodeled as to subserve the
purposes of an in!<ane asyi°um very well, with the single exception of a
fow wards that, are so dark and badly ventilated as to be almost unfiLfor
us'e.
Onr attention was next directed to the quarters for the colored insane,
wltich consist of n one story plank house, set upon posts, wbose inside
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walls are neither plastered nor c,eiled. This tempo1·avy structure is at
present very much overcrowded wit:1 patients, yot we did not find a single
case of acute disea~e either among the co lored or wh ite inmates of this
Institution.
It is scarcely Becossary to add that the present exemption from acute
dise 11se, as we'll as the low rate of rnal'tality among the patients for the
past year, are due to the hygienic measut·cs and skillful management
~mployed by Dt·. C. C. Forbes, Superintendent, and Dr. Irvine Kella·r , the
Assistant Physician.
The Board of Commissioners at Anchorage ask that the State appropl'iate the following sums of money for the purposes hereirrnftet· s1}ecified:
For a turnpike road from Asylum to <le.pot_ _________________ --·-- _______ _
For 700 pannels of picket fonce _____________ __ ______ _______ _ _________ _
For two b»rns,

future
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$ l,500 ea,cil _______ __ __ ___ ________________________ _

$~,000 00
1 ,838 00
3,000 00

For straw-house ________________________________________________ ---·-

500 00

For removing 700 pn11ncls pl!Ulk fence. _______________________________ _

250 00

:ro1al ______________________________________________________ _

$9,588 00

owing

d the
galize

In lieu of which, your Committee recommend that the Committee on
Charitable Institutionfl be directed to prepare a bill appropriating for said
purposes the following amounts:
For pi,·ket fence ______________________ -------------------------- --For b~ro or barns ______________________ ------ ------ ------ --- - -----For straw-house ___ _______________________________ ___ . ·____ ---- - ---

· To111l ___________ ____________________ _ _____ ___ • _____________ _
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$1,50000
1,500 00
250 00
$3,250 00

--_-_-_-_-_-_-

'l'hese improvements are deemed necessary by you1· Committee, and we
hope that they will be gl'anted by your honorable body .
Yonr Committee take pleasure in bearing willing testimony to the
admirable order in which t,h,ey found everything connected wiLh the
Western Lunatic Asylum, at Hopkinsvillei Kentucky.
This Institution is well appointed, well furnish ed, well equipped, and
most skillfully conducted. Not a si11gle case of acute disease was found
among all the i'nmates. Nor did we find any one of the large number of
lunatics herein confined hampered by manacles, fetters, or anything else
of the kind. They seemed to enjoy the liberties and immunities of their
situation like persons of comparatively fair minds. It is emphatically a
good home for them, and many of them are contented therewith.
The Board of Coi~missioners at Hopkinsville have saved from their per ·
eapita fot1rteen thousand dollars, which they ask may be applied to the
erecLion of an addiLional brick buildiiw
with metal roof, to reliev.e the
b)
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overcrowqe<l condition of their wards, not only for the present, but also
the indefinite future.
We cheerfully recommend that this privilege be granted thorn; and we
further recommend' that the Committee on Charitable Institutions prepare
a bill appropriating said Commissioners ten thousand dollars, for the pur.
pose of erecting a brick building, with a metal roof, for the accommodation of colored lunatics.
We deem this l'eally necessary to relieve Central Asylum, at Anchorage,
of a large number of colored lunatics , as well as to prevent in future the
heavy expense of transporting such lunatics from Hopkinsville district
either to Anchorage or Lexington. In th is connectio1-1, we further sugg est, that hereafter the State do not pay for more than one guard accompanying said lunatic; and if more than one be necessary, the traveling
expense of the same shall be paid by the county sending said per8on to
any of the insan e asylums. We also s ugges t that the law fix definitely
the sum to be paid by all pay patients, not leaving the same, as it now is,
at the discretion of the Superintendent: Provided, however, That persona
of limited means be received free of charge.
Your Committee are glad to be able to state that the Kentucky Asylum
for the 'fuition of the Blind, at L ouisvill e, Kentucky, is in . perfect order,
and most skillfully managed by Dr. B. B. Huntoon, its able and distinguished Superintendent. 'fhe management of this noble phi lanthropy
reflects much honor upon the grand old Commonwealth of Kentucky,
and no small credit upon the eminent .Professor in charge of said Institution. And as t-he chi ef need of this Asylum for the Tuition of tbe
Blind is more children to educate, we earnestly recommend that tho'State
make suitable provisions to defray the trav eling expenses of blind children
on going, for the first time, from their homes to the Asylum.
All of whicb is respectfully 1:mbmitted.
·
J.C. WELCH,
RICHARD A,. SPU.RR,
JOHN FELAND,

'

.R. I. McQUIDDY.
Which was read and received.
On motion of Mr . C . T. Allen,
Ordered, That said report be referred to the Committee on Charitable Institutions.
Mr. Welch, from the select committee appointed to visit certain
lunatic asylums in this State, r.e ported a bill, entitled
A bill to pay the traveling expenses of a select committee to visit
certain charitable institutions.
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Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
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time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
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engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the severa l committe.es, who were directed
to prepa re and bring in the same, of the folio wing titles, viz :
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the town of Corinth, in Grant county.
By Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on BanksA bill to charter the Savings Bank of Ru s~e llville.
By Mr. Clarke, from the Comm ittee on General StatutesA bill to amend article 12 of chapter 28 of the General Statutes.
By Mr. Marriott, from the eame committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to establish a criminal
court for the counties of Daviess, Hancock, Ohio, Meade, Breckinridge, and Grayson," approved February 23d, 1876, so as to include
Hardin county, and to re-arrange the time of holding courts in several of said counties.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Hardin
county," approved February 9, 1876.
By Mr. Feland, from the same committeeA bill to amend section 1, article 8, chapter 92, of the General
Statutes.
By same-

n Chari·

A bill to amend section 20, article 1, chapter 94, of the Genel'81
Statutes.
By same-

t certain

A bill to a~end article 4, chapter 28, General . Statutes, title
'' Courts."

1

By Mr. C. T. Allen, from the same committeeto visit

A bill to aboli!,h the June term of the equity and criminal court"of
th e county of Madison.
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Which bills were severally read the first time and ordere.d to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th
third reading ot' said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, Mr. Bigger moved to
suspend the rnle -to take up the orders of the day, and proceed with
the call of the committees.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :

fer

tbE

tbi

to

w
IV

By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on Banks-

' An act to authorize the German Insurance Bank to reduce itd cap·

u

ital stock to $200,000.
By Mr. Robertson, from the Committee ·on General Statutes. An act to amend section 2, article 8, chapter 02, ot' the General
Statutes.

th

Said bills were ordered to be read a third time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third r eading ol' said bills being di spen se d with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be ae
aforesaid.
Mr. Cowan , from the Committee on Banks, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Anderson County Deposit Bank,
Reported the sa me with an amendment.
Which was adopted .
"" Ordered, That ::;aid bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third readirig of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said gill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
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ere.d to be

Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads, to whum was re-

as to the

ferred a bill from the Sen_ate, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled ''An act to amend the charter of

as to tae
ame being

the Newport Street Railway Company,"
Reported the same without amendm e nt.
Said hill was ordere d to be re;'ld a third time.
The rule of the Hou se and th e cons titutional provisio_n a s to the

reof be as

third reading of said bill being di s pen sed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it

moved to
oceed with

was decided in the negative.
•
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Mr. Hill moved to recon sider th e vote by which the Hou se refused

me .

[

motion,it

the several

l following
ce its cap·
tese General

to pass said bill.
Mr. Morin moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question be ing taken on the adoption of said m otion, it
was decided in the affirmativ e .
Mr. Roberts6n, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend sections 4 and 5 of chapter 84, Gen e ral Statutes, title" Peddlers,"
Reported the same without amendment .
Said bill was ordered to be read the third time.
The ·rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said hills being dispensed with,
The .question was th en taken on the paseage of said bill, and

as to the
reof be as
as referred

k,

e.
1

as to the

reof be as

it

was decided in the negative.
And so said bill . was disagreed to.
Bills were reported by th e sev e ral committe es, who were directed
to prepare anrl bring in th e same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on General StatutesA bill to amend section 1, articl e 29, chapter 29, General Statutes.
By sameA bill to amend chapter 92, General Statutes, title'' Revenue and
Taxation ."

By Mr. Robertson, from the same comrr{itteeA bill to regulate compensation of members of this General Assem-

hly.

'

By sameA bill to exempt certain officers in turnpike roads of this Common·
wealth • In
· which
·
the State owns stock, from service on petit and
grand juries.
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By sameA bill to amend section 5, article 4, chapter 5, of General Statutei,
· title" Attorneys."
By samfl-A bill to prevent the carrying- of concealed deadly weapons in~a
Commonwealth .
By Mr. Feland, from the same committeeA bill to repeal certain parts of section 1, article 13, chapter28,~
General Statutes.
By Mr. C. T. Allen, from the sa'lrne committeeA bill compelling the payment of certain fee., in certain cases.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordel'Cd to ill
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
·
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a t.hird time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same beio1
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bills, and ii
wa;, decided in the negative.
And so said bills were rejected.
Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on General Statutes, who wereoi·
rected to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 9, article 35, chapter 29, General Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a seconi
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to~e
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
. Mr. C. U . McElroy moved an amendment to said bill.
- Mr. Sanders moved to lay said amendment on the table .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the affirmative.
So said bill \Vas rejected.
Mr. Robertson, from the same committee, who were directed 11
., prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to better preserve the records of the comts of this Common·
wealth.
Which was rea~ the first time and ordered to be read 8 seconl
time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill heing dispensed with,
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said hill on the tahle.
A~d the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

ea pons in Ina

was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hill and
Reed, were as follows, viz ;
chapter 28,~
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), John Feland,
W.W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm. M. Reed,
ain cases,
RobertF. Allensworth, I:>aac H. Goodnight, Thomas A. Ro_b ertson;
Granville V. Rouse,
ordered to Iii . Clement R. Ambrose, J. W . Griffith,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton;
T·homas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
sion as to toe
A. Buford,
!VI. H. Marriott,
Aug. Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
DaYid Martin,
G . H.. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
·d time.
T. J. Bush,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr.
sion as to the
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
he same beioi
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
A. 0.0ope,
Wm. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
John
Cowan,
Otho
Nunn,
W
. A . Wehber,
d bills, and it
Abner Eversole,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch-45.
Those wno voted in the negative, were0. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
J. W. Meador,
' who were oi•
E. 0. Bainbridge,
W. Scott Gresham,
James F. Means,
I, entitled
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. L. Hazelip,
Tipton A. Miller,
Henry Campbell,
Samuel D. Hensley, E. L-J. MoJ·in,
eral Statutei.
Pat. Campion,
T. iVI. Hill,
J. M. Neal,
read a secool
W. T. Dicken,
W . H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
W. J. Edrington,
Josiah U unt.er,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Peter G. Fischer
Richard Lambert,
Hancock Tayto·r,
sion as to toe
Henr~ George, '
T. J. Lewis,
Geo. H. 8. Thompson,
Den111s G!eason,
Thomas H. Mannen, Isaac T. West-30.
I.
And so said bill was rejected.
ble.
Mr. Robertson, from the same committee, who were directed to prnaid motion, it
pare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
Abill to amend section 11, chapter 31 , General Statutes.
Which was read the fir,it time and ordered to be read a second
re directed to
time.
this Common·
·ead a secoo!

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second rea~ing of said bill being dispensed w ith ,
Mr, C, U. ~foElroy moved to 1·ecommit said bill to the Committee
on General Statutes,
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion it
was decided in the affirmative.
'
'
Mr. Feland, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of the fol,
lowing titles, viz:
A bill to protect birds in Christian county.
A bill to amend section 42, article 1, chapter 94, General Statutei,
A bill to amend sections 24 and 25, article 2, chapter 66, of the
General Statutes.
A bill t_o amend chapter 28, article 13, section 5, of the General
Statutes.
Which were severally read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time,
The rule of the House and the constitutional provisiqn as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resofoed, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. C. T. Allen, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill declaring the first day of January a legal holiday.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a secooo
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second re·ading_ of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Allen moved to recommit said bill to . the Committee on Geo·
eral Statutes.
And the question being taken on tlie adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare a~d bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 29 of the General Statutes, entitled "0rimei
and Punishments."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a secono
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th8
second reading of said bill being dispensed with, ·
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Mr. Al!.ensworth moved to print said bill, and mAke the same the
special order for Friday, February 15th, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Godshaw moved to lay said motion on the table.
'.And the question being taken on the · adoption of said motion, it
was uecided in the affirmative.
Mr. Clarke moved to postpone the further con::tideration of said
bill, and make tpe same the special order for Monday, February 18th,
at JI o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Eversole asked leave to withdraw from the 01·ders of the day
a Lill, entitled
A bill to authorize the county court of Laurel county to allot hands
to keep the county road in said county, between the State road and
Jerry Lamon's and the State road at William Litton's, in repair.
Which was granted.
Mr. Eversole then moved to refer said bill to the Committee on
County Courts.
•
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Fischer asked leave to withdraw from the Committee on Ways
and i\Ieans a bill, entitled
.
A bill to increase the revenue of the State by imposing a tax, and
prescribing a mo<le ·of collecting the sa me, on the privilege of selling
wine, ardent spirits, malt and distilled liquors ·
Which was granted .
Mr. Fischer then moved to refer said bill to the Committee on Cir·
cuit Courts.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. iVIannen asked leave to wit.hdraw fro~ the Committee on Coun·
ty Courts a bill that originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to increase the jurisdiction of the quarterly courts of
Mason and Trigg counties.
Which was granted.
A message was received from the Se~ate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of th e following titles, viz:
·
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of College Hill, in Madi,rnn 'county,'' which became a law without the
Governor's signature, March ~2d, 1873.
An act to incorporate the Jefferson Turnpike Company.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Harrodsburg.
That they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to re-enact and amend an act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of Newport, in Campbell county, and to legalize
all official proceedings thereunder.
Which was read the fir:it time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill <lo pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate; announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act fixing the pay of the officers· and attaches of the present
General Assembly, and to provide for the payment thereof.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:

~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Corrimonwealtlt of Ken·
tucl1y, Tbat tbe following sums of money are hereby appropriated _to the

following persons, to be paid by Lhe 'rrensurcr ont of any money _m the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, upon the warrant of the Auditor:
§ 2. To the Speakers of the Senate and House of .Representatives, ten
dollars, each, per day, during the present sessio n.
·
§ 3. To the Principal Clerks of the Senate and House of Representatives, ten dollars, each, per day, during the present session, and ten d_ays
after adjournment of Gene1:a! Asse mbly for preparing acts fur publicnLIOn,
8 4. 'l'o the Assistant Clerks Lo the Senate and House of Representa·
tives, ten dollars, each, per day, during the present session, an? s1~me
amount per day for ten days thereafter for preparing acts for pnbltc!l!IOn,
§ 5. To the .Enrolling Olerkfl of Senate and House of Representatives,
eight dollars per day, each, during- present session .
.
§ 6. To Sergeant-at-At·ms of Senate and House of .Representatives,
seven dollars, each, per Jay during Lhe present sess ion .
.
§ 7. Door-keepers ot Senate and House of Representatives, each, six
dollars ($6) per day during Lhe present ses!jion.
§ 8. To Cloak-room Keeper of the Senate, three dollars and fifty cents
per day during the present session.
§ 9. To Cloak-room Keeper of the Hou·se of Representatives, five dollars per day during the present session.
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~ 10. To the Pages of tbe Senate and Rous~ of Representn.tive?, two
<loilars and seventy-five cents, each, per day d urmg the present sess10n.
§ 11. To the Janitors. of Senate and House, three dollars per day, each,
<luring the present session.
§ 12. Tbis act shall take effect from and after its pas1mge'.
O,·dered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill bei11g dispensed with ,
Mr. Snyder moved that the rule be suspended, and that the House

take up and consider said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,

it

was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spalding a11d
Maniott, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, we1·el\1r. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
RobertF. Allensw orth,Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley,
J. S. Owsley,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
Caleb R. Brooks,
.f. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas FL Mannen, T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbout· Maaon, Aug. Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
A. R. marke,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. t'J. Cope,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicke11,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinton K.. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington, ,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Feland,
J.M. Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Hem·y George,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West-61.
Charles Godsha w,
Those who voted in the negative, were~romwell ~<lair, .
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas Sanders,
at. Campton,
M. H. Marr~ott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElfoy,
G. H. Towery-9.
Mr. Mannen, from the special joint committee appointed under
the resolution for the appointment of a committee to bring in a bill
providing for the- payment of the officers an_d attaches of the Gen~
era! Assembly, pres~nted to the House and had rnad the following
report of said committee, viz :
H.

R.-58
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To the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky :
Yonr joint comm ittee, appointed to fix the compensation of tbe officers
and attaches of t he present General Assembly, and to report a· bill tu pro,
vide for the election and compensation of. officers and attaches of the
General Assemb ly of this Com mou weal th, respectfully report the bills returned herewith as a just and equitable settlement of thi s vexed question.
'
DAVID R MURHA.Y,
THOS. H. MANNEN,
R G. HAYS,
JORN HYDEN,

OH AS. GO DSHA W,
E. H. MORIN,
R. P. WHl'fAKER,
C. W. LES'l'ER,
W. R. HILLSMAN,
A . SHELBURNE,
JOHN FELAND,
AJ;;BERT S. BERRY.

Mr. Goodnight moved the previous q~stion.
Mr. Marriott moved to adjourn .
And th e question being take n on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nay s being• required thereon by Messrs. Marriott
and Adair, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted ih the affirmative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Pat. Campion-2.
Those who voted in. the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D . A. Glenn,
William Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Charles God5haw,
T. J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
J. K. Bailey,
Leven E . Green,
W.W. Orr,
J.M . Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. Bush,
Josiah Hunter,
T . W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
A,. C. Cope,
James Barbom Mason, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Clarence U . McElroy, Clinton IC Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H . .B. Thompson,
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w. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
John Feland,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch-57.
Mr. Snyder moved to sugpend the rule fixing 2 o'clock as the hour
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for adjourning.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Godshaw moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spalding
and Adair, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereC. T. Allen,
Charles Godsha.w.,
T . J. Oa.tts,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
W . W. Orr,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milt.on Hamilton,
J. S. Owisley,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M . Hi ll ,
. Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
Grnnville V. Rouse,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott.
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton IC Tharp,
A. C. Cope,
.Tames F. Means,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber, ·
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
0Lho Nunn,
Isaac T. West-·43.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gre5ham,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. M, Bigger,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Neal,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Jo sia h E-Junter,
Wm . .M . Reed,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
John Cowan,
M H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry George,
Clare nce U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
Dennis Gleason,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Montgomery Menitt, G. H . Towery-:J4.
Orde,·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the Hou se and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the negative, not receiving the constitutional majority.
. ~he yeas and nays being req oired thereon in pursuance to a proVISlon of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

.,,
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Those who voted in the affirmative wereC. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
RobertF. Allensworth, D . A. Glenn,
·
J.M. Neal,
Clement R. Ambrose, Charles Godshaw,
W.W. Orr,
J. K. Bailey,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. ·owsley,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Leven E. G reen,
G. yv. Prichard,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. Bush,
Samuel D. Hensley, T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. lVI. Hill,
Augustine Shelburne
Henry Campbell,
W. H. Hillsman,
Richard A. Spurr, '
A. R. Clarke,
Josiah Hunte1·,
Hancock Taylor,
A. C. Cope,
J. Q. Lackey,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomai! H. Mannen, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
David Martin,
W. A. Webber,
John Feland,
James Barbour Mason, John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West-48.
Those who voted in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
T. J. Lewis,
T. J. Oatts,
J.M. Bigger,
M. H. Marriott,
Wm. M. Reed,
Pat. Campion,
Clarence U. McElroy, Thomas A. Robertson,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy~
Thomas Sanders;
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. Neal,
·G. H. Towery,
W. 'L. Hazelip,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wil:lon-24.
Arid so said bill was rejected .
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Keller.
On motion of M1·. Snyder, the House adjourned.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1878.
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Hillsman80
}. The petition of sundry citizens of McLean county, asking
amendment to the charter of the Green and Barren River Naviga·
tion Company.
By Mr. Marriott2. The petition of sundry citizens of Elizabethtown, asking the
passage of an act to fund the present bonded debt of said to:wn,

,.
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Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the select committee on Green and Barren ·r ivers, and the
2d to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Perkins.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of College Hill, in Madison county,'' which became a law without the
Governor's signature, March 22d, 1873;
An act to incorporate the Jefferaon Turnpike Company;
An act to amend the charter oft.he town of Harrodaburg;
Also an enrolled bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to reduce into one, amend, and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating the city of Glasgow;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Amessage was re~ei ved from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the sale of the Big Eagle and Connersville
Turnpike Road, in Scott county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Henderson.
An act for the benefit of the sheriff of Fleming county.
An act to repeal an act to charter the town of Berlin, in the county
of Bracken, and an act amending the same
An act for the benefit of McCrac~en county, empowering it to
compromise its debts, issue bonds, and levy artd collect taxes to pay
the same,
An act to amend the charter of Brandenburg, Kentucky, passed
and approved March ~8, 1872, so as to authorize the trustees of said
town to make or adopt such changes in the sidewalks of said town
as they may deem proper.
Resolution to appoint a joint committee to examine the locks and
dams in Green and Banen rivers.
Mr. Buford offered the following resolution, viz:
T!Re~olved, That this House hold two night session s, on Wednesday and
iuisday, th e 13th and 14th in st., from 7 until 10 o'clock, P. M., for the
purpose of allowing the standing committees to report al l loc~l bills, and
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have action thereon. No other buRiness shall be considered at said sessions, save by un animous consent.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Welch read and laid on the table the following joint resoluti on, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of lite Commonu;ealtli of Kentucky
'fha t the Oom111itLee on Charitable Institutions, together with Lhe sam;
committee from the · Son::i.te, be, and they are hereby, appointed a joint
committee tu visit the Asylum for the 'fuition of Feeble-minded Children
with a view Lu investigate its condition, and report what legislation, if any:
be necessary to promote the host interests of that nqble philanthropy.
· Bills were reported by the several committees; who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr . Reed, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town of
Benton, in Marshall county.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to rep eal an act incorporating Guthrie City, in Todd county,
approved March 11, 1876.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts relating to the town of E lkton ," approved
February 17, 185B.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on BanksA bill to incorporate the Bank of Deposit of Mayfield.
By Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the county court of Todd county to sell and
convey the clerk's office lot, and buildings thereon.
Which bills were severnlly read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House an<l• the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills he engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
'A message was receivert from the Senate, announcing that th ey
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz : ·
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An act for the benefit of J e ru s ha Mitchell, committee of Martha
Hickman, of Clinton county .
An act to authorize the, Commercial Bank of Kentucky to go into

int l'esolu-

liquidation, and to wind up its business.
An act to amend the charte r of Elizabethtown, and to authorize

f Kentucky,

the board of tru1:<tees of E lizabethtown to issue bond~, and fund the

b the same
ted a joint
d Children
_tion, ifany:
othropy.
Ire directed

present bonded debt of said town.
With an amendment to the la st named bill.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
l. An act for the benefit of Tay lor county, empowering it to com-

1

I.

rlZ:

l

h~ town of

ut10nsdd county,

nd reduce

I,, approved

promise its dehts, issue bo nds, attd levy and coll'ect taxes to pay the
same.
2. An act incorp orating the Pine Hi ll Coal Company , in Rockcastle county.
Which hills were sev era ll-y read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the con stitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill s being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill ,, be referred--th e 1st to the Committe e on
the Judiciary, and the 2d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
The Speaker laid before the House the follow in g response of
Thos. S. Bl'onston, the Assistant Secretary of State, to a resolution

Ul'tSto sell and
ered to be

n as to the

time.
n as to the
ame being
ereof be as

g that they
esen tati ves,

of inquiry, which originated in the Hous~ of Representatives, viz:
In accordance with a reso lu tion passed by the House of Represent,itives
February 8th, 1878, '' 'rhat lhe Assistant Secretary of State furnish this
House, at his earliest conYenience, the amount of fees ho htHl receiv ed for
the period of twelve months next preceding this date, under and in p ursuance of the provisions of chapter 41, article 13, Ge neral Stu.tu Les, u.nd
also tbe amount of auy aud a ll other fees received by him during said
period," the Ass istant Secretary of State r espectful ly submi ts the following sLatement. Re ha s recei vecl-For issuing commissions to •• Forei!(n Commissioners of Deecis" ______ ---For commissions to Notqries Public ____ ______________________________ _
For romiisious and respites ______ ·__________________________________ _
For affixing seal to attestations of the Secretary of State, estima,ted _____ _
For warrants of arrest _____________________________________________ _

$205
310
1,086
200
60

00
00
00
00
00

----~l ,861 00

The Assistant Sec1·etary of State does not keep a cash account; but he
has made, from the records in the office of the Secretary of State, as correct
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have action ther eon. No otbor business shall be consid ered at said ses.
sions, save by unanimous consent.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Welch rnad and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of lite Commonwealth of KenluckJ
'l'bat the Committee on Charitable Institutions, together with the sam;
committee from the · Sen ale, be, and they are hereby, appointed a joint
committee to visit the Asylum for the 'l'uilion of Feeble-minded Children
with a view lo in,estigale its condition, and report what legislation, if any;
be necessary to promote the best interests of that noble philanthl'Opy.
Bills were reported by the several committees; who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town of
Benton, in Marshall county .
By Mr . Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to repeal an act incorporating Guthrie City, in Todd county,
approved March 11, 1876.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several act::i relating to the town of Elkton," approved
February 17, 1858.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on BanksA bill to incorporate the Bank of Deposit of Mayfield.
By Mr. Allenswo!'th, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the county court of Todd county to sell and
convey the clerk's office lot, and buildings thereon.
Which bills were severally read the fi1·ot time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and• the constitutional p!'ovision as to the
second reading of s1:1.id bill s being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be 81
aforesaid.
.__
A message was receiverl from the Senate, announcing tbat th8Y
had passed bills, which originated in the Honse of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz: ·
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An act for the benefit of Jernsha Mitchell, committ-ee of Martha
Hickman, of Clinton county.
An act to authorize the, Commercial Bank of Kentucky to go into

· oint resolu.

liquidation, and to wind up its business.
An act to amend the charter of Elizabethtown, and to authorize

of KentuckN

the hoard of trustees of Elizabethtown to issue bond,;, and fund the
present bonded debt of said town.

i th the sam;
in ted a joint
~ed Children,
ration, if any,
n thropy.
ere directed
VIZ:

the town of
utionsodd county,

and reduce
," approved

With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had passed bill s of the follow ing titles, viz:

I. An act for the benefit of Taylor county, empowering it to compromise its dehts, issue bond s, arfd levy and coHect taxes to pay the
same.
2. An act in corporating the Pine Hill Coal Company, in Rockcastle coll n ty.
Which bills were several l·y rea d the first time and ordered to be
read a seco nd time.
The rule of the House and the constitntiona.l provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed w ith,
Ordered, That said bill s be referret!--the 1st to the Committee on
the Judiciary, a nd the 2d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
The Speaker laid before the House the followi ng response of
Thos. S. Bronston, the Assistant Secretary of State, to a resolution

urtsto sell and
dered to be
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~ime.
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of inquiry, which originated in the Housil of Representatives, viz :
In accordance with a resolution pa!'lsed by tho Hou:;e of lfopreson~utives
February 8th, 1878, "'l'bat the Assistant Secretary of SLnte furnish ibis
House, at bis earliest conYellience, the amount of fees ho hmi received fot·
the period of twelve months next preceding th is date, undH and in p ursuance of the provisions of chapter 41, article 13, Genera l Stutules, u nd
also the amo unt of any and al l otbet' fees received by him during said
period," the Assistant Secretary of State respectfully submitt:1 the following statement. B.e has rece i vod -For issuing commissions to "Foreil(n Commissioners of Deeds '' __ _ · _____ _
For commis~ions to Not•ries Public __________________________________ _
For rcmiisions and respites ______ ·__________________________________ _
For •ffixing sea l to attestations of the Secret11ry of State, estima,ted ____ -For warrants of nrrest ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ·· --- ---- ---- ---- --

that they

$205
310
1,086
200
60

00
00
00
00
00

$1,861 00

esen tati ves,
The Assistant Secretary of St ate does not keep a cash account ·; but he
has made, from the records in the office of the Secretary of State, as correct
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a statement as possible, and is satisfied that the exhibit covers the amount
received by him for and dnring the time designated in the resolution. Ile
receives no other fees, except the usual legal fee allowed to clerks for copying records, of which very little wns done during the period referred to.
Of the above amount received, he has paid out between two and throe
hundred dollars for necessa1·y assistance in the duties of his office.
Very respectfµlly,
THOS. S. BRONSTON, Assistant Secretary of State.

Mr. Reed entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which the
House disagreed to the passage of a bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
An act fixing the pay of the officers and attaches of the present
General Assembly, and to provide for the payment thereof.
The hom of 10½ o'clock, A. M., _h aving arrived, the House took up
the special order o'f the day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to provide for the government and discipline of the Kentucky Penitentiary.
Said bill was read the fir;it time as follows, viz :
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonw-ealtlt o( Ken·
tucky, There shall be appointed by the Governor, with the advice and
consent of the Senate, three Directors of the Penitentiary, one of whom
shall hold his office for two years, und two of whom shall hold their office1
for four yenrs, from and after their appointment as aforesaid, and till their
,respective seccessors shall be appointed and qualified. After the first ap·
pointment of Directors as aforesaid, as tho term of office of any Director
shall expire, bis sucC:essor shall be appointed in like manner for the term
of four years, and until his successor shall be appointed and qualified.
Whenever any vacancy shall occur in the office of Director by death,
resignation, or .o therwise, the Governor shall appoint a person to fill such
vacancy, to serve until the next meeting of the General Assembly, and
until the same or some one else be confirmed by the Senate; but no per·
son shall be eligible to the office of Director, Warden, or other office:,
who is a rontractor in the Penitentiary, or who is interested, eithe~ directly or indireutly, in any branch of business canied on in the l'_emt~ntiary; and if any Director or officer shall become interested, in v1olat10n
of the above provision, during his term of office, such interest shall vacate
his office, and a successor shall be immeqiately appointed. Before any
Director ab all enter upon the duties of his office, be shall take and subscribe an oath or affirmation to faithfully and diligently disch~rge the
duties of said office according to law. Snid Directors shall receive, as a
compensation for the services- required of them, the sum of three bund_red
dollars per annum, payable in equal quarterly payments, and the Auditor
of Public Accounts is hereby directed to draw his warrant on the State
Treasurer for the same.
§ 2. 'rhat a Warden of the Penitentiary 'Shall be elected, by joint ballot
of both Houses of the present General Assembly, who shall bold the offi~
for a term of four years, commencing on the first day of March, lB'.'
1
subject to the provisions of this act. The General Assembly next P ~j
ceding the expiration of the term of office cif any Warden so elected sba
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elect a successor. If a vacancy shall occur at any ti me when the General
Assembly is not in session, it shall be the duty of the Governor, by and
with the consent of the Directors, to fill the same by the appointment of
a suitable person to discharge the d~ties of the office until the meeting of
tbe next General Assemb ly, and unLII Lhe General Assembly, by a rngufar
election 1 as above provided , l1as elected a perso n to fill the vacancy for
the rem ainder of the term. The Directors shall have power, for cause,
to remove any Warden, and they shall communicate the fact, with the
grounds upon which the remo val was made, to the next succeeding General Assembly, within ten day~ next after its organization. If, upon due
consideration, the Gene.ral Assembly refuse 01· tail t.o concur in the said
removal, or in the justice of the grounds ther'eof, within twenty days
after the fact of removal is communicated to it, then it shall be tlw duty
of the Governor to reinstate the said Warden. Before e n tel'ing upon the
discharge of tbe duties of the office, the Warden s hall execute a covenant
to the Oommonwealtb of Kentucky in the sum of thiL"ty th0usaqd dollars,
with two or more good sureties, to be approved by the Governor (whose
duty it shall be to take said bond, and to fil e the sa me with the Auditor
for safe-keeping), to the effect that he, as Warden, s hall faithfully, well
and trul_y discharge and perform all the duties required of him, and all the
obligations imposed upon him by the provisions of this act; and that he
shall faithfully account fol' and pay into the 'l'reasury, on the last day of
each month, all money rece ived during said month on acconnt of the business and operation of the Penitentiary, ot· so much thereof as said Dil'ectors shall order; and that he shall faithfully account fot· a ll the property
in his hands, or under his control, belonging to the State, when be ceases
to be Wiu·den, ot· is required to do so by tbe Direetors. And if, at any
time, the Directors shall <leem tbe surelies on the bond of th,e Wardon
insufficient, i.t shall be theit· dnty to requi1·e him to give an additional
bond, witb sufficient surety, which additional bond shall in nowise impair,
lessen, or affect the liability of the sureties on the original bond to the
C~mmonwealth. And if said Warden declines, neglects, 01· fails to give
said additional bond, within thirty days aftel' the Directol's of the Penitentiary serve notice on him, requ irin g him to do so, they shall declare
the o_ffice of Warden vacant, and the Governor shall fill the vacancy by
appomtment, as prov,ided herein.
_§3._ It shall be the duty of the Warden to take charge of all the convicts 10 the Penite'nt.iary, and all such as may, from time to time, be delivered t_o him according to law during bis term of serv ice, and them safely
keep 10 the manner prescribed by law. He shall take charge and control
?f al! the property •belonging to the State in, or appertaining to, the Pe!1·
1ten_t1ary, and the same to use and employ, in the administration of the
a~ai_rs _of t_he Penitentiary, as required .by law. He shall maintain strict
discipline m the management and gov_ernment of the prisoners, and may
?0 force the observance of discipline and proper depot·tment, and also
indu_stry, a~ong the prisoners, by reasonable penalties and punishments,
but is prohibited from inflicting cruel or inhuman punishments. He sha ll
?mplo~ the prisoners, such as a r e not sen~enced to solitary confinement,
10
• us_elul labor_ (as far as practicable), such as may be profitably conducted
withm t?e Prison walls; but he shall not, directly or indirectly, be person~lly mterested, in a pecuniary sense, in any business or enterprise
~~rned_ on ot· conducted in the Prison, or by the labor of the convicts .
. or a violation of this provision he shall, for each offense, upon conviction
in any court of competent jurisdiction, be fined in any sum not exceeding
H, R.-59
,,., (
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five hnndred, and not l,ess than one hundred dollars, at the discretion of a
ju1·y. and sha ll be removed from office by the Directors. If any Warden
shall ta~rn, scl l,.or give any_ arti?le of properly i1~ said Prison, belonging
to the State, with the folo111ous rntent of converting the same to bis own
or to the use of another·, he shall be deemed guilty of the crime of em:
bezzlement, and, upon conviction before any court of competent jurisdiction, shall be confined in the Penitentiat·y not less than one nor more than
ten years. All articles purchased for the use of the institution, and all
articles of manufacture, and other things made or fabricated in the institution b_y the labor of the prisoners, when the same are sold, from time to
time, and all work dor.e for others, shall be reported to the Clerk of the
Penitentiary, whose duty it shall be to enter the same in the regular
account books of the institntion. 'fhe \Varden shall contract for and purchase all the neceHsary raw material, and all supp li es necessary to m11intain, conduct, and carry on the bnsiness of the institution in a proper
manner. J:Ie shall rc,;ide in the tenement near the Prison belonging to
the State, and new occupied by the Keeper, and shall have the same, wiLb
its appurtenances, free of rent. 'l'he Warden may, with the approval of
the Directors, erect Ruch new mac:hinery,-and make such alterations in
the work-shops as may be found necessary to employ the labor of the
Prison profitably. The Warden 3hall receive a salary of $3,000 per
annum , payable out of the T1·ensury as other salaried officers are paid.
§ 4. 'fhe Wal'Clen, by and with the advice and consent of the Directors,
shall appoint a Deputy Warden, and such number of Assistant Keepers
as the Directors may deem necessary, ni l of whom shall be men of good
moral character, u11d all of whom shal l take and subscribe an oalh or
affirmation that they will fnith!ully and zealously discharge their respective duties; and the said Deputy Warden shall give bond to the State of
Kentucky in the sum of ten thousand dollars, with sueb freehold securities (not contractors in said Prison) as the Directors may approve, which
bond sha ll be conditioned for tbe fa ithful performance of liis duty; said
bond shall also be deposited with the State 'l'reasurer: All said officers
shall be subject to be fined and dischargP.d by the Directors for any impropriety or violation of the mies laid down for their government; and
in taking the oath of office, shall subscribe their several names to the
printed rules, as made and ordained by the Directors for their govern·
ment. 'l'be Deputy Warden shall receive as a compensation for bis ser·
vices
dollars per annum, and the Assistant Keepers each
per annum, payable in the same manner as herein provided for the War·
den. ·
·
§ 5. It shal·l be the duty of the Governor, with the adviee and consent
of the Senate, to appoint a competent and sk illful book-keeper, wh? shall
be styled" Clerk of the Penitentiary," who shall hold. bis office for the
term of four years, commenoing on the first day of March, 1879. It shall
be the duty of the Clerk to open and keep a regular set of books, by the
system of double entry, in whicb shall appear, in an intelligible manner,
the entire earnings and expenditures of the institution, arranged under
proper heads, so as to show the entire business operat,ions of every depart·
meut of it. He shall, on the first Monday ot each month, furnisll to the
Directors a trial balance sheet of bis books, and also a conde.nsed st~te·
ment of tho business ot the preceding montb, showing the entire receipta
'and expenses of the business, under their appropriate !reads. And at t~!
,close of the fiscal year, viz: the 10th of Octobe1· of each year,.he_ sha f
.report to ~he Directors I\ statement in detail of the entire operations~
,the institution for the past fiscal year, showing the amount of cash, stoc '
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and other assets on hand, the liabilit.ieA of. the institution, and the loss or
gains, as the case may be .. An? it s hall be tl~e duty ~f the sa id c lerk to
have printed by the Public Pr inter, for the 1nformat1on of the penple of
the State, the said monthly trial balance sheet., and send a copy thereof
to each county court clerk in the Commonwealth, and also a copy to each
newspaper published in the State; and he shall contract for the publication in one·newspaper havin~ the largest circulation in each of the cities
of Paducah, Louisville, and Covington, of the Atatement in detail made
on the 10th of October of ea.ch year, and, the Warden shall pay for the
same out of funds in bis hands be longing to the State. 'l'he said clerk
sball also .keep a regiRter of the name, age, and general descl'iption of
each pt'isoner, and the crime fo1· which he or she has been convieted, and
every circumstance connected with his or .her case, wliich may be deemed
of importan ce by the Directors. In additiou to tbe reports aforesaid, the
Directors sball have the right to require the clel'i{ to make any special
statements touching the accounts they may deem n ecessary. The Director~, upon an exarn ina tio'n of the clerk's monthly statements. s~al l direct
what amount of the cash on hand shall be paid into the 'l'reasury to the
Wal'den's credit, and what amount shall be left in hiR ha11ds to defray
out'ront expenses. _The Warden shall deposit in one of' the b1inks in the
city of Frnnkfort a ll the mon ey r eceiv e d by him du 1·in g each month trom
the business of the institution, whieh shall be kept separate from any
other account or transaction; and he shall satisfy the Direetors that there
is uctuully standing to his credit upon the books of the bank the amount
of cash sbown by the books of the elerk of the Penitentiary. If any
clel'k of the Penitentiary shall willfully make any false entry in any of
the books of accounts kept by him, or shal l willfully fail to make all
pt'opcr entries, w ith the intent to defrnud tbe State, or shall willfully
mako any false entry in any report or statement he is required to make
by tbe provisions of this act. or shall willfully withhold 01· suppress any
material '.act in tbe composition of any of said reports 01· statements,
with the fraudulent intent of cheating and defrauding the State, he shal l
?e ?e~m~d guilty of felony, and, upon collviction by a court of competent
Jur1s<l1ct1on, shall be confined in the Penitentiary tor a period of not less
than one nor more than ten years, ut tlte discretion of the jury. The
cl_cl'k ?f the Penitentiary s ha ll not, d irec tly 01· indirectly, have any pecunt:1ry rnterest in any bu siness or enterprise cart·ied on in the Penitentiary.
F?r a violation of this provision, he shall, upon conviction by any court
ol competent jurisdiction,, be fin ed in any sum not less than one hundred
n~r more than five hundl'ed dollars, at the discl'etion of the jury. The
Directors shall have power fot· cause to remov e any clerk of the Pcnit_entiary,
.
'
' fill a vucancy in said offiee, arisand to fill the vncancy;
and to
ing from any cause, by the appointment of a s ucccs,;01·; and theit· action
shall be reported to the Senate of the uext Genernl Assembly within ten
days ~fter its organization. If, upon due consideration, the 8cnate refuse
or fatl to concur in the said removal or in the jus tice of the grounds
thereof
· twenty davs after the fact
' of removal 1s
- communwated
·
.
, w1· tl110
to ·
th en _it shall be ~he duty of the Governor t 9. rein s tate the said clerk .
T e cletk _s hall receive a salary of$
per annum, Lo be paid out of the
r~asury as other salaried officers are paid
h3 6· ln tb~ event of injury to, or the de1:1truction of, any of the houses,
8
ops, mach10ery, 01· other things in the Penitentiary, by fire, at any time
~l_ien the General Assembly is not in session, the Directors m:1y cause said
10
Jury Lo be repai'red 01· the loss supp li ed; Provided, The .cost shall not

~h
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exceed fifteen thousand dollars, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury lo the credit of the Sinking Fund not otherwise appropriated.
§ 7. That article 15 of chapter 29, title "C rim es and Punishments"of
the General Statutes, be ::1tlopted and incorporated as a part of tbis'act
with this amendment: that where tbe word" Keeper" occurR in the sev:
eral sections of said article the word " W a1·den " shall be substituted 80
as to read" Warden " instead of" ,Keeper."
'
§ 8. That th e Directors, together with the Warden, are authorized and
directed to p1·epare and publish, for the ns1:1 of the convicts and those em.
ployed in the management and contro l of t,he Penitentiary, suitable b-.
laws, ruleR llnd regulutions, for the management, the genera·! police ngd
government of the prisoners, and of the affairs of the Penitentiary, not
inconsistent with the provisionR of this act. 'l'hey s hall .provide for suitable religious instruction of the prisoners, for suitable rewards for good
conduct, and for the h ealth and reasonable comfort of the convicts, keepin g in view the poli cy always of refurming, as far as practicable, the evil
habits an.d propem;ities which have re.,ulted in their present misfortunes.
§ 9. That every convict who s hal l be discharged from custody shall be
furni s hed _with a suit of new clothes, including a pair of new shoes and a
new hat, and ten dollars in money.
§ 10. The Ward e n may, ,~i th the approval of the Directors, lease out to
others one or more shops, and such portionA of the buildings in tbe Prison
as are suitable for manufacturing purposes, and may hire to such lessees
any number of convicts as may be agreed on, and may a llow additional
machinti1·y to be e r ected in the Prison: Provided, That all prisoners thus
hired to other:; sha ll remain under prison police and government as tbe
other prisoners not so hired: And provided further, That persons wbo nre
not convicts :,hall not associate with the prisoners so hired, or any of the
pisoners, except the one who has hired them, or bis agent, and sucb fore.
man and skilled mech:rnics deemed necessary to conduct the business
successfully; and a ll of whom shall bo required to observe the rules of tbe
Pri1:1on, and may be expel led for a failure to do so.
§ 11. That it shal l be lawful for the Warden, or any sub-Warden, commissioner, or agent, appointed pursuant to law, to employ the labor of the
Pri so n, or so much thereof as may bo authorized by the General Assen~bly, uvon any navigable ri ver, public road, or other work of a publi_o
character in this Commonwealth. for the purpose of improving the condition of the same, under snch rules and regulations as the General Assembly may pl'esc1·ibe ; 11n<l tho conviction and sentence of any person to
confinement, in the Penitent.iary sha ll he hcltl as authorizing the use or
employme11t of hi s labor upon any such work, at the pleasure of the Gen·
eral Assembly.
§ 12. 'rhe Directors shall, in turn, 11t least every two weeks, and in co~pany once every month, attend at the State Prison, inspect th~ :'7nrdens
accounts, the diffe1·Pnt departments of the Priso11, and the cond1t1~n of the
prisoners. They shal l annually, in the month of December, submit to th e
Governo1· u report of t.he progress and condition of the Prison, together
with s u_g ges tions as to the improvementi- which, to them, may seem _necesf
sary. It sha ll bt1 Lhoir duty to h ea r and examine into any complaint~o
an " of th e JJris o n e ri- and to aivo the Ward e n ernch counsel and instructwn
'
· t 0 the
a R·'they may d ee m proper
. "'It s hal l a lso be their duty to repnir
Pri so n, in any c1norgency, when ealled upon by the Warden, and Loren·
der to him such aid and support as they may th ink ne~dful.
.
§ 13. The Dirnctors s hall also appoint a competent and skillful pbysicia11 , who slrnll bold 9ffice during their pleasure. His duty shall be Lo
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attend promptly and l'eg-11larly to :di convicts needing medical treatment,
to make pl'Opor prescri ptio11 s, _and to g-ive proper dirnctions. in ~he tt·eatment of each case. The hospital shall be man.aged under his directions,
and be shal l proscribe the proper food, nursing, and treatment of the
sick and have a general care over the heal th of the convicts. It shall be
the 'ctuty of the Ward en to fu1·ni sb a ll the medicines, nurses, and food
which tbe physician may order 01· require, and shall observe and perform
the directions of th e physician in r es pect to the treatment of the convicts.
If the physician shall negl ect or fail to pe1·form his duties, the Warden
shall report the fact to the Directors. The physician shall receive a salary
of one ~housand dollars per annum, payable out of the 'rreasury, as other
salaried officers are paid. In case of emergency, the Directors may employ an .additional physician, and agree with hiru as to his compensation.
§ 14. Tbat the Warde!') elected at the present. session of the General
Assembly shall hav_e the same right of uniting with tbe present Keeper
and the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund, in selecting and agreeing
upon the apj:>raiHers, and of being present at the valuation of the raw
materials, machinery, fixtures, tools, clothing, beds, bedding, and other
property of the Penitentfory, which is given by the existing law to the
incomiffg Keeper.
§ 15. That in order to furnish the Warden with a capital to commence
businesH, Hie Cornrnissione1·s of the Sinking. Fund shall turn over to him
all the · raw materials, manufactured articles, tools, &c., which they may
receive from the present Keeper, at the expiration of bis term of office;
and sunll'also furnish him with such an amount of money, from time to
time, as may be needed to place the institution on proper foot in g for s uccessful operation, not exceeding $25, 000 during bis term of office. The
business of tbe institution shall be conducted, as nearly as practi cab le,
upon the cash system. No aceount for work done or articles sold shall be
permitted to run longer than four months.
§ 16. That actions 01· suits for the reco?ery of money upon any debt,
d~mnnd, or claim for work done by the labor of the convicts, or for ma nufactures 01· articles sold, or upon any contract made with th e Wa1·den,
shall be brought and prosecuted in the name of tho Commonwealth of
Kentucky; and the affidavit of the clerk of the Penitentiary, certifying
tb~t such debt, claim, or demand is just and correct, sha ll be prima facie
evidence that tbe same is justly due and owing, and the onus shall devolve upon the defendant or contesting- party to prove to the contrary.
. ~ 17. 'l'hat all other laws or parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
§ 18. 'l'llis act shall take effect from and afte1· its passage.

Oi·dered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of ~aid bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Spalding moved to fill the blank in the fourteenth lin e o f the
fourth section with the words" eio-ht hundred dollars" and the blank
in th e fifteenth lin e of said sectio: with the word;:;·•
hundred. "
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

:ix

was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Spalding moved to amend said bill by filling the blank in the
fifty-seventh line of the fifth section by inserting the wo1·ds "two
thousand."
Mr. Feland moved to amend by inserting" one thousand."
Mr. Welch moved to amend by inserting'' fifteen hundred."
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
moved by M r. Spalding, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess r;;. Feland and
W. J. McElroy , were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, \.YerePete r G. Fisc~er ,
• Clarence U. McElroy,
Cromwell Adair,
Montgomery Merritt,
D e nnis G leason,
C. T . Allen,
'
W.W. Orr,
Clement R. Ambrnse, D. A. Gle nn,
Thomas Sanders,
Charles Godshaw,
J. M. Bigger,
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Ralph L Spalding,
W . Scott G resham,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H . .lVlannen, Clinton K. Tharp-~2.
Pat. Campion,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner) , W. L. Hazel ip,
Otho Nunn,
Robert F. Allensworth,Samuel D. Hensley,
T. J. Oatts,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
James O'Bannon,
Cal eb R. Brnoks0
W. H. Hillsman,
J. S . Owsley, .
Benjamin F. Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
W. II. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. R. Clarke,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. C. Cope,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
John Cowan,
lVI. H. Marriott,
Aug. Shelburne,
W. T. Dicken,
Da\·id Martin,
G. E. Speck,
W. J. Edrington,
James Ba rbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eve 1·sole,
W. J. McE lroy,
Andrew Thompson,
John Feland,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Remy George,
James F: Means,
G. I-I. Towery,
Leven E. Green,
Tipton A. Miller,
W. A. Webber,
J. W. G riffith,
J. M. . Neal,
John C. Welch,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. Nea l,
Isaac T. West-51.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
moved by Mr. Welch, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Andrew Thompson moved to ame"nd the thirty-fifth line of
section-, by st riking therefrom the words" three thousand."
And the questio n being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
th
Mr. Feland moved to insert in lieu of the words stricken out e
words "two' thousand."
Mr. 0' Bannon moved to insert the words'' eighteen hundred ."
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Mr. Goodnight moY ed to in,:ert th e words'' twenty-five hundred."
And the que stion being take n on the adoption of the amendment
moved by Mr. Goodnight, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nay s h ein g required thereon by Messrs. Feland and

red."
amendment
ve.
Feland and

McElroy,
·y Merritt,

I •

r·anders,
tt,
palding,
Tharp-~2.
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Green, were as follow:', viz:
Those ,.v ho voted in the a ffirmativ e, were-C. T. Allen,
·w. J . Edrington,
William Neal,
Robert. F. Allensworth , Denn is G lea;:o n,
Ralph L. Spaldi,,-g,
J.M. Bigger,
C harl es Gods ha,-1,·,
Hancock Taylor,
A. Buford,
Isaac H . Goodn ight,
Andrew Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
.W .. H. Hilbrnan,
John A. Thomas-17.
John Cowan,
Thomas H . .Mannen, . _
Those who voted in the negative, \.Vere-Mr. Speaker (Turn e r), J. W. G riffith,
Otho Nunn,
Cromwell Adair, ·
Milton Hamilton,
T. J . Oatts,
Clement R. Ambr 1.1se, W. L. Hazelip,
James O'1:3annon,
J. K. Bailey,
Samu~! U. Hen~ley,
W.W. Orr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. M. Hill,
J. S. Ow,,ley,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M . K.eed,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q . Lack ey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
W. H. H Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. H.oh e 1·tso n, .
Henry Campbell,
T. J. L r,w i:.,,
Grar,vil le V. Rouse,
A. R. Clarke,
M. H. Marriutt,
Thoma,: Sanders,
A.C. Cope,
David .Martin,
1'. W . Scott,
Alex T. Craycroft,
J ames Barbour Mason, Aug. Shelburne,
W. T. Dicken,
Cla rence U . .McE lroy, G. E. Speck,
Abner Evel'sole,
W. J, McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Feland,
J. W. Meador,
Geo . H. 1:3. Thompson,
Pete1· G. Fischer,
James F. Me 1rns,
G. H. Towery,
Henl'y George,
Montgomery Merritt, W. A. Webber,
D. A. Glenn,
.Ti-pt.on A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
Leven E. Green,
E. H. Morin,
· Isaac T. West--59.
W. Scott Gresham,
J. M. Neal,
. The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
moved by Mr. Feland, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Ml'. Sanders moved to amend section 3, line 12, by inserting ~he
words ," with due regar<l to the health of the prisoners," after the
word" walls."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative .

id motion, it

. Mr. Gresham moved to amend 1:Jaid bill by striking out all of se-ct1on ten .

cken out the

. And the que .. tion being taken on the adoption of said· amendment,
it was decided in the negative.

rndred."
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Greshamaod
Gleason, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
W. J . McE!roy,
Henry Campbell,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. W . Meador,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Griffith,
.J .M. Neal,
A. C. Cope,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
W. T. Dicken,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas A. llobertson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Josiah 1-1 unt.er,
G. E . Speck,
Dennis Gleason,
Rie;hard Lamhert,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
T. J. Lewis,
John C. Welch-:J4.
Those who -voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
D , A . Glenn,
Jam es O'Bannon,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
Robert F. Allensworth, W . L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R . Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
Wm'. M. l{ee<l,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M . Bigger,·
Thomas I-I. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
Ual eb R. Brooks, _
M. I-I. Marriott,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jam es l3arbou1· Mason., Ralph L. Spalding,
W. H H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
.J arnes F . Means,
Clinton K . Tharp,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A. Miller,
And1'ew Thomp;on,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H . Morin,
G. H . Towery,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
W. A. Webber,
John Feland, ·
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West-50.
Henry George,
T. J. Oatt:5,
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the Speaker announced
the orders of the day.
.
Mr. Feland moved to suspend the order~ of the day, and continue
the consideration of said bill.
And the quest.ion being taken on the adoption of said motion, il
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messr8. Reed and
Miller,· were as follows, viz:
Tho~e who voted in the affirmative, wereMr . Speaker (Turner), D. A. G·lenn,
J. M. Neal,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
William Neal,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose, Leve n E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott GreshamJ
James O'Bannon,
J.M. Bi·gger, ·
Milton Hamilton,
W, W. Orr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley'.
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
\
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Benjarnin F. Buie,
w. H. H. Callihan,
Hemy Campbell ,
rat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Ever8ole,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
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W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E . Speck,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
James Barbour Mason, John A . Thomas,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Mclc:lroy,
Geo. H . B. Thomp;;on,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
James F. Mea ns,W. A. Webber,
Montgomery Merritt, John C. Welch,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West-63 .

Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K . Tharp-5.
Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed,
Mr. Reed moved to a mend by s triking out se ction 11.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being req uired thereon 'by Messrs . Reed and
George, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM. H. Marriott,
Thomas ·A. Robertson,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
Augustine Shelburne,
He,nry George,
J. M.Neal,
John A. Thomas,
J. W. G1·iffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
W. A. Webber-13.
Milton Hamilton,

A. R. Clarke,

Those vvho voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. G lenn,
E. H. Morin,
Cromwell.Adair, .
Charles Godshaw,
William Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
Robert F. Allensworth, Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
J. K. B?iley,
W . L. Hazelip,
W. W: Orr,
J.M. Bigger,
T. M. I-Jill,
J. S. Owsley,
Caleb R. Brooks,
vV. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand R ign ey,
A. Buford,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert·,
T. W. Scott,
:· H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L . Spalding,
enry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
jat. Campion,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Aohn Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
lex. T. ~raycroft,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompso!},
W. J. Ednngton,
J. W, Meador,
Geo. H . B . Thompson,
B,

R.-60
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Abner Eversole,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,

James F. Means,
Montgomery Merritt,
Tipton A. Miller,
1

[FEn.11.
G. H. Towery,
John C. Welch,
Isaac T. West-61.

Mr. C. U. McElroy moved to amend by striking from the tP.ntn
line of section three the word "such," and from the eleventh line of
the same section the words" as are not sentenced to solitary confinement."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Goodnight moved the following amendment, viz:

Providecl further, That no account for improvement. or supplies shall be
paid by the Auditor until approved by the Board of Directors, and signed
by the President or chief officer of said Board .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. U .. McElroy moved the following amendment, viz:
Provided, That no 'convict who is sentenced for life, or whose unexpired
term of service exceeds six years, shall be employed upon any work out. side of the Penitentiary walls.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. West moved to amend the first section by striking out, in lines
three and four, the wordi; "one of whom shall hold his office for two
years, and two of whom shall hold their offices for four years," and
inserting in lieu thereof the worcls "one of whom shall hold his
office for two years, one for three years, and one for four years."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the ·n egative.
Mr. Edrington moved to amend the sixth section by inse~ting the
words "or otherwise," in the second line, after the word" fire."
And the question being taken. on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Taylor en'tered a motion to reconsider the vote hy which the
House rejected the amendment striking out the ten~h section.
Mr. Edrington moved to amend by adding to section 5 the w01d1
" that should one clerk be found insufficient to discharge the dutie;
of such office, the directors may employ an assistant, at a salary not
to exceed five hundred dolla1·s per annum."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
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Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the 'saL11e being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in tlie affit·mati ve, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
William Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Otho Nunn,
RobertF. Alle nsworth, Isaac H . Goodnight, T. J . Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
J. K. Bailey,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
J.M. Bigger,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. . Reed,
A. Buford,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
W. H, H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
G. E . Speck,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, G . H. Towery,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. W est-58.
Peter G. Fischer,
0

Those who voted in the negative, wereA. R. Clarke,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. C. Cope,
T. J. Lewis,
Aug. Shelburne,
W. J. Edrington,
M. H. Marriott,
John A. Thomas,
Henry George,
W . J . McElroy,
W . A. Webber,
Leven E. Green,
J.M . Neal,
John C. Welch-17.
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Feland entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which said
bill was passed.
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A hill to reduce the number of jurors in inferior courts, and to
provide for and regulate the pay of the same.
].\fr. C. T. Allen offer,ed a substitute for said bill.
Mr. Lackey moved to lay sai<l bill and substitute on the table.

/
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of
the hom of 2 o'clock, P. M., at which time, in accordance with a rule
hitherto adopted, the House adjourned .

•
TUESDAY, FEB RU ARY 12, 1878.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Hazel ip, Mason , and W. J. McElroy member;; on the part of the Hc:iuse of the joint committee to
· inspect the lock;; and dam;; of Green and Barren rive1·;;.
A message was receiveri from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Reprcsentati1•es,
of the following titles, viz :
An act incorporating South Louisville and Pleasure Ridge Turnpike Road Company, in -Jefferson county.
An act to amend an act establish ing a rnad from London, Laurel
county, to Booneville, Owsley county.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had passed a bill, entitleq.
An act establishing a legal rate of interest, and declaring con·
tracts for a greater rate void as to the excess over the legal interest.
Which was read the fir.;;t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and th.e constitutional provi;;ion as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
O,·dered, That said bill be refel'l'ed to the Committee on Corporate
Institutions.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Jerusha Mitchell, committee for Mar th a
Hickman, of Clinton county;
An act to authorize the Commercial Bank of Kentucky to go into
liqni<lation, antl win<l up _its busines::,;
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Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate., of the followina titles, viz :
An act to amend the charte1· of the town of Canton, in Trigg
county;
An act to amend section 2, article 8, chapte1· 02, of the General
Statutes;
An act to authorize the German Insurance Bank to reduce its cap-

W. J. Mcmmittee to
that they

rcsentatives,

· idge Turndon, Laurel

con-

as to the
Corporate

ital stock to $200,000;
.An a~t fix'ing the pay of the officers and attaches of the present
General Assembly, and to provid·e for the payment thereof;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the :Speake1· affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare a,nd bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend and reduce into one the several acts and amended
acts in reference to the town of Auburn.
By same. A bill to authorize the trustees of Catlettsbu.rg to tax and license
the sale of sp irituou s, malt, or vinons liquors in the town of Catlettsburg.
By Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Charitable InstitutionsA bill for the benefit of Scott Geary, of Butler county.
Which bills were severnlly read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House an<l the constitutional provi::iion as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills he engrossed and read a thin! time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
1

ted that the
iginated in
for Martha
. to go into

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.

Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to -whom
was referred a hill from the Se.n ate entitled

'

An act incorporating the Lawrenceburg Cemete1·y Company,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, Tliat eaid bill be read a third time.

•
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Reed called up the motion hitherto· entered by him to reconsider the vote by which the House disagreed to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
· An act fixing the pay of the officers and a.ttaches of the present
General Assembly, and to provide for the payment thereof.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Marriott moved to reconsider the vote by which sa'id bill was
ordered to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by .Mess1·s. Cooke and
Marriott, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative wereCromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. M. Neal,
J. F. Bennett,
Leven E . Green,
Wm. Neal,
J . .M. Bigger,
W. Scott 0-resham,
Otho Nunn,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. W. Griflith,
T. J. Oatts,
A. Buford,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. L. Haz11lip,
Wm. M . Reed,
Henry Campbell,
Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas A. Robertson,
Pat. Campion,
Josiah Hunter,
0. W. Russell,
Lyttleton Goo)rn,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
John Cowan,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
M. H . .Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
W. T. Dicken,
David Martin,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
W. J . .McElroy,
G. H. Towery,
John Feland,
James F. Means,
L11Fayette Wilson-50.
Henry George,
.Montgomery Merritt,
Those who voted in the negative wereJames P. Allen,
· Charles Godshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
Augustine Shelburne,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
J. K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomad H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
Edmund Bul'l',
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
T. J. Bush,
E. H. Mol'in,
W. A. Webber,
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John 8. Welch,
James O'Bannon,
A. R. Clarke,
Isaac T. West,
W.W. Orr.
A. C. Cope,
H.P. Whitaker--34.
Joseph L. Pope,
W. J. Edrington,
D. A. Glenn,
Mr. Marriott moved to amend section six by striking therefrom the
word" seven," and inserting in lieu thereof the word'' six."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
W. J. McElroy, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereCromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
Thomas A. Robertson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W . L. Hazelip,
Granville V. Rouse,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
. T. W. Scott,
John Cowan,
rnarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-36.
Those who voted in the negative wereJames P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Otho Nunn,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, James 0' Bannon,
J. K. Bailey,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
J. F. Bennett,
Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
J.M. Bigger,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. H. Hillsman,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Josiah Hunter,
Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen., Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, W. A. Webber,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
H. P. Whitaker-48.
Mr. Marriott moved to amend section seven by striking the1·efrom
th e word" six," and inserting in lieu thereof the word "five."
. And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
It wa~ decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Campion, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Cromw,ell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabl'iel Blevins,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
.M:. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttle ton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomae,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
\V. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Tovvery,
,
W. J. Edrington,
J . M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-35.
Dennis Gleason,
William Neal,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen·,
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
T. ·M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R . Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Edmun·d Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton IC Tharp,
A. R. Clal'ke,
J. W . .Meador,
W. A. Webber,
A. C. Cope,
E. H. Mol'in,
John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fis('her,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
D . A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
H. P. Whitalrnt'-46.
Charles Godshaw,
'
Orclei·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional proYision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question \i\<as then taken on the pasrnge of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requirt'\<l thereon in pursuance to a pro·
vision uf the Co.nst.itution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmati\·e, wereC. T . Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
W . C. Owen8,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, Is1rnc H. Goodnight, Wm . M. Reed,
Clement R . Ambrose, J . W . Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J . K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
T . M . Hill ,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. Hillsman,
T. W. Scott,·
J . M. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Augustine Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
G . R . Spyder,
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A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Bu1'1',

y,

nders,

l,

~aiding,
omae,
ornpson,
rhornpson,

[H'

w·

.

Rigney,

r. Rouse,

~II,
~helburne,
r,

Richard Lamhel't,
G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. ]3 11 ~b,
James Barboul' Mason, Clinton K . Tharp,
Henry Campbell,
J. W . Meador,
John A. Thomas,
A. 1( Chrke,
Montgomery Merritt, W. A. Webber,
A. C. Cope,
E. H. Morin,
John 0 . Welch,
Thuma, H. Ditto,
J.M. Neal,
haac T. West,
Petri· G. Fischer,
James O ' Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
Denni, Gleason,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-57.
Those who voted in the negative wereCrnmll'ell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Otbo Nunn,
\V. H. 1-l. Callihan,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
Pat. Campion,
W. L. Hazel ip,
J. S . Owsley,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
John Cowan,
T. J Lewi::1,
Thomas Sanders,
Alrx. T. Craycroft,
M . H. Marriott,
Ralph L :::lpalding,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Jamea F. Means,
Geo. H. 8. Thompson,
Ahner Eversole,
William Neal,
G . H. Towery-:.!8.
Henry George,

r,

Resolved, That the title ·o f said bill be as aforesaid.

!Spurr,
~ylor,
fba rp,
[~.er,
icb,
1
est,
ker-40.

i\Ir. 8nycler moved to reconsider the vot,e by which said bill was
agreed to.

.Mr. Rigney moved to lay said motion on the table.
.And the question being taken on the \1doption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

'

'

~

1

n as to the

bill, and it
e to a pro·

8,

ope,
ed,
igney,
Rouse,

l

r,11,

s'helburne,

r,

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Marriott, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi!·mative, wereCharles God shaw,
James 0' Bannon,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. W. Orr,
Robert F. Allens~vorth, Leven E. Green,
W. 0. Owens,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. G,:iffith,
J. S . Owsley,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. BP.nnett,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
.I. M._ Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabnel Blevins,
Josiah Huqter,
C. , W. Russell,
Cal~b IL Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
~~ _ufo:d,
.
J. Q Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
:e/Jamrn F. Bme,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
nd
'f 7u Burr,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
H. · · tlush,
James Bat·bour Mason, Clinton K.. Tharp,
/ '1 CCa~pbell,
Clarence U. McEl~oy, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A c· laike,
Montgomery Merntt, W. A. Wehber,
· · Cope,
E. H. Morin,
John 0. Welch,
ll. R,-61
•

0. T. Allen,

?

'I
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Isaac T. West,
J. M. Neal,
John Cowan,
H. P. Whitaker
Otho Nunn,
Thomas H. Ditto,
LaFayette W ils~n-58,
T. J. Catts,
W. J. Edrington,
D. A. Glenn,
Those who vqted in the n egative, wereWilliam Neal,
Dennis G lea:;;on,
Cromwell Adair,
Thomati A. Robertson,
W Scott G resham,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Thomas Sanders,
W. L . Hazelip,
Pat. Campion,
T . W. Scott,
T.
J.
Lewis,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Aug. Shelburne,
.M. H . Man-iott,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Halph L. Spa!Jing,
W. J. McElroy,
W. T. Dicken,
Andrew Thomp:;on,
J. W. Meador,
Abner Ev~rsole,
G. H. Towery-25.
J arnes F. Means,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,

Mr. Bigger, from the se lect committee, to whom the same had been
referred, rnported the following bill, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Conimonwenllh n( KB11tucky , The stockholders in every bni:ik locatc,c.l within this State, whcthrr
snch bank has been organized under the law s or this State or of the
Uuited 8tales, shall be a,-,scssed and taxed on the value of their nharesuf
stock therein in the county, town, or city where s ucli bank 01· banking
association it:1 lOl.:atl-d, !01· town or city nrid county purpoHes; but uu nil
sbnreR owned uy non-.re,-,idants of this State, or by rebidents or the town
or city i11 wliiell said bank i.i Rit.unted, there sha ll not be imposed, unucr
the pruvi,-,iu111:1 of this act, a l..iigh er rate of taxalion than is imposed npon
any oLher personal property in said eity, town, or county: Proi;ided, Th111
residents of this State, owning stock in 1111y s uch bank 01· banking assuci,
at.ion, and residing out.sic.le of the town or city in which same is locutuu,
or in any county other than tbe eounty in whieb the Aarne ii:! localed, ~h11II
pay the taxes pro\·ided for in this ae;t onl.r in the county, ci~y, or town
where s•rnh share-holder resides, and not elsewhe re, and ut the rntes provided in sut:h county, city, ca· town for city and county Lairntion. Such
shares shall be listed and af'!sessed with r egard to the ownersl1ip and vnlue
thereof as they existed on the tenth of Junnary, annually.
3 2. In each such bank th ere shall be kept, at all times, a full anti correct list of the names and residences of the share-holders, the nnmbcrof
shares held by each, and the value of sueh shares, whieh list shull be
sworn to by the cashier ot' aaid bani~, and be at all times s1.1bject to tho
iuspeetion of the officer or officers authorized t.o assess properly for town
-or city purposes; and it shall be the duty of the town or city as8usso 1· to
,assess !:laid shm·es with the value thereof on the tenth day of J,u 1uary
preceding, in the 'names of their respective owners, who niside in saiu
th
,eity or town, or are non-residents of the State, ,tad report the same to e
,city clerk.
§ 3. 'l'he city elerk to whom such return is made shall enler _the valun:
,tion of such shares in t,he tax list in the names of the respect,1vc owner,
,of the same, and shall compute and extend taxes thereon. the ~ume ns
.against the valuation of otber personal property in the 8arne loculiLy ...
§ 4. '.rho collector of taxes ' or the officer or officers authorized to rcccne
d~
,taxes from the collectbr, may have an action to collect the tax usscsse n,
.any-s~.a re 01· shares of bank stock from the proceeds of the sale of al

/
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such ~hni·e. 01· shares; and the_ tax against such Rl~,ue o~ shal'es shall be
nnrl rcnrnin II lien thel'eon until the payment ol sa id tax 1s made.
§ 5. Por the pul'po~e of co ll ecting such taxes, it s hall be the duty of
ever,r such bank, 01· the mi.u'.aging officer. or officers the 1·eof', to retain so
much of any dividend or d1v1dcnds belongrng to s neh stock holders as sha ll
be necessiwy lo pay any taxes levied upon the Rbares of stot,k he ld by
them re~pcctivcly, until it s hall be made lo appear to such bank , or its
officcrR, th:1t Ruch taxes have been paid; nnd any officee of any f\UL:h bank
who shall pnyover, or autho1·ize Lh e paying ovet·, of any SU()h dividend or
diriden<ls. without rctnining enough thereof to pay t!Hi tuxes ns1:1eHRcd on
said ~hare or sharrs, shall thereby become liabl e for such tax; ~ind if the
~airl tax sha ll not be paid, the col lector of taxes where the s hare,holder
]il'es may Rell any property owned by said s h arn,ho ld e r, or mny se ll said
sh:11·0 01· Rharei; to pay the same like other personal p1·opcrty. And in
ca~eof sale. the provision of law- in regard to Lhe tl'!ini,fer of stock, when
Hold on execution, sha ll apply to such sale; and when Lhe tax is C(JlleL:ta,
bleat nn,r place other than the town or city in which lhe bank or banking
nssociatior is located, the name of th e Rba re~l10lder 01· share,h·olders, nnm ,
bc1· of sharns owned by i;,ach, nnd the value of the snme, shall be L:e1·tified
hi· the tushier of any Anch bank or banking at:1sociation. on 01· before the
20th da,r of January in each year, to the connty court cie l'k of the county
in which ~uch sh:u·e-.holcle!' or sharc~holders reside , who shall place the
nnmPs of such share-.hold er or share,l10lders, together with Lhe n n rn bei· of
shn!'cs, a11d rnlue thereof, on the tax list of said connty; and Ai1irl eounty
cou1·t. ulel'k shall report the same to t,[10 town or cit_y clerk in whic:h nn_y
sha!'e,holder or sha1·c,holclol's may 1·eside, wlio R!iall comp ute tho taxe~ as
pruridcd in section Lhree of this act, and deliver tl10 list to th e tax <.;o ],
luclol' of any such city 01· town, t.o be by hili1 col loctcd as othel' taxe~.
§ 6. lt ~hall also be the duty of the managing officer of nny 1-ueh linn k
or ba11kinl{ association to li l:lt with th e city and county aHHCH~oi·. whore
such bunk is lueal cd, nil ronl and personal property owned by ~uc· h hank
01·ha11king as~o<:iation; and upon sa id r eal and perso nal e11tate thcl'e shal l
be 1111posccl a rate of tuxation for county and L:ity purposes Lhe Ba me as
upon nil other real and perso nal propcl'ty for simil a 1~ purposeR
s7. 'l'hat .ections 5 and 6 of article 1.chapter 92, General Stat utes, and
m·t 1c·lc Gof the Aame chapter, and the laws of Lili:; ;,tale nmend:itury of
the same, Rhal l apply to all personR or col'ponitio11s list in g hank st,ick fur
t:ixntwn 11nder tho pl'Ovisions of this act.
S8. All the la ws of th it:1 State charterin g St.ale ban ks. w h ith oxe n) pt
said banlrn, o_r shal'e-holde1·s the l'ein, from Lhc pa_r111cnt of tlie taxes for
~ounty and city purposcA, as herein J)l'Ovided, uni.I all acts and parl8 of acts
rnco11s1s1e11t with the pro1•isions of thif' act are hercl>y repeal ed.
S9. 'l'his act slrnil lake e ffect and be in f~l'Ce from its passage.

Mr. Merritt offered the following sub~titute for said hill, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by tlte Geneml Assembly of the Commonwealth o{ Ken-

tudy, 'rliut bank stock shall be li sted for taxation as is provided and reGUll'od_in section 6, a1·tiL:le 1, chaplet· 92, of ti.J e Genol'a l Statutes, aud shall
c RubJccLto the same taxation general SJ)ecific or local a11 other 111 011t"-1 ed
'' !Jide1l,' 'l'hat the
' sha res 'of National Banks
•
alC'lj)llal
, owne d by indi,iduals: Pro
11
110
ia
~ ~e L,'.x~d at a groa~er raLe than the shar es of ~tate ~au ks.
,
§ 2· 'Ih,tt sccl,1on 1 ot articles 2 and 18, c h apt.ct· 91, of the General StatUlets,1and the charters of- all ban Im so 'far as the.)· Hl'e in c;trnfl.ict 1\·ith this
ac ' le •, an,d t lle same are hereby, repea
'
led.
§ 3· rh,it this act shall t:drn effect from tbe first day of July, 1878.
,
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Mr. Cowan rno.ved the following amendment to the Ol'iginal bill,
viz:
Nothing in this act slrnll be construed to empower nny city 01· town to
impose or collect, a tux upon bunk stock, whe11 said city or town does uot
impose itnd collect a Ll! X upl)n other moneyed cmpital, and the11 not ala
hi _ghe r rate than is imposed upo n ot her moneyed ca pital.
Mr. Godshaw moved to stl'ike from the first section the word;
' · town," "city and;" also the following words from the ~ame section, viz:
But on all s hareR owned b_y non,residenlR of this State, or by n•,ident,
of the town 01· cit,y in which sa id b:tnk is s it.n aled, there shall not lie im,
posed, und er the provii'ion;i of th iR act, a high e r rat~ of Laxnti,,n tliunii
imposed np·on any other personal property in Ra id c ity, town, oi- eo11111,r:
Provided, Tlrnt resid e nts of thi s State nwning- s loek in nny H11t:h bnnk or
banking associatio 11, and ref< idin1; out,dde of tho cit,y in which· st1111e i;
located, or in any county ot he r than the co unty in which Rarne is lol'atcd,
shal l puy the taxes provided for in this act on ly in the con11Ly. ei1r,01·
town where s uch s httrc,holder resides, and not c lt:1e whcre, and 11L Lh e 1·:1t,;s
provid ed in such county. city , 0 1· town, 101· city and county tnxation.

,,

Mr. Godshaw moved to am en d the original bill by striking out the
second section thereof.
Mr. Godsbaw moved to amend the 6th section of the original hill
by striking therefrom the word s" cit.y and;" and the 8th section hy
striking therefrom the word::l " ancf city."
Mr . Sanders moved to strike out the 6th sec tion of th e orig inal hill·
Mr. Allensworth moved to am e !1d section !} by striking therelro111
the wol'ds· '' itil pa:3;;a_g e," and inse1·ting in lieu thereo.f the wor<li
"from January 1st, 1880."
Mr. Owens moved to strike out section 5 of the original bill.
0

And the questio n being take n on the adoption of each of ~aid

'

amendments, it \.Vas decided in the negative.
1
Mr. Bufo1·d moved to amend section 8 by adding after the words
•• 'provisioni:i of this act '" the words" and section 8, arti~le 2, chap·

.'

ter 92 .' 1

Mv. Owens moved to lay s11id amendment on the table .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required th ereon by MP.ssrs. Reed ao<l
Robert::lon, were as follows. viz :

·' '

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Thomas H. Ditt(),
J. S . Owsley,
RobertF. Allensworth,John Feland,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K .. Bailey,
Dennis Gleason,
Thos. A. Rob~rtsou,
Caleb R. Brook,,,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville · V. Rouse,
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W. H. Hillsman,
J. Q. Lackey ,
.M. H. Mal'l'i1Jtt,
David Mal'tin,
W. C. Owens,
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C. W . Russell,
T . W . Scott,
R ichard A. Spurr,
W. A. Webber,
Isaac T. West-28.

Pat. Campion,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. C. Cope,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Those who voted in the negative, were-1\fr. Speaker (Turner), L even E. Green,
T . J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. NI. Bigger,
Jo siah Hunter,
Thomas Sancle!'s,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Aug. Shelburne,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Richard Lambert,
G . R. Snyder,
Edmund Bul'r,
T. J. L ew is,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbo!]r Mason, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarnnce U. McElrny, Clinton K.. Tharp,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
J .• W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
Geo . H . 8. Thomp son,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Pete1· G. Fischer,
E. H. Morin,.
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
J. M. Neal,
H. P. Wh itaker,
D. A. Glenn,
William Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-59.
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
The question was then taken on . the adoption of the amendment
moved by Mr. Buford, and it was decided in the negative.
J\lr. Bigger moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order for Wednesday, Febrnary
13th, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
At 1:55 o'clo~k, P. M., the House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1878.
The following petitions, memorial, and remonstrance were pre,
sented, viz:
By Mr. Clarke!. The petition of sundry citizens of Bracken and Pendleton coon,
ties, a sking compensation for certain military services.
By Mr. Brooks-2. The petition of sundry citizens of Bath county, praying the
passage of a law prohibiting stock running at large on turnpikesin
that county.
By same3. T he petition of sundry citizens of Bath and Rowan countie;,
asking the passage of an act authorizing \he. erection of dams aero,,
Licking river.
By Mr. Rouse-4 . The petition of sundry citizens of Boone county, asking a repe~
of the fish law.
By Mr. West-5. The petition of sundry c1t1zens of Clay county, prayini for a
change in the line between the counties of Clay and Laurel._
By Mr. Bigger6. The petition of sundry citizens of McCracken county, praying
the passage of a bill prohibiting the sale of spirituous liquors in the
Bayou district of said county.
By Mr. Mannen-7. The memorial of ce1;tain citizens of Mason county, praying!be
passage of a law for the p1:otection of small birds in Mason county.
By same-8. The petition of sundry citizens of the Mayslick precinct, in
Mason county, asking the prohibition of the sale of spirituous, vin·
ous, or malt liquors in said precinct.
By sam~- •
·
9. The remon::itrance
of sundry citizens of the M ays 1·1ck precinct,
g license
in Mason county, against the passage of an act pro h1'b't'
1 lll
for the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt Iiquoril in said precinct.
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Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st to the Committee on Military Affairs; the 2d to the Committee
on Corporate Institutions; the 3d to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 4th to the Committee on Pisciculture; the 5th to the
Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 6th, 8th, and 9th to
the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions, and the 7th to the
Committee on County Courts.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of RepresentatiYes, of the following titles, viz:
An act incorporating South Loui sville and Pleasure Ridge Turnpike Road Company, of Jefferson county;
An act to enable the board of directors of the Hill's City Turnpike
Road Company to borrow money to pay off the indebtedness of said
roRd;
Also an enrolled bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit and settlement of H . D . Newcomb's estate;
And had found the same truly en rolled. ·
Whereupon the Speaker affixed hi s signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Ames~age was received from the Governor, by Hon . T. ·S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announci-ng that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House ~f Representatives, of the following- titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of College Hill, in Madison county,'' which became a law without the
Governor's signature, March 22d, 1873.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Harrodsburg.
An act to incorporate the Jefferson Turnpike Company.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the Franklin
county court to issue bonds for the aid of turnpike roads and other
purposes," approved March 3d, 1876.
An act to amend the cha1·te1· of the Lincoln and Boyle Turnpike
Road Company.

lick precinct,
iting license
precinct.

. An act to amend the charter of the Danville and Perryville Turnpike Road Company.
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An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act to amend the charter of
the Russellville District Turnpike Company."
An act for the benefit of certain turnpike roads th·at have no tollgates in Shelby county.
An act to enable the board of directors of the Hill City Turnpike
Road Company to borrow money to pay off the indebtedness of said
road.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend the charter of the Kidville and lVIont_gomery
County Turnpike Road Company .
2. An act to organize, establish, and incorporate the Cadiz High
School, in the town of Cadiz, Trigg county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to he
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being di spe nsed ,with,
Ordered, That said bills be referre<l--the 1st to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions, and the 2d to the Committee on Education.
That they had concurred in a House amendment to a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Anderson County Deposit Bank.
That they had received official inform ation that the Governor had
approved an<l signed enrolled bill s, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Richa rd Reed and Ylrs. E. K. Chevis.
_<\.n act to re-enact and amend an act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of Newport, in Campbell county, and to legalize
all official proceedings thereunder.
An act repealing an act for the benefit of the present and future
sheriffs of Bath county,, approved the 22d of February, 1871.
An act for the benefit of the sheriff of Metcalfe county, allowing
him further time to execute his revenue bond .
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Marriott a11d
Ambrose.
Mr. Hamilton moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That tbe Register of the Land Office communicate to th is
· ti 1at are
Honse as earlv as practic:able the nature and kind of all duties
'
performed
by •tbe seco nd clerk' in said office, and how many d~p Iier an·
er·
num and hours per day said second clerk is necessarily engagea 111 th e P
formance of said duties.
Which was twice read and adopted.
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Mr. C. U. McElroy moved the following joint reAolution, viz:

Resolved by the General AssernbZ,y of' the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Thal II joint committee of tho two Houses, consisting of two from the Senate and three from the House of Rcpresen tati ves, be appointed by the respective Speakers thereof, witli inst,rnctions to i nvestip:atc, first, the amou nt
of fees:ind compensation received annually by the clerk of tbe J effe raon circuit court; second, t,he amount, of fees and compensation annaall _y received
by the inspector of weights and meas ures of th€' city of Louisville; third,
tho amount of fees and cornpensat,ion received by the commissioner and
clerk of the Louisville chancery conrt; fourth, the annual amount paid
by the State to the Louisville court-hou se commissioners, and whether or
not sai d sums are justly cha1·geable to the State. And tbo committee, in
making said investigation, may send for persons and papers, and report
by bill or otherwise . Mr. Spalding moved to suspend the rules in order.to consider said

rdered to be

resolution.
And tbe question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

ion as to the

was decided in the affirmative.
Said resolution was then twice read and adopted.

mmittee on
dncation.
a bill, whicb

Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By iVIr. Bainbridge, from the Committee on J nternal ImprovementA bill to enable the owners of wet lands to drain ~nd reclaim them
when the same cannot be done without affecting the lands of others.

ank .
overnor had
the Senate,
Chevis.
amend the
U to legalize
I

and future

871.
ty, allowing

arriott and

cate to this
ties tbat are
ays per an·
d in the per·

By Mr. Craycroft, from th e Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of Wi lliam Johnson, a pauper idiot.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committe e on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorpora te Merit Lodge, No. 147, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, of Bland ville, Ballard county, Kentucky, and an act
empowering said lod ge to erect a building, to be known as Odd Fellows' Hall, and authorizing said lodge to issue bonds.
Which bills were severally r ead the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,

Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional J>rovision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid .
Mr . Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

•
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An act for the benefit and settlement of H. D. Newcomb's estate
I
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was ordered to be read the third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
Mr. Cooke, from the committee of conference, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend au act to incorporate the .Broadway Methodist
Episcopal Church, Sou th, in the city of Louisville,
Reported the same with an amendment.
On motion of Mr. Cooke, the House receded from its original
amendment to said bill.
The question was then taken on the adoption of' the amendment
offered by the conference commit.tee, and it was decided in the affirm·
ative.
The joint resolt?-tion hitherto offered by Mr. Welch raising a joint
committe to vi sit the In stitution for the Feeble-minded was taken up,
twice read, and adopted .
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint rnsolution, entitled
Resolution in relation to the repeal of the resumption act and
othe,,r' financial matters.
Mr. Snyder entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which the
House resolved to hold session::; on the nights of the 13th and 14th of
the present month.
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw from the House a bill, entitled
An act to amend the charter of Elizabethtown, so as to authorize
the board of trustees of Elizabethtown to issue bonds, and fund the
present bonded debt of said town.
Which was granted, and said bill delivered to the messenger.
Mr. Taylor withdrew the motion hitherto offered by him to recon·
sider the vote by which the House refused to strike out the tenth sec·
tion of a bill, entitled
An act to provide for the government and discipline of the Ken·
tucky Penitentiary.

,,
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Mr. Spalding moved to suspend the rules in order to take up the
motion to reconsider the vote by which the House passed a bill, enti-

on as to the

tled
An act to provide for the government and discipline of the Ken-

'hereof be as

tucky Penitentiary.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was referred

was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messra. Gresham and

y Methodist

its original
amendment
n the affirm·
ising a joint
as taken up,
g that they
· on act aud

y which the
and 14th of
ve to witho authorize
d fund the
enger.

m to recon·
e tenth sec·
f the Ken·

Taylor, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted ip the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
W. C. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. Points,
J. IC. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J : Lewis,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Chrrence U. McElroy, T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McElroy,
Aug. Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
Montgomery Merritt, G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
E. H. Morin,
G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
J. M. Neal,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
Wm. Neal,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W. T. Dicken,
Otho Nunn,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. B. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker-6~.
D. A. Glenn,
W.W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, J. Q. Lackey,
John D. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
W. A. Webber,
Dennis Gleason,
James F. Means,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
C. W. Russell,
LaFayette Wilson--17.
W. Scott Gresham,
Hancock Taylor,

Mr. Cooke moved to lay the motion to reconsider on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
Was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess1·s. Cooke and
George, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), John Feland,
W. W. ·OtT,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A . Glenn,
W . C. Owens,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
J. IC Bailey,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. Points,
J. M. Bigger,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
W . .E_I. Hillsman,
Granvil le V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewi:; Jones,
C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U. McEiroy, G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
J. W. Meador,
G. E . Speck,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
W . H. H. Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
Montgomery Merritt, J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
E. H. Morin,
.l\.ndrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
J. M. Neal,
Geo . H . B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery,
W. T. Dicken,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West--55.
Abner Eversole,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robe1·tson,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
T . W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
Green R. Ke ll er,
Augustine Shelburne,
A . C. Cope,
J. Q. Lackey,
Hancock Taylor·,
W. J. Edrington,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Henry George,
T. J. Lewis,
John A . Thomas,
Dennis Gleason,
Thomas H . Mannen, John D. Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, David Mart.in,
H. P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson-35.
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. M ., having arrived, the House took
up the special order, viz : a bill,. entitled
A bill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title" Reve·
nue and Taxation."
Mr. Gleason moved to amend sa id bill by striking out of line thirteen in the first section the word" only," after the word" act," and
by striking from the same line and section the words "shareholder
resides," and in sert in li eu thereof the words '' bank is located."
Mr. Reed moved to amend by in serting after the word" town," in
line thirteen of section one, the words "and for the benefit of the
county, city, or town."

I I

Mr. Goodnight moved the following amendment, viz :
By adding after the word "paid" in the 5th line of section 5, the fol lowing proviso: Provided, 'l'hat such bank or bank officers shall not be-
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Mr. Ort· moved to stl'ike from the third line of section 6 the words
"and personal ," after tha ,word " re a l," and to strike from the fourth
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como liable for snid _t,:ixes'. unless s:.iid bttnk or o_fficer>1,. befo1·e ,raying ~ut
dividends, have received, ~rom tile propur collecting othce1· w1·1tten notice
of the non-p:i.,vment of sa id taxes.
Mr. Tharp moved the following amendment, viz:
Theprol'ision s of this ad Aiiall not be canst.med or intended to impair
any chartered rig Ii ts now held or owned by any banking i nst,i tu tion in
this Commonwealth, when sach chaetered rights have the sanctity of a
·contract.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said several
amendments, it was decided in the negative.

r·

~
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line of the said section the words "and personal," after the words
" real."
i\lr. Allen moved to strike from the fic.,t line of sect ion 8 the word
"all," at the beginning thereof, and in sert in li eu thereof the wordd
"that so much of."

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendments,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Leave was given to bring in the following bill;;, viz:
On motion of Mr. Hunter!. A bill to authorize the trnstees of th y Methodist Episcopa l
Church, South, to convey to the Gradyville circuit their part of the
parsonage property in Columbia, &c .
On motion of Mr. Brooks-

er,
ilson-35.
ouse took
e "Reve·

Ii ne thiract," and

areholder
ed."
town," in
fit of the

5, the foldi not be-

2. A bill for the benefit of school district No . 42, Bath county.
On motion of same3. A bill for the benefit of C. H . Hoover, of Bath county.
On motion of Mr. Keller4. A bill, to amend an act for the henefit of the Clintonville and
Thatcher's Mi ll Turnpike Road Company.
On mo tion of same·

5. A bill for the benefit of Bourbon county.
On motion of same-

6· A bill for the benefit of the personfl representatives of George
M. Hibler, late clerk of the Bourbon ci1·c.uit court.
On motion of same7· A bill to authorize the Bourbon county court to . pay James E.
Porter fo'r certain services, &c.
On motion of same-

s. A hill to establi sh

I

a State Board of Equaliz ation.
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I

On 1notion of Mr. Cowan9. A bill to regnlate the times of holding the circuit conrts, Boyle
county.
On motion of Mr. Orr10. A bill to amend an act in relation to official sales in the couaty of Brncken, approved March 8, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Lewis-11. A bill for the benefit of certain citizens of Breckinridge county.
On motion of .Mr. Hazelip12. A bill to regu late the appellate jurisdiction of the circuitcourt1
of this Commonwealth.
On motion of same-13 . A bill to lega liz e a transfer of land s made by W. J. J. Nash to
. Mary A. Nash, his wife.
011 motion of Mr . J.P. Allen-14. A bill allowing county court clerk:i to have assessor's books
bound for safe-keeping.
On motion of .Mr. Miller15. A bill to regulate the number and salaries of the Quarter-l\Ja,ttjr General's clerks.
On motion of Mr. Hill16. A bill regulating the allowance and payment of claims against
the coun tie::1 of this Commonwealth-On motion of Mr. Means-17. A bill to amend the charter of the Eagle Creek Bridge Com·
pany, so as to allow Carroll and Owen to purchase the individual
stock in said bridge company.
On motion of Mr . West11:L A bill for-,the benefit of Wilson Morgan, late she riff of Clay
county, and his sureties.
On motion of Mr. Tharp19. A bill to incorporate Asher Lodge, No. 227, of the I. O. O.
B'nai B'rith, of Owensboro.
On ' moLiou of Mi·. Points_:!
20. A bill for the benefit. of common school district No. 38, Grant
county.
On motion of Mr, George21. A bill for the benefit of school district No. 83, Graves county.

'I
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On motion of Mr. J. P. Allen22. A bill to legalize tbe appointment of tbe sheriff of Fleming
county.
On motion of Mr. Bennett23. A bill to authorize the truBtees of school di s triet No. I, Hancock county, to admit W. S. Thomas into ,.aid di s trict.
On motion of same-

ridge county.
circuit courli

J. J. Nash to

·essol''s book;

Qual'ter-~las-

!aims against

24. A bill for the benefit of the surnties of G. W. Taylor, late
sheriff of Hancock county.
On motion of same25. A bill to amend an act to provide for the ~rection of school
buildings in school district No . !, in Hawesville.
On motion of same_:_
26. A bill to establish an additional voting district in Hancock
county.
On motion of Mr. Bailey27. A bill to authorize the county court o f Harlan county to redistrict said county into justices' districts.
On motion of same28. A bill for the benefit of B. F i Fugate, late sheriff of Perry
county.
On motion of Mr. Webber20 . A bill to exempt certain citizens of Cynthiana from working
on public roads.

Bridge Com·
he individual

On motion of Mr. Merritt30. A bill to prevent certain trespasses in Henderson county, near
the town of Cairn.
On motion of Mr. Cooke-

el'iff of Clay

31. A bill to amend the act in relation to ' warehouses, warehousemen, and warehouse receipts.
On motion of Mr. Gresham- ·

tlie I. O. O.

32. A bill to amend an act establishing a _new char,ter for the city
of Louisville, approved March 3d, 1870.

No. 38, Grant

33. A bill to amend chapter 18, General Stafutes, title " Common
Schools."

On motion of Mr.. Welch-

raves county.

On mJJtion of Mr. J. D. Thompson• 34. A bill to amend the turnpike laws of Lewis county.

I

•
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On motion of same35. A bill to sutipend the collection of debts for twelve months in
this State.
On motion of Mr. Ows ley36. A bill for the benefit of F. M. Feasly, deputy sheriff, Lincoln
county.
On motion of Mr. Burr37. A bill to charter East Logan College, Logan county.
On motion of Mr. Reed38. A bill for the benefit of B. G. Braswell, Lyon county.
On motion of Mr. Speaker Turner39. A bill to amend an' act, appl'Oved March 2, 1860, incorporating
the Richmond and Tate's Creek Bridge Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of same40. A bill to reduce the limits of Richmond.
On motion of Mr: Mannen41. A bill to incorporate the Middle Trace Turnpike Road Company, in Mason county.
On motion of same42. A bill to prohibit the judge 01· county court of Maso n, or any
other court or office,·, to grant li cense to sell sp irituous, vinous, or
malt liquors in Mayslick.
On motion of Mr. Bigger43. A bill to incorporate t.he Murphy Hall Association of Paducah.
On motion of same44. A bill for the benefit of the University of Paducah.
On mot.ion of same45. A bill to empower executor!!, administrators, and guardians
to compromise with defaulting .counties and cities . (on bonds and
coupons).
On motion of l\fr. Hillsman46. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of the McLean county court,
and to authorize it to he~r and determine motions against the sheriff'
on breach of his official bond in cel'tain contingencies.
On motion of same47 A bill authorizing the McLean county court to issue bonds 10
pay off the indebtedness of said county( and to provide for the pay·
ment of same.

;.
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On motion of Mr. J. M. Neal-48. A bill to fix the salaries of the Superintendent of Public Instruction ~nd county school commissioners.
On motion of Mr. Kash-49_ A bill for the benefit of James M. Brown , o f Wolfe county.
On motion of Mr. Bainbridge....:....
50. A bill to amend an act to amend and reduce into one all previous acts incorporating Owenton, approved February 27, 1867.
On motion of Mr. Olarke 51. A bill for the benefit of William Bradford, of Pendleton county.
On motion of same52. A bill to amend the charte-r of Falmouth.
On motion of same53. A bill to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating
to the incorporation of Falmouth.
On motion of Mr. Owen s-54. A bill to amend the c harte r of th e town of Stamping Ground,
Scott county.
On motion of same55. A bill to amend the charter of the Pari s, Georgetown, and
Frankfort Railroad Company, approved March 23d, 1871.
On motion of Mr. Thomas56. A bill to enable the magistrates of Shelby county to hold court
at any time for trial of civil cases.
On motion of Mr. Allensworth57. A hill to confer upon justices of the peace jurisdiction of bilfs
and notes where the same does not excel!d five hundred dollars.
On motion of same58. A bill to amend chapter 41, article 8, General Statutes.

On motion of Mr. 0. U. McEiroy511. A bill for the benefit of Wiibur
On motion of same-

F.

Browder, Logan county.

5o. A bill to amend an act to establi~h colored schools in thi.s Commonwealth.
On motion of same61. A hill to build a branch of the Penitentiary,
On motion of Mr. Edl'ington-

62· A bill to remove the obstructi-0ns from a pwti-on of Mayfield
~reek, Ballard county.
11.

R.-62
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On motion of Mr. Cooke-63. A bill to amend a n act for the appointment -of official report·
ers, an<l for the presen·ation of ev id ence in certain cases.
On motion of same6!. A bill to amend the law in reference to the office of sealer of
weights and measures in the city of Louisville and Jefferson county,
and to regulate the fees thereof.
On motion of Mr. Oatts-65. A bill for the benefit of Mathew D. Cordee, late sheriff of
Wayne county.
On motio n of Mr. TharptiG. A bill to establi sh a t ru e meridian in each county of this State
as a remedy for the evils of t.he sec ul ar change of the magnetic
needle, and to regulate land surveying by th e same .
On motion of M r. Morin67 . A bill to amend rnbsection 1, article 2, chapter 15, General
Statutes.
On motion of M r. Miller68. A bill to consolidate the Mu rray commo n sch ool district,No.
35, Call oway county, with the Mu rray Male and Female In stitute.
On motion of Mr . J . P. Allen69. A bill empowering· the county judge of Fleming to sell the
county sem inary lot and buil<ling:3.
On motion of Mr. Marriot.t-70. A bill to amend section 3, article 4, chapter 5, General Stat·
utes.
On motion of Mr . O'Bannon71. A bill to incorporate th e Franklinto n and Five Mile Turnpike
Company, in Henry county.
Ordered, That the Committee on Co rpo rate Institutions prepare
and hrin ~ in the 17th, 19th , 32d, 34th , 37th, 39th, 40th, 41st, 50th,
52d, 53d, 54th, 70th, and 71 st; .the Committee on Education the 2d,
20th , 21st, 23d, 25th, 33d, 60th, and 68th; the Committee on Proposi·
tions and Grievances the 15th, 18th , 28th, 35th, and 38th; the Com·
mittee on Revenue and Taxation the 8th, 24th, and 65th; !be
Committee on Interiial Imprnvement th·e 4th, 29th, 59th, 62d, and
66th; the Committee on County Cou-rts the 5th, 7th, 16th, 26th, 27th'
91h
30th, and 56th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 6th and ;
th
the Committee on General Statutes the 10th, 14th, 58th, and 67th; e
,Committee on the Judiciary the 12th, 13th, 22d, 31st, 43d, 44th, 45 ib,
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46 th, 47th, 63d, and 64th; the Committee on Moral and Religious
Institutions the 1st and 42d; the Committee on O!airn::1 the 3d, 11th,
36th, 49th, and 5lst; , the Committee on Retrenchment a n~ Reform
the 48th; the Committee on Railroads the 55th; the Committee on
the Penitentiary the fllst, and th~ Committee on Chliritable Institutions the 69th.
And then the House adjourned.
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Leave of absence, indefin itely, was granted Messrs. Ow,,Jey and
Eversole.
A message was receiver! from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of John Wall ace, late clerk of the Boone
circuit comt.
An act to amend section 5 of an act, entitled "An act to amend an<l
reduce into one the several acts relating to the Preachers' A id Society of the Louisville Annual Conference of the Methodi::1t Episcopal
Church, South," approved March 6th, 1872.
An act to amend article 12 of chapter 28 of the General Statutes.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, v iz:
I. An act to regulate the power and authol'ity of the town mar·
shal of Carlisle.
2. An act for the benefit of W. G . Revill, late deputy sheriff of
Owen county.
3. An act to regulate the jurisdiction of ·the police judge of the
town of Carlisle.

Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time .
The rule of the House ancl the constitutional provision a::1 to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
O,-dered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances· the 2d to the Committee on Claims,
and the 3d to the Committee ~n County Courts.
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An act to amend section 2 of article 1, chapter l 06, of the General
Statutes, title" Taverns, Tippling-houses," &c.,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a thit-d time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said b_ill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill exempting school children from the payment of tolls on
turnpike, plank, and gravel roads.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Hou·se and the -constitutional provision as to.the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Cowan moved that same be committed to the Committee on
Education.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. 0. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Codes of Practice, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, en·
titled
A bill to amend section 428, chapter 3, title I 0, of an act, entitled
"An act regulating practice in civil cases."
Which was read the first time and 01·dered to be read a second
tim e.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, .and the same heing
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said hill was rejected.
Mr. 0. U. McElroy, from the same committee, reported a bill, en·
titled
A bill to amend section 244 of the Criminal Code of Practice,
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
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§I. Be it enacted by th.e Genet"<1:f ;Jssembly of the Co~imonwealth of Kentuch1 'l'hat section 2-!4 of the Or1m1nu.l Code of Prnctice be, and the same

,811 !;.eby nmended by adding thereto the following proviso, to-wit: Pro~ided, 'l'Ii'at in all case~ provided_ for in this section_, except where the
offense is punished cap1tully, the Jurors may be permitted to separate, by
the consent of'the court and, the Com_monweitlth 's attorney.
§ 2. This act sha ll take effect from its pasRage.

01'dered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi,,ion as to tlrn
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tharp moved to amend said bill by excluding the county of
Daviess from the provisions thereof.
The hour· of 12, M:, hadng arrived, Mr. Bigger moved to suspend
the consideration of th e orde rs of the day, in ordet· to complete said

bill.
n as to .the

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the ' negative .

mmittee on

The House then took from the orders of the day bills of the following titles, viz :

motion,it

A bill to amend the first -section of the twenty-first article of the
twenty-eighth chapter of the Gen eral Statutes, and to increase the
civil jurisdiction of justices of the p eace .

actice, who
, a bill, en·

l.

ct, entitled
a second

n as to the

A bill to amend section 17, . articl e 13, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.

Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a thi1·d ti me.
, The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.

Fe.

as to the
ame heing

ill, and it

The Honse then took from the orders of the day a bill, which originated in the Senate., en titled
An act for the benefit of John
county.

P. Barrett, late sheriff of Ohio

Said bill was ordered to be read the third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said hill being dispensed with,

a bill, en·

Resolved_, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .

ctice.

. The House then took from the orders of thP- day a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
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af~re~aid when their services are rendered: and the excess thereof shall be
p'.ud into tho eo?11ty t_re:_isury, to _be _d1 spo&ed of as the ~ounty court mny
d1rcet. lf the Jury fee 1s not pn1d in advance, as herein provided Lhen
th e jury shail receive t,heir pay only ·when and in tbe event the sa'inois
eol lectecl.
·
§ -!. After any jnry is Aworn to try a caRe, if they shall fail to aareeor
complete the t1·iul that clay, they, notwithstanding, shall be ent,itlcd to
receive only one day's pay, unless the sceond day they Rhall also be sworn
to try another case .
.§ 5. All laws and parts of laws in co_n:flict w ith this act are hereby repealed.
S 6. ThiR act s hall take effec t and be in force from and after its paaaago.
Mr. Clarke moved to amend said hill by inserting in the first section thereof, after the word "courts," the words" and in forcible entry
and detainer trials."
Mr. Robertson moved to strike out section two of said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of each of said
amendments, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. :Sanders moved to amend the bill so as to pay said jurors out
of the county levy.
Mr. Hamilton moved to amend so that said bill should only apply
to the county of Caldwell.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motions, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. 0. T. Allen offered the following substitute for said bill, viz:

§ l. Be it enacted by the Gener~L Assembly of lhe Commonwealth of Kmtucky, That the number of jurors in all civjJ cases in tbe quarterly, police,
and justices' court.s, shall be six instead of twelve, as heretofore, and they
shall be entitled to and .s hall receive, for their services as jurors, the sum of
fifty cents each in each case in which they serve, as provided in this act;
but sheriffs, marsl:,als, constables, and other offieers empowered to summun jurors, shall not summon the same ma!l to se1·ve on more than two
juries on the same day,.unless by and with the coosept of the parties inter·
e:3ted .
§ 2. The party or partie~ demanding a jury in such courts shall, bcfo~e
the said jury is summoned, pay to the clerk 1 judge, 01· justice of said
court, tor the benefit of said ju.rors, the sum ot; thre·e· dollars, and tbe office1·'s fee for summoning si~.id jurors; and when, the said jury shall hnve
re11de1·ed their verdict, the said clerk, judge, or justice shall. pay to each of
said jurors the sum of fifty cents. 11', however, the jtll'y fail to agree on
a verdict, they shall recei,v.e o,n ly tw;enty-five cel')tS_ each, and the ?aln_nce
shall be returned to the party who paid it' to the clerk, judge_, or JU~t1ce;
the office1·, however, wh,o summoned the jury shall rec.e ive hrs fee 10 all
cases.
§ 3. When the parties, plaintiff and defendant, agre~ upon a jury, then
each party so agreeing shall contribute his pro rata si:)are, to be fixed by
the judg-e or ju'stice, towa1·ds paying the jurors.
.
§ 4. When any party, plaintiff' or defendant, makes affidav:it ~efor? sai_d
judge or justice, to the effect that he is desirous of having a Jury in hrs
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case· that he is now ready for trial; and that he is unable, in consequence
of e~Lreme poverty, to pay the jury fee and office r's fee r equired by secLion two of this act, then the said party shall be entitled to have a jury the
same as if he bad paid the jury and officer's feee.
§ 5. .A.II acts 01· parts of acts in conflict with tile provisions of this act
are hereby repealed.
·
§ 6. '!.'his act shall take effect from and after A pri 1 1, 1878.
Mr. C. T,. Allen moved to amend said substitute by striking from
the second section the words "rendered their verdict," and inserting
in lieu thereof the words" been dismissed;" and by striking from the
same section the words "if, however, the jury fail to agree on a ver- •
diet, they shall receive only twenty-five cents each, and the balance
shall be returned to the party who paid it to the clerk, judge, 01· justice. The officer, however, who summoned the jury shall receive his
fee in all cases."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendments,
·it was decided i11 the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute, as
amended, and it was decided in the negative.
Mr. C. U. McElroy then, offered the following su bstitute for sa id
bill, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted b,1J the Gene,·al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, '!.'hat juries in justices', police, city, and quarterly courts may co nsist of six men, qualified 11s now required by law.
§ 2. The pay of jurors in said courts 1:1hall be fifty cents for each juror
in each case: Provided, If the same j uru1· serves on more than two juries
in any one day, he shall not be allowed anything fot· suc h excess.
§ 3. 'fhe jurors summoned in each c:ase, when a fee is allowed, shall be
allowed to collec:t the same. from the party demanding the jury as fees are
now allowed by law to be collected, and tho entire jury fee sball be taxed
as costs, and recovered from the unsuccessful party.
§ 4. 'l'his act shall take effect from June 1st, 1878.
And the question l)eing taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was a·ecided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, ·be engrossed a.nd read ~ third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof' be
amended to read,
An act to provide for juries in courts of justices of the peace,
police courts, city courts, and quarterly cout·ts.
Th_e House took from the orders of the day a joint resolution, enti
tied
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Resolution raising a joint committee to examine and report asto
the condition of the Executive Mansion.
Which was twice read and rejected .
.Mr. Feland offered the following resolution, viz:
Be it resolved, That on and after Monday, the 18th day of February
1878, t,he House of Representa~ives shall, on every day except Saturday
a11d Sunday, hold an evening session, beginning at 7-½ o'cloc~, P. M.
Mr. Feland moved to suspend the orders of the day for the pur• pose of considering the same.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
waR decided in the negative.
Mr. 0 wsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of RepresentatiYes, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the Danvi!]e and Perryville Turnpike Road Company;
An act for the benefit of certain turnpike roads that have no tollgates in Shelby cou.nty;
Also an enro ll ed bill, which originated in the -Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Anderson County Deposit Bank;
- And had found the same truly enrolled.
"Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signat ure thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley i.n form the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed a bill, entitled
An act for the rurther propagation of food-fishes in the waters of
this Commonwealth.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
tim e.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bill be refert·ed to the Committee on Piscicul·
ture.
And then the House adjourned.

[FEn. 14.
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The following petitions, remonstrances, and memorial were presented, viz :
By Mr. Speaker Turner!. The remonstrance of sundry citizens of Madison county against
increasing tolls on the Richmond and Tate's Creek Ridge Turnpike
Road.
By same-2. The petition of sundry citizens of Madison county to have tolls
raised on the Richmond and Tate's Creek Ridge Turnpike Road .
By Mr. Tartar3. The petition of sundry citizens of Pulaski, Wayne, Russell, and
Casey counties, praying the passage of an act forming them into a
new county.
By same4. The remonstrance of sundry citizens of Pulaski county against
being cut off into a new county.
By Mr. Bainbridge5. The remonstrance of persons owning p roperty without the town
limits of Owenton, and proposed to be included in the limits.
By Mr. Speaker Turner6. The petition of sundry citizens of the city of Richmond to reduce the limits of said city.
By same-0

that they
waters of
a second
as to the
Piscicul-

7. The remonstrance of sundry c1t1zens of the city of Richmond
against reducing the limits of said city . .
By Mr. Lac.key-

s. The memorial of .,undry citizens of Johns~n county, asking the
paesage of an act for the improvement of the Big Sandy river.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, ana' referredthe !st, 2d, 5th, 6th, and 7th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 3d and 4th to the Committee on Propositio,ns and Grievances, and the 8th to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
Mr. Adair entered a motion to recon sider the vote by which the
House rejected a: reso lution providing for the appointment of a joint
committee to examine into the condition of the Executive Mansion.
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Mr. Meador read and laid on the table the following joint resolati'on, viz:
WHEREAS, 'l'he reso:ution providing for the appointment of a special
committee to vi sit and r epo rt upon the cond ition of the locks and damson
Green and Barren l'i ve rs is not su ffi ciently exp! ici t as to the duties of snid
committee; and whet·eas, it is beli e,ed that tbe company, in whose hunds
are the public works on the afo r esaid 1·ivers, is oppreseing tbe people by
exorbitant charges upon freights, and thereby m onopo lizing the coal trade.
Resolved. ~.1/. tlie Gene'.·al Assembly. of tfte .Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Th at the v1s1trng committee be reqn1rcd to 111vest1ga te and ascertain as
fa1· as practicable, whether or not the charges upon freights and pas:eu,
gers, in boats belongin g to the Green and Barren River Navigation Company, are exorbitant and nut warranted by law under their charter.

Mr. Meador moved to suspend
take up said resolution.
And the question being taken
was decided in the affirmative.
Said resolution was twice read
Leave of absence, indefinitely,
· West.

the rule of the House in order to
on the adoption of said motion, it
and adopted.
was granted Messrs . Spalding and

Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Education,_to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to organize, establish·, and incorporate the Cadiz High
School, in the town of Cadiz, 'Trigg county,
Reported the sam~ without amendment.
Ordered, '.I'hat said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pi·ovision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispen sed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to p1·e pare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
Ry Mr. Buford, from the Committee on lnternal ImprovementA bill to declare Beaver creek a navigable stream from its mouth
to the Forks of Beaver and other creeks, in Wayne county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the town of Hammonville, in Hart county.
By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Fal·
mouth Turnpike Road Company."
By Mr. Means, from the same committeeA bill to amend the charter of West Covington', Kenton county,
·Kentucky.

0

a
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By Mr. J. P. Allen, from the 0ommittee on Moral and Religious
InstitutionsA bill for the benefit of school district No. 44, in Fleming county.
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill authorizing Mrs. E. C. Ten Broeck to qualify as the guardian
of her children.
By Mr. Hensley, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to change and define the boundary line between the counties of Lawrence and Martin.
Which were severally read the first time and ordered to be read a

tutionst county.

second time.
1'he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
afor_esaid.
Amessage was received from the Governor, hy Hon. T. S. Bro~ston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act incorporating South Louisville and Pleasme Ridge Turnpike Road Company, of Jefferson county.
An act to authorize the Commercial Bank of Kentucky to go into
liquidation, and wind up its bm,iness.
•
An act for the benefit of Jerusha Mitchell, committee for Martha
Hickman, of Clinton county.
An act to enable the board of directors ·of the Hill City Turnpike
Road Company, in Mason county, to borrnw money to pay off the
ind ebtedness of said road.
An act for the benefit of certain turnpi.ke roadd ·that have no tollgates in Shelby county. .
.

te the Fal·

An act to amend the charter o.f the Danville and Perryville Turnpi~e Road Comp.a ny.
·

ton county,

A message was received from the S~nate, announcing that they
~ad concurred in joint resolutions, which originated in th_e Houde of
epresentatives, of the following titles, viz:
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Re1,olution rai sing a joint committee to visit the Institution for the
Feeble-minded, and to report on the condition thereof.
Resolution authorizing the employment of a cl erk by the Joint
Committee on Insurance.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which
01·iginated in the House of Representatives, ·of the following titles,
viz:
An act for the benefit of John Wallace, late clerk of the Boone
circuit court;
An act to amend section 5 of an act, entitled" An act to amend and
reduce into one the several acts relating to the Preachers' Aid Society of the Louisville Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South," approved March 6th, 1872;
· An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the Frnnklin
county court to issue bonds for the aid of turnpike roads and other
purposes," approved March 3d, 1876;
·
An act to amend the charter of the Lincoln and Boyle Turnpike
Road Company;
An ~ct to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Russellville District Turnpike Company;"
An act to amend article 12 of chapter 28 of the General Statutes;
An act authorizing M1·s. M. C. Ten Broeck to qualify as guardian
of her children;
Resolution authorizing the employment of a clerk by the Joint
Committee on Insurance;
Resoluti(!n rai si ng a joint committee to visit the Institution for the
Feeble-minded, and to report on the condition thereof;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the follow·
ing titles, viz:
An· act incorporating the Lawrenceburg Cemetery Company:
th
An act to provide for the settlement of the bonded debt of Ba
county, and that po.rtion of Menifee county taken from Bath county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speakel' affixed his signature thereto.
- orde1:ed, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
th
The hour of 10:30, A. M., having arrived, the House took up e
special 01•der of the day, v_iz: a bill, entitle_d
· A bill to ame~d chapte1· 92 of tlie General Statuteii, title" Reve·
nue and Taxation."

·
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Mr. Buie moved to amend said bill by exempting from the provisions thereof the counties of Trigg, Warren, Mason, Union, Nicholas
and Robertson, Todd, Owen, Bourbon, Woodford, Montgomery, Harrison, Garrarcl, Greenup, Logan, Lincoln, Boyle, Daviess, Kenton, Boyd
and Lawrence, the city of Louisville, Scott, Fayette and the city of
Lexington, Christian, Fleming, Hart, Campbell, Henderson, Jackso n,
Clay and Owsley, Jefferson, Bath and Rowan, and Franklin .
Mr. Taylor offered the following substitute for e:aid amendments,

viz:
That the provisions of this act shall not be carried in to effect in any
county until the court of claims' of sai? county shall have, by an or_d er of
said court, directed the assesso r of said coanty to assess holde1·s of bank
sbaros, as provided herein; nor s hall they go into _e ffect in any city or
town until tbe board of trustees of said town, or council of said city, shall
have, by an order,, directed the assesso r of said town or city to a ssess the
holders of bank shares on the value of their said shares, as provided
herein.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Feland, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
W . H . Hillsman,
Wm. M . Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R . Keller,
C. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Gabriel Blevins,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U . McElroy, G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Cam.pion,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Wm. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
James 0' Bannon
G. H. Towery,
Charles Godshaw,
W.
Orr,
'
W . A. Webber,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Panish,
John C. Welch,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. Points,
Isaac T. West-55.

w-:

T. M. Hilli

took up the

title "Reve·

Those who V'Oted in the negative, wererr. Speaker (Turner), Thomas H. Ditto,
David Martin,
Eromwel_l A~air,
John F,eland,
James Barbour Mason,
· C. Batnbnclg~,
Peter G. Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt,
Ii.
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Caleb R. Brooks,
A. Buford,
Benj-amin F . Buie,
T. J. Bush,
Henry Campbell,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,

Isaac H: Goodnight,
W. Scott Gresham,
Milton Hamilton,
Jos. M. Kash, '
J. Q. Lackey,
Richard Lambert,
M. B. Marriott,

[FEB. 15.
W. 0 . Owens,
Thomas A . Robertson
Thomas Sanders
'
T. W. Scott,
'
Ralph L. Spalding
Richard A. Spurr,'
H. P. Whitaker-31.

Mr . Merritt offered the following substitute for the bill, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by tlte General Assem.b~IJ of the Commonwealth of Kentucky , That bank 1:1tock shall be listed for laxation as is provided and required in section 5, article 1, chapter 92, of the General Statutes, and shall
be snbject t,u the same taxation, gen eral, specific, or local, as other mon.
eyed capital owned by indi v idu als: Provided , 'l'hat the shares of National
Banks shal l noL be taxed at a greater r ate than-the shares of State banks.
§ 2. That section 1 of articles 2 and 10, chapter 92, of the General Statutes, and the charters of all banks, so far as they are in conflict with tbis
act, be>, and the same are hereby, repealed .
§ 3. That this act shall take effect t1·om the first day of July, 1878.
Mr. Goodnight offered the following substitute for said bill, viz:

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of' the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky, That hereat ter the owners of bank stock, residing in th is Stuto, and
owning stock in any of the banks located in the same, whether organized
under the laws of this State or of the United States, shall list suclntock
Jor taxation, and pay t,1xes on the same, where such owners reside, in the
same manner and at the same rates of t.axation as required of such owners
in regard to their other moneyed capital.
·
§ 2. That non-residents of the State of Kentucky, -owning stock in any
such banks as described in the preceding section. shall be required to pay
such county taxes, as above described, in the county where ~uch banks are
located; and the cashiers of each of such banks are hereby required to
list the stock of such non -residents, and pay the taxes on the same.
§ 3. That section 1, article 2, chaptet· 92, of the General Statutes, and
all other acts or parts of acts inconsistent herewith, be, and the same are
hereby, repealed.
.
§ 4. That sections 5 and 6, article 1, chapter 92, General Statutes, irnd
article 6 of same chapter, and the laws of this State amendatory ther~to,
shall apply to all persons or corporations listing bank stock for taxation
under the provisions of this act.
§ 5. This act shall take effect from its passage .
.Mr. 0. U. McElroy offered the following substitute fop said bill,

viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General .Assembly of the Commonwealth of _Ken·
tucky, That all persons owning stock in any bank, other than a .Nat1o_nal
Bank, shal l li st the same for taxation with the assessor of the county, mty,
or town where such stoekholders reside, on or after the 10th day of January, annually, for county, city, or municipal purposes; said assessmentof
said stock shall be made with regard to the ownership and value th~reof,
as it exists on the 10th of January of each year: Provided, Sucl~ c1tyor
town order said stock to be assessed for taxation for town or city pur·
poses.
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§ z. Tbe provision s of sections 5 and 6 of article 1, chapter 92. of the
G~noral Statutes, sliall apply as we ll to persons listing stock in banks as to
all other persons. listing fot· taxation any other property.
.
§3. Persons li sting their stock, under the provisions of section 1 of this
act, shall only . be required to assess tlie same at four fifths of its ac tual
value.
§4. 'rbat all persons owning stock in any National Bank i,hall list the
sa~e for taxation as required in Rection 1, and they shall li st the same
according to its value a& it existed on January 10 of ouch year. and the
provisions of section 2 of this act sb::dl apply as well to the owners of
stock in National Banks as owners of stock in any other bank.
\j5. That all persons listing stock und er the provisions of thi1:1 act shall
do so under oath, in the same manner as other prope rLy is li sted for taxation.
§ 6. For the purpose of collecting the tax of any stockho ld er in any
bank, who shall list their stock under the provisions of this act, the collecting officer may attach a sufficiency of any dividend due by such bank
to said stockbolders; an.d if any of said banks declare no dividends, the
said collecting officer ~hall collect the tax due by such i,tockho lders in the
wny now provided by law; and if any such stockholder has no other
property, out of which the tax due by him or her can be co llected, then
such officersball sell as man y of the shares of sLock owned by sueh delinquent stockholders as may be n ecessary to pay said tax, Raid sale to be
made in the same manner as other perso nal property is sold for taxeF-; and
the officer making s uch sale shall give to the purchaser of s uch .. hares a
certiijcattJ of purchaAe, and on tbe production thereof to the prei,ident
or cashier of the bank which issu e d said stock so sold, snid officer shall
issue to such purchaser a certificate of stock, in lieu of th e share so sold
belonging to such share-bolder; and to the extent of the shares of stqck
so sold, such bank shall be fre0d from all claim on tho part of the stockholders for payment of whose taxrsaid share or shares were sold.
§7. It shall be the duty of the cashiers of each of the banks in th is
Commonwealth, on demand of the nsseRsor of the county wh e rein they
are located, and the aRsesso r of the town or city, to furnish a coi-reet list of
all tho stockholders therein , and their r esidence, if posr,ible, and with the
number of shares owned by each; and if it appears, from !laid list, tbat
any stockholders in sucb banks are non -1·esidents of this State, the assessor Rh all list their stock for taxation and the tax thereon shal 1 be collected as provided in section ,6.
'
§8. All acts and parts of acts in conflict with th is act ai·e hei·eby repealed.
§ 9. This act shall take effect fr~m and after January 1st, 187D .
t

Mr. Bush offered the following substitute for said bill, viz:
A.II taxation shou ld be equal, and , as by law, all the char-

WHEREAS,

ered banks of this Commonwealth are required to pay fifty .cents tax on

ealth of Ken·

~1
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e~ch one hundred-dollar share of stock in such banks (with the exception
0~

lwo, which pay only twentv five cents on each one hundred-d oi lar
: are of stock), for State re ven.ne; and whei·eas, all r ea l estate pays only
orty cents on about two thirds valuation of said real eRtate; and whereas,
such taxation is not equal·1 therefore
I.
it enacted by lite General A~sembly of the Commonwealth of Kenth Y,.rha~ when any chartered bank pays a Lax for State revenue greaLer
an 18 paid on real estate for such revenue. that tbe difforenee between
8 Ml~
1 x pai'd by such bank and the tax paid by
· real estate shall be ~urned

tuc\ pe

'

I
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over, by the collector of said tax paid by said bank, to the proper authorities of the municipal government where suc.:h bank is loc.:ated.
§ '2. And the tax so turned over by said collector shall be used by said
municipal government for school purposes on ly.
§ 3. 'fhis act shall take effect from its passage.
Mr. Reed offered the following substitute for said bill, viz:

§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kt11.
tucky, That whenever the c.:ounty c.:ourt of any county in this Common.
wealth, or the corporate au thorities of any city or town, shall order and
direc.:t an ad valorern tax to be aRsessed, levied, and collected in said county
c.:ity, ot· town, it shall be the duty of the assessor in said county, city,o;
town to require each resident of said county, cit,y, or town, in giving in his
list of taxable property now required by law, to also list all shares of stock
and the actual value thereof, which he or she may have owned, or held a;
a fiduc.:iary, qn the 10th day of January in said year, in any bank located
within tliis State, whether such bank bas been orga[)ized under theiaws
of th is State 01· of the United States, and the assessor shall enter the same
giving the name of the bank, the numbe1· of s har0s, and their value, in~
separate li s t, immediately following said share-holder's list of other taxaable property, and shall enter said list" assessed for county, city, or town
tax " (at1 the c.:ase may be); and said s hares of bank stock shall be subject
to the payment of an equal and uniform tax for c.:ounty, city, and town
purposes, with the bonds, notes, and other moneyed property, owned or
held as a fiduciary, by the residents of said county, city, or town.
§ 2. Any share-bolder, in giving in his or her list of shares of bank
stock, as required to be listed above, may deduct from the value thereof
any just and honest debt which he or she owes as principal and notns
surety, and created for a valuabl e consideration, which the person intends
to pay, and not with a view to lessen th e amount of bis or ber taxable
property: Provided, He bas not previously deducted the amount of said
ind ebtedness in giving in his other li st of taxable property.
§ 3. In each bank there shall be k ept, at all times, a full and co rrect list
of all the names and residen ces of its share- holders, the number of shares
held by each, and the value of such shares, which list shall be sworn lo by
tile cashier of said bank, and be at iill times subject to tbe officer or officers wbose duty it is to make tbe assessment, as also the supervisors of
tax.
;§ 4. That all the provi sions of chapter 92, General Statutes, relative t-0
assessment and c.:o ll ection of State revenue, not inconsistent witb the foregoing section, are made applicable to carrying into effect the provisions of
this act.
~ 5. 'rbis act to take effect and be in force from and after its passage,
ex~ept as to such ba:n ks as were incorporated by the laws of this State
prior to February, 1856, by the terms of whose charters are exempt from
county, city, or town tax; and as to them, to take effect from and after
said term of exemption therein prescribed shall expire; and all laws and
parts of laws in co nsiste nt with this act are hereby repealed.
Mr. Robertson moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Scott m-0ved to reconsider the vote by which the House ordered

•

th e previous question .
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And the question being taken on the adopti·on 0f said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
offered by Mr. Merritt, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Merritt and
Feland, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative wereCromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Granville V. Rouse,
RobertF. Allensworth,lsaac H. Goodnight,
C. W. Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
T. W. Sc·ott,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller, '
J. T. Tirrtar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
M. I-r. Marriott,
John D. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Montgomery Merritt, H. P. Whitaker-26.
John Feland,
W. C. Owens,
Those who voted in the negative, werel\Ir Speaker (Turner), T. M. Hill,
B. Mills Parrish,
C. T. Allen,
W. H. Hills man,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed."
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinan.fi Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richa1·d Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. ::,palding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. Mc~lroy,
G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
James I?. Means,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Henrl George,
Otho Nunn,
W. A. Webber,
Leven E. Green, •
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
J. W. Griffith,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wiliion-_.:.57.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
offered Ly Mr. Goodnight, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adbption of the substitute
offered by Mr. C. U. McElroy, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
offered hy Mr. Bush, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
offered by Mr. Reed, anti it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
George, were~as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereHenry George,
William Neal
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
W. 0. O'wens:
J. K. Bailey,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T . M. Hill,
0 . W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
T. W. Scott,
Green R. Keller,
W. H. H . Callihan,
M. H. Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Montgomery Merritt, H. P . Whitaker,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson-21.
John Feland,
Those who voted in t he negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. H. Hillsman,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford ,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry .Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
A. C. Cope,
W. T. Diclrnn,
J. W. Meado r,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
E . H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
G . H. Towery,
Leven E. Grnen,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West-52.
Milton Hamilton,
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a thiro
tim e.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to 'the
third reading of said bill being dispe nsed with, and the s&me being
engrossed,
And then the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1878.
The following petition s were presented, viz:

By Mr. Campbell!. The petition of sundry citizens of Moscow, Hickma n county,

asking the passage of an act to prohibit the sale of sp irituou s, vinous, or malt liquors in said town.
By Mr. Hamilton-2. The petition of the trustees and sundry c itizen s of th e town of
West Covington, in rega'rd to the R iver Road and Dry Creek Turnpike Company.
By Mr. J. P. All ena. The petition of sundry citizens of Mt. Carmel and vicinity, asking the passage of an act forbidding the manufacture of whisky and
brandy within one mile of the corporate limits of said town.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referred-the 1st and 3d to the Committee on Moral and Religious In stit utions,
and the 2d to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
Mr. Snyder offered th e following reso lution, viz:
Resolved, That from and after tbis day it s hall be th e duty of the Clerk
to call each .Representative, alphabetically, after th e call for petitions,
whose privilege it shall be to call one bill of a local character from committee to be acted upon by t,l.i e House. This rule sha ll prevail du1·ing the
session, providing it ehall not, extend beyond 11½o'clock eacb day.
Which was twice read and adopted.
0

Leave of abse nce, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Morin.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. B'igger, from t.he Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of Caldwell county. /
By same-

A hill to empower Caldwell county to create a sinking fund, and
10 purchase its outstanding bonds.
By same-

A bill to legalize the appointment of the sheriff of Fleming

county.

By sameA bill for the benefit of D. C. Wilcox, clerk of the McCracken

county court.

:...
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By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Ruby Coal, Lumber, and Transportation
Company.
By sameA bill to charter Little Spring Academy, of Simpson county.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill to authorize and establish a system of public schools in the
town of Greenup, Greenup county.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act relating to opening and
repairing roads in Boone county."
Which bills were severally rea,d the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the Hou se and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed witfi,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional' provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill for the benefit of W. P. Smith and Henry Moss, of Jefferson
county ..
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:

§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky' That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and be is hereby, directed
to draw his warrant on the 'freasurer in favor of W. P. Smith and Henry
Moss, for the sum of two hundred and seventy-five dollat·s and fifty centB
each.
§ 2. This act shall take effect immediately after its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill bj'ling dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to !be
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being

engrossed,- ·
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
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was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a prn·
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

'

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Peter G. Fischer,
B. Mills Parrish,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
Wm. Points,
James P. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
Ferdinand Rigney ,
Robert F. Allensworth, Ch_arles Godshaw,
Thomas A. Robertson
J. K. Bailey,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
W. Scott Gresham,
C. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
Milton Hamilton ,
T. W. Scott,
Caleb R. 81'Doks,
W. H. Hillsrnal'I,
Aug. Shelburne,
A. Buford,
Josiah Hunter,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
G reen R. Keller,
G. E . Speck,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ric bard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
·Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Mar-tin,
John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
John 0owa_n,
J. W . .Meador,
Geo. H. ll. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West-,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. J. Edrington,
W. C. Owens,
LaFayette Wilson--67.
John Feland,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. Neal,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Otho Nunn,
Benjamin F. Buie,
M. H. Marriott,
T. J. Oatts,
Henry Campbell,
W. J . .McElroy,
Wm. iVI. Reed,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery-16.
Leven E. Green,

Resolved, That the title of said bill be a·s aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred the same, ·reported bills, which originated in 'the Senate, of the following titles, viz::
An act to incorporate the Coll.ege of the Bible.
An act to amend and reduce into on.e the sP;veral acts relating to
the charter of the town of Hartford, in Ohio county.
. An act to incorporate the Maysville and . Mason County Historical and Scientific Association.
H. R,-65
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An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to reduce into one
and amend and digest the acts and amemlatory acts incorporatin•
the city of Augusta, in Bracken county/' approved February 29th,•
1S76 .

Ordered, That said hills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the· titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of · Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to· incorporate the Benjamin Gratz Park, of the city of
Lexington, Ke·ntucky.
An act to reduce into one, amend, and digest the acts -and amend·
atory acts incorporating the city of Parii;,.
An act to authorize the Louisville Insurance· Company, the Frankiin Insurance Company,· and the Union Insurance Company, all of
Louisville, to do a general fire an·d marine insurance business, ander
the name and style of the Louisville Underwriters' Association.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
Which were concurred in.
That they had past<ep bills of the following titles, viz: ·
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville Railway Transfer Company, an d conferring certain powers in relation thereto on the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington
and Louisville and Nashville Railroad Companies," approved March
10, 1871.

.

2 . An act to amend chapter 759, entitled "An act to incorporate
the town of Rough and Ready," approved March 9th, 1854.
Which bills were seve.rally read the first time and orde1·ecl to be
read a second time.·
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the · 1st to the Committee on
Railroads, .1.r nd the 2d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
That they bad received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:

/
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An act authorizing the German Insurance Bank to reduce its capital stock to $200,000.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Canton, in Trigg
county.
An act to amend section 2, article 8, chapte1· 92, of the General
Statutes ..
An act for the benefit and settlement of ff. D. Newcomb's estate.
An act to incorporate the Anderson County Deposit Bank.
Amessage was received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston ,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed enrolled bills and resolutions,. which originated in the · House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Lawre_nceburg Cemetery Company.
An act to amend an act·, entitled "An act to authol'ize the Franklin
county court to issue bonds for the aid of turnpike roads and other
purposes," approved March 3d, l S76.
An act to ~mend section 5 of ao act, entitled" An act to amend an<l
reduce into one the several acts relating to the Preachers' Aid Society of the Louisville Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South," approved March 6th, 1872.
·
An act for the benefit of John Wallace, late clerk of the Boon e
circuit court.

porate the
ertain powI Lexington
, ved March

An act to provide for the settlement of the bonded debt of Bath
county, and that portion of Menifee county taken from Bath county.
An act authorizing Mrs. M. C. Ten Broeck to qualify as guardian
of her children.

i'ncorporate
4.
ered to be

An act to amend article 12 of chapter 28 of the General Statutes.
,An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the Russellville District Turn pike Company."
An act to amend the charter of the Lin·c oln and Boyle Turnpike
Road Comp11-ny.

n as to the

An act to regulate the time of holding the circuit courts of the 8th
judicial district.

mmittee on
itutions.
vernor bad
the Senate1

Resolution raising a joint committee to visit the Institution for the
Feeble-minded, and to report on the condition thereof.
Resplution authorizing the employment of a clerk by the Joint
,Committee on Insurance. · .Mr. Robertson moved to re.consider the vote by which the HouE:e
adopted the resolution, offered by lVIr. Snyder, making it the dut; of
th
e Clerk to call each Representative,'a!phabetically, fo1· bills, &c.
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Mr. Bush entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which this
House refused to concur in th.e passage of a bill, which originated in
the-Senate, entitled
An act to give William Mudd, sheriff of Green county, forlher time
until the first of September next to pay in the revenue of said coun.
ty for the year 1877.
•
The Sp'eaker laid before the House the Repo1·t of the Bo~rd of Visitors of the Kentucky Military Institute for the years 1876 and 1877.
Said report reads as follows, viz:

To his Excellency,

JAMES

B.

McCREARY,

Governor of Kentucky:

Sm:· In conformity io an act _of the General Assembly of Kentucky,
npproved January 20, 1847, incorporatin g the Kentucky_ Milita1·y Institute, and placing it under tbe supe rvi sion of a Board of Visitors, we hnve
the honor to submit to you, and thi·ough you to the General Assemblyof
Kentucky , our report for the year ending Ju~e 8, 1876.
A careful inspection of the public arms and other property of tbe State
now in possession of the Institute finds al_! well preserve.cl, in excellent
cond ition , and shows that the Institute authorities have not been careless
of the property intrusted to them. The cadets have taken especial pride
in their equipments, fl.Sis attested by the F!plendid condition of thcimproveq needle guns, swords, and nccoutrements.
The annual examination began on May 25th and ended June 7th,
The writte n examination of gradtui.tes began April 2,Hh, and continued six
weeks. 'l'be examinations are searchin g a,n'd rigorous, and the thorough
knowledge of the subjects exh ibited by a large ·majority of the cadets
shows clearly that this corps is composed of young gentlemen of high
intellectual worth, that the professors have been faithful in their work,
and that the methods of instruction are strikingly superidr. 'fbe following cadets deserve hon orable mention, having won gold medals for ex~cllcnco in the subjects named: Cadets S. Kennedy and A. Meriwether in
Plane and Spherical Trigonom etry, Surveying, Mensuration, and Ann•
lytical Geometry; Cadet Chas . Fowler in Algebra and Geometry; Cutlets
W.R. Bridgforth, S. Kennedy, A. Meriwether, .R. B. M:eriwetber, and W.
P. Wildbergel' in Physical Geography, Anatomy, Physiology, Zoology,
nd
nnd Botnny; Sergeant H. E. McLean, and Lt.KB . Smith in Frenub a
German; Cadets J. W. Lindsley, Paul Mon fort, and W. E. Scott in .Eng·
lish Grammar, Rhetoric, and Ancient History. These young gootlemeo
were examined before the regulai· annual examination, and the examina·
tion of e~ch one occupied about fifteen hours. 'fheir familiarity with Lbe
subjects is truly astonishing and worthy-of the highest praise.
In proof of the fact that tho Irnititute is keeping pnoe with modern
tbonght and witb modern improved methods of instruction, we need but
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ask you to examine the cotfrse of study and to note the addition to the
Faculty of two of Kentucky 's most distingui shed educators, and of the
two gentlemen equally illll strions in theil' r es pecLive departments of law
and medicine. The coul'se of study is superio1· to thn:t of any college in
the West, and the method s of teaching it are nowh ere else excelled. 'l'he
mental and moral faculties are here highly cultivated, and the bodily
powers are equally develop ed. The inter changing of the d1·ill, gymnasium exercises, and studies in the field g ives a variety of exercises of
which the cadet cannot weary, and from which he therefore ct·e rive~ the
highest ben efit. '!.'he cadet officers are thorougbly conversant in the tactics, and in maneuvering the battalion show great ski ll, while the cadets
move witb the uniformity and pl'ecision of tl'ained soldiers.
\Ve subjoin the report of the Superinte11dent, fully indorsing his suggestions and approving them.
In coll'clusion, the Board takes pleasul'e in informing yout· Excellency of
the general good condition and 11rospects of the InRLitute. It fills a place
that cannot be supplied by any other college in the Southwest. The
thorough men tal, mora l, and physical training ent itl es the Kentucky Military Institute to a position second to that ot' no college in the land, and
as such the Board recommends it to the special favor of those interested
in securing to our youth tho high est advantages of edi.10ation.
On commencement day the Board, upon reco,;unendation of the Faculty,
conlerred the following Honoi-al'y Degrees: Upon H. A. M. Henderson,
D. D., the degree of LL. D.; upon R. T. P. Allen, M.A., the degree of
LL. D.; and upon John .I:'. Lacroix, the degree of D. D. 'fbese gentlemen are too well k·nown among · men of letters to rcquit·e more than a
mention of their names here.
Most respectfuJly,

A. W. DUDLEY, President Board of Visitors.
GR.)3]EN CLA.Y SMITH,
SCOTT BROWN,
THOS. FARMER,
. W. H . AVERILL,
GRANT GREEN,

To His Excellency,

JAMES

B.

McCREARY,

1
I
~

i
J

Board of Visitors.

Governor of Kentucky:

SIR: In conformity to an act of tbe General Assembly, approved Jan~~ryZOth, 1847, incorporating the Kentucky Military Institute, and iJlacing
rt 0nd er the supervision of a Board of Visitors we have the honor to sub mit lo :rou, and through you to the General ~si;emb ly of Kentucky 1 our
l'ejJ 01't £
.
or the year ending June 7th 1877
The p bl'
'
.
.
.,
. u tc arms and other SLate property now in the possession of the
I nstrtute are all .
d
. .
.
l
ID goo condition , and well cared for by the cadets tbemse ves anct the officers of the lnstitule.
,
)
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The military organization of the corps is of great benefit to the individ.
ual m,det, in maintaining 01·der and system in every department of work
in cultivating an . ind ependent and manly bearing, and in fixing in yonth
the highest principles of honor ancl truthfulness. As here conducLed,il
by no means tends to make machines of boys; but, on tho contrnry,develops the most self.dependent principles in them.
'l'he present term began just b~ore the late political excitement, which,
in its stagnating effects upon the whole country, did not fail to affect this
Institution as well as others, by keeping many young men at their homes
until too late in tho session for much profitable work at colltJge. Yet the
rolls show a small increase in numbers ove1· last session, and there is every
1
1
prospect for a full organization in next September.
The annual examination began on May 28th, and ond!ld June 6Lh,
'l'he written exaTJ) i nation of graduates began Apri! 17th, and continued
until the close of the session . 'l'hese examinations show that 'the Kentucky Military Institute is pursuing a plan of instruction in keeping with
the rapid advance of modern thought. Her graduates crnter the world not
crammed with the words of books, but self dependent, thoughtful men. men of originality and of ideas-men who can adapt themselves to the
changing circumstances of li fe. These foaturos, the cultivation of the power
of thought and of ihe control of self, are the prom·i nen t characteristics of
the Institute, and we believe it has made more }Jl'Ogress in this dil'ection
th an any college in the Wost.
The Board has conferred all tho degrees recommended by the Superin,
tendent in bis report to us, and we fncJose his repo1·.t to your Excellency,
adopting it as a part of ours.
lo conclusion, th·e Board takeR pleasure in informing your Excellency
that the financial condition of the Institute is good; that it enters upon
the thirty third yeai· of usefu Iness with brigb t prospects; and tbat it has
. made for itseif a reputation which has a lways rendered it self-sustaining.
It fills a place tha.t can be filled by no other college in the Southwest,and
we can _c onsc ientiously re com m!3nd it to those, interested in securing lo
our youth tho highest advantages of thorough moral, mental, and physicul
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Most respectfully,

,

A. W. DUDLEY, President.
J.M. WRIGH'f,
S. I. M. MAJOR,

.
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A. J . J A.MH:S,
D. HOWARD SMITH,
SOO'l"f BROWN,

GRANT GREEN,
GREEN OLAY SMIT:H,
W. R. AVERILL,
W. J. DAVIE,
..
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Means, God~
shaw, and Webber.
·
The hour of J0:30 o'clock, A. M ., having arrived; the House took
up the special order of the day for that hour, viz:
•
A bill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title "Revenue and Taxation."
J\fr. Godshaw moved to recon si der ~e vote by which the substitute
offered by .Mr. Bush was rejected.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in th(;) negative.
J\Ir. Feland moved to postpone the further consideration of said bill
until Tuesday next, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of _said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And then the House adjourned.
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MONDAY, 'FEBRUARY 18 , IB78,
A message was received from the Senate, announcing' that they
had passed bills, which originat~d in the House of Rep1·esentatives,
of the following titles, viz;
'An act to pay the traveling expenses of a select committee to visit
certain charitable institutions.
•
An act to legalize the acts of W, A. Morris, surveyor and deputy
clerk of the Robe1tson county court.
An act to re-district the county of Bell, and fix the voting places in

th e districts of said co u ti ty.
An act for the benefit of Perry Jefferson, late sheriff of Mason

county.

ITR,

MITJI,

' Visitors. ,

An act empowering the judge of the tarue county court to submit
th
:~ e voters of Hodgenville as to whether spirituous, vinous, or malt
iquors shall be sold in said town.
An act to authorize the county of Henderson to issue bonds to pay
off or fund its pr~sent bonded indebtedness.
,
J
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An act to regulate the sale and giYing away of spirituous, vinous,
01· malt liquors in the city of Mayfield, Graves county, or within one
mile of said city.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Wingo, in Graves county."
An act to provide for the appointmen_t nf a suitable person to per,
form the duties of county judge of Fayette county, in case of the
failure, refusal, or inability of
regula·r incumbent to perform the

Ju

co

tte

same .
An act for the benefit of Union county, authorizing the county
court of said county to fund the conrt-house and jail debts of Union
county.
An ·act for th~ benefit of W.W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd county,
With au amendment to the la5t named bill.
An act t~ amend the charter of the city of Bowling Green.
An act rell'!tive to the Henry, Oldham, and Jefferson Turnpike
-Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Maysville Tobac.c o ·works.
An act to _repea l an act, entitled" An act to provide for the levy
and cpllection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rightA of the
owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876,so for
as the same relates to Garrard and other counties.
An act to amend section 4 of an act, entitled "An act to authorize
the city of Covington to erect a free bridge over the Ohio river."
An act to am~ncl' an act, entitled "An act to prevent stock from
running at large in Campbell county ."
An act to incorporate the P1·esbyterian Mutual Assurance Fund.
An act to amend an uct, entitled "An act to incorporate the Ken·
tucky Christian Educational Society ."
An act to amend chapter 18, General Statutes, title "Co~moo

tbt

M1

via

L
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~

Schools."
An ·act to· amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Lud·
low, West Covington, and Suspemion Bridge Street Railway Com·

pany."
An act to protect birds i·n Christian county.
With amendments to the last seven named bills.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An ·act to incorporate the Louisville, Anchorage, and Bloom·
field Narrow Gauge Railroad Company.
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2. An act to incorporate the Augusta, Germantown, ancl John son's
Junction Railroad Company.
3. An act to define certain portions of the county line between
the counties of Morgan and Menifee.
4. An act for the relief of H D. Porter, late sheriff of Elliott
county, and his sureties.
5. An act in relation to warehousemen and warehouse receipts .
6. An act authorizing the judge Df the Henry county court to issue
the bonds of Henry county for the payment to M. E. Jett and Thos.
Mahoney for building a court-house within said county, ancl to provide for the levying and collecting a tax to satisfy s_aid bonds.
7. An act to incorporate the Cemetery Company of Smith's Grove
Lodge, No. 227, Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
8. An act for the benefit of J . M. Lester, of Russell county.
IJ, An act for the benefit of Jame s W. Smith.

10. An act to amend an act to incorporate the Bryantsville and
Sugar Creek Turnpike Road Company.

'or the levy
ghtA of the
1876, BO far
o authorize

I river."
stock from
ce Fund.
te the Ken·

II. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend
the charter of the city of Dayton."

12. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and ·amend
the charter of the city of Dayton, Campbell county."
13. An act to amend chapter 456, entitled "An act to incorporate
the town of Grayson, in Carter county:" approved 22d February;
1860,
14. An act for the benefit of St. John's German Evangelical Church,
at Louisville.
·15, An act to incorporate Carlisle Lodge, No. 133, Independent
Order of Odd Fellows.

"Common

16. An act to amend and re-enact the charter of the Chattarori
Railway Company, approved March 1 I th, 1873.

te the Lud·
ii way Com·

l7. An act amend an act, entitled'' An act to incorporate the town
of Beaver Dam, in Ohio county."

and Bloom·

lB. An act to authorize John Shaw and W. T. Proffit to erect a
mill-dam across Big Barren river, in Monroe county, at or near their
mill.
19
· An act for the benefit of John B. Brassfield, late sheriff of
Whitley county.
.
20

· An act for the benefit of W. G. Price, a pauv.er idiot.
a. R,-66·
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21.' An act to empower the Bank of Shelbyville to reduce the capital stock of said bank, &c.
22.. An act appropriating mon ey to pay for extra clerical labor in
making the Registration Reports.
23. An act to amend section 8, of article 13, chapter 38, General
Statutes .
24. An· act for the benefit of Noah Smith and other sureties of J,
M. Basham , late sheriff of Barren c_ounty.
25. An act for the benefit of Jordan Perkins, committee of Nancy

Bur
B
ane
A
B

ufa
A

Perkins.
26. An act for' the benefit of George W . Hunter, of Bardstown,

B

Nelson county.
27. An act for the benefit of Julius R. Curle, of Hart county.
28. An act for the benefit of M. G. Horton, -sheriff of Clay county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

sev
10th
B
A
ofli
B

read a second ti_me .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
1:1econd reading of said bills being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That said ·bills be ref'errec.I-the 1st, 2d, and 16th to the
Committee on Railroads; the 7th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 15th, and
17th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 21st to the
Committee on Banks; the 23d to the Committee on General Statutes;
th'e 3d, 4th, 5th, 18th, 19th, 24th, and 28th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 6th to the Committee on Wa,_ys and Means;
the 14th to the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions, and
8th, 9th, 20th, 22d, 25th, 26th, and 27th to the Committee on . Claims.
A message was received . from the Senate, asking leave to with·
draw from the House a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to regulate the holiiing of the court of claims in Jackson,
vYhitley, -and Ballard counties.
Which was granted, and said bill delivered -to the messenger.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Allensworth,
George, Craycroft, Taylor, and Geor.ge H. B. Thompson.
Bills .were reported from the several committees, who were direct·
ed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
.By Mr. Bigger, -from t.he Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to enable the president and directors to sell the Eminence
and Smithfield Turnpike Road.

By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill .to incorporate the town of Bethlehem, in Henry county.
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By same-A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town of
Burlington, in Boone county," approved March 11th, 1876.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grie,·
ancesA bill for the benefit of J.P. Webb, late sheriff of Grant county.
By Mr. Thomas, from the Committee on Agriculture and Man ufacturesA bill creating an additional magisterial district in Shelby county.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to reduce into one the
several acts in relation to the town of Danville," approved March
10th, 1873.

By Mr. C. T. Allen, from the Committee on Public PrintingA bill to provide (or the supplying of public books for the clerks'
offices at Independence, in Kenton county.
By Mr. Marriott, from the Committee on General StatutesA bill to amend section 2, article 2, chapter 29, of the General
Statutes.
By sameA bill to reduce the fees of justices pf the peace in the counties of
Whitley and Knox for attending the courts of claims in said counties.
By same-

Abill to exempt certain property from execution, &c.
By sameA bill to amend section 6, article 6, chapter 92, of the Gen~ral
Statutes.
By Mr, Feland, from the Committee on Codes of PracticeA bill to amend section 347 of the Criminal Code.·
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of sai-d bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
_The rule of the -House and the constitutional provision as to the
th rd
i reading of said bills being di::ipensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
·
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

aforesaid.
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Mr .. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
to whom was referred the same, reported bills, which originated io
the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Julius Hacker, late sheriff of Claycounty.
An act to incorporate the• United German Aid Society of the State
of Kentucky.
Said bills were ordered to be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bi) Is do pass, and that the titles thereof be a1

F

ti1
. se
th

w:

di1
fo·

aforesaid.
Mr. Marriott, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, i·eported bills of the fol·
re

lowing titles, viz:
A bill to a mend an act, entitled '' An act to repeal chapte1· 65, General Statutes, and to re-establish the office of receiver for lands west
of the Tennessee river," approved March 18, 1876.
A bill to amend section 1, chapter 49, General Statutes.
A bill to amend article 12, chapter 41, General Statutes, title

or
M

"Fees."
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

w

'

se

.

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on orde ring said bills to be read a
third time, and it was decided in the negative. ·
And so said bills were rejected.
Mr. Russell, from the Committee on Pisciculture, to whom W81
referred the same, reported bills, which originated in the Senate, of
the following titles, viz:
An act for the further propagation of food-fishes in the waters of
this Commonwealth.
d
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the propagation ao
protection of food-fishes in the waters of the State of Kentucky."
Objection was .made to the further reading of said bills.
And so said bills were placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Sanders,_from the Committee on Railroads, who were directed
to prepare a-nd bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
. A bill defining and regt\lating charges on through and way freighl
on railroads operated within this Commonwealth.
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Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a se cond
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time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
. second reading _of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Sanders moved that said bill be printed, and recommitted to
the Committee on Railroads.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Feland, from the Committee on Codes of Practice, who were
directed to prepare and bring in t.h ~ same, reported bills, of the fol·lowing titles, viz :
I. A bill·to amend title 7 of the Civil Code of Practice ..
2. A bill to amend title 18 of the Civil Code of Practice.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,

Mr. Feland moved that the same by printed, and made spec ial
orders of the day for Friday, the 22d inst.-the I st for 11 o'clock, A.
M., and the 2d for 11 :30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmativ e.
Mr. Bigger moved to suspend the rules to take up the following

on as to the
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were directed
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resolution, heretofore offered by Mr. Feland, viz:
Be it resolved, Tbat on and after Monday, th e 18th day of February,
1878, the House of Representatives shall, on every day except Saturdlly
and Sunday, hold an evening session, beginning at 7½ o'clock, P. M.
. And the que.stion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Goodnight moved to amend said resolution so that no bill, except of a local nature, shall be considered at such ~ight sessions.
Mr. Hunter moved to amend said resolution so as to provide for
a s.
ses ion on the evenings of Tuesday and Thursday of each week.
· And the question being taken on the adoption of each of said
amendments, it was decided in the affirmative.

Mr . .Thomas moved to amend by providing for sessions on the
evenings of Tuesday, Wednesday, and T ·h ursday of each week .
. And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
as amended, and it was decided in the affirmative .
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The yeas and n-ays being required the1·eon by Messrs. Feland an!
Owens, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), J, W. Griffith,
T. J . .Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
James 0' Bannon,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M. Hill,
William Points,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunte,~,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Thom~s A. Robertson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Granvtile V. Rouse,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
Aug. Shelburne,
A. C. Cope,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
W. T. Dicken,
Clarence U. 1VIcElroy, J. T. Tarta:·,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
John Feland,
James F. Means,
D. A. Glenn,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Tipton A. Miller,
H. P. Whitaker-57.
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCrom well Adair,
Pat. Campion,W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
W. C. (.)wens,
J. K. Bailey,
Jos. M. Kash,
Joseph L. Pope-II.
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
Mr. Feland moved to reconsider the vote by which said resolution
was adopted.
Mr. Bigge,: moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question be.ing taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Mannen read and laid on the taLle the following resolutioo,
viz:
Resolved, ·T hat the Clerk and Assistant Clerk of this House he a~lbod
ized to employ a Second Assistant Clerk, to commence from the time
holding night sessions.

.

Mr. Mannen moved to suspend the rules for the purpose of cons!~
ering said resolution.
.
. it
And the question being taken on the · adoption of sa\d motwn,
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Sanders read and laid on the table the following joint resolo·
tion, viz:
Resolved by the General Assemb('IJ of tlte Commonw_ealt'.1 of K!:!u~~
That all 1'eveuues derived from the tax on railroa~s lyrng rn Muh
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county be use~ by _th~ cou~ty c?urt of said county to pay off its bonded
debt incurred m build mg said rad roads . .
Mr. Buford read an<l l a id on the table the following joint resolution, viz:

Be it resolved by lite General Assembly of Lite Comrrwml·ealth of' Kentucky That Black & Cb inn, J. G . Dud ley & Bro., Geo . B. Macklin, Hatchitt z'eigler & Walcutt, Captain Samue l Sanders, and others, a re bel'eby
uu'thori'zed to remove a portion of the s heathing of the dam and obstructions at lock No. 5, on the Kentucky ri'ver, not exceeding fifty feet in
width, for the purpose of open in g a pa8sage over sa id dam fol' coal barges
and rafts of logs detain ed above said lock No . 5 by a recent break on the
Woodford end of said dam, which break jeopardizes the passage of said
barges and l'afts down the river .
Mr. Buford moved to sui:!pend the rules requiring sai d t·esolution to

rck,

lie one day on the tabl e, for the purpose of an immediate considern-

~·h!~:~·

tion of the · same.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

hompso n,
we1·y,
West,
itaker-57.

was decided in the n egative .
The hour of 12 o_'clock, M., having arrived, the House took from
the orders of the day a bill, entitled

rta:·,

~

~
Irr

A bill to amend section 444 of the Criminal Code of Pra~tice.

wens,
. Pope-II.

Mr. Marriott moved an amendment to said bill.
And t.he question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.

,aid resolution

time.

said motion,it

The rule of the House anrl the constitutional pr9vision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

i ng resolution,

aforesaid.

I

,

Ordered, That said bill, as amended , be engrossed and read a third

ouse he author-

fom the timed

""of·:··

r

said motion, it

l

j,;,,,..1,

.

'

Resnlved, That said bill do pass, and that the title th.ereof be as
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the Auditor, with the assent of the Attorney
General anrl Governor, to compromise with defaulting sheriffs and
collectors of the public revenue and th.eir sureties.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
\~REil.Us, There are many demands in favor of this Commonwealth
against late sheriffs and collectors o't' tile revenue and their SUl'eti es for
reve nue d u_e and unpaid; and whereas, by 1·easo n' of the insol ve ncy' of
manr of sa,d sheriffs and collectors, and their sureties, and of il'l'eg ularities in the extension of their revenue bonJs and in the rendition of judg:ents t1gainst them, as we ll as in proceed ings under execution against
em, th e collect1on of the amounts due the Commonwealth is rendered
uncei:tain; and whereas, it is desirous, in all cases in which the substantial
1

It o( Kentucky,
in Muhlenborg
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rights of the Commonwealth can be secured, to avoid vexatious litigation·
therefore,
'
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealtlt of Kentucky, '.rlrn.t the Audito1·of Public Accounts, with the assent of the Governor
and Attorney General, be. and be is hereby, authorized and empowered
in all cases in which the Commonwealth has demantls against sheriffs and
collectors of the revenue, whose term of office has expired, and theirsuretiei,. on account of the non-payment of the revenue, and by reason of the
insolvency of such sheriffs and co ll eotors, and their su r(:lti es, or any of
them, 01· of any irregu larity in the execution of the revenue bonds or
such sheriffs and collectors, or in the rendition of judgments against them
and their sureties, or in any proceedings under executions iijsued on snid
judµ:ments, and in any and all cases when such demands cannot, wilha
reasonable degree of certainty, be co ll ected by the remedies now provided
by ln.w, to make such compromise or other arrangement with the parties
against whom such demands are held, as, in his judgment, is to the best
interest of the State. He s ha ll have the right to give such parties reasonable time to pay the amounts agreed upon in any such compromise, tnke
their notes or bonds, payable to the Commonwealth, bearing legal interest
from date, and due at such time or times as may be agreed upon, not exceeding three yeal'S from the date thereof; and such notes or bonds may
be secured by mortgages or deeds of trust upon unencumbered real estate
or pet'so11al property, 01· by personal security; or, jf no such mortgageor
deed of trust, or personal security, can be obtained; or, when thesumei;
insufficient to secure the amount agreed upon as aforesaid, he may accept
the assessment or transfer of any note, bond, bill, or other chose in action,
and the amount re a lized t hereon sha ll be applied to the payment of the
demand the same was intend ed to secure. But the CommonwenlLh shall
not be held or required to exercise more than· reasonable diligence in the
collection of any of the aforesaid ev id ences of debt; and only the net
amount realized thereon, after deducting sueh attorney's fees n.nd legal
costs as the Auditor may be compelled to pay in enforcing collectionof
the same, not exceeding seven and one halt' per cent. of the amount collected, shall be yredited upon such demand.
. ·
§ 2. All mortgages and deeds of trust, taken by the Auditor in pursuance of this act, shall be recorded in the same manner, and at the sa_me
place, a,'I though executed to private individu a ls; and all costs n.ttending
the execution and recol'cling thereof sha ll be paid by the parties executrng
the same.
§ 3. All actions and proceedings to enforce the collection of any such
bonds, notes, bills, or choses in action, or to enforce the lien creuted by
any such mortgage, or to sell any propet·ty em braced by any suc\1 d~ed of
trust, as may have been accepted by tho Auditor, in pursuance of tb1s_nct:
shall be the same as if prescribed by law in sim ilar actions Ol' proc?edingf
between individuals, exeept that the Franklin circuit court, at 01the_ro
the fiscal or regular terms,shall have jurisdiction thet·eof. All such action s
1
or pl'Oceedings sha ll be instituted and conducted by the Attorney Gener8ii
811
and in all judgments rend.erect in such actions or proceedings, there ~
be t,~xed, as p;tl't of the costs therein a fee to said Attorney General of six
, ·
I re·
per cent. on the firi:1t five hundred dollars, and two per cent. on tie
mainder of such judgment.
1 ot
;:: 4. The provisions of chapter 44 of the General Statutes shal n
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upon the property so assigned or co nveyed at' the time s uch assignment,
conveyance, or tran sfer was mad~.
.
§ 5. Any compromise under this act, with any one or more of th e s ut·eties of anv sheriff or coll ectin g officer, shall not operate to rel ease any .
other of such sui·eLies who may fail or r efuse to make compromise and settlement as bereio provided .
§ 6. This acL sl11.1ll take effect, from its passage.
Mr. Whitaker moved to amend said bill by striking from the 17th
line of the 1st section the word "three," and inserting in lieu thereof
the word "two."
Mr. Hamilton moved to add to said bill the following additional
section, viz:
§-. Tbe provisions of thi s bill s hall only apply to sheriffs, ex-sheriffs,
nnd sureties, where judgment has been rendered against them, and exec ution issued, and a return t hereon of "no property."
.And the question being taken on the adoption of eac h of said
amendment~, it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Wilson moved to in se rt after the word "sheriffs," in the 2d
line of the 1st section of said bill, the words "circuit clerkij and trustees of the jury fund."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said ameridment,
it was decided in th-e negative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and rea:'d a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision a s to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
.
Resolved, That said bill do pass, _and that the title thereof be·
as aforesaid.
'
The House then took from the orders of the day a resolution, entitled
Resolution directing the Committee on the Judiciary to bring in a

bill appropriating the revenues· of certain counties to relieve said
counties of their bonded indebtedness.
. And the question being taken on the adoption of said resolution,
11 was decided in the negative.

The yeas and nays being required ther~on by Messrs. Marriott and
Meador, were as follow s, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. H. Hillsman,
B. Mill s Parrish,
/ K. B~I!ey,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
Bigger'.
Joseph .lVI. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Itel Blev1ns,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,

Y, T. Al(en,

Gat

"
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A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, John A. Thomas
John Cowan,
M H. Marriott,
Andrew Thomp;on,
W. J. Bdrington,
Clarence U. McE!roy, Isaac T. West,
John Feland,
J. W. Meador,
H. P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
J amea F. Means,
LaFayette Wilson-3i,
W. Scott Gresham,
Montgomery Merritt,
Those who voted in the negative wereM1:. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
W: C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pope,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed,
. Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Ri.gney,
W. H . H, Callihan,
David Martin,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. C. Cope,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. W. Russell,
W. T . Dickep,
Otho Nunn,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
D. ·A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery-37,
Isaac H: Goodnight,

,

The House then took from the orders of the day a resolution,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
Resolution in relation to the repeal of the resumption act ano
othet· financial matters. ·
Mr . .Sanders moved that said resolution be referred to the Commit·
tee on Federal Relations.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
· was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took from the orderR of the day an amendment pro·
posed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentati~·es, entitled
An act to amend an act, en titled "An act to prevent stock from
.running at l,arge in Campbell county."
Which was twice read and concurred in.
The House then took from the orders of the day an amendment pro·
posed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentatives, entitled
An act entitled "An act to amend an act establishing a road from
London, Laurel county, to Booneville, Owsley county."
Which was twice read and concurred in.
Mt·. Maniott offered the following resolution, vi.z:
.
R esolved, 1.rhat the CommitLee on Circuit Courts be directed to as~e£alfi
what salary and fees are received by tho police judge of the ciby O on·
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1

isville, and by whom paid, and the aggregate the1·eo( per annum; and if,
in the opinion of tbe committee, there should be any change, they will
report by bill,·fixing a compensation cornmensul'ate with the labor performed by such judge. 'fbis committee will report on 01• befot·e Friday,
the 22d inst.; also tbe city clerks, and amount paid in felony cases.

ns,
, ints,
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bed ,
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Robertson,

Which was adopted.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to whom
was referred a bill from the Sfnate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the Kenton Station Turnpike Road, in
Mason county,
Reported the same without amendmerrt.
Said bill was ordered to be read the third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
third reading of said hill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed a bill, en titled
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An act to provide for the payment of the expenses of committee
appointed to visit Deaf and Dumb Institute, at Danville, and Eastern
Lunatic Asylum.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Feland moved to dispense · with the rule of the House and constitutional provision, and order said bill to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Said bill was read the third time.
Resolv~d, That said bill do . pass, and that the title thereqf be as
•
aforesaid.
Leave was given to bring iri the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Mannen1. A bill to inco1·porate the Maysville Water-works Company.
On motion of same2· A bill to amend an act incorporating the Masonic Mutual Benefit Association of Maysville, approved February 17, 1874, so as to
enable the local board of directors of said association to form three
classes, to be called, respectively, classes "A," "B," and "

o'."
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On motion of Mr. Hamilton3. A hill to repeal an act to amend the charter of _Dry Creek and
Covington Turnpike Company, approved Fehrua1·y 6, 1872.
On motion of Mi·. Goodnight4. A bill for the benefit of John B. Plummer, sheriff of Simpson
county.
On motion of' Mr. Cowan5. A bill for the benefit of W. L. Caldwell, late sheriff of Boyd
county.
On motion of Mr. Bailey6. A bill to change the county line between Harlan and Clay.
On motion of Mr. Tharp7. A bill to amend an act for the protection of counties, cities, and
precincts subscribing stock in railroad, turnpike, and other improvements; approved April 9th, 1873.
On motion of Mr. Meadors. A bill to amend an act authorizing R. S. Mosely to make a
cross-index to the suits of the Ohio quarterly courts.
On motion of Mr. Bailey9. A bill for the benefit of John G. Taylor, Harlan county.
On motion of same10. A bill to form a new county out of parts of Letcher, Perry, and
Harlan.
On motion of Mr. BrooksI 1. A bill for the benefit of the securities of G. A. Elgin, late dep·
uty sheriff, Bath county.
On motion of same12. A bill to incorporate the town of Bristow, Rowan county.
On motion of Mr. C. T. Allen13. _A bill for the benefit of G. V. Dudley, clerk Caldwell circuit
court.
On motion of Mr. Points14. A bill to establish an in stit ution of learni ng in Corinth, in
Grant connty, to be known as" Corinth Academy."
0 .-n mot.ion of Mr. Andrew Thompson15. A hill to incorporate the Washington County Stock and Agricultural Society.
On motion of Mr. O'Bannon16. A bill for the benefit of James W. Pearce and Thomas J.
Pearce.
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On motion of Mr. Buie-I?. A bill to amend chapter 02, General Statutes, title" Revenue
and Taxation."
On motion of Mr. O'Bannon18. A bill to amend the charter of New Castle .
On motion of Mr. Pan:ish19. A bill p1·oviding for the preservement of horticultural statistics
in this State.
On motion of same20. A bill to change the name of the Fuller Oil Company, and
mo<lify its charter.
On motion of Mr. Robert!lon-21. A bill to tax all railroads in this Commonwealth for county,
city, town, and municipal purpo,ses.
On motion of Mr. Oatts22. A bill for the benefit of J.E. Vickery, Wayne county.
On motion of Mr. Bush28. A hill to incorporate the Mechanics' Building and Loan Association, Lexington.
On motion of Mr. West-24. A bill for the benefit of Elijah Parsons, of Jackson county.
On motion of same25. A bill for the bP-nefit of the sureties of Wilson Morgan, late
sheriff of Clay county.

Ordered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 13th, and 15th; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 1st, 12th, 14th, 16th, 20th, and 23d ;
the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures the 19th; the Committee on Claims the 16th; the Committee on Insurance the 2d; the
Committee on County Courts the 8th; the Commit.tee on Revenue
and Taxation the 21st and 22d; the Committee on the Judiciary the
4th and 11th; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 3d and
24 th, and the Committee on General Statutes the 7th and 17th.
Mr. Feland, from the Committee on Codes of Practiet!, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend article 29, chapter 2!l, of the General Statutes, entitled "Crimes and Punishments."

mas J.

Which was read the first time and ordered to be rirad a secondtime,
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of 1,ai<l bill being clispensed with,
Mr. McElroy _move<l that said bill be so amended as to go into
effect January 1st, 1879.
And the question being taken on the adoption .of said ~otion, it ,
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Marriott moved to amend by striking out the second section of
said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was <lecided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker objected to the third reading of the bill to-day.
Mr. Feland moved that the bill be engrossed and read a third time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the adjournment of the House.
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A message was received from ·the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representative!
entitled
An act to incorporate the Presbyterian Mutual Assurance Fund.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and ·bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Clarke, from th!l Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Endowment Association of Alexander
College, of Burksville, Cumberland county, Kentucky.
A bill to incorporate the Ke-ntucky Classical and Business College,
of North Middletown, Bourbon county.
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By Mr. Means, from the same committee.
A bill incorporating the board of trustees of Monticello to refund

into

certain money to William Baynes.
By Mr. Snyder, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
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of Boston Station, Pendleton county ."
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on ~he JudiciaryA bill for the benefit
of L. 8. Rose, J. M. Rose, MarthaJA. Rose,
,,
Bettie Gaines Rose, and Martha Ellen Rose.
By Mr. Bigger, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate the Paducah Murphy Association.
Which bills were severally read -the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the con stitutional provision as to the
~econd reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That ·said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bille being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, Tha:t said bills do pass, and tha:t the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Intern.al Improvement, to whom
was referred a bill from the Sen ate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Bowling Green and Hadley Turnpike
Company,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the Bouse and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pa&s, and that the title thereof be '!'1-S
aforesaid.
Mr. Tartar, from the ·Committee on Propositions and Grievance,:,
who were ·directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill to legalize certain wild cat and fox scalp certificates issued
by county court clerks.
Said bill was re1 . the first time as follows, viz :
MWHEREAS, By an act of the General Assembly of Kentucky, approved
arch 18, 1876, it was made the duty of circui_t court clerka of this Com :0n7ealth to issue wild cat and fox scalp .c ertificates; and wherettt:1, the .
un Ycourt clerks, whose duty it was prior to the passage of said act to , '
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issue such certificates, did continue to issue such cei-tificates for some timo
after the passage of the aforesaid act, not knowing that, said bill hnd
passed; and whereas, said certificates, so issued, are illegal; therefore
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken,
tucky, 'rhat said cei·tificates, so issued, be, and the same are hereby, mnde
legal; and the Andi tor of Pub li c Accounts is authorized to draw his war,
rant on the Treasury for the payment of the same when pt'esented: Provided, That, be done within ninety days after the passage of this act.
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken _on the pase,age of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro·
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
W.W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
W. C. Owens,
Isaac H. Goodnight, · B. Mills Parrish,
C. T. Allen ,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge;
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. ·Russell,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
J; Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
· Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton IC Tharp,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
John A, Thomas,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Alex. 'f. Craycroft,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Thoi:rias H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Wm. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
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John Feland,
Otho Nunn,
H.P. Whitaker,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-86.
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the negative, were-W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery-2 .

Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Feland, from the Comm ittee on the Jud~ciary, who were di-

rected to prepare an<l bring in t.he same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to protect person s taking policies of life, fire, or marine
insurance in this Commonwealth.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Hou se and the const itu tional prnvi:sion as to tbe
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engro,,sed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional .provision as_ to the
third reading of said bill being di spensed with, an<l the same heing
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass , and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

Ordered, That Mr. Feland be appointefl a committee to report said
hill to the Senate.
Mr. Bush, from the Committee on Military Affairs, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, rnported a bill, entitled
A bill in' relation to the militia of this Commonwealth, and the
organization of the Kentucky State Guard.
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Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second t·eading of said bill being di spensed with,
Mr. Bush moved to have said bill printed, and recommitted to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
·
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Miller, the rule of the House was suspended,
and the House took from the orders of the day the amendment prnposed by the Senate to a bill, ·which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
.
a. 11..-67

',
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An act to amend chapter 18, General Statutes, title "Common,
Schools."
Which was concurred in.
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the fotlowing titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the Kentucky Grangers' Mutual Benefit Society;"
An act to regulate the ·sale and giving .away of spirituous. vi nous,
or malt liquor's in the city of Mayfield, Graves county, or within one
mile of said city;
An act to amend an act; entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Wingo, in Graves county;"
An act for the benefit of Union county, authorizing the county
court of said county to fund the court-house and jail debts of Union
county; .
An act to re-district the county of Bell, and fi~ the voting places in
the districts of said county;
An act to authorize the county of Henderson to is::1ue bonds to pay
off or fund its present bonded indebtedness;
An act for.the benefit <;>f Caldwell county;
An act to empower Caldwell county to create a sinking fund, and
. to purchase its bonds;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the follow
ing titles, viz:
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Broadway Methodist
Epi'scopal Church, South, in the city of Louisville;
An act for the benefit of John P. Barrett, late sheriff of Ohio
county;
An act to amend section 2 of article 1, chapter 106-, entitled" Tav•
erns, Tippling-houses," &c., of the Gene1;al Statutes;
An act to inci!lrporate the College of the Bible;
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
the· charter of the town of Hartford, in Ohio county;
An act to incorporate the Maysville and Mason County Historical and Scientific Association;
An act to organize, establish, and incorporate the Cadiz High
School, in the town of Cadiz, Trigg county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to reduce into oneand amend and digest the acts and amendatory_ acts incorporating
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city of Augusta, in Bracken county," approved February 29th,

1876;
And had found the same truly enrnlled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw from this House a bill, which originated in the House of Rep-

resentati\'es, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Paducah and North Ballard
Turnpike Road · Company.
Which was granted, and said bill delivered to the messenger .
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
1
of the follo wing titles, viz:
An act to abolish the June term of the equity and criminal court of
the county of Madison.
An act to authorize and empowe1· the mayo1· and council of Owensboro to insert the word:i "with the privilege to sell spirituous, vinou;;;,
and malt liquorfl by the drink" in license issued by the city of Owensboro for the years 1875 and 1876.
.
That they had receded from their amendment to a bill, which orig - ·
inated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend chapter 20, of article 35, title " Crimes and Pun - ·
ishments," of the General Statutes.
And that they had pailse d said bill with an amendment.
That they had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of H . B. Literal and Stephen Nethercutt,
late sheriffs of Carter county.
Which was read the first time and· ordered to ·be read a second
time.

ling to

The rule of the House and · the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,

~ istor•

Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.

: High

The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. lVI., having arrived, the House took
up the special orde r of the day for that hour, viz :

o one'

A bill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title "Re\·enue and Taxation ."

Hating

]\fr. Bigge r moved the previous question .
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And the question being taken," Sh~ll the main question be now·
put?" it was decided in the aflirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Covvan, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative werelVIr. Speaker (Turner),
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
1
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith, .
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
RohertF. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Hennett,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. lfouse,
J. lVI. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Gabriel Blevins,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J . .IVIcElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James F . Means,
Clinton K Tharp,
Hemy Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
A. R. Clarke,
Wm. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
Vy. T. Dicken,
Otho Nunn, .
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatts,
John :p. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
W.W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-51.
Those who voted in the negative wereCrom well Adair,
John Feland,
Montgomery Merritt,
J. K. Bailey,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Charles Godshaw,
Joseph L. Pope,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Isaac H. Goodnight, G. W. Prichard,
A. Buford,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. Hillsman,
C. W. Russell,
Pat. Campion,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Gooke,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Thomas H. lVIannen, G. R. 8nyder,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
M. H. Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
David Martin,
H. P. Whitaker--35.
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U . McElroy,
Resolved, That the title of ·said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate tlie Winchester and Beattyville Railroad Com·
pany.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
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'
be now

:Mr. Marriott moved an amendment to said bill.
And tbe question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

1, and it

it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Clarke and

ger and

0atts, were as follows , viz :

rey,
use,
burne,

r

'

ertsou,

r,
35.

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereW. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
W. J. Ed1-ington,
Wm. M. Reed,
John A. Thomas;
i\l. H. Marriott,
G. R. Snyder,
H. P. Whitaker-9.
Those who voted in the negative, wereWm. Neal,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Robe1t F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Good night, W . W. Orr,
W. C. Owens,
Cle-menu R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
J. K. Hailey,
W. Scott Gresham, 'James Perkins,
William Points,
J.F. Bennett,
J . W. Griffith ,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. i\I. Bigger,
Milton Hamilton,
Gabriel Blevins,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. M. Hill,
C. W. Russell,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Lewis Jones,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. J.\IJ.. K.ash,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
Aug. SP1elburne,
T. J. !:lush,
J. Q. Lackey,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. II H. Callihan,
Ric.hard Lambert,
J . T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H . .Man nen, Andrew Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. lVIcElroy, John D. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J .. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
A. 0. Cope,
James F. Means,
Isaac T. West,
John C,owan,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson--68.
John 1'eland,
E. H. Morin,
Mr. Owens moved to amend said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.

Mr. Robertson moved the previous question.
irected

~

Com·

j econd

Ito

the

And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now

put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
i\fr. Sanders moved that the rule of the House and the constitutional provision be imspended, and that said bill be ordered to its
third reading .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third r·eading of said bill being di spensed ~ith,

•

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that 'ihe title thereof be 81
aforesaid.
Mr. Owens moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill passed.
Mr. Snyder mov e d to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. Morin, from the Committee on Insurance, to whom the same
had been referred, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Harri son County Mutual Life Insurance
Company.
Which was read the first time and ordered_ to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Ho~ se and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of s aid bill being di spen sed ·w ith,
Ordered, That said bill be place d in the orders of the day.
. At 8:30 o' clock, P . .lVI., Mr. Clarke moved ~hat the House do now
adjourn.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requil'ed thereon by Messrs. Clarke and
Buie, were as follows, viz :

tim
T
sec

Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Caleb R. Brooks,
W . Scott Gresham,
William Neal,
Pat. 011mpion,
Jos . M. Ka sh,
Thomas Sander,,
A. R. Ularke,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Denni s Gleason,
M. H. Marriott,
J . T. Tartar,
Charl es Godshaw,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas-15.

J.P.

Those who voted in th e negative, wereW. W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Peter G. Fisc her,
W. C. Owens,
D. A. Glenn,
James Perkins,
C. T . All e n ,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth , Leven E . Gre en,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. vV. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
E. 0 . Bainbridge,
T. · M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. M. Bigger,
Gr·~en R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
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titled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Belle Point, in Franklin county."
Which was read the first time _and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed withi
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of th_e House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the p_a seage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by MessrE', Cooke and
J.P. Allen, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell· Adair,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
J. K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
Aug. Shelburne,
J. F. B~nnett,
T. J. Lewis,
G . R. Snyder,
J, M. Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
0al~b ~- Brooks,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
BenJamm F. Buie,
James -Barbour Maaon, Hancock- Taylor
T. J. Bush,
J. W. Meador,
John A Thoma;,
W. H. H. Callihan,
William Neal,
Andrew Thompson 1
R. Cl~l'ke,
James O'Bannon ,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
T. D1~ken,
James Perkins,
John D. Thompson,
M: J. Edrrn~ton,
William Points,
H . P. Whitaker,
T 11
~am1lton,
Granville V. Rouse,
LaFayette Wilson-38,
· · H11l,
Thomas Sanders
Those who voted in the negative, werer\,Speaker (Turner), John Feland,
Clarence U. McElroy 1
J~ · Allen ,
Peter G. Fische1·,
W. J. McElroy,
mes P. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
Montgomery Merritt 1
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Edmund Burr,
David Martin ,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbou r Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
w. H. J:I. Callihan, . Clarence U. McE lroy, Hancock Taylor, 1
Lyttleton Cooke,
· J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
James
F·.
Means,
Geo.
H.B. Thompson,
A.0. Cope,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, Jno. D. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
T\pton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
W. T. Dicken,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T . West,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P: Whitaker,
W. J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette .W ilson-69.
l\fr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate ln_stitutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, en•

i
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Robert F. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw,
Tipton A. Miller
Clement. R. Ambl'Ose Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
'
A. Buford,
LeYen .E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
e¼abriel Blevins,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. M.. Reed,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Henry Campbell,
Samuel D. Hen~ley,
C. W. Russell,
Pat. Campion,
Lewis Jones,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Jos. M . Kash,
G. H. Towery-35.
John Cowan,
1\1. H. Marriott,
Resolved, That the tit>le of said bill be as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as follows. viz:
0

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat it shall be tile duty of the Guvu 1·no1· of 1.hi s Commonwealth to
appoint a police judge of the town of Belle .Point, in Franklin connly
who shall holc.l hiR ottice until the first Munday in August, 1878, a,id until
bis s uce:essor is duly e lected and qualified, as hereinafter provided, who
shall have all the civil and c riminal jurisdiction posRessed by justicesof
the peace under tl.Je gen e ral law,; of this State, and s ha ll proceed in the
same manner juRtices of the peace are required to proceed.
§ 2. It shall be the duty of said Governor also to appoint a marshal of
said town, who sha ll bold office until the first Mone.lay in August, 1878,
and until his successor is elected anc.l qualified, as hereinafter provided,
who sha ll possess all tbe power and authority possessed by constables,and
shall pl'Oceed in the same way nnd be subjected to all the responsibility of
sucb officers. He shall execute to the tl'ustees of said town a bond, with
good surety, to be ap·proved by said trui:iLees, for the faithful discharge of
all Llie duties of his office.
~ 3. 'fhe qualified voters of said town shall, on the first Mondny in
'Aug ust, 187~, and on the same day in each year Lhcreaf'te1·, elect a police
judge and marshal of said town, w ho sball severally possess the jurisdiction and power hereinbefore confened on sa id officers; and the mars!Jal
shall, after his election each year, execute bond as he!'einbefore reqnirod.
\:; ±. Tb~ police judge shall have juri sdic tion also of all cases for viola.
tion of any ordinancet; or by-laws of sa id town, and tbe ma!'shal shall execute and make due return of all pl'ocess issued by said police judge; and
for any failure in the discharge o t any duty rnquil'ed ot him by this act,
or n nder the authority hereby con fer red, he and his su!'etics shall be l1n·
ble in the same manner a~ constables.
§ 5. Tbe trustees ~f said town shall have the power to assess, annually,
levy and collect, a tax, not exceeding one dollal' on the hundl'ed dollars'
worth of real estaLe and personal property in · sald town, and fol' that purpose may, from tim e to time, appoint -n n assessor, wbo shall, on or before
th e first day of A p1·i I of each year, makf.'I out a I ist of all the tuxable prop·
erty of citizens ot said town, s ituated in said town, and of the real estate
therein; and upon the approval of said li st, it shall be the duty of tho
clerk of said trustees to mi1ke out a11d place in the hands of the mal'~hala
copy of 1,said list, showing the names of each owner of said property, a~~
the amount ot Lux due by such owners; and it shall be th t duty of sni
marshal to collect the snme, and for that purpose shall have nil the power
and shall proceed in the same way as sheriffs in the collection of the Sta te
re,enue.
,
,
§ 6. 'l'he said trustees shall have the powe1· to pass all by-laws a~d or<li·
nances necessary for preserving tbe pence and good order of said town,
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and affix penalties for any violation of tbe same, not in conflict wi1th the
Constitution or general laws of this State. 'l'bey may req?ir·e bond, wi~h
good sureties to be approved by them, of al l officers appointed by them,
which may
enforced in any court having jurisdiction of the same.
Tbe marsbal shall have all the power and .authority to enforce the col lection of any fine and cost_s assessed . for a violation of any by-law or ordinance of said town, that sberi:ffR or constables have under the general laws
of this State.
§ 7. That the present board of trnstees Rh all have power to define and
establish the northwestern boundary of said town.
§ 8. This act shall take effect from Its passage.

be

Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate institutions, who
Wflre directed to prepare and bring in the ~ame, reported bills, of the
following- titles, viz :
.A bill to amend an act, entitled "An ·act to amend and reduce into
one the several acts relating to the town of Stanford," approved
April 4, 1861, and to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the
charter of the town of Staeford," approved March 8, 1874.
A hill to incorporate Hiram Bassett Lodge, No. 3{)5, Free and Accepted Masons, of Lewisburg, Mason county, Kentucky.

A bill to incorporate the Young Men's .Christian :Association of
Louisville, Ken t11eky.
A bill to incorporate the State Union Benevolent Society of Ken- _
tucky.
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville Orphan Home Soci.ety," apprnved February 23, 1849, March 10,
1870, and February 15, 1876.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordE!red to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
~econd reading of said bills being dispensed with,

Orde,-ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time. ·
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bills do p!\ss, and that the titles thereof be as

aforesaid.

_Mr. Snyder, from the same committee, reported the following bills,
th
wi the expression of opinion that the same should not pass, viz:
A bill to reduce the limits of the ·town of Richmond.

A bill to incorporate the First English Lutheran Church, of Louisville, Kentucky.
H,

R.-68
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A bill to authorize the election of certain officers in the city of
Maysville.
Which bills were severally read the· first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on ordering said bills to be read a
third time, and it was decided in th-e negative.
And so said hills were rejected.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred the same, reported bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act incorporating the Pine Hill Coal Company, in Rockcas-

p

w

iz
b

s

tle county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of Dayton."
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading ,;>f said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred a bill from the ~enate, entitled .
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to reduce into one,
amend, and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating the
city of Mount Sterling," approved March 7, 1876,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Brooks moved amendments to the third and last sections of
said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of each of said
amendments, it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said hill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said . bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
· Mr. Snyde1·, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was refe1Ted a bill from the Senate, entitled
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An act to amend and re<luce into one the several acts relating to
the town of William sburg, in Whitley county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Feland moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on Corporate Institution s.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Mannen moved the following resolution, viz :
Resolved, 'l'hat the Clerk and AsR istant Clerk of this Honse he author.
ized to employ a Second Assistant Clerk, to commence from the timo of
holding night sessions.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Whereupon, the Clerk and Assistant Clerk appointed James E.
Stone,jr., Second Assistant Clerk of this House, in accordance with
said resolution, who appea1·ed at the bar of the House, and took the
several oaths required by law.
Mr. Buford moved the following resolution, viz:
Pesolved, That un and aftet· this date, night sessions will .be dispensed·
with, unless othenvise ordered by the .lio_use.
M'r. Clarke moved the following amendment as a ,ubstitute for
said resolution, viz :
Resolved, 'l'bat so )nuch of the resolution adopted by the Rouse on the
18th inst. as prescrib es the order ur character of business at 11ight sessions is hereby repeal ed .
Mr. Adair moved the previous question.
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And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the atftrmative.
•,
The question was then taken on the aioption of the substitute as
moved by Mr. Clarke, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the negative. '
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. A.dair and
Buie, were as foll'ow s, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereiames P: Allen,
Thomas H. Ditto,
William Neal,
· K. Bailey,
Dennis Gleason,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
Charles Godshaw,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J, Bush,
W. Scott Gresham,
Hancock Taylor,
¥enry Ca~pbell,
Jos. M. Kash,
John A. Thomas,
at. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
H. P. Whitaker-IS.
M
Those who voted in the negative, wereC r. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
CrTmwAell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodn ight, James O'Bannon,
· · lien,
Leven E. Green,
W. W. Orr,
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Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
Olement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley, William Points,
J . F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
J. M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse, '
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
T. W. Scott, .
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. lVIcElroy, Richa1·d A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Andi·ew Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
J~mes F. Means,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. T . Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
W. J . Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H . Towery,
John Feland,
E . H. Morin,
Isaac T. West-61.
Peter G. Fischer,
Mr. Cowan moved the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That the order of busiMss for night sessions be so changed
tlrnt at future night sessions the counties shall be called, and upon such
cal l, the member from each county may call for .t he passage of two local
bills.
Mr. C. U. M~lroy moved the following amendment as a substitute
for said resolution, which was accepted by Mr. Cowan.
Resolved, That hereafter when sessions are held at night, that they shall
begin at 7½ P. M., and close at 10 P. M., and that the roll of connties shall
be called, and eac-h member be allowed to call up, from any committee, two
local bills.
Which was twice r.flad and adopted. •
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Tharp, Hills·
man, and Pope.
And then the House adjourned •
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,

entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Paducah and North Ballard
Turnpike Company.
With an . amendment thereto .
Which was concurred in .
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
l. An act to regulate the times of holding the circuit and criminal courts in the 16th judicial district.
2. An act to amend the Code of Practice in criminal cases.
3. An act to amend the charter of the city of Owensboro.
4. An act to fh the terms of the circuit, chancery, and cl'iminal
courts in the 12th judicial district.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
~

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
second reading of said bills being dispen.s ed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred- the 1st and ·4th to th_e Committee on General Statutes; the 2d to the Committee on Codes of
Practice, and the 3d tp the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
That -they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution in regard to Dr. L. P. Blackburn.
Mr. Reed moved the following 1·.e solution, vi~:
. Resolved, 'l'hat the Com mitteo on the Judiciary be requested to inquire
mto the propriety ai;id expediency of repealing or modifying the .hom esbtea~ and exemption laws in this Commonwealth, and report to this House
Y bill or otherw ise.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. Scott moved the following 1·esolution, viz:
. fesol~ed, That the use of this J!all be tendered the Kentucky State MedSoci~ty for its annual meeting, April 2d, 3d, and 4th, 1878 : Provided,
e 1 eg1slature is not in session at that time.
Which was twice read and adopted.
·
The following petitions were presented, viz :
0

T~
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By Mr. Shelburne-I. Petition of sundry citizens of Elk Creek, in Spencer county,
remonstrating against the repeal of the liquor law in said precinct.
By Mr. Rouse-2. Petition of sundry citizens of the town of Wal ton, in Boone
county, asking the passage of an act restoring the charte1· of said
town.
By Mr. Orr3. Petition of sundry citizens of the town of Germantown, in
Bracken county, praying the passage of an act to empower the trustees of said town to sell and convey certain portions of Franklin
street, in said town.
By Mr. Allensworth4. Petition of sundry citizens of Allensville, in Todd county, praying the repeal of an act for the benefit of Allensville voting precinct,
in Todd county, approved February 23, 1876: ·
By .Mr. Brnoks-5. Petition of sundry citizens of Rowan county, praying the passage of an a<tt to incorporate the town of Bristow, i~ Rowan county.
By Mr. Callihan6. Petition of sundry citizens of Greenup county (Enterprise pre·
cinct, No. 2), praying the passage of an act to prevent trespass in
said precinct.
By Mr. Reed-7. Petition of sundry citizens of Marshall county, praying for the
passage of an apt to repeal the homestead and exemption law.
·
By Mr. Jones8 Petition of sun.dry · citizens of South Carrollton, Muhlenburg
county, remonstrating against the passage of an act to repeal an act
relative to said town, approved
, 1876, and asking that the
4th section of said act be amended and partially repealed.
By same9. Petition of sundry citizens of South Carrollton, in l\fohlenburg
county, praying the passage of an aci to amend the fourth section of
the charter of said town.
Bv samePetition of sundry citizens of Muhlenburg county, praying th e
passage of an act to authorize said county to refund its indebted·
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By Mr. Hill- ,
JI. Petition of sundry citizens .of Grant's Lick precinct, in Campbell county, praying the passage of an act to protect game in said
precinct.
.
Which were received, the reading disp ensed with, an<l referredthe Jst,6th, 8th, and 9th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 7th and 10th to the Committee on the Judiciary, an.d the
Jltb to the Committee on County Courts.
The House then took up for consideration the unfinished business
of yesterday, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to amend article 29, chapter 29, of the General Statutes, entitied" Crimes and Punishments."
Said bill reads as follows, viz :

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken tucky, 'l'hat section 5, of article 29, cbapte1· 29, of the Genera l Statutes,
be, and the same is hereby, rnpealed, a1,d tbe exem ptio11s in said section
shall nut bereafte1· be allowed as i.µatter of defense in any pt'Obecution for
carrying coocealed deadly weapons.
'
Mr. Owens moved to reconsider the vote by which the House
ordered said bill to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in. the negative .
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided ip. the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owen an<l
Lackey, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWm. Points,
Joseph L. Pope,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W . Prichard,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrnse, T. M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robet"tson,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H . Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
C. W . Russell,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewi., Jones
Thomas Sanders,
J.i\1._Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
'l'. W. Scott,
Gab~·tel _Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
:enJamrn F. Buie,
T. J. Lewi s,
G. R. Snyder,
•dmund Burr,
M. H . Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
H. H. Callihan,
David Mart.in.
G. E . 8peck,
Aat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spul',,
J. W . Meador,
Hancock Taylol',
· R. Cla1·ke,
1yttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,

1\fr. Speaker (Turner), W . Scott Gresham,
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,

r
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A. C. Cope,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
John Feland,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godi,haw,
Leven E. Green,
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Montgomery Merritt,
Wm. Neal,
Otho Nunn,
T. J. Oatts,
yv. W: Orr,
J. S. Owsley,
James Perkins,

[Ftn. 20.
An.drew Thompson
Geo. H. B. Thomps~n
John D. Thompson, '
G. H. Towery,
Isaac T. West,
H. P. Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson-70.

C

.
Those who voted in the negl).tive, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A. Miller,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. T. Dicken,
James O'Bannon,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. C. Owens,
A. Buford,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp-IS.

Resolved, That the title thereof be as aforesaid.
Mr. Owens read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
w ·HEREAS, The power of the General Government to promote tho conAtruetion of great national lines of communication between the two oceans
has long ceased to be a -question of political division; and whereas, experience has demonstrated the necessity of another trans-continental railroad, both for tbe commercial and social convenience of the people, and as
a check to the monopoly incident to a single road; and whereas, f~rther,
the official reports ~bow that, of the $104,705,163 43 expended by the
General Government between 1789 and 1873 for railroads, wagon-roads,
and canals, the sixteen Southern and border States received only $6,981,·
982 90, while the Northern and Western States and Territories have re,
ceived $97,025,761 70, exclusive of land grants:

Resolved by the General Assemb(11 of t/J,e Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That our Senators in Congress be instructed, and our .Representatives requested, to use all proper means to secure the passage of such bill or bills
by Congress as will promote and secure the construction of. tlie Texas and
Paeific Hail way as a competing lin e to the Union and Central Pacific, and
as a corresponding artery for Southern trade and travel.
.
Resolved, 'That the Governor be . and is hereby, requested to transmit to
our Senators and Rept·esentatives in Congress each a copy of these reso.Iu·
tions.
Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the select committee to visit the Agri·

cultural and Mechanical College, at Lexington, offet·ed the following
report, viz :
To the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky:
Your committee, appointed and acting under the following resolution:
WHEREAS The Governor in bis annual message called the attention of
'
'
the Leu-islature
to the condition
and relation of the' Agricultural an d Me0
•
•
•
•
portant
chanical
College
of .Kentucky University; and whereas, it
1s
11n.
. d
that the Legislature should be put in possession of accurate and detail~
information respecLing the Agricultural and Mechanical College; theie·
fore,
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Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

11ler,
fnon,

That a joint committee, consi~ting of five members of tbe Senate and
seven of the House of Representatives, be appointed to visit the Agricultural College, with foll power to examine, under oath, officers of the
Board of Curators, Executive Committee, .! !'acuity of the College, and
such other persons as have been concerned or interested in the management of said College; and that said committee be instructed to report
to tile Legislature as early as practicable, by bill or otherwise.
beg leave to report that they proceeded to Lexington on the morning of
January 28th, and remained in session at that place until the 31st of that
month, and examined su't.:h persons, papers, and records as they deemed
necessary to a discha1·ge of the duties imposed upon them by said resolu-
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In order that the report of the committee may be intelligible, and the
inherent difficulties attending a wise and a just solution of the future of
the Agricultural and Mechanical College may be in a measure understood,
the committee d_eem it proper to state, to a limited extent, the nature of
the tripartite alliance existing between th-e three co-ordinate b1·anches
which constitute Kentucky University.
1st. Kentucky University proper wa·s chartered January 15, 1858, and
is the legal successor of "Bacon College," which was chartered Febl'Uary
23, 1837.
2d. TranRylvania University bad its origin in 1780, iu a donation by
the State of Virginia of 8,000 ac1·es of esclleated land in the then county
of Kentucky, for the purpose of ,a " public school or semi nary of learning."
This donation was followed by otherf\ from the State of Vit·ginia and by
individuals, and by the 8tate of Kel)tucky, by the city and the citizens of
Lexington, the aggregate of which amounted, in 1865, to an endowment
fund of $65,500, and real estate, buildings, apparatus, &c., estimated to be
worth about $100,000. Tbe information of the committee · is, that whilst
'frnnsylvania has, at various times, been under tho control of various
ecclesiastical denominations, it has never lost its distinctive character impressed upon it by its first creation and endowment.
3d. The Agricultural and Mechanical College has no endowment or
fund, except the proceeds of the land scrip, given by the U~ited States
by act of Congress of 1862, amounting to $165 1000, yielding an annual
income of $9,900.
' Prior to the time the act which consolidated the Agricultural and Mechanical College with Kentucky :University went into effect, Transylvania
and Kentucky University were cdnsolidated, by a contract made by and
between the authorities of these respective institutions, which contract
wns recognized by the act of February 22, 1805. Whilst it may be true
th
at the State is powerless, if she should so desire, to annul the contract
between these institutions, it is the opinion of the committee that the said
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amalgamation of Transylvania with Kentucky University did not operate
to vest Kentucky University with the absolute right to the property of
Transylvania, nor to destroy its corporate existence; but that its property
and fund is held in trust, subject to a reversion to the original trustees of
Transylvania, upon the conditions set forth in the act of consolidation between them.
The act establishing the Agricultnral and Mechanical College as one of
the Colleges of K entucky University was based upon the union of Tran.
sylvania and Kentucky University; and since said act of consolidation.
the funds of these two institutions, and the funds of the Agricultural and
Mechanical College, have bee n applied to the maintenance of the Uni.
versity as a who le, under the arrangements and terms heren.ftor stated.
In order to ••aid in putting the Agricu ltural and Mechanical College
into immediate operation," the LegiAlature, on the 10th say of February,
1866, appropriated $20,000, reserving the right "to reimburse itseir for
the amount so appropriated out of the interest arising from the sale of
the land serip donated by Congress." This sum was duly paid over lo
the authorities of Kentucky Un;versity, and the State bas never reimbursed itself of any portion thereof.
The testimony taken by the committee· shows that about $10,000of t,his
sum was used in the erection and furnishing of buildings for the use of
the Agt'icultural and Mechanical students, upon the lands owned by Ken,
tucky UniverE>ity; the residue of the appropriation was used in putting
the Agri,mltural and Mechanical College int0 active operation.
Tbe question whether the expenditure for the erection of buildings was
a proper one under the provisions ~f this act, we submit to the General
Assembly.
We find that the interest on the fund arising from the sale of tbe land
scrip bas been semi-11.nnually paid since the - day o f - , 1867, by
the State io Kentucky University, in compliance with the compact be·
tween them.
We have not been able to discover that tLis fund bas been diverted from
the use for which iL was intended, but has been used for the payment of
salaries of Professors , and
expenses of the A"'ricultural
and Mechanical
.
b
College; however, we would state that there are eight (8) Professor 8 of
the Kentucky University, six of whom draw thei1· salaries from eaid fund,
and about on_e fourth of the salary of .President .Patterson is drnwn from
said fund; but that the six Professors drawing thei1· salaries from th is
fund are Professors of the Agr.i cnltural and Mechanical College, whila t
President Patterson is President theFeof. Some of these Professors also
fill chairs in the College of Arts, a branch of the Kentucky University
proper .
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We find there is a note, executed by J. B. Bowman, as Regent and
Treasurer, in the name of the Agricultural and Mechanical College, for
the sum of 611,480 72, which reads as follows:
Sll,480 72
LEXINGTON, KY., May 31, 1874.
Ono year after date I promise t~ pay to the ord er of the Executive
Committee of Kentucky University eleven thousand fonr hundred and
eighty dollars and seventy-two cents, amount botTowed of the Endowment Fund, bearing e ight per cent. pet· annum from date, payable semiannually, value received by A. & M . College, and secured by crop, stock,
and implements, &c.
A. & M. COLLEGE,

fical Collego

BY J, B. BOWMAN,
Regent a n,d Treasurer Kentucky University .
'fhe consideration of this note was for the expense incurred for the
erection of buildings, put·cbase of macbinet·y, &c., for use of the Agricul-
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tural and Mechanical College. This is only a nominal ind ebtedness, an·~ is
so regarded by all parties, i~ being tbe duty of the Kentucky University,
under its contract with the State, to furnish buildings, machinery, and
land for lhe Agricultural and Mechanical College, and was only executed
to keep proper accounts between the different funds of Kentucky Uni-
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We find that the cLairs of the Agricultural and Mechanical College are
filled by a corps of professors, all of whom are eminently and perfectly
competent to the full discharge of the duties encumbent upon tbem.
Whatever else may have contribnted to the appa rent decline in the prosperity of the institution, certainly no part of i t can be traced to inefficiency in the teachers employed by the University.
In order to secure the location of the AgricultL1ral and Mechanical College at Lexington, the citizens of Fayette county donated, in private subscriptions, about $100,000, which, w ith donations made by citizens of
other counties, was used in the purchase of Ashland 11.nd Woodland, two
magnificent bodies of la nd of unsurpassed beauty and fertility, whereon
the Agricultural 11.nd .Mechanical College is s ituated, containing 433 acres.
Upon the improvement of these lands, antl in the erection of buildings
thereon, a large Bum has been expended, coming partly from donations
and partly from the original endowment fund of Kentucky University.
The title to this property is vested in Kentucky University, who hold
it subject to the claim of the donors of the fund above mentioned in case
a severance of the Agricultural and Mechanical College from Kentucky
University should be bad, and subject to the right of user by the State so
long as the present alliance a nd location of the two institutions continues.
As to whether or not the State can claim any interest in said land , by
reason of the foct that a part of the donors of the fund subscribed to the
U nivorsity upon th e faith of its alliance with the Agricultural and Mechanical College, your committee express no opinion.
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Tbe committee found that the Kentucky University had at all times
bad more tban· enough land for the use of the Agricultural and Mecban,
ical students; but they are of opinion that the Agricultural Depnrtmenl
has not proven a snccess, due in part, as they think, to a want of more
imposing and attractive buildings, in part for a lack of mot·e comfortable
dormitories for the students, in part to the aversion of the students to
manual toil; but whatever the cause may be, the fact is, that the practical
advantages to the student in agriculture have been meager in the ex.
treme.
The Mechanical Department is not now in operation at all, having been
discontinued.

It is proper to state that a donation of $25,000 was made by Mr. Yost
to tho Agri_cultural and Mechanical College, wbicb sum was given to tbis
department, with the proviso that the profits, if any, should go to tbe
University, and that $8,211 66 was realized out of the gift, which was
used in the erecUon of one of the buildings on the '·Ashland" estate, known
as the Mechanical Hall, and this amount the Agricultural and Mechanical
College st.ill owns.
Since the establishment of the Agricultural and Mechanical College, the
attendanc.e has been as follows:
Matriculates, session 1866-'7, 190, of whom 102 were State studants.
Matriculates, session 1867-'8, 220, of whom 106 wet·e State students.
Matriculittes, session 1868-'9, 283, of whom 95 were State students.
Matriculates, session 1869-'70, 300, of whom 75 were State students.
Matriculntes, session 1870-'1, 212, of whom 57 wet·e State students.
Matricu Iates, session 1871-'2, 217, of whom 83 were State students.
Matricu Iates, session 1872-'3, 181, of . whom 59 were State students.
Matriculates, session 1~73-'4, 170, of whom 43 were State students.
Matriculates, session 1874-'5, 98, of wuom 35 were State students.
Matriculates, session 1875-'6, 94, of whom 38 were State students.
Matt·iculates, session 1876-'7, 110, of wh.om 52 were State students.
Matriculates, sessiop 1877-'8.
During the eleven years of the existence of the Agricultural and )Iechanical Colltige there have been ten full graduates, two of whom weroState
students. But whilst the number of full graduates has been small, itis
proper to state that the advantages deri;ed by those who did not actually
graduate iA not justly measured by that fact.
For a more full det:icription of the character of the buildings, lnnds,
course of study, &c., we refer to the Report of the Board of Visitors ju5t
made,
·

The comm ittee is of opinion that tho numerical decline in the College
is due in part to the financial depr~ssion of the countt·y at large; in part
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to the springing up of other inRtitu tions of learning in differe nt portions
of the country and of this State; in part (so far as State students are
concerned) to the failure of the county authorities to select students from
their districts; in part because a school of manual labor hall not become
palatable to the young men of the State; and in part to the unhappy
differences of opinion that have exi sted for several years between those
who have the deepest interest in, and the control over, Kentucky University. Tbe committee has not conceived that its duty required it to investigate iuto tile merits of the controversy, which bas become so widely
known, nor into the effect it bas had, except in so far as the Agricultural
and Mechanical College has been prejudiced thereb.v; and without expressing any opinion on the merits of that controversy, they do express
the opinion that the Agricultural and Mechanical College has suffered
therefrom more, perhaps, than from any other cause. The University, as
a whole, has been crippled; its management is not approved by the mass
of the very large, influential, and wealthy sect under whose auspices it
was in part founded; very many of them are in avowed hostility to its
management by the Board of Curators, and are not diAposed to lend the
institution that aid and support that they otherwise would. Whether
this dissaLisfaction is juRt ur unjust, the effect is the same, and the Agricultural and Mechanical College, as one of the limbs of the l)niversity,
bas suffered ip common with it.
The committee is of opinion that the experience of the past eleven
years sufficiently demonstrates the. fact, it is 1,1nwise for ·the State to form
any alliance with any religious denomination whatever; that she should
control her own fund absolutely, free from entanglementR with any sect
or sects,
We are of opinion that the State of Kentucky, standing as she does
midway between the North and the Sou th, possessing a climate of unsurpassed healthfulness, free from debt, and almost free from State taxation,
owes it to her present, and to the generations of her sons yet to come, to
erect and endow a great university, which shall rank with that which has
made Virginia scarce less famous than the achievements of her greatest
men, Tho fund the State now owna should be regarded as a nucleus for
the building up, from time to time, as fast as public opinion and legislative liberality will permit, of such an institution.
As to the future management and dieposition of the Agricultural and
Mechanical College, the committee offe1· the following suggestions as their
conclusions from the facts elicited in the investigatio_n:
1st- The State, as above set forth, contributes yearly $9,900. Th is sum·
goes toward defraying the expenses of the Agricultural and Mechanical
College, All students of the University have the privilege of receiving
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instruction from the chairs of the Ag_ricultural nnd Mechanical Depart.
ment, and all stullents of the Agl'icultural and Mec hanical Department
hav e the privilege of attending the Co ll ege of Arts of the University.
Tbe only advantage de1·ived by a State student over a student in any
other branch of the University is, that be is rcquireJ to pay no tuition
fee, and has the priYilege, in preference to any other student, of being
allowed work on the form, by whieh he may support himself in whole or
in parL.
Owing to the existence in the mal'ket of coupons of scholarBh ip owned
by donors to the bnilding fund of Kentucky University, tuition maybe
gotten at very reduc:cd ratef', ranging from $2 50 to $10 a session. Whilst
this does not prejudice the State 1:1tnde11t, it .makes the actual saving to
the State student over any other stullent in the matter of tuition very insignificant, and would seem hardly to justify the outlay.
2d. The UniverRity in 11one of its branches will fully prosper as long as
it is deprived of the patronage and support, sympathy and co-operation,
of that body of Christians who con tri bu ted ·so largely to tlie founding of
the original Kentue;ky University, and who own so large a part of the
University as now constituted, and the committee are not able to see
much hope of reconciliation under the present management.
3d. 'fhe purely agrie;ultnnd and mechanica l advantages heretoforede,
rived have been monger, and we see no prospect of their bein.g increased.
4th. On the ·other hHnd , the SLat~, by virtue of her contract with the
University, bas advantages which s hould have their weight. She hae,as
lon g as the contraet exists. the right to use the lands of the University;
she has the privilege of having State students attend the College of Arts;
she has the privilege of the apparatuA, &c., of Transylvania University.
These advantages, how ever, nre impaired somewhat by the fact. that the
two places, the Agricultural and Mechanical Department and Transylvani a, nre situated about one and a half miles apart; and she bas the advantage of the buildings of the AgriculJ;ural and Mechanical Department.
As long as the prcAent alliance continues, the foregoing are some, but not
all of the advantages and disadvantages of the connection.
If a severance is had , it is the cone;lusion of the committee that many
di ffieu It and de! ic:ate q uesrions, touching the rights of various parti(l!! in
· in terest in Kentucky University and Transylvania, will spriag up for
settle ment, not atfeeting the Agricultural and Mechanical College, bat
affecting 'rransy lvania University and the power of the State to exercise
any control tbereover so lon g as Kentucky University sees proper to stand
by the compact between them.
But without giving more of the testimony elicrted, or more specifically
the conclusions i·eached by the committee upon tbe various brancbes
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involved in the investigation, we are satisfied that the facts justify us
in the following recommendations:
1. 'rhe repeal of so much of the act of February 23, 1865, as establiahes
the Agricultural and Mechanical College as one of Lbe Coll eges of Kentucky University, and assnmption by the State of the absolute control
over the fund heretofore contributed to the Kentucky University; said
repeal to tako effect at the termination of the present scholastic year.
2. 'l'he appointment of trusteeR or commissioners, vested with authority
to settle any outstanding differences that may exist between the Agrioultnral and Mechanical College and Kentucky University. ·
3. The appointment of a commission, for the purpose of locating the
Agricultural and Mechanical College at some convenient and suitab le
place, nndor such restrictions as may seem best; but with the condition
that it never be placed under the contt·ol of any religious sect or denominntion whatever. Tbe comm ittee will also tender an act embodying the
foregoing recommendations, togethet· with. prQvisions for carrying the
same into effect, the passage of which they recommend.
All of wbich is respectfully submitted,
-
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P. P. JOHNSTON, Chairman,
GEO. W RIGH'l',
D. G. MITCHELL,
DAVID R. MURRAY,
.FRANCIS L. CLEVELAND,
J. T. TARTAR,
C. U. McELROY,
J.M. KASH,
R. L. SPALDING,
J. S. OWSLEY,
HENRY GEORGE,
M. HAMILTON.

Oh motion of Mr. Goodnight,
.
Ordered, That the reading be dispensed with, and that the same

be printed.
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The Speaker laid before the House the response of T. D. Marcum,
Register of the Land Office, in accordance with resolution heretofore
adopted by this House.
Said response reads as follows, viz:
STATE OF KENTUCKY, LAND OFFICE;
}
'H
.FRANKFORT, February 19th, 1878.
ON. En, W, TURNER, Speaker of House of Representatives:
Sm: I have just received an official copy of the following resolution,
th11 t was adopted by the House of Representatives on the 13th in stant,

to-wit:
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"Resolved, That the Register of the Land Office communicate to this
House, as early as practicable, the nature and kind of all duties tbat are
performed by the second .clerk in said o~ce, and b?w many days per an.
num and hours per day said second clerk 1s necessarily engaged in the per,
formance of said duties."
In response to the above :resolution, permit me to say that my attention
has not been called to any statute prescribing the class of work to be per.
formed by the second clerk in the Land Office, or that requires the Register
to keep a record of the days per annum and -the hours per day that either
of the clerks in said office are engaged in the discharge of their duties, If
it has been established by usage, I was not informed of it by my prede.
cessor, nor are such facts within the knowledge of the first clerk, who, I
am informed, has been employed in the office for more than thirty years.
Not being advised of the necessity for keeping such schedule, I have not
done it. If, in failing to do so, I have omitted a part of my official duty,
it is for the want of information, and not the result of negligence.
These matters have always been regulated by the Register, he assigning
to the clerks the work they were to do.
Since I have been Register, the major part of the work done by the sec,
ond clerk has been making out patents from the surveys, and recording
patents. During the time, I have had three persons to serve as second·
clerk, but I am unable to give the amount of work done by either, or the
number of days, and hours per day, that they were employed in tbe dis·
charge of their duties. Presuming, however, that the object of the reso·
lution was to-ascertain if the time of said clerk was properly engaged in
the discharge of the work of the office, reference is respectfully made to
pages 4, 6, and 7 of my Report to his Excellency, the Governor, made De·
cember 1st, 1877 (a copy of which is herewith inclosed).
°'On page .4 will be found a statement of the work done in the office dar·
ing the twenty-seven months of my term, and on pages 6 and 7 will be
found a statement of the work done in the office during four terms, of four
years each, preceding September 6, 1875. A comparison of the facts pre·
sented on these pages, I think, will be sufficient to show that tbe time of
the clerks allowed to this office has been properly employed in the dis,
<lharge of their respective duties. The portions of said Report referred
to are made a part of thifl response, and I respectfully request that they
may be read in connection herewith.
Trusting that this will meet the object of the resolution, assuring yon
that any information desired, concerning the management or condition of
the office, wilf be cheerfully given when desired or asked for, and that th e .
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management and r ecord s of the office are tendered for the fullest examina tion or investigation ,
I have the honor to be,
Very respec~fully,
Your obedient Re1·vant,

attention

T. D. MARCUM, R egister Land Ojfice.
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[Extracts from Report referred to .]

WORK DONE SINCE SEPTEMBER 6TH, 1875.

Since I have been in office, I have had the 2,886 s urveys, h eretofor e
referred to regi stered; have issued patents thereon, and have bad the
patents redorded. I have also had recorded, in the proper books. ovet·
4500 patents that bad been issued a nd sent out of the office by my predec~ssors, befot·e they were recorded. This recording had to be done from
the surveys upon which the patents were issued. l bave made indices to
the grnnts issued from 1869 to December 1st, 1877, beginning with Grant
Book No. 75, and ending wit h Grnnt Book No. 97-in all, twenty-two
hooks of over 500 pageR eac h; and I have made an index to the Register
of Surveys from February, 1873, to Dec.e mber 1st, 1877. I have also made
a new index to the grants fo r lands south of Walker's lin e, and have commenced new indices to the grants west of the Tennessee rivet·. Since September 6th, 1875, I have received and registered 782 plats a nd surveys,
and have issued 668 patents from these surveys, leaving 114 on which patents are to be issued. But few of these have been r egistered long
enough to allow the patents to issue. I have bad these patents all recorded, except about two hundrnd, which h!ve not been signed; and if
they are ever signed and recorded, it will not be until the case, now pend:
ingin tbe Franklin circuit co urt, of Johnson vs . The Register, is decided.
This statement shows, that since September 6th, 1875, I have issued
3,554 patents, and tbat during th is ti me there were over 7,800 patents recorded in the Grant Books of the office. I have had the office supplied
with suitable book-cases and presses for the safe -ke_e p i ng of the books and
papers, and have bad all the surveys put in tin file-boxes, to keep them
from being destroyed by dust and mice.

*

*

*

* ··

*

*

*

*

*·

*

It may be a matter of interest to yo u, and to the Legislature, to know
the amount of worl{· done by more than one Register during bis term of
office, that you may be the better prepared to judge whether the clerical
force allowed to the offic:e is adequate to perfot·m the work that is to be
done. '£herefore, I submit the following state ment of w01·k done for four
terms,_or fur sixteen years, preceding- the 1st of September, 1875:
Durin~ tbe four years preceding September 1st, 1863, thet·e were 4,640
patents issued and reco rd ed, an,d the nec_essary indices were made to the
Grant Books and to the .Registet· of Surveys, and a cross-index to the
"Head 1:tight Surveys''-making an avera,i!;e of a fraction less than 9.7
patents tSsued and record ed pet· month. From September 1st, 1863, to
September 1st, 1871, there were issued 9,871 patents, and about 8,300
:were recorded-making an average of · a frac~ion less thar:i 103 patents
:au~d per month, and an average of about 913 recorded. An index to the
. egister of the Surveys was made I also indices to the ,:,u-rants· > so as to
JDC] d
u ea part of the year 1869. From Septem bet· 1st, 1871, to September
H. R.-69 '
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1st, 1875, there were issued 4-,427 patentf.f.

Of these patents, about 1000
were recot·ded. Tb0 average number of patents issued was a fraction '1 088
th an 93 per month, and about 20 recorded; and no i11~ices were made
oxeo pt to the Hegister of S111·veys, up to .February, 1873. From Septembe;
6th, 1875, to December 1st, 1877, th ere were issued 3 .554 patents-an nver.
nge of a fra,1tion less than 132 per month; and there were recorded during
tlic time over 7,800 patents-an average of about 290 per month. To this
may be added the making of th e indices and the miscellaneous work,
heretofore r eferred to, that bas been done since Scptem ber, 1875. .During these eighteen years there has been no change in the number of clerks
allowed th e office; and the difference that appears in the.amount of work
done during this period can only be attributed to the manner in which
the time bas been employed by those connected with the office. It is tobe
pres umed that the Registers, and those in their employ, did their duty duri ng the sixteen years referred to; and I know that the time and energies
of myself and assi s tants have been fully taxed to perform tile amount of
work shown to have been done in the office within th e last twenty-seven
months; and I know, from exporionce, that it will requil'e many years for
tile force now allowed the office to do the labo r necessary to be done, and
attend to tile r egular business connected with the office.
Mr. Hamilton moved to refer said report to the Committee on Retrenchment and Reform.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
w as decided in the affirmative.

Ordered. That Mr. Hamilton be added to the Committee on Retrenchment. and Reform.

•

Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to whom
the same was referred, reported "a bill, entitled
A bill to reconstru~t the dams and repair the locks on the Kentucky river, and to regulate the navigation thereof.
Mr . Buford moved that said bill be made the special order of the
day for Tuesday, the 26th inst., at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken o_n the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to pi-epare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. C. U. McE!roy, from the Committee on Codes of Prac-

tice-A bill in relation to pawnbrokers in this Commonwealth.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev
ances~
A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the town
of Booneville, Owsley county."
By sameA biJl ·fo1· the benefit of

R.

H. Morrnw, of G~llatin county.
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By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the city charter of Owensboro, authorizing the
mayor and council to fund the railroad and school bonded debt of
said city.
By Mr. TaylorA bill to define a certain portion of the b9un<lary of Jeffer;;on
county.
By Mr. BushA bill incorporating the John C. Breckinridge Monument. Association.
By Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Codes of PracticeA bill to amend section 810, chapter 7, title 19, and section 836,
chapter 7, title 20, of an act, entitled "An act regulating practice in
civil cases."
By sameA bill amending section 247 of Criminal Code of Practice.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time .
The mle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
s~cond reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1'ed, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrostied,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Morin, from the Committee on Insurnnce, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of the Western Lunatic Asylum at Hopkins·
ville, Kentucky.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Oi·de1'ed, That said bill be engrn::1sed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to t.he
th ird reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro,
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative wereMr . Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
Isaac' H. Goodnight,
W. C. Owens,
RohertF. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
B. _Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. F'. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
William Points,
J. iVf Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
Wm. M. Reed,
Caleb R. Brooka,
T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas I-I . .Mannen, Thomas A. Robertson
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Granville V. Rouse,
vV . H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, C. ·w. Russell,
Henry Campbell,
rnarence U. McElroy, T. W. Scott,
J. W. Meador,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
G. E . Speck,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
Montgome1·y Merritt, Richard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
E. H. Morin,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
William Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Otho Nunn,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Feland,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-65.
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the neg1;1,tive wereA. Buford,
Thomas Sanders,
John A. Thomas,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Augustine Shelburne, John D . Thompson,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
G. H. Towery,
M H. Marriott,
Hancock Taylor,
LaFayette Wilson-13.
W. J. McElroy,
R esol?Jed, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:

§ l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'bat the Board of Managers of the Western Lunatic Asylum nt
Hopkinsville be, and they are hereby, authorized to take policies of fire
ins11rnnce upon the buildings and furniture belonging to said asylu~1, to
the extent of not more than one half its value, in any good and reliable
fire insurance company.
.
§ 2. Upon the certificate of the Board of Managet·s, through their J.-'resid e nt and Treasurer, the Auditor of Public Accounts of Lhe State shnll
d,·aw bis warrant upon the 'l'reasure1· in favor of any fire insuran?e com,
pany, for the premiums due upon any policy which may be obtamed by
said board under this act.
· § 3 . '.I.'his act shall take etf~ct from its passage.

Mr. Mannen, from the Committee on Insurance, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to define the responsibility of fire insurance companies.
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Mr. Mannen moved that the committee be discharged from the
further consideration of said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thet~eon by Messrs. Cooke an,d
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Godshaw, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,

J.M. Bigger,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Bush,
A. R. Clarke,
Lytlleton Cooke,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Dennis Gleason,

D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Milton Hamilton,
Jos. M. Kash,
J . Q. Lack ey ,
Thomas H. Mannen,
M. H . .lVIaniott,

E. H. Morin,
Wm. Neal,
J. S. Owsley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T. W. Scott,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. T. Tartar-23.

Those who voted in the negative, were.Mr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gt·esham,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
G. W. Prichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, Richard Lambert,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
T . J . Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
David Martin,
0. W. Russell,
J. F. Bennett,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
Clarence U . McElroy, Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
W. J. McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
Otho Nunn,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
T. J. Oatts,
John D . Thompson,
W, T. Dicken,
James O'Bannon,
G . H. Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
W, J. Edrington,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson-54.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Cnmmonwealth nf' Kentucky , Tha~ all fire in suran ce companies, doing business in this State, shall
be responsible to their policy -hold ers for the full amount of their policies,
wh enever the building or other property insured is completely destroyed,
or rendered worth less; and in any s uit on said policies, it shall be no
defense thereto that the buildino- or other structure burn ed, was insured
for m_ore than its value, any sti1~lations in the polici es to the contrary
notwithstanding; and said in surance companies shall not have the right
to reb~i ld the builuing burned, unl ess the insut'ed so elect.
1
§ 2- Ihat
all laws and pat·ts of law,; in conflict with this act r,e, and are
hereby, repealed.
93· 'l'hat this act ·shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.

"·
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Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as 10 lit
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Clarke moved to refer said bill to the Committee on the Juli,
ciary, with instructions 'to report as to the constitutionality of sail
bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,u
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Clarke an!
Cooke, wern as follows, viz:

Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Caleb R. Brooks,
Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
T. J. Bush,
Samuel D . Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. R. Ularke,
A. C. Cope,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
John Feland,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Dennis Gleason,
M. H. Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
J . T. Tartar,
Charles Goddhaw,
William Neal,
H. P. Whitaker-28.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker ( Turner), Thomas H. Ditto,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
W Scott Gresham,
W. W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith, ·
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
William Points,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T . .J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
David Martin,
C. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
James Barbour Mason, Augustine Shelburne,
Gabriel Blevins,
Clarence U. McE lroy , G. R . Snyder,
A. Buford,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W . .Meadot,
John A. Thomas,
Edmund Burr,
James F . Means,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Montgomery Merritt, .Jno. D. Thompson,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Mille1\
G. H. Towery,
Pat. Campion,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T . .J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-52.
W. T. Dicken,
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to postpone the further consideration of
said bill, and make the same the special order of the day for to-mor·
row, at 10:30, A. M.
. ·1
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motton, 1
was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was reion as to lie
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ct

ferred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpornte the
Louisville Railway Transfer Company, and conferring ce1·tain powers in relation thereto on the Louisville, CiQcinnati, and Lexington
and Louisville and Nashville Railroad Companies," approved March
10, 1871,
Reported the same with an amendment.

Which was adopted.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid,
i\lr, Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom Was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Louisville, Anchorage, and Bloomfield
Narrow Gauge Railroad Company,
Reported the same without amendment .
Mr. Marriott moved an amendment to the twelfth section of said

bill.
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Mr. Bigger moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Taylor moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill and· amendments, and make the same the special order of the
day for Monday, 25th inst ., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on Insurance, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Benefit Association of the Grand Lodge
of Kentucky, Independent Order of Odd Fellows,
Reported the same with an amendment.
Which was adopted.

Ordered, Said bill, as amended, be read the third time.
,The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr, Spurr reported a bill entitled
A b'll
· m
· the erection
' of a monument over the grave of John
1
to aid
C. Breckinridge.
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Which was .read the first time and ordered to be read a seeond
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Spurr moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and to make the same the special order of the day for Saturday,
the 23d inst., at 11 o'clock. A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Sanders moved that a bill, entitled "A bill defining and regu.
lating .charges on through and way freight on railroads operated
within this Common wealth," be made the special order of the day
for Wednesday, the 27th inst., at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bennett entered a motion to re.c onsider the vote by which the
House refused .to adopt an amendment to a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Winchester and Beattyville Railroad Com,
pany.
Mr. Godshaw moved that · a committee be appointed to withdraw
said bill from the Senate.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motioo,it
was decided in the affi rrnat1ve.
Mr. Godshaw was appointed -a committee to perform said duty.
Who, after a time, reported that he .had performed said duty, and
placed said bill on the Clerk's desk.
Mr. Godshaw moved that the motion to reconsider be laid on the
table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Goodnight, from the ,Committee on Codes of Practice, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the •same, reported a bill, entitled
A hill to amend section 694, Civil Code of Practice,
With the expression of opinion that said bill oll'ght not t'o pass.
Said bill was read · the first time and ordered to be read · a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutiona'l provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was taken," Shall said bill be read a third time?"
and it was decided in the negative.
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And so said bill was rejected,
A mes~age was received from the Senate, announcing that · they
had adopted a joint resolution, entitled.
Resolution in regard to the Bland Silver Bill.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of Representa.tiYes, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Benja'min G,ratz Park, of the city of
Lexington, Kentucky;
An act to legalize the acts of W. A. Morris, su1·veyor and deputy
clerk of the Robertson county court;
An act empowering the judge of the Larue county court to submit
to the voters of Hodgenville as to whether spirituous, vinous, or malt
liquors shall be sold in said town;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Bowling Green;
An act to provide for the appointment of n suitable person to perform the duties of county judge of Fayette county, in cases of failure, refusal, or inability of the regular incumbent to perform the
same;
An act to authorize the Louisville Insurance Company, the Frank·lin Insurance Company, and the Union Insurance Company, all of
Louisville, to do a general fire and marine insurance business, under
the name and style of the Louisville Underwriters' Association;
An act relating to the Henry, Oldham, and Jefferson Turnpike
Road Company;
An act to incorporate the Maysville Tobacco Works;
An act to reduce into one, amend, and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating the city of Paris;
An act for the benefit of Perry Jefferson, ,late sheriff of Mason
county;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the righti- of the
owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876, so far
88 the sam~ relates to Garrard and other named counties;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act ~o prevent stock from
running at large in Campbell c~unty;"
An act entitled "An act to amend an ·act establishing a road from
London, Laurel county, to Booneville, Owsley county;"
R.
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An act to pay the traveling expenses of a select committee to risit
cel'tain charitable institutions;
An act for the benefit of D. C. Wilcox, clerk of the McCracken
county court;
An act to amend chapte1· 18, General Statutes, title "Common
S-chools ;"
An act to incorporate the Preshyterian Mutual Assurance Fund;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to provide for the pRyment of the expenses of committee
appointed to visit Deaf and Dumh Institute, at Danville, and Eastern
Lunatic Asylum;
An act for the benefit of the Kenton Station Turnpike Road, in
Mason county;
An act for the benefit of Julius Hacker, late sheriff of Clay county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Leave was given to bring- in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr William Neall. A bill to authorize the county courts of Anderson and Madison
to increase the amount of subscription to one thousand dollars per
mile for the subscription of Lurnpike roads in sai.d counties.
On motion of Mr. Nunn2. A bill to abolish the supervisors of the assesso1·'s book.
On motion of Mr. Rouse3. A bill to amend the charter of Florence, Boone county.
On motion of Mr. Keller4. A bill to amend the act incorporating the Agricultural Bank,
Paris .
On motion of same5. A bill to amend section 1, article 3, chapter 92, General Stat
utes.
On motion of Mr. Lewis~6. A bill to amend an act inC'orporating the Hardinsburg and Clo•
verport Turnpike Road Company, approved February 23, 1860.
On motion of Mr. MiHer7. A bill fo1· the benefit of school district No. 30, Calloway county,
On motion of Mr. Means8. A bill to amend the willow law of Carroll county.
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On motion of M1·. West9. A bill to amen<l subsection 2, of section 5, article 18, chapter 28,

ommon

General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Orr10. A bill to empower the trustee s of Germantown to Rell a vacant

Fund;
follow.

street in said' town.
On motion of Mr. Russell-11 . ,A bill for the benefit of all county and district officers in Estill
and Lee, giving them further time to distrain for uncollected fee-

mmittee
Eastern
Road, in
county;

bills.
On motion of Mr. J. P. Allen-12. A bill in relation to the manufacture of whisky and b1·andy in
Mt. Carmel, and in one mile of the corporate limits of same.
On motion of Mr. Scott13. A bill for the beriefit of Timothy Sullivan, of Frankfort.
On motion of same14. A bill to establish a public school for child1·en of the African

Madison
liars per

race in Frankfort.
On motion of same15. A bill to amend the laws in rel ation to Frankfort.
On motion of same16. A hill to amend an act to protect game and sma ll birds, and to ,
punish trespass.
On motion of Mr. Campbell-17. A bill to prohibit the sale of spi1·ituous, vinous, and malt liquors

II

Book,

ral Stat

and Clo·
60.
county.

in Moscow, Hickman county.
On motion of iVfr. Points18. A hill to charter a turnpike road company at Corinth, Grant
county.
On mot.ion of Mr. Bennett19. A bill to protect the lessee of the re·rry at Hawesville and
Robb's Landing, Hancock county.
On motion of sameZO. A bill to amend an act to amend article 2, chapter 33, General
Statutes, title'' Elections."
On motion of same~l. A bill to establish the county of Helm.
On motion of same22· A bill to amend sections 5 and 12, article 2, chapter l 6, General Statutes.
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On motion of Mr. Merritt23. A bill to incorpornte Jonathan Lodge; No. 152, Independent

Order of Odd. Fellows, Henderson county. _
On motion of same24. A bill to repeal an act to tax the shares of capital in banks
and banking associations establish_erl under a law of Congress of the
United States of America, usually denominated National Banks, approved March 11, 1867.
On motion of Mr. O'Bannon25. A bill to amend the charter of the Agricultural and Mechanical Association of Eminence.
On motion of Mr. Gleason26. A bill for the benefit of R. P. Seay, of Louisville.
On motion of same27 . A bill for the benefit of Frank Muth, of Louisville.
On motion of Mr. Cooke-28. A bill to amend an act to incorporate the German Protestant
Orphan Asylum, approved January 9th, 1852.
On motion of. Mr. Godshaw29. A bill to amend an act to incorporate the Louisville City Railv.:ay Company, approved February 15, 1864.
On motion of same30. A bill to make criminal abortion a felony.
On motion of same-31. A bill for the benefit of Lena Bensinger.
On motion of same32. A bill in relation to all second-hand dealers and proprietors of
"junk" stores in Louisville.
On motion of same33. A bill for the benefit of sheriffs, constables, and other like offi·
cers of this Common wealth.
On motion of same34. A bill for the benefit of Anthony Pittaluqua, Louisville, ·
On motion of Mr. Perkins35. A bill for the benefit of Hiram Stanfield! Whitley county.
On motion of ·Mr. Hensley36. A bill for the benefit of P. A. Cline, sheriff of Pike county.
On n1otion of same37. A hill for the benefit of P. A. Cline, sheriff of Pike county.
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On motion of saqie38, A bill to authorize John Parsley to erect a boom across Wolf
creek, Martin county.
On motion of same-39. A bill to amend section ll, article 3, chapter 27, General Statutes.
On motion of same40, A bill to regulate the prese ntatio~ of claims against the counties of Martin, Pike, and Letch e1•.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson41. A bill to protectsheep'in Lewis county.
On motion of same42. A bill for the benefit of Thomas

H. Mitchell, late clerk of the

Lewis circuit and county courts .
On motion of same43. A bill to amend the charter of Vanceburg, approved Mal'Ch 15,
rotestant

1876.
On motion of Mr. Marriott-44. A bill to regulate the proceedings in ordinary action in the

City Rail-

Hartlin circuit court.
On motion of same45. A bill to amend section 11, article· 17, chapter -, General
Statutes.
On motion of same46. A bill to amend section 8, article 3, chapter 5, General Statutes.
On motion of same-47. A bill to amend the charter of Elizabethtown.
On motion of Mr. Owsley-48. A bill to incorporate Tunnel City, Lincoln county.
On motion of Mr. Burr49. A bill to amend the charter of the town of Gordensville,
Logan county.
On motion of same5o. A bill to incorporate the Widows and Orphans' Relief Association of Adairville.
On motion of Mr. Reed51. A bill to authorize sheriffs in this Commonwealth to convey
lands sold for taxes.
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On motion of same52. A bill for the benefit of H. B. Cox, Marshall county.
On motion of Mr. Bigger53 . A bill to prevent policemen of this State from claiming paya1
witnesses in certain cases.
On motion of same-54. A bill for the benefit of sheriffs of this State.
On motion of Mr. Kash5~. A bill to amend the charter of the Mt. Sterling Gas Company.
On motion of Mr. Jones56. A bill to allow Muhlenburg county to compromise and fan!
her outstanding bonded debt upon such terms as may be agreed upon
by the county and the holders of her bonds.
On motion of .Mr. Griffith57. A bill for the benefit of school district No 10, in Oldham
county.
On motion of Mr. Bainbridge58. A bill to prevent stock from running at large in Owen county.
On motion of same59. A bill to regulate the sale, by retail, of spirituous liquors in the
Monterey district, Owen county.
Un motion of lVfr. Clai·ke-.
no A bill to incorporate the Pendleton Agrfcultural and Mechanical Association.
On motion of Mr . Tartar61. A bill authorizing the county court of Pulaski to agree upon&
compensation to the sheriff or tax collectot· o( said county for collect·
ing the county taxes for years 1878 and 1879.
On motion of Mr. Gootlnight62 . A bill amending chapter 111., General Statutes, title ••Vagrants."
On motion of Mr. Allensworth63. A bill to repeal an act for the benefit of Allensworth voting
precinct, Todd county.
On motion of Mr . Adair64. A bill to authorize the clerk of the criminal
and common pleas
I
courts to make cross-index to suits on file in said office.
On motion of same65. A bill for the improvement of Trade water river, by locking 8nd
damming the same.
'
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On motion of same-66. A bill for the benefit of Union county, amending and 1·educing
into one tbe acts of the road law of Union county.
On motion of Mr. C. U. McElroy07. A bill to authorize the county of Warren to issue bonds to re-

as Company.

fund her bonded indebtedness.
On motion of same-68. A bill to require all stockholders in gas, railroad, and manufacturing companies, and all other.stock companies, to list their stock

se and fan!
agreed upon

for taxation.
On motion of Mr. Oatts69. A bill authorizing Wayne county court to sell the old clerk's

in Oldham

wen county.
quors in tie

d Mechani,

ree upon a
for collect·

Vagrants."
orth voling

mon pleas

office, and grounds belonging th e reto .
On motion of Mr. Towery~70. ,\. bill to give county judges and ju~tices of the peace power
to try persons guilty of the offenses of petty larceny and disturbing
religious worship . .,,,
On rnotion of Mr. Buford71. A bill to amend section 8, article 2, General Statutes, title
"Revenue and Taxation."
On motion of Mr. Bigger72. A bill to provide for taxing all non-resident corporations doing
business in this State.
On motion of Mr. W. J. McElroy73. A bill-to repeal the charter of the Gainesville Academy, in
Allen county.
On motion of Mr. Callihan74. A bill to pr~vent trespass in Enterpr~se precinct, No. 2, in
Greenup county.
On motion of Mr. West75. A bill for the benefit of J, G. Morgan, of Clay county.
On motion of Mr. Hill-

76· A bill to provide for an extension of the terms o'f the circuit;
chancery, and criminal courts, in Newport, Campbell county.
On motion of Mr. Whitaker..:_
77 . A bill to incorporate the Covington and Ludlow Junction Rail•
· road Company.

eking and

Ordered, That the Committee on Internal Improvement prepare
and
· in
· the 1st, Bth,· 5Bth, and 65th; the Committee on Educa. brrng
tion the 7th, 14th, 17th, and 73d; the Committee on Revenue and
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Taxation the 2d, 5th, 31st, 34th, and 70th; the Committee on Cor.
porate Institutions. the 3d, 6th, 10th, 12th, 15th, 18th, 29th, 43 d,
48th, 55th, 60th, 63d, and 71st; the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances the 11th, 19th, 26th, 30th, 32d, 38th, 41st, 52d, (ilst, 74I~
and 40th; the Committee on the Judiciary the 28th, 36th, 37th,56t~
53d, 54th, 66th, 51st, 67th, and 72d; the Committee on General Sta~
utes the 9th, 20th, 22d, 44th, 45th, 39th, 47th, and 62d; the Committee
on County Courts the 23d, 25th, 35th, 33d, 42d, and 69th; the Com,
mittee on Banks the 4th and 24th; the Committee on Ways and
Means the 16th and 28th; the Committee on Moral and Religioo1
Institutions the 17th; the Committee on Claims the 13th, 27th, and
75th; the Committee on Charitable Institutions the 50th; the Committee on Privileges and . Elections the 59th; the Committee on Cir,
cuit Courts the 64th and 76th; the Committee on.Railroads the 77~,
and a select committee, composed of Messrs. Marriott, Merr.itt,C,
U. McElroy, Means, and Snyder, the 21st.
And then, at 1:55 o'clock, P. M., the House adjoumed.
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THl'RSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1878.
The following petition was presented, viz :
By Mr. Speaker TurnerThe petition of sundry citizens of Madison coUlltY, praying the
passage of an act to enable them to build turnpike roads.
Which wae received, the reading dispensed with, and · rererred to
the Committee on Internal Improvement.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representative,,
of the followinll tit Jes, viz:
An act to incorporate Bell College.
An act for the benefit of school distl'ict No. J, of Lee county.
An act for the benefit of Meade county.
That they had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. C. Hays, sheriff of Hardin county,
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Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Hoose and the constitutional provision as to the ,
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered. That said bill be referred to the Committee on General
.Statutes.
.
That they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution extending the present session of the General Assembly.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. J.P. Allen and
Godshaw.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed ·
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Morin, from the Committee on Insu'ranceA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Masonic Mutual Benefit Association of May1;3v.ille, Ken tacky," approved
February 17, 187 4.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the charter of the Masonic Widows and Orphans'
Home and Infirmary.
By sameA bill to amend. the charter of the Winchester and Red River
Turnpike Road Company.
By sameAbi!I to amend an act, entitled'' An act to amend and reduce into
one the acts incorporating the town of Louisa."
By sameA bill to incorporate the town of Anchorage, Jefferson county.

By samepraying the
referred to
g that they
esentative,,

wunty.

A bill to incorporate the Munfordville Turnpike Road Company.

By sameA bill to amend the charter of the town of Cave City, Barren
county, Kentucky.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Coal Road Construction Company.
By sameA bill to incorporate the Dutch Track Cemetery Company.
By sameA bill to amend the turnpike laws of Lewis county.
H. R.-7l

'
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By same-A bill to further amend an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one
the several acts in relation to the town of Harrodsburg.''
By sameA bill to incorporate Limestone Lodge, No. 36, Knights of Pytbi~,
Maysville, Kentucky.
By same-A bil I to incorporate Asher Lodge, No. '227, Independent Order of
B' nia B'rith of Owensboro, Kentucky.
By same. A bill to incorporate the pur~hasers of the Hardinshurg and Cloverport Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr.· Lewis, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate the Corinth Turnpike Road Company, in
Grant county . .
By sameA bill to incorporate the Washington County Stock and Agricultural Societ,x.
By Mr. Means, from the same co~mittee_:
A bill to incorporate the Catletts~urg Library Association.
By sameA bill to amend.an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
St. Charles, in Hopkins county."
By Mr. Ditto, from the same committeeA bill to change the line between the counties of Davies!! and Mc,
Lean.
By sameA bill to amend the general turnpike law of Henry county.
By sameA bill to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in the town of Taylorsville.
By Mr. Lambert, from the same committeeA bill authorizing the board of ~rustees of the town of Catletts·
burg to grant rights of way over "the alleys and streets of 8aid town
to railroad companies.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Louisville and Taylorsville
Turnpike Company.
By sameA bill to incorpo·rate Clarke's River Lodge, No, 288, Patron• of
Husbandry.
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By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled'' An act to amend the act incorporating the town of Frenchburg, in Menifee county.''.
By Mr. Hill, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate the_ Pendleton Agricultural and Mechanical
Association. .
Which bill8 were severally read the first time and ordered to be

Order of

and Clo-

pany, in

Agricul-

read a second time.
The rule of the House and t.h,e · constitutional prov1s1011 as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be eng r~ssed and read 1 a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill::1 being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resofoed, That said bills do pass, and . that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. Snyder, from the Com~ittee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, en titl ed "An act to revi se and amend the
charter of the city, of Dayton, Campbell county."
By Mr. Lewis, from the same committeeAn act to amend the charter of the Machpelah Cemetery Company,
j

e town of

• and Mc·

ty.

It liquors

Catletts·
aid town

ylorsville

atrone of

in Montgomery county.
·
'
By sameAn act amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the town of
Beaver Dam, in Ohio county."
By Mr. Means, from the same committeeAn act to amend an act to incorporate the Bryantsville and Sugar
Creek Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Hill, from the same committeeAn act to incorporate the Forks Church, Boone's Creek, and Dick's
River Turnpike Road Company.
·
By same·
An act to amend chapter 759, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of R,'JUgh and Ready," approved March 9, 1854.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
th ird reading of said bills being dispensed with,

f
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Resolved, That said hills do pass, and that the titles thereof bea,
aforesaid.
Mr . .Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom was
referred a bill· from the Senate, entitled
An act to change the llne between Anderson and Mercer coun.
ties,
Reporteu the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill he read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said hill being dis pensed with,
Mr. Cooke moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Sb all the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.

R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
~ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth o( Kentucky, That the county lin e bet1veen the counLics of Anderson and .Mercer

be, and tbe Game is hereby, changed as follows, viz: Beginning at the
corncr of Anderson and WashingLon counties, in the Mercer county line,
near the residence of James P. Sharp, and near Chees1i Lick creek; thence
so u thwardly with the lin e between the counties of Mercer and Washing,
ton to Cheese Lick creek; thence up sa id creek to the mouth of a smull
l:ltream flowing into said c1·eek on th e southeast side, opposite J. 0. Grif.
fey 's barn; Lhence up said Arnall str eam to a line between the landsofR
L. Rice and W. P. Uox, at the S'O uthw ost cornet· of tbe lot of land which
was allotted to Louelia Cox, deceased , in Lhe division of the land of '1.'. W.
Cox, deceased, now belonging to W. P. Cox; thence witb the line of said
lot eastward ly to a corner at the turn of the lan e in a line betwoon the
lands of W. P. Cox and Ma1·y Mot'ris; thence with said line in the lands
of J. A .• Morris; thence a straight line to the Anderson county line, at the
residence of J. 'f. Cunningham, so as to include him in A.nderson county;
and so much of the teniLory as is taken from tb e county of :Mercer
( lyin,g beLween tb e proposed line am! tbe original boundary line) by the
Joi-egoing boundary liue t1hall be and constitute a porLion of tbe county.of
Anderson; and shall be attached and constitute a portion of the Cbesb1re
precinct in Anderson county.
§ 2. This act to take effect from iLs passage.
Mr. Taylor, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prnpare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the. benefit of Stith Thompson, of Washington county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a seoond
time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as 'to the
second reading of said bill being dii,pensed with,
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Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third tim e .
The rule of thfl House and the constitutional provision as to the

whom was

third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being

ercer coun-

engrossed,
The question was then taken on the pasrnge of said bill, and it

was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nay s being r equired thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

n as to the
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county.
a second
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Those who voted in ,the affirmative were-

Mr. Speaker (Turner), Samue l D . .Hensley,
W. C . Owens,
James P. Allen, ·
T. M. Hill,
J. S Owsley,
RobertF. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
B. Mills Pal'l'ish,
Clement R. Ambrose, Joseph .lVI. Kash,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. F. Bennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
J. J\I Bigget·,
Richard Lambert,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewi s,
Ferdinand Rign..ey,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas .H . .Mannen, Thomas A Robertson
A. Huford,
David Martin,
Granvi ll e V. Rou:;;e,
Benjamin F. Buie,
JRmes Barbour Mason, C. ~ 7 • .:lussell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Glarenc e U. McE lroy, , Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
1'. W. l:;cott,
Pat. Campion,
J. W . Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
A. C. Cope,
Jame.5 F. Means,
Ra lph L. Spalding,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Mer ritt., G. E. Speck,
W. .l. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Feland,
J. M. Neal,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry George,
Willian't Neal,
Hancock Taylor,
Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
And rew Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatt~,
Geo . H.B . Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-70.
Milton Hamilton l
Those who voted in the negative we r e Cromwell Adair,
C. T. A ll en ,
G. H. Towery-3.

Resolved, That the title of sai<l bill be as aforesaid.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
WnEREAS, J.C. Champion, of Washington county, was found to be a
lunatic b1 the Washington county eou rt at its March term, 1874; and
whereas, 1t appears that said JuoaLic is, and has been since this in quest, a
pauper; and whereas, he was unable to be placed in any asylum, owing to
tbe 11• crowded condition· now therefore
t §_ I. Be it enacted by tlie G c~eral Asse'mbly of lite Commonwealth of Kenucky'. Tha~ the Auditor of Public Accounts be, aod be is hereby, directed
~~ di~w l11s warrant on the T!·easu1·er· in favor of'Stith Thompson, of
!!h~ngton county, who bas kept Raid lunati c since tho 1st day of .M arch,
18 1 1 or tho sum of three hundred dollars, being compensation fo1· keep-
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ing sa id Iu_natic from the time said Thompson took him in chnrgeup
the 1st of March, 1878.
0
§ 2. This act shall take effec'L from and after· its passage.

fro

The hour of 10:15 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House to~
up for consideration the specia l order of the day, viz : a bill, entitled
A bill to define the re~ponsibilit.y of fire insurance companies.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
wa,i decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke an!
Gods haw, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr . Speaker {Turner), Josiah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, .Jos. M. Kash,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. l?ailey,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. M. Reed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
David Martin ,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
James Barbour Mason, Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Ble,·ins,
W . J. McElroy,
C. W. Russell,
Benjamin F . Buie,
J. W. Meador,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
James F. Means,
G. R. Snyder,
·
W. H. H. Cal lihan ,
Montgomery Merritt, G . E . Speck,
Pat. Campion,
Tipton A. M ill er,
Richard A. Spul'I·,
A. C. Cope,
J.M. Neal,
Hancock Tay lor,
W. T. Dicken,
William Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Otho Nunn,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatts,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
G . H. Towery,
Leven E. Green,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
W Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-~S.
J. W. Griffith,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCrom well Adair,
Caleb R. Brook::i,
T . J. Bush,
A. R. Ularke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Crnycroft,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,

Charles Godshaw,
Isaac f-1. Good night,
Milton Hamilton,
T. M. Hill,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas H. lVlannen,
M. H . Marriott,
Clarence U. McE lroy,

E. H. Morin,
Joseph L. Pope,
Thomas Sanders,
T. W. Scott,
J. T. Tartar,
Clinton IC Tharp,
John A. Thomas,
H. P. Whitaker-25.

Mr. Allensworth moved the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, It behooves this General Assembly to adjourn at tho expiration of the constitutional period of sixty days, if an adjournment can be
had witho ut detrimenL to the Commonwea lth; therefore, be it
Resolved by the General Assemb(IJ of lite Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That a committee, to consist of six on the part of the Honse, and three
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from tho Senate, be appointed by the Speakers of the respective HouseF.i,
duty it shall be to repot·t, on or before Monday next, tho number of
11088
teal and general hills now pending in tile two Houses, and whether or
,~ot Lhis Goneral Assembly can adjourn at the expirati0n of tho coostitutionnl period of sixty <lays.
Mr. Tharp mo\'ed to suspend the rules and take up said resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Spalding moved to amend said resolution by striking out of
the preamble the words "if an adjournment can be had without
detriment to the· Commonwealth."
Mr. Campion moved the previous question·.
And the question being taken," Shall the main queRtion be now
put?" it wa·~ decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the arriendment
as offered by Mr. Spalding, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Feland and
Owens, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis G leason,
T. J. Oatts,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnigbt,
W. W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
W. C. Owens,
RobcrtF. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. G riffith ,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Rred,
J.M._ Bigger~
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
A. ~ufo~d,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
~enJamrn F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Tdmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
· J. Bush, .
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
J. T. Tarta1·,
penr Ca~pbell,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Aat imp1on,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
J ·h · ope,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
n Cowan,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Th:x. T. Cray?roft,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
mas_H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
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W. J. Edrington,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,

E. H. Morin,
Wm, Neal,
Otho NLrnn,

[FEo. 21.

G. H. Towery,
I-I. P. Whitaker
LaFayette Wils~n-7s.
· Those who voted in the negative, were-W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding
John Feland,
J. S. Owsley,
G. E. Speck,
'
D. A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson, Isaac T. West-II.
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas Sanders,
M-r. Goodnight moved to reconsider the vote by which this Hou;e
adopted said resolu1ion .
Mr. Owens moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, Mr. Snydei: moved to
suspend the orders of the day in order that standing committees may
go on with their report.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.
The House took from the orders of the day the motion to reconsider the vote by which this House rt>jected a bill, entitled
A bill -to establish the Kentucky Grangers' Mutual Insurance Com·
pany.
And the' question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.
The House then took from the orders of the day the amendment!
proposed by the Senate to bills, which originated in the House of
Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend section 4 of an act, entitled "An 1;1.ct to authorize
the city of Covington to erect a free bridge over the Ohio river."
An act for the benefit of W, W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd conn~.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Ken·
tucky Christian Educational Society."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Lndlow, West Covington, and Suspension Bridge Street Railway Company ."
An act to protect birds in Christian, Campbe_ll, and Kenton coon·
ties.
Said amendments were severally read and concurred in .
_The House then took up for consideration, from the orders of !be
day, a bill, .which originated in the Senate, entitled

,
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An act to amend an act, entitled-" An act for the propagation an I
protection of food-fishes in the waters of the State of Kentucky."

Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it

l

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Goodnight

· d motion, it

Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
T. \V. Scott,
A. Buford,
W. Scott Gresham,
Aug. Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
Josiah Hunter,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton ' Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. M._annen, Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. W. Orr,
Andrew Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Ferdinand Rigney,
H. I>. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
C. W. Russell,
· LaFayette Wilson-24.
·Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
James 0'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
J. S. 0 wsley,
Clement R. Ambrnse, Samuel D. Hensley,
James Perkins,
J. IC Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
William Points,
E. C. Bainhridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. F. Bennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. M . Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
M. H. Marrintt,
Granville ' V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Alr.x. T. Cray croft,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller, ·
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Feland,
J. M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
~enry George,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West-59.
· A. Glenn,
Isaac H.- Goodnight, T. J. 0atts,
And so said hill was rejected.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
§k 1. ,Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken1}c .Y, rhat section three be amended by striking out, afte1· the word
misdemeanor," in the fifth line the words viz· "And on conviction
th
.
d 1reo f b_efore any justice of the ,peace, shall 'be fined
not ' exceeding. five
0 ars for each offense," and insert in lieu the1·eof the words, viz: "And,
H. R.-72
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on r.onviction thei·eof by warl'ant before a justice of the peace or upon
indictment by a gl'and jury of the county wherein the offense commit.
tcd, upon convittion, shall be fin et.I not exceeding twenty dollars for each
offense."
~ 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.

i;

Mr. Feland then entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which
said bill was rejected
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, which origi!lated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the further propagation of food-fishes in the waters o(
this Commonwealth.
Mr. Sanders moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order of the day for Saturday,
t.he 23d inst., at 11 :30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said' motion, ii
was decided in the affirmative.
•
The House then took from the ordns of the day a bill, entitled
A bill authorizing the county judges to hire out certain persons
convicted of misdemeanor.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assemb~71 of the Gmnmrmwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat it shall be the duty of euch cbunty judge in ' this Commonwealth, when any person is convicted of a misdemeanor, and is not charged
with any other offense, or is eonfi11ed in the county jail to pay a fine,or
1-1entenced to hard labor, to hii1e out said per,mn or persons to some person
ot· company, fur the best priee be can get, and report to the court of claims,
at each sessi.o n, the length of time for which said person or persons were
hired out, and · the amoi.rnt of money received by him for their services,
which money shall be placed to the credit of the county. ·
§ 2. If the county judge deems it best, he may work persons anthorized
to be hired out under this act on the public roads or works in the county,
and shall appoint the jailer, or some other person, to superintend them
while so engaged, which person or superintendent shall have the ri~htto
secure snch prisoners placed under his control with ball and chain, or
work them in a chain-gang. 1:!uch person so hired shall not receive more
than one dollar and fiity cents for his services, and shall have the same
power as any peace officer to summon to his aid any number of perso~s
to assist him in case there is any resistance o:ffered by persons uuder his
charge; and the county judge may employ more than one person 8!
superintendent or guard it the number of p6soners demand it.
.
§ 3. The county judge shall, before he transfers the custody of the pr11•
oners convir.ted, cause the hirer to give bond, with good security, paya~le
to the county, for the price agreed to be paid for the services of the p~18•
oners so hired, a lt:10 for an amount, to be fixed by him, for the saf~-keepmg
and humane treatment of the prisoners while hired out, and their r~turn,
at the expiration of the period for which they were hired, before him, to
be djscharged, which discharge shall be epteretl of record.
§ 4. That the county judge, nfter the bond required by this act ha~ ~een
executed, shall issue an order, directed to some peace office1· or the J81 ler,
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commanding him to deliver to the person named in the ordet· the pt·isoner
or prisoners confined in tho county jail.
·
.
§5. The jailer shall not be entitled to any fee unless he diets prisoner,;
nuthorized to be hired out under this act; and it sha ll be his duty to
receive the priRon ers -at nil(ht when r equested b.v any pe1·son having tbem
in chargo, and let them out in the morning, wilhont any compensation tor
turning the key; and for a violation of any of tho provisions of this act,
hosball be fined not less than ten nor mol'e t han two hundred dollars.
§6. Tbat persons hired out or worked under this act shall be entitled to
one dollar per day for their services, and shal l be discharged when they
work out theit· fine, or pay, o r cause the same to be paid, or give· a bo11d,
with good secu rity, before the judge of the county cou1·t, for the payment
of the same.
§ 7. It shall be disc:retionary with the county judge, in counties that
have established work h onses in operation, to hire out prisoners that may
be hired out un'd er thiB act, or work them on tbe public roads.
§ 8. 'l'he county judge Rha ll be fined not lesR than ten nor more titan
one hundred dollars, it he allow any person to remain in jail, tnat may he
hired out or worked under this act., for more than thirty day!:!.
§ 9. Tbis act shall take effect from and aftet· its passage.
Mr. Adair moved to amend· said hill by inserting af1er the word
"roads," in the second section , the words "streets of towns and
cities."
Mr. Edrington offered the following amendment to said amend-
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ment, viz:
Provided sucb city or town s hall pay to the county a reasonable com·pensation for sucb labor.
Aocl the question being taken on the adoption of said amendm~nt,

it was decided in the negativ<;,
The question was then taken on the adoption of thP, amendment
offered by Mr. Adair, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Allenswo1th offered the following amendment as an additional
section to said bill, viz :

If any person hired out or worked, und e r this act, shall escape from the
person _ot· persons to whom suuh perrnn is hired, any mag istrate, upon
complarnt and affidavit made of th e fact, shall iss ue a warrnnt tor his
re~apture, directed to the s he1·iffs or constables, or any peace officer wilhin
th!s State. 'l'he cause of the person 's commitment s hall be mentioned in
said warrant; a.nd said person, when reNtptured, shall work double Lhe
le?gtb of time for whic:h sn.id pe1·son or persons wet·e hired out or c<im-

m1tted.
And the question being t~ken on the adoption of said amendment,

~f the pr1s·
ife-keeping
Iei r return,
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it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Godshaw mQved to except the city of Louisvill e from the provisions of said bill.
~

ct bas been
, the jailer,

was decided in the affirmative.

rre

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
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iVlr. Morin moved to except the city of Newport from the provisions of said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
wa;; aecided in the affirmative.
Mr. Hamilton moved to except the county of Kenton from the provi,ions of said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill. as amended, be 1·ead a third time.
The· rule of the House and the constitutional pro,·ision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
wa,; decised in the negative.
And so said hill was rejected.
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 29 of the General Statutes, title" Crimes
and Puni;;hm·ents."
~ 1. Be it enacted b'// the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tur:ky, That ehapter 29 of General Statutes be amended as follows:

mo

cul
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§
§

the
do!

Ke

Said bill was read the second time, as follows, viz :
.I

bot
to
to
§

If a

part or all of a penalty for a misdemeanor prescribed in chapter 29 of
General Statutes be confinement in county jail, it shall be in the discretion
of the jury., in those counties where no work-house is establiRhod, by its
verdiet, to fix the punishment at hard labor, in lieu of imprisonmcn~in
jail for the sarnc period; and if such be the finding of the. jury, it shall be
tbe duty of tlic eou1·t to dit-ect tbat the ·culprit shall be placed under the
control of tbe jai !er, at . hard labor, for the benefit of the county, for the
period named in the verdict; such culprit shal l be put to work by the
jailer upon the county roads or streets or alleys of a town or city in the
county, or on some public building in tbe county; such culpritsball notbo
compelled Lo labor more than eight bon1·s in any one day, and when not
engaged in labor shall be confined in the jail of tbe county.
.
~ 2. If a part or all of the penalty for a misdemeanor, prescribed in sn1d
chapter of the General Statutes, be a fine, it shall be in the discretion ~t
tho jnry fixing the amount of tbe fine, to say in its verdict wbether,1f
t,he fine and eosts are not imm ediately paid or roplevied by the defend:rnt,
he ~hn ll be put at hard labor, in lieu of imprisonment, for non-payme~tof
tlic fine; and if suob be the verdict of the jury, the court slrnll direct
that the defendant be placed under the control of the jailer, at bard_lnb~r,
fur the benefit of tlie county, until tbe fine be paid; but the period tor
whi ch. he shall he put under oontrol of tbe jailer sball not exceed o~e dny
fo1· oauh one dollar of the fine; and said defendant shall be dealt with by
tho jailer in the manner prescribed in the preceding section of thiR net,
'l'lto dolenuant shall be entitl ed to a credit of :me doHar upon the fine.for
ear;h day he remains under the control of tbe jailer; and may at any time
pay or rnplevy the balance of the tine and costs, and be discharged from
control on account of the fine.
'
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§ . If the penalty f'o1· a m isden:ieanol', presc1·( bed in said _chapter, be
3
both fine anti imprisonment, the pr111~iple of se~t1on first shall govern as
to the imprisonm e~t, and that of section two of this act shall govern as
to the fine.
§4. The jniler shall repol't, undo1· oiith, to the -county judge, at each
monthly term of the cou1·t, tho money received by him for the labo r of
culprits, nnd the same shall be credited upon the fees to be paid him, by
thecuurtof claims of the county, out of the county levy.
§5. The provisions of this sbi\ ll not apply to females.
§ti. This act shall take effect from its passage.
Mr. Adair moved the follovving amendment, viz:
§8. That the county ~ourts may, if they think the duties devolving
upon the jailer, under this aet, an, mol'e than he can pel'form, employ as
mrrny overseers of eonvic_Ls as_ may be necessary, and pay them s llch compens11tion as tbey mo.y think 3ust.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment;
it was tlecided in the affirmative.
Mr. Merritt moved the following amendment to said bill, viz:
'l'hat for a failure to discharge any of his duties prescribed in this act,
the jailorshull be.liable to a fine of not less than five nor mot·e than fifteen
dollars, to be reeovered by wurru nt, in. the 11ame uf the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
And the question being taken on the adoptiun of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispense d with, and the same being
engrossed 1
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
as aforesaid.
A message was receiv ed from the Senate, announcing that they ·
had concurred in a joint re solution, which originated in the Hou se of
Representatives, entitled
Resolution in regard to extending the present session of the Ge neral Assembly,
Thereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs . Allensworth, Owe ns,
Cowan, Bush, Wilson, and Andrew Thomoson a committee under
said resolution.
·
J\Jr._0wsley, from th e Com mittee on Enrollments, reported that the
comm1ttee had examined s undry enrnlled bills, which originated in
th e House of Represe ntativ es, of the following title,,, viz:
An act for the benefit of Meade county;
· and
·
b An act t O aut h onze
empower· the mayor and council of Owensoro to insert the words" with the privilege -to sell spirituous, vinous ,
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and malt liquors by the drink" in licenses issued by the city of OweD!. boro for the years 1875 and 1876;
A~ act to amend the charter of the ' Paducah and North Ballar!
Turnpike Company;
An act to abolish the June term of the equity and criminal cour1r
11
the county of Madison;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Sen ate, of the follow,
ing titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to reduce into on,
amend, and dige·st the acts and amendatory acts incorporating
city of Mount Sterling," approved March 7, 1876;

I•

An act to incorporate the United German Aid Society of the Stall

of Kentucky;
An act to incorporate the Bowling Green and Hadley Turnpib
Company;

the

An act incorporating the Pine Hill Coal Comp.any, in Rockcat
tie county;

co
co

'

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend tM
charter of the city of Dayton;"
An act for the benefit of Mrs. S. B. Leach, of Boone county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed hi,; signature thereto.
Orde1·ed, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the G,overnor, by Hon. J. Stodda,I
Johnston, Secrf'tal'y of Srate, announcing that h,e had approved anl
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, ()f' the following titles, viz:
An act to empower Caldwell county to create a sinking fuod,aol
to purchase its outstanding bonds.
An act to incorporate the Pre;ihyterian Mutual Assurance Fund.
An act to amend chapter 18, General Statutes, common school,.
An act for the benefit of Caldwell county.
An a ct to amend the charter of the city of Paris.
An act to provide for the appointment of it suitable person to per·
form t he duties of county judge of Fayette county, in case of tbi
fail ure, t·e fusal, or inability of the regular incumbent to performlbe
sa me.
An act, entitled "An act to amend an act establishing a road from
Lo udon, L aurel county, to Booneville, Owsley county."
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North Ballar!

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent stock from
run ning at large in .Campbell county."
An act to pay the traveling expenses of a select commit.tee to visit

minal courtfw

certain charitable institutions.
An act relative to the Henry, Oldham, and Jefferson Turnpike

of the folio,,

Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Benjamin Gratz Park, of the city of

city of Oweni,

uce into on~
orporating Ile

·Y of the Stall
dley Turnpile
, in Rockcund amend IM
county;

j · J.
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Lexington, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of D. C. Wilcox, clerk of the McCracken
circuit court.
An act for the benefit of Perry Jefferson, late sheriff of Mason
county.
An act to re-district the county of Bell, and fix the voting places in
the districts of said county.
An act for the benefit of Union county, authorizing the count.y
court of said county to fund the court-house and jail debt::! of Union
county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Bowling Green.
An act to legalize t~e acts of W. A. Morris, surveyor and deputy
clerk of the Robertson county court.
An a~t. to incorporate the Maysville Tobacco Work~.
An act empowering the judge of the Larue count.J court to submit
to the voters of Hodgenville as to whethe1· spirituous, vinou!!, or malt
liquors shall be sold in said town.
An act to authorize the Louisville Insurance Company, the Franklin lnsura.nce Company, and the Union Insurance Company, all of
Louisville, to do a general fire and marine insurance business, under
the name and style of the Louisville Underwriter::!' Association.
An act to regulate the sale and givin'g a way ,of spirituous, vi nous,
or malt liquors in the city of Mayfield, Grave::! county, or within one
mile of said city.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Wingo, in Graves county," approved March 14, 1872.
An act to authorize the countv of Henderson to issue bonds to pay
off or fund its present bonded i~debtedness.
An act to amend an ·act, entitled "An act. to incorporate the Kentucky Grange rs' Mutual Benefit Society."
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a ta~ on dogs, and to protect the rights of the
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owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876,sor
11
as the same relates to Garrard and other named counties.
The House then took a recess until 7½ o'clock, P. M.
Bills were reported hy the severa[ committees, who were direct~
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate the Dry Ridge Turnpike Road Company,of
Woodford county.
By Mr. 0. U. McElroy, from the Pommittee on Circuit CourtijA bill for the henefit of William E. Graham, of Allen county,
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grier,
ancesA bill for the benefit of John E. Walton, of Boone county.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal lmp1·ovementA bill to provide for removing driftl:l and obstructions to the free
passage of water in the west fork of Mayfield creek from a bridge
known as Mrs . Scarberg's bridge, to Lanx Mill, in Ballard county.
By sameA bill to empower the county courts of the counties of Anderson
and M11dison to take $tock in turnpike 1:oads in said counties.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill to repeal an ac1, entitled "An act to charter the Gainesrille
Academy, in A]Jen county."
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the Clio,
tonville and Thatche r's Mill Turnpike Road Company."
By Mr. 0. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill for the· henefit of the persona l representative of Georgdl.
Hibler, late clerk Bourbon county circuit court.
By same-
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A bill to regulate the time of holding the circuit courts in Boyle
county.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend the charter of the town of Parkersville, in Boyle
county, Kentucky.
By Mr. Burr, from the Committee o·n Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of G. P. Jolley, of Breckinridge county.
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By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on ·Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Hardinsburg and Cloverport Turnpike Road Company," approved 23d
February, I860 ·
By Mr. Buie, from the C0mmittee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of G. 0. Dudley, cl~rk of the Caldwell county
circuit court.
By Mr. Cc,oke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the German Protestant Orphan Asylum ·company," approved January 9th,
1852.
By Mr. Buie, from the Committee on ·Propositions and Grieva_n cesA bill for tile benefit of P. M. Ellison, late clerk of Calloway

county.
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on Education-,
A bill to consolidate common school district, No. 35, Calloway
county, with Murray Male and Female Institute.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAbill to amend the charter and laws of the town of Belleview, in
Campbell county, Kentucky.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee. on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act approved March, 1876, entitled "An act to
incorporate the town of Turner's Staticrn, Henry county."
By sameA bill, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into one the several
acts in -relation to the town of New Castle; in Henry county, Kentucky."
By Mr. O'Barrnon, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill for the benefit of Jonathan Russell-, late sheriff of Casey
county.
·
By Mr. Rigney', from the ·Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of J. L. Brown.
By Mr. Feland, from t.he Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to authorize Christian county to levy an ad valorem tax to
build turn pike roads.
By sameA bilL to change the time of holding the court of claims in Christian county.
H, R,-73
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By Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Circuit ·Com'tsA bill to fix the terms and regulate the jurisdiction and proceed.
ings of the Kenton circuit court, at Independence, in the twelfth
judicial district.

F

Ct

ti

By Mr. Lewis, from the Committee on Co1·porate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Shareholders' Association of Smith's
Grove College.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griei·
ancesA bill for the benefit of J. N. Culton and others, of Jackson
county.
By Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on Claims·A bill for the benefit of J. G. Morgan, of Clay county.
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Grier·
ances•
A bill for the benefit of Louisa Lawhorn, of Clinton county.
By same-A bill authorizing the clerk of. Cumberland county to procure suit·
able books and indexes for the purpose of transcribing the mutilated
survey record;i in the surveyor's office of said county, appointing C.
L. Mathews to transcribe said records, and making it the duty of the
county judge of said county to pay htrn therefor, as soon as the work
is completed, at the rate;i allowed by law to circuit elerks for copying
deeds, plats, &c.
By Mr, Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of the circuit ·clerk of Crittenden county.
By Mr. Owens, from the Committee on Revenue and TaxationA bill for the benefit of the ,assessor of Livingston county.
Which bills were severalfy read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rul~ of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same beini
engrossed,
Resqlved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
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Bills which originated in the Senate were rep_orted by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz:
By Mr. Craycroft, from the Committee on Claims--:An act for the benefit of William McNutt, committee of Mary Ann

nd Grie1·

Monroe.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act for the benefit of, and to amend the charter of, the Blue

f Jackson

Lick Turnpike Road Company, in Bullitt county.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to define certain portions of the county line between the

nd Grier·
nty.

counties of Morgan and Menifee.
By Mr. Hensley, from the same committeeAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the Boyd
county court to purchase the Ashland and Catlettsburg Turnpike,"

cure suit·
mutilated
ointing C.
uty of the
s the work
~r copying

approved March 18, 1876.
01-dered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional _provi.sion as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, ·
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be· as
aforesaid.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, who were direc~ed to

unty.

prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of V. F. Hartis, of Butler county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.

f ation-
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engro.,sed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time as follows, viz:
§. 1., Be it enacted b.1J the Gene1'1ll Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, rhat there is !1ereby appropriated, out of any money in th.e Treasury not otherwise appropriat,ed, the sum of two hundred and forty three
iollars and seventy-five cents, for the use and benefit of V. F: Hartis, of
butler county, for keeping Wilson L. Hartis, a pauper lunatic, from OctoJ.,_er, 24th, ,1874, to January 24th, 1878; and that the .Audito1· of Publie
· ccounts is herebv directed to draw his warrant upon the Treasurer for
the sa,·ct sum of two
•
hundred and forty-three dollars and seventy five
ce,~t~, i,n, f~vor of the sa id V. P. Hartis.
§ "'· Ih,s. act to be in force from and after its passage.
~ nd the questi~n being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro,
vision of the Constitution, were as follows. viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
B. Mills Parrish
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
James Perkins,'
C. T. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm. Points,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham;
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrnse, J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. F. B~nnett,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
0. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spur;·,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy, ·
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Clinton K . Tharp,
Lyttle.ton Cooke,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
A. 0. Cope,
Tipton A. Mi,l ler,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Alex . T. Craycrnft,
J.M. Neal,
John D . Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Wm. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
John Feland,
James O'Bannon,
' LaFayetteWilson-86.
Petet· .G. Fischer,
J. S. Owsley,
In the negative, none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
. who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of
the following titles, viz:
A bill for the benefit of Landon Davidson, of Carter county.
A bi]J to crnate the office of measurer of timber, and to define his
duties.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e
secopd reading of said bills being di spensed with,
There being objections to ordering said bills to be reaA the thi 1<l
time, the same were placed in, the orders of the day.
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Mr. 0raycroft, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Benjamin B. Adams, committee fo1· Vena
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L. Adams, a pauper idiot of Magoffin county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Objections being made to ordering said bill to its third reaaing,
the same was placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. 0. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Ways and Means,
who were directed to prepare a11d bring in the eame, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill for the benefit of C. M. Howard, of Elliott county,
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Sairl bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Hou se and the constitutional pro\·i s ion as to the
second reading of said bill being di spensed ·with,
Mr. Dicken moved the previous question.
And the question being tak e n," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative .
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutiona-1 provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1878.
The following petitions ~el'e presented, viz:
By Mr. Perkins-

2

ern

1. The petition of sundry citizens of Whitley county, praying the
repeal of an act creating the o·ffice of commissioners of the State
· road leading from the Tennessee line to London, Kentucky, via Williamsburg.
By Mr. Jones-

2: The petition of sundry citizens residing near lock No. 3,on
Green river, praying the passage of an act compelling the Green
and Barren River Navigation Company to alter said lock or dam
No. 3.
By same-

3. The petition of sundry citizens of Muhlenburg county, praying
the passage of an act -to authorize said county to fond its indebtedness, and redeem and cancel its now outstanding bonds and coupons.
Which were received, the reading dispe(lsed with, and rnferredthe 1st to th e Committee on ·Propositions and Grievances; the 2d to
the special committee appointed to investigate the locks and dam!
on Gret>n and Barren rivers, and the 3d to tlie Committee on the
Judiciary.
0

A mes.iage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representati.ves,
of the following titles, viz:
An act authorizing the county judge of Owen county to sell and
convey t.he title of the old jail lots, and the west half of the new jail
lot, belonging to Owen county.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Paducah.
An act incorporating the John C. Breckinridge Monument Asso·
ciation.
An act to incorporate the Coal Road Construction Company.
An act for tbe benefit of tbe tax-payers of McCracken county,
The last named bill· with an amendment.
Which was concurred in.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
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J. An act to repeal sections 2 and 3 of article 3 of chapter 28 of
General Statutes, and to fix the compensation of the Reporter of the

Court of Appeals.
,
.
An
act
to
amend
the
Louisville
and
Nash
ville
an<l
Great South2
ern Railroad Company.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

, praying tlie
of the Stati
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~ounty,

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constit1,1tio_nal provi sion as to the
gecond reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Retrenchment and Reform , and the 2d to the Committee on Railroads.
.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend section 2 of article 1, chapter 106, entitled" Tav·
erns, Tippling-houses," &c., of the General Statutes. .
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Broadway Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, in the city of Lonisville.
An act to incorporate the Maysville and ,Mason County Histor·
ical and Scientific Associafion.
An act to provide . for the pllyment of the expense's of committee
appointed to visit Deaf and Dumb Institute at DanviUe, and Eastern
Lunatic Asylum.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to reduce into on~
and amend and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating
the city of Augusta, in Brncken county," approved February 29th,
1876.
An act for the _benefit of the Kenton Station Turnpike Road, in
Mason county.
An act for the benefit of Julius Hacker, late sheriff ·of Clay county.
An act for the benefit of John P. Barrett, 1ate shetiff of Ohio
county.
An act to incorporate the Colle·g e of the .B ible . ·

Mr. Campion offered the following joint resolution, vi~:
Th~solved by the General A.uembly of tlt.e Commonwealt.lt of Kentucky,
t· t th e carpenter employed for tho Senate and Houee of Rept·esenta•
t~v 88 be, and is hereby, d_frected to r emov~ or ab3:te tho "'. ator_-closet on
rem8 6rsr floor of the Oap1·tol, as the su.me -1s a nuisance: Pfovtded, Such
or abatement shall not cost exceeding ten ($1U) dolla1·1:1.
hicb was twice read and adopted.

;v~
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Bills were reported from the several committees, who were direct,
ed to prepare anri bl'ing in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill for the benefit. of W. L. Crumbaugh, late sheriff of Lyon
county.
By Mr. Whit.aker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev,
ancesA bill for the benefit of _Elijah Hogan, sheriff of Gallatin county.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incol'porate the Bradford and Lenoxburg Turnpike Road
Company, in B,,acken county.
. By Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill for the appointment ·or official reporters, and for the preservation of evidence in certain cases in this Commonwealth.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev,
ancesA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize a committee
appointed by the Kenton county court of claims to sell the poor·
house farm of Sf;\icl county."
By. Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on 001,porate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Fa!·
mouth Turnpike Road Company, in Pendleton county."
By Mr. l3igger 1 from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of John B. Plummer, sheriff of Simpson
county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to reduce into one the several acts in relation .to the towaof
Lancaster.
By Mr. Gleason, from. the Committee on Propositions, and Griev·
ancesA bill for the benefit of Mrs. Rosa Haas, of Louis,ville.
Which bills .were severally read the first time and 01',dered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House .and the constitutional· provision as to the
~econd reading of said 9i11s being dispensed with,
07'dered, That said bills be engrossed-and read. a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitution~! ,provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, anJ that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported hy the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the foll?wing
titles, viz:
By Mr. O'Bannon, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act authorizing the judge of the Henry county court to issue
the hood~ of Henry county, for the payment to M. E. Jett and Thos.
Mahoney for building a court-house within said co11nty, and to provide for the levying and collecting a tax to satisfy said bonds.
By Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads-An act to amend and re-enact th.e charter of the Chattaroi Railway Company, approved March' 11th, 1873.

and Griev,

Ordered, That said bills be read a third _time.
The rule of. the House and the cons ti t11tional provision as to the

committee

third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the ti ties thereof be as

l the poor·

aforesaid.
The House took from the orders· of tlv'l day a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Landon Davidson, of Carter county.
Said bill reads as follows., viz:

§ l. Be it enacted by the General Assem.bly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat the Auditor of Public .Accounts ·be, and he is hereby, author-

f Simpson
tutionsthe town of
and Griev·

dered to be

r~

ized to draw his warrants on the 'rreasurer in favoi: of Wat. Audrews
Davis, of Carter counLy, for the sum of seventy -five dollars pet· annum,
beginning with the 1st day of January, 1878; which Sttms shall be applied by said Davis for the support and maintenance of Lnndon Davidson, of said county, who is a lunatic, and has AO estaLe. Said sum shall
be _paid annually to said Davis du1·ing the 1-ifo of said Davidson, or
110~1!
shall have been declared not a l uoatic by a court of competent
Jnr1sd1ction. Said Davis shall execute bond to the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, before the county clerk of Carter coanty, for the faithful performance of his trust herein; and in case of his failure to do so, or of bis
death afterwards, the county court shall appoint some other discree t person to execute said trust, by whom a like bond shall be executed, and to
wh_om the_ said wan·a-nts of the Auditor shall -be made payable.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from iLs passage.

?e

Ill

time.
as to the

Mr. Adair offered an amendment to said bill.
. And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
lt was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
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The ru le of the House and the constitutional provision as to tne
third reading of sa id bill be ing di8pensed with, and the same being
eng;·ossed,
The _question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was dec id ed in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being req uired thereon in pursuance to a pro,
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, vi z :
Those w ho vot ed in the affirmative we reMr. Speak er (Turner), D. A. G le nn ,
James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
W W. Orr,
Isaac H. Good ni g ht, J . S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
RobertF. Allensworth, Leven E. G reeQ,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gres ham,
William Points,
J. K. Bail ey,
J. W . Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
E , C. Bainbridge,
M ilton Hamilton ,
G. W. Prichard,
J. M Bigget·,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabrie l Blev in s,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A Robertson
A. Buford,
Lewis Jon es,
Granville V. Rouae,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jo:;;eph M. Kash,
C. "'· Russell,
Edmund Burr,
G ree n R . Keller,
T. W. Scott,
T. J . Bu sh,
J. Q. Lack ey,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H H. Callihan,
Richard La mber t,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbe ll,
Thomas I-I . Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
A. R. Cladrn,
' J1:1m es Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElrny, J. T. Tartar,
Alex. 'I'. Crnycroft,
W . .J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
W. T . Dick e n,
.J. W . Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E . H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
John Fe land,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G . Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
I-I. P. Whitaker,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-8'2.
Dennis Gleason,
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In the negative-none.
R esolved, That the title of said bill be as afo1·esaid.
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. 1\1 ., having arrived, the House took up
for consideration the special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to amend title 7 of the Civil Code of Practice.
·
Mr. Feland moved an am~ndrnent to the fourth secti on of ~aid
bill.
And ·the ques~ion being taken on the adoption of said amendmen~
it was decided in the affirmative.
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Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House anrl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,. and the same being
engl'Ossecl,

nee to a pro,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The hour of 11:30 o'clock, A. M., having arri.ved, the House took
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up for consideration the special1 order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
r
A bill to amend title 18 of the Civil Code of Practice.
Mr. Feland moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on Codes
of Practice.
And the question being taken o.n the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. C. U. McElroy, from .the Committee on Circuit Courts, to
whom was referred a resolution touching. the compensation of the
judge and clerk of the Louisville police court, made the following
report, viz:

To lhe Ho11se of Representatives of Kentucky:
'l.'he Committee on Circuit CourLs, who was directed, by resolution, to
"nscertain the salat·y and fees received by the police judge of. the city of
Louisville, and by whom paid, and Lbe aggregate thereof per annum; ·
whether or not there should be any change; and to ascertain the compensation of the city clerk of said po li ce court, and the amount paid in
felonycaseR," beg leave to report that, owing to the fact that they were
not empowered hy said resolution to send for persons and papers, in
order to acquire the in formation necessary for an exhaustive and tliorough knowledge of the facts des ired hy said resolution, they have been
compelled to confine their inquiries to such sources as were within theii.·
reach.

1. 'rhe police judge of the city of Louisville receives from said city an
unnual s11lary of $3,000. He receives from the State the same compensation for holdin g exam ining courts that is r ece ived by ma.gistrates for the
same churactet· of set·vice, to-wit: $2 for the trial of ~~ch felony case.
He receives from the State $ 1 in each felony case for taking the testimony on the examining tri'al.
Of course the amount be annually receives fr.om these two 1:1ources is
dependent upon the numbet· of felony c:ases brought before him fo1· trial;
b_ut as an illusLration of the amount, the comm ittee gives the compensa~
t10n received by him from December 1st, 1876, to November 30, 1877 :
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Amount received for taking d~wn testimony in felO'ny cases for said time
Amount received for holding examining ~our t1> for same time.
Total •. . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
An10unt of saiary paid by city of Lot1isville-

[FEB. tl.

F

S1, 1JJOJ
4,712 (0

---

to

--

Total compensation ..

===

2. T he clerk of the Lou isvill o police court receiv'es no Ralary and no
fees from tb e Commonwealth. His compensation is derived from person;
con~ icted of a breach of the city ord in·a nces ttnd for misdemeanors. The
amount of same and their legality the committee have no means of accurate ly ascertaining. 'l'hey nre in formed, however, that bi s annual income
from the so urce above stated is about $3,600 or $3,800.
3. F rom the Auditor's office it appears that the Commonweu!Lh pail.
on account of police for Jefferson county during tho last fiscal year,th1
sum of $3,130 62. This amount was largely paid to police officers for
arrests of parties charged with fe lony, and is a legitimate charge again~
the State, provided the servi~es were actually performed in all cascswhert
the charges have been made, w hich is a question the committee cannO\
settle without more plenary power, as the accounts, as presented to'the
Au ditor, are prima Jaci.e cor r ect.
'l'he committee is of opinion that the co mpensation rec£1ivod by the
police judge is iIJ exceR& of wh at it shou ld be, and recommend that th1
act allowing him $1 for taking the testi mony in felony C!l808 should~
repealed.
Th e information of the committee is, that t he services porformed byth1
police judge are laborious, and of a very unpleasant nature, and requir1
close attention; but they are of opini on that the present compensatioo
should l;>e reduced nevertheless.
The committee will report a bill in accordance herewith,in caseamori
thorough investigation is not ordered.
All of which is respec lfuliy reported.
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C. U. MoELROY, Ch'n.
Whieh was received and read.
Mr. Spalding mov~d to re-refer the sa me to the Committee on Cir·
cuit Courts, with instruction s to bring in a bill in accordance with
said report.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee

ori

Cot'pora:te Institutions, to whom

was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

p
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An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation

e

S1,133oi
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to ihe town of Lawrenceburg,

Reported the same without amendment .
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time .
Said bill was read a third time, as follows, viz:
~ 1, Be it enacted by the General Assembly of lite Cnmmonwealth of' Ken tucky. 'fhat the corporate limits of the towri of Lawrenceburg be, and
are,estab!ished as follows: In the form of a square, whose sides shall run
north, south , east, and wei:\t, and r.neas ut·e seven · hundred and seventy
ynrdH,anu_wb?se c~ntre shall be the centl'O of Main and Allen streets, at
their crossrng !n Raid town.
~2. That hereafter the fiscal, prudential, and munic ipal conce1·ns of
snid town shall be vested in seven tt·nstees, who shall be elected annually
on the fi1·st SaLurday in August, by the legal voters of said town. Said
trustees ~hall hold their offices for the term of one year ; and until thei1·
successors shall be elected and qualified; that the "said trul:!tees. before
t~eyenter upon the duties of said office. shall ·take an oath befot·e some
justice of the peace, or before so me other person autho riz ed by law to
administer an oath, that they will faithfully, and wiLhout favor 01· idfection
to any 011e, dischal'/~e the duties of trustees to said town during their continuunce in office; that in case a vacancy s hall occur in said board of trustees, the said board sltal! hav e power to fill the same; that 110 person s hall
be a trustco of saiJ town who it:1 not, at the time of holding the same, a
citizen thereof, and who has not t·es id ed therein at leiist twelve months
previcus to his election.
~ 3. That said trustees, and the ir suCCCC\B!lOrs in office, shal l be a bodypoliLic und oot'porate, and shall be known by the name and style of "The
Board c,f 'l'ruRtces of Lawrenceburg;" and by that name shall be capable
in law of contrac,ting and being contracted ":itl1, of suing and being sued.
of plentling and being imp[eaded, of answering and being answered, of
tl_efend1ng and. being def ended, in al I courts and places ; and may use
o,tl)cr a common or private seal; and do all other acts, matter!:', and things
which a body-politic and corporate, having perpetual succcssiou, may lawfully and rightfully do. ·
§4. 'rhat Lhe trustees may, from time to time, fix and regulate, by their
hi:·lnws, th_e times and places of the regular meetings of the board, and
~l,o prescribe the mode in which special meetings may be bad, and may
rnfl,cLa penalty, not exceeding two dollars . on any mernber for non-attendance at any on~ meeting; and ma., appoint one of their number chairman
of the board of tru stees, whose duty it shall be to inspect tbe conduct of
th e subortlinate offieers of the town and to cause the Jaws and ord in ances
otsuid town to be exeeuted and pu~ in force and a1, far as in his J)ower to
cnus A aII neg 11gence,
·
' violation
'
'
carelessness, and positive
of duty to be duly
Ptsented and punished. He shall have power to call special meetings of
~ 0 ~oard at any time; be shall preside at all the meetings of the board,
ut _In case of bis absence, any une of the members of said board may
pregide at any one meeting; it shall also be the duty of the chai rm an to
communicate tu tbe board al l such information. and reeommend all such
neieaSnres, as may tend to the improvement of tbe streets. police, henlth,
S cur,ty I
~. , , c ean I'1n esf.1, comfort, and ornament of the tuwn . '
~ 0 · Tbat the said board o t truE<tees and their succei=:sors sha ll have
power 'a0 d nut b or1ty
, to take, receive, and
'
· ixed, and
'
hold real, m
personal
estat
e, by purchase, devise, bequest, or donation, for the use, benefit, or
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ornament of said town; and may use, appropriate, lease, or sell the l'lli
or pel'sonal or mixed estate which may be so takeu and received by th
or which is now held by, or bas been conveyed to, the board of trust~l
the town of Lawrencebul'g, in s uch manner and upon such terms as the
may deem .expedi ent: Provided, however, That no sale or lease shall
made of any r ea l estate, unless the same be sancUoned at the 8amemer
ing by the votes of six trustees, and whose vote shall appear recorded'
full up on the record s, giving the names of thos e who voted for and II:
names of those who voted ugainst.
§ 6. That the suid boa1·d of tru stees, and their successors in office.shall
have full power and authority to maintain and to carry into judgmentnnl
execute any action or actions of t1·uspass, for any injury done Lo anypro~
erty. real, personal, or mixed, bulonging to said town; and may, in lib
manner. maintain and cany into judgment and execution any olhtr
appropriate action 01· act ion s fol' the recovery o~ the sarne, or dama,0
0
for the cletenLion, taking-, injury, or destruction of the same.
§ 7. That the board of tru stees sha ll have power and authority to elm
the st,reets, alleys, sidewalks, and passways in said town of all obsirnctions; to e r ect and sink cistern s, wells, and pumps, keep open all spring,
in Raid town. and declare them fr.ee by verdict of a jury to be empn1111eled
befol'e the pol iue judge for that purpose, except sp rings belonging to p1i,
vate persons or upon private property; they shall also have Lhe powe1
and authority Lo nreserve and protect, free from encumbra nce, all the
public grounds and improvements in said town; they s hall have fo:i
power and authority to remove, and uuuse to be removed and abated,ar,y
nuisance in said town, and to r eg nlate the storage or removal of u11ycom.
bustible or· unwhol eso me material -that may injure the health, or tend ti
diminis h the comfort of the citizens or the security of their property;
they shal l also have the power and authority to causo any chimney,,
flues, stove pipes, or fire 1il aces, that in their judgment may Lhreaton the
security of property, to be changed and repaired, so as to remove ti,,
cause or danger of insecurity; they shall also hav e power and authority
to cause the owners or occupiers of property fronting on streets or alley•.
to keep the streets or alleys in front of them clear and free from d1rto1
filth; and in all casee unumeraLed in this section, when the personswh
should do so fai I or r efu se to obey and perform · the directions gim i_n
relati on thereto bv the boal'd of trustees the said trustees may hare the11
orders executed at their own expense, a~d the cost and charges tbus_ incurred t;hall be paid by those who should have complied with tho d_irections of the board in relation thereto, and may be reQpvered by Lhe board
of trustees by warrant for th e same befo re the police judge, or by a sari
in the Anderson quarte rly ot· circuit court.
§ 8. 'l'hat the suid trustees may cause the said town, and the ground,
bel0nging to Ra id town, to be ornamented in su_ch manner as they may
deem expedient, with fencing, Lrees, and shrubs, and the necessary proltl!·
tion of said trees and sb1·ubs; and if any person oi· persons shall willlully
injure said trees, shrubs, or fencing, or any part thereof, 01· the boxmgf'.r
the protection of the sa me, eacb perso n so uffending shall, for every 5uc~
offense be subject to a fine of not less than one nor more than fifty dollar,,
to be r~cqvere·d by the said trustees, in their name and for their benefit,by
warrant before the police judge.
,.
§ 9. S,tid trustees shall hav e full power to purchase and erect the ~ecell
sa1·y gt·o110d and buildings for a fre e school in said town, and ma 0 \
necessary r ecr ulations in relation to said school, and tbe govel'nmentan
o
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and confirm the officers elected by said companies, and procure the necessary engines and implements to I.J c used in ease of fire, and require all t,he
inhabitants of said town to keep s ueh a nnmb or of fir e bnekets aR they
may think ne~essary, ~nd mak e _such regulationA as they nrn.y think n~ce,sary in relation to said compa111cs. They s hall ha~·e power and anLhor1ty
tocstt1blish a wat.ch -hou se and n. work-house, 01· c1tt1er _01· both, as they
mavdoem expedient, and appoint watehmen and other officers to snpcr intend such houses, and to apprehend all offenders and dii-ordtil'l.)" perriOII$ ,
and take them before the prop0r tribunal. to be dea lt with aceor<ling to
lnw. All persons who may be confined, by orde1· or judgm e nt of tlte
police judge or justice of the peace of said _town, for breaehes or the
pence, riots, routs, affrays, unlawtul assc111bllcs, or nny other offense:,
agn111;t the ordinanees or by -ln.ws of ,mid town, or the gene ra l laws in
roh1tion to the same; and all common me ndicant,;; and ntgrantl:l may, by
the order of the said police judge or justice of the peace, it hu think
proper to make such order, be eonfi ned in said work-house at hard labor,
nnd shull be discharged when the terms of thei1· confinement have b(•en
complied with, or the time thereof has expired; they 1,hall also ha-<i the
power to establish a pest -hou se 01· hos pital; and, when th ey think neee8·
sary for publie safety, place therein all persons infected with malignanL or
contn!{ious disenses.
~ LO. 'rlrnt the board of Lrustces of the town of Lawrenc:ebur~ sha ll
hnl'o the power Lo appoinL, annually, a clerk, as~essor, treasurer, m,1rkot·
master, surveyor, attorney, and sue h othe1· offieers for said town as 111ay
bo neces8ary to car-ry into effet:t the laws, by -law s, rulei:; and regulaLiunl:! ,
made for the general welfare of sai<l·town and citizens thereof'; and may
prescribe the reepeotive duti es, nnd affix and pay Lhc ,r espe<.: L1ve salaries
of said officers. They shall requj;·e bond, with sufficient security in ,tdcqu11tc penalties by all officers appointed l.Jy them Lo fill responsible offi<.:es,
which bond shall be made payable to the board of tru;;tees of·~he town
of.Lawrenceburg, and may contain any stipulations and covenantR that
6n1d truRtee~ may think proper Lo r equ ire or receive; and when exc,c ntc<l ,
shall operate as a mortgag-e and I ien upon all the reo I and person a l estate
ol sueh officers, and their securities respectivelr, unLil all the eonditions
Of said bond lll'e respectively complied with; and for a breaeh 01' violation
of the conditions of any i,ucl:i bonds, the said tru:;tecs,may i;ue and recover,
and hav~ the appropriate judgm e nt and exec ution by action of covenant
or debt_ rn the Anderson circuit coui·t, against the partieH to ~aid bonds
respectively; that said officers a.nd their se<.:Ul'iLies shall be liabl e for the
prompt pt1.nnent of all l:lums of money that shall come to th ei r hands;
nnd t_hey and tbci1· securities shal I be I iable to a. judgment in the Anderson
circuit court in favor of tbe board of t1·n1;tces, or any pel'son entitled Lo
money collecLed by them, in like, and subjeet to the same, pe nalties that
shor1fl'~ and their Recurities are; that said board shall have full powe1· and
authol'lty, at any time, t.o remove any of said officers or their <lopuLies,
8nd to appoint others in their stead; and when any vaea ncies occur, by
e death, removal, or resignation of the ehairman of the board or any
~f the ~fficers, they shall, in like manner, hi.ve full power and auLhority
0 ~ppornL others in thei1· stead.
§ 11. That the trustees shall appoint, from among the citizens of said
\ 0 ;v 11 , an assessor, who sball, before he enters upon the duties of his office,
tce,an oath duly and imparLially to discharge the dutiel:l thereof, whose
UL) 1t shall be to call u1Jon all taxable persons in t:Jaid town and make
outat·
sh te 1·1st of their taxable property, with the value thereof,' which list
aII e made upon the oath of the party, to be administered by the

th

'

,
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assess or. 'l'h e 11~sesso r's li s t sha ll be taken so as to ' include all thel'!II
estate of sn.id town, and all fr ee males over twenty-one years of n
except those no~ exe1'.1 pt by law: together with all otlier species or
1
sonal property, including all articles of property now subject to taxniioi
for r eve nue purposes, except s pectacles, watches, .and pianos. If unyper.
son shall refnse to giv~ in a liAt of. their property? or be absent, the us.,e;s
or shall make out a list from the best rnformat1on he can procul'e· aoJ
when there iA any real estate in said town, the owner whereof m~v~
unknown, it shall be the duty of the assessor to report that fact specially
on hi s Iist. together with the value of the property. Re shall, on or before
the firE1t da_y of Mnrch in each y ear, complete and return. the list so tnkei
to the board of trustees. Upon t-h e return of the list by the asse~sor the
trusteeR shall give notice that any persons, who may feel themi~lve;
ngg1·i evecl by the valuation or the aAsessor, m·ay appear before them, nla
stated meeting, to be held for sue;h purpose, on or before the firstdayof
Apr il in eaeh ye!l.r, with their evidence to show the true valuation of such
property; and the trustees, on sueh proof being made to tbem, may
change such valuation.
§ 12. 'l'hut the f'aid board of trm,tecs may annually lay and levy the
taxes for thH current year, and direct tho time within which the same
shall be paid, at th e first meeting of the board after· the assessor return,
hi s li st; 01·, it anything should prevent the levy and tax from being then
made and lev ied, the same may be done at the next or any subseqnenl
meet~ng of the board.
§ 13.~That on or before the first d ay of .M:ay in each year, the clerknf
the board of tru~tees shall r eceive, iile, and preserve tbe asseRsor's li,1.
with any e;orrections that may have been made the1·ein by the boa!'tlof
trustees.; nnd th e Rnid list thns r ece ived, or copies thereof'. nttested by
said cleric shall be received in evidence in any court of justioo; shall be
prifna jacie ev idene;e t,hat tho af'sessor bM complied with nil the dulill!
preRcrihed to him by law; and shall also be prima facie evidence that all
the laws in relation to fixing and adjustment of the taxes bave been regularly com plied with by the board of trustees and its officers.
3 14. 'l'hat th" treasurer appointed by the board of trustees shall take
an oath faithfully and hon estly to di~charge the duties of his office,nnd
shall execute bond , with good security, to the sat_isfaction of the trustee,,
which bond shall i;>e conditioned to l,)HY over all moneys which may come
to his hand1,1 as treasurer to the trustees or their order, and to perform nil
the duties impol:led on him by the lnw nR tref1:surer, and ma_y uontainsuch
stipulations as tho bonrd may think proper to require. '.l'he treusurer
shall receive and receipt for all the moneys paid to the board of trustees
by any one authorized by said board to collect the taxes, dues, and de·
mands of s nid town. He shall k ee p a fair record of all the fiscal concerns
of tho ·board, and r ecord in order tho appropriations of said board, as certifi ed to him by the clerk, and pay the same acc01·ding to their order. He
shall pay no moneys without receiving a copy· of the, resolution of the
board of trustees making Sllch appropria tions; and he Rhall file all re·
coived by hirn tor settlement by reso ln tion of the boa.rd. His bookshnlial
all tim e!-l be open to the inspect ion of pe1·sons having claims u~on the
bonrd upon reasonable notice. Ho s hall, on the 10th clay of July in each
year, 1·cport to tlie board of trustees .11 true list of all the moneys receive<l
by him. with a liflt of all tho money s and dnes that r emain unpaid aLlb~
time. He shall be allowed such compensation for his services ns the bonr
of trustees may direct, not exceeding three per cent. on all .moneys r~·
ceiv ed by him; he shall also, when required by an order of tho boar'
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attend and report to said board the condition of the treasur:y, and shall at
ull times be ready for a settlement.
~ 15. 'rhat the cler~ appoin t_ed by the said t_rustees ~ball take an oath
faith[ully and imparti al ly to d1sclrnrge the duties of his office, and flhall
execute bond, with snch conditions and with such security as shall be
required by the board. It shall be his_duty to preserve the books, papers,
recor<ls, and everything belonging to his office, and deliver the same to
his successor in office. He shall keep a regular journal of the proceedings or the hoard, with a regular account of the fiscal concerns th e reof.
He shall file and preserve the poll-books aanuully, and shall recoru all the
nets resolutions, and orders of tho board. He shall take ult bonds, agreemen1ts, and records, irnd preserve all contracts and agreeuients made between the board of trustees and othet· persons. He shall copy and sign .
all reoolutions, claims, and allowances, when required to do so, by persous
having claims against the board. Ho shall file ,rnd preserve annually the
assessor's book. He shall make out a fair list of the persons and prop erty li able to taxes, with tho amount due by such persons or property, in
alphabetical order, and pluco the same in the hands of the treasul'er, on
or bofore the first day of April annuall y; and he sha ll file and prose1·ve
tbe report of the treasurer; and he shall make out and place in the hands
of the marshal or collector, when one has been appointed, on or before
the first day of April a11nually, a list of the persons and property by
whom or on which taxes and dues to the town remain unpaid, and the
amount of the sume respectively, and take a receipt t'ot· the same. He
shnll have full power to administer oaths in all cases when oaths may be
. necessary. His compensation shall be fixed and allowed by the board.
§ lti. 'r liat a marshal shall be elected annually, on the first Monday of
Augnst in each year,'in tho same manner as constables are elecLed, and
by tho citizens of the town who are qualified voters by Lhe laws of the
State; and a poll shall be oponed on the poll-books at the county election
for the election of said marshal; a11d h~ shall take an oath faithfully to
dischal'ge tbe duties of bis office, and shall give bond; with approved
secul'ity, in a sum not less than three thonsand do ll ars, conditioned f'aithf~l~y to discharge his duties, and whicb,bond may uontain any other con d1t1ons that tbe board may think proper to require; and be shall have
full power, within the county of Ande rson, to serve al l process and precepts to him directed from the po'Tice judge, and make due return thereof; he shalt have full power, within tbe county of Anderson, to collect
the taxes, dues, and demands of said town, in the same manner that sheriffs have to collect tbe tount,y levy and State revenuo, wbenovet' the board
ol Ll'ustees may place the same in his bands for collection. He may levy
and pel'fect executions upon al l 01·ders ant.I judgments of the police judge;
Sel'\'0 and execute all orders and notices is::1ued 01· made by Lhe board, a nd
muke duo return on tbe same. He shall be entitled to the same fees · and
pel' cont. for collecting the tax of said . town, penalties an'd forfe itures, as
shel"ilfs and constab les are in like cases wben it is not otherwise provided
fol' by this aet or by order of the boi\l'd. He shall be entitled to a foe of
one dollar for serv in g a peaue warrant or wurrant for a riot, ront, affray,
0l' br~aeh or the peace, ant.I for a ll warrants where fines are to be assessed
~{ a Jury before the police judge; and in all other cases his fees shall be
bie S!Ln_ie as those allowed by law to constables for like servicef:'. He shall
i5 8~bJect to the same proceedings and liable to the same penalties as
~ie~·itfa and constables are in like cases for non -performance of a,i'y of the
mut'.e~ ei°jo in ed by tbis act. He sha ll have the power to appoint a deputy
ms a, by and with the advice and consent of the board of trustees,

,
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whose powers and dut(es shall b~ the same as tbe marshal's, and the mar.
shal shall be responsible on his bond for all the acts of such deput
Should the marshal. during his in cumbency in office, remove permanent['
from the town, or absent himself Lhm·efrom for t he space of one montl
the board of ~rnstees shall have power to declar~ said office vacant, nnd
tlte next, meet111g thereafter shall p1·oceed to appoint some suitable person
to 611 said vacancy: Pro11ided, however, That when a depuLy bas been a.
pointed, he shall fill the office during a temporary absence of the marsh;i,
IL sha ll be the duty of the mari;hal to make 1·egu lar reports, in writing.to
the board of trustees, whenever require<l to do so by the by-laws of the
town, or ti.Jc rmiol uti ons of said board, and do such oLher duties as required
by said by-laws or the resolutions of said board.
§ T7. 'rhat the board of Lrustees of the town, when Lhey may deem ii
expedient, may Hppoint some othe 1· person Lhan the 111a1·sltal collector for
the town of Lawrencebu rg, whose duty it shall be to co llect, all the taxes
dne and demands of the town, and do such other acts as may be required
of him by the by-laws of the town.
§ 18. That the board of trnstees shall have tlle powor to appoint un
officer, to be cal led tho attorney fo r the town of Lawroncebnrg, whose
duty it shall be to act vise and counse l the board; to prosecute and de!cnd
all suits fot· the use and benefit of the trustees of the town of Lawre11ceburg; and the county atto rn ey shall have no right nor power to prosecute
or defend in such cases, nor be allowed fees therefor; the said attorney
to be removed at the pleasure of the board of trustees, and to receive for
his services a salary Lo be fixed and allowed by said board.
§ 19. There shut! be e lected by Ll1e qualified voters of the town of
Law1·enceburg a judicial officer, to bo styled a police judge of Lawre11ceburg, who shall hold his ·office for four years. His term of office shall
expire at the same time with the offico of the county judge of Anderson
county; and e lection s to fill said offic-.e shall he held at the l'egularAugust
election. Vacancies in said offi<fo shalt be filled by the board of trustees
of said town until the next regula.r eleetion. The said police judge.
before be enters upon Lhe duties of his office, shall r.itke an oaLh before
some justice of the peace, o r before some person au thol'ized by law lo
administer an oath, to discharge the duties of said office faithfully and
impartially, to the best of his abi lity, without favor, affection, or partiality to any one, together with such oaths as public office rs are requir~d
by law to take. 'l'he said judgo sha ll L1ave jurisdiction, wiLhin the s_a1~
town and county of Anderson, of a ll misdemeanor!' and of all causes,c1vil,
criminal, or penal, in wflich justices of the peace "have jn1·isdicLion;_nnd
that in cr iminal or penal cases h e shall have tbe jurisdiction now g1von
by law to two justices of Lhe peace, and s hall proc.eed in the same man,
ner that jusL1ces of the peace at·e required to proceed in s uch _cases. He
shalt have full power and authority to require bail, and receive Lbe_a~knowledgment and execution of recognizances of bail in all case~ 01·1g1·
nating before him, in which bail is or may hereafter be autbol'JZed or
required by the law qf. the land ; and such recognizances shall be ta_lcon
in such fo1·m, and be return ed in suc h manner, as is 01· may be prescl'lbed
by th6 several laws authorizing or requiring bail. He shall be a conservator of the peace, and have jurisdiction over affrays, assaults and
batteries, ri ots, routs, breaches of the peace, unlawful assemblies, a_nd ~~
cases of indecent or immoral behavior or conduct calculateJ to distui
the peace and digniLy of said town, over all cases of drunkenness, ruo·
ning horses, profane swearing, firing guns or pistols, making _report .b;
burning powder or matches 'Or crackers or otherwise, blow1pg hotn,
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flying kites, erring_ aloud by daJ'. or ~ight, and all other riotous con_duct
whatever witb111 said town , a ll of wliieh are hereby d eclared to be misdemeanors. He shall have juri sd iction of all offenses or c:rn~es arising out
of tho by-laws and ordinan0es passed by the board of trustees for the
enforcement of the powers granted them by law. H e s lrnll have power
to order the marsh1d to su mmon a jury, in any caRe t:ognizable before
him, when a jury would be required before the circuit cou rt 01· a ju stice
of the peace; and in all cases when the a mount of the fine is not or may
not be fixed by law, tho same s hall be ascertained by the verdicL of a
jury. B.e sball hav e power to is1rne s umm ons for witne::iRel:l in cases pending before him. Opon their failure to auend, may award compulsory
process Lo compel their attend:rnce. He shall have power, without the
intervention of a jury, to fine and imprison for conte 111pL: Provided, The
fine does not exceed ten <lolla1·R, n o1· the impri sonment twelve hours It
shall be lawful for him to ta k e depositions and ce rtify the same, when
they are to be read aA ev id ence in any cau:.e pending in any court in tbis
Commonwe:i.ltb. He shall have full power anJ authority to grant injunctions, restraining ordel'S agairn,t absent defendants, wrilA or ne exeat and
habeas corpus, under the same l'lll es and regulation s pre,;cribed by the
so,erul act.s authorizing certain justices of the co unty courts .to grant
injunctions, w!'its of ne e.1:eat and habeas corpus. He ::!hall have full power
Lo administer oaths in a ll c·useH wherein j nstices of the peace are required
and authorized so to do; and he Rh all have the ri g ht , where the town
marshal mny be intereRted or otlierwi::ie i11capacitated from serv ing , to·
appoint an officer to serve tlie process of hi s coun, and do any duty n ecessary tQ carry out the power ve::ited in said police judge by law; Ra id
person shall take an oath and g ive good seu urity Jor faithful disc harge
of his duty, and may be s ued thei·eon by any one aggrioved by hil:l wrongful 11CtR. Ile may be removed at any time by the appointing power. He
shnll bo allowed the feeA allowed the town marFdia l tor lik e se1·vices. He
shall keep ,1 record of bis proceedings, a copy of which »hall be evide nce
rn 1111 courts of justice, and have the same effeL:t as thtl r0cords or the
justices of the peace; and shall, in all other matte rs not here in mentioned,
hnve cOnCJurrent jurisdiction with justices of the peace, a11d be governed
by the same laws and r eg ulations. All trials before tho police judge shall
bo held and had in the town of Lawrenceburg. Ile s hall make out a full
report to the board of trustee1:1, at the fii·st meeting in Ju ly of each year,
of all cases for Lbe violation ot law brought befoi·e him for trial, wiLh the
amount of fines imposed , show ing those which have and those which have
11ot been collected or paid, together with the amount of bis fees of said
cases.
.
320. 'fhat the police judge sl.Jall isRue his p1·ocesl'! in the name of the
~om1~onwealtb, as other warrnnts, excep t in cases othe nviRe provid ed for
ID this act, and make them returnable before him as police judge of Lawrenceb~rg; tl.Je same shall bo dir ected to the marshal, or to any constable
or slrnl'ltf of Anderso n county, and shall be ·e xecuted and returned by the
marshal, constable, 01· sheriff, as the case may be, under the same p e nalties
ns other process from justices of the peace: Provided, however,· That when
any prosecution is instituted and carried on aL the in :itanue of the board
of trustees, the warrant shall state that it, is iss ued at th e ir instance, in
which case they shall be entitled to the fine or penalty recovered; and in
tse the defendant 01"delendauts are acquitted, the said trustees e.ball be
iable for such costs as may b e adjudged in favor of the defendanL or defeudants. 'fhe police judge shal l be entitled to a fee of one dollar t:or a
peace wanant, or for a warrant for a riot, rout, b1·each ot the peace, un.
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lawfu l assembly,.aff,·ny, for any misdemeanor, for a breach of any of the
la ws in relation to Lhe town of Lawre nceburg, or of any by-laws or ordi.
nan ces of the board of trustees; he sha ll be allowed fifty cents for all
injunctions, re~Lraining orders against nbsent defendants, writs of nee.real
habeas corpus, rcspeclivcl_r, and in all other cases his fees shal l be thosam;
as those of a ju~tice of Lhe pence for lik e serv iues.
§ 21. That th e b0ard of trustees of the tpwn of Lawrenceburg shnll
have power and authority Lo assess, levy and collect, annually, a tax on
all real and porsonal estate, within the limits of said town, not to oxceed
fifty cents on lhe one hundre d dolla1·s' wo r Lh of propel'ty; a lso to levr and
collect a poll tax, not exceeding- two dollars On all pel'SOns now subject to
county levy; 1 hey may tax all theatt·ical p e rformances, shows, and cxhi,
bitions, of all kinds wlrntever, in nny s um noL exceeding twenty dollars
for each p e rformance within the town of Lawren ce burg, or within one
mi .l e of Lhe ' limil:; Lhercof; they shall have power and authority to tax all
auctioneers in a s11111 not exc:ecd in g ten per cent. for all goods, wi11·es,and
merc handi~e, a 11d articles so ld to biLlderA w ithin said town, oxce pt property s old by <;it izens of theii: own mnnu/'auture, or b,Y orde r of court,or
by executorR, administrato1·s, or guard ians; and shall have a li on on :ill the
articles wi ld , or Lo be sold, fo,· said tax, unti I the sa'm e is paid, or the per.
sons selli ng the same take out licenfie for that purpose; they shall have
·pow er to licenRr, all auctioneers; they shall have power and mnhority to
ha, e all ~tores and grocerieR, within the limits of the town, to be cl:1ssed
first , second , and third, and to levy and collect a tax noL exceeding fif{eea
dollars 011 claHi:; number one; nncl class numbe1· two, ten dollars; aud das,
nu·mber three, fi\·e dollars, annually; and when stores are so classed and
tax ed , t/10 gouclA ther e in shall not be valned and in cluded in tho nssm.
mcnt of property fo1· taxat ion in sa id town. ·'l'he isaid trnstces shall have
all the rights and power to coll01:t the taxei; of said Lown thaL is now given
by law for tho co ll ect io n of State taxes.
§ 22. 'l'hat from and after the passage of th is acit, the board of trustees
of the town of Lawrencebtll'!!, in Anderson county, shall have the exclusive rig/it to l1ce11Re all taverns, grocel'ies, retailers, drnggiRts, victualers,
eonfcctioners, and houses of public resort, excepL gambling houses and
hon ::,cs of ill litme, within Lhe town of Lawrenceburg, or within one mile
of the limit:; Lhereot; and such li ce nse shall only be g rantod at the dis,
crulion of the board of trn,-tees of' snid Lown; and any law giving tho
county co11rt of Ande rson county the power to grant tavern license withi11 the limits of' said town, 01· w iLhin 0110 mile thereof; is hereby repealed;
and it sha ll riot be lawful for any pe1·:1011 to se ll spirituous, malL, or vinous
liqu ors, in quantities lesr; tban a qu-a r t, within th e limits of the town.of
La\n-enccb111·g, or witbin one mile thereof, until such person has applied
to, and obtained from, the board of trustees or said town a lieonse oo to
do; 1101· shall any p e rson, within tbc limits of said town, 01· within on.e
mil e thereof, sell spirituou:,; liquors in quantities of a quart or u~er·, until
such person shall have obtain ed from said boal'd of trustees a licens.e.so
to do; 001· ~hall it be lawful f'or any cl r·uggist 01· apothecary to sell spll'lt·
u oui,i liquor15 within the limits of said town, except for medicinal purposes,
until such drug-gi:,;t 01· apotheca r y shall obtain from the board of trust~es
of said town a lievrn,e so to do· and shall also take an oath, to be administered by the chail'llrnn of sai,; _board of trustee~, that he ot· they will no~
sell spil'ituous liquors nndel' said lice n se, except fot· medicinal purposes,
and said trustees maJ· in their d i8uretion grant or .refuse sucb license, :iod
·
shall bave power to fix' the amonnt to be ' paid fol' suc h license,
w h'10 l1 s,·u<l
trustees may increase or diminish at pleasure, a nd which Lhey shall have
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power lo demand annual I)~from the per11onR th us Iico~Red:. P.roviderl, _That
noLhin!( in this act contu_ined sha ll affect an_v exiRtmg li cense until the
sha ll ex pire by then· terms, or sha ll relear<e any Ruch hotrnes from
811010
aying Stale tax; and that where a State tax is i rn posed by exiKti ng laws,
fi 0 licensll from said trustecR sha ll authorize tho sale of li quors nntil such
persons shall have complied with_ tho law impoRing ~t[lte t~x: _Provided,
'fhut the amount fixed by tho Raid trustees to be paid fo r li c--en!le to sell
liquors in quantities less than a quart, except in cni,e of a druggist or
apothecary, shall not be less than filty ·nor more tha_n two hundred a nd
fifty dollars; and the amount fixt1d by sa id trustees, to be paid for a
license to sell liquors in quantities of a quart and over, shu 11 not be less
thnn twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars; and thu amount
fixed by said trustees, to be paid for li cense by any dng_,gist 01· apothe cary, shall not be more than ton dollars; und no licenRe horounder sha ll
be for more than one year, and the amount r equired therefor s ha ll not be
increased until said license shall expire.
§23. That in granting license provided for in thi s act, the f't, id board of
trustee8 shall be governed by the law now in force in relation to the
granting of license for the Raio of Rpiritn ons liquors, 1so fur as the same is
not repealed or modified by this act. All bonds sha ll be takon by the
clerk of the board or trustees for such li cense, nnd an oath administered
by him, as is required to be administered by clerks of the county courts.
§ 24. That 1f any coffee house keeper, tavern -keeper, retailer, druggist,
victualer, or other keeper of 11, hou8e of public resort, where spirituous,
malt, or vinous liquors may· be offered for sa le, shall presume to carry on
tboir business, without t\pplyin~ for and paying for t he license provided
for in this act, it shall be lawflll for the said tru f!tees to sue for and recover
of such offending person, before the police judge of said t0wn, or before
the county judge, a sum equal to the amount r ecjuired by said trustees to
be paid tor such licen se, witb costs, and which may be collected by the
town marshal, or the sheriff the county, for the use and benefit of said
Lown; and in the collection of such judgmer,ts, the officers i:: ha\1 be governed by the laws now in force in relation to the col lect.ion of fineti, &c.
§ 25. 'r hat tho board of trustees sh :dl have the power and authority to
suspend, either indefinitely or for a limited per iod , any licen se which may
have been granted to any tavern -keeper or other vendor of spi rituous, malt,
or vinous liquors, whenever they shall be tmtisfied that the keeper of such
h?use bas permitted unlawful gaming in his house, or hn s permitted any
d1?01·derly or indecent conduct to be practiced or comm itLed, or has per ~1ttetl any person to tipple or drink to intoxi cation the1•ein: Provided, ,
Ihat no such license shall be suspended until the keeper of such house
~as bad five days' previous notice, and has been permitted to fl how cause,
if any ~e can, why his license i;hould not be rrnspended. lf' any person,
whose hc~nse shall have thus been suspendQd by said boal'IJ, >< hall after
;ards sell _by retail any spirituous, malt, or vinolt::l liquors, he shall be
. eemed gmlty of keeping a ti ppl'ing house.
.~ 26. ~be board of trustees s hall ha,e power to i,uppres~, by ordinance,
1t~ suitable p·enalties, all tippling-h0uses, bawdy-house~, und houses of
1~·fame, all retailing of spirituou s liquors and winel'!, and di:,turbances of
t e p_eace ~nd tranquility of the town ; and ha,e the power to pass ~II
needful ordmances and by-laws for carrvi nO' into effect the ·pt>Wers herem
ranted, and executing all the p1•ovision"s of this act, with f< Uitable penal188 for t~e infraction of the same, not exceeding ,fifty dollars, except in
~fsc!· ot d1stqrbance of religious worship, riots, breaches of tl10 peace, and
PP 1Dg•hou3es, w~ere the penalty may be one hundred dollars; but all

1
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fines for offenses other tban violations of town ordinances shall be paid
as now provided by law.
§ 27. The poliee judge of Lawl'encebuJ'_g·, or any other magistrate of
Anderson eounty, shall lia\·e jul'isdietion of all eases arisir,g under this
act, or under the ordinanees paHsed in pur,nrnnce thereof; and all licensos
fines, or other penalticR asse.,sed under· this act, may be collected by lb~
town marshal, 01· by the ;;heriff 01· any eonstuble of Andot·Ron county,and
shal I be paid ovel' u.r them to the tl'easurer of said board, and the snme
shall be held fo1· the use and benefit of said town of Law1·encebui·g.
§ 28. That the tl'll~teos shall have power to impose a tax upon all
domestic animal~ in f!nid town.
~ 29. That the Raid tl'ustees shall exercise and possess all the powers
and privileges whieli, by the general laws of the land in !'elation to towns
are granted to trustees; and shall have Jul_[ power and authority to mak;
all neeessary b) -laws and regnlations, for the purpose of carrying into
effect the powcl'f! grnnteJ by th is act, and also sucb as may be necessary
fur the eomfol't. elean Ii ne::;s, good Ol'der, and seen ri ty of said town and the
citizens thereof, Rnd may entorc~ the sume by adequate penalties, to be
recovered in their name hefo1·e the police jndgc: Provided. 'l'he same are
not contral'y to tlie Co11stitution· 11nd Jaws of the land. No suit shall be
instituted ngainst the ~aid trufltflcs, unl ess the same is instituted in the
eounty of Andu1·,:;u11, and sel'viee of process on the chairman of tbe board
shall be suffieient.
§ 30 . 'rhat i<aiJ bonrJ of tl'ustees shall cause a copy of their annual
reeeipts and disbursements of money to be published in some newspaper
published in RaiJ town, or otherwise, which publication shall be made
immediately alter their annual settlement with their treasurer.
§ 31. That whenever the public eonvenience may, in the opin ion of the
board of trustees, r equire any street, a ll ey, lane, or highway to be opened,
laid out, extended, cirnnged, straighteneJ, Ol' altered, they may obtain, by
p111·chase from the owners thel'eot', such 1·eal estate as may be necessary
therefor; that in all cases where they cannot obtain, by purchase, such
real estate, they shall have power to cause to be filed a petition in the Anderson circuit coun Jescribing the same, and a writ of ad quod daimmm
shall be awarded by the t·ou1·t, direc'ted to the marshal ·of the town :·Provided, 'rhat all persons having an ownership or interest in sueh real estate
shall be made Jetendants to suicl petition; and persons under disabiliLiea
and non-resident:; shall be proceeded again1,t as required by the Civil Code
of Practice .
.
§ 32. The b_o ard of trustees may, from Lime to time, direct and require
the owners of lots, or parts of lots, in saiJ town, when the same fronts on
a street or alley, to cause the same to be purbed and paved with sidewalks
in front of their respeetive lots, or fractions of lots, of such width and of
such materials, and in such manner and at i;uch elevations as the board
may deem expedient-; and also to repair the same in such mode an'.J man·
net· as they may direct'; and also to g?·ade and pave and macadamize uoe
half of the strPet or alley in front of the whole line or lines of then' said·
lots, or fraetions of lots, in such mode and manner as the trustees mar
direct. If the owner or ownel's of said lotA, or fractions of lots, sbal! fail
or 1·efnse to ha1·e the same re1rnired eurbed paved graded macadamized,
' Lhe time
' . or ' manner ' prescribed
'
bY
or furnished with sidewalks, within
said trastees, it Rhal l be lawful for the said trustees to Ii ave the sa~ie d_o_n~
at their own cost and eharges; ,rnd the cost and charges thus rn_cune
and expended by said tralltees shal l be taken and be a tax upon said l~ts,
and fractions of lots, and the owners thereof, respectiv.elj, in proportt0n
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t the amount which t he costs of the whole improvements und er said
oder Ieafes to the length of said lots, or fractions of lots, respectively.
Notice of such ol'd~r or_ direction for repai!·ing, grading,_ ma_cad~mizing,
• furnishin~ it with F.<1dewa lk s, e1 li a ll be given by publ1cat1on in some
0
n~wspaper o·r the t?wn, by six publi~ations, and_ a copy of said order or
direction , 11ccompanied b_y tho affidav1~ ~f the pr1!1ter that the same has
been publish ed agreeab ly to the prov1s1ons of th is act, may be recorded
in tho clerk's offiee of t~e county court of Anderson, and sha ll be prima
/acie evidence th.Lt the sa id di l'ection was gi vun and publication made as
prescribed bv this act, and a n attested copy of th e same may be used on
tbe trial uf any cause, and shall have the same force and effect as other
attested copies now aut horized by law.
§ 33. If a member of the board of trustees, or if any officer of the town
shall take or agree to take any bribe to do 01' omit to do any act in bis
official capacity, he shall forf eit his offiee, and be fined in any sum not less
than two hundred nor more than one thousand dollar8, to be recovered by
anycil'il procedure before any judici a l tl'ibnnal having jurisdiction, ot·
apon indictment or presentment of a grand jury.
§34. That the present trustees, and all other officerR of the town, shall
continue in offiee notil their s uccessors are eler;ted and qualified under the
present act, and are hereby invested with aH the powers, rights, and privileges, which the trustees and offieers to be elected undet· this act will
possess.
·
§35. That this act shall not invalidate any legal act dooe by the board
of trustees of Lawrenceburg, or hy its officers, priOI' to the passage of this
act, and ,ill ordinances and regulations now in force in said town not
inconsistent with this act shall rem ai'n in full force until altered, modified, or repealed by tho board of trnstees, after this act shall take effect.
§36. No suit shall be instituted against the trnstees, unless the same
. shall be instituted in the county of Anderson.
~ 37. That all acts· inconAi stent herewith a.re hereby r epealed.
338. Said board of trustees shall have power to take stock. in any company for the purpose of supplying said town, or the citizens thereof, with
gaR,or f'o1· the purpose of estab li s hing a cemetery for the use oJ said town
or the county of Anderson, or may enlarge th e present cemetery belongrn~ to said town, or purchase ground at any place within two miles of
~aid town, for the establishment of' a new cemete ry, and provide fo1· the
tnclosure or decoration thereof; and shall have power to do anything
necessary for the comfort and convenience of said town, or the inhabitants
tbereof; and for the purpose of paying for any such stock or improvement, shall have power tv iss ue the bonds of said town, which bonds shall
bGin such amonnts, and p!'incipal and interest payable at such place or
places, as st1id board of trustees nrny direct: .Provided, That said bonds
shall not bear more than eight pet· cent. inte1·est per annum, and that no
greater amount of the same shall be issued than will leave the said town
indebted at any one time in an amount larger than $5,000, Said trustees
shall _have power to sell said bonds, but they shall not, in any event, be
sold for less than par, nor -shall they be executed so as to run fot· more
~han ten years. For the purpose of pn,ying the interest, and fon pvovid;ng for the paymen.t of the pri-oci pal of said bonds, the said trustees may
evy an additiona-l tax of not more than twenty cents on th~ taxable pPoperty ot the said town, which shall be collected and accounted for as othe1·
ttes, but which shall be applied to the specific purp-ose only for whil:h
t icy are levied and collected.
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§ 39. All male inhabitants of the town, of the age of twenty-one years
and upwards, who shall have been bona fide res idents thereof for one year
next preceding any e lection, and who shall not be in !Ll'l'earages for taxe·
due the town, or fot· fines imposed under the ordinances of the town ehall
be deemed legal voters, and shall have the right to vote in any el~ction
held under thiF.< charter.
·
~ 40. 'l'he poliee judge of said town shall bold twelve terms of his court
each year, for the trial of civi I causes with in the jurisdiction of said court
which shall be holden on the third Saturday in every month, and may
continue until the business of the court shall be completed.
§ 41. No appropriation shall be made by the trustees whic:h will require
the execution of the bonds mentioned in section thirty -eight, until the
proposition for making the same shall have been submitted to an election
of the legal voters of the town, and it shall be approved by a majority of
said voters. Said election shall be held as other electi0ns are requir~d to
be held under Lbis charter, after notice published in some newspaper in
said town by not less than two insertions.
·
§ 42. Tb is act shall take effect from its passage.
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The question was then taken on the pasrnge of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays .being required thereon by Messrs. Wm. Neal
and Means, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, J . W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Ba.i ley,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thom'as Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
W. H H. Callihan,
J. W . Meador,
· Richard A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
J. T . Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
J.M. Neal,
Geo. H . Il. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Wm . Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T . J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
Abner Eve-rsole,
James O'Bannon,
H. P. Whitaker,
Peter G. Fischer,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-53,
Henry ·George,
Joseph .L. Pope,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. Buford,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Ow~ley,
Benjamin F . Bu'ie,
Milton Hamilton.
B. Mills Parrish,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, William Points,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Clarence U. McE lroy, Wm. M. Reed,
W. J. Edrington,
E . H. Morin,
Granville V. Rouse,
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery-19.
haac H. Goodnight,
Reso{ved, That the title of said bill be as afo.resaid.
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Mr. Buford entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which said

bill was passed.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
the same had been referred, reported a bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
An act establishing a legal rate of interest, and declaring con'
tracts for a greater rate void' as to excess over the legal interest.
Mr. Snyder moved to make the same the special order of the day
for Wednesday, the 27th inst., at 10:30, o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Keller, he was appointed a committee to ask
leave of the Senate to withdraw therefrom the announcement of the
passage by this House of a bill, en titled
An act for the benefit of J. N. Culton and others, of Jackson county.
Mr. Keller, after a time, reported that he had discharged that duty,
and placed on the clerk's desk the afo1·esaid bill.
Mr. Keller then moved to reconsider the vote by which the flouse
passed said bill.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enro lled, bills and a resolution, which
originated in the ~House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
An act to amend section 4 of an act, entitled "An act to authorize
the city of Covington to erect a bridge ove1· the Ohio river;"
An act to incorporate Bell College ;
An act for the benefit of W. W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd county;
An act authorizing the county judge of Owen county to sell and
convey the title to the old jail lots, and the west half of the new
jail lot, belonging to Owen county;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 4, of Lee county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Kentucky Christian Educational Society;"
·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Ludlow, West Covington, and Suspension Bridge Street Railway Company;"
. An act to protect birds in Christian, Campbell, and Kenton co unites;
An act to incorporate the Coal Road Constmction Company;
H. R.-75
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Resolution in regard to extending the present session of the Gen,
eral Assembly;
And had found the same truty enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the _Senate thereof.
.. Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. C. T. Alfen,
Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on Co,urt of Appeals, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A_bill to provide offices for the Clerf! of the Court of Appeals and
Register of the Land Office.
Which_was read the fir.it time and ordered to be read
time.

a

second

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to tae
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Godshaw moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
A mm•sage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of Samuel T. James, of Bolll'bon county.
Which was read the first time and oi·dered to be read a mood
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to tae
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Spurr moved to suspend the rules in order to further- consider
said bill.
At 1 :20 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Whitaker moved that the House do now
adjourn.

.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in ·the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requirnd the1·eon by. Messrs, Snyder and
Goodnight, wern as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, Char-les Godshaw,
W.W. Orr,
J . K. Bailey,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
Caleb R . Brooke,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
T. J. Bush,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
Henry Campbell,
Samuel D. Hensley, G . W. Prichard,
Pat. Campion,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
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Lyttleton Cooke,
Jos. M. Kash,'
Thomas A.- Robertson,
A. C. Cope,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
John Cowan,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Al~x T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
W. T.. Dicken,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Ahner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
H. _P. Whitaker,
•.
Peter G. Fischer,
E. H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilson-50.
Dennis Gleason,
William Neal,
Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
Clarence U. McElroy, Thomas Sanders,
A.Buford,
W. J. McElroy,
G . R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr, ·
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Feland,
Otho Nunn,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery-35.
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
And then the House adjourned.
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Snyder and

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House .of Representatives,
entitled
An act to amend section I, article 8, chapter 92, of the General
Statutes.
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That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act for th~ benefit of Henry Stanberry, Wm. C. P. Breckinridge, and B. F. Buckner.
2· An act to authorize and direct Ben. J. Sheger, curator of M.
McCullom, deceased, to make settlement of said estate with the trustees of the Cadiz High School, and to pay to them all moneys in his
ha nd s as such curator.

ed,

'
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3. An act to maintain a graded school in the town of Hartfor~
and to provide for the erection of school buildings therein.
4. An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to amend section!,
article 8, chapter 92, of the General Statutes," approved February
14, 1878.
5. An act for th.e benefit of John D. Wickliffe, Charles Wickliffe
I
Martha Terrell, and Q. Q. Quigley.
Which bills were severalJy read the first time and ordered to~
' read a second time.
The rule of the House and . the constitutional provision as to lne
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,

Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committeeon
Claims; the 2d to the Committee on Propositions and Grievancei;
the 3d to the Committee on Education; the 4th to the Committeeo1
General l:,tatuter1, and the 5th to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Mr. Snyder moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Public Printer be, and ie hereby, directed tofomard
to each member of the House of Representatives, and the officers thereof,
such documents as may not have been printed at Lhe time of' the present
adjournment of the Legislature, together with a synopsis of the general.
and the titles of the private _acts, passed at this session, on which the
poi;tage is to be paid; one hundred copies of said synopsis of thenctslo
be forwarded to each member of this House, and the officers thereof.
Mr. Hamilton moved to amend said resolution b'y striking out"one
hundred," and inserting'' five hundred."
Mr. Godshaw moved to lay said amendment on the table,
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the· negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
as moved by Mr. Hamilton, and it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Towery moved to amend said resolution by striking out "one
hundred" and inserting" twenty-five."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the' negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of.said resolatioD,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Keller moved to lay on the table a motion heretofore entered
by Mr. Buford to reconsider the vote by which the House passed 1
bill which originated in the Senate, entitled
· An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation
to the town of Lawrenceburg.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Godshaw, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville City Railway Company," approved February 15, 1864.
By Mr. Robertson, from the Committee on General StatutesAbill to amend chapter 29 of the General Statutes, title ·" Crimes
and Punishments."
By Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to authorize the judge of
the Jefferson county court to appoint a collector of back taxes for
Jefferson county," which went into effect February 24, 1873, and to
direct the Auditor to re-convey to pa~·ties their property which has
been sold under the provisions of said act.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill in relation to the Spencer Institute.

By Mr. Brooks, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of common school district, No. 42, Bath
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Which were severally read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
eecond reading of said bill; being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the Hou se and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Re;nlved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz:

By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Union
Turnpike Road Company "
By Mr. Adair, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of James W. Pittman, of Trigg county.
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By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes-

An act to regulate the holding the circuit and criminal courtsin
the 16th judicial district.

it

Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as tothe
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Adair, from the .Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in t.he same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Union county, amending and reducing
into one the acts relating- to roads in Union county.
Which was read the fir:, t. time and oi-dered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Merritt moved an amendment to said bill.
And th e question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as a~ended, be engrossed and read a third
time.

.

The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof he
amended so as to read,
An act for the benefit of Union and Henderson counties, amending and reducing into one the acts relating to roads in said counties.
The House then took up for conside.ration the unfinished business
of yesterday, viz: a bill, ,,v hich originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Samuel T. James, of Bourbon county.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pro,·ision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do ' pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Buf~rd moved that the rules be suspended in order tbat the
House may take up and consider a resolution' , entitled
Resolution in rega.rd to lock ·a nd dam No. 5, on Kentucky river.
· Mr. Hamilton moved an amendment to said resolution.

a
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

tesinal courtsin

it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Sander5 moved to reconsider the vote by which said amend-
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and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requi~ed thereon by Messrs. Marriott and
Bigger, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereW.W. Orr,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. 0. Owens,
Crnmwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mill;; Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
Milton
Hamilton,
J. K. Bailey,
G. W. Prichard,
W. L. Hazrlip,
E. C. Bainbt·idge,
Wm._M. Reed,
Samuel
D.
Hensley,
J. F. Bennett,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Josiah Hunter,
J.M. Bigger, .
Thomas A. Robertson,
Lewis Jones,
Gabriel Blevins,
Granville V. Rous·e,
Jos. M. Kash,
Caleb R. Brooks,
0. W. Russell,
J.
Q
Lackey,
A. Buford,
Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Lewis,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomail H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Augustine Shelburne,
David Marti.n,
T. J. Bush,
G. R. ::--nyder,
W. J. McElroy,
Lyttleton Gooke,
G. E. Speck,
J. W. Meador,
A. C. Cope,
Montgom'ery Merritt, Richard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J . T. Tartar.
Tipton A . Miller,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clinton- K . Tharp,
E. H . Morin,
W. J. Edrington,
Geo. H. B. Thompson',
J. M. Neal,
Abner Eversole,
John D. Thompson,
Wm . Neal,
John Feland,
G. H. Towery,
Otho Nunn,
Henry George,
John 0. Welch,
T. J . Oatts,
Dennis Gleason,
LaFayette Wilson-73,
D. A. Glenn,
·
James O'Bannon,
Charles Godsha w
I
'
Those who voted in the negative were~
ienry Campbell,
M. fl. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding-5.
· T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason,
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County Courts, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a b·ill, entitled
A bill to regulate the jurisdiction of quarterly courts and courts of
justices of the peace.
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With the expression of opinion that said bill should not pass,
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said hill heing dispensed with,
The question wa::i then taken on ordering said bill to a third read,
ing, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. George and
Hamilton, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affi~mative, wereClement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
· Lewis Jones,·
James Perkins,
J. F .. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F . Buie,
J. Q. · Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewi.;;,
C. W. Russell,
David Martin,
Aug . Shelburne,
A. C. Cope,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
Abner Eversole,
Jame,, F. Means,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
William Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
Otho Nunn,
John D. Thompson,
W. L: Hazelip,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-40
Samuel D. Hen~ ley,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (T.u rner), Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Bush,
M. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,.Montgomery Merritt, Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
E. H. 1'1orin,
John A. Thomas,
John Feland,
J. M. Ne al,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
H . P. Whitaker--88.
Charles Godshaw,
W. C. Owens,
,M r. George moved to make said bill the special order of the day
for Tuesday, the 26th inst., at 1 o'clock, P. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
,was decided in the affirmative .
The hour of l I½ o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took up
for consideration the special order of the day, viz: a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
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An act for the further propagation of food-fishes in the _wate1·s of

this Commonwealth.

Mr. Sanders movfld to amend said bill by striking ont the words
"five thousand," and in serting in iiea thereof" three thousand."

Mr.

Feland moved to postpone the further .co nsideration of said

bill, and make the same the special order for Monday, the 25th inst.,
at )1:15 o'clock, A. M.
·
And the question ·being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative,
The House then took up for consideration a bil1, entitled
A bill to aid in the erection of a monument ove r the grave of John

C. Breckinridge.
Said bill reads as foilows, v_iz :
\Vrr.~I\EAS, John C. Breckinridge, a native of. Fayette county, Kentucky,
died May 17th, A. D. 1875, in the uity of Lexington, being a citizen of
stainless character, and a man of scrupulous honor, whose fame and deeds
are a part of the history of his State, having served his country faithfully
and with distinguished ability, dii,charged the duti es of the high offices to
1vhich be was elevated by bis co1mtrymen; and whereas, the State of Kentucky bas ever taken pride in commemorating the memory and acbieve·
ments of her distinguish ed dead; therefore,
§1. Be it enacred by the G-eneml Assembly of tke Commonwealth of Kentucky, '£hat the sum of ten thousand dollars be, and the same is hereby,
appropriated, which, in addition to any sums that may be subscribed to
the "John C. Breckinridge .Monumental Assouiation," shall be used in
~recting II suitallle monument over the grave of John C. Breckint·idge .
. §2. Be it further enacted, That said sum shall be paid oqtof any money
m the Treasury not otl1orwise appropriated. upon the ordet· of the Gov.
ornor, who shall give said order for the same to the pl'esident and directors of said association, on demand made by a majority of them.
§3. Tbis act shall take effect from and after its passage.
Mr. Bigger moved ,t o amend said bill by striking out "ten thousand" and inserting« five thousand."
And the question being taken on tae adoption of said amendment,

it was decided in the affirmative.

.
The yeas and nays being required thereol'l by Messrs. W. J. Mc-

Elroy and 0atts, were as follows, viz ~
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereClement R. Ambrnse,
J. K. Bailey,
F. B~nnett,
GM._ Bigger'.
al¼~iel Blevins,
B
·
WenJam·111 F · B. 1ne,
ij · H. H. Galhhan,
' enry Campbell,
H. R.-76

t

D. A. Glenn,
Leven E. Green,
W .. Scott Gresh.am,
W. L. Hazelip,
Samuel D. Hensley
'
Josiah Hu_nter,
Jos. M. Kash,
Green R. Kellerl

J.M. Neal,
Otho Nunn,
J. S. Owsley,
B. Mills Parrish,
James Perkins
'
G. W. Prichard,
Ferdinand Rigney,
C. W. Russell,
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Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Ahner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,

Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders
T. J Lewis.
Augustine Shelb~rne
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas
W. J. lVIcElroy,
,Geo . H.B. Tbo~pson
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
'
K H. Morin ,
John C. Welch-45.
Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Crnm\vell Adair,
Thomas A. Robertson
Robei·t F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Gran ville V. Rouse, '
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
M. H. Marriott,
G-. R. Snyder,
T. ·J. _Bush,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means, ·
G. E. Speck,
Montgomery Merritt, liichard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Johu Feland,
Tipton A . Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Henry Georg-e,
Wm. Neal,
John D . Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-41.
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. W. Orr,
Mr. Hazelip moved to reconsider the vote by which said amendment was adopted.
Mr. ~igge1· moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ii
was decided in t-he negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Godshawand
Adair, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAbner Evereoole,
Otho Nunn,
J. M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewi.i Jones,
Ferd-inand Rigney,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towery-15.
Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
W. W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. 1-fazelip-,
B. Mills Parrish,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,.
G. W. Russell,
JHenry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sandel's,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
..Lyttleton Cooke,·.

J K. BaiJey,
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A. c. Cope,
M. H. Marriott,
Augustine Shelburne,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U .. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
John Feland,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spur;·,
Peter G. Fischer,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Henry George,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
Dennis Gleason,,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. Neal, ·
John C. Welch,
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
James 0' Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-69.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion of
Mr. Hazelip to reconside-r, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was thei:i taken on the adoption of the amendment
mo1•ed by Mr. Bigger, and it was decided in the negative._
The yeas and nays being required thereon. by Messrs. Bigger and
W. J. McElroy, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereClement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
J. W. Meador,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
E. H. Morin,,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. M. Neal,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Otho Nunn,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
J. S. Owi::ley,
Benjamin F. Buie,
~ewis Jones,
f3. Mills Parrish,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Jos. M. Kash,
James Perkins,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
John Cowan,
Richal'd Lambert,
C. W. Russell,
nomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Lewis,
Aug. Shelburne,
W. J. Edrington,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
Abner Eversole,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
PeterG. Fischer,
W. J . .lVIcElroy,
G. H. Towery-40.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted in the negative, werei\Ir. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. Q. Lackev
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
M. H. Marri11tt,
T. W. Scott,
~dmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
· J. Bush,
James F. Means;
Ralph L Spaldingy
~em·y Campbell,
Montgomery Merritt, Richai'd A. Spurr,
Ai C. Cope,
, Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J ~x. T. Craycroft,
William Neal,
John A. Thomas,
n Feland,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Denr~ George,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompson,
enms Gleason,
W. W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
0

sh,

I,'
bertson,
Rouse,

~rs,
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Charles Godshaw,
W. C. Owens,
LaFayette Wilson-«.
,Isaac H. Goodnight, G. W. Prichard,
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a thfrd time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative. ·
The yeas and .nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro,
vision of the Constitution, were as follows. viz·:
Those who voted in the affirmative, we!'e-Mr. Speaker (Turner), D.' A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight,
B. Mill,, Parrish,
J. M Bigger, ·
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
JoE<. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Bu,;h,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
G. R. Synder,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
• Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Craycro.ft,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,.
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John .Feland,
William Neal,·
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-60.
Those who voted in the negative, wereJ. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Otho Nunn,
J. F. Bennett,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand l{igney,
Abner Eversole,
W. J . .McElroy,
C. W. Russell,
Leven E. Green,
E. H. Morin,
J. T. Tartar,
Samuel D. Hensley, J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towery-I 9.
Josiah Hunt.er,
Mr. Buford moved that a committee be appointed to ask leave of
the Senate to withdraw the announcement of the passage by this
House of a bill, entitled
An act t.o incorporate the Dry Ridge Turnpike Road Company,of
Woodford county.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.

F
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Whereupon, Mr. Buford was appointed as said committee, who,
after a time, reported that he ha<l discharged said duty, and placed
said bill on the clerk's desk.
·
Mr. Buford then moved to reconsider the vote by which the House
passed said bill.
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Buford moved to reconsider t;he vote by which said bill was

nee to a pro,

ordered to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
ens,
ey,
arrish,

c~:t
[

. Robertson,
V. Rouse,
anders,
' tt,
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I
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sell,
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ask leave of

Mr. Buford offered an amendment to sa.i d bill.
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dis pensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Hamilton moveq the following resolution, viz:
WnEREAs, It appears by the Auditor's Rep?rt for the year 1877 that
the total and aggregate amount, expended by the State for r ecord -books
furnished the several clerks' offices during said year amounted to the sum
of twenty-nine thousand seven hundred and eighty -seven dollars and
nineteen cents ($29,787 19), which is an avernge of $256 to each of the
counliee in this Commonw ealth, which enormous expenditure must stt·ike
every rational man as unreaso nable and exorbitant; now, therefore,
Resolved, That the Committee on Retrenchment anti Reform be instructed to inquire into the expediency of reducing saitl expenditures, and
repo1't to this Honse, by bill or otherwise.
Which was adopted.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the com~ittee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of tµe tax-payers of McCracken county;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Paducah;
An act incorporating the John C. Breckinridge Monument Asso-

sage by this

ciation;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the follo~-

Dompany, of

ing titles, viz :
An act to amend the charter of the Machpelah Cemetery Company,

bmotion, it

in Montgomery county;

.
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An act to change the line between Anderson and Mercer coun.
ties;
An act for the benefit of William McNutt, committee of Mary Aon
Monroe;
An act for the benefit of, and to amend the charter of, the Blue
Lick Turnpike Road Company, in Bullitt county;

To

(

An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to authorize the Boyd
county court to purchase the Ashland and Catlettsburg Turnpike,"
approved March 18J 1876;
An act to incorporate the Forks Church, Boone's Creek, and Dick's
River Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend chapter 759, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Rough and Ready," approved March 9, 1854;
An act to define certain portio1is of the county line between the
counties of Morgan and Menifee;
An act to amend an act to ·incorporate the Bryantsville and Sugar
Creek Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend and re-enact the charter of the Chattaroi Railway
Company, approved March 11, 1873;
An act for the benefit of Samuel T. James, of Bourbon _county;
And bad found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that be had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to aboli,sh the June term of the equity and criminal court for
the county of Madison.
An act for the benefit of Meade· county.
An act to amend the charter of the Paducah and North Ballard
Turnpike Company.
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the revenue laws of this Commonwealth.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a secoo<l
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.

w
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Leave was given to bring- in the following hills, viz:
On moti 0 n of Mr. Rouse!. Abill to amend the charter of the Bullittsville and Dry Creek
Turnpike Road, in Boone county.
On motion of Mr. Buie2. A bill for the benefit of A. J. Williams, of Trigg county.
On motion of Mr. Fischer-

3 A bill to create a B-nreau of Statistics of Labor.
On motion of Mr . Wilson-4. A bill for the benefit of the sheriff of Hopkins county.
On motion of Mr. Hazelip5. A bill to legalize the transfer of land from W. J. J. Nash to his
wife,Mary A. Nash.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw6. A bill to prevent tbe sale of s piritu·ous or intoxicating liquors to
minors in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Reed7. A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to confer on quarterly
courts jurisdiction in certain cases."
On motion of Mr. Kash-8. A bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, v1nous, or malt liquors,
in less quantities than ten gallons, in the county of Powell.

J. Stoddard
proved aad
e of Repreal court for

On motion of Mr. Bailey0. A bill for the benefit of James Turner, late sheriff of Perry
county.
On motion of Mr. Eve·rsole-10. A bill to incorporate the town of Hazard, in Perry county.
On motion of Mr. Hunter11. A bill to amend the charter of the Christian College of Colum·

rth Ballard

bia, in Adair county.
On motion of Mr. Merritt12. A bill to amend an act to incorporate the Walnut Bend Fence

ation, who
a bill, ea·

Company, of Henderson and Union cou·nties.

,h.

It a second

j as to the

1y.

On motion of Mr. Miller13· A bill to have the county clerk's books of Calloway county indexed and cross-indexed.
On motion of Mr. Campbell14· !\. bill to amend the charte1· of the town of Clinton, in Hick·
man county . .
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On motion of Mr. Tartar15. A bill for the benefit of Tennessee Stringer, Martin Love, and
Calvin Stringer, of Pulaski county.
On motion of Mr .. William Neal. 16. A bill to charter a turnpike road from Alton to Camdensvil!e,
in Anderson county.
On motion of Mr. Blevins17. A bill to release .the sheriffs of Green and Taylor counties from
collecting railroad taxes, and for other purposes.
On motion of Mr. Bigger~

e
a

18. A bill to empower the court of common pleas in McCracken to
sell the .Paducah and Hinkleville Gravel Road, and vest in the purchasers the franchise of the original corporators.
Un motion of Mr. Clarke10. A bill to amend section 10, article 3, chapter 2.7, General Statutes.
On motion of same'-

I\

20. A bill to empower the county court of Pendleton county to
make subscription to the capital stock of turnpike roads in said
county.
On motion of same--

0

21. A bill to authorize B. B. Hensley, a constable of Pendleton
county, to appoint a deputy.

C

01·dered, That the Committee on Internal Improvement prepare
and bring in the 1st, 16th, and 20th; the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances the 2d, 4th, 9th, 15th, and 17th; the Committee on
the Judiciary the 3d and 18th; t_h e Committee on Circuit Courts the
5th; the Committee on Moral and Religio.us Institutions the 6th and
8th; the Committee on Circuit Courts th.e 7th, 12th, and 13th; the
Committee on Ways and Means the 10th; the Committee on Corpo·
~ate Institutions the 11th and 14th; the Committee on General Stat•
utes the 19th, and the Committee on Sinking Fund the 21st.
And then the House adjourned,

a
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in Love, and
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1878.
amdensville,

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,

ounties from

entitled
An act to repeal an act incorporating Guthrie City, in Todd county,

cCracken to
t in the pur-

en era I Stat-

n county to
ads in said

f Pendleton

nt prepare
Propositions
mmittee on
Courts the
he 6th and
d 13th; the
on Corpo·

["era! Stat•
t.

approved Marcil 11, 1876.
Tbat they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
J. An act for the benefit of James B. Evans, of Monroe county.
2. An act to amend an act, entitled ''An· act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the management of the Wil<lernees Turnpi,ke Road," approved April 21, 1873, and to amend the
act approved Februa.ry 13, 1874, to amend the above named act.
3. An act authorizing M. C. Mayes, for and on behalf of the board
of trustees of the Princeton Seminary, to sell and convey property
belonging to the Princeton Seminary, or to exchange and convey the
same for other property.
4. An act to change the times of holding the criminal court in
Carroll county.
.,,,
5. An act for the benefit of Ambrose W. Dudley.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Claims; the 2d to the Gom·mittee on Internal Improvement; the 3d
to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances~ the 4th to the
Commitee on Circuit Cotnts, and the 5th to the Committee oil the
Judiciary,
Leave was given to brillg in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Reed- ·
I. A bill to legalize certain acts and orders of the Ma1·shall cou!lty

. court.
On motion of same--

2· A bill to amend section 12, article 8, chapter 92, General Statutes.
H.

R.-77 ,
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On motion of Mr. Tharp3, A bill to amend the charter of the Owensboro city school.
On motion of Mr. Welch4. A bill for the benefit of the colored common schools of Jessa.
mine county.
On motion of Mr. Prichard5. A bill for the b1rnefit of Z. Tynie, of Carter county.
On motion of Mr. Perkins6 A bill t_o repeal an act, entitled "An act to prevent hogs from
running at large upon the streets and alleys of the town of Williamsburg, Whitley county," approved March 20, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight7. A bill for the benefit of C. W. Wantland, jailer of Simpson
county.
On motion of Mr. Means• I

8. A bill to incorporate the Carroll, Gallatin-, Owen, and Union
Fair and Exposition Association.

.Ordered , That the Committee on County Courts prepare and bring
in the l8t; the Committee on General Statutes the 2d; the Commit·
tee on Corporate Institutions the 3d, 6th, and 8th; the Oommitteeon
Education the 4th; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances
the 5th, and the Committee 011 the' Judiciary the 7th.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the United German Aid Association of the
State uf Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entit.Jed "An act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of Dayton."
An act for the benefit of Mrs. S. B. Leach, of Boone county.
An act to incorporate the Bowling Green and Hadley Turnpike
Company.

}'

.

An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to reduce into one,
amend, and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating the
city of Mount Sterling," approved March 7, 1876.
An act incorporating the Pine Hill Coal Company, in Rockcas·
tie county.
That they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution in regard to the repeal of the resumption act
-other financial matters.

aD d
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Which was read, and referred to the Committee on Federal Relachool.

' Is of Jessa,

tions.
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw the announcement of the pasrnge by the Senate of a bill, en-

tied

An act for the benefit of John

hogs from
n of Wi!.

B. Wickliffe, Charles Wick liffe,

Martha Terrell, and Q. Q . Quigley.
Which was granted, and said bill delivered to the messenger.
Leave of abse_nce, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Craycroft and
Goodnight.
The following petitions were presented, viz :

By Mr. Goodnightof Simpson

!. Petition of sundry citizens of Simpson county, praying the pas

sage of an act for the benefit of C. W. Wantland.
and Union

By Mr. Bigger2. Petition of sundry colored citizens of Paducah, McCracken
county, asking the passage of an act for the benefit of colored

and bring
e Commit•
mmittee on

schools in Paducah.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with , and refenedthe 1st to the Gommittee on the Judiciary, and the 2d to the Commit-

Grievances

tee on Education.
i\1r. Rouse moved the appointment of a committee to withdraw
from the Senate the announcement of the passage by this House of

vernor had
be Senate,
tion of the
amend the
nty.

Turnpike
into one,
rating the
Rockcae·

n act and

a bill, entitled
An act for the appointment of offici,d reporters, and for the preserl'ation of evidence in certain cases in this Commonwealth.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Mr. Rouse sai.d committee,
who, after a time, 1·eported that he had discharged that duty, and
placed said bill on the Clerk's desk.
Mr. Rouse then entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which
the House passed said bill.
Mr. Bigger moved the following joint resolution, viz:
f WHEREAS, The Auditor of this State has t·epot·Led to this HouRe that,
;r t!ie year_s 1867, 1868, 1869, and 1870 he collec:ted from the N1itional
tnks of LhtB State thi rty cents on the one hundred dollars of stoc:k, aud
tiat, for the years 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, and 1875 he col lected forty five
cents, and tor tbe years 1876 and 1877 forty cents; and whereas, it is the
~ense of this Genln·al Assembly that, for each of suid years, he ought to
ave collected the sum of fifty cen ls on each share of one hundred dol1ars of stock; therefo1·e, be it
'
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Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuck
11

l;

That tbe Auditor of Public Accounts be, and be is, directed to furnish
Attorney General with a list of tho National Banks of this State and the
amount of capital stock of each, and that ho is directed to take tli'e proper
legal steps to collect said uncollected taxes from tlic National Banks doing
business in th is State.

hi
2

Which lies one day on the table.
Mr. Hamilton moved the following resolution, viz:

Resolved, That the Attorney General of this Commonwealth communi.
cate to this House, at his earliest convenience (if practicable), the total
and aggregate amount of money expended by the State in 1·epossessing
herselt with the Kentucky rive1· and the improvements thereon, pursuant
to the resolution of the General .Assembly of this Commonwealth,appl'OveJ March 20, 1876.

ti

Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. Spurr moved the following resolution, viz:

Resolved, 'l'hat the thanks of this General Assembly bo, and arc hereby,
tencternd Lo D1·. L.B. Woolfolk for the eloquent lecture delivered by him
before it, and that he be requested to furnish the same to the Legislalare
for publicution.
Which was twice read and adopted.

Mr. Goodnight moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Auditor of Public Accounts report _to this House,as
early as practicuble, the l:ln tfre amounts heretofore expended in erecting,
impl'Oving, or repairing the lockFJ ·a nd dams on the various rive rs of this
Commonwea lth, and the amounts 1·eceived by the State from the various
rivers wiLhin it~ limit:;.

ti

Mr. Goodnight moved to suspend the rules and take up said reso·
lution.

SI

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
,
Mr. Marriott moved the following resoluqon, viz:

h
ti

Resolved, 'fhat the Committee on Claims be, and they are hereby, directed to 1·epo-rt the neceaRary genera l appropriation bill on 01· befor~ t~e
26Lh day of February, 1878, so that the same may be disposed of w1tbm
tiO days.

II

Mr. Sparr moved to lay said resolution on the table.
·And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The hour of 11:15, A. M., having arrived, the House rook up for
-0onsideration the special order of the day, viz: a bill, which origi·
nated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the farther propagation of food-fishes in the waters of
this Commonwealth.

0
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Mr. Feland moved to post.pone the further consideration of said
hill,and make the same the special order of the day for Tuesday, the
26 th inst., at 11 :30 o'clock, A.

M.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
A message was received from the Senate by Mr. Tyler, announch communi.

le), the total
repossessing
on, pul'suant
nwealth, up,

ing that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of John D. Wickliffe, Charles Wickliffe,
Martha Terrell, and Q . Q. Quigley.
Which was read the first ti me and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

are hereby,
red by him
Legislature

second reading of said bi II being dispensed with,
.
Ordered. That said bill be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.

Mr. Welch, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring i~ the same, reported a bill, enti-

s House, as
in erecting,
ors of this
the various
said resomotion, ii

tled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpornte the K.entucky lnfirmary for Women and Children."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
Tbe rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Welch moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order of the day for Tuesday,

tbe 26th inst., at 1 o'cloc:k, P. M.
ereby, di,
before tb6
of within

motion, ii

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Welch, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions...:....
A bill in relation to private lying-in hospitals.
By sameA bill for the benefit of Elizabeth Murphy, a pauper idiot.
By same-

ok up for
ch origi-

A bill for the benefit of Woodson Trisler, a pauper idiot.

r ·aters of '

By same0

·

f~bill to incorporate Jonathan Lodge, No. 152, Independent Order
dd Fellows, of Henderson county.
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By same-

·'

A bill to incorporate the Kentucky Widows and Orphans' Reliel
Association.
By same-A bill for the benefit of Davidson Hunter, a pauper idiot.
B5r same-A bill for the benefit of Sidney Hunter, a pauper idiot.
By Mr. Owens, from the Committee on Revenue and TaxationA bill to amend article 1, chapter 93, of the General Statutes, title
"Revenue Agent."
By same-A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend article 31 of
chapter 5, of the General Statutes," approved February 23, 1874.
By Mr. Oatts, from the same committeeA bill to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to levy and
collect an ad valorem tax for county purposes.
Which were severally read the first time and ordered to be read a
second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision asto the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be a;
aforee,aid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of. the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Owens, from the Committee on Re,·enue and TaxationA bill to amend section 14, of article 8, chapter 92, of the Gen·
eral Statutes, title" Revenue and Taxation."
~y sameA bill to amend section 12, article 8, chapter 92, of the General
Statutes, title "Revenue and Taxation."
By sameA bill to cause invisible property to be listed for taxation.
By Mr. Campbell, from the same committee.
.A bill to exiempt from taxation the Odd FeHow;i' Temple in tbe
city of Hickman .
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By Mr. O'Bannon, from the same committee-Ahill to facilitate the collection of the county levies and r eve nue
phans' Reliel

iot.

tax of this Common wealth .
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

t.

second reading of said bill s being di spensed with,
•
The question was then taken on ordering said bills to a third read-

~axationMatutes, title

ing,_ and it was decided in the negative.

article 3, or
23, 1874.
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And so said bills were rejected.
Mr. Campbell, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation,
who were directed to prepare and b1·ing in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
Abill for the benefit of Wm. Thomas, sheriff of Lee county.
Which was read the fir;;t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the con5titutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
i\Ir. Hamilton moved to 11mend said bill by adding the counties of
Kenton, Hopkins, Daviess, Hardin, Shelby, Warren, and Washington.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

·

Mr. O'Rannon, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, ~eported a bill, entitled
Abill for the benefit of Mathew

D. Cardon, late sheriff of Wayne

county,
With the expression of opinion that said bill should not pass.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
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The question was then taken," Shall the bill be read a third time,.
the objection of the committee to the contrary notwithstandin•?"
t,,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Adair and
Marriott, were_as follows, viz:
·
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
Otho Nunn,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milto,n Hamilton,
T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
J. K . Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, B. Mills Parrish,
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
Joseph L. Pope,
Edmund Burr,·
Jos. M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
W. H H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Granvi lle V. Rouse,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
John A. 't'homas,
W. J. Edrington,
James Barbour Mason, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
Tipton A. Miller,
H.P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
E. H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilson-50.
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. Neal,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
M. H. Marriott,
W. W . Orr,
Clarence U. McElroy, W. C. Owens,
A. Bufqrd,
· James F. Means,
Ralph L. Spalding,
B811jamin F . Buie,
D . A . Glenn,
J.M. Neal,
Richard A . Spurr,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery-15.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Mr. Oatts moved that the rule of the House and the constitutional
prnvision as to the third reading of said bill be dispensed with,
and that.said bill have its third reading on this day.
And the que.-tion being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the .affirm'ati ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spalding and
Campion, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrnse, Samuel D. Hensley,
B-. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett, ·
Lewis Jones,
Joseph L . Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. W . Prichard,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
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Thomas H. Mannen, T. W . Scott,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbollr Mason, J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Wm. Neal,
GP-o. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
W.Scott Gresham,
W. C. Owens,
L,Fayette Wil:,on-58.
J. W. Griffith,
Milton Hamilton.,
Those who voted in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
M. H. Marriott,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
G . H. Towery-] J.
liaac H..Goodnight,
J. M. Neal,
Said bill was read a third time, as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted b.1J the Genernl Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'fhat M.athew D. Cardon, late sheriff of Wayne county, be, and he
is herelly, given the further ti me until the firRt day of July, 1878, to collect
and pay into tbe 'l'reasury the revenue dne from said county for the years
1876 and 1877.
·
~ 2. 'l'hat it shall be the duty of the Auditor of Public Accounts t,o giv~
to said Mathew D. Cardon, la.te sheriff as aforesaid, a credit in his settlement as sheriff as aforesaid for the delinquent lists of the eounty of
Wayne for tbe yeat·s 1876 and 1877, when the same has been first a ll owed
by the Wayne county coart, and duly certified by the clerk of sa·i d court.
§ 3. That said Mtttbew D. Cardon sh.all not bave the benefits of the
provisions of this act until his securities on his official bond for tbe collec~ion of tbe revenue of Wayne county for th-e years 1870 and 1877, shall,
rn open court, give their -consent on the records of the Wayne county
eo~rtto tl~e extension of time provided for in the first section of this act.
§ l This act shall take effect from its passage.
The question ~ as then taken on the pasrng·e of said bill, and it

was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requit·ed thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Spa1ding, were as follows, viz :

.

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. 0 wsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. µ1·iffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
FK. Bailey,
Milton Hamiltan,
James Perkins,
· . _Bennett!
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph~- Pope,
Gabriel Blevms,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
~l~ R. Broolts,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
H · · H Callihan,
Lewis fones,
-GranviUe V. Rouse,
enry Campbell,
Jo.s. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,

f
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Pat. Campion,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
vV. T. Dicken,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Even,ole,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,

/I

I/

J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas l-1. Mannen, John A. Thomas
David Martin,
Geo. H.B. Tho~pson,
Jam11s Barbour Mason, John D. Thompson,
J. W. Meador,
John 0. Welch.
James F. Means,
H. P. Whitake;.,
Wm. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-51.
Those who voted in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
W.' J. McElroy,
W. 0. Owens,
A. Buford,
Montgomery Menitt, Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
J.M. Neal,
Richard A. Spurr,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
Hancock Taylor,
M. H. Marriott,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery-IS.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Towery, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti·
tied
A bill to re-enact section 13, article 5, chapter 92, title" Revenue
and Taxation," of the General ~tatutes, and to repeal portions of an
act to amend said chapter, approved February 23, 1874.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Nunn moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being- taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Feland moved an amendment as a substitute for said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmative.
01·dered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House anrl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
amended so as to read,
An act to repeal an act, enti tied "An act to amend chapter 92, title
'Revenue and Taxation,' General Statutes," and re-enact the provis·
ions of the General Statutes repealed thereby.
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Bills were reported from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz :
By Mr. OwensA bill to amend section 1, article 2, of chapter 92, of the General
Statutes.
By Mr. ToweryA bill to amend section 16, article 8, chapter 92, title "Revenue
and Taxation ," of the General Statutes.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provis ion as to the
second reading of said bills being di s pensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. O'Bannon, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, who
were dirncted to prepare ·and bring in the same, reported a bill, en-

titled
A hill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title" Revenue
and Taxation."
Which was read the first time · and ordered to be read a second

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Lackey moved to ame!}cl said bill by excluding from the pro-

mendment,

visions thereof the counties of Boyd and Lawrence.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

id bill.
substitute,

it was decided in the negative.
·
Mr. Campbell, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, to
whom the same had been rnferred, reported a bill, which originated

ead a third

in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of H. M. AlP.xande1·, late sheriff of Cum-

n as to the

berland county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pro,,ision as to the

ame being
thereof be

, ter 92, title
the provis-

third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
Ao d so said bill was rejected.
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The House then took up for consideration the special order of the
day, viz: a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An · act to incorporate the Louisville, Anchorage, and Bloomfield
Narrow Gauge Railway Company.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said hill being dispensed with,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
aforesaid.

An act to give William Mudd, sheriff of Green county, further time
until the first of September next to pay in the revenue of said county for the year J877.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Buford moved to reconsider the vote by which this House rejected a hill, entitled

A bill to exempt from taxation the Odd Fellows' Temple in the
city of Hickman.
Mr. Allensworth, from the spec ial committee appointed in pursuance of the House resolution concerning the extension of the present
session, offered the following report, viz:
HoN. Eo. W. TURNER, Speaker of Bouse of Representatives:
The committee, in comp linnce with a resolution adopted by the two
Houses rai sing a joint committee to ascertain the number of bills pending
before the two Houses, make tue following report:
In the House they found four hundred and four bills, exclusive of the
orders of the day; in tho Senate the1·e are four hundred and ten bills
ready to report, exdusive of the Penitentiary, Printing, Bank, Geological
Survey, and th e orders of the day. 'Therefore, the committee, in view of
the above stated facts, uro of the unanimous opinion that it would betc
the best interest of the Comnionwealth that the House concur in the
Senate resolution extending the session.
Respectfully,
R. F. ALLENSWORTH,
JOHN COWAN,
LAFAYETTE WILSON,
ANDREW THOMPSON,
WILLIAM OW ENS.
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The House took from the orders of the day the motion to reconsider the vote by which thi:i House rejected a bill, whicb originated
in the Senate, entitled
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Mr. Spalding moved to recommit said report to said committee,
with instructions to report to-morrow morning, at 10:15 o'clock, A.
M., as to the number of loc~l and general bills, respectively, in the
bands of committees to be acted on.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided jn the affirmative.
The House then took from the orders of the day a resolution, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
Resolution extending tbe present session of the General Assembly.
i\Jr. Feland moved to postpone the further con~ideration of said
resolution, and make the same the special order of the day for tomorrow, the 26th inst., at 11 :45 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined an enrolled bill, which originated in the
House of RepresentatiYes, entitled
An act to amend section 1·, article 8, chapter 92, of the General

mple in the
d in pursu·
the present

Statutes;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz.:
An act to regulate the times of holding the circuit and criminal
courts in the lfith judicial district;
An act authorizing the judge of the Henry county court to issue
the bonds of Henry county for the payment to M. E. Jett and Thos.
Mahoney for building a court-h ouse within said county, and to pro0

by the two
ills pending
usive of the
nd ten bills
, Gcologicnl
e, in view of
would be tc
ncur in the

ORTH,

ILSON,
11.PSON,
:NS.

Yide for the levying and collecting a tax to satisfy said bonds;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the town
of Beaver Dam, in Ohio county;"
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That,lVIr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A mes~age was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
J_ohnston , Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
in the House
5igned enrolled bills and a resolution ' which oriO'inated
0
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
•
An act incorporating tbe John C. Breckinridge Monument Association.
An act for the benefit of W.W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd county.
the Coal Road Construction Company.
An a ct t o mcorporate
·
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An act authorizing the county judge of Owen county to sell and
convey the title to the old jail lots, and the west half of the new
jail lot, belonging to Owen county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to inco!'porate the Lad.
lo\.v, West Covington, and Suspension Bridge Street Railway Com.
pany.''
An act to protect birds in Christian, Campbell, and Kenton coon.
ties.

II

ha
be
ti

se

Resolution in i-egard to extending the present session of the Gen.
era! Assembly.
Mr. T?wery, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation,to
whom was refer!'ed a bill. from the Senate, entitled

th

An act for the benefit of James H. Armstrong, sheriff and collector
of Cal'ter county,
Reported the same without amendment.
At the hou!' of 2 o'clock, P. M., the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, FEB~UARY 26, 1878.

Cc
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Hunter-

M

!. The petition of sundry -citizens of Adair county, asking the pas·

sage of an act to authol'ize the judge of the Adair county court to
'purchase a mad-stone for said county.
By Mr. Buford-

co

2. Petition from Lafayette Crntcher in i,egard to the common school
laws of this Commonwealth.
By Mr. Nunn--

in

3. The pet.tion of sundry citizens of Livingston county in rega rd
to removing the county seat of Livingston county.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with,· and referredthe 2d to the Committee on Education; the 3d to the Committee on
Propo~itions and Grievances, and the Jst to a special committee con·
sisting of Me;srs. Martin, Welch, and W. J. McE!roy.
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A me~sage was received from the Senate, announcing_ that they
bad passed a bill, entitled
An act, entitled" An act to amend an act to incorporate the ~umberland and Ohio Railroad Company," approved February 24, 1869.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be· read a second
time,
The role of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading. of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordetcd, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Railroads.
That they had concurred in joint re solutions, which originated in
the Hoose of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
Resolution in regard to lock and dam No. 5, on Kentucky river.
Resolution of thanks to Dr. Woolfolk.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated-in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to define certain portions of the county line between the
counties of Morgan and Menifee.
An act for the benefit of, and to amend the charte1· of, the Blue
Lick Turnpike Road Company, in Bullit.t county.
An act to change the line between Anderson and Mercer counties.
An act to arnend an act to incorporate the Bryantsville and Sugar
Creek Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend and re-enact the charter of the Chattarui Rail way
Company, approved March 11, 1873.
An act for the benefit of William McNutt, committee of Mary Ann
Monroe,
·
.
An act to amend an act, eniitled "An act to authorize the Boyd
county court to purchase the Ashland and Catlettsburg Tiunpike,"
approved March 18, 1876,
An act to amend the charter of the Machpelah Cemetery Company,
in Montgomery county.
·
An act to incorporate the Forks Church, Boone's Creek, and Dick'a
R'iver Turnpike
. Road· Company.
An act to amend chapter 759, entitled" An aet to incorporate the ·
town of Rough and Ready," approved March 9, 1854.
Mr, 0wsley,.from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined an enrolled bill and resolutions, which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
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An act to repeal an act incorporating Guthrie City, in Todd coun~
1
approved March 11, 1876;
Resolution of thanks to Dr. L. B. Woolfolk;
11

Resolution in regard to lock and dam No. 5, on the Kentuckyril·er;
Also enrolled bills, which o,riginated in the Senate, of the follow.
ing titles,. viz:
An act for the benefit of James W . Pittman, of Trigg county;
An act to amend an ·act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Union
Turnpike Road Company;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend the
·charter of the city of Dayton, in Uampbell county;"
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordei·ed, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
The House took up the re~olution directing the Auditor and At·
torney G!!neral to collect unpaid taxes from National Banks in this
State.
Mr. Adair moved to refer said resolution to the Committee on the
Judiciary, with the power to report to-morrow morning, at 10:10
o'clock, A. M
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion1 it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Allensworih, from the special committee o~ the extension of
the session of this General Assembly, offered the following report,
viz:
HoN . En . W. 'ftrRNER, Speaker of Bouse of .Representatives: ·

The committee, in compliance wiLh a resolution adopted by the Lwo
Houses rnising a joint committee to ascertain the number of bills pending before the two Houses, make the fo llowing report :
In the House they found four hundred and four bi lls, exclusive of the
orders of the day; in the Senate the1·e are four hundred an<l ten bills ready
to report, excilusive of the Penitentiary, Printing, Bank, Geological Survey, and the orders of the day. 'fherefore, the committee, in view of the
above stated facts, are of the unanimous opinion that it would be to the
best interest of tbe 0ommonweulth that the House concur in the Senate
resolution extending the session.
Respectfu Il y,

R. F . .A.LLJJlNSWO.RT.H,
JOHN COWAN,
LAFAYE'.l"l'E WILSON,
ANDREW THOMPSON,
WILLIAM OWE.NS.
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The committee to whom the above re1:1olntion was recommitted -to ascertain the number of general bills pending in both Houses, report that they
have found the following general bills: In the Senato, one hundred and

fi[ty; in the House, one hand1·ed and thirty-six.
Four committees not heard from.
Which report was received, and ordered to be spread upon the
Journal of this House.
Mr. Welch, from the special committee appointed to visit the
Kentucky Institution for the Education of Feeble-minded Children,

offered the following report, viz:
d amend the

1
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WHEREAS, The Committee on Charitable Institutions from boLh branches
of the General Assembly of Kentucky we1·e appointed a select joint committee to visit the Kentucky Institution for the Edueation and Training
of Feeblo-minded Children in this city, having performed that pleasing
duty, and having _investigated, as far as practicable, everything in connection with the condition and management of said institution, beg leave

to submit the following report, viz :
'rhat we unanimously ag1·ee in the opinion that the Medical Superintendent, Dr. E. H. Black, has been, and is, a faithful and efficient public
officer, and, as such, is entitled to the kind consideration and esteem of
every Kentuckian who bas the true welfare of the unfortunate inmates

or said institution

at heart.
And while we have nothing to say in derogation of the incoming incumbent, Dr, J. Q. A. Stewart, we cannot but express our deep regret
thatitwasdeemed inadvisable to reappoint Dr. E. H. Black, who bas so
long and so faithfully served the public iu the office from which be now
retires with so much honor.
We also take great pleasure in commending this charitable institution
to the favorable consideration of a generous public, under a full assurance
that it cannot fail to meet the expectations of its most sangaine friends.
J.C. WELCH,
EDMUND BU.RR,
J. W. MEADOR,
HANCOCK TAYLOR,
J. L. POPE,
.RICHARD A. SPURR,

R. L McQUlDDY,
J. H. BRUCE,
JAMES SHACKLEFORD,
P. BARBOUR,
.J. H. STANLEY,
JAMES BLACKBURN •

O.RTH,

!LSON,
.PSON,

~s.

B, R.-'i!)
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Mr. Campion moved to lay said report on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Godshaw moved an amendment to said report.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment
J
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said report,and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Goodnight, were as follows, viz:

•

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
W . H. Hilhman,
W. C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
J. S. Owsley,
Lewis Jones,
William Points,
J . K. Bailey,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
Joseph L. Pope,
Caleb R . Brooks,
Green H.. Keller,
G. W. Prichard,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T. J . Bush,
T. J. Li>wis,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M H. Marriott,
C. W. Russell,
Thomas Sandei.·p,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
W . T . Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, 1'. W . Scott,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElrny,
Aug. Shelburne,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Peter G. Fischer,
James F . Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry George,
Montgomery Merritt, J. T. Tartar,
D. A . Glenn,
Tipton A. Miller,
Hancock Taylor,
Isaac H. Goodnight, E. H. Mot'in,
John A. Thomas,
Leven E. Green,
J. M. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Neal,
John D. Thompson,
J. W . Griffith,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
Milton Hamilton,
T. J. Oatt;;,
Isaac T . West,
W. L. Hazelip,
W. W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker-67.
Samuel D. Hensley,
Those whci voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason,
Robert F . Allensworth, Lyttleton Cooke,
G. R. Snyder,
Clement R. Ambrnse, John Cowan,
G. E. Speck,
J . M. Bigger,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Gabriel Blevins,
John Feland,
Geo. H. 8. Thompson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Charles Godshaw,
G. H. Towery,
Henry Campbell,
~h-omas H. Mannen, LaFayette Wilson-~!.
Bills were reported bf' the several committees, who · were directed
t-0 p1·epare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
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By Mr . Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious Insti'on, it
tunons-A bill to incorporate the New Castle Cemetery Company, ?f New

ment,
and it
rand

Castle, Henry county, Kentucky.
By Mr. Lambert, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the trustees
of the Lancaster Presbyterian Church," approved February 1st, 1842.
By Mr. Snyder, from the same committeeA bill to incorporate Bergin, Mercer county, Kentucky.
By Mr. Adair, from the Committee on Retrenchment and ReformA bill regulating the employes at the arsenal at Frankfort. Kentucky.
By Mr. Whitake1;, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to repeal all laws imposing a tax on dogs, so far as they

·tson,
se,

apply to the county of Christian .
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third ti me.
The rule of the House and the constitutional p·rovision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being

g,

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bilis do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

n,

n,
67.

aforesaid.
The House rook up for consideration the unfinished business of
yesterday, viz: a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Jas. H. Armstrong, sheriff and collector

son,

of Carter county.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.

son,

third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

~J.

ected

aforesaid.
·
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of J.P. Bragg, of Christian county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Orde1·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision a8 to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said . bill do pa.ss, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid,
Mr, Russell, from the Committee on Pisciculture, to whom the same
had been referred, reported a biJI, entitled
A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prohibit the de·struction
of fish in Tennessee i·iver, or within one mile of the mouth of its
tributaries," apprnved February 3d, 1874.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
third reading o_f said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

rea
tbi1

wa

afc

to

C

Mr. Towery, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, to
whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Wm, M. Threlkeld, fate sheriff of Livingston county,
Reported the same with the expression of opinion that said bill
ought not to pass.
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be read a third time,
the objection of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?"
and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Adair, from the Committee on Retrenchment and Reform, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill in regard to the offices of Quarter-Master General, Adjutant General, and Inspector General.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Buford moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order of the day for Wednesday,
the 27th inst., at 1 o'clock, P. M.
And the q nest ion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Orde1·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.

0
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n as to the

Mr. Snyder moved that the constitutional provision_as to the third
reading of said bill be diapensed with, and that said bill have its

ereof be as

third reading to-day.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

m the same

was decided in the affirmative.
Said bill was then read a third time.
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

de·struction

r::th ,r;,

rn as to the
~ame being

ereof be as

'axation, to

aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, .who were directed
to prepare and bring in the sam~, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Brooks, from the Committee on Retrenchment and ReformAbill to reduce the fees of cirnuit and county court clerks in this
Commonwealth.
By i\Ir. Russell, from the Committee on PiscicultureAbill to repeal all fish laws so far as they apply to Simpson county.

By sameAbill to repeal an act, entitled "An ·act for the propagation and

of Living-

protection of food-fishes in the waters of the State of Kentucky."
Which bills were severally read th·e firat time and ordered to be

at said bill

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

third time,
'tan ding ?1'

second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on ordering said bills to a third read-

f form, who
l bill, enti-

ing, and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bills were rejected. ·
The House then took from the orders of the day the motion entered heretofore by Mr. Rouse, to reconsider the vote by which the

era], Adju-

House passed a bill, entitled
An act for the appointment of official r~porters, and fo1· the preser-

l a second

vation of evide~ce in certain cases in this Common wealth.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

as to the

on of said
ednesday,
motion, it

ae.

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Rouse moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
0rd ered to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided -in the affirmative.
. ~Ir. Rouse moved to amend said bill by excluding from the proviaions thereof the counties of Clark, Boone, Henry, Gra.nt, Gallatin,
and Carroll .
. And the question being 'taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
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Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a toi,j
time.

tro

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to tie
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same beior
engrossed,

pr
ex
dol

vJ!

of

sue

R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
11
aforesaid.

The House then took up for consideration the special orderof~e
day, vi:t.: a bill, entitled

de

A bill to reconstruct the darns and repair the locks on the Kentucky river, and to regulate the navigation thereof.

R

Mr. Buford moved to postpone the further consideration of eaii
bill, and make the same the special order of the day for Wednesday,
the 27th inst., at 10:25 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motioo,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took up for consideration the special order of toe
day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Keo,
tucky Infirmary for Women and Children."
Mr. G"resham moved to postpone the further consideration of saia
bill , and make the same the special order of the day for Friday,loe
1st day of March, 1878, at 10:30 o'clock, A . .M.

c.
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J,
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motioo,il
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took up for consideration the special order of toe
day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to regulate the jurisdiction of quarterly courts and courtsof
justices of the peace.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:

§ 1. Be it enacted by lite General Assembly ~f the Commonwealth of_ Kentucky, The quarterly court of each county shall have concurren.t origin~!
jurisdiction, both in law and equity, with justices of the peace 1n allc!VI/
proceedings; but the jurisdiction shall not attach except by .o~nsent.~
the defendants in writing, unless one of them resides in the mvil <l 18t'.1t'
which embraces the county seat, or all are non-residenti! of the cou~tJ ..
§ 2. Quarterly courts shall have jurisdiction concurreut with mrcnil
courts of all actions for the r ecovery of money or personal property,
the mat.ter in controversy exclusive of interest and oost, exceeds fifty 0
'
· ot b81• caSCi
lars, and does not exceed five
hundred dollars in value, and in
specially provided for by statute.
.
·
.
.. ·t
§ 3. Justices of the peace shall have jurisdiction, exclusive of cu_cai,
courts, but concurrent with quarterly courts, in all actions and proc~e<lrnl{!
for the recovery of money or personal property, when tile matter ID con·
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ri' exclusive of interest and cost, does not exceed fifty dollars in
both circuit and quarterly courts
vf ~II notions and proceedings tor th.i recovery of money or pe1·sonal
0 perty when Lhe matter in controversy, exclusive of interest and costs,
v;~eeds fifty dollars in value and does not exceed two hundred and fifty
:ollars in vulue, and shall have origin~! and co~current jurisdiction in
such other actions as are or may be specially provided by statute.
~4. This act shall apply only to Fulton, Hickman , and Graves counties.
p. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was

trar: 'i~d concunent jurisdiction with

· al order of ~e

decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. George and

s on the Ken,

Reed, were as follows, yiz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereT. M . Hill,
Wm . Points,
C. T. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. Mc.Elroy,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. tSnyder,
Henry Campbell,
James F'. Means,
G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
Otho Nunn,
Geo. H. 8. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T.
J.
Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-43.
Milton Hamilton.
Samuel D. Hensiey,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Peter G . Fischer,
James Barbour Mason,
James P. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
J.M. Neal,
RobertF. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
J.M.Bigger,
Charles Godshaw,
W. C. Owens,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. M. Reed,
A.Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Josiah Hunter,
Clinton· K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
Richard Lambert,
G. H. Towery,
John Feland,
M. H. Marriott,
John C. Welch-27.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Spalding, from the Committee on Retrenchment and Reform,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled

eration of aail

or wednes<lay,
said motion, ii
al order of the
rate the Keoration of saia
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A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish an Ineurance
BuMau," approved March 10th, 1870.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to toe
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be place<l in the orders of the day.
Mr. Feland, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

A bill to authorize and empower the county of Muhlenburg to com.
promise and fond its outstanding bonded indebtedness, issue bond!,
and levy and collect taxes to pay the same.
Which was read the fir.it time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to toe
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Feland moved to postpone the further consideration thereof,
and make the same the special order of the day for Saturday, Maren
2d, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the affirmative.
The House took up for consideration the special order of the day,
viz: a joint resolution, which originated in the Senate, entitled
Resolution extending the present session of the General Assembly.
Said resolution reads as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, It is evident that, in the limited time remaining of the constitutional term, it is impossible that the measures of great publicinteresl
and absolute necessity now before the General Assembly .can be acted on,
and great detriment to the public service must inevitably result from the
failure to perfect them; therefore, be it

Resolved by the Germ·al Assembly of' t!te Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the present sess~on of the General Assembly be extended beyond
the sixty days to which it is limited by the Constitution.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to ·amend said resolution as follows, viz:
Amend by adding "to adjourn eleven days after the 1st day of March,
1S78."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Snyder moved a call of the roll.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ii
was decided in the affirmative.
The roll was then called, and the following members answered to
their names, viz :
Mr. Speaker (Turner),
Cromwell Adair,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,

W. Scott Gresham,
J. W. Griffith,
Milton Hamilton,
W. L. Hazelip,

J. S. Owsley,
B. Mills Parrish,
James Perkins,
William Points,
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Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L. Pope,
J.K.Bailey,
T.M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
J.F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Jos. M . Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q . Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
T . W. Scott,
T.J.Bush,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder.
Henry Campbell,
M. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
G. E . Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbo'Ul' Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McEkoy, J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
W. J. lVIcElrny,
Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K: Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington, o
Montgomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo . H . B. Thompson,
John Feland,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. T()wery,
Henry George,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Barrnon,·
LaFayette Wilson--92.
Leven E. Green,
W. C. Owens,
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resoluti.on, and
it was decided in the aflirmati ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon. by Messrs. Felan.d and
Robertson, were as follows, viz;
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. _Speaker (Turner), T. M. Hill,
James PerkiRs,
Cromwell Adair,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert.F, Allenswo1;th, Jos. M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
Richard Lambert
C. W. Russell,
J.M.Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
'
T. W. Scott,
~- Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
· J. Bush,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
:enry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
//ampion,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
J ·h · Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Toh n Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
omas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Job.n A. Thomas,
H,
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Abner Eversole,
Peter G. F isc her,
Dennis G leason,
D. A. G lenn,
Charles Godshaw,
W . Scott Gresham,
J. W. Griffith,
W. L. 1-fazelip,
Samuel D. Hensley,

Mont.g-omery Merritt, Andrew Thompson
E . H . .Morin,
Geo. ·H. B. Tbomps~n
Wm. Neal,
John D. Thompson '
Otho Nu nn ,
'
G. H. Towery,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch.
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T .' West,·
W.W. Orr,
H. P. Whitaker,
W. C. Owens, ·
LaFay'ette Wilson-71.
J . S Owsley,
Those who voted in the negative wereC. T. Allen,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Gabriel Blevins,
John Feland,
J.M. Neal,
Henry Geo r:ge,
B. Mills Parrish,
Cal e b R. Brooks,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson
W. H. H Callihan,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders, '
Lyttleton Gooke,
Lewi::i Jones,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. T. Dicken;
M. H. Marl'iott,
R. L. Spalding--24.
Mr. Snyder moved to reconsider the vote by which this House
adopted said reso lu tion.
Mr. Godshaw· moved to lay sa id motion on the table.
And the que$tion being taken on tbe adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
At l :30 o_'clock, P. M.,. Mr. Reed moved that the House do now
adjourn.
And the question being taken · on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Feland and
Bigger, were as follows , viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-James P. Allen,
Wm. !VJ.• Reed,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Gabriel Blevins,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Andrew Thompson,
I'at. Campion,
Thomas A. Robertson, H. P. Whitaker-JI.
Lyttleton Cooke,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunp,
RobertF. Allensworth, W . Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrnse, J. W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
J. F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
James Perkins,
J.M. Bigger,
W. H . Hillsman,
William Points,
A. Buford,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund BuIT,
J. Q. Lackey,
Aug. Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
\W. H. H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,

F
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M. H. Marriott,
J. T. Tarta.r ,
A.O. Cope,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason,John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington ,
Clarence U. McElroy, Geo H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
W . J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
John Feland ,
J. W . Meador,
G.
H. Tl>Wery,
Peter G. Fischer,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-fi2
D. A. Glenn,
William
Neal,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Mr. Scott moved the following resolution, v iz:
Resolved, '£bat a comm ittee of fi,e be ~ppointed from this .House to
report, by bill or otherwise, upon the expediency of tho pnrdrnso of the
house of 'fimothy Su lli van by the State ot Kentucky.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Thereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs . Spalding, Robertson,

•

Taylor, Clarke, and Scott aA said committee.
Mr. Welch moved the following resolution, viz:
Wrr.EREAS, The members of the General Assembly of Kentucky, together wit h a large concourse of' the citizens of Frankfurt, were agrccnbly enterLnined at .M:ajor Hall, in this city, last even ing, by the pupils of
tho Kentucky Asylum for the Tuition of the BlinJ, at Louiiwille, Kentucky, und er the Rupervision of its accompi ishcJ Superintendent, Dr. B .
B.H.untoon, and its lal'ge-heal'ted alld c lear headed Prnsident, Dr. T . S.
Bell, who has filled said office w ith great acceptab ility to a ll interested for
twenty-five eonsecutive years; and wher·eas, said e lee rno:,ynal'y irn;titu t1on has unquestionably accomplished more good in its leg itimaLe spbore
thnn any simil ar one in the United Stat.es; tlioref'ore, be it
Resolved, That the good o ld Commonwealth of Kentueky feels a just
snnse of pride in the exalted position attained by the Kentucky Asyluni.
for Lhe '£ ui tion of t he Blind, and that a most hearty welcome will be ex ten<led to all such as may place themselves under its fo1:1tcring care, from
any part of' the State, fr ee from a ll charges, including the pr ice of transpOitation from their homes to said in stitute for the first time .
Which was twice read and adopted.
The Speaker laid before th·e House the following response of the
Attorney General, viz: ·
To the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky:
In response to yo ur resolution of this date, asking" the total and aggregate amount of money expended in repossessing the KcnltH:ky river and
improvements thereon," pursuant to resolution approved Murch 20, 1876
Isubmit the follo wing: In circ ui t court, $18 i5. Th is does not includ~
lbe costs in the case instituted by my predecessor, in which the Common·
wealth was defeated, nor do I know what tbe cosLs in that case amounted
to, but probably to ve1·y little more than the above, if as much.
In Court of Appeals, but not yet paid, appelloes, both oases, $50 85;
appellunts, both cases, $41 15.
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After the judgment I obtained was affirmed by the Court of Appeal
the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund, to put the State's agents in
plete possession, expended-to E. M. Drain, $130; to M. H. P. William~
sheriff, $9 50; to D. L. Haly, $10; to Thomas Hoffner, $4 25; toB.B,
Jeffers, $8 75; and to Dan. Lynch, $12; making aggregate expended by
Commonwealth, when paid, of $243 60.
The costs in the circuit court, however, is all that I felt it my dntyto
certify, and the amount above $24 45 properly belongs to another depart.
ment, and l might have contented myself with reporting the amountex.
pended under said resolution as $2-1 45, but thought best to give nil the
fiµ-ures and information in my possession.
I bav.e the honor to be, very truly, your obedient servant,
THOMAS E. MOSS,
l•'1uNKFOR'r, .February 25th, 1878.
Attorney General.

co:

Mr. Hamilton moved to refer the same to the Committee on Retrenchmert and Reform.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Reed1. A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to make taxation equal
and uniform in counties when an ad valorem tax is levied by the
county court."
On motion of same2. A bill to authorize the county clerk of Marshall county to make
certain corrections in coffee-house and tavern licenses hel'etofore
granted by said court.
On motion of Mr. O'Bannon3. A bill to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Bank of New Castle," approved March 20, 1870.
On motion of Mr. Ditto4. A bill to incorporate the Millersburg Lake Ice and Fish Com·
pany, of Meade county, Kentucky.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the 1st; the Committee on County Courts the 2d; the Committee
on Birnks the 3d, and the Committee on Corporate Institutions the
4th.
And then the House adjourned until 7½ o'clock, P. M.
The House met at 7½ o'clock, P. M., according to adjournment.
Mr. Snyder moved a call of the House.
And the question being taken on the adop~ion of said motion, ii
was decided in the affirmative.

''
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The roll was then called, and the following gentlemen answered
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to their names, viz:
Mr.Speaker (~urner), Henr~ George,
Wm. Neal,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
o.T.Allen,
D . A.Glenn,
T.J.Oatts,
James P. Allen,
Charles Gods haw,
James O'Bannon,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham ,
W . W. Orr.
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. F. Hennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
'Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Broo.k s,
Jos. M . Kash,
T. W. Scott,
.
Benjamin F. Bui_e ,
Green R. Keller,
·Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis, .
J. T. Tarta-r,
Pat. Campion,
Thoma3 H . Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thomp son,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
G. H. Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A Miller,
John C. Welch,
W.J.Etlrington,
E .. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
J. M. Neal,
H. P. Whitaker-76.
Peter G. Fischer,
Bills were reported from the several committees, who we1·e directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By i\1r. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsA bill to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, to convey tQ the Gradyville circuit that part of the parsonage
property in the town of Columbia, and to authorize the Gradyville
cir_cuit to sell and convey the same :
By sameA bill to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
within the corporate limits of the town of Milburn, Ballard county,
or within one mile thereof.
By Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the t.own of Bristow, in Rowan county.
By Mr. W. J. McElroy, from a select committeeA bill for the benefi.t of the citizens of Adair county and others.
By Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Revenue and TaxationA bill for the benefit of W. W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd county.
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By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An, act for the benefit of Allensville voting precinct, in Todd county."
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev
ances-- .

ce

A bill to amend the several acts relating to the charter of German.
town, in -Mason and Bracken counties.
By Mr. Hill, from the same committee-

co

A hill to amend th~ charter of the town of Beattyville and tore-

a1

duce into one the several acts in relation thereto.
By Mr. Bainbridge, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate Horeb and Corrick Turnpike Road Company,
in Fayette county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to 1incorporate the Mechanics' Building and Loan Association of Lexington, Kentucky.
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill' empowering the county judge of Fleming county to sell and
convey the Fleming County Seminary lot, and collect the purchase of
said lot.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill revising and amending an act, entitled "An act to incorpo·
rate the town of Prestonsburg," approved March 9th, 1807, and
amendments thereto, reducing- them into one.
By Mr. Snyder, from the same committeeA bill to amend the laws in relation to the city. of Frankfort.
By Mr. Spurr, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and small
birds, and punish trespass."
By Mr. George, from the Committee on Internal Improvement-·
A bill for the benefit of H. G. Hughes, of Russell county.
By Mr. Welch, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of common school district No. I, Nicholas·
ville, J assamine county.
By Mr. ·Shelburne, from the same committeeA bill to establish an institution of ·]earning in the to wn of Cor1
inth, in Grant county, Kentucky, to be known as the Corinth Acad·
emy.

le
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stitutionsriefi t of Allens,

By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAbill to incorporate Stewartsville Lodge, No. 519, Free and Ac-

' ns and Grie,

cepted Masons, of. Stewartsville, Gran t cou!1ty.
.
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsAbill to legalize certain acts and orders of the Marshall county

er of German,

court.

By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

ille and to re·nal Improvead Company,

fitutionsoan Associa-

nty to sell and
e purchaseof
titutio,isct to incorpo·
th, 18Cl7, and

ances-

A.bill to release sheriffs of Green_ and Taylor counties from col-

lecting railroad taxes , and for other purposes.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill authorizing the judge of . the Bourbon county court to call
the county court together for the purpose of building or impro\Ting
the county jail, and to make ·1evy to pay for the same.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second ti me.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with;
Ordered, That said bills be engros:ied and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to .w hom the same had been referred, of the following

nkfort.
nsme and small

titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Gl'iev-

vement-·

county of Fayette.
By Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims-An act for the benefit of H. R. M.yers and Robert Nickle, of Rowan
county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of district No. 9, in Ballard county.
By same-

nty.
, 1, Nicholas·

town of Corl
'o rinth Acad·

ancesAn act to authorize the employment of a detective police by the

An act for the benefit of John Morton, of Hickman county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of E.

J. Stilley, of Fulton county.
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By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev,
ancesAn act authorizing A. O. Mayes, for and on behalf of the board
•of trustees of the Princeton Seminary, to sell and convey property
belonging to the Princeton Seminary, or to exchange and convey the
same for other property.
Ordered, That i>aid bills be read a third time.
a'he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be 111
aforesaid .

Mr
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Tharp, Hu 8•
sell, and. Spalding.
Mr. B~ford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill to authorizt the erection of dams across the Licking river.
:Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
There being objections to the third reading of said bill to-day, the
same was placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Bush, from the Committee on Military A,ffairs, who were di·
rected to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill; entitled
A bill for the benefit of the Covington Light Guard.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to _the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engr'oEised and read a third time.
Mr. Owens moved to suspend the rule and constitutional provision,
and that said bill have its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in· the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens autl
Robertson, were as follows, viz :

\
d
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Those who voted in the affirmative, weres and Grier,

Mr Speaker(Turner), Isaa,c H. Goodnight,

J. S. Owsley,
Allen
Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
J~m~s P. AJlen,
Samuel~· Hensley,
Wm. Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, T. M. H1!l,
Joseph L: Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, W.
Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J.K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
E. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J.F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
J . Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
T.J. Bush,
David MartiR,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. McElrny, Han cock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A.C.Cope,
J.M. Neal,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James O'Bannon ,
John C. Welch,
HenryGeorge,
W.W. Orr,
IsaacT. West,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-67.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted in the negative, were-
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Cromwell Adair,
Josiah Hunter,
Otho Nunn,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
James Perkins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McE!roy,
Ferdinand Rigney, ·
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery-14.
Abner Eversole,
Wm. Neal,
Said bill was read a third time as fotlows, viz :
WHEREA&, The Covington Light Guard, commanded by Captain Frank
Wood, was duly organized under the militia law of this State, and was
duly mustered into the State Guard on February 4th, 1876, and on September 6th, 1876, on occasion of the inroad of a mob into this State, fol!owing _the prize-fighters Goss and Allen, w.as ordered by the Governor
mtoact1ve service; and whereafJ, under the militia law, said company so
ordered was entitled to an advance from the State of twelve dollars per
man for procuring uniform, the said amount to be charged against each
m~~, and to be deducted from any compensation thereafter due for actual
military service, except that only half the pay due for service might be
retamed until said advance was reimbursed to the State; and whereas,
881 ~ company, numbering forty -three men, elected under the law to draw
uniform, and, under authority from the Governor, contracted for the cost
of the same to the amount of twelve dollars per man, and the said adva_nce, though so due, has not been made by the State; and whereas, the
said_company, on the occasion above referred to, rendered two days' active
:~rvice with thirty-tht·ee men, and was paid therefor two dollars, being at
I e rate of one dollar pet· day for each man, making sixty-six ($'66) dolars In all; and on July 7th, 1877, under orde1·s from the Govemor, twenB. R.-81
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ty-nine men of saia company rendered active service in Carter county/
a period of ni~e days, fol' which they we1:e paid, at_th_e above rates,t::
hundred and sixty-one ($261) dol lars, which was paid in full· and wher
as, it appears from tbe cii·curhstances herein stated that said ~ompanyw~
entitled. on being ordered into active service in September, 1866
101
total advance of five hundred and sixteen ($516) dollars for unifo,·~sto
be charged against half the pay fot· future compensation for services
reimbursed; and said company has, as above stated, received full payti
the amount of three hundred and twenty-seven ($327) dollnrs, one half
of which, viz: one hundred and sixty-three dollars ($163 50) and aha![
they were entitled to draw, and the other half, viz: $163 50, should ba,1
been deducted as a part return on the advance due tor uniforms, leaving
a balance of three hundred and fifty:two dollars ($352 50) and a bnlfstiU
due said company as an advance, to which it is entitled under thelaw·
and whereaR, said balance of advance due under the law is properlypay:
able Ollt of the military fond, and there is now no money to the crefaof
the military fund in tbe 'rreasury; th .e refore,
§ l. Be it enacled by tlie Geneml Assembly of the Commonwealth of Krn.
tucky, 'fhat the sum of three hundred and fifty-two dollarR and a hniri;
hereby ap}lropriated, out of any moneys not otherwise appropriated by
law to the military fund, to be 1,ot apart by the Treasurer and credited to
said fund, fot· the _purpo,;;e of making tbe advance for uniforms to which
said Covington Light Guard is en titled; and, on the order of the Governor,
the Auditor is directed to issue his warrant on the 'l'reasurer ,fo,, sail
amount, to be paid to Captain Frank Wood for the use and benefitaforisaid of his said company of the State Guard .
§ 2. '1'1~ is act sh al 1 take effoct from i.Ls passage.

a;~

And the question IJ,eing taken on the passage of said bill, it Wil
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro,
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A Glenn,
- James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodn·i ght,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
.Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
James P.. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth, T. M. Hill,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
-Green l{. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J . M . B 1gger,
Thomas A. Robertson,
.
J . Q . Lac k ey,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewiti,
1'. W·. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Aug. Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
David .Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Pat. 'Campion,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
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Lyttleton Cooke,.
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
Tbom 8 s H. Ditto,
w. J. Edrington,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,

Tipton A. Miller,
E. H. Morin,
J.M. Neal,
William Neal,
Otho Nunn,
T. J. Oatts;
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Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John D. Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
John C. Welch,
Isaac T. West,
H. l'. Whitaker-76.

In the n,egative-James Perkins-l. ·

Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a

bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Jordan Perkins, committee of Nancy
Perkins,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, Jordan Perkin s, co mmittee for Nancy P erkins, now d eceased,
overpaid for her support and maintenance the ·s um of $146 04 above any
moneys which came to his hands b e longing to h e r; and having no adequate remedy under existing laws fot: the return of said money to him;

thorofore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of' Ken·

tucky, That the Auditor of Pub li c Accounts be, and he is hereby, authoraid bill, it was
ance to a pro·

rsannon,

l

bl~ns,
sley,
Parrish,
Points,
. Pope,

richard,

nd Rigney,
A. Robertson,
~ V, Rouse,

l::ott,

l

elburne,
yder,
A. Spurr,
rtar,
Taylor,
Thomas,
Thompson,

t

ized to draw his warrant on the Treasury for the sum of $146 04, in favor
of Jordan Perkins, late committee of Nancy Pet·kins, fot· money by him
expended, in her suppot·t and maintenance, over and above any moneys
which came to his hands as such committee from her estate, she having
died a pauper idiot of Gtirrat·d county, Kentucky, to be paid out of any
money in the 'rreasury not otherwise appropriated.
§2. This act to take effect from its passage.

And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereo~ in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, wern as follows·, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
W.W. Orr, ·
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
~ames P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
J . S . Owsley,
obertF. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley,
James Perkins,
Clement_R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
William Points,
~ K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
· C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
F. Be_nnett,
Joseph M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson
· M._Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
~ab~·iel _Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
enJamrn F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,

f
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Edmund ·B llrr,
T. J. Bush,
W. H . H . Callihan,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Henry George,

[FEe. 27.

T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr
David Martin,
J . T. Tartar,
'
·James Barbour Mason, .Hancock TayJor,
Olarei:ice U. McElroy, John A. Thon1as,
W. J . McElroy,
Andre~, Thompson,
James F. Means,
Geo. H.B. Thompson
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson '
Tiptori A. Miller,
John C. Welch, '
J. M. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
William Neal,
H. P. Whitaker-70,

In the negative-G. H. Towery-I.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
And at 10 o'clock, P. M., the House adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1878.
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. Hamilton1. The petition of sundry citizens of West Covington, Kenton
county, praying the passage of a law to exclude them from the in·
corporated limits of sai_d town.
By Mr. West-

'
2. The petition of sundry citizens of Jackson
county, asking an
appropriation to ,i mprove the South Fork of Station Camp creek.
By Mr. J. C. Thorripson3. The petition of sundry citizens of Connersville district, in Mercer
county, asking the repeal of the local option law in said district.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe J st to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 2d to
the Committee on Internal Improvement, and the 3d to the Commit·
tee on the Judiciary.
A message was receiverl from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed
hills ' which orio'inated
in the House of Representatives,
.
b
of the following titles, viz:

[FEe. 21
yder,
A. Spurr,
rtar,
Taylor,
Thoruas
Thomps'on
B. Thomps~n
Thompson '
Weich, '
West,
hitaker-70.
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An act to amend subsection 2 of section 337 of the C.ivil Code of
Practice.
An act for the benefit of W. W. Stinnett, .sheriff of Todd county .
That they had passed a bill, entitled
Abill to further the educational interests of the town of Hawesville.
Which was read the fit-st time and ordered to be read a se cond
time.
The rule of the Hou se and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Education.
Mr. Russell, from the Committee on Pisciculture, to 'vYhom the same
bad been referred, r eported ~ bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the prop a gation and
protection of food-fi shes in the waters of the State of Kentucky,"
approved March 20, 1876.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass; and that the title thereof be as

gton, Kenton
from the in·

ty, asking an
mp creek.

rict, in Mercer
d district.
nd referredces; the 2d to
the Commit·

I

~

•• th,t .•ij
presentat1ves,

aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees , who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to authorize the McLean county court to issue bonds to pay
off the indebtedness of the county.
By Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill to incorporate Muldrough Lake Fish and Ice Company.
By Mr. Buie, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of A. L. Coldiron, late sheriff of Harlan
county. ·
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with, ·
· 0rdered, That said bills be engrossed and. read a third time.
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_The rule of the House and the constitutional provision asto t!ii
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same beior
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be
111
aforesaid.
Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Pl'opositions and Grievances,lo
whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize and direct Ben. P. Shryer, curator of M.
McCullom, deceased, to make settlement of said estate with the trustees of the Cadiz High School, and to pay to them all moneys in hii
hands as such curator,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispe_n sed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be 111
aforesaid.
Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievan~es, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to change the county line between the counties of Clay aoa
Jackson,
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a secona
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be read a third time,
the objection of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding1"
and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to provide for execufing and supervising the public print·
ing and binding.
With an amendment by way of substitute to the original bill,
Mr. Snyder moved to make the consider~tion of said bill the speci~
order for Thursday, the 7th of March next, at IO½ o'clock, A. M.

I

F
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
A meesage was received from the Senate, announcing that they

thereof be ai

had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate .the South-

Grievances, lo

western Railroad Company."
Which was read the tirs_t time and ordered to be read a second

curator of M.
with the trusmoneys in hii

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

sion as to the

second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Railroads.
Mr. Bigger moved that the resolution directing the Auditor and
Attorney General to collect unpaid taxes from the National Banks
doing business in this Commonwealth be reported by the Committee
on the Judiciary, amd made the special 01·der for Thursday, the 28th

thereof be 81

inst., at 10:10 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

ievan~es, who
ed a bill, eoti,

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
'An act to amend subsection 2 of section 337 of the Civil Code of

, s of Clay aoa

tot to pass,

r·ead a secooa

Practice;
An act for the benefit of W. W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd county;
Also enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the Senate,

1ion as to the

of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation

~

to the town of Lawrenceburg;
An act for the benefit of J. P. Bragg, of Christian county;
Resolution extending the present session of the General Assembly;

a third time,
ithstanding 1"

ing that they
presentatives,
public print·
ioal bill.
ill the special

ck, A. M.

And had found the same truly enrolled:
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Amessage was received from the Goverqor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed enrolled bills and · resolutions, which originated in the House
of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the city of Paducah.
An act to incorporate Bell College, in Danville., Boyle county.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the citvof
Covington to erect a bridge over the Ohio river."
·
An act for the benefit of school district No. 4, of Lee county.
An act to repeal an act incorporating Guthrie City, in Todd county,
approved March 11, 1876.
An act for the benefit of the tax =payers of McCracken county.
Resolution of thanks to Dr. L. B. Woolfolk.
Resolution in regard to lock and dam No. 5, on the Kentucky river.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Cooke-I. A bill to authorize J. H. Rhorer, trustee under the will of Hannah Good win, to sell certain real estate in the city of Louisville.
On motion of same--

2. A bill for the benefit of the incorporatP.d banks of this Common,
wealth.
·
On motion of Mr. Hensley3. A bill to amend chapter 18 of the Generai'Statutes, title'' Com,
mon Schools."
On motion of Mr. Hazelip4. A bill to change the time of holding the common pleas court in
the county of Edmonson.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw-

5. A bill to amend an act to incorporate the purchasers of rail·
roads, approved March I, 1876.
On motion of same-6. A bill to prevent the sale of liquor to minors.
On motion of same7. A bill to amend the charter of the city of Louisville in reference
to the police department of said city.
On motion of Mr. Miller-

s. A bill to increase the jurisdiction of justices' and county courts
in Calloway county.
On motion of Mr. Bigger9. A bill to repeal an act to authorize McCracken county to levy a
tax for county purposes, approved March 3, 1876.
On motion of Mr. Bailey10. A bill for the bene:{'it of Henry Fields, late sheriff of Perry
. county.
On motion of Mr. West-I I. A bill for the \>en'efi t of James R. Isaacs, of Jackson county.

co

ut
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On motion of Mr. Eversole-12. A bill for the benefit of Ashley Owens, Rockcastle county.
On motion of Mr. Hill·
!3, Abill for the benefit of Thomas Jones, ex-sheriff' of Campbell
county.
On motion of Mr. Gresham14, A bill to repeal section 4, article 3, chapter 92, General Stat otes.
On motion of Mr. KashJ5. A bill to incorporate the Stanton and Levy Turnpike Road
Company.
On motion of Mr. Scott16. A bill to amend section 9, chapt-er 110, General Statutes.

this Common-

On motion of same17. A bill to authorize the Franklin county court to issue bonds to
build a free bridge acr~ss the Kentucky ri ve1· at Frankfort.

, ti tie " Com-

On motion of Mr. Points}B. A bill for the benefit of C. Vallandingham, she.riff of Grant

leas court in

eounty.
On motion of Mr. Cope-19. A bill to decla1·e Quicksand creek, in Breathitt county, a .navi-

asers of rail-

gable stream.
On motion of Mr. Campion20. A bill to better prescribe the duties of constables and magis-

in reference

trates of Louisville and Jefferson county:
On motion of Mr. Bush21. A bill to irrnorporate the Mutual Aid Association of Kentucky.

ounty courts

On motion of Mr. Keller22- A bill for the benefit of tl1le Paris and Ruddie's Mill Turnpike
llioad.

, ty to levy a

iff of Perry

n county,

On motion of same23· A bill incorporating the G1·eenwich Turnpike Road Company,
Bourboa and Fayette counties,
On motion of Mr. Tharp•
24 · A bill to amend section nine of the cha1·ter of Owensboro.
On motion of Mr. Owens25· A hill to authoriM the erection of a toll-gate -on th-e Georgetown and Stamping Ground Turnpike, Scott co linty.
II.

R.-82

•
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On motion of same26 . A hill to proliibit stock from running at large on ce~tain road
.
9
in Scott county.

Ordered, That the Committee on the J mdiciary prepare and bring
in the I st and 9th; the Committee on Banks the 2d and 21st; the
Committee on Education the 3d; the Committee on Circuit Courti
the 4th; the Committee on Railroarls the 5th; the Committee
01
Corporate Institutions the 7th, 15th, an~ 24th; the . Committee on
Propositions and Grievances the 8th, 10th, 12th, 18th, and 20th; the
, Committee on Claims the l lth and 13.th; the Committee on General
Statutes the 14th and 16th; the Committee on County Courts the
17th; the Committee on Internal Improvement _the 19th, 22d, 23d,
and 25th, and the Committee on A.g,riculture and Manufactures the
26th.
Leave of absence, in-definitely, was granted Messrs. Feland and
Pope.
The ho-ur of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took
up for consideration the special ord·e r of the day, viz: a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act establishing a legal rate of intere,st, and declaring con·
tracts.,,or a greate-r rate void ail to the excess over the legal interest.
Said bill reads as foJlows, viz :

§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly 0( the Commonwealllt of Kentucky, 'l'hat legal interest in this Commonwealth, unless otherwise con,
tracred for in writing, 1,hall be -a t the rate of six dollars upon one hundred
dollars for a year, and at tne same rate for a greater or less sum, and for
a longer or shorter time.
·
.
§ .2. It.shall be lawfol for all JJE/rsons ·to contraot by memorandum, ID
writing, signed by tbe party or parties chargeable thereon and not other·
wise, to pay or receive any rate of interest for the loan or forbearance of
money which may be agreed on by the parties to such contract.
~ 3. Judgments rendered upon any contract, in writing_, f~r tbe ~RY·
ment of' money, shall bear tbe same rate of interest which 1s provided
by such contract; but upon contracts in wbicb no rate is agreed upon,the
judgment shall bear six per cent. per annum.
§ 1. After the death of the payer or obligor of .a contract; for the loan
or forbearance of money at a higher rate of interest than six percent.per
annum, such contract, after maturity, and any judgment rendered thereon, shall bear interest at the rale of 1:1ix per cent. per annum.
§ 5. All laws in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
§ 6. Tbis act shall take effect and be in force from and after the filil
day of September, 1878.
Mr. Snyder moved the following. amendment as a sub11titute for
said bill, viz:
.

§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwea/t~ al Ken·
.tucky, 'l'hat no person or corporation shall charge or collect, dtrectly or

F
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indirectly, for uhe loan , use, or forbearance of money, in terest at a g reater
ato thiin six dollars upon one hu ndred dollars for one year, and at the
~nme rate for~ greater or less sum,. and fot· a longer or shorter time; and
nil laws allowrng a greater rate of Interest to be charged 01· collected are
hereby repealed.
p. If a greater rate of interest than is provided in the preceding section shall be charged or collected for the loan, use, or forbearance of
money the entire interest shall be forfei ted, and the perAon 01· c01·poration s~ charging or collecting shall, in nny suit for the coll ection of the
debt so loa,ne<l or forborne, recover only the debt without any interest
thereon, and any payment~ made the1·eo n shall be deducted from the
principal debt; and if. snch greater rate of in terest shal l have been paid,
the person paying th e same, or any creditor of hi s, may sue and recover
from tbe person so charging the same the entire interest so paid, within
fivoyetirs after the debt and interest shall have been paid, and the cred itor of the party paying the same may recover, notwithstanding said debt
and interest may have been recovered and collected on a judgment obtained therefor.
§3. Be it further enacted, That no bill of exchange, promissory note,
obligation for tho payment of money, or other debt, shall be diHcotrnted
or purchased, by any p erso n or corporntion, at a greater discount or deduction than seven per centum per annum calculated on the amount of
such bill, note, obligation, or debt when due, from the date of such purchase or discount until the matur ity of the bill, note, ob li gation, or debt
so purchased 01· discounted; and• if any pe1·son or corporation shall discount or purchase any such hill, pote, obli gation, or debt, at a greater
deduction lrom th e amount thereof t han is provided in this sec ti on, an d
collec 4 the debt so purchased, the pereon so selling the said bill, note,
obligation, or debt. or any creditor of hi s, may recover from such perso n
or corporation the amount collected ti hereon in excess of the amount
nctunlly paid for such bill, note, obligation, or debt.
§4. 'fhe provisions of the thil·d section of this act shall not appl _y to
the discount or sale of bills of exchange, drnwn upon deposits or sh ipments, or which the purchaser may,• in good faith, believe to bave been so
drawn, in the regular course of busineRt:1.
§ 5. 'fhis act shall take effect on the 1st day of September, 1878, and
Rhall not relate to any contract 01· transaction made ot· done before that
date.
Mr. Whitaker moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, print the hill and substitute, and make the same the special
order of the day for Wednesday, the 6th of March, 1878, at 10:30
o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Lackey, wel'e as follow s, viz:
Those who voted in the afffrmative were~ro;well Adair,
T. M. Hill,
9N. C. Owens,
R.b.Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
J. S. Owsley,
CO ert F. Allensworth, Jo siah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
lernent R. Ambrose, Jos. M. Kash,
William Points,
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Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Joseph L. Pope,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q _Lackey,
G. W . Prichard
Hen1'y Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
Wm. M. Reed,'
'A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ferdinand Rigney
John Cowan,
David Martin,
T. W. Scott,
'
W. T . .Dicken,
J. W . Meador,
Augustine Shelburne
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp, '
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson
Charles Godsbaw,
James 0' Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker-41.'
Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
Granville V. Rouse,'
E. C. Bainbridge,
J . W. Griffith,
C. W. Russell,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. R. Snyder.
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ralph L. Spalding,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
G. E . Speck,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
·
M. H. Marriott,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Pat . Campion,
James .F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
G . H. Towery,
Abner Eve1·sole,
Otho Nunn,
John 0. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oat ts,
LaFayette Wilson-52.
Henry George,
Mr. Reed moved to postpone · the further consideration of said bill,
and make the same the special order of th~ day for Friday, the !Et
March, 1878, at 10:15 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spurr an!
J . P. Alien, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
W. C. Owens,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
J. S. Owsley,
·Clement, R. Ambrose, Josiah · Hunter,
William Points,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm . M. Reed,
Thomas H . Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
John Cowan,
·· •David Martin,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Henry George,
Jameo F. Means,
Geo. H. B. '.Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West,
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H. P . Whitaker-34.

Charles God shaw,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
B. Milla Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
W . Scott Gresham,
James Perkin s,·
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L . Pope,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Rob e rtson,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D . Hensley,
Gran,ri.lle V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks;
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
A.Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. S'peck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Maaon, Richard A. Spurr,
rat. Campion,
Clarence U . McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W . J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
J . W. Meador,
Andrew Thomp son,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. M. Neal,
G . H. Towery,
W.J. Edrington,
William Neal,
John C . Welch,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wil son-5fi.
Peter G. Fischer,
T . J. Oatts,
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the hour for the
special order of the day, viz: a hill, entitled
A bill defining and regulating charges on through and way freights
on railroads operated within this Commonwealth,
Mr. Snyder moved to su spend the special order of the day for the
further consideration of the bi\! now p.ending.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by, Messrs.' Owen and

Reed, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereB. Mills Parrish,
Peter G. Fischer,
James Perkins,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas A. Robertson,
C. W. Russell,
Leven E. Green,
T. W. Scott,
W . Scott Gresham,
G. R. Snyder,
J. W. Griffith ,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Milton Hamilton,
G. E . Speck,
W. L . Hazelip,
Richard A. Spurr,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Hancock Taylor,
Lewis Jones,
John A. Thomas,
T. J. Lewis,
Clarence U. McElroy, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
_J. W. Meador,

Mr. Speaker (Turner),
James P. Allen,
J. K. Bailey,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. F. Bennett,
J.M. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Caleb R._Brooks,·
A. Buford,
wmund Burr,
p · H. H. Callihan, .
at. Campion,
1
Ayttleton Cooke,
· C, Cope,
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W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. E<ll'ington,
Abner Eve l'sole,
John Feland,
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E. H. Morin,
J.M. Neal,
Wm . Neal,

T. J. Oatts,
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G. H. Towery,
John C. Welch,
H. P. Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson--56,

Those who voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
T M. Hill,
James O'Bannon
C. T. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
W . W. Orr,
'
Robert F. Allensworth, Jos. M. Kash,
W. C. Owens,
J. S. Owsley,
· Clement R . Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
William Points,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. W . Prichard,
Henry Campbell,
M . H. Marriott,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. R. Clarke,
David Martin,
Granville V. Rouse,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, Augustine Shelburne,
Henry George,
.Montgomery Merritt, J. T. Tartar,
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A Miller,
Isaac T. West-35.
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn, .
Mr. Buie moved the following as . an amendment to the substitute
as offered by Mr. Snyder, viz:

§ 1. Be it enacted by the Gener11l Assembly of the Commonwealth of {(en.
tucky, 'l'hat the legal interest shall be at the rate of six .dollars upon one
hundred dollars for one year, and at the same rate for a greater or less
sum, and for a longer or shorter time.
§ 2. All contracts and asrrnrnnees made, directly or indirectly, for the
Joan or forbearance of money, or oLher thing of vnJue, aL a greater rate
than legal interest, shall be void as to the excess over the legal interest,
§ 3. The amount loaned, with legal interest, may be recovered on any
such contract or assurance; but if the lender refuse, before suit brought,a
tender of the principal, with legal · intel'est, he shall pay the costs of any
suit brought on such coo tract or assurance.
~ J. Sections one and two of article one of cbapter sixty of the General
Statntes, and the whole of article two of ::mid chapter, and 1111 amendmentR to said article, and Aections fiftoen, sixteen, seventeen, ei~hteen,and
nineteen of chapter twenty -two of the General Statutes, and all the other
laws and parts of laws in conflict with this act, are hereby repealed.
§ 5. This act shall take effect on and after the first of April, 1878.
Mr. Owens moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and that said bill, subs.titute, and amendment be printed, and
made the special order of the day for Monday, the 4th March, at
10:30 o'clock, A. M.
The hour of 11 :50 o'clock, A. ~-, having ~rrived, the hour for the
special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to reconstruct and repair the l~cks on the Kentdcky river,
and to regulate the navigation thereof,
Mr. Feland moved an amendment as a substitute for said bill.
Mr. Snyde1· moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and to print the substitute, and make said bill and substitute the
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~pecial order of the d11y for Wednesday, the 6th March, at 10:30, A.

M., and that the House proceed with the consideration of the bill
n--56.

pending when the hour arrived for this special•order.
And the _question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. Owens as aforesaid, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays be ing required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
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0atts, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRobertF. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw,
W. W. Orr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Milton H amilt:on,
W. C. 0 wens,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
T. J. Bush,
W. H . Hill sman,
Wm. l\lI. Reed,
A. R. Clarke,
J. Q. Lackey,
Aug. Shelburne,
Dennis Gleason,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K. Tharp,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. W est--21.
Those who voted in the negative were.Mr. Speaker (Turner) , Leve·n E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
JamesP. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
13. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
J. IC Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Jo:Siah Hu-nter,
'fhomas A. Robertson,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewi.i Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewi-s,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannien-, G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
M. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. H. H Callihan,
David Mart.in,
G. E. 8·peck,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spur,·,
Lyttleton Gooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tarta1I,
A. C. Co.pe,
W. J. M~Elroi)',
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meadou,
Andrew Thompso.n,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Thorµas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Millier,
fohin D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole, .
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Tow.ery,
John Feland,
Wm. Neal,
John 0. Wei.ch::
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
H.P. Whitaker,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-70.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
The hour of 12, M., ha:vin.g arri.v:ed, l\llr. Snyder moved to suspend
the orders of the day .for the further c0nsideration of th~ bill pending.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Buie, were as follows, viz :

FE

Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish, '
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Granville V. Rouse '
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, C. W- Russell,
'
.E . C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. F. Bennett,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Synder,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Gabriel Blevins,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
Caleb R. Brooks,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason,J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McEiroy, John A. Thomas,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. W. 1Vleado1·,
John Chas. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
James F. ·Means,
John D. Thompson,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
W. T. Dicken,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Wjlliam Neal,
Isaac T. West,
W. J. Edrington,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson-62.
Abner Eversole,
T. J . Oatttl,
Those who voted in the negative, wereBenjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
J. S. Owsley,
T. J. Bush,
Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q. La<:key,
G. W. Prichard,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
T. W. Scott,
E. H. Morin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
W. W. Orr,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-25.
T. M. Hill,
Mr. Mannen moved to recom1ider the vote by which this House
refused to adopt the motion of Mr. Owens to postpone the further
consideration of said bill, &c.
Mr. McElroy moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Mannen and
Owens, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were- ·
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E, Green,
Otho Nunn,
Cromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
J. W .' Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
James P. Allen,
· W. L. Hazelip,
B, Mills Parrish,
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RohertF.Allensworth,Samuel D. Hensl_ey,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, W .. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rig'ney,
J. K. Bailey,
Jos18:h Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
E c Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Ru,isell,
J.F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
J.M. Bigger,
G~een R. Keller,
Aug. Shelburne,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
G. R Snyder,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L Spaldit;1g,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M. H . Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat Campion,
David Martin,
J . T. Tartar,
L)'t tleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. Mc Glroy, John A. Thomas,
\\'. T. Dicken,
W. J. McEl roy,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
'\V.J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompso,n,
Abner Everwle,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
PeterG. Fi~cher,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
J . M. N ea],
Isaac T. West,
liaac 1-1: Goodnight, William Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-72.
Those who voted in the negative, wereBenjamin F. Buie,
Milton Hamilton,
W. C Owens,
T.J.Bu,h,
T. M. Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
Dennis Gleason,
J. Q. Lackey,
vVm . M. Reed,
D. A. Glenn,
E H. Morin,
Clinton K. Tharp-14.
Charles Godshaw,
W . W. Orr,
Mr. Reed mo ved the following amendment to the original bill, viz:
Amend by strik in g out all after the ena.c ting clause.
Mr. Spurr moved the following amendment to the original bill,
nz:
That no bill of exchange, promissory note, ob ligation for the payment cif
money, ~r other debt, shal I he discounted or purchased, by any pe1·~on or
corpornt1on, at a greater di1:1count ·or deduction than seven per ccntum per
annnm calculated on the amount of such bill, note, obl ig-ation, or debt,
when du~, from the date of such purchase 01· discount until the maturity
of tho bill, note, obligati<fn, or debt so purchased or di,icoupted; and if
abn~ pe~·son or corporation shall discount or purchase any such bill, note,.
0 hg_ation, or debt at a greater deduction from the amount thereof than is
prtdod in t~ is section, and collect the debt so purchased, the person so
se mg tl'.e said bill, note, obligation, or debt, or any creditor of his, may
recover from such person or corporation the amount collected thereon in
excess of the amount actually paid for such bill, note, obligation, ot· debt.
1Ir. Owens moved to lay Mr. Reeci,s amendment on the table:,...
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the ~eg-ative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
i\Iiller, were as follow s, viz:
B. R.-83
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereClement R . Ambrose, Dennis Gleason,
W. W. Orr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S . Owsley,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
John Cowan,
W . H. Hillsman,
Clinton K. Tharp-15.
Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
Cromwell Adair,
W. L. Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
Samuel D. Hensley,
B. Mills Parrish,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. M . Ka::1h,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. 8ennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J.M. Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis.
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M. H. Marriott,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. lVIcElrny,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Ahner Everso le,
Montgomery Menitt, John D. Thompson,
Johu Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H . Towe ry,
Peter G. Fischer,
E. H. Morin,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Wm. Neal,
H.P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson-73.
W. Scott Gresham,
Mr. Goodnight moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required the1;eon by Messrs. Spalding and
W. J . McElrny, were as follows, viz:
Thos·e who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), J . W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigge1·,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
J . Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. Buford,
Edmund Bmr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
M. H. Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
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David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
James Barbour Mas.o n,John A. Thomas,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
J. W ,, Meador,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
James F . Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, Jno. D. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson-62.
T. J. Oatts,

Abner Eversole,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Leven E. Green,
W. Scott Gresham,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Charles God;,haw,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
W. C. Owens,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. H. Hill s man,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. K eller,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. R. Ularke,
Thomas H. iVIannen, T. W. Scott,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U . McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
E. H. Morin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
H . P. Whitaker-28.
D. A. Glenn,
Mr. Lackey moved to reconsidel' the vote by which the previous
question was ordered.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion 1 it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requit-ed thereon by Messrs. Godshaw and
Reed, were as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereBenjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
J. S. Owsley,
Henry Campbell,
E. H. Morin,
Wm. M. Reed,
Charles Godshaw,
W. C. Owens,
Clinton K. Tharp-10.
T. iVI. Hill,
·
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, W.W. Orr,
B. Mills Parri:sh,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
James Perk.ins,
0. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. Poiot.s,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith, ·
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement_R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K.. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Thomas A. Robertso.n,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. V\'. Rus-sell,
J . .M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
. Augustine Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. :Snyder,
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Edmund Burr,
W. H H. Callihan,
Pat . Campion,
A . R . Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H . Ditto,
W. J . .Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
D. A. Glenn,
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M. H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spaldina
0'
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Sput·r
Clarence
McElroy, J. T. Ta rtar,
'
W . ~- McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas
James F. Means, .
Andrew Thomps~n,
M_ontgomery_Merr1tt, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Wm. Neal,
John 0 . Welch,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker-SO.
James 0'.Bannon,
'

1!·

At J :25 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Gods haw moved that the House do noir
adjourn.
And the qt1estifn being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the negative.
The yeis and nays being req ufred thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Owens, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereBenjamin F. Buie,
J. S. Owsley,
Clinton IC Tharp- 5.
E. H . Morin,
Wm. M. Reed,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E Green,
W. W. Orr,
0. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
B . Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
William Po ints,
Clement R. Ambrose, vV . L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
T . M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J . F. l:lennett,
Lewis Jones,
Granvi lle V. Ro use,
J . M . Bigger,
Jos. M Kash,
0. W. R ussell,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
T . W . Scott,
Caleb R . Brooks,
J . ·Q. Lackey,
G. R. Sny der, .
R ichard Lambert,
Ralph L, :S palding,
A. Buford,
Etlmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spu rr,
W . H. H. Callihan,
Pat. Campion,
M. H.· Marriott,
J . T . Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Lyttl,eton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason , John A. Thomas,
Clarence U . lVIcElroy, And rew Thompson ,
A. 0. Cope,
John Cowan,
W. J . Mc8]roy,
Geo. H. B. Tho mpson,
W. T. Dicken,
.J. Vv'. Meador,
Jo hn D . T hom pso n,
Thomas H . Ditto,
James F . Means,
G . H. Towe ry,
W. J. Ed rington ,
Montgomery Me rri tt, J ohn C. Welch,
Abner Eve1·sol e,
1'ip to n A. Mill er,
'Is a a c T. West,
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H.P. Whitaker,
Henry George,
J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wihon--80.
Dennis Gleason,
William Neal,
D.A.Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment·
proposed by Mr. H,eed, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requ-ired thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Reed, were as follows, viz:
Tbose who vote<l in the affirmative wereClement R. Ambrose, D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Charles God s haw,
J. S. Owsley,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
Hen1·y Campbell,
E. H. Morin,
Wm. M. Reed-13.
John Cowan,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), T. M. Hill, ·
B. Mills Parrish,
Cromwell Adair,
Josiah Hunter,
William Points, .
C. T. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A Robertson,
James P. Allen,
Joseph M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Rohert F. Allensworth,Green R. Keller,
C. W. Rus:.ell,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augu,;tine Shelburne,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Ricoord Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding-,
J. M Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
Gabriel Blevins,
M. H. Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
David Martin, .
J . T. Tartar,
Edmund Bun,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McEll'Oy, Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Tholllas,
A. 0. Cope,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Montgomery Merritt., Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Evel'sole,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West;
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
J. W. G1·i[fith,
W.W . Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-70.
W. L. Hazelip,
·
.Mr . .Bigger moved to suspend the rule, heretofore adopted, by which
this House stands adjourned at the hour of 2 o'clock, P.' M:
And tbe question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being req~irnd thereon by MP-ssrs. Owens and
Buie, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative weret~~~ Speaker (~urner), Isaac H. Goodnight, 8. Mills Pa1:rish,
mwell Adair,
Leven E. · Green,
James Perluns,
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C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney
James P . Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
C. W. Russell,
'
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
G. R. Snyder.
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. E. Speck,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Gabriel Blevins,
M. H. Marriott,
J. T. Tartar,
A. Buford,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
J.M. Neal,
John
Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
William Neal,
G. H. rowery,
John C. Welch,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatts,
Abner Eversole,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-59.
Henry George,
W . C. Owens,
Those who voted in the negat.ive we1:eClement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
W. W . Orr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
J. S . Owsley,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q Lackey,
William Points,
A. R. Clarke,
Richard Lambert,
G. W. Prichard,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
T. W. Scott,
Dennis Gleason,
James Barbour Maso,n, Augustine Shelburne,
D. A. Glenn,
.C larence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp-26.
Charles Godshaw,
Montgomery Merritt,
Mr. Owens moved to reconsider the vote by which the House sus·
pended said rule.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Reed, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Benjamin F . Buie,
T. M. Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
A. R. Clarke,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed,
D. A. Glenn,
Richard Lambert,
Aug. Shelburne,
Charles Godsbaw,
W. C. Owens,
Clinton IC Tharp-13,
Milton Hamilton,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Tµrner), Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
W.W. Orr,.
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Pamsh,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth Josiah Hunter
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, ' Lewis Jones, '
Thomas A . on,o ber tson '
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E. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.F.Bennett,
Green R: Keller,
C. W. Russell,
UL Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
'l'. W . Scott,
Gabriel Blevins,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Caleb R. Brooks,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, G . E . Speck,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
T.J. Bush,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. M ea<lor,
Han cock Taylor,
A.O. Cope,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
Montgomery .Merritt, John D. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
W.J.Edrington,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
H.P. Whitaker,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-66.
The question was then taken on the amendment proposed by Mr.
Sparr, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
proposed by Mr. Buie to Mr. Snyder's substitute, and it was decided
in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Buie and

use sns·
otion, it
ens and

'e,
arp-13.
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~ney,
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Morin, were as follo .w s, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, Charles Godshaw,
G. W. Prichard,
Milton Hamilton,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Wm.
M. l:leed,
T.
M.
Hill,
T. J. Bush,
T. W. Scott,
J. Q. Lack~y,
A. R. Clarke,
Aug. Shelbume-16.
E. H. Morin,
John Cowan,
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
Cromwell Adair, ,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, William Points,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunt.er,
Joseph L. Pope,
RobertF. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Richard Larnbe1·t,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W . Russell,
J. M._Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Synder,
tabnel Blevins,
M. H. Marriott;
Ralph L. Spalding,
aleb R. Brooks,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
·
~- Buford,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
Jrnund Burr,_
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tar-ta1·,
H· H. H. Cal11han,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Le;ry Campbell,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
geton Cooke,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
· · Cope,
Montgomery Men•itt, . Andrnw Thompson

i
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W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Mil ler,
Geo. H . B. Thompson
W. J. Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
John D . Thompson, '
Abner EversolP,
WilliAm Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. Scott Gresham,
W . W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-72.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute for
said bill proposed by Mr. Snyder, and it was decirled in the nega.
tive.

The
was de
The

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Lackey, were as follows, viz:
1'

I.

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner). W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. Nea l,
J. K.. Bailey,
.T. W. Griffith,
T . J. Oatts,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
J. M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. C. Cope,
Lewi::i Jones,
C. W. Russell,
W. T . Dicken,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
W. J. Edrington,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. 8peck,
Abner Eversole, .
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
James F . Means,
Isaac T . West--30.
Those who voted in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,
.Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, T . M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Hrooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
M. H. Marriott,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
T. J. Bash,
Ularence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H Callihan,
'W . J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Henry Campbell,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,
Lyttleton Oooke,
J . M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
John Cowan,
Otho Nunn,
H. P. Whitake1·,
Henry George, .
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-59,
D . A . Glenn,
W . C. Owens,
Said hill was read a third time.
Mr. W. J. McElroy moved the p1:evious question.
And the question being ~aken, ." Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
wasdecided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and

J.P. Allen, were as follows, viz:
I'
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Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turne1·), Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
Cromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith;
William Points,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
RohertF. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
G,·een R. Keller,
G. R. -Snyder,
Gabriel Bl~vins,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A.Buford, ·
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
M . H. Mat'.riott,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
David Mar.tin,
J. T. Tartar,
T.J. Bush,
James Barbour Ma:3on, Hancock Taylor,
W.H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
rat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
W. T. D.icken,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H . Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
W.J. Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
Henry Geo.rge,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson-71.
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
Milton Hamilton, .
W. C. Owens,
A. R. Clarke,
T. M. Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
T. W. Scott,
D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon
Aug. Shelburne-19.
Charles God shaw ,
'
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
passed.

Mr. W. J. McElroy moved to lay said motion on the table.
n-59,

e now

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
At 2:45 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Robertson moved that the House do
now adjourn,
n. n.-84
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And the question being taken on the adoption ·o f sai<l motion, it
was deci.ded in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Morin, were as follow!:', viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Panish,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett, ·
Jos. M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigger,
J. Q . Lackey,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Thoma;i H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
M H. Marriott,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbeff,
David Martin,·
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, John C. Welch,
Henry George,
J. !Vl. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
Wm. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson--56.
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, T M. Hill,
James Perkins,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
©. W. Russell,
Edmu·nd Burr,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. R. Snyder,
John Cowan.,
E. H. Morin,
John A. Thomas,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-20.
· W. J. Edrington,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
And then the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1878.
The following petitions were presented, viz:

By Mr. J.C. Thompson!. The petition of sundry citizens of Mercer county, asking an
amendment to the charter of the Salvisa and Kirkwood Turnpike

ey,
ertson,
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, ing,

rrr,

pson,
son,
on-56.

s,
-20,

Road Company.
By .Mr. Brooks,
2. The petition of sundry citizens of ;Rowan county, a.,king for
the repeal of the criminal court in the 14th judicial district.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referri><ltbe !st to the Committee on County Courts, and the 2d to the Committee on Circuit Courts.
A me~sage was receiverl from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of lhe following titles, viz :
An act fot· the benefit of St.ith Thompson, of Washington county.
An act to amend the charter of the Masonic Widows and Orphans'
Home and Infirmary.
An act to amend the charter of Elizabethtown, and to authorize
the board of trustees of Elizabethtown to issue bondd, and fund the
present bonded debt of said town.
The last named hill with an amendment.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the follo'wing titles, viz:
An act to regulate the times of holding the circuit and criminal
courts in the lfith judicial district.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Union
Turnpike Road Company."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of Dayton, in Campbell county."
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts relating to
the charter of the town of Hartford, in Ohio county.
An act authorizing the judge of the Henry county court to i::i~ue
th e bonds of Remy county fpr the payment to M. E. Jett and Thos.
Mahoney for building a court-house within said county, and to provide for the levying and colle~ting a tax to satisfy said bonds.
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An . act to organize, establish, and incorporate the Cadiz High
School, in the town of Cadiz, Trigg county .
Mr. Glenn moved to reconsider the vote by which a bill, reported
from the Senate with a substitute, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
A_n act to provide for executing and supervising the public printing and binding,

FEB,
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Was made the special order for Thursday, the 7th of March, at
10½ o'clock, A. M.

Adair

Atid the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

Mr.S

Mr. Glenn moved to make the consideration of said bill and substitute the special order for Saturday, the 2d of March next, at II
o'clock, A. M.

Mr. Snyder moved to amend said motion by making said bill and
substitute the special order for Tuesday, the 5th March, at 1l o'clock,
A.M.
An<l the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmati~e.
Mr. J. P. Allen moved to make said bill and substitute the special
order for to-day, at IO½ o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was d~cided in the affirmative.
At 10:30 o'clock, A. M ., Mr. Clarke moved to postpone the further
consideration of said bill and substitute, and make the same the
special order of the day for Friday, the 1st day of March, at 11
o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion1 it
was decided in the affirmative .
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Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to. whom the
same had been referred, reported a 1·esolution, entitled
Resolution directing the Auditor and Attorney General to collect
unpaid taxes from the National Banks in this State.
Which was twice read.
Said resolution read:i as follows, viz:
The Auditor of this State has reported to this House that,
for the years 1867 1868 1869 and 1870 be collected from the National
' on the one
'
B a11ks of· this St.ate' thirty' cents
hundred dol l ars o f stOck , and
fi
that, for Lhe years 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, and 1875, he collected f?rtt ;:
cents, and fo1· the ycnrs 1876 and 1877 forty cents; and whereas, it 18 1
sense of this General Assern bly that, for each of said years, be ought 1~
have collected tl.ie sum of fifty cents on each share of one hundred dollars
of stock; therefore, be it
WHEREAS,
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Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Auditor of Publie Aecounts be, and he is, directed t o furni s h
the Attorney General with a li st of the National }3anks of this State, and
tho rn1ount of capital stoek of each ; and that be is directed to take tbe
1
proper legul ste~s to ?ollec_t said uncollected tax es from the National
Banks doing business 10 this State.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said resoh;ition, it
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was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Adair, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-
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Mr.Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
·
Leven E. Green,
W. W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
)3. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, J . W. Griffith,
William Points ,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J.K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M . Reed,
J. F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M.Bigger,
W . H. Hills man,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
· L e wis Jones,
Aug . Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Jos . M . Ka sh,
G . R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Edmund Burr,
T. J . Lewis,
. J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
James Bar°bolll' Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
Pat. Camp ion, .
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thomp son,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H . Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
W. J.Edrington,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn;
H . _I>. Whitaker,
PeterG. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-70.
Henry George,
Those who voted in the negative, were~romwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S . Owsley,
· J. Bush,
Josiah Hunter
James Perkins
John Cowan,
Thomas H. M~nnen, C. W. Russell,'
Charl es Godshaw,
E . H . Morin,
T. W. Scott,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C ~ Owen s ,
Richard A. Spurr-15.

On motion of Mr. Owens, the House took from the orders of the
day a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution favoring the construction of the Texas Pacific Railway.
Which was twice read and adopted.
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Mr. Buford, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare
and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to provide for the erection of a monument at the tomb of
Zachary Taylor.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
It has ever been the _pride of Kentucky to show a proper
appreciation of the merits of her illustrious sons, and t,o commemorate
the aehievements of her patriots, whether thev be in the civil or mili~rr
field; and whereas, the remain s of General Zachary 'l'aylor, late Presl.
dent of the United States, li e buried at his old home in Jefferson countr
marked by no monumental commemoration of the grand career of thi;
honored son; and whereas, it is a duty; the performance of which should
be a pleasure as well of this State as of the Uni.ted .S tates, to honor
one whose whole life was an example of Jevotion to bis country-unsor,
passed in the annals of out· republie:--whose invaluable public services,io
unselfishly rendered, embracing his brilliant successes in our Indian and
Mexiean wars, have immortalized his name and refl ected a lustre upon his
State and the whole country; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by tlte General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky, That the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars be, and it is hereby,ap,
prupriated, for the purpose of purrhasing land immediately surrounding
the grave of the late President Zachary Taylor, not to exceed one acre,
including the family burying gl'Ound, to inclose tbe same by a substantial
fence, and to erect thereon a suitab le ruon ument to bis memory.
§ 2. It shall be the duty of the Governor of this Commonwealth to
appoint three commissioners, whose duty it shall be to carry out Lhe pro,
visions of sect,ion one of this act; and also to reeeive any contributions
which may be tendered by the so ldiers of the .M.exiean war, or 1111.y other
persons, for the purposes set forth in section one, and to forward to our
Senators and Representatives a copy of this act, who are requested to
solicit an appropriation from the General Government to aid in the purpose
above set out.
§ 3. Upon the application ·of the commissioners, or any two of the~,
the Auditor is direeted to draw bis warrant upon the Treasurer in their
fav.or, for the sum appropriated by the first sec;tion of this act. .
.
§ 4. Said com missioners shall rec.e i ve no compensation for tbe1r se!·v1ces;
and it shall be their duty to make a full and detailed report of' the1racts,
the moneys reeeived, from whatever source, and bow expended, to t,heuexl
General Assembly.
§ 5. This act. shall take effect from and after its passage.
WH»REAS,

Ordered, That ilaid bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Cooke moved to amend said bill by striking out $2,500, ao d
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inserting in lieu thereof $5,000.
And the question being taken on t~e adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. John Charles
Thompson and Prichard, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Spe11ker (Turner), Abner Eve:sole,
W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
Petet· G. Fischer,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, Dennis Gleason,
B. ,M_ills Par.rish,
J. K. Bailey,
·
D. A. Glenn,
W11l1am ~01nts,
Gabriel Blevins,
Charles Godshaw,
G. W. Pnchard,
A. Buford,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
.T. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T.J. Bush,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
Henrv Campbell,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
A.R.Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Gooke,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. 8peck,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
Clarence U . McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Isaac T. West,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson--49.
W. J. Edrington,
Those who voted in the negative wereC. T. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
J. M. Neal,
RobertF. Allensworth, Lewi., Jones,
Wm. Neal,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. J. Oatts,
J, M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
James Perkins,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Benjamin' F, Buie,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Henry·George,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas . Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
Montgomery Menitt, John D. Thompson,
W, L. Hazelip,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Samuel D. Hensley,
E. H. Morin,
John C. Welch-34,
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Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

as to the

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
·

,500, and

The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

endment,
Charles

Those who voted in the affirmative, were~r. Speaker (Turner), Abner Eversole,
W. W. Orr,
0
/
mwpll Adair,
Peter G. Fische11,
W. C. Owens,
Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
J ement.R. Ambrose, D. A. Gienn,
B. Mills Parrish,
:ailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
· · ennett,
J. W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,

cres ·
i' ~·
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J.M. Bigger,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brook~,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey, ·
Granville V. Rouse '
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambe.rt,
T. W. Scott,
'
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mann.en, G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
M. H. Marriott,
kichard A. Spurr
Pat. Campion,
David Ma,rtin,
Hancock Taylor,'
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West,
W. T. Dicken,
J. M. Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-61.
W. J. Edrington ,,
Those who voted in the negative, were-C. T. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callih4n,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry George,
Wm. Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. L. Hazelip,
Otho Nunn,
John Chas. Thompson,
Samuel D. Hensley, T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Jos. M. Kash,
James Perkins,
G. H. Towery-24.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be · as ,aforesaid.
Ordered, That Messrs. Buford, Cooke, and Rigney be app_ointed
a committee to report said bill to the Senate.
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 1, article 21, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitution~! provision as to the
seco~d reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he ~ngrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of· said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder moved to reconsider the ·vote by which said bill passed.
Mr . W. J. McElroy moved to lay s.ald motion on the t~ble.
,
And 'the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the affirmative.
0

/
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The House took from the orders of the day the joint resolution,
-gney,

obertson
Rouse, '

entitled
Resolution appropriating the revenues derived from the tax on
railroads lying in Muhlenburg county.
Mr. l\Iarriott moved to refe1· said resolution to the Committee on

)~~~·

~rt,

the Judiciary.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

arp,

wasilecide<l in the affirmative.
A message was received from the Senate, announ~ing that they
bad passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend

ilson-61.

the charter of the city of Newport, in Campbell county."
2. An act for the benefit of E~till county.
Which b_ills were severally read the first time and orde1·ed to be

'

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

as,

ph,

rnr,

!ding,

ompson,
, ompson,
psoa,
-24,

second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said hills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions, and the 2d to the Committee on Proposition~
and Grievances.
The House took from the orders of the <lay a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for liens for
laboring men and supply men," approved March 20, 1876.
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Said bill reads as foilows, viz :
9I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly. of the Oflrnmonweallh of Kentucky, That the title of said act be amended by repealing so much of the
same ns is contained in the words, "and supply men."
§ 2. That 'the first section of said act be, and the same is hereby,
amended by t'ilpeaiing so much thereof as is embraced betweE'n the word
'.'and,',' in the tenth Hne, and the word "business," in the twelfth line,
mclusrve-that is to say, by striking out the words, "and the pe1·sons'
who sha!l huve supplied materials and supplies for the carrying on of
such business."
§3._ Tha~ the second section be amend~d by repealing a portion thereof
contained rn the fourth line, viz; the words," or due for such materials
or supplies."
§4. Th!\t the sixth section of said act be., and the same is hereby,
repealed.
§ 5. This ac~ shall take effect frorn its passage.
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
H,

R.-85
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as totle
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engroi;,s ed .
The question wa:s then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
·w as decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder 800
Gresham, were as follows, viz:
Those who vote d in the affirmative, were.Tames P. Allerr,
W . L . Hazelip,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, T. M . Hill,
Wm. M . Reed,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J . M. Bigger,
A. tfof'ord,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T. J. Bush,
J . Q . Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
M. H. Marriott,
Richa rd A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U . McElroy, Andrew Th(?mpson,
A. C. Cope,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
W. W. 01•r,
John Chas. Thompson,
D . A. Glenn,
W . 0. Owens,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H . Goodnight,
J. S . Owsley,
H. P. Whitaker-34,
Milton Hamilton,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereM r. Speaker (Turner), Leven E . Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, W Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
~enjamin F. Buie,
, Richard L_ambert,
0. W. Russell,
Edmund Bun,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason,G. R. Snyder,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
J . .M . Nefll,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery,
H'enry Geo'f'ge,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
James O' Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-42.
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Mr . Owsley, from the Committee on Emollments, reported that
the committee had examined en~olled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of H. R . Myers and Robert Nickle, of Rowan
-county;
An act for the benefit of John Morton, of Hickman coun,ty;
An act for the benefit of E. J. Stilley, of Fulton county;
.An act to authorize the employment of a detective police byl he
,oounty of Fayette;
An act for the benefit of district No. 9, in Ballard county; '
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An act for the benefit of Jordan Perkins, committee of Nancy
Perkins;
.
An act authorizing A. C. Mayes, for and on behalf of the board
of trustees of \he Princeton Seminary, to i,ell and convey property
belonging to the Princeton Seminary, or to exchange and convey the
same for other property;
An act to incorporate the Louisville, Anchorage, and Bloomfield
Narrow Gauge Railway Company;
And bad found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affix~d his signature the1·eto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed a bill, entitled
An actin relation to the Ag'ricultural and Mechanical College of

Kentucky, and to prnvide for the future management an<l location
thereof.

i Said bill was read the first time as followa, viz:
WHEREAS, The joint committee appointed by this General Ascmbly to
investigate the condition and relations of the Agricultural und Mechanical
Collogo hns reported recommending t,he seve!'anue of the uonnection exisling bot ween said col lcge and the Ken ttrnky Uni vct·si ty ; u,n<l w here11R,
it is desirable to continue the operations of said co ll ege until the same is
permanently located and estab lished, provided sat,isfoctory a1·c·M1 .g em e ntS'
can be effected, as is hereinafter provided; and whet·cus, the fuLut·e location, establishment, and success of said college is a mi,tter of great and
common interest to the people of the whole State, and which should be
the pride and aim of every citizen having the future pt'osperity and wel fare of the Commonwealth at, heart; therefore,
§1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly ot the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat so mueh of the act approved February 23, 1865, en1itled "An
act establiohing the Agricu ltural and Mech11nical College of K e n ln cky aa
oneot the colleges of the Kentucky Univel',;ity," as· est.abliF\he~ th e Agl'icultural and Mechanical College of Kentuuky one vf the coll eg e~ of the
Kentucky University, and so much of said iwt as places said Agri(:nltural
and.Mechanical College under the contr:ol of the Curators of the Kentucky
Univ,;rR11y, and as allows said Curators Lo !'eceivc the intere:st on the
fund arising from the sale of land scrip µ:rante<l Lo the Commonw ealth of
Kentucky by act of Congress, approved July 2, 1862, be, and Lh o i:;arne is
hereby, repealed, said l'e1w.il to t,ake effecL the first day of Jul,·, 1878.
· hereby appointed and constituted a com 111 ission
•
'I?
S ~. m
.1. here 1s
, Lo be
styled ·''l'ho Agricnltur.11 and Mecbanical Cull ecre Commis:-ion " com11osed
I l
·
"'
'
'
0 tie Lieutenant Governor of the Com1nonw ea\Lh of K c ntucky , _who
~a~he
1
ex o.~cio n member and the chairman of said commissi o n, nnd J.
· igger, ot the First Congressional District; Ju.me,; W uir, of the S ecD~d ~ongressional District; C. U. McElroy, of the Third Oongre:'!::i ional
1SLl'lct i David R. Murray, of the Fourth . Congressional DiRLricL ; J.
1Uawr~nce Smith, of the Fifth Congre~sional District; H . .P. Whitaker, of
18 Sixth Congressional District, R. A. ~purr, of the t:;evenlh Congrci!·
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,lional District; M. C. Saufley, of the Eighth Congressional District· D
D. Sub lett, of the Ninth Congressional District, and .H.iuhn1·d DnwRo~ i
the Tenth Congressiona l Distl'ict. Said commission are heroby authori~
and empowe red, und it shall be their duty, to provide, if poBsible forth
conoinued operation of s~id Agricultural and ~echanieal Colloge: and~
make such equitable -and Jast arrangements with the aathorities of Ken.
tucky University as. wi'.l ~ecare sacb advantages of an i~tel'chungeof
studentH, the ase of ba11dings, apparatus. land , &c., as will secure the
continued existence and prosperity of said Agricultural and Mechanical
College until the same is finally located and settled; and in cnso said com.
mi~sion should not be able to make such satisfactory arrangements with
Kentucky University as is equitable and just, and such anangcments
111
will secure the best interest of the Agricultural and Mechanical College
Lhey may saspend the operations of the Agricultural and MechnniculGoi'.
lege until the same is . finally and permanently located, as hereafter pro.
vided. S:1id commission are empowered, and it · shall be their duty, to
advertise for and receive proposals and offers from counties, towr.s, or
citie~, or non -sectarian institutions of loarning, in lands, buildings, money,
apparatus, &c., or either of them, for the permanent location of said Agricultural and Mechanical Co ll ege; and after receiving said proposals nod
offers, they shall report the same to the next regular sesAion of the Geo.
em! As,iembly, and shall recommend that place which shull1iresent the
best anc.l greatest inducements, all th in gs considered; and any offer or
p1·opo1:1,il, when made to, and confirmed by, said General Asaembly,shnll
bo final and binding; and said commission, in making advertisementsfor
proposal~, and in tbe reception thereof, shall make it a condition pre,
cedent that all propo.sals s hall be binding if accepted by the General
Assembly. Said commission, · in effecting an arrangement for the con,
tinued operation of said Agricu.ftura l· and Mechanical College until tbe
iiame is permanently and finally located, or in reccivin~ proposals for ilB
final location, shall be empowered to adjust and settle all outstanding
differences that may exist between the Agricultu ral and Mecbanicul Col,
lege and 'Kentucky University; and if said differences are not thus ad,
justed, said commission may adjust and settle same in saeb other manner
as may be just and equitable. Said comm ission are also empowered lo
take such steps as may best further the interest of said Agricultural ~nd
Mechanical College, and secure it!! successfu l management anc.l operation,
not inconsistent with the provisions of this act.
~ 3. S.iid commission shall ascertain the number of depal'tmen~s of
stady necessary for the effective ope1·ation of a first class State Un1ve~sity , sach as the geogr·aphieal CO!)dition of the Commonwealth, !~er agr1·
cultural and mineml r esoureel:l, bet· influence and dignity. r_equ!re to be
conRtituted for the education of her sons; the plan of organ1zat1on, sals·
ries of professors and instructors, the plan, cost, and equipment of college
buildings, e.xperi mental farn1, mechanical department, horticaltural de·
partmen t, laboratori es, museums, and cabinets, and to report the same to
the next regu lar General Assembly.
I
§ 4. Said commission shall determine how many of its number shal
constitate a quol'um (which shall not be less than a majority) for the,tran)j
nc;tion of business, when and where their sittings shall be he!~, wit!;/~
other· matters competent to the discretion of committees; and 1tsha le
tbe datv of tire sa id chairman to call a meeting of said commisl:lion for tie
•
transaction
ot business, or a meetino- thereof may be called on• t Jw not1ce
.
"'
' !OU
of nny three of the memben1 thereof.
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ition on commission by the 1s t of April, 1878, the Governor shall ap~nt some resident of the Congressional District of the member so failing
to supply the vacancy, and if a vacancy should occur from any cause, or
anymomber should fail to act, the Govcrno1· sha ll fill the same as above
nrovidod. and noti(y the perso n so appointed.
· ~5. Should there be a continuan ce of said Agricultural and Mechanical
College, as contemplated l>y the provi sion s of this act, the Boan! of Visitors or their successors in office, are hereby empowered to manage the
affoi;sof tho Agricnltural anti Mechanical College, und er Ruch agreement
11.imay be effected by the commission, until the next General Assembly
shall determine location and a permanent form of ~overnment therefor,
with full powers to cm ploy and r emove p1,.ofessors, o_fficers, and in stru ctors,
forjustcause; to fill vaeancies; to fix sa lari es ; decide the limits within
which student labor may be employed; its character, extent, and compe nsation within the limits of the income of said college; establ ish the r ates
of tuition, and perform· all s uch other duties as in their judgment may be
required for the successful operation of said college.
ij6. Itemized accounts of the expenses of the said commission, and of
the Board of Visitors and of the members thereof, legitimately incurred
inthedischai·ge of the duties impos ed by this act. shall be approved by
the chairman of th e snid comm ission and Board ·of Visitors. respectively;
andshnll be fil ed in the office of the Auditor of Public Accounts, which
shall be authority to, and it shall be the duty of, the Auditor to drnw his
wnrrnnt on the Treasurer in favor of the person or persons entitled thereto for the sums so approved in payment thereof.
p. Provid ed the said commission shall mak e satisfactory arrangement
for the continuance of th e Agricultural and Mechanical College, as provided in section 2, they sh.all notify the Boa1·d of Visitors, and sa id board
ehnll appoint some one as treasurer of said Agricultural and Mechanical
College, wbo, before he enters upon the discharge of the dnties of his
ollico,shall take an oath to faithfully discharge the duties of said position,
and sh11ll enter into bond, with good security, to be approved by said
Board of VlsitorR, in the penal s um of $10,000, payable to the Commonwealth, and conditioned that be will faithfully discharge his duti es as suc h,
and that l~e will safely keep and rightfully disbn1·se all moneys that may
come to his hands as such treasurer·1 said bond when taken. and approved
by said Board of Visitors, shall be forwarded' to the Guvernor for safe·
kee~ing. It shall be tbe dnty of said treasurer, when appointed and
qaahfied, to receive from the Auditor of Public Accounts his wanant on
tho t_reasnrer for tbe interest on th e fund of th e Agricultural and Me~
chan,cal College, as it falls due on January 1, 1879, and as it falls due
thoronf_ler until July 1, 1881, and to receiv e any other Rums tbat may be
<lue _su1d Agricultural anc.l Mechanical O01lege, for tnition 01· otherwise;
and it shall be his duty to pay out of said funds the salaries of professors,
tators,and such items of expense as are incurred on behalf of said· college.
All accounts shall be itemizetl and certified to by the persons claiming
~~y_ment,and shall be indorsed approved by the chairman of th e Board of
A. 181 .tors; and said treasurer shall pay no account or charge against sa id
grioultnral and Mechanical Coll'en-e unless it is so itemizetl certified and
ap proveu· Ho shall keep an aP.curate
"' , and full account of all' mon eys 'that
co~no to his hands, and of all moneys that are paid out, to whom paid,
:- e~ nnd for what purposes, and shall also keep all accounts paid off by
im, and the Board of Visitors shall on the fhst day of July of each
!ear,hmake a settlement with said .tre~surer, and examine bis books and
ouc ors and test their correctness. He shall receive for his services a
8
um to be fixed by the Board of Visitors, not exceeding $300 per annum.
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~ 8. '~he ~aid. Agricnltural and Mecban i~al Co ll ege r:i hall foreverrcmain
a State rn st1tut1on , free from a ll ecc les 1ast1cal e ntang leme nts or control·
and, in addition to its present endowment fund, r ealized under and b,
virtue of an act of Congress of the United Stales distri buting publfu
JandR, or the proceeds of tho sa les thereof', said in stitution sha ll havefor
furth er endowment all othe r ~urns of rn?ney her~after received by lbi!
Commonwealth under or by virtue of s:ud act of Congress distributin•
public lands, o r t h e proceeds of the sales thereof, or under a ny future a~
of Congress for the same purposes .
§ 9. It is exp r essly und e rstood t hat the members oft.he said commission
and of the said Board of Visitors a re to perform the dut,ies imposed hr
this act without compen13at,ion.
·
§ 10. 'l'his act sha ll take effect from and after i ts passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constituti"onal provision as to the
second read in g of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. C. U. McElroy moved to dispense w ith the 1·ule and constitutional p ro vision, and order said bill to its tbird reading to-day.
And the question being taken Qn the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Said bill was read the third time.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill,anditll'as
decided in the affirmati:ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to ap1·0·
vision of the Constitution, we re as follows, '.viz:
· Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turn er), Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. W . Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
·Leven E. Green, .
W. C. Owens,
C. T. Allen,
W . Scott Gresham ,
J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Gr iffith,
B. Mi lls Panish,
Robert F. All ensworJ;h, Mi lton Hamilto n,
J ames Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, W . L . Hazeli p,
Wm Points,
J. K. Bail ey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
J . F. Bennett,
T. M. Hi ll ,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Fe rdin and Rigney,
A. Bufo rd ,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W . Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Ke ller,
G . R. :S nyder,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. I-I. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, J . T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Mart in ,
Hancock Taylor,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
W . J. McE lroy,
John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicke n,
J. W . Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Ge o. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Tho'mpson,
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Abner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
D.A. Glenn.,
Charles Gods haw,

839

John D. Thompson,
E. H. Morin, ·
G. H. Towery,
J.M. Neal, ·
John C. Welch,
Wm. Neal,
Isaac
T . West,
·otho Nunn,
H. P. Whitaker-83.
T. J. Oat.ts,
James O'Bannon,
In the negative, none.

Resolved, That the title of sai<l bill be as aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinite ly , was granted Messrs. Shelburne,
Whitaker, West, Andrew Thompson, Marriott, Thomas, Feland,
Green, and G. H. B. Thompson.
Leave was given to bring- in the following bills, viz:

as to the

On motion of Mr. Man nen1. A bill for the benefit of the Hills City Turnpike· Road Company,

I constitu,
ay.
motion,it

in Mason county.
On motion of Mr. G. H.B. Thompson2. A bill for the benefit of the Carlisle and Jackstown Turnpike

and it was

Road Company (lower route).
On motion of Mr. Taylor-3. A bill to charter the Savi ngs' Bank, Louisville, Kentucky.

to a pro·

On motion of Mr. Andl'ew Thompson4. A bill for the ben efi t of Uriah Shoemaker, sheriff of Wash ington county.
On motion of Mr. Welch5. A hill to establish a system of graded schools in Nicholasville.

sh,
s,

rd,
gney,
Rouse,
!ding,
Ul'I',

ilor,
barp,
nas,
r pson,
pompson,
1o'mpson,

On motio.n of same-0. A bill to incorporate the Jessamine County Medical Society.
On motion of Mr. J.P. Allen7. A bill for the benefit of James V. Payne, late sheriff of Flem·
ing county.
Ordered, That the Committee on County Courts prepare and bring
in the 1st; the Committee on Propositions and GrievanceR the 2d;
the Committee on. Corporate Institution s the 3d, and 6th; the Committee on Ways and Means the 4th and 7th, and the Committee on
Education the 5th.
And then the House adjourned, to meet at 7½ o'clock, P. M., to-day.
House met at 7½ o'clock, P . M., pursuant to adjournment.
At 7:35 o'clock, P. M., Mr. John Charles Thompson moved that
th e House do now adjourn .
And the question being ·taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the _negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Campion an!
Snyder, were as follows, viz :

T. J. B

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
James Barbou·r Mason, Thomas A. Robertson
Robert F. Allensworth, E. H. Morin,
Ralph L :Spalding, '
John Cowan,
W. W. Orr,
G . E. Speck,
Henry George,
J. S. Ow1:1ley,
John Chas. Thompson
Charles Godshaw,
G. W. Prichard,
John A. Thomas-Js,'
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr . Speaker (Turner), Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Thomas H. Mannen, Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
J.M. Bigger,
W. J. lVIc~lroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Gabriel Blevins,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
Edmund Burr,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
T. J. Bush,
J.M. Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch-29.
Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
Mr. C. U. McElroy was permitted to have his name stricken from
the roll on the vote on the passage of the bill in regard to the Agri·
cultural and Mechanical College.
At 7:45 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Godshaw. moved that the House do now
adjourn.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hamilton
and Towery, were as follows, viz:
·
Those who voted in the affirmative wereRobert F. Allensworth, J. S. Owsley,
G. E. Speck,
James Barbour Mason, G. W. Prichard,
John Chas. Thompson,
E. H. Morin,
Thomas A . Robertson, John A. Thomas-JO.
W.W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
Mo'!tgomery _Merritt,
Cromwell Adair;
D. A. Glenn,
Tipton A. M1Iler,
C. T. Allen,
Chal'ies Godshaw,
J.M. Neal,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Neal,
Clement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
J. F. Bennett,
Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
J. M . Bigger,
W. L. Hazelip,
B~ Mills Parrish,
Gabriel Blevins,.
Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed, .
A. Buford,
Edmund Burr,
Josiah Hunter,
Gran-ville V. Rouse,
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pion ao!

T J. Bush,
w. H. H. Callihan,
Pat. Campion,

d,

obertson
i lding, I

lhompsoo,
, as-JS.

ouse,

Lewis Jones,
Green R. Keller,
Richard Lambert,
T. J. Lewis, ·
Thomas H. Mannen,
Clarence U. McElroy,
W. J. McElrny,
J. W. Meado r,
James I.<'. Means,
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C. W. Russell,
G. R. Snyder,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. T. Tartar,
Hancock Taylor,
Andrew Thompson,
Geo. H. B. Thompson ,
G. H. Towery,
John G. Welch-61.

A. R. Clarke,
Li·ttleton Cooke,
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
Abner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsAbill to prohibit the sale of sp irituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
school district No. 25, Grayson county.

'
h-29.

·

By sameAhill to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors in

ken from
the Agri·

the county of Greenup.
By .Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAbill to amend an act, en ti tied" An act to incorporate the Walnut
Bend Fence Company, in Henderson and Union counties," approved

e do now

February 25th, 1876. .

By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAbill for the benefit of B. F. Fugate, late sheriff of Perry county.
By Mr. Angrew Thc;,mpson, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill supplementary to an act passed at the present session, entitled "An act to amend an act to incorporate the Cumberland and
Ohio Railroad Company, approved 24th. February, 186!.l ."
By Mr. Merritt, from the Co~mittee on County CourtsA bill to prevent trespassing upon certain lands near the town of
Cairo, in Henderson county.

[erritt,
er,

n,

I,

r .

Jase,

By same- .
Abill regulating the ferry in Henderso Ii coun'ty opposite Mt. Vernon, in the State of Illinois,
By Mr. Bigger. from the Committee on the JudiciarvA bill for the. benefit of the Sulohur, Eminence,· and Kentucky
R'
.
•
tver Turnpike Road Company, in the county of Henry.
By Mr. Cooke, from the same committee--:A bill in relation to second-hand and junk stores in the city of
Louisville.
H,

11,-86

•
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By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill repealing an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights of the
owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876, 80 far
as the same applies to Jefferson county.
By sameA bill to amend an act to charter the Savings Bank of Louisville.
By Mr. Gleason, from the Committee on Propositions and GrierancesA bill for the benefit of A. Goldstein.
Which hills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and -the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolued, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courtii, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of E. M. Fisher, sheriff of Taylor county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the ~onstitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being di~pensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
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At 8:10 o'clock, P. M., Mr. BQford moved .that the House do now
adjourn .

afore:

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
w_as decided in the negative.

ferrec

The yeas and nays being required ther~on by Messrs. Jones and
Means, were as follows, vi~:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
J . S . Owsley,
.A. Buford,
J. Q. Lac.key,
James Per.kins,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Li;imbert,
G. ·w. Prichard,
.John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas A. Robertson,
,Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
0. W. Russell-1 6.
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Mr. Speaker (Turner),
Clement R. Amhrose,
J. K. Bailey,
J.F.Bennett,
J. M Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
·
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
W. H H. Callihan,
A.R.Olarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A.C. Cope,
Peter G. Fischer,
D. A. Glenn,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Leven E. Green,

W_. Scott Gr~sham,
Milton Hamilton,
Sa~uel D. Hensley,
Josta_h Hunter,
_!,ewts Jo~es,
J. L ewis,
Thomas H . Mannen,
David Mart.in,
Claren ce U. McElroy,
W . J. McElroy,
J. W. Meador,
James F. Means,
Montgomery Mel'l'itt,
Tipton A. Miller,
J.M. Neal,
William Neal,

r.

Otho Nunn,
T. J. Oatt;i,
James O'Bannon,
W:
Orr,_
Wtlh_am Po1~ts,
Ferdrn_and Rtgney,
Granville V. Rouse,
G. R. Snyder,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. T.Tartat·,
Hancock Taylor,
Andrew Thompson,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John D. Thompson,
G . H. Towery,
John C. Welch-48.

"!·

Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the sa me · had been referred, of the following
titles, viz:
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on EducationAn act to further the educational interests ' of the town of Hawesville.

horn was

, By Mr. Andrew Thompson, from the Committee on Railroads-An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Cum-

county,

rsto the
of be as
e do now
otion, it

l

~

nes and

!b~rtson,
-16.

berland and Ohio Railroad Company," approved February 24, 1869,
By Mr. Cowan, from t.he Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefi.t of C. M. Humpston.
Ordered, That saitl bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pro~ision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Reso/i,ed, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was re·
ferred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the Louisville and Nashville and Grand Southern
Railroad Company,
Reported the same with an amendment.
Which was adopted.
·
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being ·dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bill do pasi;:, and that the title thereof be
amended so as to read,

Mr.

An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Nashville RaiJ.
road Company.

eral S

Mr. G. H. B. Thompson, from the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same
reported a bill, entitled
'

itwa

An
An

A bill for the benefit of John N. Howard, late sheriff of Harlan
county,
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought hot to pass.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to· the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken," Shall the biH be read a third time,
the objection of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?"
and it was decided in the negative.
. And so said bill was rejected .
.Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

Th

By
I.

askin
in a

By

' 2. '

A bill to incorporate the People's Loan and Savings Bank, of Lou·
isyille, Kentucky.
.

fit of

Which was read the firi!t time and ordered to be read a second
time.

3,

The rule of the House and ·the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Mannen moved to refer said bill to the Committee on Banks.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti·
tied
A bill to amend an act to provide a mechanics' lien law for the
city of Louisville and county of Jefferson.
Which was read the first time an·d 01·dered to be 'read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
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Mr. Cowan moved to refer said bill to the Committee on the General Statutes.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

ions and
e same,

itwasdecided in the affirmative.
And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, MARCH I, 1878.

The following petitions wel'e presented, viz:

By i\lr. Allensworth- .
I. The petition of sund1·y citizens of Hadensville, Todd county,

asking that Beverly°D. Smith be permitted to retail spirituous liquors
s, who
ll, enti-

f Loa-

8econd
to the
Banks,
tion,it
s, who
I, entior the
econd
to the

in a room not connected with his tavern-house.

By Mr. Eversole-2. The petition of sundry ·c itizens of Laurel county, for the benefit of Solomon H. Kuhn.
By Mr. J.M. Neala. The petition of sundry citizens of Metcalfe county, asking the
passage of a law to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors in the
town of Center, Metcalfe county.
By same4. The petition of sundry citizens of Metcalfe county, asking an
amendment to the local option law of the town of Edmonton.

By same5. The petition of sundry citizens of Metcalfe county, asking an
extension of the terms of the criminal courts in said county.
Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st, 3d, and 4th to the Committee on Propo,sitions and _ Grievances; the 2d to the Committee on Ways and Means, and the 5th to
th e Committee on Circuit Courts.

Mr. Hamilton offered the following resolution, viz:
HResolve~, 'fbat the H.egistc1· of the Land Office communicate to this
heuuse, w_ithout delay, wbethe1· or not, during bis ter_m as s~id Register,
hus tendered an aecount of all' tax and fees paid to him, and tbe
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amount of said tax and fees, the date of his last report, under and .
pursuance of the provisions of chapter 92, article 2, section 17 Gen 1~
Statutes; if he has failed to perform said du.ty, the reason the~eof· :~
if he bas performed that <luty, that be inform this House where' s:d
1
information can be obtained.
Which was twice read and adopted.

Mr. C. U. McElroy read and laid on the table the following joint
resolution, viz:

Res?lv~d by the General. Assembly of th'e Commonw_ealt/z. of Kentuch
1t adjourn sined~

That 1t 1s tho sense of tlrni General Assembly that
on the 15th day of March , 1878.

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that ther
had passed bills, which originate<l in the House of Representative;,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the town of Camden, in Anderson county.
An act to incorporate the German Evangelical Einigkeits Gemeinde,
of Paducah, Kentucky.
An ~ct to amend subsection 5 of section 13 of the Criminal Codeof
Practice.
An act to amend an act, entitle<l "An act to establish a system of
common schools in the town of Corydon, Henderson county."
An act to charter the Craptree Coal Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Clark's Run and Salt River
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act authorizing the county
judge of Logan county to appropriate money to keep in repair the
turn piifo roads in Russellville district, in said county.
An act for the benefit of W. D. McGuire, of Rockcastle county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Hardin
county," 11pproved February 9, 1876.
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An act to amen<l an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Fal·
mouth Turnpike Road Company, in Pendleton county."
An act to authorize the trustees of Catlettsburg to tax and license
the sa le of sp irituou s, vinons, and malt liquors within the town of
Catlettsburg.
The last named bill with an amendment.
That they had disagreed to the pasrnge of bills that originated in
the Honse of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend article l l, chapter 29, of the General Statutes,
title "Larceny."
An act defining the duty of the sheriff and other officers executing
an original process in Campbell county.
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An act to repeal section 1 of an act, entitled "An act to amend
an act, entitled 'An act for the benefit of the towns of Marion and

Birmingham.'"
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act authorizing the Trimble county court to levy and collect

~·ing joint

an ad valorem tax.
2. An act chartering the Neotrophian Society of Bethel College,

Kentuc!J.

in Logan county.
a. An act giving I-I. L. Wilson, late s heriff of Robertson county,

rn sine di1

the further time of two years to collect the uncollected taxes and fee
that they
sentatives,
county.
emeinde.

bills due to him, and to di strain for the same .
4. An act for the better organization of public schools in the

Dycusburg common school district, in the county of Crittenden.
Which bills were severally read the first time anti ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

al Code of
system of

,_,,

)

"alt Ri1·er
e county
repair the
ounty.
f Hardio
the Fal·

d license
, town of

eecond reading of said bills being di spe nsed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Rel'enue and Taxation; the 2d to the Committee on Corporate I nstitutions; the 3d to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
anti the 4th to the Committee on Education.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed an enrolled joint resolut.ion, which originated
in the Senate, entitled
Resolution touching the present sessi,on of the General Assembly.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Scotti. A hill to establish a normal school.
On motion of Mr. Jones2. A bill for the benefit of W. A. Mahon, sheriff of Muhlenbm·g
county.
On motion of Mr. Lackey3. A bill for the benefit of Jos. M. Davidson, late , sheriff of Floyd
. county.,

i nated in
Statutes,
xecuting

Ordered, That the Committee on Education prepare and bring in
the 1st; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the 2d, and
the Committee on County Courts the 3d.
.
On motionJ Mr. Spalding was appointed a committee to withdraw
from the Senate a resolution adopted by this House, entitled
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Resolution directing the Auditor and Attorn ey General to collect
taxe., from the National Banks of this State.
Who, after a time, reported that he had discharged that duty, and
delivered said resolution to the Olerk of this House.
Mr. Adair moved to reconside1· the vote by which said resolution
was adopte~.
Mr. Bigger moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Robertson,
Goodnight, Reed, Callihan, Brooks, Owens, Godshaw, and West,
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were dil'ectea
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to aL1thorize the county clerk of Marshall county to make
certain corrections in coffee-house and tavern license heretofore
granted by said court.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the ~enefit of Owen Wilson, late sheriff of Bath county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The 1:ule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Goodnight offered the following resolution, viz:
· Resolved, 'l'lrnt no new bill or leave shall be intrnduced in this House
after Ma1·cb 10.
Mr. Hamilton offered the follllwing amendment to said resolution,

viz:
That. each member have a right to introduce leaves until \be lateSI

syllaule of recorded time.

Mr. Reed moved to lay said amendment on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
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Abill defining and regulating charges on through and way freights
on railroads operated within this Common wealth.
Mr. Taylor moved to postpone the further con s ideration of said
bill, an<l make the same the special order for to-morrow, at l I½
o'clock, A. M.
And tbe question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that tbe
committee had examined enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,

viz:

An act to amend the charter of the Masonic Widows an<l Orphans'

Home and lnfi rmary;
An act for the benefit of Stith Thompson, of Washington county;
Re8olutiou favoring the construction of the Texas and Pacific Railway;

Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the followth count)',
red to be
as to the

e.
as to the
me being
eof be as

ing titles, viz :
An act establishin~ a legal rate of interest, and declaring contracts for a greater rate void as to the excess over the legal rate;
An act to authorize and direct Ben. P. Shryer, curato\' of M.
McCullom, deceased, to make settlement of said estate with the trustees of the Cadiz High School, and to pay to them all money s in his
hands as such curator;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, enti-

tled
A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act t~ incorporate the Kenbis House
esolution,
\be latesL

otion, it

bill, enti-

tucky Infirmary for Women and Children."
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, We have in our midst, located at Louisville, a non -sectarian
Infirmary for diseases peculiar to women and ch ildren and the cat·e of
!yin~ in women, devoted exclusivel'y to the great cha1:ity of providing
~~edicines and medical treatment for all of the unfortunate poor among
he women and children of K e ntucky who have not the mean1:1 to pay
l erefor; not limited in tho good it does to any particular locality', but
Spen Lo the diseased and suffering unfortunates from every portion of our
tltale_;/nd whereas, it depends for its perpetuation and existence upon
ie_ai of the charitably disposed throughout the country, and by such
ussi~ttce bas been kept up for twq years, doing an immense amount of
goo or the poor from all parts of the State; and ·whereas, such an ins ti-
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tution has grown to be and is an absolute necessity among us and.
suspension would resu lt in irreparable injury to a class of our'cif 111
demanding at once and constantly our most active sympatbicsanda:!!ij
ance in their behalf, viz: the honest, industrious, and virtuous poor· 1~
whereas, a small endowment fund would place said institution upon;t
basis, and perpetuate it forever as a noble cha1·ity and an honor to (h~
Stale; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted b]! the Genernl Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kt1.
tucky, That the Auditor of the State be, and he is hereby, directed~
draw his warrant upon the Treasurer of t be State, in favor· of' the Boa~
of Regents of the Kentucky Infirmary for Women and Children, for the
1:1um of ($10,000) ten thousand dollars, for th e benefit of' said lnfirniarr.
Said money ~ha_ll be appli~d by tlie_sa_id Board of Regents to the procu'r.
ing and furn1sh1ng of a suitable buildin g and grounds, to be used asan
Infirmary, accordi'ng to the provi sions of the act to which Lhis iu
amendment: Provided, however, Tit at beJore sa id money shall be paidor,r
to said Board of Regents by the Treasurer, they shall execute bond toth,
Commonwealth, with good security, to be approved by the Cbnncellorof
the Louisville Chancet·y Court, conditioned that they will faithfullydis.
burse said money in accordance with the provi1oions of this act, and tie
act of which this is an amendment. Whenever, at any time whatern,
and from whatsoever cause the same may happen, the p1·ope1'ty purchns,;l
as aforesaid shall cease to be used for tho purposes herein specified, theo,
and in that event, the said property shall revert and belong to the State
of Kentucky.
§ 2. 'fhis act to take effect from and after its passage.
Mr. Clarke offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
§ -. 'fhe Board of Regents shall make report to the Auditor of Public
Accounts on or b"efore Dece mber 31, 1879, 1:1bowing the manner in which
said money bas been expended, which re port shall be accompanied by the
vouchers for such expenditures.
§ -. Said institution shall remain subject to legislative supervision and
control.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a tbirl
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro·
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereT. J. Bush,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
Dennis Gleason,
Charles Godshaw,

W. Scott Gresham,
· Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
Augustine Shelburne,
G . E. Speck,

Richa rd A . Spurr,
Hancock Taylor,
John A. Thomas, .
John C. Welch-14.
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (~nrner), W. L. Hazelip,
Otho Nunn,
Cromwell Adair,
Samue1 J?- Hensley, T. J. Oatts,
c.T.Allen,
W._H. H1l lsman,
W . W . Orr,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
J. S. Ows ley,
Robert F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, Jos. M. Kas h,
James Perkins,
J.K.Bailey,
Green R. Keller, -...
William Points,
};. O. Bainbridge,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
UL Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. M. Reed,.
Gabriel Blevins,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ferdinand R igney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
Granville V. Rouse,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, C. W. Russell,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. IMcElrny, G. R. Snyde r,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tarta r,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Ahner Bversole,
lV!ont.gomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J . M . Neal,
G . H. Towery,
J.W.Griffith,
Wm. Neal,
lsaac· T. West-64.

, viz:
r of Public
er in which
nied by the

Milton Hamilton,
And so sai~ bill was rejected.
Amessage was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed an enrolled bill and a resolution, which originated in the House

rvision and

of Representatives, of the following titles, v iz :
An act to amend subsection 2 of section 337 of the Civil Code of

mendmenl,

Practice,
•
Resolution favoring the construction of the Texas and Pacific

ad a thirl

Railway.
The Speaker liud before the House the response of the Audito r of
Public Accou nts to the resolution in regard to ·the cost of improving the locks and dams ort the rivers of this Commonwea lth, which

as to the
ame being

reads as folio ws, viz :

bill, and ii

r'"

pro

Spurr,
ylor,
mas,
ch-14. ·

· STA.'rE OF KENTUOKY,
}
OFFICE OF AUDITOR OF PUBLIC AcCQUN'fS,
FRANKFORT, KY., February 27th, 1878.
RoN. Eo. W. TURNER,

Speaker of Bouse of R epresentatives:

Sm: l regret to bo com polled to say, in reply to the resolution adopted
~y the Honse of Representatives on tbe 25th inst., which is in tbe follow ing words, to-wit :
~e.solve<l, That the Auditor of Publ ic Accounts report to this House, as
~aily a~ practicable, tbe entire amount heretofore expended in erecting,

irn pi•ov ing, or repairing the locks~an·d dams on tbe various ri vers of t~is
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Commomvea!Lh, and the amounts received by the State from Lhe .
rivers within its limitR.
vartoll!
that I can not give the information called for. The accounts of the ex.
penditnrcs of the State for erecting, improving, and repairing Lhe loeb
and dams on the several rivers in this Commonwealth were not kepti,
this department, but in the office of the old Boa1·d of Internal Impror~
menL, which· office was destroyed by fire, with its (son tents, in the lalli
1865.
Very respectfully,
Yonr obedient servant,
D. HOWARD SMITH, Auditor.

·Which was read, and ordered to be spread upon the Journal of tltu
House.
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The House then took up for consideration the special order of tie
day, viz: a bill, entitled
An act to provide for executing and supervising the public priot,
ing and binding,

Together with the amendment propose<l by the Senate by way of
substituff' therefor.
Said substitute reads as follows, viz:
§ l Be it enacted b.1/ the Genei-al Assembly of I.he Commonwealth nf Kentucky, Tit at a Publie Printer anti Binder shall be elected by a joint bnllot
or vote of the two Houses of the General ARsem bly at its present session,
and biennially thereafter, who shall continue in office t,wo years from an!
after tlie fir·Rt Monday in August next succeeding his election; and ii,
from any cause, a vacancy shall occur in the office in the l'ecess of the
General Assembly, it shall be the duty of the Governor to appoint some
proper per~on to discharge its duties for the remainder of the torm.
~ 2. Before entering upon the duties of hi;; office, the Public Printer and
Binder 1,drnl l execute a covenant, with two or more sul'eties, residents of
thiR Commonwealth, who shall own real estate in this Commonwealth
worth aL leai,;t $50.000 over and above all their liabilities and exemptions,
to be approved by the Governo1·, conditioned for the faithfnl execution of
the public pri nti n/.(' -ll nd binding: tho preservation and return of any mo,
terial furnished him by tho Commonwea lth; for the faithful perfornrnnce
of all bis official dnties, and the payment of' all jnagments rendtired ngntnil
him and them under the requirements of' this act. He shall, moreover,
take th e oaths prescribed by the ConstiLution cif this State. Tbe cove·
nant, and a cerLifieate showing that said oaths have been taken, shul!be
deposited in the office of the Auditor of Public Accounts f'orsafe-keepmg.
~ 3. The Public Printer and Binder shall keep bis offiee at. theseat~f
government. and shall publish a newspaper of not less than wccklytssu,
and shnl I publish in tbe same the Governor's proclamations _and gonetl
election returns. He shall also publish in the same advertisements 0~
the sale ot non-residents' lands, twice ·µer month for three months; Jar°
forfeited to the State fop the non -payment of taxes, twic·e per monlb ~r
three months. and such other advertisements as the several Departme~s
of the State Government may be required to publjsh in a newspaper, or
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which he shall receive compensation at the rate of one ($1) dollar per
. !inch sincrle column so lid matter, and in type not larger than breb
•
.
·
I .111c I1 ,or
r
Imen
. for tho' first
insertion,
an d twenty· ti ve ("5)
£<
cents per 1rnea
v1or,
.
.
eachsobseqnent 1nsert1on.
p For 11[[ composition, in whatever type, except as otherwise provided
, this:ict the rates per one thousand ems shall be as follows: Plain com\tion fifty (50) cents; plain figure work seventy -five (75) cents; column
:alter.in three or more co lumn1:1, depending upon each other, and reading
across the pnge, without rules, seventy-five (75) cents; l'Ule and figure
work tabulated, one ($1) dollar.
§o'. For plain ruled blanks, such as the Governor's proclamationR (rewards) fifty (50) cents pet· quire fo1· the first ten quires, and fifteen (15)
centsfbronch ndditional ·quire ordered printed at the same time.
]. For script work, such as the Governor's pardon, fifty (50) cents per
quiro for the first ten qui1·es, and fifteen (15) cents per quire for each adtlitioniil qoil'OOl'<lered printed at the same time.
IL For bill heads, four dolla.rs and twenty-five ($4 25) cents for the first
thousand; for e1tch additional thousand, two dollars and seventy-five
[&2 75) cents, same form, ordered printed at the same time.
·
III. For letter beadR, suc\1 as are used by the different Departments,
lbree(S3) dollars for the first ream counting 96U half Rheets to tbe ream,
and two ($2) dollars per ream for each additional reu.rn, same form, ordered
printed nt the same ti me.
IV. For nssessors' blank book blanks, on paper of the reqnired size,
fifteen (515) dollars for tbe first thousand sheets, and ten ($10) dollars for
eachadditionul tbousand sheets ord ered printed at th.e same time.
V. For blirnks on cap or letter paper, half-sheets, printed on one side,
counting 960 to the ream, five ($5) dollars for the first r eam, and two ($2)
dolhmfor oucb addiLional ream, same form, ordered printed at the same
time,nnd fifty (50) cents per quire, if half ream or less be ordered at the
illmetime. The same, printed on both sides, eight ($8) dollars for the first
ream,and two dollars and fifty ($2 50) cents for each additional ream, and
seventy five (75) cents per quire, if not more than half ream be ordered
at one time.
I'!. For envelopes or slips. seventy -five (75) centi, for the composition,
andonedollnr and twenty-five ($ 1 25) ct:nts per thousand for the presswork.
VU. For returns of births, deaths, and marriages, and work of similar
character, on flat eap paper, four dollars and fitty ($-! 50) cents for the
first ream, and three dollars and fifty ($3 50) cents for each additional
ream; on medium paper, five dollars and fifty ($5 50) cents per ream for·
lbefirstream, and three dollars and fifty ($3 50) cents for eac b additional
roam; on super-royal paper, six ($6) dollars for the first ream, and three
do~larsand fifty ($3 50) cents for each additional ream, same form. ordered
printed at the same ti me.
bV Ill. Fur printing headings and ruling blank books, the compensation
8 811be as follows:
d 0~ printing the headings ·to every book of six quires or less,· three ($3)
ots; for every additional quire, twenty-five (25) cents, whether w be
Pu m th e.same binding or not.
bo!r ?ling ~lank books of medium or less size two ($2) dollars per
IX or all sizes over medium, three ($3) dollars pet· book.
th · ~he rates of compensation fixed in this section for work done by
ru!· quire, ream, or thousand sheets, includes all necessary composition,
mg, press-work, cutting, and dry-pressing; and for such work the Pub-

fi
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lie Printer and Binder shall not charge nor be allowed any additional
compensation.
§ ti. Origin al composition, transferred from one document to another
of whateve1· characte1·, per one thou,mnd oms, cigltt (8) cents. 'l'his i'
eludes leading or unloading, overrunning, changing head or foot-lines an~
making up forms. No_ c_om position shall be leaded unless actually requ'ired.
Nor shall any compos1t1011, o n any pretext whatever, bo paid fora second
time, unless the". i, shall have been actually done, and only then when
unavoidable nceessity eompels its r e -sctLing. No charges sball be made
or allowed for co1Tecti11g- lol'lns in :my case, except when material altera.
tions shall have been made in original copy, in which case there shall be
allowed , for cve1·y hour of time nel,essa rily occupied in makingsnchcor.
reetiom1, fifty (50) ceuts.
I. In estimating the com posi lion upon al I bit ls, resolutions, and other
docum e nLH 01·rlered by the two Houses, or eiLiier of thorn, to be printed in
bill form, the same shall be meas ured as pica matter. The Journals of
the Lwo Houses, the Acts of th e Gen Arni Assembly, and volumes of the
Public Documents, s hall be rneasm·ed as s mall pica rnaUer, and everyneeessary traction of a page s hall be conntetl as a full page; but in no case
sball a11 entire blank page be counted 01· charged for.
II. Tile Journals of the two Houses of the General Assembly, the vol,
umes of .Public Documents, and the Laws, shall be printed in royal octaro
form, on neat small pica Lypo, without any unnecessary leads, blanks,or
broken lines or pages. Tbe volum es of Public Documents shall contain
nothing that is to be inserted in tbo Laws or Journals of the same year;
and tile various documentA inserted therein shall follow each other in as
close eompact order as is consistent with good workmanship, without the
intervention of unnecessa ry -blanks or separate title or l1alf.title pages;
and the paging thereof shall be separate, and at the conclusion sltall bean
index, show ing the order in w11ich the documents appear. In cases where
any document is printed in pampblet form, which sha ll also be inserted in
said volumes, and when any document shall be printed in pamphlet form,
which shall also be printed in the Journals, but one chargll shall be made
or allowed for Lile composition ther1::of.
111. All other work, where a separate allowance is made for composition, shall be estimated according to the type used; but nojobshallbe
counted less than 1,000 oms, and a ll work shall be executed in a style con·
sistent with good taste and workmnnship, and wit.h due 1·egard to economy.
§ 7. For press work not otbe1·wise provided for in this act, ~he comptm·
sation shall be as fol lows, viz: Fo1· each token of 240 impressions or less,
includiug dry-pressing, fifty (50) cents. A ll bills, resolutions, and other
documents ordered by the Genera l Assembly, or eitbor branch tber~f,
ordered printed iu bill form, fifLy cents per token. 'l'his to ineludefoldrng
and delivering, provided no1, more than two hundred copies are order~d.
For folding aud inserting maps, diagrams, plates, and illustrations, with
or without facings , per one hundred eopies, one ($1) dollar.
b,
§ 8. For binding with paper cove1·s all books, documents, or other pu
lic:itions, where the number of pages, exclusive of the covers, does not
exceed forty-eight (48), the compensation shall be one and one half cen!B
per copy, and one cen L for eve1·y additional forty-eight (48·) pages 000 •
tained therein.
I. For binding with p:i-per covers, cloth backs, any book, docurnen\~r
volume, the compensation shall be four cents (4) per copy for ev Y
nine1y-six (96) pages contained therein, exclusive of the covers.
r
Il. For half binding, loather backs, titles lettered· with gold-leaf, pape
sides, the compensation shall be as follows:
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]Ialf Jaw skiver, forty (40) cents per volu me.
Half Jaw sheep ?inding, ~ixLy-five (65) cents per vol.ame,
Enif law roan b1~ding, sixty-five ce~ts (65) per volume.
Ill. For full bin<ling , the compensation shall be as follows:
Lawskiver binding, se"enty (70) cents per volume.
Law sheep binding, ninety (90) cents per volume.
Law call binding, one dollar a nd twenty -five ($1 25) cents per volume.
JV. For cloth binding the compe nsation sha ll be as follows:
All books, documents, or other publications, in muslin covers, plain
colors, whether plain, gilded, or emboRsed, with lettering on s id es or
'back,, or both, per volume, fifty (50) cents.
v. For binding blank books the compensation shall be as follows:
Plain half binding, letter or cap size or s maller, less than six quires,
thirty (30) cents; six quires or over, fifty (50) cents per book.
Pliiin binding, with spring backs, less than six quires, one dollar and
twenty fivo ($1 25) cents; six quires or over, two ($2) dollars per book.
Full binding, less than six quit·es two ($2) dollars; six quires or over
two dollars and fifty ($2 50) een ts r,er book .
Full binding, RuRsill. corners, l'ess than six quires, two dollars and fifty
(t2 50) cents; six quires or over, three ($3) dollars per book.
Full binding, Russia ends and bands, lesA than six quires, throe ($3)
doll11rs; six quires or over, tlnt>e dollars and fifty ($3 50) cents per boOk.
Half binding, demy, less than six quires, (60) cents; six quires or over,
eighty (80) cents per book.
Half binding, demy, spring backs, less than six quires, one dollar and
smnty five ($1 75) cents; six quires or over. two dollars and fifty ($2 50)
cents per book.
Full binding, less than Rix quires, two dollars and fifty ($2 50) cents; six
4?ires or over, three ($3 ) J,illars per book.
Full binding, Russia corners, less than six quires, three ($3) dollars; six
quireior over, three do ll ars and fifty ($3 50) cents per book.
Full binding, Russia ends and bands, less than six quires, four ($4) dollars; six quires or over, fonr pollars and fifty ($4 r,0) cents per book .
Half binding, medium, less than six quires, one ($1) dollar; six quires
or over, one dollar and twenty-five ($1 25) cent.s per book.
_Hal~ binding, with spring backR, less than six quires, two ($2) dollars;
s1xqu1re~ o~ over, two dollars and seventy-five ($2 75) cents per book.
Full b1nd111g, less than six quires, three ($3) dollars; six quires or over,
three do(lar~ aad fifty ($3 50) cen tR per book.
Full bmdrng, Russia corners, less than six quires, three dollars and fifty
I13 50) c~nt~; six quires ot· over, four ($-1) dollars per book.
!ull bmdmg, Russia ends, and bands, less than six quires, four dollars
an fifty _($-1_ 50) cents; six quires or over, five ($5) dollars per book.
Half binding, royal , less than six quires, one ($1) dollar; six quires or
over, one, do_llar and twenty-five ($1 25·) cents per book.
la~-alf_b1nd1_ng, royal, with spring backs, _less than six quires, two ($2) dolb 8k1 six quires or over, two dollars and seventy-five ($2 75) cents per
00 ,

tb!ul~b;nding, les~.than six quires, three ($3) dollars; six quires or over,
F~ o_lnr~ and fifty ($3 50) ce11ts per book.
($ ~1bindrng,_Rnssia corners, less than six quires, three dollars and fifty
3F5 ) C~flt~; six quires 01· over, fonr ($-1) dollars per book.
and 1 bin(ding, Russia ends and bands, less than six quires, four dollars
ty $4 50) cents; six quires 01· ove1·, five ($5) dollars per book.

~i
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H'alf binding, super -royal, loss than six quires, one dollar and twent
five ($1 25) cents; six quires or over, one dollar and seventy-five ( l 7{)·
cents per book.
Half binding, super-royal, with spr in g backs, lesR than six quires ti
dollars and fifty ($2 50) cents; six quires or over, three dollars and twe:'.
ty-five ($3 25) cent.s per book.
Full ~indi~g, less than six quires, three dollars and twenty.five ($3 25)
cents; six quires or over, three dollars and seventy-five ($3 75) cents per
book.
Full bindin-g, with Russia corners, less than six quires, fonr (S·l)dollnrs·
11
six qnires or over, fonr dollarR and fifty ($4 50) ceuts per book.
Full binding, with Russia ends and bands, -less than six quires. five (S5)
dollars; six quires or over, five dollars and fifty ($5 50) cents per book.
Half binding, imperial, less I.ban six quires, two ($2) dollars; six quires
or over, two dollars and seventy-five ($2 75) cents per book.
Half binding, with spring backs, less than six quires, three ($3) dollars·
six quires or over, three dollars and seventy-five ($3 75) cents per book.'
Fnll binding, ·lesR than six quires, th1·ee dollars and seventy-five ($3 75
cents; six quires or over, four dollars ano. fifty ($4 50) cents per book.
Full binding, with Hussia corners, less than six quires, four dollurR and
fifLy ($4 50) cents; six quit·es or over, five dollars and twenty five (85 25)
·cen tR per book.
Full binding, with Russia ends and bands, less than six quires, six dollars and fifty ($6 50) cents; six quires or over, seven dollars and fifty
($7 50) cents por book.
VI. No charge sball be allowed for indexing blank books, where the
index is a part of the book, except where leather tabs, with gold letters,
are used, in ~hich case, for each alphabet, the Public Printer and Binder
shall be n.llowed two dollars.
VII. When the index is a separate volnmi,, the same rate of compensation shall be allowed for it as for other blank books, but the same rule
shall apply to indexing as in the preceding subsection.
VIII. The Public Printer and Binder shall, without any extra compensation than tbnt allowed for binding, stamp or print the words 11 Public
Property," "Property of the State of Kentucky," "State Library," or
other similar lettering which may be required by Ja,v, or directed by
heads of Departments to be placed in or upon books or other public docu,
menttl.
'
IX. The foregoing list of prices includes all the work appertaining in
any way to binding, except ruling and printing headings in blan~ book_s;
anJ al l material necessary to be used by the Public Printer and B1nderm
binding, with the exception of paper covers and the paper used in blnnks
and blank books, shall be furnished at his own expense, and on no.prele~I
whntever shall greater compensation be charged or allowed than 1s 8pecifiod herein for said work; said binding material shall be of good su?st.nntial quality, such as is used by first-class publishing houses for similar
work.
§ 9. There shall be printed by the Public .Printer and Binder s~veo
hundred copies each of the Journals of the House of Represeotntiv~s
and Senate, one thousand copies of the pamphlet edition of. the l'ubh.o
1
Laws, three thousand copies of the bound edition of the Public and P~ ·
vate Laws of each session of tho General Assembly, one thousan.d copies
of the State Treasuret·'s Report, two thousand five hundred copies. of t~e
Auditor's Report, six thousand copies of the Report of the Su_rerrnten d
ent of Public Instruction, three hundred copies each of the AdJutant an
1
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.Master General's Reports, five hundred copies each of the Reports
Superintendents of the several charituble institutions of the Stnte,
eriean Printing House for the Blind, tbe Keepet· of the Peniten he President of the Agriuultural College, the State Librarian, and
missioner of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics 'fhe .Priand Public Acts of the General Assembly shall be printed sepaly· bot if practicable, embra{Jed in one volume. 'fhe Reports of the
il~r ui'e Public and .Pl'ivate Acts, the Journals of each HoUfie, the
rt ~f the Commissioner of Agricultu1·e, Hortieultnre, and Statistics,
one hundred copies of the Governor's Message, shall be bound; all
shall be only stitched, unless otherwise specially ordered. 'l'wo
red copies of each of the above reports shall be for the tse of the
ers of the General Assembly, and t_he remainder flhall be for the use
lboseveral heads of the various institutions named. If any report, bill,
other document, is ordered prir.ited, and no number is specified, but two
aodred copies shall be printed.
10. The Public Printer and Binder shall, on the con"ipletion of any job
rk ordered to be executed by him under the provisions of thii act,
erto the Auditor of Public Accounts an itemized aecount of all such
,showing in said account the amount of composition (where Aeparate
moot is allowed for composition), the amount of press work and of
ding,and the cost of each, and the offices or departments for which it
ordered, with the kind, quality, and quantity of paper u1:1ed in each
joo; which accounts shall be verified by the affidavit of the Public Printer
odBinder,and shall be attached thereto or indorsed thereon. The PublVrinter and Binder shall also deposit with the State Librarian a copy
l 'everyjob of printing and binding done by him under this act, except
b~nk books, or books of which less than ten copies are ordered; und
~d therein, or attached thereto, shall be an itemized account o( the
iltlstof the work done by him on that job, similar in all respects to the
iiemized account filed with the Auditor, and verified by him in the same
fl&Dncr; aud until said account is filed with the Auditor, with tho approv~I of the Governor indorsed thereon, and said cop_v of the work, with
he itemized account attached thereto, is filed with the State Librarian,
m,ment shall not be made by the Auditor to a greater extent than eighty
percent., to be paid on the estimated cost, as the work progreF!ses.
§~1. It shall be the duty of the Auditor to carefolly tile and preserve,
in.tile office, said itemized accounts of the work doo-e, and the Librarian to
!llfefully keep and preserve in the State Library all of said copies of the _
work done by the Public Printer and Binder, with the aforesaid itemized
~unts attached thereto; and it shall be the duty of the Printing Commit~ of the Senate and House of Representatives, or a joint committee
appomted for that purpose, during each session of the General Assembly,
~carefully examine all of said accounts and work so filed since the meetlDg of the preceding session of the General Assembly, or any such accounts and work formerly done, if, in the opinion of said committee, it
may be necessary, and compare said accounts with the prices allowed to
btcharged in this act; and if, in tho opini1;rn of said committees, or either
0 them,_there is in any of said accounts an impropet· or illegal charge or
~barge~, it eh.all be the duty of said committee, through its chairman, to
1111
m?d1ately inform, in writing, the Attorney General of the same, stating
:ncisely the items objected to, and the reasons therefor; and theroupon
Ke Attorney General shall proceed, in the name of the Commonwealth of
entucky, by motion in the Franklio circuit court, to quash said account
0
r accounts. 'fhe Attorney General shall ca.use to be ser-ved a notice on
B, ll.-87
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the Public ~rinter_ and B)nder, and his su_retie~. on his_official bon~, at least
ten days before sa1~ rn ~tion shall s~,and for trial; wh 1ch notice shall state
the amount for wl,wh Judgm e nt will be asked, and the reasons therefor
Ro shall also file a copy of the i1otice with the cle?·k of sa id court
~
0
before the day the motion stands for trial; which notice shall be the 011
foundation of the p1;oceeding, and no other pleading shall bo necessary. Re
shall also file with sait.l clerk a copy of the itemized account upon which
the proceeding is based, and a copy of the official bond of tha Public
.l:'rinter and Binder. lf, upon hearing tho motion, it is adjudged Lhatthere
is any item 01' items of said account improperly or illegall'y charged therein , it shall be the duty of the court to quash said account, ·and render
jndgmcnt alainst the Public Printer and Binder and his E<ureLies, in favor
of the Commonwealth, fo1· the amount of the account, and ten pei· cent.
interest thereon from the time the money was paid until collected; nnd
the costs of the proceeding, including a reasonable attorney's foe to the
Attorney General, which shall be al·lowe.d by the court. Said judgment
shall he enforced as other judgments in favor of the Commonwealth; and
the su1teties in the official bond or' the Public Printer and Binder against
wbom said judgm ent is rendered shall be responsible to the fullest extent
for the payment thereof.
!:\ 12. It shall be the duty of the Public Printer and Binder to contrnct
for and furnish to the State, on the most advantageous terms possible, all
the engraving and lithographing required by law, or the heads of Depur·t.
men ts, for the public work, at the actual cost price thereof; and he shall
recei"e no com,pensation for such se rvices. He Rhall verify his accounts
for the same by lul'llisbing the itemized bills of the parties doing sucb
work.
§ ld It shall be the duty of the Pub lic Printer and Binder to present
to the Governor a ll his accounts for publi c p1·inting and bincling,.rnnde out
and verified as specified in section 10, and for engraving and lithographing,
as specified in seetion 12 of this act; and it shall be the duty of the Governor to carefully examine all of said accounts, and if he considers them
correct, to indorse his approval thereon; and thereupon, provided the
Public Printer and Binder has complied with the conditions prescribed in
sections 10 and 12 of this act, the Auditor shall draw his warrant upon
the Treasurer for the amount due him upon said account or accounts.
§ 14. All paper, envelopes, parchment, and other supplies of like character, necessary for executing the Public Printing, shall be furnished by
the State Librarian, as now required by law; and the Public Printer and
Binder shall direct, in wi:itiog, the Librarian as to the quantity and quality
of paper required for the work to be done by him, but said paper, or other
material shall not be paid for until the account for same is indorsed 11 Cor.
rect" by the State .Librarian, and the paper accepted by the Public Pri~tor
and Binder; and in the event the Public P1·inter and Bi oder refuses, ma
reasonable t ime after its delivery, to accept said paper, it shall be im_m~diately rnturned by the State Li bra1·ian to the person or persons furmshrng
it, at their own expense.
.
.
§ 15. 'l'he Public Printer and Binder shall receipt to the State L1brar1an
for all paper, or other material received by him, specifying the am~aat,
size, weight, quality, and cost of the same, as stated to him by the L1br~rian; and it shall be the duty of the Librarian to carefully pre~erve said
receipts, and charge the same to the Public Printer and Bi oder 111 a book
to be kept for that purpose; and in case he returns any paper or _other
material to the State Librarian, it shall be placed to bis cre.dit in said ac·Count book, and the entry shall show the amount, size, quality, and cost of
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tho paper, or oth er materi a l so returned, w hi ch account book and receipts
shall be examined by the comm it tee or committees of the two. Houses of.
tho General Assembly, or _eithet· of them, at Lhe same t ime the_v ex.1m in e
the other acco unt!:! of the Public Printer anti Binder.
~ 16. It shall be the d u ty of the Public Printer and Binder, by the first
of September in each yeat·, to make an accurate and full t·eporL to the
Governor of a ll pri11ting and binding done by hirn for the yeat· endiog Lhe
first Mon<lay in August next preceding, showing Lhe same, item by iLem,
tho cost, und for what Department of Lhe State Government sa id work
was done. 'l'he same report shal I a lso s-how Lho a IIJOU n t of paper nsed in
ench job of work printed by him, the kind and quality, and the uost
thereof; and the total amount paid to hi m for pri11Ling- anti binding during
the year, and what, if any, balance is J -ue to suitl date. Five hundred
copies of said report s hall be printed, and dclivet·ed to the Soereta1-y of
Stute, who shall tr ansmit by mail one copy to eac: h member of the General
Assembly, fifty copies s hail be placed in the StaLe Library, and tlio
rom11iaing copies shall be d islributed by th e Secrel.ary uf SLaLe uuder the
direoLion of the Governor.
17. On the expiration of hi s term of office, the Public Printer and
Bind er shall make a sett lement with the Staie Libra1·ian for a ll pape r
received by Lim dur i ng his term of office, and s hall be r esponsib le 011 his
official bond for any balance due the State if he foil Lo r eturn the same,
the nsual allowance be in g made for un avoidab le wasl.e. Said setUement
shall be approved by the Governo t·.
§ 18. A ll laws or pa r ts of laws, so far as they are' in conflic:t with th is
act, are hel'eby rnpealed; but this act shall not be construed as affecLing,
or in any way applying to, the Pub li c P r inter now in office .
§ 19. Tliis act s ha ll talrn effect from and r,fter i ts passage.

day

,*

Mr. Clarke moved the fo llo wi ng amendments to said substitute,

viz:
1st amendment. Amend section four by strik ing out of Lhc scc:ond line,
after tlie word "composition," the following words and figur es, to - wit :
"fifty (50) cents," and in se rLing iu lieu tlie1·eof' the words" fort,r centA."
2d amendment. Amend subsect ion two, sectio 11 six, by inserLing afLor
the wo rd" type," in the third line thereof, the words" with as near as ean
be two thou sa nd ems a pa ge."
_3d amendment. Amend section seven by st1·i k i ng ont, afLer t,he word
"impressions." in the second )ine t,hereof Lile w0t·d s "or le,is" u11d in se rting in lieu th-e reof the words" on fu ll sb~etR of anv size." '
4th amendment. Amend section nine by striking out of the firsL line
the figures" 700," and in se r ting in lieu thereof the figures'· 500."
5th amendment . .A mend sec.:tion ten by sLri king on L all uf1e1· the word
"Andito1·," in the seventeenth lin e.
·
.
Which said am e ndm e nts were severa ll y read. and adopted.
0

rian
aat,

bra-

Mr.

C. U. McElroy moved an amendment to said s ub s titute, as follows, viz:

aid
ook

Amend section two, lin e four, by striking out" $50,000," a nd imlerting
"825,000."

her
ac-

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.

of

Mr. W. J. McElroy moved the following amendment to said s ubstitute, viz:
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Adel, at the end of the 18tb sectipn, the following words: "during b'
ij
present term of o ffi ce. "
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said amendment
I
it was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Bigger moved the following amendment to said substitute
'
viz:
Amend by striking out all of section three after the word "governmen~"
in the second line of said section.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said am·endment,
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute, 88
amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, as amended
by the substitute, and it was decid,ed in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Robertson, were as follows, viz:
·
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
W. W. 01-r,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Ow~ley,
C. T . All en,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
James P . Allen,
Milto.n Hamilton,
William Points,
Robert F. All ensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Pl'ichal'd,
Clement R. Ambrose,· T . M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J . IC Bailey, .
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
0. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q Lackey,
T. W . Scott,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T . J. Lewis,
Ralph L . :Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylol',
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton IC Tharp,
A. 0. Cope,
W .. J. Mc8lroy,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
"James ·F. Means, ,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery .Merritt, John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
John 0. Welch.
Peter G. Fisc her,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
H. P. Whita~er,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-8 0·
D . A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
In the negati~e-W . Scott Gresham-I.

Resolved, That the title of said bill be amended so as to read ,
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An act to define the duties and fix the compensation of the Public
'during his
mend men~

Printer and Binder.
·
~Ir. Spalding moved to recon sider the vote ·by which said s ubsti-

substitute,

titute was adopted.
Mr. Goodnight moved to lay said motion · on the table .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

vernmen~"

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr.Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom had been

'endment,

referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to regulate th e man-

stitute, a8

ner of holding and transmitting church property of the Rom a n Catholic Church in the Dioces e of Covington," approved March 9, 1874,

s amended

Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the Hou se and th e con s titutional provision as to the

igger and

third reading of said bill being dis pensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass , and that the title thereof be as

s,
ts,
rd,

aforesaid.
i\lr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propos itions and Grievance::1,
to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the relief of H. D . Porter, la~e sb~riff of Elliott county,
and his sureties,
Reported the same without amendment.
.Mr. Hamilton moved an amendment to said bill.
/
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

!ding,

it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, a~ a mended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the con stitutional proYis ion a s to the

urr,
llor,
larp,

third reading of said bill being dis pense d with,
ResoZ.Ved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

has,

opson,
10mpson,
lpson,
[,
b,
t,
er,
Ison-SO.

:ad,

aforesaid.
The Commit!ee on Propo s itions and Grievances, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported hills of the following
titles, viz:

By Mr. WhitakerA hill for the benefit of the di strict and county officers in Estill
and Lee counties.
By sameA bill for the benefit of
county.

W. L. Caldwell, late sheriff of Boyle

8G2
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The r
second

A bill to incorporate the town of Visalia, in Kenton county,

By same--

Urdc

A bill to enable Warren county to retire its outstanding bond~
debt.

By Mr. TartarA bilr to author·ize the county court of Pulaski county to agree
upon a compensation to the sheriff or tax collector of said counly
for the years 1878 and 1879.
Which bills were severally rnad the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to toe
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,

Ordered, That said .bills b~ engrossed and read a third time.

Mr.\
further
mittee
And.

was de

Am

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to toe
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be a,
aforesaid.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepa;·e and bring in the same, reported bills of
the following titles, viz:

nad pas
entitled
An a
in Carr
Ohio ri
With
Whic
And t

A bill allowing the sheriff of Union county further time to retura
his delinquent lists for said county.

A hill to change the county line between the counties of Grant
and Pendleton.
Which bills were severa lly read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said biJ!s being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on ordering said bills to be read
third time, and it was decided in the negative .
And so said bills were rejected.

8

Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee oh Propositions and Grievancei,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill for the benefit of John· Dougherty, of Daviess county.
Which was read the first time and or~ered to be read a second
time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
adincr of said bill being di spen sed· with,
seco nd re
o
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Wbi1ake1:, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the sa me, reported a bill,

entitled
ty to agree
said county
ered to be

l

as to tne

ime.
l as to tne

reof be ai
rievances,
ted bills of

Abill to enable common carriers to dispose of unclaimed freight
and baggage·
Mr. Whitaker moved that the committee be discharged from the
farther consideration thereof, and the same be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
And· the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
badpa,sed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,

entitled
An act to amend an act granting the trustee;, of the town of Ghent,
in Carroll county, the right to est.a blish and maintain a ferry on the
Ohio river at said town, approved March 17, 1866.
With an amendment thereto as a substitute therefor.
Which said amendment was read and adopted.
And then the House adjourned.

to return
of Grant
red to be
0

as to tne
be read a

Lievances,
ted a bill,
ty.
a second

SATU RDAY, MARCH 2, 1878.

A message was receiver! from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of th e following titles, viz :

An act to incorporate the Dry Ridge Turnpike Road Company, of
Woodford county.
An act to incorporate Merit Lodge, No. 147, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, of Blandville, · Ballard county, Kentucky, and an act
empowering said lodge to erect a building, to be known as Odd Fe]·.
lows' Hall, and an act authorizing said lodge to issue bonds.
The la 5t named bill with an amendment.
Which wa B t w1ce
· ,read and concurred ·m.
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That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An . act to provide for working dirt roads in Woodford county.
2. An act to incorporate the Montgomery Street Turnpike Roal
Company.
3. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
o( the Shelbyvi)le Railroad Company, and to authorize certain couo.
ties to take stock in the same," approved February 3, 1869.
4. An act authorizing the county judge of Rockcastle couutyto
issue bonds and fund the county debt at a less rate per cent., known
as the court-house bonds of said county.
5. An act to establish a State Board of Health, to provide for the
appointment of local board::1 of health, and a Superintendent of Vital
Statistics.
6. An act to provide for the payment of Company G, Kentucky
State Guards, for services rendered.
Which bills were severally read the 'first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to lhe
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be refened-the 1st to the Committee on
Internal Impwvement; the 2d to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 3d to the Committee on Railroads; the 4th to the Com·
mittee on Propositions and Grievances; the 5th to the Committeeoo
Cparitable Institutions, and the 6th to the Committee on Claims.
That they had also passed bills of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend. an act _regulating the holding of the courtsio
the 8th judicial district, approved February 15, 1878.
An act to incorporate the Oxmoot· Burying Ground Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Amer·
ican Legal Aid Society," approved January 30, 1878.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitu_tional pl'Ovision as to th e
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be 81

aforesaid.
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That they had also passed a bill, entitled
An act to establish the boundary line between the States of Indiana and Kentucky above and near Evansville, and to con firm the
report of the commissioner running the same.
.Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, The Genernl Assembly of the Common wenl th of Ken tueky
assed un act, entitled "An act to fix and determille tl,e boundary li1,e
letween the States of Indiana and Kentucky above and near Evansville,"
approved April 21st, 1873; and afterwards, in con form ity with, and in pursuance of, the provisions of .Raid act, D. N. Walden, of the county of Henderson and State of · Kentucky, was, by tho Governor of Kentucky, duly
appointed a commissioner to do the acts the1·ein specified; and whereas,
theGeoernl Assembly of the State of Indiana passed an act, entitled" An
act to ascertain the location of the boundary lino between the States of
Iudiana and Kentucky above and near Evansville, nlld making the same
evidence in uny di~pute, and declaring an emergency," approved Feb1·uary
27th, 1875; and afterwards, in conformity with. and in pursuanee of, the
provisions of said last mentioned act, Aug. Pfafllin, of the city of Evansville,11nd State of Indiana, was, by_ tbe ~overnor of Indiana, duly appointed a commissioner to do tbe acts therein 1:1pecified and required to be
done; and whereas, said commissioners reported that, in pursuance of
said net, and tbe commissions issued to them thereunder, tliey run the
sni~ bouudi1ry line and made t.he survey in the manner anu form required
by said ucts; and in running said line they we,·e governed by the survey
originally made by the government of the United States in the year 1806;
and that tboy have established proper monumenLS along the lirie of said
survny, whereby the same may be plainly indicated; and that, within ten
days after said survey, the said commissioners reduced to wl'iting said
survey, describing the metes and bounds and land-marks, and signed and
acknowledged the same befo1·e S. Sormson, cled{ of the Vanderburg circuit court, of .the State of Indiana; and that the said surveys bav\l been
filed and recorded in tbe offiee of the clerk of the Henderson county
court, and in the au.dito1·'s office of Vanderbn1·g county, Indiana; now,
~ l. Be it enacted by tlie Ge1l.eral Assembly of lite Commonwealtll of' Kentucky, '£hat the report of the said commissioners be, and the same is hereby,ratified and confirmed; and that the said boundary lino which divid0il
the counties of Hende1·son, in the State of Kentueky, and Vanderburg, in
the State of Indiana, be, and is, established as follows, viz: Beginning at
&stake on the bank of the Ohio river. on the south line of fractional sect!o? fourteen, township seven, south of range ten, west of the second mer,d,~n, opposite the mouth of G1·een river; thence north 82° weRt 14.00
chams to a stake; thence north 73° west 5.50 chains to a stone marked
on tbe section l.ine dividing fractional section8 U and 15, 67.57
cbams south of the section corner 10, 11, 14, 15, and '' 82 chains north of
a 8~'cum?1·e 24," on the bank of the Ohio rivet·; thence north 61~;° west
3.66 chatns to a stone; thence north 43¼ 0 west 10.25 chains to a stone;
lhe?ce north 47¼ 0 west 18.50 chains to a ston,i; thence 54¼ 0 west 22.75
chums to 11 stone; thence north 68¼ 0 west 19.00 chains to a st·o ne; thence
n?r.th 67¼° west 20.50 cbains to a stone marked" N," on the section line dividmg fractional sections 15 and 16, 15.81 cbains south of the sectioI) corner 9, 10, 15, 16, mulberry (" 10," old tree), son th 66° west 4 links; thence
0
north 71½ west 7.90 chains to a stone; thence nol'th 62½ 0 west 6.31 chains
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to a stone; thence north 58½ wost 20.00 chains to a stone marked "0"
the section line divid ing fractional sections 9 and 16, 29.67 chains
the section corner U, 10, 15, 16, Aycamore "88," south 37½ 0 eaRt 140 inko
syearnore "72," north 8-! J 0 w.ii;t 115 links; thence no1·th 61f 0 west 45~
c.:huins to a stone; thence north 62½ 0 west 10.00 chains to a stone· thence
north 62° west 34.00 c.:hains to a Rtone; thence north 57° west 10.00 chains
LO a stone ma1·ked "P," on the section line dividing frnc.:tional sections'R
nnd 9, 50.00 qhains flOuth of sec.:tion corner 4, 5, 8, 9; thence north 570
west U 84 ehains to
a stone; thence north 54° west 10.00 chains to a stone·
0
thence north 52¼ west 10 66 chains to a stone; thence north 47° west
35.00 eh a ins to t1 ~tune; then ee 11 orth 41 ° west 7 .12 chai 11s to a stone marked
'' Q," 011 the section line· dividing frnctional sections 5 and 8, 58.39 c:bains
west of the section
corner 4, 5, 8, 9, stump of old tree (maple), sycnlllore
0
"5li," north 77½ east 29 links, elm "49," north 4° eaRt 76 links; thence
nurt,h 39° west 10.00 chains to a stone; thence north ~7° west 9.00 chains lo
stone; thence north 34° west 10.00 chains to a stone; thence north 32°wcst
8.48 l!hains to a ·stone marked'' R," on the section line dividing fractional
sections 5 and 6, 52.92 chains south of the section corner 5, 6, 31, 32 (Jl),
maple '·45," north 52° west 38½ links; thence north 31° west 13.68 chains
Lo a stone;· thence north 29° wer:1t 10.91 chains to a stone; thence north
26¾° wer:1t 10.75 chains to a stone; thence north . 24½ 0 west 13.78 chains
to a stone; thence north 15¼-0 west 9.85 chains to a stone marked" A," on
the township line dividing townshipti 6 and 7, south of range 10, wesiof
the second meridian, old tree standing (elm); thence north 12° west4.00
chain~, opposite tbe foot of Green River Island, it being tbe same line, in
air reKpt>ctt:1, as run and ei;tablit:tlrnd by said commissioners.
§ i. 'l'hat the said survtiy. or a copy duly certified by the clerk of the
Henderson cot1nty court, shall .be concl_usive ev id ence of t he said boundary 1-ine ;;io run, dividing i:;aid island, so called, trdm the SLate of lndiana,
in any or the courts of tbil:l State.
§ 3. 'l'his act sha ll take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the ·House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third · reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

we~/~

That they h_a d adopted a joint re~olution, entitled
Resolution in regard to the boundary line between Indiana and
Kentucky.
Which was twice read and concurred in.
That they had concurred in an amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Benefit Association of the Grand Lodge
of Kentucky, Independent Order uf Odd Fellows.
That they had receded from their amendment heretofore proposed
to a bill, which originated in the House, entitled
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An act to amend and repeal certain sections of the stock law of
Boone county.
And that they had passed said bill with another amendment thereto.
Which said last amendment was twice read and concurred in .
That they bad concurred in an amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville Railway Transfer Company, and conferring certain power; in relation thereto on the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington
and Louisville and Nashville Railroad Companies," approved March
IO, 1871.
With an amendment to said amendment.
And the question being taken on concurring in said amendment,

it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requi1·ed thereon by Messrs. :Snyder and
Bigger, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-W. J. Edrington,
James O'Ilannon,
Cromwell Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
.G. W. Prichal'{I,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw, .
T . W. Scott,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
W. Scott 'Grnsham,
Augustine Shelba rne,
J. F. Bennett,
Milton Hamilton,
Hancock Taylor,
J. M Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
John A. Thoma:o,
A. Buford ,
Richard Lamhert,
John D. Thompson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
G . .H . Towery,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbou1· Mason , Juhn C. Welch,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
H.P. Whitaker-34.
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJ. S. Owsley,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Lewis Jories,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. IC Bailey,
M. H. Marriott,
Gran ville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
David Martin,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Thomas Sanders,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
G. E. _Speck,
A. 0. Cope,
James F. Means,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, Richard A. Spurr,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
{- W. Griffit~,
J.M. Neal,
I saac T. West,
L. Hazelip,
William Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-38.
J ai~uel D. Hensley,
Otho Nunn,
os1ah Hunter,
T. J. Oatts,
Mr. Sanders moved to reconsider the vote by which the Hou;.e
refused to concur in said amendment.

t
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Mr. Snyder moved to lay said motion on the table .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
wa::i decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Godshawand
Snyder, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative were.Mr. ~peaker (Turner), J. Q . Lackey,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
David Martin,
Granville V. l{ouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. J. lVIcElroy,
G . R. Snyder,
tdrnund Burr,
.fame,i F. Means,
G. E . Speck,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A. Miller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Abner Eversole,
J. M. Neal,
J. 1'. Tartar,
Hen ry George,
William Neal,
John A. Thomas,
J. W . Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
W. L . Hazelip ,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T . West,
Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-3t
Lewi:i Jones,
Tho,ie who voted in the negat.ive wereCrnmwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
J. W . Meador,
Montgomery Merritt,
Robe1·t F. Allensworth, D . A. Glenn,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Charles Godshaw,
Otho Nunn,
J.M. Bigger,
·w. Scott Gresham, James O'Bannon,
A Bulord,
M ilton Hami-lton,
W. W. Orr,
Beujamin F. Buie,
Samuel D . Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
T. \J. Bush,
1'. M . Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Camphell,
W. H. Hillsmap,
T. W. Scott,
Green R. Keller,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttl e ton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
John Chas. Thompson,
.John Cowan,
Thomas H. Mannen, John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
M. H. Marriott,
John C. Welch,
Jame,i Barbour Mason, H.P. Whitaker-39.
Pete1· G. Fischer,
The question was then taken ori the adoption of the motion of
Mr. Sanders to reconsider the vote by which the House refused to
concur in the Senate amendment to said bill, and it was decided in
the affirmative .
Mr . Marriott moved to recommit said bill and amendments to the
Committee on Railroads.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affil'mative.
A mes,iage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information that the Governor had approved and
signed enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following
ti tlC:'s, viz :
An act for the benefit of J. P. Bragg, of Christian county.
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An act for the benefit of Samuel T. James, of Bourbon county.
An act fo1, the benefit of Jordan Perkins, committee of Nancy
Perkins.
An act authorizing A . C. Mayes, for and on behalf of the board
of trustees of the Princeton Seminary, to sell and convey property
belonging to the Princeton Seminary, or to exchange and convey the
eame for other property.
An act for the benefit of school di strict No. 9, in Ballard county.
An act to authorize the employment of a detective police by the
county of Fayette.
An act for the benefit of E. J. Stilley, of Fulton county.
An act for the benefit of John Morton, of Hickman county.
An act for the benefit of H . R. Myers and Robert Nickle, of Rowan
county.
Mr. Shelburne moved the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, 'rhe Slate Sup erintend ent of Public In struction has been
appointed by the South ern EducaLion nl Co nv ention upon u commiUeo to
meotin Washington Ci ty on th e 20Lh .M.arch, to promote th e. pas1.uge of a
hill proposing to dedi cate th e proceed!! of th e sales of public lands to the
States lor educational · purposes, upon th e bas is of illiteracy; th erefore,
bo it
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of K entucky,
Th11t the State Superintendent of Public In struction be aut.horize d to proceed to Washington to confer and co-operaLe with said commitLee, and
th~t the sum of $125 is hereby appropriated to defray his exp enses, to be
pu1<l out of nny mou eys in the 'freasury not otherwise appropriated.
Mr. Hamilton moved an amendment to said resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Wilson moved to amend said resolution by striking out'' one
hundred and twenty-five dollars," and inserting in lieu thereof the
words" seventy-five dollars."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

nts to the

it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,

motion, ii

and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required, thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

that they
oved and
following

Those who voted in the affirmative, werefr~t't)l Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
Tipton A. Miller,
M. B~tley,
Samuel D. Hensley, E. H. Morin,
A H. f igger,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Neal,
· u ord,
J . Q. Lackey,
W.W . Orr,

i
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Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
Pat. Campion,
John Cowan,
Dennis Gleason,
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Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne
James Barbour Mason,John A. Thomas '
Clarence U. McElroy, John C. Weich....'.25,

Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
0. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdi~an<l Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse 1
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Gabriel Blevins,
David Martin,
G. E : Speck,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
.James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merri.t t, John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-50.
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Mr. Merritt entered a motion to reconsider the vote by whichthe
House refused to adopt said resolution.
Mr. Spalding moved the following resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, ·It is apparent that very few bills of a general characterbm
been entertained by thiR House, and there being a number of such intbe
hands of the several committees; and whereas, the interet!tS of tile Com·
monwealth demand that immediate action should be taken on them.in
order to secure an early adjournment of this General Assembly; lberefore,
Resolved, That during the morning sessions the Clerk shall, afterlbe
call for petitions, call tbc standing and special committees in their regu,
Jar order until the orders of the day shall anive, and said comm1ttee1
shall report first the bills of a general character in their possession anul
all such are disposed of, after which they may proceed to rep,ort lo~al
bills. Nothing in this resolution shall be construed to interfere with
p1:mding special orders.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Messrs. Tharp and George moved the following joint resolution,
viz:
WHEREAS, The question of internal improvement, as contemplated by
the bill of the committee is one calculated to consume much of the vnlua·
ble time of this body; a~d whereas, we deem it important _t_o obtain:as
early as possible, an expression of op,inion on the subject ot rnternal rniprovement by State appropriations; therefore, in order to a prompt dis,
patch of the business now pending for consideration, be it
k
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuc 1,
That we deem the present bill, and any other measures looking to an ap·
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riation of the public money on any system of inter nal improvem ent
r~tnlc aid, at tbe present Lime, as not only unwise and hurtful to the
.Yterest of the people at large, but also 1 under the present prostration of
: siness and ri1oney matters generally, unreasonable and an ti -democratic.
0That any system of internal improv ement, to be just a nd equitable,
would necessarily exhaust t.he Tre:urn1·y of all surp luc:1 revenues; und at the
resent time, when tbe stringent money policy of the govet·nment bas
~mpolled the taxable property of the country to undergo groat shrinkage
iovnluo thoreby decreasing tho revenue of Lhe State, such a system wou ld
oeeasin;ily comp1il an increased taxation in order to meet tbo expen ses of
the State Government.
.
That as the represe ntatives of the will of the peopl e, we can in no way
moro t;uly reflect tbat great sovereignty than by economizing both the
moncyol tbe people in public ~ pend itures and in the dispatch of business submitted for our coni:;ideration.
'rhat, while we deplore the necessity .w hich compels us to oppose a
measure so nrd cntly cherished and support.ed by the friends of the Kentucky river, yet we recog nize, in the continued appropt·iations of the people's monoy on this favor<:ld and classic stream o~· the State, to some
uxtent:iwasto of the public revenue, and a lon g recognized in equ.ality in
the disbursements of th e public bounty on one section to the negl<:lci and
prejudice of others.
.
'l'hutitsbould not be forgotten by the fri ends of internal improvement
that many sec:tions and counties of the State are now burdened by se lfimpO$cd tamtion for the improv ement of their own section s and counties,
without the aid of the State; and these good but tax~ridden people, who
have never yet raised tlic er,v for State help, are not only unwilling but
unable to stand further taxation for any purpose whatevet·; and if' the
necessities of lhe State <.:¾ovcrnment do not require the surplus rtivenue
which better times have accumulated in the 'freasury, th~y doman<l a
reduction in the rate of taxation.
That any system of internal improvement by taxation, while it may
lend to enrich and aggrandize lhe few, wou Id correRpondi ngly i mpoverisll
lhem:rny; and, to be lair and equ itable, should, to some exLent, apportion
the public bounty and improvements in the (iifferent counties, as well as
tbo different rivers of the State; for, while an expenditure on river improvements might open up the ·quarry to tbe miner, and the forest to the
lumber dealer, it must be _admitted that the same expenditure, in other
and less favored sections, would likewise turn out to the agriculturist the
~uest 11nd most fertile fields , where t,be swamp forest now holds its dom inion,
'!'bat, while we arc adverse to any money appropriations for rivet· impr~vement, ye.~ we are willing for counties desiring internal improvement
to huvo the. aid ol convict labor ' under s uch recrulations
as will cost the.
&t
' b
u e_ nothrng; and, to thi s end, hereby express our willingness to give
sanction to any me~sures inaugurated by counties lot· that p-urpose.
_T hut these resolutions are hereby adopted in lieu of tbe bill of the committee, and as an ad verse report on the same.

CLINTON K. 'rHARP,
HENRY GEORGE,
Committee on Internal Improvement.
The Speaker laid before the House the following respon,;e of the
Regi 5ter of the Land Office to a House resolution of inquiry adopted
March I, 1878, viz :
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STATE OF KENTUCKY, LAND OFF!CE,
FRANKFORT, March 2, 1878.
HoN. Eo. W. TURNER, Speaker of. Bouse of Representatives:
Sm: I have before me a·resolution adopted by the House of Represeni.
atives on ·the first inst., calling on me fot· a statement of the amountof
fees received by me as Register of the Land Office, &c., to which I submil
the following response, to-wit:

For the amount received _d uring the year of 1875, see page 240, Auditor'!
Report for 1876, and for the receipt of_1876, see page 216, Auditor's Report for 1877.

I have rece!ved,_from January 1, 1877~ to January 1, 1878, as shown by
my Report of the first inst. to the Auditor, the sum of $647 50; of thii
amount, there is due the State a balance of $126 38, which will bcpaidin
a short time. My last Report made to the Auditor was for the yenror
1877, and filed with said officer on the first inst.
I ·have the honor to be,
Very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
T. D. MARCUM,

Register of the Land Office.
Which was read and ordered to be sprea,d upon the Journal.
Mr . Burr moved the following joint resolution, viz:

Resolved by the Geneml Assemb(71 of t!te Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Genera l Assembly proceed to the eleatioh of a Public Printer
and Binder on 'l'htirs<.lay, March 7th, 1878, to succeed the present incumbent.
Which was read and laid upon the Clerk's table.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the sale of the old circuit and county court
clerks' offices, and the land upon which the same are located, in
Wayne county.
By Mr . Cowan, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to incorporate the Fair Association near Paducah.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill for the. benefit of the Hill City Turnpike Road Company, in
Mason county, empowering them to collect ce1·tain road taxe~, &c.,
of persons residing on the line of said road .
Which bills were severally r.e ad the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
,econd reading of said bills beiRg dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills beiRg dispensed with, and the same being

0, Auditor's

engrossed,
Resolved, That said 'bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
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. Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
Abill to regulate rates of discount charged by banks _and other
corporations in this State authorized to loan money.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rale of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Snyder moved that said bill be printed, and made the special
order for Tuesday, March 5th, at 10:30 o'clo_ck, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
·
.
·
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare ·and }Hing in the same, reported a bill, entitled·
A bill to amend section 2, article 13, chapte1: ·28, of the General
Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered tQ be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill .being dispensed with,
Mr. W. J. McElroy moved to make said bill the special order for
Monday, March 4, 18713, at 10:15 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled ·
Abill for the benefit'of Jacob H. ·Graff and Thomas LaweR.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutio'!al provision as to the
second reading of said bill being di,spensed with,
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Orde1:ed, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time as fo ll ows, viz:
§ l Be it enacted by the Genernl A!;sembly of" the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That Jacob H. Graff and 'l'h,om!l,S Lawes have their warrant on the
'rreasu1·y of the Commonwealth for the sum of one hund,·ed anu twenty
dollars and ni.nety-six cents, as compensation for services as guards of
two lunatics, Mrs'. Ira Johns011 and Ann Lawes, to Hopkinsville Lunatic
Asylum, from Jefferson county, Kentucky.
.

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and l')ays bein_g req,nired therepn in pursuance to a provi,,ion of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who votedjn .t he affirmative, were- .
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Charle!! Godshaw,
Wm. Points,
C. T. A.lien,
James P. Allen,
W . Scott Gresham,
G. W. Pl'ichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. ,Ambrose), Milton Hami~_ton,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L . Hazelip,
Thomas Sanders,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
T. W . Scott, ·
J. F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. M. Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. :Snyder,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. ). Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. Buford,
lVI. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,.
Benjamin F. Bui~,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbe~I,
Clarence U . .McElroy, H _a ncock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
· W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
James F. Means,
G. H. Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto, .
.Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
W. J. Edrington,
J. lVI. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
Wm. Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
L11Fayette Wildon-65.
Henry George,
W. W. Orr,
In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesiad.
Mr. Merritt, from the Com.mittee on County Courts, to whom was
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to increase the jurisdiction of the quarterly court of Liv·
ingston county,
,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill b;j3ing dispensed with,
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Rtsolued, That said bill do pass, and that the · title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Craycroft, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
Anactfortbebenefit of John Froman,jailer of Spencer county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered. That said bill be read a third time.
SKid bill was read the third ti me as follows. viz:
j l Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the A.uditor of Pub li c Account8 be directed to draw his warranton the Trei1surer in favor of John F1·ornan .for two hundred and fifty
dollars, Lo be paid out of any money in tbe Treasury not otherwise appi·opriated, that sum being tho amount pa id by the said Froman out of his
own means for the arrest and delivery of three desperate felons, who
made their escape from the Spencer county jail.
j 2. 'fhis act shall take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the pas8age of said bill, and it
wasdecided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provi,ion of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were)Ir. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
William Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
JamesP. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
RobertF. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
Clement R. Ambrose; W. Scott Gresham,
W. W. Orr,
J.K.Bailey,
Milton Hami.lton,
J. S. Owi,ley,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. L. Hazelip,
J arnes Perkins,
J.F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
William Points,
L\I_Bigger,
W. H. Hills~an,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Lewis Jones
Thomas Sanders
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. K.eher,
T. W. Scott,
'
~dm und Burr,
J. Q . Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
· 1· Bush,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
~enry Car:ipbell,
Thomas · H. Mannen, Ralph L. :Spalding,
La~.Camp1on,
David Martin,
G . E. Speck,
l tleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
· J. T. Tartar,
n Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
1 T. Cray?roft,
Theox.
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In the negative-none.

solved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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The House then took up for consideration the following joint resolution, read on yesterday by M1·. C. U. lVIcE,lroy and laid on the
table, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
That it is the sense of this General Assembly that it adjourn si,ie di;
on the 15th day of March, 1878,
Which was twice read and adopted ..
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took ap
for consideration the special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill defining and regulating charges on through and way freights
on railroads operated within this Commonwealth.
Mr. Sanders moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to its ,third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Sanders moved to amend said bill by striking out the third and
fourth sections.
Mr. Merritt moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. C. U. McElroy moved an amendJ11ent to safd hill.
Mr. Spalding moved that said bill and amendments be printed,
recommitted to the Committee on Railroads, and be made the special
order for Wednesday, the 6th day · of March, 1878, at 11 o'clock,
A.M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then to~k up for consideration the special order of the
day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize and empower the county of M uhlenbqrg to com·
promise and fund its outstan.ding bonded indebtedness, issue bonds,
and levy and collect taxes to pay the same.
Ordered, That said 'bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of. the House and the constitutiona1 provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and t~e same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be 89
aforesaid.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived the House took from
the orde1:s of the day the amendment proposed by the Senate to 8
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend chaptei· 29, of article 35, title " Crimes and Pun·
ishments," of th& General Statutes.
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Mr. Hill moved to print said bill and amendment, and make the
same the special or<ler for Thursday, March 7, 1878, at 10:30 o'clock,
A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

wai decided in the negative.
Said amendment was then read and concurred in.
The ij:ouse then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
Abill to incorporate the Harrison County .Mutual Insurance Com-

pany.

The question was then taken, "Shall the bill be read a third time,

the objection of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?"

bill was
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third and
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e special
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and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
The House then took from the order:3 of the day a joint resolution,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
Resolution in regard to Dr. L. P. Blackbllrn.
Which was twice read . and adopted.
The House then took from the order:3 of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to create the office of measurer of timber, and to define his
duties.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being disp~nsed with, and the same being
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be ·as
aforesaid .
. The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, which originated in the Senate, en titled
·
An act fot· the benefit of Benjamin B. Adams, comm1'ttee of Vena

L Adams, a pauper idiot of Magoffin county.
Ordmd, That sai<l bill be read a third time .
The rule of the House and tlie constitutional proYision as to the

1hird reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, 'fhat said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Th e House .then took from the orders of the day the amendment
proposed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of
Represe_ntatives, entitled.
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An act to amend the charter of, Elizabethtown, and to authorize
the board of trustees of Elizabethtown to . issue bonds, and fund tne
present bonded debt of said town.
Ordered, That said bill and amendment be referred to the Commit,
tee on the Judiciary.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Parrish.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Buford1. A bill to protect sheep from depredtttions by dogs, and to author-

ize the county court of Woodford to impose a tax on dogs to pay for
sheep killed by them.
On motion of Mr. West2. A bill to irnprove the s.o uth fork of Station Camp creek, inMson county.
On motion of same3. A bill for the benefit of W. D. McGuire, of Rockcastle county.
On motion of same4 A bill for the benefit of David Warren, Owsley county.
On motion of Mr. Bainbridge5. A bill to incorporate the town of Poplar Grove, Owen county.
On motion of same-6. A bill to authorize the constable of New Liberty district, Owen
county, to appoint a deputy.
On motion of Mr. J. C. Thompson---:
7. A bill to amend the charter of the Sal visa and Kirkwood Turn·
pike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. Allensworth8. A bill for the benefit of B. D. Smith, Todd county.
On motion of Mr. Nunn9. A bill to repeal the fish law in Crittenden and Livingston coun·
ties.
On motion of Mr. Cowan10. A bill for the benefit of the Boyle county court.
On motion ·of Mr. J. D. Thompson11. A bill for the benefit of Lewis county.
On motion of Mr. Buie12. A bill to incorporate the town of Wallonia, Todd county.
On motion of Mr. J. D. Thompson13. A bill for the benefit of T. J. Walker, of LewiR county.
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On motion of Mr. O'Bannon14. A bill for the benefit of Polk Ditto, late sheriff of Henry
county.
On motion of Mr. Martin15. A bill for the benefit of Wm. Fraley, of Floyd county.

On motion of Mr. Jones17. A bill concerning the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in

regard to riots, routs, and breaches of the peace within this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Bigger18. A bill to amend an act to amend subsection 2 of section 337 of
the Civil Oode, approved February 26, 1878.
Ordered, That the Committee on County Courts prepare and bring
in the 1st and 11th; the Committee on lnte,:nal Irnprlivement the 2d;
the Committee on Claims the 3d; the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances the 4th, 6th, 8th, 13th, 15th, and 16th; the Committee on
Corporate Instituticln_s the 7th and ' l2th; the Committee on Pisciculture the 6th; the Committee on the Judiciary the I 0th; the Committee on Ways and Means · the 14th; the Committee on Circuit Courts
the 17th, and the Committee on Codes- of Practice the 18th.
And then, ·at 1:30 o'clock, P. M., on motion of Mr. Cook~, the
House adjourned.
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On motion of same16. A bill for the benefit of Marcus L. George, Floyd county.
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MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1878.
The following petition was presented, viz :

By Mr. PerkinsThe petition of sundry citizens of Whitley county, praying the paasage of an act p.rohibiting the sale of spirituous liquors within one
mile of the Boston High School, in Whitley county.
Which was received, _the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Comruittee on Moral and Religious Institutions.

A message was receiverl from the Senate, announcing that they
had paseed bills, which originated in the House of Representativts,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the town of Hammon ville, in Hart county.
An act to change and define the boundary line between the counties of Lawrenc·e and Martin.
An act to legalize the appointment of the sheriff of Fleming
county.
An act to amend article 29, chapter 29, of the General Statutes,
title" Crimes and Punishmen,ts."
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An act to define a certain portion of the boundary of Jefferson
county.

An,

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Masonic Mutual Benefit Association of Maysville, Kentucky," approved
February 17, 1874.

acts ii

• and Red River
An act to amend the charter of the Winchester·
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an· act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce into
one the acts incorporating the town· of Louisa."
An act to incorporate Limestone Lodge, No. 36,K.nights of Pythias,
Maysville, Ker;itucky.
An act for the benefit of_ Fatha Hicks, of Hickman county.
An act for the benefit of Ezekiel Cecil.
An act for the benefit of Louisa Unseld, of Nelson county.
An act to authorize the trustees of Brandenburg to selI" and convey
or lease real estate lying in the corporate limits of said town.
An act for the benefit of Mary Cox, of Lee county.
An act for the benefit of R. M. Pieratt, sheriff of Morgan county.
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An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating drinks within three miles
of Cottage Home College .
An act for the benefit of school district No. 7, Perry county.
An act to amend the charter of the Jefferson Southern Pond Draining Company,
An act to incorporate the Bank of Deposit of Mayfield.
An act to incorporate the purchasers of the Hardinsburg and Clog the Pili·
ithin one

verport Turnpike Road Company.
•
An act authorizing the board of tru stees of the town of Catlettsburg to grant rights of way over the streets and alleys of said town

eferred to

to railroad companies.
An act for the benefit of G. 0. Dudley, clerk of the Caldwell county

that they
entative,,

circuit court.
An act to consolida~e common school district ,No. 35, Calloway

t county.
the coun-

county, with Murray Male and Female Institute.
An act supplementary to an act passed at the present session, entitled "An act to amend an act to amend an act, entitled 'An act to
incorpora1e the Cumberland and Ohio Railroad Company,' apprnved

Fleming

r Statutes,

• Jefferson
the Maapproved
ed River

24th February, l 869."
An act for the benefit of William Johnson, a pauper idiot.
An act to incorporate the Memphis, Paducah, and Northern Railroad Company.
An act for the benefit of Buckner Wilhoit, a pauper idiot. •
An a~t to amend and reduce into one the several acts and amended
acts in reference to the town ·of Auburn.
An act for the benefit of Union and Henderson counties, amending and reducing into one the acts relating to roads in said counties.
An ac·t for the appointment of official reporters, and for the preservation of evidence in certain cases in this Common wealth.

duce into
Pythias,

d convey

[l,

With amendments to the last four named bills.
That they had concurred in an amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill,'which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act fo1· the relief of H. R. Porter, late sheriff of Elliott county,
and his sureties.
' That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act to authorize the common school commissione1; of Ander'.on county
col'l'ect the report of hi~ predec~ssor for the year 1877.,

to

in

school district No. 30.
2· An act for the benefit of Levi Wilcher, of Casey ·c ounty.
3: An act for the benefit of Peter Parks, of Ohio county.
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4. An act far the benefit of the sureties of Jas. V, Payne, decellil4,
late sheriff of Fleming county.

5. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An a .c t to provide for tbea
pointment of deputy constables in the city of Covington,", pas.!
January 11, 1873.
6. An act to amend the road law of Robertson county.

7. An act to amend section 362 of an act regulating practice~
criminal cases.
.
8. An act for the be•nefit of J. N. Thompson, committee for A.J.
Ford, pauper idiot of Metcalfe county.
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9. An act for the benefit of the sureties of John B. Brassfield,late
sheriff of Whitley co1,1 0t.y.

ReE

10. An act for the benefit of David Woods, of Crittenden county.
11. An act to amend section 6, chapter 1786, Acts 1869, entitled
"An act to incorporate the town of Pembroke, in Christian county,'
approved March ~' 1869.

Mr
whic

12. An act to incorporate the Hardin County Bank.
13. An act for the benefit of L. T. Row, sheriff of Cumberland
county.
14. An act for the benefit of Martin Hancock, of 'l'rigg county.
15. An act for the benefit of J. H. Gates, of Daviess county.
16. An act to incorporate Dirigo Lodge, ·No. 228, Independent
Order of Odd Fellows, in the town of .Mt. Olivet, Robertson county.
17. • An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Board of Commissioners of the Loui sville Court-house."

18. An act to charter the New World's Fair of the State of Ken·
tucky.
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19. An act for the benefit of R. F. Read and A. S. Thompson, ·
securitie~ of J. H. Read, late sheriff of Metcalfe county.
20. An act for the benefit of tpe children and grandchildren of
Da\·id Sanders, deceas,ed.
21. An act for the benefit of John E. Goudy, of Taylor county.
22. An act fo_r the benefit of the Old SJa.t e Road and Ripple Creek
Turnpike Company.

23. An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville, approved
March 3, 1870.

Which biils were severally read the first time and 'ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House lnd the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispeQsed with,
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Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Education; the 2d, 9th, 13th, 14th, and 17th . to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances; the 11th, 16th, and I 8th to the Committee on Corporate Institution_s; the 5th and 19th to the Committee on County Courts; the 6th and 22d to the Committee on l nternal
Improvement; the 7th to the Committee on Codes of Practice; the
3d, 8th, 10th, 15th, and 21st to the Committee on Claims; the 4th
tothe Committee on Ways and Means; the 12th to the Committee
on Banks, and the 20th and 23d to the Committee on the Judiciary.
That they had adopted a joint resolution, entitl ed
Resolution in regard to the printing for the Insurance Bureau.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. 0. U. McElroy entered a motion to reconsider the vote by

den county.
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which said resolution was adopted.
~Ir. Clarke entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which this
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House refused. to order to its third reading a bill, .entitled
Abill to incorporate the Harrison County Mutual Insurance ComThe Speaker laid before the House the following communication
from the Hon. H. A. M. Henderson, Superintendent of Public Instruction, viz :
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
}
OFFICE OF SuP'T OF PUBLIC I NSTRUCTION,
FRANKFORT, February 27th, 1878.

To the General Assembly of K entucky:
It is made my duty, by the General Statutes, to make report of "the
practical workings of the Common School System of the · State, with
suggestions as to any alterations it may require." I feel constrained tq.
say that, in my opinion, any violent changes in the mere machinery of
the school system will be ill-advised at this time. The people and officers a:e just beginning to understand the laws, and, for the first time in
the !ustory of education in Kentucky, something like "system" is becom1~g manifest. The publication of "The Kentucky School-Lawyer"
~as given a uniform standard of interpretation of the school laws, and
its value has already become apparent by the large decrease of appeals
to the_State Board of Education, and of legal questions addressed to the
Superintendent of Public Instruction. To disintegrate our present system, or to substitute it with other agencies and appliances than those
no( employed, will seriously impair school work, and, I fear, retard deye opment. I regard it as unfortunate that the House Bill, as amended
~n the Senate, has passed into a law. The House Bill preserved the
enefits of the one Trustee .system, and secured those that are claimed
to attach to three. The great objection urged against the one Trustee
syStem was, that it afforded an opportunity for nepotism, _partiality, and,
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corruption. The law as passed does not obviate this objection. It
vi des for the election of one Trustee each year. A teacher finds h/;
a friend in the Board; a second one ascertains he has one, and each
a can~idate to ~et _a majori_ty, and the result is a -defeated and dissatis:
party m the D1stnct and m the Board. Then, by providina that th
member having the shortest time to serve shall be Chairm~n of th:
Board, it, in numerous cases, will throw the most incompetent man«
the three into the Chairmanship. Besides, it will be difficult to reconstruct the law so as to make its separate parts harmonize, necessitates a
new edition of the laws, blanks, notices, etc., involving a considerable
expense, and it will be well nigh impossible to get the country people
to ur:iderstan? the rotati?n syste~. If, in addition to this change, the
county ·s upermtendency 1s materially changed, then I fear inextricable
confusion will ensue.

two or t
devote
services
Jt ~ves
for use,

COMMISSIONERSH IP.

While there are admirable features in the Senate Bill No. 32, and the
House Bill No. 332, each proposing District Superintendency, they propose such radical and revolutionary changes as to render so extremean
experiment exceedily hazardous at the present stage C1f developmentof
the school system. With a single exception, all the States having
successful school systems have county supervision, or its equivalent
Without some intermediate officer between the Superintendent and the
districts, and one, too, especially 1:;lected for the purpose, and held
responsible to its head, ,as an official of the school system, I see nothing
ahead but disorder and dis·i ntegration. How can the County Judge
hear appeals, conduct examinations, and hold Teachers' Institutes?
He can disburse money and take receipts, etc.; but, .as · remarked by
a predecessor: "this simply keeps together the bones and flesh of the
structure. We need to infuse increased vitality, to impart steady growth
and development, to shape with the symmetry and beauty of harmonious
adjustment, and to give nervous life, vigor, and activity to every part
of the system. To do this, we must have skilled and competent County
Superintendents, wl10 will make their service a specialty, and who can
• visit the schqols and inspire parents, teachers, and pupils with a living
interest, encourage, improve, and train up a qualified class of teac~e~,
• hold Institutes, organize graded schools wherever the opportunities
admit, adjust properly the district boundaries, see that good sc~oo!·
houses are. built, and attend to the hundred details of business mci·
dental to the position." I have prepared a bill, which will be presented
for your consideration, and which has received the approval of the be!t
Commissioners and educators in the State, which provides such condi·
tions of candidacy that no incompetent man can be introduc~d to.the
position. It requires candidates to have a certificate of quahficatw~
from a Board of Examiners appointed by the State Board. It condi·
tions the three dollars pay for visiti1ig a district upon the performance
of certain important duties, and on receiving a certific~te from t~e
teacher that the school has been visited and the official duties execu(e ·
It permits a County Court of Claims, if it desires to secure other services
and more time from the Commissioner, to supplement his salary fr?~
the county levy. It provides for a conventional arrangement, by wluc
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tw0 or three. counties may unite and secur-e a Comm issioner, who shall

ote his whole time to the duties of th~ office, and be paid for his
dev
·
d to t h e severa1 counties
· t h us agreemg.
·
services
the salary apporttone
It ~ves the Commissioner the right to condemn a school-house unfit
fi>r use and to order a new and comfortable one built.
This bill dis rupts ~othina. It simply requires the work paid for to be done by a
competent officer. This county ?~pervision .wi_ll save m_ore to th_e
system than it costs. An enteq~ns111g Comm1ss1o~er, qualified as_ this
billrequires, in each of the counties of the State, will produce ten times
the cost to the teachers and the system. Retrench this $40,000 paid
to Commissioners, and you do -not add over five dollars to the appor~onment of each School District. I doubt whether there is an intelligent teacher in the State who would, in order to receive this money,
be willing to part with the officer who represents his interests, when
imperiled by caprice, cupidity, and ignorance_ Efficient County Commissionership is what is needed; and I pray that the Legislature will
not amputate what the distinguished Superintendent of Illinois has
properly called "the right arm of the system."
DISTRICT TAXATION.

I reaffirm here my sincere conviction that there can be no large and
rapid development of our school system without local taxation. I make
two suggestions:
11
1. The law concerning district taxation. should be changed so that
the vote could be taken at any time, after fifteen days' public notice
had been given. It is sometimes the case that the people, not knowing who is to be employed as a teacher, are unwilling to vote a tax
for his better payment, when, if informed at some later period, they
would cheerfully vote for the levy. Then, again, sometimes the matter
o( crops, how they are to yield in quantity, quality, and values, determine largely the disposition of the electors. Then again, through
iforance, indifference, or neglect, the Trustee may o_m it the legal notices at a prescribed time, and thus forestall or defeat the wishes of the
~Irons of a district, when, if permitted to submit the question at other
times, the desirable point could be carried. It is quite often the case
~ _the question is agitated in towns ·at a season when, under the
~1:lm~ statute, it cannot be tested at the polls; but if this- arbitrary
limitation to a specific date were removed, the point could be carried,
and a good graded school could be established."
. "~-- Some readier means should be provided for the collection of
d_istnct taxes when levied. I suggest the power be given the CommisSI(o~er, upon !he recommendation of the Trustee, to appoint a collector
wO shall give bond) to collect the taxes· he to be paid the same
sompen:ation for his services as is allowed the sheriff for .collecting
~te taxes. The Trustees should be given power to collect by distra10t."
In the_se two simple suggestions I discern more enlargement than in
~very! thing else that has been proposed. Do these two things if nothmg ese.
fi \have opposed a general school bill, because it aggregated upon its
na passage all the objections to its details, and defeated it; but the time
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is so short that, if it is the purpose of the General Assembly to attem t
to improve the school system, I would su.g gest that the committees ~f
the Senate and House meet in joint session and e,;ideavor to mature a
bill that would meet with general favor, and thus dispose of the whole
subject.
Gentlemen of the Legislature, I have thus presented to you my views.
They are only valuable as they are the product of much observation and
experience, obtained during a tenure of six years of State Superintendency, and an industrious employment of my opportunities to study the
defects and remedies of our Kentucky school system.

H. A. M. HENDERSON
Superintendent of Public lnstruc1t~11,
L~ave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Gleason, Tay.

!or, and Kash.

A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had appl'Oved and
signed 1mndry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act

for the

benefit of Stith Thompson, of Washington county.

An act for the benefit of W.W. Stinnett, sheriff of Todd county,

---

An act to amend the charter of the Masonic Widows and Orphans'
Home and Infirmary.
A message was received from the Governor by Hon.

J.

Stoddard

Johnston, Secretary of State, which was taken up and read as follows, viz:
STATE OF KENTUCKY, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
FRANKFORT,

March 4, 1878.

I
I

Gentlemen ~f ll,e House of Representatives: ·
After careful eonsideration I alll constrained, by a sense of official d~ty,
to ret urn House bi II No. 409, en titled "An act to amend section one, article
eight, chapter ninety -two, of the General Statutes," without my approvn_l.
It is declared io the General Statutes that "the sheriff, by virtue of his
offiee, !:!hall be collector of the revenue. If he fail or refuse to execute
bonJ, with surety, as required by law; for the collection of tho revenuo,
h e shall forfeit his office."
i
•
The object of this bill is to change the law for tho col action of _the rev·
enue in thc1 counties of Chril:ltian, McCracken, Henderson,· and, Un100,aad
to give to the sheriJfR of these counties privileges not granted to the sberitfo of other eount.ies in the Commonwealth; so that, although they may
fail or l'efuse to exeeute bond, with surety, as required by law, for th?col·
lection of t.he tevcn ne, they will not thereby forfeit the office of sber1lf, or
bo snbject to the fine prescribed by law.
.
I believe the relief so1lght by this kind of legislation is d~11gerous and
unjust. If this bill should become a law, I have reason to believe tb_at the
sheriff of almost every county in the State wil l, as soon as praclicab~
ask the same relief, and the greater part of the State revenue may rema
un co llected. The authority vested in the coupty judge of each county_~
appoint · a collector of revenue, when the sheriff fails to give bond fort
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If the sheriff, with hi s other sources

~11 ecofit 'is unwilling to execute the revenue bon_d, it will be imposs ible
ln ~any' counties to get any one to execute bond and act as col lectoi· of

lhe revenue alone.
. .
.
The counLies of Christian, Henderson, Union, and McCrncken are
amongLhe richest_counties of the C?':1monwealth_- If, in th~se cou?t!es,
tbeshcrilf, with his other opp01·tun1t1es for making money, 1s unwilling
tol!Snme the respon sibility ol' executi ng the revenue bond, it is fair to
resnmethatitwould be almost impossible to find any one who would be
~illiog to execute bond simply for the collection of the revenue; and if
this act should. become a law, the lat·ge amount of revenue which should
beannnally collected from these counties, would probably remain uncollected until further le~islation.
A.tlhis time we need pro1npt collection of the revenue in Kentucky, and
nothing should be done that could result in retarding or hindering its collection. ILw:is believed to be so important that the sheriff should be required to collect the revenue, that an act was passed March 17th, 1876,
decluring that'' any sheriff who tllutll bereafter fail to execute his revenue
bond, as required by law, shall be subject to a fine of not less than one
hundred and not more than one thousand dollars for each offense."
I kn,w of no good reaso n why the sheriffs of Christian, Henderson,
(oion, and McCracken should have the unus ual privilege granted by this
act. lf they have it, all the sheriffs in the State should have it also, and
iocalculable injury to our revenue system will follow.
lflhcre is no sheriff in either of these counties, and a cireuit court is
tobeheld,an elisor may be ,tppointed by the circuit judge, who can perform all act.a and duties which are by law devolved upon the sheriff
in regard to sumn;ioning grand and petit jurors, and a general attendance
nponoourt; and if the amount now idlowed by the Jaw to the sheriff for
collecting the revenue in each of these counties is insufficient, the subject
ofinoreasing it should be aL once considere<l.
l invoke your calm consideration of the impolicy of changing, by the
pwageof this act, the well-considered requirements of out· revenue system. Let the system be equal, just, and uniform, and we will have abunda~trevenue, which will be promptly paid. A contrnry policy may bring
1er1ons pecuniary embanassment.
JAMES B. 1McOREARY, Governor.
Sai~bill reads as follows, viz:

! l.,Be it ena~ted by the General

Assembly of t!te Commonu•ealth of Kentucky, rtnit. section 1, article 8 of chapter 92 of the General Statutes be
8Q
>
I
be amen ded as to read as follows:
'rhe ~he~·iff,l by virtue of bis office, sh_all
•
collector of the revenue. ·lf he fail or refuse to execute bond with
eurety
· d by 1aw, for the collection of the revenue, he shall
' not
ther ' as re~mr~
eby forfeit tns office, but only his ri"ht to act as colleclor of the revenue. A quietus by the Audi Lor for tl~e revenue tax for the preceding
!:a\shall be produced by each sheriff or revenue collector to the county
ur at t~e .April, .May, or June term-.
H~ 2dThis act shall only apply to the counties of Christian, McCracken,
_n e~son, and Union,
33· rbis act shall take effect from ibf:1 passage.
The question was tqen taken, '' Shall the bill pass, the objection of
the Gover
. was decided
.
· nor to the contrary notwithstanding?" and 1t
in the negative.

•
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The yeas and nay13 being required thereon in pursuance to a pro
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
In the affirmative--none.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon
0. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
W.W. Orr,
'
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
.J. S. Owsley,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E . 0. Bainbridge,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse
J. F. Benne.tt,
T. J. ~ewis,
Thomas Sanders, '
J.M. Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W . Scott,
'Gabriel Blevins,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. 0. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A, Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H . Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
G . H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
John 0. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
Isaac T . West,
Henry G·e orge,
Otho Nunn,
H.P. Whitaker,
D. A: Glenn,
T . J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-64.
J. W. Griffith,
· Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to pt·epare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Proposit~ons and Griev
ancesA bill for the benefit of John 0. Ledford, sheriff of Jack1mn county.

By Mr. Hensley, from the same committeeA bill to authorize John Pars_Iey to erect a boom across "'olf
creek, in Martin county.
By same.
• A bill to regulate the presentation. and allowance ·of claims against
th~ county of Ma_t·tin.
By sameA bill to authorize William Fraley to erect a mill•dam across
John's creek, in Floyd county.
By Mr. Tartar, from the same committee·.
A bill for the benefit of George A. Burton, Matthew Farmer, and
Franky Land, pauper idiots of Pulaski county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to tbe
second reading of said bills being dispensed with ,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and reacl a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Re.iolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

s,

, ts,
igney,
Rouse,
ders,
aiding,

aforesaid.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions an<l Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled

Abill to extend the time of paying the revenue of McLean county

into the Treasury to July I, 1878.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

harp,
mas,
1hompson,
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time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Adair moved an amendment to said bi.II.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendme~t,
itwasdecided in the affirmative.
Mr. Tharp moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule ot the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that tb.e title thereof be
as afol'esaid.
The hour of 10:15 o'cloci{, A. M., having arrived, the House took
up for consideration the special order .of the day, viz: a bill, enti-

iled
m across

mer, and
ed to be

A bill to amend section 2, article 13, chapte1· 28, of the General
Statutes.
.
Mr. Mannen moved to amend said bill by exempting from the p1·0visions thereof the city of Covington and the counties of Mason,
Clark, Oldham, Trimble, Daviess, Fleming, 0 wen, and Hem·y.
·
. And the questi~n being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
Lt was decided in the affi1·mati ve.
H, R.-90
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Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

R esolved, That said bill do pass, and tha_E the title thereof be as
afore,mid.
.Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances
'
to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Alexande1· Deaton, late sheriff of Breathitt county, and hi$ sureties on his revenue bond for the year 1875,
Reported the same without amendment.
M,·. Adair moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof b~ as
aforernid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same bad been referred, of the following
titles, viz:
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By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to authorize John Shaw and W. T. Proffit to erect a
mill-dam across Big Barren river, in .Monroe count.y, at or near their
mill.
By .Mr. Tartar, from the same committeeAn act for the benefit of H. B. Litteral and Stephen Nethercutt,
late sheriffs of Carter county.

Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
rtbird reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
,.aforesaid.
Mr. Whitake1·, from the Committee-on Propositions a:nd Grievances
·who were directed to prepare and bring in the sam-ii, reported a bill,
,entifled

e
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Abill to refund to certain persons who entered or purchased lands
ad a third
as to the
me being
eof be

west of the Tennes::1ee river, and lost the same Ly reason of the
superiority of titles held under Treasury warrants or military surveys, the money paid to the State for such land when ente1·ed or
purchased.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
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time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
second reading of said hill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule of the House and the copst.itutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dis pensed with, and the same heing
engrossed,
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the a rri\· al of

12 o'clock, 1\11., the hour for the orders of the day.
The House then took from the ord e rs of the day a bill, entitl ed
A bill to provide offices for the Clerk of the Court of Appeals and
Register of the Land Office.
Mr. Spalding moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on
Court of Aµpeals.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took up the minority report of Messrs. George .and

nd Griev-

Tharp, from the Committee on Internal Improvement.
Mr. Bainbridge, from the same committee, offered a substitute

erect a
ear their

therefor.
Mr. Geor11:e moved that the report and substitute be made the
special order for Tuesday, 5th March, 1878, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

thercuU,

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Marriott asked to be excused from service on special committee herntofore appointed to take into consideration the propriety of

as to the

establishing the county of Helm.
Which was granted.
On motion of Mr. Merritt, Mr. Bun· was added to said committee.

,of be ae

ievances
ed a bill,

The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entit.led
A bill for the benefit of J. M . Shewmaker, of Mercer county.

Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a t.hird time.
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'T he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Pat. C:
A. C.

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

C. T.

The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled

Rober

Cleme

J. F. I

A bill to amend section 16, article 8, chapter 92, title" Revenue
and Taxation," of the General Statutes.

Gabri

Mr. J. C. Thompson ~oved that the same be printed, and made
the special order for Thursday, March 7th, 1878, at 10:15, A, M.

A. R.

And the que;;tion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The HouEZe took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled

A bill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title" Revenue and Taxation."
Said bi_ll reads as follows, viz:

~ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly qf the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hnr, the word '• fifteen," in section 8, article 5, chapter 92, of the
Gen.end Statutes, be, and the same is hereby, stricken out, and the words
•• twelve1 nnd one half" be inserted in lieu thereof.
§ 2. 'l. hat the words" two cents," in tbo sixth line of section 10 of article 7 of cl1apter 92 of the General Statutes- be stricken out, and the words
" one cent" be i nsertod in lieu thereof.
§ 3. 'fhis act shall take effec:t from and after September 1st, 1878.
Mr. Towery moved the following as an additional section to said
bill, viz :

Benja
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'l'lrnt article 1. chapter 41, of the General Statutes, title "Fees," be
amenJed as follows: by st1·iking out the figure 2, in the 9th line , on page
464, of the General Statutes, and inserting in lieu thereof the figure 1.
Mr. Hensley moved to amend said bill by exempting from the pro·
visions thereof the counties of Letcher, Pike, and Martin .
.Mr. Morin moved to lay said bill and amendments on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Towery and
Lackey, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCr0rriwell Adair,
John Cowan,
E. H. Morin,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. S. Owsley,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
James Perkins,
B. C. Bainbridge,
Rich iud Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
J.M. Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
.lVI. H. Marriott,
· Clinton IC Tharp,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
Isaac T. West,

0
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James Barbour Mason, H.P. Whitaker-25.

A. C. Cope, Those who vote<l in the negativeJ were-..:.
c.T.Allen,
T . .lVI. Hill,
Jame;i O'Bannon,
RobertF.Allensworth,W. H. Hillsman,
W.W. Orr,
Clement R. Ambrose,
J. F. Bennett,
Gabriel Blevins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
A. R. Clarke,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W.J..Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Henry George,
D. A. Glenn,
J. W. Griffith,
Milton Hamilton,
Mr. Glarke offered

Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clarence U. McElroy, Granville V. Rouse,
W. J t McElroy,
Thomas Sanders,
J. W. Meador,
G. E . 8peck,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
J.M . .Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Wm. Neal,
John C. Welch
Otho Nunn, .
LaFayette Wilson--44.
T. J. Oatts,
and had read the following amendment to said

bill, viz:
Amend section 1 by inserting 10 in lieu of 12½,
At 1:58 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Tharp mo~ed that this House do now

adjourn.
A1nd the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
And then the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1878.
A message was r-eceived from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originate<l in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to legalize certai~ acts and orders of the Marshall_ county
court.
An act to regt1late and define the jurisdiction of the police judge

rurne,
p,

or the town of

Woodburn, Warren cot1nty.
An act to incorporate the Mechanics' Building and Loan Associa

t'ton of Lexington, Kentucky.

.
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An act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into one the several
acts in ~relation to the town of New Castle, Henry county, Ken,
tucky."
An. act providing for the recording of executions in the county
where land is levied on or sold thereunder, which shall issue from
the court of another cou~ty than that in which the land levied on is
situated.
An act to authorize the county court of Lincoln to pay for arrest·
iug Samuel Holmes.
An act to authorize Jessamine county to purchase additiorral land
adjoining the court-house lot, and to levy a tax to pay for the same.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act ·to authorize the trustees
of Brandenburg to sell and convey real estate in corporate limits.''
An act in aid of school district No. 46, Grayson county.
. An act for the benefit of Scott Geary, of Butler county.
An act to amend an act, e ntitled ''An act relating to opening and
repairing roads in Boone county."
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An act to incorporate tbe ·town of Anchorage, Jefferson county.
An act to prevent stock from running at large in Kenton and Jefferson counties.
An act to amend an act approved March 20, 1876, entitled "An act
to incorporate the town of Turner's Station, Henry county."
An act in t·elation to pawnbrokers in this Commonwealth.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
Which amendment w_a s taken up , twice read, and concurred in.
Also a bill, which originated in the Hous~ of Representatives, enititled
An act to incorporate the Polytechuic Society of Kentucky.
With an amendment ther'eto.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to amend chapter 109 of the General Statutes, title
"Treasury Warrant Claims."
2. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend
the charter of the city of Newport," approved February 17, _1873.
3. Au act to incorporate the Columbus Manufacturing Company.
4. An act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into one the various acts in regard to the tuwn of Bardstown."
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
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The rule of the House and th~ comtitutional provision as to the

e several
ty, Ken-

,econd reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said hills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
General Statutes, and the 2d, 3d, and 4th to the Committee on Cor-

e county
sue from
ied on is
or arrest-

rral land

porate Institutions.
Also that they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution requesting our ~enators and Representatives in Congres, to urge the passage of the act appropriating public lands for
educational purposes.
.
That they had received official information that the Governot· had
approved and signed sundry enrnlled bills, which originated in the

he same.
trustees
limits."

Senate,of the following title:i, viz:
An act to incorporate the Louisville, Anchoragt:i, and Bloomfield

ing and

tothetown of Lawrenceburg.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town

unty.
and Jef-

"An act

ed in.
ves, en·

es, title

Narrow Gauge Railroad Company.
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation

of Beaver Dam, in Ohio county."
An act establishing a legal rate of interest, and declaring contracts for a greater rate void as to the excess over the legal rate.
An act to authorize and direct Ben. P. Shryer, curator of M.
McCullom, deceased, to make settlement of said estate with the trustees of the Cadiz High School, and to pay to them all moneys in his
hands as such curator.
A message was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw from the House of Representatives their announcement of the
passage of a bill, entit.led
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville Railway Transfer Company, and conferring certain powers in relation thereto on the Lou.i sville, Cincinnati, and Lexington
and Louisville and Nashville Railroad Companies," approved March

amend

10, 1871.
Which was granted, and said bill delivered to the messenger . .
A message was received from the Senate, asking the withdrawal

873.

of the announcement of the ad·option by that body of a resolution,

mpany.
he vari·

cl to be

entitled
Resolution in regard to the pTinting for the Insurance Bureau.
On motion of Mr. C. U. McElroy, the ·vote by which the Hou~e concurred in the adop,t ion of said resolution was reconsidered.
Whereupon, said resolution was deliver~d to the messenger.

\
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After a time a message was received from the Senate, announcing
that they had adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution in regard to the printing for the Insurance Bureau.
Which was twice read and concurred in.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz:
.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to provide fo1· the appointment of deputy constables in the city of Covington," passed
January 11, 1873.
By Mr. J. C. Thompson, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Southwestern Railroad Company."

Ordered, That said bills be read a third time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be ae
aforesaid.
Mr. Bainbridge, from the Committee on Federal Relations, lo
whom was referred a joint resolution from the Senate, entitled
Resolution in regard to the repeal of the resumption act and
other financial matters,
Reported the same without amendment.
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Mr. Sanders moved that the further consideration of said resolu•
tion be postponed indefinitely.

amend

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
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Said resolution was twice read and concurred in.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to punish abortion.
'\Vhich was read the . first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dieipensed with,
Mr. J. C. Thompson moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Clarke moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. C. U. McEiroy moved that said bill and amendments be recom·
mitted to the Committee on the Judiciary.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of sai<l motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. J\{annen, from the Committee on Insurance, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
Abill to amend aa act, -entitled "An ·ac_t to establish an Inrnrance
BnrP.au," approved March 10th, 1870.
.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
llr. Lackey moved. an amendment to said bill by way of substi-

e South-

tute therefor.
~Ir. Wilson moved an amendment to said bill by way of substi-

s to the

tute therefor.
Mr. Godshaw moved that said . bill aOCll amendments be printed,
and made the special order of the day for Friday, March 8, 1878, at

r.f be 88

~;ns, lo
ct and

resolu·
otion, it

irected

second
to the

recom·

II o'clock, A. M.
The House then oook ·lip the un.finished business of yesterday, viz:
abill, entitled
·
Ahill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title "Revenue
and Taxation."
The question was taken oil th.e amendment-offered by Mr. Towery,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cowan moved an amendment as a substitute for said bi.ll and
amendments.'
Mr. Hamilton moved that said hill and amendments and the substitute he recommitted to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation,
with instructions that they report on Friday, March 8, 1878, at 10:30
o'clock, A. M.
And tbe question being taken on the adoptioR of said motion, it
was decided ill the negative.
Mr. Hamilton moved that Raid biU and amendments and the substitute he reoommitted to -a special committee to consist of five mem~
hers to be appointed by the Speaker.
·
And the question being taken ~n the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hill and
Oatts, were as follows, viz :
H,
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCharles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon
W. W. Orr,
'
W. Scott Gresham,
J. W . Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
K C . lfainhridge,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
Gahriel BlevinR,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
A. Buford,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
Edmund Burr,
T'. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T. J. Hush,
Josiah Hunter,
Tho1:ias Sanders,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W . Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L. SpaldinO'
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
'"
I'at. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin, .
John Chas. Thompson,
Thoma s H. Ditto,
James Barbour Mason, John D. Thompson,
J. W. Meador,
John C. Welch,
W. J. Edrington,
Peter G. Fi,,cher,
James F. Means,
Isaac T. West-53,
D . A . Glenn,
E. H . Morin,
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Clarence U. McElroy, B. Mills Parrish,
Granville V. Rouse,
Cl ement R. Ambr 1 ,se, W. J. McElroy,
J. F. Bennett,
Montgomery Merritt, C. W . Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. R. Snyder,
John Cowan,
J.M. ·Neal,
Richa rd A. Spurr,
AlP.x T. Craycroft,
William Neal,
Clint on K. Tharp,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery,
W. H. Hill,,rnan,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-25.
Lewis Jones,
Thereupon, the Speaker appointed as said committee Messrs.
Clarke, Hamilton, C. U. McElroy, J. C. Thompson, and W. J. McElroy.
Mr. Spalding moved that said committee be authorized to report
at any time.
Mr. Spurr moved that said committee be instructed to report on
Thursday, March 7, 1878, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question . being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
,w as decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion made
t\;)_y Mr. Spalding, and it was decided· in the affirmative.
The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House pro·
oeeded to the consideration of the special order . of the day, viz: a
bill, entitled
A bill to regulate rates of discount ch;rged by banks and other
,corporations in this State authorized to loan money.

C. T . Allen,
Jame s P. Allen,
J. K. Bai ley,
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Said bill reads as follows, viz :
I1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of' t!te Cornmon11:eallh of Kentucky 'rhat in the discount of any evidence of debt, eorponitions auLhorized to \01in money may take the discount in iu.l vance, at the rnte of on1.1
dollnr in Lhe hundl'e<l for every sixty days, and aL that rate for a longet·
or shorter period, including the three dny s of grace. If any greate1· discount is taken, the whole con tract for in tcrest or d iscou n L sh al I be void;
and nything paid thereon, as interest or discount, may be recovered by
11
the person
pa!1 i~g tbe_ same, or any creditor of such pel'son may reco,er
thesnme by bill in equity.
p. Should_ any corporation, so discoun_ting, such evidcn_ce of_ debt,
charge or receive any exchange upon any bill ot exehang1.1, e1Lhel' inland
or foreign, drnwn in order to enable _th e pel'so n entitl ed th ereto to l'Calize
thefnnds upon such discounted evidence of debt, it Rhall be <leemed prima
facie evidence of an evasion of the first flection of this act, and the whole
contrnct for interest or discoui1t, and also t,he exehange, shall be void, and
may be recovel'cd as provid ed in the first _section of this act.
p. All acts or parts of acts in conflict or inconsistent with thiB act are
hereby repealed.
.
§4. 'rh1s act shall take effect Ori the first day of April, 1878.
il.lr. Whitaker moved the following amendment to the first section

of said bill, vi'I.:
Amend section 1 by adding at the end th ereof the following: "Providecl,
The pa1·ty aggl'ieved shall brin_g suit to recove1· said usury or Lliseount
within twelve months from the time his right of aetion accrues.' '
And the question being taken on the adoption of sai<l amendment,
ii was decided in the affirmative.
~Ir. Cowan offered the following amendment to the first section of
said bill, viz :
Strike out the words" whole contract," and insert in lieu thereof "the
excess;" also strike out tbe word" anything," and insert in lieu thereof
"the exces~."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

ii was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. ::,ny<ler , and
Tharp, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the· affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. H. Hillsman,
Otho Nunn, _
C. T. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
James O'Bannon,
RobertF.Allensworth,Jos. M. Kash,
W.W. Orr,
~lemen_t R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
J. S. Owsley,
/L.Btgger,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm Points,
/bnel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
G. W. Pl'icbard,
Thomas H. Mann en, Ferdinand Ribo-nev,
. ~uford,
. F - B uie,
BenJ amrn
Ed
M. H. Mal'riott,
Thomas Sanders,•
T 7und Burr,
David Martin,
T. W. Scott,
W sh, .
James Barbour Mason, Augustine Shelburne,
· · r:1· Calhpan,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,

i/~
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A. R. Clar-ke,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton IC Tharp
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas'
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Tho~pson
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch
'
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
H. P. Whitake;,
Charles Godshaw,
J.M. Neal,
LttFayette Wilson-52.
Milton Hamilton,
Those_who voted in the negative , wereJames P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. F . Bennett,
W. L . Hazelip,
C. W. Russell,
A. C. Cope,
Samuel D. Hen!,]ey,
G. R. ::--nyder,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
W . J . .Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
Pete t· G. Fischer,
Wm. Neal,
G. H. Towery.Henry George,
T. J. Oatts·,
Isaac T. West-30.
Mr. Glenn moved the following amendment to the first section of
;;;aid bill, viz :
Insert niter the word "debt," in the first line, the following words, viz:
"any person or persons or."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Buie offered the following amendment to the first section of
said bill, viz:
SLrike out the wonlt:1 '' in the hundred. " in the third line of section one,
and insert in lieu thet·eof the words" ori the hundred dollars."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative .
Mr. Bush offered the following amendment, viz:
SLriko out the words" one dollar," in third line of section one, ::ind insert in lieu thereot tile words" seventy-five cents."
A,nd the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bush and
Adair, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereRobert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
E. H. Morin,
T. J. Bush,
T. M. Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
Henry Campbell,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
Thomas H. Mannen, H. P. Whitaker-1 4,
Charles Godshaw,
James F. Means,
Those who voted in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
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mendment,

W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Jamee P. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
James Pel'ldns,
.Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rign ey,
J. F. Bennett,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V . Rou se,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buif,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, G. l{. Snyder.
\V. H. H. Callihan,
Claren ce U . McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A . Miller,
Clinton K . Tharp,
IV. J. Edrington,
J . M. Neal,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
G. H. Tpwery,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-64.
D. A. Glenn,
Leven E. Green,
Mr. Adair moved the following amendment to sA,id bill, viz:
Amend section one by stri k ing out tb e word" di scount," in tb e s ixth
line thereof.
And the question being taken on the i,idoption of said amendment,

section of

it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Cowan moved the foilowing amendment to the second section

eotion one,

of said bill, viz:
Str1ko out the words " whol e contract," a nd inset·t in lieu th et·eof tbe
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Mr. Merritt moved the following amendment, viz:
Amend by striking out the seco nd secti on of said bill.
The hour of 11 o'clo_ck, A. M ., having arrived, the hour of the

oe, and in·

special order of the day, viz :
The minority report from the Committee on Internal Improvement,

endment,
Bush and

er-14.

100n,

and the ~ubstitute therefor,
Mr. George moved that the con sideration of said special order be
postponed and made the special order of the day for Wednesday,
the 6th March, 1878, at 10:20 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being ta.k en on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then proceeded to the further consideration of the bill
and amendments pending at the arrival of the last order.
Mr. Snyder moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
ut?"
.
. the affirmative.
.
P · 1·t was decided
rn
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Mr. Th_ arp moved to reconsider the vote by wh1'ch th
e previou1
question was ord~red.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,ii
was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Clarke moved to recornrr1it said bill, with the arnendments,t-O
the Committee on Corporate Institutions, with in str uctions to report
on Wednesday, March 6th, at 10:15 o'clock, A. M.

ing and

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.

acts in 1
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The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the hour for the orden
of th e day, the House took up for consideration an amendment pro,
posed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, ·entitled

An ac
An ac

An

An act to pr·ovide for the appointment of official reporters, and for
the preservation of evidence in certain cases in this Commonweahb.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
The House then took up for consideration a motion heretoforeeo,
tered by Mr. :t3uford to reconsider the vote by which this House rejected a bill, entitled '
A bill to exempt from taxation the Odd Fellows' Temple·in the
city of Hickman.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motioo,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
,
The House then took up for consideration a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish an Insurance
Bureau," approved March IO, 1870 .
Mr. Cooke moved ~o postpo~e the further consideratio!] of said
bill, and make' the same the special order of the day for Friday,
March 8, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.

Ordered, That said bill be eng rossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e
third reading of said bill being dispen sed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
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The Hou se then took up for consideration amendments proposed
bytheSenate to bills, which originated in the Hou~e of Representatil•e,, or the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Union and Henderson counties, amending and reducing into one the acts relating to roads in said counties.
An act in relation to pawnbrokers in th is Commonwealth.
An act t~ amend ~nd red uce into one the several acts and amended

d motion, it

aotsin reference to the town of Auburn.
Which said amendments were severa lly read and concurred in.
The House then took up for con sid e ration a bill, which originated

r the ordeN
dment pro,
use of Rep·

in the Senate, entitled
An act for the further propagation of food-fishes in the waters of

ers, and for

[monweahh.

,retofore en·
· s House re·
mple ·in the

d motioo,il

bill, and it

d
Insurance

ioq of said
for Friday,
motion,it
me.
n as to the

ame being

ereof be as

this Commonwealth.
Ordered, That aaid bill be read a third time.
Seid bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
\\'HEREAS, The General Assembly, by an act approved March 20th,
18i6,entitled "An act for the pt'opagation and protection of food-fi,-hes in
the waters of the State of Kent,ucky ;" and whereas, the commisHioners
appointed under the pl'ovisions of the said act have proceeded to stoc k
lhe waters of this Commonwealth, as far as practicable, with. fh1h; and
whereas, the said commi~sioncr8, as Rhown by their r e port,' arc of Lhe
opinion that a further pl'()~ccution of the ente rpri se will result in great
benefit to the people of this State, by r easo n of supplying them w ith a
cheap nnd wholesome artiele of f'o od ; therefor<\
\ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the sum of fiv e thousand doliura be, and is hereby, appropriated
for the lurtherance of this object. Said amount to be used in the sa me
mnnner aR prescribed in secLion fir st of the above named act, approved
Mnrcb 20th, 1876.
~
§2. 'fhis act shall take effect from and after its passage.

And the question being taken on the. passage of said bill , it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro .
vision of the Constitution,, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Thomas Sanders,
C, T. Al(en,
Abner Eversole, •
T. W. Scott,
J.K, Balley,
D. A. Glenn,
Ralph L. Spaldin 5 ,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Charles Godshaw,
G, E. Speck,
A, Buford,
Richard Lambert
H.ichard A. Spurr
B
. . F. Buie,
'
EenJamtn
Thomas H. Mannen,
John A . Thoma,,, '
Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, John Chas. Thompson,
L. · ush,
E. H. Morin,
John C. Welch,
/~tleton Cooke,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
W.W. Orr,
. LaFayette Wilson-BO.
0 n Cowan,

TdJrn~d

•
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Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. ·Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
J. S . Owsley,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
B. Mills Parrish
W. H.. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
James Perkins '
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewi~,
William Point~
A. R. Clarke,
M. H. Marriott,
Granville V. R~use,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Ma;;on, C. W. Russell,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. J. McEiroy,
Aug. Shelburne,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W, Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry George,
J. T. Tartar,
Jameo1 F. Means,
Leven E. Green,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinton K. Tharp
J . W . Griffith,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thomps~n,
Milton Hamilton,
J. M. Neal,
·G. H. Towery, .
W. L. Hazelip,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West-42.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. J. E. Stone, jr.,
Second Assistant Clerk of this House.
And then the House adjourned until 7:30 o'clock, this evening.
A message was received from ,the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, of the following titles, viz :

That
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l. An act to amend section 6, article 13, chapter 38, General Stat·

utes.
2 An act for the benefit of John W. Bronaugh, of Jessamine
county.
3. An act to amend the charter of the Richmond and Lancaster
Turnpike Road Company.
4. An act to amend an act, entitled ''J\n act to organize, establish,
and incorporate the Cadiz High School, in the town of Cadiz, in
Trigg county ."
5. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of
Richard Reid a·nd Mrs. E. K. Chevis," approved February 9, 1878.
6. An act incorporating the M~. Sterling and Grassy Lick Turn·
pike Road Company.

ia

Which bills were severally ,read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
·
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
01·dered, That said hills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
General Stat,utes; ·t,he 2d to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 3d and 6th \o the Committee on Internal Improvement;
the 4th to the Committee on Education, and the 5th to the Committee
on Corporate Institutions.

a
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That they had also . passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "AR act to incorp·o :rate the
Louisville Railway T~ansfer Company, and conferring certain powersin relation thereto on the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington
and Louisville an.d Nash vi.He Railroad Compaaies," approved March

[ish,
ns,
nts,
· Rouse

11,
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10, 1871.
Which was read,, the tfrst time and ordered to be read a second

'

~,:ne,

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provts1on as to the

fharp,

second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, T·hat said bill be read a tliird time.
The rule of the House and the constitutio1rnl provision as to the

~mpson,
~·y, .
st-42.
Stone, jr.,
ening.
that they

third reading of said bill being <lispe,nsed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which -originated in the Senate were reported by tl½e several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of tlle following
titles, viz:
By Mr. Mor.in, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

era! Stat·

~ncesAn act to amend all act, er:ititled "An act to incorporate the Dis-

Jessamine
Lancaster

ttict of Cold Springs, 'in Campbell county."
By Mr. Whitaker, from th~ same commHtee-An act for the benefit of Ed. Thom.a~, circuit court and late

establish,
Cadiz, in

county court clerk ef Grayson county.
By Mr. Lambert, from tlie .Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to inc-orporate tlie Cemetery Company of Smith's Grove

benefit of
9, 1878.
ick Turn·
red to be
as to the

mittee on
nd Griev·
rovemenlj
/ommittee

_Lodge, No.. 227, Inde.peaderit Order of Odd Fellows.
By Mr. Glenn, from the Commi.ttee on General StatutesAn act to fh the terms of:th·e 'Circuit, chancery, and criminal courts

in the 12th judicial district.
By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on Educati.o,r -tAn act to iMorporate Ogden College.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third titne.
The rule of .the House and the c~nstitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills b~ing dispensed with,
Resolved, Th-at sai<l bnls d-o pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid,

a. 11..-9~
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Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of Newport, in Campbell county,"
Reported the same without amendment.
.Mr. Bigger mo\"ed an amendment thereto.
And the question beiug taken on the adoption of said amendment
it was decided in the negative .
'
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
.Mr. Bi~ger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom had been
referred a hill from the Senate, entitled
An act for th,e benefit of John D. Wickliffe, Charles Wickliffe,
Martha Terrell, and Q. Q. Quigley,
Reported the same with an amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as ·amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to
the town of Williamsburg, in Whitley county,
Reported the same with an amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a . third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional · provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill d.o pass, and that the title thereof be 11!
·aforesaid.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
Lto prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
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Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

ancesAbill relating to the sale of spirituous liquors to minors in Campbell county.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Jessamine County Medical Society, in
Jessamine county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the same committeeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Hill
CityTurnpike Road Company," approved March 21, 1870.
By Mr. Bainbridge, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAbill to exempt certain citizens of Cynthiana from working on
pablic roads.
By Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the appointment of
official reporters, and for the preservation of evidence in certain
cases," approved March 1, 1872.
By Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on BanksAbill to amend an act, entitled'' An act to incorporate the Bank
of Cynthiana."
By Mr. Lambert, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions-

Abill to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
By Mr. Cowan, from t.he Committee on Banks-'
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to establi::1h the People's
Bank," approved February 15, 1856.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill for the benefit of the Hope Baptist Church, of Louisville,
Kentucky.
By Mr. Welch, from the Committee on EducationA bill to establish a system of graded scho6ls in the town of Nicholasville.
By sameA hill for the benefit of colored common school::1 of Jessamine
county.
By Mr. Bainbridge, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to repeal an act, entitled" An. act to amend the charter of
Dry Creek and Covington Turnpike Company," approved February
6th, 1872.
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By Mr. Allens\\'O·r th, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend fill act, entitled "An ·act to regulate the road law
of Kenton coun·ty.>'
By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesA bill allowing any constable in the city of Covington to appoinl
one deputy.
By Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to incorporate the Covington and Ludlow Junction Railroad
Company.
By sameA bill to incorpoiate the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Company, Northern Division.
By· Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to prevent hogs from ranning at large upon the streets and alleys of the town of Williamsburg, Whitley county," approved March 20, 1876.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed . with, and the same being
engros;;ed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charteror
the city of Louisville," approved April 19, ·1873.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to lhe
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
· Mr. Gresham moved an amendment thereto.
And the quP,stion being taken on the adoption _of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read
.
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The rule of thf\ House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
third reading of said bill being di'sP,en·sed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, Tbat said bill do pass, and tliat the title thereof be

to appoint

as aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti-

' n Railroad

tiedAbill to amend an act, entitled "An act establishing a new char-

!road Com,

ter for the city of Louisville," approv~d March 3, 1870.
Which was read the firot time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

utions-

from run·
f Williams,

l

ered to be
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ame being
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re directed
cbarter ol

a a second
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second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Owens moved to. lay said bill on the table.
And tbe question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

wai decided in the negative.
.
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time as follows, viz:
p. Be it enacted by the General Assem.bly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l1~11t the general council of the city of Louisville sha ll by ordimco require all personf! owning any prope1·ty subject to taxation under
thochnrter and ordinances of the city of Louisville to make return of the
~mo to th~ city on printed forms, to be provided by the general council,
mcl~cltng 111 such returns all property, whether real or personal, and to
require all such returns to be subscribed and sworn to.
§2. 'rhat all furniture and household movables, under ($300) three
hundred dolliir8, shall be exempt from return and taxation.
·
~ 3. That all laws in conflict with th is act are hereby repealed.
H. 1'his act shall take effect from and aftet· its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Gresham, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

J. F. B~nnett,

{vM Bigger,

w· H. H. _Callihan,

Ab J. Edrington,
mendment,
e.

P ner Eversole,
Deter _G. Fischer,
ennis Gleason,
1
B. Green,
. Scott Grnsham,

Wve~

Milton Hamilton,
T. J. Oatts,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Panish,
Lewis Jones,
James Perkins,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rign.e y,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
William Nea},
John C. Welch .
Otho \ Nunn,
Isaac T. West-27 •

.
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. Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
William Points
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Thomas Sande;8
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
T. W. Scott, '
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
Augustine Shelburne
J . K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L 1:,palding '
E. C. Bainbridge,
Thomas H. Mannen,
Richard A. Sparr '
Benjamin F. Buie,
M. H. Marriott,
Clinton K. Tharp',
T. J. Busb,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas
Henry Campbell,
James 0 ' Bannon,.
John Chas. Tho~pson
A. R. Clarke,
W. W. Orr,
G. H. Towery,
'
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. C. Owens,
H. P. Whitaker,
John Cowan,
J. S. Owi;iley,
LaFayette Wilson-38.
And so said bill was rejected.
And then the House adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1878.
A message was receivect from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representativei,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Fair Association near Paducah,
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Savingi
Bank of Louisville."
An act to authorize the McLean county court to issue bonds to pay
off the indebtedness of the county.
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Murphy, a pauper idiot.
4-n act to ·repeal an act, en titled "An act to authorize the judge of
the Jefferson county court to appoint a collector of back taxes for
Jefferson county," which went into effect February 24, 1873, and to
direct the Auditor to re-convey to parties their prnperty which bas
been sold under the- provisions of said act.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Cave City, Barren
county, Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize a committee
appointed by the Kenton county court of claims to sell the poor·
house farm of said county."

...
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the German Protestant Orphan Asylum Company," approved January 9th;
oints,
anders,
tt,
Shelburne
'palding, '
· Sparr,
Tharp,
omas,
Thompson,
ery,
aker,
Wilson-36.

1852.
An act to amend the city charter of Owensboro, authorizing its
mayor and council to fund the railroad and school bonded debt of

,aid city.
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of the town
of Booneville, Qwsley county, Kentucky ."
An act to incorporate the State Un ion Benevolent Society of Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act t.o amend a~d reduce into
oue the several acts rel.ating to the town of Stanford," approved
April 4, 1861, and to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend the
charter of the town of Stanford," approved March 8, 1876.
An act empowering the board of trustees of Monticello to refund
certain money to William D. Haynes.
An act to incorporate the Endowment Association of Alexander
College, of Burksville, Cumberland county, Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entitlecl "An act to reduce . into one the
1emal acts in relation to the to,vn of Danville," approved March
10th, 1873.
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An act for the benefit of school district No. 44, in Fleming county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of West Covington, in
Kenton county, Kentucky.
An act for th,e benefit of George Staton, of Bath county.
An act to change the line between the counties of Breathitt and
Perry.
An act to reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town
of Benton, in Marshall county.
An act authorizing the county court of Lincoln county to raise
money and erect a jail.
An act to incorporate Columbus College, in Hickman county, Kentucky.
·
An act relating to the establishment of a poor-house in Nelson
county.
An act to authorize the county court of Lyon county to appoint a
deputy or deputies for John Boyd, late sheriff of Lyon county, to
collect uncollected taxes and fee bills.
An act in relation to the posting of lands in this Commonwealth.
An act to incorporate _the town of Corinth, in. Grant county.
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An act to ,r.atify the incorporation of the Central Mississippi Rail,
. road Company and its consolidation with the New Orleans, Jackson
and Northern Railroad Company, under the name of the Chicago:
St. Louis, and New Orleans Railroad Company, and to chartersaij
last named company.
'\Vith amendments to the last three named bills.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act for the benefit of W. W, Taylor, of Oldham county,
2. An act for the benefit of the Central Lunatic A~ylum.
3. An act to regulate the jurisdiction of the mayor of tbe city of
l\'laysville and of the town of Chester, in Mason county.
'
4. An act for the benefit of William
S_impson, late clerk of the
Wayne circuit and county courts.
5. An act to amend an act establishing a hank of depoeit in the
town of Grayson, in Carter county.
6. An a~t to legalize the acts of the court of claims of Shelby
county in regard · to the issuing of .bonds fpr turnpike roads in sail
county.
7. An act to legalize the collection of the turnpike tax in Shelby
county.
8. An act in relation to t'aking a vote on the question of '' license
or no license," and regulating th~ sale of spirituous, vinous, ani
malt liquors in Brncken county.
9. A I). act to amend an act, entitled '' An apt t? incorporate the
town of Springfield, in Greenup county," approved March 3, 1873.
10. An act for the benefit of common school district No. 58, in
Greenup county, and to enable the trustees thereof to levy a tax to
build a school-house therein.
I I. An act for the benefit of Philip Murphy, of Louisville.
12. An act for the benefit of Henvy Field;1, late , sheriff of Perry
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13. An act. to provide for working prisoners sentenced to be pun·
ished by confinement in the Fayette county jail.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
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read a second time.
The rule of the House and t~e conf!titutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed wi,t h,
01·dercd, That said bills be r~ferred---;he 1st to the Committee on
Cla~ms; the 2d to the Committee Qn Chai:itable Institutions; the3d
and 9,th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 4th to tbe
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Committee on County Courts; the 5th to the Committee on Banks;
die 6th and 7th to the Committee on Privileges and Elections; the
Sth and 11th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the
IOth to the Committee on Education; the 12th to the Committee on
Revenue and Taxation, and the 13th to tbe Committee on Ways

and Means.
Mr. Whitaker moved the following joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS , 'rhe Speaker of the House of Repre,;entuti,cs is anable to
discharge his duties on account of sickness; therefore, he it
Resolved by the General Assembly of tlte Commonwealth ·'If Kentucky,
'fhnt rule four (4) of the joint rnles of the Sen:ite an<l House of Representatives be, and the same is hereby, suspended lot· this day only.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. Whitaker was ap~ointed a committee to report the same to
theSenate, who, after a time, reported that sai.d duty had been per·
formed.
A message was received from the Senate, announci.n_g that they
had concurred in the adoption of said resolution.
Mr. J.C. Thompson entered a motion to reconsider the vote hy
which the House disagreed to the passage of a bill, which originated
io the Se'nate, entitled
An act for the further prnpagation of food-fishes in the waters of
thi, Commonwealth.
Mr. Hamilton read and laid on the table the following joint resolution, vi·z :
WHEREAS, It appears to ·this General Assembly th!!,t the Olork ·of tho
Conn of Appeais of thia Commonwealth did, on the 31st day of December,
1~_7, make report to the Auditor of Public Acc:ounts, pm·irnant to the prov1s1~nsof chapter 92, at·ticle 7, section 23, General Stalutes of Kentnc:ky
(whwh report should have been made on th(' first of said month); anc!
whereas, by said report it appears that said rnerk is indebted to the
Commonwealth in the su111 of $2,198 83, which was du.e and payuble on
said first day of December, 1877; now, therefore,
Resol~ed by tt,e Geneml Assemb(I/ of tfte C<Jmmo'l'/,Wen.lth o( Kentucky,
T~at s:11d _Clerk do immediately inform this General Assembly when it
~1llsu1t his convenience to pay said _s11m of money into the Treasury, as
itdclcarly appears tl1at all of said s11m has been paid to said Clerk in
a vance.
On motion of Mr. Spalding, a bill, which originated in the Senate,

entitled
An act to provide for the payment of Company G, Kentucky Stat.e
608rd s, for services rendered,
Was withdrawn from the Committee on Claims and referred to the
Committee on Military Affairs.
II, 11.,-1)3
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On motion of Mr. Clarke, leave was granted to withdraw from the
Senate the announcement of the agreement of this House to the
passage of a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to fix the terms of the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts
in the 12th judicial district,
And Mr. Clarke was appointed as a committee on the pa1·t of thii
Hou,-e to withdraw the same.

Mr. Whitaker asked leave to withdraw from the Senate the announcement .of the pas,sage by this House of a bill, entitled
A bill to fix the terms and regulate the jurisdiction and proceed.
ings of the Kenton circuit court, at Independence, in the twelftl
judicial district.
Which request was granted, and Mr. Whitaker was appointed a
committee to withdraw said bill.
Mr. Clarke moved to recon~ider the vote by which the House
agrned to the passage of a bill, entitled
An act to fix the terms of the circuit, chancery, and criminal cour~
in the 12th judicial dist rict.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in t.he affirmati~·e .
Mr. Clarke moved to reconsider the vote by which the House
ordered said bill to it'" third reading.
And the question being t11ken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.

Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
The hour of 10:20 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took
up the special order of the day, viz:
The minority report of the Committee on Internal Improvement,
with reference to State aid to river improvement.
Also, a majority r eport from the ·same committee, which reads as
follows, viz:
WHEREAS, His Excellency the ,Gov.ernor, in his late message to the Gen,
era! Assembly, in speaking of a general system · of water i~provemen~
declared that ou1· water ways, "if improved, can be made of rncalculable
benefit to the Oommonwealt.h ;" and, in speaking of the improvement of
the Kentucky river especially, said: "'l.'be condition of improvements
that belong to the State, as well as the mon._ey that has been expended
,therefor, the resources that it can be made to unlock, and tbo revenue
.it can be made to pay into the Treasury, require more than n passing
notice;" and nlso said: "'l'he Kentucky riv~r, and all of the improvtiine~ts'.
. are now in the possession and under tbe control of the State ot Kentuc {/
bnt un less the lucks and dams at·e speedi ly repaired or ' renew:ed, theyw;
,be entirely v~lueless, and a great and costly improvement will be uttery
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lost;" nnd yet, again stated: " The eng,i ncor estimates the cost of r epairing
tlefivolocks and damfl at $71,402. 'Ibe average nmount received by tho
s:~te per 11 nnn111. dnri ng the time it was unn trol Ii n~ these improvements,
from J843 to 1869, was $18,754. ?'his amount_ would jus tif_r the app1·~p1·_iation ut least of :111 amount s u ffic1 en t to r ep a, r Lhe dams, and whon 1t 1s
aJ;orcmembered that improv ements, wliid1 cost the State about one million of dollurR, are to be saved from ruin. and benefits given to a large
number of people, which cannot be properly OF:tiroated, there _can be no
doubt that such cnacLments will be made as thi s important s ubj ect demindR .'' now, therefore, be it
J.R~olved, That the House of Representatives folly concurs in tliese
opinions expressed by his Excellency tho Gove rnor. and Lhat prompt and
efficient mensu1·e8 should be i naugu ruled by the presen L General A.ssem bly
lorcnrryin~ out the t:iuggestions containeJ in said message in n iference to
the nf0resaid subjects.
.
~ Resolved, 'fhat it is the imperative duty of a St:ite, not lcs~ than it
is that of an i11dividual, to preserve itR valuable prop erty, of whatcl'er
description, from injurious waste or absolute destrnct,ion-a duty which the
representatives of Lh e people can nr.ither abdicate nor ncg-l ect, without ·
~ross injustice to its citizens, serious diflcredit to themselves, and great
detrimijnt and dishonor Lo the State itse lf.
3.Resolved, That, Kentucky is at this time in a better finHnchd cond ition than it ha8 ever been heretofore, and in a better financial cond ition,
with perhaps greater need . fo1· such i m pr0vcme11 ts, than a 11.r other State
in tho Union, to engage in a general buL prudcnL and economically administered 8.}'SLem of internal rivet· improvements. 'l'he resultR, t•m inently beneficial to the people in all pa1 lt-1 of the ~tate, to I.Jo attained by
thesuccessful inauguration and completion of such a system, will inwlculubly exeeed the utmost limit of expenditure rnquired by, and wonld, in
fntt, ju~tify a far more extended system than, that now prnpo~eJ or co n.
templnted.
4. Resolved, 'rhat the establishment of such a R):Htem by Lhir-i Commonwculth, instead of being opposed to, i:s in Rt1·ict accord wi1h, the
anc1e~L and well rccogn ized theory of' the Democratic partyJ thaL l he constru_cl1011 of works of inte·r nal impt'ovement falls exclusively within tbe
<l11t1~s and powel's of the Slate GovernmenLfl. as contradistinquished from
the jurisdietion and powers of the .F.edc ral Government. 'i'he denial of
iuch power 'to the States, or a r e lusa l of its exercise, when ca1Tied Lo its
neccssury logical consequences, would result in the d esLl'uuLio11 of the \·err
J~wcr ot general taxation itse lf by eithe1· SLateR, counLies, 01· municipalities, 3nd would impose the whole! burden of nil pul.Jlic impruve111cnts
cxclus1voly upon those tl11·ough or along whose properLy they i111m edi3tely pnssed, and who alone would be supposed to be directly be111:tilod
l~ercby. Such a doctrine is at war with the best interests of souieLy and
1.10 State, an<l is uttel'ly hostile to the time-honored principles and practices of the Kentucky Democracy.
·
~Ir. Feiand moved that said reports be considered with the bill,
which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
A bill to reconstruct the dam" and repair the locks on the Ken·
lucky river, and to regulate the navigation thereof.
Ao d the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
1
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Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to
whom the same had been recommitted_, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to reconstruct the dams and repair the lucks on the Kentucky ri ver, and regulate the ·navigation thereof.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
~ I. Be it enacted by -the General Assembly of tlte Commonweultl, o(Keitucky . That for the purpose of rebailding the five dams and repuirini:the

loe;k,; und lock walls 011 the Kentucky river, the Commissioners of the
Sinki11g Fund of Kentucky shall appoint a competent engine.er to in:ike
e:-;timates of the co~t, and p.lans and specifications for the rel>uii<ling with
stonu, i11 the most Jurnblu rnanuer, of the five dams, and the repairingof
thu loe;ks anJ loek walls on the Kentucky river; said estimates of costto
be on tho ba1--iR of using, in part, eonvict labor in said work8. I\$ well Ill
tho <.:ost of sa id works if done by ordinary labor. Upon tho upprol'n) of
said c:;ti111ate of cost, upon the basis of convict labor in part, by siid
Uommisflioners, they i;hall have the power to contrnet with the Keeperof
tho Penitentiary for the uAe of so much of the convict labor of said pcniten Lia1·s· ns they may think advisable, and upon s uch terms as may be
mut11nll_y agreed upon, not to exceed
cents per day for each r,onvic~
fo1· the doi11g of suid work; and if such contract is made, they shall hare
the power to contract for such additional labor, and to employ all superintendents, agent:,, nnd guards,· and to cause to be e1·ected all guard bou;es
and other buildings, and to contract for all provisions and supplies nec~sary to lrnve said work done in ])art hy convict labor. And if Huch con,
tract is made for the use of convi'Ct labor in the doing of said wol'lt, then
the sum of two hundred thousand dollars is hereby approprintetl,outof
any 111<rn ey in the '1',reasury noL othe1·wise appl'Opriated, for thut work.
3 2. lf, however, said Comm iss ioners shall fail to make sucb_ contr~tl
for the use of conv.ict labor, and shall approve the repo1·t of s111d eng1n,
eer as to the <.:ost, pla111:1 and specifications for the doing of said work by
ordinary labor, it 1,1ml) be their duty to advertise for twenty days, iuone
or more newspapuril in the cities of Frankfort, _Louisville, and Cincinnati
for bids and to enter into contrncts on behalf of the Commonwealth,for
the doir;g of said work, according t~ said plans and spec16catio~s, during
the year 1878; and tho l'.\Ull1 Ot° three hundred thoui=mnd dollars IS herebr
appropriated, out of any ,uoney in the '.rreasury not otherwise nppropr1·
.
:lted, lor sa id work.
§ 3. That upon the certificate of said Commissione.rs to the Autl1torof
.Pubiic A<.:eounts, that a11y 1:1u 111 of money is due to the Keeper of the Penitentiary fo1· the use of eonvict labor, or any superintendent, agent,gn:1nl,
01· other cmploye of said Commissioners, or to any person for maLerwli,
provi,;ions, or suppli<.:s, or to any person for any services rendered 01 ~
account of i;aid work, 01· to any contractor 01· contractol's for the_doing~.
any part of said work, it sha ll be tho duty of said Audito1· to issue In,
war1•ant on the 'l'1·easur.r i11 favor of such person 01· persons, payableooL
of the fund hereby appropriated.
·
t t
1-:. 4. It shall be the <lutv of said Commissioners to employ a compech~
;:,
"
· d br I IS
en"ineer to snp1.J rintenJ the construction of the works authorize , d
aef; ant.I he, and the engineer appointed to make. esti mateR, plans
specifi<.:ations shall be f.JaiJ e·1ch at a rate not exceed in" twelve hun r
· theyor
'
doll,1rs pct· annum,
out of the •fund' hereby apJ}ropriated, "'for the time.
- be pa,·d as the. sa. laries,
sha I I be neccssa ri Iy engage ct in snid wor k , to
10
otht•r officers of this SLato, upon the certificate of said Commissioneis
the Auditor.
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pon the completion of any one or more of said dams, and the

in complete repair of the lock appurtenant thereto, it shull be
~

of said Corumissionors to appoint a collector of tolls for said
boso residence and office shall be at the city of Frankfort, and a
per nt each lock, who shall reside at such lock, and both of whom
've a covenant to the Commonwealth, with good surety, to be apby Raid Commi8sioncrs, for the performance of all the duties re6f s1rnh officer by the existing laws, and such othor duties as said
f88ioncrs may require, and eiich of whom shall have all the powers
on such officers by the existing laws. They shall each bo paid
SAiary, monthly, aA mny be fixed by i,aid Commissioners, which,
eir certificate t.o the Auditor, shall be paid out of any money in
asury. Tho coller.tor and lock-keeper shall be appointed and rent the pleasure of said Com 111 itisionerA.
Said Commis,iioners sh al 1, from ti me to ti mo, fix the rates of tolls
in!! s11id locks, not to exceed the rntes in force at the passage of
t abolishing the Board of In tern al Im prove men t. And all the proof chapter 54 of the Revised Statutes, applying to the' navigation
K6ntucky river, except·so for as repealed by subsequent legislation,
cep.t so fur as they are inconsistent with the provisions of this act,
reby re-~n11clcd, and declared in f'ull force.
That any convict, who, after being placed in the possession of said
iasioners, or their agents or gnar<ls, !!hall escape therefrom, shall,
conviction thereof, .be confined in said Penitentiary for an additional
or twoyearA. And the Franklin criminal court is given jurisdiction
offenses against the provisions of this section.
No convict in confinement in the Penitentiary for life, or who has
ierunexpired term of service than ten years, shall be hired out unde1·
act; and it shall be the duty ot tho Keepe1· of the Penitentiary to
,h to Lhe agent appointed to receive said convicts a list, stating the
an,tl dates of the expiration of the terms of service of each convict
ered by him under the autho1·ity of this act. And when the time of
~eof any such convict shall expire while in possession of said Comoners, it shall be the duty of 8aid Keeper to pay to said convict, at
1lte, the sum of five dollars, and furnish him with a comfortable suit
11thes, as required by tho existing laws.
9. 'J'he provisions of an act, entitled "An act to provido for a dedncof time from terms of sentence of persons confined in the Peniteny," a~proved March 20, 1876, shall apply to all convicts hired out
er this act; and the certificate of the superintendent of the work
which any such co11vict is employed shall authorize the Governor to
lnuto tho sentence of confinement of such convict as authorized by

act.
0. All laws in conflict with the provisions of this act are hereby re, nod this act shall take effect from its passage.

, Feland moved the following as a substitute for said bill, viz:
I. Be it enacted by the Gene1·,ll Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken. That John B. Smith, William C. Hit.e, James Bridgeford, Samuel
ger, Dennis Long, George Buchanan, and Z. M. Sherley, of Loui~l~lillis L. Reeves, of Elkton; John G. Barrett; of Henderson; John
1ltDS and Thoe. Bradley, of Fayette county; R. W. Nulson and
hd 88 Taylor, of Campbell county; H. L. Underwood, of' Bowling Green,
:and Wn_i. J. Chinn; Lysander Hord, and Lowis E. Harvie, of Frankfort,
th eir associates, successors, and assigns, be, and they are hereby, in-
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corporated, by the nam e and style of the" Kentucky Slack-water N .
gation Company," and sha ll, hy sue h name, have all the rights ~Vld
privileges of a body-politic and corporate, to contract and be contract~
with. sue and be sued; to have and turn a common seal, and the same to
alter and renew at pleasure; to haYc full power to J)Ul'chase and hold
otherwise acquire, mi 11 -~Ntls, and develop, nse, se ll , or leaAe wuLer po~/0
for manufacturing purpoAcs in connection with works that said compn/
may build for slack-water navigation , and may acquire and establish laul
ings, have hou ... es and elevators, that ·may be needful to the intercstsof
said company.
§_2. Sai_d co_rporalion i~ hereby granted the privilege_ to ?uild, construe~
equip, mu1nla1n, a.nd op~rate works lor slack wat.e~· nav1gaL1on in and upoo
any of the streams or rivers that may be rendet·ecl naviuable by meansof
locks and dams within the boundaries of the State of Kentucky, or elsewhere, for a period of ninety -nine yea rs from and after the passageof
thiA aet.
§ .3. 'l'lie capital sLock of the Kentucky Slack water Navigation Com.
pany shal l be three millionA of dollars, which may be increased by the
di1·cetors of the company, as the necess iti es of the su111e may demand,to
uny sum not exceeding five millious of dollars, in s hares of one hundred
dollars eaeh, which may be subscribed by any individual, city, town, pre,
cineL, county, or corporation. As soon as two hundred sha res shall have
been subscribed, the su bscri hers thereof, their successors or assigns, shall
be, und they are hereby declared to be, in co rporated into a cornpany,by
the name of the '' Kentucky Slack-water Navigation Company," and hy
that namu shal l be capable of purchasing, holding, sel ling, lcasing,nnd
conveying real estate, and personal and mixed estate, and shall haveull
the powers, rights, and p1·ivileges which other corporation!:! created for
lik e purposes may lawfully have.
~ 4. That the corporatori'!, as named in the first section of this act.shall
be e.x o.ffic,:o directo1·s of said Kentucky Slack water Navigation Company,
and sha ll serve until their sncec!3sors sha ll have been elected and qualified
as in thiR act provided.
§ 5. That on all subscriptions there shall be paid to said corporalors,or
their agent, the sum of twenty dolla1·s on each share subscribed, and the
residue shall be paid at such time!:! and places, and in such in stallments.~
may be required by the president and directors of said company; nnd1f
any subsm·iber shall fail or neglect to pay any installment or pnrtofsuch
subscription demanded, the same n,a,v be recovered by action in the_ name
of said company against such def:rnlting sL1bsc1·iber before any _tl'lbunnl
having jnrisdictiun in such eases or amounts; and in all such action~, tho
publica.tiou of Auch call in any daily newspaper published in tl~e c1tyof
Lonisville (which notice sha ll hav e been published thit-ty days 111 succes:
sion in s uch newspaper), shall be the only demand necessary to be proven,
or in case such failure to pay any insLallrrient or pai·t of in stallment,. de·
manded according to the above provisions in this seetion, shall continue
for sixty days Hler the _said in sta llment shall be due and payabl~,.lb;
board of directors may, in their diseretion, ordet· the same to be forfoil\
to the company, and may sel l the same for the benefit of the company!i
they think proper: And provided further, Tbat it shall be lawful to receive
l:!Ubl:!cri1Jtions to the capital stock of the companr f.J1ivable in contracts,
J ' to perform
•
·
I •ork
well sec ured, to build such parts of said works, or
suci"
in tbe construction thereof, as may be accepted by said compan,r, 0( t~e
president and directors thereof when elected· they may also receive ans
as a donation, or as a subscription to the capi'tal· stock of the company, 10
like manner.
·
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f6. That as soon as practicahle after two hundred shares of stock shall
lkyebeen subscribed, the c:orporntors, or a majority of those acting, shall
ill a meeting of the subscribera at l:!Ome de ignated place, by giving
i,eoty days' public notice; and that, at said meeting, the corporntors
iballlay the Rubscription book ~efore the subscribers present; thereupon
UiuubRcribers shall elect five directors , from among the atockholders. to
llann~etheaffairs of the company; each stoekholdtJr shall be allowed one
fotefor e,ery sharo 0f stock owned by him ot· her; and may, in writing,
aathorizeanypcrson to east tho vote or vote>'! which he or she would have
Ileen entitled to if present.
··
17. 'fhnt to continue the tiuccession of the president and directors of
11 jdcompuny; fi,e dil'ectors shall be ehosen annually on the first Monday
in Mny, in every _}'(Jal', or at such other time, and at such _place, a,i the
l,oard may designate; and should any vacancy oecur, by death, resigniition, or otherwise, before tho tlxpirntion of the year for which he was
elected, the president anti directors ma_y choose tho::ie necessary to fill the
flcancy. 'l'he directors shall be empowered to elect from their nnmber a
president, nnd elect other offic13n; at tile annual meeting;,. 'rhe dit·ectors
!hall receive no pay tor thei1· l:!e1·vices, but rnay fix the salaries of the
president nnd office1:s,
§8. 'l'hut 1it each regular annual meeting, it shall be the duty of tbe
pl'llllident iind oflicers to exhibit, in writing, a clear anti distinct statement
of the atf:iirs of the company, and ortencr, if required by a mnjority of
lhedirectors; and _every offieer shall, before he aets as sueh, take an oath
be will well and truly discharge the duties of his office to the best of his
mil and ability.
§9. 'fhat when any parties owning lands or materials for the uses of
!lid works shall be inco111petcnt or unwilling to convey 01· contract with
lhe said president and dir0::etors· of said company fo1· the lands or materials necrssary for the u,rn and construction of said works, then. anti in
that event, said president and directors are empowered to use the lawful
and legal remedies that have been used or allowed by or to any of the
railroad companies or other incorporated companies in Ken-tucky in
acquiring the same.
§10 That the president and directors, or a majority of them, may appoint such offic:ers, enginee1·1:1, agents, or serv:rnts whomsoever, they may
deem necessary for the transaction of the business of the company; and
Ibey ~ay remove them at pleasure; also determine by contract the compensat!on of all the sen·a.nts in the employ oft.he company, and regulate
by1he1r by laws the r, ahner of adjusting and settling the accounts against
Ute company.
pt 'l'hat the president and directors of ·the company shall have power •
lotssue_the bondR of said company, with coupons thereunto attached, at a
l'llleof tnterest not exceeding eight per cent. per annum, payable semiannual!y; sai? bonds payable in t:!Uch· times as may be agreed npon, not
exceedtng thirty years; and the holder<! of such bonds shall have a lien
~pon the works, or all its fixtures and appurt,enances, of every description, belonging to said company.
. §l2. 'l'b~t said company may, under their charter, build, equip, and put
1
?successful operation wot·ks for slack water navio-ation of Kentucky
:~vei·,orany river within the limits of the State, f~om time to time, as
~General A1:1sembly of the Commonwealth of Kenl_ucky may determine;
au the Governor of this Commonwealth is hereby authorized and di!8Cled to enter into a contract with said company to build, equip, anti put
Ill successful operation, ten new locks and dams on Kentucky river, and to
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repair the five old loeks, and build five new dams, all of sLone and th
,.
.
. f
1
1
,
ere.
r«eive
by open s 1acLt-water nav1gat1on rom t 1e mout J of the river to Proct
whom r
near Three Forks, at the head of navil(ation, so that there shall at
or tolls
lowest st,~ge of ~ater, be six feet depth of water in the river: P;·ovidc:
however, I hat said company sl,all, as an earnest of good faith anrl inten'. 1wolve
1hereof,
tion, and as a guarantee of the faithful performance of the contracl
Tressu
deposit in the State 'l'rensury of Kentucky the sum of three hundrtd
the ord
thousan_d dollars in cash, or its equivale~t in approved bonds at par, tobe
~ 16.
drawn from the Treasury only upon estimates of the engineer in t,he em.
etnte I
ploy of the company for work actually done, materials delivered, and for
extrao
salaries, office aud trnveling expenses, as the work under said contracl
iC!),t
progresses; such estimates to be subject to approval by a competenl
thoasa
person, to be appointed by the Governor.
work
§ 18. 'l'hat "tlie locks and dams shall be built solid, and comooscdo[
held b
sound, durable, and well selected stone, laid in hydraulic cement; and all
tained
the appendages of the same shall lie built of the best rnaterialR; tbe
compa
whole, together with the repairR and additions to said five old locks, shall
~ 17.
be good, substantial, and durable work, done by competent and skillful
herein
workmen, under approved plans and rigid specifications, to insure good
tbe us
work, to the satisfaction and acceptance of a competent' person appointed
v1ded
by the Governor to inspect :rnd pass upon the same: And further provided,
uses o
That the deposit of said three hundred thousand dollars in the Stale
~ 18
Treasury shal I be made, and the construction of siiid work shall be comve;sel
menced, on or before the first day of September, 1878, under forfeiture or
they
the contract.
anyr
§ 14. 'l'hat in tho event said company comply with the terms and conves.e
diLionR herein prescribed, and commence the wodc on Lhe day and date
from
dei=;ignated, and continue to prosecute the work with vigor and persever.
tendi
ance, to the satisfaction of the person to be appointAd by the Governor,
injury
the State of Kentucky shall furnioh said company, free from uost, a force
or inj1
of five hundred convict laborers from the State Penitentiary, and continue
~H
to furnish that force without cost during the period 0f five years and sis
of thi
months, the time said company shall be allowed to complete t.l10 contrac~
court
from the specified time said works should be commenced: Provided, Thal
count
said company shall l'eed and clotJ1e said convicts a\ the exclusive expense
may
of the company; and no convict Ahal! be worked by said company,excepl
the g
able-bodied males, whose term of service shall expire within five yours
for e
from tbe time they are put to labor on said w01·ks; and if there ar~ 1101
hund
five liundred such convicts in the Penitentiary, at any time, the defic1?ncy
aclio
may be made up whenever more than that number a1'c in the Pen1\en·
shall
tiary; but in no event shall the Commonwealth be required to mnke any
Of IV
compensation for any failure on the part of the State to fumis_h.
p
• § 15. 'l'hat the exclusive use of the old locks, and thfl properties att_ach~d
dam1
thereto, and all the rights, privileges, and powers to hold a~1d marntain
lute!
the same, 11hnll pass to, and be enjoyed by, said company during the ~rm
§:
of its charter; ~ind said company shall, and is hereby granted, the ri~hl
M
to regulate and collect tolls from all vessels and crafts, of e!ery descrip·
tion, passing any or all of said locks and dams, which tolls, in the aggr~·
viz:
gate, shall not exceed twelve per centum on the cost and maintenance of suid
T
slack-water navigation works. And in order to ascertain the exact amoun;.
San
0
of tolls received by said company, it shall be the duty of the board
$10
directors, through their secretary and president, to make a sworn alate,
otb,
men t of the en tire bilsi neRs of said company for each year, on or before
sio1
the 31st day of Jan ua1·y succeeding, to the Governor of the Commo~-5
weal th, which statement shall contain an itemized account of all to

~r
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~ired. giving the date of each receipt, and the vessel or per son from
homreceived; and should it appear from said staLement tha-t the amount
'rtolls so received by said company during any one year shall exceed
:,elve per ceutum on the cost of said impt·ovcments .and maintenance
ibcrcof the amount so in exc~ss shall be paid by sai<l company to tbe
Treasu;·ur of the Commonwealth, who shall use the same in defraying
the ordinary expenses of the State.
§16. 'fhat in the event of failure on tho part of said company to prosec~tethccontraet, and continue to prosecute it a t all times (except from
eilraordinary and unavoidable delays caused by the elementA or epidemii,) this contract shall be forfeited, and the balance of three hundred
tho:snn<l dollars remaining in the State Treas11ry, and the unfinished
work nnd five old locks, anrl the new dams connected therewit11, shall be
held by the State as indemnity for the losses 01· damage to the State SU.'! ·
tained in consequence of tbe non-performance of the co11t1·aet by said
compnny.
p7. Said company shall acquire, by purchase or condemnation, as
hcreinbelore allowed, no real estate except such as may be necessary for
theosaof the cempt~ny in the erection of the iocks and dams herein profJdedfor, and tbe necessary landings and other· legitimate .and necessary
uses of the company.
318. Said company shall not own, poj:!sess, rent, or hire any vessel or
mscls, boat or boats , of any description, navigatin~ said river, nor shall
they be permitted to charge any uiscrimi nating rates of toll, nor to al low
any rebates or discounts in tbe settlement of their tolls to any }Jerson or
vessel, it being the distinct intention of this act to prevent said company
from tnking advantage of the privileges herein granted to do any act
tending to promote tbe interest of any individual or corporation to the
injury or detriment of any other iodividual or corporation, or to prevent
or injure the general navigation and commerce of said river.
p9. Any individ1rnl injured by a violation of th·e foregoing provision
of this net may institute suit for damages on account thereof in tile cireuit
court,or other court of similar jurisdiction, against said company in any
county in this Commonwealth, and recover double sucb damages as be
may have ~ustl\in~d thereby; and tho company may also be indicted by
tbe grand Jury of any such court, and, 11pon conviction thereof, be fined
for each offense not less than one hundred dollars no1· mo1·e than five
bu~dred dqllars, in the discretion of the jury trying the case; but no
action or prosecution shall be· begun under this a<it after twelve months
shall have expired from the end of the year in wbicli the a-ct complained
of 1vas committed . .
po. At the expiration of said .ninety-nine years all said locks and
tams, ~nd the property and fixtures connected therewith, shall vest absoutely rn tb_e Commonwealth of Kentucky.
§21. This act shall take effect from its passage..

_Mr. Lackey moved the following amendment to the original bill,
nz:
SaThat ~or the purpose of improvin~ the navigation of the Big
$l~iy nver, there is hereby appropriated to said river the sum of
th :0~o, and to be paid out of any money in tb.e Treasury not
0• eiwtse appropriated.
That it shall be tke duty of the Oommisst0ners of the Sinking Fund of this State to appoint one or more
H.
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competent engineers to make the necessary surveys, and locate th
sites of two locks and dams on the Big Sandy river; and also
make estimates of the cost. and plans and specifications for the build~
ing of the said locks and dams on the Big Sandy. Those on the
Big Sandy to be ·built. of stone and timber.

t

Mr. W. J. McElroy moYed to lay said bill and amendrnentsontbe
table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the negative.

Mr.

,ideral
So :
$!00,0
river.

iir.
Am

.Mr.

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. McElroy and Reed, ~·ere as follows, viz:

Am
on Gr

Those who voted iri the affirmative wereClement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. F. Bennett,
W . J. McElroy,
James Perkins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. M. Neal,
Clinton K. Tharp-IO.
W. J. Edrington,

1fr

Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
W . L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. . Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. M Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Joseph M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
Green R. Reller,
Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
Tho'mas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thon1as,
John Feland,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Miller, ·
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
E H. Morin,
John C. Welch,
Charles Godshaw,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
H.P. Whitaker, .
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-74.
J. W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
At 12:45 o'clock, P. M., Mr. J. C. Thompson moved that the House
do now adjoqrn.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
,was decided in the negative.
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Mr. p11 rrish offered the following amendment to the bill under contideration, viz:
So amend the original bill as to provide for the appropriation of
$100,000 for the purpose of improving the navigation of Big Barren
river .
.Mr. Hamilton mov.ed the following amendment, viz:
Amend by adding $200,000 to improve Licking river.
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he House

motion, ii

Mr. Ha;elip moved the following amendment, viz:
Amend by appropriating $50,000 to erect another lock and dam
00 Green river, to be located by competent engineers.
Mr. Hensley moved the following amendment, viz:
And for the purpose of improving the Tug Fork of the Big Sanrly
river, in the counties of Martin and Pike, from the town of Warfield
to the mouth of Pet.er crnek, there hereby is appropriated $40,000,
out of any mo,ney not otherwise appropriated; and for the purpose of'
carrying said improvement into effect hereby provided for, James M.
Lawson,J. W. Williamson, Jacob Smith, Hurbard Williamson, and
William O'Brian be , and they are, appointed commissioners, whose
duty it shall be to employ competent water line engineers, and have
proper survey made of the river from the tavern at Warfield to the
point aforesaid, with a view to ascertain the best method of permanently improving said rirnr, and the prnbable cost of removing the
obstractions; and upon estimates and ,;pecifications furnished by said
engineers, they are to let out the work by contiact to the lowest responsihle bidders. The party or parties contracting shall be required
1 lo give good bond and security that the work shall be done in proper
manner, and in the time rnquired by the contract; but before the letting of contracts, it shall be the duty of the said commissioners to
give at least thirty days' notice of the same by posting notices upon
the doors of each court-house of said county, and by inserting the
i~me in some newspaper mo'3t circulated in the 16th judicial district, for at least four weeks, weekly issue:s, immediately before said
contracts are let out; and they' shall receive sealed proposals for said
work, reserving the righ_t to reject ·any bid which may to them
appear unreasonable; and that all contracts letting out the work
~oder the appropriation shall be executed in duplicate writing. and
8!gned by at least three of the commissioners and the party or parties so contracting, and it must be approved by duplicate vouchers
drawn on the Auditor of Public Accounts. He shall draw his warrant on the Treasurer in favor of the holder of said duplicate vouchehfor the amount, and pay the same out of the fund appropriated for
t e same, and file the same in his office.

Mr. Tharp moved the following amendment, viz:
. Amend by appropriating $50,000 dollars for the purpose of clear
ing ou~ .and improving the navigation of Panther creek, under the
~opehrviai~~ of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund, as provided
th I e or1g1nal bill.
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Mr. Sanders· moved the following amendment, viz:
Ame~d by appropriating $10,000 to remove the snags from Upper
G reen nver.
Mr. Cope moved the followi<ng amendment,· viz:
Amend section 6, second line, after the word "locks:" Provided
That all crafts starting above the head of slack-water navigatio~
shall go through free of charge.
Mr. Feland moved to po s tpone the further consideration of said
bill and amendments until Thursday, March 7, Hi78, at 10:10· o'clock,
A.M.
And th.e question being taken on the adoption, of said motion,it
·was decided in the affirmative.
·
, Bilis which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr . Buie, from the Committee on EducationAn act to at'nend an act, entitled "An act to organize, establish,
and incorporate the Cadiz High School, in the town of Cadiz, in
Trigg county."
By Mr. Scott, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of w·. G. Revill, late deputy sheriff of Owen
county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of Jnli:us R. Curle, of Hart county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of th_e House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be a9
, aforesaid.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred
a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of J.M. Lester, of Russell county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The qnestio~ was then taken on the passage of said bin, and ii
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was disagreed to.
.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were direct•
ed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz;
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By Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims·om Upper

Provided
avigatio~

on_ of said
10 o'clock,

motion, it

Abill for the benefit of A. T. Keen.

By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAbill to empower the county courtJOf Pendleton county to m~ke
,ubscription to the capital stock of turnpike roads in said county.
By Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit Court;;Abill to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of examining courts of this Commonwealth."
Hy Mr. Thomas, from the Committee on Privileges and ElectionsAbill to regulate the sale by retail of spirituous, vinous, and malt
liquors in the Monterey and Columbus distPicts, in Owen county.

By Mr. Clarke, from the Co!1)mittee on Claimshe several
following

, establish,
Cadiz, in

of Owen

Abill to regulate the duties of the sheriff of Pendleton county in
certain cases.
Which 'bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
thil'd reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

aforesaid.
Mr. Scott, from a select committee, who were directed to prepare
as to the
eof be as
s referred

as to the

iU, and ii

ere direct•

i,

viz:

and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Timothy Sullivan.
Said bill was _read the first time as follows, viz:
~ I. Be it enacted by the Genei·al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat the Commissioners of the Sin kin~ Funtl are be1·ebv authorized
lopur~hase for the State of Kentneky the p~operty of Timothy Sullivan,
adJoini_ng the north wall of the Penitentiary warebom10, at a price not
cxcced1ng $1,500.
_§2. '£bat the Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby directed to draw
his warrant on the 'rreasurer in favo1· of said 'rimotby Sullivan, tor a
sum not exceeding $1,500, when the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund
shall have purebased said property: Provided, Tbe title to the same is
mado good.
·
F '£his act_ to take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
1'he rule of the House and the constitutio~al prov1s1on as to the
second reading of ~aid bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrn:is.ed and read.a third time.

U2S
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third i·eading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yP-as and nays heing required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereT . M . Hill,
W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,'
J. S. Owsley,
J. K.. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
B. Mi ll s Parrish
E . C. Bainbridge,
. M . Kash,
Jos.
William Points,'
J . F. Bennett,
Green R. Kellei:,
G. W. Prichard,
J. M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
A . Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
M. H. Marriott,
T . W. Scott,.
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason,G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
E. H . .Morin,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
William Neal,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatt,;,
Isaac T. West-53.
D. A. Glenn,
James O'Ilannon,
Charles Godshaw,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCrnmwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
Otho Nunn,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Samuel D . Hensley,
0 . W. Russell,
Abner Eversole,
Lewis Jones,
G. E. Speck,
Leven E. Green,
Tipton A. Miller,
G . H. Towery-17.
J. W. Griffith,
.J.M. Neal,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee ~n Corporate Institutions, to whom
the same had been recommitted, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to regulate rates of discount charged by banks arid other
corporations in this State authorized to loan money.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth o( Kentucfcy, Tbat in tbe discount of any evidence of debt, corporations !lllthor·
izcd to loan money may take the discount in advance, at the rateofon 6
dolla1· in the hundred tor every sixty days, and at that rate for a lon~er
0r shorter period, including the three days of grace. If any greater chscount is taken, the excess for interest or discount shall be void; and llie
excess paid thereon, as interest or discount may be recovered by the per·
son paying the same, 01· any creditor of suc'h person may recover tbe same
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b bill in equity: Provided, The party aggrieved shall bring suit to relJ;orsaid usury 01· discount within twelve months from th e time hi s right,
of p.
actionShould
accrues.
any curporation, so discounting such evidence of debt,
charge or receive any exchange upon any bi 11 of exchan~c, either in land
orl~reign, drawn in orde1· to enable the p erso n e ntitl ed thereto to r calrze
tbefun<ls upon such discounted evidence of debt, it shall be <l ee mcd prima
;a,:ie evidence of an evasiou of the first section of this act, and the excess
for interest or discount, and also the exchange, shall be void, a nd may be
recovered as provided in th e first section ot th is act.
p. All acts or parts ot acts in conflict or inconsistent with thir, act are
horeby repealed.
§4. This net shall take effect on the first day of April, 1878.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and -the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the paseage of said bill, and it
wasdecided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Tharp, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

C. T. Allen,

Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Ja1nes P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
8. Mill:;; Pa rrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
James Perkin,:,
J K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Granville V . Rouse,
E.C. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley,
0. W. Russell,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H . Hillsman,
Augustin e Shelburne,
UL Bigger,
Lewia Jones,
G. R. Snyder,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos . .M. Kash,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
G . E . Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
R_ichard A. Spuri·,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
John A . Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador, ·
John Chas Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A . Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Henry Geo1·ge,
Wm. Neal,
Isaac T. West-55. ,
D. A. Glenn

'

Those who voted in the negative were~romwell Adair,
Josiah Hunter,
James O'Bannon,
/ment R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
W. W. Orr,
,J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. S. Owsley,
1/~tleton 0ooke,
M. H. Marriott,
William Points,
J~hn ~owan,
David Martin,
G. W. Prichard,
n reland,
Montgomery Merritt, Thomas Sanders,
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Charles Godshaw,
E. H. Morin,
T. W. Scott-23.
Milton Hamilton,
Otho Nunn,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

A bill for the benefit of W. H. Phythian and G. A. Robertson.
Which was read the first time and ordere,d 'to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to !he
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed lo
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for t~e benefit of Walter Eaton, jailer of Garrard county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule of the House a~d the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
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The question was then takenon·the passage of said bill,anditwB!
decided in the negative.
And so said hill was rejected.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported tbatlhe
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
Ao act to incorporate the town of Camdenville, Anderson counly;
An act to incorporate the German Evang.elical Einigkeits Gemeinde,
of Paducah, Kentucky;
An act to amend subsection 5 of section 13 of the Criminal Code of
Practice;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a system of
common schools in the town of Corydon, Henderson county;"
An act to amend the charter of the Crabtree Coal Company;
An act to amend the charter of the Clark's Run and Salt River
Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Hardin
count.y," approved February 9, 1876;
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An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act authorizing the county
'odge of Logan county to appropriate money to keep ~n repair the
:ornpike roads in Russellville district, in said county;"

e directed to
ober.tson.
ead a second
ion as to the
day.

. An act for the benefit of Ezekiel Cecil;
An act for the benefit of Louisa Unseld, of Nelson county;
An act for the benefit of R. M. Pieratt, sheriff of Morgan county;
An act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating drinks within three miles

of Cottage Home College, in Logan county;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 7, Perry county;
An act to amend an act granting the trustees of the town of Ghent,
in Carroll county, the right to establish and maintain a ferry on the

e directed to

Ohio river at said town, approved March 17, 1876; ·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Fal-

rd county.

mouth Turnpike Road Company;"
·
An act to authorize the county court of Lincoln county to pay for

ad a second

time.

arresting Samuel Holmes;
An act to authorize Jessamine county to purchase additional land
adjoining the court-hou se lot, and to levy a tax to pay for the same.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the trustees

on as to the
same being

of Brandenburg to sell and convey real estate in corporate limits;"
An act to authorize the trustees of Brandenburg to sell and convey

on as to the

or lease real estate lying in the corporate limits of said town;
ll, and it WI!!

rted th at the
1·igi nated io
rson county;
s Gemeinde,
inal Code or
a system or
nty;"
pany;
Salt Ril'er

t of Hardin

An act for the benefit of Mat·y Cox, of Lee county;
An act in aid of school district No. 46, Grayson county;
An act for the benefit of Scott Geary, of Butler county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act relating to opening and
repairing roads in Butler county;"
An act in relation to pawnbrokers in this Commonwealth;
An act to provide for the appointment of official reporters, and for
the preservation of evidence in certain cases in this Common wealth;
An act to amend an act approved March 20, 1876, entitled "An act
to incorporate the town of Turner's Station, Henry county;"
, · An act to incorporate the purchasers of the Ha1:dinsburg and Cloverport Turnpike Road Company;
An act to legalizf3 certain acts and 01·ders of the Marshall county
court;
An act supplementary to an act passed at the present session, entitled "A n act to amend an act, entitled 'An act to incorporate the
Cumberland and Ohio Railroad Company,' approved 24th February,
1860;"

,
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An act to incorporate the town of Anchorage, Jefferson cou nty;
An act to prevent stock from running at large in Kenton andJe[,
ferson counties;
An act for the benefit of William Johnson, a pauper idiot;
An act to incorporate the Mechanics' Building and Loan Association, of Lexington, Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of Fatha Hicks, of Hickman county;
An act to amend article 29, chapter 29, of the General Statutei,
title" Crimes and Punishments;"
An act to define a certain portion of the boundary of Jefferion
county;
An act for the ·benefit of G. C. Dudley, clerk of the Caldwell county
circuit court;
An act to amend the charter of the Jefferson Southern Pond Draining Company;
An act to incorporate the Bank of Deposit of Mayfield;
An act to incorporate the town of Hammonville, in Hart county;
An act to change and define the boundary line between the co·unties of Lawrence and Martin;
An act to legalize the appointment of the sheriff of Fleming
county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Masonic Mutual Benefit Association of Maysville, Kentucky," approved
February 17, 1874;
An act to amend the charter of the Winchester and Red Rim
Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce into
one the acts incorporating the town of Louisa;"
An act to incorporate Livingston Lodge, No . 36, Knights of Pythias,
Maysville, Kentucky;
An act to consolidate common school district No. 35, Calloway
county, with Murray Male and Female Institute;
An act to amend and repeal certain sections of the stock law of
Boone county;
An act to amend chapter 29, of article 35, title " Crimes and Pun·
ishments," of the General Statutes;
An act to incorporate Mei'it Lodge,,No . 147, Independent 0rderof
Odd Fellows, of Blan<lville, Ballarcl county, Kentucky, and an act
empowering said lodge to erect a building, to be known as Odd Fellows' Hall, and an act authorizing said lodge to issue bonds;
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Ao act to incorporate the Dry Ridge Turnpike Road Company, of

Woodford county;
Also enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the Senate,

oan Associa-

of the

following titles, viz:
An act to authorize John Shaw and W. T. Proffit to erect a
mill-dam across Big Barren river, in Monroe county, at ot· near their

unty;
ral Statute,,

mill;
An act for the benefit of H.B. Litteral and Stephen Nethercutt,

of Jefi'enon

btesheriffs of Carter county;
Anactto amend an act, entit led "An act to iricorporate the South-

dwell county

ern Railroad Company;"
An act for the benefit of Benjami n B. Adams, committee of Vena

LAdams, a paup er idiot of Magoffin county;
Pond Drain,
d·
'
art county;
en the co·un,
of Fleming
ate the Ala," approved
Red Rim
reduce into

ingston county ;
An act for the benefit of John Froman, jailer of Spencer county;
An act for the benefit of H D. Port.er, late sheriff of Elliott county,
and his sureties;
An act to incorporate the Ox moor Burying Ground Company;
An act to amend an act regul ating the holding of the courts in

the 8th judicial district, approved Febrnary -15, 1878;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the American Legal Aid Society," approved January 30, 181"/8;
An act for the benefit of E. M. Fisher, she riff of Taylor county;
An act to amend the charter of t4e Louisville and Nashv ill e Railroad Company;
An act in relation to the Ag ricultural and Mechanical" College of
Kentucky, and to provide for the future management an<l. location

, Calloway

thereof; ·
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incol'porate the Cumberland and Ohio H.ailroatl Company," approved February 24, 1869,

tock law of

An act for the benefit of C. M. Humps ton;
Resolution in regard to the boundary line between ln.diana and

s of Pythias,

s

and Pun·

nt Order of
nd an act
~- Odd Fel1ds;

[

Anact to increase the jurisdict.ion of the quarterly conrt of Liv-

Kentucky;
Resolution in regard to Dr. L. P. Blackburn; .
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley infurm the Senate thet"eof.

I
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The following petition was presented, viz:
By Mr. Cope--

That
and 71
The petition of sundry citizens of Breathitt county, asking~
Repres
passage of a law req ~iiri ng the Secretary of State to replace certait
An a
public documents lost by the burning of the clerk's office in Breatling
an
itt county in 1873.
And
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referreh
,nb,tit
the Committee on County Cour_ts .
That
And then the House adjourned.
viz:

Reso
Reso
fees p
Mr.
1iz:
WHE

brmc
arms, k

THURSDA_Y, MARCH 7, 1878.
The 101lowing petitions were presented, vi7.:
By Mr. Hunter1. The petition of sundry citizens of Adair county, asking a repeal
of the tax law .
By Mr. On- .

Res
That t,
advice
tain, a
lorim

On

1

from ti

An 1

~- The petition of Pomona Grange, No. 44, and members oflhe
order, ask~ng that certain county officers be made elective assesso~
in each precinct, and that certain fees be reduced .
By Mr . Spalding-

berlan

3 . The petition of sundry citizens of Nelson county, protestiag
agairn, t the repeal of the act requiring the jetferson county court to
appoint a measurer of tan-hark for said county, approved March21,
1872.

lhe Se
An

Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referredthe 1st and 3d to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,aad
the 2d to t.he Committee on ·Countv Courts.
A me;:~age was receiver! from ~he Senate, announcing that they
had passe d bills, which originated in the House of Representative,,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for t.he benefit of Stephen Carpenter, of . Breathitt county.'
An act to protect game and small birds, and to punish trespassID
the county of Kenton.
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That they had concurred in House amendments Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
a7to the substitute for a bill, which originated in the House of
~

.

ty, asking the Representatives, entitled
eplace certait An act to provide for executing and supervi>'ing the -public pl'intce in Breat• ing and binding,
And that they had refused to concur in ame.ndment No. 5 to said
n d referred ~

,nb;titute.
That they had adopted joint resolutions of the following titles,
viz:
Res~lution relating to the Governor's Mansion.
Resolution raising a joint committee to ascertain the amount of
fees paid to certain officers in the city of Louisville._
Mr. Bush read and laid on the tahle the following joint resolution,
viz:

king a repeal

, mhers of the

i ve assesso~

[Y,

protesting
l: nty court to
ed March 21,
d referredevances, aoo

g that they
resentathre;,

itt county.
Ii trnspass in

WHEREAS, It appears that there is in the State Arsenal a number of
b111sscannon deemed to ho unsafe and unfit for use, and a elaRs of small
arms,known as carbines and muskatoons, now practicabl_y nnsei·viceable.
Resolved bg the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuck,1J,
That the Quarter-Master General is he.reby autborized, by and with the
sdvicoof tbe Governor, to se ll tbe same upon the best terms he can obtain,nnd pay t,he proceeds into the 'rreasury; or be may exchange Lliem
!or improved modern ar.ms, and report according to law.
On motion, Mr. Parrish was ~ppointed a committee to withdraw
from the Govemor a bill that originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Cum·

buland and Ohio Railroad Company."
On motion, the Speaker appointed Messrs. Shelburne and Spurr
a committee, to act with a similar committee to be appointed by
the Senate, to withdraw from the Governor a bill that originated in
the Senate, enti tied
An act in relation to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of
Kentucky, and to provide for the future management and lo.cation
thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill entitled
An act to ame~d an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Chat·
tar·01 Ra1·1 road Company,1' approved March 11, lt;73.
Which was read the fir.st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
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Ordered, That said hill be referred to the Committee on Internal
Impr1wement.
Mr. Snyde r, from the Committee on Co1·porat~ Institutions, to wbom
wa;: n'\ferred a bill from the Senate, e ntitled
Ao act, entitled "An act to amend and redt1ce into one the ,arj.
ous act« in regard to the town of Bardstown,"
Repurted the ;.ame without amendment.
Orde1·ecl, That :::aid bill be read a third time.
The rnle of the H"t1se and the constitutional prnvision as totn~
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That :::aid bill do pa:,s, and that the title thereof be 81
aforesaid.
Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit Courts, wbowere
directc>d tn prepare and bring in the same,. repo rted a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled ''An act to e;:tablish a criminal
court in the fourteenth judicial district," approved March 13th, 1816,
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a seconi
tim e .
The rule of the House and the constitutional· provision as to toe
second reading of said hill· being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engross1id and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as totoe
third reading of said bill being di spensed with, and the same heing
engrn:;:sed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
as aforesaid.
Mr . J. P. Allen, from the Committee on Moral and Religious lnsti·
tution e, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
a bill, entitled
.,
A bill to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinou~, and malt liquori
in the town of Monticello, and within three miles of said town.
Said bill was re~d the fir~t time as follows, vii:
§ l . Be it enacted by the General Assembly ~f the Commonwealth of Kt11·
tucky, 'l'hat from and after the l at day of April, 1878, no license sball hi
gran·tcd by the judge of the Wayne county court, or by ,the board_o'. tros
teefl ot the town of Monticello, Kentucky, to vend or sell any sp1ritu~o~
vinons, or ma lt liquors by retail within said town, or within three mil~
in n11y direction from its corporate limits: Provided, That_ the boa rd f
tru~tccs of the town nf Monticello may, in their discretion, annoa1Y
grant lieense, terrninutin..,.
on the 31st day of March following, to dru1·
0
gif'L~ 1tnd apothecaries lo sell spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors by :etai,
101· medical purposes alone, npon the person applying for such hconra
producing satisfactory e-v idcnce to them of his purpose to carry 00 l
\
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b•neisof II druggist or l'lpothecary in good faith, and executing a bond,
~~aood nnd appi'oved secu rity, in the s um of two hundred dollars . pay•;lel~the board of tru~tees of the town of Monticello, to the effect that
1 ither he nor any one in his employ will Re ll by retail any sp iri tuous,
:[
or molt liquors in the town of Monticello, ·01· within three miles
0008
orthe'corpornte
limits of said town, except on the written order or pre!!ription of some r esident practicing physician of the county of Wayne,
ofsubrioty aud go_o~ standing in his _prof~sfiion, and who b_as no p~c unia1·y
interest in said sp1r1ts, nnd no peeunrn.ry interest, either direct or 1nd1rect,
iosuchsale. Said order or prescription sha ll state the name of t,he. person
towhom the liqnor is to be sold, that the liquor bas been prescl'ibed for
such person in good faith as a med_icine, shall _be dated and signed by the
phJsician, and shall only be good tor oncP. selling.
2. Asnle of less than ten gallons at u ti me shall bo deemed a sale by
5
retnilwithin
the meaning of this act,, and when as mnch as ten gallons is
sold,itslrnll all be removed from the premises at the time of purchase a nd
\e; and if any part of it is left at the .place of sale with the knowledge,
11
consent,or connivance of t he seller, its delivery shal l be deemed a sale by
retail.

\3. Any person who shall vend or sell spirituoul:l, vinous, or malt
liquors in the town of Monticello, or within three miles of the corporate
limits of said town, by r etail, othel'wise than as abo,e provided, shall be
fined not less than sixtv nor more thnn one hundred dollars for each
offense; and if he be a d;nggist or apothecary, the board of truRtees may,
by its order, suspend bis liuenRe upon hi s conviction of sajd offense .
F Any drug~ist or apothoca1·y convicted of vending or sel lin g spir ituous, vinous, or malt liquors in violation of the proviRions of thi ~ act,
sball lhorcby forfeit hi s bond ns such, and the full amount thereof may
berecovcred by suit thereon in the Wayne circu it court.
15, ProsecutionR under this act shall be in the name of the Commonwe:ilth of Kentucky, tor the use and benefit of the trustees of the tow n
of Monticello, and shall be conducted in 1,he same manner as other prosecutions ~or offenses against the Commonwealth of Kentucky: Provided,
~hatnorndictment shall be necessa1·y where a prosecution is commenced
mnny court inferio1• to the circuit court in jurisdiction: And provided
l~rther, 'l'hnt no appeal shnll be granted from an inferior court to a snpenorcourt until the appellant has executed bond, with security approved
hyt~eclerk of the court to which the appeal is taken, that he will satisfy
theiudgmentof the court to which the nppeal is taken, and render himself tn execution thereof if convicted.
§6. 'l'he attorney of the town of Monticello shall receive thirt.y per
cent.of the fines and forfeitures recovered as his fee for his services in
p_ros~cuting offenders under thfs act: Provided, That when any pruscont~onisconducted in the circuit court, either originally or by appeal , and
1 eattorney for the Commonwealth assists therein he shall receiY e one
half of _said fee. 'l'be net proceeds of said fineR and,forfeitures. after pny:ent ot fees a_nd costs, sha 11 be paid over to the board of trnstees of tbe
~n of Moat1cello for the ben'efit of said town.
.
1'~ 7- ~ny physician who i,hall preAcribe spirituous, vinous, or ma.It
iqu_ors m the town of Monticello, or within three miles of the corporate
~~itsofsai~_t9wn,otherw,i~e than as a medicine and in good faiLh,or
0 shall foil to date and sign such pn,sol'iption when cri ven · and any
, a falRe
aperson
df· whO siall
make ot· nAo, or assist another to makeo or nse,
I
: /audulent pres·cription, or use a prescription that bas previously been
0 0 ,or shall sel l spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, by himself or an-
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other, upon a false and fraudulent prescription, or one that has'boen
viously used, or sbull, by any device whatever, evade the proqi~ion;~i
this act, shall be fined not less than sixty nor more ilrnn ono hundred dol.
Jars for each offenA11.
§ 8. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this net are hereby
repealed.
·
§ 9. This act shall go into effect on and after the 1st day .of April,18i8.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
Mr. Hill moved to suspend the rule, and that said bill have i~
third reading to-day.
And tqe question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spalding and
Hill, were as follows, v_iz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. S. Ow~ley,
James P. Allen, .
T. M. Hill,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M.. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T. J. Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eversole,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
Dennis Gleason,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Charles Godshaw,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
W. Scott Gresham,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker,
Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-59,
W. L. Hazelip,
W. W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
8. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L ~palding,
A. Buford,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery-9.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e
third readfng of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the titJe thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr.John Charles Thompson read a·nd laid on the table the following resolution, viz:

Risalced by the House of Representatives -0{ the Commonwealth of Kentuclcy,
That the time already expended in the decision of the i ntet·mi nab lo bi I I~,
aobstitutes, nnd amendments looking to tbe locking, damming, and drcdgiogtheril•o1·s and creeks of this UommonwealLh bas elicited. to the complete IIJ\tisfaction of every one, the fact that the little -ha lance in the
Treasury, which has made the State so purse-proud and paniiminious, is
nottobedovot.ed to purposes of navigation, bnt ought to be so used as t,o
cause the reduction in State taxation for the present fiscal year.
Mr. Cooke offered the following joint t·esolutio-n, viz~
WHEREAS, The depressed financial condition of the country -rondors its
impossible fot· distillers to realize upon their produ<.:ts, at this time, exoept
ala ruinous sacrifice, antl an exaction of tbe tax upon sm:h manufactures, while the1,e is r.:i-o sale .fo1· them, will not only h:i.ve the effect of
bankrupting the distiHers, but of creating wide-spread loRs and distress
throughout the entire business communiLy, resultifilg ultimately in gretit
ptcuninry loss to the Government itself; therefore, be it
Resnlved by the Ge_n eral Assemb(11 of tlie Commonwealllt of' Ke'fltuck.11,
That the Congress of the United States be, and it is hereby, respecLfully
argtdtoextend the time for paying the internal revenue tax on spirits in
bond; 11ntl that our Senators and .RepreseNtatives 1a Congress a,i•e hereby
earnestly requested to vote fo1· a.nd use all honorable efforts to -secure the
immediute passage of such a law. That the Governot· be, ar;icd. he is hereby,reqnested to forward to each of our Senators and .Representatives in
Congress a copy 0f tl:!is resolution.
On motion ef Mr. Cooke, the rule of the Hou,;,e was suspended,
and said resolution was twice read and adopted.
Amesl!!lge was received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Ae;istant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
,igAed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in tile Rouse of Repreeeolatim, of the following tit.Jes, viz:
An act for the benefit of Ma-r y Cox, of Lee co11nty.
An act to amend an act appr0ved March 20, 1876, entitled "An act
loiecorporate ~l<le town of Turner's Station, Henry county."
An act for the benefit of W. D. McGuire, of Rockcastle county.
An act to -incor.pora.te th-e Dry Ridge Turnpike R@ad Company, of
Woodford county'.
. A-n act to amend chapter 29, of article '35, title "Crimes and Punishments," of' the General Statutes.
An act for the benefit of Louisa Unseld, of Nelson county.
An act to prevent stock from running at large in Kenton and J efferson couuti-es.
R,

l,-9a
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An act. for the benefit of Ezekiel Cecil.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Hardin
county," approved February 9, 1876.
An act for the benefit of R. M. Pieratt, sheriff of Morgan county.
An act to prohibit the sa le of intoxicating drinks within three miles
of Cottage Home CollegP, in Logan county.
An act to amend the charter of the Clark':;, Run and Salt River
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to incorporate Merit Lodge, No. 147, Independent 0rderof
Odd Fellows, of Blandville, Ballaru county, Kentucky, empowering
said lodge to erect a building, to be known a:3 Odd Fellow:3' Hall,and
authorizing said lodge to issue bonds.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the trustee1
of Brandenburg to sell fl nd convey real estate in corporate limits."
An act in aid of school di:3trict No. 46, Grayson county.
An act to authorize the county court of Lincoln to pay for arresting Samuel Holmes.
·An FtCt to authorize Jessamine county to purchase additional land
adjoining the court-house lot, and to levy a tax to pay for the same.
An act to incorporate the purchasers of th.e Hardinsburg and Clo·
verport Turnpike Rnad Company . .
An act to incorporate the town of Camdenville, Anderson county.
An act to incorporate the Bank of Deposit of Mayfield.
An act to incorporate the town of Anchorage, Jefferson county.
An act providing for the recording of executions in the county
whe,re land is levied on or sold .thereunder; which shall issue from
the court of another county than that in which the land levied on is
situated.
An act for the benefit of William Johnson, a pauper idiot.
An act in relation to pawnbrokers in this Commonwealth.
An act to legalize certain acts and. orders of the Marshall county

An
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i\ n act to amend the charter of ,the Winchester and Red River

·:r.urnpike Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Mechanics' Building and Loan Associa·
,tion, of Lexington, Kentucky.
.
An act to amend and repeal certain sections of the stock law of
,Boone county.
An .act for the appointment of official reporters, and for the preser·
·Nation -of evidence in certain cases in this Commonwealth.
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An act for the benefit of school district No. 7, Perry county .
An act to amend_ the charte1· of the Jefferson Southern Pond Drainof Hardin
·
n county.
hree miles
Salt River

t Order of
powering
Hall,and
,

1

he trustees
limits."
for arrest·
ional land
the same,
g and Clo,
on county.
county.
the county
issue from
evied on is

ot.
th.
mil county

ing Company.
An act to legalize the appointment of the sheriff of Fleming
county.
An act to incorporate the town of Hammonville, in Ha1-t county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Masonic Mutual Benefit Association of Maysville, Kentucky," approved
February l 7, 187 4.
An act to amend an act,entitled"An act to amend and reduce into
one the acts incorporating the town of Louisa."
An act to amend article 20, chapter 20, of the General Statutes,
title" Crimes and Pu nishm!mts."
An act for the benefit of G. C. Dudley, clerk of the Caldwell county
circuit court.
An act t·o define a certain portion of the boundary of Jefferson
county.
An act for the benefit of Fatha Hicks, of Hickman county .
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a ~ystem of
common schools in the town of Corydon, Henderson county."
An act to authorize the trustees of Brandenburg to sell and convey
or lease real estate lying in the corporate limits of said town.
An act to incorporate Limestone Lodge, No. 36, Knights of Pythias,

Maysville, Kentucky.
An act to amend the charter of the Cr~btree Coal Company.
An act for the benefit of Scott Geary, of Butler conn ty.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incol'porate th e Falmouth Turnpike Road Company, in Pendleton county."
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to authol'ize the county
judge of Logan county to appropriate money to keep in repair the
turnpike roads in Russellville clistl'ict, in said county."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act relating to opening and

Red River

repairing roads in Boone county."
An act to amend subsection 5 of section 13 of the Criminal Code of

n Associa·

Practice.
An act to incorporate the German Evangelical Einigkeits Gem ein de,

·ock law of

of Patlucah, Kentucky.
An act to consolidate common school district No.· 35, Calloway

the preser·

).

county, with Murray Male and Female Institute.
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An act, entitfecl "An act to authorize and empower the mayor and
council of Owensboro to insert the words" wit? the privilege to sell
spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors by the d1,ink" in licenses issued by.
the c ity of Owenshoro for the years 1875 and 1876
[Became a law in · consequence of not having been returned by the Governor with'
ten clays after it was presented to him.]
m

Leave of ahsence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs Hill, William
Neal, Speck, and Campion.
A me:Ssage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in a joint resolution, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
Re:Solution in relation to extending the time of paying tax on dis,
tilled spirits.
Mr. Burr offered the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth 1( Kentucky,
'fhat this General Assembly procee~ to the election of a Public Printer
nud Binder, to succeed the present incumbent, on Wednesday, the 13th
i nst~n L. at 12 o'clock . .M:.
On motion of Mr. Marriott, the rule of the House_ was suspended,
and said resolution was twice read and adopted.
The House took up the resolution relating to the Governor's Mansion.
Which was twice read and adopted.
The House then took up for consideration the Senate amendment
to a bill -that originated in the House of Representative8, entitled
An act to incorporate the town of Corinth, in Grant county.
Which amendment. was twice read and concurred in.
Bills were reported by the ~everal committees, who were directed
lo prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Snytler, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions-'
A hill to incorporate the Franklinton and Five Mile Creek Turn·
pike Road Company, in Henry county.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act incorporating... the Eliza·
ville and Helena Turnpike Roa<l Company, in Henry county."
Which bills were seve rally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e
second readiri~ of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills he engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and the constitution~l provision as to the
iliird reading of said bills being di:Spensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that tbe titles thereof be as

overnor within

aforesRid.
.
Mr.Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom

ill, William

pg that they

had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to rngulate the jurisdiction of the mayor of the city of
)laysville, and of the town of Chester,'in Mason co~nty,

tax on dis-

Reported the sa1'!1e without amendmen~.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

lh, Ho,,.~

iliird reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolued, That said bill do pas::1, and that the title thereof be as

~r Kentucky,

n blic Printer

ay, the 13th

aforernid.
The hour of 10:10 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took

s suspended,

uptbespecial order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
Abill to reconstruct the dams and repair the lock::1 on the Ken-

ernor's Man-

tacky river, anti regulate the navigation thereof.
Mr. Reed offered the following amendments to the original bill,

amendment
, entitled
unty.
ere directed

viz:

tutions-'
Creek Turn·
vementg,the Elizan ty ."
dered to be

[

n as to the

time.

viz:
Amend by inserting one hund1·ed thousand dollars fo1· locking and
damming Cliu·k's river, in Marshall and Calloway counties.
·
A:nend by inserting four thou"sand dollars for building gravel road from
McCracken county line to Wadesboro, in Calloway county.
Mr. 0atts offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Amend by adding to the closo of section one the following: "To the
Cumberland river below the falls, and within the State of Kentucky, one
hon<lre<l thousand dollars ($100,000), and to the South Fork of Cumbet·lnnd river fifty -thousand dollars."
Mr. West offered the following amendments to said bill, viz:
FAmend by appropriating thirty thousand dollars to improve the South
ork o_f the Kentucky river from Booneville, Owsley county, to the mouth
~ISpl'lng creek. in Clay county. Said improvement to consist of clear~gt:snags, drifts, and improving the shoals on said river. A. R. Clark,
c· · l'readway, and M. M. Ambrose, of OwAley county, and Merideth
oml:s, James Potter, and Jackson Baker, of Clay county, are hereby
appornted commissioners to superintend said work· but before enterinotheir dutief', they shall each give bond, with ~pproved security, i~
e. court ol their respective · counties for the fai tbful J)erformance of
lorhe1r d~ti~s;
·
'
and they shall muke report
to the next General Assembly
;.11 t. en· acts, &c., in regard to said appropriatio·n.
a ,1~~ided, That all persons living or running timber, coal, or freight of
rfl ind, from above Beattyville, at the Three Forks of the Kentucky
river,'fshidl ~e allowed to pass through all locks and dams on the Kentucky
ve1 ree of charge.

:t
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.Mr. Hamilton offered the following amendment to said bill v·.
I IZ,
Amend by in se rting five thousand dollars for the improvementof
Lick creek, in Kenton county.
Mr. Prichard offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Amend so as to approp1·inte fift,y thousand dollars tot.he LittloSa
river, to remove obstructions in said river.
Mr. Perkins offered the following amendme11ts to said bill, viz:
Amend by approprinting seventy-five thousa nd dollarR for clenl'in•
the Cu 111 bel'iand riv e r, com menc(ng eight miles below Williamsburg·,
clearing out al'! much as the money will hold out for.
'
And further amend b5: appropriating twenty-five thousand dollnrs,to
expended on the Clea1· Fo1:k oft.he Cumberland river, lo be used for·
provin~ said river, beginning at the mouth of said river.
Mr. Meador offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Amend by appropriating forty thousand dollars for the purposeofi
proving Rough creek; in Ohio county.

Mr. Bailey offered the fo!Jowing amendment to said bill, viz:
Amend by appropriating fifty thousand dollars lo improve Uumberl
riv er above the falls.
Mr. Allensworth offered the following amendment to said bill,1i1
Amend by app!'op1·ialing one hundred and twenty thousand dollur;l
the improvement of Pond river, in 'rodd county.
Mr. Shelburne offered t_he following amendment to said bill, l'iz:
Amend by appropl'iating one hundred and fifty thousand dollnr11~
impr·Jve the navigaLion of that "classic stream known to clisappoiollll
aspi l'Un ls for office as Salt river. "

lVfr. Bigger offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Amend by adding at lhe close of section one the following: "Forllt
improvement of Clark's riv e r, in the county of McCracken, two hundrll
thou sand dollarR, so as to !'ender it navigable for steamboats of h~I
draught."
Mr. Campbell offered the following amendment, viz:
Amend so as to appropriate fifty thousand dollars to remove obstruc,
tions in Little O'Bion and Byon Descbeer, so that timber may bet~k~a
from them. Said fifty thousand dollars to be paid out of any money 11
the 'l'reasury not ntherwiirn appropriated.
And the question being severally taken on the adoption oftbe
amendments offered by Messrs. Reed, Oatts, Hamilton, Prichard ,
West, Parrish,

Hazelip, Hensley, Tharp, Cope, Meador, Bailey,

Allensworth, Shelburne, Bigger, and Campbell, it was decided in the
negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amen<lmeol
offered by Mr. Lackey, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Tharp an!
Lack~y, were as follows, viz:

Leven

W.Sc
Tb
offere

Tb

Oau

J.K.
L\I
Edm

Hen

W.J
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Those who voted in the affirmative, werel!obertF. Allensworth, W. J. Edrington,
James Barbour Mason,
J.M.Bigger,
C~arles God~haw,
T. J. Oatts,
Gabriel
Hlevins,
~'ilton
Hamilton,
James Perkins,
ltid bill, viz:
&Jmund Burr,
Samuel U. Hen"'-ley, G. W. Prichard,
t.1'.be Li ttlo Sa T.J.Bush,
J. Q . Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
W.H. H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
td bill, viz: Henry Campbell, ·
M ~. Mani_ott,
John A. Thomas,
Davtd Marttn,
LaFayette Wilson--24.
for cle:n·in, A.C. Cope,
i 11 iamsburg: 1
Those who voted i,n th,e negative, were-J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
nd dollars to Cromwell Adair,
W. L . Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
' be used r~r' G.T.Allen,
JamesP. Allen,
W- H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Glement R. Ambrose, Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
id bill, viz:
J.K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
I pu1·poseofi
E.C.Bainbridge,
T. J. Lewis,
C. -W. Russell,
J.F. Hennett.,
Clarence U. McElroy, Thomas Sanders,
bill, viz:
A.Buford,
W. J. McE\roy,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
L~tleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Richard A. Spurr,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A Miller,
Hancock Taylor,
lohnFeland,
E. H . Morin,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
PeterG.Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
John Chas. Thompson,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
D.A.Glenn,
W.W. Orr.
Isaac T. West,
~ven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker-56.
bill, viz:
W.Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Panish,
ing: "For tit
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
n, two hundril
1boats of ligll offered by Mr. Perkins, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thtHeon by Messrs. Reed and
ernovc obstru~
· may be 1~ke1
:my moneyi1

option of the
Pricbanl,
eador, Bailey,
ecided in the

Iton,

e amendment
ve .
Tharp an!

lrrs.:

Oatts, were as·follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereJ.K. Bailey,
Le,·en E. Green,
G .· W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
M. II. Marri .. tt,
Aug;ustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
H~nry Campbell,
James Perkins,
John A. Thomas--13.
1U. Edrington,
Those who voted ,in the negative wet·e~romwel\ Adair, ··
W : L. Hazelip,
W. C. Owens,
,.T.Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, ' J. S. Owsley,
res P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
B. Mills Parrish,
cfbertF. Allenswot"th, W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
Ee~e~t_R. ~mbrose, Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pope,
J.F.B ambndge,
Jo1,. M. Kash, ·
Wm. M. Reed,
Gab,ri fnBnet~,
Green FL Keller,
Ferdinand 'Rigney,
e lev1ns,
J. Q Lackey,
Thomfls A. Robertson,
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A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Abner Eversole,
John Feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. W. Griffith,
Milton Hamilton,
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Granville V. Rouie
C. W. Russell
'
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas San<l~rs
James Barbour Mason, T. W. Scott
'
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyde'r.
W. J: McElroy,
Ralph L. Spal<lina
0
'
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
James .F. Means,
Han cock Taylor,
M_ontgomery. Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Tipton A . Miller,
John D. Thompson,
J.M. Neal, .
G. H. Towery,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-71.

\V.H.
A. R.

Rich·ard Lambert,

T. J. Lewis,

Mr. Feland moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order for to-morrow, at lot
o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Hamilton1. A bill to prevent ba~e ball playing in Kenton county on the
Sabbath day.

Lyttle
John I
Thom
\V.J.
Abne1

Henr)
Chari
Leve1

Bil
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13, I
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A
B
son

On motion of Mr. Kash2. A bill for the benefit of R. A. Mitchell, Montgomery county.
Ordered, That the Committee on General Statutes prepare and
bring in the 1st, and the Committee on Circuit Courts the 2d.
Arid then the House adjourned until 7½ o'clock, P. M., to-day.
The hour of 7½ o'elock, P. M., having arrived, the House. met, pur,
suant to adjournment.
.
The roll being called, the following ' mef!lbers answered to their
names, viz:
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
.E. C . Bainbridge,
Josi.ah Hunter,
Wm. M. Re'ed,
J. F . .Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J . .M. Bigg.er,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R, Snyder,
Edmund· Burr,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spaldi11g,

diR

th

a
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Richard A. Spurr,
Claren;e U. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
A, R. Clarke,
W . .J.:. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
J'ames F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
\V. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
) . M: N ea!,
H.P. Whitaker,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson--65.
1
Charles Godshaw,
T. J. Oatts,
I,evenE. Green,
James O'Bannon,
Bills were reported from the several committee'S, who were direct-

W.R. H. Callihan,

er.
palding,

r,
aylor
'fhon:psoo,
ompson,
ery,
elch,
est,
aker,
Wilson-71.
tion of said
row, at IO!

d motion, ii

ed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
,By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to repeal an act, entitled '' An act to reduce the salary of the
toll-gate keeper on the Wilderness Tui·npike Road," approved March
13, 1872, and to authorize the county court of Laurel county to appoint a commissioner to make annual sale of the toll-gate on the
Madison Branch of the Wilderness Turnpike Road.
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and GrieYancesAbill for the benefit of Marcus S. George, of Floyd county.

By samenty on the

Abill to change the line between the counties of Laui-el and Jack-

soo.

By Mr. Hill, from the Committee _on County Courtscounty,
repare and
2d.
o-day.
e. met, pur-

Abill to create and establish an additional magistrates' and voting
diRtrict in tlie county of Lawrence.
By Mr. Hill, from the -Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAbill to incorpo1·ate the Middle Trace Turnpike Road Compa1'Y·

By sameAbill to incorporate Tunnel City, Lincoln county, Kentncky.

ed to their

'

'
rish,
,nts,

ppe,

~d,
Ugney,

~11,
fders,

'
aiding,

By sameA bill to ameRd an act, entitled "An act to ·amend the charter of
the town of GordoasviH~, in Logan conaty ."
By Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on BanksAbill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank

•

9f Adairville, in Logan county."
·
By Mr. Glenn, from the Gommittee on EducationA bill for the benefit of school district No. 51, Lincoln county.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions- ·
A bill to amend an act, entitled ''An act to amend section 10,
article 2, chapter 27, Gen~ral Statutes," approved March 7, 1876.
B,

ll.-96

•
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By same-A bill to amend the charter of Richmond, Kentucky.

By
A
Muh

By sameA bill for the benefit of school district No. 9, Marshall county.
By same-

Bi

A bill to extend the corporate limits of the town of Benton, Marshall county.
By same-

ance
A
cou

A bill to amend the charter of Vanceburg, approved March 15to
1876.

I

read
T
seco
0
T
third
engr

By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill for the benefit of the University of Paducah.
By sameA bill to authorize the sale of the Paducah and Hinkleville Gravel
Road Company, and vest the pu1·chasers with· all the powers of the
old company.

By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend an act approved March 22, 1871, to incorporate
the Eminence Agricultural and Mechanical Association, in Henry
county.
By sameA bill to amend the turnpike law of Henry county, and for the
benefit of turnpike district No. 2 of said county.
By sameA bill to authorize the sale of the poor-house farm of Lewis county, and to purchase other property for the benefit of the paupers of
said county.
By Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Codes of Prac·
tice-

I

R

afor
M
been

A
Statt

Ri

Sa

\\'.
from
187!,
mob
t~nfi
neve

~I

A bill to amend section 710, Civil Code of Practice.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the charter of the Mount Sterling Gas-light Com·
pany.
By same-

lucky
cent·
vice.
§',
th~;
any
~i

A bill to inc~rporate the Stanton and Levy Turnpike Road Com·
,pany.

was

By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the J1;1diciaryA bill to empower the county court of Boyle county to levy ~n ad
walorem tax.
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T
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By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAbill to extend the corporate limits of the town of Greenvi ll e, in
county.

Muhlenburg county.
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

enton, Afar-

ances-

March 15thI

ville Gravel
wers of the

Abill for the benefit of W. A. Mahon, sheriff of Muhlenburg
county.
Which bills were severally read the fir;;;t time and ordered to be
read a sec~nd time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second readi11g of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bU!s being dispen sed with, and the same being
engrossed,

' Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

incorporate
, in Henry

nd for the

ewis

COUD·

paupers of
s of Prac-

nslight Com·

oad Com·

l.

y ,,ad

aforesaid.
Mr. Bush, from the Committee on Militi;i,ry Affairs, to whom had
been referred a bill from the Senate, en titled
An act to provide for the payment of Company G, of the Kentucky
State Guard,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill was read a third time as follows. viz:
WHEREAS, Company "G," of the B..entucky Stat~ Gunt·d, under ot·ders
from the Nelson circuit ccurt, dated Novembe1· 5th and November 6th,
1874, wel'e employed in guarding tho jail of Nelson county to prevent a
mob from forcibly taking from said, jail one Hent·y Mc.ffil vany, a prisonet·
t-onfined in said jail antler charge of assassination, and said company have
never been paid for said service· therefore
\ I. Be it enacted by the Gene;·al Assembly of lite Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the sum of seven hundred and fifty dollars and twenty -fout·
c~nts be, and is heroby, approoriated to pay said company for said ser -

na
•
§2. The Auditor of Public Accounts is directed to draw his warrant on
th0 'r1·eusurer in favor of sa'id company for said sum, to be paid out of
un! fu~?s. m' Lhe Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
~ 3. Ih1s act shall take etfeet from its passage.
Tbe question was then taken on the passage of sa<Pd bill, and it
Was decided in the affirmative .

The yeas and nays being requii-ed thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

~trBtF_. Allensworth, T. ~. Hill,
· ailey,

Josiah Hunter,

B. -~ills Pa~-risb,
Wilham Pomts,
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E. C. Bainbridge,
J. F. Bennett,

Lewis Jones,
Jos. M. Kash,
Green R. Keller,
Richard Lambert,
T. J. Lewis,
David Martin,
Clarence U. McE!roy,
James F. Means,
Montgomery Merritt,
Tipton A. Miller,
E. H . Morin,
J.M. Neal,
Otho Nunn,
T. J. Oatts,
James 0' Bannon,
W.W. Orr,
W. C. Owens,
J. S. Owsley,

J.M . Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
A. Buford,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. H. Callihan,
A. H.. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godsbaw,
J . W. Griffith,
.Milton Hamilton,

[MA'R, 7.
Jose~h L. Pope,
Ferdinand Rianey
Thomas A. R~bert~on
Granville V. Rouse '
Thomas Sander~ '
'
Augustine Shelburne,
G. R. Snyder,
RR~lph L ~palding,
1cbard A. Spurr,
J. T. Tartar,
Hancock Taylor,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
John A. Thomas,
Andrew Thompson,
John Chas. Thompson,
John D. Thompson,
John C. Welch,
LaFayette Wilson-60,

Those who voted in t~e negative, wereClement R. Ambrose, W. J. Mc8lroy,
G. H. Towery,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Perkins,
Isaac T. West-B.
W. H. Hillsman,
C. W. Russell,
Resolved, That the title o.f said bill be as aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. San~iers, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Shelbyville Railroad Company, and to authorize certain coun·
ties to take stock· in the· same," approved February 3, 1869.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act chartering the Neotrophian Sodety of Bethel Oollege,in
Logan county.
Ordered, That said bills be ·read a third time.
The rule of the Ho-use and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
.
lVIr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Maysville Water-works Company,
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
d
Sairl bill was read the first time and ordei·ed to he read a secou
time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

ope,
Rigney,
· Robertson
Rouse, '
antlers
I Shelb~rne,
~e r,
'palding,
~ Spurr,

r.
I

r,
aylor,
_Tharp,
homas,
hompson,
. Thompson
'nompson, '
elch,
Wilson-60,

second reading of said bill being dispensed with, ·
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be read a third time,
ilie objection of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?"
and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected .
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
toprepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
Abill for the benefit of the late employ es and laborers of the Elizabethtown an_d Paducah and Southwestern Railroad.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
second reading of said bill being di s pensed with,
Mr. Oatts moved that the rule of the House and the constitutional
provision be suspended, and that said bill be ordered to its third

1

e;·~·-s.

reading to-day.
And the questioµ being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Oatts and

the several
e following

~ the charter
!certain coun·

~69.
ltions1 College, in

on as to the
hereof be Ill
ns, who were
11, entitled

pany,
ot to pass.
ead a second

'

Spurr, were as follows, viz :
. Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWilliam Points,
Abner Eversole,
James P. Allen,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
G. W. 'Prichard,
W. L. Hazelip,
E. C. Bainbridge,
C. W. Russell,
W.
H
.
Hillsman,
J. F. Bennett,
Richard A. Spurr,
Josiah Hunter,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. T. Tartar,
Otho Nunn,
A. Buford,
Han cock Taylor,
T. J. Oatts,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clinton K. Tharp,
James O'Bannon,
T. J. Bush,
John D. 'fhomp son,
W. H. H Callihan · W.W. Orr,
G. H. Towery-31.
W. C. Owens,
Henry Campbell, '
A. R. Clarke,
Those who voted in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
RobertF. Allensworth Lewis Jones
Granville V. Rouse,
Thomas Sanders,
JCM· B'igger,
' Jos. M. Kash,'
E~leb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
L mund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
/~tleton Gooke,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
Toh n Cowan,
Cla1·ence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Womas I:-~. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
.J.Ednngton,
J. W. Meador
Andrew Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt,
John Chas. Thompson,
'
Peter G· p·tsc her,
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Denni·s Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Leven E. Green,
W. Scott Gre.sham,

Tipton A. Miller,
E. H. Morin
J.M. Neal,
J. S. O"Ysley,

\

[111fAR, 7,

MA!, 8.]

John C. Welch 1
Isaac T. West
H. P. Whitak;r
LaFayette Wils~n-4t

Whereupon said bill passed into the orders of the day.
Mr. Parrish moved to reconsider the vote by which this House
passed a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled

AmE

bad pa

An act to amend an act, en titled "An act to incorporate the Cu •
111
berland an.d Ohio Hailroad· Company," approved Februal'y 24, 1869.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motioo,it
was decided in the affirmative.

of the I

Mr. Parrish moved to reconsider the vote ordering said bill to i~
third reading.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motioo,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Parrish moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was uecided in the affirmative.

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title th~reof be as
aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Robertson and
Marriott.
And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1878.
Amessage was received from the Se nate, announcing that they
bad passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of J. W . Hendricks, of Simpson c?unty.
An act for the benefit of W. P. Smith and Henry Moss, of Jefferioo county,

An act to amend an act, entitled" A-n act to ·e:c-tablish the People's

aid bill to ib
id motion, it

amendment,

ime.
'on as to the
h~reof be as
obertson and

Bank," approved February 15, l 856.
An act to prevent the obstruction of creeks in Henderson county.
An act to amend the charter of the Bricklayers' Union, No. 4, of
Louisville, Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, enti tied "An act to incorporate the town of
Rich Pond, in Warren county."
At act for the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen county,
and R. N. Wa\ker, late >"heriff of Crittenden county.
'.
An act to incorporate the town of Homer, in Logan county.
An act for the benefit of Samuel Tate, late sheriff of Pulaski
county,
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
Burlington,-in Boone county," approved March 11th, 1876.
Ao act to incorporate Hiram Bassett Lodge, No. 305, Free and Accepted Masons, of Lewisburg, Mason county, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of Peter Fontaine, of Meade county.
An act to aid in the erection ·of a monument ove.r the grave of
John C. Breckinridge.
An act for the benefit of R. H. Morrow, of Gallatin county.
An act to incorporate the Munfordville Turnpike Road Company.
An act to empower the county courts of the counties of Anderson
and Madison to take stock in turnpike roads in said counties.
An act for the benefit of G. P. Jolly, of Breckinridge county.
An act for the benefit of 11 • M. Ellison, late clerk of Calloway
county,
An act for the benefit of J. G. Morgan, of Clay county.
An act to authorize and e·mpower the county of Muhlenburg to
compromise and fond its outstanding bonded indebte.dness, issue
boo ds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the same.
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An act to release sheriffs of Green and Taylor counties from col,
lecting railroad taxes, and for other purposes.
An act for the benefit of the district and county officers in Estm
and Lee counties.
An act for the benefit of the Hill City Turnpike Road Company,ii
Mason county, empowering them to collect certain road taxes,,.
1"-1:,
of persons residing on the line of said road.
An act for the benefit of John C. Leadford, sheriff of Jackeoa
county.
An act for the benefit of the Hope Baptist Church of Louisville.
An act to provide for the erection of a monument at the tombof
Zachary Taylor.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game an!
small birds, and punish trespass."
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to establish an Insurance
Bureau," approved March. 10, 1870.
Wit.h amendments to the last two named hills.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend an act incorporating the Glasgow Grangers'
Mutual Benefit Society.
.,
,2. An act to amend chapter 53 of the General Statutes, title
"Idiots and Lunatics."
3. An act for the benefit of Mary C. Barbee, of Taylor county.
4. An act for the benefit of the Carlisle and Sharpsburg Turnpike
Road Company, amendatory of an act, entitled "An act ·to incorporate the Carlisle and Sharpsburg Turnpike Road Company," approved
February 26, 1847, and the act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of the Carlisle and Sharpsburg Turnpike Road Company," ap·
proved March 1, i850.
·
5. An act f~r the benefit of Jefferson Ritchie, a pauper idiot of
Nicholas county.
6. An act to incorporate the town of Rosine, in Ohio county.
7. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Soulb
Carrollton Male and Female Acade.m y."
8. An act for the benefit of J . H. Walker, of Crittenden county,
9. An act for the benefit of Joseph P. Ringo, of Carroll county.
l 0. An act for the benefit of the Versailles and Anderson Tarn·
pike Road Company.
.
surer for
11. An act to create and regulate the officE! of county t rea

. Taylor county.
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An act for the benefit of the tax-payers of Taylor county.
, An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
town of Moscow, Hickman county, Kentucky.
4, An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to authorize the voters
e town of Clinton to vote upon the proposition as to whether
enl spirits shall be sold within the corporate limits of said town,
to prohibit the sale of the same," approved March 29, 1873, and
amend an amendatory act passed April 21, 1873, and an amendaact approved March 3, 1876.
·
5. An act to amend an act to charter and to enlarge and define
~onndary of the town of Bowling Green, approved February 3,

i

o.
)8, An act to permit the children within two and a half miles of

,,..

ecorporate limits of the city of Louisville to go to the common
ools of the city by paying $10 to the truste€s of said schools per
'ly.
Which bills were severally read the first ti'me and ordered to be
~d a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
ood reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
·culture and Mam,1factures; the 2d to the Committee on the GenStatutes; the 3d to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 4th and
to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 5th and 9th to
e Committee on 01·~ims; the 6th and 15th to the Committee on
rporate Institutions; the 7th and 16th to the Committee on Educao; the 8th and 12th to the Committee on Propositions and Griev; the 11th to the Committee on County Courts, and ·the 13th
d 14th to the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions.
lthat they had received official information that the Governor had
pproved and signed sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which origiQlted in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Nashville Rail~ Company.
An act to further the educational interests of the town of Hawesville.
. An act to amend an act, entitled" An' act to incorporate the Amer-

ican Legal Aid Society," approved January 30, 1878.
An act to incorporate the Oxmoor Burying Ground Company.
B. R,-97
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An act to amend an a_c t, entit'led "An act to incorporate the South.
western Railroad Company."
An act to incorpot·ate the · Benefit Association of the Grand Lodge
of Kentueky-, Inclependent Order of Odd Fellows.
An act to increase the jurisdiction of the quarterly court of Livingston county.
An act for the benefit_of H. B. Litteral and Stephen Nethercutt,
late sheriffs of Carter county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the manner of holding and transmitting church property of the Roman Catholic ChurcH: in the Diocese of Covington," approved March 9, 1854.
An act for the benefit of H. D. Porter, late sheriff of Elliott county,
and his sureties.
An act for the benefit of E. M. Fisher, sheriff of Taylor county.
An act to authorize John Shaw and W. T. Proffit to erect a
mill-dam across Big Barren river, in Monroe county, at or near their
mill.
An act to amend an act regulating the holding of the courts in
the 8th judicial district, approved February 15;_1878.
An act for the benefit of Benjamin B. Adams, committee of Vena
L Adams, a pa.upet· idiot of Magoffin county.
An act for the benefit of John Froman, jailer -of Spencer county.
Resolution in regard to the boundary line between Indiana and
Kentucky.
Resolution in r&gard .to Dr. L. P. Blackburn.
That they had concurred in the House amendment to a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Cum·
b!3rland and Ohio Railroad Company," approved Febrnary 24, 1860.
Th·e House took frorrt the orders of the day the Senate amend·
ment to a bill, entitled
An act to ratify the incorporation of the Central Mississippi Rail·
road Company and its consolidation with the New Orleans, Jackson,
and Northern Railroad Company, under the name of the Chicago,
.St. Louis, and New Orleans Railroad Company, and to charter said
,la:st named company.
Which amendment was twice read and ·concurred in.
Mr. Hamilton, from the special committee who were directed 10
,pr.epare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
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Abill to amend chapter 92 of the General Statutes, title "Reve-

rrand Lodge

nue and Taxation ."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a seco nd

urt of Liv-

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the

Nethercutt I

second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Hazelip offered an amendment to said bil[;
.
And the oi.uestion being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
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foman Gathch 9, 1854.
liott county,
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he courts in
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it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Cowan offered a substitute for said bill.
Mr. Adair offered an amendment to said substitute.
And the question being taken on the , adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
offered by Mr . Cowan, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with , and the same being
engrossed,

.

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

r county.
[ndiana and

aforesaid.
·
Mr. W. J. McElroy moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill

bill, which

was passed.
~Ir. West moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

l

e the Cum·
ry 24, 1860.
ate amend·

ssippi Rail·
s, Jackson,
he Chicago,
c barter said

directed to

was deoide~ in the affirmative.

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Allensworth
and ,W. J. McElroy, weL·e as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), John Feland,
·
J. S . Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
·D. A. Glenn,
G . W . Prichard,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
W. L . Ha7.elip,
Granville V. Rouse,
J· K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G . R. Snyder,
C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Ral ph L. Spalding,
H~n nett,
Jos . M. Kash,
Richard A. Spurr,
- 11LB1gger,.
Green R. Keller,
J. T. Tartar,
~-~ufo:·d,
J. Q.'Lackey,
Andrew Thompson,
enJamm F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
John Chas . Thompson,
1ttleton Cooke,
· Thomaa H. Mannen, John D . Thomp son ,
James Ba'r bour Ma1Son, John C . Wel<;:h,
· C. Cope,

rif-
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E. H. Morin,
John Cowan,
Isaac T. West
T. J. Oatts,
Thomas H. Ditto,
La Fayette Wilson-43_
Abner Eversole,
Those who voted in_the negative, were-Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney
Clement R. Ambrose, Josia:h Hunter,
'T'homasA.Robert;on
Gabriel Blevins,
W. J . .lVIcElroy,
C. W. Russell,
'
Edmund Burr,
James F. Means,
Thomas Sanders
A. R. Clarke,
Tipton A . Mille1·,
T. W. Scott, '
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
Augustine Shelburne,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
Dennis Gleason,
B. Mills Panish,
John A. Thomas,
Leven E. Green,
William Points,
G. H. Towery-31.
W. Scott Gresham,
Mr. Sc·ott. entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which this
House rejected a bill, which origitiated in the Senate, entitled
An act .for the benefit of J. H. Lester, of Russell county.
· Mr. Merrit't, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act to incorpo1·ate the Green and Harren River
Navigation Company, and to regulate the charges of freight by said
company and other boats navigating said rivers.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
_The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Merritt moved to postpo'ne the further consideration of said
bill, have the same· printed, and made the special order for Monday,
the 11th inst., at 10½ o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Taylor, Glenn, Scott, Spurr, W.J.
McElroy, Owens, Hill, and Feland a committee on the part of the
House, under the joint resolution to raise a joint committee in re·
gard to the Governor's Mansion.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was grnnted Messrs. Shelburne,
Spalding, Welch, Bainbridge, Orr, and Ditto.
The House took up the ·special order of the day for 10½ o'clock, A.
M., viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to reconstmct the dams· and repair the locks on the Ken
tucky river, and regulate the navigation thereof.
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}fr. Feland moved that said bill and substitutes be recommitted to
special committee of seven, with directions to report thereon at
8
lilt o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday morning, the 12th day of March,
!8;6, and that the consideration thereof be made the special order
for that hour.
Mr. John Charles Thomp so n offered the following as a substitute

for Mr. Feland's motion, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth af Kentucky,
Tbntn joint committee of five from the House and t.hree from the Senate
be appointed a joint committee to reach some method to dispose of the
question of river improvement-to report Tuesday, at 10½ o'clock.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the motion to postpone, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Wilson and

W. J. McEh·oy, were as follows, vi7::
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner),
J K. Bailey,
E.C. Bainbridge,
Benjamin F. Buie,
John Cowan,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
lohnFeland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,

Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
J. W. Griffith,
W. L. Hazelip,
Lewis Jones,
Jos. M. Kash,
Otho Nunn,
J. S. Owsley,
Joseph L. Pope,
G. W. Prichard,

Wm. M. Reed,
Ferdinand Rigney,
G. R. Snyder,
Hancock Taylor,
John A. Thomas,
Andrew Thompson,
John Chas. Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac T. West,
H.P. Whita.ker-30.

Those who voted in the negative wereC. T. Allen,
T. iVI. Hill,
T. J. Oatts,
James P. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ja£J1es O'Bannon,
Clement R. Ambrnse, Josiah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
James Perkins,
J.M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
William Points,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Gra-nville V. Rouse,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Manl,len, C. W. Russell,
W. H. H Callihan,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbou1· Mason, T. W. Scott,
A.R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton 0ooke,
W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
~- C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
Hhomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
J. T. Tartar,
Dery George,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinton IC Tharp,
· · Glenn,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
1
Wven E. Green,
E. H. Morin
John C. Welch,
~: Scott Gresham,
J.M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson--55.
1111ton Hamilton

'
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i\ifr. Whitaker moved the previous question.
And the question being taken, " Shall th,e main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Feland moved to withdraw his substitute, to be offernd hereafter as an original_ bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. )[c.
Elroy and Bigger, were as follows, viz ·:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereCromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazel ip ,
William Points,
J. F. Bennett,
Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L. Pope,
J.M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. R«;:ed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
1'. J . Bush,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. iVIannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
David Mrurtin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means ,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt; John Chas. Thompson,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
G . H. Towery,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
' John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
James 0' Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
H. P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-62.
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason,
James P. Allen,
Abner Eversole,
W. J. McElroy,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
J.M. Neal,
J. K . Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
· Josiah Hunter,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder-20.
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Mr. Buford offered the following substitute fo1· said bill, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealtlt ~{ Ke\
tucky, '.l'hat for the purp.ose of improving the navigation of_the r1verso
this State, there is hereby appropriated to the Kentucky river tbe ~~m
of one hundred thousand dollars· to Lhe <5-reen river the sum of ty
thousand dollars· and to the T1·adewate1· river the sum of tweaty-five
thousand dollars; ' and all to be paid out of the Treasury of aoy m~ya
therein not otherwise appropriated.
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~ . It shall be the duty of the Commissioner~ of the Sinking Funcl of
2 to appoint one or more competent engineers to make the necestbfsState
111 surveys, and locate tbe sites of two locks and dams on the G~een
iv;r above the present slack-water, and two on the Tradewater river,
:ndofthe repairing of tho five locks on Kentucky river; nnd also to
mike estimates of the cost, and plans and s pecifications for the l:iuilding
of said locks and dams; to be built of timbe1· or stone, 01· both, and repairing said five locks on Ke~ tucky r( ver; and upon the ap1~rova_l of the
reports of said su!'veys, Joca,t1ons, _ost1 mates, plan~ and F1pec1 ficatlons by
!lidCommissionors, ,t shall be their duty to app01nt the necessary superintendents, who shal l employ the necessary agents, guitrds, and other
employ0s for the construction of said locks and dams according to said
plane and specifications, as herein after provided.
p. The engineers employed by said Commissioners shall be paid,
monthly, for the time necessarily engaged in said work, a salary not
exceeding
dollars per annum, and the superin tendent, monthly, a
BSlsrynot exce·eding
' dollars per annum.
§4. Upon tbe requisition of said Commissioners to the Governor, it
shall be his duty to issue an order to the Lessee of the Penitentiary, fo1·
tbe delivery to the agent named in said order, of the number of ablebodied male convicts specified in said requisition, for work on any of the
rivers above named; and it shall be the duty of said .agent to receive,
transport under proper guard, and deliver said convicts to the superintendent of the work on the river to which they are assigned. It shall
be the duty of said superintendents to cause to be built, at each of the
locks and dams upon which they are employed, the buidings necessa1·y
forth0 accommodation and safe keeping of said convicts, and to purchase
the necessary supplieR :mu provisions, and to furn.ish the necessa1·y medicines and medical services fo1· their sustenance, and to keep them constantly employed at bard lnbor on said · works. It shall be the duty of
each superintendent, at the end of each month after his appointment, to
render to said commissioners a statement, under oath, of the time be has
been necessarily engaged in said work, and the amount due to him for
the same, and the date, qunntity, price, and to whom due, of each article
purchased, and of every service rendered as herein authorized, and to
whom payment is due.
96. lt shall be th'e duty of said commissioners, upon the receipt of any
such statement of a superintet:1dent, to certify to the Auditor of Public
Accounts the amounts due, and to whom due by said statement, and on
what work due; and it shall be the duty of said Auditor to issue bis warrantso~ the Treasury for the same, payable out of the fund appropriated
to the river upon which the work or service mentioned in said certificate
was performed.
}rUpon the completion of the work hereby authorized upon any of
881 rivers, it shall be the duty of the superinte.ndent of the same to
~mp!oy t~e neC\lBBary guards, and to transport said convicts to the State
then,tent,ary at Frankfort, and deliver the same to the W ardeu or Lessee
f ereof. It, however, in the opinion of said commissiol'let·s, it be best
~h~. public interest that said c_o nvicts, or any portion thereof, should
/ e ivered to the superintendent of the works dn any other of said
ive;s, they may so direct, and th ey shall be so delivered.
Upon the completion of any lock and dam on any of said rivers,
ers~r th an t_be Kentucky river, it shall be the duty of said commissionlect 06 the rates of tolls for passing through such lock, to appoint a coloro tolls on said _river and a lock-keeper, who shall reside at such lock,

t
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b~th _of whose duties a.nd compensa:tion shall be_prescribed byaaidcom.
miss10ners, ·and who shall hold their offices during their pleasure. The
rates of toll sball not, however, exceed those in force on tho Kentuck
river ~t .th~ passage ()f the act abolishing the Board of Internal Improri.
ment m this State. Every collector and lock-keeper appointed under the
authority of this act shall have all the power and authority possessed by
-such officers under the existing laws, and each of them, and every super.
intendcnt hereby authorized shall give covenant to the Commonwealth
with good surety, for the performance of their several duties, upon whici
suit may be prosecuted and judgment recove\·ed in the Franklin circuit
court.
.
§ 8. Said commissioners shall have the power to purchase, on behalf of
the Commonwealth, any land, timber, rock, or other material for the con,
st-ruction of the works hereby authorized, or to purchase or lease any land
or buildings for the use of lock-keepers; and, upon failure to makesncb
purchases or leases, and upon. their filing in the ·county court of the county
where the land lies a petition, in the name of the Commonwealth, accom,
panied with a survey by metes and bounds of the land or other pro(l1lrly
they wish to condemn, and the purpose of said condemnation, it shall be
the duty of the clerk of said court to issue a writ of ad quod damnum,and
thereupon such proceedings shall be had as are authorized or required by
the several provisions of chapter 110 of' the General Statutes, regulating
pl'OCeedings for th·e condemnation of land or other property for turnpike
roads. And upon the certificate of said commissioners to the Auditor of
the amount of any d:1mages assessed, and the costs of such assessment,il
shali be the duty of said ·Auditor to issue his warrant on the 'freasuryin
favor of the parties entitled to the same,. payable out of the fund hereby
appropriated to the river upon which said condemnation was made.
§ 9 .. It 'shall be the d'u ty of said commissioners to report to the nexl
General Assembly, within the first ten days of' its session, all their proceedings under this act, with a ful1 statement of :ill the work done, and
all disbursements made, upon each of the rivers above named. 'rhey
shall have full power to make all proper rules and regulations prescribing
the duties of a11 persons employed by them under the authority ofthia
act, and for the regulation of the navigation of said rivers, not in viola,ti.on of the Constitution of this State, nor inconsistent with the provisiona
~ this act.
Mr. Snyder moved to reconsider the :vote by which the previous
question waA ordered on the amendments to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
,Mr. Robertson moved a division on the adoption o.f said substi·
tute.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr, C. U. McElroy moved to suspend the rule to adjourn at 2
o'clock, P . M .
And the question being taken on the . adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. U. McElroy moved the pr_evious question.
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And the question being taken, "Shall the main question be now
pn,I?" it was decided in the affirmative.
..
Thequestion was then taken on the appropnat10n of $100,000 to
improve the Kentucky river, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a protision of the Constitution·, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
W, Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn,
A.Buford,
Lewis Jones,
James O'Bannon,
T,J.Busb,
Richard Lambert,
W. C. Owens,
Peter G. Fischer,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Dennis Gleason,
James F. Means,
. T. W. Scott,
Charles Godahaw,
E. H. Mo1•in,
G. H. Towery-IS.
Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
8. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
RobertF. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
Clement \l, Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
l.K.Bailey,
·samuel D. Hensley, Wm. M. Reed,
!. F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
!JI.Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjainiq F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
J . Q. Lackey,
Ralph L . Spalding,
W.H. H.Callihan,
T. J . Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
A.R.Clarke,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
A.C, Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
W . J. Mc8lroy,
John A. Thomas,
Tbomas'H. J/itto,
J. W, Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
W.J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson ,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
J . M. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-63.
Mr. Owens moved to lay said bill and substitute on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Hill, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative wereJ. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
er ertF. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley, G. W . Prichard,
ement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
Wm. M . Reed,

fRa~esT. Allen,
P. Allen,
H,

R.-98
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J. K. Bailey,
J. F. Bennett,
J. M Bigger,
Gabri e l Blevins,
B e nj a min F. Buie,
E d mund Burr,
Henry Campbell ,
A. R. Clarke,
A. C. Cope,
Thoma s H. Ditto ,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
John Feland,
Henry George,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Leven E . Green,

W. H. Hillsman,

[MAR. 8,

Ferdinand Rigney,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A: Robertson
Greei:i R. Keller,
Grnnville V. Rouse '
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders '
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder, '
Thoma s H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding
David Martin,
J: T. Tartar,
'
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Thar~,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thon1as,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
J. M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
W. C. Owens,
H. P. Whitaker,
J . ff Owsley, .
LaFayette Wilson-59.
B. Mills Parrish,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn,
A. Buford,
W. L. Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
T. J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
. John Cowan,.
James J3arbourMason, Richard A. Spurr,
Peter G . Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
James F. Means,
Isaac T. West-23.
Charles Godshaw,
E . H . -Morin,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on~Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry eni·olled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to ame-nd an act, entitled "An act to establish the People's
Bank," approved February 15, 1856;
An act for the benefit of W. P. Smith and Henry Moss, of Jelfer·
son county;
An act to incorporate the Fair Association near Paducah;
An act to amend and reduce into one the &everal acts and amended
acts in reference to the town of 'Auburn;
An act io change and define the boundary line between the coun·
ties of Lawrence and Ma1'.tin;
An act to amend an ~ct. entitled" An act to amend and reduce into
one the several acts rel~ting to the town of Stanford," approved
April 4, 1861, and to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the
charter of the town of Stanford," approved March 8, 1876;
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of the town
of Booneville, Owsley county, Kentucky;"
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Ao act to amend the city charter of Owensboro, authorizing its
rosyor and council to fund the railroad and school bonded debt of
,aid city;
An act to incorpora te the Endowment A ssociation of Alexander
College, of Burksville, Cumberland county, Kentucky;
An act to amend the charter of the town of West Covington, in
Kenton county, Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to authorize a committee
appointed by the Kenton county court of claims to sell the poorhouse farm of said county;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Geruian Protestant Orphan Asylum Company," approved January 9th,
1852;
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act to authorize the judge of
the Jefferson county court to appoint a collector of back taxe s for
Jefferson county," which went into effect February 24, 1873, and to
direct the Auditor to 1·e-convey to parties theil" property which has

been sold under the provisions of said act;
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Murphy, a pauper idiot;
An act to authorize the McLean county court to issue bonds to pay
off the indebtedness of the county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to charter the Savings

he People's

Bank of Louisville;"
An act for the benefit of George Staton, of Bath county;
An act to change the line between the counties of Breathitt and

, of Jelfer·

Perry;
An act to incorporate Columbus College, in Hickman county, Ken-

h·
'
d amended

tucky;
An act to authorize the county court of Lyon county to appoint a
deputy or deputies for John Boyd, late sheriff of Lyon county;
An act relating to the establishment of a poor-house in Nelson

the coun·

county;
An act authorizing the county court of Lincoln county to raise

·educe into
' approved
amend the

money and erect a jail;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one the
several acts in relation to the town of Danville," approved March

~f the town

10th, 1873;
An act empowering the board of trustees of Monticello to refund

certain money to William D. Haynes;
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An act to amend the charter of the town of Cave City, Barren
county, Kentucky;
An act authorizing the board of trustees of the town of Catlett,.
burg to grant 1·ights of way over the streets and alleys of said town
to railroad companies;
An act for the benefit of Peter Fontaine, of Meade county;
Also enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the Senate
of the following titles, viz:
'

act to
porati
bad h
bill,
An

An act for the benefit of W. G. Revill, sheriff of Owen county;
An act for the benefit of J. N. Lester, of Russell county;
An act for the benefit of Julius R. Curle, of Hart county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to organize, establish,
and incorporate the Cadiz High School, in the town of Cadiz, in
Trigg county;"

.

An act fo1· the benefit of Ed. Thomas, circuit court and late
county court clerk of Grayson county;
An act to incorporate Ogden College;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of Newport, in Campbell county;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louis~ille Railway Transfer Company, ,and conferring cet-tain powers in relation thereto on the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington
and Louisville and Nashville Railrnad Companies,>' approved iVIarch
I 0, 187 I;

An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to provide for the ap·
pointment of deputy constables in the city of Covington," approved
January 11, 1873;
Resolution in regard to the repeal of the resumption act and
other financial matters;
Resolution in regard to the printing for the Insurance Bureau;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whe1:eupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
The House took up for consideration a resolution, entitled
Resolution authorizing the sale or exchange of unserviceable cannon and small arms.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. Speaker Turner being absent,. on account of sickness when the
vote of this House was taken on the passage of a bill, entitled "An
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act to regulate the rates of discount charged by banks, and other corporations in this State authorized to loan money," he anounced that,
had he been present, he would have voted for the passage of said

bill,
And then the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1878.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

amend the

·por_ate the
[ertarn pow.
Lexington
oved March
for the ap·
," approved

I n act and

Abill to authorize the sale of the Kentucky Turn pike Road Com-

pany, in Clark and Fayette counties.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and. the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dis pensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

~ureau;

aforesaid.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to

fod
~eable can·

whom had been refe1·red a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An ·act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts conce1;ning the management of the Wilderness Turnpike Road," approved April 21, 1873, and to amend the
actapproved February 13, 1874, to amend the above named act,

·s when the
/titled "An

Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with", ·
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof he
111
aforesaid .

James
CTeme

Ml'. Robertson, from the Committee on General Statutes, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

J.F. B
!JI.

An act for the benefit of J. 0. Hays, sheriff of Hardin county,
Reported the same with an amendment .

Gabrie
Beoja
&Jmu

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendmen~
it was decided in the affirmative.

T.J.
W.H.
Pat. 0

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the . constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,

A. R.
A. C.
John

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

Peter
Denn

The following petition was prese nted, viz:
By Mr. AllensworthThe petition of sundry citizens of Guthrie City, asking the passage
of a charter for said town.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
·the Committee on Corporate Instit~tions.
A message was received· from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House of Repreresentatives to a bill which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. 0 . Hays; sheriff of Hardin county.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. 0. U. McElroy, R. L. Spalding,
and A. R. Clarke a committee to visit and ascertain the fees received
by certain officers in the city of Louisville.

Mr. Owens moved a suspension of the rules to have a bill reported.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Robertson, wern as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. K. Bailey,
Thomas A. Robertson, John A. Thomas,
A. Buford,
0. W. Russell,
John Chas. Thompson,
Henry Campbe ll,
Thomas Sanders,
Isaac T. Wes_t,
r
Charles Godshaw ,
T. W. Scott,
LaFayette Wilson- 0·
Those who voted in the negative, wereOrnmwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Montgomery_Merritt,
0. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Tipton A. Miller,
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JamesP. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose,
J.F.Bennett,
)JI.Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Bnrr,
T.J. Bush,
W.H. H. Callihan,
Pat. Campion,
A.R.Clarke,
A.C.Cope,
John Cowan,
W.J. Edrington,
PcterG. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
)[r. Owens moved
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W. Scott Gresham,
E: H. Morin,
J. W. Griffith,
J.M. Neal,
Milton Hamilton,
Otho Nunn,
W. L. Hazelip,
T. J. Oatts,
T. M. Hill,
James O' Bannon,
W. H. Hillsman,
W. C. Owens,
Josiah Hunter,
J. S. Owsley,
Lewis Jones,
B. Mills · Parrish,
J. Q. Lackey,
James Perkins,
Richard Lambert,
Wm. Points,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. M . Reed,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ferdinand Riguey,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
W. J. 1VIcElroy,
John D. Thompson,
J a,m es F. Means,
G. H. 1:owery-57.
to reconsider the vote_by which said motion was

lost.
)[r. Goodnight moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
wagdecided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requirnd thereon by Messrs. Owens and

Hill, were as follow~. · viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
Otho Nunn,
JamesP. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
RobcrtF. Allensworth,.Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
Clement. R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
l.K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
l.F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard,
UL Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A: Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
W.R. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
John Cow~n,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
~/ Edrmgton,
Clarence U. McElroy; John Chas. Thompson,
Dne~ Eversole,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
James F. Means, .
G. H. Towery,
c· A. Glenn,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West,
harles Godshaw,
Tipton A. Miller,
H. P. Whitaker,
1
tcH. Goodnight, J.M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson--58.
even E. Green,
Those who voted in the negative, wereT. J, Bush
J. W. Meador,
J. S. Owsley,
T.M. Hill 1
W. C. Owens,
Thos. A. Robertson-6.

'
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At 10:20 :o'clock, A. M., Mr. Owens moved that the House adjourn
until Monday morning, at 10 o'clock.
And the question bein-g taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Robertson, were as follows, viz:
Th~se who voted in the affirmative, wereT. J. Bush,
E. H. Morin,
W. C. Owens-4.
Peter G. Fischer,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
J, F. Bennett,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas· A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambe1·t,
C. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason,J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McE!roy, Clinton K. Tharp,
A. C. Cope,
W. J.' McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador, ·
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merl'itt, Jahn Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-68.
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
Mr. Goodnight offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That this House hereafter consider no measure, by bill or

otherwise, out of its regular order, until the regular call of committees is
completed, and the Speaker shall entertain no motion in conflict with the
·provisions of this resolution.
Mr. Owens moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Hill, ,vere as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, were--

use adjourn

tl motion, it
Owens and

B-4,

'ish,

I

s,

we,

ard

Itl, '

gney,
obertsoo
Rouse, '

purr,

1:·

James P. Allen,
M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
RobertF. Allensworth, Green R. ~{.eller,
J. T. Tartar,
J.K. Bailey,
E. H. Monn,
John Chas. Thompson,
W.J.Edrington,
W. C. Owens,
Isaac; T. West-12.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
C. T. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose,
J. F. Bennett,
J. l\11. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Pat.Campion,
John Cowan,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodaight,
Leven E. Green,
At 11:05 o'clock, A.

W. Scott Gresham,

T. J. Oatts,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Milton llamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rign-ey,
Lewis Jones,
Thqmas A. Robertson,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
Thomas H . Mannen, T. W. Scott,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder,Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. W. Meador,
Joht1 A. Thomas,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-53.
Otho Nunn,
M., Mr. Owens moved that the House adjourn

until Monday next, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
And the question beiug -taken on the adoption of said motion, it

larp,
~as,
~pson,
1ompson,
pson~

Robertson, were as follows, viz :

fson-68.

T. J. Bush,
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was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess1·s. Owens and
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

W. C. Owens-2.
Those who voted in the negative, wereOtho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
W . Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
James
Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
J. F. Bennett,
T. M. Hill,
G . W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
Lewis Jones
Thomas A. Robertson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lambert,
H.

11..-99
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Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder
A. R. C larke,
Thomas H. lVIannen, J. T. Tartar'
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
Hancock T;ylor
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Thar~
.Tohn ' Cowan,
W. J. Edrington,
Clarence U . McElroy, John A. Thomas'
Abner Eversole,
W . .J. ~cElroy,
Andrew Thomps~n,
Dennis Gleason,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas. Thompson
D. A. Glenn,
James F. Means,
Jno. D. Thompson '
Charl e ~ Godshaw,
Montgomery Merritt, G . H. Towery '
Isaflc H . Goodnight, Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West:
Leven E. Green,
.J.M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-72.
At 11 :20 o'clock, A. M., Mr. 0 wens moved that the House adjourn . until Monday morning, at 9 o'clock.
The Speaker pro tcm., .Mr. W. J. McElroy, declared said motion to
be out of order.
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From this decision of the Speaker Mr. Owens appealed to the
· House, and reduced his appeal to writing, as follows, viz:
The member from i:::icott moves that when this House adjourns, it ad.
journ to meet again on Momla.y, at 9 o'clock. The Speaker ruled ·the
moLion ont of order, from which decision the member from Scott appeals
to the Hou~e.

order
Al
adjo
An

Mr . Mc Elroy then vacated the chair, and designated Mr. Feland to
occupy the same, who took the chair and presided.
The question was then taken, "Shall the decision of the chair
stand as the decision of the House?" and it was decided in the
affirmative.

Tb
Bigg

The yeas and nays being required .t hereon by Messrs. Owens and
Snyder, were as follows, viz:

John
Pete

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
.J.M. Nefll,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Otho Nunn,
J. F. Bennett,
W. H. Hillsman,
T. J. Oatts,
J.·M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
James Perkins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. C. Cope,
T. J. Lewis,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W. J. Ed rington,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
James Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
Clarence U. McE!roy, John D. Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery-37.
Leven E. Green,

Cro1
C.1

Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. ,M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
vV. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robert,on,
,Clement R. Ambrose, T. ~- Hill,
C. W. Russell,
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!,Buford,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
T.J.Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W . Scott,·
\V.H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
.
Benrl' Campbell,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
)obnCowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. T. Ta rtar,
JobnFeland,
E. H. Morin,
Hancock Taylor,
Denni,Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Andrew Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
Isaac T. West,
J. \V. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
LaFayette Wilson-36.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, Mr . Goodnight moved

I

tosu,pend the orders of the day.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

rid motion to

was decided in the affirmative.

iealed to the

orders of the day.
At 12:15 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Feland moved that the House do now

~~ urns, it ad.

adjourn.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

j_ House ad,

Iler ruled ·the
scott appeals

1

r. Feland to
of the chair
ided in the
Owens and

J'l"ish,
ins,
igney,
, Rouse,

Tharp,
omas,
Thompson,
ompson,

•ry-37.

r,1;d,

11'- obert.on,

ell,

l!r. C. U. McElroy moved to reconsider the vote postponing the

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays heing required thereon by Messrs. Spurr and
Bigger, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affi rmative, were-G. W. Prichard,
W . H. Hillsman,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas Sanders,
J.
Q.
Lackey,
\\'. J. Edrington,
J . T. T artar-1 i .
W. C. Owens,
John Felaod,
Joseph
L.
Pope,
Peter G. Fischer,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
J.M. Neal,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
· Otho Nunn,
lames P. Allen,
M il ton Hamilton,
T. J. Oatts,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M . Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
l.lC Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
B . Mills Parrish,
J.F. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
Wi lli am Points,
Ul._Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambet·t,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W Scot.t,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
W. H. 1-l. Callihan,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spun,
!enry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
· C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A . Thomas,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy.
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W . Meador,
John D." Thompson,
~-A.Glenn,
James F. Means ,
G. H. Towery,
h~rles Godshaw,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. \Nest,
Tipton fi.. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson-57. ·
1e,en E. Green,
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The q ue~tion was then taken on the adoption of the motio n on!r,
C. U. McElroy to reconsider, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The House took from the ordera of the day a bi ll , entitled
A bill to authorize the erection of dams across Licking river.
lVII'. Hill offered an amendment to said bill. .

Mr. Hamilton moved to recommit said bill and amendment to tbe
Committee on Internal Improvement, with instructions to said com.
mittee to report said bill on Tuesday, the 12th inst., at

11½ o'clock,

~em
ment
Comm
Green
tion l
going

Th
exam

A.M.

the t

And the ·qu.estion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

rent:
or th
of yo

Mr. Hamilton withdl'ew from the House the resolution in regard to
the Clel'lc of the Court of Appeals.
Mr. Hazelip, from the joint committee to examine into the condition of the Green and Bal'ren rivers, and their management by the
Green and Barren River Company, offered the following report, viz:
FRANKFORT,

KY., March 7th, 18i8.

To tl1e General Assembl,y of tlie Commonwealth of Kentucky:
Your commi~tee, appointed 'in pursuance of a joint resolution of the
two Honses, to visit G1·een and Barren rivers and examine into the condi,
tion of tho locks and dams on said rivers, and also to inquire into the
rates and charges for carrying freights on said line of nav igatiou, beg
leave respectfully to report as follows:
Your committee, on the - day of February, 1878, proceeded to thecily
of Bowling Green, accompanied by P1·ofessor R. H. Fitzhugh, a sl~illed
and ae;complished e;ivil engineer. Tbis being of consequence, the commit,
tee and engi aeer Look passage on one of tbe boats of the Green and Barren .Ri,·er Navigation Company, and proceeded down the river in discharge
of tho duty aRsigned them, and were accompanied by the President of the
N avigution Company and a number of its officers; and it is propet· to state
that they otfered the comm itLee every fac ility in their power to make 11
thorough examination, and perform the duties assigned them.
'fhe boat was run at the discl'etion of the committee, giving amplo
opportuni~y Lo make as complete imip_e ction of Lbe works as could woll be
made under the circumstances. Owing to the high stage of water, it was·
impossible to make a satisfactory examination of the dams, as the water
was running over same at a depth of two or three feet. The examination
of the locks, when emptied, was much more satisfactory. These works
were constructed many years ago, at an expense tot h e St a te o f 1nore th·tn
'
eight hundred thousand dolla1·s, a n d, a(ter having been operated und er
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~emnnngement of the State, through the Board of Internal Improvement for n Jong ti me, were fon n d to be u n pt·ofi table and ·expensive to the
Commonwealth. In the year 1868 tho river and works were leased to the
Green and Barren River Nav igation Company free of ch,irge, on condiiioo that said company shoulu keep said works, &c., in repair, ~ithout
going further into detail:
The committee are of tho opinion, so far as they were able to make
examination, that said company, so far, have substantially complied with
1heterms of their said contract. and that their bond is still good and sol;eot; tho report of the enginee1·, Pt·ofessor .Fitzhugh , giv in g many details
oflheoxaminntion made by him , is he1·eto annexed as part of tbe report
if your committee.
On the question of charges for freights, passengers, &c., your committeeexnmined a large number of witnesses, residing along the line of the
navigation company, as to the charges fot· freights, passengers, lockage,
kc. 'l'he rate fol' lockage is fixed by law, and yout· committee did not
know that the company at any ti me exceeded the charges so fixed. Your
committee feel constrained to say, that the weight and substance of the
testimony taken by them was favorable to the company now in charge of
tbe river, so far as we could learn. The ·general opinion is, that the present management of this lin e is far pref'erable to the management had
ondedhe State in other years. 'rhis company comes in competition more
or less with several of tbe lines of public transportation-with the Louit:1·ville nod Nashville Railroad, Paducah and Elizabethtown Railroad, the
01vensboro and Russellville Road, anu the St. Louis and Southeastern

(d to the city
rrh, a skilled
'
the commit.
en :.nd Bario discharge
ident of the
oper to state
· to make a

Rond.
Atpoi11ts of competition with these lines your committee find that the
rates of the Green and Barren River Company are reduced in the ritce for
business. Indeed, the committee are of opinion that this is more 01· less
the case along all the lines of public transportation throughout the State.
AtpointM where no competiti on exists, the comm ittee are of op ini on that
the rates charged are mnch higher, and some few cases brought to their .
notice, excessive. A.s to what legislation is necessary to prevent excessive charges on this and other pnblic lines of transportion in the State,

ving amplo
ou Id well be
~ater, it wasas the water
examination
t hese works
f more than
rated under

your committee expresses no opinion ..
Twenty years of the lease of the Green an'd Barren River Company are
unexpired, and.with fair prospects of gain and success before them. Your
committee submit that self-in terest, if nothing else, should prompt said
company to .keep said works in good repair for a number of years. A.t
lonstyour committee would state that th.e re is no little complaint against
th0 compaoy; but when examined into, seem for most part indefi~ite and
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intangible; indeed, it appeal's to you1· committee tuat shippers and bnsi.
ness mon general ly along the river seemed least disposed to complain.
A ll of whicb. is most respectfully submitted.

R G. HAYS, Chairman.
JAMES B. GARNETT
JAS. B. MASON,
'
J. l\'L NEAL,
W. L . HAZELIP.
Which was l'ead.
Mr. Bush moved to l'ecommit said report to said joint committee.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,il
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Adair read and laid on the table the following joint resolution,
viz:

Resolved by the General Assembly of' the Commonwealth nf Kentucq,
That this General Assembly proceed, on 'l'hursday, March 14, 1878, to the
election of a Lessee of the Kentucky P,rnitentiary, to succeed the pre,enl
incumbent when his term of so1·v ice shall exp it·e.
A message was rec e ived from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representativei,
entitled

}hi.:
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An act authorizing the judge of the Bourbon county court to call
the county court together for the purpose of building or improving
the county jail, and to make levy to pay for the same.
With an amendment.
That they had passed a bill, entitled

B

An act for the benefit of E. J. Ross, assessor of Livingston coun~.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.

m

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bill be referre'd to the Committee on County
Courts.
That they had adopted joint resolutions of the following titles,
viz:
Resolution for the benefit of R . H. Fitzhugh, R. G. Hays, James B.
Garnett, James B. Mason, W. L. Hazelip, and J. M:- Neal.
Re.iolution providing for the payment of expenses of joint com·
mittee of Agricultural and Mechanical College ·of Kentucky Uni·
versity.
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Also asking leave to withdraw from this House a bill, which origi-

ppers and buli.
o complain.

oaied in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky.
Which was granted, and said bill delivered to the Senate by the

, Ohafrman.

I ARNETT,

Clerk of this House.
Amessage was received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,

SON,

Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre-

LIP.
t committee.
aid motion, ii

senlatil'es, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce into
one the several acts relating to the town of Stanford," approYed
April 4, 1861, and to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the

int resolution

charier of the town of Stanford," approved March 8, 1876.
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts and amended

'

nf Kentucky,

l

~4, 1878, to tie
the presenl

red

ng that they
resentatim,
court to call
or improving

aclsin reference to the town of Auburn.
An act supplementary to an act passed at the present session, entitled "An act to ame1icl an act, entitled 'An act to incorporate the
Cumberland and Ohio Railroad Company,' approved 24th February,
1869."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish the People's

Bank," approved February 15, 1856.
An act to amend an act, entitle,! '' An act to reduce into one the
several acts in relation to the town of Danville," approved March
10th, 1873.

An act authorizing the county court of Lincoln county to raise

rston county.

money to erect a jail.
An act to amend the charter of the town of West Covington, in

ad a second
on as to the
e on Counly

owing titles,
ys, James B.

I.
f joint com·
ntucky Uni·

Kenlon county, Kentucky.
An act to change the line between the counties of Breathitt and
Perry.
An act to regl1late and define the jurisdiction of the police judge

of the town of Woodburn, Wanen county.
An act for the benefit of George Staton, of Bath county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to authorize a committee
appointed by the Kenton county court of claims to sell the poorhouse farm of said county."
An act to authorize the county court of Lyon county to appoint a
deputy or deputies for John Boyd, late sheriff of Lyon county, to
collect uncollected taxes and fee-bills.
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An act relating to the establishment of a poor-house in Nelson
county.
An act to inco!'porate Columbus College, in Hickman county, Ken.
tucky.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Cave City, Barren
county, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Murphy, a pauper idiot,
An act to amend the qity charter of Owensboro, authorizing its
mayor and council to fund the railroad and school bonded debt of
said city.
An act to amend an act, entitled ·" An act to incorporate the German Protestant Orphan Asylum Company," approvetl January 9th,
1852.

An act to authorize the McLean county court to issue bonds to pay
off the indebtedness of the county.
An act empowering the board of trustees of Monticello to refund
certain money to William D. Haynes.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 44, in Fleming county,
An act to incorporate the Endowment Association of Alexander
College, of Burksville, Cumberland county, Kentucky.
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of the town
of Booneville, Owsley county, Kentucky."
An act for the benefit of W. P. Smith and Henry Moss, of Jelfer·
son county.
An act for the benefit of Peter Fontaine, of Meade county.
An act to change and define the boundary line between the coon·
ties of Lawrence and Martin.
An act to incorporate the Fair Association near Paducah.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Savings
Bank of Louisville ."
An act authorizing the board of trustees of the town of Catletts·
burg to grant rights of way over the stree.ts and alleys of sairl town
to railroad companies.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Whitaker,
And then the House adjourned.
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in Nelson
ounty, KenMONDAY, MARCH 11 , 1878.
ity, Barren
diot.
horizing its
ded debt of

Amessage was recE:ived from the Senate, announcing that they
lad passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
or the following titles, viz :

An act to amend the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company.

te the Geranuary 9th,
onds to pay
o to refund
ng county.
Alexander
f the town

, of Jelfer·

COUD•

h.
e Savings

f Catletts·
said town

er.

ridge, and Grayson," app-roved Februat·y 23, 1876, so as to include
Bardin county, and to re-arrange the time of holding courts in several of said counties.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act for the benefit of Samuel M . Wilson, of Ohio county.
2. An act for the benefit of Martha Hope, of Ohio county.
3. An act to amend chapter 70 of the General Statutes, entitled

"Liens in Favor of Mechanics and Laborers and Material Men.''
4. An act for the benefit of Rebecca McCarty, of Whitley·county~
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordet·ed to be
read a second time.
•
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision

ty.

the

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a criminal

court for the counties of Daviess, Hancock, Ohio, Meade, Breckin-

as

to the

1econd reading of said bills being di spensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st, 2d, and 4th to the
Committee on Claims, and the 3d to the Committee on General Statutes.
That they had also passed a bill, entitled
An act to provide for the sale and conveyance of th·e inchoate
right of dower of married women who are confirmed inebriates.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
H.
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Resol?Jed, That said bill do pass, and that the . title thereof be as
aforesaid.
That they had concurred in the amendment p roposed by the Houee
of Represe ntati ves to a bil l which originated in the ~enate, entitled
An act to fh the terms of the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts
in the 12th judicial district.
That they had received official information that the Governor bad
approved and signed sundry enrolled bills and a resolution, whicb
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An ac-t for the benefit of C. M. Humpston.
An act for the benefit of W. G. Revill, late deput~ sheriff of Owen
county.

An a_ct for th e benefit of Julius R. Curle, of Hart county.
An act for the benPfit of J. M . Leste r, of Russell county.
An act to repeal an act, en titled "An act to provid e for the appointment of deputy constables in the city of Covington," approved
· January l I, 1873 .
An act for the benefit of Ed. Thomas, circuit court and late
county court cle rk of Grayson county.
An act to amend an act,. entitled "An act to revise and amend the
charter of the city of Newport, in Campbell county."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Louisville Railway Tran sfe r Company, and conferring certain powers in relation ther~to on the Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington
and Loui sv ille and Nashville Railroad Companies," approved March
IO, 1871.
An act to incorporate Og~en College.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to organize, establish,
and incorporate the Cadiz High School, in the town of Cadiz, in
Trigg county."
Ree:olution in regard to the repeal of the resumption act and
other financial matters.
Mr. Owsley , from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined s undry enrolled bills and resolutions, which
originated in the House of · Rep-i-esentatives, of the following titles,
·viz:
An act, entitled "An act to amend 'and reduce into one the several
acts in relation to the town of New Castle, Henry county, Ken·
,tucky;"
An act for the benefit of J. G. Morgan, of Clay county;
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An act for the benefit of Union and Henderson counties, and reereof be as

fYth e House

~t~, entitled
mrnal courts

l

overnor bad
ution, wbicb

riff of Owen
ty,
ty.
for the ap·
approred

ducing into one the acts relating to roads in said counties;
An act to release sheriffs of Green and Tay lot· counties from co llecting railroad taxes, and for other purposes;
An act to provide for the erection of a monument at the tomb of
Zachary Taylor;
An act for the benefit of the district and county officers in Estill
and Lee counties;
An act for the benefit of the Hill City Turnpike Road Company, in
Mason county, empowering them to collect certain road taxes, &c .,

of persons residing on the line of said road;
An act to incorporate Hfram Bassett Lodge 1 No. 305; Free and. Accepted Masons, of Lewisburg, Mason county, Kentucky;·
An act to incorporate the State Union Benevolent Society of Kentucky;
An act to aid in the erection of a monument over the grave of

,"

1

rrt and late

U amend the

orporate the
e1·tai n powd Lexington
oved March

e, establish,
of Cadiz, in
on act and
rted that the

Ltions, which
owing titles,

e the several
ounty, Ken·

fi

John C. Breckimidge;
An act for the benefit of R. H. Morrow, of Gallatin county;
An act to incorporate the Munfordville Turnpike Road Company;
An act to empower the county courts of the counties of Anderson
and Madison to take stock in turnpil~e roads in said counties;
An act for the benefit of G . P. Jolly, of Breckinridge county;
An act for the benefit ·of P. M. Ellison, late clerk of Calloway
county;
An act for the benefit of Stephen Carpenter, of Breathitt county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
Rich Pond, in W arrnn county;"
An act to incorporate the town of Homer, in Logan county;
An act for the benefit of Samuel Tate, late sheriff of Pulaski
county;
An act to protect game and small birds, and to punish trespass in
the county of Kenton;
An act to incorporate the town of Corinth, in Grant county;
An act to reduce into one the several acts i.n relation to the town
of Benton, in Marshall county;·
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
Burlington, in Boone county," approved March 11th, 1876;
An act for the benefit of J. W. Hendricks, of Simpson county;
An act to ratify the incorporation of the Central Mississippi Railroad Company and its consolidation with the New Orleans, Jackson,
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and Northern Railroad Company, under the name of the Ch'ic

ago,

St. Louis, and New Orleans Railroad Company, and to charter said
last named company;

An act to prevent ~he obstruction of creeks in Henderson county;
An act to define the duties and fix the compensation of the Public
Printer and Binder;
An act to amend the charter of the Bricklayers' Union, No. 4,o[
Louisville, Kentucky;
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At act for the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen county,
and R. N. Walker, late sheriff of Crittenden county;
An act for the benefit of John C. Leadford, sheriff of Jackson
county;
An act for the benefit of the Hope Baptist Church of Louisville;
Resolution in relation to extending the time for paying tax on distilled sp irits;
.
Resolution in relation to fixing the time to elect a Public Printer;
Also enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the District of Col<l Springs, in Ccj.mpbell county;"
An act for the benefit of J . C. Hays, sheriff of Hardin county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An ~ct to incorporate tbe Cum·
berland and Ohio Raill'Oad Company," approved February 24, 1860;
An act chartering the Neotrophian Society of Bethel College, in
Logan county;

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Shelbyv ille Railroad Company, and to authorize certain counties to take stock in the same," approved February 3, 1869;
An act to regulate the jurisdiction of the mayor of the city of
.Maysville, and of the town of Chester, in Mason county;
Resolution relating to the Governor's .Mansion;
And had found the same truly en rolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signatu re thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Hamilton offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That tbe Auditor of Public Accounts communicate to ·this
HouHe, at as eal'ly a day as practicable, whether or not tbe Clel'k of the
CourL of Appea!R, tho Register of tbe Land Office, and all oLbe~· State oilic:ials have reported and settled their accounts witb such Auditor 'for nil
tax and publie money whic:h has come to their hands pursuant to the lnw:
governing tbe duties of said officers severa ll y; and if said r eports an
settlements have not been made, and the money due the State bas not
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!)een paid then whether or not s ueh steps as are pI'ovided by l aw ha,ve
been tuko~ to compel sa(d r eports to be made, and coe1·ce the payment of
the sums due the State, 1f any.
Which was twice read and adopted'.

erson county;
of the Public

Resoluell, That the use of the hid! of tbe House of Represent,ati vcs be

ion, No. 4, of

tenilered to Col. Blanton Dunean and Col. Ben. Selby on Friday, the 15th
inst., t 8 o'clock, P. M., for the purpose of discussing the politieal q_ ues-

Dwen county,

Mr. Gresham offered the following resolution, viz:

11

tions of lbe dny.
Which was twice read and adopted.
~Ir. Robertson entered a motion to reconsider the vote adopting

ff of Jackson

the Senate,

said resolution.
Mr. Meador offered the following resol~tion, viz:
WIIEllEAS, Rundreds -of local, as well as some genernl bills, of importanco to the Commonwealth al'e now in the hands of committees, and
,bould be acteu. upon by the House; anu. whereas, the public interests
demnnd the speedy dispatch of a ll bns iness before the LegislaLure, and au
early adjournment; therefore,
Resolved, That hereafter when thi s House adjourns at 2 P. M., that it
adjourns to meet at 31:'. M., each day, dur ing the remainde1· of the present

ate the Dis-

session .
Mr. Meador moved to suspend the rule to take up .said resolution.

Louisville;

g tax on dis-

fH, Pdooo,;

I

county;

te the Cum·
ry 24, 1860;

1 College, io
the charter
e rtai o coun-

!i9;
the city of

And the question being tak en on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.

Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act to incorporate the town of Stamping
Ground, in Scott county.
By Mr. Lambert, from the same committee-A bill to incorporate Mephibosheth Lodge, No. 184, Independent
Order of Odd Fellows, at Princeton, Kentucky.
By Mr. Hill, from the same committeeA bill to repeal an act, entitled" An act to protect sheep from depredations by dogs," &c., s o fat· as the same appl ies to Simpson
county.
By Mr, Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvemen t-

A_ bill to incorporate the Plummer's Landing and Fox Springs

cate to· this
Clerk of the
er State offid itor 'for all
t to the lnws
r eports and

;ate bas not

Turnpike Road Company.
By same·
A hill declaring Big and
navigable streams.

Little Caney rivers, in Elliott county,
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By same-A bill to declare Quicksand creek a navigable st,:eam from its
mouth to the ri10uth of Spring Fork.
By same--

.

' A bill to amend an ac.t, entitled" Au act to incol'porate the Mitchellsville and Dry Creek Plank Road Company,'' approved November
29, J-8 50.

By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grie,.
ancesA bill to authorize B. B . Hensley, a constable of Pendleton county,
to appoint a deputy .

By Mr . Tartar, from the same committeeA bill to authorize the county court of Clay county to appoint
8
collector to collect the unpaid taxes and fee -bills due Wilson Magin,
late sheriff of Clay county.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the Salvisa and Kirkwood Turnpike Road .
By Mr. Adair, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend section 28 of an act, entitled "An act to in corpo·
rate the Madisonville and Shawneetown Straight-line Raill'Oad Company.

By Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on RailrnadsA bill to amend the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Rail·
way Company.
By l\lr. Godshaw, from the same committeeA bill to amend a;1 act to incorporate the purchasers of railroads,
approved March I, 1876.
By .Mr. W. J . McElroy, from the Committee on Agl'iculta re and
Manufactures-A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of J. A.
Thomas and others."
By Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to create a special road law for tbe county of Todd.
By Mr. Bigger, .from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to in corporate Fulton and Hickman Counties Hunting Club.
Wbi ch bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The ru le of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

. eam from its

third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
te the Mitch,
e<l November
8

and Grier,

leton couuty,

_

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the tit_les thereof be as

aforesaid .
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been refened, of the following

ti~e,, viz:
Br Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to amend an act., entitled" An act to incorporate the Chat-

to appoint a
ilson .i\la•io
0 I

taroi Railroad Company," approved March 11, 1873.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act for the benefit of the Versailles and Anderson Turnpike

wood Turn-

Road Company.
By sameAn act to authorize the collection of tolls on the New Castle and
Port Royal Turnpike Road, in the county of Henry.
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Prnpositions and Griev-

t to in corpo·

r;Jrn,d Co,,

ancesAn act for the henefi t of George W. Sanders, ferry owner at

Greenup, Kentucky.
By sameAn act for the benefit of Estill county.
By Mr. Tharp, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of G. H. Gates, of Daviess county.
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the benefit of common school district No. 58, in Greenup
county, and to enable the trustees thereof to levy a tax to build a

Street Rail-

f railroads,

culture and
1

efit of J. A.
urtsd<l.
nting Club.
ered to be

t

as to the

school-house therein.
By sameAn act to maintain a graded school in the town of Hartford,
and to provide for the erection of a school building therein.
By Mr. Hensley, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

ancesAn act for the benefit of John B. Brassfield, late sheriff of Whitley
county.
By Mr. Glenn , from the Committee on General StatutesAn act to amend chapter 10·0 of the General Statutes, title" Treasury Warrant Claims ."
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By M r. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act for the benefit of the Old State Road and Ripple Creek
Turnpike Road Company. ·
By Mr. Lambert, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Columbus Manufacturing Company.
By Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Cla_imsAn act for the benefit of L. J. Steely, committee for Amy Ann
Bryant, a pauper ·idiot of Whitley county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills heing dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Tharp, from the Committee on Claims,' who were directed to
prepare and bririg in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A hill for the benefit of Aaron Thresher, committee of Coleman
Carr, Riley Carr, William Carr, and Francis Kilgore, pauper idiots of
Pendleton county.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by tlte General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tuclcy, That the Auditor of Pub li c Accounts be, and ho is hereby, directed
to draw his warrant on the Treasu1-y in favor of Aaron Thresher, com.
mittee of Co leman CatT, H.iley Carr, William Carr, and Francis Kilgore,
pnnper ,idiots of Pendleton county, as follows.: for the use and snpporLof
the tb ree Cal'!'s, from February 18, 1877, unti I February 17, 1878, the sum
of $225, or $75 each; and for the use and support of said Kilgore, from
March 1, 1877, until February 18, 1878, the sum of $71 85, Lho above
sums being due said Tbreshe1; as committee. for the support of said idiots
during the period from the expidtion of five years afte1· the first inquests
and the holding- of second inquests in February; 1878.
§ 2. This act shall be in force from lts passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of th.e House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the pas8age of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were- as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr.Speaker (~urner), Charles Godsha~,
W. 0. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
J. S. Owsley,
c.T.Allen ,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Panish,
James P. Allen,
Milton ~amilton,
James Perkins,
RobertF.Allensworth,T. M. Hill,
Wm. Points,
J.K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Joseph L. Pope,
J.F.Bennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M.Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
Thomas H. Mannen, Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
David Martin,
0. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
!)lmund Burr,
W. J. lVIcElroy,
T. W. Scott,
W.H. H.Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A.R.0larke,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
lobnCowan, ·
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
W.J.Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Abner ~versole,
Otho Nunn,
H. l,. Whitaker,
John Feland,
T. J. 0 atts,
LaFayette W ilson-59.
D.A.Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
In the negative-G. H. Towery-I.

Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr.Bigger, from the Committee on the -Judiciary, to whom had been
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
·
An act to amend the several acts heretofore passed in relation to
the Jamestown magisterial district, in Campbell county, approved
respectively April 21, 1873, and March 16, 1876, and to provide for the
Mle of lots and lands delinquent for taxes in said district,
Reported the same with an amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption · of said amendment,

as to the

itwas ~ecided in the affirmative.
Ordernl, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House . and the constitutional provision as to the

e.

third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass and that the title thereof be as

as to the
e being

aforesaid.
Mr. Feland, from the Committee on Retrenchment and Reform, to
whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal sections ~ and 3, article 3, chapter 28, General
S!alutes, and to fix the compensation of the Reporter of the Court of
Appeals,
H,

R.-101
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Reported a substitute for said bill, and moved that said substitut
.
e
be printed, and made the special order for Thursday, the 14th March
J 878, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
'
An<l the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The .E-~ouse then took u_p the special order of the day, viz:
A bill to amend an act to incorporate the Green and Harren River
Navigation Company, and to regulate the ch.arges for freight by said
company and other boats navigating said rivers.
Mr. Bigger moved that the furthe1· consideration of said bill be
postpone<l.'antl the same be made the special order for Wednesday,
the 13th instant, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in tlie affirmative.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a
bill from the Senate, ei:ititled.
An act for the benefit of W. M. Threlkeld, late sheriff of Liv·
ingston county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That i;,aid bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
thir1 reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The q nestion was then taken on the ' passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
The Speaker appointed Mr. Rigney a committee to withdraw from
the Senate a bill, which originated in that body, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. H. Lester, of Russell county.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were dirncted to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti·
tied
A bill to provide slack-water navigation on the Kentucky river
and the Three Forks thereof.
Mr. Buford moved to print and recomm\t said bill to the Commit·
tee on Internal Improvement.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion·, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House took from
,the orders of the day the motion entered by Mr. Glenn to reconsider
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ilievote by which this House passed a bill, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
An act to fix the terms of the circuit, chancery, and criminal courts

d motion, it

io the 12th judicial district.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

,jz:

wasdecided in the affit-mative.
)Ir. Glenn then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill

arren River
ight by said
said bill be
Wednesday,

was ordered to its third reading.

And the question being taken . on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided 'in the affirmative.
Mr. Glenn then offered a substitute to said bill by way of amend-.

m~L
d motion, it

s ref erred a
riff of Liv-

.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute, it

,mdeci<le<l in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up a re,;;olution, which originated in the

on as to the
bill, and it

hdraw from

Senate, entitled
Resolution ·requesting our Senators and Representatives in Congress to urge the passage of the act appropriating public lands for
educational purposes.
Mr. Feland moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being takeri on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affi1·mati ve.

[ty.
ement, who
a bill, enti·

.ntucky river

the Commit·

~Ir. Tharp entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which said
resolution was laid on the table.
The House then took up the motion to reconsider the vote by
which this House rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
An act for the further propagation of food-fishes in the waters of
th
, is Commonwealth.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

id motion·, it

ie
0

took from
reconsider

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Feland moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
0rd ered to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Feland . moved that the further consideration of said·bill be
postponed, and the same made the special orde1· for Wednesday, the
13th instant, at 11:15 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took up the Senate amendment to a bill, which
ol'iginated i:n the Honse of Representatives, entitled
An act a _u thorizing the judge of the BoUl'bon county cou1·t to call
the county court together for the purpose of building or improving
.t he county jail, and to make levy to pay fo1· the same.
Which amendment was twice read and conct1rred in.
The House then took up the amendm e nt proposed by the Senate
to a hill that originated in the House of R e presentatives, entitled
An act to authorize the trustees of Catlettsburg to tax and license
the s ale of spirituous, malt, or -vinons liquors within the town of
Catl ettsburg.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of John Dougherty, of Daviess county.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the revenue laws of Kentucky.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
~ 1·. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Communwealtlt n( Ke~
tncky 'rhat artiele 8 1 section 11 of the revenue laws of this Commonwealt
be so' amended that the sheriff~ ot' such counties paying into the Treasury
of the State a less revenue than ten thousand dollars shall be allowed, ~s,
a eummi1:1tlio11 upon the same, ton per cent., and the Auditor of Pubh~
Accounts is hereby directed, in his settlements with them, t.o make sue
allowance.
.
§ 2. All laws in conflict with the provisions hereof be, and thll same are
hereby, repealed.
'
.
t
§ 3. 'fhis act to take effect from and after the first day of April nex'
but shall not apply to the revenue of eighteen hundt·ed and seventy-seven.
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Mr. Adair offered the following amendment to sai<I bill, viz :
Amend bv striking out" ten" and insert in lieu there0f "fiftee n," and
striking out "ten per cent." and insert •·six per cent."
Mr. West offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Strike out the words" ten thousand" and in sert the words'' six thousand."
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Mr. Bigger offered the following substitute for said bill, viz:
Be it enacted by the Generril Assembly of the Commonwerilth of Ken-

I1.

lucky, 'rbat art.icle 8 of section 11 of tbe revenue laws of this Common-

wealth be so amended that the sheriffs of this Commonwealth _sball receive
six per cent. upon all revenue collected and paid into the 'rreai-ury, as
commission for col lecting the same, in lieu of the commission now allowed
by law.
Mr. Mason moved to lay sai<l bill and amendments on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affhmati ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messt'd . Bigger and
Oatis, wel'e as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
William Points,
JamesP. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
RobertF. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,"
Wm. M. Reed,
l.F. Bennett,
Lewis J 9nes,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
A.Buford,
T. J. L e wis,
C . VI.'. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Millet',
John D. Thompso n,
W.J.Erlrington,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. T-owery,
Abner Eversole,
James 0' Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-41.
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles God s haw,
J. M. Neal,
Cromwell Adair,
Samuel D. Hensley,
T. J. Oatts,
J· K. Bailey,
Jos. M. Kash,
W. C. Owens,
M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
James PerkiQs,
aleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
8
penryCa~pbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W . Scott,
Campton,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
J · C. Cope,
W. J. McE lroy,
Andrew Thomp son,
DhAn Feland,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
· Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West-30.
The House then took up the amendment proposed by the Senate
to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled

2

t·

An act for the benefit o.f Buckner Wilhoit, a pauper idiot.
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And the question being taken on the concurrence in said amend,
ment, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Tumer), Isaac H. Goodnight, James. O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
W. C. Owens,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V..Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, T. W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
W. J . .McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
J., W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
John Feland,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-69.
In the negative-none.
The House then took up the amendment proposed by the Senate
to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act in relation to the posting of lands in this Commonwealth.
Which was read and concuned in.
The House then took up the amendment proposed by the Senate
to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and
small birds, and punish trespass."
Which was read and concurred in.
The House then took up a bill, entitled
·
A bill to amend section 16, article 8, chapter 92, title" Revenue and
Ta~ation," of the General Statutes.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
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tucky 'fhat section 16 article 8 chapter 92 title ".Revenue and Taxaf'
tion,", of the Gen_eral StaLutes,
be ' amended by' adding, at the en d th er·eo '
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"And if' the Rnme is not redeemed within the time a llowed and required
bv law, the said purchaser may ob~ain possession the1·_eof in the same
manner ns if purchased untlel' execution, and shall be entitled to the same
remedieR for that purpose. If, fot· any caus~, the eaid sale shall be invalid,
thepurch~ser shall hav e th~ same li en upon said p1·operty for the amo unt
of the taxes paid by him, w ith inte r est thet·eon at the rate of thirty per
cent. per annum, and the same s ha ll remain a n encumbrnnce thereon in
favor of U1e p111·ehaser, as if the said taxes had not been paid, unl oss said
tax~s hnd been paid by sa id owner p!·ior to said sale; and in that event,
theshel'iff shall be rcAponsib le on his official bond fut· the amo unt of the
snid taxes so paid. In a ny suit instituted by the purcha-ser for the possession of such property, al'te r the expiration of th e time for redemption,
if it should be adjndged or determined that said o,ale is in val id , and that
the purchaser is not entitl ed to the poRsession of t he property, the court
in which such proceeding is pending may, neve1·theless, adjudge to the
purchaser a li en for th e t:1x es and interest aforesaid paid by him , and
direotthe property to be so ld in pa_yment thereof; and his petition shall
not be dismissed without such adj11dication, but may be placed upon the
proper docket for that purpose."
Ordered, That s~id bill he e ngrossed and read a third time.
The rule of thP. House and the constitutional provision as to the
' third reading of said bill b e ing dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it

was decided in the affirmative
The yeas and nay s be ing required thereon by Messrs. Merritt and
Reed, were as follows, dz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Clement R. Ambrose,
J. F. Bennett,
Utl._Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
Joho Cowan,
W. J. Edrington,
~harles Godshaw,
\ even E._ Green,
~- H. H11lsman,

Lewis Jones,
T. J. Oatts,
Jos. M. Kash,
James O'Bannon,
Green R. Keller,
B. Mills Parrish,
J . Q. Lackey,
William Points,
Richard Lambert,
G. W . Prichard,
T . J. Lewis,
Wm. M. K.eed,
James Barbour Mason, Ferdinand Rigney,
J. W. Meador,
C. W. Russell,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towe1;y,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West-36.

Those who voted in the negative, were~lr.Speaker (Tarner) 1 J. W. Griffith,
Granville V. Rouse,
/'Kesl: Allen,
Mi'lton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
AB atley,
Samuel D. Hensley,
T. W. Scott,
W uford, .
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
p ·ti H. ~alhhan,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
Aa tmpton,
E. H. Morin,
John A. Thomas,
· O· ope,
J. S. Owsley,
Andi·ew Thompson,
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Abner Eversole,
James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker
D. A. Glenn,
Thos. A. Robertson,
LaFayette Wils~n-2 7.
Resolved, That the title of s_aid bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Points entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which said
bill was passed.
The I-I ouse then took up a joint resolution that originated in the
Senate, entitled
·
Resolution for the benefit of R. H. Fitzhugh, R. G. Hays, James B.
Garnett, James B. Mason, W. L. Hazelip, and J.M. Neal.
Mr. Neal offered an amendment to said resolution.
Mt·. Glenn moved that said resolution and amendment be referred
· to a special committee, with instructions to report to this House on
Thursday, 14th day of March, 1878, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Craycraft.
And then the House adjourned.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1878.

A message was receiverl from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend section 3, article 2, chapter 33, of the General
Statutes.
An act to amend the charter of Vanceburg, approved March 15,
1876.

An act for the b~nefit of B. W. Penick, committee ~f Taylor Mot·
ley, an adjuilged pauper idiot.
An act for the benefit of Lewis Stubbs, committee of Josephine
Workman, an adjudged pauper idiot.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Boston Station, Pendleton county."
An act to incorpornte the Franklinton and Five Mile Creek Turn·
pike Road Company, in Henry county.
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An act to charter the Savings Bank of Russellville.
An act to change the time of holding the criminal courts in the 6th
district and Taylor county.
An act to change the line between the counties of Laurel and

hich said

!l.ted in the

Jackson.
An act revi~ing and amending an act, entitled "An act to i ncorporate the town of Prestonsburg," approved March 9th, 1867, and

, James B.

amendatory thereto, reducing them into one.
An act to enable Warren county to retire its outstanding bonded

e referred
House on
motion, it
ft.

debt.
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to arriend and ex plain an act, entitled 'An act to incorporate the Green and Barren
River Navigation Company,' approved March 9th, 1868," approved
March 15th, 1876.
An act to incorporate Bergin; Mercer county, Kentucky.
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in justices' districts

Nos. 3 and 6, Hancock county.
An act to amend section 28 of an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Madisonville and Shawneetown Railroad Company."
An act to amend the charter of the Mount Ste.rling Gas-light Company.
An . act to amend an act, entitled ''An act to amend section 10,
article 2, chapter 27, General Statutes," approved March 7, 1876.
An act to incorporate the town of Bethlehem, in Henry county.

that they
sentatives,
e General

With an amendment to the last ·named bill.
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Alexander Deaton, late sheriff of Breathitt county, and his sureties on his revenue bond for the year 1875. .
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the

March 15,

Smithfield Cemetery Company."
2. An act concern~ng the sale of spirituous, vinous: and malt

ylor Mot·

liquors in Fulton county.
3, An act to incorporate the town of Wallonia, in Trigg county.
4· An act to amend the charter of the town of Dycusburg, in Cl'it-

Josephine
the town

eek Turn·

tenden county,
5- An act for the benefit of John Heaton, sr., of Henry county.
H.

R.-102
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6. An act to amend chapter 28, of the General Statutes, title" Conveyances."

ri

7. An act to amend chapter 56 of the General Statutes, title" Incorporated Companies."

er

H

Which bill;; were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a ~econd time.
The ru·le of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed \.Vith,
Oderecl, That said bills be referred-the 1st, 3d, and 4th to the
Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 2d to the Committee on
Moral and ReHgious ln;;titutions; the 5th to the Committee on Claims,
· and the 6th and 7th to the Committee on the General Statutes.
Mr. Meador offered the following resolution, vjz:
·wuEREAS, There are hundreds of local bills, as well as some of a general character, of vast importance to the Cornrnonwealth, that are now in
the hands of committees, and should be acted upon as speedily and at as
early a date as possible, in order to a n early sine die adjournment; therefore,
R esolved, That this House adjourn each day at 1, P. M., to meet again
at 3, P. M., and adjourn at 6, P. M., and at which evening sessions the
regular order of bnsincs:, shall be reports-of standing uommittees.
Mr. Cooke offered the followi,ng amendment to said resolution, viz:
Amend by inserLing from 8 until, 10, P. M., and to meet four .nights in
the week.

ju
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Mr. Reed moved to lay said resolution , and amendment on the
table.

IV

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affir~at.ive.
And so said resolution was _rejected.

fe

Mr. Buford, from the Committee on _Internal Improvement, to whom
the same had been recommitted, reported a bill, entitled
.-\: biil to provide slack-water
navigation in the Kentucky river
.
.
'
and the Three Forks thereof.

.

Mr. Buford moved that said bill be referred to a special committee,
with instructions to report at any time.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said . motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed on saiµ. committee Messrs.
Buford, C. T. Allen, Bainbridge, Lambert, Scott, Russell, and 91arke.
The House then took up the amendment p~oposed by the Senate to
a bill that originated in the House of R·e presentativ;es, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a cri_minal
-court for the cou'n ties of Daviess, Hancock, Ohio, Meade, Breckin-

it
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ridge, and Grayson," approved February 23, 1876, so as to include
Hardin county, and to re-arrange the time of holding courts in sev-

red to be

eral of said counties.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
Mr. West moved that a committee be appointed, to act in con-

as to the

junction with a similar committee from the Senate, to withdraw from
the Governor a bill that originated in the House of Representatives,

th to the

entitled
An act to change the line between the counties of Laurel and
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affimiati ve.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. ".'7est and Hamilton
said committee.
Mr. Bush, from the Committee on Military Affairs, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill , entitled
A bill in relation to the militia of this Commonwealth, and the
organization of the Kentucky State Guard.
Mr. Bush moved to make said bill the special order for Thursday,
the 14th inst., at l!)½ o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the a·ffirmative.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Judge W. L. Jackson,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as · follows, viz:
9I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Cmnmonwealth nf Kenfttcky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts is herebv directed to draw his
warrant in favor of Judge W. L. Jackson for the
of three hundred
dollar~, to be paid out of any money in the Treasur_y not othel'wise ap propriated. 'l'his appropriation is in full payment of said Jackson 's ser;iccs us special judge i~ the cases of H. l. Todd, Lessee, &u.,, against the
late, u~d the State aga1 nst H. I. 'l'odd.
2. This act to tal'rn effect and be in force from its passage.
Mr. Reed offered the following- amendment to said bill, viz:
Amend by striking out '' $300" and insertino- in lieu thereof
"$150."
'
'"'

sum

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Orde,.ed, That said ,bill, as amended, be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third.
·
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The question ""' as then taken on the pas!;,age of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative, not having received the constitutional
rn Rjori ty.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro.
vi,;ion of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, G. W. Prichard,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. lYI. Reed,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,
T: M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas A. Robertson
Caleb R. Brnoks,
Thomad H. Mannen, Granville V. Rouse,'
A. Huford,
James Barbonr Mason, C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Bush,
James F. Means,
T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Montg-omery Merritt, Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion ,
E. H. Morin,
J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James O'Bannon,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
W. C. Owens,
Cl.inton K. Tharp,
Dennis Gleason ,
J. S. Owsley,
John Chas. Thompson,
D . A . Glenn,
B. Mills Parrish,
H.P. Whitaker,
Charles Godshaw,
Joseph L. Pope,
LaFayette Wilson-45.
Those who voted in the negative, were-Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
Otho Nunn,
Clement B, . Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
· Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J . Edrington,
Tipton A . Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
J. iVI. Neal,
G. H .. Towery,
Milton Hamilton,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West-24.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Snyder entered a motion to reconsider the vote rejecting said
bill.
The House took from the orders of the day the amendment proposed by the Senate as a substitute to a bill, which originated in the
House of Repl'esentatives, entitled
An act to amend an act, en t.itled "An act to establish an Insurance
Bureau," ,approved March 10, 1870.
Said bill _reads as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted b.1/ the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky, There is hel'eby established a department, to be designated ~he

" D u part me n t of Insurance of Ken tacky," which shall be charged_ wi th
the e nfol'ce mont of the laws beretofore passed, 01· which may herea!Lerbe
pasF<ecl , r elating to insnranue.
§ 2. 'fho Governor shall appoint some suitable person skilled ,~ 8 a~
insurnnce actuary, to take charge of the" Department of Insurance, wh
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he designated" Insurance Commissioner of the State of Kentucky,"
ball hold his office until the expiration of the term for which the
or making the appointment shall have been elected, and until a
or has been appointed, unless sooner removed by the Governor,
consent of the_Senate. He shall not be, during his continuance in
interested in any in surance company, except as a policy-holder .
. The Insurance Commissioner shall receive an ·a nnual salary of
O. There shall also be paid the st1ms necessary to secure the ~terical
actuarial 11sRistnnce necessary to the discharge of all the duties devolvtiy law on the Department or the Commis~ioner.
The State shall not be responsible for the expense of the establish' and future management of the Department of Insurauce, but the
shall be provided for and paid by the fees and al1owances named in

aot.
fi. The Commissioner may appoint a clerk to assist him in the duties

s,

eDopartment, who shall receive a sa lary of $2,000 per annum. The
ry of the Commissioner and his clerk shall be paid monthly out of
Treasury of the Commonwealth, ont of the in su t·ance fund, in the
8 manner as other salari es are paid.
The Governor shall assign other
rksto aid the CommisE1ioner when it may become necesAary.
6. The Commissioner shall appoint one of his clet·ks to be his deputy,
shall possess the powers and perfot·m all the duties attached by law
e office of principal, during a vacancy in such office, and during the
nee or inability of his principal. The Commissioner and his deputy,
any person authorized by them to perfol"m a special duty, shall be
powered to administer oaths in the discharge of their several dnties.
7. The Commissioner and bis deputy, before entering- on the discharge
their duties, shall take and s nbscribe the.oath of office prescribed by
Constitution and laws of' this State, which shall be filed and preserved
the office of the Secretary of State; and the Commissioner Ahall also
utea bond, with sufficient eureties, to be appt·oved by the GovQrnor,
the penal sum of $~0,000, for the faithful discbarge of all the duties of
office.
8. 'l'he Commissioner shall visit and examine any insurance company
rpornted in this State, on requisition by five or mot"e persons, oach of
illm is a stockholder or creditor or pecnniarily interested in such comny, which requisition shall contain a statement, made under oath, by
five or more personA making it, that they believe the company to be
an unsound condition, and shall state the grounds of such belief; and
';/ whenever he deems an examination necessar_y, or suspects the cort~ess of any annnal statement, or that the affairs of any company
mg such statement are in an unsound condition. At such times he
-11 have access to its books and papers, and shall thoroughly inspect
dex~m!no all its affairs, and make inquiries such afl are necessary to
rtam its co11dition and ability to fulfill its engagements, and whethet·
Jhas complied with all the pt·ovisions of law app licable to its transac-

uone.

§9. He !11ay, whenever he deems it necessary, or when requested, as in
heprecedmg section, examine into the affairs and condition of any insura~ce?ompany doing business in this Stute, not organi.zed under the laws
'O this State, or cause such an exam inati on to be made by some person,
notc~nnected with any insurance company, appointed hy him; anti whene;e~ it shall appeat·, to the EJatisfaction of the Commi&sioner, that the
1
1'R of any such cornpauy are in an unsound condition, or not conforma e to any standard 11dopted by this Commonwealth; or, if any such

\j
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company shall refu se to permit the examination herein designated h
shall revoke all certificates g1·autcd in behalf of such company and's'h ;·
cause a notification thereof to be published in some newspaper ~f gen 81
circu,lation, p~blished (n this ~tate; _and all ~1ge~ts of such co'mpany:~1
after such notice, requ11·ed to d1scont1nue the 1ss u10g or deliverina of an'
new policy, or the renewal of any previously issued, or the elfe~Ling {
any form, of any new insu1·ance for or on account of such company unde!
a p enalty of five hundred dollars for each offense.
'
§ 10. He ma.v summon and examine, unde1· oath, tho director~, office!'!,
and agents of any in ,i_u rance company, and such other persons as hema
think proper, in relation to the affairs, transactions, and condition ofsai~
company. Whoever, without justifiable cause, refuses to appear and tes.
ti_fy, when so re<;iuired, or obstnwts the_ Commissione1· in the dischurgeof
his duty, shall, for each offense, be punished by a fine not excecdingone
th ousand dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year; and if the
directors, offioe1·s, or itgents of any insurance company, not incorporated
by the Commonwealth of Kentucky, but transacting business therein
shall refuse to app·ear and testify, when so required , the Commissione;
shall revoke the certificate of authority and license of such companv and
its agents.
" ,
§ 11. Wben, in his opinion, an in surance company, its officers or agents,
have vio lated any Jaw of this State relative to such company, the Com.
missioner shall fol'thwith repol't the facts, with the testimony reduced to
writing, and signed by the witneAs, upon which his opinion is foanded,lo
the Attorney General, whose duty it shall be at once to prosecalesucb '
company, office!', or agent, therefor: Provided, That, upon the examiua.
tion of the testimony, be shall deem such prosecution prope1·.
§ 12. He shall annually, i_n Septembel', furnish to insurance companies
of this State, and to tbe agen ts of in surance companies not incorporated
in this State, and doing business therein, so far as their agents are known
to him, two or more printed cories of tJ:ie forms of annual returns to be
mad e to him by all such companies.
§ 13. Upon some day in each year, designated by him, the Commissioner
shall ca lculate the existing values of all outstanding policies of life insurance in companieR authorized to make in1:1urance on lives in this State
according to the standard designated and estab lished by the laws of this
State: Provided, however, 'l'hat if any company incorporated by any State,
where a regularly organized Insurance Bureau or Department exists,
shall furnish a certificate under sea l, in due form, of the Insurance Uom,
missioner or Superintendent, sett ing forth the existing values of all its
outstanding policies, such certificate s hall be rece ived as evidence by the
Insurance Commissioner of this Commonwealth, and no valuation of ~he
policies of such company shall be made by him. The cost of makrng
eve1'Y valuation under this section shall be assessed on the company whose
poli cies are so valued.
·
§ 14. The Commissioner shall, annually, at the earliest practic~ble d~te,
after the returns are received from t,be severa l insurance companies dorng
business in this State, publish a report of their condition, with such sugf
gestions as be deems expedient, and shall include the1·ein an aggregateo
the calculated values of all outstanding policies of life insurance asce~tainecl by him in tbe manner prescribed in the preceding 1:1ection; and,rn
connection therewith, shall prepare an abstract uf all returns nod state·
ments made to him by such insurance companieA and agents .. One thou·
sand copies of such reports shall be published by the Oommiss1011er~t the
expense of the Insurance Department, together with sucb otbor printed
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atter as may be necessary; all to be let by the Commissioner to the
The Commissioner s ha ll pl ace the same before
t~eLegislature, with an aceount of the receipt:; and expe11ses of the Department.
i 15. 'l'he Commi ssion er shall keep a nd preserve, in a permanent form,
afullrecord of his proceeclingR, includin g a conc- ise statement of the condition of each company visited or exami ned by l1im.
po. 'rhe records of the said In s ul'ance D epat·tment shall at a ll t imes
he open to the inRpcction .of t,he publie, s ubj eet to s uC!h rules as may be
made by the Commissionet· for their sa.fe -keeping- , fr.ee from any ebarge
whatever, 11nd he shal l, on demand, furnish certified copies of any paper,
report,or document on fil e in hi s office to any pen,on r equesting the same,
upen payment .of the fees allowed b_r law.
p7. 'l'he Commissioner shall, imm ediately upon obtaining a suitable
office, which the Governor shall pt·ovide and caui;e to be furni shed und
supplied with a suitab le fil' e -proo t vau lt and burg lar proof safe, apply to
lhe8ecretary of State, Auditor, and 'l't·eas urer, and any and all other personsorofficers, for all books, papers, documents, and records pertaining to
the subject of insurance now on til e or· kept in their offices, and shall
deposit and safely keep the sa me in hiA office. In C!ase any of the 1·eco rds
are contained in books devoted to other purposes, the officer having ch urge
thereof shall deliver to him a certified eopy thereof; and every Oommis1ionenhall, upon retiring from offiee, deliver to hi s qualified l:!uccessor the
possession of his office, and al I furni turn, papers, and -property belonging
lo the same.
p8. 'l'he CommiRsioner, with the approval of the Governol', shall
devise a seal, with suitable inseription , for the Depa rtment of Insurnnce;
adescription of whieh, with it certificate of approva l by the Govern0r ,
logcther with an impn,s~ ion th ereof, sball be fil ed in the office of bhe Secretary of St11te, wh ieh seal shall t herc u pon be and become the sea l of the
Insurance Departm ent, and the same may be r,rnewed whenever necesBll:Y: Every certificate, assignment, or conveyance, executed by the Com ~111S1oner, relating to the bu sin ess of insurance or an insurance company,
mpursnance of authority conferred by law, and sea led with said seal of
office, ~hull be received as evidenee, and may be recorded in the proper
recordrng office, in the same manner and with the same effect as a deed
regularly acknowledged or proved before an officer authorized by law to
la~o tho proof or acknowledgm en t of deeds; and a ll eopies of papers in the
ollico of_ said Department, certified by tho InsuraJJCe Commissioner, and
~ulhont1cated by the said seal, shall, in all cases, be evidence equally and
mhke manner with the origi11al.
. 519, 'l'bero sha ll be collected and paid to tbe Commissioner the followmg lees and allowances, for the use of tbe Treasury, to defray the expenses or_ the Department, viz:
.
For filing copy of charter or other articles of association or deed of
settlem~nt not before filed, and keeping same, $40.
.
For license to eacb agent of fire eompanies, and certificate of seal of
0ffi ce for each, $5.
And !or license to each agent of life companies, and certificate of seal
0f office for each, $10.
:or fili_ng declaration of intention to form an insurance company, $50.
t or filing annual 1.<tatement of C'lndition, &e., required to be made in
o;ms furnishtJd by bi m as per section 12 caeh $40.
·
/rany additional or' supplemental statement for the same year, $25.
or seal of office, with certificate, $1.

fwest nnrl best bidder.
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For copies of any paper on file or deposit with the 'freasurer or in h'
18
office, 20 cents per folio.
'
For certificate of original deposit of securities required by law SlO
.For any change of securities in the agg1·egate, $1.
' ·
For cost of making valnations, under section 13, not to exceed thre
8
cents on every one thousand dollarA of insurance effected.
And the said Com_missioner is authorized to_ assess a pro rata amount
upon the grosA receipts, less losses actually paid, of each insurance com.
pany doing business in this Commonwealth, to provide for any deficiency
for defraying the expenses of the Department. '
§ 20. This act shall take effect and be in full force from and after the
first Monday in January, 1880,
Said substitute reads as follows, viz :

w
A~

Le
J.

s~
to

~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the C1mmonwcalth of Kentucky, That an act, entitled ''An act to establish an Insurance Bureau,"

approved March 10th, 1870, be so amended as to require tbat all fetis
therein directed to be paid to the Auditor for ex officio services, sball be by
him paid, when collect.ed, into the State Treasury, for the use and benefit
of the Commonwealth; and in lieu of said fee!l, the Auditor shall be paid
out of the T1·easury an annual salary of one thousand dollars for the ex
officio services required of him by said act.
§ 2. This act shall be in force from and after the expiration of the term
of office of tbe present Auditor.
_
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. McElroy and Bigger, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
James F. Means,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Montgomery Merritt,
J. M. Bigger,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
W. L. Hazelip,
C. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Mannen, John Chas. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor-31.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen;
J. Q. Lackey,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. J. Lewis,
Joseph· L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,·
David Martin,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
W. J. McElroy,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. W. Meador,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Tipton A. Miller,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. H. H. Callihan,
E. H. Morin,
G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
J.M. Neal,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Pat. Campion,
Wm. Neal,
John · A. Thomas,
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W.J. Edrington,

Otho Nunn,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Gatts,
G. H. Towery,
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
J. w. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker,
SRmuel D. Hensley, J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-45.
Mr. Taylor, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
Abill for the benefit of L. M. Lasley.
Said bill was read the fast time as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, L. M. Lasley, a deputy sheriff of .Lincoln, bas performed
extraordinary services and incuned large expenses in ferreting out, bunting up testimony, and anesting a number of persons, who are now in
cuetodv 110d awaiting trial in Lincoln and Garrard counties fot· criminal
offense·s, by which conduct he bas restored peace and quiet in said localities, and broken the power of a notorious clan of persons who were terrorizing the good citizens of said co.unties; therefore,
91. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentvcky, 'rhat tbe Auditor of Public Accounts be, and be is hereby, authorized and directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer of this Commonwealth for tbe sum of $300, in favor of said L. M..' Lasley, to compensate
him for s11id services.
§2. Be it further enacted, This act take effect from. its passage.

Orde,-cd, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde,-ed, That said bill be engrnssed and 1:ead a third time,
The rule of the House and the .constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill... being dispensed with, and the same being
enirossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmativ~, we1'.eT. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, B. Mills Parrish,
W. H. H. Callihan, James Barbour Mason, Fe1·dinand Rigney,
John Cowan,
E. H. Morin,
Thomas A. Robertson,
0ennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
Thomas Sanders,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
T. W. Scott-15.
Those who voted in the negative, were~romwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
T. J. Oatts,
J · T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
James 0' Bannon,
ames P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
H,

R.-103
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Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
G . W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos . M. Kash,
· Wm. M. Reed,
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. V\1. Russell,
'
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
J. T. Tarta1·,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McEiroy,
Hancock Taylor,
I'at. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
D'. A. Glenn,
J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
William Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wilson-57.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Owsley moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
rejected.
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative,
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of W. W'. Taylor, of Oldham county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as•
.aforesaid.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a
_bill from the Senate, entitled
An act appropriating money to pay for extra clerical labor in
making the Registration Reports,
Reported the same without af!1endment.
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Buford, from ·the Committee on Internal Improvement, to whom
the same was committed, reported a biU, entitled
A bill to authorize the erection of dams across Licking river.
Messrs. Keller, Cooke, and Mannen severally offered amendments
1to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of each of said
~amendments, it was decided in the affirmative.
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Ordered, That said bill, as amended,· be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and .the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being

urr,

engrossed.
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

or,
arp,
as,

aforesaid.
Bills were reported from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:

er,
lson-5?.
bill was

By Mr. TharpA bill for the benefit of W. H . Woodford, committee for Wesley
Woodford, a pauper idiot.
By Mr. TaylorA bill for the benefit of F1·ank Muth.
By sameA bill for the benefit of J. N. Thomp son, committee fot· A. J. Ford,

otion, it
eferred a

y,

s to the

a pauper idiot.
•
Which bills wefo severally read the first time and ordernd to be

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the sa_me being

•
of be as

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

eferred a

aforesaid.
On motion of Mr. Wm. Neal, the Speaker appointed Messrs. Wm . .
Neal and Towery a committee to withdraw from the Governo1· a bill,
which originated in the ,House of Repre~entatives, entitled
An act to empower the county courts of the counties of Anderson
and Madison to take stock in turnpike roads in said counties.
Mr. Gre~ham moved to lay on the table the motion made on yesterday by Mr. Robertson to reconside1· the vote by which this House
adopted a resolution tendering the use of the Legislative Hall to

labor in

to whom
er.
ndments
of said

Col. Blanton Duncan, &c.
And the ques.tion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and.nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gresham and
Snyder, were as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points'
J. F. Bennett, ·
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rig~ey
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rous~
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
C. W. Russell,
'
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West-32.
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,.
J . Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. lleed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Thomas H. Mannen, Thos. A. Robertson,
Clement R. Ambrose, James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
James F . Means,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Montgomery Merritt, G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
William Neal,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
Otho .Nunn,
Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Oatts,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
W. C. Owens,
John Chas. Thomp,oa,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S, Owsley,
G. H. Towery,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker,
W. H. Hill,;man,
Joseph L. Pope,
LaFayette Wilson-39.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion to re·
conside1·, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Gresham, with the leave of the House, then withdrew said
resolution.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed . sundry enr.o lled bills and resolutions, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
. An act to define the duties and fix the compensation of the Public
Printer and Binder.
An act to incorporate Hirnm Bassett Lodge, No. 395, Free and Accepted Masons, of Lewisburg, Mason county, Kentucky.
An act to provide for the erection of a monument at the tomb of
Zachary Taylor.
An act to ainend an act granting the tru,;tees of the town of Ghent,
in Carroll county, the right to establish and maintain a ferry on the
Ohio river at said town, approved March 17, 1876. ·
An act to amend the charter of the Bricklayers' Union, No. 4, of
Louisville, Kent.u cky.
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An act for the benefit of the Hill City Turnpike Road Company, in
Mason county, empowering them to collect certain road taxes, &c.,
of persons residing on the line of said road.
An act for the benefit of John 0. Leadford,. sheriff of Jackson
county.
An act for the benefit of R. H. Morrow, of Gallatin county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate th e town of
Burlington, in Boone county," approved March llt~, 1876.
An act for the benefit of J. G. Morgan, of Olay county.
An act to ratify the incorporation of the Central Mississippi Railroad Company and its consolidation with the New Orleans, Jack son,
and Northern Railroad ·company, under the Qame of the .Chicago,
St. Louis, and New Orleans Railroad Company, and · to charter said
last named company ,
An act to aid in the erection of a monument over the grave of
John C. Breckinridge.
An act for the benefit of the district and ~ounty officers in Estill

harp,
~mpson,

and Lee counties.
An act to incorporite the ' town of Corinth, in Grant county.
An act to incorporate the State Uriion Benevolent Society of Ken-

1l son-39.
ion to re-

tncky.
An act for the benefit of Stephen Carpenter, o_f Breathitt county.
An act to protect game and small birds, and to punish tres pass in

~
'er,

rew said

the county of Kenton.
An act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into one the several
acts in relation to the town of New Castle, Henry county, Kentucky."
An act to incorporate the town of Homer, in Logan county.
An act for the benefit of the Hope Baptist Church of Louisv1lle.
An act for the benefit of Samuel Tate, late sheriff of Pulaski

he Public
and Ac·

e tomb of

~f Ghent,
yon the

No. 4, of

county.
An act to incorporate· th.e Munfordville Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
Rich Pond, in Warren county."
An act to prevent the obstruction of creeks in Henderson county.
An act for the benefit of J. W. Hendricks, of Simpson county.
An act for the benefit of G. P. Jolly, of Breckinridge county.
An act for the benefit of P. M. Ellison, late clerk of Calloway
county.
Resolution in relation to extending the time for paying tax on distilled spirits.
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Resolution in relation to fixing the time to elect a Public Printer
and Binder.
Lel'lve of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Marriott.

By

At
amen

Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend the charter of the Independence and Colemans,
ville Turnpike Road Company.

By

By Mt·. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to protect sheep from the depredation of dogs in Woodford
county, and to authorize the county court of said county to impose a
tax on dogs.

Jnsti
A
at 01

A

By

A

By

By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on Education-

A bill for the benefit of school district No. 10, in Oldham county.
By .Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one the previous acts incorporating the town ·or Owenton, in Owen
county," approved February 27th, 1867, and the acts amendatory
thereto.
By same-

•

A bill to incorporate the Somerset and Cain town Turnpike Road
Company.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to prevent stock from running at large in Owen county.
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the erection
of school buildings in common school district No. I, in Hawesville,
Hancock county."

af
co
ti

B

By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to increase the jurisdiction of police courts in the county of
Hancock.

By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to authorize the erection of a toll-gate neat· the Great Crossings on the Great Crossings and Stamping Ground Turnpike Road,
in Scott county.
By Mr. W. J. McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and
ManufacturesA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to in~orporate a company
to turnpike a road from Shelbyville, in Shelby county, to Taylorsville,
in Spencer county.
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By Mr. Lewis, from the Committee on Corporate Jn s titutionsAbill amending the charter of Franklin, in Simp::!on county, and
amendments thereto,
By Mr. Means, from the same committeeAhill to incorporate the town of Guthrie, in Todd county.
By sameAbill to incorporate Allensville Lodge, I. 0. G. S. and D. of S.
By i\Ir. J. P. _Allen, from the Committee on Moral and Rel igious
lnstitutionsAbill to prohibit the sale or gi\·ing away of intoxicating liquors
atorwithin two mil es of Middleton, Simpson county.
Which bills were severall y read the firs t time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi:iion as to the

am county,
itutions-

f re~ uce into
on, in Owen
amendatory

second reading of said bills being dispen sed with,
Ordered, That said bills be eng rossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pl'Ovision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

npike Road

aforesaid.
Bills which' originated in the Sen~te were reported by the several
committees, to whom the sa me had been refened, of the following

ementcounty.

titles, viz:

he erection
a wesville,

r

county of

lementrreat Cross1pike Road,

~ulture and
a company
aylorsville,

lly Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act for the benefit of Noah Smith and others, sureties of J.M.
Basham, late sheriff of Barren county.
By Mr. Rigney, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of James B. Evans, of Monroe county.

By Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on BanksAn act ·to incorporate the Hardin County B;rnk.
By Mr. Rigney, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of J. N. Thompson, committee for A. J.
Ford, pauper idiot of Metcalfe county.
By Mr. Lewis, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Clear Creek, now Shelbyville and Eminence, Turnpike Road Company."
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By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the town of Rosine, in Ohio county.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the town of Wallonia, in Trigg county.
By Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Propo_sitions and GrievancesAn act for the benefit of Martin Hancock, of Trigg county.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to a mend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate a company to turnpike a road from Mount Eden to Shelbyville."
By sameAn act to provide for wo1·king dirt l'Oads in Woodford county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills be_ing dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti,
tled
A bill in re lation to licenses to stand stud-horses, jacks, and bulls.

Which was read the ffrst, time 'and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Buford moved that said bill be printed, and recommitted to
the Committee on Internal Improvement.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom had been
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Taylor county, empowering it · to comprnmise its debts, issue bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the
same,
Reported tbe same with a substitute therefor.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid,
.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a

bill from the Senate, entitled.
An act for the benefit of George

W. Hunter, of Bardstown, Nelson

county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, His Excellency James B. McCreary, as Governor of Kentucky, did, on the 19th day of April, 1877, offer a reward for the capture
of Grove Kennedy, a fugitive from justice; and whereas, said reward bad,
on or about the 1st day of September, 1877, failed to induce any person
or persons to undertake the arrest of said Kennedy; and whereas, t.he
Governor bad been petitioned by sundry citizens of Garrard and Lincoln
counties to send State militia to said counties for the purpose of arresting
,aid Kennedy; and whereas, the Governor, after giving the matter due
consideration, and being of the opinion that said arrest could be effected
at less expense to the State than by the employment of the State militia,
did request George W. Hunter, of Nelson county, Kentucky, to effect said
arrest; and whereas, said George W. Hunter did undertake to, and did,
arrest said Kennedy on tbe 27th day of October, 1877; and whereas, the
expenses of said Hunter, and those who assisted in the arrest and delivery
of said Kennedy to the Stat~ authority, was greatly in excess of the reward offered by the Governor; therefore.
9I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of tlte Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the Auditor of the State of Kentucky be, and he is hereby,
dirncted and antborized to draw his warrant on the State Treasurer in
favor of George W. Hunter for the sum of four hundred dollars, to be
paid out of any money not otherwise appropriated, which shall be in full
of all claims of said Hunter, and those who assisted in the arrest of said
Kennedy, for the services render~d in said capture.
§2. 'rbis act to take effect from and after its passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a thfrd time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
· to com-

pay the

bstitute1

s to the

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were~amMes ~- Allen,
Abner Eversole,
Ferdinand Rigney,
· · Bigger,
John Feland,
Thomas A. Robe1·tson 1
~al~b R. Brooks,
Dennis Gieason,
Thomas Sanders,
· _ufo~d,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
T. W. Scott,
8
tJamm
F. Buie, . J. W. Griffith,
G. R. Snyder,
Tdmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
· J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
Hancock Taylor,
H,

R.-104
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W. H. H. Callihan,
Pat. Campion,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,

James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas
James F. Means,
Andrew Thomp;on,
W. W. Orr,
John Chas. Thompson
Joseph L. Pope,
H.P. Whitaker-33.'
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, David Martin,
James Perkins
Clement R. Ambrose, W. J. lVIcElroy,
Wm. Points, '
J. K. Bailey,
J. W. Meador,
G. W. Prichard,
J. F. Bennett,
Montgomery Merritt, Wm. M. Reed,
D. A. Glenn,
Tipton A. Miller,
Granville V. Rouse
Charles Godshaw,
J.M. Neal,
0. W. Russell,
'
Leven E. Green,
William Neal,
J. T. Tartar,
Milton Hamilton,
Otho Nunn,
John D. Thompson,
W. L . Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West,
T. J. Lewis,
B. Mills Parrish,
L11Fayette Wilson-33.
And so said bill was rejected.

w

vi

Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Drs. Smith and Crawford, of Nelson
county.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
It is shown to the satisfaction of this General Assembly that
Sam. Ford, who is now confined in the Penitentiat·y, was, at the October
term in the Nelson circuit court, tried and convicted on two separate
charges, one for rescuing prisoners charged with murder, and the other
for grand. larceny; and that whilst being conveyed from Bardstown to
the Penitentiary attempted to escape and was shot, and was so dangerously wounded by the guard as to require the constant care and attention
of physicians; and it appearing that Dr. A. Crawford attended said Ford
from the 7th of November, 1877, until the 2d of December of tbe same
year, making from three to five -v-isits per day; and that Dr. A. Smith
visited said Ford, in consultation with Dr. Crawford, from the 7th of November until the 24th of the same month; therefor-e,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assemb~1/ ef the Commonwealth o( Ke11tucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, directed
to issue his warrant on the Treasurer in favor of said A. Crawford for the
sum of ninety-seven dollars, and in favor of said A. Smith for the sum of
thirty-five dollars, to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
,engrossed, ,
WHEREAS,
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The que~tion was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The ye.as and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. i\I. Bigger,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. ·Rouse,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
C . W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sande1·s,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H . Mannen, T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F . Means,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Montg-omery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edringto.n,
E. H . Morin,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Feland,
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
D.A.Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw,
W.W . Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson--59.
Leven E. Green,
William Points,
Those who voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A . Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Abnet· Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton- Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery-15.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Edrington, from the Committee on Ways and Means, who·
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of A. M. Adams, of Pulaski county.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted bl/ the General Assembly of the Commrmwealth o( Kentucky, .'rhat A. M. .A.dams, of Pulaski county, be, and he is hereby, rel eased
and discharged from the payment of any part of the judgment rendered
by the Franklin circuit court, at its February term, 1868, in favo1· of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky against George Hail, sheriff of Pulaski
county, aud bis sureties on bis revenue bond, the said .A.dams being one
of said sureties.
§ 2. _Tbat said A. M. Adams be, and he is hereby, released from the
operation of a judgment of the Pulaski circuit cou1·t, rendered at its July
term, 1877, in favor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky againllt said
Adams, enforcing a lien against the homestead of said Adams in satisfac-
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tion of the jndgmont mentioned in the first section of this act: Provided
That this release shall not be effectual, unless the said Adams shall witlii;
sixty days from the passage of this aet, have paid to. the officer~ of the
court all the costs by the plaintiff expended, and also have paid to the
attorneys employed by the Commonwealth _th~ir fees in full; nnd when.
ever said costs and ~ee_s sh~ll have been so p~1d,_1t shall be the duty of the
clerk of the Pulaski mrcu1t court to enter said Judgment"satisficd"ast-0
A. M. Adams.
1
§ 3. '1 his act to be in force from and after its paesage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House .and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of' thfl House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same h-eing
engrossed,

to
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The question was then taken on the passage of said biII, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Tartar, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereJames P., Allen,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, Hancocl~ Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Feland,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
James Perkins,
H.P. Whitaker,
"Charles God8haw,
G. W. Prichard,
LaFayette Wilson-35.
Leven E. Green,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
John Cowan,
J. M. Neal,
0. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
Otho Nunn,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
J.M . ~igger,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
A. Buford,
Richard- Lambert,
William Points,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
Wm. M. Reed,
Edmun.d Burr,
Montgomery Merritt, T. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. R. Snyder,
Pat. Campion,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery-31.
Lyttleton Cooke,

Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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)fr, Adair, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who ...;ere directed

to prepare and bring in the' same, reported a bill, ent.itled
A bill for the benefit of H. B. Huston, late sheriff of Union
county.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, It appears, from satisfactory evidence, that F. B. Huston,
Jnte sheriff of Union county, acting under the orders of tho Auditor of
Public Accounts, did list for taxation certain coal property of Heath,
Bush & Lyle, in and around Uniontown, in said county, for tbe years
1866 to 1875, inclusive, and at the valuation of $10,490 for each year,
said assessment being made in 1875, and bec!l.use of the failure of the
owners to list the same for taxation for either of the said previous years;
and whoreas, it ap,pears, from satisfa1.:tory evidence, that said Huston, in
his setilement with the Auditor, accounted for the taxes due on said
property for said years at that valuation, and that th e county court of
Union county, on the fi1·st clay of July, 1876, did, by an order of record,
reduce the valuation of said property, for the purposes of LaxaLion during
the said years, from the snm of $10,490 to the sum of $5,-.150, and the
proprietors only paid the said sheriff Huston the Laxes on said property
for said years at the latter valuation, thereby entailing a loss upon the
said sheriff of $146 56, as paid into the State Treasury fo1· taxes ou said
properLy more th11.0 he received; therefore,
~ l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'rhat the Auditor be, and he is hereby, authorized to dt·~w his wa1·ranton the Treasurer in favor of said Huston and in settlement of the
said claim, for the sum of $146 56, with its legal interest from the first day
of January, 1876.
~ 2. Tliis act shall take effect from its passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time.
Tbe question was then taken on the pa:Ssage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affi.rmati ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon ip purauance to a pro-

sh,

s,

31.

vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
B. Mill:i Parri:ih,
Cromwell Adair,
W. L. Hazelip,
James ·Perkins,
T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
ames P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
G. W. rrichar<l,
Robert F. Allensworth W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
1
Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas A .. Robertson,
· F. Bailey,
1 B~nnett, "
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
G ·. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
abriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,

f
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Caleb R. Brooks,
A. Buford,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. H Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton ()ooke,
John Cowan,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
John _F eland,
De.nni,- Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Leven E. Green,
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Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Sp~lding
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr '
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
'
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas'
Tipton A. _Miller,
Andrew Thomps~n,
E. H. Monn,
John D. Thompson,
J.M. Neal,
John Chas. Thompson
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
'
Otho Nunn,
\"-- A. Webber,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
H.P. Whitaker, •
W . W. Orr,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wihon-82.

ha
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In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid .
Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
directed t,, prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bi11 to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize R. S. Mosely
to make a cross-index to the suits of the Ohio quarterly courts'."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a secon<l
time.

SU

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Goodnight offered an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
.
,
The rule of the House and the constitutional pr.ovision as to the
third reading of said bill being disp_e nsed with, and the same being
engrossed,

te1

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
And then· thi;i House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 187 8 .
A message was recei verl from the . Sen ate, announcing th at they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Repre;,entatives,
of the following t~tles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Maysville ancl Lexington Railroad Company, Northern Division.
An act for the benefit of James W. Smith, sher iff of Woodford
county.
An act to empower the county court of Boyle county to levy an ad
valorem tax.
An act to empower the county court of Pendleton county to make
subscription to the capital stock of turnpike roads in said county.
An act relating to the sale of spirituous liquors to minors in Campbell county.
An act to authorize the sa le of the old circuit and county court
clerks' offices, and the land upon which the same are lo cated, in
Wayne county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the trnstees of the Lancaster Presbyterian Church," approved Febrnary 1,

1842.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 42, in Bath
endment,

county.
An act to incorporate Clark's River Lodge, No. 288, of Patrons of

?. ad a third

Husbandry.
An act for the benefit of J.P. Webb, late sheriff of Grant county.
An act amending the charter incorporating the Eliza ville Station

as to the
me being
eof be as

and Mayslick Turnpike Road Company, in Fleming county.
An act to legalize the action of the Wolfe c-ounty cout·t, at its October terms, 1875 and 1876. ·
An act for the benefit of Nancy Hammons, committee for Benjamin Hammons, pauper idiot of Clinton county;
An act allowing any constable in the city of Covington to appoint
one deputy.
That they had disagreed to a bill which origin a te d in the House of
Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of William Thomas, sheriff of Lee county.
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That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Taylo1· county, empowering it.to compromi;;e its debt~, isrne bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the
same.
That. they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to establish the county of Leslie.
2. An act to preYent intoxication of county offi_cers of this Commonwealth.

co

C

3. An act to incorporate the Troy Real Estate Company.
4. · An act for the benefit of the city of Ashland, and to amend
certain acts relating to the town and 'city of Ashland.
5. An act authorizing the Trimble county court to levy and collect
an ad valorem tax.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ot·d~red to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills· being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Propositions and Grievances; the 2d to the C0mmittee on the Judiciary; the 3d and 4th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions,
and the 5th to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mr. Allensworth!. A bill to incorporate Guthrie City, Todd county.
On motion of Mr. Hamilton- .
2. A bill to amend chapter 76, article 3, section 4, General Statute's, as far as same applies to Kenton county outside Covington.
Un motion of Mr. Reed3. A bill to amend article 4, chapter 5, General Statutes.
On motion of same-4. A ,bill for the benefit of J. 0. Johnston, circuit clerk, and 1. L.
Goheen, jr., county clerk of Marshall county.
On motion of Mr. Brooks5. A bill authoi·izi ng the clerk of Montgomery circuit court to pro·
cure and make general cross-indexes.
On motion of same-6. A bill to charter the Bank of J. B. and Charles Goodpaster &
Co., Owingsville.
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the House

On motion of same7. Abill to amend an act for the benefit of the clerk of the county

l: o compr 0•
fo pay the

courts of Lewis and other counties.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight8. A hill for the benefit of John B. Plummer, of Simpson county.

f, entitled

1

On motion of Mr. Tartar-

9. Abill to incorporate the Somerset and Cain town Turnpike Road
this Com,

Company.
On motion of same10. A bill to establish a court of common pleas in Pulaski county.

to amend

On motion of Mr. Whitaker!!. A bill to amend an act to amend the charter of the Covington

nd collect
,red to be
as to the
mittee on

r t~e ~udistitut1ons,

and Taylor's Mill Turnpike Road Company.
On motion of Mr. - - - 12. A bill to ,authorize the correcting of an error in a final settlement with Newton Craig.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight13. A bill to incorporate the Producers' Oil, Pipe, Mining, Trnnsporlation, and Refining Company.
On motion of same-14. A bill incorporating , th·e Cumberland River Oil, Pipe, Mining,
and Transportation Company.

On motion of Mr. Green15. A bill to enable the property owners of the State to collect
judgment for damages against railrnads.

rral Stat·
bgton,

On motion of same16. A bill to protect real estate owners along the line of railroads.
On motion of Mr. Welch·
17. A hill to am'end section 654, Civil Code.
On motion of Mr. OwenslB. A bill to alte1· and establish the line between Scott and Harri-

and L. L.

son counties.
On motion of Mr. Jones19. A bill authorizing G.

rt to pro·

county, to appoint a deputy, &c.
On motion of Mr. Prichai·d20. A bill for the benefit of James Hannar, Elliott county.

dpaster &

H. B..-105

M. H.ittinger, constable of Muhlenbm·g
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On motion of Mr. Godshaw' 21. A bill to amend the charter of Loui-sville, approved March 3,
1876.
On motion of same22. A biH to amend an act incorporating the" Prei,byterian Mutual
Fund," approved February 20, 1878.
On motion of Mr. Scott-23. A bill to authorize county courts to subscribe to lines of trans•
portation vl-ithin their limits.
On motion of Mr. Rigney24. A bill tci amend an act to incorporate the Fry 1s Creel, Turnpike Road Company, in Lincoln and Casey counties.
· On motion of Mr, Tartar-25. A bill for the benefit of W. H. 1sa~cs, of Pulaski county.
On motion of Mr. Points26. A bill to authorize the county court of Grant to levy an ad
valorem tax to pay for building a bridge, &c.
On motion of Mr. West27. A bill for the improvement of Sturgeon creek, Owsley county,
On motion of same28. A bill to improve the Middle Fork of Kentucky river ,
On motion of Mr. Gleason29. A bill for the benefit of Frank Muth,
On motion of Mr. Thomas30. A bill for the benefit of Shelby county court.
On motion of Mr. Cowan31. A bill to amend the charte1· of the Pine Knob Tu1:npike Road
Company.
On motion of Mr. C. U. Mc-Elrny~
32. A bill concerning the circuit court and court of common pleas,
Warren county.
On motion of Mr. Merritt-33. A bill to authorize the constables in Henderimn county to col•
lect their delinquent taxes for the years 1873, 1874, and 1871>.
On motion of Mr. Rouse34. A hill to create an additional voting place in the magisterial
district, Boone county, in which Taylorsp.ort is situated.
Ordered, That the Commiittee on Corporate Institutions prepare
and bring in the 1st, 6th, 9th, 13th, 14th, }5th, l&th, and 22d; the
Committee on Military Affairs the 2d; the Committee on the Judi•
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ciary the 3d, 8th, and 21st; the Committee on County Courts the 4th,
71 b,2Gth, 33d, and 34th; the Committee on Claims the 20th and 29th;
the Committee on Circuit Courts the 5th, 10th, and 32d; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances the I Ith and 19th; the Committee
00 Codes of Practice the 17th; the Committee on Internal Improvement the 18th, 23d, 24th, 27th, 28th, and 31st; the Committee on Education the 25th; the Committee on Ways and Means the 30th, and
8 special committee, composed of Messrs. Whitaket·, C. T. Allen,
Wm. Neal, Scott, and Hillsman, the 12th .
The Speaker laid before the House the following response of the
Auditor of Public Accounts, viz:
STATE OF K.EJNTUCKY,
}
OFFICE OF AUDITOR OF PuBLIO AcoouNTS,
FRANKFORT, KY., March 13th, 1878.

nty,
HoN. En. W.

evy an ad
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Speaker of Bouse of Representatives:

Sm: In response to the following resolution, adopted by the body" over
which you preside,
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Resolved, That the Auditot· of Public Accounts communicate to this
Hoose, at as early a day as practicable, whether or not the Clerk of the
Court of Appeals, tho Register of the Land Office, and all other State officials have reported and settled their accounts with such Aud itor for all
tu nnd public money which has corrie to their hands pursuant to the l_a ws
governing the duties of said officers several ly; and if said reports and
settlements have not been made, and the money due the State bas not
been paid, then whether or not such steps as are pt·ovided by law have
been taken to compel said reports to be made, and coerce the payment of
the sums due the SLate, if any,
I respectfully submit the following:
The Clerk of the Court of Appea ls and the Register of the Land Office
have each reported to this Department, as required by law, the amounts
collected by them in the way of taxes fot· the State; but they have not
paid into the T!"easury the whole amounts collected by them. Why they
have not paid said amounts I am not able to say; but I can say that, if
they are not paid in a reasonable time, proper steps will be taken to collect them. I, however, do not doubt but that the whole matter will be
settled in a short time without any coercive measures.
There are no other State officers, than those mentioned, who collect
taxes for the Commonwealth, and r eport to this Department.
I have the honor to be,
Very· respectfully,
D. HOWARD SMITH, Auditor.
Which was read.

1\fr. Hamilton moved that said response be printed, and laid on
the desks of the members of this House.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took up the motion to reconsider the vote by
which this Hou se rejected a bill that originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Judge W. L. Jackson.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion.it
was decided in the affirmative.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :

w
tl

§ l. B e it enacted by tli e General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Th at the Audi tor of Public Accounts is herebv directed to draw his
warra nt in favor of Judge W. L. Jackson for th e su,;1 of one hundred and
fifty dollars, to be paid out of 34ny money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropri ated. Thi s appropt·i ation is in full payment of said Jackson's servi ces as special judge in th e cases of H. I. Todd, Lessee, &c., against the
State, and the State again st H. I. 'l'odd.
2: '.l.' his act to take effect and be in force from its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S . Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, Isaac H. Goodnight,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. M. Reed.
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. ,F. Bennett,
W. L. Haze Ii p,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. M. Bigger,
T. M . Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. H. Hillsman,
C. \Y. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
T. VV . Scott
Edmu~d Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder, .
T. J . Bush,
Richard Lambe1·t,
Ralph L. Spaldrng,
W. H. H. Callihan, . T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
!'at. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McE!roy, Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
_M ontgomery Merritt, W. A. Webber,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin, ·
John C. Welch
Abner Eversole,
James 0' Bannon,
H. P. Whitaker-67.
Hemy George,
Those who voted in the negative, wereBenjamin F. Buie,
J. M. Neal,
James Perkins,
Milton Hamilton,
William Neal,
William Points,
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G. W. Prichard,
Otho Nunn,
Josiah Hunter,
G. H. Towery-13.
T.
J
.
batts,
W. J. McElroy,
Tipton A. Miller,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
'J'he House then took up the motion to reconsider the vote by
which the House rejected a bill that originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. H. Lester, of Russell county . .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmath·e . .
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
On motion, Mr. Reed was appointed a committee to withdraw
from the Senate a bill that originated in that body, entitled
An act for the benefit of W. M . Threlkeld, late sheriff of Living,ton county.
Who, after a time, reported that he had discharged said duty, and
delivered said bill to the Clerk of the Hoµse.
~Ir. Reed entered a motion to reconsidet· the vote by which said

bill was rejected by the House.
s,

'ish,
•d,

Mr. Taylor moved that the Committee on Charitable Institutions
do, on Friday, the 15th instant, at 11 o'clock, A. M., report a bill in
their hands, which origin~ted in the Senate, entitled
An act to establish a State Board of Health, to provide for the
appointment of local boards of health, and a Superintendent of Vital
Statistics,
And that the ~ame b e made the special order for that day and hour.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
0

ers,

ylor,
harp,
hompson,
f pson,
•r

ih'

rnr-67.

s,
ts,

was decided in the affirmative.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act t(? incorporate the Green and Harren River
Navigation Company, and to regulate the charges for freight by said
company and other boats navigating said rivers.
i\Ir. Merritt moved an amendment to said bill.
. And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker ·moved an amendment to said bill.
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And the question being ta,ken on tlie ~doption of said amendment
it was decided in the affirmative.
'

J.

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrnssed and read a third
time.

B

C
A

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
·
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the further propagation of food-fishes in the waters of
this Commonwealth.
Mr. Buford offered the following amendment, viz:
Amend by striking out "five thousand," and inserting "three thousand"
in lieu thereof.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third time ~s follows, ,·iz:
WHEREAS, The General Assembly, by an n.ct approved March 20th,
1876, entitled" An act for the propagation and protection of food-fishes
in the waters of the State of Kentucky;" and whereas, the commissioners
appointed under the provisions of the said act have proceeded to stock
the waters of th is Common weal th, as far as .prncticable, with fisb; and
wben·as, the said com missioners, as shown by their report, are of the
opinion that a further prosecution of the enterprise will result in great
benefit to the people of th is State, by reason of supplying them with a
cheap and wholesome article of food; therefore,
'§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ke~- ,
tucky, 'l'hat the sum of three thousand dollars be, and is hereby, appropriated for the furtherance of this obiect sa id amount to be used in the
same manner as prescribed i11 sec ti~n first of the above named act, ap·
proved March 20th, 1876.
2. '1.'his act shall take effect from and after its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.

s

The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Peter G. Fischer,
G. W. Prich~rd,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
C. W. -Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
Charles Godshaw,
Thomas Sanders,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. Scott Gre:;ham,
T. W. Scott,
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J.M. Bigger,
Caleb R. Brooks,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,

T. J. Bush,
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G. R. Snyder,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
James Barbour Mason , Richard A. Spurr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
James F. Means,
Clinton K . Tharp,
Montgomery Menitt, John A. Thoma~,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
James O 'B annon,
John Chas. Thompson,
W.W. Orr,
John C. Welch,
W. C. Owens,
Isaac T. West,
J. S. Owsley,
H . P. Whitaker,
B: Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson--55.

W. H. H. Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campion,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
W. J. Edrington,
Ahner Eversole,
John Feland,
Those who voted in the negative, were-

James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J.M. Neal,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
William Neal,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Otho Nunn,
A. R. Clarke,
Jos . M. Kash,
T. J. Oatts,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
J. Q. Lackey,
James Perkim,
W. T. Dicken,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. Points,
Henry George,
M. H. Marriott,
· Granville V. Rouse,
Isaac H. Goodnight, David Martin ,
J. T. Tartar,
Leven E. Green,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson ,
Milton Hamilton,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
W. L. Hazelip,
Tipton A. Miller,
W. A. Webber-33.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Feland reported a bill of the following title, viz: .
Abill to incorporate t}:ie Kentucky River Slack-water Navigation
Company.
Mr. Feland moved to print said bill, and make the same the special
order for Friday, the 15th instant, at 11 :30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
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ed act, ap·
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r<l,

gney,
!,
lers,

was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Mannen, frdm the Committee on Insurance, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of the following
titles, viz:
A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act for the incorporation and
regulation of fire, mal"ine, health, accident, live stock, and all other
except life insurance companies," approved March 12, 1870.
A bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to authorize life insurance
companies to make special deposits of securities in the Insurance
Department," said act having become a law March 15, 1871, without
the signature or approval of the Governor.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second rP.ading of said bills being di<'pensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and hring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A hill to amend the charter of the Paducah Gas-light Company.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be 1·ead a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, .That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the con stitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
. engrossed,

Ge
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Resolved, That said bill <lo pass and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The following petitions and remonstrances were presented, viz:
By Mr. Reed--

, I

I. The petition of sundry citizens of Lyon county, praying the

passage of an act to amend an act to make taxation equal and uniform in counties whe 1·e an ad v-alorem tax is levied by the county
courts.
By same-2 . The petition of sundry citizens of Marshall county, asking the
passage of a law to repeal the homestead laws and all other exemp·
tion laws of this State passed since 1861.
By same3. The ·petition of B. F. Moran, P. Palmer, and W. B. Thompson,
of Marshall county, · asking the passage of a law releasing said
Moran from a judgment in favor of Commonwealth of - Kentucky
agaiust Moran and others.
By Mr. 0 . U . .McElroy- ·
4. The petition of sundry citizens of Warren county, asking the
passage of a law to prohibit the netting of partridges,· and for the
protection of song-birds, especi.a lly mocking-birds, in the county of
Warren .
By Mr. Brooks5 . Petitions and remonstrances of sundry citizens of Bath county,
in regard to repealing certain turnpike laws in said county.
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By Mr. Nunn-6_

Petition from sundry citizens of Crittenden county, in regard to

~ay.
r re directed

General Statutes.
By Mr. Jones,. Petition from sundry citize ns of S_outh Carrollton, Kentucky,

rornpany.

asking an amendment to the charter· of said town.
Which were received, the re a ding dispens.e d with, _a nd referredthe Jst, 2d, and, 3d to the Committee on the Judiciary; the 4th tci the
Committee on County Courts ; the 5th t.o the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 6th to the Committee on General Statutes,_and
the 7th to the Committee on Prop ositions and Grievances.
Mr. Owsley, from the Corp.mittee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had ex amined enrolled bills_, which origin,a ted in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Buckner Wilhoyt, a pauper id~ot;
An act in relation to the posting of lands in this Commonwealth;
An act to authorize the trustees of Catlettsburg to tax and license
the sale of spirituous, malt, 01· vinous liquors within the town of

r
r

a second
as to the

e.
as to the
me being

reof be as
ed, viz:
aying the
land unihe county

Catlettsburg;
An act authorizing the judge of the Bourbon county court to call
the county court together for the pu1·pose of building 01· improving
the county jail, and to make levy to pay for the same;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to protect game and

sking the
er exemp-

small birds, and punish trespass;"
An act to authorize and empower the county of Muhlenburg to
compromise an~ fund its outstanding bonded indebtedness, issue

rhompson,

bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the same;
Also enrolled hills, which originated in the Senate, of the follow•

sing said
Kentucky

ing titles, viz :
An act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into one the vari-

king the
1d for the
coun$y of

ous acts in regard to the town of Bardstown;"
An act to· incorporate the Cemetery Company of Smith's Grnve
Lodge, No. 227, Indep~ndent' Order of Odd Fellows;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to ainend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the management of the Wilderness Turnpike Road," approved April 21, 1873, and to amend the
act approved February 13, 1874, to amend the a·bove named act;

h county,

And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature··.thereto.
01'dered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate .thereof.
H.

R.-106
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Leave of absence, indefinitely, was .granted Mr. Bennett.
Mr, Coof{e offered the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved . by the Geneml .Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucku
'l'hat W. T. Samuels b~ allowed the SUTT). of twenty dollars, for service;
rendered the Electoral College at the last Presidential election, in preparin.g the vote of Kentucky; and that the Auditor of Public Accounts
be directed Lo issue his warrant thEirefor, payable out of any money in the
1'reasury not otherwise appropriated.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom had been
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to am·end the charter of the city of Lou'isville, approved
March 3, 1870,
Reported the same without amendment.
The further consideration of said bill wai;, cut off hy the joint
special orde1· of the day.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House, according
to order, proceeded to the execution of the joint order of the day,
viz : the election of a Public Printer and Binder.
Mr. Snyder moved that a committee be appointed to wait upon
and inform the Senate that this House is ·now ready to proceed to
the execution of the joint order aforesaid.
And ·the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ii
was decided in the affirmative.
·
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. Snyder, C. T. Allen,
and Godshaw said committee.
Who, after a time, repo1·ted that they had performed said duty.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
also were ready to proceed to the execution of the joint order afore·
said . .
'l'he Speaker then announced that nominations for the office of
1
·Publfo Printer and Binder were in order, and the followi11g persons
~~e thereupon nominated for said office, viz~
Mr. Rouse nominated Green R. Keller,
Mr. Mannen nominated John C. Herndon.
Mr. Spurr nominated S. I. M. Major.
Mr. C. U. McElroy nominated E. H. Porter,
Mr. Bigger nominated Len. G. Faxon.
Mr. Brooks nominated R.- S. Cheves.
After interchanging notices 6f the nominations of each House, the
House proceeded to ballot as between them, with the following re'

suit, '9fa : .
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Those who voted for Mr. Major, were-
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E. c. Bainbridge,

T. W. Scott, .
William Neal,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat.CRmpion,
T. J. Oatts,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
Jobn A. Thomas,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. C. Owens,
G. H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaket·-20.
D. A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, were-

T.J. Bush,

James P. Allen,
A. R. Clar.ke,
Milton Hamilton,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Lewis Jones,

J. W. Griffith,

W.W. Orr,
William Points,
G. W. Prichard,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Granville V. Rouse,

Ralph L. Spalding,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Chas. Thompson,
John D. Thompson,
W. A. Webber-15.

Those who voted for M1·. Hernd'o n, were•
J. K. Bailey,
Charles Godshaw,
Montgomery Merritt,
A. Buford,
Leven E. Green,
E. H. Morin,
W. H. H Callihan,
T. M. Hill,
James'Perkins,
Lyttleton Oooke,
Richard Lambert,
Joseph L. Pope,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T.- Tartar,
Abner Eversole,
Thomas H. Mannen, Isaac T . .West-20.
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador, '
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereJ.M. Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
B. Milh Parrish,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
W. T. Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, And. Thompson-16.
liaac H. Goodnight, W. J. McElroy,
W. Scott Gresham,
,.
·
Those who voted for Mr. Cheves, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
A. C. Cope, .
David Martin,
LaFayette Wihon--1 l.
Josiah Hunter,
James F. Means,
Those who voted for Mr. Faxon, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. A!len,
Henry George,
Otho Nun'n,
~~- B1_gger,
James Barbour ,Mason, Wm. M. Reed-10.
enJamm F. Buie,
On motion, Messrs. Snyder, Lackey, and Morin were appointed a
committee on the part of the House, to act with a similar committee
on the part of the Senate, to count and report the result of the joint

1
ouse, the

owing re·

vote.
Who, having retit-ed afte1· a time returned, and reported the foll .
,
owing as the result thereof:
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Keller,
Herndon,
Porter,
Cheve1,,
Faxon,

Total number of votes cast, Necessary to a choice, 64 votes.
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27 votes.
18 ¥Otes.
26 votes.
23 votes.
17 votes.
15 votes,
- 126

No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the
Speaker declared that no election was had.
Proceeding then to take a second ballot, as between those in nom·
l)J.l.tio-n, the same resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Major, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
T. W. Scott,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Bush,
William Neal,
Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Gatts,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-23.
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Tho~e who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
James F .. Means,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Clement R. Ambrose, W.W. Orr,
Clinton K. Tharp,
William Points,
John Chas. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
W. A. Webber,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
John C. Welch-IS.
Those who voted for M1·. Herndon, wereJ. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
E. H. Morin,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
Joseph L. Pope,
Abner Eversole,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
Peter G.· Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-17.
Charles Godshaw,
Montgome1·y Merritt,
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereRobert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
W. J. McElroy,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
J.M. Neal,
Edmund Bm·r,
W. H. Hillsman,
B. Mills Parrish,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas Sanders,
W. T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Clarence U. McElroy, And. Thompson-JS.
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Those who vc;>ted for Mr. Cheves, were-'
CalebR.Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash, ·,
0. W. Rus,iell,
A. C. Cope,
J. Q,. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder-8·.
Josiah Hunter,
David Martin,
Those who voted· for Mr. Faxon, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry Campbell,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed,
UL Bigger,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson-JO.
Benjamin F. Buie,
A committee having been appointed by each House, to act jointly,
for the purpose of ascertaining the result of the second ballot, report•

ed the same as follows, viz :
For Mr. Major,
For Mr. Porter,
For Mr. Herndon,
For Mr. Keller,
For Mr. Faxon,
For Mr. Cheves, -

·
·

30 votes.

26
24
21
15
12

votes.
votes.
votes.
votes.
votes.

• 128
Total number of votes cast, Necessary to a choice, 65 votes.
No one having received a majOl'ity of all the votes cast, the Speaker
announced that no election was had.
Proceeding then to take a third ballot, the same resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Major, were- ·
Mr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
William Neal,
Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-23.
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
·
Those who voted fo1· Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
· Clement R. Ambrose, W.W. Orr,
John Chas. Thompson,
A._ R. Clarke,
William Points,
John D. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
W- A. Webber,
Samuel D. Hensley, Granville V. Rouse,
John C. Welch-17.
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, ·w ereJ. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
E. H. Morin,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
W· J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
Joseph L. Pope,
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Abner Eversole,
Thoma;i H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
Peter G. -Fischer,
J. W. Meador,,
Isaac T. West,
Chal'les Godshaw,
Montg-omery Merritt, LaFayette Wilson-19,
T . .lVI. Hill,
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereRobert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J. M. Neal,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parl'ish.,
Edmund Burr,
M. H. Mar1·iott,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders
W. T. Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, G, E. Speck,
'
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. J. McElroy,
. And. Thomps.on-18,
Those who voted for Mr. Cheves, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
A. C. Cope,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snycier-8.
Josiah Hunter,
David Martin,
Those who voted for Mr. Faxon, wereCromwell Adair,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Henry Campbell,
Otho Nunn,
J, M. Bigger,
Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed-8.
A joint ·committee having been appointed by the two Houses to
count and ascertain the result of the third ballot, reported the same
as follows, viz :
For Mr. lVlajot·,
- 31 votes.
For Mr. Porter,
26 votes.
For Mr. Herndon,
26 votes.
For Mr. Keller,
20 votes.
For Mr. Cheves,
- 11 votes.
For Mr. Faxon,
14 votes.
Total number of votes cast,
- 128
Necessary to a choice, 65 votes.
.
.
·No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, th.e Speaker
announced that no election was had.
Proceeding then to take the fourth ballot, the same resulted thus:
Those who voted for Mr. Major, wereMr. Speaker ( Turner), D. A. Glenn,
Thos. A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
William Neal,
·Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery, .
W. 0. Owens,
H. P. Whitaker-23.
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
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Those who voted
Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen 1
_J ames F. Means,
_R~lph L. Spalding,
Clement R. Ambrose, W.W. Orr,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
William Points,
John Chas. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Pricha1·d,
John D. Thompson,
SamuelD. Hensley, Ferdinand Rign,ey,
W. A. Webbei·-17.
LewisJones,
Granville V. Rouse,
. Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, wereJ. K. Bailey,
. W. H. Hillsman,
E. H. Morin,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
Joseph L. Pope,
Abner Eversole,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
PeterG. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw,
Montgomery Merritt, LaFayette Wilson--19.

T. M. Hill,
Those who voted for Mr. ·Porter, wereRobert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J.M . Neal,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L . Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Edmund Burr,
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas Sande1·s,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
W. T. Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, And. Thompson-Ii.
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. J, McElroy,
Those who voted_for Mr'. Cheves, wereCaleb R, Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
A. C. Cope,
J, Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,:_8,•
Josiah Hunter,
David Martin,
Th.ose who voted for Mr. Faxon, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry Campbell,
Otho Nunn,
J.M. Bigger,
Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed-8.
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
Acommittee having been appointed by each House, to act jointly,
for the purpose of ascertaining the result of the fourth ballot, reported
the same as follows, viz :
For Mr. Major,
For Mr. Herndon, For Mr. Porter,
For Mr. Keller,
For Mr. Fax.on,
For Mr. Cheves,

-

31
27
-· 25
20
12
10

votes.
votes.
votes.
votes.
votes.
votes.

Total number of votes cast, · 125
Necessary to a choice,-63 votes .
No one having received a µiajority of all the votes cast, the Speaker

announced that .ho election was had.
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A message was 'received from the Senate by Mr. Berry, announcing that the name of Mr. Cheves had been withdrawn in that body.
.A qie:ssage \J\'.as received frorri the Senate by Mr. Murray, announcing that·~ fifth ballot had heen taken in the Senate, as between those
remaining in nomination, which resulted thus:
For Mr. l\ifajor,
7 votes,
For Mr. Faxon,
3 votes.
For Mr. Her.n don,
B votes.
For Mr . .Kell,er,
4 votes.
For Mr. Porter,
- 12 votes,
The hour ~f 2 o'clock, P
having ·arrived, the House adjourned
until to-morrow morning, at IO o'clock, A. M.

tis
A

T

B

f'i·,

THURSDAY, MARCH 14, -1878.

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of R~resentatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Timothy Sullivan.
An act to repeal an act , entitled "An act to amend chapter 92,
title 'Revenue and Taxation,' General Statutes, and re-enact the provisions of the G_eneral Statutes repealed thereby."
An act to incorporate the Pendleton Agricultural an~ Mechanical
Association.
An - act to incorporate the Corinth Turnpike Road. C.ompany, '·10
Grant county.
An act to regulate and make uniform the rate of tolls ~n incorpo,
rated turnpikes, gravel and plank roads in this Commonwealth.
An a·c t to fix the terms and regulate the jurisdiction and proceedings of the Kenton circuit court, at Ind_e pendeny~, i_~- the twelfth
judicial district.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
That they had passed bills of the following titJes, vi.z :.· ·.
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to a~e~d , th;·charter
of West Covington," approved March 16, -1869.
•

•

•

• ,
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. An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act to organize and estab2
lish graded school in Elizabethtown," adopted by the General
8
Assembly of Kentucky on the 25th day of March, 1860.
3. An act to incorporate the Bergen, Providence, and Dugansville

j\{Aa.

Turnpike Road Company.
4. An act prescribing the duties of The county court of claims of
Bracken county in relation to turnpike roads in said county.
5. An act for the benefit of the educational interest;; of the white
citizens of Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Which bills were severally read the first. time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
0dered, That said hills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions; the 2d and . 5th to the Committee on Education; the 3d to the Committee on Internal Improvement, and the 4th
to the Committee on County Courts.
·
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the further propagation of food-fishes in the waters of

g that they

se ntati ves,

l

hapter 92,
!I.ct the pro-

k echanical
\

ompany, rn

incorpo,
ealth.
id proceedlhe• twelfth
L,

this Commonwealth.
•
That they had adopted a joint resofotion, entitled
Resolution in regard to the election of Public Printer.
Said resolution reads as follows, viz:
Resolved by the Gene1·al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the two Houses of this General Assembly meet in joint assembly in
the hall of the Hontie of Representatives at noon this day, for the purpose of electing a Public Printer and Binder for this Commonwealth, and
continue from day to day, at the same hour, nutil an election is had; and
that the same rules apply to said election as that of United States Senator in joint ballot.
Which was twice read and concurred in.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that tlie
committee bad examined an enrolled resolution, which originated in

)D

the Senate, entitled
Resolution in regard to the election of Public Printer;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That M1·. Owsley info1·m the Senate thereof.
H.

th; charter

R.-107
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Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill'
entitled
'
·A bill for the benefit of Elijah Hogan, sheriff of Gallatin county.
Which was read · the first tiine and ordered to be 1•ead a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third titne.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

w

ti

Resolved, That said bill do pass and tha_t the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Feland, from the Committee on Revenue and Taxation, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enli·
tied
A bill to amend section 18, article 8, chapter 92, of the General
Statutes.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
s;cond reading ef said biH being d1ispensed with,
Mr. Whitaker offered an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Buie offered an amendment to said bill.
M.r. Snyder moved to lay said bill and amendments on the table.
And the question b-ein,g taken on, the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Bigger, from the Com..m ittee e-11 the Judiciary r who were directed
to prepare an.cl· bring in the same, reported a bill, entitied
A bill to punish abm;tion.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the· constitutional provision. as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
·
Ordered, Tha.t said bi,J.l be· placed in the o_uders 0f the day.
Mr. C. T. Allen, from a special committee, who were directed to
,prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Kentucky River Improvement Company.

ti
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Mr. C. T. Allen moved to have said bill printed and recommitted
Grievances
orted a bill'

to the special commit.tee.
Aud the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

Iin county.
a second

was decided in the affirmative.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following

'

as to the

me.
as to the
ame being
[
reof be 89

titles, viz:
By !Vlr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act to amend the charter of the city of Newport.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act for the benefit of the city of Ashland, and to amend certain
acts relating to the town and city of Ashland.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement- ·
An act to amend the charter of the Knob Lick Turnpike Road

la bill, enli-

Company.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutio.nal provision as to the

,e

General

third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, 'fhat said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

' a second

aforesaid.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, enti-

as to the

tled
·
A bill in relation to the militia of this Common wealth, and the

[ation, who

e table.
motion, it

re directed

a second
as to the

iompany.

organization of the Kentucky State Guard.
Said bill was read tQe first time as follows, viz :
Classification of the Militia.
9 I. Be it enacted b.11 th1J G~nerat Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, The militia of this State shall be divided into two classes:
l. The volunteer militia, to be known as the Kentucky State Guard.
.
.
2. The militia of the reserve.
The Militia of the Reserve.
§2. The militia of the reserve shall consist of all able-bodied male
persons, resident in this State, between the ages of eigbteen and forty:ve years, except such persons as now are, or hereafter may be, exempted
Yth? laws of the United States or of this State; and those wbo belong
to religious societies whose tenets forbid them to carry arms ; and those
who_become bona fide members of ' the State Guard, during their term of
service, and forever after, if tbey serve two terms.
Enrollment.
b §3. When the Governor, by public proclamation, so commands, it shall
/ the duty of the assessor to enroll the names of all persons liable to
uty in the militia of the reserve, and by such time as said proclamation
Stay prescribe, shall transmit said rolls to th'e Adjutant General of the
ate.
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§ 4; When such service is required. of the as~essor, he shall be allowed
on.e ceut for each name returned by him. And if the assessor ncgl~ctso
refuses to render said_ service when so required, he shall be subject ;0 ~
'fine of not. more than five hundred and not less than one hundred dollar,
to be recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
'
Calling Out the Reserve Militia.
~ 5. Whenever, in the judgment of the Governor of this Commonwealth

any actual or threatened invasion, domestic violence, or other great pnbli~
danger, makes it necessary to call out the militia of the reserv0', the Gov,
ernor shall, by public proclamation, summon all or any null/-ber of the
sa me,. to be assembled by the sheriff at any point 01·. points within the
county or respective counties that may be designated by the proclamation.
And thereupon the sheriff, on µain of a fine of one thousand dollars for
refusal or neglect, shall summon the members of the rese1·ve militia within
his county, as he would summon a civil posse, and under similar penalties
against those who fail to obey his summons. But s hould the Governor's
proclamation call for only a part of the reserve militia of any county, the
sheriff may first call for volunteers therefor, and if th at should appear to
be inexpedient, he shall summons the members of the reserve militia to
assemble in their magisterial districts, and there determine, under the
supervision and control of the justice of th!:) peace, by lot, whiub sball be
selected to fill the quota of that magisterial district.

Organiza tion of the Reserve Militia.
§ 6. Whenever the whole or .any part of the militia of the reserve shnll
be called out in any county, and it ha s been determined by summons,or
by lot, or by volunteering, wpich shall perform duty, those from eacb
magisterial diAtrict shall at once, under the supervision of the magistrate,
or, i'n his absence, under the supervision of a pres iding offic;er chosen by
themscl ves, proceed to organize themse.lves in to one or more companies of
not less than fifty men, unless there be fewer than that number, all told,
and shall elect the officers provided for in the State Guard organization;
and the captain shall appoint the usual non-commissioned ofli<:ers.
§ 7. And when so organized, they shall become subject to the law f~r the
further organization and government of the Stat~ Guard. They shall_ bo
conducted to tbe general place of reudezvous, where such other organiz~.
tion shall be made and officers elected as mav be necessary under the
State Guard law, or directed by the Governor~ as Commander-in-Chief,
The militia of the reserve, so called into service, may be employed in any
part of this Commonwealth, under the orders of the Governor.

Civil Power over the Reset1'e Militi:a.

§ 8. Whenever the militia of the reserve, or any part thereof, sba_ll be
called into active service, it shall act in conjunction with, and subord_rnate
to, tbe civil power of the district in which it is operating. Tbe CIVll_au·
thority having this controlling power shall be in the following grad1it1on:
Judge of the Court of Appeals; judge_ of a circuit, common_ ple_as, chnn:
cery, or criminal court of' the criminal jurisdiction of a 01rcu1t court,
judge uf a county court; sberiff; jailer; justice of the peace; constable.
In the absence of a Judge of the Court of Appeals, or any other of the
officers here named the next in rank in the order named, who shall be
present, shall repres'ent and exercise the civil ·power in its rehition to the
military power of the -Commonwealth.

The State Guard.
§ 9. There may be organized, under regulations hereinafter provided,
an active military force, to be styled and known as the Kentucky State
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Goard. Said force shall consist of not exceeding twent.y companies, in cluding all a:ms of the servic~. Of thi& force, there may be_sixteen. co~npnnies of infantry, two of artillery, and two of mt\·alry; sa id companies
to consist of not Jess than 40 nor more than 64 men eaeh, rank a nd Hie:
Provided, That the aggregate of said force shall not exceed · 1,280 men,
rank and tile.
,
~JO.When. in the judgment of t~e Governor, it is necess~ry _or pl'oper
1
toorgnnize a_State Gua!·d co ~upany rn a_~y county, he may 111st1tute such
organization in conformity with the requirements of th is law. When any
number of persons, not less than forty nor mol'e than sixty-four, desire to
organize an infantry company in any county, they ,;hull first obtain the
written consent of the county judge, and a certificate from him that the
applicants are men of good moral character, residentR of t,he county, and
qualified ~or servic~ as_ her~iil. prescr ibed; and sh~I_I forwi~1·? the sa me,
with a written application, signed by each man desl!'I ng to JO!ll the company, to the Adjutant General. Should the Governol' approve t he application, he shall direct the proper steps to be taken to organ_ize the company,
and muster it into the service of the State.
Qualifications.
§11. All able-bodied male persons resident in th is State, between the
ages of eighteen and forty-five years, of Round mind and good moral
character, shall be eligible to membership in any State Gnard company
organized within the limi ts of the county in whie;h they r eside. But after
any company has been 01·gan ized and mustered into Hel'vice, and has
adopted by-laws as hereinafter provided, recruits shu ll be furtti er subjected to such qualific~tions as may be impoF!ed by such by-laws. Persons
· otherwise qualified, but under the µ.ge of eighteen . and not less than tifteen
years, may become eligible by filing with the .A.Jjut,a nt General the written consent of their parents 01· guardians to th eir enlist,m ent. And per sons otherwise qualified, but over ·the age of fol'ty -fi ve years may remove
such cause of disqualification by filing with the .A.djuLa 11 t General a written waiver of their exemption from militia serv i0e for such time as they
remain in the State Guard service.
Enlistment.
§12. The term of enlistment shall be for three yeal'S, and -no per so n
shall become a membe1· of a ny organization of the Stale Guard except on
sub~cribing an obligation of enlistment ot tho following form. Said obligatwn sball be signed in duplicate: one copy to be forwarded immediately
to the Adjutant General, the other to be filed with the company r ecords.
After the original enlistments a nd 01·ga11ization of the company. recruits
f~r the company may be enlisted by such officc1; as the Governor may, by
his order, direct:
KENTUCKY STA'rE GUARD.
ENLISTllfENT.

I, -

- - - , desiring to· become au active bona fide member of the

Kentucky Stiite Guard, and to enlist in Captain - - - 's company of
- - , known as t h e - - - - - - - - ( - - compa ny - - 1·egiment
of---), do declare that I am a resident of the State of Kentucky
~nd the county o f - - - - ; that I am - years of age; that my occupation
)S that of - - - - ; that I do not now belong to a ny oLber organization
m the Kentucky State Guard, nor have I ever be en discharged from the
~tate Guard for disability, or by sentence of court-martia·J, and that I
now of no impediment to my becoming a member of the State Gua1·d
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according to law. And I solemnly pt·omise and agt·ee that I will hon,Rtl
and faithfully serve tlrn State of Kentucky, and that I will do my ut: ~
to support the Constitution and laws of the United States and of;:
State of Kentucky, agninst all violence of whatsoevet· kind or descrip~
tion; and I furtherdeelare .tl1at I will well and trnlyexecute and obey
the lawful orders of all officers legally placed over me when on duty.

----

Signed and acknowledged before me at - - - - - - , in the county
of - - - - - . State of Kentucky, this - - day of - - - - - 18-and i-n further pursuance of the authority vested in me by par~graph
- - of special order!'l No. - - , da ted the - - day o f - - - - - 18from the Adjutant Geneml's Office, I have this day mustered t_h~ said
- - - - - - - - into the State Guard service, in tho company afore.
said, for the period prescribed by law.

·

- - . - - - - - , Mustering Offe.cer.

NoTE.-This paper must be executed in duplicate : one copy to be retained in company records, the other fowarded at once to the Adjutani
General of the State.

Organization and Muster-in.
§ 13. When ii. company is to be organized, the persona proposing to
join the same shall be directed, by the order of the Governor, to asscm.
bleat a given tim e and place within the county. And the AdjutanLGen,
era!, or such other mustering officer as the orders of the Governor may
specially appoint, shall, at the designated time, repair to the place of assembly, and there prol'eed to enlist the applicants in the manner and
form herein proscribed. 'l'he muste11ing officer may adjourn tbe meeLing
from time to time to give the applicants opportunity to come forward and·
enlist. Should any person other than a signer of tbe 0riginal applicaLion
present himself, on the occasion of this original organization, for enlistment, be may be aecepted if a· majority of tbe applicants consent thereto,
and tbe mustering o_fficer votes with them in the affirmative, and the person so offering himsf:llf signs the application.

Election of Officers.

ti
ti

u

u

§ 14 After forty men have been enlisted, or as many over that number

C(

and within sixty -four as appear on the original application, the mustering officer shall proceed to hold an election by ballot for commissioned
officers. In each "infantry company there shall be elected, by a majority
of votes, not less than forty being cast, one captain, one first lieutenant, a~d
one second lieutenant; and in a eompany of any other arm, such co~nm1ssioned officers as are authorized by law for similar organizations 1n tbe
army of the United States. Should the company, by a majority v?te,
desire to postpone the election for any two of the officers, the musterrng
officer may postpone such election. 'l'o give opportunity to all the_ mem•
hers of the company, the mustering officer may continue the balloting for
such ti me as he may deem reasonable, to enabla--all the members to vote.
If any person is elected to office who is not a member of the company, be
shall duly enlist himself- before his commission issues.

,n

Mustering into Service.
§ 15. When a sufficient number of enlistments. hfl,Ye been made, and at
least one commissioned officer elected, the mustering o.ffice.r sb~ll caus~
the . company to be formed; shall inspect the men, to assure himself 0
~heir identity and qualification; anc;I shall then administer to the wbole
-e_o rnpany the oath prescribed in the form of en\is.tment, and mua ter

n
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the company into the State Guard serv ice. The mustering- officer shall
remptly fill:l, in the office of the Adjutant General, the duplicates of the
~bligations of enlistment taken by him, his ce1·tifi0ate ot' the election of
officers, and a repor_t ?t' t,~1e p1·oceedings, inspection, and musler in of the
company on its organ1zat1on.

r the county
r--, 18-;

§16. As soon as the company is mustered in, the company commandel'
may appoint fom· sergeants and four corporals. The order of appointment shall be entered in the company order-book; and the company·
commnndet shall give to each of said non-commi RHio ncd officcrR a warrant of appointment, and shall report ~aid appointments to the Adjutant
General. Non-commissioned officers shall hold their appointments at the
pleasure of the officer appointing them; but every t·emova l shall be by an
order entered in the company order-boo~, and shall be immediately reported to the Adjutant Gen era!.
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§17 . .l!Jach company shall have a council of administrntion, composed
of the commissioned officers, which shall be charged with the care nnd
control of the fiscal affairs of the C'Ompany. Said council may mak e an
allowance out of the company fund to the company clerk, and for such
necessary expenditures as are strictly within the purpose of maintainin~
the effectiveness of the organization. No extraordinary expenditure shall
be made out of said fund, except by a majority vote of all the company
members present at a regular company business meeting, or such 11 meeting called by a majority of the council, on sufficient notice for the members to assemble.
·

The Company Fund.

.

ps. 'l'he

Company :B'und shall be mad·e up of all sums apportioned to
the company out of the State Military Fund, all donations of money to
thecompany 1 all dues which the company s•h all impOi"e upon the members
under the restriction hereinafter imposed, all fines that may be imposed
upon any member of the company as authorized- herein, and all money
coming from the sale of any company property, sold by the council of
administration on the order of a majority of the members present at a
regular business meeting, or a business meeting specially called, as 'in the
next preceding section.
By Laws.
p~. Each company may, after it iR musterea' into service, adopt, by a
ma1or1ty of the votes of all the rnembe1·s, such by -litws as may be deemed
, necessary and proper for the administra:tion of the aifairs of the company. When adopted by the company, a duly cet;ti fled copy of the same
shall be forwarded to tlte Adjutant General for snhmisRion to the Gov- ·
ernor, and if be shall approve them , in whole or in part, they shall, so
far as approved by the Governor, take effect from the date of such approval,

A.dmissio'n of Members.
§2~. The by-laws may direct the manner in which applicants for member.hip shall be admitted, by providiu-g for an expression of the sense 0f
th e ~ompany on such application. But surch I'egulationf.l as may be so
provided shall not c0nfli'ct with, 0r in any way dispense with, the requirements of the l·MV herein- macle concern.ing enl"istments nnd qnalitications,
8b
nd shall be su,bject, ·as other by-laws,- to the appr.oval c,r disapproval of
t e Governor.
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§ 21. The by law;; may. subject to the same revision. prouide for th
c:ollec:tion from each member of the company of equal stated dues.
tlie amount ol' s uch dues sha ll be determined only by the unanimous vot
of the company; and new members thereafter admitted shall, L,efore an e
,otc sha ll be taken on their application, ,give their written consent to u1
imposition of Lhc dues nt Lhat time established. The failure to make this
agreement sha ll not in any manner, nor shall a failure in any respect to
•enforco the by laws in regard to admission, invalidate tho contraot of en.
listment; hut i f a company officer reports for en li stment, or himself
enlists a reeruit without, first assuring himself that the requirements of
the by -laws have been comp lied witb, be shall be subject to such punishment, not exceeding a fine of $25, or dismissal from service, as a general
eourt-martial shall infli ct.

Bui

!

Name a.nd Letter.
§ 22. Each company may, by its by-laws, adopt a distinctive name,
subject to approval by the Governor. When combined in regimental
organization, each company shall, in addition, be designated by a partic.
ular letter of the nlphabet. In the original organization of companies
inlo regimen Ls, the compa ni es sball be lettered according to the rank of
Cnptains, but shall tbe1·pafter retain the letter firtit assigned, without
reference to su bseq uen t changes in the rank of the Captains.

Rt>gi'.mental Organization.
~

23. The Govel'nor may, whenever be deems it expedient, organize
companies of the same arm into battalions or regiments. When not less
than Jou r companies are permanently organized into a battalion, each
company shall, at th e ~ame time and in the manner provided for the election of eompany officerR, ·proceed to ballot for a Major. If no pel'son
receives a majority of votes in each company on·the first ballot, the com·
pany officers of the battalion shall assemble at a time designated by the
authority of the officer holding the first election, and shall proceed to
ballot for a Major. If .no one receives a majority of
the votes cas~on
that ballot the Governor shall appoint a Major to command tho batti.hon.
Any. two battalions of Llie same arm commanded by Majors, as just pr~vided, may, by the direc.:tion of tbe Governor, be consolidated into a reg,.
mental organizati on; and thereupon an election shall he held for the
election ot a Colonel,. by the vote of' a majority of all the company offi·
cers, taken in sucb ma,iner as the Governor shall direct. If no one
receives a majority of all the votes so cast, the two Majors and the sen!or
Captain shall choose a Colonel by a majority vote; and if such election
fails to make a choice, the Governor shall appo int a Colonel.

all

Battalion and Regimental Staff.
§ 24. Each battalion sball have a battalion adjutant and a battalion

quarter-ma11ter, both to be appointed by the Major, subject to _the appro¥al
of the Colonel and the Governor. 'l'hey shall .be selected from the com·
pany officers below the rank of Captain; and the acceptance of suc_h
appointment shall vacate their positions as company officers. Each regiment shall also . have a regimental adjutant and a regimental quarter·
master, to be appointed by the Colonel, subject- to the appro~al of ~h~
Governor, from a111ong the company officers below the rank of Ca~tam,
a.nd to vacate their positions as company officers by acceptance of staff
appointment. Each battalion and each regiment shall have one sergeatt·
major and one quarter-master sergeant, to be appointed from among t e
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on-commissioned officers, by t.he battalion or regimental command er.
have an ass i;itant surgeon, and each regiment a surn to be appointed by the Governo1·. Unattached companies of artile 'or cavalry may each, at tho discretion of the Gov,ernor, have an
'fstant surgeon, appointed in the same manner as battalion assisLant

lob battalion shall
&brgeons.

.Artille1·y and Cavalry.

§25. In addition to the State Guard infantry companies herein author11811 the Governor may direct the organization of not exceeding four

oompanies of light artillery and four companies of cavalry. 'l'hey shalf
beorganized as simila·r companies in the army of the U_nited States, and
aliall be equipped as the Governor may direct. If, in the judgmen t of
the Goverrror, it should become expedient to consolidate the four companies of cavalry into one organization, he may so direct; and th er eupon,
the battalion sh all be entitled to one field officer, of the rank of Major, to
an adjutant, ~ quarter-master, a sergeant-major, and a quarter-master sergeant.
General Courts-martial.
826. A general court-martial shall be composed of not less than three
ana not more than seven commissioned officers of the line, field, or staff.
Io other respects, except as may be hereinafter SRecialiy provided, the
laws and regulations governing general courts -martial in the army of the
United States shall apply to the State Guard. No g~n eral court-martial
can be convened except by order of the Governor.

Company Courts martial.

§ 27. A company court-martial, composed of not less than one commissioned officer, may be appointed by the company commander to try noncommissioned officers and privates for such offenses as may be made
cognizable by such courts by Lhe provisions of this law:. The officer
ordering the court shall not be eligible to sit therein, and the proceedings
shall be forwarded for the approval of the battalion commander, or, if
the company is unattached, to the Adjutant General, for the action of the
Governor, if the accused, after the judgment of the court is communicated
to him, so requests, in writing, to the senior officer of the court.
PENALTIES,

Cashiering.

§ 28. An officer cashiered by sentence of a court-martial shall be incompetent to hold any office in the military service of the State.

After three

years, the Governor may remove such disability.
Absence from Drill.

§ 29. The Governor shall direct how often each company, battalion,
a~d regiment shall assemble for regular drill; and any officer absenting
himself therefrom for five consecutive drills, shall be reported J?y the
company, battalion, or regimental commander Lo the Adjutant General,
who shall call upon said officel' for an explanation of his neglect. The
report and Lhe explanation sha ll be submitted for _the action of the Gove~nor; and if he deems proper, he may direct that the derelict officer be
d!scharged ~he service. If a n,o n-cornmissioned officei; or private absent
himself from drill three consecutive times, his company commandtlr shall
call upon him for a written explanation of his neglect; and , if he fails
B. Jl.-108

I

-
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to rnako it,, or it is not deemud satisfactory by hir; company comm:in<ler
said commander· nuw fo1·war<i tho paper to the Adjutant General. with~
recommendation that tbc mau be di scharged for neglect of duty unde;.
this section of the law; or be may bri11g th e man beforn a companyc0m·Lmartial, and said court may tin e him one dollal' for each ahsenee.

P'ail to Respond to Call.
§ 30. W hen the Goveruo1· orders any part of the State Guard into
active service, and any officer refuses or fails to comply with such orders
he shall be cashiered, by sentence of a court-mr.rtial, fined not leas tha,;
fi fty nor more than two hnadred dollars, by suc h a court; or the Goveruo,·
may withdraw his commission, and give him an dishonorable dischar11e
from tbe State service. If any enlisted man so fails or refuses, be m~y
· be dishonorably discharged by Lhe order of the Governor; or be may bo
brough t before a general cou rL ma r tini, :ind fined noL exceeding 0
118
hundred dollars, or imprisoned in the county jail not exceeding ninety
days, or both.
Failure to Make Returns.
§ 31. Any member of the State Guard failing to make any retum
r equired of him sh all be fined, by a genernl co nrL-murtial, not exceeding
fifty dollars, or he may be discharged for neglect of duty by the 01·der
of the Governor.

Improper Use of Arms. .
§ 32. No member of the SLate Guard shall use, -or permit to be used,
any public arm, equipmenL, or property, under penal ty, if au enlisted
mau, of five dollars, to be imposed by a company court-martial; or, if a
com missioned officer, a penalty of not less than ten nor more tban fifty
dollars.

By -Laws.
~ 33. A company courL- ma1·tial s hall _have juris<liction of all pena!Lies
im posed hy the by-laws; but no fine imposed by such court shall exceed
five Jollars_

.

Collection oJ Fines.
~ 34. Aoy person failing to pay over any fine imposed oo him by sentence of a company or general court-martial, shall be proceeded against
fo1· the same as for ordinary debt before a justice of the peace, and the
record of the court-martial shall be taken as evidence in the case. Judgment having been obtained, execution shall issue and be levied and collected as in ordinary cases. 1'he junior officer of the company court-martial shall prosecute the case in the name by which the company is known,
and shall pay the money collected into tbe company fund. The judge
advocate shall, in similar manner, prosecute fines imposed by the general
courts-martial, in the name of tbe Commonwealth, and shall pay tbe
money collected into the hands of the State 'freasurer, to be credited to
the State Milita1·y Fund.
~ 36. Th ere is hereby appropriated the sum of ten thousand dollars
(810,000) per annum, to be paid out of the Treasury, from the resources
of the Kentucky war claim, 1u1 the same shall hereafter be collected, and
has been collected and paid into the Treasury during the year 1877, from
the United States, which, together with all sums received iotQ the 'l'r~asury from floes·, &c., under this act, shall constitute the Military Fund of·
t1is State. Said fund shall be d-isbursed, from time to time, tiy tho authority of the Governor, and under suob regulations as ho shall prescribe fo1·
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!ho orgnnization, administration, equipping, uniforming, and paying the
Stnte (hard; for the purchase of tactics, laws, and 'regulations of the
army of the United States, and instruction of the State Guard, an<l for
the purchase of such ·camp and gal'l'i son equipage and mili tary stores as
may iJe nccessm:,y to the State troops when in active service.

Calling out the State Guard.
§36. Whenever, in the judgment of the Governor of this Common1\'ealth any :ictual or threatened invasion, domestic violence, 0 1· otbot·
great public <lange1·, makes its necessary to !'ender railital'y aid to the
civil powe1· of th e government fol' the enforcement of law, the preservation of peace, and the security of t,b c rights, lives, or p·ropert,y of citizens,
he mny Ol'Cler into active service so mach of the State Gtrn.rd as ho may
deem nec:e~sal'y, and may employ the m anywhere in this Commonweidth.
The foregoing pl'Ovision (section 8) of this law, relating to the subord ination of tbe reserve militia to t,he civil power when called into active
service, shall apply with equal fot·ce to the State Guar<l when employed
in nctiv·e sel'v ice. When om pl oy ed in :tcLi ve serv ice, com.mission ed offico!'S
of the State Guard shall receive two an<l a half dollars, non comm issioned
ofllcm one clolliir and three quarters, at1d privates one uollat· and a half
per day, tbe same to be paid ou t of the Treasn t·y 011 the warr: uL of the
Audilut· of Public Ac:connts, upon company pay-rolls, 11ccompanied by
copieR of the orders bearing on tho cuse, certified by the Adj uta nt General, and approved Ly the Govern or by his own signature. Each officer
an1l each onlisLed man bball also be en LiLlctl to one ration per day, the
rntion to be the same as in t he anay of the Un ited States, or commuted
at the act1rn,l cost of suhsiRWnco.

Resignations and Discharges.
~
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37. The 1·esigrn1ti o11 of comm issioneil oflic1:J1·s can be accepted only by
the ul'<ie1· of th e Govei·:1 01·, and IHI e nli sted man ca ll be discb a 1·ged from
th,· Be1·1°ice exc;ept l 1y th e o·l'de1· of the Gover11 or, or by t he order of' such
battnlion, rogim cnt,d, b ri gade, or diviRon commirnd er, as the Governor
shall authorize to <lischargc men.

Gomutissions.
§ 38. Cumrnissione<l offi ccl's slrn ll all be commiss ioned by the Governor;
and rvci·y offi c~r s hall , a. t tl1e expiraLion of ninety Jays from his election,
be b!·ought before a board a.ppointNl by the Governor for examit1ation as
lo_l11_squalificatio11s. Should bis examination prove rmLiBfactory, his com1~1ss1on shall tlrn n is.s ne, to da le fro m t ho-t ime of bi s electi on; otherwise,
h1R name shall he <ll'OJ)}Jed from the 1·oster of offi ce1,s, and a vacancy shall
be doclured iu his office.

Articles of Wi.1r and Regulations.
~_3g, The acts of Uougt·ess for the governm ent of the militia of the
UniteL! States are i u force in this Stiite. 'l'hc a r ticlea of w:u· and laws
gorerning 1,he a1·my of the U n ited StaLes shall be a part of this law, and
ttlso the_rnles and l'Cgu lations for said army, so far us consistent herewith,
and snbJoct to suclt modification as the Governor may direct.

Distribution of Law. _§ 40. It ~hall be the du Ly of the Adj utant General to index and properly

picpal'o llns act, and snch regulat ion s as tbe Governor m ay acld hereto,
and ilave tho same printed for distribution amona ~he members of the
8tale Guard.
.
o
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Inspector General.
3 41. The Adjutant General shall be Inspector General of the forces of
this State, and shall make 1;uch inspection of troops, arms, arsenals armories, and public property, as the Governor may direct.
'
Armories.
§ 42. It shall be the duty of the connty judge, or of such judge and the
mayor of a city, where they act conjointly in matters affecting the county
and city, to provide a suitable armory for safe -keeping of arms, and place
for drill for the company or companiei; in ea_oh county.
Equipping Companies.
§ 43. The Governor, by bis regulations and rules for the government of
the State Guard, as herein authorized, shall prescribe the conditions under
which new companies shall be uniformed ::ind armed, designating the kind
of uniform each may wear, and the arms they sha ll use. He may, by his
special order, designate which companies 1Shall be so, in whole or part,
equipped; or be may direct that such equ ipm ent, in whole or part, shall
be made the object of competitive drill, discipline, administration, and
organization.
.
Mustering Out.
§ -!-!. The Governor shall have power to .direct that any company or
organization of the State Guard shall he mustered out of service when,
in his judgment, the interests of the State Guard service require such
action. No such mustering out of service shall relieve any officer of any
bond he may have executed, for the safe-keeping and return of any public
property supp li ed to such ~ompany; nor shall any officer, whose resignation is accepted, be thereby r eliev ed from any liability under any such
bond.
Of Distribution.
§ 45. The State Guard companies shall he organized in such portions of
· the 8tate as the Governor shall deem best· for the public good, for the protection of property, and suppression of violence and lawlessness: Provuled,
'l'hat not exceeding five companies, including all arms of the service, shall
be established in any one county of the Commonwealth.
Repealing Clause.
§ 46. Chapter 76, entitled '' Militia," of the General Statutes, and the
amendments thereto, are repealed.
§ 47. 'l'his act shall take effec.t from iLs passage.
Ordered, That said bill be mad a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional' provision as to the
second reading of said bill. being dispensed with,
'Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third readi·ng of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro·
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
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Mr. Speaker (~urner), Dennis Gleason,
W.
Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
UL Bigger,
Isaac H . Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson,
T.J. Bush,
T. M. Hill,
T~omas Sandet·s,
Henry Campbell,
W. H. Hillsman,
T . W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambel't,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason,John A. Thomas,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Montgomery Merritt, W. A. Webber,
John Feland,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker-41.
PeterG. Fischer,
vV. W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
vV. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
\iVm. Points,
RobertF. Allensworth, Josiah. Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones 1
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. IC Bailey,
Jos. 1\1. Kash,
Gn\.n ville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. lVIcElroy ,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan, J. W. Meado1·,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. l\1. -Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Heory George,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
Charles Godshaw,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatt,;,
LaFayette Wilson-49.

tes, and the

Milton Hamilton,
And so said bill was rejected..
The House took up the svecial order of the day; viz: a bill, which

n as to the

originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal sections 2 and 3, a1·ticle 3, chapte1· 28, Genetal
Statutes, and to fix the compensation of the Reporter of the Court of

lme.

n as to the
ame being

Appeals.
Mr. Feland offered a substitute for said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute, it

, and it was

was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amencled, be read a third time.
The ruie of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

,e to a pro·

third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
amended to read,
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An act to amend article 3, chapter 28, of the General Statute;
title " Ooui·ts."
1
Mr. l\'Iawn moved to r-econsider the vote by which this Hou,e
rejected a hill, entitled

por
ame
p;_

A bill for the benefit of L. M. Lasley.

And the question_ being taken on - the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
.Mr. Adair offered an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment
I
it was d ec ided in the negative.
l\fr. West offered an amendment to said bill
And the question being taken on the adopti-on of said amendment,
it was decided in the nega tiv e .

l\lr. Bigge1· offered a substitute for said bill.

Mr. Goodnig·bt moved to Jay said biJI and _substitute on the table.
And · the question being taken on the adoption of' said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so ;;:aid bill was rejected .

.l\11-. .J. 0. Thompson entel'ed a motion to reconsider the vote by
which this House rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
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An act for the be nefit of George W. Hunter, of Bardstown,Nelson
county.

Stat·

A me ssage was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw from this House a bill, entitled

Al
ing I
A

An act to amend arti c le ·lJ, chapter 29, of the General Statutes,
title "Larceny."

A1

taroi

A1

VVhich was granted, and said bill delivered to the messe ng·er.
l\fr. ow~ ley , from the Committee on ·En1:ollments, reported ·that
the committee hacl examined enrn.lled bills, which originated in the
House of Representat iv es , of the following titles, viz.:

ury

An act to pl'Ohibit the sale of ardent spirits in justices' districts
Nos. 3 and 6, Hancock county;

Bryi

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Boston Station, Pendleton county;"

Grei

An act to incorporate Bergin, Me1·cer county, Kentucky;
An act to enable Warl'en county to retire its outstanding bonded
debt;

itt c,

An act to change the time of holding the criminal courts in the 6th
clist1'. ict and Tay for county;

Roa,

A1

A1

A1

A1

A1

eout

A1

Turi
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An act revising and amending an act', entitled "An act to incorporate the town of Pt'est~trnburg," _approved .March 0th, 1867, and
amendments thereto, t·educrng- them Into orrn;
An act to incorporate the Franklinton and Five Mile Creek Turnpike Road Cor_npany, in Henry county;
An act to change the line between the counties of Laurel and

Jackson;
An act to amend the charter of Vanceburg, approved March-15,

amendment I

amendment,

the table.
motion, it

the vote by

1876;
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to a me nd and explain an a0t, entitled ' An act to incorporate the Green and Barren
Rim Navigation Company,' approved March 8th, 1868," approved

)larch 15th, 1876;
An act to amend section 28 of an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Madisonville and Shawneetown Straight-line Railroad Company;"
An act for the benefit of B. W. Penick, committee of Taylor Motley, an adjudged pauper idiot;
.
An a·ct for the benefit of Lewis Stubhs, committee of Josephine

the Senate,

Workman, an adjudged pauper idiot;
An act to amend sectio,n 3, article 2, chapter 33, of the General

wn, Nelson

Statutes;

e to with-

[

I Statutes,
nger.
orted ·that
ted in the

~s' districts

e the town

g bonded
in the 6th

An act to chart~r the Savings Bank of Russellville;
Also enrnlled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the follow -

ing titles, viz :

·

An act to amend an. act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the Chattaroi Railway Company," approved March 11; 1873;
An act for the benefit of the Versailles and. Anderson Turnpike
Road Company;
·
An act to amend chapter 109 of the General Statutes, title" Treas-

ury Warrant Claims·"

'

An act for the benefit of L. J. Steely, committe~ for Amy Ann
Bryant, a pauper idiot of Whitley county;
An act for the benefit of George W. Sanders, ferry owner at
Greenup, Kentucky;
·
·

An act for the benefit of Alexander Deaton, late sheriff of Breath·
ittcounty, and his smeties on his revenue bond for the year 1875;
An act for the benefit of Joh~ 8. Brassfield,'late_sheriff of Whitley

county;
An act for the benefit of the Old State Road and Ripple Creek
Turnpike Road Company; 1
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An act to provide for the payment of Company G, Kentucky State
Guards, for services re-ndered;
An act for the benefit of Estill county;
An act to provide for the sale and conveyance of the inchoate
right of dower of married wo!I.len who are confirmed inebriates;
An act to fix the time of holding the circuit, chancery, and criminal
courts in the I 2th judicial district;
An act to authorize the collection of tolls on the New Castle and
Port Royal Tm:npike H.oad, in the county of Henry;
An act to maintain a graded school in the town of Hartford,
and to provide for the erection of school buildings therein;
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 58, in Greenup
county, and to enable the trnstees thereof to levy a tax to build a
school-house therein;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That lVIr. _O wsley inform the Senate thereof.
M1·. Bigge1; offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That from and after Monday night, March 18th, 1878, thi1
Rouse will l)-0ld four night sessions each week-on Tuesday, Wednesday,
'l'hursday, and Friday, commer1cing at 7½ and ending at 10 o'clock each
night ; and at such night sessions the committees of the House shall be
called in their regulm· orde1·, and sl1all have the right to report all bills in
their hands, either of a general or local character.
lVIr. Spurr offered the following amendment to said resolution, viz:
'l'he couptiee shall be called alphabetically, and each member sballbe
allowed to call up two bill~ when his counLy is called.
The further consideration of said resolution was cut off by the
joint special order of the day.
The hour of 12 -o'clock, M ., having arrived, the hour of the joint
special order of the day; viz: the election ·or a Public Printer and
Binder,
It was announced that the Senate of Kentucky was now ready to
proceed in joint session to the election of said Public Printer and
Binder .
.Whereupon, the Senate, in order, entered upon the floor oflhe
House of Representatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieuten·
ant Governor John C. Underwood, having taken a seat upon th e
right of the Speaker of the House, and presiding, the two Houses
i•ere convened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a
majority of ~ach House elected to the Ge~eral Assel)lbly.
'

.
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The roll was then called, when the following Senato1·s and Representatives answered to their names, viz:
Albert S. Berry,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. W. Meador,
Joseph Bertram,
Caleb R. Brooks,
James F. Means,
James Blackburn,
A. Buford,
Montgomery Merritt,
J. H. Bruce,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
M. T. Carpenter,
Edmund Burr,
E. H. Morin,
F. L. Cleveland,
T . J. Bush,
J. M. Neal,
Andrew J. Ewing,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Wm. Neal,
Charles D. Foote,
Henry Campbell,
Otho Nunn,
Joseph Gardner,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
James B. Garnett,
A. R. Clarke,
James O'Bannon,
Clint. Griffith,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. W. Orr,
George T. Halbe;-t,
A. C. Cope ,
W ..C. Owens,
Duncan Harding,
John Cowan,
J. S. Owsley,
R. G. Hays,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
B. Mills Parrish,
Sam. E. Hill,
. W. T. Dicken,
James Perkins,
John Hyden,
W. J. Edrington,
William Points,
S. H. Jenkins,
Abner Eversole,
Joseph L. Pope,
Thomas Johnson,
Peter G. Fischer,
G. W. Prichard,
P. P. Johnston,
Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed,
C. W. Lester,
Dennis Gleason,
Ferdinand Rigney,
P.A. Lyon,
D. A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Sumner Marble,
Charles Godshaw,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. McE!rati),
Isaac H . Goodnight, C. W. Russell,
R. I. McQuiddy,
' Leven E. Green,
Thomas Sanders,
Alex. B. iVIontgomery, W, Scott Gresham,
T, W, Scott,
David R. Murray,
J. W. Griffith,
G. R. Snyder,
L. C. Norman,
Milton Hamilton,
Ralph L. Spalding,
C. N. Pendleton,
W . L. Hazelip,
G. E. Speck,
Joseph B. Read,
Samuel D . Hensley,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Walter Rowlett, T . M. Hill,
J. T. Tartar,
Jas. Shackleford,
W. H. Hillsman,
Hancock Taylor,
J. H. Stanley,
Josiah Hunter,
Clinton K. Tharp,
H. A. Tyler, ·
Lewis Jones,
John A. Thomas,
Richard J. White,
Jos. M. Kash,
Andrew Thompson,
George Wright,
Green R. Keller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. Q. Lackey,
John Chas. Thompson,
Cromwell Adair,
Richard Lambert,
John D. Thompson,
C. T. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
G. H. Towery,
James P. Allen,
Thomas H. Mannen, W. A. Webber,
RobertF. Allensworth, M. H. Marriott,
John C. Welch,
Clement R. Ambrose, David Martin,
Isaac T. West,
J. K. Bailey,
James Barbour Mason, LaFayette Wilson,
MC. B~inbridge,
Clarence U. McElrny, · H. P. Whitaker-131.
· . Bigger,
W. J . McElroy,
Mr. Brooks withdrew the name of Mr. Cheves.
The Joint Assembly then prnceeded to take a ballot, as between
those in nomination for Public Printer and Binder, a majority o.f all
B, R,-109

f
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the members elected thereto, both of the Senate and House of Rep.
resentatives, being present, which resulted as follows, viz:
In the Senate. Those who voted for Mr. Major, wereJoseph Bertram,
Clint. Griffith,
T. J. McElrath
James Blackburn,
P. P. John sto n,
J. H. Stanley_'.7,
, J. H. Bruce,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereCharles D. Foote,
Duncan Harding,
R. I. McQ.uiddy-4.
George T. Halbert,
'
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereAndrew J. Ewing,
P. A. Lyon,
_C. N. Pendleton,
Joseph Gardner,
Alex. B. Montgomery, John Walter Rowlett,
Sam. E. Hill,
David R. Murrny,.
George Wright-IO.
J~hn Hyden,
Those who voted for Mr. Faxon, wereAlbert S. Berry,
S. H. Jenkins,
H. A. Tyler-4.
James B. Garnett,
·
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, wereM. T. Carpenter,
C. W. Lester,
Joseph B. Read,
F. L. Cleveland,
Sumner Marble,
Jas. Shackleford,
L. 0. Norman,
Richard J 1 White-9.
R. G. Hays,
1n the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. Major, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
T .. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
William Neal,
Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
Geo . H.B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
W. 0. Owens,
G . H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
H. P. Whitaker-25.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, were.James P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
G. R. Snyder,
·Clement R. Ambrose, James F .. Means~
•Caleb R. Brooks,
W.W. Orr,
Ralph L. Spalding,
William Points,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
W. A. Webber,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
John C. Welcli-21.
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, wereCromwell Adair,
T. M. Hill,
Montgom'ery Merritt1
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
E. H. Morin,
W. H :., H. Callihan,
Jos. M. Kash,
James Perkins,
W. J. Edrington,
Ricpard Lambert,
Joseph L. Pope,
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Abner Eversole,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
PeterG. Fischer,
Thomas H. Mannen, Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw,
J. W. Meador,
LaFayette Wilson-21.
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereRobertF. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J.M. Neal,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Edmund ;Burr,
M. H. Marriott,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, John Chas. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McE!roy,
And. Thompson-19.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Those who voted for Mr. Faxon, wereC. T. Allen,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
J.M. Bigger,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed-9.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the
Speaker declared that no election was had.
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as between those in nomination, the result was as follows, viz:
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. Major, wereJoseith Bertram,
M. T. Carpenter,
T. J. McElrath,
James Blackburn,
Clint. Griffith,
J. H. Stanley-8.
J H. Bruce,
P. P. Johnston,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereF. L. Uleveland,
Thomas Johnson,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Charles D. Foote,
J. R. Leslie,
L. 0. Norman-7 . .
Duncan Harding,
·
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Sam. E. Hill,
David R. Murray,
Andrew J. Ewing,
John Hyden,
0. N. Pendleton,
Joseph Gardner,
P. A. Lyon,
John Walter Rowlett,
James B. Garnett,
Alex. B. Montgomery, George Wright-12.
Those who voted for Mr. Faxon, wereS. H.. Jenkins,
H. A. Tyler-2.
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, were-George T. Halbert,
Sumner Marble,
Jas. Shackleford,
R. G. Hays,
Joseph B. Read,
Richard J. White-7.
C. W. Lester
'
In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. Major, were1\!Efr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
· C. Bain bridge,
J. W. Griffith,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
William Neal,
Hancock Taylor,
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Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas
James O'Bannon,
John Cowan,
Geo. H. B. Tlw~pson
Alex. T. Craycrnft,
W . C. Owens,
G. H. Towery,
'
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
H. P. Whitaker-25.
D. A . Glenn,
·Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Clement R. Ambrose, James F. Means,
G. R. Snyder,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. W. Orr,
R~Iph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
William Points,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. P1·ichar<l,
.John D. Thompson
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
W. A. Webber, '
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
John C. Welch-21.
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, wereCromwell Adair,
T. M. Hill,
Montgomery Merritt,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
E. H. Morin,
W. H. H . Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
Joseph L. Pope,
Abner Eversole,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W '. Meador,
Isaac T. West-19.
Charles Godshaw,
Those who v·oted for Mr. Porter, wereRobert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J. M. Neal,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton CJooke,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
A. 0. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, John Chas. Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. J. McElroy,
LaFayette Wilson-21.
Those who voted for Mr. Faxon, were0. T. Allen,
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. M. Bigger,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed-9.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the Speaker
announced that no election was had.
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as between those in nomination, the result was as follows, viz:
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. Major, were-Joseph Bertram,
M. T. Carpenter,
T. J. McElrath,
James Blackburn,
Clint. Griffith,
J. H. Stanley-B.
J. H. Bruce,
P. P. Johnston ,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
R. I. McQuiddy,
F. L. Cleveland,
Thomas Johnson,
L . C. Norman-7.
Charles D. Foote,
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Those who voted for Mr. Porter, were-Andrew J. Ewing,
John Hyden,
C. N. Pendleton,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
John Walter Rowlett,
James B. Garnett,
P. A. Lyon,
H. A. Tyler,
George T. Halbert,
Alex. B. Montgomery, George Wright--1--i.
Sam.E. Hill,
David R. Murray,
For Mr. Faxon-S. H. Jenkins-].
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, were-C. W. Lester,
Joseph B. Read,
Richard J. White--5.
Sumner Marble,
Jas. Shackleford,
In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. Major, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E.C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
T.J.Bush,
William Neal,
Hancock.Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. C. Owens,
G. H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P.· Whitaker-25.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
James F. Means,
Ralph L :::3palding,
A. R. Clarke,
W.W. Orr,
Clirfton K.. Tharp,
W.J. Edrington,
William Points,
John D. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichai·d,
W . A . Webber,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
John C. Welch-21.
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, wereCromwell Adair,
W. H. Hillsman,
Montgomery Merritt,
J.K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
· E. H. Morin,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Lewis,
· · Joseph L. Pope,
Peter G. Fischer,
Thoma;i H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
Charles Godshaw,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-19.

T.M. Hill,
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereRobe~t F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
Gab~iel_Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas Sanders,
BenJamm F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
iytgeton Cooke,
James Barbour.Mason, Andrew Thompson,
WTCope,
Clarence U. McElroy, John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. McElroy,
LaFayette Wilson~23.
· · Dicken,
1saac H. Goodnight, J.M. Neal,
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Those who voted for Mr. Faxon, wereC. T. Allen,
Henry Georg~,
Otho Nunn,
J. M. Bigger,
Tipton A. Miller,
Wm. M. Reed--7.
Henry Campbell,
N<;i one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the Speaker
announced that no election was had.
Mr. Bigg-er withdrew the name of Mr. Faxon.
Proceeding then to take another. ballot, as between those remaining in nomination, the result was as follows, viz :
Jn the SenateThose voted for Mr. Major, wereAlbert S. Berry,
M. T. Carpenter,
P. P. Johnston,
Joseph Bertram,
Clint. Griffith,
T. J. McElrath,
• James Blackburn,
S. H. Jenkins,
J. H. Stanley-IO.
J. H. Bruce,
· 'J'.hose who voted for Mr. Keller, wereF. L . Clevela nd,
Duncan Harding,
L. C. Norman-5.
Charles D . Foote,
R. I. McQuiddy,
· Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereAndrew J. Ewing,
Thomas Johnson,
C. N. Pendleton,
Joseph Gardner,
J . R. Leslie,
John Walter Rowlett,
Georg-e T. Halbert,
P.A. Lyon,
H. A. Tyler,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. B. Montgomery, George Wright-14.
John Hyden,
David R. Murray,
Those who voted for M1·. Herndon, wereR. G. Hays,
Sumner Marble,
Jas. Shackleford,
C. W. Lester,
Joseph B. Read,
Richard J. White-6.

In the House of RepresentativesThose w&o voted for Mr. Major, _w ereMr. ·speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
Thos. A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
T. W. Spott,
A. Buford,
J ·. ·W. Griffith,
Richard A. $1>urr,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
William Neal,
John A. Thomas, ·
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
.Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
W. C. Owens, ·
H.P. Whitaker-26.
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. Ambrose, James F. Means, .
C. W. Russell, .
J. M: Bigger,
Tipton A. Miller,
Ralph L. Spaldmg,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W.W. Orr,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
William Points,
John D. Thompson,
G. W. Prichard,
W. A. Webber,
Milton Hamilton,
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Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
John C. Welch-22.
' Josiah Hunter,
,
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, wereCromwell Adair,
W. H. Hillsman,
E. H. Morin,
J.K.Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Otho Nunn,
w. H. H. Callihan, Richard Lambert, . James Perkins,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Lewis,
Joseph L. Pope,
Peter G. Fischer,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
Charles Godshaw,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. We:it-19.
T. M. Hill,
Those who voted for Mr. Po1·ter, we re0. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. M. Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. l{eed,
Benjamin F. Bui~,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
M . H. Marriott,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke, ·
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McEkoy, Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. McE\roy;
.fohn Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, LaFayette Wilson-28.
Henry George,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the Speaker
announced that no election was had.
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as between those in nom·
ination, the result was as follows, viz~
In the Senate-Tb._ose who voted for Mr. Major, were~lbert S. Berry,
M. T. Carpenter,
T. J. McElrath,
Joseph Bertram,
Clint. Griffith,
David R. Murray,
James Blackburn,
S. H. Jenkins,
Joseph B. Read,
J. H. Bruce,
·
P. P. Johnston,
J. H . Stanley-12,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, were-F. L. Cleveland,
Duncan Harding,
L. C. Norman-5.
Charles D. Foote,
· R. 1. McQuiddy,
Those wh9 vot()d for Mr. Porter, were-- .
Andrew J. Ewing,
John Hyden,
· C N. Pendleton,
Joseph Gardner,
Thomas Johnson,
John Walter Rowlett,
James B. Garnett,
J. R. Leslie,
H. A. Tyler,
George T. Halbert,
P. A. Lyon,
. Richa:rd J. White,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. B. Montgomery, George Wright-15.
Those who voted for lVir. Herndon, were-RC. WG. Hays,
Sumner Marble,
James Shackleford-4.
· , Lester,
In the House of Representatives_Those who voted for Mr. Major, were~r,0Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson,
· · Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
T. W. Scott,
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A. Buford,
.J. W. Griffith,
Richard A. Spurr,
T : J. Bush,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry Camphell,
Wilfiam Neal,,
John A. Thomas
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H. B. Thon{pson
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
G. H . Towery, . '
Alex . T. Craycroft,
W. C.·Owens,
H. P. Whitaker-26.
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clemen't R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
James F. Means,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. K. Bailey,
J . .M:. Bigger,
W. W . Orr,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Wm. Points,
John D. Thompson,
W. A. Webber,
A. R. Clarke,
G. W . Prichard,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
John C. Welch-22.
Samuel D. Hensley,
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, wereCromwell Adair,
J. Q. Lackey,
Otho Nunn,
W. H. H. Callihan, . Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Lewis,
Joseph L. Pope,
Peter G. Fischer,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
Charles Godshaw,
J. W . Meado1·,
Isaac T. West-17.
T. M. Hill,
E . H . Morin,
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereC. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodn ight, Tipton A. Miller,
Robert F . Allensworth, W. Scott. Gresham,
J.M. Neal,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Benj·a min F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M.. Reed,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. iVI. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
G. R. Snyder,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
W. T. Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
W. J. McElroy,
John Chas. Thompson,
W . J. Edrington,
Henry George,
Montgomery Merritt, LaFayette Wilson-30.
No one having received a majol'ity of all the votes cast, the Speaker
declared that~no election was had .
. Proceeding then to take anothe1· ballot, as between those in nom·
ination, the result was as follows, viz:
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. Major, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Clint. Griffith,
T. J McElrath,
Joseph Bertram,
George T. Halbe1·t,
David R: Murray,
James Blackburn,
S. H. Jenkins,
Joseph B. Read,
J. H. Bruce,
P. P . Johnston,
J. H. Stanley--13.
M. T. Carpenter,
Those ,vho voted for Mr. Keller, were-F. L. Cleveland,
Duncan Harding,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Charles D. ~oote,
Thomas Johnson,
'L. 0. Norman~6.
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Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereAndrew J. Ewing,
J. R. Leslie,
John Wal'ter Rowlett,
Joseph Gardner,
P. A. Lyon,
H. A. Tyler,
James B. Garnett,
Alex. B. Montgomery, Richard J. White,
Sam. E. Hill,
C. N. Pendleton,
George Wright-13.
Jobn Hyden,

Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, were-

C. W. Lester,

James Shackleford-2.

In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. Major, wereMr. Speaker (Turne1·), D. A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E.C. Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
'I'. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
Wm. Neal,
John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Jobn Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-26. ·
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. ·Ambrose, 1osiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis. Jones,
G. R. Snyder,
J.M. Bigger,
James· F. Means,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. W. Orr,
Clinton IC Tharp 1
A. R. Clarke,
William Points,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
G. W. Prichard,
W. A. W ebher,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
John C. Welch-24.
Those who voted for Mr. Herndon, were- '
Otho Nunn,
Richard Lambert,
Cromwell Adair,
James Perkins,
T. J. Lewis,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Thom'as H. Mannen, Joseph L. Pope,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. T. Tarta1·,
J. W. Meador,
Charles Godsha w,
Isaac T. W est-16,
E, H. Morin,
T. M. Hill,
J. Q. Lackey,
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereC. T. Allen,
Isaac H . .Goodnight, Tipton A. Miller,
Robert F. Allensworth,.W. Scott Gresham,
J. M. Neal,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Benjamin--F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
fdmund Burr,
Jo!:'. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
yttleton Cooke,
M. H. Marriott,
G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
:· T. Dicken,
, Clarence U. McElroy, John Chas. Thompson,
H· J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
LaFayette Wilson-29.
enry George,
Montgomery Mevl·itt,
B.

R.-110

·,

>
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No one having received a majority of all the votes cast,theSpeaker
announced that no election was had.
Mr. Mannen withdrew the name of Mr. Herndon.
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as between those remaining in nomination, the result was as follows, viz :
In the SenateThose voted for Mr. Major, wereClint. Griffith,
T. J. McElrath,
Albert S. Berry,
George T. Halbert,
Joseph B. Read,
Joseph Bertram,
S. H. Jenkins,
J as. Shackleford
James Blackburn,
P. P. Johnston ,
J. H. Stanley- 1'3,
J. fJ. Bruce,
M. T. Carpenter,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereF. L. Cleveland,
Duncan Harding,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Charles D. Foote,
Thomas Johnson,
L. C. Norrnan-6.
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereAndrew J. Ewing,
J. R. Leslie,
John Walter Rowlett,
C. W . Lestel',
H. A. Tyler,
, Joseph Gardner,
James B. Garnett,
P. A. Lyon,
Richard J. White,
Sam . E. Hill,
Alex . B. Montgomery, George Wright-14.
John Hyden,
C. N. Pendleton,
·

'·

In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. Major, were~
Mr. Speaker (.Turner), Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owen's,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
Thos. A. Robertson,
J. W. Griffith,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
William Neal,
Geo.· H. B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycrnft,
T. J. Oatts, .
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
H. P. Whitaker-30,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
Josiah Hu~ter,
Granville V. Roose,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
C, W. Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
· G. R. Snyder,
J. M. Bigger,
James F. Means,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Caleb R. Brooks,
E. H. Morin,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,,
W.W. Orr,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
William Points,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Joseph L. Pope,
W. A. Webber,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
John C. Welch,
Samuel D. Hensley,. Ferdinand Rigney,
Isaac T. West-31,
T. lVI. Hill,
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Those who voted for Mr. Porter, were-

C.T. Allen,
RobertF. Allensworth,
Gabriel Blevins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. C. Cope,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J. Edrington,
Henry George,
Charles Godsb.aw,

W . Scott Gre_sham,

Tipton A. Miller,
W. L. Hazehp,
J.M. Neal,
W. IL Hillsman,
Otho Nunn,
Jos. M. Kash,
B. Mills Parrish,
T. J . Lewis:
James Perkins,
M. H. Marrtott,
Wm . M. Reed,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E . Speck,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas. Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, LaFayette Wilson-34. •

Isaac H. Goodnight,
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the Speaker
announced that no election was bad. '
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as betweell those in nomination1 the result was as follows, viz:

In the Senate-Those who voted for Mr. Major, were1

Albert S. Berry,
Joseph Bertram,
James Blackburn,
J.H. Bl'uce,

Clint. Griffith,
S . H. Jenkins, ·
P. P . Johnston,
T. J. McElrath,

David R. Murray,
Joseph B. Read,
James Shackleford,
J. H.Stanley- 13.

M. '11. Carpenter,
Those who voted for JVfr. Keller, were-F. L. Cleveland,
Duncan Harding,
L. C. Norman-5,
Charles D. Foot~,
R. l. McQ.uiddy,
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, were-Apdrew J. Ewing,
C. W. Lester,
John Walter Rowlett,
Joseph Gardner,
P. A. Lyon,
H . A. Tyler,
James B. Garnett,
Alex. B, Montgomery, Richard J. White,
Sam. E. Hill,
C N. Pendleton,
· George Wrigbt-13.
John Hyclen,
In the Hous~ of RepresentativesThose who voted fo1· Mr. Major, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W . Griffith,
T . .W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Richard Lamhert,
Richard A. Spun,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas I:!. Manuen, Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin;
John A. Thomae,
PJat. Campion,
William Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
ohn Cowan,
T . J. Oatt::;,
G. H. Towery,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James O'Bannon,
H. P. Whitaker-29.
W. C. Owens,·
PeterG. Fischer,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. All en
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V . Rouse,
Clement R . A~b rose, Lew is Jones ,
C. W. Russell ,

,

'
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J. Q. Lackey,
J. K. Bailey,
G. R. Snyder:
.J. M. Bigger,
James ;F. Means,
Ralph L. SpaldinO'
Caleb R. Brook's,
E. H. Morin,
J. T. Tartar,
'"
W.W. Orr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Wm. Points,
A. R. Clarke,
John D. Thompson
Abner Eversole,
Joseph L. Pope,
W. A. Webber, '
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
John C. Welch, ·
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Isaac T. West-31.
T. lVI. Hill,
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereC. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Montgorpery Merritt
Robert F . Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Tipton A. Miller, '
Gabriel Blevins,
W . L. Hazelip,
J. M. Neal,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
Otho Nunn,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
B. Mills Parrish,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
James Perkins,
A. C. Cope,
M. H . Marriott,
Wm. M. Reed,
W. T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason,G. E. Speck,
W. J. Edrington,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
Henry George,
W. J. McElroy,
· John Chas. Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
J. W . Meador,
LaFayette Wilson-33.
No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the Speaker
declared that no election was had.
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as bet~ een those in nom·
ination, the result was as follows, viz:
In the SenateThose who voted for Mr. Major, wereAlbert S. Berry~
Clint. Griffith,
David R. Murray,
Joseph Bertram,
S. H. Jenkins,
Joseph B. Read,
James Blackburn,
P. P. Johnston,
Jas. Shackleford,
J H. Bruce,
T. J. McElrath,
J. H. Stanley-13.
M. -T. Carpenter,
Those who voted for Mr: Keller, wereF. L. Uleveland, .
Duncan Harding,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Cbarles D. Foote,
Thomas Johnson,
L. C. Norman-6.
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereAndrew J. Ewing,
J. R. Leslie,
John Walter Rowlett,
Joseph Gardner,
C. W. Lester,
H. A. Tyler,
James B. Garnett,
P . A. Lyon,
Richard J. White,
Sam. E. Hill,
Alex. B .. ..Montgomery, George Wright-14.
John Hyden,
C. N. Pendleton,
In the House of Representatives, Those who voted for Mr. Major, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
D . A. Glenn,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert, '
Ri_chard A. Spurr,
/
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Hancock Taylor,
John A. Thomas,
Geo. H. B . Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
H.-P. Whitaker-29.

T.J.Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
Pat. Campion,
William Neal,
John Cowan,
T. J. Oatts,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
James O'Ban·non,
PeterG, Fischer,
W. C. Owens,
Th<?se who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
J.K. Bailey,
James F. Means,
J.M. Bigger,
E. H. Morin,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W.W. Orr,
W. H. H Callihan,
William Points,
A.R. Clarke,
Joseph L. Pope,
Abner Eversole,
G. W. 'Pricha1·d,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,·
Samuel D. Hensley, Granville V. Rouse,

C. W. Russell,
G. R. Snyder,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. T. Tartar,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John D. Thompson,
W. A. Webber,
John C. Welch,
Isaac T. West,
LaFayette Wilson--31.

T. M. Hill,

Those who voted for ·Mr. Porter, wereIsaac H. Goodnight, J. W. Meador,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Montg-omery Merritt,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
Tipton A. Miller,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
J.M. Neal,
Edmund Burr, .
Jos. M. Kash,
Otho Nunn,
Lyttleton ()ooke,
T. J. Lewis,
B. Mills Parrish,
A. C. Cope,
M. H. Marriott,
James Perkins,
W. T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason, Wm. M. Reed,
W. J. Edrington,
Clarence U. Mc Elroy, G. E. Speck,
Henry George,
W. J. McElroy,
And. Thompson-31.

0. T. Allen,

Charles Godshaw,
Mr. Mason moved that the Joint Assembly do now di:;;solve, to meet
again to-morrow, at 12 o'clock, M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Berry, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereAlbert S. Berry,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. C. Owens,
Joseph :\3ertram,
A . Buford,
Joseph L. Pope,
James Blackburn,
T. J. Bush,
Wm. M. Reed,
M. T. Carpenter,
Pat. Campion,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Ch_arles D. Foote,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clint. Griffith,
W. T. Dicken,
T. W. Scott,
H. Jenkins,
John Feland,
Ralph L. i:lpalding-,
· P. Johnston,
D. A. Glenn,
Richard A. Spurr,
~- W. Lester,
haac H. Gootlnight, Hancock Taylor,
J · N. Pendleton,
J. W. Griffith,
Clinton K. Tharp,
oseph B. Read,
T. M. Hill,
John A. Thomas,

i·
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Mr. Speaker (Turner), Richard Lambert,
Andrew Thompson
James P. Allen,
Thomas H. lVIannen, Geo. H. B. Thomps'on
Clement R. Ambrnse, James Barbour Mason, W . A. Webber
J. K.. Bailey,
E. H Morin,
John C. Welch'
E. C. Bainbridge,
J.M. Nea.J,
Isaac T. West..'....so.
Gabriel Blevins,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the ~egative wereJ. H. Bruce,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
F. L. Cleveland,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew J. Ewing,
W. H . H. Callihan,
James F. Means
Joseph Gardner,
Henry Campbell,
Montgomery Me;Titt
James B. Garnett,
A. R. Clarke ,
Tipton A. Miller, '
George T. H,albert,
Lyttleton Cooke,
William Neal,
Duncan Harding,
A. C. Cope,
Otho Nunn,
Sam. E. Hill,
· John Cowan,
T. J. Oatts,
John Hyden,
W. J. Edrington,
W.W. Orr,
P. A. Lyon,
Abn er Eversole,
J. S. Owsley,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Henry George,
B. Mills Parrish,
Alex. B. Montgomery, Charles Godshaw,
James Perkins,
David R. Murray,
Leven E. Green,
William Points,
John Walter Rowlett, W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
J as. Shackleford;
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. H. Stanley,
W. L. Hazelip,
C. W. Russell,
.H. A. Tyler,
Le-wis Jones,
G . R. Snyder,
Richard J . White,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. E. Speck,
George Wright,
J. Q. Lackey,
J. T. Tartar,
Cromwell Adair,
T. J. Lewis,
John D. Thompson,
C. T. Allen,
M. H. Marriott,
G. H. Towery,
RobP-rt F . Allensworth, David Martin,
H. P. Whitaker, .
J. M. Bigger, .
Clarence U. McElroy, LaFayette Wiison-69.
Mr. O'Bannon moved a call of the House.
And the que,,tion being taken on the adoptfon of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The roll being called, the fo'low_ing members answered to their
names, viz:
W. J. McElroy,
Albert S. Berry,
A . Buford,
J. W. Meador,
Joseph Bertram,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James F. Means,
James Blackburn,
Edmund Burr,
Montgomery Merritt,
J. H. Bruce,
T. J. Bush,
Tipton A. Miller,
M. T. Carpenter,
W. H . H. Callihan,
E. H. Morin,
F. 'L. Cleveland,
Pat. Campion,
J.M. Neal,
Andrew J. Ewing,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Wm. Neal,
Charles D. Foote,
A. C. Cope,
Otho Nunn,
John · Cowan,
Joseph Gardne1·,
James O'Bannon,
James B. Garnett,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W.W. Orr,
George T. Halbert,
W. T. Dicken,
W. C. Owens,
Duncan f!:arding,
W. J. Edrington,
J. S. Owsley,
Abner Eversole,.
Sam. E. Hill,
B. Mills Parrish,
John Feland,
,J o _h n Hyden,
,•
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s. ll. Jenkins,

Peter G. Fischer,
James Perkins,
p,P.Johnston,
Henry George, .
William Points,
c.W. Lester,
Dennis Gleason,
Joseph L. Pope,
p, A. Lyon,
D. A. Glenn,
G. W. Prichard,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. M. Reed,
Alex. B.Montgomery, tsaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
David It Murray,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
c. N. Pendleton,
W. Scott G resham,
Granville V. Rouse,
Joseph B. Read,
J. W. Griffith,
C. W. Russell,
John Walter Rowlett, Milton Hamilton,
T. W. Scott,
Jas. Shackleford,
W- L. Hazelip,
. G. R. Snyder,
J. H, Stanley,
Samuel D . Hensley,
Ralph L. Spalding,
H. A. Tyler,
T M. Hill,
G. E. Speck,
Richard J. White,
W. H. Hillsman,
Richard A. Spurr,
George Wright,
Josiah Hunter,
J '. T. Tartar,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Lewis Jones,
Hancock Taylor,
Cromwell Adair,
Jos. M. Kash,
John A. Thomas,
C. T. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
Andrew Thompson,
James P. Allen,
J. Q. Lackey,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
RobertF. Allensworth, Richard Lambert,
John D. Thompson,
OlementR.Ambrose, T. J. Lewis,
G. H. Towery,
J.K. Bailey,
Thomas H. Mannen, W. A. Webber,
B. C. Bainbridge,
David Martin,
John C. Welch,
J.M. Bigger,
James Barbour Mason, LaFayette Wilson,
Gabriel Blevins;
Clarence U. McElroy, Isaac T. West-118.
Caleb R. Brooks,
Mr. Feland moved that this Joint Assembly do now dis~olve, to meet
again to-morrow, at 12 o'clock, M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Senate reti~ed, and the Speaker of the House

d motion, it

resumed the chair.
Mr. Cooke moved that this House do now adjourn until to-morrow

red to their

morning, at 10 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being t~ken on the adopti.o n ·of said motion, it

lroy,
for
lea~s,
l'Y Merritt,
Miller,
.n, .

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being 1•equired thereon by Messrs. _F eland and

l,

an non,

r'

i} flS,

3Y,

.nish,

Cooke, were as follows, viz : ·
'
Those who voted in the affi;mative, wereE. H. Morin,
Cromwell Adair;
Peter G. Fischer,
B. Mills Pai·rish,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
Thomas A. Robertson,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
'f. Vv" . Scott,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Josiah Hunter,
Richard A . SpUl'r,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
Clint.on K. '!'harp,
rat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
John A. Th?mas,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen,

/'

,,

..
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David Martin;
John Chas. Thompson
James Barbour Mason, W. A. Webber
'
Montgomery Ivforritt, H. P. Whitake~-34.
te

Those who ,:oted in the negativ_e, wereMr. Speaker (Turne1·), T. M . Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Amhr•Jse, W. H. Hijb,man,
James Perkins,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
William Points
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rig~ey,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
.Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
C.
Russell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
G . E. Speck,
John Cowan,
J. W . Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
J . M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
W. Scott Gre,,ham,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-49.
W. L. Hazelip,

"r·

,,

·-

\.

Bills were reported_ from the several committee1:1, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Broadway Baptist Church, of Louisville," approved January 25th, 1876.
By Mr. Bigger, from the same commi~tee' A bill supplementary to an act, entitled "An act to ratify the incor·
poration of the Central Mississippi Railroad Company, and its consolidation with the New Orleans, Jackson, and Northern Railroad
Company, under the name of the Chicago, St. Louis, and New
Orleans Railroad Company, and to charter said last niimed company," approved March 11, 1878.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA hill for the protection and production of quails and partridges
in Mason county.
,BY Mr. C. U. McElroy, from tpe Committee on Circeit CourtsA bill to _a uthorize the clerk -of the Union circuit court and Union
court of common pleas to make a cross-index to suits and causes on
' file in said offices.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on. Corporate InstitutionsA bill to inco~porat.e the Howard, Lowe's Creek, and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company.
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By sameAbill to amend an act, fl ntitled "An act to incorporate the Presbyrian Mutual Insurance Fund," approved February 20, 1878.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to legalize the marriage of Noah Varner and Sarah C.
Varner, of Nicholas county .
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

r,'
ompson,
il'hompson,
ompson,
ery,
~lch,
est,
ilson-4JI,

ances..Abill to regulate the charge of tolls against bona fide customers of
the Pleasant Run Steam Mill, on the Leb a non and Mackville Tui:npike Road Company. ·
By Mr. Gleason·, from the same committee- .
Abill for the benefit of R. P.. ,Seay.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to charter the turnpike road from Alton to Camdenville,
Anderson county.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAbill to enable the tru stees of the First Baptist Church of BowlIng Green to sell and col\vey th.e real estate of said church.
By Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAbill to change the venue of the case of Lou. S. Rogers against C.
C, Rogers from the Henry circuit court to the Bourbon court of common pleas ..
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to change tl:i,e name of the '' Fuller. Oil Company," and
modify its charter.
By Mr. Ditto, from the same committeeA bill incorporating the bank of J.B. & Chas. Goodpaster & Co·. ,
of Owingsville, Kentucky.
By Mr .. Whitaker,· from the Committee ·on Pm positions and Griev

ourt~nd Union
causes on

Abjl)for the benefit of Bailey D. Smith, ot Todd county.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill, entitled "An act to authorize the constables in the county of
Henderson to· collect the delinquent tax~s for the years 1872, 1874,
and 1875.
·· ·

tionsKentucky

By Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill au-thorizi'ng the clerk of the Montgomery circuit court to
procure and make general cross-indexes.

partridges

H,

R.-111
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By .ML'. Hensley, from the Committee on Propositions and Grie\'.
ancesA bill to change the line between the counties of Barren and
Hart.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Mutual Benefit Fire Insurance Company
of Boone county.
By Mr. Means, from the same committee-A bill to incorporate subordinate Granges.
By Mr. Godshaw, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate the Greenwich Turn pike Company, in Bourbon and Fayette countie~.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions a~d Grie 1•.
ances~
A bill to repeal section 4 of an act, entitled "An act to authorize
the Boyd county court to purchase the Ashland and Catlettsburg
Turnpike," approved March 18, 1876.
By Mr. Godshaw, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill for the benefit of the Paris and · Ruddie's Mill Turnpike
Roa:d Company.
• By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes~
A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act in relation to official sales
in the county of Bracken," approved March 8, 1876.
By Mr. "Lambe!·t, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to authorize· the trustees of the town of Germantown, in
.Bracken county, to discontinue and sell a portion of Frankfort street
in said town.
· By Mt·. Godshaw, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to incorporate the Lytle Fork, Dry Run, and Oxford Turn·
pike Road Company, in Scott coun~y.
_
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary-:A bill for the benefit of W. L. Garth, late sheriff of Christian
county.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to create _and .establish two additional magisterial districts
in the county of Boyd.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on Cfr~uit Courts~
A bill for the benefit of Mary A, Nash, of Edmonson county.
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on Education.A bill for the benefit of school district No.
30, in Calloway county,
I
•
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and Grie\'.

By Mr. Cooke, from the Committefl on the Judiciary--'
Abill to reguiate the jurisdiction of justice:; of the peace in equity

arren and

oases in Jefferson county.
Which bills were severally read the first. time and ordered to be

tutionse Company

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being

ovement' Y, in Bour-

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

and Griel'·

aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following

o authori1.e
Datlettsbura

1

~

vvement-

l~T,rnpike

ifficial sales

fitutionsrantown, in
kfort street
ovementford Turn ·

f Christian

ial districts

)Unty.

,ay county,

titles, viz :
By Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of W. G. Price, a pauper idiot.
By Mr. W. J. lVIcElroy, fr.om the Committee on Mornl and Religious
Institutions. An act to prohibit the sale of sp-irituous, vinous,

I/
01·

malt liquors

in the town of Moscow, Hickma,n county, Kentucky.
By sameAn act to amend an act, entitle<l "An act to authorizre the voters
of the town of Clinton to vote upon the proposition as to whether
ardent spirits shall be sold within the corporate limits of said town,
and to prohibit the sale of the same," approved ·March 29, 1873, and
to amend an amendatory act passed April 21, 1873, and an amenda-

tory act approved March 3, 1876.
By Mi·. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts-An act for the benefit of William Simpson, late clerk of the W ii.yne
circuit and county .courts.
By sameAn act fot· the benefit of the educational interests of the white
citizens of Bowling Green, Kentucky.
By sameAn act for the benefit of school district No. 8, in Graves county.
By Mr. Lambert, from the Committee .on EducationAn act to authorize the town of Cloverport, in Breckinridge county,
to fund its debts for school buildings.
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By Mr. Lambert, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend the chatter of the town of Cloverport, in· Breck.
inridge county.
01·de1·ed, That said bills be read a third time.

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be
88
aforesaid.

Mr. G. H. B. Thompson, from the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

/

A, bill for the benefit of Aletha White, Elizabeth Dotson, Faris
Wiggins, and Jefferson Wiggins, pauper idiots of Robertson county.
·Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz:
. WHERE AS, It appearipg that the Robertson circuit court did not hold
an inquest upon Aletha White, .Eliza beth Dotson, Aris Wiggins, and Jefferso n Wiggins, pauper idi ots of tho county of Robertson, or make an order
of allowance for their support at the June term, 1875, and did not hold
'
the inquest or make the ord•er of a ll owance until the December 'term, 1875,
of. said court; and whereas, the Auditor of Public Accounts has refused
to draw his warrant upon the Treas urer for the amount of the allowance
made at the said December term, 1875, of said court, for tho su-pportof
said pauper idiots during the said interregnum, and the same has not been
paid; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assemb(y of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the Auditor be, and he is hereby, directed to draw his warmnt
upon the Treasurer of the Stato for a sum sufficient to pay the said allowance for the support of said pauper idiots, Aletha White,'Rl izabetb Dotson,
Aris Wiggins, and Jefferson Wiggins, from the 20tl.i day of June, 1875, to
the 24th day of December, 1875, at the rate of $75 per annum each.
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
· The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
O;·dered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
- engrossed,
0

I

1 /

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz : .
Those who voted in th.e affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
J. S . Owsley,
Crom well Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. Points,

[MAR, 14.
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C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Re'ed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.K. Bailey,
T. M., Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
pf.Bigger,
W. H. Hill-sman,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
A- Buford,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H . ,Mann en, G. E. Speck,
W.H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Th.o mas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. W. Mea<lor,
Andrew Thompson,
John 0owan,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
JohnFeland,
J.M.Neal,
John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
H.enry George,
Otho Nunn,
H. l>. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayetteWilson-74.
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. On·,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act for the benefit of the Covington Light Guard.
With an amendment.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
Mr. 0. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit Courts, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to change the times of holdin·g the criminal court in Car-

roll county,
Reported the same with an amendment .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

and it was

it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

to a pro-

third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass and that the title thereof be · as
aforesaid.
Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom had
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
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An act for the benefit of R. F. Read and A. S. Thompson, sureties of J. H . Read, late sheriff of Metcalfe county,
Reported the same with an amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment
it was decided in the affirmative.
'
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said biH being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, ,and that the title thereof be as
aforetiaid.
Mr. Glen-n, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend article 8, chapter 92, of the General Statutes, title
'' Revenne and Taxation."
vVhich was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.

1
,

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. l:3uie, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
I
A bill for the benefit of A. J. Williams, of Trigg county,
. With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken," Shall the bill be read a third time,
the objection of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?"
and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
And then the Hou8e adjourned.

[MAR. 14.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 15, 1878.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they ,
bad passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to authorize the court of claims of Bourbon coun·ty to appoint a commisAioner of turnpike roads for said county.
An act to incorporate Mephibm1heth Lodge, No. 184, Independent

who were
entitled
tutes, title

Order of Odd Fellows, at Princeton, Kentucky.
An act to incorporate Horeb and Carrick Turnpike Road Com-

a second

pany, in Fayette county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank

as to the

ievances,
ed a bill,

of Adairville, in Logan county."
An act for the benefit of Elijah Hogan, sheriff of Gallatin county.
An act for the benefit of M, B. Judy, late marshal of the towri of
Owenton, Owen county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Second
Presbyterian Church of Louisville."
An act for the benefit of W. J. Paxton, committee of Josephine

second

Workman, an ,a djudged ·pauper idiot.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
within the corporate Hmits of the town of Milburn, Ballard cou~ty,

s to the

.or within one mile thereof.
An act to extend the corporate limits of the town of Ben'ton, Mar·

pass.

rd . time,

ding?"

shall county.
An act to authorize the sale of the poor-house farm of Lewis county, and to purchase other property for the benefit of the paupers of
said co unty.
1
An act to amend .an . act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Walnut
Bend Fence Company, in Hende1·son and Union countie,s," approved
February 26th, 1876. ·
An act to regal.ate the jurisdiction of quarterly courts and courts of
justices of the p_eace.
An act in relation to selling into xicating liquors in and within one
and one half miles of the town of Eliza ville ; Fleming county, Ken•
1

tucky.
An act to amend the charter of Richmond, Kentucky.

•
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An act .for the benefit of A. P. Mitchell, committee for Wyatt Mitchell, pauper idiot.
An act to increase the jurisdiction of police courts in the county of
Hancock.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, 01· malt liquors in
school district No. 25, Grayson county.
An act, entitled "An act to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous,
antl malt liquors in the town of Taylorsville."
An act ·for the benefit of John Dougherty, of Daviess county.
An act for the benefit of Mxtthew D. Cordon, late sheriff of
Wayne county.
An act to amend the charter of tµe Paducah Gas-light Company.
An act to amend the charter of the German Protestant Orphan
A$ylum Society, of Louisville, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of J. N. Shewmaker, of .Mercer county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the town of Gordons\•ille, in Logan county."
An act to amend the turnpike law _of Henry county, and for the
benefit of turnpike district No. 2, of said county.
An act to amend the charter of the Salvisa and Kirkwood Turnpike Road Company. ·
An act to apthorize the county court of Olay county to appoint a
collector to collect the unpaid taxes and fee-bills d,ue Wilson Magin,
late sheriff of Olay county.
An act to incorporate the Ruby Coal, Timber, and Transportation
Company.
An act for the benefit of Jacob H. Graff and Thomas LaweR.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
Which amendments were twice read and concurred in.
That they had passed a bill which originated in the House of
Repreeentati ves, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. P. Breedlove,
With• an amendment thereto.
That they had disagreed to a bill which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
An act to authorize Christian county to levy an Gl~ valorem tax to
build turnpike roads.
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to inc.o rporate the Hardin County Bank.

Ir
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That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Benson Turnpike Road Company."
~. An act for the benefit of George W . Mann, a pauper idiot of
Nicholas county.
s. An act to incorporate the Sid eview and Aaron's Run Turnpike
Road Company.
4, An act for the benefit of Mary Susan Wood, a pauper idiot of
Nicholas county.
5. An act to incorporate the Somerset and Clio Turnpike Road
Company . .
6. An act to incorporate the Somerset Turnpike Road Company.
7. An act for the benefit of R. N. Walker, of Crittenden county .
8. An act to authorize the , people of Lagrange and Westport
voting precincts, in Oldham county, to vote a tax for the purpose of
building turnpike roads in said precincts.
9. An act to incorporate the Greenup Mutual Savings Association.
10. An act empowering the trustees of ·the town of Campbellsville
lo close an alley, and sell the same, between lots Nos. 116 and 117.
II. An act to amend an act , entitled "An . act for the benefit of
Peter Fontain, sher·iff of Meade county."
12. An act for the benefit of Warren Smith, late sheriff of Bullitt
county.
13. An act for the benefit of Preston Means.
14. An act to incorporate the Woodland Cemetery Association of
Vanceburg, in Lewis county._
·
15. An act to authorize ana empower the county court of Muhlenburg county to receive, allow, and certify the delinquent lists for
the years 1875, 1876, and 1877.
16. An act to authorize the erection of a school building in colored school district No. I, in Ohio county, and to levy a tax therefor.

sportation

awe11.

House of

17, An act to incorporate the Mt. Sterling Library Association.
18. An act for the benefit of the Farmers and Traders' Ba.n k of

House of

m tax to

e Hoose
enti.tled

Shelbyville, Shelby county, Kentucky.
19. An act to amend an ·act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
· Louisville Baptist Orphans' Home," approved January 28, 1870. · ~
.

H,
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20. An act: to authorize the reduction in the width of streets and
alleys in the city of Louisville.
21. An act to con tin'ue in force an act approved Febrnary 5, 18?G,
entitl ed "An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Durham, of Green
county."
Which bills were sev erally rea d th e first ti me and ordered to be
r e ad. a second time.
Th e rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed ~ ith,
Ordered, That said bills be r eferred-the 1st, 3d , 5th, 6th, and, Bth
to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 7th, 10th, 11th, 12th,
15th, ·20th, and 21st to the Committ ee on Propositions and Grievances; the 9th and 18th to the Committee on Banks; the 19th to the
Committee on Charitable Institution s ; th_e 16th to the Committee on
Education; the 14th and 17th to the Committee on Corporate Insti.
tution s, and the· 2d, 4th, and 13th to the Committee on Claim~.
That they had adopted a joint resolution , entitled
Resolution authorizin g the Governor to appoint honorary commissione!'s to the Paris Exposition.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Feland, John
Charles Thompson, Mannen, and J. P. Allen .
.The following petition was presented, viz:
By Mr. Cooke-Petition from sundry citizens of the city of Louisville, praying a
r epeal of the six per cent. interest law.
Which was received, the ·reading i:lispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on General Statutes.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were direct·
ed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
Sy Mt·. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the charter of Crittenden, Grant county.
By Mr. Geo. H. B. Thompson, from the Committee on Propositions
and Grievance5A bill to authorize the county court of Robertson county to establi!'Jh chain-gangs in said county, and to require persons adjudged
'gu,Uty of misdemeanors to work therein.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
re,a.d a second time.
The rule of the Hou~e and the constitutional pravision as to the
seeond reading of said bills being dispensed with,

I I
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Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a ~h·ird. time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
1
committees, to whom the same had been referre_d, of the follo wing
titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances- .
An act in relation to taking a vote on the question of '' license
or no license," and regulating the sale of spirituous, vinous, and
malt liquors in Bracken county.
By i\'lr. W. J . .McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and

faim~.

ManufacturesAn act to amend an act incorporating the Glasgow Grangers'

ary commis-

Mutual Benefit Society.
Ordered, That said bills be_read a third time.
The rule of the H,ouse and the constitutional provision as to the
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third reading of said bills bei\1g dispensed with,
Resolved, That said biUs do pass, and 'that the titles thereof be ~s
aforesaicl.
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to ·amend the charter of the city of Louisville, approved
March 3, 1870.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up the amendment proposed by the Senate to
a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to regulate and make uniform the rate s of tolls on incorporated turnpikes, gravel and plank roads in this Commonwealth.
Which amendment was .twice read and conc urred in.
The House ther;t took up the motion t.o ·reconsider the vote by
which this House rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate,
entitled

...

(
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An act for the benefit of W. M. Threlkeld, late sheriff of Livingston county.
And the question ~eing taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :

'\

WHEREAS , W. M. Threlkeld, late sheriff of Livingst,on countv made
default for the revenue for the year 1874, which was dne and payable into
the State Treasury ~n the 1st clay_of ~pri_l. 1875, and )n June, 1875,judgment was rendered rn the Franklm c1rcn1t court agarnst said Threlkeld
and his sureties for the sum, of four thousand one hundred and t,birty-five
dolhtrs and eighty-seven cents, with interest thereon, at the rate of ten
per cent. per ~nnum, from the I.st day of June, 1874, until paid, all of
which judgment, interest, and costs have been paid by said W. M. Threl.
keld; and whereas, the payment of ten per cent. interest on said judg.ment for ten months before said revenue was due and payable into the
Treasury, amounting to the sum of three hundred and forty-four dollars
and eighty cents, is a great hardship on said Threlkeld; for remedy
wh ereof,
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealllt of Kentucky, '.rhM the Auditor of Public Accountil ' is hereby directed to draw
his warrant ' on the Treas ury in favor of said W. M. Threlkeld for said
sum of three hundred and fort,y-four dollars and eighty cents, payable
out of any money i n tl\e Treasu1·y not oth erwise appropriated .
§ 2. This act shall take eff-ect from and after its passage. _
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was

decided in the affi.rmati ve.
The yeas and nays being required thP,reon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott _G resham,
J. -S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L'. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J. IC Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
, Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W . Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
James F. Means,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campio~,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompspn,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
John Feland,
Wiliiam Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T . West,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
W.W. Orr,
H. P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
LaFayette Wilson-58,
Leven E. Green,

r
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Edmund Burr,
Lewis Jones,
G. R. Snyder,
John Gowan,
Jos . M. Kash,
Hancock Taylor,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
W. J. McElroy,
C)inton K. Tharp,
T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towery-17.
Jo,iah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,

w.

to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of M . G . Horton, sher iff of Clay county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz:
~ J. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat :M:. G. Horton, sheriff of Clay county, be allo wed ihe sum of
twelve per cent. for the col lection of the revenue of Clay county for the

,ted to draw

yeur 1878.
§2. This act shall take effect from its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill; it was

tl.
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The yeas and nays being req nired thereon in put·suance to a pro-
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vision of the Constitution, were as follows. viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnigh~, J . S . Owsley,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, W . L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
T M . Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R . Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
T. W . Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R . Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin, ·
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason,J,. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Mea'ns,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
Abner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
W. W. Orr,
H . P. Whitaker,
Charle.s Godshaw,
W. C. Owens,
LaFayette Wilson-57.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
J . W. Griffith,
Otho Nunn,
C, T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
T. J. Oatts,
J, M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
'fhomas Sanders,

....

· '
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Lyttleton Cooke,
Jos. M . Kash,
Richard A. Spurt·,
John Cowan,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thompson
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompso;,
A. Glenn,
vVm. Neal,
G. H. Towery-24.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.

D:

The hour of 10:30 o'clock, A. M., ha.ving arrived, the House took
up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, which originated in the
Sen ate, entitled
An act to establish a State Board of Health, to provide fot· the
appointment of local boards of health, and a Superintendent of Vital
Statistics.
Said bill read~ as follows, viz :

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assemb(y of t!ie Commonwealth of Kentucky, That a board i's hereby estab li shed, which shall be known under

,.

the name and style of the '' State Board of Health." . It shall consist of
seven members, as follows: Six members, who shall be a ppointed by the
Govel'llor, with the consent of the Senate, and a secretary, as provided in
~cct ion lour of this act. The six members first appointed E<hall be so
desi gna~ed by the Governor that the tet·m of office of two shall expiro
every two years, on April 1st; the1·eafter the Governor, with consent of
the Senate, shall biennially appoint two members, to hold their offices for
six yea1·s, e nding April 1st. Any vacancy in said board may be filled,
unti I the next regular sess ion of ,t ho Legislature, by the Governor.
Jf2. The State Board of Health s hall have the general supervision of
tho intel'ests of the health a nd life of the citizens of this State; shall
study tho vital statistics of this State, and endeavo r to make intelligent
Rnd profilRble use of tbe collected l'ecords of deaths and sic(rness among
th e people; they shall make san itary investigations and inquiries respecting the causes of disease, and especially of epidemics; the causes of mortali ty, and the effects of localities, emvloyment, co.nditions, food, water
supply, habits, and circumstances on the health of the people. They
s hall , whon r equ ired , or when they deem it best, advise officers of the
government, or with other State Boards, in reg.ard to the loca tion, drainage, water supply, di sposal of exct·eta, heating and ventilation of any
public: institution or building. 'l'h ey shall, from time to time, recommend
Rt.and:m.l works on the subject of hygiene for the use of the schools of the
State.
§ 3. The board shall meet semi-annually at Frankfort, and at such other
JJlaces and timeA us th ey ma_y deem expedient. A majority shal! be _a
qllorum for the transaction of business. They slrnll choose one of_ then·
11umbe1· to be their president, and may adopt rul es and by-laws, subJectto
the provisions of this act. They s hall have authol'it_v to send their secretary or a committee of the -board to any part of tlie State, when_ cleemed
necessary, to investigate the causes of any special or unusual disease or
mol'talitv.
~ 4. At their first meeting tbe board shall elect a secretary, ~ho sball,
by virtue of such election, become a member of the boal'd and its executive officer. Tbe board may elect one of their own number secretary, in
which case the Governor shall appoint another member to complete the
full nnmber of the board.
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§6. The secretary shall hold his office so long as he shall fait.hfnlly dis-

charge the duties thereof; but may be removed, for just cause, at a regular
meeting of the board, a majority of tbe members vot,in!!' therefor. He
sbaU keep his office at Frankfort, and shall perform the duties prescribed
by this act, or required by the board. He s hall k eep a record oft.he transactions of the board, s hall have the custody of all books, papers, documents, and ot.ho1· property belon"g in g to the board, which may be depoRited
in his office; shall, so far as pract-icable, communicate with other State
Boards of Health, and with the local boards wit.hin bis State; sha ll keep
on file all reports received from such boards, and a ll correspondence of the
office appertaining to the business of the board. He sha ll, so fat· ar; possible aid in obtaining contributions to Lhe library of tho board. He shall
pr:pare blank forms of returns, .and such instructions as may be necessa r:r,
and forward them to the loca l boards throughout the St.ate. He tilrnll collect information concerning vital statistics, knowledge r especting diseases,
and all useful information on the subject of hygiene, and, through an
annual report, and othe1·wise, as the board may direct, s hall disseminate
snch information among the people. Also, he sl.Jall supply, on demand, 'to
lbelocal boards of health, Feliable vaccine virus for 't ho gratuitous vaccination of tbe poor.
§6. 'fhe secretary shall receive an annual salary, which shall be fixed by
lheState Board of Health. 'fhe board shall quarterly certify the amount
doe him, aud, on presentation of said certificate, the Auditor shall draw
bis warrant upon the Treasurer for the amonnt. The members of the
board shall receive no per diem compensation for their services, but their
traveling and other necessary expenses whi le employed on the bu sin ess of
the board shall be allowed anJ paid.
.
§7. 'l'he sum of twenty-five hundred dollars per annum, or so much
thereof ns may be deemed necessary by the State Board of Health, is
hereby appropria.ted to pay the salary of the secretary, meet the contingent expenses of the office of the secretary, and the expenses of the board,
lfhfoh shall not exceed the sum hereby appropri :tted. Said expenses shall
be certified and paid in the same manner as the salary of the secretary.
§8. It shall be the duty of each county cou1·t to appoint, for their respective counties, a local board of health, which board shall consist of
three members, one of whom must be a practicing physician in good
standing.
§9. Tho local boards shall make such regulations respecting nuisances,
sources of filth, the disposal of infected clothing, &c., and the removal of
the ~auaes of diseases generally, as they shall judge necessary for the
public health and safety. 'l'bey shall make a special report to Lhe State
Board of .Health whenever they deem it expedient, or when required by
the State Board so to do.
§ 10. 'rbe secretary of the State Board of Health shall be Lhe superin tendent of vital statistics. Under the general direction of the Auditor, Ile
shall collect these statistics, and prepare ,and publish the report required
by law relating to births, marriages, and . deat.hs.
. § 11. The .Stat.e Librarian shall prnvide a suit.able room for the meetlDgs of the board at Frankfo1·t, and office room for its secretary.

Ordei-ed, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro. vision of the Constitu t ion , were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
Mi lton Hamilto n,
Wm. Points 1
James P . A ll en,
W. L. Hazelip;
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney
J. K. Bail ey,
W. H. Hi llsman,
Granville V. Rous~
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
'
J. M. Bigger,
Jos. M . Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
J Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Bus h,
Richa rd Lambe rt,
G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Ca llihan ,
Thomas H. Mannen_, Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campio n ,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, J. T . Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U . McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
A . C. Cope,
W . J. McE lroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
J. W . .lVIea clor,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J . .Edrin gto n,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E . H . .Morin,
John Chas. Thompson,
J ohn Feland,
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Nea l,
W. A. Webber,
Dennis Gleason,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
D. A . Glenn,
T. J. Oatts ,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Go ds haw,
James O'Bannon,
H. J>. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-77.
W . Scott Gresham,
W. C. Owens,
Tho se who voted ·in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
Henry George,
T_ipton A. Miller,
James Perkins,
C lement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
Lewis Jones,
G. W . Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J . Lewis,
G . H. Towery-13.
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. T . Dicken,
Resolved, That the title of said bill he as aforesaid.
Mr. John Charles Thompson offered a resolution.
Mr. Owens moved to refer said resolution to the Committee on
I '

Ways and Means.
The further consideration of said resolution was cut off by the
joint special order of the day.
The hour of 11 o'clock, A . M., having arrived, the House took up
the special order of the day, viz : a bill, entitled .
A bill to inc9rporate the Kentucky River Slack-water Navigation
Company.
Mr. Cowan moved an amendment to said bill.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said . amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. O. T. Allen moved amendments to said bill-.
Mr. C. T. Allen offered as a substitute for said bill House bill No.
795, entitled
Abill to incorporate the Kentucky River Improvement Company.
ltfr. Feland moved to postpone the further conside.ration of said
bill and amendments, and make the same the special order of the

day for Wednesday, the 15th inst., at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. West, from the committee, appointed to withdraw from the
Governor a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to change the line between the counties of Laurel and
Jackson,
Reported that he had performed that duty, and delivered to the
Clerk said enrolled bill.
Mr. West moved to make the same the special order of the day for
to-morrow, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the ho·u r of the joint
special ordet· of the day, viz: the election of a Public Printer and
Binder,
lt was announced that the Senate of Kentucky was now ready to
proceed in joint session to the election of said Public . Printer and
Binder.
Whereupon, the Senate, in order, entered upon the floor of the
House of Representatives, and th-e Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant Governor John C. Underwood, having taken a seat upon the
right of the Speaker of the House, and presiding, the two Houses
were convened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of- a
majority of each House elected to the General Assembly.
On motion, a call of the roll was dispensed with.
The Joint Assembly then proceeded to take another ballot, as between those in nomination for Public Printer and Binder, viz: Messre.·
S. I. M. Major, E. H. Porter, and G. R. Keller, a majority of all the
members elected thereto, both of the Senate and House of Representatives, being present, which resulted as follows, viz:
H.

R.-113
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In the Senate-Those who voted for Mr. Majo1·, werePollock Barbour,
Clint. Griffith,
David R. Murray
Albert S. Berry,
S . H. Jenkin s,
L. C. Norman, '
Joseph Bertram,
P. P. Johnston,
Joseph B. Read
James Bla.c kburn,
T. J. McElrath,
James Shacklef~rd
J. H. Bruce,
D. G. Mitchel'!,
J. H Stanley-16.'
M. T. Carpenter,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, were-F. L. Cleveland,
George T. Halbert,
Thomas Johnson,
Charles D. Foote,
Dun ca n Harding,
R. I. McQuiddy-6.
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, were-Andrew J. Ewing,
J. R. Leslie,
C N. Pendleton,
Joseph .Gardner,
C. W. Lester:
John Walter Rowlett,
James B. Garnett,
P. A . Lyon,
H. A. Tyler,
Sam. E. Hill,
Sumner Marble,
Richard J. White,
John Hyden,
Alex. B. Montgomery, George Wright-Ji>
In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for M1·. Major, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Crnmwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
T. W. Sc·ott,
T'. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
kichard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mann.en, Hancocl~ Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
John A. Thomae,
John Cowan,
William Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery,
Peter· G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
H.P. Whitaker-30.
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereC. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Tipton A. Miller,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J. M. Neal,
J.M. Bigger,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Panish,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. I-I. Hillsman,
James Perkins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
A. 0. Cope,
W . T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason,J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
John Chas. Thompson,
Henry George.
J. W. Meador,
LaFayette Wilson-3S.
Charles Go,d shaw,
Montgomery Merritt,
Those who voted for Mr. Keller, wereJames P. Allen,
Josiah Hnnte1·,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. Ambrose, James F. Means,
C. W. Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
E. H. Mol'in,
G. R. Snyder,
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Ralph L. Spalding,
John D. Thompson ,
W. A. Webber,
John C. Welch,
Isaac T. West-25.

.

No one having received a majority of all the votes cast, the Speaker
declared that no election was had.
Mr. J.P. Allen withdrew the name of M1·. G. R. Keller.
Proceeding then to take another ballot, as between those remaining in nomination, the res ult was as follows, viz :
In the SenateThose voted for Mr. Major, wereD. G. Mitchell,
Clint. Griffith,
Pollock Barbour,
David
R. Murray,
George T. Halbert,
Albe1'l S. Berry,
L. 0. Norman,
S
.
H.
Jenkins,
Joseph Berti·am,
Joseph B. Read,
P. P. Johnston,
James Blackburn,
J as . Shackleford,
T . J. McElrath,
J, H. Bruce,
J. H. Stanley-19.
R.
I.
McQuiddy,
M. T. Carpenter,
Charles D. Foote,
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, wereF. L. Cleveland,
Thomas Johnson,
0. N. Pendleton,
Andrew J. Ewing,
J. R. L eslie,
John Walter Rowlett,
Joseph Gardner,
C. W. Lester,
H. A. Tyler,
James B. Garn e tt,
P. A. Lyon,
Richard J. White,
Duncan Harding,
Sumner Marble,
George Wright-17.
John Hyden,
Alex. B. Montgomery,
In the House of RepresentativesThose who voted for Mr. Major, wereMr. Speaker ( Turner), J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L. Pope,
J, M. Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Bufo1·d,
Thomas H. Mann en, T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
E. H. Morin,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
William Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Otho Nunn,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
D. A. Glenn,·
W. 0. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-40.
Leven E. Green J
Those who voted for Mr. Porter, were0. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
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Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunte1',
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
'
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding
Lyt.tleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
'
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
.
Clinton IC Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merntt, Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J . .lVI. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,'
LaFayette Wilson-52.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Mr. Porter having received a majority of all the votes cast, was
thereupon declared to be elected Public Printer and Binder for the
period and term prescribed by law.
Mr. Snyder moved that the Joint Assembly do now dissolve.
And the qu~stion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The Speaker of the House of R.epresentatives resumed the chair,
and the Senate then retired to its chamber.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, 1·eported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the trustees of the Lancaster Presbyterian Church," approved February!,
1842;

An act to authorize the sale of the old circuit and county court
clerks' offices, and the land upon which the same are located, in
Wayne county;
An act relating to the sale of spirituous liquors to minors in Camp·
bell county;
An act .allowing any constable in the city of Covington to appoint
one deputy;
•
An act to incorporate the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Company, Northern Division;
An act to empower the · county court of Pendleton county to make
subscription to the capital stock of turnpike roads in said county;
An act to empower the county court of Boyle county to levy an ad
valorem tax;
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An act for the benefit of James W. Smith, sheriff of Woodford
county;
An act for the benefit of Nancy Hammons, committee for Benjamin Hammons, pauper idiot of Clinton county;
An act to legalize the action of the Wolfe county court, at its October terms, 1875 and 187fi;

An act amending the charter incorporating the Elizaville Stat.ion

'
Tharp,

,ompson,
~hompson,

and Mayslic;k Turnpike Road Company, in Fleming county;
An act for the benefit of J. P. Webb, late she riff of Grant county;
An act to incorporate Clark's Rtver Lodge, No. 288, of Patrons Qf

ilson-52.

Husbandry;
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 42, in Bath

[

~l~:·

r

cast, was
der for the

olve.
motion, it
the chair,

~~;·!e~n

t~:~

fe the trus"ebruary I,
unty court
located, in

s in Campto appoint
oad Com-

county;
Also enrolled bills, which oi'iginated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
.
An act for the further propagation of food-fishes in the waters of
this Commonwealth;
An act for the benefit of Judge W. L. Jack.son ;
An act to establish the boundary line between the States of Indi' ana and Kentucky above and near Evansville, and to confirm the
report of the commissioners running the same;
An act for the benefit of J. N. Thompson, committee for A. J.

Ford, pauper idiot of Metcalfe county;
An act for the benefit of Martin Hancock, of Trigg county;
An act for the benefit of J. H . Gates, of Daviess county;
An act to incorporate the Columbus Manufactul'ing Company;
An act for the benefit of W. W. Taylor, of Oldham county;
An act to incorporate the town of Rosine, in Ohio county;
An act to incorporate the town of Wallonia, in Trigg county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An · act to incorporate a company to turnpike a road from Mo,unt Eden to Shelbyville;"
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to incorporate the
Clear 0l'6ek, now Shelbyville and Eminence, Turnpike Road Com-

pany;"

An act to provide for working dirt road's in Woodford county;

;y to make

An act for the benefit of Taylor county, empowering it to compromise it~ debts, issue bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the

rounty;
levy an ad

same;
An act for the benefit of Noah Smith and others, sureties of J.M.
Basham, late sheriff of Barren county;
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An act for the benefit of J. M. Lester, of Russell county;
An act for the henefit of James B. Evans, of Monroe county;
And had found the same truly emolled.
Whereupon the ,Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor, hy Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
s'igned sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act in relation to the posting of lands in this Commonwealth.
An act to authorize the trustees of Catlettsburg to tax and license
the sale of spirituou::i, malt, or vinous liquors within the town of
Catlettsburg.
An act authorizing the judge of the· Bourbon county court to call
the county court together for the purpose of building or improving
the county jail and to make levy to pay for the same.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and
small birds, and punish trespass."
An act for the benefit of Buckner Wilhoyt, a pauper idiot.
An act to amend the South Covington and Cincinnati St.reet Rail-,
way charter.
An act to reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town
of ·Benton, in Marshall county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the toll'n
of Boston Station, Pendleton county."
An act to enable Warren county to retire its outstanding' bonded
debt.
An act to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in justices' districts
Nos. 3 and 6, Hancock county.
An act to incorporate the Franklinton and Five Mile Creek Turnpike Road Company, in Henry county.
An act to amend section 28 of an act, entitled "An act to incorpo·
rate the Madisonville and Shawneetown Straight-line Railroad Company."
An act to amend section 3, article 2, chapter 33, of the General
Statutes.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and explain an act, entitled 'An act to incorporate the Green and Barren
River Navigation Company,' approved March 9th, 1868," approved
March 15th, 1876.

"
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An act to charter the Savings Bank of Russellville .
An act to change the time of holding the criminal courts in the 6th
district and Taylor county.
An act for the benefit of Lewis Stubbs, committee of Jo sepliin e
Workman, an adjudged pauper idiot.
·
An act to amend the charter of Vanceburg, approved March 15 ,

· J · Stoddard
pproved and
se of Repremonwealth.
and license
the town of
court to call
r improving

1870.

An act for the benefit of B . W. Penick, committee of Taylor Mot-

ley, an adjudged pauper idiot.
An act to incorporate Bergin, Merce r county, Kentucky.
Mr. Hamilton moved the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Auditor of Public Accountfl communi cate to this
House the total and aggregate amounts due th e State of K e ntueky , severally, from the Clerk of th e Court of Appeal fl and R eg iRt er of tlio Land
Ollfoe, nnd when said sums should have been paid into tho 'freusury of
this Commonwealth under th e provisions of e xi sLi ng Jaws .
Mr. Adair moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion , it

ct game and

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hamilt.on and

idiot.
· Street Rail, ,

Feland, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative were-

to the town
ate the town
ding' bonded
ices' districts
Creek Turn·
t to incorpo·
ailroad Comthe General

end and exand Barren
8," approved

Mr. Speaker (Turner), Pete1· G. Fischer,
J. S. ow .. ley,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Goddhaw,
G . R. Snyd e r,
J. IC Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Clinton K . Tharp ,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
\V.J.Edrington ,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch-17.
John Feland,
W. C. Owens,
Those who voted in the negative, were0. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton ,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
G. W . Prichard·,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
Joseph M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
T . W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. Mc 8lroy,
G. E. Speck,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means.
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
William Neal,
W. A. Webber,
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Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitake'r-59.
W. W. Orr,
, Mr. Tharp moved · that the House do now

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hamilton and
Cooke, were as follows, viz:
ThC:Se _who voted in the affirmative, wereCrom well Adalr,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
James Perkins,
.Tam-es P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbriclge,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T. J. Bush,
Josiah Hunter,
T. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Jos. M. Kash,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. t::lpalding,
Lyt1leton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
Thoma" H. lVIannen, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
. David Martin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. 0raycroft,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
W . .T. Edrington,
William Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
· Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker-51.
Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
T. M. Hill,
William Points,
J . K. Bailey,
J.M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Clarence U. McElroy, Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J . McElroy,
G. R . Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
G, E. Speck,
W. H . H. Callihan,
James F . Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H . B. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
Tipton A. Mil\er,
G. H. Towery,
Leven E. Green,
J.M. Neal,
W. A. Webber,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. o ·atts,
LaFayette Wilson-36.
And then the House adjourned .
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in _the House of Representatives,

: amilton and

of the following titles, viz:
·
An act supplementary to an act, entitled" An act to ratify the in' corporation of the Central Mississippi Railroad Company, and its
consolidation with the New Orleans, Jackson, and Northern Railroad
Company, under the name of the Chicago, St. Louis, and New
Orleans Railroad Company, and to charter said last named company," approved March 11, 1878. ·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an·d reduce
into one the several acts and amended acts in reference to the town
of Auburn," approved March 8, 1878 .
That they had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company."
Which was 1·ead the first time and ordered to be read a second
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time.
The rule of the House and the constitu'tional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
·-~
01'dered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Railroads.
That they had also passed a bill, entitled
An act in relation to the construction of rail ways and railway'
bridgeB'in the valley of the Big Sandy river and tributaries.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional· provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of sai1 bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
.
..
·
That they had concurred in a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
H.

R.-114
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Resolution for the benefit of W. T. Samuels,
With an amendment.
That they had ad.o pted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution authorizing the Governor to appoint nonorary commis-.
sioners to the Paris Exposition.
·
Which was twice read and concurred in.
That they had also adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution raising a committee to visit and inspect lock No. 5,
Kentucky river.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Timothy Sullivan;
An act to amend the charter of the Mount Sterling Gas-light Company;
An act to amend an ac~, entitled "An act to incorporate the Second
Presbyterian Church of Louisville;"
An act for the benefit of M. B. Judy, late marshal of the town of
Owenton, Owen county;
An act for the benefit of W. J. Paxton, committee of Josephine
Workman, an adjudged pauper idiot;
· An act in relation to selling intoxicating liquors in and within one
and 01ui half miles of the town of Elizaville, Fleming county, Kentucky;
An act to amend the charter of the German Protestant Orphan
Asylum Society, of Louisville, Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a criminal
court for the counties of Daviess, Hancock, Ohio, Meade, Breckin·
ridge, and Grayson," approved February 23, 1876, so as to include
Hardin county, and to re-anange the time of holding courts in sev·
eral of. said counties;
An act to incorporate the, town of Bethlehem, in Henry county;
An act to incorporate the Corinth Turnpike Road Company, in
Grant county;
An act to incorporate the Jlendleton Agricultu~al and Mechanical
Association;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend chapter 92,
title 'Revenue and Taxation,' General Statutes, and re-enact the pro•
visions of the General Statutes repealed thereby;"
An act to regulate the jurisdiction of quarterly courts and courts of
justices of the peace;
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An act to incorporate Horeb and Ca~rick Turnpike Road Com-

ary commis-,

pany, in Fayette county;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liql'lors
/within the corporate limits of the town of Milbl'lrn, Ballard county,
or within one mile thereof;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An· act to incorporate the Walnut
Bend Fence Company, in Hender::;on and Union counties," approved

lock No. 5,

February 25th, 1876;
An act tQ extend the corporate limits of the town of Benton, Mar-

ted that the
·iginated in
~ :

shall county;
An act to authorize the sale of the poor-house farm of Lewis county, and to purchase other property for the benefit of the pauper~ of

f-light Com.

said county;
An act to amend the charter of Rioh~ond, Kentucky;
An act to incorporate Mephibosheth Lodge, No. 184, Independent

1

?

the Second

the town of

Order of Odd Fellows, at Princeton, Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of Elijah Hogan, sheriff of Gallatin county;
An act for the benefit of the Covington· Light Guard;
Also enrolled bill::;, which originated in the Senate, of the following

f Josephine

. titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the town of Cloverport, in Breck-

within one
unty, Ken·

inrid~e county ;
An act to am€nd the charter of the Knob Lick Turnpike Road

nt Orphan
a criminal
e, Breckin·
to include
urts in sev•
county;
ompany, in
echanical

1d courts of

Company;
An act to incorporate the Hardin County Bank;
An act for the benefit of W. G. Price, a pauper idiot;
An act for the benefit of \JYilliam Simpson, late clerk of the Wayne
circuit and county courts;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 8, in Grnves county;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
in the town of' Moscow, Hickman county, Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of the educational interests of the white
citizens of Bowling Green, Kentucky;
An act in relation to the construction of railways and railway
bridges in the valley of the Big Sandy river and tributa!'ies;
An act to establish a State Board of Realth, to provide for the
appointment of local boards of health, and a Superintendent of Vital
Statistics;
·
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An act appropriating rµoney to pay for extra clerical labor in
making the Registration Reports;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
·whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
\
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
. Leave was given to bring in the following hills, viz: ··
On motion of Mr. Cooke. I. A bill to fix the rate of interest for , money loaned and secured
by pledge or mortgage.
On motion of Mr. Snyder2. A bill for the benefit of J. W. Elkin .
On motion of same-<J. A bill for the benefit of J . W. Thomas.
On motion of Mr. Welch. 4. A bill to change the time of holding quarterly courts in the
county of Jessamine.
On motion of Mr. Lambert-

• I

5. A bill for the benefit of Wm. Burk and Henry Artebran, Jeffet··
son county.
On motion of Mr. C: U. McElroy6. A bill concerning the circuit court and court of common pleas,
Warren county.
On motion of Mr. G. H. B. Thomp'Son7 . .A bill to authorize the trustees of Carlisle to appoint a marshal
for Henryville and Pickerdsville, Nicholas county.
On motion of Mr. Copes. A bill to appropriate - - dollars t,o pay for and remove a mill
and other obstructions in Quicksand creek, in ,Breathitt county.
On motion of Mr. Tharp9. A bill to amend section 5, chapter · 79, title "Notaries Public,"
General Statutes. ·
On motion of Mr. Cooke-IO. A bill for the benefit of Preston Means, of Jefferson county.
Ori' motion of Mr. Hamilton.
I I. A bill to prevent the maintenance· of nuisances in this Com·
monwealth.
On motion of Mr. Lackey12. _A bill t_o amend the charter of Louisa.
On motion of Mr. Gleason13. A bili to amend an act establishing a new charter for Louis·
ville.
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On motion of Mr. C. U. McElroy)4. A bill to refund to Warren county .the amount paid by said
county of the salary of the judge of the Warren court of common

\

' pleas.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw15. A bill· to incorporate the Colored Orphans' Aid Associ_ation of
Louisville.
· '
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary prepare and bring
in the )st, 10th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th; the Committee on -Propositions and Grievances the 2d, 3d, 5th, 7th, and 11th; the Committee
on County Courts the 4th; the Committee on Circuit Courts the 6th;
the Committee _on Internal Improvement the 8th, and the Committee
on General Statutes the 9th.
Amessage was received from the· Governo·r, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act amending the chatte,; incorporating the Elizaville Station
and Mayslick Turnpike Road Company, in Fleming countY:
An act for the benefit of Nancy Hammons, committee for, Benjamin Hammons, pa_u per idiot of Clinton county.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. 42, in Bath
county,
An act to authorize the sale of th·e old circuit and county court
clerks' offices, and the land upon which the same are located, in
Wayne county.
Ao act relating to the sale of spirituous liquors to minors in Campbell county.
Ao act allowing any constable in the city of Covington to appoint
one deputy.
An act to incorporate Clark's River Lodge, No. 288, of Patrons of
Husbandry.
·

and secured

~ourts in the
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An act to empower the conn-ty court of Bpyle county to levy an ad
valorem tax.
An act for the benefit of.James W. Smith, sheriff of Woodford
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the trustees of the Lancaster Presbyterian Church," approved February 1,
1842. .
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An act for the benefit of ~. P. Webb, late sheriff of Grant county.
An act to lega lize the action of the Wolfe county court, at its October terms, 1875 and 1876.
An act for the benefit of Union and Henderson counties, amending
and reducing into one the acts relating to roads in said counties.
An act to empower the county court of Pendleton co1,111ty to make
subscription to the capital stock of turnpike roads in said county.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Me~srs. Craycroft, J.
M. Neal, Lackey, Hill, Clarke, Marriott, Martin, Lambert, Parrish,
Godshaw, and Kash.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare anrl bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled·'' An act to amend and reduce into
one the several acts and amended acts in reference to the town of
Auburn," approved .March 8, 187~.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the commissioner of claims of the county of
G rant to levy an ad valorem tax.
By .Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
county clerks Iof Lewis and other counties."
·
•
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on EducationA bill for the benefit of W. H. Brien and Eli G. Boon, of Paducah, to legalize their election of the trustees of the common schools
of Paducah.
By Mr. Big-ger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend section 33 of an act, entitled "An act to amend
the charter of the city of Paducah," approved February 26, 1878.
By .Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on Geneial StatutesA hill to regulate the payment of claims on the Treasury.
By .Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on BanksA bill to incorporate the Citizens' Bank.
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to confe1· on quarterly
courts jurisdiction of misdemeanors in certain cases," approved
March 18, ,1876.
By Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill regulating the fees and duties of the sealer of weights and
measures for the county of Jeffersdn, and repealing the existing laws
ori that subject.

,I
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By Mr. W. J. McEiroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and
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rant county.

ManufacturesAbill to protect the bee-keepers of Kentucky.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

[ at it, Ooto-

s, amending
founties.
1

read a second time.
The rul~ of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with, ·
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third ~eading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being

jn::::t;ake
Craycroft, J.
rt, Parrish,

t

I

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

ere directvi'z:
tutionsreduce into
the town of

I es,

aforesaid.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
Abill to amend an act, entitled" An act to protect game and small
birds, and to punish trespass," approved March 11, Il'.376.
,Which was read the tirst time and ordered to be read a second

e county_of

Courtsnefit of the

n, of Padunon schools

to amend

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

·'

second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Cowan moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being

6, 1878.

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass and that the title thereof be as

·y.

aforesaid.
The Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and
bring in the same, reported bills of the following titles, viz :

quarterly
approved

eights and
isting laws

By Mr. CookeA bill to fl~ the rate and prescribe the mannei· in which the prop·
erty of the several railroad companies in this Commonwealth shall
be assessed for taxation.
By Mr. AdairA .bill to provide for the taxation of the property of railroad companies.
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Mr, Cooke moved that said bills be printed, recommitted to the
Committee on the Judiciary, and made the special order of the day
for Tuesday, the 19th instant, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
ti ties; viz :
By Mr. Bigger, from th e Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of the children and grandchildren of DaYid
Sanders, deceased.
Hy Mr. Miller, from the Committee on EducationAn act for the better organization of public schools in the DycuBhurg common school district, in the county of Crittenden.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee _on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to repeal an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of Richard
Reid and Mrs. K K. Chevis," approved February 9, 1878.
By same-An a?t to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Smithfield Cemetery Company."
By immeAn act to amend the charter of the town of Mt. Olivet.
01·dered, That EZaid bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be BB
aforesaid.
Mr. C. T. Allen offered the following joint resolution, viz:
The Honse of Representatives did, on the 11th day of February, 1878, pass a bill, entitled "An act to provide for the government
and discipline of the Kentucky Penitentiary," and reported the same to
the Senate; and wherea&, the Senate has not yet accepted or rejected said
bill; an_d whereas, the Penitentiary question is one of great importance to
1 the State, and demands the immediate and serious attention of the General Assembly; therefore, be it
Resolved by the General Assembly of lite Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the Senate. and Honse Committees on the ·Penitentiary be, and
they ure horeby, instructed to hold joint sessions and do what they can
to perfect a bill concerning the said Penitentiary as the best interes~s
t,of the State demand; and said committees are given permission to sit
during the session of the two Houses and report at any time.
Mr. C. T. Allen· moved to suspend the rules and take up said reso·
lution.
WHEREAS,
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And the question b ein g t a k e n on the adoption of said motion , it
was decided in the a ffirmati ve .
Said resolution was tw ice read !,Ind a dopted .
Mr. Keller offered th e followin g re solution, viz :
Resolved by tile General A ssembly of the Commonwealth of K entucky,
Thnt the th ank s of thi 1:1 Ge neral Assembly be tend ered to Senators A. S.
Jlerry and David R. Murry , Re presentati ves C. U. McElroy, R. L . Spalding and A. R. Clar ke, fo r th e th oroug h exa min ati on th ey have made of
olll~ers and their fees a t L oui sville, and fo r th e fair a nd open report they
hnve submitted to this body .
Which was twice read and a dopted .
Mr. Snyder was appointed a commit.tee to withdraw from the
Senate a hill, which originated in the House of Representatives,

he Dycus-

entitled
An act to amend the ch a rter of the city of Louisville, approved

utionsof Richard

March 3, 1870.
Mr. Snyder entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which said
bill was passed by this House .
Mr. Welch moved to reconsid e r the vote by which this House re-

the Smith-

jected a bill, entitled
A hill in relation to the militia of this Commonwealth, and the
organization of the Kentucky State Guard.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was re-
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said reso·

ferred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act prescribing an oath to be
taken by all officers appointed 01· ele cted," approved March 20, 1876,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Reed moved to postpone the further consideration of said bill,
and' make the same the special order of the day fo1; Tuesday, 19th
instant, at 10:30 o'. elock, A. M.
.
And the question being taken on the , adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Whitaker, were as follow s, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative wereThomas Sanders,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
G. R. Snyder,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. L . Haz.e lip,
G. E. Speck,
J. K. Bailey,
G1·een R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. Q. Lackey,
J. T. Tartar,
Caleb R. Brooks,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bush,
E. H. Morin,
H,

,R.-115
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Henry Campbell,
T. J. Oatts,
Clinton IC Th.arp,
A. C. Cope, ·
W. W. Orr,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. 0. Owens,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J . S. Owsley,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
G. W. Prichard,
W. A. Webber,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Wm . M. Reed,
John 0. Welch
Ferdinand Rigney,
Isaac T. West,'
Leven E. Greeri,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson, H. P. Whitaker-42.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry George,
Montgomery Merritt
Clement R. Ambrose, Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Miller, '
J. M. Bigger,
Charles Godshaw,
Otho Nunn,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. Scott Gresham,
James O'Bannon,
Benjamin F. Buie, · W. H . Hillsman,
B. Mills Parrish,
Edmund Burr,
Lewis Jones,
· Granville V. Rouse,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
Aug. Shelburne,
John Cowan 1
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
W. T. Dicken,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
LaFayette W ilson-39.
Mr . Whitaker moved a call of the rnll.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The roll being called, the following named members answered to
their names, viz:
Mr. Speaker (TQrner), Leven E. G.reen,
B. Mills Parrish,
Cromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
E . 0. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
Joseph ·M. Kash,
Thomas Sandere,
Gabriel Hlevins,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
, A. 0. Cope,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson, .
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thomp11on,
W. J. Edrington,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery/··
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
)

'
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john C. Welch,
Isaac T. West,
H.P . Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson-79.

Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles God shaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arriv,ed, the House took from
the orders of the day a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act appropriating money to pay for extra clerical labor in
making the Registration Reports.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time .
Said bill was read a third time as follows,. viz:
WIIE&EAS, The Regitltration Repurt.s required to be made by an act
approvod January 31st. 1874, have beQn made for each of the years 1875,
18i6,and 1877, by L . D. Holloway, a clerk in the .A.udito·r's Office; and
whereas, said reports have been made out of office hours for want of suffi- ·
cient clerical force in the Auditor's Office to do the daily work required
and muke said reports; and whereas, all ,mob reports under former registri1tion laws have been paid for liberally out of the 'Treasury, and.to
require work of such a nature to be done when it could only be done out
of office hon rs without just compensation would be unjust and unr;easonable; therefore,
9 1. Be ,it enacted by tlte General Assembly of tlte Commonu,ealth of Ktntucky, 'rhat the &Um of five hundred dollars per yeal' for each of the years
1875, 1876, and 1877, be, and the same is hereby, appropr iated out of any
money in the· 'rreasury not, otherwise appropriated ; and th,e Auditor of
Public Accounts is directed to draw bis warrnnt upon the Treasm·er fo1'
said amount in favor of L .. D. Holloway, to compensate him for his extra
services performed out of office bou1'S in making said Registration Reports.
§2. 'rliis act to take effect from it1:1 passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in . the affirmative.
The yeas and nays beingTeq L1ired thereon in pu1-suance to a provision of the Constitution, wern as follows, 'viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereFerdinand Rigney,
i\Ir. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
Thomas A . Robertson,
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas Sanders,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. H . Hillsman,
T. W. Scott,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. K. Bai ley,
Richard Lambert,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J.M. Bigger,
J. W. Meador,
l:{ichard
A. Spurr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
James F . Means,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
E. H. Mo1;in,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bush,
T. J. Oatts, ·
Clinton K. Tharp,
WH · H. H. Callihan,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
enry Campbell,
W . W. Orr,
Andrew Thompson,
Pat. Camp ion ,
W. C. Owens,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. S. Owsley,

/
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Peter G. Fischer,
Joseph L. Pope,
W. A. Webber,
Dennis Gleason,
G. W. Prichard,
H. P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Wm. M. Reed,
LaFayette Wilson-51.
Those who voted in the negative, were-C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Tipton A Miller,
Gabriel Blevins,
Milton Hamilton,
Otho Nunn,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
John Cowan,
Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
W. T. Dicken,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Abner Eversole,
James Barbour Mason,John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn, .
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West-30.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
The House then took up the amendment propoi,ed by the Senate
to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
"An act to fix the terms and regulate the jurisdiction and proceedings of the Kenton circuit court, at Independence, in the twelfth
judicial district.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
The House then took up the amendment proposed by the Senate
to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. P. Breedlove ..
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
The House took from the orders of the day a hill, entitled
A bill to amend article 8, chapter 92, of the General Statutes, title
'' Revenne and Taxation."
Mr. Bigger moved to r~commit said bill to the Committee on Gen. eral Statutes.
And the question being take,;i on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which
this House refused to adopt a joint resolutioln, entitled
Resolution authorizing the Superintendent of Public Instruction to
confer with Congressional Committee on Education at Washington,
and to defray his expenses..
Mr. Cooke movect' to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which
this House refused to concur in a resolution, which originated in the
Senate, entitled
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Resolution requesting our Senators· and Representatives in Congress to urge the passage of the act appropriating lands for educational purposes.
And the question being taken on the adoption of .iaid motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The House then took from the order;; of the day a rei!olution ,
which originated in the Senate, ent_itled
Resolution providing for the payment of expenses of joint committee of Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky Uni\'ersity.
Said resolution r eads as follows, viz:

Resolved by the General Assembly of' the Commonwealth of' l(ent-ucky, 'rhat
the Auditor of Public Accounts is di1·ectcd to draw his warrnnt upon the
'frensure1· in favor of P. P. Johnston, for the snm of' $145 30, to be dis- ·
tributed by sa id P. P. Johnston, as fo ll ows: To 0. F. Sim onds & Co., proprietors of Plrceni x Hotel, for board of comm ittee and rent of cxti·a room,
Sl22 00; to S. Wolverton, for 'transpor tatio n, $6 00 ; to T. J. lli~ntague, for
transportation, $15 00, and $2 30 to be retained by himself for railroad fare.
The Auditor of Public Accounts will also draw hi s warrant upon the 'l'reasurer in favor of C. U. McElroy, for $2 30; M. Hamilton, for $2 30; J. T.
Tartar, for $2 30 ; D. R. M. u nay, for $2 30 ; R. L. Spaid i ng, fo r $2 30 ;
D. G. Mitchell, for $2 30 ; J. S . Owsley, for $2 30; J.M. Kash, fo1· $2 30;
F,L. Cleveland, for $2 30, a mount ot r ailroad fai·e paid by each of sa id
parties; also in favor of B. L. Swope, for $12 25 for railroad fare from
Louisv ille to L ex in gton and returning, and board whilst in I,cxingt,on;
nnd also in favoi· of Chai·l es Haydon, for $75 00 for clel'ical set·v ices on
said comm ittee, which includes his expenses, and Geo rge ·W a ll ace, for
Sl5 00 for servi ces as Sergeant-at-Arm s of the committee.
Which was twice r ~ad .
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
·
The yeas and nays being r~quired thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were--·

Mr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
Cromwell '.Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Robert F . Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Clement R. Am'brose, J. W. Griffit.h,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. L . Hazelip,
J.M._ Bigger,
Samuel D .' Hensley,
Gahnel Blevins,
W. H. Hillsman,
~enjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jone s ,
•dmund Burr,
Jos . M. Kash,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
•
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,

James O'Bannon,
W.W. Orr,
W . C. Owens,
James Perkins,
G. W . Prichard,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. W. Russell,
Thomas Sanders,
'I'. W . Scott,
Augustine Shelburne,
G. R. Snyder,
G . E. Speck,
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Pat. Campion,
Lyttleton Cooke,
A. 0. Cope,
·
John Cowan,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W . J. Edrington,
Peter G . Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A . Glenn,
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T. J. L ewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
James Barbo ur Mason, Hancock Taylor,
W. J. McElro y,
John A. Thomas
J. W. Meador ,
And rew Thomps'on,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson
Montgomery Merritt, G . H. Towery,
'
Tipton A. Miller,
W . A. Webber,
·E. H. Morin,
John 0. Welch,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-69.

In the negative-none.
Mr. tO. U. McElroy, from the sp ecial joint committee to inquire
int.o the fees of ce rta in officers of the c ity of Loui;;vi ll e, offered the
following report, v iz:
. To the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky:
The Joint Committee of tbe Senate and House of Representatives
charged, und er a reso lu tion of date March 3d, 1878, with the investigation of Lhctfoes and compensation of certain officials of the county of
Jcffe1·sou, and directed by said resolution to r eport by ·bill or oLberwise,
beg leave to s ubmit the following as the r esult of an inquiry neoessul'ily unexhuustive by reason of the shortness of the time that could be
deuicated to the ·wo/k, but, as the committee think sufficiently full to
sui:;gcst s uc: h r emedy as may correct any errors that may have been found
to exist:
First. The clerk of the Jefferson circu it court and his compensation.
The clerk ot tbe Jefferson circuit court is also clerk of the Jefferson
court of common pl_e as, and is entiLled to, and receives the fees of, both
po1:1iLions. He is li kewis11 tt'ustee qf tbejury fund of said county.
To give a samp le of his compensation, the following is the amount recei'l'cd by him as clel'k of the circu it court and as trustee of the jury fund
lrom October, 1876, to October, 1877:
Amount receind for fees in criminal cRses, p1tid hy the Comrnonwe,dth __ _
Amount received llS comm issions on nhove, 5 per cent. _____
$394 20
Amount on commissions RS trustee of jury fund, 5 per cent.
011 $2 1, 700 _____ ---- - --- --- ---- --- - -------- ----·---1 '086 00
Tot.RI commissions ______________________________ __ _________ ---rectiveLI HS circuit court c lerk unrler jury law _________________ _

Amou11 t

$7 1884 Bo

1,479 20
939 20

-.- ----

Total pRid by tbe Stnte __________ ---- ------------------------~~

1

'fbe above item of $7,884 85 is paid by the State through the trustee
of the jury fund by virtue of an act appt'oved .B'ebrnary 28th, 1865, wherein it is provid ed: "'fhat the clerk of tbe Jefferson circuit court. s~nll
receive the same fees in criminal cases as now allowed by law for s11u1lar
sel'vices in civii cases."
·
Under this act, which applies alone. to the clerk of the Jefferson circuit
court, he charges the Commonwealth for a ll services pel'formed 1n all
crimin al cases; whether done at the instance of the Commonwealth orof
the defendant, and at th e end of each term be makes out bis foe-bill
against the Commonwealt h, wh ich is paid by the tl'Ustee of the jury fund
for Jefferson county, afte r h~ving been first exam in ed by the Attorney for
the Commonwealth and approyed by the court.
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Tho committee examined some of these fee-billA, both in the hands of
lhe clerk and of the Auditor, and found that the Commonwealth pays for
iheservices rendered by t"he clerk for both the plaintiff and the defendant in criminal cases, wbich includes both felonies and misdemeanors.
Whilst the broad and vague language of the act may justify this eonstruction properly, we are of opinion that Ruch could hardly have been the
intention of the Assembly passing the act, and if Ruch was the intention,
ilought not to be so construed by this Assembly. As to the correctneH8
of the charges made under the law, the committee differ somewhat from
1beoonstruction given to that law, in some items. For instance, when n
recognizance is taken by the clerk in open court, he makes a charge of
fifty cents for the 1·ecognizanee and seventy -five eents for the bon<l The
statute on the subject is vague and susceptible of such a comitruction, but
the committee is of opinion that the charge for recognizance of fifty cents
iaall that should be charged, and nothing should be allowed for a bond
unless the -bond be executed .by signatures.
While the committee are not experts in the m:.1.ttel' of fee bills, it is of
opinion that a system of Rpiitting orders and thus multiplying chal'ges
bas crept into practice, which putR a burden on litigants heavier than
tboy should bear, and tho law should be amended so that this can not be
dono.
The item of $394 20 ·is 5 per cent. commission allowed- tho trustee of
lhejury fund on the $7,884 85. This amount of course varies with the
other item, according to the amount of work done, but it is a commission
allowed on money paid by the State to tho trustee of the jury fund, which
belongs to the trustee as clerk, and whenever the clerk is likewise trustee,
iLis, in the opinion of the committee, wrong to allow a man' commissions
on his own money.
'l'he item of $1,085 00 is 5 per cent. commission allowed as to all other
trustees for similar serviceR; and as the-clerk in this case is also t,rust,eo, he
is entitled to receive it.
.
The item of $939 20is the amount the clerk receives under the jury
law, and is, according to the law, applicable to all clerks of the Commonwealth.
·
, Beside this compensation, the clerk of tho Jefferson court receives, as
clerk of the court of common· pleas, the same fees allowed all the clerks
in the Commonwealth for similar services; except that, by special uet, he is
allowed to charge five cent~ for each step more than the clerk of the chaneory court can charge; this charge, however, is compensated fo1· by addiiion11I services rendered.
·
·
The committee cannot state accuratelv what the clerk derives from this
source, and can only approximate. It i"s estimated that there ure ut least
1,450 yearly appearances. Of t.hese, at least 250 are defaults. Tho average
cost of a default judgment, with one defendant, is $5 65. Adding the
amount received from continued caseR, it is estimated that the average
cost of the remaining 1,200 cases would be $10 00 apiece at the very
least; so that the amount, it is estimj.\ted, the clerk receives, is $13,412 50.
~f this amount much is doubtless worthlesR, and allowing 3U per eent. of
It to be uncollectable, leaves a net balunce ot' $9,388 75.
Of course this is a mere estimate, it being impossible for tbe committee
to col_late the fees for any one year.
'.rb1s amount is largely owing to tire immense amount of business done
by the court of common pleas, and to the fact that tbe law is construed to
a_llow charges that the cominittee think should be corrected by legislation. For instance, he charges a fee in every case for trial, even though
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the judgment be by default. It seems to the oon1mittoe that more orders
nre made out of one entry than should be nllowed by law.
Owing to the fact that the clerk is compelled to do tho business of two
courts, his expl.'nses are heavy.
He hns one clel'k at $2,50 0; one fit $1,200 ; one at $800; one at $600·
one at, $860; one at $400; one at $300; and two paper clerks at $300 each'
besirles, he pays $100 per annum to the Louisville Court-House Commis'.
sioners, and esti mates hi s expe nseR fo1· stationery, &c., &c., at $1,000.
The committee find the annual net income, upon t he foregoing basis, to
be as follows :
Amount pnid by ComwonweR I th, a9 Rhove ______________ ___________ ___ _
Amount of' fees r eceived as c lerk of court of common pleRs ( net) ---------

$10,303 26
9,388 76

Total net receipts _________ ________________________ . __________ _
From which rl ed urt ex pen ses to show net profi1sClerk hi 1·e ____ _____________ ______________ __ --·---- ___
Con rt-Honse (·om missions ______ ----- --~---- ____ ____ .;.___
Stationery. &r., estimated (but the clerk nod his deputy think
this item $ 1.400) _____ ______ ___ _ __ ______ ______ ______

$19,692 00

$6 760 00
1
100 00
1,000 00

8,860 00
Total net profits __________________________________ -----· ______ - ~ O 832 00
1

----This amount, as above stated , varies with the amount of business done.
The groRs nrnonnt paid by the State for se rvices in criminal cases, for
the past eight years, is $69,282 25, making an annual average of $8,660 25.
It is also believed by the committee, that the average of fees in civil
cases, for the same time, will'exceed that estimated for the past year.
Bnt the comm ittee deem this sufficient to point out and justify tlie remedy, to which end we Frnggest:
1st. A repeal of the act of February, 1865,. and if any fees are allowed
in criminal cases, let a fixed sa lary be given, not to exceed $2,000.
2d. A repeal of the law by which the clet·k, when he is trustee of the
jt1ry fund, gets a commission on his own fees or salary.
·
3d. 'l'he passage of nn act bette1· defining the items which clerks can
char,ge, and restricting their µower to s plit their orders, and thus multiply their charges and in.crease the cost to litigants.
'l'he committee is of the opinion that the compensation received. by the
clerk is out of proportion to bis services, even though those services are
onerous; aud justice to the State and to tbe citizens demand a remedy such
as is heroin indicated.
Second. As to inspector of weights and measures.
The General Statutes fix tll'e fees of the inspector of weights and measures in all the counties of the State except Jefferson, and bas remitted to
th e county court of that county the power to fix tbe fees. In pu:suiin~e
of that power, the county court has adopted a schedule of fees which will
be found in the accompanying paper. But the court, at its last February
seRsion, rnduced the fees 20 per cent. from the old rates.
From an inspection of the fee -book of the inspector, we fopn_d that
hi s fees amoun,ted last fiscal , year to $5,789 00, and for tbe year oefore,
$5,972 40. He employs two assistants, one .at a salary of ' $1,100, and the
other $300. His fees are not always cash, and a portion are never collected; but the amount of the annual worthless fees ·the committee were n~t
ab le to accurately ascertain, but estimate 10 per cent. as bad. Upon th18
basis bis net re,·enue is as follows, for last fiscal year:
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Amount fees cha~ged ____ ------ ------ ------ ---- ---· ------ - ----- -----Dedact •ssistnnts _witires ___ ---:··-- ------ --- - ------ -----$1,400 00
l)eductest im •ted in solvent claims ------ ------ ---- -----578 90

$5 ,789 00
1,978 90

Net income -- -- ·--- ---- ------·--- · ---- ------ ------ ------ ------

$3, 810 10

Thecommitteo did not have the time to ascertain the practical advanta•eR and ncces~ity for this officer; but, he is absolutely in the possession
or"the county officials, .who have the power to regulate his fees at their
own will, a,nd if they refuse, the legislative remedy is a repeal of the section of the statutes vesting the county court with power to fix the fees,
and remit the officer to the fees fixed by statute. But as there is now
pending an act to regulate his fees, the committee will not present any for _
that purpose.
Third. Commissioner of chancery court.
The commissioner is allowed by law Sl 5·0 for ench deposition of not
exceeding six pages, and 25 cents for each additional page of 150 words.
Heis allowed $5 00 for each conveyance executed by him, and for making
reports in chancery is a llowed such fees as the court may all~w; however,
the fees for making reports are, i•n practice, generally a matter of ag1·eement.
As an illustrative and fair annual estimate of bis receipts, we give bis
fees from i:leptember 1st, 1876, to September 1st, 1877:
·
Amount received for makiag settlemeats by bimself and deputies_________

$8,560 00

This does not include his fees for making conveyances nor for taking
depositions. We find that his time is about consumed in making reports,
and that his deputies take the depositions and get the fees therefor.
Whilst he has no salaried· deputies, a portion of his fees for making
reports go to deputies who make certain of his reports. The amount
collected fot· the time above mentioned was $7,760 00, but, the .great mass
of his fees are always good .
.
·.
The 0ommittee is not familiar with the practice in the court of which
he is com1uis1:1ioner, but suggest that it would be wise and just to litigants
that his compensation be fixed at a certain sum for each day he is employed
on a report, which sum shall not oe exceeded except by consent of parties
in interest.
.
Fourth. As to clerk of chancery court.
The estimated gross annual receipts of tbe chaacery clerk, the committee
.is of opinion, will reach___________________________________________
$6,900 00 '
Olerks' wages ____ ------_______________ ____ ____ ______
$5,800 00
~urt-bonse c6mmissioners .______ ____ _____ ______ ______
100 00
latiooery, &c, __ _____________ - - - - .. __ . ________ - __
400 00

$23,000 00

D1duc130 per cent. for btid debts _________.___________ ___

----

$13,200 00

EstimMed profit_ _________ ·----- ___________.. __ ____ ____ ____ ____

$9,800 00

--==-=-=--This amount, of course, varies with the business done; but, from our
examination, we think it has ,not fallen under $8,000 net profit a year.
From an examination of the fee-bills, it seems to the committee that
th e law of fees should be so amended as to better define the charges for
such services, especially in the matter of orde1·s, as above sta-ted, with
reference to the ·cterk of the cireuit court. _U nder the law, as it exists,
no sufficient check is put upon splitting entries into orders.
·
H, R,-ll6
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The clerk of this c'.>urt is entitled to no greater compensation thanothe
clerks for similar services, except that. h~ g~ts 5 cents for a step more lha!
other clerk13. But, as above stnte<l, this 1s given for extra services required
to be performed by him.
·
Fifth. By an act appro,ed March 3d, 1860, the Louisville Uourt house
Commissioners were created as a body .corporate.
By this act it is provided that for fuel, lights, and· cleaning the Jefferson
county court house, the State shidl pay 33 per cent., the city of Louisville
33 per cent., the county of Jefferson 11 per cent., and the residue by the
officials occupying same, including the circuit court clerk and the chan.
cery court clerk-the State'A proportion of the cost to be annually certified
to the Audito1· for payment.
.
Since the passage of this act the State has annually paid her assess,
' rnent, which varies each year-in 1876 she paid $1,665 35; in 1877 she
IJaid $902 38.
This State does not pay $2 a day to the jailer for furnishing fuel, &c.,
during each day of the session of the circuit, chancery, or common picas
court, but for his services as jailer she does pay the same that she pays to
the jailer in any other county for his services in attending court, in bringing out prisoners for trial, &c., for which she paid from January, 1877, to
January, 1878, the sum of $418.
·It is difficult to see upon what principle the State should be compelled
to contribute to furnish fuel and lights and a janitor for the court-house
in Louisville, more than for any other county in the Commonwealth, and
the committee recommend a repeal of so much of said act as requires the
State to pay anything more to Jefferson than she pays to any other county
for court.house purposes.
The committee is of opinion, that if the suggestions contained berein
are crystalized into laws, it will be to the advantage to the State and to
the citizens of Loui11ville and Jefferson county, and· if made to take effect
at the proper t.ime after their passage, will not be unjust to the officials
themselves who may fill these positiorrs.
The committee will present such acts a11, in their judgment, will carry
out the views herein expressed.
All of which is respectfully submitted,

C. U. McELROY,
R. L. SPALDING,
ALBERT S. BERRY,
DAVID R. MURRAY.
Which report was read and received.
Mr. Glenn moved that said committee be instructed to prepare
and bring in bills touching said repott, with directions to report at
any time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took up the motion to reconsider the vote by
which the House passed a bill, entitled
A bill to change the line between the counties of Laurel and Jack·
son.
Mr. Eversole move to lay said. motion on the table.
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d ·the question being taken on th~ adoption of said motion, it
decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the ~otion to reconsider, and it
decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
decided in t-he negative.
And ao said bill was rejected.
Amessage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
•ad received official information that the Governor had approved and
ilgned enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following
ddes, viz:
An act to ~mend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the District of Cold Springs, in Campbell county."
An act to incorporate the Cemetery Company of Smith Grove
Lodge, No. 227, Independent Order of Odd F°ellows.
An act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into one the variousacts in regard to the town of Bardstown."
An act ,to amend an act, entitled '' An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts concerning the mana1rement of the Wilderneaa Turnpike Road," approved April 21, 1873, and to amend the
aol approved February 13, 1874, to amend the above named act.
An act for the benefit of L. J. Steely, committee for Amy Ann
Bryant, a pauper idiot of Whitley coun,ty.
•
An act fo1· the benefit of John B. Brassfield, late sheriff of Whitley
county,
An act to provide for the sale and conveyance of the inchoate
right of dower of marri~d women who are confirmed lunatics,
An act to authorize the collection of tolls on the New Castle and
Port Royal Turnpike Road, in the county of Henry.
An act for the benefit of Alexander Deaton, late sheriff of Breathitl county, and his sureties on his revenue bond for the year 1875.
An act for the benefit of George· W. Sanders, ferry owner at
Greenup, Kentucky.
An act to provide for the payment of Company G, Kentucky State
Guards, for services rendered.
An act for the benefit of the Versailles and Anderson Turnpike
Road Company.
.
An act .t o amend chapter 1~9 of the General Statutes, title" Treasury Warrant Claims."
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An· act for the benefit of the Old State Road and Ripple Creek
Turnpike Company.
An act for the benefit of common scho.ol district No. 58, in Greenup
county, and to enable the trustees thereof to levy a tax to build a
school-house therein.
An act to fix the time of holding the circuit, chancery, and criminal
courts in the 12th judicial 'district.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Ne\vport.
And then the House adjourned.

MONDAY, MARCH 18, 1878.
A me .. sage was -r eceivert -from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, whi~h -~riginated in the House of Representatives,
of the followin·g titles, viz:
An act to con.s olidate and ~inend the c·harter of the Southern
Mutual Life Insur:1n-ce Compa-ny, of Kentucky.
An act to incorporate the Shareholders' Asso,c iation, of Smith
Grove College.
_
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz.:
1. An act to incorporate the Home Mutual Fire and Marine Insurance Company, of Louisville.
2. An act to prohibit seining with a minnow-seine or . minnow-net
in any .,of th-e w~ter's of the State of Kent'u cky, in which food-fishes
have been or may hereafter be planted for propagat.fon.
3. An act to allow clerical assistanc·e· to the Bureau of Agriculture,
.Horticulture, and Statistics.
4. An act to-amend the charter of the .city of Glasgow.
Which bills ·were severally read the first time and ordered to be
:read a second time .. •
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
•second reading of said, biUs being dispel)sed v.vith,
Odered, That said bills be referred-the 1st tq the Committee on
Unsnrance; the 2d to the Committee on Pisciculture; the 3d to the
i
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Committee on Agriculture and Manu,f actures, and the 4th· to the
Committee on . Corporate Instituti~ns.
That they had concurred_ in House amendments to bills, which
originated in the Senate, of the follow_ing titles, viz:
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to
the town of Williamsburg, in Whitley county.
An act to amend the several acts heretofore passed in relation to
the Jamestown magistedal district, in Qampbell county, approved
respectively April 21, 1873, and :ty.Iarch 16, 1876, and to provide for the
sale of lots and lands delinquent for taxes in said district.
That they had recei;eq. official infomia"tion that the Go~ernor had
approved and signed sundry enrolled bi~ls, which o~iginated in the
Senate,of the following titles, viz:
An act for the b~nefit of James B. Evans, of Monroe county.
An act to provide for working d.irt roads in Woodford county .
An act for the benefit of J. N. Thompson, committee for A. J.
Ford, pauper idiot of Metcalfe county.
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to incorporate the
Clear Creek, now Shelby~ille and Emin~nce ; Turnpike Road Company."
An act for the benefit of Noah _S mith and others, sureties of J. M.
Basham, late sheriff of Barren county.
An act for the furthe1· propagation of food-fishes in the waters of
this Common wealth.
An act for the benefit of W'. W. Taylor, of Oldham county.
An act for the benefit of J. M. Lester, of Russell county.
An act for the benefit of Martin Hancock, of Trigg county.
An act for the benefjt of Judge W. L. Jackson.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate a company to build a pike road frorn Mount Eden to Shelbyville."
An act for tlie benefit of J. H. Gates, of Daviess county.
An act for the benefit of Estill county.
An act to establlsh the boundary line between the States of Indiana and Kentucky above and near Evansville, and to confirm the
report of the commissioners running the same.
Mr. 0wsl~y, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
1
House of Re presentatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to ' prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
school district No. 25, Grayson co11nty;
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An act to increase the jurisdiction of police courts in the county of
Hancock; .
.
An act for the benefit of Jacob H. Graff and Thomas Law 8 •
' the
An act to amend the turnpike law of Henry county, an_d for
benefit of turnpike district No. 2, of said county;
An act .for the benefit of J. N. Shewmaker, of Mercer county;
An act supplementary to an act, entitled "An act to ratify the inco1·poration of the Central Mississippi Railroad Company, and its
consolidation with the New Orleans, Jackson, and Northern Railroad
Company, under the name of the Chicago, St. Louis, and New
Orleans Railroad Company, and to charter said last named com.
pany," approved March 11, 1878;
An act to amend the charter of the Salvisa and Kirkwood Turn·
pike Road Company;
An act for the benefit of A. P. Mitchell, committee for Wyatt Mitch·
ell, pauper idiot;
An act to authorize the county court of Clay county to appoint a
collector to collect the unpaid taxes and fee-bills due Wilson Morgan,
late sheriff of Clay county;
An act, entitled "An act to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous,
and malt liquors in the town of Taylorsville;"
An act to incorpo1·ate .the Ruby Coal, Timber, and Transportation
Company;
An act for the benefit of John Dougherty, of Daviess county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter or
the town of Gordonsville, in Logan county;"
An act to amend the ch,arter of the Paducah Gas-light Company;
Ari act for the benefit of Matthew D. Cordon, late sheriff of
\iVayne county;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the follow·
ing titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of W. M. Threlkeld, late sheriff of Living·
ston county;
An act for the benefit of M. G. Horton, sheriff of Clay county;
An act for the benefit of John D. Wickliffe, Charles Wickliffe,
Martha Terrell, and L,. M. Flournoy;
An act in relation to taking a vote on the question of "license
or no license," and regulating the sale of spirituous, vinous, ao d
malt liquors in Bracken county;
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~n act to amend an act incorporating tne Glasgow Grangers'
M~tual Benefit Society;
'
And bad found the same truly enrolle~.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz ·=
An act to incorporate Mephibosheth Lodge, No. 184, Independent
Order of Odd Fellows, at Princeton, Kentucky.
An act to extend the corporate -limits of the town of Benton, Marshall county.
An act in relation to selling intoxicating liquors in and within one
and one half mil~s of the town of Elizaville, Fleming county, Kentucky.
An act t.o amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Walnut
Bend Fence ()ompany, in Henderson and Union counties," approved
February 25th, 1876.
An act to authorize the sale of the poor-house farm of Lewis county, and to purchase other property for the 'benefit of the paupers of

said county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
within
the corpornte limits of the town of Milburn, Ballard ~aunty,
county;
or
within
one mile thereof.
\
the charter of
An act to regulate the jurisdiction of quarterly courts and courts of
justices of the peace.
, t Company;
An act to amend the charter of Richmond, Kentucky.
te sh erilf of
An act to amend the _cha1·ter of the Mount Sterling Gas-light Company.
f the followAn act to amend the charter of the German Protestant Orphan
Asylum
~ociety, of Louisville, Kentucky.
ilf of Living·
An act fo1· -the benefit of Elijah Hogan, sheriff of Gallatin county .
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend chapter 92,
y county;
'
title
'Revenue and Taxation,' General Statutes, and re-enact the proes Wickliffe,
vision's o"t the General Statutes repealed thereby."
An act for the benefit of W. J. Paxton, committee of Josephine
1 of "license
Workman,
an adjudged pauper idiot.
vinous, and
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Second
Presbyterian Church of Louisville."
·
ransportation
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, An act to incorporate Horeb and CaP.riok T·urnpike Road Com.
pany, in Fayette county.
An act to incorporate the _Pendleton Agricultural and Mechanical
Association.
1

An act to incorporate the town of Bethlehem, in Henry county.
An act for t-he benefit of Timothy Sullivan.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a criminal
cpurt for the counties of Daviess, Hancock, Ohio, Meade, Breckinridge, and Grayson," approved February 23, 1876, so as to include
Hardin county, and to re-arrange the time of h,olding com'ts in several _of said counties.
An act to incorporate the Corinth Turnpil,{e Road Company, in
Grant county.
An act revising and, amending an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town of Presto.nsburg," approved March 9th, 1867, and
amendments thereto, reducing them into one.
An act to authorize and empower the county of Muhlenburg to
compromise and fund its outstanding bonded indebtedness, issue
bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the same.
An act for the benefit of M. B. Judy, late marsha1 of the town ol
Owento,n, Owen cou11ty. ·
Mr. C. U . .lVlcElroy offered the following joint resolution, viz:
It appearR that there is in the possession of the State about
1,500 copies of thc: General Statutes retained by virtute of section 5 of
article 2 of an act to adopt the General Statutes; therefore, be it
Resolved by the Generq,l Assembly of tlte Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'l'hat the 'Secreta1·y of State shall furnish, for disLrihution, all copies of
the General Statutes suitable Lberefor, that may be in bis bands by
,-irtue of the section of the General Statutes as set forth in the p1·eamble
hereof, to supply any demands that may be made on the Commonwenltb
therefor: pursuant to section 19 of chapter 67 of tbe Gene1:al Statutes or
otherwise.
WHEREAS,

Whip4 wl:s ~wice read and adopted.
Mr. San'ders, from the Uommittee on Railroad13, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled '
A bill to prevent discrimination in charges on freight transported
by railroads operated in this Commonwealth.
•

I

Which was read the fir:3t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being d.i spensed with,
Mr. Andrew Thompson offered a ·substitute fo~ said bill.
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On motion of Mr. Bainbridge, he was appointed a _c ommittee to
uithdraw from the Governor a bill, which originated in the House
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of Repredentatives, entHled
An act for the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen_county.
The following petitions we1·e presented, viz:

.h a criminal

By Mr. Mason). The petition of R. ·B oyle,. of Garrard county, asking an amend-
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By Mr. C. U. McElroy.
2. The petition of sundry citizen s of Warren county, a sking the
passage of an act giving the Warren circuit court and the Warren
court of common pleas concurrent jurisdiction in equity and common
law proceedings.
By Mr. Merritt3. The petition of the bar of Henderson county, asking the passage of an act to furnish the office. of the Henderson court of common pleas with .a set of the Reports of the Decisions of the Court of
Appeals and other books.
By Mr. Cop,e 4. The petition of sundry citizens of Breathitt co.unty, asking an
appropriation to improve Quicksand creek.
Which we1'e received, the reading dispensed with, and referred,
the 1st to the Committee. on Propositions and Grievances; the 2d to
the Committee on Circuit Courts; the ?<l to the Committee on County
Courts, and the 4tq to the Committee on Internal Improvement.
Mr. Burr, fr~rp the Committee on Cfaims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in' the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of C. W . Wantland, jailer of Simpson county.
Said bill was read the first time as follows . viz :
WHEREAS, On the - - day of January last, John Bunton escaped from
the jail of Simpson county, where be bad bee n confined by the examining
cour_t, in default of ~n;200 bail , for the offense of cruelly and dangerously
b~ating and robping Humphry Hammond; and whereas, the escape was
without the fault of the jailer. but in consequeuce of the inherent defecG
of the jail; and whereas, the jailer, C. W. Wantland, in order to stimnlate
and encourage extraordina1·y effort to capture said Bunton, promptly offered a rewa1·d of $200 for bis capture, without Wl!,iting to learn whether
th e Governor would offer a reward 01· not ; and whereas, said Bun ton was
captured in the State of Illinois. above St. Louis, on the Illinois side of
tl!e Mississippi river, and has b·e en returned and is now in the jail of
Simpson county-the sti.id Bunton having confessed to the crime as above
set out, and testified also against his accomplice in the examining court,
wbose_testimony was, and is, necessary to the conviction of his sa id ac~omplice; and whe1·eas, 'the said Wantland has paid_the aforesaid rewa1·d
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of $200, together with the sum of $101 25 as expenses, which sumR h
bad to borrow, and pledge his fees to secure, being a poor man with larg!
family, and a faithful officer; therefore,
'
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth ?f Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and be is hereby, directed
to draw his wa1-rant on the 'l'reaRury, in favor of C. W. Wantland, for the
sum of two hundred dollars.
§ 2. This act shal l take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
'
second reading of said .bill being dispensed
wi_th,
01·de1·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provi"ion of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who ·voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
Joseph L. Pope,
RobertF. Allen~,vorth, W. L . Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas I\. Robertson,
Gab1·iel Blevins,
J . Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U . .McElroy, Aug. Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
James F. Mean!!,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Abner Ever,iole,
W.W. Orr,
Geo. H. 8. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. C. Owens,
John D. Thompson,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker,
D. A. Glenn,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-51.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell.Adair, ·
Milton Hamilton,
Wm . .M. Reed,
C. T. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
. C. W . Russell,
Clement R. Arpbrose, T. J. Lewis,
J. T. 'Tartar,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
Wm. Neal,
W. A. Webber,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-23,
J. W. Griffith,
.Tames O'Bannon,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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Bills were reported from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:

By Mr. TharpAbill for the benefit of J , F. Casna, of Larue county .
By Mr. Scott-

Abill for the benefit of John Cravens, a pauper idiot.

By Mr .. Rigneyon as to the

Abill for the 'benefit of Joqn G. Sayler, of Harlan county.

By Mr. Burr-

A bill for the benefit of the Second Colored Baptist Church of

time.
on as to the
same being

Louisville.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

bill, and it

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitution a l provision as to the

1
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second reading of said bills being dispen::1ed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and 1·ead a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi~ion a s to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same .being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bills do ·pass, and that the titles thereof be as

aforesaid.
.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the Committee on Claims, to whom the same had been referred, of the following

titles, viz :

By Mr. OwsleyAn act for the benefit of David Woods, of Crittenden county.

By sameAn act for the benefit of Joseph P. Ringo, of Carroll county.

By Mr. Rigney-An act for the benefit of Jefferson Ritchie, a pauper idiot of Nic~olas county.
·
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pro\'ision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof bP- as
aforesaid .
· Bills were reported from the Committee on Glaims, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:

By Mr. RigneyA bill for the benefit of Thomas Oldham, of Oldham county.
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_ By same-A bill for the benefit of Z. Tyree, of Carter comity.
By Mr. OwsleyA bill for the benefit of James W. Pearce and Thomas J. Pearce.
By sameA bill for the benefit of W. W. Baker, sheriff of Perry county.
By same-

A bill for the benefit of Prof. T. W. Tobin, of Central University,
Richmond, Kentucky.
By Mr. Tharp. A bill for the benefit of J. J. Stephens, John Todd, and J. F. Wright,
of Campbell county.
By sameA bill for the benefit of T. J. Phillips.
With the expression of opinion that said bills ought not to pass.
Said bills w.ere severally read the first time and 01·dered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the Hou,,e and the constitutional provision as to the
s~con·d reading of said bill,, being dispensed with,
The question was then taken," Shall sa:id bills be read ..a third
time, the objections of the commitee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bills were rejected.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, who were dir·ected.to
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill fut· the benefit of James R. ~saacs, of Jackson county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of tl!_e House and the constit~tional provision as to the
_second r ead ing o( said bill being dispensed with,
· Mr.West moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on Claims.
And the que'stion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Rigney, from the Committee on Claims, who we1·e directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of D. R. Love and T. F. Doty, of Barren
county.
Whicl\ was read the first time and ordered t_o be ,read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
I
•
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
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Ordered, That said qill be placed in the orders of. the day.
Mr. Tharp, from the Committee on Claims, to whom w·as referred a
J. Pearce,
county.
University,

1

•

F. Wright,

bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Henry Stanberry, Wm. C. P. Breckinridge, and B. F. Buckner,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the order~ of the day.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims 1 to whom was referred a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of James W. Smith,
Reported the same with an amendment as a substitute for said bill.
i\Ir. Buford moved to recommit said bill and substitute to the Com-,
mittee on Claims.
And the question being taken on the adoption uf sa id motion, it

t to pass.

ldered to be

decided in the affirmative.
i\Ir. Morin entered ·a motion to reconside1; the vote by which this

• n as to the

House rejected a bifl, entitled
A bill for the benefit-of J. J. Stephens, John Todd, and J. F. Wright,

ead _a third
twithstand-

of Campbell co,unty.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House took from
the orders bf th e day the foll~wiri°g · resolution, heretofore offered by

directed. to

ounty.
td a second

Mr. Hamilton, vi·z :
Resolved, That the Auditor of Public Account8 communicate to this
House the total and aggregate amounts due the State of Kentucky, sevei·ally, from the Clerk of the Court of Appeal and .Register of the Land
Office, and whe.n s,a id sums shoqld have been paid into the Treasury of
this Commonwealth under tne· provisions of existing lawi,.
Mr. Owens moved to 1·efer said resolution to the Committee on

to the

Piscicultu re.
Mr. Goodnigl1t rrioved to l~y said motion on the table.
And the ques.tion being 't.al~en on the adoption of said motion, it

eon Claims.
d motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
The question w·as then tak~'n on the adoption of sai d resolution,

: directed to

and it was decided in the ~ffirmative.
The yeas and n·~ys bei1ng required thereon by Me!!srs. Hamilton and

rnas

r·of Barren

~d a second

>,n as to the

/

was

Hazellp, were ~s fol.lows, viz:
Those wb'o voted in the alfirr{iative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gres.ham,
Joseph L. Pope,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, -Samuel D. Hensley,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
te·w·is Jones,
C. W. Russell,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,

I

,
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J. M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Gabriel Elev.ins,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding, '
Edmund Burr,
W. J. lVIcElroy,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Montg-omery Merritt, Richard A. Spurr
Henry Campbell,
Tipton A. Miller,
J, 'l'. Tartar,
'
Pat. Campion,
E. H . Morin,
Hancock Taylor
A. C. Cope, ·
William Neal,
John A. Thomas'
John Cowan,
Otho Nunn,
Andrew Thomps~n
W. T. Dicken,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H.B. Thomp;on
W. J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompson, '
Ahner Eversole,
W.W. Orr,
W. A. Webber,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker_.:61.
· Leven E. Green,
Those who voted in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
J . W. Griffith,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. Buford,
W. C. Owens,
G. H. Towery-7.
D. A. Glenn,
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to prevent ahortion.
Ordered, That said bill ~e engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,·and the ~ame being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took from the orders of the day the amendment
proposed by the Senate to a resolution, whieh originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution for the benefit of W. T. Samuels.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
Resolt•ed, That the title of said resolution be amended to read,
Resolution for th_e benefit of W. T. Samuels and W. J. Steele.
The House then took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to refund to certain per;ons who enfored or purchased lands
west of the Tennessee river, and lost the same Ly reason of the
superiority of' titles held under Treasury warrants or military sur·
veys, the money paid to the State for land. so ·entered, purchased,
and lost.
Said bill reads as follows, viz ;
WHEREAS, Before the erection of the di1;1trict of Kentucky into an independent State, the Common wealth of Virginia had issued warrants and
had appropriated to )ndividuals and descriptions of individuals many -
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thoosnnd acres of land lying west of the Tennessee river in the said district of Kentucky; and whereas, it, was provided by the ninth and tenth
sections of an act ot: the Comm~m~ealth of Virgini~, entitl~d "An act
concerning the erection of tbe d1str1ct of Kentucky rnto an rndependent
Stale," approved December 18~h, 1789, tl~at no grant of land issued by
the State of Kentucky should rnterfere with any warrant issued by the
Commonwealth of Virginia, and that all lands appropriated by the Commonwealth of Virginia to individuals or descriptions of individuals should
be exempt from disposition by the State of Kentucky, but should remain
subject to the disposition of the Commopwealth of Virginia; and whereas,arter many thousand acres of. land had been appropriated ·by the said
Commonwealth of Virginia west of the Tennessee river, the Commonwealth of Kentucky, by an act of the General Assembly approved 'l!'ebronry 14, 1820, directed all the lands west of the 'l'ennessee river to be
laid off into townships and sections; and by an act of said General Assembly app1·oved January 3, 1825, directed all the said land!i to be so ld;
but the 14th section of the act last cited provided that if a11y lands sold
under said act shou-ld be taken from the purchaser or his assignee by a
prior claim adverse to the title acquired by the sale and pnrchaRe under
this Stnte, the said purchaser or person claiming under him should receive the amount of the original purchase money paid to the State without interest; and whereas, by an act of the General Assembly of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky approved Febrnary 25, 1836, the 14th, section of the act of 1825 was repealed; and whereas, it is represented to
this Goneral Assembly that various perso ns have entered or purchased,
and they ,or their assignees hold the State title to, land within large mi 1itary, treasury warrnnts, and other surveys, whicq have, by legal nnd
judicinl trial, some In tbe Supreme Court of the United States and some
in the Appe·llate Court of this State, been established and adjudged to be
superior to the State title; wherefore,
9 l. Be it enacted by th.e General AssembZ11 of Ute Commonwealth. of Kentucky, 'l'hat all persons, their heirs or assigns, who purchased or entered
lands lying west of the. 'l'ennessee river before the 1st day of January,
1837, and hold the patent of this Commonwealth for the same, and who
lost such lands by the superiority of titles deri,ed under treasury warrants, military warrants, 01· surveys, shall have refunded to them the
amount, without interest, paid for such lands so purchased or entered;
and ~he Auditor of Public Accounts shall, upon p1·oper proof, issue his
warrant for the same.
~ 2. Before any money shall be paid by the Auditor under this act, the
parties claiming the same shall produce. to him satisfactory evidence that
the land entered or purchased by them lies within the bounda1·ies of ii
treasury warrant or other survey which has been judicially established
to bo superior to the State title by the Supreme Court of the United
~tntes or by the Appellate Court of this Commonwealth, and the ·pubhs~ed opinion of either of trhe said cour'ts shall be received as conclusive
evidence of the superiority of the treasury warrant or other title over
the State title. That .t he affidavit of any county or ex-county surveyor of
~he county where the land may be situated, or other evidence competent
Yt~e rules of the common or statute laws, shall be received by the said
Auditor as evidence that the land claimed to be lost lies within the boundar~ of a military, treasury warrant, or other survey established as required above; and he may require such other evidence as he shall deem
necessary to establish the facts in each case.
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§ 3. No money shall be paid by the Auditor to any one claiming to
haYo losL land by reason of the s uperiority ·of the titles aforesaid unless
satisfac:tory evidence is prod need t hat ' QO part of the land clalme'ct to be
Jost li es outside of th e boundary of land he ld under st.ich superior title.
§ 4. Tliis act shall take effect from its passage.

Mr. Craycroft moved to lay said hill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. C. T. Allen
and Reed, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. L. HRzelip,
w_. W. Orr,
Clement R. AmbrosP-, Samuel D . Hensley, J. S. _Owsley,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
James Perkins,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. J. Lewis,
G. W. Prichard,
W. H. H . Callihan,
David Martin,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, Thomas Sanders,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. J. Mc.Elroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Mt:rndtir,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
'James F . Means,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. _T owery,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Neal,
W . A . Webber,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch-38.
Milton Hamilton,
T. J. Oatts,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Peter G. Fischer,
C. W. Russell,
C. T. Allen,
Henry George,
T. W. Scott,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham.
Augustine Shelburne,
J.M. Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Gabriel Blevins,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
A. Baford,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. T. Tartar,
Benjamin F. Buie,
E. H . .Morin,
Hancock Taylor,'.
Edmund Burr,
Ja"mes O'Bannon,
Andrew Thompson,
Henry Campbell,
W. C. Owens,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Wm. M. Reed,
Isaac T. West,
John Cowan,
Ferdin-and Rigney,
H. P. Whitaker,
W. J. Edrington,
Thomas A. Robertson, LaFayette Wilson-36.
And so said bill \~·as rejected.
Mr. Goodnight entered a motion ;· to reconsider the vote by ·which
said bill was rejected._
\
Leave was given to bring fn ·t he following bills, viz:
On motion' of Mr. Andrew Thoinpsori-"1. A bill for the benefit
the Ma~kvilfe Ep'iscopal Church, South.
On motion of Mr. Goodnight2. A hill incorporating tli:e Farmers' · Deposit Bank, at Franklin,
Kentucky.

of
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claiming to
resaid, unless
claimed to be
perior title.

On motion of Mr. Cope3. A bill to de?lare Lower Twin creek, in Breathitt and Lee coun1
.
ties, a navigable stream.
On motion of Mr. Shelburne4. A bill amending the charter of Tayloraville.

id motion, it

Un motion of Mr. Bainbridge5. A bill to amend an act to amend the charter of Harrisburg

· C. T. Allen

Academy, approved February 14, 1873.
Ordered, That the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions
prepare and bring in the 1st; the Committee on Ba.n ks the 2d; the
Committ.ee on Internal Improvement the 3d, and the Committee on
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1urch, South.
at Franklin,

Corporate Institutions the 4th and 5th.
Mr. Reed entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which this
House passed a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act appropriating mohey 'to pay for extra cleri~al labo~ in
making the Registration Reports.
The House took up the resolution offered by Mr. Bigger, in regard
to holding night sessions.
The question was then take!' on the adoption of Mr. Spurr's
amendment, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Messrs. Spalding and West offered amendments to said resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendments,
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolu.t ion, ·

and it was decided in the affirmative.
And then the Hot.1se adjourned.
H, R.-117
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TUESDAY, MARCH 19, 1878'.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, whi-ch origina~ed in the Ho·use of Representatives,
of the following .titles, viz ;
An act to· amend the ~harter of the Louisvitle and Tayl'orsville
Turnpike Company.
An a·c t for the benefit of Jonathan Russell, late sheriff of Casey
county .
An act authorizing the clerk of Cumberland county to (}l'Oc-ure suit-,
able books and indexes for the purpose of trauscribfog the mutilated
survey recoras in the surveyor's office dr said county, appoir>ting C,
L. S. Matthews to trat1scribe said recortls, and making it the duty of the
county judge of said county to pay him therefor, as soon as the work
is completed, at the rates allowed by l,aw to- cil'cuit cl,erl;s for copying
tleeds, plats, &c.
An act for the benefit of J. E. · vicker-y, Iat.e she1-iff of Wayne
county.
An act empowering the county judge of FJernin-g county to sell and
convey the Fleming County Seminary _lot, and collect the p1,oceeds of
said sale.
An act to enable-the owners of wet lands to drain and reclaim them
when the same cannot be done without affecting.the lands. of others.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
St. Charles, in Hopkins county."
An act to amend the charter and Jaws of the town of Bellview, i11
Campbell county.
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, to convey to the Gradyville circuit their part of the parsenageproperty in the town of Columbia, and to authorize the trustees of
the Gradyvme circuit to sell and convey the same.
An act for the benefit of the citizens of Adair county and others.
An· act for the benefit of Omer Wilson, late sheriff of Bath cou11ty.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpo·r ate the Bank
of Cynthiana."
An act to declare Qurcksand creek a navigable stream from its
mout~ to the mouth of the Spring Fork.

[.M.n. l9.
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An act to change t'he venue of the case of Lou. S. Rogers against
C c. Rogers from the Henry circuit court to the Bourbon court of

common pleas.
An act for the benefit of W. H. Brien and Eli G. Boon, of Paducah, and to legalize their election of trnstees of the common schools
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of Paducah.
An act to amend section 33 of an act, entitled" An act to amend
the charter of the city of Paducah.," approved Febr~ary 26, 1878.
An act fot· the benefit of J. F. Cessna, of Lame county.
An act to incorporate T1rnnel City, in Lincoln county, Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entitl{ld "An act to incorporate the town ·
of Stamping Ground, in Scott county.
An act to authorize the erection of a toll-gate near the Great Crosoing;, on the Great Crossings and Stamping 9"round Turnpike Road,

in Scott county,
An act for the benefit of A . B. Davis, l~te sheriff of Owen county,
and R. N. Walker, late sheriff of Crittenden county.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of R. F. Read and A. S . Thompson, sureties of J. H. Rea<l, late sheriff of Metcalfe county.
That they had concurred in a joint resolution, which. originated in
the House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution to pay the Clerk and Assistant Clerk of the Presidential
Electoral College of Kentucky.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act for the benefit of R. R. Bolling & Co.
2. An act giving the at>sessor of Garrard county one month additional time to return his books.
3. An act to authorize the county judge of Shelby county to offer
a rewal'd fot· the apprehension and conviction of the pet·son or -pe1 sons who murdered Reuben Dennis, and. provide for the payment of
said rewal'd .
4. An act to amend chapter 12, article 4, section 8, General Statutes, entitled ''Change of Venue in Criminal and Penal Oases."
5- An act requiring the county attorneys to assist the Commonwealth's Attorneys in the circuit and criminal courts of this Commonwealth.
6- An act for the benefit of J.M. Nesbitt, of ~ath county ..

0
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7. An act to incorporate the town of Worthville, in Carroll cou.nty.
8. An act to amend the charter of the Shelby Railroad Company.
9. An act to incorpotate the Shelbyville and Fisherville Turnpike
Road Company.
10. An act for the benefit of John M. Power, ~heriff of Magoffin
county.
11. An act to incorporate the Bowling G reen Library Company.
12. An act for the benefit of James S. Wise, M. D.
13. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incoi·porate St.
Paul's Protestant Episcopal Church in Newport, Kentucky," approved
February 10, }845.
.
14. An act to amend the charter of the town ·of New Haven, in
~elson county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to t~e
second reading of said bill~ being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be refe1:red-the 1st, 6th, and 12th to the
Committee on Claims; the 2d to the Committee on Revenue and
Taxation;. the 3d and 4th to the Committee on General Statutes; the
5th to the Committee on Circuit Courts; the 7th, 11th, 13th, and 14th
to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 8th to the Committee on Railroads; the 9th to the Gommittee on Internal Improvement, and the 10th to the Committee on the Judiciary.
A message was receivecl from the Senate, announcing that they
h_ad received official information from the Governor .t hat he had approved and signed sundry en rolled bills, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the town of Rosine, in Ohio county.
An act to incorporate the Columbus Manufacturing Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpo.rate the Cumberland and Ohio Railroad Company," approved February 24, 186U.
An act for the benefit of Taylor county, empowering it to compromise its debts, issue bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the
same.
An act for the benefit of the Covington Light Guards.
·An act for the benefit of the educational interests of the white
citizens o·f Bowling Green, Kentucky.
An act to incorporate the town of ~allonia, in Trigg county.
An act to incorpo1:ate the Hardin County Bank.
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An act to amend the charter of the Knob Lick Turnpike Road
Company.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 8, in Grave;; county.
An act for the benefit of W. S. Price, a pauper idiot.
An act for the benefit of William Simpson, late clerk of the Wayne
circuit and county court.s .
An act appropri_a ting money to pay for extra cle1·ical labor in making the Registration Reports.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Cloverport, in Brecka

Y," approved

inridire county.
An act to establish a State Board of Health, to provide for the

rw Haven, in

appointment of local boards of health, and a Superintendent of Vital

, rdered to be

Statistics . ·
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, an<l malt liquor;;

ion as to the

in the town of Moscow, Hickman county, Kentucky.
An act to maintain a graded school in the town of Hartford,

~ 12th to the

and to provide for the erection of school buildings th'e rein.
Mr. Snyder read and laid on the table the following joint resolu-

evenue and
Statutes; the
3th, and 14th
the Commit-
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t he had ap·

r ated in_ the
nty.

1ompany.

rte the Cum-

~ary 24, 1860.
~g it to com:es to pay the

,.
of the whi\e

r county.

tion, viz:

Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
That this General Assembly do adjourn sine die Sttturday, M.arch 30th,
1878, at 12 o'clock, M.
,
Mr, Buford offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That a special committee of three me,;1bers of this House be.
appointed by the Speaker, to take into consideration the subject of a relief
or st11y law for the benefit of all classes of citizens of tbis Commonwealth, and that said committee shall report, on as early a day as prncticable, by bill or otherwise.
Which was twice read and adopted.
The House took up the following re~olution offered by Mr. John
Chas, Thompson, viz:
WHEREAS, We recognize the alarming fact that within our Commonwealth there are counties and municipalities almost overwhelmed with
debt, citizens staggering under the t.ax-gatherer's hammer, from the depl'ession of business and the paralysis of labor; therefore, be it

Resolved by tlie General Assembly of the Commonwealth uf Kentucky,
'rhat a committee of three members from tbe House and two from the

~enate be appointed by the Speakers of the respective bodies to examine
into the feasibility' of appropriating whatever balance there may be in
the 'rreasury, afte1· the absolute and necessary purposes of government
may have been subserved to a reduction of the ad vali:Jrem tax for the
fiscal ·year 1878.
'
Which was twice read and adopted.
Ml'. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and 1bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

/
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A bill for the benefit of sheriffs of this State.
Said bill Wa:5 read the first time as follows, viz:
§ l. Be it enacted by the 'General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken.
tacky, 'l'hat, hereafter euch sheriff in this Commonwealth shall be allowed
the Rum of two dollars per clay, and no more, for attending and keeping
onler in the circuit courts, couns of common pleas, criminal courts quar.
terly cou1·ts, and courts of claims, to be allowed by the circuit or c~mmon
pleas court!:', upon an itemized account made out by the sheriff, under
oath, which shall be paid out of the Public Treasury; and all acts in con.
flict herewith are hereby repeal ed.
§ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rnle of the House an<l the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Whitaker offered the following amendment to said bill, viz: .
A mend by striking out "two dollars," and inserti ng in lieu thereor
'·one dollar."
A n<l the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Orde1·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House ancl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was the-n taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
. The yeas and nay; heing req uired thereon by Messra. Spurr and
Buie, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJ. IC Bailey,
John Cowan,
James B. Mason-5.
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Those who voted in the negative, \.VereMr. Speaker ( Turner), J. W. Griffith,
Josep h L. Pope,
Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. H.eed,
.
0. T. Allen,
W. L . Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
James P . Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas A. Robertson,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rou,e,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder, .
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
J . W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
Alex. T. Craycrnft,
James F. Means,
Qlinton IC Tharp,
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Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
\V. ]. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
John Chas. Thomp son ,
Ahner Eversole,
William Neal,
John D. Thomp so n ,
Peter G. Fischer,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Tow e ry,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
D.A.Glenn,
W.W.Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight, · W . C. Owens,
H. P . Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-78 .
IV. Scott Grnsharh,
Jam es Perkins,
And so said bill was rej ected .
The House then took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill
that originated in the Sena~e, entitled
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act prescribing an oath to be
taken by all officers appointed or elected," approved March 20, 1876.
Said bill was read the seco nd time as follows, viz:
9l. Be it enacted by the General Assemb(y of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky, That an act en ti tied, "An act prescribing an oath to be taken by all
officers appointed or elecLed," app roved March 20th, 1876, be, and the
same is hereby, repealed.
§2. And that this net t.ake effect.from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

ti bill, and it

third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said hill, and .it ·
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Buie, were as follows, viz : .
Those who voted in the affirmative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A . Robertson ,
lames P. Allen,
(Josiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Thomas H. Mannen, J . T. Tartar,
Caleb R. Brnoks,
David Martin,
· · Clinton K. .Tharp,
A. Buford,
Jameo F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
E. H. Morin,
John Chas. Thomps-0n,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
D·.A.Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed, ,
LaFayette Wilson-38
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
W. W. Orr,
RobertF. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,

•
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Clement R. Ambrose, Leven E, Green,
Joseph L. Pope,
J M. Bigger,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
Gahriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rous'e
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders '
'
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
W. H H . Callihan,
James Barbour Maaon, Aug. Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
·Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J . McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thoma;,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery-45.
Mr. Scott moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was rejected.
Mr. Shelburne moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was d'e cided in the negative .
The yeas and nays beir_ig required thereon by Messrs. W. J. McElroy and Green, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
C. T . Allen,
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
W. W. Orr,
Gabriel Blevins,
.T. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
. W. H. H. Callihan,
J . Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
I'at. Campion,
,Richard Lamhe1·t,
Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McEfroy, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
W . J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
W. J . Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
Wm. Neal, ·
G. H. Towery-39.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W . H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
C. W. Russell,
Robert F . Allensworth, Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
J. K. Bailey,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
E. C. Bainbridge,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
A. Buford,
· James F . Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
E. H. Morin,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
T . J. Oatts,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. S . Owsley,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
James Perkins,
John Chas. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,,
Joseph L. Pope,
W . A. Webber,
.
Wm. M. Reed,
Isaac T. West,
D. A . Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
H.P. Whitaker,
Thomas A. Robertson, LaFayette Wilson-43,
Milton Hamilton,
W. L. Hazelip,
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The question was then taken .on the adoption of the motion to
reconsider, and it was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Oooke and
Campion, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, werellr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
Thos. A. Robertson,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
0. V{. Russell,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
T. W. Scott,
J.K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
G. R. Snyder,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
G. E. Speck,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
T. J. Oatts,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. S. Owsley,
W. A. Webber,
Ahner Eversole,
James Perkins,
John 0. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
Joseph L. Pope,
Isaac T. West,
D.A.Glenn,
Wm. M . Reed,
H.P. Whitaker,
Charles Godshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
LaFayette Wilson-45.
Those who voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham, . James O'Bannon,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
W. 0. Owens,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery-37.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Mr. John Charles Thompson moved to postpone the further consideration of said bill, and make the same the special order fo_t· ~omo~row, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Lackey, from the committee appointed for that purpose, reported that he had withdrawn from the Governor and aelivererl to thia
House a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act in. relat~on to the construction of railways and railway
bridges in the valley of the Big Sandy river and its tributaries.
H.
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Mr. Snyder moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill pa~sed
this House.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Snyder moved to reconsider the vote by which .said bill was
ordered to" be read a third time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Lackey moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmat.ive.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a thii·d time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
.Mr. Welch moved that a committee be appointed to withdraw
from the Senate a hill, which originated in the House of Representativ<:Js, entitled
I
An act to establish a system of graded schools in the town of Nicholasville.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on the Judiciary, )Vho were directed to prepare and bring in the sam.e , reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of E. Cox, of Marshall county.
With the e~pression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the fhst time and ordered to , he read a second
time.
The rule of _the House and the constitution.al provision as to the
se,~ond reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken, "Shall sa,id bill be read a third
time, the objections of the committee to the contrnry notwithstanding?" and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
·Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
Prnctice, 'fho were dire~ted to prepare aµd bring in the same, re·
ported a bill, entitled
. A bill in relation to granting and issuing of restraining orders at
tµe suit of the Commonwealth.
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Which was read the fir st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutiol']al provision as to the
second rell,ding of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispen sed with, and the same being
engrossed ,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

endment,

as to the
eof be as

withdraw
' epresent-

n of Nich-

aforesaid.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrnllments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills and resolutions, which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,

viz:
An act for the ben efit of J.P. Breedlove;
An act to authorize the court of claims of Bourbon county to appoint a commi si-ioner of turnpike roads for said county;
An act to regulate and make uniform the rates of tolls on incorporated turnpikes, gravel and plank roads in this Commonwealth; ·
An act to fix the terms and regulate the jurisdiction and pro.c eedings of the Kenton circuit court, at Independence, in the .twelfth

motion, it

judicial district;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Bank

o were diitled

of Adairville, in Logan county;"
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to amend se_c tion 10 ,

a second

article 2, chapter 27, General Statutes" approved March 7, 1876;
All act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and r; duce
into one the several acts and amended acts in rel'erence to the town

as to the

of Auburn," approved March B, 1878;
An act to .consolidate and amend the charter of the Southern

pass.

d a third
ithstand-

Codes of
same, re·
orders al

Mutual Life Insurance Company, of Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled;, An act to incorporate the town of
St. Charles, in Hopkins county;"
An act to incorporate the Shareholders' Association of Smith
Grove College;
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, to convey to the Gradyville circuit their part of the parsonage
property in the town of Columbia, and to authorize the trustees of
the Gradyville circuit to sell and convey the same;
An act for the benefit of the citizens of Adair county and others;
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An act for the benefit of Omer Wilson, late sheriff of Bath county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Cynthiana;"
An act to declare Quicksand creek a navigable stream from its
mouth to the mouth of the Spring Fork;
An act to change the venue of the case of Lou. S. Rogers against
C C. Rogers from the Henry circuit court to the Bourbon court of
common pleas;
An act for the benefit of W. H. Brien and Eli G. Boon, of Paducah, and to legalize their election of trnstees of the common schools
of Paducah;
An act to amend section 33 of an act, entitled "An act to amend
the charter of the city of Paducah," approved February 26, 1878;
An act for the benefit of J. F. Cessna, of Larue county;
-Resolution for tbe benefit of W. T. Samuels and W. J. Steel~;
Resolution raising a joint committee to ascertain the amount of
fees paid to certain officers in the city of Louisville;
Resolution to pay the Clerk and Assistant Clerk of the Presidential
Electoral College of Kentucky;
Also enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the Senate,
of th~ . following titles, viz:
An act for the better organization of public schools in the Dycusburg common school district, in the county of Crittenden;
An act to authorize the town of Cloverport, in Breckinridge county,
to fund its debts for school buildings;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Mt: Olivet;
An act for the benefit of R. F. Read and A. S. Thompson, sureties of J. H. Read, late sheriff of Metcalfe county;
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of Richard
Reid and Mrs. E. K. Chevis," approved February 9, 1878;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Smithfield Cemetery Company;"
1
An act for the benefit of the children and grandchildren of Darid
Sanders, deceased;
An act to amend the several acts heretofore passed in relation to
the Jamestown magisterial district, in Campbell county, approved
respectively April 21, 1873, and March 16, 1876, and to provide for the
sale of lots and lands of delinquents for taxes in said district;
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to
the town of Williamsburg, in Whitley county;
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the voters
of the town of CliJ1ton to vote upon the proposition as to whether
ardent spirits shall be sold within the corporate limits of said town,
and to prohibit the sale of the ~ame," approved March 29, 1873, and
to amend an amendatory act passed April 21, 1873, and an arnenda-

court of

tory act approved March 3, 1876;
·
Re,olution providing for the payment of expenses of joint committee of Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky Uni-

, of Padun schools

versity;
Resolution authorizing the Governor to appoint honoeary commis-

n·a against

to amend
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iioners to the Paris Exposition;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, .That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend article 13, chapter 38, title "Executions," of the
General Statutes.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, '£1iat hereafter the wages of a ll persons who work for wages or hit·e,
not to exceed the sum of one bundred dollars, shall be exempt from levy
by execution , attachment, garnishment, distress fo 1· rent, or fee-bills; also,
one sewing machine, the oroperty of any femide who works for wages 01·
hire as a seamstress, and ~vho depends upon such work for the support of
herself or others ; and all parts of said act to wliicb this is an amendment,
and all other laws of this Commonwealth which are ineon,iistent, or in
conflict with, the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
§ 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and afte 1· its passage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Robertson moved the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Amend by adding the words, "that the exemption herein provided
shall not apply to debts contracted for food, raiment, or house rent."
Mr. Reed moved the following ame11dment, vii:
Amend by striking out "one bundred dollars," and insert in lieu thereof
"filty dollars."
Mr. Hunter moved to lay s.aid bill and amendments on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Whitaker and
Campion, were as follows, viz: ·

·
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames Barbour Mason, James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Clarence U . .McElroy, Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
W . J. NlcElroy,
Ferdinand Rigney
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, Thomas A. Robertson
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A. Miller,
Granville V. Rouse '
Ahner Eversole,
Wm. Neal,
C. W. Russell,
'
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
Augustine Shelburne,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
T. J. Oatt.,,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W. L. Hazelip,
W. W . Orr,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. H. Hillsman,
W. C. Owens,
G. H. Towery,
Josiah Hunter,
W . A. Webber,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West-39.
B. Mills Parrish,
David Mart.in,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames F. Means,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
C. T. Allen,
Peter G . Fischer,
Joseph L . Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, Dennis Gleason,
Thomas Sanders,
Clement R. Ambrose, D. A. Glenn,
T . W. Scott,.
E. C. Bainbridge,
Charles Godshaw,
G. E. Speck,
J. M. Bigger,
Leven E. Gre en,
J. T. Tartar,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. Scott Gresham,
Han cock Taylor,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J . W . Griffith,
John A. Thoma,,
Samu el D. Hensley,
A. Buford,
Andrew Thompson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
John D. Thompson,
Edmund Burr,
Green R . Keller,
John C. Welch,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q. Lackey,
H. P. Whitaker,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lamhel't,
LaFayette Wilson-43.
A . C. Cope,
]. W. Meador,
Thomas H. Ditto,
The question was then taken on the adoption oft.he amendment
offered hy Mr. Robertson, and it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
offered by Mr. Reed, and it was decided in the negative.
· Mr. Glenn offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Provided, That the proviaions of th is act shall only apply to bona fide
house-keepers witl..i a family resid e nt in this Commonwealth.
And the question heing taken on the adoption ol' said amendment,
it was deci<led in the affirmative
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Buford, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-,Crnmwell Adair,
Lewis Jones,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, Green R., Keller,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L. Pope,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. lVIannen, Wm. M. Reed,
W. H. H. Cal lihan,
David Martin,
Thomas A. Robertson,
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A. c. Cope,

James Barbour Mason, Granville V . Rouse,
Clarence U . McElroy, T. W. Scott,
\V. T. Dicken,
W. J . McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
D.A. Glenn,
William Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,1
Isaac H. Goodnight, Otho Nunn,
John Chas . Thomp~on,
llilton Hamilton,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
\V.L. Hazelip,
W.W. Orr,
W. A. Webber,
IV. H. Hillsman,
W . C. Owens,
Isaac T. West-47.
Josiah Hunter,
J. S. Owsley,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Thomas H . Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt,
C. T. Allen,
·
W. J. Edrington, .
Ferdinand Rigney,
James P. Allen,
Peter G. Fischer,
Thomas Sanders,
J. JC Bailey,
Dennis Gleason,
Ralph L. Spalding,
UL Bigger,
Charles Godshaw,
G. E. Speck,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. T. Tartar,
Caleb R. Brook~,
J. W. Griffith,
John D. Thompson,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
John C. W elcb.,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
H. P. Whitaker,
Pat.Campion,
James F. Means,
LaFayette Wilson--31
Lyttleton Cooke,
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third

John Cowan,

r ney,
pbertson I
ouse,
I

•l?urne,
ding,

arp,
~
mpson,
39.

s,

rs,

1

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
ndment
ndment

1:
ona fide

dment,

ke and

rtson,

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Whitaker, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative were~lr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
Thomas Sanders,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L . Hazelip,
T. W. Scott,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
G . R. Snyder, ,
J.M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
Hancock Taylor,
A. Buford,
James Barb6ur Maaon,John A . Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
E . H. Mo1·in,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatts,
John Chas. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
B. Mills Parrish,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
Joseph L. Pope,
John C. Welch,
Charles Godshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
H. P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
Granville V. Rouse,
LaFayette Wilson-40.
W. Scott Gresham,
·

l .
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Those who voted in the negative, wereCl'Omwell Adair,
D. A. G lenn,
C. T . Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
RobertF . Allensworth, W. H . Hillsman,
Cl eme nt R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green ·R. Keller,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen,
W. H H. Callihan,
David Martin,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy,
John Cowan,
W. J . l\foElroy,
W. T. Dicken,
Jamea F. Means,
Thomas H . Ditto,
Mon,tgomery Merritt,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
Henry George,
Will iam Neal,
And so said bill was rejected .

Otho Nunn,
James O' Bannon
W. W. Orr,
'
W. C. Owens,
J. S. Owsley,
James Perkins,
Wm. M. Reed,
Thomas A. Robertson
Ralph L. Spalding, '
J. T. Tartar,
Clinton K. Tharp,
G. H. Towery,
W . A. Webber,
Isaac T. West-42.

The Speaker laid before the House the follo\ving response of the
Auditor of Public Accounts, viz:
STATE OF KENTUCKY,

}

OFFICE OF AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS,

FRANKFORT,

KY ., March 19th, 1878.

W . TURNER, Speaker of House of Representatives:
Sm: In response to the reso luti on adopted by the House of Representatives on yesterday, ca lling on rne to communicate to that body the
"total and aggregate amounts due the State of Kentucky, severally, from
the Clerk of the Court of Appeals and Register of the Land Office, and
when said sums shou ld have been paid the Treasury of the Commonwealth
und er the provisions of existing laws," I re;;pectfolly submit the following
statement:
The annPxed account, marked No. 1, shows the "·total and aggregate
amount" owing by the Cl erk of the Court of Appeals to the State, as per
hii; reports on file in th.is department.
By the provisions of section 23, article 7, chapter 92, page 730, of the
General Statutes, it is made the ,duty of ' the Clerk of the Court of Appeals
to report, in the months of June and December in each year, to the Auditor the amount of public money wh ich may come to bis hands, and ijettle
the same, less his commission fo1· collecting.
Tho Register 1of the Land Office paid into the Treasury on th.a 18~b
inst. the balance owing by him, $126 38, ns shown by his report Ofl file in
this office.
Section 17 of article 2, chapter 92, of the General Statutes, provides tb~L
the .Register of the Land Office Rh all, on the first Monday in January ID
each year, report to the Auditor, and pay into the Treasury all tax and
fees collected by him for the State.
I am, sir, with great respect,
Your obedient' servant,
D. HOWARD SMITH, Auditor.
HoN. En.
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(No. 1.)

j'ioma• C. Joius, Clerk of Court of Appeals. .

.

'l'o TnE STA1'E OF KENTUCKY,

non,

ToJaxes from 8th September, 1874, to 31st December, 1877-____________ _

DR.
$3,652 50

CREDITS.

1s,

~s,

/d,
obertson
aiding, '
harp,

Y,
er,
st-42.

.1876,
s,plember 20.

By pf\ymen t_ ____

1,177 05

------ - ----- ------ ----

1,35367

Bnlnoce due by Clerk . ________ ______________ _______ ________ __ _

Attest:

$2,198 83

D. HOW ARD SMITH, Auditor.

Which was read and received.
Mr. J.P. Allen, from the Committee on Moral and Religiou~ Instituiions, who were directed to prepare and .bring in the same, reported

nse of the

a bill, entitled
Abill for the benefit of John Eaves, of Calloway count.y.
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

1
' 1878. J

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

NTS

I
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second readtng of said bill being dispensed with,
The questi9n was then taken," Shall said
be read a third time,
the ohjections of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?"

hHl

and it

was decided in the ne_
g ative.

And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Spurr, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom had
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the sureties of Jas. V. Payne, deceased,
late sheriff of Fleming county,
Reported the same with an amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said 'bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
I
Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
H.

R.-119

'

,

• I
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A bil'l for the benefit of J. F. Reed, late sheriff, and his sureties on
his revenue bond for the revenue dl.le from Estill county fol' the year
187&.

Which was read Lhe first time and ordered to be read a second

I

time.
The rule of the House and the comtitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being die:pensed with,
Mr. Robertson moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendmentf
it was tledded in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be eng:uossed and read a third

'

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dicspensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the titl,e t.hm·eof be as
aforesaid.
Mr: Shelburne, from the Committee oll Edt1eation, who were di·
rected to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to establish a normal sch·ool.
Which was read the first hme and oi:dered to· be read a second
time ,
The rule of the House and the constitutional pl'Ovision as to the
i:;eco nd reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed i-n the ordert'l of the day.
Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on .Propositions and , Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and briHg in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A biN for the ·benefit of Ira J. Davidson, of Perry county.
' Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz ~
WHEREAS, Ira J. Davidson, clerk of the Perry county court, made out
two copies of the assessor's books for said county fo1· the year 1876;
transmitted one copy to the Auditor, and had the other c;opy ready(or
the sheriff according to law; but the she,riif refused t0 give his receipl
for said copy prepared fo1· him or to accept of it; and in consequence of
said refusal of the sheriff', the Auditor refused to pay said Davidson for
the copy prepared for the l'!beriff, to-wit: thirty-two dollars; theref?re,
§ l . Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth o~ Ken·
tucky, That the Auditor of Public Accoirnts be, and be is hereby, directed
to draw his warrant on the 'l'reas1uy in favor of Ira J. Davidson for the
sum of thirty-two dollars ($32), payable out of any money in the 'l'i·easut·y not otherwise approp1·iated'.
~ 2. T'his act shall take effect from its passage-.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
I
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision - as to the
RUreties on

r the year

;econtl read ing of said bill beiag d ispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be e ngrossed and read a t,hird time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

' a second

third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being

as to the

engrossed,
The questio0. was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the a'ffi.rmati ve.
The yeas ·and rrnys being required thereon by Messrs. Adair and
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Bigger, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-James Perkins,
Samuel D. Hensley,
James P. Allen,
Wm . Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H . Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Lewis
Jones,
J. K. Bailey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Green R. Keller,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Thomas A. Robertsoli,
J.
Q.
Lackey,
Gabriel Blevins,
Granville V. Rouse,
Richard Lambert,
Caleb R. Brook;;,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W . Scott,
A. Buford ,
Aug. Shelburne,
David Martin,
Edmund Burr,
G.
R. Snyder,
J. W . Meado r,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. T. Tartar,
James
F
.
Means,
Thoma, H. Ditto,
John A . Thomas,
Tipt.on A . M iller,
W. J. Edrington,
Andrew Thompson,
EH.
Morin,
Abner Eversole,
John D. Thompson,
Wm. Neal,
D. A. Glenn,
W. A. Webber,
T. J . Oatts,
Charles Godshaw,
John
C. We lch,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
Isaac
T. West,
W.W. Orr,
Leven E. Green,
Lafayette Wilson--52.
J
.
S.
Owsley,
J. W. Griffith,
~Iilton Hamilton,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Thomas Sanders,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis G lea,;;on,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J.M . Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Geo. H. B. Thompson, ,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery-13.
John Cowan,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid .
i\Ir. Tartar, from the Co~mittee on ·P ro positions and Grievances,
to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Levi 'W ilcher, of Casey, county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That oaid bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time as follows, viz :
WnEREAS, The Governor of th.is Commonwea lLh did, on the 28th day
~f/une, 1876, offer a rew a rd of two hundred doll,u·s for the arrest and
e ivery Lo the jailer of Casey county, and conviction, of one '£homas

, '
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Moore, e:harged ~ith the offense of malicious shooting and woundin .
and whereas, on the 10th day of March, 1877, Levi Wilcher did
said Thomas Moore and deliver him to the jailer of said county. ai~
whereas, the sa,id Thomas Moore was killed before a trial and co1;./ic!ion
was obtained ; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of' the Commonwealtl, of Kentucky, That the Auditor of Pul:>lic Accounts be, and is bereby, authorized
and directed to draw his warrant on the Treasurer of this Commonwcnllb
in favor of Levi Wilcher for the sum of two hundred dollars, to be paid
out of any money in the 'freasury not otherwise ap.propriated.
§ 2. That this act sliall take effect from and after i~s passage.
And the question being taken on t_he passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :

an!t

)

.

/

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames P. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J arnes Barbour Mason, Ralph L'. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
Clar1rnce U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
• W. H. H. Callihan,
James F. Me-ans,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
W. J: Edrington,
, E. H. Morin,
An<frew Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
Joh_u D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
John C. Welch,
Charles.Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
B . Mills Parrish,
H. l'. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
LaFayette W il:lon-55.
Milton Hamilton,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Abne1· Eversole,
William Points,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
W. J . McElroy,
G. H: Towery-0.
Resolved, That the tit.le of said bill be as aforesaid.
A messag~ was received from the Governor, by Hon . T. S .. Bronstoo,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed su ndry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of John Dougherty, of Daviess county.
An act for the benefit of A. P. -Mitchell, committee for Wyatt Mitch·
ell, pauper idiot.
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An act, entitled "An act to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinou~,
and malt liquor::! in the town of Taylorsville."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the town of ·Gordonsville, iQ Logan county "
An act to incorporate the Ruby Coal, Timber, and T ransportation
Company.
An act to amend the charter of t.be Paducah Gas-light Compirny.
An act, for the benefit of Matthew D. Cordon, late sheriff of
Wayne county.
An act supplementary to an act, entitled" An act to ratify the incorporation of the Central Mississippi Railroad Company, and its
consolidation .,,,,ith the New Orleans, Jackson, and Northern Railroad
Company, under tbe name of the Chicago, St.. Louis, and New
Orleans Railroad Company, and to charter said last named company," approved March 11, 1878.
An act to authorize the county court of Clay 9ount.y to appoint a
collector to collect the unpaid taxes and fee-bills due Wilson Morgan,
late sheriff of Clay county.
An act to amend the charter of the Salvisa and Kirkwood Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of Jacob H. Graff and Thomas Lawt<1.
An act to amend the turnpike law of Henry county, and for the

hompson,
mpson,
ber,
~
elch,
est,
aker,
ilson-55.

benefit of turn pike district No. 2, of said county.
An act to increase the jurisdiction of. police courts in the county of

f··Bronston,

pany.

~proved and
,use of Rep·

A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to prevent the destrnction
by cattle or other stock willows and small trees growing on the banks
of the Ohio river, in 'frimble, Oldham, and part of Carroll county."
By Mr. Whitaker; from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

}OUnty.
Vyatt Mitch·

Hancock.
An act for the benefit of J. N. Shewmaker, of Mercer cou_nty:
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors in
school district No. 25, Grayson county.
Bills were reported from the several com'mittees, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal lmprovementA bill to amend the chat·ter of Pine Knob Turnpike H.oad Com-

By same-

ances-A bill for the benefit of John W. Thomas.

I
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By Mr. Pope, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of J. W. Elkin.
, By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsA bill for the benefit of the Mackville Methodist Episcopal Church
South.
·
'

,By Mr. Burr, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of James R. L,aacs, of Jackson co1;rnty.
By Mr. Snyder, ·from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the chai-ter of the town of Albany, in Clinton
county.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend the charter of the city of Newport in relation to
the common schools.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee, on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Cumberland River Oil Pipe, Mining, and
Transportation Co_mpany.
By Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on RailroadsA hill to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent provisionl'? of acts and articles constituting the charter of the Owensboro
and Nashvill_e Railroad Company.
1
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corpo rate InstitutionsA bi II to amend an act, entitl ed "An act to amend and reduce into
one all previous acts incorporating the town of Owenton, in Owen
county," appro\"ed February 27, 1867.
By sameA bill to j ncorporate the West Louisville school district, in Daviesi
county.
By .Mr. vV . J. McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and
.ManulacturesA bill to incorpornte the Lebanon and Marion County Fair Com·
pany.
By Mr. MeFtns, from the Committee on Corporate lnstitq_tionsA bill to apply to Bath county the provisi~ns of an act appl'Oved
March 5. 1872, entitled "An act to authorize the county courts of
Nich_olas. and Bourbon counties to compel persons to ·k eep stock off
the public._ roads.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill to authorize the constable for the Williamstown rnagiaterial
district, in Grant county, to appoint a deputy.
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By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religiou:i lnsti

gious Insti-

l

al Church,

unty.
utiorrsin Clinton

relation to
utionsining, and

ent provisOwensboro

tutionsA hill to prevent the sale ~f spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within three mil_es of Bailey's Mil1, in Franklin county.
By Mr. Spurr, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAbill'for the benefit of the administrator of the estate of Jame:3
V.Payne, late sheriff of Fleming county.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAbill to authorize the Franklin county court to issue bonds for the
erection of a free bridge across the Kentucky river, connecting North
and South Frankfort, and to ·subscribe stock to the same.
By Mr. Larnbe1·t, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAbill to incorporate the town of Dunn ville, in Casey co_unty.
By Mr. Snyder, from the same committeeA liill to define the limits . and fix the boundary of the town of
Hickory Grove, in Graves county.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on Education-Abill in aid of scho?l district No. 83, in Graves c·ounty.

By same-A bill for the benefit of school district No. 38, Grant county.

By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievutions1·educe into
, in Owen

in Daviesi

, ulture and

· Fair Com·

ll.tions,t appl'Oved
'I courts of
ep stock off

rnagidterisl

ancesA bill to a~end an act to change the county line between the
counties of Knox and Bell, approved February 23, 1876.
Which bills were several_ly read the first. time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading 9f said bills being d,i!'pensed with,
Ordered, 'l'hat said bills be eng1'ossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading· of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof' be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and GrieYancesAn act for the benefit of R. N. Walker, of Crittenden county.
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By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act for the be~efit of ~- J. Ross, ~ssessor of Livingston county.·
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, en titled "An act to incorporate the Tay.
lors,·ille and Chaplin Tnrnpike Road Company."
By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesAn act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to amend section 2,
article 8, chapter 92, of the General Statutes," approved February
14, 1878.

By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious Insti-

,. I

tutionsAn act for the benefit of St. John's German Evapgelical Church,
at Louisville . .
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the town of W,orthville, in Carroll county.
By Mr. Snyder. from the same committeeAn act to charter the New World's Fair of the State of Kentucky.
By Mr. Spurr, from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act to provide for working prisoners ,rnntenced to be punished
by confinement in the Fayette county jail.
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev·
ancesAn act for the benefit of G. D. Begley, of Lee county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend the charter of the city of Glasgow.
By Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on P;opositions and GrievancesAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Peter
Fontaine, sheriff of Meade coun ty."
By Mr. Godshaw, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act for the benefit of the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholas·
ville Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to create and regulate the office of county treasurer for
Taylor county.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate Institut ionsAn act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the town
of Sp1·ingville, in Greenup county," approved March 3, 1873.
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By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
An act to continue in forbe an act approved February 5, 1876,
'entitled "An act for the benefit of E!izab~th Durham, of Green
county."
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

section 2,
February

third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

gious lnsti-

aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted M;essrs. Bush, Camp-

al Church,

bell, Taylor, and Russell.
And then the House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1878.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of William C. Horton, Carter county.
An act declaring Cow creek, in Estill county, a navigable stream.
An act to define the boundary line between the counties of Floyd
and Johnson.
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Collins, of Elliott county.
An act to declare Beaver creek a navigable stream from its mouth
totbe Forks of Beaver and Otte1· creeks, in Wayne county.
An act for the benefit of John E. Walton, of Boone county.
An act to authorize William Fraley to erect a mill-dam across
J.ohn's creek, in Floyd co.u nty.
·
An act d~claring Big and Little Caney rivers, in Elliott couuty,
navigable streams.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to protect sheep fr~m
depredations by dogs," ~c., so far as the same applies to Simpson
county, Kentucky.
H. R.-120
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By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County Coul'tsAn act for the be~efit of ~- J. Ross, ~ssessor of Livingston county.·
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to inco~·porate the Tay.
lors\·ille and Chaplin Tllrnpike Road Company."
By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesAn act to amend an act, entitled ''An act to amend section 2,
article 8, chapter 92, of the General Statutes," approved February
14, 1878.

By Mr. Hunter, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsAn act for the benefit of St. John's German Evapgelical Church,
at Louisville.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the town of W.orthville, in Carroll county,
By Mr. Snyder. from the same committeeAn act to charter the New World's Fair of the State of Kentucky.
By Mr. Spur!', from the Committee on Ways and MeansAn act to provide for working prisoners ::Jentenced to be punished
by confinement in the Fayette county jail.
By Mr. Tartar, from the · Committee on Propositions and Griev·
ancesAn act for the benefit of G. D. Begley, of Lee county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corpo(·ate InstitutionsAn act to amend the charter of the city of Glasgow.
By Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on P;opositions and Griev·
ancesAn act to amend, an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Peter
Fontaine, shel'iff of Meade county."
By Mr. Godshaw, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act for the benefit of the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholas·
ville Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to create and regulate the offi,c e of county treasurer for
Taylor county.
·
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the town
of Springville, in Greenup county," approved March 3, 1873.
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By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

1ton county.·
tutionse the Tay.

!I

I section 2,

ancesAn act to continue in for~e an act app~oved February 5, 1876,
'entitled "An act for the benefit of Elizabpth Durham, of Green
county."

Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the Hou se and the constitutional provision as to the

<l February

third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resofoed, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

rgious fosti,

aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted M;essrs. Bush, Camp-

cal Church,

bell, Taylor, and Russell.
And then the House adjourned.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act (or the benefit of William C. Horton, Carter county.
An act declaring Cow creek, in Estill county, a navigable stream.
An act to define the boundary line between the counties of Floyd
and Johnson.
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Collins, of Elliott county.
An act to declare Beaver creek a navigable stream from its mouth
to the Forks of Beaver and Otter creeks, in Wayne county.
An act for the benefit of John E. Wal ton, of Boone county.
An act to authorize William Fraley to erect a mill-dam acl'oss
John's creek, in Floyd co.1 tnty.
·
·
An act d~claring Big and Little Caney rivers, in Elliott county,
navigable streams.
An act to repeal an act, entitled '' An act to protect sheep fr~m
depredations by dogs," ~c., so far as the same applies to Simpson
county, Kentucky.
B,
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An act to authorize John Parsley to erect a boom across Wolf
creek, in Martin county.
An act to incorporate the Bank of J. B. & Charles Goodpaster & •
Co., of Owingsville, Kentucky.
An act to provide for the supplying of public books for.the clerks'
offices at Independence, in Kenton county.
An act for the benefit of W. H. Woodford, committee of Wesley
vVoodford, a pauper idiot.
An act to amend section 2, article 13, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had disagreed to bills that originated in the House of
Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to change the line between the counties of Daviess and
McLean.
An act to prevent trespassing -iipon certain lands near the town of
Cairo; in Henderson county.
An act to authorize Abraliam Millard, of Magoffin county, to build
a mill-dam acrnss Licking river, in Magoffin county.
That they had passed bills of the follow1ng titles, viz:
l. An act to amend section 3 of article 4, chapter 5, General Stat·
utes, title "Attorneys."
2. An act for the benefit of R. M. Pieratt, sheriff of Morgan
cou nty.
3. An act for the benefit of John Buckley, of .Hart county.
4. An act to exempt the Munfordsville Turnpike Road Company
from the provisions of an act, entitled '' An act to regulate and make
uniform the rate of tolls -on turnpike, gravel, and plank roads in this
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5. An act to change the line between the counties of Bath and

dr

Menifee.
6 . An act to incorporate the Forest Hill Inclined Plane Railway

R
ti

Company, of Covington.
7. An act to empower the co.unty court of the county of Madison
to take stock in turnpike roads in said county.
• Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

w

rea-d. a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi&ion as to the
seaond reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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e,·ed, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
neral Statutes; the 2d to the Committee on Claims; the 3d and
to the Committee on .Propositions and Grievances; the 4th and
to the Committee on Internal Improvement, and the 6th to the
,nmittee on Railroads.
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
Representatives to a hill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act in relation to the construction of railways and railw11y
'dges in the valley of the Big Sandy river and its tributaries.
That they had received .official information that the Governor had
ipproved and signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the
~nate, of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of John B. Wickliffe, Charles Wickliffe,
~rtha Ter1·ell, and L. M. Flournoy.
An act in relation to taking a vote on the question of " license
r no license," and regulating the sale of spirituous, vinous, and
maltliquors in Bracken county.
Ao act for the benefit of M. G. Horton, sheriff of Clay county.
Ao act to amend au act incorporating the Glasgow Grangers'
Mutual Benefit Society.
An act for the benefit of W. M Threlkeld, late sheriff of Living8100 county:
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Buford, Taylor, and C. U . McElroy a special committee, under the resolution offered by Mr. Buford
onyesterday, in regard to a stay law.
Mr. Snyder asked to be relieved as a committee to withdraw from
ihe Senate a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Mr. Ditto a committee to withdraw said bill from the Senate.
Mr. Bi/lger moved to lay on the table the motion entered by Mr.
Reed
to reconsider the vote by which the House adopted the resolu- I
•
lion in regard to holding four night sessions per week.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House th~n took up the joint resolution heretofore offered by
Mr. Snyder, fixing the time for an adjournment of this General Assembly on the 30th inst.
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Said resolution reads as follows, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuck
That this General Assembly do adjourn sine die Saturday, March 30tl'
1
1878, at 12 o'clock, M.

Thom

Mr. Whitaker offered . the following amendment to said resolution,
viz:
To amend so as to read: That this House adjourn as soon as they
.have completed such legislation as is necessary and beneficial to the
best interests of the State of Kentucky.
Mr. Buie offered the following amendment to said resolution, viz:
Amend by striking out Saturday, March 30th, and insert in lieu
thereof Monday, March 25th.
Mr. John Charles Thompson moved to lay said resolution and
amendments on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
An<l so said resolution was rejected.
Mr. Snyder moved to reconsider the vote by which said resolution
was rejected.
An<l the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was· decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Reed, were as follows, viz :

/

. .,
,,

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
C. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thos. A. Robertson,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas Sanders,
' Clement R. Ambrnse, Lewis Jones,
1'. W. Scott,
E. C. Bainbridge,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder,
J. M. Bigger,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Edmund Burr,
Tipton A Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
William Neal,
W. A. Webber,
W. T. Dicken,
W. C. Owens,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
B. Mills Parrish,
Isaac T. West-39.
Those who voted in the negative, were-James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, William Points,
A. Buford,
T. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
Pat. Campion,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard.
A. C. Cope,
Jos. M. ,Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
John Cowan,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J . Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
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Thomas H. Ditto,
Richard Lambert, w. J, Edrington,
David Martin,
Ahner Eversole,
James F. Means,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
Charles Godshaw,
Otho Nunn,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts ,
W.Scott Gresham,
W.W. Orr,
J.W.Griffith,
J. S . Owsley,
Mr. Welch, from the committe e who was

1149

J. T. Tartar,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John A. Thomas,
Geo. H. B. Thomp son,
John D. Thomp son,
G. H. Towery,
H.P. Whitaker,
LaFayetteWilson--45.
appointed to withdraw ·

from the Senate a bill, which originated in the House of Representution, viz:
ert in lieu

atives, entitled
An act to establish a system of graded schools in the town of Nich-

ution and

olasville,
Reported that he had performed that duty, and delive1·ed said bill

motion, it

to the Clerk of this House.
Mr. Welch moved to reconside1· the vote by which thi:3 House

resolution

pmed said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .

motion, it

Myder and

.Mr. Welch moved to ·recon sider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to its third reading.
And the •question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Welch moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Hill moved that a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of J. J. Stevens, John Todd, and J. F. Wright,
of Campbell county,
Be recommitted to the Committee on Claims.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ~t
Was decided in the affirmative.
I
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
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sign ed sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following title~, viz:
An act for the benefit of Owen Wilson, late sheriff of Bath county.
An act to declare Quicksand creek a navigable sti·j)-am from its
mouth to the mouth of the Spring Fork.
An act to regulate and make uniform the rate of tolls on incorporated turnpike, gravel, and plank roads in this .Commonwealth.
An apt for the benefit of W. H. Brien and Eli G. Boon, of Paducah, and to legalize their election of trustees of the common schools
of Paducah.
An act for the benefit of the citizens of Adair county and others.
An act to amend section 33 of an act, entitled "An act to amend
th,e charter of the city of Paducah," approved February 26, 1878.
An act for the benefit of J . F. Cessna, of Larue county.
An act to fix the terms and regulate the jurisdiction and proceedings of the Kenton circuit court, at Independence, in the twelfth
judicial district.
An act for the benefit of R. F. Read and A. S. Thompson, sureties of J. H. Read, late sheriff of Metcalfe county.
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, to convey to the Gradyville circuit their part of the parsonage
property in the town of Columbia, and to authorize the trustees of
the Gratlyville circuit to sell and convey the same .
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Cynthiana."
An act to incorporate the Shareholders' Association of Smith
Grnve College.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town of
St. Charles, in Hopkins county."
An act to amend an act, ·entitled "An act to incorporate the Bank
of Hawesville, in Logan county."
An act for the benefit of J. P. Breedlove,
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend section 10,
article 2, chapter 27, General Statutes."
,
An act to consolidate and amend the charter of the Southern
·Mutual Life Insurance Company, of Kentucky.
An act to authorize the court of clai,ms of Bourbon county to 8P"
point a commisi;;ioner of turnpike roads for said county.
An act, to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts and amended acts in · reference to the towu
of Auburn," approved March 8, 1878.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to authorize the voters
of the town of Clinton to vote upon the proposition as to whether
ardent spirits shall be sold within the corpornte limits of said town,
Rnd to prohibit the sale of the same," approved March 29, 1873, and
to amend an amendatory act passed April 21, 1873, and an amendatory act approved March 3, 1876.
An act for the benefit of the children and grandchildren of Dadd

j on schools

Sanders, deceased.
An act to change the venue of the case of Lou. S . Rogers against
C. C. Rogers from the Henry circuit court to the Bourbon court of

/~nd others.
rt to amend
~6, 1878.

common pleas.
Resolution for the benefit of W. T. Samuels and W. J. Steele.
Resolution to pay the Clerk and Assistant Clerk of the Presidential

nd proceedthe twelfth
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pal Church,
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Electoral College of Kentucky.
Resolution rnising a joint committee to a scertain the a.mount of
fees paid to certain officers in the city of Louisville.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of William C. Horton, Carter county;
An act declaring Cow creek, iri Estill county, a navigable stream;
An act to declare Beaver creek a navigable stream from its mouth
to the Forks of Beaver ' and Otter creeks, in Wayne county;
An act to define t _h e boundary line between the counties of Floyd
and Johnson;
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Collins, of Elliott county;
An act to amend the charter and laws of the town oi Bellview, in •
Campbell county, Kentucky;
An act to authorize William Fraley to erect a mill-dam across
John's creek, in Floyd county;
An act to authorize John Parsley to erect a boorn across Wolf
creek, in Martin county;
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Taylorsville
Turnpike Company ;
An act for the benefit of John E. Walton, of Boone county;
An act to incorporate Tunnel City, in Lincoln county, Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of J. E. Vickery, late sh_eriff of Wayne
county;
An act for the benefit of Jonathan Russell, late she1·iff o,f Casey
county;
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An act to authorize the erection of a toll-gate near the Great Crossings, on the Great Crossings and Stamping Ground Turnpike Road
'
in Scott county;
An act declaring! Big and Little Caney rivers, in Elliott county,
navigable streams;
An act authorizing the clerk of Cumherland county to procure suitable books and indexes for the purpose of transcribing the mutilated
survey records in the surveyor's office of said county, appointingC.
L. S. Matthews to transcribe said records, and making it the duty oftbe
county judge of said county to pay him therefor, as soon as the work
is completed, a-t the rates allowed by law to circuit clerks for copying
deed,:, plats, &c ;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to inc01·porate the town
of Stamping Ground, in Scott county;"
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to protect sheep from
depredations by dogs," &c., so far as the same applies to Simpson
county, Kentucky;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following
titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of David Woods, of Crittenden county;
An act for the benefit of Jefferson Ritchie, a pauper idiot of Nicholas county;
An act for the benefit of Joseph P. Ringo, of Carroll county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Spalding moved to reconsider the vote by which this House
rejected a bill, entitled
A bill to amend article 13, chapter 38,, title " Executions," of tbe
General Statutes.
The House then took up the motion to reconsider the vote by
which this House rejectecf a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Prof. T. W. Tobin, of Central University,

Richmond, Kentucky.
And the q u~stion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took up the special order, viz: a bill, entitled'
A bill to incorporate the Kentucky River Slack-water Navigation
Company.
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Said bill reads as followi;,, viz:
9J. Be it enacted by the G eneral Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken-

lut'ky, That_John B. Smith. William C. Hite, James Bridgeford, Samnel
Weisi1;er, Dennis Lon~, Z. M. Sherley, and T. R. Scowden, of Louisville;
John G. Barrett, of Henderson; John B. Wilgus and Thomas Bradley, of
Fayette county; R. W. Nelson and James Taylor, of Campbell county ,
and William J . Chinn, of Franklin connty, and their associates, snccessOl'll and assigns, be, and they are hereby, incorporated, by the name and
style of the Kentucky River S lack -water Navigation Company; and they
shall, by such nam e, have a ll the rights and privileges of a body-politic
and corporate to contract and be contracted wi,tb, to sue and be sued, to
have and nse a common seal, wh ich they may a lter at pleasure; to have
full power to purchase and hold, or otherwise acquire, mill -seats, and develop, use, sel l, or lease water-power for manufacturing purposes, in connc~tion with tho works that said company may build for slack-water
navigation; and may acqnire and establish landings, and have hou ses and
eievators that may be neepf'ul to the interestE> of said company.
p. Said corporation is hereby granted the privilege to build, construct,
equip, maintain, and operate locks and dams, and other necessary works
for slack-water navigation, in and upon the K entucky rive1·, in this State,
upon the terms hereinafter specified.
§3. 'rhe capital stock of the Kentucky River Slack-water Navigation
Company shall be three millions of dollars ($3,000,000), in shares of one
hundred dollus ($100) each, which may be subscribed by any individnal,
city, town, magisterial precinct, or county 01· corporation, created by the
laws of this State; but no cou nty, town, city, or precinct shall be permitted to take stock in said company un ti l the General Assembly shall have,
by a special act, authorized the subscription ; but when th is is done, such.
county, precinct, town, or city shall have the right to take the amount of
stock so permitted in preference to any private jndividual or corporntion:
Provided, Said subscription be made on or before the first day of January,
1879, and upori the same terms and conditions that subscriptions of stock
by private individuals or corporations are made. As soon as two h un
dred shares of the stock s hall have been subscribed, the company may
organize and proceed to business.
·
§4. 'rbat the f0t·egoi ng corporators, 01· snch of them as may act, shall
beex officio directors of said company, and shall serve until their successors
shall have been e lected and qualified as provided in this act. .
§ 5. Tbat on all subscriptions there shall be paid, at the time the same
are taken, to said corpora tors, or the it· agent, the sum of twenty dollar,s
on each share subscribed, a nd the residue shall be paid at such times and
P!aces, and in s1i1ch installments, as may be r equired by the pres ident and
directors of said company: Provided, That sliould any county, precinct,
town, or city take stock in said company, as herein before provided , the
comp~ny shall not have the right to require any additional installment
from it until the first day of January of eacb succeeding year, for four
years, when an installment of twenty dollars per share shall be regarded
as d~e, and may be demanded from such county, precinct, town, or city ;
and if any subscriber shall fail or neglect to pay any installment or part
?f such subscription when demanded, the same may be recovered by action
10 the_ name of such company against such defaulting subscl'ibcr, before
an~ tribunal having jurisdiction of such cases 01· amounts; and in a:11 such
aotions, the publication of such call _in one daily newspaper, published in
H,
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onc h of the cities of Loui sville and Lexin'gton nt least twice a week.and
i n a newspaper in Frankfort at leas t once a week , for four weeks shall be
the ?nly demand necessary_ to be proved; or, in case suc_h failu:·e to pnr
nny installment, or part of in sta ll ment, demanded aceording to the abor~
prov isions of this act, shall continue for nin ety days afLor the Ramesbnll
be due and paya hle, the boat·d of directors may. in their discretion order
the same to be forfeited to th e eompn.ny, and may sell tbe same for the
be ne fit of the company, if th ey think proper: And providedjurther, That
i t sh all be lawful to receive s ubscriptions to the capital stock of the com.
pa ny, payable in contracts well sec ured, to bnild such parts of said works,
0 1· to perform s uch work in the construction th ereof as may be accepted
Ly said company, or the presi d e nt and directors thereof, when elected.
I t s hall, in like mann er, be lawful t o r eceive lands as a donation, orns 11
su bscripti on, to th e capital st.ock of the company.
6. The eorporators s hall, within ninety days after· this act shall take
e ffec t, open a book for the su bscription of stock as above provided; and
a~ soo n after the first day of Jauuary, 1879, as two hundred shares of
stock shall have bee n taken, they shall ca ll a meeting of the subscribers
at some des ignated place in t he S tate, by giving tw enty days' public notice thereof. in at least one n ews paper publi s hed at eac h of the cities of
Louisv ill e, Lexington , and l<'rankfort, at which the subscribers shull elect
IL board of fiv e directors fr o m th e i t' n n mber, to manage the affairs of the
com pany. Each stockho lder shall be a ll owed one vote for every sharoof
sto ck owned by bim; and may , in writing, autho rize any person to caRt
the vote or votes to wbieh he may be entit led. Tbe directors so elocted
1,hall continue in offi ce until t he first Monday in May, 1880, when, and
annually thereafter, a new board of directors sha ll be e lected to succeed
th ose then in office; and s hould any vacancy occur in said board at any
time, from any cause, it s hall be filled by the remaining members of the
board. The directors s hall e lect a president from their own number, and
s ha ll elect other necessary offieers at their annual meetings, or at such
oth er times as they may deem best. Th e directors shall receive no pa!
fo r their services, but shall fix the salaries of tho pres id ent and other office1·s, subj ect to the app rova l of the Governor.
§ 7. That at each regular annual meeting, it shall be the duty of the
president and officers to exhibiL, in writing, a cleat· and distinct sta~ment
of the affairs of the company, and often er, if required by a major1ty of
the directors; a nd every officer shall, before he acts as suc h, take an oath
t-ha t be will well and truly discharge the duties .of bis office to th0 beatof
his sk ill and ability.
§ 8. That when a ny parties owning lands or materials neede~ ~or the
construction of said locks and dams 's hall be incompetent or unwtllrng to
convey or contract with the company for the la nds and materials necessnry
for the construction thereof, the company is hereby empowered to have
the same condemned for their uBe, in the manner provided by law f~r the
condemnation of land s for the purpose of building dams for a mill or
m:i.nufaoto ry.
§ 9. Tbat the directory may appoint s uch officers, engineers, agent_s, o:
servants as they may deem necessary for the transaction of the busmei
of the company, and fix or agree upon th eir compensation:i and by t bei:
b_y -laws regulate the manner of adjusting and paying the acoonnt~ again~
the company, the salaries of all officers, eng'ineers, or agents berng su ·
j ect to the appl'Oval of the Governor of the Commonwea lth.
'th
§ 10. That the president and directors muy, at any time, by and ,W 1
t.be co nsen t of a majority of the holders of stock in said company, issue
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the bonds of said company, not exceeding tbe sum of' one million dollu1·s,
with coupon~ attached, bearing int~rest at the rate of not.more than seven
er cent. per annum, payable semi-annually, and maturing at such time
rSITTil)' be ug1·eed upon, not more than thirty ye:H'S from tbe date thereof;
and the holders of such bonds sllfl,11 have a lien upon the works, and all
their fixtures and appurtenances of' every description, belonging to said
company.
~ IL That said company may build, equip, and put in successful opel'ation work~ for the slack -water navigation of Kentucky river, and the
Gorcrnor of this Commonwealth is hereby authorized and di1·ected to
enter into n contract with said company to build, equip, and put in succe,sful operation ten new locks and dums on Kentucky river, and to re puirthe five old locks, and build five new dams to them, all said locks and
dams LO be of stone, and thereby open slack -watel' navigation from the
month of tbe river to Proctor, near 'l'hree Forks, at the head of navigation, 80 that there shal 1, at the lowest stag-e of the river, be at least si X
feat depth of' water therein: Provided, however, 'J'hat said company shall,
asnn earnest of good faith and a guarantee of their perforniance of the
conll'not, deposit in the Stale '1'1·easury of Kentucky tl.10 sum of three
hundred thonsancl dollars in cash, or its equivalent in bonds or other securities, to be approved by the Gove1·no1·. to be drawn from the Treasury
only upon estimates of the engineer in the employ of the company for
1vork actually done, materials furnished, and fo1· salaries, office and traveling expenRes, as the wor'k progresses, such estimates to be subject to
approral by a competent engineel' to be appointed by the Governor.
Should said company deposit ·w ith the Governor interest bearing bonds
forn part or all of said three hundred thousand do ll ars, any interest coupons maturing thereon while they are thus on deposit may be detached
by tho company.
§ 12. That the locks und dams shall be built solid, and composed of
sound, durable, and well-selecLed-sto ne, laid in hydralllic cement, and all
the appendages of the same shall be of the best material ; the whole,
together with tbe repairs and udditions to said five old locks, sbull be
good,durable, substantial \vork, done by com petent and skillfu l workmen ,
nodor approved plans and ri gid specifications to insure good wo1·k, to the
sutislaction and acceptance of' a competent person appointed by the G.overnor to inspect and pass upon the same; Provided, That said three
huoJt·ed thousand dollars shall be deposited in the Treasury and the work
commenced on or before the first day of March, 1879, under forfeiturn of
the contract.
. § 13. That if said _company shall commence said work on the day des1gnat?d, and prosecute the same with vigor and per:3everance, to the sat1sfuc~1on of the person appointed by the Governor, the Commonwealth
,hall furnish to sa id company a force of five hundred convict lnborers
from the State Penitentiary, and continue to furnish that force. during the
period of fh-e years and eix months from'the date fixed above for the commencement of said work; and that length of time is hereby given said
compuny to complete said works. Said company shall not be r eqnit"ed to
pay anything for the services of said convicts, but shall be required to
feed and clothe them in the manner now required by law; to guard .them
well; to supply Lliem with sufficient shelter, and to furnish them the
proper medical attention ; they sha ll not be permitted to so work auy but
~ble-hod1ed )Dale convicts, whose term of service exp ires within five years
ll'om tbe time they begin to be so employed. Convicts so employed by
lbe company shall be retain ed by the company during a ll seasons, and ~ot,
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returned to the State until their term of service expires, the work is com.
pleted, or they become disabled from disease or otherwise.
'
§ 14. 'l'hat the exclusive use of the old locks, and tbe properties attached
thereto, and all the rights and pr ivileges to hold and maintain tho same
sha ll pass to, and be enjoyed by, said company during the period of sixty
years from the first day of March, 1879; and said cempany shall have the
righL to regulate and collect tolls from all vessels and crafts passina any
or all said locks and dams, which tolls, after paying the expenses of~ain.
Laining said works, shall not, in the aggregate, exceed twelve per cent.
per annum on the actual cost of the construction of said works; und in
order to ascertain the exact amount of the tolls received by said company
it shall be the duty of the president and treasurer of said company, on
before the first day of June of each yeat·, to make a Bworn statement to
the Governor, in writing, of the entire business of the company for the
twelve months preceding the first Monday in the month of May then Inst
past, which statement shall contain an itemized account of all tolls reco ived, giving the date of each receipt, and the vessel or person from whom
received; and shou ld it appear from said statement that the amount of
tolls so received by said company, during any one year, exceeds the expeni;es of maintaining said works, and twelve per cent. on the actual cost
thereof, the excess shall be paid by said company into the Treasury of
tbe Commonwealth within thirty days after said statement is or should
be made; and the same sball be applied to the common school fund, unless
otherwise directed by law.
§ 15. That if said company should fail to commence said contract, or to
prosecute it when commenced, at all times (except from extraordinary
acc id ents ,and unavoidable delays, caused by the elements. or epidemics),
this contract shall be forfeited, and the remainder of the three hundred
thousand dol lars, or its equivalent, placed ,in the Treasury as herein before
provided, and all the unfiniAhcd worlr, and the old locks, shall be held by
tho State as indemnity for the losses or damages to the State sustained
in consequence thereof.
§ 16. Said company ·shall not, nor shall any stockholder of said company, own, rent, or hire any vessel or era.ft of any description navigating
l:)aid river, or have any interest therein, or in the business thereot; nor
shall said company charge or receive any discriminating rate of tolls fro?1
any person, or allow any rebates or discounts in the settlement of their
..
tollA with any person or vessel.
§ 17. Any individual injured by a violation of the foregoing prov1s1?n
in any particulp,r may in stitute suit against the said company in the circuit court, or any court of equ ivalent jurisdiction, in any county along
the lin e of said river, and recover double such damages aB be may have
sustained thereby, and the company may also be indicted for such off~nse
by the grand jury of any such court, and, upon conviction, be fined rn a
sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than five hundred doll11rs,
at the discretion of the petit jury trying the case . But no action or P:osecution shall be begun under this act after one year shall bave exp_,red
from the first day of June next after the occurrence of the act complarned
of.
§ 18. At the expiration ' of sixty years from tlie first day of ~arch, 1879,
all said locks and dams, and the ~xtures and propet·ty belongmg thereby,
shall revert to and vest in tho Commonwealth of Kentucky.
~ 19. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The amendments heretofoi·e offered by Mr. Cowan, and adopted
by this House, read ~s follows, viz :
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Amend section thirteenth by striking ont the fourth line, excepting t!1e
last two words thereof, and inserting in lieu thereof these words, viz:
•·An average force of five hundred convict laborers from the State Penitentiary if the same can be supplied from the numbet· of convicts confined
therein."
Amend section sixteenth by inserting immediately aftet· the words
"nndgat1ng snid river," in the second line of said section, theae words,
viz: 11"Except such as are necessary for tho construction and maintenance
of tho works herein provided fot·."

Mr. C. T. Allen offered the following amendments to said bill, viz :
Amend the fourteenth section by inserting after the wor·d "t·ight," in
the fourth line, the following words, viz: " Uoder the control and supervision of the Legifllature of Kentucky."
Amend the eighteenth section by adding thereto the following words,
viz: 11 .A.nd the said Commonwealth may, at any time within said sixty
years, take possession of said locks, dams, fixtur es, propei·Ly, etc., by paying, or offering to pay, unto said company Lhe prime cost thereof and six
per cent. interest thereon from the date of such expenditures.

And the -question being taken on the adoption of said amendments,
it was decided in the negative.
The substitute heretofore offered by Mr. C. T. Allen is as follow_s,
viz:
91. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, Tbat
, and
theit· successors, be, and they are hereby, incorporated and et·eated a bodycorporate and politic, for the period of fifty years, in and under th e name
and style of the Kentucky H.iver Improvement Company; and in that
name may purchase, own, use, and convey such real and personal estate
as may be necessary for the purposes hereinafter specified in th is acL; may
sue und be sued, plead and be impleadcd, contt·act and be contracted with,
have and utle a common seal, and alter and break the same at pleasure.
Said corporators shall, on Wednesday, the 22d day of May, 1878, meet in the
city 9f Frankfort, for the purpose of organizing said company. For the
purpose of said organization, a majority of the incorporators above named
shall confltitute a qnorum. At !laid meeting, the incorporators shall elect
one of their numbet· president, anotber vice president, another· secretary,
and another treasurer, each of which offiuers sha ll discharge the duties
·Usually incumbent upon such officers in incorporated companies. '
32. 'l'he president of sa id company, acting in pursuance of an order
entered upon the record.book of said company , may, at any time, cal l
upon, in writing, the mayor of any city, the board of trustees of any town,
o~the county judge of any county, in thifl Commonwealth, and request of
him that he submit, at an early day, to the qualified voters of his city,
town, or county, the question: "Shall the county of
(o r city of
,
or town of
, as the case may be) subscribe$
stock in the Kentucky River Improvement Company _?" Wben said request, in writing, is
made l~ the mayor of any city, the board of trustees of any town, or
co~nty Judge of any county, in this Commonwealth, by the president of
said company, it shall be the duty of said mayor, board of trustees, or ,
county judge to submit said ' question to the qudlified voters of said city,
town, ~r county, within 1,ixty days after the date of said writ.ten request;
and said election shall be held and conducted in the same mannet·, by
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similar officers, in and by which e lections for State and county officel's are
held and conducted_. It sha ll b? tbe duty of tbe said mayor, board of
truistees, or county Judge t o furnish, nt tbe expense of said city town or
connty, lo the officel's of the e lection in said city, town, or co 1;nty p~llbo<,ks. in which there sha ll be a column for the names of voters ~ column headed ••Yes" and co lumn beaded "No;" and to each vot'er this
question shal l be put by one of tbe officers of election, viz: "Are you in
tavor of this co nnty (city or town, as the case may be) subscribio~, $
stock in the Kentucky River Improvement Company?" Tiie vote1\ name
sha ll. be written in the propor column, and if be answers tb'e above question in the affirmative, the figure 1 shall be written in the columu headed
"Yes," opposite bis name; if he answer in tbe negative, the figure l shall
be written in the column beaded "No," opposite bis name. Tbe polls at
said electio n shall be opened at 6 o'clock, A. M., and s hall stay ooen, if
voters are pI'esent desit·ing to vote, until 6 o clock, P . M. Afte1· th~ polls
have closed, the officers of said e lection s hall forthwith proceed to count
the vote for and agaim1t the subscription of stock, ce1·tify tho said vote,
ovel' th eir signatureA, or over the signature of any two of said olficel's, to
the })I'esiding judge of the said county, chairman of tbe board of tl'ustces
of 1<aid town, or mayor of said city, as the case may be, within forty-eight
hours after siiid polls have closed.
§ 3. When the said county judge, mayor of said city, 01' chairman of
t he boal'd of trustees of said town, has received the returns from the
t"arious precincts in said county, city, or town, be shall, within forty-eight
hours tbereaftcr, proceed to count the vote for antl again st said subscl'ijltion- in said count_y , city, or town, and shal l immediately certify the sume
to the pI'esident of said company.
§ 4. WIien the president ot said company shal l have received information from eaeh of the counties, cities, a nd towns in which an election was
ordered, he shall forthwith ca ll a meeting of the incorporators named
herein at the city of Frankfort, and s hall sub mit to tlbem all information
he has coneerning the electi')US held in the various counties, cities, and
towns. H, upon a count, it is ascertained that the sum of $400.000 in the
11ggregate baf! been voted hy the said cities, counties, and towns, then
shall be tlie duty of sa id incorporaturs, by an order entered upon t.he1l'
record-book, to direct the p re,i ident to inform the county judges of the
countieA, the mayol's of the cities, and boards of trustees of the towns
voting said etock, the amounts voted by each, and the aggregate amount
voted by al l.
§ 5. ·when t:he county judges of the counties, mayol'!l of the city Ol'
cities, boards of tru stee:; of the towns voting said stock, Rhall haver~ceive<l the info!'mn.tion from tbe president of said company referred to in
the preceding sect ion, each of them shall forthwith take tho noce_ssni·y
st epe: fo1· if:li'!u1ng the bonds of said counties, cities, or towns, respectively,
for the amount voted by said county, city, or town; and said bond~ shall
run twenty yoarR, bear interec;L at the rate of seven pet· eent., and be 1ssiied
in denominations of one hundred five hundred and one thousand dollars,
with coupons attached for the paym ent of intc;·est annually . Said bonds
and coupons shall be signed by· the county judge and conn Ly courL ~lerl~
ot the eounLy, by the mayor of the city and clerk of the city council, 01
by chairman and secretary- of tbe board of trustees of Lbe town. :fhen
said bond,s al'c issued and s ign ed as above required, the county ,1udge:
mayor of the city, or chairman of the board of trustees, shall dehvei
them to the president of tiaid company; but before the F!aid bond~ are so
delivered, tbe county judges of ' the e;o unties voting sLock, acting ID con-
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junction with the magistrates of said county, and the city council of any·
city voting stock, and the board of trustees of any town votinfo! fltoek,
shall appoint three prudent, discreet, and intelligent citizens of the said
cities, towns, and counties, respectively, who shall be known as the directors of the said county, city, or town in the said Kentucky River Improvement Company. The county judge of the co11nties, the mayor of the city
or cities, and the chairman of the board of trL1stees of' the town, after said
directors are ajJpoinLed as requirnd in this section, Rhall, respectively,
notify the president of said 1.:ornpany of the fact of' ;iaid appointment of
directors, stating the names and post of1J.ce address of each. Each director
so appointad shall hold his office for two years, and until bis succes3or
shall be aP1)0inted: All vaci,ncies occurring by death, resignation, or
otherwise, among the directorR, in any county, shall be filled in the same
manner iu which the original director was appointed.
§ 6. When the president of said company shall have received from the
coanty judges, mayors of cities, and chairmen of boards of trustees, the •
notification required of them by the preceding section, it shall be his duty
to call a meeting of said directors, within the next succeeding thirty days,
in tho city of Frankfort. A majot·ity of said directors ahall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of business; and at said meeting, presided over
by the president of said company, the directors shall forthwith proceed to
the reorganization of said company by electing a president, a vice president, a secretary, and a treasurer. No one shall . be an office1· in said
company unlos:; he he a director. The duties of tha respe·c tive officers
shall be defined and regulated by the by -1:i.ws, which the directo1·s are
hereby empowered and nuthorized to adopt: Provided, 'l'hey do not con.
flict with the laws or Oonsti-tution of th is State or of the United States.
The directors shall be known and styled as the" Board 0f Directo1·s of
the Kentucky .River Improvement Company."
§ 7. The treasurer of ~aid company 1:1lrnll give bond, with two or more
sureties, to be approved by the board of directors of said company, in the
sum of ($50,000) fifty thousand dollars, and his salary, as well as the salaries of all other office1·s of said company shall be regulated by the bylaws of said company, and the same may be changed at any time; and
any of said officers may be removed from office by a majority· of the said
board.
§ 8. When the company shall have been reorganized, as required by
the preceding section:;, the boa1·d of directord shall take charge of the
bonds of the counties, cities, and towns, placed in the hands of the president as required by section - of this act, and sell the same on the best
terms possible; and to negotiate the sale of said bonds, the board ot directors.are empowered to employ any person whom they may select as their
agent, and compensate him in any manner agreed upon; but only fifty
thousand dollars of said bonds shall pe sold at one time, or under one
order of the board of directors, and that amount Rh all be apportioned pro
rata among the bonds of the several counties, cities, and townR.
§ 9. When the bonds of any county, city, or town are sold by the said
board of directors, the secretarv of said board shall issue to said county,
city, or town, certificates of stock' to 'the,amount of the bonds 80 sold.
§ 10. It shall be lawful, at anv time after the sub"1criptiun of stock to
the amount of five hundred thousand dollars, and the sale of such an
amount*of the bonds at one time as the board of directorf! may deem
necessary. for the president, under an order of the eaid board of directors, to call on the Governor of the Uommonwealth, from time to time, for
any number of able-bodied male convicts, not exceeding in tbe aggreg~te
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five hundred; and when so called on, the Governor sbnll forthwith iss
liiR requisition upon the Keeper, Lessee, or Warden of Penitentiary ~ue
the saitl number of able-bodied male convicts. Upon sucb requisition~~1
shall be the duty of the said Keeper, Lessee, or Warden to deliver to th
ag_ent or agents of s_aid board of directors, in the city of .Frankfort, th:
said number of convicts, to be used by and under the direction of Raid
board of director1:1 on any part of the improvements contemplated by this
act.
· § 11. The said board of directors, after receiving said convicts shall
provide all the means reqn ired to feet!, guard, and clothe said co~victs
and to furni!lh the necessary medical attention to tho same; and said con'.
victs shall, at all times, be treated with humanity, fed on an abundance of
good and healthy food, and shall nnt be required to labor . more than ten
hours ont of each twenty-four. Should said board of directors, or their
agents, violate an:r of the provisions of this act concerning the proper
care of said conv.icts, it Ahal] be tho duty of the Governor, upon proper
investigation, and upon being satisfied that the said convicts have been
or are being improperly treated 01· negligently cared for, to take such
step& as may, in hiR opinion, be necessary to secure a compliance with the
provisions of this act.
. § 12. 'l'ho hoard of directors of said company shall have the authority
to employ such engineers, skilled workmen, superintendents, guards, and
other agents as may, in theit· opinion, be necessary to carry on the work
contemplated by this act.
§ 13. To the said board of directors, and their successors, are hereby
given and g1·anted the ~ve locks and dams, together with all lands, tonemen ts, and appurtenances thereunto belonging, now in and upon the
Kentucky river; and to them is also given and granted the power and
authority to build as many additional locks and darns in s!llid river and its
tributaries as they may deem necessary: Provided, 'l'he said additional
locks shall have the same capacit.y, and shall not have less draft of wntor
than the said five locks now in said river. '.l'be present five locks and
dams may be rebuilt or repaired in a substantial manner, and the additional locks and dams may be constructed of stone or timber, as the board
,of ·directors may determine; and the further authority is hereby given to
said company to remove from the bed and banks of said river all obstructions to the free and safe navigation thereof, and to erect such additional
win~ walls, dams; or bette1·ments as may be necessary to that end.
§ 14. '.l'he board of directors, through their agent, shall have power to
make any and all contracts necessary for the purpose of acquiring tiLle
to real estate on the banks of said river, needed for abutments of dums,
the location of lock -houses, etc., and may contract in respect to damugos
in regard to lands which may be overflowed by the building of dams; an<l
also to con truct for the use of any quarries for stone, gravel, or for other
material needed for said improvement; or, if deemed necessary, may
proreed to have such quarriea, lands, &c., condemned by writ_ of ~d quod
darnnum, and regular proceedings thereon. 'l'he said board of directors
shall also have power to build toll -houses, establish mill-seats, and to lease
the ';"ater-power on said river for manufacturing purposes.
·
§ 15. 'fhe said board of directors shall have power to appoint as many
lock -keepers and colleqtors of tolls as they may doem necessary, and presc1·ibe their duties, take bonds from them for the faithful performance of
theit· trusts, and remove them at their pleasure; they shall also have
anthol'ity to establish, from time to time, a rate of tolls alid tonnage
duties upon all crafts, frei~ht, and passage.
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16. That neither the company hereby incorporated, nor .any officer or
tor thereof, shall own, possess, 1·ent, hire, or hold any interest in any
tor other craft engaged in the general trade on said river; but for
8 purpose of building or repairing of said locks and dams, or for the
iransportation of their own material, the said company may have the au~ority to use any craft whatever.
.
§17. For the purpose of red·e eming the bonds herein authorized to be
118ued by counties, cities, and townR, and paying the interest thereon, the
court of claims of the respective counties, the city council of the city or
cities, the board of truRtees of the town or towns issuing said bonds, are
hereby authorized to levy an annual ad valorem tax upon all prope1·ty in
!heir respective counties, towns, or cities subject to taxation for State,
county, and city purposes, at a rate not ~xceeding fifty cents on the one
hundred dollars' worth of property. Tbe sheriff1:1 of the respective counties, and collecting officers of the respective cities and towns, are charged
with the collection of said tax, and Rhri.11 be responsi-ble therefor on their
official bonds. Each county, city, or town where bonds a1·e issued for the
benefit of the company herein incorporated shall have a board of sinking
fund commissioners, composed of three citizens of said county, city, or
town, one of wbom shall be known as the treasurer of the sinking fund
commissioners of said county, city, or town, who shall give bond, w.ith
good security, to be approved by the county court of said county, city
council of said city, or board of trustees of said town, and whose duty it
shall be to receive from the sheriff or collecting officer the tax herein
authorized to be collected; and said treasurer shall use said tax for the
purpose of paying the annual interest on the bonds of said county, city,
or town, and also for the purpose of accumulating a fund with which to
redeem said bond1:1 at their matut"ity.
§18. Th.e Legislature of Kentucky reserves to itself the right, at any
time, to take charge, buy, own, and possess, for the benefit of the State,
lhe locks and dams, -to ll-houses, lands, tenements, and appurtenances
thereunto belonging, by paying in money to the counties, cities , and
towns the amount which they respectively subscribed on stock to said
Kentucky .River Improvement Company, with six per cent. inte'r est from
the date of said bonds up to the date of said payment : Provided, All the
bonds representing said stock were sold; if not sold, then the State shall
be required to pay only an amount equal to the amount of bonds sold.
§ 19. The tolls collected on said river shall be paid over at the end of
each month by the toll collectors, or oftener, if required by the board of
directors, to the treasurer of the said company. The money arising from
tolls, leases of water, and from all other sources, shall be safely kept by
the treasurer undet· the dire'ction of the said board, and shall be devoted,
first, to the repair of the locks and dams on Raid river, and to all other
purposes necessary to the full and Rafe navigation of said river; secondly,
to the payment of salaries of the of:licer1:1; and if, after paying such ex~enses, any balance remains in the hands of the t1·easurer, it shall be apportioned pro rata among the couuties, cities, or towns whose bonds have been
sold for the benefit of said company, and paid over by the treasurer to the
t~e.asurer of the sinking fund commissioners in the respective counties,
c!t1es, and towns, to be used by him in the payment of interest and prin c1~11I of the bonds of said county, city, or town issued for the benefit of
said company.
'
§20. Nothing in this act shall be construed as placing the State under
any obligations whatever to aid the said company in the improvement of
H. R.-122
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said river, further than the donation to said company of the labor of fiv
8
hundred convictR from the penitentiary.
· § 21. Should the counties, cities, and towns, to whom an appeal is made
by said company for a subscription of stock, refuse to subscribe, in the
aggregate, tbe sum of $400,000, then, and in that event, this net shall be
a nu llity, and shall have no force or effect whatever.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved to reconsider the vote by which said substitute was rejected.
And the question being taken on ·the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the aflfrmative.
Mr. C. T. Allen, w ith the consent of ,t he Haase, withdrew said
substitute.
Ordered, That the original bill, as amended, be engrossed and read
a third time.

'·

t'

',

1VIr. C. T. Allen moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was ordered to its third reading.
Mr. Robertson moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative. '
The yeas and nays being. required thereon by Messrs. C, T. Allen
and Robertson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wernCromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas A. Robertson,
James P. Allen ,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
J . K. Bailey,
W. C. Owens,
G. H. Towery-IO.
W. T. Dicken,
Those who voted in the negative, were1\lr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. M. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. H.. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
Glarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope, .
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meado1·,
J. T. Tartar,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
James F. Means,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller~
Andrew Thompson,
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Abner Eversole,
John feland,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Lei•en E. Green,
IV. Scott Gresham,
J. W. Griffith,
The question was

E. H . Morin,
William Neal,
·Otho N unn,
T. J. Oatts,
James O'Bannon,
W.W. Orr,
J. S. Owsley,
B. Mills Parrish,

11G3

Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Chas. Thompson ,
John D. Thompson,
W. A. Webber,
John 0. Welch,
Isaac T. West,
H . P . Whitaker,
LaFayette Wilson--76.

then taken on the adoption of the motion to

a motion, it

recon;i<ler, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker moved the following amendment to the original bill ,

hdrew said

viz:
Amend section 18 by ad.ding therflto the following, viz: "The General Assembly reserves to itself the right to repeal, alter, or amend
this charter under control of the p1·esent incorporators, or any other
person, person s, or corporation, who may obtain control thereof at
any time from and after March, 1879."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

d and read
h said bill
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it was decided in the affi.rmati ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Whitaker and
Buford, were as follows, viz:
Those who votfld in the affirmative, werejJr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman ,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement IL Ambrose, Lew.is Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gahriel Blevins,
J.. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T . J . Lewi s,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Alex . T. Craycraft
James Barbou1· Mason, Clinton K. Tharp ,
W. T. Dicken,
W. J . McElroy,
-John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Jamed F. Means,
Geo. H . B. Thompson ,
Peter G. Fischer,
Tipton A. Mi1ler,
John Chas. Thompson,
renry George,
William Neal,
John D. Thompson,
,aac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webber,
W. Scott Gresham,
8 . Mills Parrish,
H. P. Whitaker-55.
J. W. Griffith
'Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
G. R. Snyder,
~obertF. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw,
Ralph L . Spaldil\g,
-,0 .B~inbridge ,
Jos.M. Kash,
J. T. Tartar,
J.M. B1gger,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,

.\ I
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John Cowan,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch
W. J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West'
John Feland,
W. C. Owens,
LaFayette Wi!son-23,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
Mr. Snyder moYed the following amendment to said original bill

tbir
eng

'

wa~

VIZ:

Nothing in this act shall be construed to prevent the Legislature
of Kentucky from regulating the tolls to be collected by said company under the provisions of this act.
.,
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The y'e as and nays being req uil'ed thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Buford, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
C. T. Allen,
· T. JV[. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Thos. A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V, Rouse,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard La.m bert,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scoq,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason,G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope, .
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James F, Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. T. Dicken,
Tipton A Miller,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
John Chas. Thompson,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
· Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W.W. Orr,
John C. Welch,
Leven ,E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
Isaac T. West,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
LaFayette Wilson-70.
Milton Hamilton,
·
Those who voted in the negative, were-1
Crnmwell Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. C. Owens,
Robert F. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
J. S . Owsley,
J. M. Bigger,
Charles Godshaw,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. H. Towei·y-13.
John Feland,
qrd;red, That said bill, as amended, be. engrossed and read a third
time.
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The rule of the House anrl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said ,bill being dispensed with, and the same being

t

engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it

["'"'' MU,

was decided in the affirmath·e.

l:fiJ':~%'

and Owens, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E . Green,
G. W. Prichard,
O. T. Allen,
J . W. Griffith,
. Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
G. R. Snyder,
Clement R. Ambrose, T . M. Hill,
Ralph L .'Spalding,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
Richard A. Spur;·,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
J. T. Tartar,
J.M. 'Bigger,
Thomas H. Mann en, Clinton .IC Tharp,
Gabriel Blevins,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
A. Buford,
James Barbou1· Mason, Andrew Thomp,son,
Edmund Burr,
J . W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thomp,son,
W. H. H Callihan, ' James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson, ·
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
G . H . Towery,
W. T. Dicken,
· E. H . Mo1·in,
W. A. Webber,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
James 0' Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
John Feland,
W.W. Orr,
H.P . Whita.ker,
Dennis Gleason,
W . C . Owens,
LaFayette Wilson--62 .
D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
Those who voted in the negative, were'..Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
B. Mills Panish,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Jos. M. Kash,
James Perkins,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
Henry George,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. J. McElroy,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
G. E. Speck-21.
Resolved, ·That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Feland moved to recon sider the vote by which said bill was
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The yeas and n,.ays being required thereon by Messrs. Robertson

f -13.

passed.
Mr. Robertson moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

ad a third

was decided in the affirmative.
At 1:45 o'clock, P. M., Ml'. Morin moved that the House do now

dding,

'

adjourn until 7:30 o'clock, P. M.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Reed, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCrom well Adait,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Granville V. Rouse,
Jame s P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. W. Scott,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith, .
Augustine Shelburne,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. Hazelip,
Ralph L. :::lpalding,
A. Buford,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G, E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
Jos. M. Kash, ·
John A. Thomas,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
R ichal'd Lambert,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A . Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
John Feland,
W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis G leason,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker,
D . A. Glenn,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-42.
Those who voted in the negative wernMr. Speaker (Turner),· Lewis Jones,
Otho Nunn,
Robel't F. Allensworth, Green R. Keller,
J. S. Owsley,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
WiJliam Points,
J.M. Bigger,
Clarnnce U. McElroy,
Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
Thomas
Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H . Callihan,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
'Milton Ham ilton,
Mont,g-omery Menitt,
Geo.
H. B. Thompson,
T. M. Hill,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery-28.
W. H. Hillsman,
0

And then the House adjoutned until 7½ o'clock, P. M.
The House met at 7½ o'clock, P. M., pursuant to adjournmen t.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported. by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act to amend an act establishing a bank of deposit in the
town of . Grayson, in Carter county, approv~d 17th February, 1876.
By Mr. Owens, from the Committee on Revenue and TaxationAn act giving the al'se::1sor of Ganard county one month additional time to return his books.
\

By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAu act to exempt the Munfordville Turnpike Road Company
from ·the provisions of an act, entitled "An act to regulate and make
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uniform the rate of tolls on turnpike, gravel, and plank roads in this
Commonwealth.,,
By eameAn act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts in relation to the road law of Greenup
county," approved January 24th, 1871.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate St. Paul's
Protestant Episcopal Church in Ne..,vport, Kentucky," approved February 10, 1845.
Ordered, That said bills be read a -thi1·d time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being. dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills d·o pass, and that the titles the1·eof be as
aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely,·,was granted Messrs. Cowan and

n-42.

Hazelip.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. W. J. McElroy, from the Committee on Agriculture and
ManufacturesA bill to prevent horses, mules, cattle, goats, sheep, swine, geese.,
orducks from running at large and trespassing in district No. 1, Har-

son,

rison county.
By Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to repeal an act·, entitled" An act to create a criminal court
in the sixth judicial district and Taylor county."
Which bills were severally read the first. time and ordered to be

veral
',Ving

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as ·to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The ~-ule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being

any
.ake

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on Education, who were directed to prepare and bt·ing in the same, reported a hill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of -graded city school of Cynthiana, Kentucky,
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With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,

M.1R
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The question was then taken," Shall said bill be read a third time,
the objections of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?"
and it was decided in the negative.
And so said hill was rejected .

T
seco

Mr. Bigger, from the Committee _on the Judiciary, who were directed
to .prepare and bring in the same, rnported a bill, entitled
1

s

A bill to amen·d an act in refe rence to the inspection, sale, and
storage of oils made from coal, petroleum, &c., approved February
21, 1874.

T
was
T

·w hich was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
tim e.

visi

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,

Cro
Jam

Mr.

Mannen moved that said biJI be recommitted to the Committee
on Propositions and Grievances.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
.lVIr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled

A bill for the benefit of J. J. Stevens, John Todd, and J. F. Wright,
of Campbell county.
Said bill was read the first time as followei, viz:
WHEREAS, J. J. Stevens, John Todd, and J. F. Wright, of tbe county
of Campbell, did, at a sale of delinquent propel'ty, April 5th, 1869, p~rchase, among other pieces of property, the following property, to-wit:
One Jut in Newport, forfeited for the non-payment of taxes for the year
1862, assessed in the name of Charles Manning, paying therefor the s11m
of $49 50, that being the amount of tax, intel'est, and cost due the~·eon i
also, thirteen lo ts, delinquent for the years 1862 and 1863, assess~d rn the
name of F. M. Selden, paying therefor the sum of $136 12, be1_ng tax,
interest, and cost thereon ; also, one lot in the town of Dayton, delinquent
for the year 1863, assessed in the name of Alfred Carr, paying tberefor
the sum of $1 86, being tax, interest, and cost-in all tho si~m ofS_l87 48,
and as the description of said property w.as so general and mdefini~e, and
as they bought the same in good faith, depending on the representations of
the sheriff, but have ever since been unable to locate said propert,r, havf
ing made every exortion to so do , placing the dee ·js of the Auditor ~
State, executed May 14th, 1869, for same in the bands of a competent an
ski Iltul attorney for such -purpose, but without success; and w~ereas, Jhe
State of Kentucky has had the use of said $187 48 since the said 5th ay
of April, 1869; therefore,
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pass.
a second

I. Be it enacted by the Geneml Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken9 That tbe Auditor of State be., and he is hereby, authorized, upon
tucky
thodue execl1tion to him by said J. J. Stevens, John 'l'odd, and J. F.

as to the

Wrigbt of a t·econveyance of said property, to draw his warrant upon the
Tre.isury of the State for the s um of one hundred and eigh.t y-seven dollars and forty-eight cents.
~ 2. That this act shall take effect and be in force from its passage.

ird time,
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Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engr_ossed and read a t.hird time .
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time.
The question was then taken on the passage of said -bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thet·eon in put·suance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope ,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm . M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M . Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J.K, Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Jo s. M. Kash,
G ranville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
'Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
Thomas FL Mann en, T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, Aug. Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
James F . .Means,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Montgomery .Merritt, Richard A. Spurr,
A. 0. Cope,
Tipt.on A. Miller,
J. T. Tart·ar,
W. T. Dicken, .
E. H. Morin,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Wm. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Otho Nunn,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Feland,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
G. H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Ow.ens,
W. A. Webber, •
D. A. Glenn,
. J. S. Owsley,
John C. Welch,
Isaac H. Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green
James Perkins,
H.P. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith, '
Wm .. Points,
LaFayette Wilson-6~.
In th.e negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
B.
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, A bill to prescribe the rate of intP.rest for the loan of money, the
payment of which is secured by a mortg-age upon real estate or by
the pledge of personal property.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being di"spensed with,
Mr. George moved to lay said bill on the tahle.
The further consideration of said Lill was cut off by the arrival of
the hour for adjournment.
And then the House adjourned .

THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1878,
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had .passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act for the benefit of Richard Donaldson, lunatic, of Bourbon
county.

.

\

An act for the benefit of Margaret Fehrenbook, -committee of
Andrew Fehrenbock.
An act authol'izing the Russell county cou1·t to sell the bonds of the
county.
An act to prevent stock from running at large in Shelby county.
An a~t to amend an a~t authorizing the Bal_lard county court to
levy an ad valorem tax.
An act for the benefit of A. L. Coldiron, late sheriff of Harlan
county.
An act to regulate the -duties of the sheriff of Pendleton county in
certain cases.
An act for the benefit of Marcus L. George, of Floyd county.
An act to authol'ize the sale of the Padacah and Hinkleville Gravel
Road Company, and vest the purchasers with all the powers of the
·
old company.
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An act for the benefit of W. A. Mohon, sheriff of Muhlenburg
ney, the
te or by
second
s to the

rrival of

county.
An act to· prevent stock from running at large in Owen county.
An act to incorporate the Greenwich Turnpike Company, in Bou·rbon and Fayett.e counties.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend an act, entitled'' An act increasing the juri1?diction of justices of the peace in Crittenden, Caldwell, and oth er
countie~ in this Common wealth, and to apply the provisions of said
act to the county of Hancock.
2. An act for the · ben efi t of James H. Myers and Mary D. Myers,
idiots, and George W. Myers_, their committee, of Nicholas county.
3. An act for the benefit of L. F. ·M ullikin, committee for Aris and
Jefferson Wiggins, pauper idiots of Robertson county,
4. An act for the benefit of Lewis White, c~mmittee for Aletha
White, a pauper idiot of Robertson county.
5. An act for the benefit of H. L. Wilson, committee for Elizabeth
Dotson, a pauper idiot of Robertson county.
6. An act to incorporate the Supreme Lodge of Protection, Kn"ights
and Ladies of Honor .
Which bills were severally read the first time and ord~red to be

at they

rtatives,
ourbon
ittee of
s of the
unty.
ourt to
Harlan
unty in

y.
Gravel
of the

read a second time.
The rule of the House and th e constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be -referred-the 1st to the Committee on
County Courts; the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th to the Committee on Claims,
and the 6th to the Committee on Propositions and G~ievances.
That they had concu_rred i.n the amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a hill, °",hich originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the sureties of Jas. V. Payne, deceased,
late sheriff of Fleming county.
That they had received official information that the Governor had
approved and signed sundry enrolled bills and a resoluti~n, which
originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend the seve ral acts heretofore passed in relation to
the Jamestown magiste rial district, in Campbell county, approved
respectively April 21, 1873, and March 16, 1876, and to provide forthe
sale of lots and lands delinquent for taxes in said district.
An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts in relation to
the town of Williamsburg, in Whitley county.
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An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of Richard
Reid and Mrs. E. K. Chevis," approved February 9, 1878.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Mt. Olivet.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Smithfield Cemetery Company."
An act to authorize the town of Cloverport, in Breckinridge county,
to fund its debts for school buildings.

An act for the hetter organization of public schools in the Dycusburg common school district, in the county of Crittenden.
Re;,olution providing for the payment of expenses of joint committee of Agricultural and Mechan ical College of Kentucky Unive~ity.
'
Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled .
A bill in relation to the city court of Louisville, and to fix the sal.
aries of the officers thereof.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional' provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Go.dshaw moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House ·and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

.
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereo.f be as
aforesaid.

se

Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled

th

A bill to amend an act regulating the sale of medicfnes and poisons,
approved March 18th, 1876.

en

Which was read the· first time and ordered to be read a second
time.

a

The rule of the House anrl the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said bill on the table.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of sa id motion, it
was decided in the affi.rmati ve.
' And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred a bill from the S enate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Woodland Cemetery Association of
Vanceburg, in Lewi;, county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi;;ion a;; to the
third reading of said bill being dfspensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Spurr offered the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of tlie Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'fhnt this General Assembly do u.djourn sine 1Zie Tuesday, April 2, 1878, aL
12 o'clock, M.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Bills were reported from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:

By Mr. Reed-A bill to amend article 4 of chapte1· 5 of the General Statutes.

dment,

to the
• being
be as

By Mr. BiggerA bill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to authorize McCracken
county to levy a tax for county purposes," approved March 3, 1876 .
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

'ances,
a bill,

second -reading of said bills being dispensed 'vvith,
Ordered, That said bill s be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being

r isons,

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

econd

afo!'esaid.
The following remonstrance was presented, viz:

to the

By Mr. MorinThe remonstrance of sundry citizens of the city 0f Newport against
the passage of a proposed amendment to the charter of the German
Mutual Fire [nsurnnce Company, of Covington, Kentucky.

I '
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Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Insurance.
Mr: Ow~ley, from the Committee on Emollments, reported that the.
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Memphis, Paducah, and Northern Railroad Company;
An act to enable the owners of wet lands to drain and reclaim them
when the same cannot be done w ithoJlt affecting the lands of others·,
An act empowering the county judge of Fleming county to sell and
convey the Fleming County Seminary lot, and collect the proceeds of
said sale;
An act to provide for the supplying of public books for the clerks'
offices at Independence, in Kenton county;
.
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An act to incorporate the Bank of J.B. and Charles Goodpaster &
Co., of Owings ville Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of W. H. Woodford, committee of Wesley
Woodford, a pauper idiot;
Also enro ll ed bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following
· titles, viz:
An act to create and regulate the office of county treasurer for
Taylor county;
An act for the benefit of E. J. Ross, assessor of Livingston county;
An act for the benefit pf R. N. Walker, of Crittenden county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of .Peter
Fontaine, she1·iff of Meade county;"

'

'

An act to continue in. force an act apprnved Febmary 5, 1876,
entitled "An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Durham, of Green
county;"

-

An act for the benefit of Levi Wilcher, of Casey county;
An act for the benefit of G. D. Begley, of Lee county;
An act for the benefit of the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholasville Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Tay·
lorsYille and Chaplin Turnpike Road Company;"
An act for the benefit of St. John's German Evangelical Church,
at Louisville;
/

An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to amend sect.ion 2,
article 8, chapter 92, of the ·General Statutes," approved February
14, 1878;
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An act to amend an act, entitled'' An act to inco1•porate the town
of Springville, in Greenup county," approved March 3, 1873;

d that the ·
inated in
ern Railaim them

f others;
sell and

by confinement in the Fayette county jail;

·
An act to charter the New World's Fair of the State of Ken-

tucky;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Gla,:gow;
An act for the benefit of the sureties of James V. Payne, deceased,

paster &

late sheriff of Fleming county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his. signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Governor, hy Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of St.ate, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which .originated in the House of' Repre-

Wesley

sentatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town

tee,d, of

j

An act to provide for working prisoners l:!entenced to be punished

e clerks'

I

of Stamping Ground, in Scott county."

ollowing

An act

county;
nty;
of Peter
I

Green

benefit of J. E. Vickery, late sheriff of Wayne

county.
An act to define the boundary line between the _ counties of Floyd

surer for

5, 1876,

for the

and Johnson.
An act for the benefit of John E. Walton, of Boone county.
An act for the benefit of William C. Horton, Carter county·.
An act to declare Beaver
a navigable stream from its mouth
, creek
.
to the Forks of Beaver and Otter creeks, in Wayne county.
An act to authorize John Parsley to erect a boom across Wolf
creek, in Martin county.
A_n act to authorize William , Fraley to erect a lllill-dam across

John's creek, in Floyd county.
An act declaring Big and Lit.tie Caney rivers, in Elliott county,

llfoholashe Tay-

navigable streams.
An act to incorporate Tunnel City; in Lincoln county, Kentucky.
An act to amend the charter of the Louisville and Taylorsville

Church,

Turnpike Company.
An act for the benefit of Jon a than Russell, late sheriff of Casey

ct.ion 2.
ebrua1·y

county.
An act to repeal an act, entitled '' An act to protect sheep from
depredations by dogs," &c., so far as the same applies to Simpson
county, Kentucky.
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An act to amend the charter and laws of the town of Bellview, in
Campbell county, Kentucky.
An act authorizing the clerk of Cumberland county to procure suitable books and indexes for the purpose· of transcribing the mutilated
survey records io the surveyor's office of said county, appointing o.
L. S . .Matthews to transcribe said records, and making it the duty of the
county judge of said count.y to pay him theJ'efor, as soon as the work
is completed, at the rates allowed by law to circuit clerks for copying
deeds, plats, &c
An act to authorize the erection of a toll-gate near the Great Crossings, on the Great Crossings and Stamping Ground Turnpike Road,
in Scott county.
An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Collins, of Elliott county.
An act declaring Cow creek, in Estill county, a navigable stream.
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having arri,·ed, the House took up
the i,pecial order of the day, viz: a bill which originated in the Senate, entitled
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An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act prescribing an oath to be
taken by all officers appointed or el_e cted," approved March 20, 1876.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:

§ 1. Be it enacted b.'// the General Assemb(y of the_ Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'l'hat an act., entitled ''An act prescribing an oath to be taken by all
officers appointed or elected," approved M;arcb 20th, 1876, be, and the
same is hereby, repealed.
2. And that th is act take effect from its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the negative.

s

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Buford and
Whitaker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. E. Speck,
Caleb R. B.rooks,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, J . T. Tarta1·,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
David Martin,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H . Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, W. A. Webber,
Ahner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac ·T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
H. P. Wh.i taker,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-42.
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Cromwell Adair,
c. T. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose,
]JI. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
\V. H. H. Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
, rat. Campion,
Lvttle.ton Cooke,
f C. Cope,
W. J. Edrington,
PeterG. Fischer,
Henry George,

Dennis Gleason,
Wm. Neal,
Charles Godshaw,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac H: Goodnight,
James O'Bannon,
Leven 'E. Green,
W. C. Owens,
W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
.T. W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J . Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
James Barbour Mason,G. R. Snyder,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
W . .J . McElroy,
John A. Thomae,
.J . W. Meador,
Geo . H.B. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery-45.

And so said bill was rejected.
At 1:40 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Scott moved that the House adjourn
until

7½ o'clock,

P. M.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
ath to be
20, 1876.
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was decided in the negative.

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Robertson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Leven E. Green,
G. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A . Robertson,
Henry Campbell,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Pat. Campion, .
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
A.C.Cope,
David Martin,
.J. T . Tartar,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Peter G. Fischer,
E . H. Morin,
Clinton K . Tharp,
Dennis Gleason,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
D.A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
H. l>. Whitaker,
,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson-34.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Those who voted in the negative, wereOtho Nunn,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
T . .J. Oat.ts,
Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
C, T. Allen,
T. :M. Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
James P . Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C.J3ainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T . J. Lewis,
H.
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Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton nooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, · Richard A. Spurr
W. T. Dicken ,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas'
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Tho~pson
W. J . Edrington,
James F. Means,
G. H. Towery,
'
Ahner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, W. A. Webber
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch~48.
Mr: Taylor offered the following joint resolution, viz:
l . R esolved ?Y the _Gener~1l Assembly of the Comm_onwealllt of Kentucky,
'l'hat tbe Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he 1s hereby, directed to
draw his warrant on the 'l'rnnsury in favor of R . H . Fitzhugb for the sum
of $104 65, payable out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise ap.
propriated, for his services as engineer on Green and Bal'l'en rivorR, under
commiLtee to examine locks and dams on said rivers.
2. '!'bis resolution shall take effect from its passt1ge.
.
Mr. Taylor moved that the rules be suspended in order to take up
said resolution.

Milt

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

wh

The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was· decided -in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursu~nce to a provision of the Constitution, were as follo,ws, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative were1\lr. Speaker (Turner), Denni:;; Gleason,
William Points,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godahaw,
Joseph L. Pope,
0. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F . Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas Sanders,
J . M. Bigger,
Joseph M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
James Barbour Mason, Clinto'n K. Tharp,
Edmul')d Burr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U . McElroy, John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. McBlrny,
Andrew Thompson,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
A. C. Cope, ·
Alex. T. Craycraft,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
G. H . Towery,
Abner Eversole,
Otho Nunn,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker,
Henry George,
J. S. Owi;:ley,
LaFayette Wilson-63,
Those who voted in the negative, werePat. Campion,
Tipton A. Miller,
Wm. M. Reed,
W. T. Dicken,
Wm. Neal,
G. E. Speck,
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W. A. Webber-JO.

w. H. Hillsman,

And then the House adjourned until 7½ o'clock, P. M.

The House met at 7½o'clock, P . M., pursuant to adjournment.
~fr. Shelburne, from the Committee on Education, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitl_ed
A bill to amend chapter 18 of the General Statutes, title '' Common Schools."

Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
j 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the C?mmonweal,th of Kentucky, 'rhat it shall be lawfu l, at any time during the year, to submit the
question of local taxation, after notice ·has htien posted by the chairman
ol' the board of trustees at three prominent pln.ces in tlie district for. fifteen
d ys prccetli'ng. When clearly stated in the notices, the tax may be voted
11
for five successive years.
§ 2. 'rhat the bo.ard of tl'llstees may appoint a collecto1· of district taxes,
who ~hall have the power to collect, by distraint, as s!Jerifftl are now em ·
powered to co ll ect the State revenue. He may be required to give bond
lorthe foitbful performance of hi s duties, and shall make settlement witb
the bonrd of trustees. 'l'be duties pt·escribed ·for the sher iff in section 2
of chapter 18 shall be comp li ed with by said collector.
~ 3. 'rhat the word "patrons," in section 9, article 7, chapter 18, be
struck out, and the word "electors" s ubstituted.
§4. '£his act shall take effect from its pasRage.

Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Buie moved the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Strike out section 3 and insert the following: "That the word" patrons,"
in section 9, article 7, cha'pter · 18. fiha ll be construed to mean only those
who actually send ehild!·en to the school.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was uecided in the affirmative.
Mr. Spurr mov-ed to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spurr and
Lackey, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Ralph L . Spalding,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
• G. E. Speck,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
Richard A . Spurr,
RC. Bainbridge,
Wm. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
Henry (i)ampbell,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery-15.
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Those who voted in the negative, were.Mr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H . Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
C. T. Allen ,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse '
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders, '
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Thomas H. l\liannen, Augustine Shelburne
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
'
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Ta}ilor,
W. T. Dicken,
rnarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Tho111as,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Feland,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Tipton A. Miller,
W. A. Webber,
E . H. Morin,
John C. Welch,
Heni:y George,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
W. W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-66.
01'dered, That said bill, as amended, be engross~d and read a third
time.

Joh
Pete
Hen
Den

The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

sec

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided iri the affirmative.

dir

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spurr and
J.P. Allen, were as follows, viz:

sal

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
W . W. Orr,
C. T . Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, G . W. Prichard,
J. M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley, Wm . M. Reed,
A . .Hi{fo1·d,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Edmund Burr,
.Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
\iV . H. H. Callihan,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R . Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H . Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H . Ditto,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Jam es Barbour Mason, Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Abner E -v ersole,
• J. W . Meador,
Jno. D. Thompson,
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John Felan<l,
Montgomery Merritt, John C. Welch,
Isaac T. West,
Peter G. Fisch et·,
Tipton A. M iller,
H.P. Whitaker-53.
Henry Geol'ge,
E. H. Morin,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCrom\Vell Adair,
Lewis Jones,
T. W.'Scott,
/ame, P. Allen,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L . Spalding,.
Clement R. Ambrose, W. J. McElroy,
G. E. Speck,
J.]C Bailey,
Jam es F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
E. C. Bainbridge,
William Neal,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Oatts,
Andrew Thompson,
Alex. T . .Craycroft,
J. S. Owsley,
John Chas . Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
G. H. Towery,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas Sanders,
W. A. Webber-28.
Milton Hamilton,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Scott, from the special committee who were dirncte<l to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the correction of a mistake in a settlement with ·
N. Craig.

Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
iecond reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on Ge.neral . Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, ·reported a bill, entitled
A bill to regulate the advertising of real estate under execution
sales for State and county t~xes, sales under decrees or j udgmeu ts,
and to regulate the compensation therefor.
Which was read the first time a11d ordered to be read a second

,,

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Messrs. George, Bigger, and C. U. McElroy severally moved amend-

~ey,
~ertson,
~use,

ments to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendments,

I"'."'·

it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Feland moved to strike out the fifth section of said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

I'

'

F
·
mpson,

on,

was deci ded in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrnssed and read a third
time,

t
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provts1on as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
afore~aid.

Mr. Means, from the Committee on Moral and Religious Institutions, to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act concerning the sale of spirituous, vinou:'l, and malt liquors
in Fulton county,
Reported the same without amendment.
. 1
.Mr. Campbell moved a substitu te for said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

•

I

Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
to whom was refe rred a bill from the Se_nate, entitled
An ,act in relation t_o warehousemen and warehouse receipts,
Reported the same with an amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Cooke moved a substitute for said bill.
And the q ue:stion beiug taken on the adoption of said substitute, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill <lo pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
.Mr. Snyder., from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
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A bill to require railroad companies to construct cattle-g-uards at
certain points.

Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
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The rule of the· House and the constitutional provision as to the

e being

second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the .
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being

rof be as

f Institu'tled
t liq UOJ'S

engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass , and that. the title thereof be as

aforesaid.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, to whom had
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend chapter 70 of the General Statutes, entitled" Liens

titute, it

11

in Favor of Mechanics, Laborers, and Material Men,·'
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Feland moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on Gen-

s to the

of be as
[vances,
ts,
ndment,

eral Statutes. ·
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed· to prepare and bring in the same, repo1·ted a bill, enti-

tled

A bill concerning the sale, gift, loan, and drinking of spirituorn,,
vinous, and malt liquors, or mixtures of either, in Fulton county ..
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

titute,it

second reading of said bill be.i ng dispensed with, ·
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

to the

third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

f be as

, s, who
11, enti -

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Hensley, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievance~,
to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to establish the county of Leslie,

i rds . at

1

second

1

Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:.
§ l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth r,f Ken·
tucky,_That from and after the first day of April, 1878, so much of th e
c~u~ties of Perry, Clay, and Harlan as are included in the following b,onndaiy 1s hereby erected into and es tab Iished a separate conn ty, to, be known

f

I

,,

,
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ns the <:onnty of LeRlie, to-wit: Beginning at the month of the <:reek com.
manly known as Hell-for-Sartin, in the coun~y of Perry; thence up the
rid{le below the month of Ra id cree~c to the top of t he same, betweun Llio
wate rs of the South Fork a nd M id dle Fol'k of Kentucky river at or
n efl r the head of Leatherwood and one fork of Bnll Sk in el'eek, b~ing
011
the line of Clay and Perry eonnties; thence a stra ight lin e, or nearly so
aerni;s Bull Skin creek. at tho low er e 11d of Pallis Bowlin's farm; thenc~
a Al might line to the top of the ridge at the head of UlyAses c1·eek a fork
of Big creek; thence to th e top of the divide at tbe lower side ~f Bear
branch, waters of Big croek, so ai;, to inclu de Farmer Roberts; thence a
straight. line to the uppel' end of the farm upon whieh Isaac M. Collins
resid eR, on Sugar creek, waters of Redbird creek; thence a straight line
to Gi I bert'R creek, at the u ppel' e nd of John Lizemer'R farm; thence a
!Straight l ine to the month of Flat creek; thence with the main Redbird
c1·eek to the mouth of' Jack's creek; t h ence up the. dividing ridge between
.Redbird c,reek and Jnck 's creek to the point the!·eof; thence down said
point to about one qnarter of a mile from t.he residence of Josiah Asher,
at the mouth of Phi llips bl'anch, n. fork of .Redbird creek; thence direct
acl'oss to the Bell c:ounty line, to the head of the Middle. Fork of Keo t11ck,r ri,er; thence wit h the ciividing rid ge between Straig ht creek and
Raid Middlo Fol'k t.o the head of the .Roeky branch and Laurel creek, waters
of the Middle Fork of Kentucky river, so as to include So lomon Buchhart't-1; thence a straight line to th e mouth of Dixin 's branch or Greasy
For k , Sil as to in clu _d e Giles French and James Noper; the nce up the ridge
above the sa iu Di xi n's branch to tbe Perry county lin e; th.ence with the
dividing ridge between the North Fork of Kentucky river and Cutshin
creek, waters of the M iddl e Fork of' sn id riv er, to the head of the Grassy
branch, waters of said Middle Fork; thence a straight line to the begin ning.
~ 2. 'l'hat George Turn er, of the county of' Hal'lan; Stephen Gibson, of
tl,e <-·onnt_y of' Clay, and John Boke1·, of the county of Perry, be, and they
are h er eby, appo inted commissioners to locate the county seat of Leslie
county, who s hall meet at t he house of Jno. Lewis, at the mouth of Rockhouse, on t h e - - day of' May, 1878; and after being duly swo rn , shall
seleet a s uitable placE! for the county seat of said county, whereon to erect
the c:ou rt hou se and other public buildings for Raid co unty, and make out,
in writing, the boundary o t said place so se lected for said purpose, forwa~·d
a cnp,r thereof to the Secretary of State, deliver one copy to John Lewi~,
and r eta in one copy in their posi;ession until a <:ounty c_o urt clerl~ 1s
elected and qualified for said county, w hen said commissioners shall deliver
the sa me to sui u clerk, who Ah a l! record the same in the order-book of the
eount,y court of said county.
~ 3. That the six j.ustices' districts, as they now stand in the portions of
·the counties of P el'ry, Harlan, and Clay, out of which the county of Lesli e is hereby fol'mod, s h a ll remain as they now are, a11d be the s ix justices'
distritts for the county of Leslie; a11d the justices of the peace and conRtablef! of :,aid district s hall hold their respective offices, as officers_ of
Lcl\lie co unty, until the n ext regular .election for such officet·s; at _wb1~b
e lection, when justices of the peaee and constables sha ll be elec_ted !n sa~d
districts, as now required by law, at the several places of votrng !n sa:d
districts, unless changed by law, and bold their courts, as may be directed
hy tho county court of Lesli e county .
_
§ ~- An e lect ion s hall be h eld in 13aid coi,rnty on the first Monday of
Aug-ust next for the election of circuit coi;trt clerk, county court clerk, a
, pres iding judge of said county court, s heriff, jailer, coroner, assessor or
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tax and county attorney, and two jnstices of the peace and one constable
in ~ach justices' district in Raid county, as herein before provided. The
peisons who act us sberi ff of the election sh al I meeL at the house of Job n
Lewis on the third day after the election, and carefully compare the polls,
and shall sign tbe certificates of the election of the persons elected to
eath office, designating the person who received the highest number of
votes, und the office to which he is elected, one of which they shall transmit to the Secretary of SLate, one. to the officers elected, and they shall
Iode;oone in the hands of John Lewis, who shall deliver it to tho county
cou.rt clerk of said county of Leslie, after one iA elected, to be recorded
by him in his office. It shall be the duty of tlw Governor of this Commonwealth to commission such of said officers as are required by existing
laws to be commissioned. The officers first elected under this act shall
hold their respective offices until the next regular election for like officers,
and anti! their successors are elected and qualified. They shall take the
oath and execute such bonds as is required by existing laws of like offi-

cers.
§5. The presiding judge of the county court and justices of the peace
or said county, a majority concun-ing, are authorized and empowered to
select suitable lots of gi-ound at Lbe seat of justice of said county, over
and above that wbicb is hereinbefo1·e designated, upon which to erect the
necessary buildings, and to purchat:ie and make provisions for the payment therefor by levying a poll tax not exceeding five dollars on each
litbable in said county, from year to year, until Lbe same is fully paid, or
they may receive such lots of ground by donation; and when so purohnsed or donated, the vendot· or donor shall make proper deeds therefor
to the county court, and the title thet·eto shall vest in the counLy court for
the use of the county; and they may receive subscripti ons in work or
materiitl.s, or for money to be paid, to be used in the erectio n, or payment
for the erection, of the necessary buildings.
§ 6. The county court of said co unty shall be held on the third Monday
in each month, and the q·uarterly courts on the Tuesday succeeding the
third Mondays in March, June, September, and December.
p. The county court of Leslie county shall provide suitable buildings
In which to hold the circuit an'd county courts and to keep the clerk's
offices until public buildingA shall be provided; and while courts are held
at the places so provided all ad vertismen ts, notices, &c. , rcq uired to be put
up at the court-house door, or sales or other acts to be done at the cou1·thous_e door, shall be legal and binding if done at tbe p,lace provided for
holding courts as aforesaid.
~8. That Willis D. Sizemore, of Clay county, be, and he is hereby, appointed a commissioner, and he, with the necest:lary assistance that he may'
call to his aid, shall run and plainly mark the boundary line of Leslie
county as provided in the first section of this act. He shall make out duplicate certificates of his work, transmit one to the Secretary of State, to be
filed by bim in his office, and he shall deliver the other to the county
court clerk of LesHe county, to be filed in his office, after being first recorded in th(:} order-book of the county court.
. § 9. 'fhe county court of Leslie county, sha ll allow each of the commis8)0ners named in tbis act, and to their assistants, reasonable compensation for their services, to be paid out of the county levy.
,,
§ 10. The assessors of tax of tbe several counties from which Leslie
county is fol'tned shall, fo1· . the year 1878, proceed, as though this act had
not passed, to take in the list of taxable p1·operty, except that they shall
H,
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make out separate books o: that portion of their respective eountic~ that
has been taken off to Leslie and return the same to the comity court of
Leslie county.
§ ~1. 'rhe county cou_rt of Leslie ~ou~ty _shal l have the use of the jails
of either of the counties from which 1t. is taken, and the jailers shall
r eceive all person:, committe.d from Leslie county under the same rules as
it committed from either of the coul'lties from wbieh it is taken.
§ 12. The Secre~ary of State shall furnish the county of Leslie; and its
several officerR, with all the books now allowed by law to the several
counties aud officers of otber couaties of this Commonwea lth.
§ 13. The county of Leslie is hereby attached to the first judicial district for the election of Judge of the Court of Appeals, and the fifteenth
judicial district for the holding of circuit courts; and the times for holding the cireu·it courts in said county shal l be on the Mondays succeeding
the Breathitt circuit courts,, and continue six judicial days at eacli term
if the business so require it.
'
§ 14. The several counties from which Lesli e is taken shall have jurisdiction to their limits, the same as before this act was passed, until Leslie
county shall have elected officers, and they have qualified, as required
borein.
.
§ 15. The qualified voters of Leslie county, embraced in tbe territory
stricken from tbe counties of Perry, Harlan, and Clay, sbal l vote for Representntive and Senator-wi-th the counties of Ha1·la:n, Perry, and IleH
fo1· Representative, and witb the 33d Senatorial District for Senator, until
the next regular apporLionment for Senato1· and Representative in the
General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
§ 16. The county seat of Leslie county shall be called Hyden.
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'ordei·ed, That said bill be read a third time ,
Said bill was read the third.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmath·e.
The yeas and nays being requii·ed thereon by Mess~·s. Feland and
Means, were as follows, viz:

I,

Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr. Speaker (Turner), Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
Jaines P. Allen,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q Lackey,
Thomas A, Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. H. H Callihan,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason,J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
J: W. Meado1·,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
-John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
W. A. Webber,
Leven E. Green,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
Samuel D. Hensley,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
T. M. Hill,
B. Mills Parrish,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. H .. Hillsman,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson--45,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
William Points, ·
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K . Tharp,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
Dennis Gleason,
W. W. Orr.,
G. H. Towery-35.
D.A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. J. D. Thompson.
And then the House adjourned.
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A message was receiverl from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed bills and adopted a. joint resolution, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the town of Pineville, Bell county.
An act to establish an institution of learning in the town of Corinth, in Grant county, Kentucky, to be known as the Corinth Academy.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the appointment of
official reporters, and for the preservation of evidence in certain
cases," approved March 1, 11972.
An act for the benefit of Bomley D. Smith, of Tod~ county.
An act to prohibit the sale or giving away of intoxicating liquors
ator within two miles of Middleton, Simpson county.
An act to change the lines between the counties of Barren and
Hart..
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act in relation to official sales
in the county of Bracken," approved March. 8, 1876.
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Resolution for the benefit of R. H. Fitzhugh .
An act to legali.ze certain wild cat and fox scalp certificates issued
by county court clerks.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. A~ act affixing a penalty for a violation of chapter 85 of General Statutes.
2. An act to amend subsection 2 of section 550 of article I, chapter 3, Civil Code of Practice.
3. An act for the benefit of W. B. Skeggs, late sheriff of Metcalfe
county.
Said bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be placed in the orders of the day.
That they had received official information from the Governor that
he had approved and signed i:lUOdry ernolled bills, which originated in
the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Joseph P. Ringo, of Carroll county.
An act for the behefit of David Woods, of Crittenden county.
An act for the benefit of Jefferson Ritchie, a pauper idiot of Nicholas county.
The following petition was presented, viz:
By Mr. ScottThe petition of sundry citizens. of Frankfort, asking the General
Assembly to remove and abate as a nuisance the privy on Capitol
Square, commonly called "Back Capitol."
_Which was received, the readiffg dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on Propositions and Grievances.
Mr. Buford offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That, the Committee on the Judiciary be, and. are he1·eby, di,
rected to inquire into the propriety of repealing tbe law recently enacted
by this House, and known as the "six per cent. law," and report at any
time by bill or otherwise.
Mr. W. J. McElroy moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Th~ yeas and nays being required thereon· by Messrs. Buford and
~Reed, were as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. SpeaJcer (Turner), Josiah Hunter,
James Perkins,
c. T. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Jos. M. Kash,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Richard Lambe1·t,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
W. T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck.
Thomas H. Ditto,
W . J. JVIcElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
Abner Eversole,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Neal,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
J.W. Griffith,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West--50.
Samuel D. Hensley,
8. Mills Parrish,
Those who voted in the negative wereG. W. Prichard,
Wm.M. Reed,
Thomas Sanders,
T. W. Scott,
Augustine Shelburne,
Ralph L Spalding-,
Hancock Taylor,
John Chas . Thompson,
H. P . Whitalrnr,
LaFayette Wilson-32.

Cromwell Adait-,
D. A . Glenn,
.
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M . Hill,
). i\11. Bigge1·,
W. H . Hillsman,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy,
Henry Campbell,
Montgomery Merritt,
Pat. Campion,
W.W . Orr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. C. Owens,
John Feland,
J. S. Owsley,

Mr. Bainbridge moved to reconsider the vote by which said motion
was adopted.
Mr. Miller moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. C. U . McElrny, from the special committee who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend and supplement an act, entitled '' An act in relation to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, and to
provide for the future management and location thereof."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second .
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Shelburne moved an amendment to said bill.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment
it was decided in the affirmative.
'
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messt'$, Green and
West, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr. Spe.aker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
Cromwell Adair,
Josiah Hunter,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, J . Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Augu~tine Shelburne,
W. H . H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
W. J . Edrington, ·
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
Otho Nunn,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
T . J . Oatts,
LaFayette Wi'ison-44.
W. Scott Gresham,
W. W. Orr,
'

I

Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
J .' M. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
Green R. J(eller,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Clarence U. McElroy, G . E. Speck,
W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry George,
Montgomery .i.\lierritt, J. T. Tartar,
Dennis Gleason,
James {)'Bannon,
Hancock Taylor,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-37.
Charles Godshaw,
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
• time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pt·ovision as to the
thfrd reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
. engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, an'd that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The following petitions were presented, viz:
By Mr. GoodnightThe petitions of sundry citizens of Allen county, asking the extension of the charter of the Cumberland and Ohio Railroad Company.
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Which were received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to

the Committee on Railroads.

en and

Mr. C. T. AHen, from the special committee to whom the same bad

been referred, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of Prof. T. W. Tobin, of Central University,

ey,
, use,
s,

purne,

rs)

1son,
pson,

n-44.

Richmond, Kentucky.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, Prof. 'f. W. Tobin, of Central University, Richmond, Ky.,
t111s invented a scientific apparatus called a Sine Pendulum, which is of
grentvalue to science in determining the rota1·y motion of the earth; and
wherens,'said Tobin desires to exhibit said pendulum at the Paris Exposition; now, therefol'e,
.
9l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken tucky, That the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars is hereby appro priated to enable said Tobin to perfect the mechanism of said apparatu1:1,
1111d have the same transported to Paris, France.
§ 2. That the Auditor of Public Accounts is be1·eb_y directed to draw
his warrant on the Treasurer of Kent,ucky in favor of Bennet H. Young,
ono of Kentucky's Commissioners to the Exposition afo r esaid, for two
hundred and fifty dollars, the same to be paid out of any money not otherwise appropriated, and to be used by ~aid Young for the purposes aforesaid, under the direction of said 'r. W. Tobin. 3. That this said pendulum, when made and exhibited at Paris and
brought back to this countl'y, shall belong to the State of Kentucky, and
Commissioner Young is ch:Hged with the duty of bringing said instrument back to this ~ountry and delivering the same to the Secretary of
State.
§ 4. That this act shall take effect from and after its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill; it was

s

ng,
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,
37.

a third
to the

being
br. as

exten1pany.

deci<led in tbe affirmative.
The yeas an<l nays being requiresJ. thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,

W. 0. Owens,
J. S . Owsley,
Joseph L. Pope,
Thomas A. Robertson ,
Thomas Sanders,
W. H. Hillsman,
T. W. Scott,
Jos. M. Kash,
Augustine Shelburne,
Green R . Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
J. W . Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
James F. Means,
John Chas . Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt,· John C. Welch,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
W.W . Orr,
LaFayette _W ilson-51 .

C. T. Allen,
Charles Godsbaw,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goo<lnight,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Gabriel Blevins,
A. Buford,
·
Benjam in F. Buie,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
Pat. Campion,
Lyttleton Cooke,.
A. C. Cope,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
teter G. Fischer,
ennis Gleason,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Josiah Hunter,
William Points
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard',
J. K. Bailey, .
David Martin,
Wm. M. l{eed,
W. T. Dicken,
James Barbour Mason, Ferdinand Rigney,
W. J. Edrington,
W . J. McElroy,
Granville V. Rouse
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. J.\1.iller,
G. R. Snyder,
'
Henry George,
William Neal,
Richard A. Spurr,
Leven E. Green,
Otho Nunn,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Milton Hamilton,
T.J- Oatts,
G. H. Towery-27.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid. ·
The hour of 12 o'l)lock, M., having arrived, the House took, from
the orders of the day a bill, entitled

A1

cert1
A
ing
A
Van
A
brid
A
Pro·

rua1

A bill to prevent discrimination in charges on freight transported

by railroads operated in this Commonwealth
Mr. Bigger moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill until to-morrow, at 12 o'clock, M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined enrolled bills, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act authorizing the Russell county court to sel l the bonds of the
county;
An act for the benefit of A. L. Coldiron, late sheriff of Harlan
county;

IOI

tio

fr
un

Co
in
co

An act for the benefit of Margaret Fehrenbock, committee of
Andrew Fehrenbock;
An act for the benefit of Richard Donaldson, lunatic, of Bourbon
county;
An act to prevent stock from running at large in Shelby county;
An act to amend an act authorizing the Ballard county court to
levy an ad valorem tax;
.

si
se

'

An act for the benefit of Marcus L. George, of Floyd county;
An act to authorize a sale of the Paducah and Hinkleville Gravel
Road Company, and vest the pu1·chaseri! with all the powers of the
old company;
An act to prevent stock from ru~ning at large in Owen county;
An act to incorporate the Greenwich Turnpike Company, in Bourbon and Fayette counties;
An act for the benefit of W. A. Mohcin, sheriff of Muhlenburg
counw;

F
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An act to regulate the duties of tihe sheriff of Pendleton county in

rs,

certain cases;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the follow-

[~·
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~ Gravel
of the

1

11nty;
in Bourlenburg

ing titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Woodland Cemetery Association of
Vanceburg, in Lewis county;
An act in relation to the construction of railways and railway
bridges in the valley of the Big Sandy river and its tributaries;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate St. Paul's
Protestant Episcopal Church in Newport, Kentucky," approved February 10, 1845;

An act to amend an act establishing a bank of deposit in the
town of -Grayson, in Carter county, approved 17th February, 1876;
An act giving the ai;isessor · of Garrard county one month additional time to return his books;
An act to incorporate the town of Worthville, in Carroll county;
An act to exempt the Munfordville Turnpike Road Company
from the provisions of an act, entitled '' An act to regulate and make
uniform the rate of tolls on turnpike, gravel, and plank roads in this
Commonwealth;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act. to amend and reduce ·
into one the several acts in relation to the road law of Greenup
county," approved January 24th, 1871;I
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaket· affixed hi,, signature thereto.
Ordered, That M1·. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received -from the Governor, by Hon . J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of the sureties of Jas. V. Payne, deceased,
late sheriff of Fleming county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Pete1·
Fontaine, sheriff of Meade county," approved Mat·c.h 8th, 1878.
An act for the benefit of Levi Wilcher, of Casey county.
An act to charter the New World's Fait· of · the State of Kentucky.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Glasgow.
An act to create and reg·ulate the office of county treasurer for
Taylor county .
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An act to amend an act, entitled ''An act to amend section 2,
article 8, chapter 92, of the General Statutes."
An act to cont.inue in force an act approved February 5, 1876,
entitle<l "An act for the benefit of Elizabeth Durham, of Green
county."

r

.
I

An act to amend an act, entitted '·An act to incorporate the town
of Springville, in Greenup county," approved March 3, 1873.
An act to provide for working prisoners sentenced to be punished
by confinement in the Fayette county jail
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Taylorsville and Chaplin Turnpike Roa<l Company."
An act for the benefit of E. J. Ross, assessor of Livingston county.
An act for the benefit of R. N. Walker, of Crittenden county.
, An act' for the benefit of St. John's German Evangelical 0hurcb,
at Louis\'ille.

a

An act for the benefit of the Danville, La,ncaster, an<l Nicholasville Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of Granville D. Begley, of Lee county.
· On motion, Mr. Spurr was appointed a committee to withdraw
from the Senate a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled ·
An act to amend ancl supplement an act, entitled "An act in rela·
tion to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, and
to provide for the future management and location thereof."
Mr. Sanders moved that a committee be appointed to withdraw
from the Governor a bill, which originated in the Honse of Represent.atives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Company .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
. was decided in the affirmative.
'I'he Speaker appointed Mr. Sander,, said committee.
Mr. Bufr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of R.R. Bolling & Co.,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, Th at said bill be placed in the orders of the day.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
the same had been referred, reported a bill, entitled
A bill in relation to licenses to stand stud -horses, jacks, and bulls.
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Said bill reads as follows, viz :
\
I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of' Ken·
9
tvtky, 'l'bat the presiding jud_ges of the county courts of Woodford, Fay·

5, 1876,

ette Clark, Jessamine, Scott, Mercer, Shelby. Henry, Franklin, Anderson,

of G1·een

Ow;n, and Jeffer son counties, in this Commonwea lth, shal l, nt theii· J,inuary terms in 1879, and every two years thereafter, appoint and qualify

the town
3.
pnnished
the Taycounty.
nty.

Oburcb,
icholas-

ty .
ithdraw
presentain relacky, and

ithdraw
Repre-

ad Com-

otion, it

erred a

a stock commission, to be compoaed ot three discreet and competent
housekeepers, residing in their respective conniiofl. Said commissioners
shull each take an oath faithfu lly and imparLi,tlly to dii-charge his duty,
and shall bold bis office fot· the term of two year8, and until his successou
shnll be appointed and qualified.
p. The commission, or at least two of its members, sbnl l attend at the
county seat of its county on the first day of the February term of the
county court, and s ha ll carefully examine :di s nch studs, jacks, and bulls
as may be presented for examination by persons intending to use them
for breeding purposes for pay, and slrnll grade sucb stock into three different classes, and shall give certificates accordingly. Said commissioners
shall also attend at their county courts for .M.at·ch, April, and May in each
year, and examine and c lass ify, according to the rules fixed in Fcliruary,
such stock as may be presented at those times.
~ 3. For license for studs of the firRt grade the owne1· or controller shal l
pay the sum of ten dollars, of the second grade seven d.olinl's, and of the
third grade four dollars. For jacks of the first g rad e six dollars, of' the
second grade four dollars, and of the third grndc two dollars . For bulls
of lhe firRt grade ten dollars, of the second grade seven dollars, and of
the third grade four dolla1·s.
§4. For tbe purpose of carrying into execution the provisions of' this
act for the veat· 1878, the comm ission r cfer1.eu to in the first section of
thisact shail be appointed at the April terms of said eourts, and shall
discharge the duties herein imposed at the Apri l, May, and June terms
thereof, and the owners of stock shal l be entitled to all the benefits of this
ttct for the yea.1· 1878, as well as for cnsu i ng year8.
j5. Upon the presentation to the c lel'k of the county court of the cert1fica~es herein provided for, and the payment of the sums herein fixed,
heshull issue the necessary license, and the owner and controller of the
stock shall have the right to charge a11d collect fot· its services such sums
ashe may determine upon.
§6. Owners of stock who shall fui I to take ad van tago of Lb is act, 01·
shall_bring it into the county after the first co unty court in May, shall
pay license in accordance with the pro,isions of' the e ighth section of arti~le two, chaptet' ninety.two, Genera·! Stat utes, which ~ection shall remain
m
force, except so for as it is repealed or modified by th is act.
§7. The stock commissioners sball be paid each two dollars pct· day
for e~cli day they shall actually se1·vc, the same to be allowed and paid
out of the county levy of their res pective counties.
§8. 'rhis act shall take effect, from and after its passage.

:ull

l\fr. 8anders offered the following amendment, viz:
t Provided, The owners of such stock s hall uot charge iuore for a season
or such stock than th e license tbey pay.
whom

bulls.

Mr. Bigger offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Amend by st1·iking out tbe amounts fixed by the bill, and add: 1st class
stud borses, twenty dollars; 2d class, fifteen do ll al'Sj 3d class, ten dollars.
Jacks-1st class, fifteen dollars; 2d class, ten doll:u·s; 3d class, five dol-

1nrs.

• I
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Bulls-1st clnss, ten dollars; 2d class, seven dollars and fifty cents; 3d
clnss, five dollars.
Mr. J. C. Thompson offered the following amendment to said bill
I
viz:

Char
lsaa

Mr
folio
Ad

Tbat the same license sbal l be paid on all bulls, jacks, and studs stood
in this Commonwealth, viz: On horses, ten dollars; on jacks, five dollars,
and bulls, three dollars.

its Cil

A
itW
T
and

And the question being seve rally taken on the adoption of said
amendments, it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Scott offered the following substitute for said bill, viz:
~ l. Be it enacted by the GcnemL Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kcntueky, That all licen ses imposed upon stud-horses, jacks, and bulls in this
Commonwealth are hereby rBp eu led.
2. This ncL to take effect from and after its passage.
Mr. W. J. McElroy moved to Jay said bill and substitute on the
table.

0
tim11
T
thir

s

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Buford and
Oatts, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
Robert F . Allensworth, Lev e n E. Green,
J arnes Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clarence U. McElroy, Granville V. Rouse,
, Benjamin F. Buie,
Hen,:y Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
Thomas Sanders,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson-22.
Abner Eversole,

..

Those who voted in the negat.ive wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
Joseph L. Pope,
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
G. W. Pricha.rd,
James P . Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdin~nd Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M . Hill,
T. W. Scott,
.B. C. Bainbridge,
W. f-I. Hillsman,
Aug. Shelburne,
J.M. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. Snyder,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
G. E. Speck,
A. Buford,
J . Q. Lackey,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
W . H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
John Feland,
Ja111es F. Means, · Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Peter G . Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
, Wm. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
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Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker-56.
Isaac H. Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish.
Mr. Adair offered an amendment to said substitute, vvhich reads as
follows, viz:
Add to the first section the words, "and s uch stock shall be taxed upon
its cnsh value."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

on of said

it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute,

~lt;1 of Ken-

lZ ·

and it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, b e engrossed and read a third

[
te on the

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispense d with, anti the same being

motion, it

engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it

uford and

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. Mc-

ulls in this

Elroy and Andrew Thompson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

s,
d,
r:Rouse,
ers,
mpson,
ilson-22.

pe,
rd,
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)ding,
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r a1·p,
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hompson,
hompson,

y,

.h,

Mr. Speaker (Turner), Jos. M. Kash,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott, '
Gabriel Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Peter G. Fischer,
James F. Means,
John A Thomas,
W. Scott Gresham,
James 0' Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-26.
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
Those who voted in the negative,. were-William Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H . Goodnight,
T.
J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Wrn.
M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand
Rigney,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
A. 0. Cope,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
W. T. Dickep,
Clarence U. McElroy, G . E. Speck,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
Henry George,
Montgomery Menitt, G_e o. H. B. Thompson,
John C. Thompson-39.
D. A. Glenn,
Tipton A, Mille1·,
And so said bill was rejected.

;,
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Mr. John C. Thompson entered a motion to reconsider the vote by
which said bill was rejected.
Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on Education, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to organize and establish a system of public schools in
the Elizabethtown common school district, in Hardin county, for
whife children in said district,
- Reported the same without amendment.
Ordeted, That 1,aid bill be pli1ced in the orders of' the day.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of the city of Louisville.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House ancl the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Oi·dered, That said bill be ph1ced in the orders of the day.
That they bad also passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of P. L.
Maxey, sheriff of Hart county," approved Janua1·y 12, 1878.
Which was read the first time and ~1-dered to be read a second
time.
The rule, of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
secqnd reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said hill be read a third time.
Th°'e rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Cooke offered the following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That, from and after the adoption of this resolution, no mem·
ber of this House shall be all owed a longer time than one m-inute Lo ex·
plain his vote during a cal l of the .ayes and noes on any question that
may be pending.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Edrington,
Pope, and Brooks.
Bills which originated in the Senate were· reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been rnferred, of the following
titles. viz :
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By Mr. Bufor<l, from the Committee on Internal Improvement-An act to amend the charter of the Richmond an<l Lancaster
Turnpike Road Company.

''

By sameAn act to empower the county court of the county of Madison
to take stock in turnpike roads in said county.
By Mr. Burr, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of John Heaton, sr., of Henry county.
Ordered; That sai<l bills be read a third time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAbill to amend section 1, chapter 56, of the General Statutes.
By Mr. Ditto, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAbill to change the limits of the town of Brandenburg.
By Mr. Means, from the same committee-Abill to amend the charter of S't . Charles, in Hopkins county:
By Mr. Lambert, from the same committeeAbill to incorporate· the Schardine Cemetery Company.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed wlth,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
And then the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 1878.
Mr. C. U. McElroy presented the petition of sundry c1t1zens of
,van;en county, praying a modification of the interest law.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referred to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, :of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend the charter of Hopkinsville and Clarksville Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on RailroadsA bill to charter the Empire, Clarksville, and Nashville Railroad
Company.
By sameA act to incorporate the Empire Coal and Transportation Company.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to he
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutiona.l provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrnssed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Godshaw, the committee appointed for that purpose, reported
that he had withdrawn from ·the Governor a bill that originated in
the House, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Com·
pany, Northern Division.
Mr. Godshaw moved to reconsider the \'Ote by which said bill·was
passed.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Godshaw moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill WM
ordered to its third reading.
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}od the question being taken' on the adoption of said motion, it
decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Godshaw moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the !l,doption of said amendment,

was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a thit-d time.
Said bill was read the third time as follows. viz:
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of tlte Commonwealth 9f Ken' That George H. Pendleton, John W. Stevenson, Wm. Ernst, George
P.Bowler,and .Peter Zinn, and their associates and success01·s, be, and are
hereby, m·ented a body-cot·porate and politic, undet· the name and style of
lbeM.aysville and Lexington Railroact · Company, Northern Division, for
hepnrpose of operating the Mayaville and Lexington Railroad, NorthernDivision, of which they are the owners, by title derived from the put··
chasers thereof, under judgment and order of sale in the United States
Circuit Court, District of Kentucky; and shall have, use, and enjoy all
ihe powers, privileges, rights, and franchises contain~d in the original
charter of the Maysville and Lexington Railroad, and the acts amendalory thereof', bnt subject to the limitations as to charges on freight provided by the amend men ts to said ori_g(nal charter, and all other limitations
and restrictions.
§2. 'l'be said company shall have the power. to purchase or construct
railroads, which connect with the main track of the road, th1·ough and
beyond the counties of Pendleton, Nicholas, Bracken, Fleming, Mason, or
any railroad passing through said connties, 01· any otber counties, and
connecting witb sai<l road, or may lease tbe whole, or any part of any
euch railroad, either pat·tly constructed or to be constructed, or to take
etook in the same, or in any company owning or running a,ny railroad by
lease or otherwise; or said company may lease their own road, or any porlioo thereof, on such terms as may be deemed advisable: Provided, That
the powers granted in this section shall not be exercised until approved
by a majority in interest of the stockholders of said company, at a regular meeting, or a meeting called for that purpose.
§ 3. That the said company shall have power to purchase and retire by
cancellation such amounts of the stock of its company as the board of
directors may consider proper: Provided, ;No purchase of said stock shall
be made, except, from the net earnings of the road, after paying the interest on their indebtedness. All such put·chases shall be repo1·t,ed to the
annual meeting of the stockhold<"rs, a majority of whom shall have power
lo suspend, for' the time being, any further purchaseR of such stock.
.
§ 4. 'l'he said railroad and its property shall be subject to taxation under
tlie general law relating to the taxation of railroads.
§5. This act shall be in force from and after its pas.sage.
And the question being t.aken on the passage of said bill, it wae
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Burr and
Whitaker, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereM0 r. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
romwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W.W. Orr,
e. a.-126
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0. T. Allen,
Leven E. G reen,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham ,
G. W. Prichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hiltsman,
Granvflle V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
Thomas Sanders,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
'r- J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
J.M. Bigger,
James Barbour-Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
Gabriel Bl~vins,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A . Mil ler,
Geo. H. B. Thompson
Ahner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
'
Peter G. Fischer,
Wm. Neal,
H.P. Whitaker,
Henry George,
Otho Nunn,
LaFayette Wiison-47.
T. J. Oatts,
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted 1n the negative, wereBenjamin F. Buie,
Wm. M . Reed,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
Augustine Shelburne, G. B. Speck-7.
Green R. Keller,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Lackey moved to suspend the rules to permit him to report a
local hill.
·
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, ii
·was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required there on by MP-ssrs. Lacl,ey and
Oatts, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted 1n. the affirmative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), T. M. Hrn, .
W. W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
W. 0. Owens,.
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Joseph M. Kash,
Jam.es Perkins,
Green R. Keller,
William Points,
A. Buford,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q . Lackey,
G. W. Prichard,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas Sanders,
John Feland,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
D. A. Glenn,
James F. Means,
G. E. Speck,
Isaac H. Goodnight, E. H. Morin,
J. T. Tartar,
Milton Hamilton, ·
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Samuel D. Hensley, James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-311.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. Neal,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman.
u ·tho Nunn,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,.
Gab riel Blevins,
Clarence U. McE1roy, Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McBlroy,
Clinto·n K. Tharp ,
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t ders,
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1mas,

~mpson,
~~~mpso11,
,er
ils~n-47.
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ding,
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Andrew Thompson,
J. W. Meador,
Henry Campbell,
G. H. Towery-3 I.
Montgomel.'y
Merritt,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Henry George,
~[r. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
was referred the same, reported a bill, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
An aet to amend section - , chapter 1786, Acts 1869, entitled
"An act to incorporate the town of Pernbroke, in Christian county,"
approved March 6, 1869.
0rdel'ed, That said biH be read a third time.
The rule of the House and - the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispe·nsed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
'
Mr. Feland, from the Committee 011 Retrenchment and Reform,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,

o report a

entitled
Abill to fiK the fees of the Clerk of the Court of Appeals in cer-

motion, it

tain cases.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

ackey and

·time.
The rule of the House and the constituti'~nal provision as to the
, second reading of said bill being die:pensed with,
~fr. C. U. McElroy moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of !:laid amendment,

s,
ts,
rd,
gney,
lers,

it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bHI be engrossed aRd read a t.hird time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title the1·eof be as

10mpson,
llson-3~.
!er,

sh,

'
lding,.

)Urr,

.arp ,

aforesaid.
Mr. Morin offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Auditor of Public Accounts report to this House
up~n what authority be i~sues licenses to L. 0. Adams, of Middleport,
Ohio, and to other non-resident agents, to do business of fire insurance in
Kent?uky, and what amount of the 2½ per cent. tax has been paid by each
of said non-resident agents.
Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. John Charles Thompson offered the following resolution, viz.:
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Resolved, That the Speaker appoint a committee to investigate the mile.
age of John Charles ThompE!on, of Mercer, and see whether or not it is
e;orrect.
Which was twice read and adopted.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Menitt, Buford, and Mannen said
special committee.
Mr. Keller offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'fhat a special commitlee of' thre.e be appointed to investigate
the e;harges against various members in regard to mileage drawn.
Mr. Towery offered a substitute for said resolution.
And the question beiug taken on the adoption of said sub~titute,it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. C. U. McElroy offered the following amendment to sai<l resolution, viz:
Resolved, Tbnt the Speaker of the House of H.epresenlatives appoint.a
committee of five to investigate the correctness of the amounts dmw11 by
the. members of' this House, and report whether the amounts so drawn 11ro
below or in excess of what is correct under the Jaw, and report the amount
to which each member ic:1 entitled.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The ·Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs. Keller, Shelburne, Means, Rigney, and Hamilton.
Mr. Spalding ent_ered a motion to reconsider the vote by which
this House passed a bill, en titled
An act to establish the county of Leslie.
Mr. George offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That subsequent to the examination and report of the mileage
of the several members of this General Assembly by tbe committees appointed for tbe purpose, that all the surplus money drawn by the aforesaid members be devoted to tbe creation of a speci~l sinking fund, under
the title of the "Newspaper .Fund," the biennial proceeds of which are to
be devoted to tbe purchase of drinks for all newspaper co1·respondence, to
keep them in a good humor.
Mr. Godshaw moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided i,n the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same,. reported a bill,
entitled
An act to prevent .the maintenance of nuisances in this Common·
wealth.
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Which was read the fir,st time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Hamilton moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrnssed and rnad a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

es appoint a
ts draw 11 by
o drawn aro
' the amount

aforesaid.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed

rnendment,

judgments of courts of _e quity or law.
Which was read . the first time and ordered to be read a second

resolution,

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

eller, Shel-

second reading of said bill being dispe_n sed with,
Mr. Bigger offered a substitute for said bill, and moved to make
the same the special order for Wednesday, the 27th inst., at 10:30

, by which

to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
An act to regulate a.Jl real estate to be appr~ised, when said under

o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

he mileage
mittees ap·
the afore.
.und, under
1hich are to
ondence, to

!

motion, it
rievances,
ted a hill,
Common·

was decided in the affirmative.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz:
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee

od Propositions

and Griev-

ancesAn act for the benefit of the sureties of John B. Brassfield, late
sheriff of Whitley county.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the same committee-An act for the benefit of Milton York, late sheriff of Knox county.

Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of s1;1.id bills being dispensed with,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the title11 thereof be as
aforesaid.

Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom had been
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Augusta, Ge1·mantown·, and Johnson's
Junction Railroad Company,
Reported the same with an amendment.
An<l the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Orde7'ed, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pro\'ision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Tlie House took from the orders of the day the amendment propoo'ed by the Senate to a bill, which. originated in the House of Representatives, en titled
An act for the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen county,
and R. N. W a Iker, late sheriff of Crittenden county.
Which amendment was .twice read and concurred in.
The Hou,ie took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the incorporation and
regulation of fire, marine, health, accident, live stock, and all other
except life insurance companies," approved March 12, 1870.
Ordered, T~at said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being uispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, arrd that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'l'hat tho House .of Representatives, from and after this dale,
hold night sessions, from 7½ to 10, P. M., on Monday evenings.

\

'

Mr. Ditto offered to amend tiaid resolution as follows, ·viz:
Amend by adding Saturday nights, and extending the time of adjournment from 10 to 12 o'clock each nigbt.
The further considerat1-on of said resolution and amendment was
cut off by the orders of the day.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act fo1· the continuation of the Geological Su1·vey.
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Which was 1·ead the fi.1·st time and ordered to be read a second

m had been

1ime.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

Johnson's

iecond reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Spalding moved that said bill be referred to a special committee of five.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

mendment,

wa, decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. Spa1ding, Adair, S110-

e.

oers, Prichard, and Tartar said committee.

, n as to the

Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Lambert and

reof be as

Craycraft.
A message was received ft,-om the Renate, announcing that they

dment prose of Repen county,

d

~ration and
d all other
0.
me .
as to the
ame being
reof be as

n· tbis dale,

had passed a bill, entitled
An act to change the tim e of holdi_ng quarterly courts in Owen
county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a seco nd
time.
The- rule of the Hou se and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being disp e nse d with,
Order~d, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
Abill to prevent discrimination in charges on freight transported
by railroads operated in this Common wealth
Mr. Whitaker moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order for Tuesday, the 26th inst.,
at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House took from the orders of the day bills of the following

dment was
that they

titles, viz:
· ·
I
A bill to fix the rate and prescribe the manne-r in which the prop·
erty of the sever~l railroad companies in th.i s Commonwealth sha11
be assessed for taxation·.
A bill to provide for the taxation of railrnad companies.
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Mr. Adair moved to postpone the further consideration of said bills
and make the 1:1ame the special order of the day for Tuesday, the 20th
. inst., at l l :45 o'clock, A. M.

An

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

for 1
Ar

Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Iipprovement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, rep,Jrted a bill, entitled
·

was

A bill to incorpo'rate the Tradewater [mprovement Company.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.

com

.The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Adair moved to make said bill the special for Monday, the
25th inst., at 11 :55 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

' /

Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA hill to incorporate the Pine Grove Cemetery Company, in Muhlenburg county.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Mc' Cracken county, empowering it to compromise its debts, issue bonds,
and levy and collect taxes to pay the same," apprnved February 9,
1878.
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Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dii!pensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
'

Resolved, That said bill!! do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.

,·,.

Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was
referred° a bill from the Senate, entitled

/
,/
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of said bills
ay, the 20th

An act for the benefit of Ambrose W. Dudley,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Merritt moved to make the same the special order of the day

motion, it

for Tuesday, March 26, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on· the adoption
of said motion, it
I

ement, who
a bill, enti-

I pany.
d a second
n as to the

was decided in the affirmative.
The House took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
Abill to repeal an act, entitled "An act to authorize life insurance
companies to make special deposits of securities in the Insurance
Department," said act having become a law March 15, 1871. without
the signature or approval of the Gov.em or.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same be_ing

onday, the
engrossed.

1

r motion, it

are directed

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,

IZ:

and Griev-

of the following titles, viz:
An act to charter the turnpike road from Alton to Camdenville,

ly, io Mob.

Anderson county. ·
An act to incorporate the New Castle Cemetery Company, of New

~fit of Mc~sue bonds,
~ebruary 9,

i red to be
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pvhom was ,

Castle, Henry county, Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one all previous acts incorporating the town of Owenton, in Owen
county," approved February 27th, 1867, and the acts amendatory
I
thereto.
An act for the benefit of Mary A. Nash, of Edmonson,county.
An act to incorporate Muldraugh Lake Fish and Ice Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town

of Belle Point, in Franklin county."
An act to authorize the clerk of the Union circuit court and U nio'n
court of common pleas to make a cross-index to suits and causes on
file in said ·office.
An act for the benefit of R. P. Seay.
An act for the benefit of J. J. ::Stevens, John Todd, and J. F. Wright,
of Campbell county.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act for the benefit of Elijah Hansbrough, of Hardin county.
H,
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act for the benefit of the Carroll County Fair Association.
act to incorporate th _e Campbellsville Cemetery ~ompany.
act to re-enact an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
Union Star," approved February 26, 1868, and to amend the

An
coun'

5. An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
6. An act for the benefit of J. H. Davis, sheriff of Ballard county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
re ad a second time.

coun
Ar

· The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
se cond reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st and 6th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances, and the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th to
the Committee on Corporate Institutions.
That they had received official information from the Governor that
he had approved and sign ed sundry e nroll ed bills, which originated in
the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to provide for the supplying of public books for use at the
cle rks' offices at Independence, in Kenton county.
An act empowering the county judge of Fl~mi ng county to sell and
convey the Fleming County Seminary lot, and collect the proceeds of
said sale.
·

old<

2. An
3. An
4. An
town of
same. .
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An act for the benefit of W . H. Woodford, committee of Wesley
Woodford,' a pauper idiot.

1

I,

An act to incorporate the Bank of J.B. and Charles Goodpaster &
Co. , of Owingsville, Kentucky.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundt-y enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repre·
se ntatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Greenwich Turnpike Company, in Bour·
bon and Fayette counties.
An act for the benefit of Richard Donaldson, lunatic, of Bourbon
county.
· An act to prevent stock from running at large in Shelby county.
I
'
An act 'to regulate the duties of the sheriff of Pendleton county ID
certain cases.
An act to amend an act authorizing the Ballard county court to
levy an ad valorem tax.
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An act for the benefit of A. L. Coldiron, late she1·iff of Harlan

M.1R,

ssociation,
pompany,
rporate the

county,
An act for .the benefit of Margaret Fehrenbock, committee of

amend the

Andrew Fehren bock.
An act for the benefit of W. A. Mohon, sheriff of Muhlenburg

e.
ard county.
ered to be

n as to the
the Comand 5th to

1:e_rno1· that
grnated in
use at the

to sell and
' roceeds of
of Wesley
dpaster &
Stoddard
oved and
of Repre, in Bour-

'

county.
An act for the benefit of Marcus L. George, of Floyd county.
An act to authorize a sale of the Paducah and° Hinkleville Gravel
Road Company, and vest the purchaser with all the powers of the

old company.
An act to prevent stock from runni_ng at large in Owen county.
Mr. Merritt, from the special committee to whom was r eferred the
resolution of J. C. Thompson, in regard to his mileage, offered the
following report, viz :

To the Honorable House of Representatives :
Your commiLtee appointed in pursuance of a resolution of the House
"to investigate the mileage of John Charles Thoropsou, of Mercer, and
,eo whether or not it is correct," respectfully submit the following report:
Tho committee had before them several witnesses, includin g Mr. Thompson and Mr. Logan, the Fran kf'ort correspondent ·of the Cou1·ier-J ournal.
The evidence showed that the most usual mode of travel from .Harrodsburg, the home of Ron. John Charles Thompson, to Frankfort, was by
mil, a distance of sixty -one miles.
That there is a stage route over a good turnpike. a distance of thirtytwo miles, which is traveled by some , and that· thet·e is a considerable
amount of travel between the two places over said turnpike by pt·ivate
conveyances.
'l'l,e cars and stage leaving Hanodsburg in the uiorning arrive at Frankfort in the afternoon about the same ti me. Mr. Thompson stated to the
committee that he came to Frankfort in a private conveyance, but usually
became by rail. The morning be started to be pt·esent at the opening of
the present General Assembly, the train bad left, when he was invited to
lake a.seat in a buggy with a friend.
The General Statutes (page 193) provides, "When allowance is made
(or mileage, the number of' miles sha ll be computed upon that route which
1s most usually traveled;" consequently, the committee is of opinion that
the mileage of Mr. 'rhompson is in compliance with the law.

M. MERRITT, Chairman .
. A. BUFORD,
THOS. H. MANN.EN.

r Bourbon
county.
county in

f ,on,t to

Which was read and received.
And then the House adjourned.
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MONDAY, MARCH 25, 1878.

Mr.

Cle1

u

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act providing for compensation to clerks of courts for services
rendered by them· for the Common wealth in criminal cases.
Which_ was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tharp moved to suspend the rule and constitutional provision,
and order said bill to its third reading to -day.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Said bill ·was read the third time as follows, viz;

§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of lite Commonwealth of Ken- =tucky, That tbe clerk of any court of this Commonwealt,h having original criminal jurisdict.ion sha ll have, as compensat ion for services rnndered
by him for the Commonwealth in ct·iminal eases, the sum of three dollars
for each felony case of which di sposition shal l be made by final trial in
the court of which be is clerk. Such compensation shal l be payable out
of the public Treasury of this Commonwealth, but notbing shall be paid
for .such services until after final tl'ial of the case: Provided, That the provisions of this act shall not apply to the clerk of the Jefferson circuit
court until July 1st, 1879.
§ 2. That at each term of any such court, the clerk thereof may make
out an account in bis favor against the Commonwealth, s howing the number of felony cases of which disvosition bas been made by final trial in
said court at that term thereof, and showing the name of the defendant
or defendants in each case, and the amount to which he is entitled. 'fbe
clerk shall verify such account by his affidavit, and the judgo of the court
shall exam ine such account, and if he find it correct, he shall so certify
ther eon in writing. When any such account shall be presented to tl~e
Auditor of Public Accounts so verified and certified, he shall draw bt8
warrant in favor of such clerk upon the public Treasurer for the amount
the1·eof.
,
.
§ 3. 'fhat no compensation, other than that for which pL'ovision is herein made, shall be paid by the Commonwealth to the clerk of any court of
this Common wealth for.services rendered by him in behalf of the Commonwealth in any misdemeanor or felony case.
.
§ 4. That all general laws and all special Jaws in conflict herewith be,
and the same are hereby, repealed.
§ 5. This act shall take effect and be in force from its passage.
The questfon was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. 0. U. McElroy and Adair, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

that they
for services
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I provision l
motion, it
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f Ving origi-
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Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
William Neal,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley, W . 0. Owens,
J. K. Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Pricha1:d,
J.J\I. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
Wm. M. Reed.
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
, A. C. Cope,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
Thomas H. Ditto,
David Martin,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Abner Eversole,
James Barbour Mason, A. Thompson-26.
Charles Gods haw,
James F. Means,
,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
C. T. Allen,
Lewis. Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
James P. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McElroy,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W . .Meador,
J . T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
W. T. Dicken ,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo·. H.B. Thomp~on ,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. On,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
B. Mills Parrish,
H. P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green, .
James Perkins,
LaFayette W ilson-4l.
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. C. U. McElro·y , from the special committee who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported bills of the following
titles, viz:
A bill fixing the compensation of the clerk of the Jefferson circuit
court.
A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Board
of Commissioners of the Louisville Court-house."
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to he
read a second time.
The ru1e of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pasi;,, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
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Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the special committee who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend and construe article I, chapter 41, of the General
Statlltes.

Hen
Pat.
Tho

Whi<;h was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.

Abn
Hen
Lev

The rule of· the. House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
fylr. Owens moved an amendment to said bill.
And the qt1estion being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was deciqed in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the Tradewater Improvement Company.
Mr. Reed moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Hamilton moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being takEln on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Adair moved that said bill be engrossed and rea,d a third time.
And the question being tal{en on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Wilson and
Mason, were as follows, viz:

'I

,#

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. :::;peaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
. Wrp. lVI. Reed,
Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. T. Allen,
T . M. HilJ,
Thomas Sanders,
James P. Allen,.
Jos. M. Kash,
T . W . Scott,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. K. Bailey,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
J . .M. Bigger,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
Gabriel Blevins,
Montgomery Merrit,t, John A . Thomas,
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Andrew Thompson,
William Neal,
Henry Campbell,
Geo. H. B . Thompson,
T.
J.
Oatts,
Pat. Campion,
John Chas . Thompson,
James O'Bannon,
Thomas H. Ditto,
G. H. Towery,
W.W.
Orr,
W. J. Edrington,
Isaac T. West,
William Points,
Abner Eversole,
H.P. Whitaker-43.
G.
W.
Prichard,
Henry George,
Leven E. Green,
Tho se who voted in the negative, were-Robert F. Allensworth, W. T. Dicken,
James F. Means,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
Tipton A Miller,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McElroy,
LaFayette Wilson--11.
W.H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
1'he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

eof be as

aforesaid.
The House then took from the orders of the day Senate amendment to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,

bill, enti-

entitled
An act to amend section 2, article 13, chapter 28, of the General

endrnent,

Statutes.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following

endment,

titles, viz :
By Mr. Tharp, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of L. F. Mullikin, .committee for Harris and

any.

Jefferson Wiggins, pauper idiots of Robertson county .
ird time.
otion, it

By sameAn act for the benefit of Lewis White, committee for Aletha White,

a pauper idiot of Robertson county.
By same~
An act for the benefit of H . L. Wil:;on, committee for Elizabeth

I,
Rouse,
ers,

Dotson, a pauper idiot of Robertson county.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.

By sameding,

arp,
.as,

An act for the benefit of the Carroll County Fair Association .
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as t'o the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,

I

,,
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.

Ar
was

The House took from the orders of the day the amendment proposed by the Senate, by way of substitute, to a bill, which originate<l
in the House of Representatives, entitled

reclf

An act to legalize certain wild cat and fox scalp certificates issued
by county court clerks.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare anrl bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. 0. U. McElroy, froJll the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to authorize the county court of Bourbon county to pay
James E. Patton, clerk of the Bourbon circuit court and clerk of the
Bourbon court of common pleas, of Bourbon county, Kentucky, for
continuing ind ex and cross-index of suits in said courts.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the State Agricultural, Mechanical, Zoological, and Botanical Association, Jefferson county.
By sameA bill to amend the charter of the town of Louisa.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That sa'id .bills be e ngrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House anrl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereo( be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were di·
rectecl to· prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to impose a tax on shares of ;itock in National Banks in this
Commonwealth.
Which was read the fir;it time and ordered to be read a second
time.
.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Reed moved to make said bill the special order for to-morrow, at 10:15 o'clock, A. M.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
decided in the affirmative.
Mr, Bigger, from the · Committee on the Judiciary, who were dited to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to empower executors, administrators, and guardians to
mpromise·with counties and cities when in default in the payment
f their bonded debts.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

, tions1, Zoologi-

red to be
as to the

were diitled
ks in this

a second

s to the
to-mor-

dme.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Hamilton moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
dme.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
'
l. An act for the benefit of the Western Lunatic Asylum.
2 An act to amend chapter 85, General Statutes, title "Penifentiary."
Which bills· were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be refer.red-the 1st to the Committee on
Charitable Institutions, and the 2d to the Committee on the Penitentiary.
On motion of Mr. Spalding, he was relieved from service on the
special committee on the Geological Survey, and Mr. Mannen appointed in his place.
A message was received from · the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information that the Governor had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the
following titles, viz :
H, R.-128
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Ad act to a_mend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate St. Paul's
Protestant Episcopal Chlll'ch in Newport, Kentucky," approved February 10, 1845.
An act to incorporate the Woodland Cemetery Association of
V anceburg, in Lewis county.
·
An act to amend an act establishlng a bank of deposit in the
to wn of Grayson , in Carte1• county, approved 17th February, 1876,
An act to exempt the Munfordyille Turnpike Road Company
from the provisions of an act, entitled '' An act to regulate and make
uniform the rate of tolls on turnpike, gravel, and plank roads in this
Commonwealth."

Mr.
An

was l

Mr

Res
occup
tban

w

Mr

direc
A

An act giving the assessor of Garrard county one month additional time to return his books .
An act to incorporate the trown of Worthville, in Carroll county.
An act in relation to the construction of railways and railway
bridges in the valley of the Big Sandy river and its tributaries.
An act to arriend an act, entitled "An act to amend and rednce
into one the several acts in relation to the road law of Greenup
county," approved January 24th, 18 71.
And then the House adjourned .

thir
en
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_TUESDAY, MARCH 26, 1878.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the Tradewater Improvement Company.
With an amendment the1·eto.
Which am~mdmeq.t was twice read and concurred in.
Mr. Hill offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That from and after the passage of th is resolution, this House
will not consider any local measure during the day session whatever,
nothing but general measures; an d at the night session nothing but local
measures shall be considered.
Mr. Spalding moved to_amend said resolution by striking out that
portion of the same relating to night sessions.
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~[r. Miller moved to lay said resolution on the table.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Buford offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, Th at on and after this daLe no member of this House shall
occupy the _floor in ~aking a s~eech on any subject for a longer period
tbsn five mrnutes, without unanunous consent.
\Vhich was twice read and adopted.
Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County Courts, who were
lirected to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled · " An act for the benefit of th e·
Allensrille voting precinct, in Todd county," approved February 23,
1876.

Which was read the first time and ordered to be 1:ead a second

county.

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e

rr1es.
rnd reduce
f Greenup

second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being

fd_ railway

I

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was receiverl from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act in regard to the offices of Quarter-Master General, Adjutant General, and Inspector General.
An act regulating the employes at the Arsenal in Frankfort, Ken-

that they

npany.

tucky.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, .viz:
An act for the benefit of P. L. Maxey, sheriff of Hart county.
An act to pay Hfram T. Warder, and the family of John Ruggles,
deceased, the rewa1·d heretofore offered for the arrest of Jesse Under-

wood, a fugitiYe from justice.
Which bills were severally 1·ead the first time and ordered to be
this Rouse
whatever,
g but local

g out that

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th e
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Oi·dered, That said bills be referred to the Committee on Claims.
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Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills and a resolution, which
originated in tlie House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
An act to incorporate Muldraugh Lake Fish and Ice Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one all previous acts incorporating the town of Owenton, in Owen
county/' approved February 27th, 1867, and the acts amendatory
thereto;
An act to authorize the clerk of the Union circuit court and Union
court of common pleas to make a cross-index to suits and causes on
file in said office;
An act for the benefit of R. P. Seay;
An act to charter the turnpike road from Alton to Camdenville,
Anderson county;
An act for the benefit of Mary A. Nash, of Edmonson county,;
An act for the benefit of J. J. Stevens, John Todd, and J. F. Wright,
of Campbell county;
An act to legalize certain wild cat and fox scalp certificates issued
by county court clerks;
An act to amend section 2, article 13, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes;
An act for the benefit of A. B. Davis, lalie sheriff of Owen county,
and R. N. Walker, late sheriff of Crittenden county;
An act to incorporate the New Castle Cemetery Company, of New
Castle, Henry county, Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Belle Point, in Franklin county;"
An act to incorporate the town of Pineville, Bell county;
An act to establish an institution of learning in the town of 0or·
inth, in Grant county, Kentucky, to be known as the Corinth Academy;
An act to amend an act; entitled "An act for the appointment of
official reporters, and for the· preservation of evidence in certain
cases," approved March 1, 1872;

,' I

An act to prohibit the sale or giving away of intoxicating liquors
at or within two miles of Middletown, Simpson county;
An act for the benefit of Barley D. Smith, o( Todd county;
An act to change . the line between the counties of Barren and
Hart;
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An act to amend an act, entitled" An act in relation to official sales
the county of Bracken," approved March 8, 1876;
Resolution for the benefit of R. H. Fitzhugh;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following
mpany;
reduce into
n, in Owen
mendatory

ddes, viz:
An act for the benefit of the city of Ashland, and to amend certain

acts relating to the town and city of Ashland;
An act for the benefit of Milton York, late sheriff of KnQX county;
An act for the benefit of the sureties of John B. Brnssfield, late

mdenville,

An act to amend section 6, chapter 1786, Acts 1869, entitled
•An act to incorporate the town of Pembroke, in Christian county,"
approved March 6, 1869;
An act to change the time of holding quarterly courts in O.wen

county;
!ounty,;
F. Wright,
ates issued

fie General
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of P. L.
Maxey, sheriff of Hart .county," approved January 12, 1878;
An act to incorporate the Augusta, Germantown, and Johnson's
Junction Railroad Company;
An act to empower the county court of the county of Madison
lo take stock in turnpike roads in said county;
An act for the benefit of John Heaton, sr., of Henry county;
An act to amend the charter of the Richmond and Lancaster
Turnpike Road Company;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
· Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Reprnsentatives,
entitled
An act to authorize the Auditor, with the assent of the Attorney
General anrl Governor, to compromise with defaulting sheriffs and
collectors of the public revenue and their sureties,
With an amendment thereto.
Amessage w_a s _received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to enable the owners of wet lands to drain and reclaim them
when the same cannot be done without affecting the lands of others.
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An act to incorporate the M_emphis , Padu cah, and N orthern Railroad Company .
Mr. Keller, from the special committee appointed for that purpose,
offered the following report, viz :

I•

En. W.

Speaker of House of Representatives:
The special comm fLtee appointed in accordance with the following resolu tion, des ire to subm it the s ubjoined report, and ask to be disc barged
from further conside1·ation of the matter:
"Mr. Keller offered the fo ll owing resolution, viz:
"Resolved, That a spec ial committee of three be appointed to investigate the charges against various members in regard to mileage drawn ,
"M.r. 0. U. Mc.Elroy moved to amend the resolution as fo llows, which
was adopted, viz:
"Resolved, That the Speake1· of the House of Representativ es appoint a
committee of five to investigate the correctness of the amounts drawn by
tbe members of this House, and report whether the amounts so drnwn
are below or in excess of w bat is correct under the law, and r eport tbe
amonnt to wh ich each member is ent itled .
"The r esolu tion, as amended, was then adopted."
Saturday evenin g, when the comm ittee began the investigation, it labored undel' the impression that the investigaLion was on ly to extend to
those against whom charges had bee n made in the .Louisville CourierJourna l. On reading the printed proceedings, it was found that we were
expected to investigate the correctness of the mi leage of all members of
this House, and it is from th is duty that we ask to be discharged, for reasons apparent to all, viz: the extent of the und ertak ing, the late day in
the session , and the absence of so many members.
As to the charges made, we have this to subm it : The correspondent
was mistaken in some of his statements, but approximately correct in
others; but as no two of the persons who appeared before us agreed fully
as to distances between any two points, we are unable to make any definite sta tement as to what d istances were traveled, or what mileage should
be cla im ed .
We desire to make a few suggestions, viz : that all correspondents
should make it their business to investigate public officials, and 13xpose
any wrong comm iLted by them; that members of the Legislature, or any
other State officials who draw mileage, should travel the same route wben
at the State's expense as when at their own; that they sho uld consult
their own knowledge of distances more, and their predecessors less; and
if a ny member of this Genera l Assembly has, through mistake or inadvertency, drawn more mileag_e than is justly due him, he should make _Lhe
correction at once by r eLurnin g it to the Treasury. We wa1·n comrng
sLatesmen not to rely too much on Aud itor's Reports, and to remember
that the old adage," that figut·es won't li e," was written before the quest ion of mileage ag itated the public mind.
. G. R. KELLER, Chairman.
M. HAM~LTON,
JAS. F . MEANS,
A . SHELBURNE,
F. D . .RIGNEY.
Which was read.
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Mr. Goodnight moved to receive said report, and discharge said
mmittee.

Mr. C. U. Mc Elroy offered the following substitute for said motion,
Amend the motion by referring the report back, with in struction to re,
rta bill fixing the mileage to which members of tne General Assembly
all be entitled, and may redu9e the amount of compensation, and fix the
utefor which they may charge, and said committee shall report the disnee from Frankfort to the respective county seats over the most usual
,ayof travel for the public.
-
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Mr. Keller offel'ed, as an amendment to said substitue, that Messrs_.
Q. U. McElroy, Godshaw, Cowan, a~d Owens be appointed a special
committee under eaid substitute.
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
lo said substitute, it was decided in the affirmative. ·
The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute
as amended, and it was decided in the aflimati ve.
The Speaker laid before the House the following response of the
Auditor of Public Accou'n ts, viz:
STATE OF KEN'l'UCKY,
}
OFFIOE OF AUDITOR OF PUBLIO AocOUNTS,
.
FRANKFOR'.I.', KY., March 26th, 1878.
HoN. En. W. TURNER, Speaker of House of Repre.senta.tives:
Srn: I have the honor to communicate for the information of the House
of .Representatives, as requested by resolution adopted on the 23d inst.,
\hat the authority under which licenses were issued to L. C. Adams, and
to other persons not citizens of this State, to do insurance business in this
Commonwealth, is contained in tbe following section of the acL approved
March 12, 1870, for the incorporation and regulation of fire and other
insurance companies:
"§ 26. It shall not be lawful for any agent of any insurance company
not incorporated by the laws of this State to do business of insurance in
this State without first obtaining license from the Auditor of .).=>ublic Accounts. Before the Auditor shall issue such license to any such agent,
every ijuch company or association shall furnish to him the certificate of
the Commissioner of Insurance that such company has fully complied with
the laws of this State respecting it, and has the required capital, not impaired beyond the designated Ii mit, and is in a sound and solvent condition;
whereupon the Auditor shall furn,ish to such agents as the company directs
a copy of the Commissioner's certificate, to be prepared by the Bureau of
Insurance, and license;; to transact the business of insurance as agents for
said company."
'
,
It will be observed that there is nothing in the foregoing law which
provides where an insurance agent shall reside, or in what State he shall
hold_ bis citizenship. But it does provid_e, and m~ke i~ mandatory on the
Auditor, that when an insurance company compiles with the laws of this
State, that he shall license such agents as the company may apply for.
The inclosed statement marked" A" shows the names of the non-resident
agents authorized to do business in tl;iis State, the amount of premiums
\
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received by them for the year ending November 1st, 1877, amount of two
and a half [per cent.] tax paid, and when paid.
.
Very respectfully,
•
1
D. HOW ARD SMITH, Auditor.
"A."

----------------N. Y.

Am't premiums Amount tax Rt
received for l
2½ per cent.
yenr prior to
Nov. l, 1877.

-------

CONTINENTAL TNs . Co. OF

L. C. Adams, Middleport, Ohio ________ _

M. 0. Wolfe, M1rnckport, Ind. ________ _

A. S. Green. New Albany, Ind. _______ _
T. J. /3weeney 1 Rockport, Ind. _________ _
Owens & Tngue, Vev1ty 1 Ind. _________ _

Nothing.
do.
do.
do.
$105 30

Nothing.
do.
do .
do.
$2 63

Wben paid,

Mr.
Jan
Kol

u
A.

w.

-----

Pat

A.
Ab1

Dec. 17, 1877,

lNs. Co. OF N. Y.
Owens, Tague, and Livings, Vevny, Iod._ Licen' d Mar. 21
inst.; no ret. yet.
NIAGARA

PHCBN!X TNs. Co., OF HARTFORD CONN.

H. M. Magill, Cincinnati, Ohio----'-----

11,255 23

288 80 lfay 31, '77, and
[Dec, 4, 1877.

42 50
220 75

l 06 June 5, '77, and
5 51
[Nov. 26, 1877,

HARTFORD STEAM BOILED INBPEOTION AND
INs. Oo., OF HARTFORD, CoNN.

B. Hazen, Cincinn11ti 1 Ohio ____________ _
C. C. Gardner, St. Louis, Mo,_~--------Totnl _________ __________________ _
Attest :

Which was read anti received.

511,920 78

---------$298 00

D. HOWARD

SMITH,

Auditor.

Mr. Taylor offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'fbat the Committee on the Penitentiary be instructed to bring
in a bill providing for building a branch penitentiary, provided the present
penitentiary is not relieved by the acceptance of tbe terms passed for corporations to improve the Kentucky and Tradewater rivers within six
months from the first day of April next, by said corporations, and the
committee is authorized to report at any time.
Mr. J. P. Allen offered the following amendment to said resolution,
viz:
f, '

Amend by instructing the committee to bring fo at their discretion a
bill to branch or extend the walls of the present penitentiary.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Buford offered the following amendment to said resolution, viz:
Provided, That the branch be located at or near the. Three Forks of the
Kentucky river.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided . in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Buford and
Spurr, were as follows, viz :
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRichard A. Spurr,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
J.
T. Ta;·tar, ·
Jame~ P. Allen,
Ch:wles Godshaw,
John A. Thomas,
Robert F. Allen sworth , Milton Hamilton,
Andrew Thompson ,
J. K. Bailey,
Sam uel D. Hensley,
Geo. H. 8. Thomp son,
A. Buford,
W. H. Hillsman,
W. H H. Callihan,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
Isaac T. West,
Pat. Campion,
Wm. Neal,
H. P. Whitaker-26.
A.G. Cope,
T. J. Oatts,
Abner Eversole,
G. W. Prichard,
· Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
C. T. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose,
J.i\1. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush, ·
Henry Campbell,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W.J. Edl'ington,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
The question was

D. A. Glenn,
8. Mills Parrish,
haac H. Goudnight, James Perkins,
W. Scott G resham,
William Points,
J. W. G riffith,
Wm. lVI. Reed,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
.Lewis Jones,
Granville V. H.ouse,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
W. J. McElroy,
G. E. Speck,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch.
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-47.
W.W. Orr.
then taken on the adoption of said resolution,

and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Keller offered the following resolution, viz :
Resolved by the House of Representatives , That the special committee appointed to bring in a bill in regard to mileage -be instructed to take into
consideration the amount due each member uf this Honse as well as the
amount drawn, and that they bring in a report showing the exact amounts
due, as well as a report showing any excess drawn.

discretion a

Mr. Keller moved that the rules be suspended. in order to take up

mendment,

said resolution.
And the ·q uestion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

llution, viz:
'orks of the

mendment,

Buford and

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Keller and
Hamilton, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
B. Mills Parrish,
RobertF. Allensworth, Green R. Keller,
Wm. Points,
J. F. Bennett,
,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. W. Prichard, .
W. H. H. Calliha~,
T . J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigney,
H. R.-129

/
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Thomas H. Mannen, Granville V. Rouse
Henry Campbell,
'I' . W . Scott,
'
-David Martin,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Aug. Shelburne,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. NicElroy,
W. J. Edrington,
G. R. Snyder,
James F. Means;
Abnet· Eversole,
Richard A. Spurr,
Montgomery Menitt, J. T. Tartar,
Henry George,
. Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
Milton Hamilton,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
H. P. Whitaker,
Samuel D. Hensley, James O'Bannon,
W.W. Orr,
W. H. Hillsman,
LaFayette Wilson-:-42.
Those who voted in the negative were.Mr. Speaker (TurneJ·), Thomas H. Ditto,
Wm. Neal,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason, ·
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas Sandere,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Gabriel Blevins,
J. W. Griffith,
Andrew Thompson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Josiah Hunter,
G. H. Towery,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
John C. Welch,
John Cowan,
Richard Lambert,
Isaac T. West-26.
Ale:,,;. T. Craycroft,
James Barbour Mason,
Mr. Adair, from the Committee on the Penitentiary, to whom was
. referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend chapter 85, General Statutes, title "Penitentiary,"
Reported the same with amendments.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth nf Kentucky, That whenever any contractor with the State to do any public work
Jor the State, or any company incorporated under the laws of this State
to improve tho navigation of any river in this Commonwealth, shall apply to the Governor of this State for any convict laborer confined \Vitbin
the Penitentiary under sentence to hard labor, and shall execute bond,
with four or more good sureties, to the Commonwealth of Kentucky, conditioned that they will care for and provide for the convicts, and defray
all expenses hereinafter enjoined, and return the convicts to the Keeper of
the Penite11tiary well clqthed, when the work they have undertaken has
been completed, or they have permanently ceased to carry on their work,
there shaU be furnished said contractor or company, by the Keeper of the
Penitentiary, upon the written order of the Governor, free from cost! a
force of not exceeding at any one time, to all contractors and companies
who may apply t.herefor, five hundred able-bodied malii convict laborei:5,
and shall continue to furnish that number, without cost, so long as said
contractors or companies shall keep ~hem actually employed upon said
works: Provided, That the force within the walls of the Penitentiary shall
not be reduced below five hundred, without the consent in writing of the
Keeper: And provided, That should any contractor or company faH to cai:e
and provide for the convicts as hereinafter required, or shall return their
force to the Penitentiary; they shall _not thereafter have the right to demand any of 1:1aid convict laborers: .And provided further, That said con·
tractors or companies shall feed and clothe said convicts, and defray all
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expenses hereinafter required at their own exclusive expense; and no
convict shall be worked by said contractors or companies except ablehodied males, whose term of service shall expire within five years from
the time they are put to labor on said works.
.
§ 2. Any contractor or company applying for and receiving convict
laborers under this act shall, at their own expense, furnish the necessary
guards; feed and clothe the convicts comfortably, giving them coffee at
least once a.very gay; provide suitable and comfortable quarters, and suffi.
cient beds and bedding to make them comfortable; pay all necessary
physician's bills; and all the necessary expenses of maintaining them ;
and shall furnish the clothing, a nd furnish transportation to the county
from which the convict was sent· to all convicts whose term of se1•vice
expire or may be pardoned whilst in th eir employ.
§ 3. The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund shall select and employ,
at a rate to be fixed by them, not to exceed at the rate of one thousand
dollars per annum, but to be paid by the company or contr·actor, one
reputable and competent physician for such contractor or <company taking convict .laborers, whose duty it shall be to examine, weekly, into
the health and situation of each convict, as also the treatment they have
received, the ch a racter and quality of the food furnished, the quality and
sufficiency of clothing, beds and bedding given them, the suitableness and
healthfulness of t,heir quarters, alld whether any convict is kept at work
when, from di sease, he is unfit for labor, and 1·eport the same to the Governor; whereupon, if it appears that_any convict is required to work when,
b_v disease, he is unfit, or , the convicts are not properly clothed, fed, provided for, and humanely treated, it shall bo the dtlty of the Governor to
direct the Attorney General to file an information or presentment in the
name of the Commonwealth of Kentucky against said company or contractor therefor, in the Franklin circuit court; and, upon conviction thereof, said contractor or com1:iany shall be fined in a sum of not less than one
hand red nor more than one thousand dollars; and, upon a second conviction, shall forfeit the use of the convict labo,·.
§ 4. For any failure to do any and all things reqnit·ed in this act, or
defray the expenses.incurred under it, or to return the convicts when an'd
at thtJ time requit·ed and as required, the State, or any person aggrieved,
shall also have tbe right to maintain a civil action for damages upon the
bond provided in· the first section of this act.
§ 5. This act shall take effect and be in force from and ·after its pasE>age:
Provided, That nothing in this act sliall be construed ai, requiring the
present Keeper, during his present term, to deliver the convict laborer
against his will, nor shall the State be in any' way held responsible should
he refuse.
§ 6. The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund shall employ not less
than three persons, none of whom shall in any way be connected ·with
~he business of the penitentiary, whose duty it shall be to examine weekly
rnto the treatment and health of the convicts, and whether their diet is
sufficient and healthy, a'nct whether their employment is injurious to health,
and report monthly to the Governor in writing.
' § 7. 'l'hat no prisoner now confined in the penitentiary, and no person
whu may be hereafter sentenced to confinement in the penitentiary for
crime heretofore committed, shall be required to work outside of the prison
~alls in p111·suance of the provisions of this act, unleAs he shall consent
~n writing so to do, which writing shall be subscribed by him and attested
ID hi!l presence by two subscribing witnesses thereto.
The jud~ment of
courts in future convictiohs for offenses hereafter committed may provide
for working the convicts as provided in this act.

r
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§ 8. For any failure on tbe part of the Keeper of Lhe J?enitentiary lo
comply with any of the requirements of this act, he shall , on conviction
thel'Oof, be fined the sum of not less than one hundred 001· mo1·e than fii,e
hundred dollars for each offense: Provided, That the Lessee of saitl prison
shall pay into the Treas nr.r of this Commonwealth twelve ~housand dollars at the end of each year.
Said amendments read as follow:-1, viz:

It

I

1st. Amend the first section by strik ing out nll of the section beginnio~
with the word "provided" in the six teenth lin e, and .ending with the
wot·d "a nd " in the nineteent h line.
2d. Amend the second section by striki11g out the words" furnish tran .
pqrtation to the county from which the convict was se nt, " und insert in6
lieu thereof the WOl'ds "pay the liberation money required by law."
3d. St1·ike out section three from the beginning to the wori:l "w hose"
in the th ird line, and insert in li e n th ereo f the words "the Governorshnll
i,ppoint a deputy keeper to nccompany each body of convicts delivered to
any company under this act (his set·vi cos to be paid for by the company);"
also in same section strike out the words ''examin e weekly into" in Lhe
fo nl'th lin e, and in se rt in li e u thereof the word" overlook;" also' in same
Flection strike out the words "have reoeived" in the fiftb line, and insert
in lieu thet"Cof the word "l'CCeive;" also in sert after t he word" Govet·nor,"
in the nintb line of the same section, the words, "and said deputy keeper
,. is authorized to call in medical aid for said convicts when he shall think
it necessary."
5th. Amend section five by striking out the words "against his will "
in the third line, and insert said wo rds immediately after the word "term "
in tbe tbi1·d line; add also to said section the words" but sa id keeper may
allow companies to work said convicts und er the restl'ictions and provisions of this act upon Ruch terms of }"ages to the. keeper as muy be agreed."
oth . Amend tbe act by strikiug out the sixth section thereof.
7th . Amend the seventh section by strik ing out the seco nd, third, and
fourth Jines thereof to the word "shall;" also s tril! e out t,be WOl'd "may "
in tbe eleventh line, and insert in place the1·eof the word" shall,'~ and add
to th e section the words" whose terms of punishm ent do not exceed five
years."
Mr. Mannen moved the following amendment to the amendment
offered by the committee to the second section of the bill.
And furaisb m0ney to the amonnt of cost of transportation to the county
from which the convict was sent.
And the question being· tak~n on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then severally taken on the adoption of the
amendments offered by the committee, and it was decided in the
affirmative.
Mt·. C. T. Allen offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:

§ -. That section 4, article 15, chapter 29, General Statutes, sb~II apply
to tho company or co1·porntion ut:1ing t:1aid convicts, with this moddicat1on,
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viz: That when said escaped co nvict is capturnd, be ·shall be returned to
said company or corporation instead of to the penitentiary.

E

And the que:;ition being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Spalding offered the following amendment to saitl bill, viz:
Strike ont prov iso i n 8Lh section. Amend sect.ion 5, chapter 85, of the
General Stututes, by stl'iking out $8,000 and inserting $12,000.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

beginnio~
,,. with the

il was decided in the affirmative.
)Ir. Whitaker ~oved to -postpone the fort.her consideration of said
bill,and have the same and amendments printed, and made the special
orrlel' of the day for to-morrnw, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
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was decided in the negative .
Ordered, That said bill, as amerided
, be read \ a third time.
.
Said bill was read th~ third.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
wa~ decid~d in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by iV!P.ssrs. Jones and
Spurr, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

Mr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair, ,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Pardsh,
·c. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
, William Points,
J. Jt Bai ley,
J . W. Griffith,
G. W. PricharJ,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed, ·
J. i\l. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hen"ley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabl'iel Blevins,
W. H. Hillsman,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjam in F. Buie,
Josiah Hllnter,
, T . W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
Richard Lamhert,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion, ·
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H. Mannen, John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
Andrew Thompson,
Joh n Cowan,
James Barboll r Mason, Ge:o. H. B. 'l'hompson,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
W. J. McElroy,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
G. H . Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
Abner Everso le,
Wm. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-62.
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelburne,
A.Buford,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spur1·,
Edmund Burr,
Montgomery Merritt, J. T . Tartar,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
foaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatt::i,
H.P. Whitaker-20.
Isaac H. Goodnig ht,
W . C. Owens,
Resolved, That tile title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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Urdered, That Mr. Spalding be appointed a committee to report
said bill to the Senate.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Feland, Big.
ger, and Nunn .
The House then took up for consideration a bill, entitled
A hill to prevent discrimination in charges on freight transported
by railroads operated in this Commonwealth .
Mr. Snyder moved to postpone -the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order for to-morrow, at 10:15
o'clock, A. M ., and to continue from day to day until disposed of.
And the queJtion being taken on the adoption of said motion,it
was decided in the affirmative .
The House, according to orde1·, took up for consideration a bill,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Ambrose W. Dudley.
Mr. Merritt moved to p_ostpone the further consideration of said
· bill, and make the same the special order fo1· to-morrow, at II
o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoptio~ of said motion, ir
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker moved to reconsider the vote by which this House
~dopt~d a resolution, offered by Mr. C. U . .McElroy, in regard to the
mileage of members.
Mr. Mannen moved to reconside1· the vote by which this House
passed a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the .Maysville and Lexington Railroad Com·
pany, Northern Division.
The House tben took from the orders of the day Senate amendment to·· a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled 1
An act to authorize the Auditor, witn the assent of the Attorney
General and Governor, to compromise with defaulting sheriffs and
collectors of public revenue and their sureties.
Which amendment was twice read and concurJ'ed in.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were di·
rected to prepare and .bring in the same, i·eported a bill, entitled
A bill to secure to employes of corporations prompt payment of
their wages,
With the e.xpression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a secoo d
time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
iecond reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr, Hamilton moved ' an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken, "Shall said bill be read a third time,
the objections of the committee to the contrary notwithstanding?"
and it was. decided in the a'ffirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gresham and
Owens, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
Tipton A Miller,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
Gabriei Blevins,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
Edmund Burr,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Pat. Campion,
' Lewis Jones,
Augustine Shelburne,
A. C. Cope,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. Snyder,
W. T. Dicken,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Abner Eversole;
David Mart.in,
Andrew Thompson,
Dennis Gleason)
James Barbour Mason,John D. Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-38.
Leven E. Green,
James F. Means,
Those who voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
D . A. Glenn,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
· J, K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bush,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
Henry Campbell,
William Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
James O'Bannon,
J:ohn Chas. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W.W. Orr,
G. H. Towery,
John Cowan,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-37.
,Alex. T. Craycraft,
Said bill was read the third time as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the Geneml Assembly of the Commonwealth of' Ken·
tu~ky, That all corporations of whatsoever kind, transacting business in
tbi~ ·State, shall have a fixed day in every month fo1· the payment ot' ull
t~e1r employes. They shall commence paying on the day fixed, and con•
tm,ue until all their employes are paid in full the amount due each of tbem.
§ 2. The day of payment shall be fixed by the directors or chief' officer,1
?f each corporation as suits themsel-ves, and should they desi1·e to clrn11g1:1
it,_they may do so; but it shall not be changed so that a longer time than
th irty-one days shall elapse between their respective pay-days.

'
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§ 3 . Should the day fixed fall upon Sunday or a legal .holiday, then the
payment shall oomm e n ce o n the. following day, and the time allottedio
each corporation for th e payment of all tbeil' em pl oyes shall not be fora
Ionge1· period than six (6) days.
4. Upon the sworn fltatement of any em ploye, filed in tbe office of
the t:lerk of the chancery co urt, that thi s act has been violated, it shall be
the duty of the chancell or Lo requit·e the paymaster, or any other officer
of _the corporat ion who, by tlie duties of his office, shall have kn owledge
of the faets, to file in co ur t his sworn answer w ith in fiv e days after the
sta tement fi led by the employe. And if it appear that the statement of
t h e employe be t ru e, th e ehancell or s ha ll appo int a receiver, whose duty
it ~ha ll be to carry out the pt·ovisioni, of t his aet and in vestigate tbe sol.
vency of th e corporati on.
§ 5. The 1·eceiver s hall, before entering upon the duties intrusted to him,
be sworn a nd g ive bond to t he chance ll or, in th e n ame of the Commonwea lth , for the faithful discharge the r eof. He shal! immediately take
c ha rge of a ll the books, moneys, and property belonging to the corporation . and pay or canse t h e e m p loyes to be paid in full.
§ 6. Ho Rhn ll make a coneot detailed repo r t of the financial condition
and so lve ncy o f sa id cOl'poration, and s h a ll be allowed for his services
s uc h sum as th e chancellor may designate, not to exceed ten dollnrs (SlO)
per day while thus e mpl oyed, and h e sha ll be paid by the corporation.
§ 7. If any e mpl oye or officer of a corporation s ha ll make or file a false
stntemen t before the chaneellor, he shall be deemed gu ilty of perjury, and
s hall be punishable a1:1 in other oases made and provided by law.
' § 8. A II acts or parts of acts in co nflict w ith tbii, act a r e hereby r epealed.
~ 9. 'l' his act s ha ll Lake effect sixty days after its passage.

*

/

And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and
Gresham, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turn e r), Thomas H. Ditto,
Lewis Jones,
1
Cle ment R. Ambro,.e, W. J. Edrington,
Richard Lambert,
Gabriel Blevins,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Lewis,
W.H. H. Callihan ,
Leven E. Green,
James Barbour Mason,
Pat. Campion,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
A. C. ·Cope,
Samuel D . Hen::;ley, G. E. Speck,
W. T. Dicken,
T. lVI. Hill,
And. Thompson-21.
Those who voted in the negative we1·eCromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
C. T . Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
James P . Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Robert F. Allensworth, Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
E . C. Bain'tiridge,
J. Q. Lackey,
·
Augustine Shelburne,
J.M. Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snydet·,
David Martin,
Ralph L Spalding,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
W. J . .McE!roy,
J. T. Tartar,
T. J. Bush,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
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Clinton K. Tharp,
James F. Means,
Henry Campbell;
John
A. Thomas,
Montg-omery
Merritt,
A. R. Clarke,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
Tipton A Millet·,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Chas. Thompson,
William Neal,
John Cowan,
·
John D. Thompson,
T. J. Oatts,
Alflx. T. Craycroft,
G. H. Towery,
James O'Bannon,
Abner Eversole,
John
C. Welch,
W.
W.Orr,
Henry George,
Isaac T. West,
W. C . Owens,.
D. A. Glenn,
H. P. Whitaker,
B. Mills Panish,
Charles Godshaw,
LaFayette Wilson--65.
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
J
Osf:ph
L.
Pope,
J. W. Griffith,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on. Claims, who were directed to
prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitJed
Abill for the benefit of W. S. Hawkins.
· ·
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

by repealed.

lime.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provisfon as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Godshaw moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being.taken on the adoption of said amendment,

bill, it was

it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and rea~ a third
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Said bill was 'engrossed and read the third time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, It appears that the Governor offered a rewa1·d of five hundred dollars for the arrest and conviction of the mu1·derer of Carrie Anderson, at Worthville, Carroll' county, Kentucky, on the night of the 17th
of July, 1877, and W. S. _EJ:awkins, in his endeavors to bring the perpetrators of said crime to justice, expended large sums of money for
detectives and attorneys' fees, and one of the parties arrested by him
confessed to the crime, and was not tried, but. used as a witness for the
Commonwealth in prosecuting the other parties who were arrested by him.
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembl,y of the Commonwealth of Kent~cky, Tbat to .reimburse said W.S. Hawk in s for his expenses, and to pay
him for his labor and efforts in 'f erreting out said crime, there is hereby
appropriated to W. S. Hawkins, pu't of any money in the Treasury not
othe:wise expended, the sum of three hundred and fifty dollars, and the
Auditor of Public Accounts is herebv directed to draw his warrant on the
Treasurer in favor of said Hawkins.for said a·mount.
~ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.
The que13tion was then taken on . the passage of said bill, and it
decided in the affil'mat[ve . .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pur"luance to a pro-

Was

vision of the C~nstitution, were as follows, viz :
H, ll.-130
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Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr. Speaker (Tnrner), Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
G. W. Pricha rd,
.E. 0. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdin_and Rigney,
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse·
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders, '
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
\¥. H. H. Callihan,
T. J_. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H . Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
A. R . Clarke,
D1J.vid Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lytt~ton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason; Hanc0ck Taylor,
A. 0. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H., Ditto,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. 8. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
Dennis G leason,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
W. W . Orr,
John 0. Welch,
W. Scott Gresham,
W. 0. Owens,
Isaac T. West,
J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
H.P. Whitaker-55.
Milton Hamilton,

'\

Those who voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
W. T. Dicken,
T. J . Oatts,
0. T. Allen,
Abner Eversole,
James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, Henry George,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Clement R. Ambrose, D. A. Glenn,
J. T. Tartar,
A. Buford,
Isaac H . Goodnight, Clinton K. Tharp,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thou,as,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H. Towery,
Alex . T. 0raycroft,
.Wm. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-24.
Resolved, That the title of said bill he as aforeeaid. ·
Mr. Adair, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend the charter of the city of Louisville. ·
Which was read the first time and ordered to· be read a second
time.
The mle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Cooke moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Goodnight moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Bainbridge moved to lay said amendments on the table.
And the questio·n ·being taken on the adoption of said_ motion, it.·
was decided in .the affirmative.
So s_ai.d ·bi-11 v.ras· reje·c tea.
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Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on ]3anks, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bip, entitled
Abill to incorporate the German lptern-ational Bank.
Which was read the first time, and the further consideration of
,aid bill was cut off by adjournment.
,\Ir. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate In stitutions, who
were directed to prepare and bJ·ing in the · same, reported a bill, entitled
A hill to amend an act, entitled "A n act establishing a new charter for the city of ~ouisville," apprnved March 3, 1870.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill d9 pass, and that the title thereof be as

'
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aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate we.re reported by the Committee on Education, to whom the same had been referred, of ,the fol-

,,

lowing titles, viz :
By Mr. ShelburneAn act to repeal an act, entitled" An act to organize and establish a graded school in Elizabethtowl_!," adopted by the Genernl
Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky on ,the 25th day of

...

March, 186!).
By sameAn act to organize and establish a system of public s-chools in
the Elizabethtown common school district, in Hal'din county, for
white children in said district.
Ordered, That said bill::1 be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the co~stitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resqlved, T,h at said bills do pass, and- that the titles thereof be as .
aforesaid.
The House took 'rrom the orde1·s of the clay a bi_ll, w.hi~h originated
in the' Senate·, ~-n titled
An act fo1; the benefit of the city of Louisviile.

/
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Ordered, · That said bill be read a third time.

The rule of the House and the constitutional prov.ision as to the
third .reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof bP. as
aforesaid .
And then the House adjourned .
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2-1: 1878.

I,

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bil!s, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz :
An act to enable the trustees of the First Baptist Church of Bowling Green to sell 1and convey the real estate.of s·a id church.
An act to incorporate Jonathan Lodge, No. 152, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, of Henderson county.
That they had passed bills of, the following titleJ, viz:
l. An act to amend an act approved January 26, 1874, entitled
"An act to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors."
2. An act for the benefit of Ar-ad Simons, of Bi·eckimidge county.
3. An act to amend the charter of the Benefit Association of the
Grand Lodge of Kentucky of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
.read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
·second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Orde1:ed, That said bills _be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Moral and Religious Institutions; the 2d to the Committee on Claims,
-and the 3d to th6 Committee on Corporate Institutions.
Th.at they had dieagreed to a B'ill which originated in the Hou_se 6f
-Re-p re~entatives, entitled
An act to amend chapter 92 of the General Statute_s, tide" Reve·

mue .and 'T axation/' .
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That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House·
of Representatives to a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act concerning the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in Fulton county.
Mr. Snyder offered the ropowing joint resolution, viz:
WHEREAS, Being informed of the death of the Hon. M. H. Marriott,
who departed this life at 3 o'clock this morning, at Elizabethtown, and
out of respect to a true and worthy member of th is General Assembly,
Resolved by llie Geneml Assembl.:y of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Th11t a committee of five on the part of the House, and three on the part
or the Senate, be appointed by the Speake1·s of their respective bodies, to
attend his-funeral, as a mark of resP.ect from this General Assembly, and
that a committee of five from the House and three from the Senate be
appointed to draft suitable resolutions expressing the sorrow and regret ,
or this General Assembly, and that this General Assembly do adjourn
until to-monow morning, at 10 o'clock.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
concurred in the above resolution.
In pursuance of the resolution, the Speaker appointed Messrs.
Sanders, Snyder, Whitaker, Clarke, and Shelburne a committee to
attend the funeral, and Messrs. Bigger, Cooke, Owens, Cowan, and
Reed a committee on resolutions of i·espect to the deceased.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw; the Speaker was added to the last
named committee.
And then the House adjourned.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 28, 1878.

Mr. Spalding, from the Committee on the Penitentiary, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled ·
A bill to branch the Kentucky Penitentiary and othet· purposes.
Whi<;h was read the first time an_d ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second r.eading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Spalding moved to hav.e said bill printed, and made the special
1
order for to-morrow, at 10:10 o'clock, A. M., and that said special

\
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order shall continue from day to day un~il the consideration of said
bill is completed.
, And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Scott, from the special committee who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, repo1·ted a bill, entitled
A bill in relation to the Penitentiary warehouse.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of s_aid bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time ..
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time as follows, viz:
§ l. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kent1tcky, That the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund are hereby directed
to have anchors placed in the Penitentiary warehouse, five upon the second floor and five upon the third floor (said anchors to be made of one
and one half inch iron rods, and to be securely fastened to tbe north and
south walls), and to have all cracks in the warehouse walls pointed.
§ 2. The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund are authorized to employ
a sk illful mechanic to execute tbe provisions of the foregoing section .
§ 3. When the Commissioners of tbe Sinking Fun,d sha ll have rc<:eived
and approved of such work, the Auditor shal l draw bis warrant on the
Treasurer in favor of said mechanic for a sum not exceeding two bundred dollars.
~ 4. This act to take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pur!luance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wel'e-M r. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham, ' James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
W. L . Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley, B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
James Perkins,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L. Pope,
Gabriel B levins,
Lewis Jones,
G. W . Prichard,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm . M. Reed,
Benfamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Da,·id Martin,
T. W. Scott,
Henry C~mpbell,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
Clarence U. ,M cE!roy, G. E. Speck,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McE!roy>
· Richard A. Spurr,
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J. T. Tartar,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
James
F.
Means,
W. J. Edrington,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Montgomery
Merritt,
Ahner Eversole,
John D. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
Henry George,
G. H. Towery,
E.
H.
Morin,
D. A. Glenn,
John C. Welch,
J.M. Neal,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Williahi Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-:-69.
T.
J.
Oatts,
Leven E. Green,
In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill he as aforesaid.
Ordered, That Mr. Scott be appointed a committee to report said

w. T. Dicken,

bill to the Senate.
Mr. Spalding withdrew his motion to reconsider th'e vote by which

this House .passed a bill, entitled
An act to establish the county of Leslie.
i\1r. C. U. McE!roy offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the Judiciary Committee be requested to prepare 3;fld
introduce an act supplementary of the act passed at the present term of
this General Assembly, fixing the rate of interest at six per cent., so that
said act will not take effect until September 1st, 1878.
Mr. To,very moved to lay said resolution on the table.
And the question being -taken on the adoption of said motion, it

,

was decided in the affirmative.

. The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Buford and
Oatts, were as follows 1 viz:
Thos·e who voted in the affirmative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leyen E. Green,
Wm. Neal,
James P . Allen,
W . Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
J. K. Bailey,
J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
Gabriel Blevin s,
Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L. Pope,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
Henl'y Campbell,
Joseph M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
T. J. Lewi::1,
John A. Thomas, ,
Alex. T. Craycro'ft,
David Martin,
Geo.. H. B. Thompson,
W. T. Dicken, ·
James Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thorhpson ,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Mc~lroy,
John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch-44.
Henry George,
J. M. Ne~l,
Those who voted in the negative, were0. T. Allen, ·
Isaac H. Goodnight, James O'Bannon,
Robel'tF. Allensworth,Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
J. S. Owsley,
J. lVI. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,

•
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A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
John Cowan,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
Charles Godshaw,
The House took up
tied

[MAIL 28.

Josiah Hunter,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Montgomei·y Merritt, Isaac T. West,
E. H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilson-33.
the special order of the day, viz: a bill, enti·

Mr. Bigger moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make. the same the special order of the day for to-morrow,
. at J 0:05 o'clock, A. M.

offi

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to regulate all real ~state to be appraised when sold under
judgments of courts of equity or law.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :

'

J

•

iss
sal
ho

an

Mr. Meador moved to suspend the rule of the House in order to
have a bill reported.

'

po

A bill to prevent discrimination in charges on freight transported
by railroads operated in this Commonwealth.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

,(

tuc

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General .A,ssembly of the Commonwealth of Ken.
tucky, Tbat hereafter, under a ll judgments for sale of real estate made
pursuant to the judgments of any court of equity or law, or execution
issued thereon, the commissioner or sheriff whose duty it is to make said
sale shall, before he proceeds to sell, select three discreet and disinterested
housekeepers of this State, and shall administer to the man oath fairly
and impartially to a,p praise such property, w~o shall proceed to ,appra·i.,e
the same, and reduce their appraisement to. wi"iting, and deliver the same
to the commissioner or sheriff, who shall return the same to the clerk's
office of the court from which said judgmen t, execution, 'or order of sale
issued, which shall be filed by the clerk and become a part of the record
of the case; and if property fails to bring two thirds of its appraised value,
the owner of the same, or any creditor or assignee of the owner, shall
have the right to redeem the same within one year from the date of Ra_le,
by paying to the purchaser the amount of his bid, with ten per cent. Jn·
terest on the same from the date of Rale to the time of redemption.
§ 2. Any commissioner or sheriff rpaking sales under this act shall
g ive to the purchaser a certificate of purchase, describing th e land or
lot sold , a nd the -amount for which .the same sold, an d the time of sale;
a nd a ny sales so made, except execution sa les, may be confirmed u~der
existing laws, but no such confirmati on · shall prejudice the rig ht of_ redemption as herein provided, nor shall any deed be made until the time
for redemption has expired.
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p. This act shall take effect ninety days from its _passage; and so much
of any laws in conflict with the provisions of this act a1·e he1·E!bY repealed.
The subsl:itute for said bill reads as follows, viz :
J. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken9
tucky, That hereafter, under all judgments for sale of real estato made
pursuant. to the judgments of any court of equity 01· law, or execution
is.ued thereon, the commissioner or sheriff whose duty it is to make Raid
ealeshall 1 before be proceeds to sell, select three discreet and disinte1·0sted
housekeepers of this State, and shall administer to them an oath fairly
and impartially to appraise such property, w~o shall proceed to appr:1ise
the same, and reduce their appraisement to writing, and deliver the sa1ne
totbe oommissione1· or sheriff, who shall return the same io the clet·k's
office of the court from which said judgment, execution, or orde1· of sale
issued, which shall be filed by the clerk and become a part of the record
of the case; and if property foils to bring two thirds of its apprai1,ed value,
the owner of the same, or any creditor or assignee of the owner, shall
have the right to redeem the same, within two yearR from the date of sale,
by paying to the purchaser the amount of his bid, with eight per cent.
inlercst on the same from the date of sale to ·the ti me of redemption.
§2 . .Any commissioner or sheriff making sales under this act shall
give to the purchasers a certificate of purcbase, dei;c1·ibing the land or lot
sold, and the amount for which the same sold, and the time of sale; and
any sales so made, except execution sales, may be confirmed under· existing laws, but no such confirmation shall prejudice the right of redemption
as herein provided, nor shall any deed be made until the time for redemption has expired.
~ 3. So' much of any law in, conflict with the provisions of this .ac.t are
hereby repealed.
f 4. This act shall take effect ninety days from its passage.
i\fr. C. U. McElroy moved the. following amendment to said sub'
stitute, viz:

/

<

Amend by striking out two years and inserting eighteen months.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.

Mr. J.P. Allen moved the following amendment to said substitute,
viz:
. Amend by striking out eight per cent. and inserting in lieu thereof
six per cent.
'
And the question being taken on th~ adoption of _said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Owens moved the f~llowing amendment to said substitute,

viz:
That the provisions of this act shall not apply to existing contracts.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said ameQdment,
it Was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. 0 wens and
Goodnight, were as follows, viz:

I

I

;
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Those who voted in the affirmati,ve, wereJan1'es P. Allen,
Charle" Godshaw,
E. H. Morjn,
Rohert F. Allensworth, faaac H. Goodnight, J.M. Neal,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
W. W. Orr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. L . Hazelip,
W. C. Owens,
Edmund Burr,
Samuel D. Hensley, .James Perkins,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Jo siah Hunter,
G. W. Prichard,
Henry Campbell,
.J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
A. C. Cope,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Ularence U . McElroy, Geo. H. B. Thompson
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John 0. Thompson-34.
Dennis Gleason,

Cle

Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. :::lp eaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. M. Rred,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. IC Bailey, .
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. L e wis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Gabriel Blevins,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Pat. Campion,
Jame.; F'. Means,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
James O'Bannon,
John · C. Welch,
.Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
J . S. Owsley,
Isaac T . West,
D. A. Glenn,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson-43.
Leven E . Green,
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The question was then take n on the adoption of said substitute,
and it was decided in the negative.

il ~

The yeas and nays being requirll<l thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Reed, were as follows, viz:
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Tho~e who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner) , Abner Eversole,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
Peter G. Fischer,
J . S. Owsley,
J . K. Bailey,
Henry George,
B. Mills Parrish,
Leven E . Green,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainb1·idge,
J.M. Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Gabriel Blevins,
W. L. HazeHo,
Richard A. Spur;·,
A. Buford,
:::lamu el D. H~nsley,
John A. Thomas,
Henry Campbell,
Lewis Jones,
John D. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
T. J. Lewis,
G. H. Towery,
W. T. Dicken,
J. W. Meador,
John 0. Welch,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
LaFayette Wilson--33.
Those who voted in the negative: wereJames P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
W . C. Owens,
Robert F. Allensworth, Jos. lVI. Kash,
William Points,
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G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas H. Mannen, Wm. M . Reed, ·
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T. J. Bush,
Jam es Barbour Mason, T. W. Scott,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
,\lex. T. 0raycroft,
Montgomery Merritt, J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
Hancock Taylor,
Dennis Gleason,
E.
H.
Morin,
Andrew Thomp,,on,
D. A. Glenn,
J.M. Neal, .
Geo. H. B. Thomp;ion,
Charles God shaw,
William Neal,
John Chas. Thompi;cin,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T .. West-41.
llilton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time .
i\lr. Glenn moved to reconsider the 1\·o te ordering said hill to its
1hird reading.
And the question being .taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
1\Ir. Glenn moved the following amendment thereto, viz:
ii.mend section 1 by adding thereto the fo llowin g: "That the defendant may make a tendet· to the purchaser, hi~ agent or attorney, if i11 the
county. of tbe amount of t,he deb_t and ten per cent. interest trom date of
mine on amount bid; and shou ld said purchaser, agent, or attorney fail or
reluse to receive said amount, the defo11thwt may make affidavit bcf'ore
the clel'k of said tender anct refusal, or that said purchaser, agent, 01· atlorney is absent from the county, and tl.ierefore it s hall ·be the duty of
said clerk to receive said amount and receipt for the same and file said
affidavit.
An<l the question being ta_k en on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative .
01'dered, Th~t said bill, as amended, be engrnssed and read a third
time.
The rnle of the House ancl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being di::ipemed \.Yith, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Governor, by Ho.n. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
iigned sundry enrolled bills and a resolution , which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to legalize certain wild cat and fox scalp certificates issued

by county court clerks.
An act to change the line betwe~n the countieB of Bal'l'en and

Hart .
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An act to incorporate the town of Pinevi:lle, Bell county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the appointment of
official repo1:ters, ancl for the preservation of evidence in certain
cases," approved Marnh 1, 1872.
~e, e
An act to incorporate the New Castle Cemetery Company, of Ne1V An
Th
Castle, Henry county, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of J. J. Stevens, John Todd, and J. F. Wright, !J[
of Campbell county.
An
An act to incor_Porate Muldraugh Lake Fish and Ice Company,
An act to authorize the clerk of the Union circuit court and Union
court of common pleas to make a cross-index to suits and causes on
file in said office.

ns
A

\al

An act for the benefit of R. P. Seay. ·
An act to .amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one
previous acts incorporating the town of Owenton, in Owen
county," apprnved February 27th, 1867, and the acts amendatory
thereto.

all

An act to prohibit the sale or giving away of intoxicating liquor,
at or within two miles of Middleto wn, Simpson county.
An act for the benefit of Burnley D. Smith, .o f Todd county.
An act to amend an act, en titled "An act in relation to official sales
in thfl county of Bracken," approved March 8, 1876.
An act fo amend section 2, article 13, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.
An act to charter the turnpike road from Alton to Camdenville,
Anderson county.
An act for the benefit of A. B. Davis, late sheriff of Owen county.
Resolution for the benefit of R. H. Fitzhugh.
In addition to the foregoing:

.

'

Au act to repeal an act, e·n titled "An act. to authol'ize the judge of
the Jefferson county court to appoint a collector of back taxes for
Jefferson county," which went into effect February 24, 1873, and to
di1·ect the Auditor to re-convey to parties their prnperty which has
·been sold under the prnvisions of said act.
[Became a law without the signature of the Governor, not having been returned to the
House in which it originated within the constitutional limit.]
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The House took from the orders of the day the motion to recon·
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sider the vote by which this· House recommitted the 1:eport of the
1ixt1
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Jad the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
nty.
pointment of
ce in certain
pany, of New

J. F. Wright,
Company.

' rt and Union
nd causes on

,asdecided in the negative.
)Ir.Merritt _moved to make the bill, which originated in the ,Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Ambrose W. Dudley,
Thespecial order of the day for to-morrow morning, at 11 o'clock,

!, ll.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
18s decided

in the affirmative.
Amessage was received from the Senate, announcing that they

)ad passed a bill, entitled
An act to prescribe the mode of ascertaining the value of the property of railroad companies for taxation, and fo 1· taxing the same.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

d reduce into
on, in Owen
amendatory

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi s ion as to the

ating liquors

The House then took from the orders of- the day the mo1:ion to re-

recond reading of said bill being di s pen se d with,
Ordered, That said bill be referred to the Committee on Railrnads.
consider the vote by which the House passed a bill, which originated
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the General
amdenville,
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in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the cha1·ter of the city of Louisville, approved
March 3, 1870.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:

\ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembl,1/ f!{ llze Commonwealth. of' Kenlvcky, That the charter of the city of Louisvill e be so amended that the gcner_alcouncil may, if they so desire, elect, at th eir first meeting in the month
~! January, 1880, and evel'y three years thcl'cafte r, a city we igher and
inspector. The general council may, by ordinance, reqnire thaL all per!On_s having or offering for sale, in the city of Louisville the following
srt1c!es, weighed by the city weigher, to -wit: baled hay and baled straw;
and1f any person sell or offer to se ll any of the above enumernted artitleswithout first havin g it so weighed and inspected, ho shall be fined for
ench offense not less than five 001' more than ten dollars, to be collecLed in
l~e s~me way that fines are now colleuted in the city of Louisville for
11 olat1on of ordi'n,t;tnces.
p. The fees of the said city weigher and inspector shall be us follows:
1orench load of hay, fifteen cents per ton ; for inspecting the same, fifteen
cents per ton.
Tbe city weigher and inspector shall provide for his 01vn use, and
avs~rn expense, an office, suitable scales, brands, balances and weights,
; !Cb · e shall cause t<> be tested by the Realer of weight~ and measures
?r .tbe county of Jefferson and - city of Louia1ville, at least once in .every
~i~ty ~ays, and receive a certificate thereof, to be preserved and filed by
_nn,all to be done at his own expense. Within one weok }1.ftcr his election, tbe city \lei.g her and int1pector, before -be 11 b-0ll enter upo-n ~he duties of

V,
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his offir.e, shnll give bond, in . the Rum of three thousand dollars to the city
of Louisville, for the f~ithful and impartial discharge of bis dutie~, With
at least two good Slll'et1es, to be approved by the general couucil, each of
whom shall be worth in >'isible property, exempt from execution the
amount !=1pecificd in said bond, and sba(I make oath befon, tbe mayor'that
he will discharg-e the official dnt,ies imposed upon him by law, or which
may be thereafter 1·equired of bim.
§ 4. The city weigher and inspector sh::tLI keep an abstract in a book
nnd reg-istcr the number, kind, and amount of articles weighed by him:
the foes received therefor, and report the same under oath to the mayor
quarterly, on the first meeting of the general council after the first day~
of January and April and Jul_y and October of each year. 'l;be register
of the city weigher s ha ll, at ,,II times, he open to the inspection of any
person interested in any weighing done by the weigher, to tho members
of the general council. or any committee thereof, and to the mayor of the
city. It 1,hall be bis duty to carofull_f weig~ and ~nspect all baled hay
anct ·baled straw; and for tho purpose of such mspect1on, he shall use such
instrument as he shall deem neceRsary for a thorough inspection thereof,
a11d sbail classify the same, and mark it accordingly, with the weight of
each bale as follow1:1: number -one, prime; number two, good; number
three, damagedr cipher (0), condc,nned. 'l'he last class, condemned,shall
comprise such as tho city weigher and inspector shall be satified was baled
with a view (by the p11rty bali11g or causing to be baled) of defrauding
put·chusers by the incorporaUon of foreign substances in such bale to increase the weight thereof. It shall furthe1· be the duty of such weigher
unci inRpector, in all bales of hitJ inspected by him bound with wooden
hoops oi· staveR, or r opes or hoops of any kind, to carefu lly estimate,,the
weight thereof, and deduct the same from the weight of such bales, marking evel'y bale with its net weight.
'
§ 5. 'fhe 0ity weigher and inspector shall give certificates of tbe weight
and quality of the hay or straw weighe.d and inspected by him, to the
perflon having tho flame weighed and inspected, and he shall keep a correct abstract of every certificate in a book to be kept at his office. Any
person changing the marks or brands of the inspector of bay, either as to
weight or quality, shal l, upon conviction thet·eof, be subject,to a penalty
of' not less than twenty nor mo1·e than one hundred dollars, to be collected as in other ca.Res of breaches of city 01·dinances. Any person who
1:1hall h:n•e had any article inspected or weighed as aforesaid, and received
a certificate of the inspection and weight thereof, wbo shall sell a part
thereof, and afterwards sel l 'or offer to sell the remainder as for the quantity called for in h1s c:crtificate, or shall change, alter, or in any miinner
falsify said certificate of the inspectot· and weigher, or shall suffer any of
these things to be don e, shal l, upon conviction, forfeit and pay not less
than fifty dollars to th e city of Louisville as in other offenses. Any perso n a.,cting as weigher, and issuing certificates of weighing,at scales not
authorized by law, or a.t scales which have been declared condemned, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdeme'an61·, and shall be fined the sum of ~ne
hundred dollars for every su·ch offense of weighing and issui_n g a cert1_fi.
cate therefor, to be 1·ecovered as provided in other misdemeanors.
§ 6: 'l.'he city- _weigh et' ma.y appoint ·not ID.ore than two ·deputie~; and
· both s hall take the san1e oath required to · be taken by th:e ·c ity weigher,
and shn ll give bond, with two ·~uretiei, rn· the surr(of two' 'tbo~sand' qQllars, eaClh of w-hom- sha ll be· worth ' ih visible' p1·op'er"ty over and above
their de-b't's, and exempt; from _e :s:eeutlon, the -amount
said bon~;' _and.
such deputies· shal~ no_t act as' ·s uch until they ·have been' cluly: q ualtfied
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t,elorethe mayor, by taking said oath and g iving s nch bond as above r cuired under the pe nalty of' paying a fine of fifty dollars .
1§7. 'ru weighing, the weigher and inspectoi· shall ascertain the not
,;ight of all articles weighed by him , a llowin g for tare the just a nd
iroper number of pounds, as ascertained by him from weight and act ual
uperience, and the c~stom of w_eighers and merchants 11nd dealers in
!lleharticles as are weighed by him.
§8. 'fhe general council of the city of Louisv ill e shall have the right,
'any time, to r e~nce the fees as provided here in , a~d cha rged by the
11
dtywoigher and in spector, and shall also have the ri ght to en um erate
,nyother article of mercbandise that they s hould think proper shou ld be
reighed and in spected by the said city weigher and in spector, and fix the
fees therefor by ordinance.
,
9, 'fhis iict shall not apply to th e county of Jefferson.
3310. This act to take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the motion to reconsider the vote
oywhich said bill was passed, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Gresham moved the previous question.
•
And the· question being taken," Shall the main que:5tion be now

put?" it was decid @d in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Owens and

I

Godshaw, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-lames P. Allen,
RobertF. Allensworth,
Clement R. Ambrose,
J.M. Bigger, ,
Gabriel Blevins,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
Henry Campbell,
A. C. Cope,
John Cowan,
Tbomas H. Dittor
IV. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Henry Geo rge,
D. A. Glenn,
·
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Leven E. Green,

W. Scott Gresham,
J. W. Griffith,

W. W. Orr,
J. S. Owsley,
Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
Samuel D. Hensley,
James Pet·kins, ·
W. H. Hillsman,
William Points,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. t{ouse,
Thomas H. Mannen,
Ralph L. Spalding,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T . T "a rtar,
W. J . McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Montgomery Merritt, John A . Thomas,
Tipton A . Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
J. M. Neal, .
Geo. H . B . Thompson,
Wm . Neal,
G. H. Towery,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
James O' Bannon, .
LaFayette Wilson-51.

Those who voted in the negative, wereMr.Spe~ker (Turner), T . M. Hill, ·
. ·
Richard Lambert; .
iat. ~ampion,
James F. M;eans,
enms Glea!lo'fi, _.
·· E. _H . Morin;
Charles Godshaw,
w·. C .. O'wens, · .
\V. L. Hazelip,. .
·

J.K. Bailey,

Joseph L. Pope,
T . W. Scott,
John Chas. Thompso_n, ·
John .D. Tho.mpso n,
J.iaac T. Wes't-16.
'

The question was tlien tiken on the paiisage o_f said bill, and it
Was decided in· the negative,

,,
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Ditto and
Gotlshaw, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereHenry Campbell,
Josiah Hunter,
W. C. Owens,
Pat. Campion, ·
RichardLambert,
Joseph L. Pope,
Dennis Gleason,
James Barbour Mason, Wm. M. Reed,
Chades Godshaw,
James F. Means,
Ferdinand Riguey-13,
W. L. Hazelip,
,
'I

'

I

Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, T. M. Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
T. W. Scott,
J. K. Bailey,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Gahriel Blevins,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U . McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
A. 0. Cope,
Montgoml:'ry Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Tipton A Miller,
John A. Thomas,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. M. Neal,
Geo. H. B. T9ompson,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
John. C. Welch,
lsaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
Isaac· T. West,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson-55.
W. Scott Gresham,
And so said pill was rejected.
Mr. Taylor moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
rejected.
Mr. Buie moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion·, it
was, decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Godshaw and
Owens, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
W.W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
J. S. Owf'ley,
RohertF. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
W. f!. Hillsm~n,
Granville V. Rouse,
Gab1·iel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
.
Ralph L. Spalding,
Benjamin F-,·Bi:tie,
Thoma11 l:I : Mantl~Ii~ Rtchard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
James B'arbour Mason,·J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. M.cElrqy:,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
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Andrew Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Wm. Neal,
G. H. Towery-44.
Abner Eversole,
T. J . Oatts,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the negative were-

J.M. Bigger,

W. L. Hazelip,
T. M. Hill,
Josiah Hunter,
Richard Lambert,
J. W. Meador,
James F. Means,

E . H. Morin,
W. C. Owens,
Wm. M. Reed,
Ferdinand Rigney,
G. E. Speck,
Isaac T. West-19.

'

Henry Campbell,
Pat. C11mpion,
Dennis Gleason,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
J. W. Griffith,
At l:4f> o'clock. P. M., Mr. Godshaw moved that the House do now

rp urr,

adjourn.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

ns,

mts,
. Rouse,

~aid ing,

ylor,
mas,

was decided in the negative.

pmpson,
~~ompson,
rhompson,
mpson,

and Morin, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, werePat. Campion,
James Barbou1· Mason, T. W. Scott,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. C. 0 wens,
Andrew Thompson,
W. T. Dicken,
G. W. Prichard,
Jno. C..Thompson-10.
Charles Gods haw,
Those who voted in the neg1;1-tive, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
J. M. Neal,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott 'Gresham,
William Neal,
RobertF. Allensworth,J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon,
J.K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M. Hill,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,·
Lewis Jones,
•Wm. M. Reed.
Gabriel Blevin,s ,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Edmund Bui-r,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spun,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington ,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West-50.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
E H. Morin,
The Speaker appointed Mess1·s. John Charles Thompson, Spalding,
Hunter, Spurr, and W. J. McElroy a special committee under the

f

l

.y,
ch,
~t,

1

ilson-55.

d bill was

motion·, it

: shaw and

rd,
Rouse,
Ming,
rnrr,
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rias,

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gods haw

resolution in rega1:d to redu-c tion of taxes.
s.-131

,~
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The House took from the ord·ers of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section l, chapter 92, of the General, Statute~.
Mr. Btgge1· moved an amendment to said bill.
Upon the question of the adoption of said amendment, the yeas
ana nays were demanded by Messr::l. Dicken al)d Reed, and the further consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of the hour
for adjournment.
And then the .House adjourned until 7½ o'clock, P. M.
The Bourn met pursuant to adjournment.
The House took frpm the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate the German International Bank.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House- and the constitutionat provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and 1·ead a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bil'l being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, Tha~ said hill do pass, and that the titJ.e thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Cowan, from the Committe!) on Banks, to whom wa:s referred a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Greenup Mutual Savings Association,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Buford moved that said bill be 1·ecommitted to the Committee
on Banks.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
·was decided in the affirmative.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled" An aet to establis-h an Insuran.ce
Bureau," approved, March 10, 1870.
Which was read the fir,1t time and order·e d to b-e read a ·second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispe.nsed with,
Ordered, That &aid biH be read a th-it'd time.
Said bill was read the third time a,s foUows, viz~
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonurealth of Kert,;
tucky, '.l'hat an act, entitled "An act to establish an Insurance Bureau,
I,
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beso amended as to reqnire the fees, therein rrqnired to be paid to tbf1

Auditor for ex offe,cio serv ices, Lo be paid into the 'l'reatiury fot· the use of
lhe State, nnd the Andi tor in li eu thet·eof shal l be paid 011t of the Tt·easory, ns a compensation for t-he -servi0es therein required, an annual salary
of nine hundred dolla1·s.
.

p.

'£his act shall take effect and be in force from and after January

tho 1st, 1880.

And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
·
The yeas and nays being required tl:iereon in pursuance to a pl'O·
\
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz: .
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

Mr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
a second

as to the

e.
~ as to the
lame being

l-eo f be as

referred a
ciation,
Committee

motion, it
that they
Insuran.ce
a ·second

I

as to the

!Ith of Ken·

:e Bureau,"

C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose,
J.K. Bailey,
E. C. Bainbridge,
UL Bigger,
Gabl'iel Blevins,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
T.J. Ilush,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Henry Campbell,
rat. Campion,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. T. Dicken,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,
Henry George,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,

Wm. Neal,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
T. J. Oatts,
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
W. Scott Gresham,
W. W. Orr,
.T. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
Samuel D. HenBley, Joseph L. Pope,
T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
Josiah Hunter,
Wm. M. Reed,
Lewis Jones,
Fel'dinan<l Rigney,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
Richard Lambert,'
Ralph L Spalding,
T. J. Lewis,
H.ichard A. Spun,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
David Martin ,
Hancock Taylor,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
Clarence U. McEll'Oy, Andl'ew Thompson,
W. J. McE!t-oy,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas. Thompson,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
Tipton 4. Miller,
John C. Welch,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
J. M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-76.

In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the tit.le of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a.bill, entitled
A bill to repeal an act, entitl ed "An act to amend an act to incorporate the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholasville Turnpike Road
Company."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a secorid
time.

,,,
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
seco nd reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time, as follows:
WHEREAS, Many stockholders of the Danville, Lancabter, and Nicholasvil le Turnpike Road Company enjoyed certain_ privileges and immunities under its charter for a period of forty -two years, which were taken
from them by an amendment to said charter approved March 1, 1876·
and whereas, it is now desirable to r emove a ll such restrictions as wer~
imposed by said amendment; therefore,
9 1. Be it enacted by the General,Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That all the provisions of· an act to amend an act, entitled "An act
to amend an act to incorporate the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholasville
Tu 1·11 pike Road · Com pan_v ," approved March 1, 1876, be, and the same are
hereby, repealed.
§ 2. This act to take effect from its passage.

'"

And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by lV!P.ssrs. Cowan and
Spalding, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
A . .Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
G. E. Speck,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
J . T. Tartar,
T. J. Bush,
T. J. Lewis,
John l\.. Thomas,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, Andrew Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
James Barbout· Mason, Jno. D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
John 0. Welch,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
J.M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-48.
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman ;
William Points,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Joseph L. ·Pope,
John Cowan,
W. J. McEl_roy,
Wm. M. Reed,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James F. Means,
T. W. Scott,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, · Ralph L. Spalding,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
Richard A,. Spurr,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owei;is,
G . H. Towery-23.
Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Sen·ate, announcing_that they
had passed a bill, entitled
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An act to incorporate the Louisville Boat·d of Fire Un_derwrite1·s.
Which was read the first time and
ordernd to -be -read a second
I
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision a;; to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constit-utional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, , and · that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to establish a normal school.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional proYision as to the
second reading of said hill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rul e of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Hensley, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill for the benefit of, P.A. Cline, sheriff of Pike county.
Said bill was read the first time as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by th.e General Assembly of the Commonwealth of' Kentucky, That the sheriff of Pike county be, and he is hereby, given until
the 1st day of August, 1878, to pay into the Treasu1·y the St11Le revenue
coming to the State from Pike county for the year 1877.
§ 2. Provided, Said sheriff shall, together with his securities, go befo~·e
the Pike county court and execute such bond or bonds as may be required
of said sheriff by said county court. Said court shall, be satisfied the bond
or bonds are good and sufficient to secure to the State the payment of said
revenue.
,
§ 3. 'l'his act shall take e:tfect from its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional p1'. ovision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered; That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Th e rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispens~d with, and the same being
engrossed,
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided . in the affirmative.
The-yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Buford and
Hamilton, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were.Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
W.W. Orr,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
J. S. Owsley,
J. K.. Bailey, .
Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M. Hill,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,
W . H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
Edmund Burr,
Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T . J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
W . H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
1'. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Ed,·ington,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
J. W . .Meador,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
Montgomery Merritt, Joho C. Welch,
I. H. Goodnight,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West-53.
Leven E. G reen,
William Neal,
Those who voted in the negative wereC. T. Allen,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Tipton A. Miller,
A . Buford,
Henry George,
Wm. lVI. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
G. H Towery-12.
R esolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Bills we re reported by the several committees, who were directed
t9 prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Geo . H. B. Thompson, from the Committee on' Propositions
anti G,·ievances-

pa

cit

th

K

tin

re

ae

A bill for the benefit of the Uadisle and Jackstown Turnpike Road
Company, lower route.
' By Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Moral and Religious lnsti·
tutions-

th

A bill to repeal an act, en titled "An act regulating the sale of
i,pi rituous, malt, ·and vinous liquors in the town of Taylorsville,
Spencer county ."

a

By Mr. Cooke-, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA hill to repeal an act, entitled "An act concerning t,he joint expenses of the county of Jefferson and city of Louisville, Kentucky,"
approved February 10, 1876.
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By,sameAbill to prevent and punish extortionate charges by the gas companies doing business in this Commonwealth.
By sameAbill to incorporate the Colored Or.phans' Aid Association of the
city of Louisville.
By same-Abill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of

ns,
nts,
ard,
tigney,
Rouse,

1he city of Louisville," approved March 3, 1876.
By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statu'tesA bill to prevent base ball playin~ on Sunday in Kenton county.

l'

By sameA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act allowing a constable in
Kenton county to appoint one deputy," approved February 16th,

mas,
mpson,
rhompson
jmpson, '
ch,
I t-53.

1860.

ill er,
d,
purr,
-12.
e directed
z:
opositions

By Mr. Cowan, from t.he Committee on Banks-

•

A bill incorporating the Farmers' Deposit Bank, at Franklin.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill for the benefit of Hiram Stanfield, of Whitley county ..
By Mr. Buje, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances' reties of C.
Abill for the benefit of the su

M. Pack, sheriff of Mar•

tin county.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the Shannon Cemetery, in Mason county.
Wbich bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

ike Road

seco nd reading of said bills being dispensed with,
01·dered , That said bills be engrossed and reail a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provieion as to the

ous Insti·

third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being'
engrossed,

1e sale of

Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof' be as

f lorsville,

aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the sa~e had been referred, of the following

jointexentucky,"

titles, viz :
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on EducationAn act to permit the children within two and a half miles of
the corporate limits of the city of Louisville to go to the common

'

.
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schools of tbe city by paying $10 to the trustees of said schools per
family.
By Mr. Gleason, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to authorize the 1·eduction in the width of tl)e streets and
all-eys in the city of Louisville.
By Mr. Burr, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of Rebe_c ca McCarty, of Whitley county,
By Mr. Lambert, from the Committee on EducationAn act for · the benefit of school district No. 25, of Rockcastle
county.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule o~ tbe House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resofoed, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Godsbaw moved to reconsider the vote by wbich this House
p,a ssed a hill, entitled ,

''

1

'

Di

ins

An act to amend an act, entitled "An· act to amend the charter of
the city of Lo\lisville," approved March 3, 1870.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
On motion of Mr. Godshaw, leave was given him to withdraw
said bill from the House.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Dicken.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz:
On motion of Mi·. J. C. Thompsonl. A bill fur the benefit of J. S. McFatridge, sheriff of Mercer
, county.
On motion of same-

cou

2. A bill to repeal t.he prohibito'ry whisky law in this Common·
wealth.
On motion of Mr. Scott-

Ute,

3. A bill directing the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund to pun·
ish, by expulsion from office . lock-keepers on the Kentucky river who
fail to report persons who dip or seine for fish.
On IT)Otion of Mr. Andrew Thompson'4. A bill to create a sinking fun'd for Washington county.
On motion of same-5. A bill to authorize the Washington county court to appoint a
treasurer for said county.
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On motion- of same6. A bill to authorize th e board of trustees of Springfield to appTOiriate moneys from the tow n treasury to Washington county.
On motion of Mr. Tartar7. A bill for the benefit of W. F. Goggin, of Pulaski county .
On motion of Mr. West8. A bill to attach the county of Leslie to the Ninth CongreRsional
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District.
On motion of Mr. Morino. A bill to amend chapter 38, article 11 , General Statutes.
On motion of l\{r. ParrishlO. A bill to amend the charter of the city of Glasgow. '
' on motion of Mr. Taylor11. A·bill for the benefit of W. C. D. Whips, Jefferson county.
On motion of Mr. Cooke12. A bill to authorize the Tt·avelers' Insuran·ce Company to effect
insurance upon the lives of individuals.
On motion of Mr. Reed13. A bill to impose a tax on the shares of stock in National Banks
in this Commonwealth.
On motion of Mr. Hill14. A bill to amend an act fixing the time of holding the circuit
and criminal courts in the twelfth judicial district, so as to give to
the circuit cout·t of Campbell county more time.
On motion of Mr. Spurr15. A bill to amend an act to incorporate the Athens and Wal nut
Hill Turnpike Company, approved March 21st, 1871.
On motion of same16. A bill in relation to the appointment of a physician for the
county poor-house of Fayette county.
On motion of Mr. Campbell·
17. A bill to amend section 6, article 31, chapter 29, General Statutes, for the benefit of Thomas G. Poore, of Hickman county.
On motion of Mr. Glenn18. A bill to amend chapter 67, General Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Cooke19. A bill to incorporate the German International Bank.
Vrdered, That the Committee on Propositions and Grievances prepare and bring in the 1st, 7th, and 11th; the Committee on Moral and
· H. R.-132

/
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Religious Institutions the 2d; the Committee on Corporate Institutions the 10th; the Committee on Ways and Means the 4th, 5th,
6th, 15th, and 16th; the Committee on County CoUl'ts the 8th and
17th; the Committee on General Statutes the 9th and 18th; the Committee on Insurance the 12th; the Committee on the Judiciary the
13th; the Commit.tee on Circuit Courts the 14th; the Committee on
' Banks the lOth, and the Committee on Internal lmprovetnent the 3d.
And then the House adjourned.
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FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 1878.
A message was receiverl from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
·
An act to incorporate t~e town of Dunnville, in Casey county.
An act to incorporate the Winchester and Beattyville Railroad
Company.
· ·
An act to incorporate the Scbardine Cemetery Company.
An act to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt fiquors
in the town of Monticello, and within three miles of said town.
An act to create and establish two addiiional magisterial and
voting districts in the county of Boyd.
An act to re-enact an act to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors
in the town of Antioch, Metcalfe county.
An act repe~ling an act, entitled "Ari act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the -r ights of the
owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876, so far
as the same applies to Jefferson county, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of common school district No. I, Nicholasville, Jessamine county.
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An act to extend the time of paying the revenue of McLea,n county
into the
Treasury to July I, 1878.
I
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An act to incorporate the Jessamine Coupty Medical Society, in
Jessamine county.
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An act to repeal all laws granting lottery privileges or franchlses
to any person or corporation.
An act for the benefit of G. W. Barnes, of Bath county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of St. Charles, in Hop-

lioa county.
An act for the beneiit of school district No. 30, in Calloway county.
An act authorizing the clerk of the Montgomery circuit court to
procure and make general cross-indexes.
An act to legalize the marriage · of Noah Varner and Sarah 0.
· Varner, of Nicholas county.
An act fo1· the benefit of Aaron Thrasher, committee of Coleman
Carr, Riley Carr, William Carr, and Francis Kilgore, pauper idiots of
Pendleton county.
An act to regulate the sale by retail of spirituous, vinous, and malt
,liquors in the Monterey and New Columbus districts, in Owen county.
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An act in relation to the Spencer Institute.
An act to incorporate the State Agricultural, Mechanical, Zoological, and Botanical Association, Jefferson county.
An act for the benefit of Reuben Sloan, of Clinton county.
With amendments to the last two na.med bills.
That they had passed ~ills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act for the benefit of William Durrett, of Taylor county.
2. An act to incorporate the Hardinsville, Bullard's Cross Roads,
and Harrisonville Turnpike Road Company.
3. An act in relation to working road tax on the Augusta and Berlin Turnpike Road, or to pay the same to road company, in Bracken
county.
4. An act for the benefit of J. H. Davis, of Balla1·d county.
5. An act to legalize the orders of the Ballard county qua1·terly
court.
6. An act to incorporate Hepburn Lodge, No. 576, Free and Accepted Masons, Martinsburg, Elliott county, Kentucky.
7. An act for the benefit of Henry Fields, of Perry county.
8. An act for the benefit of W. H. Fitzpatrick, late sheriff of
Floyd county.
9. An act authorizing the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund to
settle with H. I. Darnell and Johnson A. Young and others.
10. An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce
into one the sever.al acts organizing and regulating the lunatic asylums of this State," approved March 20, 1876.
'I
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11. An act to provide a suitable mansion for the Governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to he
read a second time.

/

The rule of the Ho_use and the comtitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being d'ispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st, 4th, 7th, and 8th to
the Committee on Claims; the 2d and 6th to the Committee on Cor,
porate Institutions; the 3d to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 5th to the Committee on County Courts; the 9th to tbe
Committee on the Judiciary; the 10th to the Committee on Charitable
Institutions, and the 11th to the Committee on Ways and Means.
. That they had concurred in the amendments proposed by the House
of Representatives to a hill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend chapter 85, General Statutes, title "Penitentiary."
Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Cabin
Creek, La~rel Hill, and Manchester Turnpike Road Company," approved March 14, 1870.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being diE1pensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took from the orders of the day the amendment
proposed by the Senate to a biill, which originated in the House of
Representatives, entitled
An act to authorize the county court of Robertson county to estab·
lish chain-gangs in said coµnty, and to require persons adjudged
_guilty of misdemeanors to work therein.
Which amendment was twice read and, '!)On curred in.
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essage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
concurred in a resolution, which originated in the House of
sentatives, entitled
esolution in relation to adjournment.
ith an amendment thereto.
bich amendment was twice read and concurred in.
he hour of 10:05 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took
he special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
bill to prevent discrimination in charges on freight transported
railroads operated in this Commonwealth .
aid bill reads as follows, viz :
I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken' That no 1·ailroad compa ny, corporation, person 01· person s operating
same, shall discriminate between any person, company, or corporanio the rules demanded or collec~d for freights transported upon such
, or upon such road and its connections, so as to demand or collect
mone person , company, or co1·poration mo1·e than may be demanded,
din good faith collected, from any a nd all other persons, companies,
dcorporations for freight of the same kind and class.
§2. That any company or corporation, or officer or ageut thereof, re iver or other perso11, who may violate any of tbe provisions of this act,
,an forfeit and pay to the person, company, 01· corporation aggrieved
ereby, twice the ex·c ess of the freight demanded or collected contrary
ereto, and also any otlte1· damages sustained thereby, the sa me to be
vered by ordinary action in any court having jurisdiction, and s hall
rfei~ and pay to the Common weal th of Ken tacky, for each offonse, the
1)1 of fifty dollari;, to be recovered upon the presentment 0L' indictment
the grand jury of the county in which such wrongful charge may bave
en domanded or collected.
§3. This act shall take effect from its passage.

Mr. John Charles Thompson offered the following amendment to
id bill, viz :
·
By adding after the word "passage," the provisions of this act shall
nly apply to freight transported to or from, as well as between, points in
entucky.
The substitute to said bill reads as follows, viz :

•

§1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of tlte Cornmonwealth nf Kenky1 That on all railroads operating. or l'Un ni ng, in whole or in part, within this Commonwealth, all freight shipped from one terminus to 01· beyoud
the other terminus, and all freight shipped from either teL·minu s, l;y the
car load, to any intermediate station, or from any intermediate station, by
the car load, to or beyond either te1·minus, shall be deemed "through

~~

.

, §2. That all freight shipped from one intermediate St!\tion to another
Intermediate station, on the same railroad, and all freight, in less quantity
than a car load, shipped from either terminus to an intermediate stat ion,
or f~o)n an intermediate station to or beyond the terminus, !'hall be denomrnated ·" way freight."

.'
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§ 3. That for either "th rough or way freight " of the same claAs or kind
as de~ned_ by this a~t, gi·eater propo1·tioned ra~es of freight may be char ed
per mile for short distances than for greater distances; but in no case s~all
the freight charged or collected for a shorter distance exceed that charged
in good faith and collected for a greater distance over the same road or
roads, but greater rates per mile may be charged for ''way freights" tban
tor" Lhrough freights" as herein defined.
'
§ 4. That no ruilroad company, corporation-, person or persons oporat.
ing the same, shall discriminate between any person, company, or corpo.
ration. in the r ates demanded or collected for freights, or in any rebntes
allowed npon freight transported upon such road, or upon snch road and
its connections, so as to demand 01· collect from one person, company.or
corporation more than may be demanded, and in good faith collected from
any and all other persons, companies, and corporations for freight ~f the
same kind and class.
·
§ 5. 'rhut any company or corporation, or officer or agent thereof, re.
ceiver 01· other person, who may ·violate any of the provisions of tltisact,
shall forfeit and pay to tbe person, company, or corporation aggrieved
thereby, twice the excess of the frejght demanded or collected contrary
hereto, and also any other damages sustain ed thereby, the same to be recovernd by 01·dinar_y action in any court having jurisdiction, and shall also
forfeit and pay to the Commonwealth of Kentucky, for each offense, tho
sum of one bnndred dollars, to be recovered upon the presentment or
indictment of the grand jury of the county in which such wrongful charge
may have been demanded or received.
§ 6. 'l'bis act shall take effect from its passage.
And the question being taken on tqe adoption of said substitute, it
was decided in the affirmative.

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prov1s1on as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
T,he question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Adair and
Andrew Thompson, were as follows, viz:

'I

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speake1· (Turner), W. L. Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
C. T. Allen,
Lewis Jones,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Jos. M. Kash,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q . Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
T. VV. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
W . J. Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, John A . Thomas,
Henry George,
Tipton 'A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. M. Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Leven E. Grtlen,
T. J. Oatts, ,
John C. Welch-36.
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Those who voted in the negative, were-William Neal,
Cromwell Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
W.W.
Orr,
Rubert F. Allensworth, Dennis Gleason,
W . C. Owens,
J. K. Bailey,
D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Charles Gndshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
J.M. Bigger,
J . W. Griffith,
William
Points,
A. Buford,
Milton Hamilton,
G . W. Prichard,
' sons oporatT. J. Bosh,
T . M. Hill,
G1;anville V . Rollse,
ny, or corpo.
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. H. Hillsman,
J. T. Tartar,
any rebates
Henry Campbell,
Josiah Hllnter,
John Chas. Thompson,
uch road and
Pat.
Campion,
Richard
Lambert,
company. or ,
John D. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thom~s H. Mannen,
ll~cted, from
G. H . Towery,
A.
C.
Cope,
David
Martin,
re1ght of the
Isaac T. West,
John Cowan,
James F. Means,
LaFayette Wilson-43.
Alex . T. Craycroft,
E . H. Morin,
t th ercof, res of tliis act
Thomas H. Ditto,
n aggrieved
And so said bill was rejected.
ted contrary
Mr.
fohn Charles Thompson entered a motion to reconsider the
me to be re.
nd shall also
\'ote by which said bill was rejected.
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House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the Auditor, with the assent of the Attorney
General anrl Governor, to compromise witlt defalllting sheriffs and

'I

collectors of the public revenue and their sureties;
An act to incorporate Jonat han Lodge, No. 152, Independent 01:der
of Odd Fellows, of Henderson county;
An act to enable the trustees of the First Baptist Church of Bowling Green to sell and convey the real estate of said church;
An act in regard to the offices of Q,llarter-Master General, Adjlltant General, and'. lnspector General;
An act regulating the employes at the Arsenal in Frankfort, Ken-

tucky;
An act to incorporate t'he Tradewater Improvement Company;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following title~, viz :
An act to organize and establish a sy:3tem of public schools in
the Elizabethtown common school dist1·ict, in Hardin county, fo1·
white children in said district;
An act to establish the collnty of Leslie;
An act concerning the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in Fulton county;
An act for 'the benefit of L. F. Mu llikin, committee for Aris and
Jefferson Wiggins, pauper _idiots of Robertson county;

,,
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An act for the benefit of Lewis White, committee for Aletha White
a pauper idiot of Robertson couuty;
'
An act for the benefit of H. L. Wil,;on, committee for Elizabeth
Dotson, a pauper idiot of Robertson county;
An act for the henefit,of the Carroll County Fair Association;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville;
· An act for the benefit of the city of Louisville;
An act to repei:tl an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish a graded school in Elizabethtown," adopted by the General
Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky on the 25th day of
March, 1869;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Spe aker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from the Senate , announcing that they
had received official information that the Governor had approve_d and
signed sundry enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend ·section 6, chapter 1786, Acts 1869, entitled
"An act to incorporate the town of Pembroke, in Christian county,"
approved March 6, 1869.
An act to change the time of holding quarterly courts in Owen
county.
An act for the benefit of Milton York, late sheriff ·of Knox county.
An act for the benefit of the sureties of John B. Brassfield, late
sheriff of Whitley county.

,,

An act to amend an act, entitled "An . act for the benefit of P. L.
Maxey, sheriff of Hart county," approved January 12, 1878.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Chattaroi Railway Company," approved March 11, Hl73.
An act for the benefit of John Heaton, sr., of Henry county.
An act to amend the charter of the Richmond and Lancaster
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Augusta, Germantown, and Johnson's
Junction Railroad Company.

• t

An . act to empower the county court of the county of Madison
to take stock in turnpike roads in said county.
An act for the benefit of the city of Ashland, and to amend certain
acts relating to ·the town and city of Ashland.
Resolution authorizing the Governor to ·appoint honorary commissioners to the Paris Exposition.
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from the Governor by Hon. J. Stoddard Johnston, Secretary of State,
l'iZ :

STATE OF KENTUCKY, EXECUTIVE DEPARTM0NT,
FRANKFORT, March 29, 1878.

Gt'llllemen of the Senate and House of Representatives :
The General Assembly, by a r esolution approved March 9th, 1876,
directed the Attorney Genernl to institute proceedings in the Franklin
circuit court against certain perflons, associations, or companies balding,
claiming, or exercising certain lottery privileges; and in accorclance with
the requirements of ti.le resoluLion, he in stituted five stuts in the name of
tbeCommonwealth against sa id parties.
Two of 1,be cases were, by order of' the Franklin circuit co urt, transferred lo t,h e Oldham cireuit co nrt, and one to tbe Woodford circuit court,
which last named case is set for trial Wednesday next. Fur reasons ect
forLh in a communication addressed to me officiall y, the Att.orney General
declines to attend further to these cases without adcliiional legislation;
and on account of the importance of the cases, aml the fact that I do not
feel uutborized by law to employ an atiorney to attend to them, I herewith submit for your consideration the communication of the Attorney
General, and ask you to take sucb aetion as, in your wisdom, you may
deem proper.
JAMES B. McCREARY, Governor.
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE,
}
FRANKFORT, KY., Mareh 29, 1878.

To HoN . JAMES B. McCREARY, Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky:
1

DEAR SIR: On the 9th day 01 March, 1876, by reso lu t ion No. 4t, the

General Assembly directed the Atto rn ey General to institute prneeedings
in the Franklin circuit cou rt again st such persons or companies or associations as claimed a lottery fr.auchise, to have the samo declared expi1·od,
and to cause t,o be punished in the proper court said persons.
And on the 2d day of January, 1878, the Speaker ll.1.id before t,he House
of Representatives my r eport of my procedure und er said r eso lution , in
~hich, among other things, I _inform ed tbe General Assembly that I had
rnsLituted in the Franklin eircuit court s nits in the nature ot quo warranto
agninstlst. Geo. W. Craddock, James S . Smith, et al., who claimed to have the
right to draw 6.260 classes and 'dispose of prizes by way' of lottery, &c.
3d. Against E. S. Stewart and others, who claimed the right to raise, by
way of lottery, $10 0,000 .
.
4th. Again st James S. Smith, W. J. Waller, and others, who claimed
the right, by way of ' lotte1·y, to raise an unknown s um, &c .
'!'hat tbe last two named here, a nd numbered in said report as 3d and
4th. were, bv order of court transferred to the Oldham circuit court and
that 1 bad attended to them' in said court, &c.
,
Tbe first one-again st Craddock and Smith-wat1 a few days .ago, by
order of court, transfened to the Woodford circuit court .
. All were transferred against my wishes and over my protest. I thought
it my duty unde1· the atoresaid resolution to attend to said cases, and, in
doing so, bad expended out of my own money ov er :five hundred dollars
(nearly six hundred). I felt, and yet am of opinion, that if energetically
pushed that I can have each and e-v ery grant claimed declared exhausted

''
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or rep~a ~ed, a~cl of ~ o e ffect; bubt to the n put a sdtop to the lottery business
many 111Jnnct1ons w1 11 1rnve to e suec1 out, an very many peroons p
ished by fine~. This, however, oan be done, though time and labor un .
neccsl'<ary. Since this General Assembly convened I have succeectct0
trying the Henry grant, and in obLaining a judgment dcclarino- it ~n
0
0
longoi· of any force.
'l'l_1e law does n?t require the Att?rney Gen?ral to aLtond to any cases
011t,11de of Frankl111 county,_except in the United States circuit and dis.
trict conrtf!. There is no means or way provided' for reimbursing me the
money expended, much less to pay for my services. '.rhis General Assam.
uly hnR not provided !or either; and because of the great interest manifested b,r all good people throngbout the State to sec this extremely
pernicions species of gambling _put _down, and_ because I cannot longer
atro1·d to Rpcnd my money and Lime 111 pt·osecut1ng these cases in Oldham
and Woodford counties witbout any reasonable expectation of being paid
back the nccrsRary expenditure of money, I have. in view of the fact that
the case in Woodford will be called for trial on Wednesday next, thought
proper to ?ulf you1· atten~ion to these facts, th'.it you might take such steps
aA ynnr wisdom should dictate to bave these important cases attended to.
1 am, very truly and respectfully, y o ur obedient servaut,
THOS. E. MOSS, Attorney General.
Mr. Cooke moved to refer said message to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Lambert entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which this
House passed a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the city of Louisville.
Th·e hour of 10:10 o'clock, A.

M.,

having arrived, the House took

up the special order of the day for that.hour, viz: a bill, ent.itled
A bill to branch the Kentucky Penitentiary and other purposes.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:

§ 1 . Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth or Kentucky, That for the purpose and with a view to the ert>ction of a Branch

,,

Penitentiary as herei-nafter provided, the Governor shall, within sixty
days alter the passage of tbis act, appoint a commission, consisting of
three inte ll igent and discreet reAidents of the State of Kentucky, who
shall be known and sty led '' The Penitentiary Commission." Said Co~rnii-sion, when appointed and notified thereof, shall, if they accept said
appoinLr_n ent, within one month after their appointment, take an oath_ to
faithfully perlo1·m the duties herei,n af.!Rigned them, and shall each_g1ve
bond and good security to the Commonwealth in the penal sum of So,000,
conditioned for the faithful and honest discharge of theit· duties, and for
the faithful keeping and disbursing of any and all moneys that may COJ?C
into their hands, which bond shall be taken by the ,Govemor and by b1m
S!\fely kept.
§ 2. Said Commission shall, after the q na li fication, proceed to select _a
site and to purchase grounds Anitable for the erection of a Branch Pe_m·
te11tiary. In the selection or a location said Commission sha ll do so ,~ 1th
i·efereuce to the accessibi li ty of the p lace, health, and bu ilding materials,
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and shall give the preference to ~be southern portion of the Stato. 1 Said
Commission sha ll purchase not less than ten nor more than fifteen acres
ofland for said Branch Penitentiary, and the cost thereof sha ll not exceed
$1600. Before said purchase is finally consummated, the same shall be
reported by said Commission to the Governor, Auditor, a 11d Attorney General; and if th e location chosen, a11d the site se leetcd, and the price and
title to said land is approved by them, said Commissioners nrn,y cause a
deed to the land so purchased to be made to the Common wealth , anrl the
Auditor of Public Accoun_ts sha ll draw his warrant on the Tr·easur·er for
the purchase money for said land.
§3. Said Commission shal l cause a plan and specifications of the cells,
wall, and outbuilding-s to be made of the proposed Penitentiary; but the
plan &hall not be made so tha:t the walls will inclose more than six acres,
and the same shall not exceed twenty-four feot in beight above ground
and four feet in thickness at ground and two feeL at top of wall, and shall
be built of stone, and there shall not exceed 500 ce ll s. Said plan sha ll be
after the most approved modern style of prison, a.nd shal l be made so as
to combine snfety, cleanliness, healthfulness, conven ience, a11d comfort.
After said plan and specifi cation shall have been made, the s:11nc. sha ll be
submitted by said Commission to tbe Governor, Auditor, and Keeper or
Warden of the present .Penitentiary, and may be by them altered or
changed 1:10 as to best accomplish the above purposes. Said Commission,
inprocuring sa-id plan and specification, may do so by private contract or
public adve1·tisement, and they shall certify the cost thereof to the Auditor, who shall draw his warrant on the TrcaAurer to pa_y for same; but
the cost thereof shall not e.xceed $300 for tht·ee d_ifferent plans.
§ 4. After said plan :tnd specifications are obtained and accepted and
approved, as set forth in !\eCtion three of this act, it shal l be Che duty of
said Commission to advertise in two daily pape1·s published in Louisville,
Kentucky, one in Cincinnati, one in St. Louis, and ono in Chicago, for
bids for the erection of the buildings and walls acnording Lu the plan and
specification; and said advertisements sliall give, as fully a.s m,n be done,
the plan of said buildings, &c., and the amount of convict labor that can
be furnished by the -State, and sha ll reserve the right to rej ect any bids
that may be made for said work. Said Commission shall award Lhe con tract to the lowest and best bidder or bidders, if the same is othe1·wise
acceptable. But, if said Commission deem best, they inay adverLise for,
and receive bids for, the whole of said work in one contra ct, or they may
divide it into two or more sepat'ate contracts.
. § 5. Said Commission shall make it a condition precedent to the aw;.irdmg of a contract for the erection of snid walls, buildinMs, etc., that the
contractor or contractors shall take convicts from the Pw11tentiary in any
number that may be agreed upon between the said Commission and said ,
co~tractor or contractors, not exceed ing five hundred; and for the gua1·ding,
safe-keeping, sheltering, diet. furnishing medical attendance to, clothing
and compensation for, said eonvicts, the said Commission may eontract
for and in behalf of the Common wealth with said contractor o'1· cotltract-

ors.
§ 6. Before said contract shall he final, the contmctor or contractors to

whom is awarded said work shall execute s uffici ent bone!, with approved
se~urity, payable to the CommonwealtlJ, cond itioned that he or they will
~a1thfully an(i folly perform the contraet fot· erecting said walls and buildings, according to the plan and specificati ons furn isl.Jed him or them, and
tb_at he or they will faithfully and fully comply with the contract made
W1tb said Commission concerning the guarding, safe-keep ing, sheltering,
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diet, furnishing medical at,Lendancc and clothing to, and compensation for
said c:on'l'icts; sa id bonu sha ll be approved by the Governor, and shall b~
by him Rafely kept.
§ 7. After said contract is awal'c.led, and said bond, as required in section
six, has been executed and appl'oved, and the contractor or contractors
notify said Commission that he or they are ready for· the convipt labor it
shall be the duty of said CommiRsion to bave transmitted to said contractor
as · many of the convicts as may he agreed upon for said work. The cost
of said transportation shall be paid by the Auditor upon the written order
of snid Commi~sion; and said Commission shall lik ewise see that all coo.
trnets between the c.:intraetor 01· contractors and said Commission are
faithfu I ly and fully observed; fl nd a violation of any part of said contract
or contracts shall be regarded af:l a breach of the bond of said contractor
or con tractors.
§ 8. As tbe work progresses, said Comm ission may furnish the Auditor
with eRtimates, deducting therefrom the pl'iee of the labor of the convicts·
and upon the pl'oduction of such estimates, the Auditor shall draw hi~
warrant in favol' ot the contnwlor or contractot·s: Provided, That not
exceeding eighty per c11nt. of the cost of tbe work shal l be paid until the
work if< completed and appl'oved f'S hereinafter provided.
§ 9. It shall be the duty of said Comm ission to exercise over said work,
as it progresses, a careful supervision, so as a pel'fect compliance with the
plan und speci:ficat.ion and contr:\L:t may be secured; and if, during the
progress of the work, it becomes apparent to said Commission that they
can make a chan ge from the origina l plan and specification that would
add Lo the usefulness, bealtb, 01· dural;>ility of !:laid work, they may, after
:first proc~ring the wriLten consent and agreement of 1 tbe contractor or
contractors, have s uch change effected: Provided, Such a change does not
mate1·iully add to the cosL of said walls, buildings, etc.
§ 10. Said Commissioners shall 1ieceive annual ly for theil' services $500
each, and necessary traveling expenses, upon an itemized statement of
same, uceompanied by affidavit of oach Commi~sioner.
§ 11. Said Commissioners are authorized to purclrnAe rock, gravel, and
material ne~esRary for tho erection of said walls and buildings; and if
they shall be unable to procure the right of way to any quarry where
they procut'e r ocl,, or to agree witb Lbe owner of any quarry of rock as
to price of same, the Same may bo condemned as land is now condemned
by law, and the Auditor shall draw his warraut for the amount the same
is as::;essed at.
~ 12. Said Commission sha ll, in their discretion and judgment, have tho
powet· to reject all bids for the e rection of. said walls, buildings, etc., and
employ one competent arch itoet and as many skilled mechanics and agents
as they may deem necessary, en such terms as may be agreed upon, aad
proceed, under Lhe provisions of this act, to erect said walls, buildings,
etc, with the convicts from the Penitentiary, at the expense of the State.
Should the said Commission determine so to do, they are hel'eby giv~a
and grnnted tbe power to contrnet fol' necessal'y guards, supp li es, med!cal
attendance, etc., for the convicts while so engaged at work on said buildings.
3 13. For the purpose of completing said work, the Rum of$
is
bel'eby appropt· iated.
14. All tho laws now in force for the regulation and diRcipline of the
Penitentiat-y shall be applieablo to the Branch, when •established.
, § 15. If said eohtract is made, and said wor·k is begun, before the meeting_of the next General Assembly, said Co_mmission shall report to same
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the p!'ogress they hnve made, and a full, comp lete, and explicit exhibit of
all they h11ve done under the provisions of this act.
· § 16. 'l'his act shall take effect from and after its pa1,sagc.
Mr. Hamilton offered the following amendment to the first section
of said bill, vi:7.:
Amend section one, lin e five, by adding after t he word" Kentucky" the
words "one from ca!'tern, one from central, and one from the weHtern portion of Kentucky."
And the question being taken on the adoption ·of said amendment,
it was decided in the affi!'matiye.
Mr. Cooke moved to amend said bill as follows, viz:
Amend the second section by striking out the figures $1,500, in the sevenU1 line, and insert in lieu thereof - the figures $3 000. Also, amc11d the
third section by striking out all after the word "comlort," in tbe eighth line,
down to and including the word "purposes," in the eleventh line. Also,
amend by striking out the figures $300, in the fourteenth line ot' the third
section, and inserting the figures $6 00.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. J.P. Allen offered the following amendment, viz:
Amend by striking out the words, in the fourth and fifth lines of section two," and shall give preference to the southern portion of the State."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was uecided in the negative.
The yeas an.d nays being required thereon by Messr:3. Adair and
Goodnight, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-

Mr. Speake1· (Turner), Charles Godshaw,

W. W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
William Point:3,
B. C. Bainbridge,
J. Q. Lackey,
Joseph L. Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
Richard Lambert,
G. W. Prichard,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Granville V. Rou="e,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Clarence U. McElroy, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
James F . Means,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, John C. Welch,
PeterG. Fischer,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West-38.
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
Tliose who voted in the negative, were0. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
8. Mills Parrish,
RobertF. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Lewis Jones,
T. W. Scott,
Jos. M. Kash,
Aug. Shelburne;
Edmund Burr,

I \
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, Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewi~,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J.M. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
William Neal,
G . H. Towery,
Leven E . Green.
Jame~ O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-as.
J. W. G1·iffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Mr. Adair moved th,e foll"wing amendment to said bill, viz: .
Amend third ~ection by striking out the word ''six," in the third lipe
and in sert the word "tweh e" in lieu thereof.
·'
Mr. Goodnight offered the following amendment to Mr. Adair's
amendment, viz:
Strike out" twelve," and .insert" ten" in lieu thereof.
Mr. Spalding moved the following substitute for Mr. Adait-'s amendment, viz:
Amend by inserting in lieu ot' "but the place shall not be made so that
_the walls will inclose mor~ than six acres," the words, "and the place
shall be made so that tho walls will inclose ten acres."
Mr. C. U. McElroy moved the following amendment to said sub' stitute, viz:
Amend by inserting" not less than eight nor more than ten acres."
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
of Mr. Goodnight to the amendment qffered by Mr. Adair, it was
decided in the negative.
The question was · then taken on the adoption of the amendment
· offered by Mr. C. U. McEll'oy to Mr. Spalding's substitute, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute of
Mr. Spalding, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Scott moved the following amendment to said bill, viz :
In line 6, section three, strike out" five hundred dollars," and insert
"one thousand dollars."
And the question being taken on th.e adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Buie moved the folluwing ~mendment to said bill, viz:
'Amend section thirteen by filling up the blank by inserting" one hundred and twenty thousand dollars."
Mr. Reed offered the following amendment to Mr. Buie's amend·
ment, viz:
Amend amendment by striking out" one hundred and twenty thousand
' dollars," and inserting in lieu thereof ·' th.irty thousand dollars."
,,
And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
of Mr. Reed, it was decided in the negative.
1
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Hamilton, were as follows, viz :
Those who vot~d in the affirmative, were-James Barbour Mason, Wm. M. Reed-2.
Those who voted in the negative, were-
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Mr.Speaker (Turner), Charles-Gods)law,
W.W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. C. Owens,
C. T. Allen, .
Leven E. G1·een,
J. S. 0 wsley,
James. P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel ·D. Hensley,
William Points,
J.K.Bailey,
W. H. Hillsman,
Joseph L. Pope,
UL Bigger,
Josiah Huntei·,
·G_. W. Prichard,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. L{ouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
T. J. Lewis,
Augu,;tine Shelburne,
W. H. H Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
G. E . Speck,
Pat. Campion,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
A.O. Cope,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
John A . Thomas,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W.J. Edrington,
Tipton A. MiUer,
John D . Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
John C . Welch,
Henry George,
Wm. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-74.
D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
Mr. Reed moved to postpone the further c9nsideration of said bill,
and make the same the special order of the day for Tuesday, the 2d
day of April next, at 10:10 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
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was decided in the negative.
Mr. Hamilton moved the following amendment. to Mr. Buie's
amendment, viz:
. Fill blank by inserting $150,000, and after the word "appropriated"
insert'' $50.000 of same per year each of three years."
Mr. C. U. McEll'Oy offered the following substitute for Mr. Buie's
amendment, viz :
·
·
Fill up the blank in the thirteenth section by inserting $150,000.
And the questioq being taken on the· adoption of t.he amendment
offered by Mt·. Hamilton, it 'was decided in the negative.
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The question was then taken on the adoption of the substitute
offered by Mr. McElroy to Mr. Buie's amendment, and it was decided
in the affirmative.
Mr. Gleason moved the following amendment to said bill, viz:
Strike out all words in line six , section nine, after word "may," down
to and including the word· '' contractors," in line 7, same section.
And the qt1estion being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the _affirmative.
The question was then taken on ordering said bill to its third reading, and it was decided in the affirmative.t
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Buford, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
J. M. Neal,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm. Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
T. J. Oatts,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
Rohert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Joseph L. Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
Josiah Hunter,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L . Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
Joseph M. Kash,
G . E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Gooke,
David Martin,
Hancock Taylor,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
A . C. Cope,
John Cowan,
Clarence U . McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
W. J. Mc8lroy,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Thomas H . Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West,
Peter G . Fischer,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson-62.
Henry George,
E. _H. Morin,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. Buford, ,
W. C. Owens,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. S. Owsley,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. Q. Lackey,
Wm. M. Reed,
G. H. Towery-9.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The further consideration of said bill was c~t off by the arrival
of the hour for adjournment.
Mr. Hill, from the Committee on -Corpornte Institutions, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
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A bill to amend an act approved March 2d, 1860, incorporating
the Richmond and Tate's Creek Ridge Turnpike Road Company,
With the expression of opinion that said bill ought not to pass.
Said bill was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken, "Shall said bill be read a third
time, the objections of thEJ committee to the contrary notwithstanding?" and it was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
The House took from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act in reference to the inspection, sale, and
storage of oils' made from coal, petroleum, &c., approved February
21, 1874.
Mr. Bigger offered a substitute for said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoptjon of said substitute, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said ·b ill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be a::1
aforesaid.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
lo whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of John W. Bronaugh, of Jessamine county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. H.eed moved that said bill be recommitted to the Committee
on Claims.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
Was decided in the affirmative.
The House took from the orders of the day a bil_I, entitled
A aill to impose a tax on 'shares of stock in National Banks in this
Commonwealth.
Mr. Bigger offered an amendment to said hill .
. And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
B. R.-133
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Ordered, Th.at said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of thP- House and the constit1,1tional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, who
were directed to prnpare and bring in the sdrne, reported a bill, enti·
tied
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act establishing a new charter for the city of Louisville," approved March 3, 1870.
Which was read the first time and ordernd to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by lite Geneml Assembly o( the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That from and after the unrrent te1·m of office of the present city
assessor, city engineer, city attorney, chief engineet· of the fire department, and back-tax collecto'r of ~he city of Louisville, said officials sball
respectively be elected at the ne~t regular election for city officers preeeding tbe expiration of their present tet·ms of office, by the qualified
voters of the city of Louisville, and each four years therea.fte1· on the first
'rues.day in August. When elected, said officers shall respectively qualify
and a~sume their offices at the end of the terms of' the present officials
respectively, and their duties and obligations shall be such as are established by law, both now and hereafter, and their fees and salaries shall be
fixed as the general council shall determine.
¾2. Eacb of said officers shall be elected for tbe tenn of four yea1·s, and
until his successor shall be ell)cted and qualified.
§ 3. All laws and parts of ,Jaws in conflict with this act shall be, and the
same are hereby, repealed.
§ 4. This act shaH take effect from and after its pass-age.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill; and it

was decided in the negative.
Th~ yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Lambert and
Cooke, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-J . IC Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. W. Meador,
W. J. Edrington,
Granville V. Rouse,
Milton Hamilton,
Peter G . Fischer,
Richard Lambe1·t,
J. 1'. Tartar,
Denni~ Gleason,
T. J. Lewis,
Isaac T. West-12,
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Those who voted in the negative, we1·eMr. Speaker (Turner). J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
Cromwell Adair,
W. L. Hazelip,
Joseph L. Pope,
C. T. Allen,
Samuel D . Hensley,
Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
C. W. Russell,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
T. W. Scott,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
J.M. Bigger,
J. Q,. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, G. E. Speck,
T.J. Bush,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spur,,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor, ·;
A. R. Clarke,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
William Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,·
James O'Bannon,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
W.W. Orr,
John D. Thompson, '
Abner Eversole,
W. C. Owens,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
J. S . Owsley,
H . l>. Wh.itaker,
Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson--58.

_/

Isaac H. Goodnight,
And so said bill was rejected .
Mr. Godshaw moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
rejected.
Mr. Owens moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken 011 the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they

had passed a bill, entitled
An act to authorize the city of Owensboro to subscribe two thousand shares, of $25 each, in the stock of the Owensboro and Nashville Railroad Company.
Which was read the first time arid ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to ,the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the ~onstitutional pro\'ision as to the

'\

third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid .
Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom had been
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

-12,
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An act to pi·escribe the mode of ascertaining the value of the property of railroad companies for taxation, and for taxing the same,
Reported the same without amendment.

I

'
r'

The consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of the
hour for adjournment.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the appointment of
official reporters, · and for· the preservation of evidence in certain
cases in this Commonwealth," approved March 6, 1878.
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill for the benefit of J. 0. Johnston, circuit court clerk, and T.
L. Goheen, jr., county court clerk, of Marshall county.
By Mr. Craycraft, from the Committee on ClaimsA bill for the benefit of Richard Wathen, sheriff of Marion
county.
By Mr. Burr, from the same committeeA bill for the benefit of Belle McRoberts, of Lincoln county.
By Mr. Scott, from the same committee-A bill for the benefit of M. B. & E. E. Mardis, of Marion county.
By Mr. Towery, from the Committee on Revenue and TaxationA bill giving the sheriff of Lincoln county further time to collect
the revenue for 187.7 ..
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the town of Lewisburg.
By sameA bill to incorporate East Logan College, in Logan county.
By Mr. G. _H. B. Thompson, from the ·committee on Propositions
and Grievances-A bill declaring the Little Fork and Little Sanely river navigable.
By Mr. Spurr, from the Committee on Ways· and MeansA bill to create the office of measurer of Washington county, and
prescribe his duties.
By sameA bill to authorize the county court of Washington county to levy
and provide for the Qollection of a tax to discharge an indebtedness
cre11ted for the benefit of said county, and to pay said indebtedness.
By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to re-enact and amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpo·
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rate the Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel Road C~mpany, and
charter the Paducah and Clark's River Gravel Road Company." .
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on EducationAbill to establish a common school for children of the African
race in the city of Paducah.
By Mr. Hensley, from the Comm~ttee on Propositions and GrievancesAbill for the benefit of Hiram T. Warder, sheriff of Lewis coun-

ty.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Cor,nmitt u.e on Corporate In stitutionsAbill to amend the charter of Owensboro.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

k, and T.

read a second time.
•
I
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

f Marion

second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being

ty.
county.
ationto collect
ions-

ty.
· positions
vi,gable.
nty, and

ty to levy
ebtedness
btedness.

engrossed,
, Re.iolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on Banks, to whom was rel erred a

bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Greenup Mutual Savings Association,
Reported the same with an amendment.
And the question being taken on the· adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof, be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the Committee on Propositions and Grievances, to whom the same had been
rererred, of the following tit}es, viz:
By Mr. Whitaker-An act authorizing the county judge of Rockcastle county to issue
bonds and fund the county debt at a less rate per cent., known as the
court-house bonds of said county.

incorpo·
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By same4n act to incorporate the Supreme Lodge of Prntection, Knights
and Ladies of Honor.
Ordered, That saicl bills be read a ' third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provi~ion as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Ancl then the House adjollrned.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 30, 1878.
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'

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the appointment of
official reporters, and for the preservation of evidence in certain
cases in this Commonwealth," approved March 6, 1878.
An act to incorporate the town of Guthrie, in Todd county.
That they had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend article 11, chapter 29, of the General Statute,,
title" Larceny."
That they had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Rep·
resentatives, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington, Kentucky,
With an amendment as a suLstitute therefor.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to authorize the city of Newport, in Campbell county,
to borrow money.
2. An act to authorize the cities of Newport and Covington to
contract for a joint supply of water.
3. An act to amend section 11 of title l of the Code of Practice in
criminal cases.
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4. An act extending further time to the sheriffs of this Common·

tion, Knights

' on as to the
thereof be as

wealth to pay_in the revenue for the fiscal year 1877.
Which bills were sever~lly read the first time and ordered to be
read a seco nd time.
The rule of the House and· the con stitutional provision as to the
iecond reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st and 2d to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 3d to the Committee on
Codes of Practice, and the 4th to the Committee on Revenue and
Taxation.
Mr. Spurr, from the Committee on Ways and Means, to whom had
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to provide a ·suitable mansion for the Governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Reported the same without amendment.
~1r. Spurr moved to postpone the further consideration of said bill,
and make the same the special order of the day for Thursday , the 3d

ng that they
resentatives,

day of April next, at 10½ o'clock, A . M..
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

ounty.
n the House

was decided in the affirmative
Mr. Spurr,special committee appointed to withdraw from the Sen·
ate a bill, which originated in the House of Repre::ientatives, entitled
An act to amend and supp lement an act, en tilled" An act in rela·
lion to the Agricultural and Mechanical Go liege of Kentucky, and
to provide for the future management and location thereof,"
Reported that he had perfor~ed that duty, and delivered said bill

ral Statutes,

to the Clerk of this House.
Mr. Shelburne moved to lay the motion to reconsider the vote by

ouse of Rep·

which said bill was passed on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

, Kentucky,

was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Shelburne

pointment of
•e in certain

pbell county,

Covington to
f Practice in

and Spurr, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry; George,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
Robert F. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
J. lVI. Neal,
Clement R. Ambrose, Charles Godshaw,
T. J. Oatts,
J. K. Bailey,
I. H. Goodnight, ·
W.W. Orr,
J. ~~- Biggeiv,
,
W. Scott .Gresham,
B. Mills Pari-ish,
BenJamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
G. W. Prichat·d,
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Edmund Burr,
T. J . Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne
W. H. H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
'
Henry Campbell,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto.
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington, ·
J. W. Meador,
G. H . Towery,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, John 0. Welch-46.
Peter G. Fischer,
Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), T. M. Hill,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L . Pope,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
0. W. Russell,
T. J . Bush,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,·
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
William Neal,
Ralph L. ::,palding,
A . 0. Cope,
James O'Bannon,
Richard A. Spurr,
Leven E. Green,
W. 0. Owens,
Isaac T. West,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-35,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
The hour of 10:10 o'clock, A. M., having arrived, the House took
up the special order of the day for that hour, viz: a bill, entitled
A"bill to branch the Kentucky Penitentiary and other purposes.
Mr. Reed moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ord ere<l to be read a third time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said ·motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and
Hillsman, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereCromwell Adair,
T. M. Hill,
W. 0. Owens,
James P. Allen,
W . H. Hillsman,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
G. W. Prichard,
A. Buford,
T. J . Lewis,
Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
Granville V. Rouse,
Edmund Burr,
James F . Means,
0. W. Russell,
Montgomery Merritt, T . W . Scott,
A. ·R. Clarke,
· A. 0. Cope,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. R. Snyder,
Alex . T . Craycraft,
E. H. Morin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery,
Milton Ha.mi lton,
W.W . Orr,
H.P. Whitaker-33.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (T urner), Dennis Gleason,
J. M. Neal,
0. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm . Nea l,
Robert F. All ensworth, Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
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J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
J
..
W.
Griffith,
B. Mills Parrish,
J. K. Bailey,
Josiah Hunter,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis
Jones,
G.
E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
Joseph
M.
Kash,
J.
T.
Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q. Lackey,
John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, John C. Welch,
IV. J. Edrington,
W. J. Mc8lroy,
LaFayette Wilson-40.
Abner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,
Mr. Owens moved to postpone the further consideration of said b·ill,
and make the same the special orde1· of the day for Thursday, the 4th
day of April, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

The House took from the orders of the day the motion to reconsider the vote by which this House rejected a bill, entitled
A bill in relation to the militia of this Commonwealth, and the
organization of the Kentucky State Guard.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was 'decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Bush moved to recon~ider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be read a third time .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bush moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the ado(?tion of said amendment,
it was decided iu the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill bein~ dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it.
was decided in the affirm a ti ye.

The yeas and nays being required thereon in pui·suance to a pro vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
H. R.-134
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
0l'omwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. W. Orr,
Robert F. Allensworth, W . Scott Gresham,
W. C. Owens,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S . Owsley,
J. M. Bigger,
Samuel D . Hensley, B. Mills Parrish,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. M. Hill,
William Points,
W. H. Hillsman,
Joseph L. Pope,
A. Buford,
Edmund Burr,
Lewis Jones, '
G. W. Prichard,
T. J. Bush,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
Pat. Oarnp~on,
Green R. Keller,
G. R . Snyder,
A. R. Clarke,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. 0. Cope,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
A lex. T. Craycroft,
James Barbour Madon, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McE!roy, John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Jamea F. Means,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
Montgomery Merritt, H. P. Whitaker,
Peter G. Fischer,
E. H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilson-62.
Dennis Gleason,
William Neal,
Those who voted in the negative, were0. T . AHen,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
'
J. K. 8-ailey,
G. E. Speck,
W . J. McElroy,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador, ,
J. T. Tartar,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. H . Towery,
Henry George,
J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West~J9.
Leven E. Green.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.

I

L

,

I

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Covington and Lexin~ton
Turnpike Road Company.
Which was read the first time and 0rdered to b-e read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That ilaid bill be referred to the Committee on General
Statutes.
That they bad also passed a biH, entitled
An act for the benefit of M. M. Crossfield, sheriff of Anderson
county.
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Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the Ho.use and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
g,

Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the special committee in regard to the
mileage of members, offered the following report, viz:
HoN. Eo. W.

~son,
n,
-62.

e,

'

they

gtoo
ond
the

eral

son

TURNER, Speaker of House of Representatives:
Your committee, charged witb the execut ion of an unpleasan"t duty, as
defined in a resolution and amended resolution hereto attached, beg leave
to Rubmit the following as tho result of an investigation performed in the
intervals between the day and night sessions of the House, and therofol'e
necessarily hasty and possibly incorrect in its more minute details. We
believe, however, that in all cases the tabulated statement given below is
approximately correct, and absolutely so in many. The comm ittee givefirst, the distance from each county seat to Frankfort and return; second,
tho distance from the home of each member to Frankfort and return; third,
the number of miles to which each member is entitled, and fourth, the
number of miles for which certificates were originally issued by the Clerk,
so far as members hnv e drawn np to the present.
.
In computing these difltances, we have endeavored to find, from such
testimony as we could command, that route which is most usually tn1.voled by persons going to the respective points upon tbeir private affairs,
and in cases where there was a conflict of ev idence as to whicb of ti\VO
routes is most usually traveled, we have given both routes, and hereafter
explain 0111· views upon them.
In arriving at these distances, we have relie_d upon information gotten
from railroad schedules and tables of distances in historical charts for all
points situated on railways, and upon information gotten from members
and witnesses other than members fo r distances over routes other tha11
mil or riv er , and for distance,i members liv e from their county seats· in
cases where they are not residents of their county towns.
Lt will be seen that, in a few cases, the di$tance g iven as correct varies
only a few miles from that charged for-sometimes two <ir three miles
more, and sometimes less. It,is just to say, that in al I such cases the committee are not tenacious of their correctness. 'rhe committee desires also
to state, that in the confusion necessarily attending the obtention of evidence of distances, and the confl.ict of estimates, this committee may have
erred( and if such is the case, we ho1)e the necessa1·y correction may be
made before the report is made.
The following is the statement of distances accol'ding to the basis as
above given;

I•
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Oil' MILES.

COUNTIES.

--------------·------------------Adair________________________________________
348
356
356
348

Allen ______________ __ _________ _ · ______________
Anderson ______ ______ ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Ballard (by Mr.Kenzie) _________________________
Rl\llard (by Paduciih) ·-------- ______ ______ ______
BMre11 (by Gh1sgow)------ __________ ~----- ______
Bt1rren (by C"ve City)-------_____________________
Batb ______ ____ ______ ______ ____ ______ ______ ____

410
26
838
634
336
336
154

Boone (by L ex ington) -------------------------Boone (by Louisville)--------------------------Bonrbon ____ ___ _ ____ ______ ______ ______ ____ ____
Boyd and L11.wrence (by Cin. & Ky. Oen. R.R.)____
Boyd norl L11.wreoce (by Maysville) _ ____ ______ ____

218
346
96
624
426

Boyle ---------------------------------------Br~cken
_ ______ ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ _
Breathitt (by Mt. Sterling)_____________________ _
Breathitt (by Catlettsburg nod Cincinnati)-________
Breckinridge ________ _:__________________ ____ ___ _
Bullitt and Spencer _______ __ ____ ______ ____ ______
Bn tier nnd Edmonson _______ _____ ___ ____ ________
Caldwell _______ _ ______________ ------,----- ____
CiLlloway (by P11duc11h )---- ______ ____ ______ ______
Cnllow11.y (hy P11ris)--- ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __
Campbell, Morin (by Ky. Oen. R.R.)______________
Campbell, Hill (by Ky. Cea, R. R.) _______ ________
Cnrroll ____ ______ ________ ____ ______ ______ ______

126
378
264
774
368
198
358
500
686
678
28.6
286
146

Carter (by Ky. Cea. R.R.)----------------------Carter (by Maysville)_____________________________
Casey----------------------------------------Ob riatian ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ __ ______ ____ ____

582
388
184O
61

Clark ___ ____________, _· __ ' ---- ---------------Clinton___________ _____________________________
Critt~ndPn (b_y Princeton) ________ '___ ____________
2

94
428
542

~:l:; r·s (

==== ==== ==== ~=== ==== ==== ==== ==== ====

i~~

)_
Fayette ( Bush)
_____ ________ ____ ____ ____ ________
56
Fayette (Spurr) ____ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
56
Fleming __ _____ ·_ ________ __ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ __
174
Floyd (by Cio. and Ky. Oen) ____ ______ __________
728
Floyd (by________
Maysville)~---------------·----------530 _
Frnnklio
__ · ___________________________________

Hi-.ikman and Fulton (by N11sbville)------------- -.Hickman (by ~fcKen z ie )- ____ ________ __ __ ____ ____
Ga ll atin_______________________________________
Garrard ( by Lon !sv i Ile) . ________ -,--- ____ ____ ____
Gf\1-rnrd ( by Lexmgton) ____ ____ _ ____ __ __ ____ ____
Grant_____ ____________________________________
Graves ____ ____ ________ ________ _____ ____ ____ ____
Gr><ysoo __ ______________ _______ ___ _ ____ --- . ____
Green __________ __ ____________ _______ · _____ ____

846
764
314
364
1 70
146
632
284
328

Greenup (by Cin. nnd Ky. Oen.)-------~--------Greenup ( by Maysville) _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
H"ncock _________ -- ------------------- ____ ______

528
336
374

404

60
830
640
368
322
164
212
336
96
624
426
126
358
254
786
382
203
354
500
686
678
260
286
174
594
400
200
510
102
428
724
450
144
56
76}
164
738
540
16
862
780
320
364
170
160
652
284
348
548
356
404

404
60
830
640
368
32?.
154
212
336
96
624
426
126
358
254
786
382
203
354
600
686
678
260
286
174
594
400
200
510
102
428
724
450
144
56
76½
164
738
540
16
862
780
320
364
170
160
652
284
348
548
356
404

60
800
364

160
292

88
660
120

366
766

174
366
600

m
280
280

174
600
604
88
420
724
450
140
66

74
180

16

846
312

166
640
284
348

546
404
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OF ilhLEJS .

COUNTIES.
0

.

,;

-c

~

~

~-"'

0

04
0

348

-----60

30

800

2?.
4
i2

-----i5o

40
68 ---· -36i

292

9: -----88
660
...
120
366
766

4

26
6
8

-------

4

6
2
3
4

174

0

356
500

6
8
0

m
280
280
174
600
504
88
420
724
450
140
56
74
180

-----------------------218
Birdin ------ ------ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - --Hirl,n ________ - --- ---- ------ ---- --- · ---- -----Harrison.-------------------- --- - - - -- ---- ---- -Bart ________ -------- ---- - --- ---- ---- - --- --- - -fod.rson _____ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---Bmy _____ -------- ---- ---- ---- --- - ---- ---- ---Hopkins (by' Nortonville) __________ _____________ _

/effmon ---- -- -- ---- -------- ---- ---- -·--- -----Louisville ( 7) ---- _____________________________ _
/1«smioe . ________ ----- ---- ----. --- ---- ---- ---Konwo (Covinjl'ton ) ______ _______________ ___ ____ _
Kenton (Hamilton) __ ______ ____________ ________ _
1001 nnd \Vbitley .. _____ ____ ______________ _____ _
Larue . .... _____ _______________________ •_____ _ _

Laurel __________ __ ---- ---- --- - ---- ---- _______ _
Letcher, Pike, nnd Martin (hy MRysville)---------~
Letcher,
and Martin (by Cin. & Ky. C. R. R.).
Lewis (by Cincinnati and Lexington) ____________ _
Lewis (by MRysville) '- ------- ___________________ _
Liucolo
______ ___ - --- ---- ---- -- ---- ---- ---- ----_
Lo~•n _______________________________________

Pike,

Karshnll_ ________ __ __ ____ __ __ ---------- -------1,dison . ________ __ ______ ____ __ ---- ---- ---- ---Marion __ ______ ________ ____ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---llnson. ____ ________ _____ ___ ____________ _____ __ _
McCrncken. __________________________________ _
McLean
··---------------------- ____
---- _____
---- --_
Meade _________
_____ __________---_ ______
lootgomery, Pow ell, &c. (by Mi. Sterl i ng)----- --- Kourgomery (by CU,. & Ky. Oen.) ____ ____ ---- ---Mercer (by Lex ingl oti ) __________ ---- ---- ---- ---1,rc,r (by stttge) .. ________ ______ ____ ______ _,____ _
Donroe _______ _____ _________ _____________ _____ _
luhlenburg ________________________________ ___ _

Nelson
.
NicholRs and Robertson _________ ---- ---- ---- ---Ohio __________ _______________ _________ _______ _
Uldhnm

-=-- ___________________________________ _

Owen .
Jackson
16
846

312
166
640
284
348

546

f

lI[;;~:\~::i:~:~::~~~i!~ii:~i:=ii~i~=

\\'•rren (~lcElroy) _____________________________ _

11':~1::J?(!~eck) ______________________________ _
Wayne ____ ------- ------------------------- ----

404

~l:O~d======== ============ ==================

590
12 4
280
554
58
458
130
130
82
278

278

'506
246
4413
492
678
432
256
342
420
640
108
264
200
58-l
422
214
216
"784
122
66
384
404
214
244
364
76
180
498
176
218
50
· 50
402
464
532
650
356
356
286
268
508 ,
42

218
590
128
280
554
50
458
110
130
82
256
~02
534
246
446
530
800
408
236
354
436
640
108
272
200
590
450
230
236
784
122
66
378
430
242
244
400
76
180
478
17 6
252
50

56
402
450
524
650
356
376
298
270
508
35

218
590
128
280
554,
50
458
110
I BO

82
256
20~
634
246
446
530
800
408
236
354
436
640
108
272
200
590
450
230
236
784
122
66
378
430
242
244
400
76
180
478
176
252
50
56
402
450
524
650
356
376
298
270
508
35

---204
590
128
274

50
690
II 0
130
80
256
534
242
446
830
· 330
354
640
108
272

200
590
450
230
700
120
430
242
244
400
180
478
176
412
50
60
450
450
624
650
376
296
260
740
32
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It will be seen from the foregoing table, that in sevel'al oases LLe distanc
is gh·en via Uincinnati and via Maysvi ll e. It will also be 'seen that th:
Maysville route is the shortest; but the preponderance of the evidence
bP.fore the committee is, that tbe Ci ncinnati route iA the one most usually
Lravcled by persons corning to Frankfort from points beyond and east of
, Maysville, the reason assig-ned being that the connection made at Cincin.
nat,i is more convenient than at Maysville. It w ill a lso be seen that
the ronte given from Cincinnat,i is by the Jientucky Central. It i~ truo
that the Cincinnati Southern is about twenty miles shorter than the Ken.
tucky Centr a l, but the latter road is chosen by the members, as the tesli.
timony showed, because t,he depot is more convenient to the boat landing
than the depot of the Cincinnati Southern . . It will also be seen, that in
some cases the route is given via Mount Sterling and via Cincinnati.
While the committee are inclined to think, from the evidence, that the
Mou nt- Ster lin g route is t he most ustrnl, yet it is ju st to say of t he counties of Wolfe and Breathitt, that t he distance the mem hers from those
counties have to travel by private conveyance to reach a public conveyance is greater, in ordflr to come by M.ount Sterling, than by Cincinnati.
.From t h e cou nti es lying on and near the Knoxville branch of the Louiiville and Nashvi ll e Railroad, east of' the crossing of the Uincinnati Southern and said road, the usual route of trave l to Frankfort is by Louisville,
members and persons beit1g ab le to reach Frankfort by this route is one
day less 1.han by any other route. Such members have collected mileage
b.1 the Louisville route for eoming and returning, except in one case.
'fhey could return by a shorto1' route in the same time they could by the
1,oui~ville route; but the testimony before tbe committee induced them
to believe that the connection:; enab lin g them thus to 1·eturn over such
shorLor route wr;ire unknown to such members when their certificates were
made out.
'J.'he m,ual route of travel to and from Harrodsburg, since the building
of the Southwestern Railway to intersect tho Cincinnati Southern road, is
by way of said road and Lexington.
From Blanch·il le, the county seat of Ballard county, both the routes, via
Paducah and via M.cKenzie, are traveled, and the evidence was not conclusive as to which is most in use; bnt the tP.stimony was, that, owing to
the. location of the residenee of the member from Ba ll ard, it is customary
and nsual to go by McKenzie, as he liv es some distance from Blandville,
and but three mile~ from the r ailroad leading to McKenzie.
· Tho testimony likewise showed that from Hickman, co un ty seat, both
the routes, via MoKonzie and via Nashvi ll e, ar e traveled; but, as in tbecase
of Ba ll ard, the residence of the member was so located as to make the
Nashville route the most usual.
The above table shows the number of miles for wh ich certifi cates were
ii,sued by the Clerk; but since the attention of members who have charged
in exces1:1 of what they are entitled to has been called to tho matter, so.me
have refunded the excess, and one bas refunded the entire mileage which
he drew. And in this connection the commitLee deem it proper to stiite
that their investigation 1:1hows the fact that members of the Legislature
heretofore in some caees have drawn much in cxces.s of what they wero
entitled to, and probably rnore have so drawn than in the pre1c1ent Legislatu r e. IL appears that many members, in app lyin g t,o the Clerk !or their
certificate ot mileage, hav e taken the amounts drawn by their pre<leces·
sors as correct , without investio-ation
o r computation , and have thus
fallen
0
.
inn oce n t ly into an e nor, w hi c h they bav e cor rected as soon as th eir attoution was ca ll ed to it. Ln the case of the county of Simpson, the member
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ed for bis mileage and the certificate was issued, but he discovered tbe
take und corrected it before public attention was called to this rnat,ter.
ers may have done the same, but the committee have no notice of the

rat. The law by virtue of which members aro entitled to mileage
w~ fifteen cents per mile, and provides that "the number of miles shall
computed upon that route which is most usually trnvelecJ." In view
the tuct that a largo per cent. of members can reach Frnnkfort b,r rail
driver, and that a considerable portion of the rest travel a pa1·t of their
yin the same manner; and in view of'the fact that such trantiportation
cheap, rarely e,x.ceeding fou1·_cents per mile, the committee 1·.ecommend
tednction of rr11Jeage from fifteen to ten cents, and we herewith present
'act to carry out this recommendation .
&co11d. The error into which many member" havo fallen into springs
mthe fact that they have relied upon :.he statement of what their prede
ors drew, and the Clerk, of cour1:1e not knowing the actual distance,
likewise so relied. And hence it seems to the committee that there
ould be some tribunal charged with the obtention of the c9rrect inform·on; and to this end we recommend tlrn adoption of an act creating a
mmittee, at the beginning of the session of each General Assembly,
hoso duty it shall be to asce1·tain the correct distance fo1· which memrsare entitled to charge, and to so amend the present statute on this
bje~t as to allow mileage over the shortest public route usually tra~eled.
Third. The committee also thought that much annoyance might be
voided by fixing the county seat as the point from which mileage might
st be computed, and submit the suggestion to the House for its consideration.
All of whicli is respectfully submitted,

U. U . M.cELROY,
JOHN COWAN,
CHAS. GOnSHA W,
D. A. GLENN.
that said report be received and adopted, and
the committee discharged.
And the question being taken on the adoption 0£ said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Geo. H.B. Thompson, from the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
·
A bill for the benefit of Headquarters and Steele's Run Turnpike
Road Company, Nicholas county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.

'
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be
aforesaid.

WI
88

Mr. Bigger, from the special committee on resolutions in regard to
the death of Hon. M . H. Marriott, reported the following resolution,
vi7,:
1'he sad intelligence ·o f the death of Hon. Martin Hardin
Marriott, a member of the House of Representatives, whieh occurred at
"Helm Place," near Elizabethtown , co~nty of Hardin, on the morning of
March 27, 18i8, at 3 o'cloek, f,... M., bas been received by this General Assembly; and whereas, by his death a man of irreproachable character,a
citizen valuable, useful, and _upright, a lawyer of erudition and unqaes.
tinned integrity, a legislator of broad and comprehensive views, and one
who in all the relations and demands of life was never delinquent, hns
passed away; and whereas, this General Assembly truly mourns the loss
ot a worthy and respected citizen and Representative, and feels that one
of its most useful, doligent, and conscientious membe1·s is forever lost to
its councils; wherefore, be it
Resolved by the General Assembly of lite Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That as a mark of respect to the memory of the Hon. Martin Hardin
Marriott, and as a token of the high regard and appreciation in whicb he
was held, that the Sergeant-at-arms of the two Houses be directed to
drape in mourning the Ball of the Hou1:1e of Representative1:1 and Lhe Senate Chamber, and to place the flag floating over the Capitol at half-mnst,
and continue tile same for ten days, or during the remainder of the session;
that the members and officers of .the General Assembly wear the usual
badge of mourning.
That thiA preamble and resolution be spread upon -the Journal of each
Honse, and a copy, attested by the Clerk uf each House, be forwarded to
tbe family of the deceased.
WHEREAS ,

Mr. Bigger moved that the consideration of said resolution be
made the special order of the day for Monday next, at 12 o'clock, M.
And the question being tak~n on the adoption of said mot_ion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. 0. U. McElroy, from the special committee who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same , reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 7, article 6, chapter 15, General Statutes.
·which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Glenn moved an amendment to said bill.
And the
question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
I
it was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Feland offered a substitute for said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute, it
w~s decided in the negat.i ve.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J McEl-

roy and Meador, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Robert F. Allensworth, Alex. T. 0raycroft,
J.M. Neal,
JI(. Bailey,
John Feland,
T. J. O atts,
J.M. Bigger,
Petet· G. Fischer,
W.W. Orr,
Gabriel Blevim•,
Samuel D. Hensley,
J. S. Owsley,
A. Buford,
W. H: Hillsman,
Wm. M. Reed,
Edmund Burr,
Lewis Jones,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Bush ,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. H. Towery,
A.R.Clarke,
T. J. Lewis,
John 0. Welch,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
.
H. 1,. Whitaker,
A. C. Cope,
Montgomery Merritt, LaFayette Wilson--33.
Tl,10se who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight,
William Neal,
Cromwell Adair, "
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon ,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
B. Mills Parrish,
lames P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Willia~ Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. S·c ott,
·
W. H. H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. :Snyder,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Maso1i, G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
W . J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Henry George,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A . Miller,
Johp ·D. Thompson ,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West-42.
Mr. Bigger moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment ,
it was uecided in the negative.
·
•
Mr. Reed moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the ado'ption of said amendment ,
' it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Hamilton moved a substitute for said bill.
Mr. Spurr moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Whitaker moved to Jay Mr. Spurr's amendment on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
H.

R.-135
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spurr and
Buie, were fl-S follows, viz :
· Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames P. Allen,
John Feland,
E. H. Morin ,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
J.M. Neal,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, William Neal,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
J. Oatts,
Gab ri el Blevins,
J. Q. Lackey,
J. S. Owsley,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
James Perkins,
Henry Campbell,
Thomas H. Mannen, Joseph L. Pope,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
H. P. Whitaker,
A. C. Cope,
James F. Means,
LaFayette Wilson-29.
Alex. 1'. Craycroft,
Montgomery Merritt,
Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), I. H. Goodnight,
William Points-,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. M. Reed,
W. Scott Gresham ,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. T. Allen,
C,lement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
C. W. Russell,
.J . M. Bigger,
W . L. Hazelip,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. M. Hill,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
Josiah Hunter,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
G, E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
T, J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Cl.arence U. McElroy, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
G. H . Towery,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West-49',
D. A. Glenn,

T:

I·

The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
offered by Mr. Spurr, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays bein_g required thereon by Mess1·s. Whitaker and
Buie, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
T. J. Oatts,
James P. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman,
W.W. Orr,
J.M. Bigger,
Josiah Hunter,
Joseph L, Pope,
Gabriel Blevins,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Caflihan,
T. J . Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
A. C. Cope,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. W. Meador,
Richa1·d A. Spurr,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, J. T. Tartar,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Mille1·,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Henry GeoJ·ge,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,

[MAR. 30.
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Milton Hamilton,
J. lVl. Neal,
H.P. Whitaker,
w. L. Hazelip,
William Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-42.
Those who voted in the negative, were-- ·
~[r. Speaker (Turner), Thoma:1 H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy,
Cromwell Adair,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
Robert F. Allenswort'h, De.nnis Gl~ason,
James F. Means,
Clement R. Ambrnse, D. A. Glenn,
James O'Bannon,
J. IC. Bailey,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
B. C. Bainbridge,
Leven E . Green,
B, Mills Parrish,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. Scott Gresham,
James Perkins,
T.J. Bush,
J. W. Griffith,
T. W . Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Samu.el D. Hensley,- John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
J . Q. Lackey,
John D. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
David Martin,
Isaac T. West-35.
John Cowan,
James ·Barbour Mason,
'
The further consideration of said bill was cut off by the arrival of

the hour for adjournment.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs . J. C. Thompelburne,

son, Spalding, Godshaw, and Taylor.
Leave was given to bring in the following bills, viz: .

0-n motion of Mr. Spurrurr

~as.'

~ompson,
1pson,
49',

!. A bill to amend an act to define the duties and fix the compen-

sation of the Public Printer, approved March-, 1878 . .
On motion of Mr. Morin2. A bill to amend section 10 of the revised charter of Newport.
On motion of Mr. Ditto3. A bill to prevent seining in the streams of Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. CopeA bill for the benefit of Robert Elam, of Morgan c~unty.

endment

4.

aker and

On motion of Mr. Owens5. A bill defining petty larceny, and prescribing a punishment

e,

lburne,

llIT,

Jmpson,

therefor.
On motion of Mr. Towery6. A bill for the benefit of W. C. Wynns, of Webster county.
On motion of _Mr. Glenn7. A bill to repeal or modify section 8, article 6, chapter 15, General Statutes.
On motion of Mt·. Keller8. A bill to prevent the sa le of lottery tickets, and prohibit the advertising of lottery schemes in newspapers in Kentucky.
On motion of Mr. Ree<l0. A bill to fix the ta~ on real and personal estate at thirty-five
cents on the one hundred dollars in value thet·eof.

,'

/
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·on motion of Mr. Ambrose-

,•

;ig

10. A bill to charter Glencoe and Sugar Creek Turnpike Road
Company.
On motion of Mr. Speck1 l. A bill to reduce taxes five cents on the one hundred dollars'
worth of property in this Cornmon\vealth.
On motion of Mr. Lackey! 2. A bill for the benefit of Jam es L. Allison, late she1·i{f of Lawrence county.
On motion of Mr. Reed13. A bill for the benefit of B. F. Moran, Marshall county.
On motion of Mr. Meadow14. A bill fo amend an act to amend and reduce into one the sereral acts relating to the charter of Hartford, Ohio county.
On motion of Mr. Green15. A bill to amend the charter of Louisville.
Ordered, That the Committee on Pisciculture prepare and bring in
the 3d; the Committee on Claims the 4th and 13th; the Committee
on the Judiciary the 5th; the Committee on Revenue and Taxation
the 6th; the Committee on General Statutes the 7th and 9th; the
Committee on the Sinking Fund the 8th; the Committee on Corpo. rate Institutions the 10th, 14th, and 15th; the Committee on Ways
and Means the 11th; the Committee on Propositions and Grievances
the 2d and 12th, and the 1st to a special committee, composed of
Messrs. Spurr, Campbell, Mannen, C. U . McElroy, and Bush.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of R. S . Newson and Dudley Hamilton, of
Breckinridge county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pl'Ovision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved; That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof bfl as
aforesaid .
. A message was received from the Governor, by Hon.. J. Stoddard
John ston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
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iigued su ndry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Repike Road

resentatives, of the following titles, viz:
Au act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town

d dollars'

of Belle Point, in Franklin county."
An act to incorporate th e Trade water Improvement Company.
An act to authorize the Auditor, with the assent of the Attorney
General anrl Governor, to compromise with defa ulting sheriffs and

of Law-

collectors of the public revenue and their s ureties.
An act to incorporate Jonathan Lodge, No. 152, Ind e pend ent Order

y.

of Odd Fellows, of Henderson .county.
An act regulating the e mployes at the Arsenal, in Frankfort, Ken-

e the ser-

tucky.
An act in regard to the offices of Quarter-Master General, Adjutant General, and ln spector General.
An act to enable the trustee s of the First Bapt,i':!t Church of Bovv·l1

I bring in
Dommittee
Taxation
9th; the
on Corpo[ on Ways
rrievances
r posed of

h.
that they
milton, of

iog Green to sell and convey the real estate of s aid church.
J\lr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bill,, and a resolution, which
origi nated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,

viz:
An act to incorporate the Jessamine County Medical Society, in
Jeisamine county;
.
An act to authorize the county court of R oberbon county to establish chain-gangs in said county, and to require p erd ons adjudged
guilty of misdemeanors to work therein;
An act in relation to the Spencer In st itute;
An act to regulate the sale by retail of spirituous, vinous, and malt
liquors in the Monterey and New Columbus districts, in Owen county;
An act to amend the charter of the town of St. Charles, in Hop-

a second

kins county;
·
An act to create and estab li sh two additional magisterial and

as to the

· voting districts in the county of Boyd;
An act to leg-alize the marriage of Noah Varner and Sarah C.

as to the

Varner, of Nicholas county;
An act for the benefit of school district No . 30, in Calloway county';
An act to extend 't he time of paying the revenue of McLean county

eof bP- as

into the Treasury to July 1, 1878;
An i\ct for the benefit of common school district No. I, Nicholas-

Stoddard
oved and

Yille, Jessaruine county;
An act to re-enact an act, entitled '' An act to prohibit the sale of
spirituous liquors in the town of Antioch, Metcalfe county;"

).
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An act repealing an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights of the
owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876, so far
as the same applies to Jefferson county, Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of G. W. Barnes, of Bath county;
An act for the benefit of Aaron Thrasher, committee of Coleman
Carr, Riley Carr, William Carr, and Francis Kilgore, pauper idiots of
Pendleton county;
An act to incorporate the ~cbardine Cemetery Company;
An act to regulate t,he sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in the town of Monticello, and within three miles of said town;
An act to incorporate the Winchester and Beattyville Railroad
Company;
An act to repeal all laws granting lottery privileges or franchises

had
oftl

to any person or corporation;
An act to incorporate the town of Dunnville, in Casey county;
An act authorizing the cl erk of the Montgomery circuit court to
procure and make general crnss-indexes;
An act to incorporate the town of Guthrie, in Todd county;
Resolution in relation to adjournment;
Also enrnlled bills, which origin ated in the Senate, of the following

A

A
A
Ass 1
of

Ha
of

co
co

titles, viz :
An act authorizing the Trimble county court to levy and collect
an ad valorem tax;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 25, of Rockcastle
county;
An act for the benefit of Rebecca McCarty, of Whitley county;
An act to permit the children within two and a half miles of
the corporate limits of the city of Louisville to go to the common
'schoo ls of the city by paying $10 to the tru stees of said schools per
family;
An act to authorize the reduction in the width of the streets and
alleys in the city of Louisville;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish an Insurance
Bureau;"
An act to incorporate the Louisville Board of Fire Underwriters;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
And then the House adjourned.

A
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Amessage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed bills, which originated in the House of Represe ntatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Catlettsburg Library Association.
An act to incorporate the Keµtucky Widows and Orphans' Relief

a

Association.
An act tti amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the erection
of school buildings in common school district ·No . 1, in Hawe:iv ille,

or franchises

Hancock county."
An act to incorporate .the Mutual Benefit Fire In surance Company

county;
cuit court to

of Boone county.
An act to amend the charter of- the town of Crittenden, in Grant

county.
An act to incorporate the West Louisville school district, in Daviess
ounty;
the following

county.
An act to incorporate the Empire Coal and Transportation Com·

y and collect

pany.
An act for the benefit of John A. Turner, .o f Bath county.
An act chartering Simpson Benevolent Lodge, No. 177, Free and

f Rockcastle

Accepted Masons.
An act for the benefit of J.P. Cooper, commi1tee for Melinda F.

~itley county;
balf miles of
the common
.d schools per

White, pauper idiot.
An act for the benefit of C. C. Mills, committee for Lydia Elizabeth
Mullett, a pauper idiot of Martin county.
An act for the benefit of common school commissioner of Mercer

e streets and

county.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 35, in Ohio county.
An act to authorize the county court of Todd county to sell and

an Insurance

convey the clerk's office lot, and buildings thereon.
An act to amend section . 6, article 6, chapter 92, of the General

1

'nderwriters;

Statutes.
An act for the benefit of L. B. Rose,_, J. M. Rose, Marth!'\ A . Rose,
Bettie Gaines Rose, and Martha Ellen Rose.
An act to regulate the time of holding the circuit courts in Boyle
county.

',
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An act for the benefit of scho ol district No. 57, Lincoln county.
An act to ex tend the corporate limits of the town of Greenville, in
Muhlenburg county.
An act for th e benefit of John G. Sayler, of Ha rlan county.
An act to amend an act, e n titled "An act to incorporate the Mitchell:;;vi ll e a nrl Dry Creek Plank Road Company," approved NoYember
29, 1850.
An act, ent itl ed" An act to autho ri ze the constables in the county of
Henderson to collect the delinquent taxes for the years 1872, 1874,
a nd 1875.
An ::1ct to authorize the tru stees of th e town of Germantown, in
Bracken county, to discontinue and se ll a portion of Frankfort street
in said town.
An act to regu late the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in
equ ity cases in Jefferso n county.
An act to au thoriz e the court of claim s of the county of Grant to
levy an ad valorem tax.
An act to amend the city charter of Owensboro.
An act to authorize the constable for the Williamstown magisterial
district, in Grant county, to appoint a deputy .
An act to authorize the Franklin county court to iss ue bonds fol'the
erection of a free bridge across th e Kentucky river, connecting North
and South Frankf<?rt, and to subscrib e stock to the same.
An act to incorporate th e Polytechnic Society of Kentucky.
An act to change the boundary line betwee n the counties of Morgan and W oJfe.
With amendmeuts to the last two named bill s.
That they had disagreed to bills, which originated in the House of
Repre se ntatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to legalize official advertising in Nicholas county.
An act to rep eal an act, entitled" An act to prevent hogs from running at large upon the streets and alleys of the town of Williams·
burg, Whitley county," approved March 20, 1876 .
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to prevent swine from running at large in the city of
F-rankfort.
2. An act for the benefit of James M. Tucker, Thomas Allen,
and Henry Hudson, R. A. Crump, of Warren county.
3. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent stock from
running' at 1arge in Bracken and other counties," approved March 8,
1876.
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4. An act to prevent hogs from· running at large along the line of
the Dutch Ridge and Germantown and Bridgeville Turnpike Road ,

in Bracken county.
5. An act to define the corporate limits of the town of Lovelaceville, in Ballard county.
6. An act to incorporate Court Fleetwood, No. 26, Independent
Order of Foresters, of Frankfort, Kentucky.
7. An act to authorize the county court of Knox county to issue
bonds to raise money to pay off the outstanding bonds of said county issued und er and by virtue ' of an act approved January 26, 1871.
8. An act to empower the county court of the county of Anderson
to take stock in turnpike roads in said county. ·
9. An act for the benefit of Thomas G. Poor~, of Hickman county.
IO. An act to incorporate the Fork and High Bridge Turnpik e
Road Company.
11. An act to repeal the provisions of chapter 134, entitled "An
act to provid e for the registration of marriages, births, a11d deaths ,"
approved January 31, 1874, so far as same apply to clergymen.
· 12. An act for the benefit of Greenup county, and to punish persons for injuries and damage done and committed by them to the
public bridges of said county.
13. An act to incorporate the board of trustees for the graded city
school of Cynthiana, Kentucky.
14. An act to authorize the county court of Whitley county to contract for the collection of the county levy of sa_id county for the year,;
1878 and 1879 .
15. An act to relieve from taxation for municipal purposes farming
lands and property situate within the corporate limits of the towns
and cities of this Common wealth.
16. An act to change the line between the counties of Pulaeki and
Rockcastle.
17. An act to incorporate the town of Bardwell.
18. An act to change and regulate the time of holding criminal
courts in the 14th 'judicial district.
19. An act to change and regulate the time of holding the circuit. '
courts in the 14th judicial district.
20. An act to amend the charter bf the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company.
H. R.-136
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·which bills were severally read· the first time and ordered to be
r'e ad a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, and 16th
to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 7th, 9th·, 12th,
and 14th to the Committee on County Courts; the 6th and 17th to
the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 8th and 10th to the
Committee on Internal Improvement; the 11th to the Committee on
Gene ral Statutes; the 13th to the Committee on Education; the 18th
an d 19th to the Committee on Circuit C.omts, the 15th to the Committee on the Judiciary, and the 20th to the Committee on Railroads.
That they had received official information from the Governor that
he had apprnved and signe,d sundry enrnlled bills, which originated in
the Senate, of. the following titles, viz:
An act to establish the county of Leslie.
An act for the benefit of the Carroll County Fair Association.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Louisville.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish a graded schi)Ol in Elizabethtown," adopted by the General
Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky on the 25th day of
March, 1869.
An act for the benefit of the city of Louisville.
An act to organize an·d. establish a system of puhlic schools in
the Eliz.abethtown common school district, in Hardin county, for

''

white children in said district.
An act to prohibit granting license to coffee•house, saloon, tavern,
or tippling-house to sell spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, or mixtme·s of either.
An act for th~ benefit of Lewis White, committee for· Aletha: White,
a pauper idiot of Rob.e rtson couuty.
An act fo1· the benefit of L. F. Mullikin, committee for Aris and
Jefferson Wiggins, pauper idiot" of Robertson countyAn act for the benefit of H. L. Wilson, committee -for Elizabeth
Dotson, a pauper idiot of Robe1·tson county.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that
the committee had examined eni#olled bills, wnich originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
- An act to amend chapter 85, Gene11al Statutes 1 title "Peniten·
tiary;"
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An act authorizing the county judge of Rockcastle county to issue
bonds and fund the county debt at a less rate per cent., known as the

as to the

court-house bonds of said county;
An act to incorporate the Supreme Lodge of Protection, Knights

h, an~ 16th

and Ladies of Honor;
An act for tb.e benefit of M. M. Crossfield, sheriff of Anderson
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county;
And had found th_e same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley i·nform the Senate thereof.
A message was received from t-he Senate, announcing that they
ha<l passed a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the Sand Lick and Fox Spring Road Company.
Which was read the first time and. ordered to he 1·ead a second
time.
The rul~ of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed wit·h,
Ordered, That said bill be read a third ti~e.
The rule. of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Geo . H.B. Thompson, from the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to authorize the trustees of the Baptist Church, in Mt. Olivet,
Robertson county, to sell and convey certain property.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

etha White,

time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the

or Aris and

second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read · a t.hird time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, ana' the same being

>r Elizabeth

iported that
11ated in the

e "Peniten•

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title ther(:lof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Goodnight offered the following resolution,. viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
'rhat the General Assembly proceed on Wednesday, April 3d, 1878, at 12,

I'

'
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M., to elect a Lessee of the Penitentiary to succeed the present incum.
bent.
Which was twice read and adopted.
· Mr. West moved to take from the orders of the day the motion to
reconsider the vote by which this House passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. N. Culton and others, of Jackson county.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
wa:3 decided in the affirmative.
Mr. West moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be read a third time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. West offered a substitute for said bill.
- And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third 1·eading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the !itle thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, to whom bad
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Covington and Lexington
Turnpike Road Company,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ 1. 13e it enacted by the General Assemb~1/ of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky, That an act, entitled "An aet to amend the ehal'ter of the Covington and Lexington Turnpike Road Company," app .. oved December the
eleventh, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, be, and the same is hereby,
repealed.
§ 2. 'rhat the Governor of this Commonwealth is hereby empowered to
sell and ~be county conrts of claims, for and on behalf of the counties of
Boone and Kenton, be, and a1·e hereby, autborized and empowered to buy,
the interest of th!3 State in tbe said turnpike road: Provided, 'rhe money
necessary to purchase the same sball be raised by subscription, and not
by taxation: And provided further, 'l'hat said sale shall not be made at a
rato of less than two thousand dollars per mile for the whole road.
'§ 3. That the presiding jndges of the said counties of .Boone and Ken·
ton for the time being, until the interest of the State in said road shall
have been sold, and t>Ome disinterested freeholder of one or the other of
s,Lid counties, to -be selected by said judges, shall be the standing proxies
of the Governor to vote the stock of the State in all stockholders' meeL·
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iogs for the election of directors of said company or other pu1·poses under
thocharter-0f said company.
§-1. 'l'his act sball take effect from its passage.

Mr. Whitaker offered the folio wing amendment to said bill, viz:
In consideration of tbe passnge of this act, the .Legislature reserves the
righL to establish and regulate the tolls upon this road.

Mr. W. J. McElroy moved to lay said amendment 011 the table.
And the question being taken on· the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. McElroy and Whitaker, were as .follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative wereCr0mwell Adair,
Henry George,
James O'Ban.n on,
C. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
Gabriel Blevins,
Thomas H. Mannen, William Points,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. Mc8lroy,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
J. M. Neal,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Otho Nunn,
G. H. Towery-22.
Abner Eversole,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
Rbbert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, Joseph NI. Kash,
Wm. M. Reed,
J.K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Richard Lambert,
C. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
James F. Means,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm. Neal,
John C. Welch, ·
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Leven E. Green,
W.W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith,
J. S. Ow:;ley,
LaFayett.e Wilson-49.
Milton Hamilton,
The question was then taken on the adoption of said amendment,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Bigger offered the following amendment to said bill, viz:
'
Strike out: "Provided, The money necessary to purchase the same shall
be raised by subscription, and not by taxation."
·
.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was d'e cided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time .
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third read ing of said bill being dispen sed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . W. J. Mc.
Elrny and Miller, were as follov\:s, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
Robert F. Allensworth, T. M . Hill,
Joseph L . Pope,
Clement. R . Ambrose, W. H. Hillsman,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
B. 0. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Caleb R. Brooks,
David Martin,
J . T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U . McElroy, Clinton IC Tharp,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
John 0. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
William Neal,
H. P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green.
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-44.
J. W. Griffith,
W. W . Orr,
Those who voted in the negative, wereOrom well Adair,
Lewis Jones,
Wm. M. Reed,
0. T . Alle,n,
T . J . Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigtrey,
Gabriel Blevins,
Thomas H. Mannen, 0. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W . J. McElroy,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
· Tipton A. Miller,
G. E. Speck,
John Cowan,
Otho Nunn,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
B. Mills Parrish,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
Isaac T. West-28.
W. L . Hazelip,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, asking to withdraw from
the House their announcement of the passage of a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to change the boundary line bet½ een the countie,i of Mor·
gan and Wolfe.
Which was objected to by Mr. Ka:sh, and said objection was sustained by the House.
Mr . Tharp entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which this
House passed a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize the city of Owensboro to subscribe and take
$2,000, of $25 each, in the stock of the Owensboro and Nashville
Railroad Company.
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motion, Mr. Points was appointed to withdraw from the Govor a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, enti-.

An act to establish an institution of learning in the town of Corntb, in Grant county, Kentucky, to be known as the Corinth Acad-

my.
Mr. Owens, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were diiy,
fins,
ope,
ard,
Robertson,
. Rouse,
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Rig1rey,
ell,
ders,
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el! of Mor·
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which this
d
and take
Nashville

rected to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
Abill to amend article 11, chapter 2!:I, General Statutes.
Said bill was read the fhst !ime as follows, viz:
j J. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of lite Cornmonwealth of Keni/1, 'fhat persons other than females, guilty of tho ·larceny of money,
goods, chattels, or ?ther property _of val_ue le~s than thirty dollars, shall
be punished by stripes not exceeding tb1rty-rnne, on the bare back, to be
administered by the she1·iff of the county where the offense is committed,
orthe jury·may prescribe the punishment provided by section 1, article
II, chapter 29 of the General· Statute!:!, for the larceny of goods and chattels of value less than four dollars: Provided, however, That where the
punishment is by stripes, they shall be inflicted in the jail or private yard
of the jail, and shall not be witnessed by any one- ~xcept the in mates of
the jail, tho county officials, and such other persons aR the sheriff may
direct.
§ 2. 'fhat any female guilty of the larceny of money, goods, chattels,
or other property of value not exceeding twenty dollars, shall be punished
by confinement in the county jail not exceeding sixty days.
§3. This act shall take effect from its passage.

01'dered, That said bill be read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
aecond reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Robertson offered the following amendment, viz :
Amend by strik ing out tho word "thirty," and insert in lieu thereof
"twanty."
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in th~ ~egative.
Mr. Scott offered the following amendment to said bill, viz :
After the word "twenty," insert the word "five."
And the question being taken on the ndoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
.
Mr. Glenn offered the following amendment to said bill, viz: '
Amend by striking out the second section .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Reed offered the following amendment to said bill, viz :
Amend by striking out the word "thirty,'' where,er it occur11, an<l in&er~ in lieu thereof the word "fifteen."
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment
it was decided in the negative.
'
Mr. Bai.nbridgc offered the following amendment to said bill, viz :
Amend by i nRerti ng after the words " thirty-nine on tbe bare back"" to
be well laid on."
'

ha

Ri

no

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment
'
it was decided in the affirmative.

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of thP. House and the constitutional provision as to the
thii·d reading of said bill being di~pensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Feland aad
Robertson, were as follows, viz:
Tho1:,e who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), W. H. Hillsman,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
Joseph L. Pope,
James P. Allen,
T . J . Lewis,
G. W. Prichard,
A. Buford,
David M1;1.rt in,
C. W. Russell,'
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
J. W. Meador,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
James F . Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
Wm. Neal,
Geo. H. 8. Thompson,
Henry George,
T . J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
LeYen E . Green,
James O'Bannon,
G. H . Towery,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
John C. Welch,
W. L. Hazelip,
W. C. Owens,
Isaac T. West-41.
Samuel D. Hensley, J. S . Owsley,
Those who voted in the negative, were'
'
I
Cromwell Adair,
John Fe'land,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Isaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
.E . C. Bainb!'idge,
T. M. Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
Gabriel Blevins, .
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
G . E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
J . T . Tartar,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Clarence U. McElroy, LaFayette Wilson-35.
_A bner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
Reso!?Jed, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
/
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A message was received fron:t the Senate, announcing that they .
·had concurred in a joint resolution, which originated in the House of
1

bill, viz:

Representatives, entitled
Resolution authorizing the sale or exchange of unserviceable can-
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non and small arms.
With an amendment thereto.
That they had adopted a ,iqint resolution, en1itled
Resolution in relation to the death of Hon. M. H. Marriott. _
Mr. Bigger offered the following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That tho "Attorney_General be, and is he1·eby, in structed to
continue to prosecule th e proceedings now p ending in the courLs of Old ham and Woodford counties, and take whatever adclitiona l steps in biK
judgment, may be necessary to put a sLop to the running ·of l0Lte1·ies and
sale of tick ets, &c., in this State.

Which was twice read and adopted.
A messal,!;e waa received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secre.tary of State, announcing that he had approved an<l
signed sundry enrolled bills and a resolution, which Miginated in the
House of Representatives, of the followinl,!; titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of school district No·. 30, in Calloway county .
An flCt for the benefit of common school district No. I, NicholasYille, Jessamine county.
An act to extend the time of paying the revenue of McLean county
into the Treasury to July 1, 1878.
An act repealing an act, entitled "An act to provide for the levy
and collection of a tax on dogs, and to protect the rights of the
owners thereof in certain counties," approved March 16, 1876, so far
as the same applies to Jefferson county, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of Aaron Thrasher, committee of Coleman
Carr, Riley Carr, William Carr, and Francis Kilgore, pauper idiots of
Pendleton county.
An act to re-enact an act, entitled ••An act to prohibit the :a,ale of
spirituous liquors in the town of Antioch."
An act for the benefit of G. W. Barnes, of Bath county.
An act to regulate the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in the town of Monticello, and within three miles of said town.
An act to incorporate the 'Winchester and Beattyville Railroad
Company .
An act to incorporate the ::,chardine Cemete1·y Company.
An act to incorporate the town of Guthrie, in Todd county .
H.

R.-137
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An act to regulate the sale by retail of spirituous, vinous, and malt
liquors in the Monterey and New Columbus districts, in Owen county.
An act to repeal all laws granting lottery privileges or franchises
to any person or corporation.
An act authorizing the clerk of the Montgomery circuit court to
prncure and make general cross-inde.lies ,
An act to legalize the marriage of Noah Varner and Sarah C,
Varn-er, of Nicholas county .
An act to authorize the county court of Robertson county to establish chain-gangs in said county, and to require pe1·::ions adjudged
gt1ilty of misdemeanors to work therein.
An act to create and establish two additional magisterial and
voting distl'ict~ in the county of Boyd ,.
An act to incorporate the town of DunnviUe, in Gas_ey county.
An act to incorporate the Jessamine County Medical Society, in
Je::isamine county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of St. Gharles, in Hop·
kins county.
An act in relation to the Spence r lnstitute,
Resolution in relation to adjournment.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House took up the
special 01·de1· of the day for that hour, viz: the resolution concerning
the death of Hon. M. H. Marriott.
Mr, Bigger moved that the Senate resolution in relation to the
death of said M. H. Marriott be adopted as a substitute fol' the House
resolution.
And the questiqn being taken on the adoption of Mid motion, it
was decided in the affirmative,
Said resolution reads as follows, viz ~
WIIERE&S, 'fbe sad i'ntelligence of the death of Hon. Martin Hardill
Marriott, a member of the House of Representatives, which occurred at,
•· Helm Place," near Elizabethtown, county of Hardin, on the morning, of
March 27, 1878, at 3 o'clock, A. M., bas beeµ received by this General Assemblyr and wbereas, by bis death a man of irreproachable character, a
citizen valuable, usefo l, and- upright, a lawyer of erudition and unquestioned integrity, a legislator of broad and comprehensive views, and one
who in al-I the relations and demands of li.fe was never delinquent, baspassed away; and wbereas, this General Assembly truly mourns the loss
ot a worthy and respected citizen and Representative, and feels tbat ohe
of its most useful, deligent, and conscientious members is forever lost to
it1:1 councils; wherefore, be it
'
. Resolved by t!ie General Assembly of the Commonwealtli o( Kentucky,
'l'hat as a mark of respect to the memory of the Hon. .M~rtin Hardin
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~arriott, and as. a token of tho high regard and appreciation in which he
was held, that the Sergeant:at-arms of the two Houses be directed to
driipe in mourning the Hall of the HouHe of RepresentaUves and the Sen·
ate Oh am her, and to place tbe flag fioat i ng over the Oapi to! at half-mast,
and continue the same for ten days, or during the remainder of the session;
that the members and officers of the General Assembly wear the usual
bndge of mourning.
\
'l'hat this preamble and reso lution be sp read upon the Journal of eac-h
House, and a copy, attested by the Clerk uf each House. be forwarded to
tbe family of the deceased.

And then the House adjourned.
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House pf Representatives,
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of the following titles, viz:

An act to incorporate the Persimmon Grove Cemetery Company,
in Campbell county.
An act to incorporate the Young Me[!'s Christian Association of

Louisville, Kentucky.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Louisville 01·phan Home Society," approved February 23, 1849, and March
10, 1870,. and February 15, 1876.
An act for the benefit of the personal representative of George M.

Hibler, late clerk Bourbon county circuit court.
A~ act to repeal all laws imposing a ~ax on dogs, so far as they
apply to the cognty of Christian ..
An act to incorporate Stewartsville Lodge, No. 519, Free and Accepted .Masons, of Stewarts.ville, Grant county.
Al\ act for the benefit of· the Second Colored Baptist· Church of
Louisville.
An act for the benefit. of the Mackville Methodist Epi1:1copal Church,
South.
An act to prevent the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt iiquors
.within three miles of Bailey's Mill, in Franklin county.

''
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An act r,oncerning the sale, gift, loan, and drinking of spil'ituou8 ,
vinous, and malt liquors, or mixtures of e.ither, in Fulton county.
An act to prevent base ball playing on Sunday in Kenton county.
An act to/incorporate the Shannon Cemetery Company, in Mason
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to incol'porate the Broadway Baptist Church, of L.o uisville," approved Jan- ·
uary 25, 1876.
An act to amend the turnpike laws of Lewis county.
A1:1 act to further amend an act, entitled ''An act to r!_lduce into one
the several acts in relation to the town of Harrodsburg."
An act to repeal an act, e'ntitled "An act to char~er the Gainesville
Academy, in Allen county."
An act to provide for remodng drift,; and obstructions to the free
passage of water in the west fork of Mayfield creek from a hl'idge
known as Mrs. Scarborough's bridge to Lanx Mill, in Ballard county.
A~ act to change the time of holding the court of claims in Chl'istian _county.
An act for the benefit of Davidson Hunter, a pauper idiot.
An act for the benefit of Sidney Hunter, a pauper idiot.
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to agree
upon a compensa,tion to the sheriff or tax collector of said county
for the years 1878 and 1879.
An act to repea1 an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
Dry Creek and Covington Turnpike Corripany," approved February
· 6th, 1872.
An act to incorporate the .Midrlle Trace Turnpike Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Plummers' Landing and Fox _Springs
Turpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the incorporation and
regulation of fire, marine, health, accident, live stock, and all -other
:xcept life insurance cornpan_ies," approved March 12, 1870.
An act for the benefit of James R. Isaacs, of Jackson county.
An act i~ aid of school district.No. 83, 'in Graves county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Cabin
Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester Turnpike Road Company," approved March 14, 1870.
An act for the benefit of M. B. & E. E. Mardis, of Marion county.
An act to charte1· ·the Empire, Clark::iville, and Nashville Rai ll'oad
Company.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of Allenspirituous,
unty.
n c~unty,
in Mason

ville voting precinct, in Todd county," approved February 23, 1876.
With amendments to the last two named bills.
That they bad disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House of

t to incoroved Jan-

Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of William E. Graham, of Allen county.
That they had received official information from the Governor that
be had approved and signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in

re into one

the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the Lquisville Board of Fire Underwriteni.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An ·act to establish an Insurance

r ainesville

~ureau." ,
An act for the benefit

fo the free

county.
An act for the benefit of Rebecca McCarty, of Whitley county.
An act authorizing the 'Trimble county court to levy and collect

~ a bridge
lrd county.

rin Cb,·i,-

' t.
y to agree
id county

charter of
February
Company.
x ~prings

ration and
tl all -other

0.

>Unty.

7.

of

school district No. 25, · of Rockcastle

an ad valorem tax.

An act to authorize the reduction in the width of the streets and

alleys in the c!tY of Louisville,
An act to permit the children withi11 two and a half miles of
the corporate limits of the city of Loui,iville to go to the common
schools of the city by paying $10 to the tru;;tees of said schooh per
family.
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the Hou;;e
of Representatives to the Senate substitute to a bill, which.
originated.
I
in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the State Agricultural, Mechanical, Zoological, and Botanical Association, Jefferson county.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
1. An act to amend the charter of the Bradford's Landing and
Washington Trace Turnpike Road Company, in Bracken county.
2. An act to incprporate the Kentucky Christian Conference.
3, An act for the benefit of sureties of G. W. Taylor.
4, An act to legalize the acts of the board of trustees of Elizabethtown, appointed by the county judge of lhHdin county in 1877,

the Cabin
pany," ap·

in granting coffee-house licenses in Elizabethtown.
5. An act to authorize the county judge of Hardin county to issue

on county.
e Railroad

coffee-house Jicerh,es in the town of Elizabethtown.
6, An act to amen·d an act, entitled" An act to organize and establish a system of' public s~hools in the Elizabethtown common school
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district, in Hardin county, for white children," approved March 20,
1878.
7. An act to incorporate the Sharpsburg, Long Branch, Flat Rock,
and Paris Turnpike Road Company.
8. An act changing the time of holding the Morgan and Elliott
circuit courts it'l the 13th judicial district.
9. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the propagation
and protection of food-fishes in the waters of Kentucky," approved
March 20, 1876.
10. An act for the benefit of Cell Reed, of Allen county.
11. An act to suppress gambling in lottery tickets and lottery policies, and prescribe penalties therefor.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
'r ead a second time.
·
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said hills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Corporate Institutions; the_2d to the Committee on Moral and Religious lnstitutions; the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 10th to .the Committee on Propositions and Grievancea; the 6th to the Committee on Education; the
7th to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 8th to the Committee on Circuit Courts;· the !Hb to the Committee on Pisciculture,
and the 11th to the Committee ·on the Judiciary.
That they h,a d adopted a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution regarding the porter of the Quarter-Master General
and the Bureau of Agricu-lture, Horticulture, and Statistics.
' On motion of Mr. Godshaw, th e House took from the orders of the
day the amendment prop<J'i!ed by the Senate as a substitute to a bill,
which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the State Agricultural, Mechanical, Zoological, and Botanical Association, of Jefferson county.
Mr. Goodnight moved an amendment to said substitute.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken 011 tbe adoption of said substitute, as
amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Points, the committee appointed for that purpose, reported
that he had withdrawn from the 'Senate a bill, which originated in
the House of Representatives, entitled
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An act to establish an institution of learnjng in the town of Cor·
inth, in Grant county, Kentucky, to he known as the Corinth Acad·

Flat Rock

emy,

'

nd Elliott
ropagation
' approved

ottery polel'ed to be
as to the
mittee on
and Relige on Propcation; the
the Comiscicnlture,

Mr. Points moved to reconsidei· the vote by which said bill was

passed.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion,

It

was decided in the affirmative.

~Ir. Points moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be read a third time.
And the question being tak~n on the adoption of ·said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Points ,!lloved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment ,

it was tlecided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a .third
time.
The rule of the House ancl the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Codes of Practice, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

An act to amend section 11 of title l of the Code of Practice in

( General
s.
der;; of the
e to a bill,
ti
~I, Zoologi-

criminal cases,
Reported the same without amendment.
01'dered, That said bill ·be placed -in the orders of the day.
Mr. Allensworth entered a m'otion to reconsider the vote by which
this House pa1;3sed a bill, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Covington and Lexinp;ton
Turnpike Road Company.
Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on the Judiciary, offered the fol·

endment,
bstitute, as

, reported
iginated in

lowing joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General As.~emb[u of the Commonwealth o( Kentucky,
That the At,torney General be, and he is hereby, insLructetl to continue
to prosecute the proceedings now pending in the courts of Oldham and
iyoodford counties to suppress certain lotteries, and take whatever addillonal steps as in his judgment may be necessary to put a stop to tbc
operation of lotteries and sale of tickets in this State.
Mr. Bigge1· moved to suspend the rules and take up said resolu·
tion.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Adair moved to reconsider the vote suspending the rules of
the Hourn.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Said resolution was then twice read.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said resolution,it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Whitaker and
Keller, were as follows, viz:
Those who vo~ecl in the affirmative wereB. Mills Parrish,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), D. A . Glenn,
James Perkins, ·
Robert F. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw ,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. W. Griffith,
J. IC-Bailey,
T.· M. Hill,
·Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Granville V. Rouse,
Joseph M . Kash,
J. lVl. Bigger,
C. W. Russell,
G reen R. Keller,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. \V. Scott,
T. J. Lewis,,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
Pat. Campion,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. W. Meador,
A. R. Clarke,
J. T. Tartar,
James F. Means.
Lyttleton nooke,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Cowan,
G. H. Towery,
E. H. Morin,
Thomas H. Ditto,
John C. Welch,
Wm. Neal,
W. J. Edrington;
Isaac T. West,
James 0' Bannon,
Abner Eversole,
LaFayette Wilson-53.
W.W. Orr,
Henry George,
J. S. Owsley,
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
. Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. E. Speck,
Gabriel Blevins,
Samuel D. Hensley, Clinton K. Tharp,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. J. Mc8lroy,
John A. Thomas,
A. Buford,
J.M. Neal,
H.P. Whitaker-19.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., h~ving arrived, the House took up
the :;:pecial order of the day for that hour, viz: a bill, which origi·
nated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Amb rose W. Dudley.
Mr. Glenn moved to postpone the further consideration of said bill,
and make the same the special order for Thursday, the 4th inst., at
11 0'0lock, A. M.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Keller entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which this
House passed a bill, entitled
An act to ame~d article 11, chapter 29, General Statutes.
Bills wei·e reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Whitake1·, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAbill to amend and reduce into one the several acts incorporating
the town of Falmouth, Pendleton county.
By Mr. C. U. lVIcElroy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to extend the common
pleas court of Warren county to the counties of Butler, Edmonson ,
and Muhlenburg," approved Febmary 23, 1874.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered · to be
read a second time.'
The rule of the House and° the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed wit_h, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Sen~te were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish a·system of public schools in the Elizabethtown common school
district, in Hardin county, fo1· white children," approved March 29,
1878.

ouse took up
which origi·

of said bill,
. 4th inst., at

1

By Mr. Welch, from the Committee on Charitable InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled ".An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts organizing and regulating the lunatic· asylums of this State," approved March 20, 1876.
O,.dered, That said bills be read a third time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
tbird reading of said bills being disp~nsed with,
H, R.-138
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R esofoed, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
On motion of Mr. Tharp , the Speaker appointed him a committee
to withdraw from the Senate a bill, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
An act to authorize the city of Owensboro to subscribe and take
$2,000, of $ 25 each, in the stock of the Owensboro and Nashville

'.

Railroad Company.
Mr. Welch, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, to whom
had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the Central Lunatic Asylum,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, A special" committee appointed to visit the asylum here,
, in after mentioned h'ave recommended the appropriation of the following
amounts of money; therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tuclcy, That the Commissioners of the Central Lunatic Asylum be an,
thorized to spend fifteen hundred dollarA, or so much thereof as mny be
necessary, to procure the material and put up a picket fence of sufficient
height and strength around the aAylum buildings as mi\J be necessary to
afford ample grounds within the inclosure for the exercise and corufortof
the patients.
~ 2. That said commissioners bo authorized to expend fifteen hundred
doT!ars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to procure the material
and build a barn, of such size and style as the demauds of the insUtution
may require, and .the amount of money hereby granted enable them to do.
§ 3. 'l'hat, said commissioners are hereby authorized to expend two hundred and fifty ($250) dollar8, or.so much ot the same as is necessary, to construct a building to store away straw for the asylum.
§ 4. That said commissioners shall take all necessary steps, for the letting of saiu buildings, so as to t:lecure such contracts as that the buildings
shall not cost the State more than a fair and reasonable estimate for the
same.
§ 5. Tbat whenever the commissioners have agreed upon plans for sai.d
buildings, and contracted for building the same, the AudiLOr of Pubho
Accounts be, and be is hereby, authorized, upon an order of said cornmis·
sioners, to draw bis warrant upon the Treasurer for the amount of thirty·
two hundred and fifty dollars, to be paid out of any money not otherwise
appropriated.
§ 6. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the -constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
· was decided in .the affit-mative.
·
·
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro·
, vision of the Constitution, were ~s follows, viz:
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Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
c. T. Allen,
W. Scntt Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
J.K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
G . W. Pricha1·d,
E. O. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley, Wm. M. Reed,
J.M. Bigger,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W . H. Hillsman,
Thomas A. Robertson,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F:Buie,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
J . Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Bush,
Richard Lambert,
G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. DiJ;to,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
John Feland,
E . H. Mo1·in,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
Wm. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatt;;,
H.P. Whit.aker,
Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-74.
Isaac H. Goodnight, W.W. Orr,
In the negative-none.

Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
i\Ir. Welch, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the Western Lunatic Asylum,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it ena<;ted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the Commission ers of tbe Western .Lunatic Asylum be, and
they are hereby, authorized to use any surplus money now in their bands
and belonging so ~aid asy lum, in the building of additional accommodation for the white insane of said asylum district.
82. Be it further enacted, That the sum of ten thousand dollars is
hereby appropriated, out of any money in the TreaRury not otherwise appropl'iated, to be used by and under the direction of said board of commissioners, in et·ecting buildings and furnishing suitable accommodations
for the care and treatment of the colored insane of the Western Asylum
district, and the Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby authorized to draw
bis warrant on the Treasury in favor of the treasurer of said Western
Lunatic Asylum, when he shall produce and show to said Auditor the
order of the president of said board of commissioners, signed by himself
and each of said -commissioners, and also the vouchers or _t·eceipts of tbe
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person or persons who had done and performed the work provided for
in this section, and the Auditor shall take and preserve said order and
vouchers or receipts in his office.
§ 3. Be it fu,rther enacted, The said board of comm issioners shall adver. 1
tise for bids, and let out upon contra.ct for the building and work provided
for in tbe preceding section, and sha-11 take a good and sufficient bond
from the party or 11arties to whom the contract is awarded, fo1· the faith.
ful performance of the contract; and said commissioners mny make par.
tial payments upon tbe work as the same progresses: Provided, Tbat the
payment so made shall not be more than sixty per cent. of I.he amount
duo on the work performed.
§ 4. This act shall take effect from its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
W.W . C,1T,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac H. Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
Robert F . Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M . Hill,
Granville V . Rouse,
Jos. M . Kash,
C. W. Russell,
J . M. Bigger,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U .. McEiroy, J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. MoElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. 'l'hompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
Isaac T. West,
John Feland,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-72.
In the negative-Milton Hamilton-I.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
The House took from the orders of the day the amendment proposed by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, en titled
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of Allensville voting precinct, in Todd county," approved February 23, 1876.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
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Mr, Bush read and laid on the table the following joint resolution,

rovided for
order and
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d, That the
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viz:

' Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Thut the sum of $ - - be, and I.he same is hereby, appropriaLed out of
any funds in the Treasury not otlrorwise appropriated, for the purchase
of 11, portrait of Daniel Boone, now owned by William Murphy; and the
Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby authorized and directed to draw his
warrant on t.he Treasurer in favor of said William Murphy for the sitid
sum of S- -, when the said portrait shall become tho property of the
State of Kentucky.
The following petition was presented, viz:

l

rr

bill, it was

1

By Mr. AllenThe petition of sundry citi7,ens of this State, asking the passage of

e to a pro-

an act compelling parents or guardian:i of deaf mutes to send them
to school at Danville, Kentucky.
Which was received, the reading dispensed with, and referl'ec\ to
tbe Committee on Education.
Mr. Mannen, from a special committee, to whom was referred a
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bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the continuation of the Geological Survey,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
9 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly r!f the Commonweall!t of Kentucky, Tbat for the continuation, of 1,be Geological, Topographical , Botanical, and other Su1·veys of Kentucky, now under the direction of the State
Geologist, there is hereby appropriat,ed, from any moneys in the 'rreasury
not otherwise appropriated, as follows:
For the furthe1· geological investigation of the State, including the salaries ol the Director and bis Geological Assist.an Ls, and Lheir field expenses,
four thousand dollars per annum.
For the 'ropographical Survey, including the salm·ies of the assistants
and field expenses, thirty-six hundred dollars per annum.
'
.For the chemical analyses, and other laboratory tests of substances, .
nine hundred dollars per annum.
For the engraving of maps nn<l pl!ites, and for lithographic stones, and
cuts for illustrations, nine hundred dollars per annum.
For, stereotyping t.he reports ,a nd other publications of the Survey,
seventeen hundred dollars per annum.
For office expenses and collection of specimens, six hundred dollars per
annum .
. For the outfit expenses of the Survey, the purchase of wagons, horse~,
rnstruments, &c., four bundred dollars per annum: Provicled, however, That
tbe money not required for any of the purposes specified above, may be
used for the other specified purpuses.
§ ~- That the maps, reports, and other publications of the Survey, shall
be disposed of and distl'ibuted as follows: One copy each sball be given
to ench member of the State Government, itnd oue copy to eacb member
of the General Assembly in office at the time of its publication; one to
each clerk's office of the several county courts, to be filed and i·et.ained

•
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the1·ein for inform11,tion of Lhe citizens of said county; five copies each
to ench officer of the Su1·vey engaged in the preparation thereof- thi·ee
hundred copies shall be distribnted to the various public librari~s and
men of science in this and other countries, in the manner most likely to
diffuse a knowledge of the resources of the State, and to aid in the development of its industries; nnd that t,lie remainder of the copies printed
from time to time shall be offered for sale, ns directed by the Governor of
this Commonwealth, at, the actunl cost of printing, binding, and distributing the same. The first edition of each of the reports, and other publications of the Survey, shall not exceed one thousand copies, but the
Governor shall have authority to order, at his discretion, subsequent editions of five hundred copies each: Providul, That the photogrnpbs published a-hall be in editions of not exceeding one hundred copies, of which
fifty copies shall be plaeed in public libraries in th is and other countries,
as may seem most likely to disseminate information concern in g the Commonwealth, and the remainder shall be sold at the cost of making and
distributing the same. ·
l§ 3. 'fhis act shall take effect from and after its passage; but the foregoing appropriations shall only be for two years.

Mr. Hamilton moved the following amendments to said bill, viz:
In seventh line striko out wo1·d "four" and insert word" two."
In tenth line strike out wonl "thirty-six" and insert the word" aigbteen."
In eleventh line strike out word "nine" and insert word "four."
In fourteenth lin e st1·ike out wo,·d "nine" and insert word" four."
In fifLoenth li.ne fltr ike out wo1·d "seventeen ' i and insert word "eight."
In seventeenth lin e strike ouL w0rd "six" and insert word" three."
Strike out nineteenth, twentieth, twenty-first, twenty-second lines in
the bill.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendments,
it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill be rea<l a third time.
Said bill was read the third .
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pm·,mance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who vote<l in the affirmative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
W. W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
0. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham, _ William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. W. Griffith,
G_ W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, 0. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
W. H. Hillsman,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,

1
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Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas H. Mannen, John D. Thompso n,
Lyttleton Gooke,
G. H. Towery,
David Martin,
John Cowan,
John C. Welch,
Clarence
U.
McElroy,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Isaac T. West,
J. W. Meador,
w. J. Edrington,
H.P. Whitaker,
James F. Means,
John Feland,
LaFayette Wilson-56.
E.
H.
Morin,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Jame s Perkins,
J.M . Bigger,
Joseph M. Kash,
Wm. M. Reed,
Gabriel Blevins,
James Barbour Mason, Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. J . Mc8lroy,
G, R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. E. Speck,
Henry Campbell,
J.M. Neal,
Clinton JC Tharp,
Abner Eversole,
Wm. Neal,
G.eo. H.B. Thompson,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas-26.
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
Resolved, That the title of said bill he as aforesaid.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry emolled bills, which originated in.'
the House of Representatives, of the following titles , viz:
An act to incorporate the Mutual Benefit Fire Insurance Company

A. R. Clarke,

of Boone county;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Crittenden, in Grant
county;
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Widows and Orphans' Relief
Association;
An act to prevent base ball playing on Sunday in Kenton county;
An act to repeal all laws imposing a tax on dogs, so far as they

apply to the county of Christian;
An act for the benefit of J. P . .Cooper, committee for Melinda F.
White, pauper idiot;
An act for the benefit of the Second Colored Baptist Church of
Louisville;
An act for the benefit of the personal representatives of George M.
Hibler, late clerk Bourbon "county circuit cout·t;
An act for the benefit of C. C . .Mill,;, committee for Lydia Elizabeth
Mullett, a pauper idiot of Martin county;
An act for the benefit of John A. Turner, of Bath county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Louisville Orphan Home Society," approved February 23, 1849, and March
10, 1870, and February 15, 1876;

'
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An act to authorize the county court of Todd county to sell and
convey the clerk's office lot, and buildings thereon;
. An act to incorporate the Empire Coal and Transportation Company;

I

'

An act to prevent the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within three miles of Bailey's Mill, in Franklin county;
An act concerning the sale, gift, loan, and drinking of spirituouR,
vinous, and malt liquors, or mixtures of either, in Fulton county;
An act to extend the corporate limits of the town of Greenville, in
Muhlenburg county;
An act chartering Simpson Benevolent Lodge, No. 177, Free and
Accepted Masons;
An act for the benefit of common school commissioner of Mercer
county;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 35, in Ohio county;
An act to amend section 6, articre 6, chapter 92, of the General
Statutes;
An act for the benefit of L. B. Rose, J. M. Rose, Martha A. Rose,
Bettie Gaines Rose, and Martha Ellen Rose;
An act to incorporate the Catlettsburg Library Association;
An act to regulate the time ·or holding the circuit courts in Boyle
county;
An act to incorporate Stewartsville Lodge, No. 519, Free and Accepted Masons, of Stewartsville, Grant county;
An act fo1· the benefit of school _d istrict No. 51, Lincoln county,
Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to provide for the erection
of school buildings in commo·n school district No. I, in Hawesville,
Hancock county;"
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend an act to incor·
porate the Broadway Bapti_st Church, of Louisville," approved January 25, 1876;
An act, entitled" An act to authorize the c;.onstables in the county of
Henderson to collect the delinquent taxes for the years 1873, 1874,
and 1875;
An act to authorize the trustees of the town of Germantown, in
Bracken county, to discontinue and sell a portion of Frankfort street
in said town;
' An act to regulate the jul'isdiction of justices of the peace in
equity cases in Jefferson county;
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An act to authorize the court of claims of the county of Gree11 to
levy an ad ,valorem tax;
,
An act for the benefit of John G. Say let·, of Harlan county;
An act for the ben.efit. of the Mackville Methodist Episcopal Church,
South;
.
An act to iacorporate the West Louisville school district, !n Daviess
county;
An act to authorize the Franklin county court to issue bonds for the
erection of a free bridge across the Kentucky river, connecting North
and South Frankfort, and to s.ubscribe stock to the same;
An act to ,a,uthoriiie the constable of the' Williamstown magisterial
district, in Grant county, to appoint a ·deputy;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the appointment of
official reporters, and for the preservation of evidence in certain
cases in this Commonwealth," approved March 6, 1878;
An act to amead the charter of the city of Owensboro;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Mitchellsville and Dry Creek Plank Road Company,'' approved November
29, 1850;
Also an enrolled bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Covington and Lexington
Turnpike Road Company;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
·Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
#
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Hamilton t·ead and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz :
I. Resolved by t!te Geneml Assembly of tf,e Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That we are opposed to sumptuary laws, subsidy laws, hig_h salaries, salary grabs sinecures, ~ight to seven returning boards, and de facto accidental presidents.
2. That as a free people w.e declare that said act of said eight to seven
returning board waA 11,n outrage that has been submitted to the first and
last time.
Mr. W. J, McElroy moved that a committee be appointed to withdraw from the Senate a bill, which-·originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the Covington and Lexington Railroad Company.
.
Mr. J. P. ·A llen moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the q11estion being taken on the adoption of said. motion, it
Was decided in the ·affirmative.
Ii,
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. Mc.
Elroy and Adair, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), John Feland,
W. W. Orr,
James P. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, D. A. Glenn,
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
Milt0n Hamilton·,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley, C. W. Russell,
Caleb R . Brooks,
T. M. Hill,
T. W. Scott,
J. T. Tartar,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker-36.
Those who voted in the negative, were·Cromwell Adair,Isaac H. Goodn ight, J, S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
B . .Mills Parrish,
·Robert F. Allensworth, Richard Lambert,
William Points,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Thomas A. Robertson,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
W. J . McElroy,
Augustine Shelburne,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-33.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and . Grievances,
who were directed to prepare and brin~ in the same, reported a bill,
entitled
A bill relating to the sale of spirituous liquors in Kenton county .
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bilil being dieipensed with,
Mr. Whitaker moved an amendment to s·aid bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Campbell moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Robertson moved to lay said bill and amendments on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption· of said motion, it
-was deci<ied in the negative .
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess1·s. Whitakl;)t' and
Robertson, ·were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speake1· (Turner), John Feland,
James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair ,
D. A . Glenn,
W.W. Orr,
RobertF. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, Isaac H. Goodnight, B. Mills Parrish,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
William Points,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
Thorna,s A.. Robertson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Cla1·ence U'. McElroy, C. W. Russell,
A. R. Clarke,
W. J. 'McElroy,
Thomas Sande t·s,
Lytt.leton Cooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. R. Snyder,
John 'Cowan,
J. M, Neal,
G . E. Speck,
W. J. Edrington,
William Neal,
G. H. Towei·y-36.
Those who voted in the negative, were-J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
0. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Richard A. Spurr,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel
D.
Hensley,
J. T. Tartar,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. H. Hillsman,
Hancock Taylor,
Gabriel Blevins,
Green R. Keller,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
John A. Thomas,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Henry Campbefl,
J. W. Meado1\
John Chas. Thomp.. 011,
Pat. Campiori,
James F.,Means,
John D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-41.
Leven E. Green,
G. W. Prichard,
\V. Scott Gresham,
Orde1·ed, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time, as follows, viz:

§ 1. Be it ,;nacted b'I/ the General Assembly o( the Commonwealth of' Kentucky, 'fhat if any pe1:-son, under twenty-one and ove1· sixteen years of age,

as to the

rnendment,

endment,

sball purchase or procu1·e, from any licensed vender of the same, any
spir~tuous, vinous, or malt liquors, or a mixture of either, without the
ne1;essary legal authority to so do, by falt:1ely r·epresenting that he 01· they
are of tweuty-one ye}~rs of age 01· greater, be 01· th'ey so offending shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and punished by a fine in any amount
not greater than fifty dollars for each offense, recoverable by indictment
of the grand j ~ry.
§ 2. 'l'his act shall take effect from its passage.

And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Whitaker
and Glenn, were as follows, viz:

'
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
· J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. He.nsley, Joseph L . Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
G. W. Prichard,
Henry Campbell,
W. H. Hillsman,
J . T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q. Lackey,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Abner Eversole,
Richard Lambert,
John Chas. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
James Barbour Mason, Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason.
E. H. Morin,
H.P. Whitaker-25.
Leven E. Green.
Those who voted in .the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
B. Mills Parrish,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
RobertF. Allensworth,.W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. M. Bigg·er,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
Gabriel Blevins,
T. J . Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
Th'o mas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
Cla1·ence U. McElroy,· G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
W. J. McElrpy,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Tipton A:Miller,
John· A. Thomas,
A. R. Clarke,
J.M. Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Wm. Neal,
John IJ. Thompson,
John Cowan,
T . J . Oat'ts,
G. H. To·wery,
W. J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
John Feland,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-53.
D. A. Glenn.
J. S . Owsley,
And so said bill was rejected.
The House took from the orders of the day a bill, which originated
in the Senate, entitled
An act to prescribe the mode of ascertaining the value of the prop·
erty of railroad companies for taxation, and for taxing the same.
The q nestion was then taken on the passage of said bill , and it
was decided in the affirmative.
Resolved, That thi; title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Allensworth moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
passed.
Mr. Gods.haw moved to lay haid motion on the table .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said mot ion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. McElroy and Adair, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), John Feland,
B. Mills Parrish,
Cromwell Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Points,
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G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
Ferdinand Rigney,
). K. Bailey,
D. A. Glenn,
C. W. Russell,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Charles God·shaw,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
T. W. Scott,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. Scott Gresham,
Richard A. Spurr,
T.J. Bush,
J . W. Griffith,
Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Samuel D. Hensley,
John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
John D. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
E. H. Morin, .
G. H. Towery,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker-44.
Thomas H. Ditto,
·W . W. Orr,
\V. J. Edrington,
J. S. O'wsley,
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L '. Hazelip,
James Perkin::1,
A. Buford,
Green R. Kelle r,
Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
W. J. McElroy,
G. R. ::-.nyder,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
G. E . Speck,
Henry George,
Tipton A- Miller,
J. T. Tartar,
Leven E. Green,
J. M. Neal,
Cli.n ton K. Tharp-27 .·
Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom had been
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to incorporate the Forest Hill Inclined Plane Railway

ilson-53.

Company, of Covington,
Reported the same with an amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

originated

it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time. ·
The rule of the H~use and the constitutional provisiqn as to the

r the prop-

I same.

r ill, ~n.d it

third reading of said bill being <li::1pensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took from the order:1 of the day the amendment pro-

h said bill

posed ·by the Senate to a bill, which originated in the House of Rep·

motion, it

resentati ves, en ti tied
An act for the benefit of V. 1'. Hartis, of Butler county.
Which amendmen·t was twice read and concnrred _in.
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom

·. J. McEl-

ish,

LtS,

had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
West Covington," -approved March 16, 1869,
Reported the same without amendment.
I'
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Oi·dered, That sai<l bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That so much of an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
West Covington." approved loth March, 1869, as extended the boundary
of said town south of the rive1· road be, and the same is hereby, repealed.
§ 2. This act shall be in forc e from and afte1· its passage.

The question was then taken on the passage of sai<l bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being re.quired thereon by Meesrs. Hamilton
and Spu1-r, were as follows, viz:

I '

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Owsley,
Clement R. Ambrose, Charles Godshaw,
8. Mills Parl'ish,
A. Buford,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
Edmund Burr,
Leven E. Green,
T . W. Scott,
Pat. Campion,
W. Scott Gresham,
Aug. Shelburne,
A. R. Clarke,
T. M. Hill,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
W . J. Edringto~,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversolt>,
James F. Means,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Feland,
James ()'Bannon,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. W . Orr,
G. H. Towery-36.
Those who voted in the negative, were,'
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Samuel D . Hensley, Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
Gr.een R. Keller,
0. W. Russell,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J.M. Bigger,
W. J. Mc.Elroy,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
E Fl . .Morin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
, J. M. Neal,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry George,
T. J . Oatts,
Isaac T. West-31.
'Dennis Gleason,
Resolved, That the ti tie of said bill b·e as aforesaid.

Bills were rnported by the seve1:al committees, who were directed
to prepare an<l bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Snyd.er, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the .Gou land Coal, Oil, and Mining Company
of Kentucky.
By Mr. Means, from the same ·committeeA bill to incorporate the Glencoe and Sugar Creek Turnpike Company, in Gallatin county.
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By Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to enable the Public Library of Kentucky to transfer its
calth of Ken1 e charter of
he boundary
by, repealed.
bill, and it
· Hamilton

iroperty to the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrieYancesAbill for the benefit of John Wolfe, of Kenton county.
By Mr. Goodnight, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill to amend an act, entitled '" An act to fix the terms o\f the
circuit, chancery, anci' c1·iminal courts in the 12th judicial district,"
approYed March 14th·, 1878.
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and GrieY·
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A bill declaring Red Lick Fork of Station Camp c reek, in Estill

county, a navigable stream.
By Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAbill to amend an act, entitled '' An act to create a court of common pleas in the counties of Boyle, Garrard, Lincoln, Marion, Mercer, Rockcastle, and Washington," approved March 6, I 876.
Which bills were , severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as w the
second reading of said bills being di,:penscd with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By M1·. Buford,' from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to empower the county court of the county of Anderson to
take stock in turnpike roads in said county.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Moral and Religious InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Kentucky Christian Conference.
By Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to am~nd an act, entitled" An act to amend the South Covington and Ci~cinnati Railway Company."
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By sameAn act 'to amend the chart.er of the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company.
By Mr. Gleason, from the Committee on Propositions and Grie 1,.
ances- .
An act for the henefit of Philip Murphy, of Louisville.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading _of said bills being dispensed with;
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, asking to withdraw from
the House a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act for the benefit of W. S. Hawkins.
Which "' as granted, and said bill delivered to the messenger.
And then the Hou-,e adjourned.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3, 1878.
A mee_sage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following tit.lee, viz:
.An act to enable the preeident and-directors to sell the Eminence
trnd Smithfield Turn pike Road . ,
An act to reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town
of Lancaster.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to authorize R. S. Mosely
to make a croe;s-index to the suits of the Ohio quarterly courts.''
An act for the benefit of the administrator of the estate of James
V. Payne, late sheriff of Fleming cpunty.
An act in relation to the Penitentiary warehouse.
_An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act regulating the sale of
spirituous, malt, and vinous liquors in the town of · Taylorsville,
Spencer county."·
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An act to amend an act, entitled" An act allowing a constable in
Kenton county to appoint one deputy," approved February 16th,
!860.

and Griev.

as to the

r reof be as

rdraw from
?sentatives,

An act to amend and reduce into one the several acts incorporating the town of Falmouth, Pendleton county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to extend the common
pleas court of Warren county to the counties of Butler, Edmonson,
and Muhlenburg," approved February 23, 1874.
An act to incorporate the CovJngton and Ludlow Junction Railroad Company.
With an amendment as a substitute for the last named bill.
That they had passed bills of the following titles; viz :
I. An act to incorporate the Newport, Alexandria, and Broolrnville
Narrow Gauge Railway Company.
2. An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Central Railroad

nger.

Company.
3. An act to amend the charter of the Maysville and Lexington
Railroad Company, Southern Division.
4. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts incorporating the town of Brooksvil le, in
Br.acken county," approved March 13, 1872.
5. An act to incorporate the Circuit Railway Company.
6. An act to amend an act incorporating the town of Greenville,
in Muhlenburg c~mnty.
7. An act to provide for the recording of unpublished opinions of

that they
entatives,
minence
the town

::s. Mosely

trts,"
of James

~ sale ot'

lorsville,

the Court of' Appeals.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
'l'he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 5th to the
Committee on Railroads; the 4th and 6th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions, and the 7th to the Committee on Court ci Appeals.
That they had disagreed to a resolution, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled
Resolution in regard to Attorney General prosecuting lottery suits
in Oldham and Woodford counties.
R.

R.-140

\
I

,,
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Mr. Snyder, offered the following resolution, viz:

Resolved, That any membar being absent upon a call of his county with.
out leave of the House, the same county shall not be called again for bills
until it is reached in its regular order.
Mr. Bi:gger offered the following substitute for said resolution, viz:

Resolved, 'l'hat this Rouse, during the remainder of this session meet
at 9 o'clock, A. M., and adjourn at 1 o'clock, P. M.., and meet at' three

0

o'

o'clock, and adjourn at 5 o'clock, and meet at 8 o'clock, and adjourn at 10
o'clock, each day. This resolution shall take effect to-morrow, and the
order of business shall remain as it now is.
Mr. Gresham moved to lay said resolution and substitute on the
table.
,And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Spurr and
Gresham, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-C. T. Allen,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J . Oatts,
James P. Allen,
Abner Eversole,
W. C. Owens,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. M. Reed,
Caleb R. Brnoks,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Jno. C. Thompson-20.
A. R. Clarke,
Wm. Neal,
I

Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley,
William Points,
J. K. Bailey,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. W: Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
G1;anville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
C. W. Russell,
Bdmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bu13h,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElrny, G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Peter G. Fischer,
E. H. Morin,
John A. Thomas,
Henry George,
J. M. Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W. Orr,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac -H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
John C. Welch,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
Isaac T. West,
J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
H.P. Whitaker-58.
W. L. Hazelip,
The · question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute,
and it was decided in the affirmative.

f1
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The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution, as
s county with.
again for bills

amended by said substitute, and it was decided in the affirmative.

Mr. Snyder

offered the following resolution, viz:

Resolved, 'rhat hereaftel' this House will hold evening sessions on Sat -

olution, viz:
session, meet
meet at three
adjourn at 10
Tow, and the

orduy and Monday evenings, commencing at 'i½ o'clock. and closing at 10
o'clock, at which time only local bills will be considered.

Which was twice read and adopted.
The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having anived, the House took up
the special order of the day for that hour, viz: a bill, which origi-

titute on the

nated in the Senate, entitled
An act to provide a suitable mansion for the Governor of the

id motion, it

Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz:
\VHEREAS, The present Governor'i, mansion, after many expensive repnirs and alterations, is in a dilapidated condition, and for these and other
rensons which have been heretofore repol'Led to this General Asi,embly by
a joint special committee the1·eof, is unfit for the residence of the Governor of Kentucky; and whereas, the sajd joint special committee have ful'tber reported that the lot, and the newly erected brick residenne thereon,
of Capt. H . I. Todd, situated on the corner of Wapping and Wilkinson
streets, in the city of F1·ankfort, one of the most healthy and desirable
localities in said city, the building being of modern construction, of great
cnpacity , with large and spac ious hallways, thoroughly ventilated, with
full light :ind air, and with all the modern attachments of commodious
linen and pantry rooms, water-closets, and bath-rooms, ample sewerage,
and the same, togetbe1· with brick stable, ice-house, and. other improvements, and fencing thereon, uonstructed of the best material and- in the
best manner, and now in thorough repair, can, at this time, be had upon
the very low terms of an exchange for the p1·esent r esidence and grounds
owned by the State as a Governo1·'s mansion and $15,000 in money, and
the State thereby obtain not only a much more desirable property for the
purpose, but be saved a much larger outlay and expense to build a new
mansion upon its present grounds; and said committee have recommeodei
that this exchange be made; therefore,
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That upon Capt. H. I. Todd making, or causing to be made, to the
Commonwealth of Kentucky ii good and sufficient deed of general warranty from himself and his wife, Jane B. Todd, for the property known
as his residence , situated on the corner of Wappiog and Wilki oson streets,
in the city of Frankfo1·t, Kentucky, and bounded on the south by said
Wapping street, on the west by said Wilkinson street, on the north by th e
lots of A. J. James and R. P. Pepper, and on the east by Long Lane alley,
together with all and singular the appu1·teoances thereto, and causing to
be released from said property the mortgage lien thereon now held by the
Bank of Kentucky and J. R. Hendrick, together with all other liens, taxes .
and assessments thereon, and delivel'ing the said deed to the Governor of
tbe Commonwealth of Kentucky, the said Governor is hereby authorized
and directed, for and on behalf of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, to
convey the present Governor's mansion, 5:od the grounds thereto attached,
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the same being in the said city of .Frankfort, Kentucky, and bounded on the
north by Clinton street, on_ the east by High street, on the west by Ann
street, and on the south by an al ley, with its appurtenances, by quitclaim
deed to Jane B. Todd, the wife of said H . J. Todd, and also make and de.
liver to said Jane B. Todd hiti order upon the Audito1· of Public Acconnts
of Kentucky, directing said officer to issue his warrant upon the Treas.
urer of .Kentucky in favor of said Jane B. Todd for the sum of ($15 000)
fifteen thousand dollars.
· '
§ 2. The Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby directed, upon the pro.
duction to him of the Governor's order for the sum of $15,000, mentioned
in the first section of this act, to draw his warrant upon the Treasurer of
Kentucky in favor of said Jane B. Todd for said sum, to be paid ontof
any funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated by law.
§ 3. 'fhat when the said exchange of deeds, as provided· for in the first
section of this act, shall have been made and completed, the said property
conveyed by said H. I. Todd and wife to the Commonwealth of Kentucky
shall be known, used, and appropriated for a. Governor's mansion: Procided, however, 'l'hat the Governor shall not be required to vacate t.lie pres.
en t .mansion, or take possession of sa id now mansion, for the space of
thirty days after the date when said exchange of deeds is completed, unless
he shall desire to do so at an earlier day.
§ 4. · This act shalt take effect from and after its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the afffrmative.

L
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The yeas and nays being rnquired thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

·,
,
, I

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
W . H. Hillsman,
G. W . Prichard,
Robert F. Allens..,vorth, Green R. Keller,
Wm . M. Reed,
J. M. Bigger, ·
Thomas H . Mannen, Ferdinand Rigney,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
T. J. Bush,
James F . Means,
T. W. Scott,
A. R . Cla!'ke,
E. H. Morin,
Augustine Shelburne,
John Cowan,
James O'Bannon,
Richard A . Spurr,
Peter G . Fischer,
W.W . Orr,
Hancock Taylor,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
Clinton K. Tharp,
D . A. Glenn,
William Points,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. Scott Gresham,
Joseph L. Pope,
H. P . Whitaker-33.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
C. T. 41len,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
.Ta mes P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
B . Mills Parrish,
Clement R. A&ibrose, J. W . Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Oranville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brnoks,
W. L. Hazelip,
C. W. Russell,
Benjam in F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R . Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck, ·
W. H. H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
W . J . McElroy,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
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Jno. D. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Welch,
W.J.Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-45.
Abner Eversole,
William Neal,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Snyder moved to make the special order for to-morrnw, at 3½
o'clock, P. M., and continue from day to clay until completed, a bill,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Henry Stanberry, Wm. C. P. Breckinridge, and B. F. Buckner.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affi.rmatiYe,

The Speaker appointed Mr. Mannen a committee t<? withdraw from
the Senate a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to incorporate the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Com·
pany, Northern Division.
Mr. Bush, from the Committee on Military Affairs, read and laid
on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth o( Kentucky,
That the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund be authorized to appoint a
spoci!\l agent to represent and collect any and all claims due from the Gen eral Government for arms taken or furnished the General Government by
tbeState of Kentucky du1·ing the late war, o,nd that a special contmct be
made by the Oommissiono1·s of the Sinking Fund with such agent, and
tho compensation for his services shall be paid out of Lbe amounts received
on the above claims; and that sueh money, when collected, shall be paid
into the Treasury of this Commonwe11lth.
Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on the JudiciaryA bill to incorporate the National Mutual Benefit Association.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate the town of Franklinton, in Henry county.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of school
distri.ct No. 39, in Bath county," approved February 9th, 1876 .
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to authorize John Ford to erect a mill-dam ac1·oss Nolin
river, in Edmonson county. .
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled" an act to amend and revise the
charter of the town of Millersburg, in Bourbon county."

I,
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By Mr. Hamilton, from the Committee on Prnpositions and Gl'ievancesA bill for the benefit of John Gooden, of Bell county.
By Mr. Feland, from the Committee on Codes of PracticeA bill to amend section 756 of the Civil Uode of Practice.
By Mr. Feland, from the Committee on Ge11eral StatutesA biH to allow the county judge of Madi;;on county to practice
law in certain cases.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second ti01e.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
· Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a thfrd time.
The rnle of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dis~ensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesa id.
Bills ·which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to prevent swine from running at large in the city of
Frankfort.
By sameAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent stock from
running at large in Bracken and other counties," approved March 8,
1876.

By lVIr. Shelburne·, from the Committee on Education-An act to incorporate the board of trustee s for the graded city
school of Cynthiana, Kentucky.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the Montgomery Street Turnpike Road Com·
pany.
By Mr: Thomas, from the Committee on Privileges and ElectionsAn act to legalize the acts of the court of claims of Shelby county,
Kentucky, in regard to the issu ing of bonds for tLirnpike roads in
said county.
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By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporat~ InstitutionsAn act to 1·e-enact an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
wn of Union Star," approved February· 26, 1868, and to amend the
me.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Inte1'nal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the. Somerset and Clio Turnpike. Road ComBy Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act for the benefit of Thomas G. Poore, of Hickman county.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend an act, entitle(i "An act to incorporate the Chrisdan Association of Women of Louisville.>1
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, the House took from
the orders of the day the amendment proposed by the Senate to a
bill, which originated in the House of RepresentativeE', entitled
An act to change the boundary line between the counties of Mor·
gan and Wolfe.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in .
Mr. Bigger., from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were dir~cted to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to fix the amount to be charged by towns for tavern license.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Buie moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on the
Jodiciary.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
~as decided in the negative.
Mr. Feland objected to said bill being ordered to its third reading
to-day.
Mr. Goodnight ~oved to suspend the rule and order said bill to he
read a third time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motio_n, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by MAssrs . Spurr and
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W . J. McElroy, were as follows, v iz: .

I

'11

'

Those who voted in the affirmative wereMt·. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glen n,
J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
James Perkins,
C. T. All en,
Isaac H. Goodnight, G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Fe rdinand Rigney,
Robert F . All enswo rth, Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. Ambrose, .W . L. Haze lip ,
C. W. Russell,
J. K . Bail ey,
Samuel D. He nsley,
Augustin e Shelburne,
J. M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. R. Snyder,
Caleb R. Brooks,
G ree n R. Kell e r,
G. E. Speck,
A. Buford,
.T . Q. Lackey,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund B urr,
T . .J. Lewi,,,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. ;Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K. Tharp,
Henry Campbell,
James Barbou r Mason, John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
.T. W. Meador,
Geo . H.B. Thompson,
A. R. Clark e,
James F. Mea ns,
John Chas. Thompson,
Lyttleton nooke,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson ,
John Cowan,
Wm. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Peter G . Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-56.
Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr,
Tho se who voted in the negative, wereBenjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U. McElrciy, Thomas Sanders,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. Mcl:'.:lroy,
T. W. Scott,
Abner Ever.:ole,
Tipton A. Miller,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Feland.
James O ' Bannon,
G. H. Towery-14.
Henry George,
Wm. M. Reed,
Ordered, That said bill be e ngrossed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time.
The question was then taken on the ·passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being 1·equired thereon by Messrs. Feland and
Spurr, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. Neal,
C. T . Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
T. J. Oatts,
James P. Allen,
J. W . Griffith,
J. S. Owsley,
Robert F. Allensworth , Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J . K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferd.inand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. E. Speck,
T. J . Bush, .
J. Q. Lackey,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
l'at. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
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\V. J. Edrington,

David Martin,
LaFayette Wilson- 41.
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. M eador,
Those w ho v oted in the negative, wereClement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green ,
Granville V . Rou se,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. Scott Gresham,
C. W. R ussell,
Edmund Burr,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U . McElroy, Au g ustine S helburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W .. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
John Feland,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompso n,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
G. H. Towery-2G.
D. A. Glenn,
William Points,
Resolved, That tke title of said bill be as aforesaid,
The House took from the orders of the day the motion to recon sider the vote by which this House refu sed to order to its third 1:ead-

ing a bill, entitled
A bill to incorporate th·e Harrison County Mutual Insurance Com pany.
And the question· being taken on the a doption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Clarke and
nders,
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Keller, ,were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
G . W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rou-se,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
C. W. Russell,
J. K. Bailey,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
James F. Means,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. R. S nyder,
A. R. Clarke,
E. H. Morin,
G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eve1·sole,
J . S. Owsley,
Clinton IC Tharp,
D. A. Glenn,
B. Mills Parrish,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
John D. Thompson--42.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
John Cowan,
James Barbour Mason ,
C. T. Allen,
Peter G. Fischer, .
W . J. McElrny,
A. Buford,
.
Dennis Gleason,
J. W. Meador,
Benjamin F. ·B uie,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Neal,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Wm, M. Reed,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. H. Towery---18.
Mr. Clarke moved an amendment to said bill .
H,
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment
'
it was uecided in the affirmative.
Ordc1·ed, That said bill, as amended, be· engrossed and read a third
time.
Said bill was engrossed and read the third time, as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of' the Commonwealth of' Kentucky , 'fhat J no. W. Urmston, J as. McKee, H. A. Beamer, J no. L. Sea.ton
Noah Patterson, N. B. Wili:1on, Jno. A. MnK.ee, Thc,s. Current, J. Q. Ward'

I '
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Phili p Ammerman, Wm. D. Urmston, and their associates, shall be :ind
are hereby, created a body-politiQ and corporate, by the name and style of
t,he Harrison County Mutual [nsurance Company, for the purpose of insuring d welli ng -hot1ses, household furniture, farm buildings, and other
farm property in Harri:;on county, against loss or damage by fire or lightning; and may, by that name, sue and be sued, appear, prosecute, and
defend in any court of record or other court in this Sta-ta. Said company
may have and use a common seal, and alter or ren ew the same at pleasure ; mn.y make, establish, and put in execution such by-laws, ordinances,
and resolutions, not being contrai·y to the laws of this State or of the
Uni ted States, as may be necessary or convenient for their regulation
and government and for Lhe management of their affairs, and may do
and execute all s11ch acts and things as may be necessary to carry into
effect the provisions of this act.
§ 2. All per8ons holding policies of insurance in this company shall be
members thereof, and entitled to vote upon any matter to be determined
by a vote of tile company, and a plurality of the votes cast shall be sufficient to decide any matter voted on.
§ 3. 'l'he affairs of this company shall be managed by a board of direct.ors, to consist of not less than three nor more than twenty-one, as shall
be regulated by the by-laws of said company. Said directors shall be
chosen by ballot from among the members of the company, and a majority of the whole board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business. The principal office of said company, for tbe transaction of its
busin ess, shall be kept in Cynthiana, Harrison county, Kentucky; and the
company may acquire and bold such real and personal estate as may be
necessa1·y for the convenient dispatch of its business, not exceeding five
thousand dollars in value.
~ 4. 'l'he i.n corporators named in this act shall have and exercise all the
powers herein conferred on the president and board of directors, until the
company is fully organized by the, acceptance of risks to the amount of
$300,000 (three hundred thousand dollars). When this is done, an election of officers shall be ordered, and notice thereof given to each policy·
holder by postal -card. The officers then elected shall bold their office for
o·n e year from the second Monday in January next thereafter, and until
their successors~are du,ly elected. All subsequent elections of officers,
except to fill vacancies, shall be annual.
§ 5. The officers of this company, in addition to the boa1 d of directorR,
shall be a president, secretary, and treasurer, tQ be elected by tbe com·
pany at the time of electing directo1·s, and to hold their offices for one
year, and until others are cha.sen. 'l'he duties, as well as tb.e cornpensa·
tion of the officers of th is company,· shall be .determined by the by -laws of
tho company. The directors may appoint such agents ·and su·bordinate
. ojlicers as the by~laws may determine.
1
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§6. 'J'ho mtes of insurance shall be fixed and regulated by the company,
~ premium notes may be rece ived from the insu red, and shall be paid
such times and in_such sums as the directo,·s shtdl, from tim e to time,
quire for losses and expenseFJ; but the directors shal l not at any time
ake a larger assessment on premium notes than is necessary to pay such
es and expenses; and the prnmium notes shall constitute the capital
itock of said company.
§1. Members of this company shall be bound and obliged t.o pay their
ust proporUon of all losses and expenses accrniu,g dut·ing the tirn& for
hich theie policies wero issued, to the amount of their p1·eminm note,
nd no more; and if any member shall neglect 01· refuse to pay bis 01· her
ssmont, as levied by the board of direeto 1·s, for more than thirty days
r notiee of such assessment, tbon his or her policy shall become void
anti! such payment is made; but such forfeiture sh:.i.11 not exonerate such
person from pttyipg bis or her just proportion of all losses and oxpenses
up to the time of such forfeiture.
·
§ 8. The board of directors may establish rules hy which appli cat ion
Cori11surance may be made, which shall state all material facts and <:i rcumstanccs nffecLing the risk, and such statement s hall be binding upon the insured, and be a warranty on his or her pat·t.
§ 9. It shall be lawful for this company t.o reinsure any ri s k or. part of
risk un which it has made insurance.
§10. For the purp ose of pre venting delay in the atTangcmcnt of losses
and preventing ve xatious litigation, this company may establish rules for
securing fair and impartial arbitration in such cases of loss or damage as
tho in~ured and directors cnnuot agrne upon, and make the award of such
arbitration final and binding.
§ 11. In suits at law between this company and any of its mcmbe1·s,
the certificate of the secretary 01· treasurer as to the amount of any premium note, 01· assessment on tile same, or other matte1· pe1·taining to the
office of snch seeret:11-y or treasurer necessary to elucidate the facts in any
case pending, shall be deemed prirnafacie evidence of such fact.
§ 12. 'l'he board of di1·ecto1·s sha ll have authority to adopt by-laws fot·
the management and efficient, working of t.he company, and the same
shall be subject to arncn<.lment or repeal by the annual meeting.
·
§ 13. No insurance of this company shall take effect until the amount
of property insured and made liable tor the losses shall amo11nt io 8300, 000; and whc:n this amount has -been obtained, tho directors shall immediately fix the time when insurance shall take ofl'ect and the liab~Iity
commence, and shall give notice thereof in al l newspape1:s published in
tho county . If, at any ti me, less than $300,000 shall be rnsurcd by the
company, it shall bo the d11ty of the president to call a meeti?g, and.the
secretary shall notify each membet· of the time and place of satd rneeLrng,
that sucli action in the ca8e may be taken as it! deemed best. 'rhe meeting shal l have authot·ity , by a majority of t~e members attendiug voting
therefor, to di scontinue the company, in which, case e:10!.i a,bsent member
shall be notified thereof.
§ 14. This company !:!hall not be liable to the provisions of an act, entitled 11 .A.11 act to establi sh an Insurance Bu1·eau for Ll10 State of Kentucky,"
ipproved on the 12th day of March, 1870.
§ 15. No policy shall be taken except from the person w~rn owns th_e
legal title 'to the laml on which the buildingF! iusut·ed are situated, or 1s
authorized by the provisions of this act. to cha1~ge L~e land _with the insurance, and the company may provide for reg1strat1on of hens so as_ to
affect creditors and purchasers; nor shall a policy be taken for a less perwd
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than one year, nor for a greater period than five years, nor for a less sum
than 8200, nor for a greater sum than $3,000, and the officers of this com.
pa'n y stinll provide by by-laws how policies may be assigned, transferred,
01· cancelle<.l.
~ 16. In addition to farm buildings, and other t:ipecies of ' property
enumerntod in section 1, this company may insu1·e churches and school.
bonses wh en siLuated in the country.
§ 17. 'fhe president and board of directors shall provide by by-law how
lo.;ses shall be pt·oven and vet·ificd for the action of the board, and wben
losses shall be payable, and suuh rules shall be made a part ot' each policy.
3 18. 'l'h is act shall take effect from its passage.
•

The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it.
was decided in the affirmative.'
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Clarke, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were. Mr. Speaker (Turner), Chades Gorlshaw,
J. S. Ow,sley,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
B. Mills Parrish,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. Points,
Robert F . Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrnse, W. L. Hazelip,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
Joseph_M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sander$,_
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, Aug. Shelburne,
EdmL1nd Bu rr,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bnsh,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
W H. H. Callihan,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. · Clarke,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Thomas H . Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas,
W . .J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
G. H.B. Thompson--45
Those who voted in the negative wereLyttleton Cooke,
Henry George,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
E. H. Morin,
J. T. Tartar,
Al?ner Eversole,
W a1. Neal,
G. H. Tovvery-10.
Peter G. Fischer,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Th~ House then tQok from the orders ,of the day a bill, entitled
A Lill to amend section 1, article 2, chapter 92, of the G_e neral Stat·
utes.
Mr. Bigger withdrew his amendment to said bill.
Mr. Feland moved to lay said bill and substitute on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected_.
1
The House took from the orders of the "day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 7, article 6, chapter 15, General Statutes.
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Said bill reads as follows, viz:
1. Be it enacted by the_ General Asscmb(I/ of t!te Com.munwealtlt of Ken9 '!'hat section 7, twticle 6, chapte1· 15, of the t¾enernl Statutes, be,
tucky;
and the Harne is hereby, amended by SLl'ikin g from srtitl section tl:ie wol'd
"fifteen," and inserting in lieu thei·eof the wo1·tl "tt)o,'' and thnt, thern be
otldod to said section the following: "And the number of mi les of travel
each member is· entitled to ;iball be asee1·tained by coinmitt oes of the
respective Hooses, to be appointed ,for that pnl'pose, and estimntccl by tile
shortest public route usually travel ed from tht:l residence of Ra id rnombm·s
to the Capital, and reported to and adopted by each Honse befol'o cc1·tifi cates for payment of same shall be issued by the Clol'ks."
Mr. Feland moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being talcen on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrn. 0. U. Mc-

Elroy and Feland, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames P. Allen,
Abnet· Eversole,
G. vV. Prichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, John Feland,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, I. H. Goodnight,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas A. Robertson,
J.M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granvil le V. Rouse ,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sandet·s,
T. J. Bush,
James Barhotll' Mason, G, E. Speck.
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Oatt.s,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Pat. Campion,
W.W. Orr,
Geo. H. B. 'fhompson,
A. R. Clarke,
J. S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Perkin,s,
H. P. Whitakel',
Thomas H. Ditto,
Joseph L. Pope,
LaFayette Wilson--36.
Those who votef in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
W. C. Owens,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
A. Buford ,
W. L. Hazelip,
C. W , Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Bnrr,
Thomas H. M.annen, Augustine Shelburne 1
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
W. J. Edrington,
vV. J. McBlroy,
IUchai·d A. Spun,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry George,
Jame;'! F. Means,
Hancock Tayl01·,
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Mi ller,
Johti Chas. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
William Neal,
John A . Thomas-35. '
Leven E. Green,
James 0' Bannon,
Mr. Keller moved to. suspend the rules fot· Mr. Hensley to have a

hill reported.

'
And the question being t~ken on the adoption of said motion, it

was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being r equired thereon by Messrs. Spun and

W. J. McElroy, were as follows, viz:

i
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
·vv. L. Ht1zelip,
B. Mills Parrish,
J . K. Bailey,
Samuel D. Hensley, Granville V. Rouse
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
0. W. Russell,
'
W. H. H. ·Callihan,
J Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
A. R. 0lal'ke,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. S'nyder,
Abner Eversole,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. vV. Meador,
J. T. Tarta1·,
Dennis Gleason,
Jameo F. Means,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
J. W . Griffith,
W . 0. Owens,
John A. Thomas-30.
Those who voted in 'the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry George,
Jame s O'Bannon,
C.'T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William: Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
Wm . M. Reed,
J. M. Bigger,
Thom~s H. Mannen, Ferdinand Rigney,
Clarence U. McElroy, Augustine 'Shelburne,
Br,njamin F. Buie,
Edmund Bun·,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke ,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery-25.
W. J. Edl'ington,
i\Ir. Morin offorP-d the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the members of tl1e Kentucky Medical Society of this
,State, now in sess ion het·e. bo, and arc hereby, invited to visit this llouse
during their stay in .F'ra11kfo1·t,.
'
Which was twice read and adopted.
Mr. Russeil, from t.he Committee on Piscicultnre, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same , reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 3 of chapte1· 999 of an act, entitled "An
act for the propagation and protection of food-fishes in the watersof
th e State of Kentucky," approved March 20, 1876.
Whic h wa s read the fil'st ti1;;e and ordered to be 1·ead a second
tinJe.

,\
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said_bill being- dispens<;id with,
.Mr. Miller moved an amendment to said bill.
And the que:;lion being taken on the adoption of ·said amendment,
it was decided iu the nega tive .
The yeas a_nd nays being req nired thereon by Messrs. Adair and
l\Iiller, were as follows, viz:

Those who voted in t4e affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), G)'een R . Keller, ·
Thomas A. Robertson,
0. T. Allen,
Clarence U .. McElroy, Granville V . Rouse ,
James P. Allen,
W. J. McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
· Clement R. Ambrose, J. W . Meador,
Richard A. Spun,
'
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J. T. Tartar,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
W.W.
Orr,
Henry George,
G. H. Towery,
J.
S.
Owsley,
Leven E. Green,
Isaac T. W est-32.
William Points,
.Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Those who voted in the negatiYe, were-G. vV. Prichard,
Cromwell Adair,
John Fel a nd,
Ferdinand
Rigney ,
Robert F. Allensworth, Peter G. Fischer,
W.
Ru:;:sell,
C.
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Dennis Gleason,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
D. A. Glenn,'
T. W. Scott,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Charles God1,haw,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
J. W. Griffith,
Hancock Taylor,
Henry Campbell,
W. H. Hill:3man,
Andrew Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q . Lackey,
John Cha:0. Thompson ,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
John Cowan,
Thomas H. Mannen, John C. Welch,
H.P. Whitalrnr,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H . Morin,
LaFayette Wil:;:on-40.
W. J. Edrington,
James Perkins,
Abner Eversole,
Mr. Reed moved an amendment to said bill.
And the ques.ti_o n being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

J. K. Bailey,
Benjamin F. Buie,
A. R. Clarke,

it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being requirt>cl thereon by Melc'srs. Reed and
Miller were as follow:3, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereThomas A. Robertsoh,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley,
Thomas Sanders,
C. T. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
Hancock Taylor,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Clement R. Ambrose, Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. 13. Thomp:3on,
J. K. Bailey,
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Caleb R. Brnoks,
T. J '. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
Benjamin F. Buie,
William Points,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. H. H. Callihan, Joseph L. Pope,
· LaEi'ayette Wil:3011-28.
Leven E. Green.
Wm. M. Reed,
Milton Hamilton,
Those who voted in.. the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Remy George,
RobertF. Allensworth, Dennis Gleason,
E. C. Bainbridge,
D. A. Glenn,
J.M. Bigget·,
Charles Godshaw,
Edmuncl Burr,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Bush,
J. W. Griffith,
Henry CampbeU
J. Q. Lackey,
1
Pat. Campion,
T. J., Lewis,
A. R. Cla1·ke,
.Thomas H. Mannen,

G. W. Prichard,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Grnnville V . Rouse ,
C. W. Russell,
T. W. Scott,
G. R. Snyder,
Ralph L. Spalding,
G. E. Speck,
Ri·c hard A. Spurr,
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L'yttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, .J.
Ta1·tar,
John Cowan,
James F. Means·,
Jcihn A. Tho111as,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
W. W. On·,
. John Chas. Thompson,
W . .J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
J . S. Owsley,
Isaac T. West-44.
Peter G. Fischer,
.Tames Perkins,
Mr. <Jfarke moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Bainbridge moved to lay said amendment on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being ,~equired thereon by Messrs. Feland and·
Bainbridge, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speake 1' (Turn~r), Samuel D. Hensley, William Points,
C. T. Allen,
W. H. Hillsman, .
Joseph L. Pope,
James P. Allen,
Green R. }5:eller,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, David Martin,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
W. J. Mchlroy,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Meador,
G: R. Snyder,
Caleb R. Brooks,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
J . T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. M. Neal,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Henry Campbell,
T. J . Oatts, .
Geo. H.. B. Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. W. Orr,.
John D. Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
G. H. Towery,
Milton Hamilton,
James Pel'ldns,
Isaac T. West-39.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
Fe1·dinand Rigney,
Robert F . Allensworth, Nenry Geqrge,
C. W. Russell,
J. M. Bigger,
Dennis Gleason,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
D. A. Glenn,
T . W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
Charles Godshaw,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat, Campion,
W . Scott Gresham,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. W . Griffith,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas N . Ditto,
Thomas H. M'annen, andrew Thompson,
W. J. EdriQgton,
Cla re.nee U. McElroy, H. 1.'. Whitaker,
Abner Eversole,
E H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilson-34,
John Feland,
1
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And so said bill was rejected.
Said bHl reads as follows, viz :

-

I

§ 1 . Be it enacted by lite General ,t4.ssembly of lite Commonweattlt of Kentucky, That section three of an act, entitled '' An act for the propagation
and protection of food-fishes in the waters of the ·State of Kentucky,"
approved M_arch 20th, 1876, be amended by adding thereto· the following
words, to-wit: "or upon indictment by a grand jury and conviction, shall
be fined not more than· ten dollars for each offense."
'
§ 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.
·
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Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, to whom had
\een referre,d a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend chapt1: r ·70 of th e General Statutes, entitled " Liens
in Favor of Mechani'cs, Lahorers, and Material Men,''
Reported the same with an amendment.
~fr. Goodnight moved to lay said amendment on the tabl e.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.

The yeas. and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Clarke and
. Feland and · Robertson, were as follows, viz:
·Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts,
Clement R. Ambrose, ). Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rign ey,
oints,
Pat. Campion;
· W. J. McElroy,
Granville V. Rouse,
Pope,
John Feland,
Tipton A. Miller,
J. T. Tartar,
eed,
Henry George, _
J. ·M. Neal,
Isaac T. West-15.
r Robertson,
V. Rouse,
Those who voted in the negative, wereer,
~lr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
Wm. M. Reed,
Spurr,
0. T. Allen,
Charles Godahaw,
Thomas A. Robertson,
r,
James P. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas Sanders ,
Tharp,
J.K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. W. Scott,
Thompson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. W. Griffith,
G. R. Snyder,
J.M. Bigger,
Milton Harnilton,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. H. Hillsman,
G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr, .
T. J. Lewis,
Clinton IC Tharp,
T.J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, John A. Thomas,
~ igney,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
~ll,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Mead01·,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
r ders,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
E. H. Morin,
John D. Thompson ,
~alding,
Thomas
H.
Ditto,
W.
W.
Orr,
G. H. Towery,
,
W. J. Edrington,
J. S. Owsley,
John C. Welch,
aylor,
Abner Eversole,
William Points~
H. P. Whitaker-52.
omas,
Peter G. Fischer,
ompson,
The question was then taken on the adoption of said ~mendment,
:tker,
l ilson-34.
and it was decided in the affirmative.
0rde1·ed, That said bill,, as amended, be ·read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz :
§1. Be it enacted by th.e Gene1·al Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kenzltlt of Kentuoky, 'rhat section 6 of said chapter 70 be, and the same is hereby,
propagation
amended so as to ri!ad "one, hundred and twenty," instead of "sixty
Kentucky,"
days," and that ,ieciion ·s be amended so as to read "twelve," instead of
te following
"six months."
.
ictjon, shall
§ 2. Be it further - enacted, That the liens provided for in said chapter
70 shall be prior and superior to any and all liens or in cumbrances created

f.r::·

r

H.

R.-142

,'
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upon the property after any portion of the materials have been furnished
fo r said property, or any work and labor done or performed th ereon and
sitid li ens shall in no manner be impaired or affected by an ass~gn~ent
made for tbe benefit of cred itors by any one against whose property a lien
Lias once attached.
§ 3. Be it further enacted, That for all services rendered by t he county
co urt elerk in regard to said li en as 1·equired by law, be shall receive a,
com pensation th e sum of fifty cents and no more.
·
§ 4. This act shall take effect and be in force from its passage.
The amendment to said bill re ad s as follows , viz~
Add to section 2, after the words "labor done or performed thereon,''
tbese words: To the extent of the contract or contracts then ex isting for
furn ishi ng material a nd labor, provid ed t he party or parties furnishing said
· mater ial and labor shall, before such other lien s an d i.ncumbranees bavo
bee n created, have filed with the clerk of the county court of the county
where such building or improvement is loeated , a statement in writing,
signed by such party .or parties, gi ving a description of the property, and
the name of the owner thereof, for tbe improve·ment of which such contract 01· contracts for furnishing materials or labor have been made, and
the amount thereof, which &tatement shall M sworn to b-y the party
mak ing the same, and indorsed and recorded by the clerk as required in
section 7 of said chapter 'iO.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, as amended,
and it was decided in the negative .
The yeas and nays being required 'thereon by Messrs. Feland and
R obertson, were as follows, viz:

l,

Those who voted in the affirmative wereM r. Speaker ,Turner), John Cowan,
William Points,
C. T. Allen,
W. J. Edrington 1
Joseph L. Pope,
James P. Allen,
Abner Eversole 1
Thomas A. Robertson,
Clement R. Ambrose, D. A. Glenn,
Thomas Sanders,
J. K. Bailey,
Leven E. Green ,
Ralph L. Spalding,
K C. Bainbl'idge,
J. W. Griffith,
G. E. Speck,
J. M. Bigger,
Milton Hamilton,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Bun,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
T. J . Bush,
Jam-es F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. H . H. Callihan,
W.W. Orr,
John D. Thompson,
A. R. rnarke,
J. S. Owsley,
G. H. Towery,
Lyttleton fJooke,
James Perkins,
H , P. Whitalrnr-36,
Those who voted in the neg·ative, wereCromwel1 Adai:r,
Samuel D. Hensley, T. J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. H. Hillsman,
B. Mills Parrish,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. Reed,
Henry Campbel1,
J. Q . Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
Thomas H. Ditto 1
Thomas H. Mannen 1 T. W. Scott,
. John Feland,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. J. McE:lroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Henry George,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Miller 1
John A. Thomas,
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Geo. H. B. Thompson ,
Isaac H. Goodnight, .E. H. Morin,
Isaap T. W est-36.
J.M.
Neal,
\V. ScQtt Gresham,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Tharp entered a· motion to reeonside1· the vote rejecting said

'

bill.
Mr. Goodnight moved to reconsider the vote by which this House
adopted a resolution in regard to holding night sessions.
i\1r. Owsley, from the Commi'ttee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to change the time of holding the court of claims in Chris-

\,

tian county;
An act for the benefit of DavidsoR Hunter, a pauper idiot;
An act for the benefit of Sidney Hunter, a pauper idiot;
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to agree
upon a compensation to the sheriff or tax collector of said county
for the years 1878 and 1879;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
Dry Creek !"nd Covington Turnpike Company," approved February
6th, 1872;

An act to incorporate the Mid<l.le Trace Turnpike Road Company ;
An act to incorporate the Plummer's Landing and Fox ,Springs

Turnpike Road Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the i11corporation and
regulation of fire, marine, ,health, accident, live st.ock, and all other
except life insurance companies," approved March 12, 1870;
An act for the benefit of C. W. Wantland, jailer of Simpson
county;
An act for the benefit of James R. Isaacs, of Jackson county;
An act in aid of school district No. 83, in Graves county;
An act to 'incorporate the Shannon Cemetery Company, in Mason

'

county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the Cabin
Creek, Sand Hill, and ,Manchester Turnpike Road Company," ap-

trrish,
eed,
Rigney,
~. Rouse,
t,
er,

proved March 14, 1870;
An act for the benefit of M. B. & E. E. Mardis, of Marion county ;
An act to change the boundary line between the counties ' of Mor-

,r,
Tharp,
wm-as,.

in Campbell county;

gan and Wolfe;
An act to incorporate the Persimmon Grove Cemetery Company,

,,

,,
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An act to incorpornte the Young Men's Christian Association of
Louisville, Kentucky;
An act to amend the turnpike laws of Lewis county;
An ;:tct to further amend an act, entitled" An act to reduce into one
the several acts in relation to the town of Harrodsburg;''
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act to charter the Gainesville
Academy, in Allen county;"
An act to provide for removing drifts and obstructions to the free
passage of water in the west fork of Mayfield creek from a bridge
known as Mrs. Scarborough'·s bridge to Lanx Mill, in Ballard county;
Also enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the Senate,
of the followjng titles, viz :

, 1.

An act fo1· the benefit of R. S. Newsom and Dudley Hamilton, of
Breckinridge county; .
An act to incorporate the Sand Lick and Fox Spring Turnpike Road
Company;
An act to prescribe the mode of as.certaining the value of the property of railroad companies for taxation, and for taxing the same;
Resolution in relation to the death of Hon. Ma1·tin Hardin Marriott ;

, ,

1

And had found the same· truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Owsley info1·m the Senate thereof.
On motion of Mr. Hillsman, the House took from the orders of the
day a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of R. R. Bolling & Co.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, T!Je trustees of the jury fond in the counties of Bath, Estill,
Pendleton, .Breathitt, N eJson, Kuox, and Adair ordered from R. .R. Bolling & Co. record-books, to keep their accounts for money they received
for the Commonwealth, stating tbat they would have tbe accounts properly allowed and send claim on the Auditor for same, which claim tbe Auditor declined paying, for the reason that the Legislature om itted to make
any provision for the payment of accounts furnisb ed to trustees of t~e
jury fund; and whereas, said Bolling & Co. furnished the books to said
trustees of tbe jury fund at a fair and reasonable price, but have never
received any pay for any of said books; now, therefore,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of lite c;mmonwealth of Kentucky, That the Auditor is hereby authorized to draw bis warrant on the
'rreasurer in favor of said R. R. Bolliug & Co., for tbe sum of one hundred and eighteen dollars and fifty-five cents, in full of said claim.
§ 2.. Tb is act shall take effect from its passage.
And the que;5tion being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the ,Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-J . S. Owsley,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
B. Mills Parrish,
Robert F . Allenswortb,J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
J. IC Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W. Prichard,
Edmund Burr,
W. H. Hillsman,
Ferdinand Rigney,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
W. H. H Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H. iv.Iannen, T. W. Scott,
G. R. Snyder,
A. R. Clarke,
David Martin,
John Feland,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Hancock Taylo1·,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
H. P. Whitaker-42 .
J.aac H. Goodnight,
W.W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
Granville V. Rouse,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas Sanders,
James P. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Clement R. Ambrose, James Barbour Maaon, Richard A. Spurr,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. J. McElroy,
J. T. Tartar,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James F. Means,
John A . Thomas,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. M. Neal,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
James Perkins,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Wm. M. Reed,
John D. Thompson,
Henry G~orge,
Thomas A. Robertson, G. H. Towery-33.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Sanders moved to reconsider the vote by . whicn saiu bill was

'-

rejected.
i\fr. J. C. Thompson moved to lay said motion on the table.
Further proceedings on said motion were cut off by the arrival of
the hour for adjournment.
And then the House adjourned. ,
'J

'•
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THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1878.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act. to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquor,
within two miles of South {J nion 01· Hebron Churches, in the southern part of Christian county.
An act to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent provisions of acts and articles constituting the charter of the Owensboro
and Nashville Railroad Company.
An act authorizing the trnstee of Narrow Spring school district,
No. 54, in Laurel coun~y, to allow religious services to be held in the
school-house in said district.
An act to incorporate Asher Lodge, No. 227, Independent Order of
B'nia B'rith of Owensboro, Kentucky.

I

.,

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville City Railway Company," apprnved Febrnary 15, 1864.
An act in i·elation to private lying-in hospitals.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the purchasers of railroads,
approved March I, 1876. ,
An act
An act
An act
prescribe

for the benefit of J. W. Elkin.
to incorporate the German International Bank.
to create the office of treasuoer of Washington county, and
his duties

An act to authorize the trustee!:! of the Baptist Church in Mt. Oli·
vet, Robertson county, to sell and convey certain property.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz:
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on EducationAn act to repeal an act, en titled "An act to permit the children
within two and a half miles of the corporate limits of the city of
Louisville to go to the common schools of the city by paying $10 to
the trustees of said schools per family," approved March 30th, 1878.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to extend the limits and jmisdiction of the city of Mays·
ville.

!hi
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y Mr. Gleason, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev•
cesin act for the benefit of Elijah Hansbrough, of Hardin county.
Ordered, That said bill;i be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
'rd reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
ad passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act for the benefit of the late employes and laborers of the
'zabethtown, Paducah, and South western Railroad.
2. An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to permit the children
within two and a half miles of the corporate limits of the city of
onisville to go to the common schools of the city by paying $IO to
he trustees of said .schools per family," approved March 30, 1878.
3. An act for the benefit of J. H. Davis, late sheriff of Ballard
4. An act to repeal section 10 of an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town of Mt. Olivet, Robertson .county," approved March

18, 1871.

Which bills were severally read the first t,ime and ordered to be
l'ead a second time.
1'be rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred~the 1st to the Committee on
the Judiciary; the 2d to the Committee on Education; the 3d to the
Committee on Propositions and Grievances, and the 4th to the Com•
mittee on Corporate Institutions.
That they had disagreed to a bill, which originated in the House
of Representative·s, entitled
An act to punish Sabbath-breaking in the counties of Kenton and
Whitley.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Com•
pany, Northern Division.
An act to authorize the Washington county court to purchase
ground upon which to erect circuit and county clerks' offices, and to
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grant said court fu1·ther time in which to build fire-proof offices or
vaults fol' circuit and county clerks.
With amendments to said bills.

W

Mr. Bigger moved to lay on the table the motion entered by Mr.
Goodnight to rnconl:'ider the vote by w-hich this House adopted a resolution in regard to evening ses,:sions.
And the quest.ion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmati,·e.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Goodnight
and Godshaw, were as follov.'s, viz:

I I

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley;
J. S. Owsley,
Cromwell Adair,
Jos. M. Kash,
B. Mills Parrish,
0. T. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. Q. LRckey,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Thomas H. Mannen, Gra11ville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
W. J. McElroy, .
Clinton K. Tharp,
T. J . Bush,
J . W . Meador,
John A. Thomas,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
Jno. D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
G,. H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
J.M. Neal,
John 0. Welch,
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
J. W. Griffith,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-54.
Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. W. Scott,
Henry Campbell,
Milton Hamilton,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
W. L . Hazelip,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T M:. Hill,
G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. D itto,
T . J . Oatts,
J. T. Tartar,
Abner Eversole,
W. 0. Owens,
Han,cock Taylor,
D. A. Glenn,
Joseph L. Pope,
Andrew Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. M. Reed,
H.P. Whitaker-26.
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas A . Robertson,
The Hou;;e took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which
this House rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of R. R. Bolling & Co.
Mr. Joh·n Charles Thompson withdrew his motion to lay the·motion
to reconsider on the table .
·
The question was then taken on the adopti-on ' of the motion to
reconsider, and it was decided in the affirmative .

vi
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The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
decid ed in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requirec\ thereon in pursuance -to a pro-

was

visioll of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), .T. W. Griffith,
B. Mills Parr-ish ,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. [. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand Rigney,
A.Buford,
T. M. Hill,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash, '
T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
rat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Peter G. Fischer,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-53.
W. Scott Gresham,
J. S. Owsley,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Henry George,
Thomas A. Robertson,
C. T. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V . Rouse,
James BarboUl'Mason, Thomas Sanders,
James-P. Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. J. McEll'oy,
G. E. Speck,
E. C. Bainbridge,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Tipton A. Mille1·,
John A. Thomas,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J.M. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
Wm. Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James Perkins,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
William Points,
G. H. Towery-32.
Abner Eversole,
Wm. M. Reed,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Bigger moved that the Speaker appoint a committee to investigate mileage, &c., drawn by Mi:. L. Wilson.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. Bigger, Buford, and
Bush said committee.
The House took up a joint re~olution, entitled
Resolution in relation to arms taken or furnished by the State of
Kentucky to the General Government.
Which was twiee read and rejected.
H.
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The hour of 11 o'clock, A. M., having. arrived, the House took up
the special order for that hour, viz: a bill, entitled
A bill to branch the Penitentiary, and other purposes.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bHI, it was
decided in the negative, having failed to receive a constitutional
majority . .
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provi.;;io_n of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were1,\1r. Speaker ~Turne r), Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Gree n,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,.
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
W. H. Hillsman,
Augustine Shelburne,
Ed mund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Henry Campbell,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
Cla1·ence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
J.M. Neal,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto.
William Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,·
J. S. Owsley,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
B. Mills Panish,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
James Perk:ins,
H.P. Whi-takei·-43·,
D. A. Glenn,

.•

Those who voted in the negative were~
Cromwell Adair,
W. L. Hazelip,
James O'Bannon,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, W. C. Owens,
J . K. Bailey,
T . M. HiH,
Wrn. M. Reed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Q. W. Russell,
Thomas H. Mannen, T . W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
J. W. Meador,
Richa1·d A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James F. Means,
Qlinton IC Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompsorr,
Abner .Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac H. Goodnight, T. J. Oatts·,
Isaac T. West-40.
J. W. Griffith,
And so said bill was rejected .
.lVI. Reed moved ta, reconsider the vote by which said bill was re•
jected.

Mr, Spurr moved to lay said motion on the tabl'e.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by MP-ssrs. Sanders and
Godshaw, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, w:ereCromwell Adair,
Samuel D. Hensley, James O'Bannon ,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
W. C. Owens,
J.K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. Reed ,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J . Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, C. W. Russell,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
J arnes F. Means,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson ,
A. R. Clarke,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson ,
Abner Eversole, .,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,
W. L. Hazelip,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-36.
Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
William Points~
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
G. W. Prichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, I. H. Goodnight,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrnse, Leven E. Green,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
W. Scott Gresham,
1'. W. Scott,
Edmund Bun,
J. W. Griffith,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
Milton Hamilton, .
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
Jos . M. Kash,
G. E . Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,.
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
John D. Thompson ,
Peter G. Fischer,
William Neal,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
8. Mills Parrish,
LaFayet~e Wilson-4S.
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion to
reconsider, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hill anJ
Ditto, wet·e as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affl.°rmative, '.VereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Gods haw,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
G. W . Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
. Ferdinand Rigney,
J.M. Bigger,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
T. M. Hill,
Augustine Shelburne,
Henry Campbell,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McEh-oy, Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,

,,
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W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
Wm. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker,
D. A. Glenn,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson-48.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. L. Hazelip,
W. C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainb.ridge,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
· G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbom· Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
A. Q. Cope,
E H . .Morin,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-38.
Isaac H. Goodnight, James 0' Bannon,
Mr. Sanders moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill until Monday, the 8th inst., at 10 o'clock, A. M.
Mr. Spurr moved to amend by postponing the further consideration of said bill until Wednesday, the 10th inst., at 12 o'clock, iVI.
The hou1· of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, M1·. Bigger moved to
postpone the orders- of the day for the further comideration of said
bill.
And the question being tak;en on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the neg-ative.
The yeas and nay~ being required thereon by Messrs. Spurr and
J. P. Allen, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green.
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott Gresham,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
J. M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Edmund Burr,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Henry Campbell,
Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clar)re,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
A. C. Cope,
Clarence U. McElroy, Han cock Taylor,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Andrew Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
I
Wm. Neal,'
Isaac T. West,
Henry George,
J. S. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
B. Mills Parrish,
LaFayette Wilson-51,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereGranville V. Rouse,
W. L. Hazelip,
Cromwell Adair,
Thomas H. Mannen, 0. W. Russell,
James P. Allen,
T. W. Scott,
J. W. Meador,
J. K. Bailey,
G. R. Snyder,
Montgomery
Merritt,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Richard A. Spurr,
Tipton A. Miller,
A. Buford,
Clinton K. Tharp,
E.
H.
Morin,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W.H. H. Callihan, T. J. Oatts,
John Chas. Thompson,
James
O'Bannon,
Abner Eversole,
G. H. Towery,
W. C. Owens,
D. A. Glenn, .
John 0. Welch-31.
Wm.
M.
Reed,
l,aac H. Goodnight,
J. W. Griffith,
The House took from the orders of the day the motion entered by
Mr. Poin'ts to reconsider the vote by which this House passed a bill,
entitled
A bill to amend section 16, article 8, chapter 92, title" Revenue and

it10n of said

Taxation," of the General Statutes.
Mr. Goodnight moved to Jay said bill on the tahle.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

f r consideraclock, M.
er moved to
r tio n of said

was d1;icided in the affirmative.
The House then took from the orders of the day the motion entered
by Mr. J. 0. Thompson to reconsider the vote by which this House
rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of George W. Hunter, of Bardstown, Nelson

r ~st-38.

id motion, it
s. Spurr and

rins,
oints,
lPope,
;
~hard,
Rigney,
anders,
Shelburne,
lpalding,
:k,

county.
Mr. Clarke moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill, and make the same the special order of the day for to-morrow •
morning, April 5th, 1878, at 10½ o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said mo.t ion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House took from the order8 of the day a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of the late employes and laborers of the
Elizabethtown, Paducah, and Southwestern Railroad.
Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Further proceedings on said bill were cut off by the arrival of the

raylor,
homas,
hompson,
ho_mpson,

hour for adjournment.
And then the House adjourned until 3 o'clock, P. M.
The House met pursuant to adjournment.
A message was received from the Gove~no,:, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enl'Olled bills, which originated in the House of Rep-

vest,

resentatives, of the following titles, viz:

u,

taker,
Wilson-51.
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An act to incorporate Stewartsville Lodge, No. 519, Free and Ac,
cepted Masons, of Stewartsville, Grant county, Kentucky.
An act to authorize the trustees of the town of Germantown, in
Bracken county, to discontinue and sell a portion of Frankfort street
in said town.

A

of

H
le

An act for the benefit of L. B. Rose, J. M. Rose, Martha A. Rose,
Bettie Gaines Rose, and Martha Ellen Rose.
An act to am~nd an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Mitch,
ellsville and Dry Creek Plank Road Company," approved November
29, 1850.

St

An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend an act to incorporate the Broadway Baptist Church, of Louisville," approved Jan.
uary 25, 1876.

A

A

An act to regulate the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in
equity cases in Jefferson county.
An act for the benefit of J. P. Cooper, committee for Melinda F.
White, pauper idiot.

vi

An act to incorporate the West Louiilville school district, in Daviess
county.
An act, entitled "An act to authorize the.constables in the county of
Henderson to collect the delinquent taxes for the years 1873, 1874,
and 1875.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 51, Lincoln county.
An act to incorporate the Catlettsburg Library Association.
An act fort.he benefit of the Mackville Methodist Episcopal Church,
South.
An act for the benefit of common school commissioner of Mercer
county.
An act to amend the city charter of Owensboro.
An act to authorize the constable for the Williamstown magisterial
district, in Grant county, to appoint a deputy.
An act to authorize the Franklin· county court to issue bonds for the
erection of a free bridge across the Kentucky river, connecting North
I
and South Frankfort, and to subscribe stock to the same.
An act to regulate the tfme of holding the circuit courts in Boyle
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the appointment of
official reporters, and for th_e preservation of evidence in certain
cases in this Commonwealth," approved March 6, 1878.

V
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An act to am e nd an act, entitled "An act to provi<l·e fot· th e erection
of school buildings in common school district No. 1, in Hawesville ,
Hancock county."
An act to authorize the court of claims of the county of Grant to
levy an ad valore m tax.
An act for the benefit of John G. Sayler, of Harlan county.
An act chartering Simpson Benevolent Lodge, No. 177, Free and
Accepted Masons.
. An act to amend section 6, article 6, chapter 92, of the General
Statutes.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 35, in Ohio county.
An act to incorporate· the Kentucky Widows and Orphan s' Relie'f
Association.
An act to p1·event the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within three miles of Bailey's Mill, in Franklin county.
An act concerning the sale, gift, loan, and drinking of spirituous,
vinous, and malt liquors, or mixtui·es of either, in Fulton county.
An act for the benefit of John A. Turner, of Bath county.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An , act to incorporate the Louisville Orphan Home Society," approved February 23, 1849, and March
10, 1870, and February 15, 1876.
An act for the benefit of C. C. Mills, committee for Lydia Elizabeth
Mullett, a pauper idiot of Martin county.
An act for the benefit of the personal representative of George M.
Hibler, late clerk Bourbon county circuit com't.
An act to repeal all laws imposing a tax on dogs, so far as they
apply to the county of Christian.
An act to e·xtend the corporate limits of the town of Greenville, in
Muhlenburg county.
An act for the benefit of the Second Colored Baptist Church of
Louisville.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Crittenden, in Grant
county.
An act to incorpo1·ate the Empire Coal and Transportation Company.
'
An act to prevent base ball playing on Sunday in Kenton county.
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act to charter the Gainesville
Academy, in Allen county."
An act for the benefit of Davidson Hunter, a pauper idiot.
I

i

f
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An act to incorporate the Y ourig Men's Christian Association of
Louisville, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of James R. Isaacs, of Jackson county.
An act t-o change the time of holding the court of claims in Christian county.

thil
o'cl

An act. for the benefit of M. B. & E. E. Mardis, of Marion county.
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to agree
upon a compensation to the sheriff or tax ·collector of said county
for the years 1878 and 1879.

o'p,c'

An act to incorporate t.he Middle Trace Turnpike Road Company,
An act to authorize the county court of Todd county to sell and
convey the clerk's office lot, and buildings thereon.
An act to further amend an act, entitled ''An act to ·r educe into one
the several acts in relation to the to\vn of Harrodsburg.''
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
. Dry Creek and _Covington Turnpike Company," approved Febrnary
6th, 1872.
An act to incorporate the Persimmon Grove Cemetery Company,
in Campbell county.
An act to incorporate the Shannon Cemetery Company, in Mason
county.
An act in aid of school district No. 83, in Graves county.
An act to incorporate the Plummer's Landing and Fox Springs
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the incorporation and
regulat_ion of fire, marine, health, accident, live stock, and all other
except life insurance companies," approved March 12, 1870 .
•-\ n act to provide for removing drift::i and obstructions to the free
passage of water in the west fork of Mayfield creek from a bridge
known as Mrs. Scarborough's bridge to Lanx Mill, i~ Ballard county.
An act for the benefit of Sidney Hunter, a pauper idiot.
An act .to amend the turnpike laws of Lewis county.
An act for the benefit of C. W. Wantland, jailer of Simpson
'couhty.
An act to incorporate the Mutual Benefit Fire Insurance Company
of Boone county.

('

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to cha~ter the Cabin
Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester Turnpike Road Company," ap·
proved March 14, 1870.
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Mr. Cooke offered the following resolution, viz:
1. Resolved by the House of Representatives, That the resolution which
this day went into operation providing for sessions of this House from 9
o'clock, A. M., until 1 o'clock, P. M., and from 3 until 5 o'clock, P . .M.,
and from 8 until 10 o'clock, P . .M., be, and. the same is hereby, rescinded.
2. '£bat from and aftet· this day this Honse wrn meet each day at 9
o'clock, A. M., and adjourn at 1½ o'clock, P . .M., and will meet again at 7½,
arion county. P.M., and adjourn at 10 o'clock, P . .M., for the remainder of the session.
unty to agree
Mr. Bigger offered an amendment to said resolution.
f said county
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment ,
it was decided in the negative.
ad Company.
Mr. Tharp offered the following substitute for said resolution, viz:
ty to sell and
Resolved, That from and after t hi s day the House of Representatives
meet each day at the hour of 9½ o'clock, A. M., and continue in session
until the hour of 2 o'clock, P . M., and meet at the hour of 7½ o'clock, P,
duce into one M., and continue in sess ion until 10½ o'clock.
,,
Mr. Godshaw moved an amendment to said substitute.
the charter of
And the question being taken on the adoption of said am end ment,
ed February it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute, and
·ry Company, it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
ny, in Mason
Robertson, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, werety.
Mr. Speaker (Turner), Wm. lVI. Reed,
Richard A. Spurr,
William Neal,
Thomas A. Robertson, Clinton K. Tharp,
Fox Springs
T. J. Oatts,
Thomas Sanders,
And. Thompson-IO.
W. C. Owens,
poration and
Those who voted in the negative, werend all other
0. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
J. S. Owsley,
870.
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
Joseph L. Pope ,
s to the free
G. W. Prichard,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
om a bridge
E. C. Bainbridge,
Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Hard county.
J.M. Bigger,
Granville V. Rouse,
W . L. Hazelip,
t.
Caleb R. Brooks,
Samuel D. Hensley, T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Augustine Shelburne,
Jos . M. Kash,
G.
R. Snyder,
Benjamin
F.
Buie,
Green
R
.
Keller,
of Simpson
Ralph L. :Spaldin g,
Edmund Burr, ,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. J. Bush,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
ce Company
W. H. H .. Callihan,
David Martin,
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
'
John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. McElroy,
r the Cabin
John Cowan
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pany," ap·
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Thomas H. Ditto,
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G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
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An act to incorporate the Y ourlg Men's Christian Association of
Louisville, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of James R. Isaacs, of Jackson county.
An act to change the time of holding the court of claims in Christian county.
An act for the benefit of M. B. & E. E. Mardis, of Marion county.
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to agree
upon a compensation to the sheriff or tax ·collector of said county
for the years 1878 and 1879 .
An act to incorporate t.he Middle Trace Turnpike Road Company,
An act to authorize the count.y court of Todd county to sell and
convey the clerk's office lot, and huilding::1 thereon.
An act to further amend an act, entitled "An act to ·r educe into one
the several acts in relation to the to,vn of Harrodsburg."
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
. Dry Creek and _Covington Turnpike Company," approved February
6th, 1872.
An act to incorporate the Persimmon Grove Cemetery Company,
in Campbell county.
An act to incorporate the Shannon Cemetery Company, in Mason
county.
An act in aid of school district No. 83, in Graves county.
An act to incorporate the Plummer's Landing and Fox Springs
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the incorporation and
regulat_ion of fire, marine, health, accident, live stock, and all other
except life insurance companies," approved March 12, 1870.
An act to provide for removing drifts and obstructiorts to tbe free
passage of water in the west fork of Mayfield creek from a bridge
known as Mrs. Scarborough's. bridge to Lanx Mill, i~ Ballard county.
An act for the benefit of Sidney Hunter, a pauper idiot.
An act to amend the turnpike laws of Lewis county.
An act for the benefit of C. W. Wantland, jailer of Simpson
county.
An act to incorporate the Mutual Benefit Fire Insurance Company
of Boone county.

',

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to cha;ter the Cabin
Creek, Sand Hill, and Manchester Turnpike Road Company," ap·
proved March 14, J 870.
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Mr. Cooke offered the following resolution, viz·:
1. Resolved by the House of Representatives, Th at tbe resolution which
this day went into operation p!'oviding for session s of this House from 9
o'clock, A. M'.., until l o'clock, P. M., and from 3 until 5 o'clock, P. M.,
and from 8 until 10 o'clock, P. M., be, and.the same is hereby, rescinded.

2. Tbat from and afte1· this day this House wrn meet each day at 9
o'clock, A. :M.., and adjourn at l½ o'clock, P. M., and will meet again at 7½,
P. M., and adjourn at 10 o'clock, P. M ., for the remainder of the session.
Mr. Bigger offered an amendment to said resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Tharp offered the following substitute for said resolution, viz:
Resolved, That from and after this day the House of Representatives
meet each day at the hour of 9½ o'c lock, A. :M.., and continu e in session
until tbe hour of 2 o'clock, P. M., and meet at the hour of 7½ o'clock, P.
JI., and continue in session until 10½ o'clock.
Mr. Godshaw moved an ame ndment to said substitute.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute, and
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Robertson, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Wm. lVI. Reed,
Richard A. Spurr,
William Neal,
Thomas A. Robertson, Clinton K. Tharp ,
T. J. Oatts,
Thomas Sanders,
And. Thompson-IO.
W. C. Owens,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJ . S. Owsley,
Charles Godshaw,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
James P. Allen,
Joseph L. Pope,
Clement R. Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
G. W. Prichard,
W. Scott Gresham,
J. K. Bailey,
Ferdinand Rigney ,
Milton Hamilton,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. L. Hazelip,
J.M. Bigger,
T. W. Scott,
Samuel
D
.
Hensley,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Augustine Shelburn e,
Jos. lVI. Kash,
A. Buford,
G. R. Snyder,
Green R. Keller,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Ralph L . Spalding,
J. Q. Lackey,
Edmund Burr,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Lewis,
T. J. Bush,
J . T. Tartar,
David Ma1·tin,
W. H. H .. Callihan,
1
Clarence U. McElroy, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. McElroy,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
John Cowan
J. W. Meador,
John Chas. Thomp son,
James
F.
Means,
Thomas H. Ditto,
G. H. Towery,
J.M. Neal,
Abner Eversole,
H.
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iPeter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker-58.
D. A. Glenn,
Mr. John Charles Thompso~ offered the following substitute to Sllid
resolution, viz:
. Resolved, Tbat we meet at ~ A. M., adjourn at 12, M.; meet at 1, adjourn
at 6, P. M.; meet at 7, and adjourn at 12, M.

And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. John Charles
Thompson and Hill, were as follows, viz:

'I

'r

Those who voted in th·e affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), T. M. Hill,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
J. K. Bailey,
William Neal,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
W. C. Owens,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
G. R. Snyder,
H. P. Whitaker-13.
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted in the negative, were- .
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L., Pope,
Milton Hamilton,
James P. Allen,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hen sley, Wm. M. H.eed,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. Q. Lackey,
A. Bufo1·d,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason, T. W. Scott,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Augustine Shelburne,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L) Spalding,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
A bne1· Eversole,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
J. T. Tartar,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
Hancock Taylor,
Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W.W. Orr,
Andrew Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
G. H. Towery,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
Isaac T. West-57.
The question was- then taken on the adoption of the resolution
offered by Mr. Cooke, and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required theJ.leon by Messrs. Bigger and
Goodnight, we1·e as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affi1·mative, -wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Joseph L. Pope,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,

,'
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Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
W. L. Hazelip,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bain bridge,
Jos. M. Kash,
C. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
1'.
J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Bmr,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
Henry Campbell,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton ·Cooke,
J.M. Neal,
John A. Thomas,
Jonn Cowan,
William Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker,
D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Owsl~y,
LaFayette Wilson--66.
Charles Godshaw,
Those who voted in the negative, wereJ.M. Bigger,
J. T. Tartar,
John Chas. Thompson,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Geo. H. B. Thompson, G. H. Towery-7.

J. IC Bailey,

J. Q. Lackey,
And then the House adjourned until to-mor1·ow morning, at 9
o'clock.
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· FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1878.
A message was received from the Senate, annou(!cing that they
had passed bills, which o'riginated in the House of Representatives,

of the following titles, viz :
An act to define the limits and fix the boundary of the town of
Hickory Grove, in Graves county.
An act to establish a public school for children of the African
race in the city of Paducah.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act fot· the benefit of McCracken county, empowering it to compromise its debts, issue bonds,
and levy and collect taxes to pay the same," approved February 9,
1878.

..
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An act to incorporate the National Mutual Benefit Association .
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpornte the Presbyterian Mutual Assurance Fund," approved February 20, 1878.
A_n act to amend the charter of the city of Newp_o rt in relation to
the common schools.
An act to regulate the sale of spit-ituous, vinous, and malt liquors
in the county of Greenup.
An act to incorporate Fulton and Hickman Countie~ Hunting
Club.
An act to incorporate the Cumberland River Oil Pipe, Mining, and
Transportation Company.
An act to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent provisions of the acts and articles constituting the charter of the Elizabethtown and Paducah Railroad Company.
With amendments to the last four named bills.
That they had received official information from the Governor that
he had approved and signed sund1·y enrolled bills and a resolution,
wh~ch originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act authorizing the county judge of Rockcastle county to issue
bonds and fund the county debt at a less rate per cent., known as the
court-house bonds of said county.
An act to incorporate the Supreme Lodge of Protection, Knights
and Ladies of Honor.
An act for the beqefit of M. M. Crossfield, sheriff of Anderson
county.
An act to incorporate the Sand Lick and Fox Spring Turnpike Road
Company.
An act for the benefit of R. S. Newsom and Dudley Hamilton, of
Breckinridge .c ounty.
An act to pres~ribe the mode of ascertaining the value of the property of railroad companies for taxation, and for taxing the same.
Resolution in relation to the death of Hon: Martin Hardin Marriott.

/

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills of the following titles, viz :
I. An act for the benefit of S. L. Chevis, of Lexington, Kentucky.
2. An act t6 branch the Penitentiary, and for other purposes.
3. An act authorizing the coU1·t of claims of Shelby county to
assess a tax of 2½ cents on the $100 for county levy purposes.
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4. An act to amend the charter of the Shelbyville and Taylorsville
Turnpike Road Company. .
5. An act for the benefit of E<lw1n Clarke Terrell, son of Thorn.as
Terrell, of McCracken county.
.
6. An act for the benefit of William Edwin Grundy, son of Wm.
Grundy, of Ballard county.
7. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the
town of Fulton, in Fulton county,'' approved February 8, 1872.
8. An act to repeal an act, entitled '' An act for the benefit of
keepers of ferries in Campbell county," approved February 25, 1876.
9. An act for the benefit of John A. Webb, of Russell county.
10. An act to reduce the number of justices' districts in Hart
county.
11. An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the
Kentucky State Dental Association," approved February 6, 1868.
12. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish the
county of Leslie," approved March 30th, 1878.
13. An act to authorize Amanda Pile to be received into and maintained in the Central or Western Lunatic Asylum, without costs to
her husband, Isaac Pile.
14. An act for the benefit of William lVI. Nourse, of Ha1-rison

n, Knights

county.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be

Anderson

read a second time.
1'he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
O?'dered, That said bills be referred-the 1st and 9th to the Committee on Claims; the 2d to the Committee on the 'Penitentiary; the
3d, 8th, 10th, a _n d 12th to the Committee on County Courts; the 4th
to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 5th and 6th to the
Committee on the Judiciary; the 7th to the Committee on Corporate
Institutions; the 11th to the Committee on Propositions and Grievances; the 13th to the Committee on Charitable Institutions, and the
14th to the Committee on Military Affairs.
Mr. Snyder moved to make a bill, which originated in the f,enate,

pike Road

same.
irdin Mar-

1

· that they

Kentucky.
ioses.
county to
ses.

entitled
An act for the benefit of Henry Stanberry, Wm. C. P. Breckinridge, and B. F. Buckner,
The special order of the day for to-day, at 12½ o'clock, P. M.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on ·Propositions and Grievances
'
to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize and empower the county comt of Muhleo,
burg county to receive, allow, and certify the delinquent lists for
the years 1875, 1876, and 1877,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of sai<l bill being dispens-ed with,
· The q nesition was then taken on the· passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Jo~n Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
Practice, who were directed to prepare l:1.nd bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 76 of the Criminal Code of Practice.
Which was read the fit-st time. and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitu-tional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. C. U. McElrny moved to lay said bill on th-e table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
Practice, to whom had been referred a bill. from the Senate, entitled
An act· to amend the Code of Practice in criminal cases,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz :
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky, 'fhat no person shall be disqualified as a witness in any penal or
criminal case or pL'oceeding by reason of _his interest in the event of the
same as a party or otherwise; but such interest may be shown for the
purpose of affecting his credibility: Provided, however, That a defendant
in any penal or c1·iminal case or proceeding shall only, at bis own request,
be deemed a competent witness; and bis neglect to testif'.v shall not create
any presumption against him; nor sball the court pet·mit any reference
to, or comment upon, such neglect: And provided further , That a defendant in case shall be permitted to testify after be has introduced other
evidence in bis own behalf.
~ 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.
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Mr. C. U. McElroy moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

d Grievances
led
I

was decided in the affirmative .

t of Muhlenuent lists for

and Goodnight, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
J. S. Owsley,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
Olement R. Ambrose, W . L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. lfeed,
J.I(. Bailey,
Jos. M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H . Callihan,
W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spun·,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
J. M. Neal,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
William Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
John Chas. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
LaFayette Wilson-58.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
G. E. Speck,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, Clinton K. Tharp,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J. Q. Lackey,
John D. Thompson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. H. Towery,
A. Buford,
Joseph L. Pope,
H.P. Whitaker-17.
W. J. Edrington,
Ferdinand Rigney,
And so said bill was rejected.
On motion of Mr. Tharp, the House took from the orders of the
day a motion to reconsider the vote by which this Honse passed a
bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize the city of Owensboro to subscribe and take
$2,000, of $25 each, in the stock of the Owensboro and Nashville
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Whitaker

I,

Railroad Company.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affi1·mative.

Mr. Tharp moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative1

;

I
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Mr. Tharp offered a substitute for said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was uecided in the affirmative .
Orde1·ed, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
1
Th e rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that th e title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. John Chadee Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
Practice, who were dir~ctecl to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend section 203 of the Criminal Code of Practice.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and the con stitutional provision aR to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Robertson moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
Practice, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend section 36~ of an act regulating practice in
criminal cases,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Goodnight moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Owsley, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, ·of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the German International Bank;
An act in relation to the Penitentiary wa,rehouse;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act regulating the sale of
1:1pirituous, malt, and vinous liquors in the town of Taylorsville,
Spencer county;"
Au act to amend and reduce into one the several acts incorporating the town of Falmouth, Pendleton county;
An act to enable the president and dfrectors to sell the Eminence
and Smithfield Turnpike Road;
I
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An act for the benefit of V. F. Hartes, of Butler county;
An act to amend an act,entitled "An act to authorize R. S . Mosely
to make a cross-index to. the suits of the Ohio quarterly courts;"
An act to incorporate th e State Agricultural, Mechanical, Zoological, and Botanical Association, Jefferson county;
An act to a.mend · an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of Allensville voting precinct, in Todd county;"
An act to reduce into one the several acts in relation to the town
of Lancaster;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act allowing a constable in
Kenton county to appoint one deputy,'' approved February 16th,
1860;

rn a second

An act to amend an act to incorporate the purchasers ·of railroads,

as to the

approved March 1, 1876; ·
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorporate the board of trustees for the graded city

motion, it

Codes of
titled
~ractice in

school of Cynthiana, Kentucky;
An act to extend the limits and jurisdiction of the city of Mays-

'·

ville;
An act to amend an 1,1,ct, entitled" An act to amend an act to incor··
porate the Christian Association of the Women of Louisville;"
An act to incorporate the Montgomery Street Turnpike Road Company;
An act to legalize the acts of the court of claims of. Shelby county,
Kentucky, in regard to the issuing of bonds for turnpike roads in

motion, it

ed that the
ginated in

he sale of
yIo rsvill e,

1

ncorporat·
Eminence

said county;
An act to incorporate the Somerset and Clio Turnpike Road Company:
An act to i-e-enact an act, entitled '' An act to in'corporate the
town of Union Star," approved February 26, 1868, and to amend the
same;
An act for the benefit of Elijah Hansbt·ough, of Hardin county;
An act for the benefit of Thomas G. Poore, of Hickman county;
An act . to prevent swine from running at large in the city of
Frankfort;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaket· affixed his signature thereto.
Ordeted, That Mr. Owsley info1·m the Senate thereof.
H.
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Mr. Keller otfered the following joint resolution, viz:
1. Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of [(entucky That

the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and be is hereby, directed to dr~w his
warrant on the Treasury in favor of A. 0. 06pe, for the sum of thirty.
eight dollars and ten cents, payable out of any money in the 'freaaui·y
not otherwise appropriated, being for mileage due him for present session,
2. This resolution shall take effect from and after its passage.
Which was twice read and adopted.
A message was receiver! from the Senate, announcing that they
had concurred
in the above
named resolution.
'
.
The House took up the special order of the ·day, viz: the motion
to reconsider the vote by which this House rejected a bill, whicli
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of George W. Hunter, of Bardstown, Nelson
county.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bHI, ijnd it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requirer! thP,reon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

• I

Those who voted in the affirmative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
Joseph L. Pope,
Cromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
G. W. Prichard,
C. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth,Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
.J . K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
Richard Lamber.t,
C. W. Russell,
E . C. Bainbridge,
.J . M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Davi9, Martin,
Aug. Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder,
'l' . .J. Bush,
,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Sp~lding,
W. H . H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means.
Richard A. Spurr,
Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Ularke,
John Gowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
E. H. Morin,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
Andrew Thompson,
Jam e's 0' Bannon,
Geo .. H. B. Thompson,
W . .J. Edrington,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. W. Orr,
John Chas. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
John D. Thompson,
J. S, Owsley,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles Godshaw,
Wmiam Points,
H.P. Whitaker-69.
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Those who voted in the negative, wereClement R. Ambrose, . W. J . .l\foglroy,
. J. T. Tartar;
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
Isaac T; West-6.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the benefit of Company "G," Kentucky State Guard.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordet·ed, That said bill be r~ad a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading ·of said bill being disJ?ensed -with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the •ti.tle thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, which
originated in the Sen-ate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Ambrose W. Dudl~y.
Orde1·ed, That said bill be read a third ti.me.
Said biH was read the third l time.
Mr. Cooke moved to postpone the further consideration of said
.bill, and make the same the special order of the day for to-morrow
morning, at 9½ o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoptioR of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative .
The House, according to order, took up for consideration a bill,
entitied
A bill to branch the Kentucky Penitentiary, and for other purposes.
J'he question was then taken on the adoption of the motion of Mr.
Spurr, made on a previous day, to postpone the consideration of said
bill until April 10, at 12 o'clock, M., and it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Sand'ers withdrew his motion, made on a previous day, .t o postpone the consideration of said bill until Monday next.
Mr. Spalding moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
J
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Mr. Spalding, from the Committee on the Penitentiary, offered the
following bill, which originated in the Senate, as a substitute for the
bill under consideration, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That fot· the purpose and with a view to the erection of a Branch

,'

PeniLenLiary as hereinafter provided, the Governor, by and with the
advice :md consent of the Senate, shall, within sixty days after the passage of thiA act, appoint a commission, consisting of three intelligent and
disereet residents of the State of Kentucky, who shall be known and
styled "The Penitentiary Commission." Said Commission, when appointed and notified thereof, shall, if they accept said appointment, within
one rnont,h after their appointment, take an oath to faithfully perform the
duties herein assigned them, and shall each give bond and good security
to the Commonwealth in the penal F!\lffi of $5,000, ,;onditioned fot· the
faithful and honest discharge of theit· duties, and for the faithful keeping
and disbursing of any and all moneys that may come into their bands,
which bond shall be taken 1:iy the Governor and by him safely kept.
§ 2. Said Commh,sion shall, after the qualification, proceed to select a
site and to purchase grounds suitable for tlle erection of a Branch Penitentiary. In the selection of a location said Commission shall do so with
reference to the accessibility of the place, Liealth, and building malol'ials,
, and shall give the preferenr.e to the southern portion of the 8tate. 8uid
Commission shall purchase not iess than fifty nor more than five hundred
acres of land for said Branch Penitentiary, and the cost thereof shall not
exeeed$20,000. Betore said purchase is finally consummated, the same8hall
bu reported by said Commission to the Governor, Auditor, and Attorney
General; and if the location ebos.en, and the sit.e s·elected, and the price
and title to said land is approved by them, said Commissioners may cause
a deed to the land so purchased to be made to the Commonwealth, and th~
Auditor ·of Pnblic Accounts shall draw his warrant on the Treasurer for
the purcbase money for said land.
!§ 3. Said Commission shall cause a plan and specifications of the cells,
wall, and out buildings to be made of the proposed Penitentiary; but the
plan shall not bo made so that, the walls will in close more than - - acres,
and the same shall not exceed thirty feet in height and ,five feet in tllickness, and shall be built of stone, and there shall not exceed five hundred
cells. Said plan shall be after the most approved modern sty le of prison,
and shall be made so as to combine safety, cleanlines1:1, healthfulness, convenience, and co.mlort. After said plan and specifications shall have been
mRde, the same shall be submitted by said Commission to the Governor,
Auditor, and Keeper or Warden of the present Penitentiary, and may be
by them altet·ed or changed so as to be1:1t accomplish the above purpose8.
Said Commission, in procuring .said plan and specification, may do so by ·
private con tract or public advertisement, and they shall certity the c•ost
thereof to the Auditor, who shall draw bis warrant on the Treasurer to,
pay for same; but tbe cost thereof' shall not exceed $1,000.
3 4. After said plan and specifications are obtained and accepted and,
approved, as set lot·th in section three of this act, it shall be the duty ot
said Commission to ndvertise in two daily papers published in Louisville,
Kentucky, one in Cincinnati, one in St. Louis, and one in Chicago, for
bids for the erection of t,be buildings and walls according to the plan and
specification; :ind said advertisements shall give, as fully as can be done,
the plan of said buildings, &c., and the amount of convict labor that can
.be turniF!hed by the State, and s~all reserve the right to reject any bids
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thnt may be made for said work. Said Commission shall awiu·d the contract to the lowest and beAt bidder or bidders. if the same is othel'wise
acceptable. But, if said Commission deem best, they may advertise ·ror,
:ind receive bids for, tbe whole .of eaid work in one contract, or they may
divide it into two or more separate contracts.
§ 5. Said Commission sball make it a condition precedent to the awat·ding of a contract for the erection of said walls, building, &c., that the
oontractor shall take not. to exceed five hundred of the convicts, for which
heshnll pay so much apiece per day as may be agreed upon between said
contractor and said Commission, but not loss than ten cents, and that be
will provide for the safe -keeping and for the dieting so long as they are in
his emp loy.
.
§ 6. B~fore said contract Ahall be final, the contrnctor or contractors
who arc awarded said work shall execute bond, with approved security,
puyable to the Commonwealth, cond itioned that he will faithfully and
fully perform tlrn, contract according to the plan and specifications furniBhed him, and that be or they will safely keep all convicts intrusted to
him, and that be will provide suitable lodging and food for them. Said
bond shall be taken by the Governor, and by bim safely kept.
§ 7. After said cont1·act is awarde.d, and said bond, as required in section six, has been executed and approved, and the contractor or contrac·
tors notify said Commission that he or they are read.r for tbe convict labor,
it shal l be the duty of said Comm ission to have transmitted to said contractor as many of the convicts as may be agreed upon fot· said work .
Said Commiss ion shall ·see that all convicts are safely kept and provided
witli suitab le food and lodging whilst in charge of said contractor or con~
trnctors, and if tbe_said convicts are not so safely kept, it shall be regarded
n breach of the bond of said contractor or contractors.
§ 8. As the work progresses, said Commission may furnish the Auditor
with estimates, deductihg thernf'rom the price of the labor of the convicts;
and upon the production of such estimates, the Audito1· F!ha ll drnw his
wnrrnnt in favor of, the contractor or contractors: Provided. That not exceeding eighty per cent. of the cost of the wo1·k shall be paid until the
work is completed and approved as hereinafter provided.
§ 9. It shall be the duty of said Commission to exercise over said work,
as it progresses, a careful supervision, so as a perfect compliance witb tbe
plun and specification and contract may be sec ured; and if. during the
progress of the work, it becomes pel'lectly apparent to said Commission
th:Lt they can make a ehange from the original plan and specification that
would add to the usefulness, health, or durability of said work, they may,
after fil'st procuring the written consent and agreement of the contractor
or contractors, have such change effected.
§ 10. Said Commissioners shall receive for their services $5 per day and
necessary expenses fo1· each day actually engaged.
§ 11. Said Commissioners are authorized to purchase rock, grnvel, and
material riecessary for the erection of said walls and tuildings; and if
they shall' be unable to procure the right of way to any quany where
the_v procure rock, 01· to agree with the owner of any qua1·1·y of 1·ock as
to price of same, the same may be condemned as land is now condeµ1ned
~y law, and the Audito1· shall ,d raw his warrant for the amount th_e same
1s assesi,ed at.
§ 12. Upon the comp letion of said Penitentiary, the directors of the
present Penitentiary shall be directors tbere'of, and a Warden or Keeper
thereof s hall be elected, as provided in this act, for the Penitentiary at
Frankfort, and such Assistant Keepers as may be necessary; and a ciel'k

J
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shall be appointed in the same manner as provided above, for the Peniten.
tiary at Frankfort, whose duties, qualifications, and liabiliti es, shal l be
the same as preRcribed in this act for the present Penitentiary; and said
directors shall divide the convicts into two classes: all males under twen.
ty-five years of age shall form one class, and all over that age shal l form
another; and after the completion of said Branch, upon the trial of any
male accused of any felony, it shall be the duty of the ~murt trying him
to inqufre his age; and if be be found guilty, and be undet· twenty-five
ytiars of age, he shall be sent to the. Branch, and if over twenty.five, to
the main Penitentiary, at Fraukfort.
§ 1,3. For the purpose of completing said work, the sum of $ - - - is
· hereb.Y appropriated.
§ 14. All the laws now in force, for the regulation and discipline of the
Penitentiat·y, shalt be applicable to the Bt·anch when established.
§ 15. If said contract is made, and said work is begun, before the meoting of the next Genet·al Assembly, said Commission shalt report to same
the progress they have made, and a full, complete, and expli cit exhibit of
all they have done uuder the provisions of this act; and if the same is not
satisfactory,_the General Assembly res~rves the right to remove all or any
of said Commissioners, and to appoint others in their stead.
§ 16. But no contract shall be made under the provisions of this act
prior to March 1st, 1879, unl ess the present Keeper shall consent, in writing, to the use of not exceeding 400 able-bodied convicts by the contractor
to whom the work may be awarded, at a cost of fiv-e cents a day for each
convict.
§ 17. That said prison, when completed-, shall be used exclusively for the
confinemeat of persons convicted of crimes of violence not involving turpitude of character, and no prisoner who has, by his crime, forfeited the right
of suffrage and the r..i-ght to hol<l office shall be sent to sai<l prison. And
the judges of the several courts of this Commonwealth shall, in scntenci11g
prisoner.,, designate which Penitentiary they shall be confined in, and in
doing so be · govemed by the provisions and spii·it of this act; and no
prisoner shall be transfert'ed from the Penitentiary at this place to tho
prison the erection of which is provided for b.v this act, who shall have
been convicted of a crime that forfeits the right of suffrage and the right
to hold office, or other crime involving turpitude of character; and the
inmates of this prison shall be required to wear some uniform other than
the stripes, to be prescribed by the prison officials; and they shall not be
punished for violations of ·prison rules and discipline, except by solitary
confinement, without conviction therefor by a cou1·t of competent juri8·
diction: Provided further, That said courts shal l ordet· all personH under
twenty-one years of age, convicted of crime requiring punishment by
confinement in the Penitentiary, to the institution established by t,bis act.
Mr. Adair moved the following amendment to the original bill, ,·iz:
Amend section thirteen by striking out "one hundred and fifty tbou;
sand dollars," and insert in lieu thereof "five hundred thousand dollars;'
and add to said section the words, "this appropriation shall be submitted
to tbe · qualified voters of the State on the first Monday in August, 1878,
which elect io n shall be conducted as elections are held for State officers i
and it a majority of the votes cast at said election is in favor of this appropriation, then the commissioners shall proceed to cart·y out tbe provi_sions of this act; but if the majority of the votes cast shall be aga)nst ti~'.d
appropriation, then sai<l commissioners sha ll do nothing unde11 ._ this act.
I
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Mr. Spurt· moved an amend1.nent to Mr. Adair's amendment, viz:
Amend the amendment by str-iking 011t "five hundred thousand dollars, "
and insert in lieu thereof "one hundred and fit'ty tho11sand dollars." ·

And the question being taken on the adoption of the amendment
offered by Mr. Spurr, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon. by Messrs. Spurr and
Bainbridge, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were_:_
Ml'. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
James Pei·kins,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Joseph L. Pope,
James ·P . Allen, ·
W. L. Hazeli13,
G. W. Prichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. IC Bailey,
Joi;.. M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
J. Q. ·L ackey,
G. R. Snyder,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spur,·,
Edmund Burt·,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
T. J. Bush,
Clarence U. Mc Elroy, Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W . .J. McElroy,
Clinton IC Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. 0. Cope,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
J.M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
William Neal,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
James 0' Bannon,
Isaac T. West,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
LaFayette Wilson-68.
Charles Godshaw,
J. S . Owsley,
Those who voted in the negative? wereCromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Pat. Campion,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
Peter G. Fischer,
. Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
Dennis Gleason,
Montgomery Me1·ritt, Aug. Shelbume,
lsaac H. Goodnight. Wm . M. Reed,
John A. Thomas-16.
W. Scott Gresham,·
·
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
offered by Mr. Adair, and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gre_en and
Edrington, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, ~ereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton Hamilton,
James O'Bannon
•Cromwell Adair,
W. L. Hazelip, ·
W. W. On,
James P. Allen,
T . M. Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis :Jones,
C. W. Russell,
0
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E. o·. Bainbridge,
Richard Lamber.t,
G. R. Snyder,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mann en, Richard A. .Spurr,
James Barbour Mason, J. T. Tartar,
A. Buford,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
T. J. aush,
W H. H. Callihan,
Montgomery Merritt, John C. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. -Miller,
Isaac T. West-31.
J. W. Griffith,
Those who voted in the negative wereC. T. Allen,
W . Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
Robert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley, Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. M. Bigge r,
Joseph iVI. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
J. Q . Lackey,
T . W. Scott,
A. R. Clarke,
T. J. Lewis,
Aug. Shelburne, .
Lyttleton Cooke,
DaYid Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. MpElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Peter G . Fischer,
J. iVI. Neal,
John A. Thomas,
Henry Geo rge,
Wm. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Ow!:lley,
John Chas. Thompson,
Isaac H. Goodnight, James Perkins,
H. P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. Points,
LaFayette W ilson-51.
Mr. Cowan moved the foll_owing amendment to said bill, viz:
B16. This act shall not take effect, and no contract for the building of
the Branch PenitenUary as heroin authorized sha ll be mado, before the
1st day of October, 1878; anti no contract fo1· that purpose shall be entered
into after that date: Provided, 'l'hat before that date one or more compu.·
nies shall be organized and funds provided, as requi-r ed in the charter or
charters organizing said company or companies, for the use of four hundred c:onvicts on any of the navigable rivers of this State.
,
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Aclair and
J.P. Allen, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the- affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
W,m. iVI. Reed,
Cromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
Granville V. Rouse,
W. Scott Gre:;;ham,
C. W. Russell,
C. T. Allen,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
T . W. Scott,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
G. R. Snyder,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. K. Bailey,
Jos. M. Kash,
Richard A. Spurr,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
J. T. Tartar,
J. M. Bigger,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Caleb R. Brooks,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. Buford,,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thom11;s,
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Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Tipton A. Miller,
Benjamin F. Buie,
John
Chas. Thompson,
James
O'Bannon,
Edmund Burr,
John D. Thompson,
W. W.Orr,
T. J. Bush,
G. H. Towery,
W. C. Owens,
W. H. H. Callihan,
John C. Welch, ·
J.
S.
Owsley,
rat. Campion,
Isaac T. West,
James Perkins,
John Cowan,
LaFayette
Wilson-55.
William
Points,
Abner Eversole,
Henry George,
Those who voted in the negative, wereA. R. Clarke,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. J. Oatt::i,
Richard Lambert,
G. W. Prichard,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Lewis,
Ferdinand Rigney,
W. J. Edrington,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
James Barbour Mason, Augustine Shelburne,
L~ven E. Green,
Clarence U. McE lroy, G. E. Speck,
Samuel D. Hensley,
W. J. McElroy,
Andrew Thompson,
Josiah Hunter,
J . M. Neal,
H.P. Whitaker-26.
Lewis Jones,
Wm. Neal,
Mr. Glenn moved to commit said bill and amendments to a joint
select committee of five from the House and three from the Senate,
with instructions to report to-morrow, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
Mr. Spalding moved the following amendment to the substitute for
said bill, viz :
~ 16. This act shall not take effect, and no contract for the · builJing of
the Branch Penitentiary as herein authorized shall be made, l>elore tbe
lstday of 0ctober, 1878; and no contract for that purpose shall he entered
into after that date: Provided, 'rhat before that date one or more companies shall be organized and funds provided for the use of four hundred
convicts on any of the navigable rivers of this State.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in tbe affirmative.
Mr. Reed moved the following amendment to the substitute, viz:
Amend by striking out section 17.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute, as
amended, and it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
Mr. Cowan moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of sa~d motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

I
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Mr. West moved the following amendment, viz :
Amend by striking out "Southern Kentucky," and insert in lie u
thereof "the Three Fo rks of the Kentucky river."
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by MP-ssrs . Mannen and
Buford, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the aflll'mative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
Cromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
James P . Allen,
Samuel D . Hensley,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
C. W. Russell,
.E. C. Bainbridge,
Richard Lambert, ,
G. R. Snyd er,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen , Richa1·d A. Spur1·,
A. Buford,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H Callihan,
James Barbour Maaon, Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, G. H. Towery,
A. R. Clarke,
Abner Eversole,
T . J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-21.
Charles Godshaw,
Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Prichard,
Robert I:". Allensworth, Josiah Hunter,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J F . Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Edmund· Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
Pat . Campion,
Clarence U. McElroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. J. lVIcElroy,
G. E. Speck,
,John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
Alex. T. Cray croft,
James F . Means,
Clinton IC Tharp,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
J . M. N ea!,
Andrew Thompson,
Peter G . Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
John Chas . Thompson,
Henry George,
J . S. Owsley,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
James Perkins,
John C. Welch,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
H. P. Whitaker,
Leven E . .Green,
Joseph L. Pope,
LaFayette Wilson-5:l.
W. Scott Gresham,
Mr. Tartar moved the following amenrlment ·t o said bill, viz:
Provided, 'I'hat i,aid Branch Penitentiary be located at or near the point
where tho Cnmberl a nd river is crossed by the Cincinnati Southern .Rail' road .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the negative.
Mr. Tharp moved the following amendment, viz:
Amended by striking out the words '' and other pu r poses" in tbe title.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
ieu
nt,
nd

it was decided in the negative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of thfl House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
The question was then taken on the passage of said hill, and it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro-
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vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speake1· (Turner), Leven E. G re en,
G. W. Prichard,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
Clement R. Ambrnse, Samuel D. Hensley, Augustine Shelhume,
Edmund Burr,
Josiah Hunter,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
Lewis Jones,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Jos. M. Kash,
J . T. Tartar,
John Cowan,
T. J. Lewis.
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
David Martin,
Johp A. Thomas.,
W. J. Edrington,
Clarenee U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. J. McElroy,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis. Gleason,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
· D. A. Glenn,
J. S. Qw:;ley,
H. P. Whitaker,
Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
LaFayette Wilson-42.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Jlill,
Joseph L. Pope,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. l{eed,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J.M. Bigger,
Caleb R. Brnoks,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, ,C. Vt.!. anssell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, T. W. Scott,
T. J. Bush,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H.B. Thomp;;on,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
John Ghas. Thompson,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West-45.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, to whom had

tie.

been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

.
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An act to amend chapter 12, article 4, section 8, General Statutes,
entitled" Change of Venue in Criminal and Penal Cases,"
Report ed the same without amendment.
Onlered, That ilaid bill be read a third time.
The mle of the House and the constitutional provi sion as to the
third reading of said bill being di~pensed with,

An
race in
An a
vet, Ro
An a
ions o

Th e question Wail then· taken on the . passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negativ e.
And so said bill was rej ected
Mr. C. T . Allen entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which
this House rej ected a bill, which 01·iginated in the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize and empower the county court of Muhlenburg county to receive, a ll ow, and certify the delinquent lists for
the years 1875, 1876, and 1877 .

and N I
An a
within
Louisv
the tru 1
An a!
An
V. Payl

.lVlr. J. P. Allen entered a mot.ion to reconsider the vote by which
this House rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to provide a suitable mansion for the Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

·pl:a:
and Mt
An I

A .me:3sage was received from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw from this House a bill, which originated in the House of Rep·
' resentatives, entitled

within
ern pa
An E

An act to incorporate Fulton and Hickman Hunting Club.
Which ~as granted, and said bill delivered to the messenger.
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined s undry e nrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act in 1·elation to private lying~in hoilpitals;
An act to incorporate Ashet· Lodge, No. 227, Independent Order of
B'nia B'rith of Owensboro, Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Louisville City Railway Company," apprnved February 15, 1864;
An act to define the limits and fix the boundary of the town of
Hickory Grove, in Graves county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of McCracken county, empowering it to compromise its debts, issue bonds,
and levy and collect taxes to pay the same," approved February 9,
1878;
An act to create the office of treasurer of Washington county, and
prescribe his duties;
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An act to establish a public school for children of the African
race in the city of Paducah;
An act to authorize the trustee:s of the Baptist Church in Mt. Olivet, Robertson county, to sell and c,rnrey certain property;
An act to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent provisions of acts and articles constituting the ch ,ntPr of the Owen sboro
and Nashville Railroad Company;
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An ,act to permit the children
within two and a half miles of the corporate limits of the city of
Louisville to go to the common schools of the city by paying $ 10 to
the trustees of said schools per fa:nily," apprnve<l March 30th, 1878;
An act for the benefit of .i. W. Elkin;
An act for the benefit of the administrator of the e:;tate of James
V. Payne, late sheriff o·f Fleming county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to Pxtencl the common
·pleas court of Warren county to the counties of Butler, Edmonson',
and Muhlenburg," approved February 23, 1874;
An act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors
within two miles of South Union or Hebron Churches, in the sou_thern part of Christian county;
An act authorizing the trustee of Narrow Spring school 'd istrict,
No. 54, in Laurel coun!:y, to allow religious services to be held in the
school-house in said district;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following
titles, viz :
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to organize and establisli a system of public schools in the Elizabethtown common school
district, in Hardin county, for white children," approved March 29,
1878;
An act for the benefit of the Central Lunatic Asylum;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
West Covington," approved March 16, 1869;
An act to empower the county court of the county of Anderson to
take stock in turnpike roads in 1,aid county;
An act for the continuation of the Geological Survey;
An act for the benefit of Philip Murphy, of Louisville; .
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to ainend the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company;"
An act to incorporate the Forest Hill Inclined Plane Railway
Company, of Covington;
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An act for the be'n efit of the Western Lunatic Asylum;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts organizing and regulating the lunatic asy.
lums of this State," approved March 20, 1876;
An act to amend the charter of the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company;
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Christian Conference;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto .
01·dered, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was referred a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to pay Hiram T. Warder, and the family of John Ruggles,
d.eceased, the reward heretofore offered for the arrest of Jesse Underwood, R fugitirn from justice,
Reported the same without arnendme~t.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
/

Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, On the 24th day of January, 1872, Governor P. It. Leslie,
by proclamation, offered a reward of five hundred dollars for tbe arreRt
or Jesse Underwood, indicted for murder by the Bath circuit court, and
who was then a fugitive from justice; and whereas, Governor James B.
McCreary, by a general proclamation, made a revocati0n of all rewards
offered previous to the 3d d,ay of May, 1874, which included the reward
offered for said Underwood; a nd whereas, Hiram T. Warder, sheriff of
Lewis coµnty, without knowing of the revocation of said reward, and
aided by John .Ruggles, pursued said Underwood, who had come into the
State and was again escaping, and at the risk of his own life, and at the
expense of th e life of said John Ruggles, who was shot and killed by said
Underwood, the said Warder captured and secured said Underwood,,who
is now in the custody of the jailer of Bath county; and whereas, it appears
, to tbis Legislature that the claim of the said Hiram T. Warder, and the
family of tbe said John Ruggles, deceased, to the amo.unt of said reward,
is meritorious and ju,;t; now,
, ~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assemb[IJ of the 01Jmmonwealth of-Ken·
tucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, directed
to draw his warrant upon the Treasurer in favor of Hiram T. Warder, for
the sum of. five hundred dollars, one half of said money to be for tbe use
of tbe · said Warder, and the 0th.er half thereof to the mother of Joba
.Huggles, deceased, and the Treasurer is directed to pay the said warrant,
to the said Warder, when p11esented at bis office for that purpose, out of •
any money in the 'rreasury not otherwi.se appropriated.
··
3 2. Thi s. act to be in force and have effect from its passage.
And the question being . taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance· to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereWilliam Points,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Joseph L. Pope,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M.. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. K. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
0. W. Russell,
J.M. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
Cahib R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller;
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
Augustine Shelbur.n e,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Bmr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. ~peck,
T. J. -Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spun·
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
Montgomery Merritt, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A Miller,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
J.M. Neal,
John 0. Welch,
. Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
D. A. Glenn,
W.W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-77.
Charles Godshaw,
James Perkins,
In the negatiYe-W. J. McElroy-1.
Resolved, 'rhat the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee on Claims, to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of John W. Bronaugh, of Jessamine county,
Reported the same without amendment.'
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz :
WHEREA:iil, On the 16th day October, i871, Preston H. Lesiie, then the
Governor of tbe Commonwealth of Ke.ntucky, issued or caused to be is
sued and published in, the Frankfort Yeoman, and other newspapers published in tbe State of Kentucky, his proclamation, offe1·ing a reward of
two hundred dollars each for the apprehension and conviction of robbers
and burglars, who robbed toll-gates in Jessamine county, and persons en·
gaged in shooting on Saturday night, the 30th Septe~ber, 1871, at said
gateR, and their delivery to the jailer of Jessamine county; and whereas,
one Parker Riley, of color, was apprehended by John W. Bronaugh, in
the city of Lexington Kentucky, and delive1·ed to the authority of Jessamine county, on the -'- - of - - - - , 1871, and was afte1·wards t1·ie<l

Afr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight,
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and convicted, and sentenced to confinement in the State Penitentiary for
the period of seven yearfl, :ind is now AO confined, and no part of said
reward having been paid Lo said John Vv . Bronaugh; therefore,
§ l. Be it enacted by tlte General Assembly of tlte Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the Auditor of Pt1blic Aceounts be. and he is hereby, direuted
to draw his warrant upon the Trcast1rer of this Commonwealth, payable
to John W. Bronaugh , for the sum of Lwo hundred dolla1·s, the amount
specifi ed in Lh e Govei·nor's proclamation and reward, which remains un,
paid.
§ 2. 1'his act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
And the que!>tion being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a pro,
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:

/

,,

Those \'\Tho voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight,
William Points,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Joseph L. Pope,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
E. C. Bainbridge,
T. M. Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. M. Bigger,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Valeb R. Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewi~,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr, ·
John 0. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
James Perkins,
LaFayette Wilson-61.
Charles Godshaw,
,
Those who voted in the negative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
J . M. Neal,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. W est-9.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Bush, from the Committee on Military Affairs, to whom had
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the .benefit of Wm . M. Nourse, of Harrison county,
Reported the same without amendment .
Ordered, That i;:aid bill be read a third time.
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Said hill was read the third time, as follows, vfa:
By an act approved February Hltb, 1864, an appropriation
of two hundred dollars each was made to certain citizen soldiers named
in said act, who were severely wounded in the fight with General John
llorgan's forces at Cynthiana, on the 17th day of July, 1862, and in consequence of their wounds incurred gre·a t loss of time and heavy expense;
and whereas, said William M. Nourse was severely wounded in said fight,
bot bis name omitted fr9m and not included in said act.
~ l. Be it enacted by the Generai Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the sum of two hundred dollars be, and the same is hereby,
appropriated to said William M. Nourse, and that the Auditor draw his
warrant on the Treasurer in favm· of said Nourse for said amount, to be
paid out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated .
~ 2. '1.'hat this act shall take effect from its passage.
WaE&EAS,

And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nay.s being required thereon in pursuance to a pro- .
vision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Tnrner), W. L. Haze_ljp,
James Perkins,
Cromwell Adair,
Samuel D. Hensley,
William Poiuts,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, Lewis Jones,
G. W. Prichard,
Clement R . Ambrose, Jos. M. Kash,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bai.Jey,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. 0. Bainbt·idge,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J.M. Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas Sand-e rs,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. 1\tlannen, T. W. Scott,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
Augustine Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyd-e1·,
Pat. Campion,
Clarnnce U. McEiroy, Ralph L. Spalding,
A. R. Clarke,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
Alex.-T. Craycroft,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, Andrew Thompson,
Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
J. M. Neal,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
1
John C. Welch,
Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
H.P. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith.
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson.-67.
Milton Hamilton,
Those who voted in the negative, wereAbner Eversole,
J. T. Tartar,
G. H. Towery,
Isaac H. Goodnight, John A. Thomas,
Isaac T. West-7.
C. W. Russell,
Resolved, That the title of .said bill be as aforesaid.
H.
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Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill authorizing G. M. Kitlinger, constable of Muhlenburg
county, to appoint a deputy to assist him in his official duties.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA btll to further extend the corporate limits of the ·town of Greenville.
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of William F. Wood, of Muhlenburg county.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church
at Campbellsburg, Henry county, to sell said church lot and appurtenances thereunto belonging. ·
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA _bill to incorpornte the Harrodsburg Trotting_ Association and
Fair.
By Mr. Means, from the same committeeA hill to amend the charter of Bergin, Mercer county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the same committee-,
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one the several acts and amended acts in reference to the town of
Auburn," apprpved March 8th, 1878.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to re-enact and amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Highland Racing Park Association."
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the H~use ~nd the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
I
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills wbich originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following

,.

,titles, viz:
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By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corpornte InstitutionsAn act to amend an act incorporating the town of Greenville, in
I
Muhlenburg county.
By Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
PracticeAn act to amend subsection 5 of section 13 of the Criminal Code
of Practice.
By Mr . ..Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and G1·ievancesAn act to legalize the acts of the board of trustees of Elizabethtown, appointed by the county judge of Hardin · county in 1877, in
granting coffee-houRe licenses in Elizabethtown.
By sameAn act to authorize .the county judge of Hardin county to issue
coffee-house licenses in the town of Elizabethtown.
By Mr. Taylor, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of Arad Simons,' of Breckinridge county.
By Mr . Snyder, from the Committee on Corpornte InstitutionsAn a~t to incorporate the Bowling Green Libral'y Company.
By Mr. Means, from the same committeeAn act to amend the charter of the Bradford's Landing and Washington· Trace Turnpike Road Company, i'n B1·acken county.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the Sharpsburg, Long Branch, Flat Rock,
and Paris Turnpike Road Company.
By sameAn act to authorize the · people of Lagrange and West port voting
precincts, in Oldham county, to vote a tax for the purpose of building turnpike roads in said precincts.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corpornte InstitutionsAn act to amend the charter of the Benefit Association of the
Grand Lodge of Kentucky of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to th'e
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved,' That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took from the orde1·s of the day the amendment proposed by the Senate to a bill, which originated .in the House of Representatives, entitled

/
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An act to !'!,mend the charter of Elizabethtown, and to authorize
the board of trustees of Elizabethtown to issue bonds, and fund the
present bonded debt of said town .
Said amendment was read.
The question was then taken on concurring in said amendment,
and it was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Adair and
Bigger, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were_C. T. Allen,
David Martin,
Thomas Sanders,
James P. Allen,
James Ba1·bour Mason, Augustine Shelhurne,
Clement R. Ambrose, W . J. McElroy,
~alph L. Spalding,
J. K. Bailey,
James F. Means,
Richard A. ·spurr,
A. Buford,
E. H. Morin,
J. T . Tartar,
T. J. Bush,
J.M. Neal,John A. ThQmas,
T. J . Oatts,
Andrew Thomp-son,
-Alex. T . Craycroft,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W.W. Orr,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
John D. Thompson,
Samuel D. Hensley, Joseph L . Pope,
G. H . Towery,
T. M . Hill,
G . W. Prichard,
Isaac T. West,
Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
LaFayette Wilson-38.
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,

,,

Those who voted in the negative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
J. W. Meador,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
Montgomery Merritt,
Robert F . Allen s worth, D. A. Glenn,
Tipton A. Miller,
Charles Godshaw,
James O'Bannon,
E . C. Bainbridge,
J . M. Bigger,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
Edmund Burr,
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
Pat. Campion,
W. L. Hazelip,
T. W. Scott,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
John Cowan ,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
W. J. Edrington,
T . J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eversole,
Thomas H . Mannen, John C. Welch ,
Peter G. Fischer,
Clarence U. McElroy, H . P. WhJtaker-39.
And so said amendment was rejected.
Leave of ab sence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Hunter, Wm.
Neal, and Whitaker.
And then the House adjourned.
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SATURDAY, APRIL fi, 1878.
ment,
and

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed bills, which originated in the Hoose of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of Ors. T. Smith and Crawford, of Nelson
county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Beattyville, and to reduce into one the several acts in ' relation thereto.
An act to establish an institution of learning in the town o'f Corinth, in Grant county, Kentucky, to he known as the Corinth Acad-

son,

emy.
An act for the benefit of W. L. Garth, late sheriff of Christian

38.

county.
An act to change the limits of the town of Brandenburg.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Board
of Commissioners of the Louisville Court-house."
An act to prevent the maintenance of nuisances in this Common-

t,

wealth.
An act for the benefit of Belle McRoberts, of Lincoln county.
An act to authorize B. B. Hensley, a constable of Pendle~on
county, to appoint a deputy.
An art to incot·porate the town of Visalia, in Kenton county.
An act for the benefit of John Wolf, of Kenton county.
An act to amend the charter of the Independence and Colemans-

m.

ville Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of school
district No. 39, in Bath county," approved February 9th, 1876.
An act to amend an act in reference to the inspection, sale, and
storage of oils made from coal, petroleum, &c., approved February
21, 1874.

An act to authorize the county court of Washington county to lev:y
and provide for the collection of a tax to discharge an indebtedness
created for the benefit of said county, and to pay said indel)tedness.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts and amended acts in reference to the town
of Auburn," approved March 8, 1878.

I

,I

,,
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An act for the benefit of Prof. T. W. Tobin, of Central University,
Richmond, Kentucky .

..,
•'

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce into
one all previous acts incorporating the town · of Owenton, in Owen
county," approved February 27, 1867.
Au act for the benefit of the Carlisle andJackstown Turnpike Road
Company, lower route.
An act to prevent horses, mules, cattle, goats, sheep, swine, geese,
or ducks from running at large and trespassing in district No. 1, Harrison county.
An act to legalize certain acts, of the Mercer county court of
iclaims.
'I

That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
l. An act to amend an act, en titled "An act giving the trustees of
common school district in Catlettsburg the right to levy a tax for
two years to build a school-house in said district," approved March
5th, 1872, and to establish and maintain public schools in the town
of Catlettsburg, approved April 16, 1873.
2. An act for the benefit of Mrs. E. S. Tanner, of Louisville, Kentucky.
3. An act to authorize the Ohio county court to.issue bonds to pay
the debts of Ohio county.
4. An act to incorporate the Hamburg and Sharon Turnpike Road
Company, in Bracken county.

5. An act to allow William Blair to erect a mill-dam across Paint
creek.
6. An act for the benefit of John Henry Roberts and Benjamin
At.kins, of Morgan county.

,7. An act to establish an institution of learning at Flat Gap, in
Johnson county.
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8. An act to incorpornte the Georgetown, Mid way, Versailles, and
Kentucky River Railroad Company.

Owene

9. An act to regulate the holding of the cit-cuit courts in the counties of Harlan Letcher, Perry, and Breathitt, in .the 15th judicial district.

An

10. An act to regulate and reduce the number of ·clerks in the
Quarter Master General's Department.

11. An act to regulate taxation upon the shares of certain banks in
this ' Commonwealth.
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Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
1'he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be referred-the 1st and 7th to the Committee on Education; the 2d to the Committee on Claims; the 3d and
6th to the Committee on County Courts; the 4th and 5th to the Committee on Internal Improvement; the 8th to the Committee on Railroads; the 9th to the Committee. on Circuit Courts ; the 10th to the
Committee on Military Affair8, and the 11th to the Committee on
Revenue and Taxation.
That they had adopted a joint re solution, entitled
Resolution in relation to balance of the wa1· claim due the State
from the General Government.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act creating an additional magisterial district in Shelby county.
An act to amend section I , article 21, chapter 28, of the General
Statutes.
An act to requrie all real estate to be _a ppraised when sold under
judgments of courts of equity or law.
With amendments thereto.
That they had disagreed to a bill , which originated in the House
of Representatives, entitled
An act to fix the amount to be charged by towns for tavern
license.
That they had concurred in the amendmfrnt proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill, which orig~nated in the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize the city of Owensboro to subscribe and take
two thousand shai-es, of twenty-five dollars each, in the stock of the
Owensboro and Nashville Railroad Company.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled
·
An act for the benefit of Ambrose W. Dudley.
Said bill reads as follows, viz : '
WHEREAS, Ambrose W. nudley, by act of the General Assembly, entitled "An act to provide for the erection of the fire-proof offices at tho
Seat of Government," approved Fe1bruary 2d, 1869, was appointed and
qualified as one of the commissioners to carry out the provisions of said
act, and did act in behalf of this Commonwealth as commissioner during
the years 1869; 1870, and 1871, and while in the discharge of his duties in
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beha lf of th e State, was subj ected to a s uit brought by John R aly (one of
the co ntra ctol's fol' Lhe e!'ecti on of saict fire-proof offices), whi ch suit grew
out of matters so lely of inter es t to thi s Commonwealth, and not, of any
pe1·son al interest t o t he said Dudl ey, th e defendant in the said suit, arising
from th e fa ithful di sc harge of hi s duti es us commission er; and wh ereas,
th e said Dudl ey nece_sRaril y in curred an expense of three thousand dol•
lnrs an d tbir ty -two cents, paid by him in ma king hi s defe nse th ereto.
§ 1. B e it enacted by the General A ssembly n( tile Commonwealth of Kentucky, Th a t th e Rum of three t hou san d doll ars and thirty -two cents be,
and th e san1 e is hereby, appropri ated to Ambrose W. Dudley, to be paid
out of any mon ey not oth erwi se a ppropriated, to reimburse him, the said
Dudl ey , Jor expensefl iucurred as stated in the preambl e ; a nd the Auditor
is directed to d raw hi s warrant on the 'Treasurer in favor of said Dudley
th er efor.
l§ 2. T his act shall take effect from its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the negative.
The y ea s and nays being required th ereon in pursuance to a pro,
vi sion of the Con stitution, were a s follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affamative wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Pete r G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn ,
James F. Means,
J. M. Bigger,
Cha!'le::t God shaw,
Montgomery Merritt,
Leve n E . Green,
William Points,
A. Buford,
Edmund Burr,
W. S.c ott G resham ,
G. W. Prichard, 1
T. J . Bu sh ,
J. W . Griffith,
T . W. Scott,
A. R. Clarke,
Jos. M. Kash,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
Hancock Taylor,
A. C. Cope,
Thomas H. Mannen , Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
.Tames Barbour Mason , LaFayette Wilson--32.
W . J. Edrington,
W. J. Me~lroy,
Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Wm. M . Reed,
Thomas A. Robertson,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Clement R. Ambrose , W. L. Hazelip,
C. W. Ru ssell,
J. K . Bailev,
Samuel D . Hensley, Thomas Sanders,
E. C. Bainbridge ,
T. M . Hill,
Aug. Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
G. R. Snyder,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Green R . Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
W. H . H . Callihan,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
. Alex. T. Cra:ycroft,
Tipton A. Miller;
John A. Thomas,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
E. H . Morin,
1
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J . M. Neal,
Henry George,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. W est-42.
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. J.C. Thompson entered a motion to reconsider the vote by
which said bill was rejected.
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Bills were reported from the several committees, who were directed to prepare anrl bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr1 Kash, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsA bill for the benefit of R. A . Mitchell_, of Montgomery county.
By sameA bill to amend an act to repeal an act, entitlerl "An act to increase the jurisdiction of quarterly courts in Hickman and othe1·

tor
ley
as

ro,

counties."
By Mr. Means, from the Committee 011 Corporate InstitutionsA bill to amend an act, entitled ''An act to incorporate the Mt.
Sterling Coal Road Company."
By Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroa<lsA bill to incorporate the Ohio River and Pound Gap Railroad
Company.
Which bills were severally 1·ead the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The mle of' the House ·and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees, to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz:
By Mr. Taylor, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of W. B. Skeggs,. late sheriff of Metcalfe
county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on· Oorporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the Mt. Sterling Library Association.
By Mr. Sanders, from the Gommittee on RailroadsAn act to amend the cha1·te1· . of the Kentucky Central Railroad
Company.
By Mr. Ditto, f~om the . Committee on Propo~itions and GrievancesAn act for the benefit of the suret.ies of G. W. Taylor.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
H. R.-147

• I
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The l'U!e of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resofoed, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid .
.Mr. Goodnight moved to suspend the rules of the House in order
to have a bill reported.
And the question being talien on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and flays being required thereon by Messrs. Merritt and
Goodnight, were as follows, viz:

',

I

I

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertso11,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
C. W . Russell,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas Sanders,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. M . Hill,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
Aug. Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
JoE<. M. Kash,
G. R. :Snyder,
T, J. Bush,
Green R. Keller,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J . Q. Lackey,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James F. Means,
John A. Th'omas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
T. J. Oatts,
John Chas. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
John C. Welch,
Charles Godshaw,
James Perkins,
Isaac T. West,
lsaac H. Goodnigh,t,
William Points,
LaFayette Wilson-57.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
Clement R. Ambrnse, Peter G. Fischer,
· Montgomery Merritt,
J.M. Bigger,
Le.ven E. Green,
J .M. Neal,
John Cowan,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph ,L. Spalding,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr-15,
Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances,
to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, eatitled
An act to ameHd an act, ~ntitled « An act to incorporate the Kentucky State Dental Association," approved Feb1·uary 6, 1868,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Snyder moved an amendment to said hilt
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
· it was decided in the affirmative.
1

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time',
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that th~ title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House took up the special order of th,e day, viz: a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Henry Stanberry, Wm. C. P. Breckinridge, and B. F. Buckner.
Orde,-ed, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read .the third time, as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, Preston H. Leslie, formerly Governor of tbis CommonwealLh, during his official term, and acting 1rnder the authority of an act,
entitled "An act to protect the interests of the Commonwealth of Kentucky in certain cases," approved February 24, 1873, employed Henry
Stanbeny, Wm. C . .P. Breckinridgo, and B. F. Buckner to defend certain
civil actions and criminal prosecutions, the latter commenced by warrant ·
issued by' a United States Commissioner against the election officers of
the city of Lexington, and resulting in indictment found against said
officeri, in the circait cout·t of the United States, and an appeal in one of
said cases to the Supreme Court of ihe United StaLes, in which appeal
that court r~ndet·ed a decision in favo1· of said officers, and against the
constitutionality of the third and fourth sections of the act of Congress
of May 31, l87Y, co1nmonly known as the enforcement act, aud affirmed
the right and duty of the eleption officers of said city to conduct the
elections fot· city officers under and in pursuance of the State laws; and
'whereas, it is doubted whether, under said act of FebrnaTy 24', 1873, the
Governor has valid and legal power to dit·ect the Auditor to draw his
warrant on the T1·easure1· for· a reasonable compensation to said attot·neys
for their services; now, in remedy whereof,
§ 1. Be it enacted by the Genera{ Assembly of lite Commonu,ealt!t of Kentucky, That it shall be lawful for the Governor to direct the Auditor to
draw h,is wan·ant on the Tt·easurer in favor of Henry Stan berry and Wm.
C. P . .Breckinridge and B. F. Buckner (the last two named formerly partners, under the firnt style of Breckinridge & Buckner), for s11ch sums as
shall be reasonablti compensation for their professional services rendet·ed
in the cases refen·ed to in tbe preamble of this act, not, however, exceeding ($2)000:;) two thousand dolla1·s to sai4 Stanberry, and ($2,a00) two thousand five hundred dollars to said Breckinridge and Buckner.
32. 'rhis act shall take effect from and after its passage.
And the questioR being taken 00. the passage of said bill, it was
decided i.n the negative.
The yeas and nays being req11ired thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner}, Charles Godshaw,
G. W. Prichard,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
J. W. Griffi.tlt,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Robert F. Allenswo1·t.h , Sam1rnl D. Hensley,
Thomas Sanders,

,I
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J. M. Bigger,
A. Buford,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton Cooke,
John Cowan,
Alex. T. Crnycroft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
D. A. Glenn,

I
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T. W. Scott,

Jos. M. Kash,
Augustine Shelburne,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
1
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
Clarent:e U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
Montgomery Mel'l'itt, Clinton K. Tharp,
E. H. Morin,
John A. Thomas,
W.W. Orr,
John C. Welch,
W. C. Owens;
LaFayette Wilson-44.
William Points,

Those who voted in the negative, wereClement R. Arn,brose, Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
C. "'· Russell,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
Abner Eversole,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-33.
And so said bill was rejected.

Mr. C. T. Allen offered the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,
That the following sums of money are hereby appropriated to the following named persons, to be paid by the Treasurer, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, upon the warrant of the Auditor:
To the Principal Clerks of the Senate and House of .Representatives
such sumo as t hey may each certify to the Auditot· as paid by them for
enrolling bills and resolutions during the present session, not exceeding
twenty five cents per page.
To tho Chief Clerks of the Senate and House of Representatives, for
the benefit of such persons as acted during the sickness and inability of
the Chief and Assistant Clerks of their respective bodies, such sums as
may be certified to the Auditor by said Chief Clerks, at the rate of ten
dollars per day.
To the Second Assistant Clerks of. the Senate and House of Representativf's, each, ten dollars per day, for such tirue as tho Chief Clerks of the
two HousE)s may certify they havs acted, which time shall end witl:i the
present session.
To the Chief C1erk and Assistant Clerk of tho House, one hundred dollars each, and to the Chief Clerk and Assistant Clerk of tbe Senate, thirtyeight dollars each, for keeping the ar,counts and issuing certificates to tbe
.members of the House and the Senate.
To Charles Haydon, five dollars per day during the present session for
-clet·ical services to the committees of the House and Senate, and keeping
.index of bills of both Houses: Provided, That Clerk Haydon shall not be

,,
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allowed t,he five dollars per day for the time he was on duty with the colloge joint commission.
'£his resolution shall take effect from and after its passage.

Said resolution was twice read.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said resolution,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who vote<l in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker ,Turner), Leven E. Green,
William Points,
Cromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Granville V. Rouse,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley, T . W. Scott,
.,
J. K.. Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
Augustine Shelburne,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
G . R. Snyder,
J.M. Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis.
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spun·,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, J . T . Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McEkoy, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Alex . T. Craycroft,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Andrnw Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Montgomery Merritt, Jno. D. Thompson,
Abner Eve1·sole,
J. M. Neal ,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
James Pe1·kins,
LaFayette Wilson-61.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
In the negative..--'.John Chas. Thompson-I.
The House took from the orders of the day the amendment proposed by the Senate to a· bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act for the benefit of Landon Davidson, of Carte1· county.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
Mi· . Wilson, from the Committee on Insurance, who were directed
to prep~re and bring in the rnme, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the incorporation and regulation of fire and marine

be

insurance companies.
Mr . Wilson moved to make the same the special order for Monday,

'or
ng

the 8th instant, at 10 :30 o'clock, A. M .
And the question being tal~en on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

be
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Mr. Reed, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom the·
same- had been referred, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to abolish the court of common pleas in iVIuh!enburg and
Butler counties.
Mr. C. U. McElroy moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision a~ to the
third . reading of said bi!J being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title · thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Rigney, from the Opmmittee on Retrenchment and Reform, w.ho
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, enti·
tled
A bill to amend section 12 of article 1, chapter 18, of the Genernl
Statutes, title " Common Schools."
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
, time.

I•

The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Thompson moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Godshaw moved to lay said amendme~t on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motiop, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon .by MP-ssrs. W. J. McElroy and Rigney, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
A. C. Cope,
W. ·w. Orr,
J. K. Bailey,
Charles Godshaw,
J. T. Tartar,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
Andrew Thompson,
A. Buford,
Tipton A. Miller,
Isaac T. West-14.
Benjamin F. Buie,
E. H. Morin,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
James Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M,. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Hensley, Ferdinand I{igney,
Clement R. Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
Thomas A. Robei·tson,
J. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
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Edmund Burr,
T. J .. Lewis,
Thomas Sanden·,
Pat. Campion,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Si1yder,
John Cowan,
Cla1·ence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. J. Edrington,
J. W . Meador,
Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eversole,
James F. Means,
Clinton K . Tharp,
Henry George,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
D. A. Glenn,
J. M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Leven E. Green,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch-48.
Mr. Shelburne moved a substitute for said bill.
Mr. Buie moved an amendment t.o said substitute.
Mr. ~helburne moved to recommit said bill to the Committee on

as

Education.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
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was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being requ.i red thereon by Messrs. W. J. McEl-

roy and Keller, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-W.W. Orr,
Mr. Speaker (Turner), I:Jenry George,
W. C. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
G. W. Prichard,
C. T. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm. M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey;
Charles Godshaw,
C.
W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brook.~,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
Milton Hamilton,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H Callihan,
W. L. Hazelip,
Andrew Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
T. M. Hill,
John D. Thompson,
John Cowan,
Jos. iYI. Kash,
G. H. Towery,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
H.ichard Lambert,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Thomas H. Mannen, John C. Welch,
Isaac T. West,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
LaFayette Wilson-45 .
Peter G. Fischer,
E. H. Morin,
. Those who voted in the negative, wereJames P. Alie~,
Green R. Keller,
William Points,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, J. Q. Lackey,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. J. Lewis,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J.M. Bigger,
David Martin,
. Granville V. Rouse,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U . McElroy, T. W. Scott,
A. R. Clarke,
W. J. McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. W . Meador,
G. E. Specie,,
W. J. Edrington,
James F . Means,
Richard A. Spurr,
Leven E. Green, '
J. M . Neal,
Hancock Taylor,
J. W., Griffith,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thoma:S-35.
Lewis Jones,
~ a mes Perkins,

, ·
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Mr. Means, from the Committee on · Corporate · Institutions, who
were directed to prepare and bring in the same, repo1'ted a bill, entitled

The Y,
Buford,

A bill authorizing attachments in certain actions against railroad
companies, and prescribing the grounds therefor.

Cromw
Robert
J.M. Bi
A. Bufo
Lyttle to
John Co
Alex. T
Abner
PeLer G

Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The l'ule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Snyder moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Goodnight.moved to lay said amendment on the table.
And the question being taken on th-e adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.

C. T. A
Clemen

J. K. B

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Adair and
Snyder, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, were-C. T. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
W. J. McElroy,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. W. Meador,
G. R. Snyder,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
G. E. Speck,
Henry Geo1·ge,
Tipton A. Miller,
Andrew Thompson,
Leven E. Green,
J.M. Neal,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
J. W. Griffith,
William Points,
John D. Thompson,
W. L. Hazelip, '
Wm. M. Reed,
LaFayette Wilson-25.
Lewis Jones,
Those who voted in the negative, were-Crom well Adair,
I. H . Goodnight,
T. J. Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. Scott G resham,
James Perkins,
J. 1\1. Bigger,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Samuel D. Hensley,
T. W. Scott,
W. H . H. Callihan,
T. M. Hill,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. Q. Lackey,
Richard A. Spurr,
John Cowan,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
Alex. T. Oraycroft,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Abner Eversole,
James Barbour Mason,John A. Thomas,
Peter G. Fischer,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
Montgomery Merritt, John 0. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West-37.
Charles Godshaw,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
offered by Mr. Snyder, and it was decided l.n the negative.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Adair moved to lay said amendment on t_he table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Adait· and
Buford, were as follow s, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
Dennis Gleason,
E H. Morin,
Robert F. Allensworth, D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
J.M. Bigger,
Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
A. Buford ,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Ralph L Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Jos. M. Kash,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
Richard Lambert,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
Alex . T. 0raycroft,
Thomas H. lYiannen, G . H. Towery ,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, John C. W elch-2.4 .
Peter G. Fischer,
Those who voted in the negath·e, wereW. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
C. T. Allen,
Lewis
Jones,
Thomas
A. Robertson,
Clement R. Ambrose,
Green R. Keller,
GTanville V. Rou se,
J. IC Bailey,
0. W. Russell,
T . J, Lewis,
Benjamin F. Buie,
James Barbour Mason, Thomas Sanders,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. J. lYlcElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
Pat. Campion,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
Thoma s H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
J, T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton
A.
Miller,
Andrew Thomp1,on,,
Henry George,
W . W. Orr,
John Chas . Thomp so n ,
Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
John D. Thompson,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. W. Prichard,
Isaac T. W est,
J. W. Griffith,
Wm. M. Reed, .
LaFayette Wilson-39.
Milton Hamilton,
The qu estion was then taken on the adoption of the amendment
offered by Mr. Allen, and it was decided in the affirm~tive.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and read a third
time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time, as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the Geneml Assembly of t!te Commonwealth of Ken-

tucky, That any person havi ng a cla im or demand upon co ntract, express
or imJJlied, or for damage to l?erson or property against any railroad company owning, controlling, or operating line ot· lin es of rai lwt,y in this
Commonwealth, may, at 01· after the commenctlme nt of a n action thcrcfol'.
file an affidavit in the coul't of propet· jurisdiction, to the cifoct th at he
has a just claim, stating the amo1,1nt therein, and that the collection of hi s
demand will L,e endange1·ed by the delay ueces5ary to prncure a judgment
thereon; and thereupon the judge ot· cl·c1·k of said cout·t s hall iss ue a writ
of garnishment or attachment, which may be se1·ved upon any officer,
agent, or employe of said company within the county wbere said action
has been filed, whei;eupon it shall be the dtlty of said officer, ag~nt, or
employe to withhold any funds or money that may be in hi s possessio n or
keeping, or may thereafter come into his possession or kee ping-, belongingto said company, or sufficient thereof to discharge the claim or demand
of the plaintiff' atl'd the costs of the action .
§ 2. Said writ shall not issue until the plaintiff has executed bond as
required by section 198 of tt\e rn_vil Code of Practice'.

.,
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§ 3. Proceedings under this act, except as is herein otberwise dil·ected
shall be as prescribed in chaptee 3 of the Civil Code of Practice.
'
§ 4. 'fliiti act shall be in fu1·ce from iLs pass:1gc; and shall only apply to
the connLies of Grayson and · .M.uhlenburg, Ualdwell, Grnves, Hopkins
Clark, Oanoll, Lyon, Marshall, Ohio, Hickman, Fulton, and Bal1111·d.
'
And the question being taken on the passag~ of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Snyder, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the aflfrmati ve, wereC. T. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, J. Q Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. K. Bailey,
T. J. Lewis,
W. Russell,
C.
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
W H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
Andrew Thompson,
Leven E. Gi·een,
.T. M. Neal,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
.T. W. Griffith,
T. J. Oatts·,
John D. Thompson,
W. L . Hazelip,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Lewis .Tones,
James Perkins,
LaFayette W ilson-38.
Joseph M. Kash,
Wm. M. Reed,
Those who voted in the negat.ive wereCromwell .Adair,
Peter G. Fischer,
Wm . Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, Dennis Gleason,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M . Bigger,
D. A. Glenn,
T. W. Scott,
A. Buford,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Aug. Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
W Scott Gresham,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Milton Hamilton,
Clinton K. Tharp,
John Cowan,
Richard Lambert,
John Chas. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. H. Towery,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John C. Welch-28.
Abnet· Eversole,

Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend chapter 66, article 2., title" Landlord and Tenant."
Which was read the fir.,;t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutio·nal provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Tharp moved that said bill be printed, and made the special
order for Monday, April 8, at 10:30 o'clock, A. M.
And the qu~stion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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Mr. Welch read ·and laid on the table the following joint resolution, viz:
Resolved b.1/ the General Assembly of the Commmwealth o( Kentucky,
That a Keeper or Lessee of the PeniLenLiary shall be elected by joint ballot,on Monday, the 8th inst., at 10½ o'elock, .A. M.. , said Keeper or Lessee
tocuntinue in office for four· years, from the first <lay of March, 1879.
A message was received fro~ the Senate, announcing that they
bad adopted a joint resolution, which originated in the Hou::ie of
Representatives, entitled
Resolution for the benefit of the clerical force of the General Assembly,
With an amendment thereto.
Which amendment was twice read and concnrred in.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had received official information that the Governor had approved and
,igned sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the

on,
38,

, n,

nd

1:

rt

following titles, viz :
An act to extend the limits and jurisdiction of the city of Maysville.
An act for the benefit of Thomas G. l)ool'e, of Hickman county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to incorporate the Christian Association of the Women of Louisville."
An act to incorporate the board bf trustees for the graded city
school of Cynthiana, Kentucky.
.
An act to incorporate the Somerset and Olio Turnpike Road Company.
An act to re-enact an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the \
town of Union Stat·," approved February 26, 1868, and to amend the
same.
An act for the' benefit of Elijah Hansbrough, of Hard in county .
An act to incorporate the Montgomery Street Turnpike Road Company.
\
An act to prevent swine from running at large in the city of
Frankfort.
An act to incorporate the Forest Hill Inclined Plane Railway
Company, of Covington.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act -to amend and reduce
into one the several acts organizing and regulating the lunatic asylums of this State," approved Mal'ch 20, 1876.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to permit the chi)dren
within two and a half miles of the corporate limits of the city of

• l

\
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Louisville to go to the common schoo ls of the city by paying $ IO to
th e trustees of said schoo ls per fa:nily," approved March 30th, 1878,
An act for the benefit of the Western Lunatic Asylum.
An act to amend an act, entit led" An act to amend the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company."

/

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to organize and establish a system of public schools in tbe Elizabethtown common school
district, in Hardin county, for white children," approved March 20,
1878.
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Ch ristian Conference.
An act to amend the charter of the South Covington and Cincinnati Street Railway Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
West Covington," approved March 16 , 1869.

.

"

An act to empower the county court of the county of Anderson to
take stock in turnpike roads in said county.
An act for the benefit of the Central Lunatic Asylum.
An act for the benefit of Philip Murphy, of Louisville.
An act for the continuation of the Geological Survey .
An act to amend ch1-1pter 85, General Statutes, 'title "Penitentiary."
An act to legalize the act,i of the court of claims of Shelby county,
Kentucky, in regard to the issuing of bonds for turnpike roads in
said county.
A mes:;age was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
' signed sundry enrolled bill::!, which originated in the House of Representatives. of t,he following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of McCracken county, empowering it to compromise its debts, issue bonds,
and levy and collect taxes to pay ~he s~me," approved February 9,
1878.

An act to amend an act, en titled "An act to incorporate the Louisville City Railway Company," approved February 15, 1864.
An act in relation· to private lying-in hospitals.
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An act authorizing the trnstee of Narrow Spring school district,

No. 54, in Laurel county, to allow religious services to be held in the
sahool-house ·in said district.
An act to authorize the trustee,; of the Baptidt Church in Mt. Olivet, Robertson county, to sell and convey ce1·tain prnperty.
An act to define the limits and fix the boundary of the "town of
Hickory Grove, in Graves county.
An act f'or the benefit of the admin\strator of the e~tate of James
V. Payne, late sheriff of Fleming county.
An act to prohibit the sale of spidtuous, vinous, or malt liquors
within 'two miles of South Union or Hebron Church, in the southern part of Christian county.
An act to amend an act to .i~corporate the purchasers of railroads,
approved March 1, 1876.
An act to incorporate Asher Lodge, No. 227, Independent Order of
B'nia B'rith of Owensboro, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of J. W. Elkin.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to exteud the cpmmon
pleas court of Warren county to the counties of Butler, Edmom;on,
and Muhlenburg," approved February 23, 1874.
An act to incorporate the Kentucky State Agricultural, Mechani ·
cal, Zoological, and Botanical Association.
An act for the benefit of V. F. Hart.es, of Butler county.
An act to repeal an act, entitlerl '' An act regulating the sale of
spirituous, malt, and vinous liquors in the town of Taylorsville,
Spencer county."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act allowing a constable in
Kenton county to appoint one deputy," approved February 16th,

Me-

1860,

nds,
·y 9,

An act to reduce into one the several acts in 1·elation to the town
of Lancaster.
An act to amend an act,entitled "An act to authorize R. S. Mosely
to make a c1:oss-index to the suits of the Ohio quarterly courts."
An act in relation to the Penitentiary warehou,e.
An act to incorporate the German International Bank.
An act to enable the president and directors to sell the Eminence
and Smithfield Turnpike Road.
An act to change the boundary line bet·ween the counties of Morgan and w olfe.
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Au act to amend and reduce into one the several acts incorporating the town of Falmon.th, Pendleton county.
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, repo1ted that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
An act for the . benefit of Drs. Smith and Crawford, of Nelson
county;
An act for the benefit of W. L. Garth, late sheriff of Christian
county;
An act to change the limits of the town of Brandenburg;
An act to amend an act, entitled "A~ act to incorporate the Board
of Commissioners of Louisville Court-ho.use;"
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts and amended acts in reference to the town
of Auburn," approved March 8th, 1878;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Presbyterian Mutual Ai;:surance Fund," approved February 20, 1878;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport in relation to
I
the common schools;
An act to incorporate the National Mutual Benefit 'Association;
Resolution for the benefit of A. C. Cope, of Breathitt county;
Resolution for the benefit of the clerical force of the General Assembly;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following
titles, viz:
An act to amend subsection 5 of section 13 of the Criminal Code
of Practice;
An act for the benefit of George \iV. Hunter, of Bardstown, Nelson
county;
,

'l

/

An act for the benefit of R.R. Bolling & Co.;
An act to amend . an act, entitled "An act to prevent stock from
running at large in Bracken and other counties," approved March 8,
1876;

An act to legalize the acts of the board of trustees of Elizabeth-,
town, appointed by the county judge of Hardin county in 1877, in .
granting coffee-house licenses in Elizabethtown;
An act to aut~10rize the county judge of Hardin county to issue
coffee-house licenses in the town of Eli.zabethtown;

'
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An act to amend an act incorporating the town of Greenville, in
Muhlenburg county;
An act for the benefit of Company" G," Kentucky State Guard;
An act for the benefit of suretie::i of G. W. Taylor, ex-sheriff of
Hancock county;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
Bills which originated in th~ Senate were reported by the se\reral
Committees to whom the same had been referred, of the follo~ing
titles, viz :
By Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act for the benefit of J. H. Walker of Crittenden county.
By Mr. George, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the H umlong and Sharon Turnpike Road
Company, in Bracken county.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on Education-/
An act to authorize the e1·ection of a school huilding in colored
school district No. I, in Ohio county, and to levy a tax therefor.
Ordered, That said bill,i be read a third time.
'
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resplved, That said bill::i do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Bigger, from the special committee appointed to investigate
the mileage, &c., of Mr. Wilson, offered the following report, viz:
'l'be committee appointed Lo investigate the mileage of Hon. Lafayette
Wilson, the member from the county of Hopkins, submit the following
report, viz:
That we called Mr. Wilson befo1·e us, and heard other witnes1:1cs. 'l1 he
evidence sbow1:1 that Hon. Lafayette Wilson lives in Madisonville, in Hop~
kjns county, and that from his place of residence to the qity of Louisville
there are three routes traveled: One from Madisonville via Norton,ille
and Paducah and Elizabethtown Raih-oad, and its connecting lines, as
reported ·by tbe committee of which Ilon. C. U. McElroy was chai1·man.
We find the distance stated by that committee to be correct, and that it is
the shortest route, and one most usually traveled. That there is another
route from Madisonvill~ via Gut.h rie, bv the St. Louis and Southeastern
and Louisville and Nashville and Louis"ville and Lexington Railroads to
Frankfort. By this route it is five hundred and eighty -four miles from
Madisonville to Frankfort, going aud returning, and Mr. Wilson cume to
.Frankfort by this route.
'!'here is another route from Madisonville via Henderson by rail, and
~hen by river to Louisville, and then by rail to Frankfort. By this route
It is six hundred and thirty miles going and returning.

I

'
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We report fnrLher that Mr. WilRon stated to the committee that after
the diffel'ence in the distmrne to Fr~inkfort hy the 1·onte usually traveled
ttnd the one he did travel was made to appear by the report of Hon. o.
U. MeElroy',-. committee, he paid back to the Auditor the umount he had
drawn in excess of Lhe amount that he was · entitled to by the shortest
route.

J. M. BIGGER,
T. J. BUSH,
A. BUFORD.

I'

Which was read and received, and said committe.e discharged.
The House then took from the orders of the day the amendment
proposed by the Senate to a bill, which ol'iginated in the House of
Represent::itives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Co,;np 'any, Northern Division.
Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
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Mr. Clarke, from the Committee on the Court 1of Appeals, to whom
had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

Cromw

An act to prodde for the recording of unpublished opinions of
the Court of Appeals,

J. IL Ba

Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:

§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of tlte Commonweal/Ii of Kentucky, 'l'hat the Clerk of the Court of Appeals shall cause all opinions of
the court, not marked for publication in the printed reports of the decis, ions of said cuurt, Lo be recorded, in well-bound books, to be procured by
him for the purpose, in the same way in which other books for his office
are procured. The record shall sbow the style of the case, the cou.rt in
which Lhe judgment was rendered, tbe date of tho deeision by the Qourt
of Appeals, and the name of the judge who delivered the opinion; and the
reconl of each opinion shall be carefully compared with the original, and
all er,·ors in the copy sh nil be corrected.
¾2. 'l'he clerk shall be allowed one half of the same fees for copying
opinions that is now allowed by law fo1· copying other matters of record,
which shall be paid out of the 'l'reasury on the warrant of the Auditor,
to be issued monthly on the sworn certificate of the clerk, which shall
embrace a list of the opinions charged for, the number of pages in, and
charge for each.
§ 3. 'l'his act shall be in force from its paRi:rnge.
Mr. Bigger offered an amendment tQ said bill.
Mr. Bigger then moved to lay said bill and amendment on the
table.
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And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

second

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Buie, were as follows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereClement R. Ambrose, W. Sco.tt Gresham,
James Perkins,
J. F. Bennett,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
J.M. Bigger,
Samuel D. Hen~ley, Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
T. J,. Lewis,
J. T. Tartar,
IV. H. H. Callihan,
David Martin,
John A. ThomaE,
rat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason, Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Ahner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West-38.
Leven E. Green,
James O'Bannon,
Thosf' who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas A. Robertson,
C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas Sanders,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mann.e n, Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. lVIcElrny, Hancock Taylor,
John Cowan,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
Henry George,
E. H. Mo11in,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-32.
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Perkins moved to reconsider the vote by which this House laid
said bill on the tabie.
A rneesage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed bills of the following titles, viz:
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An ~ct to i'!corporate the Louisville, Anchoragf', and Blo_o mfield NaiTow Ga-~ge Railway Company," approved March 2, 1878. ·
An act to amend an act, entitled "°An act to incorporate the Louisville, Harrod's Creek, and Westport Narrow Gauge Railway Company."
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be read ·a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third readi·ng of said bills being dispensed with,
H.

R.-}48
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Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be att
aforesaid.
Mr. Taylor, from the Committee on Clai~s, who were directed to
prepa1·e and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A ·bill for the benefit of W. C. D. Whips, of Jetfe1·son county.
Whi~h was read the firs-t time anJ ordered to be read a second
time .
Said bill was read a second time as follows, viz ~
§ 1. Be it enacted b-y the General Assembly of the Commonwealth a( Ken•
t1,cky,' That it may be lawful for W. 0. D. Whips, of Louisville, Jeffersoi;
eouo t.y, Kentucky, to dispose of the Willard Hotel property, situated on
J efferson st.reet, in the city of Louisville, Kentucky, with two hot1ses and
lots on G1·een street, in the rear of said Willard Hotel property in said
city, or any part thereof, including fornit11re, fixtures, and app urtenances,
and about forty-eight acres of land in the said count.y of Jeffenmn, State
of Kentucky, in shares; and for that purpose may issue and sell, by himself or agents, as many certificate& ·to amount to the fair equitable value
of the property and the costs of disposing of tbe same in the manner hereby authorized.
§ 2. That Robt. Mallory, J.M. Monohan, Jno. McGonagle, B. .F. Camp,
:..nd Geo. Mullikin be, and they arc hereby, appointed commissioners, any
th ree of whom may act, whose duty it shall be to determine by lot what
sllare- holdcr or share-holders aBy po1·tion or portioTis of said property shall
belong, and to whom tbe titl·e thereto shaH be made, and to do and perform
such acts as in their opiBion may 11>e necessary to carry this act i-F1to foll
effect.
§ 3. 'fbis- act is- intended, to app!J to tbe property described herein and
n o other; and when said property is sold, said grant shall cease and be of
n.o effect.
§ 4. This act to take effect from its passage, and to continue ta force for
fli gbteen months, unless the property is disposed of sooner.
Mr. Sanders moved to lay said biH- oa the table.
Aoo the q,uestion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Th·e yeas and nays bei-ng required t,he1·eon by Messrs. W. J'. McEI~
ro,y and Oatts, we1•e as follows, viz~
These who voted in the affirmative wereCromwell Adarr,
D. A. Glenn,
W. W.Orr,
C. T. AJ.len,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
Clement R. Amorose, Green R. Keller,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
T. J. Lewis,
Granvi1le V. Rouse,
J. F. Bennett,
W. J. Mc~lroy,
Thomas Sanders,Benjamin F. Buie 1
J. W. Meador,
:Ralpb L. Spalding:,.
A. R. Ularke,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Coo~e,
J.M. Neal,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
John Chas. Thompson,,
T. J. Oatts,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James O' Ba-nnoR•,
G. H. Towery-31.
Henry George,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodaight, G. W . Prichard,
James P. Allen,
J. W . Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson ,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Milton Hamilton,
C. W. Russell,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Aug. Shelburne,
Edmund·Burr,
Pat. Campion,
T. M. Hill,
J. T. Tartar,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. Q. Lackey,
Hancock Taylor,
W. J. Edrington,
Thomas H. Mannen, John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
David Martin,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilson-29.
Charles Godshaw,
W. 0. Owens,
And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Meador entered a motion to reconsider the vote. rejecting said

bill .
Mr . Glenn, from the Committee on General Sta.tutes, to whom had
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend section 6, article 13, chapter 38, General Statutes,
Reported the same without amendment.
lVIr. Hill moved to suspend the rule in order that said bill might be

d

of

or

it

read a third time.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Hill and·
Keller, were as follows, viz;
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), D. A. Glenn,
E. H , Morin,
J. K.. Bailey,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Ferdinand Rigney,
J F. Bennett,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
W. Scott Gresham,
0. W. Russell,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Pat. Campion,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Augustine Shelburne,
Lyttleton Gooke,
T . M. Hill,
John Chas. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Lewis Jones,
John D. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
T . J . Lewis,
Isaac T. West,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W . Meador,
LaFayette Wilson-28.
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V . Rouse,
C. T. Allen,
Thomas H. Mann en, Thomas Sanders,
James P . Allen,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. R. Snyder,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. J. McElroy,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. M Bigger,
Tipton A. Miller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. M. Neal,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Bu1:r,
T . J. Oatts,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R~ Olarke,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
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John Cowan,
Abner Eversole,
Henry George,
Milton Hamilton,

W. W. Orr,
W . D. Owens,
James Perkins,
William Points,

rAPa. 6.
Andrew Thompson,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
G. H. Towery,
John C. Welch-36.

APR 6.

Edmun

w. H.
Pat. C
w. J.

Mr. Morin moved to make said bill the special order of the day for
Monday, the Bth inst., at 10 o'clock, A . M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
iVIr. Meador moved to reconsider the vote by which this House
rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to authorize and empowet· the county cout·t of Muhlenburg county . to receive, allow, and certify the delinquent lists for
the years 1B75, 1876, an<l 1B77.
Mr. Taylor, from the Committee on Claims, to whom ·was referreq a
bill from the Senate, entitled

An act for the benefit of W. H. Fitzpatrick, late sheriff of Floyd
county,
Report_ed the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time; as follows, viz:
§ l . Be it enacted by the Gtneml Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the AudiLor of Public Accounts be, and he is hereby, directed
to draw his warrant on the Tt·easury in favor of W. H. FiLzpatrick, of
.Floyd county, for the sum of one hundred and thirty -three do llars and
seventy-one cents, payable out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, ninety-seven dollars and thirty-tht·ee cents being for
damages in interest accrued against said Fitzpatrick on the revenue due
from Floyd county for the year 1874, and thirty-five dollars and thirtyeight cents being· amount of delinquents in Floyd county fot· the year
1873, which said Fitzpatrick failed to get a crndit for.
§ 2. And be it further enacted, That the judgment against said .Fitzpatrick
and his sureties for Lhe revenue due from Floyd county for the year 1874
be, and the same is hereby, remitted and satisfied.
§ 3. Th is -net sha ll take effect from its passage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided i n the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thP,reon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, ·werelVlr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
W. C. Owens,
James P . Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, James Perkins,
Clement R . Ambrose, Lewis Jones,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. F. Ben nett,
J . Q. Lackey,
Gra nvill e .V. Ro use,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
C. W. Russell, •
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Edmund Burr,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. Edrington,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
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David Martin,
J. T. Tartar,
James Barbour Mason, Hancock Taylor,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
E. H. Morin,
Isaac T. West,
J.M . Neal,
LaFayette Wilson-35.
T. J. Oatts,

Those who vote<l in the negative wereCromwell Adair,
Henry George,
Ralph L . Spalding,
C. T. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
Richard A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Isaac H. Goodnight, John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Milton Hamilton,
Andrew Thompson,
John Cowan,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
James O'Bannon,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W.W. Orr,
G. H . Towery-23.
Abner Eversole,
Thomas Sanders,
And so said bill was rejected.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Messrs. Cope, Scott,
Bainbridge, Means, Buford, Campbell, and Tharp.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. George, from the_Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend an act, entitled";\ n act to regulate and make
uniform the rate of tolls on incorporated turnpikes, grnvel and plank
roads, in this Commonwealth," approved March 19, 1878.
By Mr. G. H. B. Thompson, from the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances-- .
An act for the benefit of James E. Brown, late sheriff of Robertson county.
By Mr. Lewi1;1, from the Committee on Corporate lnstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts relating to the charter of the town of Hat·tford, in Ohio ·county."
By Mr. Snyder,, from the same committee-'An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend the charter of
the Harrodsburg Seminary," approved February 14, 1873.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being di spensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid .
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Mr. Merritt, from the Uommittee on County Courts, to whom had
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act increasing the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in Crittenden, Caldwell, and other
countie,; of this Commonwealth," and to apply the provisions of said
act to the county of Hancock,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Spalding moved an amendment to s1:1-id bill.
Which was r ead and adopted.

The r
third rea
engrosse
Resolve
aforesaid
At 10

Ordei·ed, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bifl do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
A message was received from the Set1ate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to incorporate the Newport Printing and Newspaper Company.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time .
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill ·be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said hill being dispensed with, ·
ResoZ.vcd, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. George H. B. Thompson, from the Committee on Propositions
and Grievances, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same,
reported a bill, entitled
A bill giving H. L. Wilson, late sheriff of Robertson county, the
furth er time of two years to collect the uncollected taxes and fee
bills due to him, and to distrain for the same.

Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second.
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second re,ading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill he engrossed and read a third time.
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision a s to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
At JO o'clock, P. M., the House arljourned.

o the
be as
they

MONDAY, APRIL 8, 1878.

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representativ~s,
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of the following titles, viz :
An act to incorpoi-ate the Citizens' Bank.
An act declaring Red Lick Fork of Station Dami? creek, in Estill
countyi a navigable stream.
An act to incorporate the town of Franklinton, in Henry county.
An act to create and establish an additional magistrates' and voting
district in the county of Lawrence.
An act to enable the Public Library of I{entucky to ti-ansfe1· its
property to the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky.
An act to amend chapter 18 of ·the General Statutes, title '' Com·
mon Schools."
An act to amend the charter of Bergin, Mercer county.
An act for the benefit of A. Goldstein.
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to amend the charter of
the Hanodsburg Seminary," approved February 14, 1873.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 10, in Oldham county.
An act for th~ benefit of the Sulphur, Eminence, and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company, in the county of Henry,
An act for the benefit of A. M. Adams, of Pulaski county,
An act to create a spec~al road law for the county of Todd.
An act to incorporate East Logan College, in Logan county.
An ·act to incQrporate the Somerset and Caintown Turnpike Iload
Com,pany.
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An act to repeal an act., entitled" An act to reduce the salary of the
toll -gate keeper on the Wilderness Turnpike Road," approved March
13, 18.72, and to authorize the county court of Laurel county to appoint a commissioner to make annual sale of the toll-g~te on the
Madison Branch of the Wilderness Turnpike Road. ·
An act in relation to second-hand and junk stores in the city
of Luuis,·ille.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to regulate and make
uniform the rate of tolls on incorporated turnpikes, gravel, and plank
roads, in this Commonwealth," approved March 19th, l8i8.
An act to authol'ize the sale of the Kentucky River Turnpike
Road, in Clark and Fayette counties.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of the Clintonville and Thatcher's Mill Turnpike Road Company.''
An act to re-enact and amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel Road Company, and
cha1:ter t.he Paducah and Clark's River Gravel Road Company."
An RCt aut.horizing G. lVI. Kittinger, constable- of lVIuhlenburg
county, to appoint a deputy to assist ~im in his official duties.
An act to exempt certain citizens of Cynthiana from working on
public roads.
An act to incorporate the Pine Grove Cemetery, in Muhlenburg
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate the road
law of Kenton county."
An act to amend an _act, entitled ·~ An act incorporating the Elizaville and Helena Turnpike Roa<l Company," approved 9th December,
1850.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 38, Grant county.
An act giving the sheriff of Lincoln county further . time to collect the r~venue for 1877.
An act to amend the charter of the Pine Knob Turnpike Road
Company.
An act for the benefit of W ood::1on Tristler, a pauper idiot.
An act for the benefit of Margaret Garner, a pauper idiot of Rus·
sell county.
An act for the benefit of Margaret Chapman, a pauper idiot of Russell county.
.,
An act to amend an ·act, entitled "An act to fix the terms of the
circuit, chancery, and cl'iminal cou1·ts in the 12th judicial district,"
approved March 14th, 1878.
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An act to incorporate the Colored Orphans' Aid Association of the
city of Louisville.
An act to regulate the adve1·tising of real estate under execution
sales for State and county taxes, sales under decrees or judgments;
and to 1•egulate the compensation therefor.
An act to re-enact and amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Highland Racing Park Association."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Hill
C.ity Turnpike Road Company," approved Ma1·ch 21, 1870.
An act to incorporate the Glencoe and Sugar Creek Turnpike Company, in Gallatin county.
An act for the benefit of Richard Wathen, sheriff of Marion
county.
An act to establish a normal school.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish and maintain a graded free school in Harrodsburg, Kentucky."
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent the destruction, by cattle or other stock, willows and small trees growing
on the banks of the Ohio river. in Trimble, Oldham, and part of Carroll county."
An act to impose a tax on shares of .stock in National Banks in this
Common wealth.
An act for the benefit of the sureties of 0. M. Pack, sheriff of Martin county.
An a-ct to incorporate the town of Lewisburg.
An act to incorporate Allensville Lodge, I. 0. G. S. and D. of S.
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Classical and Business College,
of No1'th Mlddletown, Bourbon county.
An act for the benefit of Merit Maples, committee.
An act for the benefit of Unive1·sity of Paducah.
An act to empower executo1·s, administrators, and guardians to
compromise with counties and cities when in default in the payment
of their ponded debts.
An act to incorporate Fulton and Hickman Counties Hunting Club.
An act to iocorporate the Howard, Lower Creek, and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company.
,
An act for the benefit of William F. Wa1·d, of Muhlenburg county.
An act for the preservation and production of quails and partridges in Mason county.
H.
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An act to amend an act, entitled ''An act to create a court of common pleas in the counties of Boyle, Garrard, Lincoln, Marion, Mercer, Rockcastle, and Washington," approved March 6, 1876.
An act to amend the general turnpike law of Henry county.
An act to repeal an act to amend an ·act, entitled "An act to increase the jurisdiction of quarterly courts in Hickman and other
counties."
an act for the. benefit of R. A. l\1itchell, of Montgomery county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate a compahy
to turnpike a road from Shelbyville, in Shelby county, to Taylorsvil]P,,
in Spencer county."
An ac_t to incorporate the Paducah Murphy Hall Association.
An act for the benefit of J. N. Carlton and others, of J ackso'n county.
An act fixing the compensation of the clerk of the Jefferson circuit
court.
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church
at Campbellsburg, Henry county, to sell said church lot and all appurtenances thereunto belonging.
An act for the benefit of John Cravens, a pauper idiot . .
An act for the benefit of John Gooden, of Bell county.
An ~ct to repeal an act,,entitled "An act to amend an act to incor·
porate the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholasville Turnpike Road
Company."
An act for the benefit of Hiram Stanfield, of Whitley county.
An act to ~mend an act, entitled "An act to define and punish
certain trespass~s."
An act amending the charter of the Simpson Agricultural and
Mechanical Association, approved January 27, 1868.
An act to authorize John R. Ford to erect a mill-dam across Nolin
river, .in Edmonson county.
An act to allow the county judge of Madison county to practice
law in certain cases.
An act for the benefit of Mrs·. Rosa Haas, of Louisville.
An act to amend an act, entitJed "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts relating to the charter of the town of Hart·
ford, in Ohio county."
~n act for 'the benefit of J. 0. Johnston, circuit court clerk, and T.
_L. Goheen, jr., county court clerk, of Marshall county.
An act to amend and construe article 1, chapter 41, _of General
Statutes.
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f com-

An act for the benefit of Hiram T. Warder, late sheriff of Harison
county,
With amendments to the last three named bills .
That they had disagreed to hills, which originated in the House
of Repre8entatives, of the following tit.les, viz:
An act to amend se ction 4, article 3, chapter 92, of General Statutes.
An act to amend an act, entitled " An act to incorporate the Hardinsburg and Cloverport Turnpike Road Company," approved February 23, 1860.
An act to protect the bee-keepers of Kentucky.
An act to incorporate the Washington County Stock and Agricultural Society.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter of
the city of Louisville," approved April 19, 1873.
An act to incorporate the Goulard Coal, Oil, and Mining Company
of Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of F. B. Huston, late sheriff of Union
county.
An act incorporating the Fat·mers' Deposit Bank, at Franklin.
An act to incorporate subordinate Granges.
An act to incorporate the town of Bristow, in Rowan county.
An act to incorporate the Lebanon an<l Marion County ,Fair Company.
An act for the benefit of B. F. Fugate, l~te sheriff of Perry county.
An act to amend an act approved March 22, 1871, to inco1·porate
the Eminence Agricultural and Mechanical Association, in Henry .
county.
That they had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz :
·
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to levy and
collect an ad valorem ·tax for county purposes.
An act for the benefit of J, F. Reed, late sheriff, and his sureties on
his revenue bond for the revenue due from Estill county for the year
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With amendments thereto.
That they had refused to concur in a joint resolution, which originated in the House · of Representatives, entitled
Resolution directing Auditor and Attorney General to collect uncollected ·taxes from the National Banks in this State.

'I
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That they had concurred in amendments proposed by the House of
Representatives to bi11s, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Kentucky State Dental Association," approved .February 6, 1876.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act increasing the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in Crittenden, Caldwell, and other counties in this Commonwealth," and to apply the provisions.of said act
to the county of Hancock .
.
That they had 1·eceived official information from the Governor that
he had approved and signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated
in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of the sureties of G. W. Taylor, ex-sheriff
of Hancock county.
An act to amend an act incorporating the town of"Greenville, in
l\lluhlenburg county.
An act to authorize the county jodge of Hardin county to issue
coffe,e -house licenses in the town of Elizabethtown.
An act for the benefit of R. R. Bowling & Co.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to prevent s_tock from
running at large in Bracken and other c·ounties," approved March
8, 1876.
An act for the benefit of company" G," Kentucky State Guard.
An act for the benefit of George W. Hunter, of Bardstown, Nelson
county.
An act to amend subsection fr of section 13 of the Criminal Code
of Practice.
An act to legalize the acts of the hoard of trustees of Elizabeth·
town, appointed by the county judge of Hardin county in 1877, in
grnnting coffee-house licenses in Elizabethtown.
That they had passed bills of the following titles 1 viz ~
I. An act to amend the charter of the Carrollton and Eagle Creek
Turnpike Road Company.
2. An act; relating to the fees of sheriffs and other oflfoers in the
city of Covington.
3. An act to amend an act to amend the charter of the city of
Louisville, approved February 20, 1873·.
4. An act to amend an act, approved Maren 11th, 1876, entitled
"An act to amend and reduce- intv one the several acts in relation
to the town of Greenup."
5. An act for the benefit of B. Womack, sheriff of Greenup county.
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6. An act to amend the charter of the Olive Branch and Bu c k

se of

Ken· sdicound act

that
hated

Creek Turnpike Road Company.
7. An act to amend the revenue laws of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
S. An act for the benefit of John Lay, she1·iff of Knox county.
9. An act for the benefit of J. C. Haley, late clerk of the Whitley circuit, J.C. Brassfield, late clerk of the Whitley county court, and·
M. L. Davis, late judge of the Whitley county court.
10. An act to incot'porate the Jeptha Creek Turnpike Road Company.
· 11. An act to amend section 3, article lG, chapter 29, of the Gen-

le, in

eral Statutes.
12. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the seve_ral acts in reference to the towp of Marion. "
13. An act to incorporate the Carrollton and Worthville Turnpike

issue

Road Company.
14. An act for the benefit of school district No. l, in Letch.er

from
arch

county.
15. An act to renew and extend the time during which the tax
receipts of William L. Love, and W. D. Wood, and H. Hays, late
sheriff:; of Hardin county, for the revenue and county levy for Hardin
county for the years 1867 to 1B74, may be distrained for.
16. An act to authorize the town of Somerset to subscribe stock

eriff

d.

elson

in the Somerset and Clio Turnpike Road Company.
17. An act for the benefit of Cyrus Hanks and W. T. Garnett, late

l ode

circuit court clerk of Carroll county.
18. An act to charter the Le_b anon and Campbellsville Railroad

~eth7, in

Company.
19. An act to authorize the town of Somerset to subscribe stock in
the Somerset ,Turnpike Road.
20. An act to amend the charter of the Louisville College of Pha1·-

'reek

[

the

ty of
itled
tion

rnty,

macy, approved February 20, 1B73..
21. An act to change and regulate the time of holding the county
and quarterly courts of Greenup county.
22. An act to authorize trustees of common school district No . 50,
in Mason county, to levy and collect a tax for the erection of school
buildings.
23 . An act to amend chapter 28, article 7, iiection l, suhsection 3 ,
of the General Statutes.
24. An act for the benefit of school district No. 30, Lewis county.

1,,
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25. An act to amend section 606 of an act, entitled '' An act relating to practice under Civil Codes."
Which hills were severally read the first time· and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said hills be referred-the 14th; 22d, and 24th to the
Committee on Education; the 2d, 15th, and 16th to the Committee on
Propositions and G ri evances; the 9th, 17th, and 21st to the Committee on County Courts; the 18th to the Committee on Rail1:oads; the
1st, 6th, 10th, 13th, and 19th to the Committee on Internal Improve- ·
ment; the 4th, 12th, and 20th to the Committee on Corporate Institutions; the 11th and 23d to the Committee on the G~neral Statutes;
the 25th to the Committee on the Codes of Practice; the 3d to the
Committee ori the Judiciary; the 5th and 8th to the Committee on
Claims, and the 7th to the Committee on Revenue and Taxation.
Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on Railroads, to whom was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

.,

An act to amend the _ charter of the Maysville and Lexington
Railroad Company, Southern Division,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Snyder moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of s·aicl amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
R esolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof bP. as
aforesaid.
A message was . received from the Senate, announcing that they
had pa~i,ed a bill, entitled
A,i act to amend chapter 92, General Statutes, .title "Revenue and
Taxation."
· Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said ~ill be read a third time.
The rule o(the House and the constitutional provis ion as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with, ,
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Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as

afore~aid.
On motion, Mr. Snyder was appointed a committee to withdraw
from the' Senate a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to amend the charte1: of the Kentucky Central Railroad
Company.
Who, after a time, reported that he had performed said duty, and
delivered said bill to the House.
Mr. Whitaker moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
paesed.
And the q·uestion being taken on the adoption of said mot.ion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker then moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill
was ordered to its third reading.
.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Whitaker then moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
th.ird reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General Statutes, who were
directed to prepare and bring in the same, i·eported a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled" An act for the protection of counties, cities, and pre_cincts subscribing stock in railroad, turnpike, and
other improvements," approved April 9th, 1873.
Mr. Glenn moved that said bill be printed, and made the special
order fo,; Tuesday, April 9th, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House then took up a bill, entitled
A bill for the incl)rporati_on and regulation of fire and marine
,insurance companies.
Mr. Snyder moved to lay said bill on the table. '
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected.

'I
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Mr. Allensworth moved that a committee be appointed to wi.thdraw from the Senate a bill, entitled

tbeWOI
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
Allensville votin~ precinct, in Tod~ county," approved February 23,
1876.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

I

01·d1

Whereupon Mr. Allensworth was appointed said committee, who,
after a time, reported that said. duty had been performed.

The
second

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
. had passed said bill, with an amendment.

Mr .
Mr.

Which amendment .was twice read and concurred in.

An
was d
The
Camp'

A message was also received from the Senate, asking to withdraw
from the House of Representatives a bill that originated in the Se~ate,
en titled

An act to charter the Lebanon and Campbellsville Railroad Company.
Objections being made by Mr. Spalding, the House refused to let
said bill be withdrawn.
A message was rec.eived from the Senate, asking leave to withdraw
a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to enable the Public Library of Kentucky to transfer its
property to the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky.
\.

Which was granted, and said bill delivered to the messenger.
The House took up the .special order of the day, viz: a bill, entitled

A bill to amend chapter 66, article 2, title" Landlord and Tenant."
Said bill was read the first time,, as follows, viz:
§ I. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken-

I.

tucky, That the landlord shall not have a lien on the produce of the lensed
farm or premises rai~ed by the tenant. or undet· tenant after the same shall
have removed from the rented premises, and purchased in good fait-h, by
and without notice of such lien, unless the landlord shall file in the clerk's
office of the county court of the county in which said land is situated, by
the first day of Jnly next before the rent is to become due, an affidavit,
stating the name of the landlord and of the tenant and the under tenant
on whose property the lien is claimed, and -the amonn t of the rent claimed.
and when the same will become due, and whether the same is payable in
money or other thing, and also the pa_yable amount of advance be intends
making, and to whom, the time it falls due, and the payable amount of
advances; and, upon the filing of the affidavit aforesaid, the clerk shall
:file the same in his office, and immediately enter in said book, in tho ap·
propriiite columns, the name of the landlord, tenant, under tenant, the
amount of rent and advances claimed, and whether payable in money or
property, and place on the index tho name of the landlo ·d followed by
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Adail· moved to amend said bill.
Mr. Buie moved t.o lay said bill on the table.
And t.he question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Adair and
Campion, were as follows, viz:

hey

let
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the word lessor, and the name of the tenant and under tenant followed PY
the word tenant or under tenant, as the case may be, followed by figures
referring to the pages; and the clerk may 0hurge and receive for s uch
Aerviees the sum of twenty-five centH for each affidavit so fil ed and indexed, and copies thereof, certified by the 0le1·k, slrn ll be evidence in all
the courts, and he shall be liable for all du.mages resulting to any per:,on
by reason of his failure so to enter and index said affidavit.
§ 2. This act shall only apply to the rent of lands used fo1· :igri0ultural
purposes, and sha ll take effect from its passage .
Ordered, That said bill be read a ::iecond time.

i.th-

7

8.]

1

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereFerdinand Rigney,
C. T. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
Thoma,; A. Robertson,
James P. Allen,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rouse,
Robert F. Allensworth, Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. J . Lewis.
Thoma:; H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
J. F. Bennett,
G. R. Snyder,
DaYid Martin,
J. M. Bigger,
G. E. Speck,
Claren
..
e
U.
McElroy~
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard A. Spm·1',
W. J. McElroy,
Edmund Burr,
J.
T. Tartar,
J.
W.
Meador,
A!fix. T. ~raycroft,
Han cock Taylor,
James F. Means,
Thomas H. Ditto,
John A . Thomas,
Tipton A. Miller,
W. J. Edrington,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
J . NI. Nea l,
Abner Eversole,
John D . Thompson,
William Neal,
Charles Godshaw,
John C. Welch,
Otho
Nunn,
Leven E. Green,
Isaac T. West,
T. J. Oatts,
Milton Hamilton,
H. P. Whitaker,
W.
C.
Owens,
W. L. Hazelip,
LaFayette Wilson-53.
Samuel D. Hensley, J ames Perkins,
Wm. M.. l{eed,
Lewis Jones,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), A. R. Clarke,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Cromwell Adair,
Henry George,
Clinton K. Tharp,
J. K. Bailey,
D. A. Glenn,
Andrew Thompson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T . .!VI. Hill,
John Chas. Thompson,
1 James Barbour Mason, G. H. Towery-15.
Pat. Campion,
A mes::iage was received from the · Senate, announci~g th~t .they
bad passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,

entitled

p
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An act to amend and supplement an act in relation to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, and to provide for the
future man11gement and location thereof,
With an amendment thereto.
Which v,as read, and the House re fused to concur in that portion
of the amendment relating to the first section of said bill, and concurred in the balance of said amendment.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopt.eel a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution requesting our Senators and Representatives in Congress to urge the passage of a-n act appropriating money from the
General Government for the i_mprovement of the l'ivers in the State
of Kentucky .
Which was twice read 11nd concurred in.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which
this House rejected a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of W. 8. D . Whips, of Jefferson county.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it ,
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. W. J. McElroy and Oatts, were as follows, viz :
.
Tho.ie who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
J. S. Owsley,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
James Perkins,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Samuel D. Hensley,
G. W . Prichard,
Edmund Burr,
T . M. Hill,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Pat. Campion,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
Alex. 'I'. Crnycroft,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
W. J. Edrington,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Peter G. Fischer,
David Martin,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason;
James Barbout· Maaon, John C. Welch,
Charles Godshaw,
J. W. Meador,
H.P. Whitaker,
Leven E. Green,
E. H. Morin,
LaFayette Wilson-36.
Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
W . W. Orr,
C. T. ,Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, William Points,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
J. F. Bennett,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J.M. Bigger,
Clarence U. McElroy, G . E. Speck,
Benjamin F:\Buie,
W. J. lVIcElroy,
Clinton K. Tharp, ,
W. H . H Callihan,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
A. R. Clarke,
Tipton A. Miller, ·
Andrew Thompson,
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J. M. Neal,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
John Chas. Thompson,
T. J. Oatt~
Abne1· Eversole,
James O'Bannon,
G. H. Towery-37.
Henry George,
When the yeas and nays were called, Mr. Spurr announced that
he was paired with Mr. Bush, who, if present, would vote in favo1·
of the bill, and that he would vote against the hill.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had receded, from their amendment as relates to the fir;;t section of a
bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend and supplement a!1 act, entitled" An act in rela- •
tion to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, and
to provide for the future management and location thereof"
Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General _Statues, to whom bad
been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend section 6, of article 13, chapter 38, General Statutes,
Reported the same without amendment._
Ordered, That said bill .be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follo\ys, viz :
~ I. Be it enacted by tile Ge.neral Assembly o( the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That section 6, article 13, chapter 38, of the General StaLuLos, be so
nmendod that any b1Jna fide housekeeper with a family, or any female
dependent upon her labor for a livelihood, of this Commonwealth, who
shall not be possessed of all the articles specifieJ in said section, shall be
entitled to an exemption of such articles of bousohold property as I.Jo or
she may be possessed of: Provided, 'l'hat the en tire oxem pt ion shall not
exceed $5 00 in value, to be selecLed by the defendant in the execution,
distress warrant, or fee bi! 1.
·
,
~ 2. 'l'bis act sha ll take effect from and afte1· its passage; but shall not
apply to pre-existing debts.
'
Mr. Goodnight moved to lay said bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Campion and
Hill, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCro.mwell Adair,
Henry George, ·
W. W. 0l'r,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W. C. Owens,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,
Thomas H.. Mannen, Wm. M. Reed,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
Thomas A. Robertson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. l\fcElrny, Granville V. Rouse,
A. R. Clarke,
W. J. McElroy,
T. W. Scott,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery-27.

' ,
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Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Tllrner), Leven E . Green,
G. W. Prichard,
James P . A llen,
W . Scott Gresham,
Fe1:din;ind Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
T . M. Hill,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H . Ditto,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Edrington ,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson,
Pete r G. Fischer,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
D e nni s Gleason,
E. H . Morin,
Isaac T. West,
D . A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
H . P. Whitaker,
• Charles Godshaw,
James Q'Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-36.
Mr. Goodn ight moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill indefinitely.
And the question heing taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Whitaker
and Morin, were as follows, viz:
:-

Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Cromwell Adair,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas A. Robertson,
C. T. Allen,
Cla~ence U. McE!rny, Granville V. Rouse,
Jam es P. Allen,
W. J . lVlcElroy,
T. W. Scott,
Cleme nt R. Ambrnse, James F. Means,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. F. Ben nett,
Tipton A. Miller,
Richard A. Spurr,
J.M . Bigger,
J.M. Neal,
J. T. Tartar,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J . Oatts,
Clinton IC Tharp,
W.' .H H. Callihan,
James O'Bannon,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
W.W. Orr,
Andrew Thompson,
.Heni·y George,
W. C. Owens,
Geo . H. B. Thompson,
I. H. Goodnight,
J. S. O\vsley,
G. H. Towery,
Milton Hamilton,
G. W. Prichard,
John C. Welch,
Gre e n R. Keller,
Wm . M. Reed,
Isaac T. vVest-39.
Those who voted in the negative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Peter G . Fischer,
J . W. Meador,
Robert F. Allensworth, Dennis Gleason,
E. H. Morin,
J. K. Bailey,
D. A. Glenn,
James Pe rkins,
Pat . Campion,
l..even E. Green,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A. R. Clarke,
W. Scott Gresham,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W. L .. Hazelip,
John Chas. Thompson,
John Cowan,
T. M . Hill,
John D. Thompsoni
Thomas H. Ditto,
Richard Lambert,
H. P. Whitaker,
W. J . Edrington,
T . J . Lewis,
LaFayette Wilson-27.
And so said bill was rejected.
At 12:30 o'clock, P. M., Mr. Read moved to extend the present session to 2 o'clock, P . M .
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And the question being taken on the adoption of sai<l motion, it
decided in the affhmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Reed and

W!IS

r6.

aid
' it
er

Lackey, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. Reed,
Cromwell A<lair,
. J. Q. Lackey ,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Robert F. Allensworth, Thomas H. Mannen, Granville V. Rouse ,
.J. IL Bailey,
David Martin,
G . R. Snyder,
J. F. Bennett,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
J.M. Bigger,
fJ!arence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
Edmund But-r,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. H. H. Callihan, James F. Means,
Andrnw Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
W.W. Orr,
John D. Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
W. C. Owens,
G. H. Towery,
Charles Godshaw,
James Perkins,
Isaac T. West,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
H. P. Whitaker,
Samuel D. Hensley, G. W. Prichard,
LaFayette Wilson-43.
T. M. Hill,
Those who vote<l in the negative, were~
0. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, J. S. Owsley,
James P. Allen,
Leven E . Green,
Thomas Sanders,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
.Milton Hamilton,
Augustine Shelburne ,
Ric;hard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Pat. Campion,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. 'Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Ditto,
_W. J. McElroy,
John Chas. Thompson,
Peter Q. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch-26.
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Education, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the benefit of school district No. 23, Lyon county.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
'I'he rule of the House and the constitutional
provision as to the
I
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Orde1·ed, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Said bill was engrossed ~nd read a third time, as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, In July, 1877, in district No. 23, Lyon county, a tax of twenty-five cents on every one hundred dolla1's' worth of property was voted
to build a much-needed school-house, and the trustee of said district con~
tracted apd had built a school-house in the place of one pt·eviously legally
condemned; and whereas, after said expense had been incurt·ed, certain
tax-payers refused to pay said tax, whereby the trustee and workmen are
deprived of the money justly due them; therefore,
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§ 1. Be it enacted b.1/ the General Assembl,y of the Commonwealth' of Kentucky, Thnt the trustee of district No. 23, Lyon county, iR hereby empow.
ered to collect s_a id tax, with power to distrain and pay the juRt indebted.
ness due for the building of siiid Bcliool -houi!O.
§ 2. Th it:1 act shall take effect from its passage.

And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it
decided in the affirmative.

was

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Cooke and
Owe,ns, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Milton l:;Iamilton,
J . S. Owsley,
Cromwell .i\dair,
W. L. Hazelip,
William Points,
0. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
Robert F. Allensworth,Jos. M. Ka~h,
T. W. Sc-ott,
Clement R. Ambrose, Green R. Keller,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. K. Bailey,
' J. Q . Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
J. F. Bennett,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Caleb R . Brooks,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F . Buie,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason,J. T . Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
W . J. McElrny,
John A. Thomas,
W. J. Ed rington,
J. W. Meador,
Andrew Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
James F. Means,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
Tipton A. Miller,
· John Chas. Thompson,
Henry George,
E. H. Morin,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
J.M. Neal,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J . Oatts,
Jcihn C. Welch,
Isaac H. Goodnight, W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
W. :Scott Gresham,
W . C. Owens,
LaFayette Wilson-63.
In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Adair, from the Committee on the Judiciary, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill to enable railroad companies- to compromise and pay their
delinquent taxes.
Which was read the fir.,t time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prQvision as to the
eecond reading of said bill° being dispensed with,
Mr. Morin moved that said I.ill be postponed indefinitely.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
And so said bill was rejected . .
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Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, vi:t::
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to prevent the destrnction,
by cattle or other stock, willow!' and small t.rees gm wing on the bank,;
of the Ohio river, in Trimble, Oldham, and part of Canoll county;"
An act to amend the charter of the Pine Knob Turnpike Road
Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act ·to amend and reduce
into one all previous acts incorporating the town of Owenton; in
Owen county," approved February 27th, 1867;
An act for the benefit of school district No. 38, Grnnt county;
An act to prevent horses, mule.,-:, cattle, goats, sheep, swine, geese,
or ducks from running at large and trespassing in district No. 1,
Harrison county;
An act to incorporate the Pine Grove Ce.metery, in Muhlenhurgcounty;
An act giving the sheriff of Lincoln county further time to collect
the revenue for 1877;
An act for the benefit of Carlisle and Jackstown Turnpike Road
Company, lowe1· route, Nicholas county;
An act to authorize the county court of Washington county to levy
and provide for the ·collection of a tax to discharge an indebtedness
created for the benefit of said county, and to pay said indebtedness;
An act to enable the Public Library of Kentucky to transfer its
property to the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to fix the terms of the
circuit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judicial district,"
approved March 14th, 1878;
An act to amend the charter of Bergin, Mercer county;
An act to amend an act, entitled ." An act to regulate and make
un1form the rate of tolls on incorporated turnpike, gravel, and plank
roads in this Common~ealth," approved March 19th, 1878;
An act for the benefit of Margaret Chapman, a paupe1· idiot of
Russell county;
1
An act for the benefit,of Woodson Tri!iler, a pauper idiot;
An act to establish an institution of learning in the town of Corinth, in Grant county, Kentucky, to be_known as the Corinth Academy;
An act to incorporate the town of Visalia, in Kenton county;

'
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An act to exempt certain citizens of Cynthiana from working on
public roads;
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An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to regulate the road law
of K.ento!) county;"
An act for the benefit of the University of Paducah;
An act t.o authorize the sale of the Kentucky River Turnpike Road,
in Clark and Fayette counties;
An act for the benefit of school district No. IO, in Oldham county;
And enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the Senate,
oft.he folio wing titles, viz:
An act to amend the charter of the Benefit Association of the
Grand Lodge of Kentucky of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows;
An act for the benefit of Arad Simons, of Breckinridge county;
An act to amend the charter of the Bradford's Landing and Washington Trace Turnpike Road Company, in Bracken county;
An act to incorporate the Sharpsburg, Long Branch, Flat Rock,
and Paris Turnpike Road Company;
·
An act fo1· the benefit of Wm. M. Nourse, of Harrison county;
Resolution in relation to the election of a Keeper of the Kentucky
Penitentiary;
And haq. found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed hi;; signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Gatts inform the Senate thereof.
The House took up the substitute to a bill, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of Coving-to~.
Mr. Glenn moved amendments to the substitute.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendments,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The quest.ion was then taken on the adoption of the substitute, as
amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
.Mr. Adair, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom bad been
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to prevent it'ltoxication of county officers of this Com·
monwealth,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. J. C. Thompson moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. Whitaker moved to lay said amendment on the table.
And fhe question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
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The yeas and nays being required thernon by Messrs. Adair and
C. U. McElroy,_were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRobert F. Allensworth, J. Q. Lackey,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Dennis Gleason,
David Martin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
D. A. Glenn,
E. H. Morin,
H.P. Whitaker,
J. W. Griffith,
W.W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-14.
Milton Hamilton,
W. C. Owens,
Th~se who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Isaac H. Goodnight, G. W. Prichard,
Cromwell Adair,
Leven E. Green,
Wm. M. Reed,
C. T. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Thomas A. Robertson,
James P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
T. W. Scott,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. Snyder,
J.M . Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Caleb R . Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
W. H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, Andrew Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo: H. B. Thompson,
W. J . Edrington,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A. Miller,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
Henry George,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
Charles Godsha w,
James Perkins,
Isaac T. W est-57.
Mr. Robertson moved to reconsider the vote by which sai.d motion
was rejected .
Mr. Sanders moved to lay said motio'n on the table.
The fm:ther eonsideration of said motion was cut off by the arrival
of the hour for adjournment.
A mess.age was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
I. An act to provide for the improvement of the navigation of the
Kentucky river.
2. An act to prevent intoxication of judges, clerks, and Commonwealths' Attorneys in this Commonwealth.
3. An act to incorporate the Union Railway Transfer Company.
4. An act to amend chapter 47, General Statutes.
5. An act to establish the Farmers' Mutual Insurance Company.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
ret1d a second titne.
R,

R.-150
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The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordei·ed, That said bills be referred-the 1st to the Committee on
Internal Improvement; the 2d to the Committee on Propositions and
Grievances; the 3d to the Committee on · Railroads; the 4th to the ·
Committee on General Statutes·, and the 5th to the Committee on J.nsurance.
That they had concurred in amendments propos!:cl by the House of
Representatives to bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to repeal sections 2 . and 3, article 3, chapter 28, General
Statutes, and to fix the compensation of the Reporter of the Court
of Appeals.
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Ce.ntral Railroad
Company.
The House took up from the orders of the day the Senate amendment to a bill, which originated iri the House of Representatives,
entitled
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An act for the benefit of Hiram T., Warden, sheriff of Lewis county.
The House took up the unfinished business, viz: a bill that originated in the Senate, entitled

An act to prevent intoxication of _c ounty officers of this Commonwealth.
Mr. Sanders withdrew his motion to lay the motion to reconsider
on the table.
Mr. Robertson withdrew his motion to reconsider.
Mr. J. C. Thompson withdrew his amendment to said bill.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.

-'

-

The Hou:;e took -up the motion to reconsider the vote by which this
House refused to concur in a Senate amendment to a bill, which
originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to amend the charter ·of Elizabethtown; so as to authorize
the board of trustees of Elizabethtown to issue bonds, and fund the
present bonded debt of .said town.

/

And the question being· taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being re·q uired thereon by Messrs. Adafr and
Bigger, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in ·the affirmative, wereJames P. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
0 . W. Ru ssell,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Joseph M. Kash,
T. W. Scott,
J. F. Bennett,
Gr~en R. Keller,
Aug . Shelburne,·
Caleb R. Brooks,
J. Q. Lackey,
G . R. Snyder,
T. J . Bush,
Richard Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Pat. Campion,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurt·,
A. R. Clarke,
J. W. fyleador,
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
J. M. Neal,
··John A. Thomas ,
Abner Ever;;ole,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson ,
Henry George.
W. 0 . Owens,
G . H. Towery,
Dennis Gleason,
James Perkins ,
W. A. Webber,
Isaac H. Goodnight, G. W. Prichard,
LaFayette Wihon-47.
Leven E. Green,
Wm. M. Reed,
Those w~o voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
James O'Banno.n,
W. Scott Gresham,
W . W. Orr,
. Cromwell Adair,
Robert F. Allensworth, Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,
T. J. Lewis,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F . Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
Edmund Burr,
.
James Barbour Mason, Geo . H. B. Thompson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Montgome·ry Merritt, John Chas . Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
H. P. Whitaket·-25.
Peter G. Fischer,
The question was then taken on concurring in said amendment,
and it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Bigger and
Robertson, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, were...,...
J. W. Griffith,
Fe1·dinand Rigney,
C. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Thomas A. Robertson,
James P . Allen,
Clement R. Ambrose, T. M. Hill,
C. W. Russell,
Lewis .Jones,
Thomas Sanders,
J. K. Bailey,
Jos. M. Kash,
T. W . Scott,
J. F. Bennett,
Grtlen R. Keller,
G. R. Snyder,
Caleb R. Bro<,>ks,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. Buford,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
James Barbour Mason ~J. T. Tartar,
W. J. McE!roy,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,,
J. W. Meador,
John D. Thompson ,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
James F. Means,
G. H. Towery 1
E. H. Morin,
W . A. Webber,
W. J. Edrington,
J.M. Neal,
John C. Welch,
Abner Eversole,

.,,
I
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Those who voted in the hegative, were-Mr. Speaker (Tnrner), Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac I-I. Goodnight, Granville V. Rouse,
J. M Bigger,
· Milton Hamilton,
Augustine Shelbume,
Benjamin F. Buie ,
T . J . Lewi:s,
G. E. Speck,
Edmund Barr,
Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Gooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
John C. Thompson-21.
A message was reaeived from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a bill, entitled
An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional pl'Ovision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bill be placed in the or?ers of the day.
Mr. Gresham moved to suspend the rules in order to have a -bill
reported .
And the question being taken on the adoption of said mo-tion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nayia bei:ng require~ thereon by Messrs . Gresham and
Goodnight, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereRobert F. Alle11sworth, Dennis Gleason,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Isaac H . Goodnight, Thomas Sanders,
J. M. Bigger,
W. Scott Gresham,
Augustine Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
Richard -Lambert,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush,
· T. J. Lewis,
_
J. T. Tartar, .
Pat. Campion,
Thomas ,1-I. Mannen, Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Cla1·ence U. McElroy, Isaac T. West,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J. W. Meador,
H.P. Whitaker-29,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
Those who voted in the negative, wereM r. Speaker (Turner), Henry George,
James Perliins, ,
Cl'Omwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm . M . Reed,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson ,
James P. Allen,
~amuel D. Hensley, Granville V. Rouse,
Clement R. Ambl'Ose, T. M. Hill,
T . W. Scott,
E . C. Bainbridge,
Green R. Keller,
G. E. Speck,
J. F. Bennett,
James Barbour Mason, Richa1·d A. Spurr,
Benjamin F. Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
'
James F. Means, ·
John Chas. Thompson,
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G. H Towe1·y,
LaFayette Wilson-34.

Abner Eversole,
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the
House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the _ benefit of W. L. Garth, late sheriff of Christian
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts and amended acts in refere~ce to the town
of :Auburn," approved March 8, 1878.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act· to incorporate the board
of commissioners of the Louisville court-house."
An act to change the limits of the town of Brandenburg.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Presbyterian Mutual Assurance Fund," approved February 20, 1878.
An act for the benefit of Brs. Smith and Crawford, of Nelson
county.
A.n act to incorporate the National Mutual Benefit Association.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport in relation to
the common schools.
Resolution for the benefit of A. C. Cope, of Breathitt county.
Re~olution for the be'nefit of the cterical force of the General Assembly.
Mr. Reed, from the Committee on· Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the H~use of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act in relation to second-hand and junk stores in the city
of Louisville;
An act to incorporate the Colored Orphans' Aid Association of
the city of Louisville;
An act to incorporate East Logan College, in Logan county; ·
An act for the benefit of Landon Davidson, of Carte1· county;
An act to legalize certain acts of the Mercer county court of claims;
An act to amend an act in reference to ,t he inspection, sale, and
storage of oils mad~ from coal, petroleum, &c., approved February
21, 1874;
An act for the b1rnefit of John ·wolf, of Kenton county;
An act to prevent the maintenance of nuisances in this Common- '
wealth;

I'
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An act_ to authorize B. B. Hensley, a constable of Pendleton
county, to appoint a deputy;

r

An act to amend the charter of the Independence and Colemansville Tu,;npike Road Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of school
district No. 39, in Bath county," approved February 9th, 1876;
An act for the benefit of Belle McRoberts, of Lincoln county;
An act to · allow the county judge of Madison county_ to practice
law in certain cases;
An act to incorporate the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Company, Northern Vi vision;
An act to incorporate the town of Bristow, in Rowan county;
An act to create a special road law for the county of Todd;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Beattyville, and to reduce into one the several acts in relation thereto;
An act in relation to the militia of this Commonwealth, and the
organization of the Kentucky State Guard;
Also enrolled bills, which originated in the Senate, of the following titles, viz :

/I

An act to authorize the people of Lagrange and West port voting
precincts, in Oldham county, to vote a tax for the purpose of building turnpike roads in said precincts;
An act to incorporate the Humlong and Sharon Turnpike Road
Company, in Bracken county;

;

An act for the benefit of J. H. Walker of Crittenden county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Kentucky State Dental Association," approved February 6, 1868;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisville, Harrod's Creek, and Westport Narrow Gauge Railway Company;"
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act increasing the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in Crittenden, Caldwell, and other
counties in this Commonwealth," and to apply the provisions of said
act to the county of Hancock;
An act for the benefit of W. B. Skeggs, late sheriff of Metcalfe
cou,nty;
An act to repeal sections 2 and 3, article 3, chapter 28, General
Statutes, and to fix the compensation of the Reporter of the . Uourt
of Appeals;
I
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An act to authol'ize the city of Owensboro to subscribe and take
two thousand shares, of twenty-five dollars each, in the stock of the
Owensboro and Nashville Railroad Company;
An act to amend the charter of the Maysville and Lexington Railroad Company, Southern Division;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate the Louisville, Anchorage, and Bloomfield Narrow Gauge Railway Company," approved March 2, 1878;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed his signature thereto.
Ordered, That Mr. Ree<l inform the Senate thereof.
The House then took up the motion to rec_o nsider the vote by
which this House rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate,
entitled
An act for the benefit of Henry Stanberry, Wm. C. P. Breckinridge, and B. F. Buckner.
And t,he question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Mess1·s. Gresham
and Campion, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Cromwell Adair,
J. ,W. Griffith.
Granville V. Rouse,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D . Hensley, Thomas Sander8,
Robert F. Allensworth, T. M. Hill,
T. W. Scott,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Jos. lVI. Kash,
Augustine Shelburne,
J . .M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
G . R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
G. E. Speck,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinto~ K. Tharp,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
Tipton !i,.. Miller,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas~- Ditto,
E. H. ·Morin,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
Henry George,
W.W. Orr,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
G. W. Prichard,
H.P. Whitaker,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. M. Reed,
LaFayette Wilson-58.
I. H. Goodnight,
Those who voted in the negative, were-C. T. Alleh,
Milton Hamilton,
J. W. Meador,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
James Perkins,

1 •
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Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambe,·t,
Ferdinand Rigney,
W. J. Edrington,
T. J. Lewis,
Geo. H . B. Thompson,
Abner Eversole,
W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery-16.
W. Scott Gresham,
Mr. Spurr moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to its third reading.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmat~ve. · .
Mr. Spurr moved a substitute for said bill.
Mr. C. T. Allen moved an amenc:l,ment to sai~ substitute.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
The question was then taken on the adoption of said substitute, as
amended, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
Said bill was t·ead the third time.
The q uei;tion was then taken on the pa:3sage of said bill, as amended
by said substitute, and it was decided in t_he affirmati·ve.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Gresham and
Campion, were as follows, viz:
'I

Those who voted in the affirmative, were-_Mr. Speaker (Turner), J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robe_rtson,
Crnmwell Adair,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
James P. Allen,
Green R. Keller,
T. W. Scott,
Robert F. Allensworth, Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
J.M. Bigger,
James Barbour Mason, G. R. Snyder;
Caleb R. Brooks,
Claren ce U. McElrny, ·Ralph L. Spalding,
A. Buford,
James F. Means,
Richard A. Spurr;
Edmund Burr,
Montgomery MetTitt, Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bush,
E . .H. Morin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
T. J. Oatts,
John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James O'Bannon,
John D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W.W. Orr,
W. A. Webber,
Peter G. Fischer,
W. 0. Owens,
John C. Welch,
D. A. Glenn,
William Points,
H. P. Whitaker,
Charles Godshaw,
Wm. M. .l{eed,
LaFayette Wilspn-46.
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Those who voted in the negative, wereC. T. Allen,
Dennis Gleason,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
Granville V. Rouse,
' J. IL Bailey,
C. W. Russell,
Milton Hamilton,
J. F. Bennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H H. Callihan,
T. J. Lewis,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElrny,
John Chas. Thompson,
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W. J. Edring[on,

J. W. Meador,
Tipton A . Miller,
J.M. Neal,

14-11

G. H. Towery,
Isaac T. West-29.

was

Abner Eversole,
Henry George,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which this

n, it

House rejected a bill, en titled
A bill to amend article 13, chapter 38, title '' Executions," of the

on,

General Statutes.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

l

nt,

was decided 'in the affirmative.
Mr. Gresham moved to r econside r the vote o!'dering said bill to its

, as

third reading .
· And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it

ed

was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Gleason- moved a substitute for said bill.
Mr. Whitaker moved an amendment to said. substitute.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,

nd

it was decided in the affirmative.
The question being taken · on the adoption of said substitute, as

6.

amended, it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amemled, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The . House took up the motjon to r econsider the vote by which the
Hou se rejected a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the recording of unpublished opinions of
the Court of Appeals.
Mr. Adair moved to Jay said motion on the table.
And the question bein,g taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The House took up the motion to reconsider the vote by which
the House rejected a bill, entitled
An act to prevent discrimination in charges on freight tran::1ported
by railroads operated in thi::1 Commonwealth.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays beipg required thereon hy Messrs . .L\dair and
Snyder, were as follows, viz:

'\

I
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Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Green R. Keller,
Wm. M. Reed,
C. T. Allen,
T. J. Lewis,
Thomas
A. Robertson,
Robert F. _A llensworth, (;)arence U. McElroy,
T. W. Scott,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. J. McElroy,
G. R. Snyder,
J. K. Bailey,
J. W. Meador,
Ralph
L. Spalding,
J F. Bennett,
James F. Means,
G.
E.
Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Tipton A. Miller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Oatts,
Clinton
K.. Tharp,
A. R. Clar·ke,
James O'Bannon,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
W.W. Orr,
W. A. Webber,
He!ll'y George,
G. W. Prichard,
LaFayette Wi!son-34.
Isaac H. Goodnight,

/

Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Charles Godshaw,
Granville V. Rouse,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
W. Scott Gresham,
0. W. Russell,
J. M. Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
Thomas Sanders,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Milton Hamilton,
J. T. Tartar,
A. Buford,
-Samuel D. Hensley, Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bush,
T. M. Hill,
John A. Thomas,
Pat. Campion,
Richard Lambert,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Thomas H. Mannen, John D. Thompson,
Alex. T. Cr-aycroft,
James Barbour Mason, G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
E. H. Morin,
John 0. Welch, '
J.M. Neal,
Isaac T. West,
Pet.er· G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
W. 0. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker-38.
D. A. Glenn,
Ferdinand Rigney,
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed hills of the following titles, viz:

An act to regulate tolls on the turnpike and gravel roads in this
Commonwealth, and to impose a penalty for excessive and illegal
charges.
An act to amend part of subsection 8 of an act to amend and
reduce into one the several acts org·anizing and regulating the Luna.t ic Asylums of the State, approved March 20, 1876.
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second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
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Ordered. That said bills be referred - the 1st to the Committee
on Corporate Institut.ions, and the 2d to the Committee on Charitable
Institutions.

Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees to whom the same had been referred, of the following
ti ties, viz :
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By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate-InstitutionsAn act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the town
of Fulton, in Fulton county;· approved February 8, 1872.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act for the benefit of James .M. Tucker, Thomas Allen, and
Henry Hudson, R. A . Crump, of Wanen ~ounty.
By Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to incorporate the Newport, Alexandria, and Brooksville
Railway Company.
By sameAn act to amend the charter of the Shelby Railroad Company.
By Mr. Cowan, from the Committee on BanksAn act to empower the Bank of Shelbyville to reduce the capital
stock of said bank, &c.
By Mr. Cooke, from the Committee on InsuranceAn act to incorporate the Home Mutual Fire and Marine Insut·-

',

ance Company.
By Mr. Adair, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act to provide for' counting the vote for calling a Constitu-

8,

tional Convention.
By Mr. Ditto, from the Committee -on PiscicultureAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the prop agation
and protection of food-fishes in the waters of Kentucky," approved

hey
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,gal
nd
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ble

ral
ng

March 20, 1876.
By Mt·. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesAn act to repeal the provisions of chapter 134, entitled " An act
to provide for the registration of marriages, births, and deaths," approved January 3, 1874, so far as the same apply to clergymen.
By Mr. Shelburne, from the Committee on Education-An act to authorize the trustees of common school district No. 50,
in Mason county, to levy and collect a tax fot· the erection of school
buildings.
'
By Mt·. Bun·, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit. of J . H. Davis, of Ballard county.
By .Mt·. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to pt·event intoxication of judges, clerks, and Commonwealth's Attorneys in this Common wealth.
Ordered, That said bills be t·ead a third time.

','

•
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The rule of th!'l House and the-- constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid .
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions-".\ hill for _the benefit of A. T. Keen, of Pulaski county.
By Mr. Geot·ge, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA hi ll to a,lter and establish the line between the counties of Scott
and Harri'son.
By same-

A bill to authorize the collection of tolls in certain cases on the
Georgetown and Dl'y Ridge Turnpike Company.
By Mr. MerJ"itt, from the Committee on County_CourtsA bill to l'edistrict Pulaski county.
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By Mr. Lewis, from the Committee on Cot·porate InstitutionsA bill to incorporate Hadensville Maie and Female Seminary, in
Todd county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate -lnstitutionsA bill to incorporate the State Street Church of Colored Baptists,
in Bowling GJ'een, Kentucky.
By Mr. John Charles Thompson, from the Committee on Codes of
PracticeA bill to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and small
birds, and to prevent trespass."
By Mr. Spurr, from the Committee on Ways and MeansA bill to authorize the board of trustees of Springfield to appropriate money from the town trea~ury to Washington county.
By same-

A
had I
of tli
Ai
cour

An a~t to establ ish a sinking fund for Washington county, _and
prescribe the duties of the commissioners thereof.
By Mr. Tartar, from the Committee on Propositions and Grievances-

Sco1

A bill for the benefit of Joseph M. Davidson, late sheriff of Floyd
county. ,

A
A

By Mr. Glenn, from the Committee on General StatutesA bill to confer jurisdiction on county judges· and justices of the
peace in cases of riots, routs, -and breaches of the peace.
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By same--

A bill to amend section 22, article 2, chapter 39, of General Stat-

utes.

Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to ·be

'

read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being .dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being

cott

engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as

the

aforesaid.
Leave of absence, indefinitely, was granted Mr. Prichard.
And then the House adjourned .

In

ts,
of

TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1878.

II

A message. wi,.s received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills, which originated in the House of Representatives,
of the following titles, viz:
An a~t to amend an act, entitled "An a,ct ,t o confer on quarterly
courts jurisdiction of misdemeanors in certain cases," approved

d

d

e

March rs, 1876.
An act to alter and establish the line betw~en the counties of
Scott and Harrison.
An act for the benefit of the Headct.uarters and Steele's Run Turn ·
pike Road Company, Nicholas county.
An act for the benefit of Frank Muth.
An act for the benefit of John Jorden, an idiot .of Lawrence conn ty.
An act to ·amend an act,·entitled "An act to protect game and
small birds, and to prevent trespass,'' approved March 11, 1876.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Louisa..

"

' !
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An act to incorporate . the · Ohio River and Pound Gap Railway
Company.
An act t~ amend an act, entitled ''An act to am~nd and revise the ·
charter of the town of Millersburg, in Bourbon county."
An act to authorize the collection of tolls in certain cases on the
Georgetown and Dry Ridge Turnpike Company . .
An act for the benefit of P. A. Cline, sheriff of Pike county.
· An act to incorporate the Stanton and Le\;Y Turnpike Road Company .
An act to abolish the court of common pleas in Muhlenburg and
Butler counties.

vii

co
to

An 'act to incorporate the State Street Chul'C'h of Colored Baptists,
in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
:An act for the benefit of Joseph M. Davidson, late sheriff of Floyd
county.

b

An act to• regulate the payment of claims on the Treasury.
An act to incorporate the Harrison County Mutual Insurance Company.
An act for the benefit of A. T. Keen.
An ~ct to redistrict Pulaski county.
An act amending the charter of the town of Franklin, Simpson
county, and arnendmentti thereto.
An act fc5r the benefit of W. S. Hawkins.
An act for 'the benefit of W. C. Wynns, of .W e_b ster c_ounty.
· An act to amend chapter 94 of the General Statutes.
An act to establish a sinking fund for Washington county, and
prescribe the duties of the commissioners thereof.
An act to incorporate Hadensdlle Male and Female Seminary, in
Todd county.
'
An act for the benefit of school district No. 28, Lyon county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Parksville, in Boyle
county, Kentucky.
An act to authorize the board of trustee~ of Springfield to appro·
priate moneys from the town treasury to Washington county . .
An act to amend chapter 29 of the General Statutes, title" Crimes
and Punishments."
An act for the benefit of the Paris . and Ruddie's Mill Turnpike
Road Company.
An act for the benefit of Spencer county.
An act to charter the South Fork Turnpike Road Company.
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An act to further extend the corporate limits of the town of Green-

ville,
revise the ·
An act to charter Little Spring Academy, of Simpson county.
An act to amend section 19, chapter 42, of the General Statutes.
ses pn the
That they had passed bills of the following titl es, viz:
I. An act for the benefit of H. D. Boswell, of Ohio county.
nty.
2. An act to enable M. M. Teager, clerk of the Fleming county
oad Com.
court, to correct and perfect certain certificates made by hiij! deputies
to deeds.
hurg and
3. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create a criminal
court in the 16th judicial district," approved March 10, 1876.
Baptists,
4. An act for the benefit of J. H. [!olliday, late judge of Ni_c holas
county.
of Flo.rd
5. An act to amend the charter of the Ballardsville and Chri stiansburg Turnpike Road Company .
6.. An act for the benefit of the sheriff of Daviess county.
ce Com7. An act to amend an act to incorporate the Athen;; and Walnut
Hill Turnpike Company, approved March 12, 1871.
8. An act to amend an act, entitled '· An act to provide for liens for
laboring men," approved Ma1·ch 20, 1876.
9. An act for the benefit of M. C. Barbee, of Taylor county .
impson
10. An act to authorize the coul't of claim;; of Shelby county to sell
the delinquent tax lists of said county.
11. An act to amend sections 2 and 3, chapter 134, of the Statutes
1873 and 1874, by striking out the said sections and inserting the
following in their places.
ty, and
12. An act to repeal in •part an act, entitlecl "An act to incorporate
the
Green and Barren River Navigation Company, and to provide for
ary, in
the future managemeu't of the Green and Barren Rivet· Lines of
Transportation."
•
13. An act to regulate the fees of the sealer ·of weights and measBoyle
ures in the county of Jefferson,
14. An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish a State
approBoai;_d of Health, to provide for the appointment of Local Boards of
Health, and a Superintendent of Vital Statistics ."
Crimes
Which bills were severally read the first time aud ordered to be
read a second time.
npike
1'he rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bil11;1, be referred-the 1st and 9th to the Committee on Claims; the 2d, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th
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to the Committee ·on County Courts; the 3d to the Committee on
Circuit Courts; the 4th ·and 7th to the Commitee on Internal Improvement.
That they had concurred in the amendment proposed by the House
of Representatives to a bill wh ich originated in the Senate, entitled
A'.n act for the benefit of Henry Stanberry, W. C. P. Breckinridge,
and B. F. Buckner.
The House took from the orders of the day the substitute proposed
by the Senate to a bill which originated in the House of Representatives, entilled
An act to require all real estate to be appraised when sold under
judgments of courts· of equ ity or law.
Which substitute was read and concurred in.
Mr. Bigger moved that said oil!, as amended by said substitute, be
read' a third time to-day.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said moti9n, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
I

l

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
follows:
An act providing for the redemption of real estate sold under an
order or judgment of a court.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was refened a
bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of J. H. Davis, late sheriff of Ballard county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordei·ed, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz:
WHEREAS, J, H. Davis, late sheriff of Ballard county, did settle in full
with the Auditor all the revenu~ due the State for 1875; and whereas,
there is <ilue said Davis, sheriff ns aforesaid, the sum 'of one hundred and
thirty .five dollars and seventy-eight cents, for delinquents, &c., not retur ned in 1875 in time to get a credit for the same; and whereas, the
.Auditor ii; unwilling to give said Davis a credit for said sum, on.his settlement for the re'°enue for 1876, without authority of law; therefore,
/ § I. Be it enacted by lite General Assembly of lite Commonwealth of Kentucky, That the Auditor of Public Accounts is hereby ordered and directed
to give J. H. Davis, late sheriff of Ballard county; a credit in his settlement of the re'l'enue due from Ballard county to the Commonwealth for
the year 1876, for the sum of one hundred and thirty-five dollars an'd 1:1eventy-eight cents.
·
§ 2. That if there is not due the Commonwealth the sum of. one hundred and thirty-five dollars and seventy-eight cents, from J. H. Davis, late
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sheriff, on his final settlemen~ with the Auditor for the year 1876, then for
the amonnt due said Davis on said settlement tbe Auditor is hereby authorized to draw bis warrant on the 'ri·easurer in favor of said Davis, for such
amoun,t, if any, that may be found due him.
§ 3. This act to take effect from and after its passage.
The q uei;;tion was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thP,reon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
Cromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, W . L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. IC Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
Thomas Sanders, ·
J. F. Bennett,
J. Q. Lackev,
T. W. Scott, ,
J. M. Bigger,
Richard La~bert,
Augustine Shelpurne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
A. Buford,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
Edmund· Burr,
W. J. McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. H. H. Calliha.n,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
Montgomery Merritt, Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
John A. Thomas,
A. C. Cope,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Cray croft,
J. M. Neal,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
Abner Eversole,
W. W. Orr,
John C. Welch,
Henry George,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker,
Dennis Gleason,
J. S. Owsley,
LaFayette Wilson-69.

In the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
The hour of 12 o'clock, M., having arrived, 'the hour of the joint .
special order of the day, to-wit: the election of a Lessee of the. Kentucky Penitentiary, whose office will expfre on the 1st day of March,
187'9, it was announced that t.he Senate of Kentucky were now ready
to proceed, in joint session, to the election of Lessee of said Kentucky Penitentiary.
Whereupon, the Senate, in order, entered upon the floor of the
House of Representatives, and the Speaker of the Senate, Lieutenant
Governor John C. Underwood, having taken a seat upon the 1·ight_of
the Speaker of .the House, and presiding, the two Houses were con-
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vened in Joint Assembly, the same being composed of a majority of
each House elected to the General Assembly.
On motion, the roll-call of the Joint Assembly was dispensed with.
Mr. Garnett placed in nomination J. W. South.
Mr. Lester placed in nomination 0. W. Russell.
The Joint Assembly proceeded to take a ballot as between those
in nominatfon for Lessee of the Kent.ucky Penitentiary, a majority
of all the members elected thereto, both of the -Senate and House of
Representatives, being pr'esent, which resulted as fo!Jows, to-wit:
In the Senate. Those who voted for Mr. South, werePollock -Barbour,
George T. Halbert,
R. I. McQuiddy,
Albert S. Berry,
Duncan Harding,
D. G. Mitchell,
Joseph Bertram,
R. G. Hays,
David R. Murray,
James Blackburn,
Sam. E. Hill,
Joseph B. Read,
J. 1-l. Bruce,
John Hyden,
John Walter Rowlett,
M. T. Carpenter,
S . H. Jenkins,
Jas. Shackleford,
F. L. Cleveland,
· Thomas Johnson,
J. H. Stanley,
Charles D. Foote,
P. P. Johnston,
H. A. Tyler,
Joseph Gardner,
J. R. Leslie,
Richard J. White,
James B. Garnett,
P. A. Lyon,
George Wright-32.
Clint. Griffith,
T. J. McE!rath,
For Mr. Russell-0. W. Lester-I.
In the House of Representatives-

1'

Those who voted for Mr. South, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
James Perkins,
Cromwell Adair,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
0. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Joseph L. Pope,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton.
Wm. M. Reed,
Robert F. Allensworth, T. M. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R. Ambrose, Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. F. Bennett,
Green R. Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. M. Bigger,
J. Q. Lackey,
Thomas Sanders,
Caleb R. Brooks,
T. J. Lewis,
T. W. Scott
1
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
David Martin,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
James Barbour Mason, Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bush, '
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Means,
Clinton K. Tharp,
.Lyttleton Cooke,
Montgomery Merritt, John A. Thomas,
.A. 0. Cope,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
. John Cowan,
E. H. Morin,
John Chas. Thompson,
,/1.lex. T. Oraycroft,
J.M. Neal,
Jno. D. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Oatts,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
James O'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
.1)ennis'Gleason,
W.W. On,
Jo~n 0 .. Welch,
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H. l'. Whitaker,
W . C. Owens,
LaFayette Wilson-73.
J. S. Owsley,
Charles Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
Those who voted for Mr. Russell, wereSamuel D. Hensley, G. E. Speck,
J. IC Bailey,
Lewis Jones,
J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H. Callihan,
J. W. Meador,
Isaac T. West-10.
Abner Eversole,
W. L. Hazelip,
.T. W. South having received a_ majority of all the votes cast in
said Joiut Assembly, thereupon the Speaker of the Senate and Presiding Officer of the Joint Assembly announced that J. W. South
was elected to serve as Lessee of the Kentucky Penitentiary for the
term of four years from the first <lay of March, 1879. ·
Mr. Miller moved that the Joint Assembly do now dissolve.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The Senate retired, and the Speaker of the House of Representa-

D. A. Glenn,

tives resumed the Chair.
The House then took up and concurred in a resolution regarding
. the porter of the offices of the Quarter-Master General and Bureau
of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
bad adopted a joint resolution authorizing the Enrolling Clerks to
employ assistants.
Which was twice read and concurred in.
'
A message was received
from the Senate, announcing -that they
had passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
on,

e,

n,
n,

entitled
An act to allow the court of claims of Bourbon county to appoint
a special patrol.
With an amendment thereto.
Also a message asking to withdraw from this·House a resolution,
which originated in the Senate, entitled
Resolution authorizing the sale or exchange of unserviceable cannon and small arms.
Which was granted.
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills, which originated in
the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act for the benefit of A. Goldstein;
An act to amend an act to confer on quarterly courts jurisdiction
of misdemeanors in certain case1:1, approved March 18th, 1870;

'
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An act to alter and establish the line between the counties of Scott
a nd Harrison;
An act for the benefit of Frank Muth;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and
small birds, and to prevent trespass," approved March 1 Ith, 1876;
An act for the benefit of the Headquarters and Steel Run Turnpike Road Company;
An act for the benefit of Mrs. Rosa Haas, of Louisville;
An act to amend and supplement an act,_entilled "An act in relation to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, and
to provide for the future man_ager:nent and location thereof;"
An act fixing the compensation of the cle1·k of the Jefferson circuit court;
•
An act to incorporate the town of Lewisburg;
An act declaring Red Lick Fork of Station Camp creek, in Estill
county, a navigable stream;

I'

An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to create a court of common pleas in the counties of Boyle, Ganard, Lincoln, Marion, Mercer, Rockca;;tle, and Washington," approved March 6, 1876;
An act for the benefit of John Gooden, of Bell county;
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church
.at Campbellsburg Henry county, to sell said church lot, and all appurtenances thereunto belonging; ,
And enrolled bills and a resolution, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the erection of a school building in colored
school district No. I, in Ohio county, and to levy a tax therefor;
An act to incorporate the Mt. Sterling Library Association;
An act to amend the charter of the Shelby Railroad Company;
An act giving H . L. Wilson, late sheriff of Robe1·tson county, the
further time of twO" years to collect the uncollected taxes anrl fee
bills du·e to him, and to dis train for the same;
An act to incorporate the Newport, Alexandria, and Brooksville
.Nanow Gauge Railway Company;
An act to incorporate the Bowling Green Library Company;
An act for the benefit of Henry Stanberry, W. 0. P. Breckinridge,
and B. F. Buckner;
An act to provide for counting the vote for calling a Constitutional
Convention;
An ~ct for the benefit of John W. Bronaugh, of Jessamine county;
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An act to authorize the trustee of common s~ hool district No. ·50,
in Mason county, to levy and collect a tax for the erection of school
buildings;
An act to repeal the provisions of chapter 134, entitled "An act to
provide for the registration of marriages, births, and deaths," approved January 31, 1874, so far as same apply to clergymen;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the propagation and
protection of food-fishes in the waters of Kentucky," approved March
20th, 1876;,
An act fot· the benefit of J. H. Davia, of Ballard county;
An act to pr.event intoxication of judges, clerks, and Commonwealth's Attorneys 'in this Common wealth;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport;
An act to amend chapter 92, General Statutes, title "Revenue and
Taxation;''
An act for the benefit of James M. Tucker, Thomas Allen, Henry
Hudson, and R. A. Crump, of Warren county;
An act to empower the Bank of Shelbyville to reduce the capital
stock of said bank, &c.;
An act to incorporate the Newport Printing and Newspaper Co~-

·ch
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'

_pany;
An act to pay Hiram T. Warder, and. the family of John Ruggles ,
deceased, the reward heretofore offered for the arrest of Jesse Underwood, a fugitiYe from justice;
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Central Railroad
Company;
An act to amend an act, entitled ·"An -act to incorporate the town
of Fulton, in Fulton county," approved February 8th, 1872;
Resolution requ.esting our Senators and Representatives in Congress to urge the passage of an act appropriating money from the
General Government fot· the improvement of the rivers in th e State
of Kentuc)ry;
And bad found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speaker affixed hi:3 signature thet·eto.
Ordered, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal Improvement, to whom
was referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to provide for the improvement of the navigation of the
Kentucky river,
Reported the same without amendment.
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Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Com~onwealth o( Kentftcky, 'l'bat in ordel' to pl'ovide_a fnnd for the purpose of improving the

Alack-water navigation of the Kentucky river, from its mouth to the
Three Forks, in Lee county, and as far up the same as slack -water improvement may be found practicable and necessary, it shall be lawful for
the several counlies contiguous to the said river, 01· any of' its said tributaries, for the justices' districts, cities, and towns within said counties, for the
city of Louisville, for private corporations, companies, or individuals, to
raise a fund for tbe purpose aforesaid, to be known as '·'l'h~ Kentucky
River Improvement Fund."
§ 2. Said fund shall be divided into shares of $100 each, and subscriptions shall be made for so many shares as the subscribers thereto may
desire. The number of shares shall be 10,000, but no payments the1·eon
shall be required ui1til 1,000 shares shall have been 1mbscribed.
~ 3. The county judge or any of said counties shall, upon the petition
of not less than twenty citizens of his county, or of any justices' district
therein; who each pay taxes on real estate in such county or district of
the assessed value of at least $1,000, Rummons the justices of the peace of
the county to meet at the court-house at the next regular county court
day; and should a majority of such justices fail to attend, he shall adjourn those present from day to day, and compel the aUendance of the
abs~nt justices by process of attachment. When a majt>rity of all the
justices of the peace iri commission in the county are present, he shall
submit to. them the proposition, whether they will submit to a vote of the
, qualified votet·s of the county, or of the justices' district, as the case ma,y
be, a proposition to vote a subscription to the Kentucky .River Improvement Fund.
§ 4. In the event that a majority of all the justices in commission in
the county decides in the affirmative, it shall be the duty of those present
to fix the number of shares to be voted on, and an 01·der shall be entered
in the 01·der-book of the court setting forth the facts, and directing the
sheriff, or other officer whose duty it is to hold elections, to open a poll at
all the voting places in such ~ounty or justices' district; as the case may
be, at the next regular election to be held in the county, at which all the
qualified voters thereof are entitled to vote, and nut less than forty days
trom the date of the orde1·, for the purpose of taking the sense of the
qualified voters of the county or justices' district on the aforesaid proposition; or said justices may 01·de1· a special election for 1:1aid purpose at
any time before the next regular election: Provided, 'l'be same be held
not less than forty dayR after the order therefor: And provided, 'l'he same
conform in all other respects to the provisions of this act. The clerk of
the county court shall, within five days from the making of said order,
deliver-a certified copy thereof to the sheriff or otJ101· officer whose duty
ibis to bold said election, who shall cause the same to be_ published in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county, if such be published
therein; and shall advertise the same by printed handbills, posted one at
the court house door, and one at five conspicuous places in every voting
precinct in the county or justices' distri'c t, in which the vote is to be
taken.
§ 5. The sheriff or other officer, whose .duty it is to bold elections,'shall
open a poll at every voting place in the county 01· justices' district to
which the question of said subsc1·iption shall be submitted; and the elec·
tion officers shall propound to every qualified voter who may come for-·
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ward to vote the question: "Are you in favor of the county 01· justices'
distriet (as the case may be), snbscribing - - shares, amounting to$-(as the justices may have determined as aforesaid), to the Kentucky River
lmpro\·ement Fund?" Aud bis vote shall be recorded for 01· 1i.gaint1t it,
as be may dil'ect. 'fhe polls shall be returned as the other pQlls in said
election, and shall be examined and compared by the same' officerf! at the
same time they compare the other polls. But if the election be a special
election, the polls shall be compared by said officers upon the Monday
next succeeding said election.
.
6. lf, upon such examination and comparison, it is ascertained that a
majority of the legal votes cnst at said election wern given in favor of
said subscription, the examining board shall certify to that fact, which
certificate shall be delivered to the clerk of the county court, and by l1im
safely kept. And at the next regular term of t,he county court it shall be
the duty of the judge thereof to have the said cert ificate entered upon
the order book, and the county judge shall thereupon subs,.,ribe, in the
name and on behalf of the c.ounty or justiP.es district 'so voting the amount
of subscription so voted for Raid Jund, which shall be made by entering on
the order-book of said court an order, in substance, as follows:·'~
county or justices' district No.-, in - - - county (as the case may be),
subsc1·ibes - - shares, amounting to $- - , to the Kentuclry _Rivet· Improvement Fund, to be· paicl out of the proceeds of $- - , in the bonds of
said county, bearing eight per cent. pet· annum interest, in such in stallmenti; as the Uommissioners of the Sinking Fund may require of the
presiding judge." It shall be the duty of the clerk of ~aid court immediately to forwa1·d to said commissione1·s, at Frankfort, a certified copy of
said order, which shall be beld conclusive evidence of the validity of said
subscription.
§ 7. It shall be the duty of the county judge to summon all tbe justices.
to attend at a court to be held on the Monday next succeeding said snb scription; and a majority of sa id justices being in attendance, it sha ll be
their duty to provide ways and means for raising the money so subscribed
to said fund, by issuing the bonds of the county in denominations of $100
each, or some multiple th.ereof, bearing interest not exceeding eight per
cent. per annum, the interest payable annually, with intereRt coupon's .
attached. The bonds shall be made payable at such time or times as the
court may designate, bu~ not to exceed twenty years from the date thereof; and it shall be th.e duty of the county judge Lo negotiate and sell said
bonds upon tbe best time ho can obtain to meet the payments that may
be required from time to time by the Oommisi;ioners of the Sinking Fund
on the sub_scription of said county 01· justices' district to said imp1·ovement fund; said justices shall also assess and levy such a tax upon the
taxable property of s:-iid county 01· justices' district, and also a poll tax,
not exceeding $2 per head, as will be sufficient to pay the an nual interest
on said bonds, and to create a sinking fund to pay the principal -at their
maturity; which tax shall be collected and accounted for as the other
county tax of said eounty. All the moneys subsc1·ib~d and paid to the
CommiAsioners of the Sinking Fund under the authority of this act shall
be placed by them in the trreasury of the State to their credit, and shall
b,e kept sepa1·ate and distinct from all other moneys in said Treasury,
under the head of the Kentucky River Improvement .!fond, and shall be
disbu1·sed as hereinafter provided.
§ 8. The municipal authorities of the city of Louisville, or of any city
or town in any of the counties aforesaid, upon the petition of any ten
residents thereof, who severally pay ,a tax upon real 1)1:!tate in such city or

s
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town of the valne of $1,000, may order a vote to be taken of the qualified
voters of sueh city or town, upon the question of snbsm·ibing to said fund·
and for tl;iat purpose may fix tbe amount proposed to be subsc1·ibled, th~
time of taking- said vote, the mode of conducting said election, and ascertaining the result; and if said subscription is carried in the affirmath:e,
by a majority of the votes cast, they shall cause said subsc1·iption to be
mad e by an entry upon tile record of their proceedings of the number of
shares and amount subscribed, and the time and mode of its p:iyment.
Said entry shall be, in substance, as follows: Tho city (or town) o f hereby subscribes - - shareB, amounting to$--, to the Kentucky River
Improvement Fund, to be paid to the Oommissioners of the Sinking Fund,
out of the proceeds of $--, in the bonds of said city or town, benring
eight per cent. per annum interest, in such installments as Baid commission ers may require. - - - - - - - - - , Mayor (or Chairman). It
shall be tlle duty of such mayor or chairman to forward immediat.ely to
said commissioners, at Frankfort, a cr.rtified copy uf said ord er, whichshall be held e;onclusive evidence of the validity of said subscription. It
shall be the duty of the municipal authorities of every city or town in
which such a irnbscription is made to provide · the means for the payment
thereof, according to the terms of the same, by the iRsue and sale of their
bonds and the levy of such a ta'x upon the taxable property and person
of such city or town as will be sufficient to pay the interest thereon as it
accrueR and the principal at its maturity.
.
§ 9. It shall be lawful for the municipal authorities of the city of Louisville to subscribe and pay to said fun<l any rnone,v in their possoss ion or
under their control, which has heretofore been voted or subscribed by
said city to the KenLucky River Nq.vigation Company.
~ 10. It shall be the duty of said Commissionet·s of the Sinking Fund
to provide books for tho subscription of stock to sai<l fund by corporation s, companies, or individuals, prescribe the times for the payment
thereof', and appoint agents for soliciting Lhe same. which books shall
remain open until the whole amount of one million of dollars is subscribed. The county court of any county, the municipal authorities of
any city or town, any corporation, company, or individual, subscribing to
saitl fund, shall have the right, in their subscription . to direct to what
lpcks and dams on said river their subscriptions shall bo applied, and it
· shall bo so applied; and whenever, in the judgment of snid Commissioners, a sum sufficient to rebuild any ol<l dam, or to construct any new lock
and dam, has been subscribed to such ol<l dam, or to such new lock and
dam, it shall be their duty ·to commence work thereon, aud to proceed
therewith as faf:!t as Lhe fund-thus subscribed will justify: Provided, however, That no work shall be commenced, and no money shall be expended,
until an aggregate sum of $100,000 is subscribed.
§ 11. When an election has once been held in any county, justices' district, ciLy, or town, upon the question of voting a subscription to said
fund. and it has been decided in the negative, a see;ond election shall not
be held therein for that purpose within less than one year from the date
of the former vote; nor shall a vote upon the question of an additional
subr1cription be taken within less than one year after the first voto. And
no election shall be ordered under the provisions of this act until the persons, petitioning for the same shall have deposited with the chief officer of
the county, city, or town in which it is proposed, to hold the si~me, sufficient money to pay the expenses of advertising an<l holding said election:
:§ 12. Subscriptions by eorporations, companies, or individuals shall be
made in shares of $100 each in the books t,o be provided as aforesaid ; but
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no such subscription shall be con;,idered due and µayable until $100,000
in the aggregate has been subscribed; and upon the refusal or neglect of
nny such subscribel'S to pay thei l' Anbscl'iptions, or any part thereof,
according Lo .t he terms thereof, snit may be brought and recover_, had
therefor,. in the .n ame of the CommiRsioners of the Sinking Fund, for· the
benefit of the Kentucky River Impl'ovcment Fund, in t,lie Frnnklin ci reuit
court 01' any otber rourt having jlirisdietion thereof, or, on defualt of
payment of any call for sixty days after the time at whieh it i;, r eqn ired
to be .paid, snid Commissioners may deelare Raid s ubscripti on and any
payments made thereon forfeited, and may sell the stock so fod'e ited at
public auction, ou ten days' notice, by publi catio n i n some newspaper published in Frankfort.
§ 13. It shall be the duty of said Commissioners to issu e to any county,
city, town, corporation, company, just ie·c s' district, or individual, a receipt
for any nnd all payments made by them respectively on their subsc riptions, with the elate of such payment, and stating in said rec eipt the holder
thereof is entitled to interest thel'eon at the 1·ate of eigbt pe1· ce nt. per
nnnum on said amount, payable with the prineipal out of the tolls upon
the K e ntucky river, as h e reinafter provided.
§ U. That when it .shall be ascertained by said Commissioners that the
sum of $160,00U in the aggregate has bee n subiieribed to said fund, it s hall
be their duty to employ a competent engineer to make plans, spee ifieaLions. and estimates fo1· the rebuilding old dams and rep:tiring the loeks
and loek-walls on the Kentucky riv e r ; said dams to be built wiLh stone
laid in hydraulic cement, if, in the judgme nt of sa id Commissioners, the
subscription thereto will ho sufficient for that puqJose, ot· they may h:we
them built with timber and stone, if they <l cem it most advisable to do so.
All ~aid loeks and dams shall be l:iO eonstrueted as to fnl'llisl.t a depth of
at loast six feet of water, at all sl:)asons, on the mitre sills of the loeks.
Upon the approval of tbe report of said engineer, said Commissioners
sbull have the power to emp loy all agents, superinten<lPnts, and guards
neceAsary to have said work done in part by convict labor, and for tha"t
purpose they s hall call upon the Governor, from Lime to time, fo1· sueh
number of the able · bodied male eon\'iels in the Penitentiary a;, they may
deem necessa ry Lo use on snid work: Provided, That th e ru be in said P e nitentiary, at tlte time of s uch call, the numbe1· of eonvielB r cq ni1·cd authorized to be used on State work. Upon Auehyequi~ition it Rimi! be the dnty
of the Gov·e rnor to issue his order upon the K eeper of the Penitentiary
f'o1· the number of conviels so r equired, to be transported und e r proper
guard to said work, and lo be p1·1iperly guarded, suitably and -comfortably
fed, lodged, and clothed, and provided with proper modiei11e and medical
attention while so employed. They shall be regul:ited, contl'Ol)ed, and
worked, and in all respeets provided tor, as far as pnwticuble, in the same
manner as convicts in tbe Penitentiary. .A.II th e ex penses attending tho
transportation and workin 1s of convicts under the provisions of this aet
shall be paid by said UomrniRsionPrs out of the said riv e t· impro ve ment
fund. It shall be the duty of the Keeper of' the Penitentiiu·y tn furnish a
list of the names and date of expiration of the t e rm of confinement of
every convict so d e livered , and upon the expirntion of the term of confinement of any such convict, 01· his pardon by the Governor, h e shall
Q.e paid the liberntion money and be furnished with the clothing now
requi1·ecl by Jaw, to be paid out of s aid fond.
§ 15. Said Commissioners shall have the power to contraet with the
present Keeper of the Penitentiary for the use of sueh of th e conviets
therein as they may think advisable to be used on said work during the

<,
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present lease, nnd upon Sll<:h terms uH m:iy be agreed t1pon, not, however
to exceed the rnt e of ten <:ents pe1· day fo1· each convict so contracted for'.
~ 16. Said CommiR1>ioners are IHn·eby nutborized to make all contracts
ne<:eAsary to rebuild the J)l'esent dams and repair the locks and lock-walls
now on F<aid river, and to pnrchnse or receive any land necessary for
building additional luckR nud dnmR, and lock-houses and appurtenances
and to erect and build any additional locks and dams on said rive\', frori:
time to time, as tho lund hereby authorized to be raised may be sufficient
to justify. Aud upon failure to make purchase of nny lands for the pur.
poses above mentioned, or failure to pt1rchase any timber, stone, or other
materials necessn1·y lor said work. they may have a survey made of any
land or material desil'ed by them for thnt purpose; an d upon filing the
same with th e clerk of the county court of the county in which the same
is situated, with their petition a~king the condemnation of the ·same,a
writ of ud quorl damnurn Rhall be is1rned for the condemnntion of tile same,
and such proceedings Had thereon us are authorized by law in the con,
demnution of land or materials for the construction of turnpike roads.
!§ 17. Upon the comple1.iori ·ur any lock and dam under the authority of
this act, said Commissioners s hall fix the rate of tolls at such lock, not to
exceed, howe\·e1·, the rates in force at the passage of the act abolishing
the Board of Inte rnal Improvem ent of this State, and appoint a collector
of tolls for said river, nnd n lock keeper at each lock, who shall give bond
and good security to the Commonwealth. to be approved by said commissione1·il, for the fuithful discharge of' their duties, and all duties required of
them by said Commissioners, and upon which bond suit may be prosecuted
and r,ecovery had by said Commissioners, or any person injured by breach
of said condit.ions, in any court of competent jurisdiction. All agents,
superir\tendent1:1, guards, collecto.rs, lock keepers, or other employes of
rmid Commissioners, shall be rem ovable at the pleasure of said Commis•
sioners.
§ 18. 'l'he counties, citieR, towns, corporations, companies, justices' districts, or persons who shall pay any m(lney to carry on said work, shall
be entitled to a lien upon the toll1> and rents, for the use of water power,
which may be realized from said navigntion-first, for the payment of the
accr,u ing inlerost, at the rate of-eight per cent. per annum, payable semiannually, and secondly, to pay the principal of snid debt. All of said
tolls and rents, from use ot water power on said river, shall be paid into
the 'f1·easury of the State to the credit of said Commissioners, and consti•
tute a part of said fund; and afte r paying the current expenses and cost
of necessary repairFI, and the intereist on the principal debt, the balance
shall bl' applied annually to the payment pro ·rata of the debt itself, and
ao on until tho entire debt is extinguished. In cases where counties,
cities, or towns shall have issued bonds which are not due, then said Commissione1·s shall pay to such counties, tities, or towns their respective pro
rata sharo of the money, to be applie<.l by them to the principal of the
debt when the same shnll fall dne, and which shall be lleld sacred as a
fund fat· the final paJment of irnch boudl:l by such counties, cities, or
towns.
§ 19. It shall be the duty of the superintendent of said work to make
out and furnish to said commissioners, as the work progresses, a monthly
statement, showing the amount of the work done, in an itemized form,
and the cost of the samc,·und Lo whom due, and also an er,tirnate of the
amount of money necessary to settle the accounts of such months, accordin-g to the contracts under which the work is being done, and also an approximate estimate of the money necessary to be raised for the next
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month; and if approved by said Commissioners, they Rhall certify the
amounts so due to the Auditor. who shall draw liis wan·ant on the 'r1·easury for tbe same in favor of the party' to whom the same is due, which,
and all other money due any other person on account of said work, shall,
upon being so certified to Haid Auditor, be paid by his wa!'l'ant on the
Treasurer out of said River Improvement Fund.
§ 20. Any convict who, after being.delivered over to said Commissioners
under tho prnvisions of this act, shall make his esc:ipc, shall, upon conviction in the Franklin criminal court, be punished by further confinement in the Penitentiary for a period of two years, to commence atter be
has served out the time for wh ich he was first convicted.
§ 21. All the pro,'it>ions of chapter 54 of the Revised Statutes which
were applicable to the 1:1lack-wate1· naviw1tion of the Kentueky river, so
far as they arn consistent with the provisions of this act, are hereby reenacted and declared in full foree.
·
22. 'rhis act shall take effect from its passage, and all bws inconsistent with its provisions arc hereby repealed. _
Messrs. Cooke, Turner, an<l Spurr offered amendments to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendments,
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Adair, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Leven E. Green,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, W . Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Clement R . Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
J. IL Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
C . W. Russell,
J. F. Bennett,
Samuel D. Hensley,
T. W. Scott,
J. lVI. Bigger,
Jos. M. Kash,
Augustine Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green R. Keller,
G . R. Snyder,
A. Buford, ,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
G. E. Speck,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Richhrd A. Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
W. H. H Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
Pat. Campion,
Clarence U. McElroy, John A. Thomas,
A. R . Clarke,
. J. W. Meador,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
John Cowan,
James F. Means,
John Chas. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
W. J . Edrington,
E. H. Morin,
'
G. H. Towery,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
W. A. Webhet·,
Peter G . Fischer,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch,
Dennis Gleason,
W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
D. A. Glenn,
J. ·s. Owsley,
H.P. Whitaker,
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it was decided in the affi.rmati ve.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Campion and .
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CharleR Godshaw,
Isaac H. Goodnight,

James Perkins,

[AP!\. 9.

APR- 9.

LaFayette Wilson--67.

of said
Smith,
ers in s

Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Lyttleton- Cooke,
Alex. 'I'. Craycraft,
C. T. Allen,
A. C. Cope,
Lewis Jones-7.
James P. Allen,

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the title thereof be as
aforesaid.
The House then took up from the orders of the day a bill, entitled
A bill to amend an act, entitled "An act for the protection of countiee:, citie~, 'a nd pre'cincts subscribing stock in railroad, turnpike, and
other improvements," approved Ap,-il 9th, 1873.
Which was read the first tim e and ordered to be read a second
ti'me.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. C. T. A llen moved an amendment to said bill.
Mr. J.P. Allen moved to lay said bill and amendment on the table.
Aud the q ne:::tion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
.And so said bill was rejected.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee on Claims, to whom was refened a
bill from the Sena"te, entitled
An act for the benefit of S. L. Chevi:i, of Lexington, Kentucky,
Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. W.

!· McE lroy moved to lay said bill on the table.

And the qt1estion being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decic.Jed in the ne_gative.

Ordered, That <'aid bill be read a . third time.
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz :
WHEREAS, The G'e neral Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentuoky,
ahont Llie yea!' 1867, mac;le an app1·opriation for the purpose of making
additional buildings and improvemeuts Lo the Eastern Lunatic Asy lum, at
Lexington, Kentuclfy, and wherea:-,, a la1·ge surplus of said appropriation
was l'etur11ed to the 'l'reasury of the Stute after the completion of the
improvement:-, aforesaid; and whereas, S. L. Chevis, of Lexington, Kentucky, was tbe contractor for the carpenter's work and materials of said
improvements, who claims that Lhere is a balance due him on said contract
since 1st Jnly, 1868, when said contract was completed, and that he bas
used due diligence to collect the same, without success, and finally appealed Jot' redres1:, to the General' Assembly of this Commonwealth in
1873-'4; a 11d whereas, the General Assembly did, at their last ses1:,ion,
autbol'ize the Governor of Kentucky to appoint commissione1·s for the
purpose of im·estigatiog the claim of 1:1aid Ouevis for .said balance claimed
to be due him, as above named; and whereas, the Governor, in pursuan9e
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of said authot·ity, appointed R. 'l'. Bullock, W. V. Cromwell, and J. Soule
Smith, al l of' the county of Faye~te, and State of' Kentucky, commission ers in said case, whose uncompleted report was made and recei\·cd by the
Rouse of Representatives just before its final adjournment, March 20th,
1876, which ·was. spread on the House Journal ot that date, commencing
on page 1343, and. terminating on page 1353, showing a balance duo
Chevis; now, therefore,
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth ·,f Kentiwky, 'l'bat the Governor be, and is hereby, empowered and shall appoint,
in a reaso nable time, three commissionerR, who shall aseertain ::i.ntl audit
nil or the claim of S. L. Chevis ugainst the Commonwealth for the alleged
balunce claimed by him to be due upon his unsettletl :wcount. It shalC be
the duty of the Attorney General to represent the Commonwealth in 1:<aid
investigation. If said commissioners shall ascertain that any balance is
justly tlue by the Commonwealth to S. L. Chevis, tbey s hall certify the
amount thereof to the Auditor, who shal l draw his warrant upon the
T1·entiurer fot· said amount, payable to the order of the uttorney of said
S. L. Chevis, as fully appears from his power of attorney, d11ly recorded
in tbe Auditor\; Office, at Frankfort, Kentucky, Murch 20th, 1876. The
commissioners appointed by the Governor shall, before they proceed to·
tbe discharge of th.e duties imposed upon them, take an oath faithfully
and honestly to discharge said duties: Provided , No interest shall be
charged upon the amount found due him by the commission up to the
time he presented and asked relief from the Legi slature, viz: the 1st of
January, 1876.
§ 2. 'l'his act shall take effect from its passage.
Mr. Owens moved to reconsider the vote by which said bill was
ordered to be read a third time.
Mr. John 0. Thompson moved to lay said motion on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Tharp and
Owens, were as follows, viz :
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMilton Hamilton,
Jame~ Perkins,
C. T. Allen,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Jos.
M.
Kash,
Ferdinand
Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
Granville V. Rou•e,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
0. W. Russell,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Clarence U. McElroy, G. E. Speck,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McE!roy,
John A. Thomae,
Abner Eversole,
J.
W.
Meador,
John Chas. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
Montgomery Mer1·itt, G. H. Towery,
W. Scott Gresham,
J.M. Neal;
LaFayette Wilson-33.
J. W. Griffith,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), A. 0. Cope,
Cromwell Adair,
Petet· G. Fi;;cher0
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Rob~1·t F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight,

Wm. M. Reed,
Thomas A . Robertson,
Thomas Sanders,
G. R. Snyder,
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J. K. Bailey,
Leven E. Green,
Richard A. Spurr,
E. C. Bainbridge,
Lewis Jones,
J. T. Tartar,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Hancock Taylor,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton IC Tharp,
Edmund Burr,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
T. J. Bu::1h,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
W. H. H. Callihan,
W. C. Owens,
H. P. Whitaker_:__35_
A. H.. Clarke,
Joseph L. Pope,
The question was then taken on the adoption of the motion to
reconsider, and it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Owens moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adopt.ion of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended,.be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
. The que:sti?n was then taken on the pa~sage of said bill, and it was
decided in the affirmative.
•I

,
/

I

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. C. T. Allen
and Buie, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner}, Green R. Keller,
~·ug. Shelburne,
James P. Allen,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
RobertF. Allensworth, James Barbour Mason. Ralph L . Spalding,
J. K. Bailey,
Clarence U. McElroy, Richard A. Spurr,
J. F. B1rnnett,
J. W. Meador,
J. T. Tartar,
J°. M. Bigger,
James F. Means,
Hancock Taylor,
A. Buford,
W. W. Orr,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Edmund Burr,
W. C Owens,
John A. Thomas,
T. J. Bush,
William Points,
W. A. Webber,
A. R. Clarke,
Wm. M. Reed,
John C. Welch,
A. C. Cope,
Thomas A. Robertson . Isaac T. West,
W. Scott Gresham,
Thomas Sanders,
H. P. Whitaker-SB.
Lewis Jon~s,
T. W. Scott,
Those who voted in the negative, were.:_
Cromwell Adair,
Isaac H . Goodnight, J . M. Neal,
C. T. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
James Perkins,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Joseph M. Kash,
Granville V. Rouse,
Benjamin F. Buie,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Richard Lambert,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
Thomas H. Ditto,
T. J. Lewis,
John Chas. Thompson,
W. J. Edrington,
W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery,
Abner Ever,;ole,
Montgomery Merritt, LaFayette Wilaon-211.
Dennis Gleason,
Tipton A. Miller,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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A message was recei;ed from the Senate, announcing that they
bad passed a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives ,
entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled '·An act to incorporate the Mt.
Sterling Coal Road Company."
With an amendm.ent thereto.
Which was twice read and adopted.
A message was received from the Senate by Mr. Griffith, announcing that the Senate had appointee! a committee to withdraw from the
Governor a bill, which originat ed in the House of Representatives,
entitled
An act to amend, digest, and reduce into one the permanent provis-'
ions of acts and articles constituting the charter of the Owensboro
and Nashville Railroad Company,
And a ~ked the appointment of a similar committee on the part of
the House.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed on said committee Messrs .
Tharp, Clarke, and Sanders.
Who, after a time, reported that they had performed that duty, and
reported said bill, with an amendment proposed hy the Senate.
Mr. W. J. McElroy, from the Committee on Retrenchment and Reform, who were directed to prepare and bring in the same, reported
a bill, entitled
A bill to fix the compens ation of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and his clerk.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second

38,

time.
The rule of the House and the con~titutional provwon as to the
second reading of said bill being dii;:pensed with,
Mr. McElroy moved to suspend the rules, and order said bill to its
third reading,
And the question being. taken on the adoption of said motion, it
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was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required the1'.eon by Messrs. Shelburne and
Goodnight, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereC. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
James Pe1·kins,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Wm, M. Reed,
J. K. Bailey,
W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. F. Bennett,
Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas A. Robertson
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J. M . Bigger,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
W. H . H . Callihan,
A. R. Clarke,
A. C. Cope,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
D. A. Glenn,
Charles God::ihaw,
Jsaac .H. Goodnight,
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T. M. Hill,
Granville V. Rouse,
Lewis Jones,
C. W. Russell,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
T. J Lewis.
G. R. Snyder,
Thomas H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
James Barhour Mason, Richard A. Spurr,
Claren ce U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
W. J. McElroy,
Clinton K.. Tharp,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
James F. Means,
Geo. H. B . Thompson,
Montgomery Merritt, John Chas. Thompsan,
Tipton A Miller,,
G. H Towery,
J . M. Ne·a l,
W. A. Webber,
T. J. Oatts,
H . P. Whitaker,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-64.

Those who voted in the negative, wereCaleb R. Brook~,
Augustine Shelburne, John C. Welch,
Richard Lambert,
John D. Thompson,
Isaac T. West-7.
James O'Bannon,

'

Ordered, That said bill be engrossed and read a third time.
Mr. J. P. Allen moved the previous question.
And the question being taken," Shall the main question be now
put?" it was decided in the affirmative.
(

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs . Shelburne
and Goodnight, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJames P. Allen,
W. L. Hazelip,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose,
T.
M.
Hill,
Ferdinand
Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Lewis
Jones,
Thomas
A.
Robertson,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Green I{_ Keller,
Granville V. Rouse,
A . Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
A. ·R. Clarke,
T. J. Lewis,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
James Barbour Mason, J . T. Tartar, .
Alex . T. Craycroft, .
W. J. McElroy,
Hancock Taylor,
Thomas H. Ditto,
J.
W.
Meador,
Clinton K. Tha1·p,
W. J. Edrington,
James
F.
Means,
John
·A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
J.
M.
Neal,
Geo.
H. B. Thompson,
, Dennis Gleason,
T.
J
.
Oatts,
G.
H.
Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
W . W. Orr,
H.P. Whitaker,
Charles Godsbaw,
Wm. Points,
LaFayette Wilson-43,
Milton Hamilton,
,,

Those who voted in the negative, were-Cromwell Adair,
J. H. Goodnight,
W. C. Owens,
C. T. Allen,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas Sandera,
Robert F. Allensworth, Samuel D. Heniiiley, T. W. Scott,
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J, M. Bigger,

Richard Lambert,
Augustine Shelburne,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. lYiannen, G. R. Snyder,
Edmund Burr,
Clarence U. McElroy, John Chas. Thompson,
T. J. Bush,
Montgomery Merritt, John D. Thompson,
Pat. Campion,
Tipton A, Miller,
W. A. Webber,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James O'Bannon,
John C. Welch-27.
Further consideration of said bill was cut. off by the anival of the
hour for adjournment.
Mr. Craycroft, from the Committee on Claims, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, reported a bill, entitled
A bill for the appropriation of money.
Which was read the first time and ordered to be read a second
time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional prnvision as to the
second reading of said bill being dispensed with,
Mr. Clarke moved to postpone the further consideration of said
bill until to-morrnw morning, at O½ o'clock, and make the same·the
special order of the day for that hour.
1
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the negative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Clarke and
C. U. McE!roy, were as follows, viz:
Those who vot_e d in the affir!Ilative, wereCaleb R. Brooks,
Samuel D. Hensley, Wm. M. Reed,
A. Buford,
T. M. HPl,
Granville V. Rouse,
T. J. Bush,
Lewis Jones,
J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
Green R. Keller,
Hancock Taylor,
A. C. Cope,
J. Q. Lackey,
Clinton K . Tharp,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. W. Meador,
John A. Thomas,
Dennis Gleason,
James O'Bannon,
Geo. H.B . Thompson,
Charles Godshaw,
W.W . Orr,
W. A. Webber,
J. W. Griffith,
W. C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker,
Milton Hamilton,
William Points,
LaFayette Wilson-30.
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), W. J . Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
C. T. Allen,
Abner Eve1·sole,
J.M. Neal,
James P. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J . Oatts,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, James Perkins,
Clement R . Ambrose, Leven E. Green,
Joseph L. Pope,
J. K. Bailey,
W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
E. C. Bainbridge,
W. L . Hazelip,
Thomas A. Robertson,
J. F. Bennett,
Jos. M. Kash,
Thomas Sanders,
J.M. Bigger,
Richard Lambert,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewis,
Augustine Shelburne,
H.•

R.-152
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Thomas H. Mannen, G. R. Snyder,
David Martin,
Ralph L. Spalding,
John Cowan,
rnarence U. McElroy, Richa1·d A. Spurr,
Alex. T. Craycraft,
W. J. McElroy,
John C. Welch,
. Thomas H. Ditto,
Montg-omery Merritt, Isaac T . West-45.
Mr. J. C. Thompson moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mt·, Hamilton moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Mr. Clarke moved an amendment to said biH.
And the question being taken on the adoption of ,mid amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative,
Mr. Reed moved an amendment to said bill.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it ~as decided in the affirmativB.
Ordered, That said bill, as amended, be engrossed and re ad a third
time.
Said bill was engrossed and read a third time, as follows, viz:
~ 1, Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken-

vV. H H. Callihan,

Pat. Campion,

tucky , That the following sums of money are hereby appropriated to tbe

following named persons, ·to be paid by the .'1'reasurer out of any money
in tile 'freasury not otherwi~ appropriated, upon the warrant of the Auditor of .Public Accounts.
·
§ 2. To the Ministers of the Gospel of Frankfort, three hu adred dollars,
to be drawn and distributed among them by John .L. Sneed, for their services in opening the two Houses- with prayer during the present session.
§ 3. To Guy Barrett, twelve hundred and seventy-three dolla1·s and
sixty-eight cents, for newspapers furnished General Assembly during
present session.
§ 4 . To J. L. & W. H. Waggener, forLy-two dollars and thirty cents, for
crape furnished Librarian to drape the two Houses in mourning for the
death of R0n. M. H. Marriott, a member of the House of .Representatives.
5. To James A. Hodges, two hundred and fifty do llars, for making out
detailed statements of comparative costs of printing and binding, unde1·
authority of resolution of the preeent Senate.
§ 6. 'l'o R. G. Hays, James B. Garnett, W. L. Hazelip, James :B. Mason,
and James N ea!, fifteen dollars and fifty cents each, for expenses incurred
in their visit as committee to examine and report the condition of the
locks and dams on the Green and Barren rivers, unde1· authodty of joint
reRolution of the present General Assembly.
§ 7. To Marshall & Sneed, nineteen dollars and twenty cents, for a1·ticles
fumished present General Assembly.
~ 8. To Gray & Rodman, three dollars and seventy,five cents, for articles
furni!Jhed House of Representatives, present session. ·
§ 9. To W. H. Gillis, W. G. '.l'hompson, five dollars each, aad to .Richard
Glore and Lewis Harris, sixteen dollars each, for services rendered in
opening House of Repreaentatives, present session.
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To Philip Selbert, five dollars, for repairing and regulating clocks

r present General Assembly, present session.
§ 11. To Sanford Goin, one hundred dollars, for ice furnished the pres_

5.

t General Assembly.
·
§ 12. To W . ·H . Hall, seven dollars and forty cents, for articleB furnished
resent General Assembly.
·
§ 13. 'l'o D. R. Murray, C. U. McElroy, A. S. Berry, A. R. Clarke, R. L.
palding, and H. B. Moore, six dollars each, expenses incurred in vi siting
fferson circuit court clerk's office under resolution.
§ 14. To John Kiernan, five dollars and fifty cents, articles furnished
he Senate, present session.
§ 15. To Jack Glore and Lewis HarriF!, each three dollars, for washing
towels for House of Representatives and Senate, present session.
§ 16. 'fo .Dennis Griffin two hundred dollars, fot· his services as carpenter
for thti two Houses of General Assembly, present session, and for hoisting
the American flag on the Capitol each day during the present session.
§ 17. To Isaac Wingate, jr., twenty-five dollars, for his services as Clerk
in opening the Senate, present session.
§ 18. 'fo Hobert Loom is, two dollars and fifty cents per day during the
present session, for his services in waiting on the back capitol, present
eession.
§ 19. 'l'o William .Pettit, one dollar per day during the prestint session,
for services rendered in Library, during present session .
§ 20. 'fo Jack Monroe, three hundred dollars, extra services rendered
in Library, present session . .
§ 21. To Ed. Grant, five dollars, for his services in cloak-room of the
House of Representatives at the opening of the present se's sion.
.
§ 22. To Lee Buckley and Charles Taylor, twelve dollars and fifty cents
each, fot· prese1·ving extra Journals of the two Hottses during the present
-session.
§ 23. To George R. Snyder, forty-nine dollars and seventy ... five centssix dollars and sixty-five cents being amount paid for cross and crape, and
forty dollars and ninety cents being for expenses of eight mombers ·or the
General Assembly in attending funeral of M. H. Marriott, under 1·esolution of the General Assembly.
§ 24. 'l.'o the Librarian of the State, twenty ·dollars, for postage stamps
in the discharge of her -official duties.
§ 25. 'l'o Frank A. Mannen, two dollars.and seventy-five cents per day
for sixteen -days as page.
§ 26. To Rip Arnold, two dollars and seventy-five cents per day, fo1·
his services as page during the session of tho Legislature.
§ 27. 'rhis act shall take effect, from and after its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the aflfrmative.
· The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
William Points,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Joseph L. Pope,
Robert F. Allensworth, Isaac H. Goodnight, Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambros!l, W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,

(
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J. K. Bailey,
E. C. Bainbridge,
J . F. Bennett,
J.M. Bigger,
Caleb R. Brooks,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Bush,
W. H. H. Callihan,
A. R. Clarke,
Lyttleton fJooke,
A. C. Cope,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
·W. J. Edrington,
Peter G. Fischer,

J. W. Griffith,
Thomas A. Robertson
Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse, '
Samuel D. Hensley,
C. W. Russell,
T. M. Hill,
T. W·. Scott,
Lewis Jones,
Augustine Shelburne,
Jos. M. Kash,
G. R. Snyder,
Green R . Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Richard Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
T. J. L ew is,
J. T. Tartar,
Thomas H . Mannen, Hancock Taylor,
David Martin,
Clinton K. Tharp,
James Barbour Mason, John Chas. Thompson,
Clarence U. McElroy, W. A. Webber,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
Montgomery Merritt, Isaac T. West,
Tipton A. Miller,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-66,
Those who voted in the negative, were--

C. T. Allen,
W. L . Hazelip,
T. J. Oatts,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery-IO.
Leven E. Green,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize the county judge o_f Hardin county to order
an election for trustees in the town of Elizabethtown .
An act to provide for transfer of ca'uses to and from the Campbell
circuit and chancery courts.
An act for the benefit of J. H. Swift, late sheriff of Calloway county,
and his sureties.
0

An act to facilitate the collection of the public revenue.
Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitu.tional provision as to the
second reading of said bills' being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be placed in the orders of the day.
That they had received official information from the Govemor that
he had approved and signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated
in the Senate, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the H umlong and Sharon Turnpike Road
Company, in Bracken county.
An act to incorporate t_he Sharpsburg, Long Branch, Flat Rock,
.and Paris Turnpike Road Company.
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An ~ct to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorpo1·ate the Louiiville, Anchorage, and Bloomfield Narrow Gauge Railway Company," approved March 2, 1878.
An act for the benefit of Wm. M. Nourse, of Harrison county.
An act for the benefit of Arad Simons, of Breckinridge county.
An act to amend the charter of the Benefit Association of the
Grand Lodge of Kentucky of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
An act to amend the charter of the Bradford's Landing and Washington Trace Turnpike Road Company, in Bracken county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Ken~
tucky State Dental Association," approved February 6, 1868.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Louisl'ille, Harrod's Creek, and Westport Narrow Gauge Railway Company."
An act to autho1·ize the city of Owensboro to subscribe and take
two thousand shares, of twenty-five dollars each, in the stock of the
Owensboro and Nashville Railroad Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled ''An act increasing the jurisdiction of justices of the peace in Crittenden, Caldwell, and other counties in this Commonwealth," and to apply the provisions -of said act
to the county of Hancock.
An act for the benefit of W. B. Skeggs, late sheriff of Metcalfe
county.
An act to repeal sections 2 and 3, article 3, chapter 28, Generail
Statutes, and to fix the compensation of the Reporter of the Court
of Appeals.
An act for the benefit of J. H. Walker, of Crittenden county . .
Mr. J. C. Thompson offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, 'rhat all Senate bills be call ed and passed before any Houst1
bill is called up.
M1·. J.C. Thompson · moved to suspend the rule of the House, and
take up said reso lution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Lackey and
Goodnight, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wernMr. Speaker (Turqer), D. A. Glenn,
W.W. Orr,
C. T. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
James P. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnightf Thomas A. Robertson,

;
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Clement R. Ambrose,
J. K. Bailey,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
J. F. Bennett,
J. M.-Bigger,
Caleb R. Brooks,
A. Buford,
Benjamin F. Buie ,
Edmund Burr,
. T . J. Bush,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Pat. Campion,
A. R. Clal'ke,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
Thomas H. Ditto,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,
Dennis Gleason,
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Leven E. Green,
Thomas Sanders,
W. Scott Gresham,
T. W. Scott,
J. W. Griffith,
Augustine Shelburne
W. L. Hazelip,
G. R. Snyder,
'
T. M. Hill,
Ralph L . Spalding,
Lewis Jones,
Richard A. Spurr,
Jos. M . Kash,
J. T. Tartar,
Green R. Keller,
Hancock Taylor,
Richard Lambert,
Clinton K. Tharp,
T. J. Lewis,
John A. Thomas,
Thomas H. Mannen, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
James Barbour Mason, John Obas. Thompson,
0lai·ence U. McElroy, John D. Thompson,
W. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towel'y,
J. W. Meador,
W. A. Webber,
Tipton A . .Miller,
John C. Welch,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac T. West',
James 0' Bannon,
LaFayette Wilson-64.

Those who voted in the negative, wereCromwell Adair,
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
A. C. Cope,
J. Q. Lackey,
H. P. Whitaker-6.
Mr. Craycroft, from the Committee on Claims, to whom had been
referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of Mat·tha Hope, of Ohio county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time .
Said bill was read a third time as follows, viz: .
WHEREAS, By a ve!'liict of a jury rende1·ed on an inquest of lunacy,
held by t.be Ohio cil'lmit court on the 10th of November, 1873, .Franklin A. Alvel'son was adjudged a lunatic, and ordered to be immediately
conveyed to the Lnnat.ic Asylum at Hopkinsville, Kentucky; and it appearing tha.t he could not be received in said asylum till the 10th day of
December, A. D. 1876, and that lie was taken care of, at great trollble aad
expense, by Martha Hope, and that said lunatic had no estate; therefore,
~ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Ken·
tucky. '.l'hat the Allditor be, and is hereby, dire~ted to drnw a warrant
on the Treasury in favor of Martha Hope, for the sum of two hundred
and thirty-one dollars and fifty cents, to be paid out of any money in th~
Treasu1·y not otherwise appropriated.
§ 2. This act shall be in force from its passage.
And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon in pursuance to a provision of the Constitution, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), I. H. Goodnight,
W. 0. Owens,
Cromwell Adair,
W: Scott Gresham,
Wm. Points,
I
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C. T. Allen,
J. W. Griffith,
Ferdinand Rigney,
James P. Allen,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Robert F. Allensworth, W. L. Hazelip,
G. W. Russell,
Clement R. Ambrose, Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas Sanders,'J. IC Bailey,
T. M. Hill,
T. W. Scott,
J. F. Bennett,
Lewis Jones,
G. E. Speck,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
Richard A. Spurr,
Valeb R. Brooks,
Richard Lambert,
J. T. Tartar,
A. Buford,
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K. Tharp,
Edmund Burr,
David Martin,
John A. Thomas,
T. J. Bush,
James Barbour Mason, Geo. H. B. Thompson,
W. H. H. Callihan,
Clarence U. McElroy, John Chas. Thompson,
A. C. Cope,
W. J. McElrny,
John D. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycrnft,
J. W. Meador,
G. H. Towery,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
W. A. Webber,
Abner Eversole,
Montgomery Merritt, John C. Welch,
Peter G. Fischer,
Tipto-n A. Miller,
Isaac T. West,
Dennis Gleason,
J. M. Neal,
H . P. Whitaker,
Charles Godshaw,
W . W. Orr,
LaFayette Wilson-66.
1n the negative-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. Burr, from the Committee ori Claims, 'to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of R. M. Pieratt, sheriff of Morgan county,
Repot·ted the same without amendment.
O,·dei·ed, That said hills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bill being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so sai d bill was rejected.
Mr. W. J. McElrny, from the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures, to whom had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to allow clerical assistance to the Bureau of Agriculture,
Horticulture, and Statistics,
Reported the same without amendment.
Said bill reads as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Keniuclcy, That the sum of eight hundred dollars be granted per annum
to the Commissioner of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics,
which shall be paid him monthly, from any money in the Treasury
not otherwise apprnpriated, from which sum said Commissioner shall
pay fot· whatever clerical assistance may be needed in the performance of the duties of said Bureau.
§ 2. This act shall take effect and be of force from the date of its
passage.
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Mr. Goodnight moved to lay sa'id bill on the table.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.

J. IC
J. F.

The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Buie, were as follows, viz:

Gahr'
Benji
Edm1
T. J.

Those who voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
W. L. Hazelip,
C. \Y. Russell,
James P. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas Sanders,
Robert F. Allensworth, Green R. Keller,
Aug. Shelburne,
J. K. Bailey,
J. Q. Lackey,
G. R. Snyder,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Richi,ud Lambert,
Richard A. Spurr,
W. H . H. Callihan,
Thomas H. Mannen, J. T. Tartar,
A. R. Clarke,
James Barbour Mason , Clinton K. Tharp,
Lyttleton Cooke,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J. M.. Neal,
John Chas Tholl)pson,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Dennis Gleason,
W. C. Owens,
G. H. Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
Wm. lVI. Reed,
Isaac T. West,
Charles Godshaw, ,
Ferdinand Rigney,
H. P. Whitaker,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Thomas A. Robertson LaFayette Wilson-43.
Milton .Hamilton,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), A. C. Cope,
J. W. Meador,
W. J. Edrington,
C. T. Al len,
Tipton A. Miller,
Clement R. Ambrose, Peter G. Fischer,
W.W. Orr,
J. F. Bennett,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
J.M. Bigger,
J. W. Griffith,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Lewis Jones,
Ralph L. Spalding,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bu sh,
Clarence U. McE!roy, W. A. Webber,
Pat. Campion,
W. J. McElroy,
John C. Welch-27.
And so said bill was rejected.
The House then took up the Senate amendment to a resolution,
entitled
Resolution authorizing the sale or exchange of unsaleable cannon
and small arms.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
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The yeas and nays being 1·equired thereon by Messrs. Snyde·r and
Gresham, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Charles Godshaw,
William Points,
C. T. Allen,
Isaac H. Goodnight, Wm. M. Reed,
James P. Allen,
W. Scott Gresham,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Robert F. Allensworth,J. W. Griffith,
C. W. Russell,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
T. W. Scott,
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W. L. Hazelip,
Augustine Shelburne,
J. J{. Bailey,
Samuel
D.
Hensley,
G.
R. Snyder,
J. F. Bennett,
T.
M.
Hill,
Ralph
L Spalding,
J.M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
G. E . Speck,
Gabriel Blevins,
J . Q. Lackev,
Richal'd A. Spurr;
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard La~bert,
J. T. Tartar,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
Hancock Taylor,
T. J. Bush,
Thomas H. Mannen, Clinton K. Tharp,
W. I-I. H. Callihan,
David Martin.
John A. 1'homa8,
Pat. Campion,
James
Barbou·r
Mason,John
Chas. Thompson,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence
U.
McElroy,
John
D. Thompso n,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
J.
W.
Meador,
W.
A.
Webber,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
Isaac. T. West ,
Peter G. Fische1·,
W. W. On,
H.P. Whitakel',
Dennis Gleason,
W . C. Owen s,
LaFayette Wilson-63.
D. A. Glenn,
Those who voted in the negative, wereW. J. McElroy,
G. H. Towery-2.
Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit Courts, to whom
had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create a criminal
court in the 16th judicial district," approved March 10, 1876,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bills be read a third time.
Said bill was read the third time, as follows, viz:
§-1-. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 'fbat th e act, entitled ·'An act to create a criminal court in the
sixteenth judicial district," approved March 10th, 1876, be amended by

tion,
non

1ent,
and

ion,

striking out tl.Je sixteenth section of said act, and so mueh of the sixth
section as " excepts the county of Martin," and said act sha ll apply to the
county of Martin.
§ 2. 'fhat the crim inal court in the county of Martin shall be holden as
follows: The first term after the passage of this act shall c0mmenco on
the first Monday in May and continue six juridi cal days, and thereafter
shall begin on the first Monday of March and September and cont.inue six
juridi cal days each.
§ 3. That the judge of the criminal court of said district shall receive,
after this act takes effect, a salary of $2,5 00 per annum, and be paid in
the same manner as the judges of the otber criminal districts in thi s State.
§ 4. 'fhat anything in the act to which this is an amendment incon
sistent herewith is hereby repea led.
5. 'l'bis act shall take effect from its passage.

s

(

The question was then taken on the passage of saiu. bill, and it
was decided in the affirmative .
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Gresham, were as follows, viz:

.•
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Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Dennis Gleason,
W . C. Owens,
James P. Allen,
D. A. Glenn,
William Points,
Robert F. Allensworth, Charles Godshaw,
Wm. M. Reed,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
Ferdinand Rigney,
J. K. Bailey,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas Sanders,
J. F.· Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
T. W. Scott,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Samuel D. Hensley,
Augustine Shelburne,
Edmund Burr,
T. M . Hill,
Ralph L. Spalding,
T. J. Bu sh,
J . Q. Lackey,
G. E. Speck,
W. H. H Callihan,
Richard Lambe1·t,
J. T . Tartar,
Pat. Campion,
T . J. Lewis,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
Thomas H. Mannen, John A. Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,·
David Martin,
Geo. H.B. Thompso n,
John Cowan,
Clarence U. McElroy, John D. Thompson,
Alex. 1'. Craycroft,
James F. Means,
John C. Welch,
W . J. Edrington,
Tipton A. Miller,
H.P. Whitaker;·
Abner Eversole,
T. J. Oatts,
LaFayette Wilson-53.
Peter G. Fischer,
W. W. Orr,
Those who voted in the negative, wereBenjamin F. Buie,
W. J . McElroy,
Richard A. Spurr,
Green R. Keller,
J. W . Meador,
John C. Thompson-8.
James Barbour Maaon, G . R . Snyde r,
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
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A mes::iage was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had adopted a joint reso lution, entitled

Resolution authorizing the Governor to cause the name of Lieute nant John J . Crittenden to be inscribed on the battle monument in the
Frankfort Cemetery.

tu

Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom
had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to repeal in part an act, entitled "An act to incorporate
the Green and Bal'l'en R iver Navigation Company, and to provide fo r
the future management of the Green and Barren River Lines of
Transportation,"

gi
th

Reported the same without amendment.
Mr. Owens moved to postpone the further consideration of said bill
until to-morrow morning, at 9½ o'clock, and that the same be made
the special order of the day for that hou r.

d

And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays bei ng required thereon by Messrs . Snyder a nd
G resham, we re as fo llows, viz:
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Those who voted in the affirmative, were-Mr. Speaker (Turner), Samuel D. Hensley, Thomas Sander:3,
C. T. Allen,
T . M. Hill,
T. W. Scott,
James P. Allen,
Lewis Jone,,,
G. R. Snyder,
Robert F. Allensworth, Green R. Keller,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. K. Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
G. E . Speck,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis.
Richard A . Spurr,
T. J. Bush,
David Martin,
J. T . Tartar,
W. H. H . Callihan,
James Barhour Mason, Clinton K. Tharp,
A. R. Clarke,
James F. Mearns,
John A . Thomas,
Lyttleton Cooke,
Tipton A. Miller,
Geo. H. B. Thompson,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
T. J. Oatts,
John D. Thompson,
Peter G . Fischer,
W . C. Owens,
G. H Towery,
D. A. Glenn,
William Points,
Isaac T . West,
Charles Godshaw,
Ferdinand Rigney,
H. P . Whitaker,
Milton Hamilton,
Thomas A. Robertson, LaFayette Wil:,on-47.
W. L. Hazelip,
C. W. Russell,
Those who voted in the negative, wereClement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
W. J. McElroy,
J. F. Bennett,
Clarence U. McElroy, J . W. Meador-7.
Benjamin F. Buie,
Mr. Allenswo1·th, from the Committee on County Courts, to whom
had been referred a hill from the Senate, entitled
An act for the benefit of the sheriff of Davielfs county,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
Said bill was read a third ti me as follows, viz:
§ 1. Be it enacted by th.e General Assembf:1/ of tlte Commonwealth of Ken tucky, That the further time until the 1st day of July, 1878, is hereby
given to the Hhel'iff of Davie:,~ county in which to p!:1.,Y into Lhe Treasury
the revenue of said county fo1· the ye,tr 1877: Provided, '.rhe sureties of

prate
le for

said sheriff, on his revenuu bonJ fut· s:Lid year of 1877, Hh:Lil, in open court,
in · the county court of saiJ county , in writing, filoJ in the county court
cl erk 's office, consent to the said extension of tirn.o.
§ 2. T his act shall be in force from its passage.

of

And the question being taken on the passage of said bill, it was
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decided in the affirmative .
. The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. Snyder and

~ bill
ade

[
n, it
an d

Gresham, were as fol lows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr. Speaker. lTurner), Samuel D. Hensley,
Wm. M. Reed,
·c. T. Allen, .
T. lVI. Hill,
Ferdinand Rigney,
James P. All en,
Lewi,, Jones,
Granville V. Rouse,
Robe rt F. Allensworth,J. Q . Lackey,
C. W. Russell,
J . K . Bailey,
Richard Lambert,
Thomas Sanders,
J. F. Bennett,
T . J. Lewis,
G. R. Snyder,
Edmund B ui:r,
Thomas H. Mannen, G. E. Speck,

,,
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A. R. Clarke,
Lrttleton Cooke,
Aiex T. Craycrnft,
W. J. Edrington,
Abner Eversole,
Peter G. Fischer,
D. A. Glenn,
W. Scott Gresham,
Milton Hamilton,
W. L. Hazelip,

David Martin,
Ric·hard A. Spurr,
James Ba1·bour Mason, J . T. Tartar,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
James F. Mean;:,
John A. Thomas,
E. H. Morin,
Geo. H.B. Thompson,
J. l\il. Neal.
Jno. D. Thompson,
T. J. Oat.ts,
John C. Welch,
W. W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
W. 0. Owens,
H. P. Whitaker,
William Points,
LaFayette Wilson-51.
Those who voted in the negative, were, Beqjamin F. -Buie,
W. J. McElroy,
John 0. Thompson-3.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid ..
Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate Institutions, to whom
had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled

~

tuc1

thej
this

An act to regulate tolls on the turnpike and gravel roads in this
Commonwealth, and to impose a penalty for excessive and illegal
cha1·ges,
R e ported th e same without amendment.
Mr. Spalding moved an amendment to said bill.

G

And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative .

M

Ordered, That said bill, as amended, he read a third time .
The rule of the House and the conetitutional provision as to the
third reading of saiJ bill being dispensed with,

J

Resolved, That said bill do pass, and that the n.itle thereof be as
afore:oaid.
The House took from the orders of the clay the amendment proposed hy the Senate to a bill which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act fo r th_e benefit of J. F. Reed, late sheriff, and his sureties on
his revenue bond for the revenue due from Estill coun.t y for the year
1876.

Which amendment was twice read and concurred in.
Mr. Welch, from the Committee on Charitable Institutions, to whom
had been referred a bill from the Senate, entitled
An act to amend part 3, section 8, of an act to amend and
reduce into one the several acts organizing and regulating the Lunatic Asylums of this State, approved March 20, 1876,
Reported the same without amendment.
Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
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Said bill was read a third time as follows:

§ 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Commonwen.lllt of Kenon,

51.

3.
om
this
gal

nt,

the
as
ro-

p·

on·
~
uar

)m

nd

la-

tucky, That part 3 , section 8, of an act t.o amend and reduce into qne
the several acts organizing and regulating the lunatic asylums of
this State, be amended by adding the following: "All money apprn priated by the State fot· the use and support of the Eastern Lunatic
Asylum, or collected from any <'Ource for the use of pay patients, or
any other purpose, by the treasure r of said in,-titution, shall be deposited in bank as now provided hy law; and it shall not be lawful for
the officers of such bank to pay out said money, or any portion
thereof, unless the checks th erefo r are sig ned by the s11id trell.surer
of the asylum and countersigned by the president of its board of
commissioners.
§ 2. All acts and parts of acts in conflict with this act are hereby
repealed.
§ 3. This act shall take effe ct from its p.assage.
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill , and it

was decided in the affirmati,·e.
The yeas and nays being req uired thereon by Messrs. Snyder and
Gresham, were as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereMr: Speaker (Turner), W. L. Hazelip,
Ferdinand Rigney,
C. T. Allen,
Samuel D. Hensley, .Thorna::1 A. Robertson,
James P. Allen,
T. 1\1 . Bill,
Granville V. Rouse,
Robert. F. Allensworth, Lewi::i Jones,
C. W. Ru::i:;ell,
Green R. Keller,
Thomas Sanders,
J. K. Bailey,
J. F. Bennett,
J. Q. Lackey,
T. W. Scott,
Benjamin F. Buie,
T. J. Lewi::1,
G. R. Snyder,
T. J. Bush,
Thoma<' H. Mannen, Ralph L. Spalding,
W . H. H. Callihan,
James Barbour Mason, i:{ichard A. Spurr,
A. R. Clarke,
Clarence U. McElroy, J. T. Tartar,
Lyttleton Cooke,
J. W. Meador,
Clinton K. Tharp,
W. J. Edrington,
James F. Means,
John A. Thomas,
Abner Eversole,
Tipton A Miller,
Geo H . B. Thompson,
Peter G. Fischer,
J. lVl. Neal,
John D . Thompson,
D. A. Glenn,
T. J. Oatts,
John C. Welch,
Charles Godshaw,
W.W. Orr,
Isaac T. West,
Isaac H. Goodnight,
W . C. Owens,
H.P. Whitaker,
W. Scott Gresham,
William Points,
LaFayette Wilson-56.
Milton Hamilton,
Wm. M. Reed,
In the negati,·e-none.
Resolved, That the title of said bill be as aforesaid.
Mr. C. U. McElroy, from .the Committee on Circuit Courts, to whom

was referred a bill from the Se1}ate, entitled
An act requiring the county attorneys to assist the Commonwealth's Attorneys in the circuit and criminal courts of this Commonwealth,
Reported the same without amendment.
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Ordered, That said bill be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said· bill 'being dispensed with,
The question was then taken on the passage of said bill, and it
was decided in the negative.
And so said bill was rejected.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles,.viz:

By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to amend the charter of the city of Newport.
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to authorize the county court of Knox county to issue
hond,i to raise money to pay off the outstanding bonds of said county issued under and by vit-tue of an act approved January 26, 1871.
By Mr. Burr, from the Committe·e on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of John Lay, sheriff of Knox county.
By sameAn act for the benefit of James 'v'v". Smith.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to inco1·porate the Troy Real Estate Company.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to· legalize the orders of the Ballard county quarterly
court.
By Mr. G. H. B. Thompson, from the Committee on Propositions
and GrievancesAn act to change the line between the counties of Bath and
Menifee.
By Mr. C. U. McElroy, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAn act ch11nging the time of holding the Morgan and Elliott circuit courts in the 13th judicial district.
By Mr. Welch, from the Committee on Charitable InstitutionsAn act to authorize Amanda Pile to be received into and main·
tained in the Central or Western Lunatic Asylum, without cost tci
her husband, Isaac Pile.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act for the benefit of Wal'l'en Smith, late sheriff of Bullitt
county.
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By Mr. Rigney, from t.he Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of John E. Goudy, of Taylor county.
By Mr. vYhitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

d it

ancesAn act to prevent hogs from running at large along the line of
the Dutch Ridge and Germantown and Bridgeville Turnpike Road

era!
ing

Company, in Bracken county.
By Mr. Towe1·y, from the Committee on Re\·enue and Taxation An act to amend the revenue laws of this Comtnonwealth.
By Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Propositions and Griev-

ev-

ancesAn act for the benefit of J. H . Swift, late sheriff of Calloway
sue
n-

71.

county, and his sureties.
By Mr. Hill, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to repeal an act, entitled '' An act for the benefit of
keepers of ferries in Campbell county," approved February 25, -1876.
By Mr. Buie, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesAn act to authorize the cities of Newport and Covington to contract for a joint supply of water.
By Mr. Reed, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act for the benefit of Cyrus Hanks and M. T. Garnett, late

·ly
ns
d

circuit coui·t clerks of Carrnll county.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate Hepburn Lodge, No. 576, Free and Accepted Masons, Martinsburg, Elliott county, Kentucky.
By Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish the county
of Leslie," apprnved March 30th, 1878.
By Mr. C. T. Allen, from the Committee on Prnpositions and Griev·

ir-

ancesAn act to define the co1·porate limits of the town of LoYelace-

n-

ville, in ·Ballard county.
By Mr. Snyder, from the Cornmittt;e on Corporate_ InstitutionsAn act to incorp·orate Co urt Fleetwood, No. 26, Independent Order

V•

of Foresters, of Frankfort, Kentucky.
By Mr. Godsbaw, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to allow· William Blair to erect a mill•dam ac1·oss Paint

tt

creek.
By Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County Cou1·tsAn act to enable M . M. Teager, clerk of the Fleming county

,,
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court, to correct and perfect certain certificates made by his deputies
to deeds.
By same-An act to authorize the county judge of Hardin county to order .
an election for trustees in the town of Elizabethtown.
By Mr. Rigney, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of William Durrett, of Taylor county.
Hy M r. Snyde r, from the Gommittee on Corporate InstitutionsAn act to incorporate the town of Bardwell.
By Mr. God~haw, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to incorporate the Carrollton and Worthville Turnpike
Road Company.
Urdei·ed, That. said bills be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pas:i, and that the titles thP.reof be as
afore:sa id.
Bills were reported by the several committees, who were directed
to prepare and bring in the same, of the following titles, viz:
By Mr. Scott, from the Committee on ClaimsA hill for the benefit of W. C. Wynns, of Webster county.
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementA bill to amend chapter 94 of the General Statutes.
By Mr. Means, from the Committee on Corporate InstitutionsA hill to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Columbia
Christian Collr.ge.''
By !:'ameA bill to ameud an act, entitled "An act to reduce into one, amend,
and digest the acts and amendatory acts incorporating the city of
Giaegow," approved February 11, 1878.
By Mr. Whitaker, from the Committee on Propositions and GrievancesA bill for the benefit of James R. Dean, school commissioner
of Lawrence cou·nty.
By sameA bill to amend section 19, chapter 42, of the General Statutes.
By Mr. Lambert, from the Qommittee on Corporate Institutions.A bill to charter the South Fork Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Allensworth, from the Committee on County CourtsA bill authorizing the Secretary of State to furnish certain officers of Breathitt county with certain public books.
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Which bills were severally read the first time and ordered to be
read a second time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
second reading of said bills being dispensed with,
Ordered, That said bills be engrossed and read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of said bills being dispensed with, and the same being
engrossed,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.
. A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. T. S. Bronston,
Assistant Secreta1·y of State, announcing that he had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act t~ authorize the people of Lagrange and Westport voting
precincts, in Oldham county, to vote a tax for the purpose of build. ing turn pike roads in said precincts.
An act to establish an institution of learning in the town of Corinth, in Grant county, Kentucky, to be known as the Corinth Academy.
An act to authorize the county court of Washington county to levy
and provide for the collection of a tax to discharge an indebtedness
created for the benefit of said county, and to pay said indebtedness.
An act declaring Red Lick Fork of Station Camp creek, in Estill
county, a navigable stream.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to create a court of common pleas in the counties of Boyle, G~rrard, Lincoln, Marion, Mercer, Rockcastle, and Washington," approved March 6, 1876.
An act for the benefit of John Gooden, of Bell county.
An act for the benefit of Mrs. Rosa Haas, of Louisville.
An act to incorporate the town of Lewisburg.
An act to incorporate the town of Bristow, in Rowan county.
An act to amend and supplement an act, entitled" An act in relation
to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, and to provide for the future management and location thereof."
An act to alter and establish the line betw.een the counties of
Scott and Harrison.
An act to· amend an act, entitled "An act to protect game and
small birds, and to prevent trespass," approved March 11, 1876.
H.
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An act for the benefit of Frank Muth.
An act for the benefit of the Headquarters and Steele's Run Turn.
pike Road Company, Nicholas county .
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to confer on quarterly
courts jurisdiction of misdemeanors in certain cases," approved
March 18, 1876.
An act for the benefit of A. Goldstein .:
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church
at Campbellsburg, Henry county, to sell said church lot, and all appurtenanc.es thereunto belonging.
An act fixing the compensation of the clerk of the Jefferson circuit
court.
An act to incorporate the town of Franklinton, in Henry county.
An act to incorporate the Stanton and Levy Turnpike Road Company.
An act to incorporate the State Street Church of Colored Baptists,
in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
An act to abolish the court of common pleas in lVIuhlenburg and
· Butler counties.
An act for the benefit of Richard Walker, sheriff of Marion
county.
An act to incorporate the Howard's, Lower Creek, and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Ohio River and Pound Gap Railway
Company.
An act to amend the general turnpike law of Henry county.
An act to incorporate subordinate Granges.
An act to repeal an act, entitled" An act to amend an act to incorporate the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholasville Turnpike Road
Company."
An act for the benefit of the sureties of C. M. Pack, sheriff of Martin county.
An act to establish a normal school.
An act for the benefit of J. N. Coulton and others, of Jackson county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate a company
to turnpike a road from Shelbyville, in Shelby county, to Taylorsville,
in Spencer county."
.
An act to authorize the collection of tolls in certain cases on the
'
-Georgetown and Dry Ridge Tu·r npike Company.
An act to redistrict Pulaski county.
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An act amending the charter of the Simpson Agricultural and
Mechanical Association, approved January 27, 1868.
An act for the benefit of P. A. Cline, sheriff of Pike county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to define and punish
certain trespasses."
An act to authorize John R. Ford to erect a mill-dam across Nolin
river, in Edmonson county.
An act for the benefit of Hiram Stanfield, of Whitley county .
.An act for the benefit of Joseph M. Davidson, late sheriff of Floyd
county.
An act to incorporate the Kentucky Classical and Business College,
of North Middletown, Bourbon county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Hill
City Turnpike Road Company," approved March 21, 1870.
An act to regulate the advertising of real estate under execution
sales for State and county taxes, sales undet· decrees or judgment_s,
and to regulate the compensation therefor.
An act to incorporate Fulton and Hickman Counties Hunting Club.
An act for th.e benefit of A. T. Keen.
An act to regulate th.e payment of claims on the Treasury.
An act to amend the charter of the tow:n of Louisa .
An act to amend chapter 18, General Statutes,'' Common Schools."
An act authorizing G. M. Kittinger, constable of Muhlenburg
county, to appoint a deputy to assist him in his official duties.
An act to repeal an act to amend an act, entitled "An act to increase the jurisdiction of quarterly courts in Hickman and other
counties."
An act to impose a tax on shares of stock in National Banks in this
Common wealth.
An act for the benefit of R. A. Mitchell, of Montgomery county.
An act for the benefit of John Jorden, an idiot of Lawrence county.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Beattyville, and to reduce into one the several acts in relation thereto.
An act to incorporate the Somerset and Caintown Turnpike Road
Company.
An act to re-enact and amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel Road Company, and
charter the Paducah and Clark's River Gravel Road Company."
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of the Clintonville and Thatcher's Mill Turnpike Road Company."
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An act providing for the redemption of real estate sold under an
ol'der or judgment of a court.
An act to empower executors, administrators, and guardians to
co mpromise with counties and cities when in default in the payment
of their bonded debts.
An act for the benefit of Hiram T. Warder, sheriff of Lewis county.
An act for the benefit of Mary A. Nash, of Edmonson county.
An act to incorporate East Logan College, in Logan county.
An act to create a special road law for the county of Todd.
An act to amend an act in reference to the inspection, sale, and
storage of oils made from coal, petroleum, &c., approved February
21st, 1874.
An act for the benefit of Landon Davidson, of Carter coq-nty.
An act to allow the county judge of Madison county to practice
law in certain cases.
An act to prevent the maintenance of nuisances in this Common wealth.
An act to incorporate the Maysville al'ld Le.i.ington Railroad Company, Northern Division;
An act for the benefit of Prof. T. W. Tobiu,
Oentral University,
Richmond, Kentucky .

of

An act to authorize the sale of the Kentucky River Turnpike
Road, in Clark and Fayette counties.
An act for the benefit of Belle McRoberts, of Lincoln county.
An act to exempt certain citizens of Cynthiana from working on
public roads.
An act for the benefit of Margaret Chapman, a pauper idiot of Russe ll county.
An act to prevent hors'es, mules, cattfe, goats, sl:reep,, swine, geese,
or ducks from running at 1arge and trespassing in district No. 1, Harrison county.

.,

An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to amend and reduce into
one all previous acts incorporating the town of Owenton, in Owen
county," approved February 27, 1867.
An act to amend the charter of Bergin, Mercer county.
An act for the benefit of the University of Paducah.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 10, in Oldham county,
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to fix the terms of the
circllit, chancery, and criminal courts in the 12th judicia•l district,"
approved March 14th, 1S78 •
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An act to incorporate the town of Visalia, in Kenton county.
An act to enable the Public Library of Kentucky to trnnsfer its
property to the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky.
An act to amend the cha1·ter of the Pine Knob Turnpike Road
Company.
An act for the henefit uf Woodson Tri!iler, a pauper idiot.
An act giving the sheriff of Lincoln county further time to col-·
lect the revenue for l 877.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to regulate and make
uniform the rate of tolls on incorporated turnpikes, gravel and plank
roads, in this Commonwealth," approve d March 19, 1878.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 38, Grant county.
An act to amend an act, entit led "An act to prevent the destruction , by cattle or other stock, willows and small trees growil'1g
on the banks of the Ohio river in Trimble, Oldham, and part of Carroll county."
An act to incorporate the Colored Orphans' Aid Association of the
city of Louisville.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to regulate the road la w
of Kenton county."
An act to amend the charter of the Independence and Colemansville Turnpike Road Company.
An act for the benefit of Carlisle and Jackstown Turnpike Road
Company, lovve1· route, Nicholas county.
An act for the benefit of John Wolf, of Kenton county.
An act to legalize certain acts of the Mercer county court of
claims.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of Allensville voting precinct, in Todd coqnty," approved February 23d, 1876 ,
so as to make the same apply to Elkton district, in Todd county, and
for other purposes.
An act to amend l;l.ll act, entitled "An act for the benefit of school
district No. 39, in Bath .county," approved Febrnary 9th, 1876.
An act to incorporate the Pine Grove Cemetery, in Muhlenburg
county.
An act in relation to seco nd-hand and junk stores in the 'city
Qf Louisville.
An act to authorize B. B. Hensley, a constable of Pendleton
county, to appoiut a deputy.

,,
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An act in relation to the militia of this Commonwealth, and the
organization of the Kentucky State Guard.
Also a bill, entitled
An act to release sheriffs of Green and Taylor counties from
collecting railroad taxes, and for other purposes.
• I

[Became a law without the signature of the Governor, not having been returned by
him to the House in which it originated within the constitutional limit.]

And then the House adjourned.
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL IO, 1878.

A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had pa_ssed bills, which originated in the House of Reprnsentatives,
of the following titles, viz:

of

An act for the benefit
the circuit clerk of Crittenden county;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate Columbia
Christian College."

Ai
B
A
Co

B:
A
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An act _for the benefit of James E. Brown, late sheriff of Robertson county.

B
A

An act for the benefit of James R. Dean, school commissioner of
Lawrence county.

F.1
B
A

An act for the benefit of 'Louisa Lawhorn, of Clinton county.
An ac't for the benefit of J no. B. Plummer, sheriff of Simpson county.
An act to aid school district No. 13, Bourbon county.
An act in aid of c.om,non school district No. 4,-0umberland county.
An act for the benefit of school district No. 9, Marshall county.
An act in aid of common school district No. S, Lyon county:
An act for the benefit of A. T. Keen, of Pulaski county.
An act for the benefit of Martin county.
That they had passed bills of the following titles, viz:
An act for the protection of the lessees and owners of certain ferries in this Commonwealth.
An act for the benefit of Jacob Hawthorn.
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An act to empower J. W. Gaines, constable of Franklin county, to
appoint a deputy.
An act to repeal an act, entitled'' An act authorizing 1·eward for
killing wolves, red .foxes, grny foxes, and wild cats," approved February 13th, 1873.
Which bills were severally read the first time.
Bills which originated in the Senate were reported by the several
committees to whom the same had been referred, of the following
titles, viz :
By Mr. Mannen, from the Committee on Circuit CourtsAn act to change and regulate .the time of holding criminal courts
in the fourteenth judicial district.
By sameAn act to change and regulate the time of holding the circuit
courts in the foUl'teenth judicial district.
By Mr. Rigney, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of .J:ohn A. Webb, of Russell county.
By Mr. Cooke, from the Gommittee on the JudiciaryAn ·act to amend chapter 56, General Statutes, title "Incorporated

(

'

Companies."
By Mr. Kash,from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act incorporating the Mt. Sterling and Grassy Lick Turnpike
Road Company.
By Mr. Bigge1·, from the Committee on the JudiciaryAn act for the benefit of Edwin Clarke Terrell, son of Thomas
F. Terrell, of McCracken county.
By Mr. Merritt, from the Committee on County CourtsAn act prescribing the duties of the county court of claims of
Bracken county in relation to turnpike roads in said county.
By Mr. Spurr, from the Committee on Internal ImprnvementAn act to amend an act to incorporate the Athens and Walnut
Hill Turnpike Company, approved March 21, 1871.
By Mr. Miller, from the Committee on EducationAn act to amend an act, ,e ntitled "An act to charter the South
Carrollton Male and Female Academy."
By Mr. Buford, from the Committee on Internal ImprovementAn act to amend the charter of the Olive Branch and Buck
Creek Turnpike Road Company.
By Mr. Bun, from the Committee on ClaimsAn act for the benefit of B. F. Warnock, sheriff of Greenup county.

I

•

I
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An act to provide for transfer of causes to and from the Campbell
circuit and chancery courts.

A
Gre
the

By same-

By Mr. Bigger, from the Committee on Banks- ·
An act for the benefit of the Farmers and Tra'ders' Bank of Shelbyville, in Shelby county.

Tra

By Mr. Sanders, from the Committee on RailroadsAn act to charter the Lebanon and Campbellsville Railroad Company.
With an amendment to the last named bill.
Which was twice read and ado.P,ted.
Orde1·ed, That said bills, the last as amended, be read a third time.
The rule of the House and the constitutional provision as to the
third reading of sai~ bills being dispensed with,
Resolved, That said bills do pass, and that the titles thereof be as
aforesaid.

I

I

I

,

The House then took up sundry Senate amendments to bills, which
originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
· An act creating _an additional magisterial district in Shelby county.
An act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Polytechnic Society of
Kentucky."
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to levy and
collect an ad valorem tax for county purposes.
An act to charter the Empii-e, Clarksville, and Nashville Railroad
Company.
An act for the benefit of J . 0. Johnston, circuit court clerk, and
T. L. Goheen, jr., county court clerk, of Marshall county.
Which amendments were severally read and concurred in.
The House then took up the substitute. proposed by the Senate to
a bill, which originated in the House of Representatives, entitled
An act to incorporate the Covington and Ludlow Junction Railroad Company.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmative.

"

'

t

'

Mr. Bennett, entered a motion to reconsider the vote by which the
House passed a bill, which originated in the Senate, entitled
An act requiring the county attorneys to assist th\'l Commonwealth'ii
Attorneys in the circuit and criminal courts of this Commonwealth.
The House took up the special order of the day, viz: a bill, which
originated in the Senate, entitled
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An act to repeal iu part an act, entitle<;!'' An act to incorporate the
Green and Barren River Navigation Company, and to provide for
the foture management of the Green and Barren River Lines of
Transpot·tation ."
Mr. C. U. McElroy moved to post.pone indefinite ly.
Mr. Crnycroft moved the previous que:;tion.
The further consideration of said bill was cut off hy a message
from the Senate, announcing that they had passed a bill, entitled
An act for the appropriation of money.
With amendments.
And the question being taken on concurring in the 1st amendment, it was decided in the affirmative.
The yeas and nays being required thereon by Messrs. J.C. Thomp-

te,
[
he

son and Lackey, were as follows, viz:
Those wµo voted in the affirmative, wereCromwell Adair,
D. A. Glenn,
Ferdinand Rigney,
James P. Allen,
Charles Godshaw,
Thomas A. Robertson,
Clement R. Ambrose, Milton Hamilton,
Granville V. Rouse,
J.M. Bigger,
T. M . Hill,
Thomas Sanders,
A. Buford,
Thomas H. Mannen, T. W. Scott,
Edmund Bul'l',
Clarence U. McElroy, Aug. Shelburne,
T. J. Bush,
James F. Means,
Ri-chard A. :Spun·,
Pat. Campion,
Montgomery Merritt, Hancock Taylor,
Lyttleton Cooke,
T. J. Oatts,
Clinton K. Tharp,
A. C. Cope;
James O'Bannon,
W. A. Webber,
John Cowan,
W.W. Orr,
haac T. West,
Alex. T. Craycroft,
W. C. Owens,
1:-1. P. Whitaker,
W. J. Edrington,
Wm. M. Reed,
LaFayette Wilson-40.
Dennis Gleason,
Those who voted in the negative, wereMr. Speaker (Turner), Lewis Jones,
J. M. Neal,
RobertF. Allensworth,Jos. M. Kash,
C. vV. :Russell,
J. Q. Lackey,
Ralph L. Spalding,
J. K. Bailey,
E. 0. Bainbridge,
T. J. Lewis,
G. E. Speck,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Jam es Barbour Mason. J. T. Tartat·,
Abner Eversole,
W. J. McElroy,
John A. Thomas,
Leven E. Green,
J. W. Meador,
John Chas . Thompson,
W. Scott Gresham,
Tipton A. Miller,
G. FI. Towery-25.
W. L. Hazelip,
The question was then severally taken on concurring in the 2d, 3d,
4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th amendments, and it was decided in the affit·m-

h's

ative.
The question was then taken on concurring in the 8th amendment,
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The yeas. an<l nays being requireq. thereon by Messrs. John Charles
Thompson and Lackey, were. as follows, viz:
Those who voted in the affirmative, wereJ. M. Bigger,
Green R. Keller,
T. Vv". Scott,
· T. J. Bush,
Thoma;; H. Mannen, Ralph L. S.palding,
Pat. Campion,
James O'Bannon,
G. E. Speck,
Lyttleton fJooke,
W. W. Orr,
Richard A. Spurr,
A. C. Cope,
W. C. Owens,
Clinton K. Tharp,
Charles Godshaw,
Joseph L. Pope,
W. A. Webber,
Leven E. Green,
Thomas A. Robertson, LaFayette Wilson-21.
Those who voted in the negative, were--,Mr. Speaker (Tnrner), Alex . T. Craycroft,
James Barbour Mason,
James P. Allen,
Abner Eversole,
W . J. McElroy,
Robert F. Allensworth, Dennis Gleason,
J . W . Meador,
Clement R. Ambrose, W. Scott Gresham,
Tipton A. Miller,
J .·K. Bailey,
J.· W. Griffith,
J.M. Neal,
-E. C. Bainbridge,
Milton Hamilton,
C. W. Russell,
J. F. Bennett,
W. L. Hazelip,
Augustine Shelburne,
Caleb R. Brooks,
Lewis Jones,
Hancock Taylor,
A. Buford,
J. Q. Lackey,
John A. Thomas,
Benjamin F. Buie,
Richard Lambert,
John Chas. Thompson,
Edmund Burr,
T. J. Lewis,
G. H. Towery-33.
Ordered, That the Clerk of this House report said bill and amendments to the Senate.
After a time, a message was received from the Senate, announcing
that they had refused to recede from Senate amendment No. 8.
Mr. Mannen moved that the House recede from their disagreement
to the 8th amendment.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said motion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a joint resolution, entitled
Resolution in relation to extension of session.
Mr. Cooke offered a substitute for said resolution.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said substitute,
it was decided in the affirmatirn.
The resolution, as amended by the substitute, was twice read and
adopted.
After a time, a message was received from the Senate, announcing
that they had concurred in the substitute to said resolution.
A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a· joint resolution, entitled_
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Resolution adding F. K. Hunt and William C. P. Breckinridge to
commission to erect a monument to the memory of John C. Breck-,
in ridge.
Said resolution reads as follows, viz:
Resolved bJJ the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, That
Ron. F. K. Hunt and Wm. C. P. Breckinridge be added to the commissioners appointed to superintend and direct the erection of a monument
to the memory of Gen. J.C. Breckinrid~e, with all the pow ers and authority vested in commissioners appointed for said purpose by this Legisl,Lture.
Which was twice read and concurred in.
Mr. Oatts, from the Committee on Enrollments, reported that the
committee had examined sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which
orig[nated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles,
viz:
An act to incorporate the Garland Coal, Oil, and Mining Company

e,

of Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of Margaret Garner, a pauper idiot of Rus-

on,

sell county;
An act for the benefit of F. B. Huston, late sheriff of Union

nd-

county;
· An act for the preservation and production of quails and par-

ing

tridges in Mason county;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the city of Louisville," approved April 19th, 1873 ;
An act to amend an act, entitled ''An act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts relating to the charter of the town of Hart-

ent
' it
ey

te,
d
g

ford, in Ohio county;"
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to reduce the salary
of the toll-gate keeper on the Wilderness Turnpike , Road," approved
March 13th, 1872, and to authorize the county court of Laurnl county
to appoint a commissioner to make annual sale of the toll-gate on the
Madison Bran~h of the Wilderness Turnpike Road;
An act for the benefit of John Cravens, a pauper idiot;
An act to protect the bee-keeper::1 of Kentucky;
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to establish a11d maintain a graded free school in Harrodsburg, Kentucky;"
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend the charter
of the Harrodsburg Seminary," approved February 14th, 1873;
An act to re-enact ·and amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Highland Racing Park A;ssociation;"
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An act for the benefit of William T. Ward, of Muhlenburg county;
An act for the benefit of A. M. Adams, of Pulaski county;
An act to incorporate the Lebanon and Marion County Fair Company;
An act for the benefit of the Sulphur, Eminence, and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company, in the county of Henry;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act incorporating the Eliza ..
ville and Helena Turnpike Roa<l Company," approved 9th December,
]850;
An .a~t for the benefit of Merritt Maples, committee;
An act to create and establish an additional magistrates' and voting
district in the county of Lawrence;
An act to incorporate the Washington County Stock and Agricultural Society;
An act to amend an act to authorize the employment of a detective police hy the county of Bourbon;
An act to amend chapter 29 of the General Statutes, title" Crimes
aqd Punishments;"
An act to amend the charter of the town of Parksville, in Boyle
county, Kentucky;
An act to amend article 13, chapte1· 38, title "Executions," of the
General Statutes;
An act to incorpornte Hadensville Male and Female Seminary, in
Todd county;
An act for the benefit of' school district No. 23, Lyon county;
An act to incorporate Allensville Lodge, I. 0. G . S. and D. of S.;
An act to amend the charter of the city of Covington, 'Kentucky;
An act to incorporate the Paducah Murphy Hall Association;
An a ct to incorporate the Somerset and Caintown Turnpike Road
Company;
An act to ii1eorporate the Citizens' Bank;
An act incorporating the Farmers' Deposit Bank, at Franklin;
An act to re-enact and amend an ·act, entitled "An act to incurpo·
rate the Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel Road Company, and
charter the Paducah and Clark's River Gravel Road Company;"
An act to inco1'. porate the Glencoe and Sugar Creek Turnpike Com·
pany, in Gallatin county;
An act to incorporate the town of Franklinton 1 in Henry county;
An act for the benefit of John Jordon, an idiot of Lawrence
county;
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An act to amend the charter of Elizabethtown, so as to authorize
the board of trustees of Elizabethtown to issue bonds, and fund the
present bonded debt of said town _;
An act to incorporate the Classical and Business College of Not·th
Middletown, Bom-bon county ;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
Clintonville and Thatcher Mill Turnpike Road Company;"
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Hills City Turnpike
Road Company, approved March 21, 1870;
An act to incorporate Fulton and Hickman County Hunting Club;
An act to amend an act, entitled '' An act to incorporate a company to turnpike a road from Shelbyville, in Shelby county, to Taylorsville, in Spencer county;"
An act to incorporate the Howard's Lower Creek and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend chapter 18, General Statutes," Common Schools;"
An act to regulate the a~vertising of real estate under· execution
sales for State and county taxes , sales under decrees or judgments,
and to regulate the compensation therefor;
An act to impose a tax on shares of stoc'J{ in National Banks in
tbis Commonwealth;
An act to amend the charter of the town of Louisa;
An act authorizing G. M. Kittinger, constable of Muhlenburg
county, to appoint a deputy to assist him in his official duties;
An act to repeal ~n act to amend an act, entitlerl ".An act to incr·ease the jurisdiction of quarterly courts in Hickman and other
counties;"
An act for the benefit ·of R. A. Mitchell, of Montgom~ry county;
An act to establish a sinking fund for Washington county, and
prescribe the duties of the commissioners thereof;
An act to authorize the board of trustee::i of Springfield to appro·
priate moneys from the town treasnry to Washington county;
An act for the benefit of J . F. Reed, late sheriff, and hi::i sureties on
his revenue bond for the revenue due from Estill county for the year
1876;

An act for the benefit of W. _S. Hawkins;
An act amending the charter of the town of Franklin, Simgson
county, and amendments thereto;
An act to amend chapter 94 of thl_l General Statutes;
An act for the benefit of Spencer county;
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An act for the benefit of W. C. Wynns, of Webster county;
An act to charter Litt.le Spring Academy, of Simpson county;
An act for the benefit of the PariB and Ruddie's Mill Turnpike
Road Company;
An act to further extend the corporate limits of the town of Greenville;
An act to amend section 19, chapter 42, of the General Statutes;
An act to charter the South Fork Turnpike Road Company;
An act in aid of common school district No. 8, Lyon county;
An act in aid of common school district No. 4, Cumberland county;
An act for the benefit of John B. Plummer, sheriff of Simpson
county;
An act for the benefit of James R. Dean, school commissioner
of Lawrence coupty;
An act for the benefit of the circuit clerk of Crittenden county;
An act to authorize the Secretary of State to furnish certain officers of Breathitt county with certain public books;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate Columbia
Christian College;"
An ~ct to incorporate the Covington and Ludlow Junction Railroad Company;
An act for the benefit of the sureties of C. M. Pack, sheriff of Martin county;
An act to establish a normal school;
An act to incorporate subordinate Granges;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to define and punish certain trespasses;"
Ad ~ct to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to incorporate the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholasville Turnpike Road
Company;"
An act for the benefit of Hiram Stanfield, of Whitley county;
·. An act amending the charter of the Simpson Agricult~ral and
Mechanical Association, approved January, 27th, 1868;
An act tor the benefit of Richard Wathen, sheriff of Marion county;
An act to authorize John R. Ford to erect a mill-dam across Nolin
river, in Edmonson county;
An act for the benefit of Hiram T. Warder, sheriff of Lewis county;
An act to empower executors, administrators, and guardians to
compromise with counties and cities when in default in the payment
of their bonded debt;
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An act to incorporate the Ohio River and Pound Gap Railway
Company;
An act to amend the general turnpike law of Henry county;
An act to abolish the common pleas court in Muhlenburg and
Butler counties;
An act to incorporate the State Street Church of Colored Baptists,
in Bowling Green, Kentucky;
An act to authorize the collection of tolls in certain cases on the
Georgetown and Dry Ridge Turnpike Company;
An act to incorporate the Stanton and Levy Turnpike Road Company;
An act for the benefit of Jo se ph M. Davidson, late sheriff of Floyd
county;
An act for the benefit of P. A. Oline, late sheriff of Floyd county;
An act for the benefit of J. N. Culton and others, of Jackson
county;
An act to incorporate the Harrison. County Mutual Insurance Company;
An act for the benefit of A. T . Keen ;
An act to regulate the payment of claims on the Treasury;
An act to provide for the redemption of real estate sold under an

ar-

r-

d

order or judgmynt of a court;
An act to amend an act , e ntitled "An act to incorporate the Mt.
Sterling Coal Road Company;"
An act to re-district Pulaski county;
An act to create an additional magistrates' district in Shelby county;
An act for the benefit of J.C . Johnston, circuit court clerk, an'd T.
L. Goheen, jr., county court clerk, of Marshall county;
An act to authorize the county court of Pulaski county to levy
and collect an ad valorem tax for county purposes;
An act to repeal section 4 of an act, entitled "An act to authori7.e
the ,Boyd county _court to purchase the Ashland and Catlettsburg
Turnpike," approved March 18, I 876;
An act to incorporate the Polytechnic Society of Kentucky;
An act for the appropriation of money;
An act for the .benefit of school district No. 9, Marshall county;
An act to aid school district No. 13, Bourbon county;
An act for the benefit of A. T. Keen, of Pulaski co'unty;
A~ act for the benefit of Louisa Lawhorn, of Clinton county;
An act to regulate the sale of s pirituous, vinous, and malt Iiquo1·s
in the county of Greenup;

I
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An act for the benefit of James E. Brown, late sheriff of Robertson county;
An act to charter the Empire, Clarksville, and Nashville Railroad
Company;
'

'

An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to amend ·and revise
the cha1·ter of the town of Millersburg, Bourbon county;"
Resolution authorizing the sale or exchange of unserviceable cannon and small arms;
Resolution to extend ses:3ion to 5 o'clock, P. M.;
And enrolled hills and resolutions, which originated in the Senate,
of the following titles, viz:
An act to authorize Amanda Pile to be received into and maintained in the Central ot· Western Lunatic Asylum, without cost to
her husband, l:3aac Pile;
An act for the benefit of Warren Smith, late sheriff of Bullitt
county;
An act to prevent bogs from running at large along the line of
the Dutch Ridge and Germantown and Bridgeville Turnpike Road
Company, in Bracken county;
An act for the benefit of John E . Goudy, of Taylor county;
An act to amend the revenue laws of this Commonwealth;
An act to authorize the county judge of Hardiq county to order
an election for trustees in the town of Elizabethtown;
An act to authorize the county court of Knox county to issue
bonds to raise money to pay off the outstanding bonds of said county issued under and by virtue of an act approved January 26, 1871;
An act to prevent. intoxication of county officers of this Commonwealth;
An act for the benefit of John Lay, sheriff of Knox county;
An act prescribing the duties of the county court of claims of
Bracken county, in relation to turnpike roads in said county;
An act for the benefit of B. F. Wormack; sheriff of Greenup
county;
An act to amend chapter 56 of the General Statutes, title "Incorporated Companies;"
An' act to amend an act to charter the South Carrollton Male and
Female Academy;
An act to charter the Lebanon and Campbellsville Railroad Com-

pany;
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An act to provide for the improvement of the navigation of the
Kentucky river;
An act to regulate tolls on the turnpike and gravel roads in this
Commonwealth, and to impose a penalty for excessive and illegal
charges;
An act to change and regulate the time of holding criminal courts
in the 14th judicial district;
An act to amend the charter of the Carrollton and Eagle Creek
Turnpike Road Company;
An act to define the corporate limits of the town of Lovelace ville,
in Ballard county;
An act to amend part 3, section S, of an act to amend and
reduce into one the several acts organizing and regulating the Lunatic Asylums of this State, approved March 20, 1876;
An act for the benefit of John A. Webb, of Russell county;
An act·for the benefit of the Farmers and Traders' Bank of Shelbyville, Shelby county, Kentucky;
An act for the benefit of William Durrett, of Taylor county;
An act to authorize the cities of Newport and Covington to contract for a joint supply of water;
An act to incorporate Hepburn Lodge, No. 576, Free and Accepted Masons, Martinsburg, Elliott county, Kentucky;
An act to repeal an act, entitled '' An act for the benefit of
keepers of ferries in Campbell county," appl'Oved February 25, 1876;
An act. for the benefit of Cyrus Hanks and M. T. Garnett, late
cir'c uit court clerks of Carroll county;
An act for the benefit of the sheriff of Daviess c·ounty;
An a-ct for the beneiit of J. H. Swift, late sheriff of Calloway county,
and his sureties;
An act for the benefit of J. H. Davis, late sheriff of Ballard county;
An act for the benefit of James W. Smith;
An act to change the times of holding the criminal court in Carroll county;
An act for the benefit of Martha Hope, of Ohio county;
An act to incorpornte the Troy Real Estate Company;
An aet for the benefit of S. L. Chevis, of Lexington, Kentucky;
An act to change the line between the counties of Bath and
Menifee;
An act changing the time af holding the Morgan and Elliott circuit courts iR the 13th judicial district;
H.
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish the county
of Leslie," approved March 30th, 1878;
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create a criminal
court in the 16th judicial district," approved March 10, 1876;
An act to incorporate the Carrollton and Worthville Turnpike
Road Company;
An act to allow William Blair to erect a mill-dam across Paint
creek;
An act incorporating the Mt. Sterling and Grassy Lick Turnpike
Road Company;
An act to change and regulate the time of holding the circuit
courts in the 14th judicial district;
An act to ·amend an act to incorporate the Athens and Wal nut Hil\
Turnpike Company, approved March 21, 1871;
An act for the benefit of Edwin Clarke Terrell, son of Thomas F .
Terrell, of McCracken county;
An act to provide for transfer of causes to and from the Campbell
circuit court;
An act to enable M. M. Teager, clerk of the Fleming county
court, to correct and perfect certain certificates made by his deputies
to deeds;
An act to legalize the orders of the Ballard county quarterly
court;
An act to incorporate the Greenup Mutual Savings Association;
An act to incorporate Court Fleetwood, No. 26, Independent Order
of Foresters, of Frankfort, Kentucky;
An act to incorporate the town of Bardwell;
Resolution in regard to Breckinridge monument;
;Resolution to appoint Assistant Enrolling Clerks;
Resolution regarding the porter of the Quarter-Master General
and the Bureau of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics;
Resolution authorizing the Governor to cause the name of Lieutenant John J. Crittenden to be inscribed on the battle monument in the
Frankfort Cemetery;
And had found the same truly enrolled.
Whereupon the Speake1· affixed his signature thereto,
Ordered, That Mr. Oatts inform the Senate thereof.
.Mr. Spalding offered the following resolution, viz:
Resolved, That the thanks of the members of this House are due, and
-are '"hereby tendered, to the Speaker, fol' the able and impartial manne1· in
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which he has presided over our deliberations dul'ing the present session
of the General Assembly.
Which was twice read and adopted.
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Mr. Hamilton offered the following resolution, viz:
R esolved, That the thanks of this House are due to T. G. Poore, Chief
Clerk, E. Polk Johnson, James E. Stone, Charles Haydon, and Isaac Wingate, Assistant Clerks, for the faithful, prompt, and cour~eous manner in
which they have severally di scharged . their very arduous and laborious
duties during the present session.
Which was twice read and adopted.
.Mr. Buie offered the following resolution, viz :
Resolved, That the thanks of this House be tendered to the Sergeantat-Arms and other attaches of this House, for the efficient manner in
which they have discharged their dutiee.
Which was twice read and adopted.
A message was received from the Senate, announc.ing that they
had received official information that the Governor had approved and
signed sundry enrolled bills and resolutions, which originated in the
Senate, of the following titles, viz:
.
An act for the benefit of the Farme1·a and Traders' Bank of
Shelbyville, Shelby con nty.
An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act for the benefit of the
keepers of fe1-ries in Campbell county," approved February 25th,
1B76.
An act for the benefit of James W. Smith.
An act for the benefit of William Durrett, of Taylor county.
An act ·t o regulate tolls on the turnpikes and gravel roads in this
Commonwealth, and to impose a penalty for excessive and illegal

charges .
An act to change and regulate the time of holding criminal courts
in the fourteenth judicial district, amendatory of an act, entitled
"An act to establish a criminal court in the fourteenth judicial dis·
trict," approved .March 13th, 1B76.
An act for the benefit of John A. Webb, of Russell county.
An act to amend the charter of Carrollton and Eagle Creek Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend part 3, section B, of an act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts organizing and regulating the Luna.t ic Asylums of this State, approved March 20th, 1876.
An act to define the corporate limits of the town of Lovelaceville,
in Ballard county.
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An act to authorize the cities of Newport and Covington to contract for a joint supply of water.
An act to allow William Blair to erect a mill-dam across Paint
creek.
An act for the benefit of B. F. Warnock, sheriff of Greenup
county.
An act for the benefit of J. H. Davis, late sheriff of Ballard
county.
An act to amend chapter 56 of the General Statutes, title '' Incorporated Companies."
An act for the benefit of Cyrus Hanks and M. T. Garnett, late circuit court clerks of Carroll county.
An act to incorporate the town of Bardwell, in Ballard county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to charter the South
Carrollton Male and Female Academy. "
I
An act to enable M. M. Teager, clerk of the Fleming county court,
to correct and perfect certain certificates made by his deputies to
deeds.
An act to amend an act to incorporate the Athens· and Walnut Hill
Turnpike Company, approved March 21st, 1871.
' An act to change and regulate the time of holding the circuit
courts in the fourteenth judicial ·d istrict.
An act prescribing the duties of the county court of claims of
Bracken county in relation to turnpike roads in said county.
An act to legalize the orders of the Ballard county quarterly court,
An act to provide for the transfer of causes to and from the Camp
bell circuit and chance1·y courts.
An act for the benefit of Edwin Clarke Terrell, son of Thomas F .
Terrell, of McCracken county.
An act to incorporate Hepburn Lodge, No. 5'76, Free and Accepted
Masons, Martinsbur·g, Elliott county, Kentucky.
An act to charter the Lebanon and Campbellsville Railroad Company.
Resolution authorizing the Governor to· cause the name of Lieut ,
John J. Crittenden to be insc1·ibed on the battle monument in Frankfort Cemetery.
Resolution in relation to the Breckinridge monument.
An act for the benefit of J. H. Swift, la,te sheriff of Calloway
county, and his sureties,
4
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An act for the benefit of the sheriff of Daviess county.
An act to incorporate Cou1·t Fleetwood, No. 26, Independent
Order of Foresters, of Frankfort, Kentucky.
An act incorporating the Mt. Sterling and Grassy Lick Turnpike
Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Carrollton and Worthville Turnpik!') Road
Company.
An act to incorporate the Greenup Mutual Savings Association.
An act to change the time of holding the criminal court in Carroll
county.
An act to incorporate the Troy Real Estate Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create a criminal court
in the 16th judicial district,'' approved March 10th, 1876.
An act to change the line between the counties of Bath and Menifee.
An act for the benefit of Mal'tha Hope, of Ohio county.
An act to change the time of holding the Morgan and Elliott circuit courts, in the 13th j udici_a l district.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to establish the county of
Leslie," approved March 30, 1878.
An act for the benefit of S. L. Chevis, of Lexington, Kentucky.
An act for the benefit of John E. Goudy, of Taylor county.
An act to provide for the improvement of the navigation of the
Kentucky river.
An act to amend the revenue laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
An act to authorize Amanda Pile to be received into and maintained
in the Central or Western Lunatic Asylum, without cost to her husband, Isaac Pile.
An act for the benefit of Warren Smith, late sheriff of Bullitt
county .
An act to prevent hogs from running at large along the line of the
Dutch Ridge and Germantown and Bridgeville Turnpike Road, in
Bracken county.
An act to authorize the county judge of Hardin county to order an
election for trustees in the town of Elizabethtown.
An act to empower the president and directors of the Bank~\ Shelbyville, upon certain conditions, to reduce the capital stock of said
bank, and to legalize all purchases of said bank heretoforn made by
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the president and directors of said bank for the purpose of redeem.
ing the capital stock thereof.
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An act to incorporate the Newport Printing and Newspaper Company.
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An act to pay Hiram T. Warder, and the family of John Ruggles,
deceased, the reward heretofore offered for the arrest of Jesse Underwood, a fugiti\·e from justice.

.A

}
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An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the town
of Fulton, in Fulton county," approved February 8th, 1872.

to 1
un<

An act for the benefit of James M . Tucker, Thomas Allen, Henry
Hudson, and R . A . Crump, of Warren county.

mo

An act to incorporate the Mt. Sterling Library Association.
An act to authorize the erection of a school building in colored
school district No. 1, in Ohio county, and to levy a tax therefor.
An act giving H. L . Nelson 1 late sheriff of Robertson county, the
further time of two years to collect the uncollected taxes and fee
•
bills due to him, and to distrain for the same.
An act to amend the charter of the city of Newport.

te
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An act to amend chapter 92, General Statutes, title "Revenue and
Taxation."
An act to incorporate the Newport, Alexandria, and Brooksville
Narrow Gauge Railw~y Company.

G

An act to authorize the trustee of common school district No. 50,
in Mason county, to levy and collect a tax for the erection of school
buildings.

p

An act to prevent intoxication of judges, clerks, and Commonwealth's Attorneys in this Common wealth.

h
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An act for the benefit of J. H. Davis, of Ballard county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act for the propagation and
protection of food-fishes in the waters of Kentucky," approved March
20th, 1876.
An act to amend the charter of the Shelby Railroad Company.
An act to repeal the provisions of chapter 134, entitled "An act to
provide foi· the registration of marriages, births, and deaths," approved January 31, 1874, so far as same apply to clergymen .
An act to amend the charter of the Kentucky Central Railroad
Company.
An act to provide for counting the vote for calling a Constitutional
Convention.
An act for the benefit of John W. Bronaugh, of Jessamine county.'
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An act to incorporate the Bowling Green Library Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Maysville and Lexington
m-

es,
ern

ry

Railroad Company, Southern Division.
An act for the benefit of Henry Stanberry, Wm. 0. P. Bt·eckinridge,
and B. F. Buckner.
An act for the benefit of John Lay, sheriff of Knox county.
An act to authorize the county court of Knox county to issue bonds
to raise money to pay off the outstanding bonds of said county issued
under and by virtue of an act approved January 26th, 1871.
An act to prevent intoxication of county officers of this Commonwealth.
Resolution authol'izing the Enrolling Clerks to employ two competent assistants during the remainder of the session .
Resolution relating to the duties of the porter of the Quarter-Master General's office.
Resolution extending the session to 5 o'clock, P. M.
Resolution extending the session of the General Assembly until

d

tl
h

9 o'clock, P. M .
Resolution requesting our Senators and Representatives in Congress to urge the passage of an act appropriating money from the
General Government for the improvement of the rivers in the State
of Kentucky.
Resolution in relation to the election of a Keeper of the Kentucky
Penitentiary.
_'\. message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had passed a joint resolution in relation to the extension of the present session of the General Assembly.
The House took up said resolution for consideration.
Mr. Cooke moved to amend said resolution by inserting 9 o'clock
instead of 10.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said amendment,
it was decided in the affirmative.
Said resolution, as amended, was then twice read and adopted.
Mr. Shelburne offered the following resolution, viz:
.Inasmuch as the court-house will be in use,
Resolved, That this Hall be allowed to be used by the temperance
organization Saturday night.
Which was read and adopted.
A message was received from the Governor, by Hon. J. Stoddard
Johnston, Secretary of State, announcing that he had approved and
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signed sundry enrolled bills, which originated in the House of Representatives, of the following titles, viz:
An act to incorporate the town of Franklinton, in Henry county.
An act to incorporate the Stanton and Levy Turnpike Road Com.
pany.
An act to incorporate the State Street 'church of Colored Baptists, in Bowling Green.

An act to abolish the court of common pleas in Muhlenhurg and
Butter counties.
An act for the benefit of Richard Wathen, sheriff of Marion
county.
An act to incorporate the Howard, Lower Creek, and Kentucky
River Turnpike Road Company.
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An act to incorporate the Ohio River and Pound Gap Railway
Company.
An act to amend the general turnpike law of Henry county.
An act to incorporate subordinate Granges.

An act to repeal an act, entitled "An act to amend an act to incorporate the Danville, Lancaster, and Nicholasville Turnpike Road
Company."
I,

An act for the benefit of the sureties of C. M. Pack, sheriff of
Martin county.
An act to establish a normal school.
An act for the benefit of J. N. Culton and others, of Jackson
county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate a company to turnpike a road from Shelbyville, in Shelby county, to Taylorsville, in Spencer county."
An act to authorize the collection of tolls in certain cases on the
Georgetown and Dry Ridge Turnpike Company.
An act to re-dist1·ict Pulaski county.
An act to amend the charter of the Simpson Agricultural and
Mechanical Association, approved January 27th, 1868.
An .act for the benefit of P. A. Cline, sheriff of Pike county.
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to define and punish c«;irtain trespasses."
An act to auth01·ize John R. Ford to erect a mill-dam across
Nolin river, in Edmonson county.

L '

An act for the benefit of Hiram Stanfield, of Whitley county.
An act for the benefit of Jos. M. Davidson, late sheriff ,of Floyd
county.
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An act to incorporate the Kentucky Classical and Business College, of North Middletown, Bourbon county .
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Hill,;
City Turnpike Road Company," approved March 21st, 1870.
An act to regulate the advertising of real estate under execution
sales for State and county taxes, sales under decrees or judgments,
and to regulate the compensation therefor.
An act to incorporate the Fulton and Hickman Counties Hunting
Club.
An act for the benefit of A. T. Keen.
An to regulate the payment of claims on the Treasury.
An act to amend the charter of the town of Louisa.
An act to amend chapter 18, General Statutes," Common Schools."
An act authorizing G. M. Kittinger, constable of Muhlenburg
county, to appoint a deputy to assist him in his official duties.
An act to repeal an act to amend an act, entitled "An act to increase the jurisdiction of quarterly courts in Hickman and other
counties."
An act to impose a tax on shares of stock in national banks in this
Commonwealth.
An act for the benefit of IL A. Mitchell, of Montgomery county.
An act for the benefit of John Jordon, an idiot of Lawrence county.
An act to amend the charter of the town . of Beattyville, and to
reduce into one the several acts in relation thereto .
An act to incorporate the Somerset and Caintown Turnpike Road
Company.
An act to re-enact and amend an act, entitled "An act to incorporate the Paducah, Benton, and Murray Gravel Road Company,
and chartet· the Paducah and Clark's River Gravel Road Company."
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act for the benefit of the
Clintonville and Thatcher's Mill Turnpike Road Company."
An act providing for the redemption of real estate sold under an
order or judgment of a court.
An act to empower executors, administrators, and guardians to
compromise with counties and cities when in default in the payment
of their bonded debts.
An act for the benefit of Hirnm T. Warder, sheriff of Lewis
. county.
An act to incorporate the Glencoe and Sugar Creek Turnpike
Company, Gallatin county.

,
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An act for the benefit of the Paris and Ruddie's Mill Turnpike
Road Company.
An act to further extend the corporate limits of the town of Greenville.
An act for the benefit of W . S. Hawkins.
An act for the benefit of J. F. Reed, late sheriff, and his sureties on his revenue bond for the revenue due from Estill county for
the year 1876.
An act amending the charter of the town of Franklin, Simpson
county, and amendments thereto .
An act to authorize the board of trustees of Springfield to appropriate moneys from the town treasury to Washington county.
An act for the benefit of Spencer county.
An act to amend section 19, chapter 42, of the General Statutes.
An act to amend chapter 94 of the General Statutes.
An act to establish a sinking fond for Washington county, and
prescribe the duties of the commissioners thereof.
An act to charter Little Spring Academy, of Simpson county .
An _a ct to incorporate the Covington and Ludlow Junction Railroad Company.
An act for the benefit of W . C. Wynns, of Webster county.
An act to charter the South Fork Turnpike Road Company.
An act to incorporate the Paducah Murphy Hall Association.
An act to incorporate Allensville Lodge, I. o. ·q. S. and D. of S.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to incorporate the Mt.
Sterling Coal Road Company."
An act incorporating the Farmers' Deposit Bank at Franklin.
· An act to incorporate the Harl'ison County Mutual Insurance Company.
An act to incorporate the Citizens' Banlc
An act to amend the chal'te1· of the city of Covington. ·
An act to amend chapter 29 of General Statutes, title " Crimes
and Punishments."
An act to amend an act to authorize the employment of a detective police by the county of BouJ'bon .
An - act to incorporate Hadens\·ille Male and Female Seminary,
in Todd county.
An act to amend article 13, chapter 38, title "Executions," of the
General Statutes .
An act for the benefit of school district No. 23, Lyon county.
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An act to amend the charter of the town of Park:Sville, in Boyle

Green-

county, Kentucky.
Resolution authorizing the sale or exchange of unserviceable can-

surety for
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non and small arms.
An act to authorize the people of Lagrange and Westport voting
precincts, in Oldham county, to vote a tax for the purpose of building turnpike roads in said precincts.
An act to establish an in:Stitution of learning in the town of
Corinth, in Grant county, Kentucky, to be known as the Corinth
Academy.
An act to authorize the county court of Washington county to levy
and provide for the collection of a tax to discharge an indebtedness
created for the benefit of said county, and to pay saill indebtedness.
An . act declaring Red Lick Fork of Station Camp creek, in Estill
county, a navigable stream .
·
An act to amend an act, entitled "An act to create a court of
common pleas in the counties of Boyle, Garrard, Lincoln, Marion,
Mercer, Rockcastle, and Washington," approved March 6th, 1876.
An act for the benefit of John Gooden, of Bell county.
An act for the benefit of Mrs. Rosa Haas, of Louisville.
An act to incorporate the town of Lewisburg.
An act to incorporate the town of Bristow, in Rowan county.
An act to amend and supplement an act, entitled "An act in relation to the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky, and
to provide for the future management and location thereof."
An act to alter and establish the line between the counties of Scott
and Harrison.
An act for the benefit of Frank Muth.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to protect game and
small birds, and to prevent trespass," approved March 11th, 1876.
An act for the benefit of the H_eadquarters and Steele's Run
Turnpike Road Company.
An act to amend an act, entitled" An act to confer on quarterly
courts jurisdiction of misdemeanors in certain · cases," approved
March 18th, 1876.
An act for the benefit of A . Gold-s tein.
An act to authorize the trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church
at Campbellsburg, Henry county, to sell said chu(ch lot and all appurtenances thereunto belonging.
An act fixing the compensation of the clerk of the Jefferson circuit court.

/
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A message was received from the Senate, announcing that they
had completed the business before them, and that they were now
ready to adjourn sine die; and that· they had appointed a committee, to act in conjunction with such committee as may be appointed
by this House, to wait upon the Governor, and ascertain whether
he had any further communication to make.
Mr. 0. T . Allen moved that a committee be appointed to wait upon
the Senate, and inform them that this House, having completed the
business before them, were now ready to adjourn sine die; and that
said committee, in conjunction with a similar committee upon the
part of the Senate, be instructed to wait upon the Governor, and
ascertain whether he had any further communication to make to this
General Assembly.
And the question being taken on the adoption of said mo.tion, it
was decided in the affirmative.
Whereupon, the Speaker appointed Messrs. 0. T. Allen, Cooke,
and Spalding said committee.

,.,

Said committee retired, and, after a time, returned and reported
that they had discharged the duty assigned, and were informed by
the Governor that he harl no further communication to make.
Whernupon, at 9 o'clock, P. M., after having delivered a brief
address, the Speaker declared that, under the joint resolution hereto
fore adopted by both Houses, this House is adjourned sine die.
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956
297
638
422
904

554
218
684

Alexander College ...see Association.
Alexandria-see Court, circuit.
Allen, C. T., added to the Committee on Count.y Courts__________________________
added to Committee on Penitentiary ________________________ _: ____ _

Allen, Tbomas-see Tucker, JRmes M.
Allen, Willi,im S., late sheriff of Breathitt county, biU-for tbe benefit of---·-·-----

418

Allen county-sec Grahnm, Wm. E.
-see Reed, Ce 11 •
Allensvi Ile-see Road, turnpike.
Al!ensville Lod~e-see Lodge.
Allensville voting precinct-see Todd county.

573

Amsden, J. and Co.-see Bank.

1187

555
976

ll,
1507

171
83
573

Alton-see Road, turnpike.
American Legal Aid Society-see Society.

1291

101

Allen, J. P., appeared and took his seat _____ ------ ____ ---- ··----------· ____ ____
added to Committee on Retrenchment and Reform _________________ _

800

Anchorage-see Town.
Anderson county, bill to authorize the Common 8]bool Commissioner or, to correct
the report of bie predecessor, &c. ___ ___ ---· ________ ·--- ____ ____
-se.e Line.
-see School.
Anderson county court-see Court 1 county , of Anderson,
Anderson County Deposit Bank-see Brrnk.
Anderson and Madison county courts-see Court, county, of Anderson and }!adisor,
Antioch-see Town.

,

81-l

(
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Appeal of W. C. Owens from decision of the Chair----------------------------970
Appraised-see Re11l estate.
Arlington-see Town.
Arms furnisbed General Government-see Resolution, joint.
Armstrong, James H., sheriff aud collector of Carter county, bill for the benefit of, 408,
782, 787

Arsenal, in Frankfort, act regUlnting the employee at the ________ • 787, 1219, 1263, 1293
Asher Lodge-see Lodge.
Ashland-see City.
Ashland and Catlettsburg Turapike~see Court, county, of Boyd,
Assessor-see Garrard conn ty.
-see Harrison county,
-see Livingston county.
As~ocintion, Benefit-see Lodge.
Boyd County Fair, bill to incorporate the---~---- 183 1 215 1 238, 288 1 306
C11rroll County Fair, bill for the benefit of the. ____ 1210 1 1215, 1264, 1298
Catlettsburg Library, act to incorpornte the _________ 714, 1295 1 1320, 1358
Central Kentucky Te11.chers', use of House tendered ~he______________
297
Christi11n, of the Women of Louisville, act to 11mend 11.ct to incorporate
the __________________________________________ 535 1335 1369, 1403
1

1

Colored Orphans' Aid, of Louisville, 11ct to incorpor11te the, 1255 1 1417, 1437 1
1!85
Eminence Agricultural and Mechan ical, in Henry county, act to amend
act to incorporate the ______________________________________ 946, 1419
I

Endowment of Alexander College, of Burkeville, Cumberland county,
act to incorporate the _____________________________ 670, 911 963
1

1

976

and Fair, Harrodsburg Trotting, bill to incorporate the______________ 1386
Fair, near Paducah, act to incorporate the ____________ 872, 910 1 962 1 976
Greenup Mutual Savings, act to incorporate the, 1073, 1250, 1277, 1498, 1501
B igbland Racing Park, act to 'r e-ens.ct and amend an act to incorporate
the____________________ ____________________________ 1386, 1417, 1491
J obn C. Bre,~kin ridge Monument, bill incorporating the __ 699, 734 1 765, 781
Kentucky State Dental, 11ct to amend act to incorporate the __ 1365, 1394,
1420, 1438, 1469

Kentucky Widows' and Orphans' Relief, bill to incorpornte the, 774, 129(>,
1319, 1359
/I

Louisville Underwriters'~see fnsurunce Company, Lonisville.
Masonic MutuAl Benefit, of' Maysville, bill to amend act te incorpor11te
the . ________________________________ --,---- ______ 713, 880, 930, 939
Maysville and Mason Conn ty Historical and Scientific, act to incerporate the . ________________________________________ 408, 649, 674, 735
Mechanics' Building and Loan, of Lexington, bill to incorporate the,

798 1
893 I 930 I 938
Mt. Sterling Library, act to incorporate the _______ 1073, 1393, 1452, 1502

MutuRl Benefit, of the West Virginia Conference of the M. E. Church,
South, net to amend act to incorporate the _ ______ __________ ______

432

National Mutual Benefit, bill to incorporate the. __ __ 1333, 1364 1 1406, 1437
P11ducRb Murphy Hall, act to incorporate the ________ 671, 1418 1 1492, 1506
Pendleton Agricultural and Mechanical, net to incorporate the, 715, 1032,
1090, 1112

INDEX.
970

1108,

787
293
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Asrnciittion, Shareholders', of Smith's Grove College, act to incorporate the, 730, 1108,
1131, 1150
Simpson Agricultural and Mechanical, act nmending the charter of the, 225,
1418, 1483, 1494, 1504
State Agriculture.I, Mecbe.nice.l, Zoologice.1, e.nd Bot11.nice.l , act to incorporate the _______________________ 1216, 1259, 1309, 1310, 1369, 1406
Wood land Cemetery, of Ve.ncebnrg, in Lewis county, bill to incorporate
the __________________________________________ 1073, 1173, 1193, 1218
Young Men's Christ ian, of Louisville, act to incorporate the, 681, 1307, 1348,
1360
Assuranct' Fund, Preshyteri,10 Mutual, act to amend act to incorpornte the, 1065, 1364,
1406, 1437
-see Presbyterian Mutual Assurance Fund.
Asylum, Oen trnl Luna.tic, bill for the benefit of the ______________ 912, 1314, 1381, 1404
Central or Western Lunatic-see Pi le, Amanda.
Coropnny, Germnn Protestant Orphan, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 729,
911 j 963, 976
SL .Joseph's Orphan, of Campbell county, act to incorporate the, 237, 477 1 488,.
621
Western Lunatic, bill for the benefit of ___________ '... _______ 1217, 1315, 1382, 1404
Western Lun atic, at Hopkinsville, bill fo,: the benefit of the _________ .____
699 ·

06
98
58
97
03
7,
5
9

6
6

6

Asylums, Lunntic, bill to amend act to amend find reduce into one the several acts
orga.nizing and regulnting the ____ ____________ ____ 1259, 1313, 1382 1 1403
Lunatic, bill to amend part 3 of section 8 of an act to amend and reduce
into one the severn l acts, or,raniz in g and r~gulating the, 1442, 1476, 1497, 1499
LunRtic, report of committee nppointed to visit the_____ _______________
674
Athens nnd Walnut Hill-see Road, turnpike.
Atki_ns, Benjamin-see ·Roberts, John Henry.
Attachments-see R1tilroad Uoropnny.
Attorney General, report of on lotteries ___________ ----_______________________ _
7l
response of to resolution asking amount ex pended on Kentucky
river ____ ________ _______________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
,report of un the Kentucky, Green, and Barren rivers__ ________
-see Resolution .
-see Resolution, joint.
·Atto rneys, county, bill requiring to assist the Commonwealth's Attorneys in the cir-

795

76

cuit nnd criminal courts.------------------------- ---- 1123, 1477, 1488
- see Genern l Statute~.
Anburn-see Town.
Auditor, re'lnested to furnish statement of amount of public printing Rnd binding
executed by Pub Iic Printer_ ___________ -·--- _______________________ _
68
response of to resolution in regard to amount of expenditures for public
printing and binding _________ __________________ ____________ _____ _
169
response of to resolution asking for a statement or expenditures for the
improvement of the nnvigation of the Kentucky, Green and Barren

-

ri v~rs ------ - --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - --- ---- ------ ---------- ---response of to resalution of inquiry as to the ·sums paid on account of the
Quarter-Master General's Department. ____ ·--- ______________________ .
R.

R.-}55

383
555
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Bnnk,

Auditor, response of to resolution requesting information in reg-Rrd to the law under
which a tax wns collected from State and NRtional Banks. ___________ _
response of to reso lution in regard to cost of improving the locks and dams
on the rivers in this Commonwealth _______________________________ _

562
851

response of to resolution asking for information in regard to fees due by
the Clerk of the Court of Appeals and the Register of Land Office ____ _ 1019
response of to resolution Rsking amount due the St11.te by the Clerk of the
Court of Appenls and Register of Land Office _______________________ _
1136

response of to resolution asking for information in regRrd to issuing licenses
to insurance agents _____________________________________________ _
-see Sheriffs, defaulting.
Augusta-see City.
Augusta Rad Berlin-see Road, turnpike.

COi

BanH

1223

Augusta, Germantown, and Johnson's Junction-see Railron<l Company.
Bailey, J. IC, of Harlfln county, ·bill for tbe benefit of______________ 192,227,261,291
Bailey Mill-see Town.
Baker, W.W., sheriff of Perry county, bill for the benefit of·------------------- 1116
Ballard county, bill for lhe benefit of district No. 9, in ______________ 528, 799, 834, 869
-see Court of claims of Ballard.
-see Court, quarterly.
-see Davis, J. H.
-see Grundy, William Edwin.
-see M~yfield creek.
-see School.
-see Sheep rind dogs.
Ballard county court-s~e Court, county, of Ballard.
Ballardsville and Christiansbnrg-see Road, turnpike.
Bnnk, Anderson County Deposit, bill to incorporate the __________ 487, 578, 616, 636, .651
Citizens', act to incorporate the _________________________ 1094, 1415, 1492, 1506
Commercial, act to authorize the to go into liquidation aud wind up its affairs, 532,
553, 591, 604, 639

-,

Bsnk
Bank

Falls City Tobacco, of Louisville, bill to amend the charter of the __ 183, 214, 242
Farmers' Deposit, al Franklin, act incorporating the _____ 1265, 141 9, 1492, 1506
Farmers and Traders' of Shelbyville, act for the benefit of____ 1073, 1488, 1497, 1499
German Insurance, bill to nuthorize the to reduce its capital stock, 542, 578, 605, 651
German International, act to incorporate the ________ 1235, 1250, 1350, 1368, 1405
Bardin County, bill to incorporate the ______________ 882, 1007, 1072, 1091, 1124
of Adairville, Logan county, act to amend act to incorpornte the, 945, 1071, 1131,
1150

of Cyntbiana, act to amend act to incorporate the ___________ 907, 1122, !132, 1150
of Deposit, in the town of Grayson, Carter county, bill to amend act esrnblisb ing a------------------------- ____ -- ·---- ____________ '9 I 2, 1166, 1193, 1218

of Deposit, of Mayfield, act to incorporate the ________________ 590, 881, 930, 938
of J. A.msden & Co., of Versailles, bill to incorporate the, 177, 189, 326, 365, 386,
408

of J.B. and Charles GoodpRster & Co., of Owingsville, act incorporating the, 1066,
1!46, ll74, 1210

of Shelbyville, bill to empower the to reduce its capital stock, &c, 658, 1443, 1453
1

1501
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Bar
B~r

Bar

Ba~
Ba
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INDEX.

51
19

36
3
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Bank, People' s, net to amend act to establish the ____________________ 907, 951, 962, 975
People's Loan nnd Savin~s, of Louisville, hill to iucorpornte the ___________
844
SRviugs, of Louisville, act to amend act to cbarter the ________ 842, 910, 963, 976
SA.viugs, of Rnssellville, act to cb11rter tbe _________________ 577, 993, 1047, 108.7
BR n k bill ---- ---- ---- - --- ---- _--~-- -- ---- ------ ------ ------ ------ ---- ---610
Banks and other corporations a1,1thorized to loan money, act to regulA-te rates of discount ch1trged by _____________________________________________ 873, 898, 926, 965
BRnks in this Commonwealth, bill to regulate taxation upon the shares of__________ 1390
National, net to impose a tax on shares of stock in, 1216, 1273, 1417, 1483, 1493,
1505
State and Nntional-see Resolution.
Bnnk Lick-see Road, turnpike.
Bnnkrupt Law-specinl committee appointed on resolution in regard to repeal of___
118
-see R.esolution, joint.
Baptist Church of Mt. Olivet-see Cburch.
Barbee, Mllry C., of Taylor county, bill for the benefit of_ ___________________ 952, 1447
B,udstown-see Town .
-see Hunter, George W.
Bardwell-see Town.
Barnes, G. W., of Bnth county, act for the benefit of_ ____________ 423, 1259, 1294, 1305
Barren county- see Line.
-see Love, D.R.
Barrett, John P., late sheriff of Ohio county, act for the benefit of, 241, 331, 553, 631, 674,
735
Ba9e bnll p!A-yiug-see ~enton county.
Bnsham, J. M.-seeSmitb, Noah.
Bath county, bill to provide for the sett.lement of the bonded debt of, nod that portion of Menifee county taken from B>Lth county __________ 628, 640, 651
act to apply to, the provisions of nu act to authorize the county
courts of Nicholas ,rnd Bourbon counties to compel persons to keep
stock off public roads________________________________________

1142

-see Barnes, G. W.
-see Line.
-see Nesbitt, J. M.
-s• e School.
-see Sheriff.
--see Stl\ten, George.
-see Turner, John A.
Bath county court-see Court, county, of BRtk.
Bentt.yville-see Town.
Be11.ttyville and Miller's Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Beaver creek, act to declare n navignble stream from its mouth to the Forks or
Beaver and Otter creeks, in Wayne county------------------- 638, 1145, 1151 1 1175
Beaver Dam-see 'Pawn.
Bee-keepers, act to protect_ ______________________________ 471, 476, 1095 1 1419, 1491
Begley, G.D., of Lee county, bill for the benefit of ______ : ___ •--- 408, 1144 1 1174, 1194
Bell College-see Oollege.
Bell county, act to re-district and fix the voting places in the districts of said county----------------------------------------------- 547, 655, 674, 727

15Hi
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Bell county--see Gooden, ,John.
-see Line.
Belle Point-see Town.
Bellevue-see Town.

Boo

Benefit Association of the Grand Lodge of Kentucky-see Lodge.
Benjamin Grntz Park, of the city of Lexington, net to in corporate the, 257, 650, 705, 727
Benson-see Road, turnpike.
Benton-see Town.
Bergin-see To1vn.
Bergin, Providence, and Dngansville-see Road, turnpike.
Berlin-see Town.
Bnrry, Albert S., resolution of thanks to
Bethel Oollege-see Society, Neotrophia.n. -----------------·
Bethlehem--see Town.

--------------------

Boor
Boo
Bos
Bos
Bo
Bo
Bou
Bo

1097

Bethlehem and Fool Hollow-sec Road, turnpike.
Bible-see Oollege.
Big and Little Oaney ri,ers- see Caney rivers.
Big Barren river-see Shaw, John.

Bo
Bo

Big Eagle and Connorsville-see Road, turnpike.
Bigger, J. M., nominated for Speaker ________________________________________ _
Big Sandy, the Licking, the Kentucky, 'the Green, and Trndewnter _rivers, bill to
provide for the improvement of the ________________________________________ _
Big Sandy Valley-see Railways.
Birds-see Christian county.
small-see Game.
Birmingham-see Town, Marion,

6

385

Blackburn, Dr. L. P., resolution, joint, in relation to ________________ 685, 877, 931, 954
Blair, William, bill to allow to erect a mill-dam across Paint cree~, 1390, 1479, 1498, 1500
Bland silver bill-see Resolution, joint.
Blue Grass Manufacturing Comprrny , act to amend act to incorporR.te the__________
Blue Lick-see Road, turnpike.
B'nai B'rith-see Lodge.

213

Board of Health , State, bill to astablish a, and to provide for tlrn appointment of Loca 1

Bo
lio
Bo
Bo
Bo

Bo

Bo

Be
Be
Be

Boards of Hea ltl:J, and a Superintendent of Vital Statistics _______ ________ ___________ " 864, 1021, 1078 , 109 1, 1125
bill to amend act to establish a, and to provide for the ap .
pointment of Local Boards of Health, nnd a Superintend.
en t of Vital Statistics_______________________________ 1447
Bolling, R.R., & Co., bill for the benefit of ________ 1123, ll94, 1348, 1352, 1406 1420
1
Bonded indebtedness-s.ee Muhlenburg county.
Books, public-see Breathitt county.
-see Town, Independence.
-see Resolution.
Books, record-see Resolution.
Boom across Wolf creek-see Parsley, John.
Boon, Eli G.-see Brien, W. H.

B
B
B

E

E

,

Boone county, act to amend and repeal certain, sections of the stock law of, 181, 367, 418,
433, 455, 477, 519, 867, 930, 938

act to amend act relating to opening and repairing roads in, 648, 894, 929 ,
939

I
I
I

INDEX.
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Boone county-see Leach, Mrs. S. B.
-see Walton, John El,
Boone, Daniel-see Resolution, joint.

27

Booneville-see Town.
Boston Stntion-see Town.
Boswell, H. D., of Ohio county, bill for the benefit of _______ 0 ___ _ _______________

1447

Boundary-see Jefferson county.
Boundary line-see Line, boundary.
Bounty laws-:see Resolution, joint.
Bourbon county, act to amend act to authorize the employment of a detective police
by tbe ________________________________________________ 1492, 1506.
-see Court of claims.
-see Donaldson, Richard.
-see James, Samuel T.
-see Judge, county.
-see School district.
Bonrbon county court-See Court, county, of Bourbon.
Bowling Green-see City.
-see Town.
Bowling Green and Hadley-see Road, turnpike.
Bowling Green Library Uompn.ny, bill to incorporate the _________ 1124, 1387, 1452, 1503
Boyd, John-see Court, county, of Lyon.
Boyd, Hon. Robert, nominated for United Stntes Senn tor _______________________ _

190

Boyd county, act to crente and establish two additionRI mRgisterial and voting districts in ______________________________________ ·----- ____ 1066, 1258, 1293, 1306
Boyd and Carter counties, bill to repeal act to amend the road law of, so far as the
same relates to the county of Carter __________________________ ---- ____ -----Boyd county-see Asrnciation.
-see Carter county.
Boyd county court-see Court, county, of Boyd.
Boyle, . R., petition of ____________ _________ ----------------------------------

424
(

y

1113

Boyle county-see Court, circuit, of Boyle.
-see Court of common pleas.
-see Line.
-see Woodford and Boyle counties.
Boyle county court-see Court, county, of Boyle.
Bracken, Rct regulMiug the funding of the county debt of __________ 176, 214, 243, 292
Bracken county, act in relRtion to taking a vote on the question of license or no
license, and regulating the sale of liquors in __ 912, 1075, 1110, 1147
act to amend act in relation to official sales in~- 1066, 1187, 1221, 1244
-see Court of claims.
Bracken and other counties, act to amend act to prevent stock from running at large
in ______________________________________________________ 1296, 1334, 1406, 1420
Bracken county court-see Court, county, of Bracken.
Bradford's Landing and Washington Trace-see Road, turnpike.
Bragg, J. P., of Christian county, bill for the benefit of_ _________ ---- 486, 787, 807, 868
Brnnch Penitentiary-see Penitentiary.
Bmndenbnrg-see Town.
Brunn in, A. 0., petition -of ______________________________ ,, __ -------- ---- ----

297
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Brassfield, John B., late sheriff of Whitley county, bill for the benefit of, 657, 9~3, 1047,
1107

late sheriff of Whitley county, bill for the benefit of the sureties
of - -- -------------------- ---- __________ 882, 1205, 1221, 1264
Brassfield, J. 0.-see Haley, J. 0.
Breathitt county, act to authorize the Secretary of State to furnish certo.iu officers
of, with certain public books __________________________ 1480, 1494
- see Carpenter, Ste.pben.
- see Line.
.Breckinridge, John 0., act to aid in the erection of a monument over the grnve of, 703,

Busl
Bu t!

Cab
Uad

Cail
Cal

761, 951, 979, 1005

Breckinridge, Wm. 0. P.-see Stansbeny, Henry.
-see Hunt, F. K.
Breckinridge county-see Court, criminal, of Daviess.
-see Jolly, G. P.
- see Newson, R. S., and Dudley Haruilton.
-see Simons, Arad.
Breckinridge monument-see Resolution, joint.
Breedlove, J.P., act for the benefit of. __________________ 225, 1072, llOO, 11 3 1 1 1150

Ca
Ca
C
C

C

Bricklayers' Union, No. 4, of Louisville, act to amend the charter of the, 388, 951, 980,
1004

Brien, W. H., and Eli G. Boon, of Paducah, act for the benefit of, and to legalize
th eir election of trustees of the common schools _____________ 1094, 1123, 1132, 1150
Bristow-see Town.
Broadway Baptist-see Church.
Broadway Methodist Episcopal,. South-see Church.
Bronaugh, John W., of Jessamine county, bill for the benefit of, 426, 904, 1273, 1383,
1452, 1502

Bronston, Tbos. S.-see Secretary of State, Assistant.
Brooksville-see Town.
I
Brown, Joseph G., pay of___________________________________________________
Brown, J . E., late sheriff of Robertson county, act for the benefit of, 729, 1413, 1486,
Bryant Station and Briar Bill-see Road, turnpike.
Bryant, Amy Ann-see Steely, L. J.
Bryantsville-see Town.
Bryantsville and Sugar Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Buckley, John, of Bart county, bill for the benefit of------------~-------------Buckner, B. F.-see Stansberry, Henry.
Buie, Ben. F ., added to the OommitteA on Education____________________________
Bureau-see Insu ranee Bureau.
Bureau of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics, bill to allow cler ical assistanc_e
, to the ________________ ----------------------------·---- ______________ 1108,

/

104
1496

1146
180

1471

Bureau of Agriculture-see Resolution, joint.
Burlington-see Town.
Burton, George A., Me.thew Farmer, and Frankie Land, of Pulaski county, act for
the benefit of ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ··--- ---- ---- ------- -888
Burying Gronnd Oompnny-see Oxmoor Burying Ground Company .
Bush, Mrs. Cornelia, elected Stnte Librnrin.a _______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ___ ____ 268, 285

'

I

Ce
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Bush, T. J., nominated for SpeakeL----~-- ___________ _:-__ _________________ ____ 6, 13
7'
l07

1

added to tbe Oommittee on Printing-------------------------------

327

Butler county-see Oourt of common pleas.
-see Oourt of common pleas of Warren county.
-see Geary, Scott.
-see Hartis, V. F .
Oabin Oreek, Sand Hill, and Manchester-see Road, turnpike.

94

B

I'

5

Uadiz High-:-see School.
Cairo-see Town .
Caldwell county, act to erupow,er to create A. sinking fund, and to purchase its outstanding bonds ____________ ________________________ 64 7, 674, 726
A.Ct for tbe benefit of_ ________________________________ 646, 674, 726
--see Crittenden county.
Oaldwell, S. B., and L. D. Husb1rnds, bill authorizing the Register of the L1rnd
Office to issue patents upon certificates of entry to---------------------------Oaldwell, W. L., late sheriff of Boyle county, bill for the benefit of _____________ _

.

299
861

Oall of counties-see Resolution.
Galloway county-see l!Javes, John,
- see School distrir.t.
Oamdenville-see Road, turnpike.
-see Town.
Oampbell county, bill defining the duty of the sheriff and other officers executing an
original process in __________ ---· ____________ _______ .. ____ 324, 846
bill to amend act to incorporate the district of Cold Springs in, 432,
905 , 980, 1107

i,.ct to amend the severa l acts heretofore passed in relation to the
Jamestown magisterial district in, &c., 487, 553, 985, ll09, 1132, 1171
act to amend act to prevcu t stock from running at large in, 414, 656,
666, 705, 727

act relating to the eale of spirituous liquors to minors in, 907, 1015,
1084, 1093

bill to repeal act for the benefit of keepers of ferries in, 1365, 14 79,
1497, 1499

-see Court, circuit.
-see Courts, circuit aud chancery.
-see Stevens, J. J.
c..mpbellsburg Methodist Episcopal-see Church.
Oampbell, William M.., sheriff of Trigg county, act for the benefit of__ 192,267, 290,420,

430, 454

Campbellsville-see Town.
OampbellsviJle Oemetery Oompany-see Oemetery Oompany.
Oaney rivers, Big anJ Little, in Elliott county, act declaring navigable streams, 981, 1145,
1152, 1175

Cannon and small arms-see Resolution, joint.
OA.nton-see Town.
Oapital Lodge-see Lodge.
Carlisle-see Town.
Carlisle and Jackstown-see Road, turnpike.
Oarlisle Lodge-8ee Lodge.

,
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Carlisle and Sh,arpsburg-see Road, turnpike. •
Carpenter, Stephen, of Breathitt county, petition

Qf_____________________________

211

Carpenter, Stephen, of Breathitt county, bill for the ben efit of________ 42B, 932, 919, 10·05
Carriers, common, bill to enable to dispose of unclaimed freight nnd baggRge__ ____
863
Carr, Coleman, Riley Carr, and Wm. Carr-see Thrasher, Aaron.
Carroll county-see Oonrt, criminRI.
-see Ringo, Joseph P. •
-see Willows and small. trees.
Carroll County Fair-see Association.
Carrollton and Eagle Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Carrollton and Worthville-see Road, turnpike.

J

Central
Central
0ertific,
(Jessna,

0hargei
()hapm 1

0harite

Carter county, and those parts of the counties of Boyd find Elliott taken from Carter county, bill authorizing the to settle with \.he holders of the
bonds and coupons of interest execnted hy Carter county, in its
subscription to the cupitill stock or the Lexington and Big Sandy
Railroad Company ______________ ________________ 388, 393, 438 , 464
-see Boyd county.
-see Davidson, Landon.
- see Horten, William 0.
-see Tyree, Z. ·
Cnsey circuit court-see Com·t, circuit, of Casey.
Casey county-see Line.

0bangE
0batta
0heste1

0hev~l
0hevrs
Chevis

ChicaJ
CbrisV
Chris
Chris
Chris

-see Wilcher, Levi.
Oattlettsburg-see Town.
Oatleltsbnrg Library-see Association.
Cattle gllai·ds-see Railrnad companies.
Cnve City- see Town.
Cecil, Ezekiel, ne t for tee benefit of______________________________ 184 880 , 928, 938
7

Cemetery Company, Campbellsville, bHI to incorporate the_______________________

J 2 JO

Dutch Tract, act to incorpornte the· -----------------------713
~ighland, bill to amend act to incorporate the ____ 322, 39}, 430, 454
Lawreneebnrg, bill to incorporate the ___________ 366, 606, 640, 651

Chl'i
Ohris

l\Iachpelab, in Montgomery county, bill to amend th e charter

Chur

of tbe --------r----------------- ---------- 379, 715, 765 , 78 3
New Cf\stle, of New Castle, Henry connty, act to incorporate
the··----------------------------------- 787, 1209, 1220 1244
1
Persimmon Grove, in Campbell county, 1tet to incorporate tbe __ 566,
1397, 1347, 1360

Pine Grove, in Muhlenburg conn ty, act to incorporate th e ____ 1208,
1416, 1431, 1486

Schardir,e, net to incorpornte the __ :, _______ ll99, 1258: 1294, 1305
Shannon, in Mason county, act to inco:rpo:rf<te the , 1265 1308, 1347 ,
1

136-0

Smithfield, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 993, 1096 , l 13~, 117 2
-see Lodge, Smith's Grove.
Central Kentucky Coal and Mining Company, act to amend act to incorporate . the, 370
7

Central Kentucky Teachers'-see Association _

477, 488, 52)
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Centrnl Mississippi Railroad-see Railroad company.
Central University-see Tobin, Prof. T. W .
Certificates, wild cat and fox scalp, bill to legalize certain __ 671, 1188, 1216, 1220, 1243
(Jessna, J. F., of Larue county, act for l):ie benefit of_ ___ _________ 1115, 1123, 11 32, 1150
Chacges, extortionata-see Gas companies.
(Jhapmnn, Margaret, a pauper idiot of Russell county, net for the benefit of, 422, 1416 , ·
1431, 1484

Charitable institutions, committee appointed to visit.---------------··-----·---392
-see Resolution, joint.
Change of venue in criminal and penal cases-see General Statutes.
Cbattaroi-see Rai lru11d company .
Chester-see Mayor.
-see Town.
Cheves, R. S., nominated for Public Printer-------------------------- 1026, 1032, 1049
Chevis, Mrs. E. K.-see Reid, Richnrd .
Chevis, S. L., of Fayette, bill for the benefit of----------------------------- 453 1 468
of Lexington, net for the benefit of_ ______________ 1364, 1460, 1497, 1501
Chicago, St. Louis and New Orleans Railroad Company-see Railroad.
Christian Association-sAe Association.
0bristian, Campbell, and Kenton counties, act to protect birds in, 582, 656, 720, 753, 782
Christina-see Conference.
Christian county, act lo authorize to levy an ad valorem tax lo build turnpike roads, 729,
1072

act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors within
two miles of South Union or Hebron churches, in the southern

rs

0
3

4

l

part of----··----------------------------- 237, 1350, 1381, 1405
-see Bragg, J. P .
-see Uourt of claims.
-see Dogs.
Christian county court-see Court, county, of Christian.
Christian, James D., lnte sheriff of Todd county, act for the benefit of, 265, 314, 407, 454,
467

Church, Baptist, in Mt. Olivet, Robertson county, net to authorize the trustees of
the, to sell and convey certain property ________ ____ 1299, l:l50, 1381, 1405
Broadway B~ptist, of Louisville, act to ameud act to amend act to iucorpornte tbe. __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ______ ____ ______ l 064, 1308, 1320, 1358
Broadway Methodist Episcopal, South, in the city of Louisville, bill to
amemd act to incorpornte the ____ 192, 260, 335, 355, 421,471, 618, 674, 736
First Baptist, of Bowling Green, act to enable the trustees of tbe, to sell
and convey the real estttte of said clrnrcb _____________ 1065, 1236, 1263, 1293
First English Luth eran, of Louisville, bill to iacorpornte the____________
681
First Presbyterian, of Hopkinsville, Christian county, act to incorpornte
the _________________________________________________ 299, 486, 521, 529
Hope Ba.ptist, of Louisville, act for the benefit of tbe _______ 907,952, 980, 1005
Hopkinsville Presbyterian, act to confirm and legnlize the division of the
property held for lbe uee of the------------------------- 299 1 486, 521, 643
Lancaster Presbyterian, act to amend act to incorporate the trustees of the, 787,
1015, 1084, 1093

Mackville Methodist Episcopal, South, act for the benefit of the, 1142, 1307, 1321,
1358

,,

f
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Church, Methodist Episcopal, at Campbellsburg, Henry county, act to authorize the
trustees of the, to sell said church lot, &c, _______ 1386, 14 18 1 1452, 1482, 1507
M. E., South, act to nuthol'ize the trustees of the, to convey to the Gradyville circuit certain property in the town of Columbia, 797, 1122,
1131, 1150

-see Association, Mutual Benefit.
- see Society.
Roman Catholic, in the diocese of Covington, bill to amend net to regulate
the manner of holding a nd transmitting church property of the, 229,422,477,
861, 954

St. John's German Evangelical, of Louisville, bill for the benefit of, 657, 1144,
.

1174, 1194

St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal, nt Newport, bill to amend net to in corporate
the _________________ ··--- ________________________ 1124, 1167, 1193, 1218
Second Colored Baptist, of Louisville, net for the benefit of, 1115, 1307, 1319, 1359
Second Presbyterian, of Hopkinsville, act to incorporate the __ 299, 486, 521, 529
of Louisville, act to amend net to incorporate the, 370, 1071,
1090, 1111

State Street, of Colored BapLists, in Bowling Green, act to incorporate th e, 1444,
1446, 1482, 1495, 1504

Circuit-see Railroad company.
Citize ns' B,ink-see Bank.
City of Ashland, bill for the benefit of, nod to amend certain acts relating to the
town and city of Ashland ________________________ 1016, 1035, 1221, 1264
Augusta, in Bracken county, bill to amend net to reduce into one, amend,
and digest the act nncl amendntory acLs incorporating the ____ 487, 650, 675, 735
Bowling Green, act to amend tbe charter of the _____________ 308, 656, 705, 727
Covington, bill to repeal section one of an act to amend Lhe charter of the,
approved Febru11ry 6th, 1874, and provide for re-Rssessing the
property in said city ____ ________________ ____ 176,202,217,242
act to amend the chaner of the ________ 535, 1278, 1432, 1492, 1506
bill to repeal act to provide for the appointment of deputy const11bles in __________________________________ 882, 896, 96_4 , 978
act to amend section 4 of an act to authorize the, to erect a free
bridge over the Ohio river _____________ 180, 656, 720, 753, 808
bill allowing any constable in the, to 11ppoint one deputy, 908, 1015, 1084,
1093

act relating to the fees of sheriffs and other officers in the _____ 1420
Dayton, bill to amend act to revise and ,imend the charter of the, 657, 682, 726,
0

Dayton, Ct1mpbell county, act to amend act to revise and amend the !lharter
of the _______________________________________________ 657, 715, 784, 827
Frankfort, net to amend the Jaws in relRtion to the ________________________ 798
bill to prevent swine from running t1t large in Lhe streets of, 1296,
1334, 1369, 1402

Glasgow, bill to reduce into one, amend, and digest the nets and amendatory
act incorporating the _________________________ 487, 567, 589, tl28
bill to amend the charter of the _____________ 1108, l l44, 1175, 1193
net to amend act to reduce into one, amend, and digest tbe acts afid
amendatory acts incorporating the __________________________ 1480

City of

f
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Olty of Henderson, act to authorize the to issue bonds nnd fund ·her present indebtedness _________ : __________________________ 225, 393, 438, 454
1122,
1150

act to amend the clrn,rter of the ___________ 257, 516, 533, 573, 589
Hickmnn, bill to exempt from taxation, the Odd Fellows' Temple in the, 774, 780,
902

, 477,
' , 95f
1144,
1194

Lexington, act to amend the charter of the ________________ ll 8 , 241, 261, 277
Louisville, bill for the benefit of _______________ 1198, 1235, 1264 , 1266, 1298
bill to authorize reduction in the width of streets and alleys in
the---------------------------------- 1074, 1256, 1294, 1309
bill relative to the weigher of._____________________________
394
bill to amend act to amend the ch1trter of the, 908, 1255, 1256, 1419,
1420, 1491

1218
1359
, 529
1071,
1111
444,
1504

act to amend act establishing a new charter for the __ 909, 1235, 1274
bill to amend the charter of the, 389, 477,488, 521, 882, 907, 1026
1075, 1097, 1147, 1210, 1215, 1234, 1245, 1264, 1298

bill to repeal an net to amend section 96 of an act to establish a
new chRrter for the _____ -------------------------------Mayfield, act lo rfpeal sections 2 and 3 of act to amend act to incorporate
the _____ __________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____ ____ __

181

371

Grnves county, act to regulate the sale and giving away intoxicating liquors in the ________________________ 425, 519, 656, 674, 72'/
1264

·, 735
727

Maysville, bill to authorize the election of certain officers in the___________
682
act to extend the limits and jurisdiction of the __ 420, 1350, 1369, 1403
Mt. Sterling, bill to amend act to reduce into cine, amend, and digest the acts
and amendatory acts incorporating the _______ ________ 379, 432, 682, 726, 770
Newport, bill to amend the charter of the, in relation to the common schools, 1142,
1364, 1406, 1437

242
1506
978

808

084,

093
420 ,

26,
0

827
798
96,
02

28

bill to amend the charter of the, 1035, 1048, ll08, 1436, 1453, 1478, 1502
act to am1:1nd the charter of the, in relation to the common schools, 393,
437, 473, 488, 1364

bill to re-enact and amend act to revise and amend the cb,u·ter of
the, and to leg,tlize nil officinl proceedings th ereu nder, 574, 584, 616
Campbell county, bill ~o anthonze the, to borrow money ________ 1278
Cnmpbell county, bill to amend net ,to amend and revise the chf\rter of the ___ . ______________ ____________ 833, 894, 906, 964, 978
Campbell county, bill to repe>tl Rct creatini. the office of street commissioner in______________________________________________

421

and Covington, bill to authorize tbe, to contract for a joint supply
of water. ________________________________ 1278 1479, 1497, 1500
1

Owensboro, bill to nmend the charter of the _______ 685, 1277, 1296, 1321, 1358
bill to nuthorize Lhe to enbscribe and take two thousand shares,
of twenty-five dollars each , in the stock of tbe Owensboro and
N11shville Rnilroad Compnny, 1275, 1302, 1314, 1367, 1391, 1439,
1469

act to amend the cbnrter of the, authorizing its mnyor 11nd council to fund the railroad and school bonded debt of said city, 699,911,

93

963, 976

80

act to authorize and empower the mayor and council of, to iusert tbe words, "with the privilege to sell spirituous liquors
by the drink," in license issued by the said city, 4.14 1 675, 725,940
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City of Owensboro, bill regulating the civil jurisdiction of tbe police and city courts
of the __________________ _,: __________________ 181, 348 386 402
1

OJerk,

1

Paducnh I act to ameod A.ct to f>Lcilitate the collertion of taxes in the, also to
amend au act to ame nd the chal'tet· of the said cit-y, a nd to t·e.
duce the acts into one_·-------------------- --- 423, 486, 543 1 56!
act to nmend sec tion 33 of an act to amP.[!d the chal'ter of the, 1094, 1!23
.
1132,
net to ameod tbe chal'tel' of the. __________________ 4~4, 734, 765, 807

1150

OJerk

Paris, act to amend the charter of the _____ ------ ------ ------ ------ ---726
act to reduce into one, amend, and digest the acts and amendatory
nets incorporating the .. ________ -------------------- ____ 388, 650, 705
Richmond, bill to Rm end the charter of t.hP _____________ · _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
946
Claims-see ~fartin county.
payment of-see TreRsury.
Olal'ke, A. R . , added to the Committee on C!Rims_ ____________________________ _
180
added to the Committee on the General Statutes __________________ _ 101
resolution of tbaoks to ____________________________ --·-- _______ _ 1097
Clal'k's River Lodge-see Lodge.
Clark's Run and Si<lt River-see Road, turnpike
Clay, Hon . .Cassius M., tendered use of Ha ll of House _______________ ··--- _____ ..!__
382
CJ11y county-see Line.
-see 1Iorgan, J. G.
Clay county court-see Court, county, of Clay.
Clear Crnek-see Road, turnpike.
Clerical labor-see Registration Report .
Clel'k Assistant, E. Polk Johnson elected _____________________________________ _
22
1

Chief, T. G. Pool'e elected _________________ :___ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

Enrolling-see Resolutio~, joint.
of the Boone circuit cout·t-see vVallace, John.
of Bourbon circuit court-see Hibler, Geoi·ge M.
of the Caldwell county circuit court-see Dudley, G. C.
of Calloway county-see Ellison, P. M.
of circuit ar!d county courts of Grayson-see Thomas, Ed .
of the circuit court and county court of Mar,hall county-,ee Johnston, J. 0.
of tbe Court of Appeals and Register of the Land Office, hill to provide offices
for the ______________________ -·__________________________________ 754. 891

1

I

I

Olin

C\i
CI

20

circuit, of Uritteoden county, Rct for tlie benefit of the ___________ 730, 1486 1 1494

\'

Cle
Olin
Cli

of the Court of Appeals, act t9 fix the fees of ______________________ ______

1203

of tbe Court of Appeals-see ResoluLion, joint.
for the Enroliiug Committee, l\ct creating the office of_____________________

565

to Enrolling Committee, resolution to allow a ·----------------------~- 85, 229
of the Fleming county court-see Tenger, M. M.
for Insurauce Committee-see Resolution, joint.
of the Jelferson circuit court-see Court, circuit.
of Jeffersen circuit court-see Resolution, joint.
of Marshnll county, bill to authorize the to mnke certain corrections in coffechoase license, &c .. __________________________ :---- ___________________ _
848
of th e McCrnckei;i county court-see Wilcox, D. C.
of Montgomery circuit colirt-see Conl't, circuit, of Montgomery.

Ch
Co
Cc
0(

C

C
C

)525
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Olerk, Second As,istant, J ,imes E. Stone, jr. 1 appoin terL ____ ____ ___ _ __ __ ____ ____

·S

( ' 402

[

f3, 56!

t' 1!23,

I' 1150
15, 807

726

1

0, 705
946

180
101
1097

382

683

Second Assistnnt-see ReBoluLion.
of th e Tri gg eounty cou rt-see J effe rson, John G.
o!' the Union circuit co urt nnd Union court of common pl ens, bil l to Ruthorize
th e to make a crosg -index to sui ts and CI\USes on file in Sl\id offices, 1064 1 1209,
1220, 124!

of the Wllyne circuit and county conrls-see Simpson, Wm.
Olerks, of courts bi ll providing for compenSJ\tioo to, for services rendered by tbem
in crim in Rl cases _ ________ _________ ____________________________ .. ___ _

1212

circuit a nd county rourr, bill to reduce the foes of _____ _________________ _

789

of the circu it co ur ts, net to constitute tbe ,,/officio trustees or th e jury Fund
for their respective counties ________________________________________ _

432

of the General Assembly, resolution, joint, in regA.rd to P"Y of, 1396 , 1403, 1406,
1437
coun ty, of Lew is nnd other coun ties, bill to amend act for th e benefit or the, 1094
offices-see Records and papers.
of the Whitley circuit and co unl y court-see Baly, J. U.
- see Quarter-M aster Genera l's Department.
Clerks an d sheriffs oi this Commonwealtli, bill for the benefit-sec Judll'es, county.
Oline, P.A., she riff of Pike county, net for the benefit of__ 1253, 1446, 1483 1 1495, 1504

'

Clinton-see Town.
Clinton county-see Hammon, N1rncy.
- see Lawho rn, Louisa.
-see Sloan, Renben .
Olinton~ill e and Thatch er's Mill-see Ro.id, turnpike.
22
20
494

B91

io3

565

!29

18

,,

Clov erport-see Schnols, public.
-see Town.
Olub, Hunting-see Hunting Clnb.
Coal and Mining Company-see Centrnl Kentucky Coal and ~fining Compnny.
Coal aud Transportation Company-see Empire Coal 1rnd Trnnsportation Compiiny.
Coal Company-see Crnbtree Coal Uompany.
- see Pine Hill Coal Comp11.ny.
Coal Oil and Mining Compirny-see G,ir lnnd Coa l Oi l and Mining Company.
-see Goulard Coal Oil ,ind Mining Company.
Coal Ro11.d Company-see Mt. Sterl ing Coal Ro11.d Company.
Coal Road Construction Comprrny, act to inr·orpornte the ____________ 713 1 734, 753, 78 1
Coal, Timber, nod Trnnsportntion Company-see Ruby Coal, Timber, a nd Transportation Company.
Code of Practice in civil case9, bill to amend chapter 6, title 7, of act regulnting ___ _
Civil, Ftct to amen d section 23 , chapter 11 title 1 1 of the _________ _
Civil, act to nmend section 52 of lhe -------------------------Civil, act to amen d section 59 1 nrticle 2, chapter 2, of the _______ _
Civil, bill to amend sections 110 aod 117, a rticl e 7, cbnpter 7, or
tbe _____ , ___________ ____________ _______________________ _
· in civ il cases, bill to 11.mend section 428 1 cbRpter 3, title 10 1 of an
act regul a ting th e _______________________________________ _
Civil, act to amend section 550 of the ____ ·-------------------Civil, bill to 11.mend section 606 of no act relating to ___________ _
Civil, bill to amend section 694 of the ________________ --------

629
i:!52
352
351
351
630
11 8
1422
704
;

f
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Code of PrncticP, Civil, net to >tmend section 7'10 of tbe -------------------·-----Civil, act to amend section 75 6 of the _________________________

946
1334

Civil, net to amend section 810 of cbnpter 7, title 19, nnd section
836, chnpter 7, tille 20, of nn act regu lating the ___ ___________
Civil, act to amend subdivision 1 of section U/4 of the __________

699
352

Civil, net to amend subsection 2 of section 337 of the, 371, 566, 805, 807,
851

Civil, bill to nmend subsection 2 of section 550 of ,uticle I , cbnpter 3, of the ____________________________________ ·---------

Colored <
Columbie
Columbu
Qolumbu

Cornman
Commer,

Commise

1188

Civil, net to amenrl title 7 of the ____ .: ____ __ ____________ ____ 661, 738
Civil , bill to amend title 18 of the __________ l _____________ 661, 739

Coinmis1
Commis

in crimin,i! cases, bill to nmend the ----------------------- 685, 1366
Criminal, net to amend sec tion 11 of title I of tbe _________ 1278, 1311
Cdminnl, bill to amend act ton.mend sec tion 65, title 4, of the __ _
356
Criminal, bill to nmencl s•clion 76 of the ___________ ~- - - ________ 136'6

0ommi

Criminnl, bill to amend section 149 of the____________________
351
Criminnl, bill to nmend section 203 of the ____________________ 1368
in c,im in nl cases, bill to nmend sec tion 244 of tbe ___________ 630, 663

,
'
,;

Crimin>tl, net amending section 247 of_________________________

699

Crimin1tl, act to amend ~ection 34 7 of the______________________

659

Crim inn I, bill to amend section 362 of an net regulllting _____ 882, 1368
Criminnl, net to i;mend subsection 5 of eection 13 of the, 352, 846, 928,
939, 1387, 1406, 1420
Criminal, i;ct to nmend subsection 6 of nrticle 13 of the________
303
Coldiron, A. L., late sheriff of Hnr!f1n connty, net for the benefit of, 805, 1170, 1192, 1211
Oold Spring dislrict-~ee Cnmpbell couuty.

Colll•c tors of revenue-see Sheriffs, defaulting.

0omm
Compa

Compel
Cornpe
Confe
Const

CollPge, Agriculturnl and .\Iechnnicnl, committee appointed to investigate condition
of _________ _____,.______________________ ----~- ________ 21 7, 29-8, 3} 7, 349

--=--

Agricu I tur,d a nd M echnnicf\ l, report. of the 80,1rd of Visitors to tbe.
Agriculturnl ,i;nrl Mechanici:il. r eport of committee appointed to visit tbe____
Agricult.urn.l 11nd ~fochnnic:11.I, bill in rel11tiott to tl.10, nnd to provide for the

508
688

future man11rement and location thereof_ ___ --------\---------- 835, 931, 933
Agricultural and Mecbanicn!, bill to Rmend nnd supplertien tan act in rel11.tion to tbe , &c . ____________ 1189, 1194, 1279, 1426, 1427, 1452, 1481 , 1507
Bell, net to incorporate ___________ ------ ____ ____________ 180, 712, 753, 807
of the Bible, net to incorporate the ___ __ _______________ 306,391, 649, 674, 735
Colombia Christian, act to amend net to incorporate the ______ 1480, 1486, 1494
Columbus, in Hickman county, act to incorpomte __________ 436, 911, 963, 975
Cottage Home, in Log11.n county, bill to prohibit tbe sale of intoxicating
drinks within tbreemiles of ___________________________ 424,881,929,938
East r,ogan, in Lo~an county, act to incorporate_··----- 1276, 1415, 1437, 1484
Hnmilton, in the city of Lex ington, act to incorporate ______ 118, 348, 428, 454
Hill-see Town.
Kentucky Classical and Business, of North Middletown, Bourbon county,
act to incorporate the _______________________ · 670, 1417, 1483, 1493, 1605
Ogden, bill to incorporate ______ ·----------------------- 453, 905, 964, 978
of Phn.rmacy, Louisville, bill to 11.rnend the chnrter of the _________ .______ 1421
Collins, Elizi;betb, of Elliott county, act for the benefit of _______ 422, 1145, 1151, 1176

Cons
Cons
Uont
Conv
St
Conv.
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1334
699

352
, 807,
851
11 88
738

739
1366
1311

356
136'6
351
1368
663
699
659

1368

928,
1420
303
1211

Colored Orphans' Aid-see Association.
0olumbia Christian-see Co ll ege.
Columbus College-see College.
Columbus Manufacturing Company, bill to incorporate the ________ ~94, 984, 1085, 1124
Commandery, Montgomery, No. 6, Knights Templar, bill to incorpornte, 117,202,230,292
Commercial Bank-see Bank.
Commissioner-see School Commissioner.
street-see City, Newport.
Commissioner of claims-see Grl\nt couuty.
Commissioners of the Louisville court-house, board of, act to amend act to incorporate the _____ -------··---- ____________ 882, 1213, 1389, 1406, 1437
to Paris Exposition-see Resolution, joint.
-see ~'laster commissioner.
102
Committee appointed on piscicullure -------------------------------· _________ _
appointed to visit Deaf and Dumb Institute at Danville, 11nd Eastern
Lunatic Asyl nm, bill to provide for expenses of. ____________ 667, 706, 735
to visit charitable iustitntions-see Tmveling expenses.
-see Revenne a nd taxation.
Comm it tees, stnnd ing, list of ____________________ ---- - ---~-:..-________________

80

Company G, Kentucky Stale Gunrds, bill to provide for the payment of, for services
rendered ____ _______ 864, 913 1 947 1 1048, 1107
act for the benefit of __________ 1371, l'\06, 1420
Comp~nsation-see Snperintendent of Public Instruction.
Compensation Lo clerk s-see Clerk.
Conference, Ken lucky Cbristinn, act to inc,orpo rate the--------- 1309, 1327, 1382 , 1 1404
Constable-see Kenton county.
for the William~town magi sterial district, in Grant county, bill to authorize the to appoint a deputy __ ____________________ 1142, 1296, 1321, 1358

349

508
688
933

507
-807

-see Henderson county.
deputy-see City of Covington.
Cons ti tu ti on-see Convention.
Constrnction Company-see Coal Road Construclioa Company.
Uontrnct binding-see Public Printer.
Convention to re\"ise the Conslit.t1lion, bill to take the sense of tue people of this
Sta~e as lo the propriety of c1dling a--------------------------------- 300,316,323
Convention, Constitutional, bill t.o provide for counting the vote for calling I\, 421, 1443,

1452, 1502

735

494
75
938

84

Conveyances-see General Statutes.
Cooke, Lyttleton, nominated for Speaker ____ . ____ .. ____ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 6, 12
Cooper, Jno. E., of Morgan connty, 11ct to authorize to -build a mill-dam across Licking river ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 424
Cooper, J. P., committee for .Malinda F. Wbile;pauper idiot, act for the benefit of, 413,

1295, 1319, 1358

~ 54

Cope, A. C., resolution for the benefit of--------------------------- 1370, 1406, 1437
Cordon, Mathew D., late sheriff of Wayne county, act for the benefit of, 775, 1072, 1110,

1141

505

978

l!21

175

Corinth-see Road, turnpike.
-see TO\Vl!I-

•

\
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Corinth AcRdemy-see Academy.
Corporation-see Rrsolu tion.
Corydon-see Schools, common.
-see Town.
Cottage Home College-see Co liege.
County Attorney-see Attorney.
County levies-see Revenue tax.
Conntz. John W., act for the benefit of, r.eleasing him from disnbilities _____ 254,261,366
Court of Appeals, act to provide for the recording of unpublished opinions of the, 1329,
1408, 1441
Reporter of- see General Statutes.
Court, circuit, in the 8th judici,d district, Rct to regulate the time of holding the, 527,
574,651
in the 14th jndicial district, hill to cbRnge and regu!Rte the time of

Courts,
ing o
Oonrt o
Con rt

holding the··----------------------------~--- 1297, 1487, 1498, 1500
at AlexRndria, in Campbell county, RCt to provide an additionoil
term of the __ ____ __________ ____ ____ ____ ______ ______ ____ ____
529
of Boyle county, act to regulate the t.ime of holding, 728, 1295, 1320 1 1358
of Daviess county, act to regulnte proceedings in ordinnry notions in
the ______________________ ____________________ 324, 453, 472, 478
in the counties of Hnrhrn, Let_c ber, Perry, and Breathitt, in the 15th
judicial district; bill to regulate the holding oL _________________

1390

of Jefferson, act fixing the compensation of the clerk of, 1213, 1418; 1452,
1482, 1507
of Kenton, at Independence, in the 12th judicinl district, act to fix
the terms nnd regulate the jurisdiction and proceedings of the, 730, 914,
1032, ll00, 1131, 1150
in )larion, Nelson, and Washington counties, 11.ct roncerning the, 324, 378,
429, 454
of Montgomery, act authorizing the clerk of to procure and mRke
general cross-index ________ ______ ____ ______ l 065, 1259, 1294, 1306

Oour

of Morgan and Elliott, in the 13th judicial district, bill cban!{ing the
time of holding the ________________________ 1310, 1478, 1497, 1501
in the counties of W Ryne, Russell, ,md Casey, bill to regulate the
time of holding the------------------~------------------ 349,484,
and chancery, of Campbell, bill to provide for trnnsfer of causes to
and from--------------------------------- 1468, 1488 1 1498, 1500
chnncery, flnd criminal, in the 12th judicial district, bill to fix the
terms of_ _____________________ 685, 905, 914, 978, 987, 1048, ll08
chancery, and criminal, in the 12th judici,11 district, act to amend act
to fix the terms of the ______________________ 1327, 1416 1431, 1484
1

and common pleas, Rct to regulate the salaries of the jndges of the, 522

5l5
chancery, and criminal, in the 12th judicial district, act to amend
act to change thEI time of holding the_ .. ___________ 512 1 516 1 522, 529
and criminal, in the 16th judicial district, bill to regulate the tim~s
of holding the--------------------------------- 685, 758, 781, 827
Court, city, of Louisville, act in relation to the, and to fix the salaries of the officers
thereof _______________________ ·----------------------------- 1172

Ooa

'

J
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Courts! civil and rriminal, in the 16th judicial district, net to l'egulu.te the holding of the ______________ _----- ----------------- --- ____________________ 408, 478
Court of clttims of Bourbon county, net to allow the to appoint speci,d pA.troL_ 547, 1451
Conrt of claims of Bourbon connty, Rct to anthorize the to appoint a commissioner
of turnpike roA.ds for said county. ___ _________ 324 1 1071, 1131 , 11 50
of Brncken couuty, bill prescribing tbe duties of the, in relation to
turnpike roads in snid countr-----------~--- 1033, 1487 , 1496 , 1500
in Cilr istinn !'Ocnty, act to change the time of holding the; 729, 1308,
1347, 1360

366
329,
1441

I

of Grant county, net to n.uthoriie the to levy an ad valorem tRx, 1296 ,
1321 , 1359
in Jackson, Whitley, nnd Balla:rd counties, bill to regulate_the holding of the _____________________ ________ __ _____________ 4jl6, 658

527,
, 651

Kenton county, act to Rmend act to authorize a committee appointed
b_v the to sell the poor-house farm ___ ______ ___ ____ 736, 910, 963, 975

1500

of Marshllll county, act to change the time of holding the,
529
1358

isl,

365,386,
402

of Merce1· county, net to lej!Rlize cert,iin acts of the, 351, 1390 , 1437,
1485

478

of Shelby county, bill to leg-nlize the acts of the in regard to issuing
bonds, &c. ___________________ __ _______ _____ 912, 1334, 1369, 1404

1390
452,
[507

of Sh elby county, ·biJI authorizing the to assess a tax, &c, ____ 1364, 1447

914,

f l50
78,
454

of Webster county, act to ch,rnge the time of holdiug tll'e, 118,365, 386,
402
Court ()f common pleas in the conn ties of Boyle, Garrard, Lincoln, 1lA.rion, Mercer,
Rockcastle, and W"shington, A.Ct to amend fLCt to create a, 1327,
1418, 1452, 1481, 1607
of McCmcken county, net to regulate proceedings in ordinary
· cRses in the--- -------------------------- 307,378,428, 439
in Muhlenburg and Butler counties, act to abolish the, 300 1 1398 1
.
1446, 1482, 1495, 1504

306

of W,trren county, act to amend act to extend the, to the
conn ties of Buller, Edmonson, and hluhlenburir, 1313, 1329 1 1381,
1405

501
84,

Court, conn(y, of Anderson aud Madison, act to empower the to take stock in turnpike roads in s1tid counties ______ _ ____________ 728,951,979, 1003

500

And erson, bill to empowe,· the to take stock in turnpike roads, 1297,
1327, 1381, 1404

108

Ballard, act to amend act authorizing the to levy an ad valorem
tax------------------- --- - ---- ---- ---- - --- 548, 1170, 1192, 1210
Bath, act to change the time of holding the . ______ 214, 366, 428, 439

484
22
525

Bourbon, net authorizing the judge of the to call the county court
together for the purpose of building the conn ty jail, &c., 799, 974,
.
988, 1025, 1086
Bourbon, act to authorize the to pay to James E. Paton, clerk of
the Bourbon circuit court, for continuing index and cross-i ndex
of suits----- ___ _________ _____ ___ ______ __ ____ ______ ___ ----

529

~2 7

172

B.

R.-lfi6

1216
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Court, county, of Boyd, net to nmend act to authorize the to purchase the Ashlnnd
,md Oatlettsburg Turnpike_.___________________ 432, 731, 766, 783
Boyd, act to amend act regulating tbe mode a.nd m1rnner in which
cluims against the county of' Boyd shall be presented to the, 325, 379,
429, 439

Boyd, act to repeal section 4 of an act to R.uthorize the to purchase
the Ashlnnd and On.tlettsbnrg Turnpike __ ______________ 1066, 1495
Boyle, act to em pow er the to levy 1111 ad valorem tnx, 946, 1015, 1084,
1093

BoylA, 11ct for the benefit of the _________________ 200, 334, 349, 368
Boyle, act to empower the to convey a one half interest in the
couuty work-honse to "the towu of Danville ____ 184, 365, 428, 439
Boyle, act to leg11lize certain orderB of the ________ 184, 365, 428, 439
Bracken, bill to &nable the to issue bonds for turnpike purposes,
_a nd to provide for their payment _________ J l 7, 189, 203, 230, 29 l
Ohristian, act to permit the to levy an ndditional nd v,dorem tax .
for county purpoEes -------------------------- 257, 378,429,440
Olay, act to authorize the to appoint a collector 10 collect the
unpaid taxes due Wilson Morgan, late sheriff of Clay county, 982,
107 2, 1110, 1141

Franklin, act to nmend net to authol'izll the to issue bonds for the
aid of turnpike ronds ________ • __ .:. ___________ 325, 615, 640, 651

:•

Franklin, act to a uthori ze the to issue bonds for the erection of n
free bridge a.crrss the Kentucky river, connecting North and
South Frankfort_ ___ . ____________________ 11 43, 1296 132 1, 1368
Greenup, act to cbange the time of bolding theqnarterly court, nnd
the __________________________ ·-··- ____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ __

1421

Henry, bill authorizing th e judge of the to is911e the bonds of
'Henry connty to M. E. Je~t and Thomas }1Rhoney for bui lding
a court-house within snid county, &c. ___ ______ 667, 737, 781, ~27
Hickman, act to authorize the to approprillte money to build a
j ail in said county, nod to levy a t11x therefor .. __ 186, 335, 319, 367
Jefferson, act to repe11I act to authorize the judge of the, to np:
point a collector of baek taxes, &c. _ ________ 757, 910, 963, 1244

1·

Knox, bill to authorize· the to issue bonds to raise money to pay
off the outstirnding bonds, &c. __ ____ ____ 1297, 14 78, 1496 1 1503
Larue, net ~mpoweriog th e judge of the, to submit to the voters of
Hodgenville as to whether sp iritnous , vinous, or m11lt liquors
shall be sold in s11id town.--~---------------- 258 1 655, 705, 727
Laurel, net to nu thorize and empower the, to appoint viewer3 to
view a change in the Wilderness Turnpike Rond __ 325, 477, 488 , 521
Laurel, bill to authorize the to allot hand s to keep tbe count.y
road in said county, between the State road and J erry Gammon's, nnd tbe StRte road at Wm. Litton's, in repair ·-· -- 550, 583
Lincoln, act to au\horize the to pay for arresting Samuel Holmes, 324,
894, 929, 938

Lincoln, act to authorize the to raise money to erect a j ail, _548, 911, ~6? 1
'975

Livingston, act,to authorize the to levy an additional tax, 181, 349, 386,
40;2

.C1J1trt

I
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of Lyon, bill 10 11uthori1.e tbe to 11ppoiot f\ deputy for John Boyd,
liite sheriff of Lyon county ___________________ 471 1 911,963,975
Mndisoo, bill to empower the to take stock iu turnpike roads in
sRid county _____________________________ 1146, 1199, 1221, 1264
M11rshBll, net to legalize cP.rtaio acts nnd orders of the, 324, 378, 429

'

44U
495

84,
093

368

M11rsh11ll, bill to legalize certain acts and orders of the, 799, 893, 929,

938

McLPan, act to authorize the to pay off the indebtedness of the
county ________________ _________________ ,____ 805, 910, 963, 976
More;1tn, bill to leg11.lize the levy m.1dP. by the, at its October term,

439

1877 . ---- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- - --- ---- ---- ---- 241, 331, 350, ~79

439

Muhleobnrg, bill to authorize and empower the to receive, allow,
nod certify the delioqueot lists,&c. _______ 1073, 1366, 1380, 1412
Ohio county, bill to nntborize the to issue bonds to pay the debts
of Ohio county __ · _______________________ ·_ ________ ______ 1390

291

440

Owen, act authorizing the to levy a tax and is3ne bonds for turnpike purposes _______,________ __: _______________ 308, 465, 488, 521

82,
H

Pendleton, act to ,impower the to mnkf' subscription~ to the capilnl stock of lurnpike roads _________________ 925, 1015, !08~, 1094
Pnlnski, Rct to authorize and empower the to issue the bonds of
said county, bearing f\ rate of interest not greA.ter than eight
per cent., &o. _____________________________ 256,277,297, 315 323

651

1

P'.il"ski, Rct to authorize the to levy Rnd co!lect ,an ad v;alorem

358
21

f<27

367

244

503

727

21

83

4,
38

?,
76
6,

\j

[RX------------------------------------

774, 1419, 1488, 1495

Pnlnski, net to nJ)thorize th~ to agree upon a compensation to the
sberiff, &c. _____ ·------------------------ 862, 1308, 1347, 1360
Robertson, Rct to authorize the to establisb cbain gangs in said
county, &c. ___________________ 1074, 1260, 1293, 1306
-see Lyttle, ChRrled.
-see Morris, W. A.
Russell, act authorizing tbe to sell the bonds of the county, 46 l, 1170,
1192

Srott, act to authorize the to issue bonds to meet the expenses incurred in erectiog and furaisbing a new court-house, 257, 306, 315,
323

Todd, act to authoriz• the to sell nncl convey the clerk's office lot
and buildiJJgS thereon ______________________ 590, 1295, 1320, 1360
Trigg, bill to empower the Lo levy an ad valorem tax, 117, 185, 217, 242
Trimble, bill authorizing the to levy and collect an ad valorem
tax ____________ -------------------~------ 847, 1016, 1294, 1309
Washington, a.ct i'o nutborize the to purchase ground upon which
to erect circuit and county clerks' offices, &c. ____________ 414, 1351
Washington, act to anthorize the to levy and provide for the collection of a , tax to dis~harge an indebtedness created for the
benefit of sRid county, &c. __ ________ 1276, 1389, 1431, 1481, , 1507
Whitley, bill to .authorize the to contract for the collection of the
· county levy ________________________ ·-------------------- 1297
Wolfe, act to legalize the action of the. _______ 548 1 1015, 1085, 1094

J

'
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Courts, criminn l, in the 6th disLricf 11nd TRylor county, act to ch11nge the time of
holding the_ ______________________________________ 993, 1046, l087
in the sixth judicil\l district and Taylor county, act to repeal act to
create 11 ________ ____ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ ____ ____
'

,.

'

1167

in the 14th juclicial district, net to nmend acL to es l11bli sh a _______
934
in the 14th judicial district, hill to regulate and change tho time
of holding __ ____________________________ _ 1297, 1487, 1497, 1499
in the 16th judicinl district, bill to amend act to create R, 1447, '1473 1
1498 I 150l
in Carroll county, bill to change the time of holding the, 769, 1067 1 1497 1
1501
act to amend act to establish a, for tbe counties of 0Rviess, Hancock, Ohio, Mende, Breckinridge, and Grayson, so as to in clude

Hardin county, &c. --------------~~;----- 5·77, 977. 994, 1090, 1112
Conrts, equ ity and criminal, for tbe county of Madison, act to 11bolish the June term
of the ________ -------------,--- ____ ________ __ _:_---~---- ______ 577, 675, 726, 766
Courts, examining, net to repeal act for the bencfi t of___________________________
926
Court Fleetwood, No. 26, of fnd ependent Order of Foresters, of Frankfort, bill to
incorporate ____ __ _________ ------------ ________ ---- ------ 1297, 14 79, 1498, l5Ql

Coving,t
Cow Cr
Cox, E.
Cox, Mit
Crabl.re
Crnig, l
Cray en.
Ornwf'o1
Cre~ksCTit ten
Gritten
tion
roun
Critte

Crittrm
mun

Court-house aud grounds- see Wayne county.
Courts, inferior-see Jurors.
in the 8th j11diciF'1 district, bill to nmend act regulating the holding of
the _______________________________________________________ 864, 931, 954

Crime
Crimi
Cross ,

-see General Statutes.
-see Records.
Courts, police, in the county of Hancock, act to increase the jurisdiction of, 1006, 1072,
lllO,, 1141
and city-see City of Owenshow.
Courts, quarterly, bill to fix the jurisdiction of_ _______________ _
215
act to nmend act to confer on, jurisdiction of misdemeanors in
certain cases ____________________ 1094, 1445, 1451, 1482, 1507

Cross
Crum
Crum ]
Crute'
Cul to

Cumt

and courts of justices of the peace, act to regulnte 1he jurisdic.
tion of_ ____________________ __ ______ 759, 790, 1071, 1090, 1111

of Bnllard, bill to legalize the orders of the __ 1259, 1478, 1498, 1500
Greenup, o.ct to change the time of holding the __ 324, 378, 429, 440
Hancock coupty, net to increase tbe jurisdiction of th~, 324, 378,
429, 440
HickmRn o.nd other counties, act to repeal act to amend act to
increase the jurisdiction of _________ 1393, 1418, 1483, 1493, 1505
Livingston, bill to increase the jurisdiction of the __ 4'17, 874, 931, 954
Mason an'd Trigg counties, hill to increase tbe jurisdiction of, 432, n83
Ohio, cross- index to the suits of the-see Mosely, R. S.
Owen, bill to change the time of holding __________ 1207, 1221, 1264
Webster, act to change the time of balding the ___ ll8, 365, 386, 402
Oovington-see City.
-see City of Newport nnd Covington.
Covington and Lexington-s:e Road, turnpike.
Oovington Light Guards, act for the benefit of the _______________ 800, 1069, 1091, 1124,
Oovin_e:ton and Ludlow Junction-see Railroad company.

Cum 1
Cum
th,

Cunr
Cnrd
Our\
Curr
Cyn

Dan
Dan

Da.r

DILi

F

1087

1167
934
1499

1473,
150[
1497,
1501

1112

, 766
926

1501

, 954

1072 ,
ll41
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Coving,too f\nd T,tylor Mill-see Road, turnpike.
Oow CrePk, in Estill county, f\Ct decla ring a navigable stref\m ________ 265, 1145, 1151, 1176
Oox, E ., of M1trshall county, bill for the ben efit of______________________________ 1130
Oox, Mf\l'y, or Lee county.net for tbe benefit of_ ____________________ 395,880,929,937

...

Ombt.ree Co1tl Compllny, act to nmend the charter of th\J ________ ____ 389, 846, 928, 939
Ornig , N. , bill to nuthorizA the correction of a mistl\ke in a settlement with_______ l 181
Craven~, John, act for the benefit of------------------- --------- - --- 1115, 1418 1 1491
Crttwford, Dr.-see Smith, Dr.
Creeks-see Hende.rson connty.
GritLenden-see Town.
Crit,tenden, C"ldwell, nod other counties, RCt to amend act increasing the jurisdiction of jn stice s of tbP peace in, a nd to apply tbe provisions of said ·a ct to the
ronnty of HRncock __________________________________ ll 71, 1414, 1420, 1438, 1469

•

Crittenden county-see Clerk. •
- see Walker, J. H.
-see WRlker, R. N.
-see Woods, David.
Critt enden, Lieutenant J~hn J , resolution authorizing the Governor to cause the
nnm e of to be inscr iber! on tbe bRttle monument in tbe Frnnkfort Cemetery, 1474, 1498 ,
1500
Crim es Rnd Punishment.s-see General Stt1tutes.
Criminal and penal c"ses-see Warren county.
Crossfield, M. M., sberitf of Anderson connty, bill for the benefit of ____ 1282, 1299, 1364
Cross, j'ohn, petition of_ __________________ ,---------________________________
297
Crumh,.u11,h, W. L., late sheriff of Lyon county, >ict fot· tbe benefit of-------------

736

Crump, R . A.-see Tucker, Jns. M.
Crultber, L>ifayette, pet it ion of ______________________________________ ------ __

782

1

Culton, J. N., and others, of JnckRon county, act for the benefit of, 730, 753, 1300 1418 ,
1482, 1495, 1504

215
1507
11 Jl
I 500

, 440

378,
, 440

, 1505
1, 954

f' 583

I 1264

;, 402

, 1124

Oumberlnnd connty, act to l\lltborize the clerk of, to procure snitn.ble books for ,the
purpose of lrnnscribing the mutilated survey records in the
surveyor 's office of snid county ____________ 730, 1122, 1152, 1176
-see Line. ,
-see School.
Cumbrrland Rn d Ohio-see Railroad comp11ny.
Onmberland River Oil Pipe, Mining, and ·rru.uspot·tf\tion Company, o,ct to incorpornte
the _ __ _______________________________________________________________ 1142, 1364
Cunningham, S. P., nominated for Clerk ------------------ --·-------------- ---19
Cnrd, E. C., nominated !or Door-keeper----~------------~-------------------- 27, 28
()urle, Juiius R., of Hart county, bill for the benefit of. ______________ 658,924, 964, 978
Ourrency-see Resolution, joint.
Cynthiana-see School, graded.
-see Town.
B,,nk of-see Bt\nk.
Darns e.nd locks-see Kentucky river.
Danville,-see Oourt, county, of Boyle.
-see Town.
Danville, Lt\ncaster, and N icho!Rsville-see Roe.d, turnpike . _
D11n,-ille e.nd Perryville-see Road, turnpike.

'.
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Darnell, H. I., Johnson A. Young, and others, hill authorizing the Commissioners of
the Sinking Fund to settle with ------··---- ______ -L-- ____ ____ ____ ______ ______ 1259

Dogs,

Davidson, Daniel, of Breathitt county, bill to authorize to build a mill-dam across
the Middle Fork of the Kentucky river , in Breathitt county___________ ________
437
Davidson, Ira J., of Perry coun ty, ac t for th e beudit of._______________________ 1138
Dnvldson, Landon, of' Ca rter county, act for tb e benefit of_ __ 732, 737, 1397, 1437, 1484
Davidson, Joseph M., late sheriff of Floyd county , act for the benefit of, 1444, 1446 , 1483 ,
1495, 1504

Daviess circuit co1vt-see Court, circuit, of Da viess.
Daviess county, act to establi sh an addition al justices' district in ____ 324, 37!1 , 429, 454
-see Court, criminal.
-'-see Dougherty, John.
-see Gates, J. H.
-see Line.
Davis, J. H., sh eriff of Ba ll ard county, bill for the benefit of, 1210, 1351, 1448, 1497,
1500

of B"llard county, bill for the ben efit of ______ ,.___ 1259, 1443, 1453, 1502
Davis, A. B., late sheriff of Owen county, act for the ben efit of, 425, 462, 951, 980, 1113,
1123, 1206, 1220, 1244

!Jon

D001

Davis, M. L.-see Haley, J.C.
Dean, JRmes R., School Commissioner of LRwrence county, 11.ct for the benefit

Dot

Deaton, Alexander, lflte sheriff of Breathitt county, bill for the benefit of, 487, 890, 993,

D0t
Don

Of. _____________ L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1480, 1486, 1494
1!047. 1107

Debts, bonded-see Executors, administrators, and gu ardi11.ns,
compromise of-see McCracken conn ty.
-see Mnhlenburg county.
-see Warren county.
-see Union county.
Decisions of Court of AppeRls-see Resolution.
De eds Rnd mortgages-see Marshall county.
DeKoven Lodge-see Lodge.
Denham, Obediah, petition of. ______________________________________________ _

Do w

fo

Dry
Dry
Du e
Du e
0

217

Dennis, Reuben-see Judge of Shelby county .
Deposit Bank-see Bank.
Daysville Lodge-see Lodge.
Dayton-see City.
Dillon, Mary, widow of Pat. Dillon, late mflrshfll of the city court of Lou is ville, bill
for the benefit oL _____________________________________________________ 426, 444
Dirigo Lodge-see Lodge.
Discount-see Banks.
Dixon~see Town.
,
Dogs, bill to amend act to levy flnd collect a tax upon in certain counties, 181,486, 519,

Dui
Du,
Du,

Dui

Du

Dn

Du

Uu

Ou
Du

DJ

528, 543

bill to a.mend act _to provide for the levy aud collection of a tax npoo, _Rnd to
protect the rights of owners thereof, in certRin counties_________________
'I

182

bill to repeal all laws imposing fl tax oo ------------------------------ 425 1 442
act to rep eal io part act to provide for the levy and collection of a tax upon,
and to protect the rights of owners thereof, in certain conutieB, 86, 102,, 104,

.,

11,9\ 228, 315, 336

\

I
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Dog8, net · to repenl all lnws imposing n tax on, so far as they apply to the county of
Ubtistinn - ----- ------ -------- ____ ____________________ 787, 1307, 1319 , 135 9
bill to nmend 11ct to provide for the levy nnd collection of a tax on, and to
protect the righ rs of the owners thereof, in Fayette 11nd other named counties __ ·- ---- _______________________ ___ ____ ____ ________ 11 7, 185, 21 7, 24 2
bill to repeal net to provide for the levy and collection of a tax on, and to
protect the owners thereof in Fnyette and other named counties, 184, 229, 420,
·4 54, 467

1504
, 454

1497,
1500
1502

net to repenl nn act taxing, in Fayette and oth er named counties ____ 119, 244, 273
act to repelll net to provide for the levy and collection of a tax on, and to protect the riglHs of the owners thereof in certflin counties, so far as the same
npplies to Garrard and other nnmed co un ties ______________ 416, 656 1 705, 728
net repealing_ 1tct to provide for the levy and collection of a tax on, and to prot~ct the rights of tbe owners thereof in certain counties, so far as the same
1tpplies lo J efferson county _____ ---- ··--- ________________ 842 , 1258, 1294, 1305
- see Sheep.
!Jonaldson, Richard, lun11.tic of Bourbon county, !let for the benetit of, 186 , 426, 1170, 1192,

1113,

1210

1244

Door-keeper, W. G. Thompson appointed ____ _____ ______ _______________________
6
G. B. Swnngo elected __________________________________________ 27, 34

1494

993 ,
. 1107

Dot,on, Eliznhetb-see White, Aleth ll.
-see Wilson, H. L.
D-,ty, T. F.-see Love , D. R.
Dougherty, John, of Daviess cou nty, act for the benefit of ____ 862, 988 1 1072, 1110, 1140
Dow er, inchoate right of mRrried wome n who are confirmed lun11.tios, bill to provide
for the sa le nnd conveynnce of the _________ s_'. _____________________ 977, 1048, 1107
Dry ll:·eek nnd Covington-see Road, turnpike.
Dry Ridge-see Road , tnrnpik e .
Dndl ey, Ambrose W., bill for the benefit of __ 769, 1'209, 1230 1 1245, 1312 1 1371 1 1391
Dudley, G. C., clerk of the Caldwell county circuit coun, act for the oenefit
of ________________________________ __ , ______________________ 729 881, 930, 939
1

21 7

Dudley, J. G. & Bro.-see Reso lu tion,jo in t.
Duncan, Bl11nton, petition of ______ ------ ______ __ __________ ------ ____ ------ 420, 520
Dunclln, Col. Blanton-3ee Resolution.
Du nn ville-see Town.
Durham, Elizllbetb, of Green connty, bill to continue in force act for the benefit
Of···- - -- ______ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

444

5 19 ,
543
18 2

442

04 ,
335

1074 I 1145 l 1174 I 1194

Dnrrett, Wm., of Taylor county, hill for the benefit of_ _________ 1259, 1480 1 1497 1 1499
Dutch Ridge, Germnntown, nod Br:dgeville-see Road, turnpike.
Uutch Tract-3ee Cemetery Company.
Ouvnll, A. B., net for tbe benefit of-- ------------------ --------- 265, 393, 429 1 439
Duvnll, H. A., net for the benefit of __________________________ ~--- 225 1 486, 521, 529
Dycns, William, late sh,,riff of E rlmon spn county, net for the benefit of, 425, 462, 486, 522,
529

Dycusburg common R(!i10ol district-see Schools, public.
Dycusburg-see 'l'own.
E11gle Plow Compnny, J 1tmes H. Hall-see Plow CJrupany .
E,iton, Walter,jniler of G1i'rmrd county, bill for the benefit of____________________

928
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East Logan-see College.
Eaves, John, of Calloway county, bill for the benefit of ___________________ ; ___ _

I 137

Edmonson connty-see Court of common pleas of Warren _r
-see Nash, Mary A..
Einigkeits Gemeinde-see German Ev11ngeltcal Eiuigkeits Geme indl'.
Electoral College, pay of officers of________________________________________ 104, l 21
Electoral College, pay of officers of-see Resolution, joint.
Elijah Upton-see Lodge.
Elizttbethtown, Paducith, and Soutbwestern--see Railroad compnny.
Elizabethtown-see School.

,,

-see .T own.
Eliznville-see Town.
Elizavi lle and Hel~na--see Ro"d, tnrnpil,e.
Elizaville Station aurl Mayslick-see Rond, turnpike.
Elkin, J. W., act for the. benefit of_ __________________________ 1142, 1350, 1381, t405
Elkton-see Town.
Elliott circuit c:onr_t-see Court, circnit, of Morgnn and Elliott.
ELi iott county-see Caney rivers.
-see C111·ter county.
- see Collins, Elizabeth.
-see Howard, 0. M.
Ellis, Samuel-see Harrison, A.. J.

F>1irvi1
F:tirvi,
Falls (
Fa.Imo

Fnrme
FarmE
]'armE
Farm<
Fllrmi
Farra
Faxor
Fayet
Faye

Fay
Fees

Ellison, P. M., late clerk of Calloway connty, act for the benefit of __ 'l'll9, ~61 979, JO !l6
1
Emannel ~odge-see Lodge.

,I

Emily Fork of Wolf creek, net deehtring a nrtvigub}e stream ____ ____ ll8, ~52, 289, 306
Eminence Agricultural and Mecbsnicl\l-see Association.
Eminence nnd Smithfield-see Ro,id, turnpike.
Empi re, Clnrksville, nnd Nashville-see Rai lrond company.
Empire Coal aud Trnnsport,,tion Compnoy, act to incorpornte tbe, 1200, 1295, 1320, 1359
Employes of corporations, bill to securn to, prompt payment of their wnges _ ______ 1230
Employes and l1tborers-see Railroad Company, Eliznbetb town, Paducah, and Southwestern.
Endowment Association-see Associntion.
En rotling Clerk-see Clerk.
Enrolling Clerks-3ee Resolntion, joint.
Estill county, bill for the benefit of ________ _______________ ____ 833, 983, 1048, 1109
-see Oow creek .
Estill and Lee counties, bill for the benefit of the district rind county officers in, 861, 952,

Fehl

Fels

Fe
Fe
Fer
Fer

Fi
Fie

979, 1006
Evans, James B., of ~IonroA county, bill for the benefit of ________ 769, 1007, 1086, 1109
Exam,ining conrts-see Courts.
Executions, act providing for the reco1·ding of, &c •. ____ ____ - ··-- __________ 399, 89-1, 938
Execution-see Property.
Executions-eee General Statt1tes.

Executors, administrators, and gunrdin~s, 11ct to empower to compromise with r.onn ties and cit.ies when in defanlt in the payment of debts __ 1217 1 1~17, 1484, 1491 , 1505
Executor-see Resolution.
Expenses of committee to visit charitable institutions-see Committee.
Fair Association-see Associn,tion.
Fair Company-see Lebanon and Marion Connty Fnir Company •

.'

•

'

I

Fi
Fi
Fi
Fi
F'
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F,drview-see Town.
Fnirview 11nd Locust Creek-see Rolld, turnpike.
Falls City Tobacco-see Brink.
Falmouth-see Rolld, turnpike.
-see Town.
Fnrmer, Mathew-see Burton, George ,L
Farmers' Deposi~see B1rnk.
Farmers' Mutual-see Insurance Company.
Farmers and· Traders' Bank-see Bank.
Fnrming landd and property, bill to reli eve from tnxation for municiplll purposes__ 1297
Farrar, H. A., assess0r of Hickman county, bill for the benefit of_ _________ 421, 552, 573
Faxon, L. G., nomi11A.ted for Public Printer and Binder. ____________________ 1026, 1054
Fayette, bill to authorize the emplo.vment of a detective police by the county of, 487, 799,

834, 869

405

Oll5

Fayette county-see Chevis, S. L.
-see Dogs.
-a~e Judge.
Fayette county jail-see Prisoners.
Fees in certA.in cases, bill compelling the payment of _____ -----------------~----

580

-see Olerk, county and circuit.
-see General Stntntes.
-see s,,bool teachers.
of city officers of Louisville-see Officers.
of she riffs and other officers-see Oity of Covington.
Febrenbock, Margaret, committee of Audrnw Fehrenbock, 11ct for the benefit of, 423, 1170,

1192, 1211

Feland, John, added to the Committee on Genernl StA.tutes ________________ .______
added to the Committee on Printing ___________________________ __
nominated for Speaker ________________ •. __ ---'- ________________ _
359>
23()

rn.

101
327
6

Fence Company-see W1tlnut Bend Fence Company.
Fences along railroads-see Resolution .
Ferry in Henderson county opposite Mt. Vernon, in Illinoia, bill regnlnting the
Ferries, bill for the protection of the lessees nnd owners of_______________________

841
1486

keepers of-see CRmpbell county.
109

52,

po5

~09

938

506

-see General Statl..tes.
Fields, Henry, of Perry county, act for the benefit of__ :..------,-----------·----- 1259
Fields, Henry, \ate sheriff of P~rry co\lnty, bi!\ fot· the benefit of-------------____
9l2
Fire Underwriters, Louisville Board of, bill to incorpornte the.-----·-··- 1253, 1294, 1309
First Bttptist Church of Bnwling Green-see Church.
First English Lutheran Church-see Church .
First Presbyterian Church of Hopkinsville-see Church.
Fish in Tennessee river, or within one mile of the ma.ut,ll of its tribut1trics 1 net to
repeal act to prohibit the destruction of_ __ -------- _______________________ 226, 788
133
Fish Commissioners·, report of __________________________ ___________________ _ _
Fish laws, bill to repenl ,di, so far as they apply to Simpson county __ ___________ _

789

Fish-see Pisciculture.
Fisher, E. M., sheriff of TRyfor county, bill for the benefit of. ______ 487, 842, 931, 954
Fishes, food, 'in the waters of this Commonwea.lth, bill for the further propRg1~Liott
and prot ection of, 636, 660 1 722,761,772,903,913,987, 1022, 1033, 1085,

1109
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Fishes, food, in the w,itrrs of the State of Krntncky, bill to amend Act for the propagation anil protection of__________________ 225, 486, 551, 660, 721, 805
in the waters of the State of Kentncky, bill to -re1penl net for the propAgntion !lnd protection of ___ _____________ ------ ____ ---- -------·789
in the waters of Kentucky, bill to amend act for the propagation 11.nd
protection of. ____________ ______ _______________ 1310, 144cl, 1453, 1592
bill to amend section 3 of cl111.pter 999 of act for the propagation nnd
protection of_____________ ____________ -------- ____________ ----__

1342

act to prevent seining for in the waters of the Commonwealth ___ :_____

1108

Fitzhugh, R. H., report of on the condition of the locks and dnms of Kentucky river,
122
resolution for the benefit of. _____ _______________ 1178, 1188, 1221, 1244
-see Resolntion, joint.
FitzpAtrick, W. H .. h\l'e. sheriff of Floyd county, bill for the henefit of_ _______ 1259, 1412
Flng, nAtional, resolution r eq uiring it to be hoisted over the C,ipitol --~----- ____ 78, 103
Flat G•,p-sPe Tuwn.
Fleming connty-eee Jndge.

,.

-see Kendnll, Robert B.
-see School.
Flllyd county-see Fraley, Wm.

Freig
F1·eiF
Freig
Frei!
Fren
. Fron
Fug1
Full,

Fult

Full
Ful
Ful
Gai
Gai
Gttl
Gn
Ga

-S!)e George, MArcus S.
-see Line.
Fl ournoy, L. M -see Wickliffe, John D.
Fontaine, Peter, of Mende county, act for the benefit of_ ________ 415,422, 95 1, 964 976
1

sheriff of Meflde cou11ty, bill to amend net for the ben efi t of, 1073 1 1144

1

1174, 1193

Ford, John R, act to authoriz~ to erect a m)ll-dn.ru n.cross Nolin l'iver, in Edmonson
conn ty ____________ ____________________________ ___________ 1333, 1418, 1483, 1494,

.
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Ga
Ga

G:
G

Ford , A. J .-see Thompson, J. N.

c_

/

Ford's Mill and Kentucky River-see Rond, turnpike.
Forks Ohurcb, Boone's Creek. and Dick's River-see Road, turnpike.
Fork nnd Higb Bridge-see Road, turnpike.
Fqrest Hill Inclined Plane-see RRilro1id comp11ny.
Foresters--see Court Fleetwood.
Foxes-see RewRrds.

G

Fraize, Fmnk, lnte sheriff and late county court clerk of Breckinridge county, bill

G

for tbe bem,fil of ---------- --------------·-------------------- 117,185,217,242
Fraley. Wm., net to authorize to erect n mill-dam across John's creek, in Floyd
county _______________________ ----------------------· _____ 888, 1145 1151, 11 i5 1
1
Frankfort-see City.

G
G

Frnnkfort and Fl,it Creek-see Road, turnpike.
/
Frankl in-sPe Town.
Frnnklin county-<-see Gaines, J. W .

"

-see Town, BRiley 1\1 ill.
Franklin connty court-see Court, county, of Frnnklin.
Frnnk lin Insurance Compn.ay-see Tns nrance com·pRny .
Franklinton And Five Mile Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Franklinton-see 'l'own.

t'

,.

1 t

•

,.

G

G
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Freight nnd baggage-see O.irriers, common.
, 805
789

1502
1342
1108

122
1244

1412
, 103

Freigll t.-see REii !rands.
Freight ,md pnssengera-see Resolution, joint.
Freights on rnilro11ds-see ·R esolution, joint.
Frenchburg--see Town.
·
,From1tn, Jobn,jnilerofSpencerconnty, bill fortbebenelitof- ______ 487,875,931,954
Fugate, B. F., !1tte sheriff' of Perry county, act for the benefit of _____________ 841, 1419
Fuller Oil Oomp1rny, act to c'hnnge the Mrue of the, 11ud modify its charter________ 1066
Fulton county, bill concerning the sR!e of sp irituous liquors in __ __ 993, 1182, 1237, 1263
act concerning th e sale, gift, loan, or drinking of spir ituous, ,inous,
or m1Llt liquors, &c. ________________ ., ____ _____ 1183, 1308, 1320, 1359
Fulton-see Town .
E'nlton Oonnty Agricultural-see Society.
Fulton and Hickman Counties-see Hun ting Club.
Gain~s, J . W., constable of Fr,rnklin county, bill to emp.ower to appoint

11

deruty __

1487

Gainesville Academy-see Academy.
G11llatin county, act providing fur fl road lEtw in--------;---------- 214, 393, 472, 478
-see ~fot'l'ow, R.. 8.
GRmbling-see Lottery tickets.
Game and smEill birds, bill to Eimend act to protect and punisb tresp1\ss , 177, 226, 288, 306,
798, 95:.!, 990, 1025, 1086, lu95

>tct to amend act :a protect and prevent trespass, 1444, . 1445, 1451,
1481, 1507
976
44,

193
494,
504

-see Ken Luu con nty.
Garner, :11"rgaret, pauper idiot of Russell co11uty, act for the benefi~ of. __ 423, 1416, 1491
I '

Garnett, M. E:.-see H,wks, Oyrns.
Garnett, J,.mPs B.-see Resolution , joint.
Gannrd county, bill giviug the Etssessur one mqnth addition1d time to return bis
books ----- - ----------------------------- 1123, 1166, 1193, 1218
Garrnrd nnd otller named counties, net to reµenl .. ct to prohibit stock from mooing
nt lnrge on 1Urn1>ike ro1tds in, so far as the sa me Rpplies to Garrard county, 184, 334,

367, 382

G1\rrnrd county-see Court of common pleas, of Boyle, Garrnrd, &c .
-see Dogs.
-see Woodford, Boyle, 1rnd Garmrd coun tie~.
GEirtb, W. L., !1tte sheriff of OhriStinn county, EtCt for the benefit of, 1066, 1389, 1406, 1437
242

Gris compEtnies, act to prevent nod punish extortion"te cbn.rges hy t_he

1255

GEts-light CompEtny-see Mt. Sterl ing Gss-ligl1t CompEiny.
-see P ,vlncRh G11s-light Company.
GEttes, J. H., of Davies~ county, bill for the benefit of ______________ 882, 983, 1085, !109
Genry, Scott, of Butler co unty, 11ct for tbe benefit of _______________ 605, 894, 929, 939
General St11tutes, Secretnry of St11te directed to furnish ________________________ 1112
act to nmeud and construe ariicle 1, ch11pter 41, of the ______ 1214, 1418
net to amend nrticle 1, ch11;:>lfl' 93, of the, title" Revel'lue Agent,"
bill to amend nrticle 3, cbnpter 5, of the_______________________
act to amen,1 artil'l e 3, t"l,npter 28, of the, title '' Courts" _____ _ __
act to 11meurl artic le 4, of c·hapter !;, of tbe ____ ________________
act to amend n.rt icle 4, of chnp•er 15, of t,he __________ ------ - -bill to nmeod artir.le 4, chapter 28, of the, title "Courts"______

774
774

l 046
!173
549
577

1540
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Genernl Statutes, net to nmend article 6, cbnpter 41, of the __________ 352, 420, 455 1 467
bi ll to amend art icl e 8, clrnpte r 92, of the, title "Reven ne and TtlX1Ltion JI _____ ________ ---· ________________ ---- ________ 1070, 1100
act to amend article 8 , section 8, of cb,1pter 92, of the, tit.le "Revenue find Tllxfltion JI _________ __________ _______ ---- __ __ ____

260

net to P.mend nrti,·le 11, chnpter 29, of th e ________________ 1303, 1313
bil l to repeal net to amend nrticle 11, chapter 29, of tb~ ________

345

act to nmend Rrlicle 12, of chnpter 28, of tbe ______ 577, 6~7, 640, 651
bill to amend 11rticle 12, ~hRpter 41, title" Fees," of the .

660

net to nmend 11l'ticle 13, clrnpter 38, title" Executions," of the, 1133 1 1152,
1441, 1492, 150(;
I,

'

,ict to 11mend nrticle 11, chRpler 29, of the, title ••Larceny," 530 , 846 1
1046, 1278
• n!'t to 11mend article 29, c h rtpter 29, of the, title "Crimes and Pnuisbme n ts JI ___·___________ ---- ____________ 669, G87, 880, 930, 939
bill to amend chapter 12, article 4, section 8, title "Chang~ of
1
Venue in Cl'iminal nod P e n,11 Ce.ses,JI of tbe ____________ 1123, .1380
458
bi II to amend chapter 18 of the. _____________ _ -----··· ____ ______
acL to nmen<l clrnµter 18, title "Common Schools," of the, 309 1 311 1 436,
656, 674, 7~6, 726, 1179, 1415, 1483, 1493, 1505
h ill tor.mend chapter 28, of the, title" ConveynncesJ1___________
994
hill to am~nd chapter 28, article 7, sectiou l, snb~ection 3 1 of the,
act to Rmead chapter 28. article 13, section 5, of the ____ ________

1421
582

act to nmend cl.inpter 29 of tbe, titl e "Crimes >tnd ,Punishments" __ 5S2 1
724, 757 1 1446, 1_492 1 1506
ncito nmend chRpter 29, !Lrticle 3 5, title "Crimes nnd P11ui sbruen1s, "
of the ____________________ 299, 336,420,440,675 ,876, 930,937
bill to amend chiipter 47 of the_____ __________ ________________

1433

bill, to amend chapter 53 of the, titl e " Idiots and Lun ,iti csJI _____

952

>Let to a men d chapter 56 of t be, title "Incorporated Co mpa.n ies," 994,
1487, 1496, 1500
bill to amend act to i-epenl ch,tpter 65, an,! to re-estnblisb the office
of receiver for lr.ndd west of the Tennessee river ____________
660
bill to amend chnpter 613, Rrlicle 2 1 of the, title ''Landlord 1md
Te nRnt"-------------------------------------------- 1402, 1424
hill to nmend chapter 70 of the, title '' Li e ns in favor of !llech,rnic·s, L1,horers, Rud Ma.tel'ie.l Meu "-·· ________________ 977, 1183, 13-15
!Jill to n rn end chapter 72 or the ______ ______________________ 408, 552
bill to ttmend chapter 8_5 of th e , title" P en itentiary," 1217, 1226, 1260,
bill l\ffi.xing

fl

1298, 1404
penalty for n ,·ioln tion of cbRpter 8~ of the________ 1188

b ill to nmend chapter 92 of t,be, title •·Revenue noel Tttxation," 344, 428,
531, 567, 579, 620, 629, 640, 655, 675, 779, 892 1 897 1
955, 1236 1 1422, 1-153 1 1502
act to repeal net to 11ment! chapter 92, title "Revenue and T ,t xfltion "of tbe, and re-enuc t tbe provisions of the General Statutes
repealed thereby ___________________________ 778, 1032 , 1090, 1111
ac t to amend chapter 94 of the _______________ 1446, 1480, 1493 , 1506

Gen
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100
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260
313
345
651
660
52,
506
46 ,
278
939

Generul Stntutes, bill to amen d chapter 109 of the, title

11

Trearnry Warrnnt Ch1ims," 894,
983, 1047, 1107

bill to repe,il the 111st clRnse of p,i.mgraph 8, 11rticle 13, t·bnpter 38,
of the____________________________________________________

35:)

bill to amend sec tion 1 of »rticle 3 of cb1tpter 12 of the _____ ____
351
HCt to amrnrl sect ion l, nrticle 2, chflpter 92, of the ______ 7i9, 13-',0
Bet to nmend section 1 of article 3 of cllnpter 33 of the ______ 421, 552
bill to nm end section I, article 5, chapter 33 , of tb~ __ ____ -·- --332
bill to nmend sectil.l n 1 , nrticle 5, chnpter 41, of the, ~27, 420 1 442,
455, 467
bill to ,imend section 1, nrticle 7, chapter 28, of the_____________
351
b ill to !\mend Fection I, article 8 1 ch np ter 92, of th e, 577, 755, 781,
886
bill to nmend section 1 1 article 13, chapter 28, of the·---------bill to repe,11 certain p,u·ts of section l of l\rticle 13, ch1,p1.er 28,
of th e_ __ __ ____ __________________________________________

351
580

bill to 11me11d section I, l\rticle 21, chapter 28, of the ___ 532, 832, 1391
380

b58

I 6,
605

994

~21
68 2

2,
06

bill to amend section 1, ar tirle 21, chnpter 28, of tb e, and to
incrense the civil jurisd iction of justices of the peace ______ 550 1 631
bill to nruend section 1; l\r licle 23. chapter 28, of \be_,___________
548
act to nmend section ~rticle 29, chapter 29, of the____________
579
act to amend section 1, chllpter 49, of t.he ____ _ .. ______ ____ ___ ___
660
net to amend section l, clrnpter 56, of the _____________________ 1199
bill to ttmend secliou 1 1 chapter 92, of tbe ________ -----··------ 1250
bill to fi men d sec tion 2, of article 1, ch,ipter 106, tit_le "T,1verns
and 'fi]Jpling-honses," &c. of the ______________ 393, 630 1 674, 735
1

act to amend section 2, nrticle 2, chnpter 29, of tbe _ __ __________
37
33

52
4,

00
60

hill to nmend section 2, n!·ticle 8, chapter 92, of the, 408, 578, 605, 651
bill to nmend act to amend section 2, article.8, ch,ipter 92, of th e, 756,
1144, 1174, 1194
act to Rmend section 2, a rticle 13; chRpter 28, of tbe ___ 532, 873, 889,
1146, 1215, 1220, 1244
bill to amenu sections 2 and 3, ch,ipter 134, of the, by striking out
s,iid sec tions, and insert,lng the follow in g in their plRces _____ _

!i2

~'

659

'bill to repenl sections 2 nnd 3, l\rticle 3, ch1tpter 28, of tl~e, and to
fix the compensnt ion of the Reporter of the Court of Appenls, 735 1
985, J 045 1 1434, 1438, 1469

1447

net to amend section 3, article 2, chnptt!r 33, of the, 548, 992, 1047, 1086
net to f\mend section 3, a rticle 3, chapter 29, of th e _____ 345 1 347 1 368

)4

bill to f\mcnd section 3 of article 4, chapter 5, of the, title "Attorneys" _____________________________________________ --·--

1146

l8

bill to amend section 3, article 16, chnpter 29, of the _______ ______

1421

8,

net to amend s~ction 4, article 3, cb,\pter 92 , of th\\---- 396 1 417, 1419
bill to amend section 4, nrticle 5, chaptH 92, title" Revenue and
Tflx.ation," of tbe ______ ________________________ ---- ______
395

r,
2

bill to nmeud sections 4 and _5, article 5, cbnpter i9, title "Crimes
and Puni shments," of the________________________________ _
1

6

453

net to ,imend section 4, article 11, chapter 18, of the-----------460
bill to nmend sections 4 and 51 of chapter 84, ti tie "Peddlers,"
of the ______ \ __________________________________________ 229, 579
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Gunernl St11tlltfs, bill to nmend sect.i<>n 5, nrtirle 4, clrnpter 5, of the, ti 1le "Attorneys"- ____________________________________________ . ___ _
bill to repenl section~ 6 nntl 7, of article 2, ch~pter 52, of the ___ _
net to nme ad section 6, 1trlicle 6, ch,1pter 92, of the, 658, 1295
1

Germ
580
• 852
1320,

' 38, of tbe __ 90+, l 411 ,
b ill to amend section G, ar1 irle 13, chapter

1369

nl't 10 umend SPl'tion 8, of article 13_, chnpt,,r 38, of tbe _ _________
hi 11 to r•pNtl section 8, o rticle 17, chnp ter 29, of the ______ __ ___ _

658
35 l

1427
bi ll to nmend sertion 7, of ar1icle 6, chnpter 15, of thr ____ 1288, 1340
hill to amend section 7, chapter 56, of the.______ ______________
549

bill 10 nmrnd section 9, Rl'liC'le 35, of chapter 29, of tlrn _____ 355, 580
RCt to nmend net to amend sec1ion lJJ, 11.rticle 2, clrn.pter 27, of the, 945,
993, 1131, 1150
bill to ameud sections iO ,ind 11 of l'hnpte r 42, ti Il e '' l?erri~s,"
of the. ______________ ______ __________________ •.• ____ ·----421
bi ll to Rmend secti nn 11, ch1tpter 31, of the___________________

581

bill to repeal sect ion 11, ~lrn.pter 443, art to 1tm ·· nd chnpter 92,
II
title Revenue nnn Tnxntiou ," nf the ___________ 241, 395, 430, 467
bill to amend sertion 12 , of •micle l, cb11.pter 18, of the, title
'' Common Schools " _____ ---~-- ______________ ___________ ·· -··bill to amend section 12, nrticle 8, chnpter 92, of the, title" Revenue and T11xntion ''. ___ __ ______ __ __ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
1
11rt to ame 11d · t.i e> n 12, hrlicle 9, 91.Jnpter 92, of the, title
·' Revenue and Tllxation •· ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
bm

LO

1398

Gilli :

Ghee

Glas1
Glas1
Glen
Gle

God!
Goh
Gol
Goo
Goo

7 74

Goo
Gor

217

Gos
Go,

t·e-eaRct se<!tion 13 , Hrtiele 5, chapt~r 92, title" Re venue.

nnd Tnxntion, '' 11nd to repeal portions of net to amend said
chapter of the __________________ ____________________ ··-- ___

Germ
Germ
Germ
Gem
Gem

Gou
778

Go

774

Go

bill to amend section 14, Rrticlc 8, clrnpter 92, of the, title
1

"Revenue n.nd T,Lxrttioa '
l\rt to nmend section 16, l\l'licle 8, cbnpter 92, title '' Revenne
-· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ____

nnd Taxntion," of th~ -- ------------------~--- 779, 892, 990, 1357
bill to ameord sec•ion 17, s.rticle 13, ch11pter 28, of the ____ 338, 550, 631
11rt Lo amend stction 18, anic ' e 8, 1chnprer 92, of the__ _________ 1034

Go

bill to amend se~tion 19, cli•pter 33, of nr1icle 12, of tile

___ 432, 552

Go

nrt to amend section 19, chapter 42, of the ___ 1447, 1480, 1494, 1506
act to amend section 20, nrticle I, clrnpter 94, of the ___ ________
577

Gr

11c•t to nm•nd section 22, nnic:ltl 2, cha.pter 39, of the____________

1445

Gr

act to amend se~tion 21, articlt• l, chapter 94, title "Roads and
Pass ways," of lhe _____ __________________ ____________ : __ 353, 426

Gr

act to Rmend section~ 24 nod 25, article 2, chapter 66, of the___ ___
act to amend section 42, article. l, ch11.pter 91, of the ______ ___ ___

582
582

Gr

G
G
G

act to amend subsection 4 of section l, article 7, ch11.pter 28, of
the ____________ ___ __ ··--- _______ _: __ ______ ________ 187 , 432, 464
Ge.ological Survey, bill for the continu,rnce of the ______ __ ______ 1206, 131 7, 1381, 1404
George, Marcus S ., of Floyd county, act for the benefit .of. ________ 945, 1170 , 1192, 1211
Georgetown and Dry RidP,"e-see Rond, turnpike.
Georgetown, Midway, Vers11.illes, and Kentucky RLrnr-see Railro11.d comp11.11y.
German Bap.tist Bethesda-see Society.

·'

G

"I
'.,

G

,.
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580
• ~52
320,
1359
1427
1340
549
658
351
580

I

-15,
150
421
58[
467
398
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German Evangelicstl Einigk~i,s Gemeind~ of PRdncRb. ,,ct lo incorpornt e the, 299, 846,
928, 939
German Insurance Bnnk-see Bnnk.
German Internittional BRnk-see Bnnk.
German Protestant Orpbnn-see Asylum.
Germnn Protestant Orphan Asy Ium-see Society.
Germantown-see Town.
Gillis, W. H., resolution nppropriating money to_ ,, ______ -----, __________ 10-l, l 21, 203
appointed Sergen.nt-at-Arms ______________________ . ____ __ ____ ____
6
Ghent-see Town.
Glasgow-see City.
Glasgow Grnngers' Mutual Benefit-see Society.
Glencoe and Sugar Creek-see Ro1ul, turnpike.
Glen .Alpine Lod ge-see Lodge.
Godsh aw , Cbnrles, ,1dded to the Commitlee on IntPrnal lmpro,·erne1n ___ _________ _
R,\i lroads __ _______ . ____________ _

101

Goheen, T. L., jr.-see Johnston, J. 0.
Goldstein, A., net for the benefit of. __________ 514. 553, 842, 1415, 1451 1 1482, 1507
1507
Good en, John, of B"11 connt.y, net for the b~ne fit of_ _____ 1334, l-118, 1452 , 1481,
101
Goodnight, I. H., Rdtl~d to the Onrnminee on Codes of Prnctioe. _________ ___ _____ _
GoodpRster, J. B. and Charles-see Bank.
Gordon svil le-see '!'own.
Gos·som, G:, W ., nom inRt1·d for Sergeo.n t -JLt-A rms _________•_________________ • ___ _

22
1501
i491

217

Gowdy, John E., of Tnylo~ county, bill for the benefit of __ __ .____ 882, 1479, 1496,

778

Goulnrd Co1d, Oil, and ~liniug ·Compuny, >1ct ta incorpora:e the __ 1326, 1364, 1419,
Go•ernor, commit1ee nppoiatfd lo w:-ti~ on _________________! _________ ·----- 35, 1508
35
regular messitge of ___ ___ _________ ________ .. ___________ -~---- _____ _
68
Governor' s messnge referred to appropriate committees ____ --------------------,messnge of, in reg>1rtl to lottery privileges ___________________________ _ 1265

774

message of, vetoing net to l\rnencl section l, article 8, chapter 92, of ~he
General St>1tuted _______________________________________________ _
Governor, bill to µrovide n suitable mansion for the __________ 1260, 1279 , 1331,

886
1380

Gov~rnor's M>1nsion-see Resolution, ;oiut.
Grndyville circuit-see Church, M. E., South.
Grady ville--se'e hodge.
Gr11lf, Jncob H., and.Thomns LFlwS, FICt for the benefit of_ _______ 873, 1072, lll(), 1141
GrahRm, Wm. E., of Allen county, act for the benefit of ____________________ 728 1 1309 .
26

Grand Conclave-see Heptnsophs.
G1·anges, subordinate, act ro incorpor1tte ______ ------ __ __ 1066, 1419, 1482, 1494, 15<N-

82
82

Grant county, bill to Ruthorize the coin mi ss ioner of cl1tims of, to lev;y an ad valo-

64
04

11

\I

180

r em tai -------------------------------------------------see Constable.
-see Oourt of claims.
-see Line.
-see School.
Grayson-see B1tnk of deposit.
~see Town.
Grayson county-see Court, criminal, of Davie·ss.
-see School.

1094

'r
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Grnvel Rond Company-SPe PMlncnh nnd Hinkleville Gravel Rond Com!)any.
Graves, Jobn L ., net to repenl net for the be11efit. of_ __ ______ _________ 184 241, 261 277
1
1
Grnves county-see MurpiJy, S . D.
-see School disll'irt.
Great Crossings o.n.d Stamping Ground-see Road, turnrike.
Green nod Barren rivers, report of committee appointed to ex:im ine the condition
of the ____ ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ __

972

expeoditnres on-see Resolution.
committee appointed to investigate the conditio!!-Resolutioo, joint.

Haden
Haley
ley
the
Hall,
Hamil
Bami'
Hamn
ben

Hamt
Hane,

resolution instructing Attorney General in reg1ud to-me
Resolution, joint.
Green and Barren River .Kavigation Comp,rny, act to n.mend act to nmend and expl11in tlct to incorporate the __ 413 1 ?93,

IJreen county-see Du-rlrnm, Elizabeth.
Green river-see Big Snndy.

1047 I 1086
act to nt;iend net to incorporate the, .
and to reguJ,.te tbe ch,.rges of

Han
Han

freight by snid c-ompnny, &c., 956, 986,

flan

1021

~b

bill to repeal in pnrt act to incorpomte tbe, &c. _____ - ·--- l 447, 1474, 1489
-see Resolution.

}fan•

Han'
Ha.rij

Green, Thomas M., of Maysville, net for the benefit of ______________ 410,515,522,529
Greennp-see Schools, publijc .
-se<i Town.
Greennp county, bill for the benefit of, and to punish persons for injuries and damage done by them to the public bridges of s1ti d county _________

1297

act to regulate the sale of spirituous liquors In, 425, 462, 474, 519, 841,
1364, 149~
bill to amend act to amend nnd reduce into one the several acts in
relRtion 10 the ro1td law of_ ______ . .: _______________ 1167 1193, 1218
1
- see S>1nders, George W.

Greenup county and quarterly courts-see Court, county, or Greenup.
Gr~enap ~lutual S1tvings-see Association.
Greenup quarterly court-see Court, quarterly, of Greenup .
Green vi Ile-see. Town.
Greenwich-see Road, turnpike.

BaD

Ha.
H"

Hat
Ha.

Gresham, W. Scott, adde.d to the Committee on Immigration nncl Labor __________ _
Griffith, J. W., ndded to the Committee on Military Affairs __ ___________________ _
Grigsby, L. B., nominated for Assistant Clerk _______ _________________ _ _______ _
primAs, Owen W., nominated for State L.i brnrinn ____________________________ 268,
Grundy, William Edwin, son of William Grundy, of Ballard county, bill for the
benefit. of _______________ ___ ____________________ ---·- ________ · _________ 309,

171
JOJ
20
284
1365

Guardians-see Resolution, joint.
GuthriJl City-see Town.
'1

Hn~

Haas, Mrs. Rosa, of Louisville, act for the benefit of, 551, 736 1 ~418 1452, 1481, 1507
1
Backer, Julius, late sheriff' of O!Ry county, bill for the benefit of ___ 421, 660 706, 735
1

H
B
Hn
H
H

INDEX.
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Hadensville Male and Female-see Seminary.
Hnley, J. 0., late cle1·k of Whitley circuit, J.C. Brassfield, late clerk of the Whitley county court, ,ind M. L. Davis, late judge of the Whitley county court, act for
the benefit of_ _______ ----------------____________________________________

1545

1421

Hall, John G. and Mary C., petition of _____ ~------------------------------- 102, 224
Hnmilton Oollege-see College.
Hamilton, Dudley-see Newson, R. S.
Hammond, Nt\ncy, committ~e to Benj. Einmmond , of Clinton county, act for the
benefit of_ ____________________________ .------ .___________ 423,· 1015, 1085,· 1093
HRmmonsville-see Town.
Hancock CQUnty, bill to increase the jurisdiction of courts of justices of the peace in,

331

acL to prohibit the sale of ardent spirits in justices' districts Nos.
' 93,
086

3and 6 ---------------------------------- 424, 993 1 1046 1 1086
-see Court, criminal, of Daviess.
-see Courts, police.
Hancock, Martin, of Trigg county, bill for the benefit of _________ 882, 1008 1 1085, 1109

986,

Hancock quarterly court-see Court, quarterly, of HRncock.
Hanks, Cyrus, and W. T. Garnett, late circuit court clerks of CRrroll county, bill for
tbe benefit of _________________________________ ___________ 1421, 1479, 1497, 1500

!Oil
l489

529

297

34[,

99

218

71
01
20
84

65

7
5

li,rn sbrough, Elijah, of Hardin county, bill for the benefit of_ ___ \209, 1351 1 1369 1 1402
268
Han son, ~1rs. Virginia, nominated for State Librarian___________________________
Hardin county, act to nmend net for the benefit of __________________ 577, 846, 928, 938
bill to orgA.nize and establish a system of public s~bools in the Elizabethtown common school district in___________________________

477

-see Bank.
-see Oourt, crim inal, of Daviess.
-see Hnns\)rough, Elijah.
-see Judge.
Hnrdinsburg nnd Cloverport-see Road, turnpike.
Hnrdinsville, Ballard's Cross Ro11ds, and Harrisonville-see Road, turnpike.
Hargis, Hon. Thomns F., tendered use of Hall of House ________________________ _

266

HMlan county-see Bailey, J. K.
-see Sayler, John G.
Harrison, A. J., and Samuel Ellis, late sheriff's of Lewis county, and their deputies,
act for the benefit of ____ ________ ______________ ________ _____ -----· ______ 186, 411'
Harrison county, bill for the benefit of the asseseor of_ ___________ 176, 226, 261, 291·
act to prevent horses, mules, cattle, ·goats, sheep, swine, geese, or
ducks from running aL large and trespRssing in district No I, io, 1167,
1390, 1431, 1484
-see Line.
-see Nourse, Wm.
Harrison County Mutual Life-see Insurance company.
Harrodsburg-see Town.
-see School, grnd~d free.
Harrodebnrg Seminary-see Seminary.
Harrodsburg Trotting Association and Fair-see Association.
Hart county, bill to reduce the number of justices' districts iu __________________ . 13611
-see Buckley, John.
H.

R.-157
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Hart county-see Curle, Julius R.
-see Line.
Hartford-see School, graded.
--see Town,
Hartis, V. F ., of Butler county, act for the benefit oL---~·------ 731 1 13:15, 1369, 140&
Hawesville-see School.
-see Town.
I;IRwkins, W. S., act for the henefit of ___________________ 1233 1 1328, 1446, 1493 1 1506
Hawthorn, J acob, tiill for the benefit o(. _________ ----·- ______ _____ ______ ____ 1486
Haydon, Charles-see Thanks.
Haynes, William-see Town, Monticello.
Hays, H.~see Love, W. L.
Hays 1 J.C., sheriff of Hardin county , bill for tire benefit o{ ______ ,.\ __
71Z, 966, 980
Hays, R. G.-see Resolution, joint.
H11zelip, W. L ........see Resolution, joint.
H~adqu,1rters and Steel's Run-see Road, turnpike,
Hee.ton, John, sr., of Henry county, bill for the benefit of ________ 993, 1199 1 12Zl, 1264
J_

Henderson, Hon. H. A. M., communicatton from--••••-------•-----------------883
Henderson:.....see City.
;Henderson county, act to authorize the constable in, to collect the delinquent taxes, 1065 1
1296, 13201 1358

act to atlthorize the to issue bonds to pay of!' or fund its present
bonded indebtedness------------------------- 513·, 655, 674 1 727
act to prevent the obstructing of creeks in ________ 213 1 951, 980, 1005'
bill to reduce the number of jurors in inferior courts in, and to
regulate the pay of the same ____ --•----- ____ --•--·----··-··
3·28
~see Ferry,
=see Trespassing upon lands.
~see Union county.

',

Hickma
Hickor~
Hicks, l
Bigblan
High la
Hill Ci
Hiram I
Rogan,
Hogs f
Holidal
Hollid
Holme
Home!
Home e
HomerHomes
Hqpe E
Hope, l
Hopki1
Hopki1
Horeb
Horses
Horto
Horto

Hospil
Howa1

Hen!)ricks, J. W., memorial of--------"----- ----------------•---·---~-------·
176
of Simpson county, act for the ll'enefttof_ ________ 184, 951, 979, 1005
Henry county, act to amend the general tll'rnpike law oL. 714 ; 1418, 1482, 1495, 1504
act to amend the turnpike law of, &c·----~----- 946·, 1072, lllO, 1141
~see Heaton, John 1 sr.
Henry county court-see Court, county, of Henry.
Henry, Oldham 1 and Jefferson-see Road, turnpike.
Hensley, B. B., a constable of Pendleton eounty, ac& tO' authorize to appoint a deputy r 982 1
13891 1438, 1485

Hebron Lodge-see Lodge.
Hef)'tnsophs 1 act to incorporate the Grand Conclave-of__~~- 201, 257, 322, 34~, 367, 38Z
Herndon , John C. 1 nominated for Public Printer___________ ~-- ------------ 1026 1 1059'
Hibler 1 George M. 1 late clerk Bourbon c·ounty circuit court; act for the benefit of
personal repreeentatives of_ ____________ --~~--"'-'---""---• ____ 728 ,, 1307 1 1319, 1359'
Bickman county-see Colle~e, Columbus.
-see Courts, quarterly.
~see Farrer, H. A.
-see Hicks 1 Fatha.
I
~see Morton, John,
-see Poore; Thomas G,
-see Stilley, E. J,

apJ
inr
Hant
Han

Hun
Hun

Han
HuR
Has
Hut

Hyd

ldio

I

I
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~80

'264

883
65,
58
727
05'

328
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Hickman county court-see Court, county, of Hicliman.
Hickman, Martha-see Mitchel, Jerusha.
Hickory Grove-see Town.
Hicks, F11tha, of Hickmn.n county, act for the benefit of ____________ 184, 880, 930 1 939
Highland Cemetery-see Cemetery.
Highland Racing Park-see Association.
Bill City-see Road, turnpike.
Hiram Bassett Lodge-see Lodge.
Bog1rn, Elijah, sheriff of Gall11tin ~ounty, act for the benefit of, 736, 1034, 1071, 1091, 1111
Hogs from running at large- ilee Town, Williamsburg.
Holiday, legal, bill declaring the 1st day of January a________ _ _______________
582
Holliday, J. H., late j11dge of Nicholas co1rnty, bill for the benefit of _____________ 1447
Holmes, Samuel-see Court, county, of Lincoln.
Home Mutual Fire and MBrine-see Td.surance compllny.
Home find Infirmary-see Masonic Widows and Orphans' Home and Infirmary.
Homer-see Town.
Homestead 1111d exemption iaws-see Resolt1tion. ,
Hope Baptist Church-see Church. •
Hope, Martha, of Ohio county, bill for the benefit of_______________ 977 1 1470 1 1497 1 l50l
Hopkinsville and Clarksville-see Road, turnpike.
Hopkinsville Presbyte-rian Church-see Church.
Horeb 11nd Garrick-see Road, turnpike.
Horses, cattle, swine, &c. -see Harrison county.
Horton, M. G., sheriff of Olay county, bill for the benefit of _____ 658, 1077, lltO, 1147
Horton, Wm.O., C&rter county, act for the benefit of_ ___________ 238, 1145, 115L, 1175
Hospita ls, privBte lying-in, act in relation to __________________ 773 1 1350 1 ·1380 1 1404
Howard, 0. i\L, of Elliott county, bill for the benefit of _______________________
733
844
Bown.rd, John N., late sheriff of Ha rlan county, flCt for the benefit of____________
Howard, Lower Creek, and Kentucky River-see Road, turnpike.
Hudson, Henry-see Tucker, James M.
Hughes, H. G., of Russell county, act for the benefit of--------------------798
Humlong and Sharon-see Road, turnpike.
Humston, 0 . M., act for the benefit of _______________ : ____________ '466, 843, 931, 978
Hnnt, F . K., and Wm. 0. P. Breckinridge, resolntio11 to add to the commissioners
appointed to superintend and direct the erection of a monu-ment to John 0. Br~kinridge ______________ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----·---- ---- --- ---- 1491
Hunter, Davidson, a pauper idiot, act for the benefit of_ ________ 774, 1308, 1347, 1359
Hunter, George W., of Bardstown, Nelson county, bill for the benefit of, 658 1 L009, 1046 1
1357, 1370, 1406, 1420
Bunter, Sydney, a pauper idiot, act for the benefit of __________ 774,_ 1308, 1347, 1360
Bunting Club, Fufl'On and Bickman Counties, bill to incor-porate the, 982 1 1364, 1380,
l411, 1483, 1493, 1505
Hnntoon, B. B., invited to visit Frankf11rt with his pupils of the Blind Asylum ___
541
BuRbands, L. D.-see Caldwell, S. B .
Huston-, H .B., late sheriff of Union county, act for the benefit-of_ ____ 1013, 1419, 1491
Hutton, J.B., nominared for Door-keeper.---··------------------------------ 27, 33
Hyde, Bnmphrey, nominated. for Door-keeper ____________________________ 27 30
1

Idiots and h1.natios-see General ,Statutes,

/'
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Improvement Com·pany-see Kentucky River Improvement Company.
-see Tradewater Improvement Company.
Incor.porated Companies-see General Statutes.
Indiana, boundary line between Kentucky and-see Line.
-see Resolntion, joint.
Independence-see Town.
Independe nce n.nd Colemansville-see Road, turnpike .
Independent Order B'nai B'ritb-see Lodge.
Independ ent Order of Foresters-see Lodge.
Infirmary-see Kentucky Infirmary.
Inspector. General-see Quarter-Master General.
IMtitute, Spencer, flCt in relation to the ________________________ 757, 1259 , 1293 , 1306

lnterest
Jnterna

lntoxic

785

I. o. 0
Isaacs,
Jackso
Jackso

Institution for Feeble-minded Children-see Resolution, joint.
Institution of learning-see Town, Flrtt GRp.
Insurance agents, fire, resolution calling on Auditor for information in regBrd to
issuing licenses to---- - ------~----------------------------------- a_:..___ 1203
Insurance Bureau, I\Ct to amend act to establish a n, 791,897, 902, 952, 996, 1250, 1294 1

Jacks
Jailer

Institution for the Education of the Blind-see Resolution.
Institution :for th~ Ed11c11tion of Feeble.minded Cbitdren, report of committee appointed to visit the ___________________ ____________ _______________________ _

,'

Interest,

1309

·I .

reeolution, joint, in regard to the printing for the __ 883, 895, 896 1 964
-see Resolution, joint.
1 Insura nce, Committee on, authorized to em ploy clerk ____________________ 629 , 640, 661
Insurance Company, Farmers' Mutual, bill to estRblish the - --------··---··-------- 1433
Harrison Uounty Mutu al f,ife, act to incorporate th e, 678, 877, 883,
1337, 1446, 1495, 1506

Home Mutual Fire and M1uine, hill to incorporate the __ ll08 7 1443
-Kentucky Grangers' Mutual, bill to estnblish the __________ 514, 720
Ken tucky Ma.sonic Mutual Life, bill to amend the charter of the, 366,

James
Ja~ee
Jame•
Jeffe
Jeffe
as
Jeffe
Jeffe

387, 430, 454

LouisvHie, the Franklin Insurance OompRny, and the Union Insurance Company of Louisville, to do " genera I fire and rnn•
rine insurance business, under the name and style of the
Louisville Underwriters' Associ11ti0u. __ 372, 401, 650, 705, 727
MutuRI Benefit Fire, of Boone county, RCt to incorporate tbe , 1066,
1295, 1319, 1360

Southern Mutual Life, Act to consolida.te net to amend the
chRrter of tbe _______________ _372, 375, 434, l!08, 1131, 1150
.Jnsurn'ace compfmies, fire, act to define the responsibility of __________________ 700, 718

Je
Je

fire and marine, bill for the incorporntion and regull\tion of, 1397,
1423

Je

act to amend act for the incorporation and regulation of 6re,
marine, health, accident, live stock, and a.II other, except
life---------------------··-=· 1023, 1206, 1308, 1347, 1360
'Insurance department, act to repeal a.ct to Ruthorize life insnrance companies to mAke
speciRI deposit3 of securities in the ___________________________________ 1023, 1209
1Insuranc11, life, fire, or marine, in this Oornmonwea.Jth, act to protect persons taking
.policies of__________ ------------··--- ______________________________ 308, 348, 673

Je
Je

Jo

Jo
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Interest, act establishing a legal rata of, and declaring contracts for a greater rate
void as to the excess over the legal interest--------- 604, 753, 808, 84.9, 895.
bill to prescribe the rate of for the loan of money, tbe payment of wbicb is
secured by mortgage on· real estate __________________ ··------- --·------ 1170
Interest law, resolution instructing Judiciary committee in regard to ____________ 1239
six per cent., resolution to inquire into the propriety of repealing___ 1188
Internal I0:3provemen t, majority report from the Committee on____________ ________ 914
minority report from the Commit.tee on ___________ 870, 901 1 914

J •

-see Resolution, joint.
Intoxication-see Judges, clerks, and attorneys.
-see Officers, county.
1306

785

1203
294,
1309
, 964
, 651
1433
883,
1506
1443
, 720
366,
454

, 727
l066,
1360

1150
718
1397,
1423

1360
1209
, 673

!. O. 0. F.-see Lodge.
Isaacs, James R., of Jackson county, act for the benefit of, lll6, ll42, 1308, 1347, 1360
Jackson, Judge W. L., bill.for the benefit of _____ ___________ 463 1 995 1 1020, 1085, 1109
Jackson county-see Court ef claims of Jackson.
-see Culton, J. N.
-see Isaacs, James R.
-see Line.
Jacksonville and Townsend-see Road, turnpike.
Jailer of Garrard county-see Eaton, Walter.
Spencer county- see Froman, John.
,James H. Hall Eagle Plow Company-see Plow company.
1
James, Samuel T., of Bourbon county, bill for tbe benefit of __________ 754,758, 766 869
Jamestown magisterial district-see Campbell county.'
Jefferson-see Road, turnpike.
Jefferson, John G., clerk of the Trigg co110t,Y court, bill authorizing, to qualify
as guardian of his son, Harry Percy Jefferson ____________________ 117, 226, 261, 291
Jefferson, Perry, late sheriff of Mason county, act for the benefit of ___ 413, 655, 705, 727
Jefferson county, act to define a certain portion of the boundary ~L-- 699, 880, 930, 939
bill 1,0 regulate the jurisdiction of justices of tbe peace in equity
cases in-------------------------------~--1067, 1296, 1320, 1358
act regulating the fees and duties of the sealer of weights and
measures for, &c. ------------------------------------ 1094, 1447
and city of Louisville, act to repeal act concerning the joint expenses of ________________________________________ ----__ 1254
-see Dogs.
-see Kenton county.
-see Whips, W. 0. D.
Jefferson county court-see Court, county, of Jefferson.
Jefferson Southern Pond Draining Company, act to amend the charter of the, 548, 881,
930 , 939
Jessamine county, act to authorize to purch~e additional land adjoining the court. house lot, and to levy a. tax to pay for the same, 324, 894, 929, 938
-see Bronaugh, John W.
-see Schools, common.
Jessamine County Medic.al-see Society.
Jett, M. E.-see Court, county, of Henry.
Jonathan Lodge-see Lodge.
John 0. Breckinrldge-see Association.

,\
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Johnson, E. Polk, elected Assistant Clerk_--------··--- ______ ---.----.,. _________ · 20, 22
-see Thanks.
Johnson, Wm., a pauper idiot, act for the benefit of____________ ____ 617, 881, 930, 938

t'

Johnson county-see Line.
Johnston, J. 0., circuit court clerk, and T. L. Goheen, jr., county court clerk of
Marshall county, act for the benefit of_ ______________________ 1276, 1418, 1488, 1496
Jolly, G. P., of Breckinrid~e county, act for the benefit of _________ 728, 951, 979, 1005
Jorden, John, an idiot of Lawrence county, act for the benefit of, 416, 1445 1 1483, 1492•

Judit

Judg

1505

Judge of Nicholas county-see Holliday, J.H.
Judge and clerk of the Louisville poli-ce court, report of committee in regard to compensation of _________________________________ .__________________ ··--- _____ _

Judi
739

Judges of the circuit and common pleas courts, bill to regulate the salaries of the, 522,
525
Jndges, clerks, and Commonwealth's Attorneys, bill to prevent intoxication of, 1433, 1443,
1453., 1502

Judi

Judges, county, clerks, sheriffs, collecting officers ,rnd nil other civil officers of this
Commonwe1tlth, bill for the benefit of _____________________.:_ 332, 334
and justices of the peace, bill to confer jurisdiction on, in cases of
riots, routs, and breaches of the peace.--~-------------------- 1444
justices, aherilfs, and constable!, act requiring the performance of
certain duties by _________________________ ·--- ____ ____ ______
530
Judges, salaries of-see Courts, circuit and common pleas.
Judge, county, bill to authorize Lbe to hire out certain persons convicted of mis.demeanors ____________ --"--- ____________________________ 550, 722
of Rourbon, act to authorize the to sign certain orders, 181, 349, 386, 402
of Fayette, act to provide for the appointment of a suitable person
to perform the duties of, __________________ 326, 548, 656, 705, 726
of Flemi~g county, net empowering the to sell and convey the Fleming County f;,eminary lot_ _____ .;. _____________ 798, 1122, 1174, 1210
of Hardin, act to authorize the, to issue coffee-house licenses in the
town of Eliza6ethtown _____________________ 1309, 1389, 1406, 1420

Ju

Ju

Ju
Ju

of Hardin, act to authorize the, to order an election for trustees in
the town of ElizRhethtown _________________ 1468, 1480, 1496, 1501

.'

of Logan, act to repeal act authorizing th~, to appropriate money to
keep in repair the turnpike road in Russellville district, 436, 846, 929,

J

939

of Madison, act to allow the to practice law in certain cases, 1334, 1418,
1438, 1484
/

of Owen, act to authorize the to sell and convey the title to the old
jai I lots, and the west half of the new jail lot, belonging to Owen
county------------------·---------·-----·------ 324, 734 1 753 1 78a
of Rockcastle, bill authorizing the to issne bonds and fund the county
debt at a less rate per cent., known as the court.house bonds, 864, 1217,
1299, 1364

of Shelby, bill to authorize the to offer a reward for the apprehension and conviction of the person or persons who murdered Reuben
Dennis, &c, _______________________________________________

\

1123

J
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o, 938
1495
1005
1492,

1505

739
522,

525
1443,
1502

334
1444
530

722
402
726
210
420

501
29,

r39

r. s,

i84

782

'7'
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Jud~e of the Bourbon county court-see Court, county, of Bourbon.
Calloway county court-see Oury, G. G.
Henry county court-see Court, county, of Henry.
Jefferson county court-see Court, county, of Jefferson.
Robertson county court-see Lyttle, Chas.
Whitley county court-see Haley, J.C.

\1

Judge, police, of Louisville-see Resolution.
-see Town, Carlisle.
-see Town, Hawesville.
-see Town, Woodburn.
Judicial districts, mPjority and minority reports from special committee appointed
on the subject of re-districting the ~tate into_ .________ 400, 533, 553
-see Resolution, joint.
Judicial district, 8th-see Courts.
8th-see Courts, circuit.
12th-see Court, circuit, of Kenton .
12th-see Courts, circuit, chancery, and criminal.
13th-see Courts, circuit.
14th-see Courts, circuit.
14th-see Court, criminal.
14th-see Courts, criminal.
15th-see Courts, circuit.
16th-see Courts, civil and criminal.
16th-see Courts, circuit and criminal.
16th-see Court, criminal.
Judy, M. D., late marshal of the town of Owenton, Owen county, act for t he benefit
of----------------------------------------------------- 422, 1071, 1090, 1112
Juries in courts or justices of the peace, police courts, city courts, and quarterly
courts, ,a ct to provide for-----------------------.-------------------------635
Juries, service on-see Officers on turnpike roads.
Jurors in inferior courts, bill to reduce, the number of, and to provide for and to regulate the pay of the same _________________ 532, 603, 633
-see Courts.
-see Henderson county.
Justices' district-see Daviess county.
-see Hancock county.
-see Hart county.
Justices, sheriffs, and constBbles-see Judges, county.
Justices of the peace-see Courts, quarterly.
-see Genera.I Statutes.
-see Crittenden county.
-see Hancock county.
-see Judges, county.
jurisdiction of-see Jefferson county.
fees of-see Whitley and Knox counties.
Keene., A. T ., petition of ____ ---- __________ ---- ____________________ ----------

541
1505

act for the benefit of---------------------- 925, 1446, 1486, 1495,
of Puluski county, act for the benefit of ________________ 1444, 1486, 1495
23

j

I.
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Kendall, Robert B., petition of_ _____________________________________ ----------

'.

I 09

Kendall, Robert B., of Fleming county, act for t,he ben_efit of------·· 201, 254, 289 305
1
KP,ller, Green R., nominated for Public Printer____________________________ 1026, 1083
Kentoa circuit court-see Court, circuit, of Kenton.
Kenton county, act to prevent base ball playing on Sunday _in ____ 1255, 1308, 1319, 1359
act to amend act allowing a constable in to appoint one deputy, 1255, 1329,
1369, 1405

act to protect game and small birds, and to punish trespasses in, 548, 932,
979, 1005

bill relating to the sale of spirituous liquors in___________________ 1322
net to amend act t0 regulate the road law of ______ 908, 1416, 1432, 1485
-see Court of claims.
- see Scbool.
-see Sheep and dogs.
· -see Town, Independence.
-see Wolfe, John.
Kenton and Jefferson counties, bill to prevent stock from running at large in __ 325, 326
1

894, 930, 937

\

I

Kenton Station-see Road, turnpike.
Kentucky-see Ro11d, turnpike.
Kentucky Central-see Railroad company.
Kentucky Christian Educational-see Society.
Kentucky Classical and Business College-see College.
Kentucky Grangers' Mutual Benefit-see Society.
Kentucky Gmngers' Mutual Insurance Company-see Insurance company.
Kentucky, Green and Barren rivers, stat1ment of Auditor in regard to __________ _

383

-see Attorney General.
-see Resolution.
Kentucky Infirmary for Women and Children, bill to amend act to incorporate the,

773,

Kentnc
Key, T
Kidd vii
Kilgore
Kitting
depu
Koigbt.
Knight
Knigh
Knob ~
Knott,
Knox a
Knox

Knox
Kubn,
Labor
Lagra
Lagr
L..ke
LRnca
Lane
Land,
Land'
Land
Lnnd
Land

790, 849

Kentucky Masonic Mutual Life-see Insurance Company.
Kentucky Military Institute, annual report of__________________________________
652
Kentucky river, bill to reconstruct the dams and repair the locks on the, nod regulate the navigation thereof__ 385, 698, 790, 814, 915, 916 1 941, 956
bill to amend act to improve the Narrows of the South Fork of
the------------------------------------ 241 1 311, 329, 350, 379
and the Three Forks thereof, bill to provide slack-water navigation
on the _________________________________________________ 986, 994
bill to provide for the improvement of the navigation of the, 1433, 1453,
1497, 1501

-see Big Sandy.
-see Fitzhugh, R. H.
-see Sbaler, N. S.
Middle Fork of-see Davidson, Daniel.
Ke11tuck,y River Improvement Company, bill to incorporate the _____________ 1034

Lat
1081
1

Kentucky River Slack-water Navigation Company, act to incorporate the, 1023, 1080 1 1152
Kentucky State Dental-see Association.
Kentucky State Guard-see Militia.

./

Lare
Lart
Lar,
LaR
Las
Lau
it

Lat
La
La
Ln
La
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Kentucky Widows and Orpuaris' Relief-see Association.
Key, T. J. , petition of ___________________________ ----··- _______ • ____________

296

05

83

359

129,
~0 5
j32,

105
22

85

Kidd ville and' Montgomery County-see Road I turnpike.
Kilgore, Francis-see Tro.sher, Aaron.
Kittinger , G. M., constable of Muhlenburg county, act authorizing to appoint 11
deputy, &c. _________ ---------------- -- -------------- 1386 1 1416 , 1483, 1493, 1505
Knights nnd Ladies of Honor-see Lodge.
Knights of Pythil\s-see Lodge.
Knights Templar-see Commandery.
Knob Lick-see Road, (urn pike.
Knott, J. Proctor, nominated for United Stntes Senator __________ .------- ____ 287 1 294
Knox and Whitley, bill to punish Sabbo.th-breaking in the co11nLies of_ ________ 547, 1351
Knox county-see Line.
-sea Whitley county.
Knox county court-see Court, county I of Knox.
Kuhn, Solomon H., petition for the benefit of__________________________________

6,
37

846

Laboring men u.nd supply men-see Liens.
Lagnrnge Lodge-see Lodge.
Lagrange and Westport voting precincts-see Oldham county.
Lll.ke Fish and lee Company~see Muldraugh Lake Fish and lee Coinpany.
LRncaster-see Town.
Lo.ncnster Presbyterian Church-see Church .
Land, Fr11,nkie-see Burton, Geo. A.
Landlord and Tenant-see General Statutes.

3

Land Office-see Resolution.
Lnnd, purchase of-see Jessamine county.
Lands in this Commonwealth, act in re!Rtion to the pos_ting of_ __ 554 1 632, 911,990, 1025,

1086

wet, act to enable the owners of to drain and reclaim them, when the same
cannot be done without affecti'ng the lands of others ___ 617 1 1122, 1174, 1221
west of Tennessee river, bill to r•fund money to persons holding defective
titles ___ ------------------------------- ______________________ 891 1 1118
west of the Tennessee river-see Receiver.
6
9
4

2

8ale of-ee Executions.
Larceny-see General Stl\tutes.
Larue county-see Cessna, J. F.
Larue county c'ourt-see Court, county, of Larue.
La Rue, Martin, _n ominated for Door-keeper ---- ------ - --- ______ ________ ____ ____

27

Lasl ey L. M., bill for the benefi,t of_ ___ ---.---------------------·---____
1001, 1046
I
Laurel county, bill authorizing the trustee of Narrow Spring school district No. 54,
in, to allow religious services to be held in the school-honse in said district, 424, 1350,

1381 1 1405

Laurel county-see Line.
- see Roi.d.
Li.urel county court-see Court, county, of Laurel.
1
Lawes, Thomas-see Graff, J ,\Cob H.
730, 1486, 1495
Lawhorn, Louisa, of (.Jlin'ton county, act for the benefit of ___________ _
I

Lawrenceburg-see Town.
.
Lawrenceburg Cemetery Comp~ny-see Cemetery Compi.ny.

I

I'
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Lawrence county, act to create and establish an additional magistrates' a.Dd voting
district in ···· ---- ---- ______________ ------ ________ 945, 1415, 1492
-see Dean, James R.
-see Jorden, John.
-see Line.
;Laws, revenue, bill to amend the----------~---- ___ 766, 988, 1421, 1479, 1496 1 150!
Laws-see Lottery privileges.
Lay, John, sheriff of Knox county, act fort-he benefit of _ ______ 1421, 1478, 1496 1 .1503
Lench, Mrs. S. B, of Boone county, bill for the benefit of __________ ________ .:,_ 726, 770
Leadford, John C., sheriff of Jackson county, Rct for the benefit of,_ __ 888, 952, 980, 1005
Lebanon and CRmpbellsville-see Railroad Company.
Lebanon and Mackville-see Roild, turnpike.
Lebanon and Marion County Fair Company, act to incorporate the _____ 1142, 1419, 1492
Lee county-s~e Begley, G.D.
-see Cox, MRry.
-see Estill county.
-set1 School.
-see Thomas, Wm.
Leesburg-see Road.
Legal interest-see Interest.

I

549
Legal notices, bill requiring the publication of all-------------------------··--Leiderkranz-see Society.
Leslie, hill to establish the county of. _____________ 1016, 1183 1 1204, 1239, 1263, 1298
bill to amend act to establish the county of _____________ 1365, 1479, 1498 1 1501
Lester, J. iii., of Russell county, act for the benefit of, 657,924,956,964, 978 1 986, 1021 1
1086, 1109

,-

Letcher county-see School.
Lewisburg-see Town.
Lewis county, act to nutborize the sale of the poor.house farm of, and to purchase
other property for the benefit of tbe paupers of said county __ 946 1 1071,
1091, 1111

act for the benefit of the school trustee in district No. 26, in, 238, 393, 429,
439

act to e._m end the turnpike laws of ________________ 713, 1308, 1348, 1360
-see Clerks, county.
-see School.
Lexington-see Chevis, S. L.
Lexington-see City.
Lexington, RllSsell, e.nd Cynthiana-see Road, turnpike.
Librarian, bill authorizing the, to have lightning-rods put upon the fire-proof offices
and the penitentiary warehouse belonging lo the State______________
239
resolution requesting to have a stove placed in the lower ball of the State
House ____________________________________________ 392, 516, 629, 543
State, annual report of____________ ___ ____ ____ ______ ____ _________ __

153

election of----------------------------------------- 267, 284, 285
-see Resolution, joint.
resolution, joint, in relation to the election of ___________ 84, 189 1 242
supplemen ta! report of the ____ ________________ _____ ____ ____ __
210

,,

Libr .
Libra.
Lice
Licet

Lin
Li

Lin
Lin
Lin
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Library Comp!).ny-see Bowling Green Library Company.
Library, Public, act to enA.ble the to trnnsfer its property to the Polytechnic Society, 1327,
1415, 1424, 1431, 1485

1501
1503

770
1005

492

549

1298
501

,21,
109

71,
11
29,

~39
360

39

43
3
5

2

0

License-see Bracken county.
tavern, act to fix ~be !\mount to be charged by towns for ______________ 1335, 1391
Licenses to stand stud-burses, jacks, end bulls, bill in relation to ____________ 1008 1 1194
-see Clerk of Marshall county.
-see Insure.nee agents, fire.
Licking river, llCt to authorize the erection of dams across the __________ _ 800 I 972 I ' 1002
-see Big Sandy.
-see Cooper, John E.
-see Milll\rd, Abrahllm.
Liens for laboring men, act to llmend net to provide for ________________________ 1447
for le.boring men and supply mi-n, bill to amend act to provide for _______ 545, 833
in favor of mechanics, laborers, llnd material men-3ee General Sta tnte3.
Life Insurance Companies-see [nsurance companies.
Light Guard-see Covington f,ight Guard.
Lightning-rods on fire-proof offices-see Librarian.
Limestone Lodge-see Lodge.
Lincoln and Boyle-see Road, turnpike.
Lincoln county-see Court of common pleas of Boyle, Garrard, Lincoln, &c.
-see McRoberts, Belle.
-see School.
Lincoln county court-see Court, county, of Lillcoln.
Lindsriy, Wm., nominated for United States Senator------------------------ 190, 294
Line between Anderson and Mercer counties, act to cb,rnge th~ ______ 487 7l6, 766, 783
between the counties of Barren aud Hart, iict to c!mnge the __ 1066, 1187, 1220, 1243
between the counties of Bath and Menifee, bill to chaagt, the, 1146, , 1478, 1497, 1501
between the counties of Breathitt and Perry, act to change the __ 265 1 911, 963, 975
between the counties of D11'viess and McLean, bill to change the ________ 714, 1146
between the counties of Laurel and Jackson, act to change the __ · 945 1 993, 995, 1047,
1081, 1106
1297

between the co\jnties of Pulaski and Rockcastle, bill to change the ________:.._

between the counties of Scott and Harrison, act to alter and establish the, 1444,
.

1445, 1452, 1481, 1507

boundary, act to change the between the counties of Casey and Boyle, 184, 24 l, 289,
305

between the counties of Floyd aod Johnson, act to define the, 414, ll45,
1151, 1175

between the counties of Ll\w rence and Martin, act to change and
define the _______________________________ 639, 880, 930, 962, 976
between the conn ties of Morgan and Wolfe, act to change ~be, 459, 1296,
1302, 1335, 1347, 1405

between Kentucky and Tennessee, committee appointed t.o consider
the question of the - ---------------------------------------- 392
between the States of Indiana and Kentucky above and near Evansville, bill to establish the, and to confirm tbe report of the commissioners running_the same ______________________ 865, 1085, 1109
between the States of Kentncky and Indiana-see Resolution, joiut.
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Line counly, between tbe counties of Olny and J1tckson, bill to change the _____ ___ _
between Grant and Pendleton, act to change tbe _________________ _
act to amend act to change tbe, between tbe counties of Knox and
Bell ________________ _________________________ . ____________ _

806
862
1143

between the counties of Monroe and Cumberland, bill to 1rntborize and
estahnsh the ______________________________________________ _

548
between the counties of Morg1rn and Menifee, bill to· define certain
portions of the _________________________ _________ 657, 731, 766, 783
Liquors, distilled, bill to impose a tax on tbe sale of for revenue purposes ______ 513, 583
Liquors,spirituous, act to prohibit granting license to coffee-house, saloon, or tipp Ii ng-b ouse lo eel L __ ,. _____________________________________ _ 1298
vinous, or malt, act to ameud act to regulnte tbe sale of ________ 1236
-see City , Mnyfield.
-see Bracken county.
to minors-see Campbell county.
-see Christian county.
-see Fulton county.
-aee Grtenup county.
-see ~enton county.
-see Monterey and -New Columbus.
-see Resolution, joint.
-see Robertson county.
-see School district.
-see Town, B"iley Mill.
-see Town, Clinton.
-see Town, Daysville.
-see Town, Elizaville.
--see Town, Greenup.
-see Town, Milburn.
- see Town, Monlicello.
-'-See Town, Moscow.
-see Town, Taylorsville.
-see Town, Wardsville.
1
List
of standing commi,ttees __________________________________ ------ _________,_
80
of R~presen tati ves ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _____ ____ ____ ' 3
Literal, H.B., nnd Stephen Nethercutt, late sheriffs of C., rter cou'nty, net for the
benefit of ______________________________________________ 665, 890, 930, 931, 954
Little Fork-see Little Sandy river.
Little Snndy river, act to declare the Little Fork of navigable___________________ 1276
Little Spring Academy-see Academy.
Livermore-see Town.
Livingston county, act for. lbe benefit of the assessor of ______________________ 551, 730
-see Ross, E . J.
Livinggton county court-see Court, county, of Livingston.
Livings ton quarterly court-see Court, quarterly, of Livingston .
l.obban, James M., pay of_ ______________ ____________ ------------·--------____
104
Lobban , J. M., nominated for Sergeant-at-Arms ________::_ __________ ---- ________ 22, 26
Local option law--see Resolution, joint.

L
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Locks and dams-see Kentucky river.
Lodge, Allensville, I. 0. G. S., flnd D. of S., flCt to incorpornte ___ 1007, 1417, 1492, 1506
Asher, No. 227, Independent Order B'nai B'rith, of Owensboro, net to incorporate the _________________________________________ 714, I 350, 1380, 1405
Capital, ~o. 6, I. 0. 0. F, nt Frankfort, act to nutborize to issue new
bonds ____ ____ ·--- ____________________________________ 388, 486, 52 l, 529
Carlisle, No. 133, I. 0. 0. F., bill to iocorp_ornte ________ .,_______________

657

Clark's Ri,er, No. 288, Patrons of Rusbanary, flCt Lo incorpomte the, 714, 1015,
1085, 1093

583

Do.ysviUe, No. 587, F. A. M., Lill to incorporate _____________ 176, 202, 230, 291

f9B
36

De Kover, No. 577, F. A. M., bill to incorporate----- - -,----------------390
Dirigo, No. 288, I. 0. 0. F., in the town of Mt. Olivet, Rober1so11 county,
bill to incorporate . _________________ ------··- __________ __________ 414, 882
Elijnb Upton, No. 377, F. A. M., Warren ' county, act to iucorporate the, 257,322,
343, 386, 4 02
390

Emanuel, No. 213, I. 0. 0. F., bill to incorporate the, ___________________ .:,
Fulton, No. 83, I. 0. 0. F., petition of-------------------------------Glen Alpine, No. lfi, of Independent Order of Foresters, of Lagrange,
Keo tucky, bill to incorporate------~----- ________________ -~--________

377

Grndyville, No. 251, F. A. M., bill Lo incorporate_______________________

390

451

Grand, I. 0. 0. F., hill to amend the chnrter of the Benefit Association of
the--------------------------------------------------- 1236, 1387, 1432
1469

Grand, T. 0 . 0 . F., act to incorpornte the Benefit Association of the, 254, 391, 703,
686, 954

Hepburn, No. 076, F. A. M., Martinsburg, Elliott county, bill to incorporate
the ··--------'--------------------------- ---------· 1259, 1479, 1497, 1500
Hiram Bassett, No. 395, F. A. M., of Lewisburg, Mason county, act to incorpora0te the ________________________________________ 681, 95 l, 979, 1004
Jonathan, No. 152, I. 0. 0. F., of Henderson county, 11ct to incorporate the, 773,
1236, 1263, 1293

Lagrnog-e, Yo. 169, l. 0 . 0. F., at Lagrange, Oldham• county, bill to incorporate the ______ __ ____ ______ ______ ____ ____ ______ ______ ______ ______

398

Limestone, No. 36, Knigllts of Pythias, Maysville, act to incorpornte the, 714, 880,
930,939

Mephiboshetb, No. 184, i. -0 . 0. F., nt Prinoeton, act to incorpomte the, 981, 1071,
1091, l l l l

Merritt, No. 147, I. 0. 0. F., of Blundville, Ballard coun~y, f\Ct to incorporate
the, &c. --------------------------------------------- 617 1 863, 930, 938
Montgomery, No. 18, I. 0. O. ,F, of H,urodshurg, Mercer county, bill to incor390
porate___________________________________________________________
Mt. Carmel, No. 513, F. A. M., act to incorpornte ___________ 119, 253, 289, 305
Simpson _Benevolent, No . 177, F. A. ~1., act chartering the ___ 257, 1295, 1320, 1359
Smith's Grove, No. 227, I. 0. 0. F., hill to incorpomte the Cemetery Company of_ _________________________________ ___________ 657, 905, I 026, 1107,
Stewartsville, No. 619, F. A. !II., of Stewartsville, Grnnt county, act to incorporate the ___________________________________ 377, 799, 1307, 1320, 1358
Stranger's Rest, No. 13,

r.

0. 0. F., 8,enderson, art to amend act to incor-

porate tbe -------------··------------------ ·--· 182, 201, 263, 289, 305

·1

I I
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Lodge I Supreme I of Protection, Knights and Lndies of Honor, bill to incorporate
the--------------------------------------------- 1171 1 1278 1 1299 1 1364
Todd, No. 262, I. 0. 0. F., Dnysville, Todd county, act to incorporate, 183 1 226 1

th

261, 291

Mac
!,lac

Logan county-see Judge,
Lottery privileges, message of the Governor in regard to_________________________
or franchises, act to repeal all laws granting to any person or corporation __________________________ 424, 433 1259 1294
1

1

1265

1

0

Madi

1306

Lottery tickets and lottery policieP, bill to suppress gambling in_________________ 1310
Lottery suits lo Oldham and Woodford couoties~see Resolution, joint.
Lotteries, report of Attorney General on -------- ------------ _________ ---· ---71
Louisa--see Town.
Louisville B,lptist Orphans' Home, bill to amend act to incorporate the _______ ·---· 1073
Louisville Court-bonse, act to amend act to incorporate the Board et Commissioners
of tbe.------------·--··-------•A•---------------·--·------·'>· -··-·-··-882
Lonisville-sce City.
-see Dillon, Mary.
-see H1rns, Mrs , Rosa.
-see Murphy, Philip.
~ see School, common.
~see Stores,, second-band and junk.
~see Turner, Mrs. E. S.
Louisville, Anchorage, and Bloomfield Narrow Gauge-see Railroad com~any,
Louisville Bo,ird of Underwriters-see Fire Underwriters.
Louisville, Cincinnati and Lexington-see Railroad company.
:youisdlle, ci ty of-see Jefferson county.
Louisville City Railway=s11e Railroad compnny.
Louisville College of Pharmacy-see Coll~p;e.
Louisville Court-house-see (Jommissiooers.
Louisville, Hnrrod s Creek and Westport Narrow Gauge-see Railroad company,
Louisville and Jefferson county-see Mechanics' lien law .
Louisville and Nasbville~see·Railroad company.
Louisville, Nnshville , and Great Southern-eee Railroad company.
Louisville Orphan Home Society-see Society.
Louisville RR ii way Transfer Company~see R,\i Iroad company,
Louisville and Taylorsville=see l;toRd 1 turnpike.
Dove, D.R., aod T. F. Doty, of Bllrren county, bill for the.benefit of----~~---··· 1116
Love, W. L., and W. D. W:ood, and H. Hays, late ~beriff, of Efo.rdin connty, bill
' to renew and extend the time d11ring which tax receipts of may be distre.ined for, l-!21
Lovelaceville-see .Town.
Lowe, J. F., sheriff of Kenton county, bill for the benefit of___ ~-----~------·- 223 1 395
Lucns, Mason B., nominated for Door-keeper __________________ ~------·----·- __ 27, 28
Lncns, Wm. J,, nominated for Door-keeper_ ___________________________________ 27, 32

/

I

I

"

/

I

I

Ludlow, West Covington and Suspension Bridge Street-see Railroad company.
" Lunatic .A,sylums-see Asylums.
Lyon county, act for the ben efi t of the tax-payers of____~---·---··- 213 1 515 1 528 1 561
-see School,
Lyon county court-see Court, county, of Lyon.
Lytle Fork and Dry Run and Oxford-see Road, turnpike.

'
''
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M
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Lyttle, .Chas. , act to at1thorize to sign all orders in order-books Nos. 1 nnd 2, of
the Robertson county court, made by him and not signed while he was judge there-

265

71
73

of---- ~--------------- - -----------------··----------------- 225, 366 1 429 1 440
Macbpelah~see Uemetery company.
Mackville Methodist Episcopal-see Church.
Madison county~see Court, equity and criminal,
-see Judge, county.
Madison county conrt=see Court, county, of Madisoh.
Madison ville and Shawneetown Straight Line~see Railroad company,
Magin, Wilson~see Court, county, of Olay,
M11gi ster ial district---,.see Boyd county.
Magistrate~ and voting districts-see f,awrence county,
Magoffin co11nty-see Adams, Benjamin B.
-see Mill,ud, Abrnham.
Mahon, W. A., sheriff of Mnblenburg county, act for the benefit of, 947, 1171, 1192, 1211
Mahoney I ThomRs~see Court, county I of Henry.
Major, 'S. I. M,, nominated for P~blic Printet ~------------------------------- 1026
Mann, George W. 1 of Nicholas county, bill for the benefit of____________________ 1073
~fannen, Thom!l.s H., added to the committee on Geological Sutvey ________ ..______ 1217
added to the Committee on Military Affairs_ -------u- _____

101

Man sion for Governor-see Governor.
Manufacturing Oompany=see Blue Grass Manufacturing Company.
~see Columbus Manufacturing Company.
Marcum I T. D.~see Register of L,rnd Office.
Mardis, M. B. and E. E. 1 of Marion county, act for the benefit .of, 1276, 1308. 1347, 1360
Marion-see Town.
Marion county~see Courts, circuit.
_,_see Court of common pleas of Boyle, Mercer, Mariou, &c.
-see Mnrdis, M. B. and El. E.
Marriages,· births, and deaths-see Registr..tion of marriages, births, ,rnd de,\tbs,
Married women wlio are confirmed lunatics-see Dower-,
MMriott, Hon. M. H., report of committee in regard to tbe death or____________
1288
resolution in relation to the death of, 1237, 1305, 1306, 1348 1 1364
Marshall county-see Cox, E.
act to provide for indexing and cross-indexing deeds and mortgages in ____ "-·---·------~~.--~~--·---···--- 325 1 379 1 429, 439
~see Olerk,
~see Court of claims,
~see School.
Marshall county court,..,-see Conrt, county, of hl'Rt'shnll.
Marshal of Owenton-see Judy, M. D.
Martin county, act to regulate the presentntion and allownnce
claitns against ---·
888

or

----n-----·-~-----• ---·----·~~·--

bjll. for tbe benefl t of_ •••
436 1 1486
-eee Line.
Mason, James B.-=-see Resolution, joint.
Mason county, act for the protection and production of quails and partridges in, 10641
14171 1491

-see School.
Ma~on quarterly court-see Oourt, quarterly,

ot

Mason.

,'
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lfRsonic Mutur1l B_e nefit-see Association.
Masonic Widows and Orphans' Home and Infirmary, act to amend the charter of
(he ____________________ ·· --- ------ ---- ------ ---- ··--- ---- ---- 713 1 827 I 849 1 886
11-fasons, Free and Accepted-see Lodge.
Master commissioners' reports, bill in rP.gard to recording _______________________
549
Master commissioners of varioug courts, act rAlating to dntie8 or·---· 183 1 214 1 244 1 292
Matthews, C. L.-see Cumberl,ind county.
Msupin 1 M. P.-see Sublett, J.C.
Maxey, P. L., sheriff of Hart county, bill for the ben efit of. ________ 228 1 243, 292, 1219
bill to iLrnend act for the benefit of, 1198, 1221 1 1264
Mayes, 11. C., bill authorizing for and on behalf of the boartl of trustees of the
Princeton Seminary, &c, _______________________________________ 769 800 835 869
1

1

}lende

Menn
Measu
~J ecb
Mech
oledic
Medi

Mem
IJ em

1

Mayfi el d-see Ci1y.
Mayfield creek I act to provide for removing drifls in the West Fork of, 72~ 1 1308, 1348,
1360

Mayor of the city of Maysville, and of the town of Chester, in Mason county, bill
to regulale the jurisdiction of the _________________ -:--------- ________ 912, 9°4 1, 980
Maysville-see Ci1y.
-see Green, Thoma8 1\1.
-see Mr.yor.
Maysville and Lexington, Northern Division-se e Railroad comp•rny.
Southern Division- see Railroad c0mpany .
Maysville and Mason County Historical and Scientific Associntion-see AssociRtion.
Mays,ille and Mt. Sterling-see Road, turnpike.
Maysville St,r eet Railroad and Transfer Oompany-see Railroad.
Maysville Tohacro Works I act to incorporate the _____________ _ 376, 391, 656, 705, 727
l\laysville WRter-works Company, bill to incorpor~te the-------------------- .---948
McAdams, E. P., nominated for A~sistant Clerk_________________________________
20
McC1uty, RebeccR, of Whitley county, bill for the benefit of _______ 977, 1256, 1294, 1309
McCracken county I act fqr the beoel;it of, empowering it to compromise its del>ts,
isane bon11s, ~nd levy taxes (o pay the same ____ 352 1 565, 673, 689
bill to amend act for the benefit of, &c., 1173, 1208, 1363 1 1380, 1404
act for the benefit of the tBx-psyers of.. ____ 292, 298, 734, 765, 808
hill to far:ilitate tbe collection of tRxes in ________________ ·____
427

f.

I

act to repeal act to nuthorize to levy R tax for conaty purposes,

1173,

1363, 1380

.

I

-see Conrt cf common pleas.
-see Terrell, Edwin Cl11rke .
McCreary, J11mrs B., nomin11ted for United StRtes Senator~----··-------------- 190, 294
McCullom, M.-see Sbeger, Ben. J.
McElroy, C. U., resolntion of thanks to··----------~---·------------------------ 1097
McGuire, W. D., of Rockc11stle county, act fort.he benefit of ____________ 422 1 846 1 937
McLean county, act to extend lhe time ot' p11ying thtl revenue of into the Treasury, 889 1
1258, 1293, 1305

- ~re tine.
McLean county court-see Court, county, of McLean.
McNutt 1 Wm., committee of Mnry Ann Monroe, bill for the benefit of, 487, 731 1 766, 783
McQueen, G. F., nominated for Sergeant-at-Arms ________ ______________________ 22 26
1

McRoberts, Belle, of Lincoln county, act for the henelH of _______ 1276, 1389, 143'9 1 1484

II
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Me
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, 292
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1264

, 869
348,
1360
, 980
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Mende county, act for the benefit of------------------------ ------- 370,712,725, 766
--see Court, criminnl, of D"viess.
-see Fontaine, Peter.
MeflnS, Pre&ton, bill for the benefit of ____ ______________________________________ · 1073
Mea3urer of timber, act to create the office ofund to define his dnties __________ 732, 878
~lecbanics' Bui \ding nnd Loan Associ11tion-see Association.
Mechanic,' lien iflW for the city of Louisville, bill to Rrnend act to provide a_______
Medic,d Societ,y, Kentucky, invited to visit this Bouse ______ ·----'---------------Medicines and poisons, bill to Rmend net regulating the sale of __________________ _

844
1342
1172
679

Members of the Genernl Assembly, bill to regulRte tbe compenso.tion of the _______ _
101
Memoria l of th e court of claims of Hopkins county-----··---------------------- ,
176
for the benefit of J . W. Hendricks _________ __ ___ ,. __ ____________ -----637
of citizens of J obnson codnty __ _______________ •______________________ _
5H
of dtizeos of the city of Lon isvil Je __ _______________________________ _
614
of citizens of Mason county ______ ---·· ___ ______ ____________________ _
346
of S·Ltnuel Whitesides __________________________ ----.,-- ____________ _
Memphis, Paducah and Northern-see RILilroad company.
Meni fee county-see 811th county.
-see Line.
Mephiboshetb Lod ge-see Lodge .
Mercer county, act for the benefit of co mmon school commissioner, 459, 1295, 1320 1 1358
-see Conrt of claims.
-see Coo rt of common pleas of Boyle, Mercer, &c.
- see Line.
- see Shewmaker, J. M.

, 727
948

20

Mer'ttt Lorlge-gee Lodge:
Merrit.t MRples. committee, bill for the benefit of ___ __________________ 423, 1417, 1492
i\lerritt, Montgomery, 1tdded to the Committee on Codes of Prnctice ______________
Message, regulRr, of Governor ______________________________________________ _

422
35

1309
5_89
1404
, 808
427

Metc11lfe county-see Sheriff.
Methodist Episcopal Cburcb, Soutb-see Church.

1

173,
1380

294
1097
937
889,
1305

783
, 26
1484

Miudletown-see Tow n.
Middle Trnce-see Road, turnpike.
Milburn-see Town.
Mile1tge, committee 1tppointed to investigA.te the charges against various members in
regard to . _________________ -------- ____ ··-------------------______

1204

report of committee appointed to investigate the cbarges against variot:s
memllers in regard to ____________ ________ --··- __________ 1222, 1244, 1283
resolution in,tmcting spP.ci>'1 committee 1tppointed on-----------------snrp!ns money dr1twn by members to constitute a. newspaper fund________

1225
1204

-see Thompson, John Charles.
-see Wilson, L.
Militin of this Commonwellltb, hill in relation to the, nnd the organization . of the
Kentucky St,1te Gftnrd _____________________ .6 73, 995, 1035 1 1097, 1281, 1438, 1486
Millard, Abra.ham, of Magoffin county, RCt to authorize to build a mill-de.ma.cross
, Licking river, in Magoffin county ____________ ______ __ ____ _______________ 424, 1146
Miller, Jo. Will., nominated for Door-keeper _____ _,_ ___________________________ 27, 30
H.

R.-158

1562
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INDEX.

Mills, C. C ., committee for Lydia Elizabeth Mul'ett, a pan per idiot of lfnrtin rounty,
act for the benPfit of ___________________________ ____________ 413, 1295, 1319,
Ministers of the Gospel requested to open the sessions of the House with prnyer ___ _

Mt.St
1359
35

Misdemeanors-see Courts, quarterly.
-see Judge, county.
Mitchell, A. T., committee for Wyatt Mitchell, pauper idiot, act for the benefit of, 413, 1072,

Mt. V

Mudd,
enue
Muhle

1110, 1140
Mitchell, Jerusha, comm ittee of i\fargarel Hickman, of Clinton county, act for the
benefit of. ____ ··---~---- ______________________________________ 4 23, 591, 604, 639

Mitch ell, R. A., of Montgomery county, net for the benefit of, 1393, 1418, 1483, 1493, 1505
Mitcbellsville and Dry Creek Plank-see Rond company .
Moffett bell pnncb-see Liquors, · di,tilled.
Money, appropriation of, A.Ct for th~---- ________________________ _____ 1465, 1489, 1495

,

Monroe, Mary Ann-see McNutt, Wm.
Monroe county-see Evan3, James B.
-see Line .•

Muhl
Multlr
Mulle
Mu Iii
bi!

Mon terey and New Oolumbus districts, in Owen county, act to regu!A.te the sale by

Munt

retail of spirituous liquors in the . --------------------------- 925 1 1259 1 1293, 1306
Montgomery Commandery-see Oommandery.

Murp

~1ur

Montgomery county-see Mitchell, R. A,
Montgomery Lodge-see Lod~e.
Montgomery street-see Road, turnpike.
Moo ticello-see Town.
Monument-see Breckinridge, John C.
-see Taylor, ZRcbary.
Moran, B. F., petition of ------------------------ ________ __ __ ____ ____ ______

1024

Morgan, J. G., of Clay county, act for tbe benefit of ___________ : ___ 730, 951 1 978, 1005
Morgito circuit court-see Oourt, circuit, of Morgan itnd Elliott.
Morgan county-see Cooper, John E.
-see Lin e .

Mut
Mye
1,Iye

Nas

-see Roberts, John Henry.
Morgan county court-see Court, county, of Morgan.
Morris, W. A . , surveyor and deputy clerk of tbe R.obertsou county court, net to
leg,tlize the acts of __________________ ______ _______ ______ _______ 258, 656, 705, 727

~:1

)forrow, R.H., of GnllA.tin county, net for the benefit of ____________ 698,951,979, 1006

.,

'

Mortgage on personal property-see Interest.
· Morton, John, of Hickman county, bill for tbe benefit of . ___________ 393, 799, 834, 869

: :~I
Ne

Nel

Moscow-see Town.
1r!usel.v, R. S., act lo amend acl to authorize to mflke a cross-ind • x to the suits of the
Objo quarterly court.. ______________________________________ 1014, 1328, 1369, 1406

Ne
Ne/
Ne<
Ne•
Ne•
Ne•

Moss , Henry - see Smith, W. P.
·Motl ey , Taylor-see Perrick, B, W.
Mt. CarmP.l Lodize-see Lodge.
Mount Eden-see Road.

Mt. Olivet-see Town.
ML. S terling-see City.
Mt, Sterling Coal Roitd ComflA.ny, act to amend act to incorporate the, 1393, 146~ , 1495,
,t

/

Mt. Sterling Gas-light Company, act to amen'd the charter of the __ 946, 993 1

1506
1090, 1111

Ne
Ne

INDEX.

359
35

072
140'
639
505

495

306
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Mt, Sterling Library-see Association.
Mt. Veruon-see Ferry.
Mudd, William, sheriff of Green county, bill to give furl.her time to pay in the revenue of said countyL------ - ---------------------------- 486, 552, 632, 652 1 780
Muhlenburg count.y, act to autlrnrize and empower the to compromise its outstanding indi,btedness, &c. _______________ 792, 876, 951, 1025, 1112
-see Court of common pleas.
-see Court of common pleas, of Warren count.y.
-see KittiQger, G. M.
h1x on railroads in-see Resolution, joint.
-see Wood, William F.
Muhleoburg county court--see Court, county, of Muhlenburg.
Multlnrngh Lnke Fish nnd Ice Company, act to incorporate ______ 805, 1209 1 1220, 1244
MnlleU, Lydia Elizabeth-see Mills, C. 0.
Mulliken, L. F., committee for Aris .and Jefferson Wiggins, of Robertson county,
bill for .the benefit of------------------------------------ 1171 1 1215, 1263 1 1298
Munfordville-see Road, turnpike.
Murphy, Elizabeth," pauper idiot, net for the benefit of ____________ 773, 910, 963, 976
Murphy, Philip, of Louisville, bill for the benefit of ____________ 912, 1328, 1381 1 1404
Murphy, S. D., of Graves county, bill for the benefit of_ ________________________
414
Murph_v organization tendered us~ of Hall of House _________________________ 334, 562
Murray, Dnvid R., resolution of tbA.nks to _______________________:._____________ 1097
Murray Male and Female Institute-see Institute.
Muth, Frank, act for the benefit of_ ____________________ 1003, 1445, 1452, 1482, 1507
I~

024

005

Mutunl Benefit Fire-see [nsurance Company.
264
Mutual Friends, bill to incorporate the Supreme Council of National Order of_ ____ _
834,
Myers, H. H. . , and Robert Nickle, of Rowan county, bill for the benefit of, 393,799,

869

],Iyers, J,.mes H., and MMy D. Myers, and George W. Myers, their committee, of
1171
Nicholas county, bill for the benefit of---------------- ---------------------1484
Nasb, ~lnry A., of Edmonson county, act for the benefit of _____ 1066, 1209, 1220,

27
005

l69

106

15,
,06
11

\N1ttlooal ~iutu,tl Benefit--see Association.
NavigBble stream-see Quicksflod creek.
-see Resolution, joint.
N,wig1ttion-see Kentucky river.
Nuvig1ttion Company-see Green nod Barren River Navigation Company.
\
Neal, J. M.-see Resolution, joint.
Nelson county, act relating to the establishment of a poor-house in ___ 547 1 911 1 963,975

-see Courts, circuit.
-see U nseld, Louisa.
Nesbitt, J.M., of Bath connty, a.ct for the benefit of_ __________________________

1123

NetbercnLt, Stephen-see Literal, H. 8.
Neotropbian Society-see Society.
New Castle-see Town.
New Castle Cemetery Comptrny-see Cemetery company.
New CRstle and Port Royal-see Road, turnpike.
New Coll'lmbus-see Monterey and New Columbia..
Newcomb's, 8. D., estate, bill for the benefit and settlem.ent of, 306, 376, 386 1 422, 438,
472 l 616 I 618, 651

• I

1564

INDEX.

New Hav en-see Town.
New Orl eft0s, Jackson, and Northern-see Railroad company.
Newport-see City.
Newport, Alexandria., 1\nd Brooksville Narrow Gauge-see Railroad co mpany.
Newport Printing and Newspaper Company, hill to incorporate the ______ 141 4, 1453, 1502
Newport Street Railway Company-see Railroad company.
Newson, R. S., and Dudley Hamilton, pf Breckinridge county, hill for the ben efit of, l.292,

Offic
Ogd
Ohio

13-18, 1364

NewspRper Company-see Newport Printing nnd NewspnpP-r Company.
Nawspaper Fund-see Mileage.
Newspapers, Se1·gennt-at-Arms directed to furnish ____________ ·----- ______ ____ 69, 78
directed to procure at low est possible prire _________
85
New World's Fair, f\Ct to charter the ___________________________ 882, 1144, 117 5 , 1193
Nicholas county, a.ct to legalize official advertising in _______________________ 414, 1296
- see Mann, George W.
-see Mynrs, James H.
--see Ritchie, J etferson.
-see Varner, No,;.h.
-see Wood, Mary Sus,in.
Nicholasville-see School district, common.
-see Schools, grnded.
Nickle, Robert-see Meyers, A. R .
. Night sessions, order of business of _____________ --~- _________________________ _

Oil

OJ ,

01

684

-see Resolution.
Nolin river-see Ford, John.
Normal School-see School.
Notre Dame-see Sisters of Not.re Dame.
Nourse, Wm. M., of Harrison oo unty, bill for the benefit of_ _____ 1365 1 1384, 1432, 1469
Nuisances, act to prevent the mainten,rnce of __________________ 1204, 1389, 1437, 1484
Oath to be taken by all officers appointed or elected, bill to repeal act to prescribe
the _____________________________________ ________ 204,212,379, 1097, 1127, 1176
Oats, sheaf, bill to establish a standard weight for the sale of____________ ________
187
Oatts, T. J., added to the Committee on Internal lmprovemen t _________________ _
180
Odd Fellows' Temple-see City of Hickman.
Officers,'count.y, bill to prevent the intoxication of ______ 1016, 1432, 1434 1 1496 1 1503
Officers and attaches of the present General Assembly, bill fixing tbe pay of the, 584,
692,606, 606, 628

report of committee fixing
pny of ____ ____ ______

685

Officers of the Honse and Senate, pay of-see Resolution, joint.
Officers of tbe city of Louisville, report of committee' appointed to inquire into the
fees of ___ . ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

1102

fees of-see Resolution, joint.•
Officers of the city court of Louisville, salnries of-see Court.
Officers of turupike ro!\ds, act to exempt certain from service on juries_. ____ ··----Officers, county-see Estill _and Lee conn ties,
Offices-see Clerk of the Court of Appeals.
Offices, circuit and county-see Wayne ~ouoty,
Official advertising-see Nicholas connty.

.,

Ob '
Obi
Oil
Oil

579

01
01

) •

0

0

0
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INDEX.
Offici1tl reporters-see Reporters.
Ogden College-see College.
Ohiocouoty, bill to establish 1to additional voting precinct io

502
92,
36!

78
85
193

296

------ -- ---- ---- ----

549

-see Boswell, H. D.
-see Conrt, criminal, of Daviess.
-see Hope, Martha.
-see Parks, Peter.
-see School.
-see School district, colored.
-see Wilson, Samuel M.
Ohio county court-see Court, county, of Ohio.
Olaio River 1tnd Pound GRp-see l.l.ailro1td comp1rny.
Oil Compflny-see Fuller Oil Company.
Oil Pipe, Mining, and Transportation Oomp1rny-see Cumberland River Oil Pipe,
Mining, and Transportation Uompany.
Oils mia.de from coia.l, petroleum, &c., act to amend act in reference to the inspection,
sale, nod stornge of---------------- ·---------------- 1168, 1273, 1389, 1437, 1484
Oldhia.m, Tho1~3,s, of Oldha m county, bill for the benrfit of_. ___________________ 1115
Oldhl\m cou.nty, )Jill to ,rntborize lbe people of Lagrange and Westport voting precincts in, to ,•ole for I\ tax for the purpose of building turnpike
roads in said precincts.--------------- 1073, 1387, 1438, 1481, 1507

684

-see Oldhnm, Thomas.
-see School.
- see Taylor, W.W.
-see Willows and small trees.
Olive Brnnrb 1tnd Buck Creek-see Road, turnpike.
Opinions, nnpublished-see Court of A.ppe1tls.

469
484
176,
187
180
503
84,
628
585

. lOZ

579

Jrders-sec Restraining orders.
Orphan.' Home-see Louisvilie Baptist Orphans' Home.
Oury, G. G., presiding judge of the Callowriy county court, act to authorize lo
sign ,di orders of said court be.tween DPcember 1st, 1870, up to this date, 118 1 192, 217,
230
Owen co1rnty, ttct to prevent stock from running at large in ______ 1006, 1170, 1192, 1211
- see Courts, quarterly.
-see Judge.
-see Monterey and New Columbus.
-see Revill, W. G.
Owen county court-see Court, county, of Owen.
Owens, W. C., nppeia.lof, from decision of the Speaker__________________________

970

Uwenaboro~see City.
Oweusboro ia.nd Nashville-see Railroad company.
Owenton-see Town .
Owinl(sville and .Mclntire's Ferry-see Road, turnpike.
Owners of fel'fies-see Ferries.
Owsley county-see RoRd~.
Oxmoor Burying Ground Company, bill to incorporate the ------ -------- 864 1 931, 963
Pnck, C. M. , sheriff of Martin county, act for the benefit of, 1256, 1417, 1482, 1494,
1504

1566

INDEX.

Pen·
Pen·

Paducah-see Brien, W. H., and Eli G. Boon.
-see City.
-see Scbool. common.
~see Univer,ity of PadUcl\b.
Paducah, Benton, nnd }[urray Gravel-see Road comp,rny.
Paducl\h A.nd Clark's River Gravel-see Road Company, P ,1du cah .
Paducah and Eliz•lbethlown-see Railmnd company.
Pndncab Gas-light Company, act to amend the ch><rter of tl.Je ____ 102!, 1072, 1110, l!H
Paducah and Hiakl evill e Gravel Road Company- see Road company.
Paducah, Memphis, and Northern-see Railroad company.
Paducah Mnrphy Association-see Arnocintion.
Paducah and NorLh Ballnrd-see RoRd, rnrnpike.
Pages, comm it tee !'PPOinted to report number necessary ____ ____ ______ __ ____ ____
86
Sergeant-At-Arms, directed to employ __ ..:._ ____ __ _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ __
C9
Paint creek-see Blnir, W illiatn.
Pill mer, P., petition of ________________________________________ __ _______ ··----- · 1024
Pnris, S.S ., lnte sheriff of Barren county, bill for the benefit of _________ :_____ ____

"

414

Paris-see City.
-see Sisters of NotrA Onme.
Pnris Exposition, commission ers to-see R~sol ution , joint.
P aris A.nd Ruddie's Mill-see Road, turnpike.
Park-see Benjamin Gratz P ,irk.
PA.rker's Hill, StonewA.11, and Connersville-see RoRd, turnpik e.
Piirks, Peter, of Ohio county, bill for the benefit of . ____________ ··--- ____ ____ _____

881

Parksville-see Town.
P.irsley, John, A.Ct to authorize, to erect a boom A.cros; Wolf creijk, in Martin county,

888,

p

p
p
p
p

B
B

1146, 1151, 1175

Patrons of Husbandry of K;entucky, act to !\mend ,ict to incorporate the Stnlc Gr -,nge
of the _____________________________ 303, 376, 417, 439

467
1

-see Lodge.
Paton, James E.-see Court, county, of Bourbon.
Pawnbrokers, act in relation to _________________ ____ ---- ____ 698, 894, 903, 929, 938
Paxton, W. J., committee of Josephine Workman, act for the benefit of, 423, 1071, 1090 ,
1111

·Pay--;-see Members of the General Assembly.
Payne, James V., late sheriff of Fleming cou nty, act for the benefit of the adm in istrator of the estate of, 1143, 1328, 1381,
1405
/

bill for the benefit of th e sureties
of ____ 882, 1137, 1171 1 1175, 1193
Peak, J. A., nominated for Door-keeper _____________________ _______________ 27, 29
Pearce, James W., A.nd Thoruas J. Pearce, bill fpr the benefit of_ __________________
Peddlers-see General Statutes.
Pembroke-see Town.
Pendl eton Agricnltufal and Mechanical-see Association.
Pendl eton county-see Henslty, B. B.
- see Line.
Pendleton county court-see Court, county, of Pendleton.

1116

.'
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Penick, B. W., committPe of TAylor Motley, bill for the benefit of__ 423, 992 1 1047 1 10R7
Penitenti11ry 1 joint committee on, instructed to bold joiu~sessions ________________ 1096
election of Keeper of ______________________________________ 1449. 1451
fl<'t to provide for tba 1tovernment and discipline of the, 549, 692 1 618, 619
KeepPr of, J. W. South elected -----------------------·----------report of the keeper of _____________________________________ --··-

1451
104

resolution, joint, calling for iuform1nion in regard to tbe, 323 1 343, 367 1 394
resolution, joint, fixing day for the election of Lessee of the ____ 1300, 1403
resolution, joint, fixing day for the election of Keeper of, 974, 1300, 1432,

llH

1503

bill, concerning the, providing for the election of a Warden, the appointment of a Clerk, noel prescribing their duties, and for other
pm-poses ____________________________________________ , ______ __

86

bill to branch the _________ _________ 1237 1 12'66, 1280, 1364

69

1

386

1364, 1371

-see Geoer11l Statutes.
brnncb, resolution instructing committee to bring in a bill establishing n. ______ ,, _ ______________ ---····-.-------- ______ ____ ____ ____

1024
414

1224

w,irehouse, Rel in relation to the ________________ 1238, 1328, 1368, 1405
Pensions of soldiers of Mexican w11r-see Resolution, joint.
People's B,LDk-see Bank.
People's Loan a.ad S1tvings-see B,ink.
Perkins, Jord ,in, committee for Nn.acy Perkins, bill for the benefit of, 658, 803, 835 1 869
Perry county-s~e D11vidson, Ira J.
881

888,
175
467

-see Fields, 8 enry.
-see Line.
-see School.
Persimmon Grove-see Cemetery Company.
Peti tion of officers flnd n.ttorneys of Marion, Wasbing;ton, and Nelson counties____
of citizens of Chris1i"a couuty ___________________ _: __________________ _

82
82
82

of citizens of Adairville_ ____________________________________________
of citizens of McCrn.cken, Livingston, Me.rshall, Lyon, Trigg, and Calloway
938

90,

111

81,
405

93

29

16

counties ·---- ---- ---- ---- -------- ------- ----- -------- ---- ---- ---of' John G. and Mary C. HnlL ____________ __ ________ __ _________ ___ 102

101
224
1

of citizens of Cttsey county ___ _____ ·----------------- ---------- ______

109

of
of
of
of
of

citizens of city of D,rnville -------------------------------· ________
citizens of Jes,amine coucty_____________________________ __________
J ,imes Stewart _____________________________________________ - _--- __
tn.x -payers of Lyon county _______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____________ ____
Robert R. Kendall ____________________________________ --:--________

109
109
109

of
of
of
of

ci.izens of Pulaski county________________________________________
R.R. Su,ntou___________________________________________________
cit;zens of the town of Bryaotsville _____________ ______________ _:____
citiz~ns of Estill county ________________________________ ---- _._____

109
176
176
192

of citizens of MorgA.n county______________________________________

192

109
109

of Bart county bar--------------------------------- ------------- 210, 355
of citizens of Perry n.nd Breathitt counties _________________________·____
211
of S tephen Carpenter, of Breathitt county ____________________
211
of citizens of Bowling Green-----------------------------------

222

/
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Petition of citizens of Floyd and Johnson counti es_ __________ ____ _____________ _
of ci t izens of MRd ison conn ty ________________ ---- ___________________ _
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

236
256
Lhe chairmnn and trustees of Auburn, Logan county _______ ___ _______ _
256
citizens of Bracken, Harrison, and Grnnt counties _____ ---~---------266
circuit cl erk a nd citizens of W11shingt.on county ___ __________________ _
274
c itizens of Woodford county ___________________________ -··-'-- _______ _
289
Sta te Borticu lturnl Society_____________________________________ 296, 396
citizens of Guthrie City, in Todd conn t.y ____ _ ~--- ___________________ _ 296
T. J. Key __________________ ________ ____ ______________ '--- _______ _
296
the officers of the White Oak Turnpike Road CompRny _______________ _
296
citizens of Bell county ____________ _____________________ ___ ____ ----296
citizens of J,1ckson conn ty ____________________________ - ----- _____ _
296
citizens of L1rnrel county _________________________________________ _
296
Dycusburg common school district No. 1, in Crittenden county _______ _
297

of citizens of Washington county_------------- -------------------- ____ .
of John Cross and A. 0. Brannin ________ _________ ___ _______ __________ ·
of citizens of Christian county _____________________________ _: _____ __ __ _

'I

297

297
297'
of citizens of Daviess coun ty _________________ --~- ___________________ _
306
of citizens of Fra11kli n county _____ _ _________________________________ _
306
of tbe attorneys or the Graves county bar ____ ---~ ____________________ _
307
of the members of tbe bllr of Hickman county -,----------· ____________ .
307
of citizens of the Lown of ~fay fi eld ______________________ __ ____________ _ 307
of citizens of CRlloway county _________ ---~-- ______________ --.,-- _____ _
307
of C. York, of ~fa rs ball county ___________________________________ 307, 396
of W. G. Scott. Hinkleville, Ballard county ________ _ ___________________ · 307
of citizens of Crittenden county ____________________________________ _
321
321
of citizeps of Simpson county-------------------- ---·------------ · __ _
of citizens or Bell county __ ___ __ _____________________ --~--- _________ _
321
of citizens of ~Jorgan county __ ______________________________________ _
321
of citizens of' M11~offin conn ty _______ _ ______________ ______ __ ___ ______ _
322
of citizens of Garrard county ____________________ ____ ______ _______ ___
346
of citizens of Barren cou u ty ________________________________________ _
346
of ci Lizens of of cCracken couut.y _______________________ ______------·---346
of citizens of Al ontgomery county ___________________________________ _
346
of citizens of Breathitt connty ___________________________________ ____ _
346
from the bar of Ben dersoo ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ _________ _
346
of citizens of Butler couoty _____________________ : _________ _____ __ ___ _
346
346
of citizens or McLean and Dttviess counties---------------------------of citizens of the town of Berlin _______________ ;_ _____ ___________ ____ _
347
of citizens of lfarsba II cotrn ty ____ ________ __ ________________________ 364, 434
of citizens of Franklin county _______________________________________ _
364
of citizens of Elize.ville, Fleming county __________ ________________ ___ _
365
of citizens of A.ndel'Son county ______________________________________ _
366
of citizens of Floyd county _________________________________________ _
366
of citizens of Mnson noon ty ________ ~--- _____________________________ _
366
of citizens of Trenton , Todd county ___________ ______ _________ _: _______ _
366
of the membe1·s of the Richmond bar __________________________________ _
378
of citizens of Boyle coon ty ____________ ---~ _________________________ _
378

Peti!

INDEX.
236

256
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Petition of citizens or Lnurel county-------------------------------------- 392, 428
of citizens of Callow sty couu Ly ____ ____ _________ ____ ______ ______ ______
428

274

of citizens of Simpson and Log,rn counties______________________________
of members of Fulton Lodge, No. 83, I. 0. O.
of citizens of Mi I lersburg ____________________ ___________ ____ _____ _.:___

289
396

of citizens of Bourbon county _______________ _:_:____________________ ___
461
of Bh1.nton Duncan ____ ____ _____________ ______ ____ _____ ___ _______ _ 420 , 1\20

296

of citizens of Newport __________ ___________________ __ _____________

296

296
296

of citizens of Woodford county_________________________________ ____ __
of citizens or Cumberland county _________________________ ··--- __ __ ____
of citizens of Marion county ____ _______________ '.________ ____ ____ ____ __

465
465
4 75

296

of citizens of Bardin county_________________________________ _________

475

296

of citizens of Lee county--------------------------------____________
of citizens of tbe city of Covington___________________________________

475
475

of citizens of Russell and Wayne counties_________________________ ____
of citizens of Butler county ________ -------,- __ __ ____ ____ ___ __ _ ____ ____

475
4 75

of citizens of the city of Hopkinsville Rn d Christi1tn counti)' _ ____ ____ ____
of citizens of Washington and Marion counties ________ _______ --~-______

483
483

256
265

297
297
297
297'
306
306
307
307
307

F,______________________

434
451
451

464
7

of citizens of Washington county_ ____ ______________________________

484

of mechanics 11.nd mnte.rial men of Marion county ---- -----------------of ci .t izens of Pulaski county _________________________________ --------

484
484

of citizens of tbe city of Maysville•------ ____ -------- ____ ---------- --of citizens of Logan county ___________________ _________ -------- -- ____

484
6139

of business men of the town of Midway _____ -------------------------of business man of MI. Sterling ____ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____ __ ____ _____ _

609
509

321

of citizens of Hopkinsville_______________________ ___ _______ _____ _____
of citizens of W nrren county ___ ______ ________ ---- - --- _____ . ____ ______

509
609

321
321
322

of citizens of Whitley and Pulaski counties _________ ----------------:---of citizens of Montgomery county --·---. ________________ ··--- _____ ______
of citizens of Jackson county _________________ ._______________________

509
009
509

307
396

307
321

46

of citizens of Shelby county __ _______________ ---- ________________ ----

346

of citiz_e ns of Dll viess county __ ______ _________ ____ ---- ___ _ ---- ____ ----

46

of citizens of Mason county ______________________________ ---------- --

541.
541
641

of A. T. Keoe _______________________ ___ __ -------- ____ ---- ---- ---- --

541

of citizens of Lee county _____ -------------------------------------of citizens of Ohristian county _________________ ---- ____ ---- ---- ---- --

641
641

of citizens of Ell<ton, Todd county __ ;_ ________ _______ ------ -- --- - ---- -of ritizens of Greennp county ________________________ --------·--------of citizens of Bracken county ____________________________ ------ ___ _ --

569
569

5
5

669

of citizens of Henderson county ---·· __________ __ __________ ·-- _______ - -

569

of citize~s of the seventh district of P end leton county__________________

569

of citizens of L•tcber county ____________ ---- ____ ---- ---- ---- ---· - --of citizens of Mcf,ean county ________________________ -~-- ---- ---- ---of citizens of Elizabethtown ___ __ ______ _________________________ ----

569
588
588_

of citizens of Bracken and Pendleton counties ____ ___ _,._________________

614

5

of citizens of Bath county . ____________________________ ---· ------ ----

614

8
8

of citizens of Bath and Rowan counties - -----------------------------of citizens or Boone county ________________________ ·________ ----------

614
614

INDEX.
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P etit

Petition of citizens of Clay county _______________ ------ ____ __ __ ---- --.---- ---of citizens of McCracken county_______________ _________ _______________

614

of citizens of ~!ttyslick precinct--------------~----------------------of ci tizcns of Mll<lison county __________________________ ----- - ____ ____

614
637

of citizens of Puif,ski, Woyne, Russell, nnd Cnsey counties_ ______________
of citizens of the city of Ril'bmond_ _____ ___ ____ ________ ____ ____ _____

637
637

of citizens of Mosc·ow, Hickman county-----------------------------of trn~tee~ and citizens of the town of West Coviugton___________ ______

647
647

of
of
of
of

Mt. Ctlrmel and vicinity-----------------·---------------Elk creek, Spencer county-----------------------------the town of Walton, Boone county_______________________
th e town of Germantown, Bracken county__________________

686
686

of citizens of A llensvill e, Todd county-------------------------------of citizens of Rowan county -----------------··-------- ________________

686
686

Pie

of citizens of Greerrnp county (Enterprise preci nct, No. 2)--------------of citizens of M~rsh,dl county ____________________________________ ·---.

686
686

Pil

of citizens of SoutlJ Carrollton, MulJlenburg county-----------"-------of citizens of M uhlenburg county _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

686
686

of citiz~ns of Grant's Lick precinct, Campbel'! county____________ _______
of citiZ<'llS of Madison cunnty ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

687
712

of citizens of W ilitl ey county ____________ ____________________ -------

734

of citizens l'l'S iding nenr Jock No. 3, on Green river __ ____________________
of citizens of :liuhlcnburg county_____________________________________
of citizens of Simpson county ___________________________ ----:---------

734
734

citizens
ci1izens
citizen s
citizens

of
of
of
of

of co lored citizens of Parlucnb, McCracken conn ty ____ ____ ____ ____ ______
of citizens of Adnir county _____________________ ---- ______ ____ ______

614

647

686

771
771
782
782

of citizens or West Covington, Kenton county - ------------------------

804

of
of
of
of
of

citizens of Juckson county---------- ---~ --- ----------------------citiz~11s of Connersville district, Mercer county______ _________________
citizens of Mercer county___________________________________________
cil ize11s of Rownn county _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ __ __ ____
c:i Liz,•ns of H.. d,•11sv ille, Todd county _______________________________ _

804
804
827
827

of
or
of
of

cit iz~ns
citizens
cit izeus
citize~s

Laurel county. ___________ __ _____________ ________ ______ _
Metcalfe county __ _____________________________________ _
Whitl ey co.no ty --·-- ____________________________ _______ _
Breath ill counLy __________________________ _____________ _

of citizens of Adair county _________________________________________ _
of
of
of
of

P11monn Grunge, No. 44. __________________ ----.---- _______________ _
citizens of Nelson county ___________________________ ___ _.________ _
citizens of Guthrie City __ _____________________ _________ __________ _ _
ciLizens or _Lyon county. _________________________________________ _

of citizens of Marsuall connty _______________________________________ _

Pin
Ri

Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pl

782

from LRfny •Ue Crutcher _____________________________ ---------------of citizen s of Livingsto n cotrnf..y ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ _ ____ ____ ____ ______

of
of
of
of

Phi
Phy;

845
845

.

845

880

932
932
932
932
966

1024

of B. F. Moran, P. Palmer, and W. B. Thompson, of Marshall coun,ty _ ____
of citizens of Warren couo ty _ ________ ____ ____ ________ ____ ________ ____

1024
1024
1024

of citizens of Bath county·--- __ _______________ _________ ,______________
of citizens of Crittenden county ____ ______ ______ ______ ____ ______ ______

1024
l'0-25

Pl
Pl
p
p
p
p

R

•

INDEX
614
614
614
637
637
637
647
647
647

686
686
686
686

686
686
686
686
686

687
712
734

734
734

771
771
782
782
782
804
804
804

827
827
845
845
845
880
932
932

932
932
966
024
024
024
024

1024
'0·25
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Petition of citizens of South Cnnollton _____________ _____ ________ ____________ _
from citizens of Louisville _________ ____ : __________________ __________ _ _

1025
1073

1113
1113
1113
of citizens of Breathitt county ______________________________________ _ 1113
of citizens of Frank fort_ ____________________________________________ _ 1188
of citizens of Allen conn ty __________________________________________ _ 1190
of citizens of W nrren county _______________ _______ ---~ ______________ _ 1200
1317
of citi,ens of this Stl\te_,. ______________________ -.,,-------------------Phillips, T. J. bill for the benefit oL ___ _________________________ ------ __________ _ 1116
928
Pbytbian, W. H ., and G. A. Robertson, bill for the bene fit of_ _______ _______ _____ _
1146,
Pieratt, R. M., sheriff of Morgan count.f, act for the benefit of, 423, 880, 929 , 938,
1471

of R. Boy le, of Gn.rra1·<1 county ____ _______________ ---------- ~- _______ _
of citizens of W nrren county. _______________________________________ _
of tile bnr of Henderso n county _______ _____ _________________________ _

I

I .., \

Pile, Amnudn, bill to authorize to be r~<·eived into and m1tint1tineu in tbP Centrnl or
1496,
Western Lunl\lic Asylum without cost to her hushnnd, Isaac Pile, 1365, 1478,
1501
Pine Grove-see Cemetery.
Pine Hill Coa,l Company, in Rockcastle county, _bill incorporating the, 591, 682, 726, 770
Pine Knob-see Rond, turnpike.
Pineville-see Town.
Pisciculture committee nppoin led on.____________ ____ __________ ______________
I
report of the commi~~ioners on_____ __________ ____________________

102
133

Pittmnn, James W., of Triirg county, bill for the benefit of. __________ ____ 306 1 757, 784
P_low Compl\n·y, James H. H,il! E,,gle, of Maysville, act to incorporate the, 118, 322, 367,
382'
Plummer, John B., sheriff of Simpson county, act for the ben efit of _____ 736, 1486, 1494
Plummer's Landing and Fox Springs-see Ruad , turnpike.
Poisons-see Medicines l\nd poisons.
Police, detective-see Fayette county.
Policies of life insuran ce-see Insnrnn ce.
Polytechnic Society-see Library, Public.
-see Society.
Pomon" Grange, No. 44, petition of _---------------------- -r-- -~-- ------ -----Pond Draining Company-see Jefferson Southern Pond Dmining CumpRny.

932

Poor-honse, es tabiishment of-see Ne lson county.

•,

Poor-house farm-see Lewis county.
Poore, T. G.-see
'!'hanks.
elected
Chief Clerk ___ -,------ ________________ . _______________ 19, 20
resoluLion of thanks to _______________________ ---- ---- ---- ------

I 35

of Hicl<m ,w county, bill for the benefit of, 466, 478 , 516, 1297, 1335, 1369,
1403
Porter, EJ\·is H , .elected Public Printer and Binder ____________________ ____ 1026, 1084
Porter, H. D:, late sheriff of Elliott county, and bis sureties, hill for the relief of, 657, 86L,
881, 931, 954
Porter to Bureau of Agric11ltnre-see Resolution, joint.
Posting of lands-~ee Lands.
Power, John M., sheriff of Magoffin county, bill for the benefit oL----------------

1124
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Pre"cbers' Aid Society--see Society.

Puhli

Pr~shyterirrn Mntnf\l Assurnnce Fund, f\Ct to incorporate the, 37 7, 387, 656, 670, 706, 726
PrPRbyt.erian M11t1111l-see Assurance fund.
Prestonsburg-see Tuwn.
Price, Geor~e T., sheriff of Loga.n county, act for the benefit of ______ 184, 392, 429, 439
Price, W . G., a pauper idiot, bill for tbe benefit of ___ ____ ____ _____ 657, 1067, 1091 1125
1

Prineetou Seminary-see Mayes, M. C.
Printinµ--see Iosur:rnce Bureau.
Prisooers sentenced to :be punished by roofiuemeot in the Fayette county jail, bill
to pro vi de ror working ___ ____ ____ ____ _ ______ ______ __ __ __ ___ _ 9 l 2, 114.4, 1l76, 1194
Profirts, W. 'l'.--eee Sbaw, Joh a.
Property from execution, act to exempt ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ ____ ____ ______ ____

659

exempted from tbe payment of debrs, bill to define ____ __ __ 176, 203 1 226, 290
invisible, hill to c,rnse to be listed for taxat.ion ____ .________ _____________
774
Publication-see Legal notices.
Puhlic Librnry-see Library.
Public Printer directed

10

print report of Prof. N. S. Shaler on ·resources of tbe Kentueky nnd other rivera - ------------------------ ---furnish members wit.h Governor's message______________

68
68

requested to furnish statement of amount of public printing and
binding executed _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _____ ___ __

68

directer! to print, report of Attorney Geneml io regard to lottery priv-·
1lep:es __ _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ ____ ____

79

list of st1tndi ng comm ittees_ _______________ _____ 83, 484
Governor·s message _______________ ____ 83, 85, 189, 242
1·eport of R. H. Fitzhugh on the condition of the
locks and dams of Kentucky river______________
response of, to resolu tion asking for statement of the expenses of the
public printing_____________________________________________

177

directed to print, bill to define certain property exempted from tbe
payment of dPbts ____________________ ________

203

Constitution of the State of Kentucky____________
bill to amend cbflpter 29, article 35, Litle '' Crimes
and Punishments," of the General Statntes ______

·
133

116

299

bill to protect persons t1tking policies of life insurance i II tb is Common weal tb ____ ____ ____ __ ____ __

308

bill to Rmend chnpter 18 of tbe General Statutes,
title "Common Schools"----____________ ___ ___

311

bill to amend cbRpter 92 of the General Statutes,
title "Revenue and Ti.xation " ____ ______ 344, -532, 567
bill to define the dnties and fix the compensation of
the Public Printer and Binder __ ____ ___________ _
response of Auditor to resolution asking for

f\

368

stl\le-

ment of expenditures for the improvement.of tbe
Kentucky, Green, and Barren rivers_____________

385

bill concerning the PenitcntiB1;Y, providing fat· the
election of a Warden, tbe f\ppointmeot of a clerk,
and prescribing tbeir duties____________________

386

I

Pnb!"

INDEX.

15'73

Public Prfnter dir ected to print bill for the improvement of the Big S1tndy, Licking,
Kentncky, Green, and Tr" dewitter riv ers ______ __

, 726

, 439
1125

1194
659
290

774

68
68
68
79

, 484
242
133

177
203
116
299

385

bill to reconstru ct the d"ms e.nd r,•pni r tbe locl<B on
the Kentucky river, and rep;ull\te n1wig11,Lion
thereo f____ _______________________ _______ ___ _

385

bill to Ruthorize tbe Auditor, Governor, and A ttorney Genernl to compromise with dPfaulting eherilfs nod co ll ectors of tbe public revenn e _____ __ __

434

Publi c Prin•er R.nd Binder, m11jority report on tbe contrnct of_ __________________ ·
minority report on the co ntract, of___________________

434
468

directed to print bil l tn ameorl cbo.pte r 18 of the Genern l St,1tutes __
bill to nmend the school laws of the Ste.t~-----=----report of the BoR.l'd of Visitors to the AgricnlturRl
1tnd MecbtinicRl Co ll ege ____________________ ·_ ___

459
459
508

bill to provirl e fur th e government l\nd d isciplin e of
the Kentucky Pen ite ntiR~Y - __ ______ ------~ ____ --,

550

hi\\ to e.ntborize the county jud ge to hi re out crrtain
persons co nvi cted of misdemeanors __________ __ _

550

r~eponse of Auditor to reaol uti on of inquiry RB to
th e expensee of the QuMter ~faster Geueral's Depl\rtmen t ___ _ ____ ____ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ ____

561

response of A.urlitor to resolution requ esting inform»tion in regnrd tO the laW llUd er Which a tf\X WIIS
collected from State e.nd N"tiooal 8 '1.nks ________

562

bill to 1ime nd chl\pter 29 of the Ueneral Statutes,
title "Crimes and Puni sh men1 s''- --------- ----bill defining and regn iat.ing charges ou through a ud
way freii:bt on railroads in ibis Co mmonw ealth__
bill to am end 1itle 7 of t.he Civil Gode of Prac t ice __
bill to nroend title 18 of the Civil CorlA of Pn1ctice__

583

66l
661
661

bill in relat.ion to the militi a of this CommonwPll lth,
and th e org,rnizn.t.ion of tbR Kentucky StRte Guard,

673

report of committee appo inted to visit 1be Agricultural nod Mecbanical Col"t ege ______________ ----

695

ro1tjority and minority reports of special committee
on nRtional questions _____ __:__ ____ ____ ____ ____

465

308

committee instructed to report bill lo reduce the compensation of the
311

pre•ent---- - . ------ - ------------·-------------------------directed to farnish synopsis of acts.---·- __________ ------__________

511
756

567

directed to print bill to regulate the mode of assessment and tRxation of the property of railroads and railway comP"- ni e• ____________ ------ -- _______ ·__ __ __ ____

51°3

substitute for bill lo reconstru ct and repair th e locks
on the Kentucky river, and to reg ulate the n,, rigl\tion thereof____________________ ____________

814

bill to regulate rates of disco unt churgrd hy bnnks
and other corpora.lions authorized to loan money ..

873

368

385

386
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INDEX.

Public Printer directed to print bill defining and regulating cbnrges on through ,ind
wBy freights on milronds opemted within this
State ________________ ---·--- _________________ _
bill to amend sec Lion 16, article 8, clmpter 92, title
"Revenue and Taxation," of the General Statutes,
bill to amend Bet tn establish an Insurance Bure,iu__
biil to amenrl act to incorporate the Green aud Barren River Na.vigation Company, and to regulate
the charges of frei~ht by said compnny, and other
boats navigtt ting said rivers____________________

892
897

Pulas
Purcha
Pursle
Quails
Quara1
Qul\rt

956

QuBrt

876

substitute to bill to re~eal sections 2 and 3, article 3,
chttpter 28, Gene ml Statutes, and to fix the com986
pensntion of the Reporter of the Court of Appeals,
bill to proviue slnck-w1tter navigalion on the Ken,
tucky river, and the Three Forks thereof____ ____
986
bill to incorporate the Kentucky River Slack-water
Compnoy ______ ____ ____ ___ __ ____ ____ ________ 1023

/

,,

Pu\0.sk

resolution, joint, iu regard to the election of_ ____________________

1'033

directed to print bill to incorporate the Kentucky River Improvement
CompBny ____ ____ _______ ______ ____ _____ ___ __ 1035
bill to fix the rate Rnd prescribe the manner in which
the property of the seveml railroBd compBn ied in
this Commonwenllh shall be Bssessed for tnxiition, 1095
bill to provide for the taxation of the property of
rai 1rond companies____________ ____ ____ ____ ____ 1095
response of Auditor to resolution calling on him for
in formation io regard to fees due by tbe Clerk of
the Cou,rt of. Appeals and Register of Land Office, 1019
bill to branch tbe Kentucky Penitentiary, and for
other purposes ____ ____ _______ ____ ____ ________ 1237
bill to amend chapter 66, article 2, of the General
Statutes, title" Landlord and Tenant"______ ____
bi!l to amend act for the protection of counties, cities,
and precincts subscribing stock in railroad, turnpike, and other improvements__________________
requested to furnish itemized statement of account _______ ~--------see Public Printing and binding.
Public Printer and Binder, bill to define the duties and fix the compensation of

1402

1423
313

the------------------------------------- 368 1 473, 483, 489, 510 1 861, 980, 1004
Public Printer and Binder, election of ________________________ 1026, 1048, 108 l, 1084
Public printing, special committee appointed on------------------.- --------- 102, 103
Public printing and binding, act to provide for executing and supervising the, 368, 473,
, ,

483, 489, 510, 511, li06, 828, 852, 933
169

statement of Auditor in reg,ud to___________ ________
itemized statement of Public Printer in regard to_____
Pul,1 ic rcve11 uc-see Revenue.
Pt}l11ski

COUD ty, IICL

177

to re-district.________ ---------------- 1444, 1446, 1482, 1495, 1504
-see Adams, A. M.

Quicli
Sp1
Quigl
Rail
Ra.ii~
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INDEX.

6

Pulaski county-see Keene, A. T.
-see Line.
Pulnski \'Ounty r.ourt-see Court, county, of Pulaski.
Purchasers of rflilroads-see Railroads.
Pursley, John J., elected Sergeant-at-Arms _______________ ___ ----;;;- __-_ ______ ,.. __ 22, 27
Quflils nod partridges-see Mason county.
Quarantine law-see Resolution, joint.
Qunrter-Master General's Dep1ntmet1t, bill to regulate and reduce t.he number of
clerks in_________________________________________ 1390

6

Quarter-Master General, response of Auditor i~ regard to expenses of office of _____
555
Adjutant General, and Jaspector General, act in regard to
the offices of ______________________ '188 1 1219, 1263, 1293
-see Re 5olution.
Quicksand creek, act to declare a navigable stream from i\s mouth to the mouth of
Spring Fork _______________________________________________ \)82, 1122, 1132, 1150

•

l

Quigley, Q. Q -see Wickliffe, John D.
Railey, W. E., nominated for Sergeant-at-Arms __ _____ ____________ ________ ___ 22, 23
Railrnad Comp,rny, Augusta, Germantown, and Johnson's Junction, bill to incorporate the ______________________________ 657, 1206, 1221, 1264

.

Central Mississippi, act to ratify th e incorporation of the, nod
its consolidation with the New Orleans,
Jackson, and Northern RRilroad Comp,iny,
under the name of the Chicago, St. Louis,
and New Orleans RRilroad Company, and
to charter the last named company, 200 1 912,
954 1 979, 1005

Rct supplemental to act to r11.tify the iucorporation of -the, and its consolid,ition
with the New Orleans, Jll.ckson, and
Northern RailrnRd Com puny, under the
name of the Chicago, St. Loui s, Rnd NP.IV
Orleans Railroad Company, &c , I 064, 1089,
1110, 1141

Chattaroi, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 933, 983, 1047, 1264
act to amend and re-enact the charter of the, 657, 737, 766,
783

Circuit, bill to incorporate the. _____ -------------------____ 1329
Covington and Lexington, act to amend the charter of the_____ 1321
Covington a nd Ludlow Junction, act to incorpor11.te the, 908 1 1329,
'

1488, 1494, 1506

Cnmberland and Ohio, bill to amend act to incorporate the, 783, 843,
93~, 933, 950, 954, 980, 1124

act supplemental to an act passe d at the
present session, to amPod act to incorporate the ___________ 841, 881 1 929, 975
E!iZ!lbetbtown find Paducah, ttct to amend, digest, and reduce
into one the permanent provisions of acts and ,articles constituting the charter of the ______ ____ ____ ________ ________

1364

.

'
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Railroad Company, Eliz1tbe.1.htown, Paducah, nnd Southwestern, bill for the benefit
of the ]A.le employes and laborers of the _________ 949, 1350

1357
1
Empire, Clarksville, and NRshvill_e, act to charter the, 1200 1 1308,

R11il

1488, 1496
Forest Hill Tnclined Plane, of Covington, bill to incorporate

the---------------------------------- 1146, 1325 1 1381, 1403
Georgetown, 11idw»y, Vers,tilles, and K e11tucky River, bill to
incorporate the________________________________________ 1390
K eutnc·ky Centro.I, bill to amend th e charter of the, 1329, 1393 1 1423,
1434 I 1453 f 1502
Lebanon nod Campbell sv ille , bill to charter the, 142l, 1424 1 1488
1
1496 I 1600
Louisvi ll e, Anchorage nnd Bloomfield Narrow Gauge, bill to
incorpornte the________________________ 656, 703, 780, 835, 896
Lonisville, Anchorag e und Bloumfield Nnrrow Gauge, bill to
amend act ~o incorporate the ________ . _________ 1409, 1439, . 1469
Loui sville City, act to amend act to incorporate the, 757, 1350 1 1380,
1404
Louisville, HRrrod 's Cree k and Westport Narrow Gauge, bill
to amend act to i nco rpornte tbe _______________ 1409, 1438, 1469

Louisville and N»sbville, bill to nmend tbe charter of tbe, 844

',

1

93l,

953
Louisville, Nashville, Rod Great Southern, act to amend the, 735, 843
Louisville Transfer, bill lo amend act to incorporate the, Rnd

conferring certain powers in relfLtion thereto on tbe Louisville,

R:

R

Cincinnati and Lexington, and Louisville and Nashville Rail-"
road Companies ____ __ _________ 650, 703, 866, 895, 906 964, 978
1
Ludlow, West Covington and Suspension Bridge Street, Rct to
a.mend act to incorpornte the _____________ 424, 656 1 720, 753, 782
Me.disooville e.nd Shnwneetown Strnigbt. Line, 1\ct to amend section 28 of act to incorpornle the ______ ---~-- 982, 993, 104 7, 1086
Maysville e.nd Lexinglon, Northern Division, act to incorporate
tbe, 908, 1015,. 1084, 1194 1 1200 1 1230, 1333, 1351, 1408 1 1438,
1484
Maysville nod Lexington, Southern Division, bill to a.mend the
charter of the ____________ ____ __ ________ 1329, 1422, 1439, 1503

R

B

l\Ie.ysville Street Transfer, act to a.mend act to inoorpornte the, ll8, 253,
273, 277
Memphis, PAduc11.b, e.nd N ortbera, act to incorporate the, 372, 445,
455,881, ll74, 1222
Newport, Alexandria. e.nd Brooksville N ,irrow Gauge, bill to incorporate the------ _______________ ------ 1329, 1443, 1452, 1502

Newport Street, bill_to repenl act to amend the charter of the, 349,
579
Ohio River Rod Pound GRp 1 11ct to incorporate the, 1393 1 1446 1 1482,
1495, 1504
Owensboro e.nd Nashville, act to aroend, digest, e.nd reduce into

'one the permnnent provisions of acts and e.rticles _coostituling
the charter of the __ _: __ 371 1 375, 414, 616 1 1142, 1350 1 1381, 1463
'

I

E
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INDEX.
357

os,
496

R"ilroad Compttny, Owensboro and Nashville-see City, Owensboro.
Paducnh and Eliznbetbtown. net to amend, digest, and reduce into
one Lbe permanent provisions of the acts and nrLicles constituting the charter of Lhe ____ _____ ___ __ ____ ____________ __ 371

1

397

Paducah, Memphis, nnd NorthPrn, bill to incorporate the_____
4 18
Shelhy, bil l to amend the charter of th e _____ 1124, 1443 1 1452, 1502
Sh elbyville, bill to amend ncL to amend Lhe charter of the, &c 1 864,

403

948 I 980

390
23,

South Covington o.nd Cincinnati Street, bill to amend net Lo

502

amend the.------------------------------------ 977 1 982 1 1086
South Covington and Cincinnati Street, act to amend the charter

88,
500

of the -------------------------------- 1089 1 1327, 1381 1 1404
SoutE Covington and Cincinnnti Street, bill to amend the cbnrter

895

of tbe --------------------------------- 1297, 1328, 1382,, 1404
Southwestern, bill to o.meod net to incorpornte tl,e, 807,896,931,954
Union Transfer, bill to incorporate the ____________ __ _________ 1433

469

,/

Westport, C1Hrollton, and Ghent, bill to amend act to charter the, 254 1

so,

344 I 367 I 394

!404

Winchester 1rnd Beattyville, act to incorporate the, 676, 70i 1 1258-,
12 94, 1305

l!469

fl,

R:1ilroads, o.ct to prevent discrimination in cl!strges on freight transported by, 11 l 2, 1192,
1207, 1230, 1240, 1261, 1441

953

843

act, to a mend net to incorporRte the pnrchnsers of _______ 982, 1350 1 1369, 1405
RnilroRd companies, act to prescribe the mode of ascertaining the val ue of the
property of, fo1· taxation and for tnxing the snme, 1245, 1276, ·1324,
1348 I 1364

bill authorizing attn.chments in cert1t.in 1<ctions against._______
bill to enable to compromise and pay their delinquent taxes__

78

1400_
1430

bill to fix the rate and prescribe the manner in wbich the property of shall be assessed for taxation _________________ 1095, 1207
bill to provide for the tax11.tion of Lhe property of. _______ 1095 1 1207
bill to require, to construct cattle-gn11.rds nt certain points ______ 1182

184

103

53,

'77

5,

RnilroRds opernted within Lhis Oom!T)onweo.lth, bill defining and regu!Rting charges
on through anr1 wRy fr eights on ____ ________________________ 660 1 704,809, 849, 876
Railro1tds, turnpike, and other improvements, 'bill to amend net for the protection of
counties, cities, ,,nd precinctssnhscribing stock in------------------------ 1423, 1160
Railways rtnd railway bridges, in the vl\lley of the Big Sandy river and its tributaries, bill in relation to the construction of. _______ 1089, 1091, 1129, 1147, 1193, 1218

,02

Railroads and railway companies, hill to regulate mode of ns~essment nnd taxation
of the property of ______________ -~-------------------- .... ---- ·---------513
Rend, R. F., ,ind A. S. Tbompson, securities of J. H. Read, late sheriff of Metcalfe
county, bill for Lhe benefit of ______ -------------------- 882, 1070, 1123, 1132, 1150

,9,
,79

Rea.I estate, act to require "11 to be appraised wben sold under judgments of courts of
equity or lnw _______________ : 1205, 1240, 1391, 1448, 1484 1 1495, 1505

~2,
04

sold under an order or judgme'nt of a court, 11.ct providing for the redemption of _______________________ _____________ 1448, 1484 1 1495, 1505

22

63

-see Advertising.
H,

R.-159

.,
{

157S

,' ,

INDEX.

Ren! Estat.i Oompnny--see Troy Re11! Estate Oompe.ny,
Rp,ceiver of hlDdB west of tbe Tennessee riTer, bill to nutborize Goveroor to appoint a, 408 1
427, 455, 478

-see Genera.I Statutes.
Recording executions-see· Execntions.
Records and papers of the c!P.rks' offices of this Commonwealth, bill to better protect nnd preserve . ____________ ·----- ------------ ---- -- -- ---- ------ ____ ____
Records. public, of tb is Common wealth, bill .to better protect and preserve the _ ____
Red Lick Fork of Station C:tmp creek, in Estill county, act decltLring " na\'igable

408
580

stream------------------------------------------- 1327, 1415, 1452 1 1481 1 1501
Reed, Cell, of Allen county, bill for tbe benefit of------------------ ---- -------- 1310
Reed, J. F., late sb~ritf, and his sureties on bis revenoe bond for the revenue due
from Eetill county, act fort.he benefit of _______________ 1138, 1419 1 1476 1 1493, 1506
Reid, Ricbnrd, and Mrs. E. K. Chev is, bill for the benefit of ________ 477, 551, 574, 616
Reed, Wm. M., added to the Committee on Judiciary -------------------------Register of tbe Lnnd Offic~, resolution calling on for irrforme.tion in regard to duties of second clerk _______ ______ ____ ____ ____ ____
response of to resolution of inquiry_____________ ____
response of in regnrd to fees_________ ______________
response of to Bouse resolution of inquiry ______ ~----

180
616
872
872
695

-see Caldwell, S. B.
-see Cl erk of the Oourt of Ap-p-eals.
Registrntion o-f mnrriages, births, find deRLhs, bill to repeRI the provisions of cbnpter 134, act to provide for the, so fe.r as same apply to clergymen, 1297, 1443, 1453, 1502
Registration Reports, flct appropriating money to ,priy for extra clerical le.bar in mnkin g the______________________ ____ ____ ______ ____ 6!i8, 1002, l 092 1 1099, 112 I , 1125
Reid, Riebe.rd, find Mrs. E. K. Obevis, act to repeal a.ct for the benefit of, 904, 1096, 1132,
ll 7Z
Remonstmnce of citizens of Pad ucl\h ________________________________ ---- ___
211

I

Hinkleville,' Hallard county________________________
Marion conn ty _______________________ ---· ·---- ____

· 307

of the llfayslick precinct, i:n M11son county ________.__
31adirnn coo nty ____ ---~ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______
Pulafki county _________________________________ _

614
637

the ci t.y of Richmond _____________________ ---- ___ _
Bnth conn ty _. ___________________________ ~--- ___ _

637
1024

the city of Newport __ -----·---- ------ ___________ _

1173

'

669

637

business men of Mt. StP.rling_·---------------------------~- 392
persons owning property without tbe town limits of Owenton____
637
Rennlck, J. F., late sheriff of THckme.n connty, brll for the benefit of ____ 466 1 478, 516
Reporters invited to sents on the floor of the House ________________________ _:____
35'
Reporters, offici!1l, aet for tlie appointment of, and fur the preserntiorr of
in certain c11ses in this Commonwealth _____________
bill for the _nppoin tment of, and for the preservRtion of
in certain cases_~_____________ '.,.___ 786 1 771, 788,

evidence
187 1 303, 881

evidence
902, 929, 938

a.ct to amend act for the appointment of, and for the preservation
of evidence in certain cades, 907 1 1187, 1220-, 1244, 1276, 1278 1
1321, 13·58

Reports-see Master commissioners.
Representatives, list of·----- ________ ·--- __________ ··-· ____ ---• ____________ _

3

Res

INDEX.
8,
78
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Resolution offereu hyCromwell Adnir __ ·----- ________________________________ _ ______ ____
974
7
C. T. Allen _______________ · _____________________________________ 180, 1096
James P. Allen _________ ·--- · ___ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____ ___ _ ____ ____
Robert. F. Allensworth ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __

334
718

J. i\1. Bil?ger __________________ 34 1 68, 464, 543, 771, 1048, 1305, 1311, 1330
A. Buford · ·----------- 68, 78, 83 1 103,409, 589, 663, 683, 1125, 1188, 1219
Beoj>Lmin F. Buie _____ ____ ____________ ____ ________ ________ ________
1499
Edmund Burr_ ____________________________ ·--------- 103,520,522, 87(1, 940
T. J. Busb ________ _____________________ --·-- __ .:. _____________ 933. 1317, 1333
Pat. Cnmpion ____________________________________________________ 103, 785

A. R. Olnrke ________________________ ··----- ____ ________ ________ ____
616
180

'16
372
372
;95

·79

Lyttleton Oollke. ________________________ 68, 277,629,937, 1026, 1198, 1361
Joh u Co\van __ __________ __________ _____ __ ·--- ____ ____ ____ ___ ___ ____
684

W. T. Oicken __ _____ ____ ________ -···--- ____ ____ ____ ________________

5fi5

Abner Eversole __ ---·- ____ ·--- ____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ ______ ________ ____
78
John Feland ______________________________________________________ 69, 636

Henry George_··--- ____ ___________ _______________ ··--- ____________ 870, 1204
D. A. Glenn ___ · ____________________ ·--- ________________ ··--- ________
555
Cbnrles God,baw _____ ________________________________ 69

1

104,409,430,455

lsnac Herscbel Gooduight ___________________ 69, 455, 476,772,848, 968, 129!!
W. Scott Gresham ____ ____ ____ __________ ______ ____ ___ ___ ________ __ __
981
I

·02
25

2,
7Z
11

07

69

Milton Hamilton, 79 1 l80, 360, 394,555,616, 765, 772, 846 1 913 1 980, 1087,
1321, 1499
W. L Rnzelip __________________________________________ 274,275,383,350

T. M. Hill ·-------- ________________________________ ,__ .:_ _________ 340, 1218 'Green R. K~ller_ _______________________________ 392, 1097, 1204, 1226, 1370

J. Q.

Lackey ___ ___ ·-----------------------------------·,__________
485
Thomas H . M,rn hen --··--- ________ -----··-- ____________________ 35, 662, 683
M. H. Marriott_ _________________ ··---·---- ___ ___________ 203, 430, 666, 77 2

Clnrrnce-U. McElroy -----,---·-------------------- 34,617, 84.6, 1112, 1239
W. }fend or ______ ·----- ___ _ ________ ___ . ______ ____ 24 I, 644, 638, 981, 994
Montgomery Merritt _ __.____________________________________________ 85, 274

14

i.

37
37

E. H. Morin __________ ------ --------------------- _______ 468, 1203, 1342

57

24
3

2
7

6

fi,

8

W. 0. Owens _____ ---· ·----- __________ --·-- _______ _________________ 86, 688
Wm. M. Reed _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _____ 35, 409, 5ll, 68 5
Thomas A. Roberte-0n ______________________________ ----··----- -----433
Thomas Snnders . ______________________________ ------ ------------ 452, 662
T. W. Scott_____ ____________ ______ ______ __ ______ ____ __ 104, 562, 685, 79.6
Augustine Shelburne ____________________________________ 83, 297, 869, 1503

G. R. Snyder. __________ 68, 85, 323, 647 1 756, ll25, 1206, 1237, 1330, 1331
Ralph L. Spalding ·--- ____________ ______ ____ 35, 240, 303, 484 1 628, 870, 1498
Richard_A. Spurr_ __________ _ ________________________ ------ 535, 772, 1173
Hancock Taylor ___________________ ·--- ---· ____________________ 1178, 1224
Clinton K. Tbarp _________________ -------- ____ ·--- ------ ---- ---- 103, 870

John Ohllrles Tbomp,oo, 78, 69, 313, 382, 399, 409,937, 957, 1125, 1204, 1469
John C. Welch ____________ _________ ______ ____________ 644, 590, 796, 1403
ls1\flc T. West ____ ----------------------------------------------- 85, 468
H.P . Whitaker __________________________ ·------------- 68, 409, 484, 913

LaFayette Wilson

----------------r----------------------

36, 274 1 368
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INDEX.

Resolution appo in t ing committee to wait on and info rm the Sennte the House is
organ;,"~-----------------------------------------·--------·--appointing committee to w>1it on the Governor_______________________

Resol1
34
36

appointing joint committee to fix per diem of attaches of Genernl Assembly _ ------ ---- --··- ---- ---- ---- ------ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----authorizing Clerk to prep,ue and have printed,, li st of stand:ng committees___________________________________________________________

430
484

a uthorizing Clerk and Assistant Clerk to emp loy a sec\)nd n•sist11nt
clerk------------------------------------------------------ 662 1 683
c~l ling on Assistant Secretary of State to report amount of fees received
by him_______________________________________________________
556
calling on Auditor for statement of >1motrnts co llected from Stale and
Natio~al B1rnks ________________________________________ 643, 562, 784
calling on Auditor for expe.nses of the Qnarter-Mnster General's dep>trtment _______________ _ --------------------------·--------------cRlling on Auditor for st>ttement of amount of money paid for public

45~

book•--------------------------------------------------------calling on Public Printer for no itemized stntement of accotrnt. _________

476
313

calling on Auditor nod Public Printer to furnish statement of 11.mount of
printing and binding executed ________________ ·--- ______ ______ ______

68

calling on Auditor to report e ntire amount of money expended o n the
rivers of the State _______ ,____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____

772

calling on Register of Land Office for inform,ition in ;eg:ird to tees
received by him ____ _________________________ ________ _____ -.-----

84 6

cnlliog on Attorney Geoernl for amount ex pended on Kentucky river____
772
calling on.Auditor for amonnt due tbe Stttle by the Clerk ~f Cou1·t of Appeals ttnd Register of the Land Office __________ .:______________ I 087, 1111
calling on Auditor for in.formation in regard to fees due by tbe Register
of the Lnnd Office and Clerk oft-be Court of Appeals ___________ 980, 1019
desil(nf\ting cbamcter of business to he considered _____ __________ _____ 1218
directinl! Clerk to Cllll 1mmes of members a lphabe1 ic: a lly __ ______ ____ 647,, 651
directing committee to prepnre and bring in a bill setting npllrt the revenues derived from tnxntion on rnilrottds in the vRr ious ~onnties for the
pnymen t of the bonded deb ls of' said counties _____ _________ ___ __ 541, 666
directing the Judiciary Committee lo inquire whether the f\ct incorµorn ting the Green Anrl Barren River Navigf\tion Company creates a binding
contract__________ ___ __________________________________________

409

.directing Committee on Printing to inquire into the cost of supplying
the State with the Reports of tbe Decisions of the Court of Appeals__
directing Public Printer to print list of standing committees___________
directing Sergeant-,.t t-Arms to employ p1tges__________________________

'

'

180
83

69

directing Pnblic Printer to print. report of Attorney Ge11ernl relative to
lottery privileges _____ ··--- ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____

79

directing Public Printer to print report of Prof. N. S . Sh<iler on resources
of the Kentucky and other rivers_________________ ____ ____________

68

referring Governor's message to appropriate standing committees______

68

directing Public Printer to furnish members with Governor's message __ 68, 86
directing committee to report gene m l appropriation hill _ ______ ____ ____
712

INDEX.

34
35
430
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Resolution directing CClmmittee to ascertain the salary nod fees received \Jy tbe
1
police judge of Louisville, &c. ____ -----------------··---------· 666 739
extending an invitation to all blind persons of the St1Lle to counect themselves wi Lb the InsLitution for the Blind___________________________
795
fixing time of meeting of House ______________________ 323 , 368 1 981, 136l
in regard to tbe Rdjournmenl of the Legislntnre ________ ____ ______ ____
464
in regaru to reduction of rate of taxation ____________ _____________ 283, 3"29

484

in regard to duties and powers of cbar1ered corporntions ______ .. ------in regard to introduction of leaves---- __ ____________ __ __ ___________ _

274
848

683

i II regard to call of cou u ties---··____________________________________

1330

556

in regard to holding evening sessions, 665, 589, 636, 661, 1048 1 1121, 1147
1206, 1331, 1347, 1352

1

instructin,r Committee on Public Printing to bring in a hill to reduce ,be
784

45~
476
313
68

compensation of the present Public Printer------------------------

511

instructing Committee on Ruilrottds to bring in a bill regulaL!ng freight
and passenger rRles _ ____ ____ ___ _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____

399

instructing Committee on Railroads to inqnire into the propriety of
requirinv; railroads to make fences along their se•era\ lines of rond . __
409
instrucLiug committee to inquire int.o tbe exp~diency· of reducing cost of
record-books furnished tbe counties__________ _____________________ . 765
inviting reporters to seats on tbe f10or or the. Honse ________________ _.__
Ji mi ting time of spenkinir _ ____ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

35
12 I 9

of thanks to Thomas G. Poore nod J.E. Stone_______________________

35

I ~

referriug various portions of Governor's messRge to special coinmitlePE-- 68, 83
846
772

requesting- ministers of the Gospel to open , the sessions of the House with
prayer __________________ ---· _________________________________ _

35

111

requesting Committee on Judiciary Lo inquire into the expediency of
repealing or modifying the homestead and exemption lnws _______ ____

686

019
218

requesting Auditor to inform the House the nmount of expenditures hy
the Stnte on and for the improvement of the Keulncky and Gr«en :rnd
BRrreo rivers __ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

86

requasting Committee on Propositions Rnd Grievances to bring in a bill
re,rulRliog the duties of sheriffs ____ ____ ____ ____ __ ____ ____ ____ ____

409

651

•

requiring national flRg to be hoisted over the Capito'---------- 78, 2\ I, 230
665,

tendering use of Hnl\ of House to Col. Blau ton Duncan nod Col. Ben.
Selby _____________ ______ ___________________ __ __ ___________ 981 , 1003
to appoint committee to inquire into the expediency of reducing the ex·
pense of the Qun,rter-mRster Geuernl's ·a nd Adjutaut, Genern\'s ann
Lnnd Office Departments _____ ---·· ________________ ----.- - ____ ____ __

455

to appoint committee lo inquire into the expediency of printing law re·
lating to exreutors, administrators, Rnd ,rnarni,rns ________ __ ___ _____

394

69

to appoint committee to 11,ke into consideration the common school laws
·or .th is State _ __________________ -------- ________ ______ -·________

274

79

to appoint committee to urnft rules for the government of tbe Honse----

42

68

to appoint committee to report upon tbe expediency of the purchnse of
tbe bonse of 'l'imothy Sullivan by the State _______________________ _

796

409
180
83

68
86

to appoint committee to investigate the charges ngaiost vurious members
in regnrd to mi lenge ________________________________ ---- -- 1204, 1230

772

,,

I

INDEX.
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Resolntiou to appoint committee to investigRte the mileage of Joau CJ:uules Thompsoo, of Mercer couuty _ -----· ______________________________ ------ 1204
to consider no matter out of its regulur order-----------------------to 1lispeuse w itb ni1Zht sessions ___________________ ________ ---------to pass all Senate bills in ndvaoce of House bills _____ ______ ____ ------

968
683
1469

to prnhibit th e iutroduction of bills for the benefit of sherilfs ---------409
to provide for e,ening sessions ___________________________________ 636,661
to regulate c1<ll of committees______________________________________
870
to regul,ite reports from standing committees __________________ 464, 484, 629
- see Clny, Cassius ilI.
-see H>1rgis, Hoo. Thomas F.
- sec Huntoon. B. B.
-see Tn tere~t law.
-see Librnrian.
-see i\Iedicnl society.
-see i\Inrphy organization.
-sec Newspapers.
-see Register of the Land Office.
-see Rules of the Bouse.
- see Sh,ilet·, N. S.
-see Society, Kentucky St,1te Medici\!.
- see St,;_v IRw.
- see S_yuoposiR.
- see Tay !or, Gen. Zachary,
- see Vote.
-see Woolfolk, Dr. L.B.
- see Young, Ensign.
R~solution, joint, »pµo i11ting joint committee to visit cilnritahle institutions, 380, 392,
430, 454
appointing joint committee to investig~te th e condition of the
Common School Funu;. ____ ________________________ 453, 529, 543
:ippoiuting committee to inqnire into tbe condition of tbe Kentucky Agricul turn! and Mecbllnicnl College ________ -----· ____

21 7

authorizing the sale or excbnnge of unservice,.ble ct1unon and
smnll nrms _____________ 933, 964, 1305, 1451, 1472, 1496, 1507
authorizing the Governor to appoint honornry commissioners to
the Pt1ris Exposition _____________________ 1074, 1090, 1133, 1264
I

,authorizing Enroliing Oierks to appoint assistants ___ 1451, 1498, 1503
lllltboriziug Committee on Insurance to employ clerk ____ 629, 640 1 651
antborizing certain persons to remove n portion of the sheathing
of tlie dam and obstructions at lock No. 5, &c., 663, 758, 783, 784,
808

cnlliog on Clerk of the Co11rt of Appeals for certain information, 913,
972

designating suhjects to which this Legislature is opposed •• ______ 1321
direciing Auditor to furnish list of Nationnl Bau ks, &c., 772,807, 828,
848
directing ci,rpenter fo rem ove water-closet _____ ~--- ____ ·---____
735

,.

Resoln
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INDEX.
Resolntion, joint, directing Auditor and Attorney General to collect lAxes from
the National Banks ________ ___________________ •___ ________

J 419

204
968
683
469

direrting the raising of the national !Ing on the dome of the Capito\ __ ______________________ __ ________________ 103, 118, 211, 292

409
661
870
629

directing Public Printer to print Governor'~ messttge ______ 83 1 189, 242

directing tbe pay of officers of tbe General Assembly, 84, 100, 120, 183,
236,254, 276, 277, 323, 350, 367,368,452
directing the appointment of a joint committee to re-district the
jndici.tl districts ____________________ - 176, 217, 237, 261, 292, 400
extending the present session of the Gener ..! Assembly, 713, 725,754,781,
782 t 784, 792 I 807 I 847
fixing day for the election of Public Printer nntl Binder 1 522', 872 1 94.0,
980 I 1006
fixing pay of officers of the Genernl ,\ssemhly 1 340 1 4"30, 45~, 486, 520
fixing time for adjonrnment sine die, 433 1 464,846, 876, 1125 1 1147 1
1173
fixing day for election of U. S. Senn tor

______ ______ ______ ____

69

for tbe benefit of R, H, Fitzbngh, R, G. Hays, James B. Mason,
James B. Garnett, W. L. Hazelip, and J.M. Neal_ _________ 974, 992
870
ln regn.rd to internal improvemenL--------------------------In regard lo tb_e boundary line between Indiana and Kentucky, 866, 931,
954
in regard to Attorney Geoernl prosecutieg lottery suits in Oldbam
and Woodford ,•aunties _________ ---------- ______ 1:-!05, 1311, 1329
in reg11.rd to BrE;ckinridge monument ----------··-;---------- 1498 1 1500
in regard to the election of Public Printer_____________________ 1033

92,
54

937
in regard to reduction of Sta.te taxation ---------~------------in regard to local bills pertaining lo tbe sale of liquor, _______ 2-H, 256
in regArd to the Bland silver bill----_______________ __________
705
in regard to report of Commissioner of Agricultural and Statistical Bure11.u ____________________________________________ 485, 520

43

in relation to extending tbe time for paying the tax on distilled
spi rits ______________________________ -------- 937, 940, 980, 1005

17

In relation to arms taken or furni shed by the State of Kentucky
to _the General Government_---- -- - - ________ . ------- 1333, 1353

07

In relation to the adjournmr·n t of tbe present General Assembly, 1173
1261, 1294, )306

1

~4,

in relation to extension of session _________________ 1490 1 1496, 1503
in relation to ba!Rnce of wat· cla im due the Stnte from the General
GoveromPnt _____ -------- ____________ ---- ---- ____________
In relation to creating the office

0£

1

Enrolling Clerk-··- 229 261

1391
1

1

292
315

1

308
13,

_in re\11.tion to election of State Libro.rinn ----------~---- 84 189, 242
256
in relntion to the local option hiw ----,---- ________ -------- ---in relation to postponing the election of State Librarian ______ 254, 266

~il

in relation to tb e rep e1i l of the resumption net, and other financial

b

!8,
!48

135

1

matters----- -------------- 457,515, 618 1 666 1 770,896, 964 978
in relation to the election of n Public Printer-----------------522
instructing Representatives in Congress to have the tax on tobacco
reduced-------------------- 79 1 103 1 180 1 237 1 291, 310, 335, 336

INDEX.
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Resolution, joint, in~tl'llcting Representatives in Congrcrn to secure " repeal of the
bankrupt lRw , ______________ 69, 102, ll8, 229, 393, 418, 429, 440

Reso

ins1ructing Representa tives in Uung,·ess to procure the repe11! of
lb~ resump~ion net . -·----------------------- 69, 79, 315, 457, 515
iMtructing- our Representatives in Congress to vote for an increase
of tbe volume of currency _____________________ ______ 275,290,298
ins1ructing Attorney <;;eneral to inquire into the condition of the
Green nnd B1trren rivers ___________ _______ 274,290,453,472,478
ins1ructin·g onr Representatives in Congress to use means to hnve
lbe sahtry of the President reduced _________________________

372

instructing RepresentRlives in Congress to fovo1· tLe construction
of the Texas Pacific R ,dlwRy ___________________ 688, 828,849,851
of thanks to Senntors '\· S. Berry and D.R. Murray, Representatives C U. McElroy, R. L. Spalding, nod A. R. Clarke ______

1097

providing for the payment of expenses of joiut committee of Agricullnrnl and Mecbanic,d Collfg-e ______________ 974, 1101, 1133 -, ll72
r,tising n committee to visit and inspect lock No. 5 1 Kentucky
river ____________________________ · __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

1090

r,tising committee to ascertnin the nmount of fees paid to certain
officers in 1be city of Louis.v ille _____________ __ 933, 966, 1132, 1151
re11arrling the porter of the Qn1trter-M11s1e~ General and the Bnrenu
of Agriculture, 8orticu!111re, and Statistics ___ 1310, 1451, 1498, 1503
re hu i ng 10 the Governor's 11!ttnsion ____________ ___ 933, 940, 966, 980
requesting Representatives in Congress lo urge the p1tssage of tbe
net npproprintiag public lltnds for erlucat ion a l purposes, 895, 987, 1100
requesting our members in Congress to secure an appropriation for
' the improvement of nnvigRble strenms in Kentucky, 103, 121, 242,
261, 277, 1426, 1453, 1603
requesling Reprrsentnlives in Congress to secure the pnssage of' a
law g-rnnting pensiocs to snldi<•rs uf the Mexicitn war _______ 78, 102

requesting our member, in Congress to secure the passa11;e of a ge·nernl qu,nantiae !nw in the Uni•ed StRtes ____________ 242, 261, 292
requesting Representat,ives in Congress to have bounty laws equalized _____ ____________ _________________ ________________ 468,
518
to aµpoint committee on rivP.r improvement_ __________________ _
957
to appoint commitlee to investigMe tbe condition of tbe locks and
dams of tbe Green and BRrren rivers, 350, 373, 375, 517, 565, 574,
589
to apµoint commission to revise tbe revenue laws __ 323, 343, 367, 394
10

appoint committee in relntion to tbe bonndRry line between

Kentucky and Indiana------~----------------- 323, 343,367, 394
to appoint" cornmi1.1ee on Retrenchment and Reform, 240, 256 1 273, 277
to appoint committee to visit the Asylum for Feeble-minded Children-------------------------- ____ __________ 690, 618, 640, 651

\

to appoint committee to examine the Gubernatorial mansion __ 566, 636,

- '

637
to -appoint committee to fix the pay of officers of the General Assembly ______________________________________ 520, 528, 543, 581

~

I
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Resolution, joint, to appoint committee t.o examine vouchers under which the school
fund iR expended _________________ . _ .------------- ____ ____
440

409

to appoint committee lo confer with the Attorney General in regRrd to lottery privileges.--------------------- 433, 464, 478, 516
to appoint committee to report the num_b er of bills pending before
both Rouses____________________________ _________________
718

515

298

to appoint committee to report upon amount of fees received by
clerk of Jefferson circuit court, Rnd other officers ... ---------to appoint committee to fix compensation of the officers of General Assembly___________________________ ________________

478
372

fo appropriate moneys arising from tax on railroads in Muhlen-

851

to apprnpriate money to pay expenses of delegate to Southern Edu-

61 '7
520

burg county, to pay off debt of said county _______________ 662, 833

1097

cational Oonvcntion ---------------------------------- 869; 1100
to inv Pstigate and report upon the condition and affairs of the la-

172

surance BureRU- -------~-------------------------- 468, 475 , 516
to investigate charges for freight and passengers of Green and
638
Bi.rren rivers _________________________________________ ___

1090

to pay the Olerk Rnd Assista.nt Olerk of the PresidenLiRI Electoral
College _______________________________________ 1123, 1132, 1151
t o purchase portrait of Daniel Boone_ ___ ______________ __ ____ _ 1317

1151

to suspend rule No. 4 ___________________ _ ---· _______________ _
1503
980

-see 131ackburn, L. P.
-see Clerks of the General Assembly.~

· 42,
503

-see Gi\lis, W. H.
-see General St11tutes.
-see Bunt, F. K.
-see Marriott, ~[. H.
:.....see Peui ten tiary.
-see Sa.lutes.
-see SRmuels, W. T
-see Taxntion, State

102

292

518

74,

589

R-est1roption net-see Resolution, joint.
Restraining orders, bill in relation to granting and issuing of, at the suit of the Coro•
monwen.lth .• ________ ------ ---- ---------· ---- ---· ------ ____ ---- ---------Re~renchment and reform, Committee appointed on--.--- ________ ·-------~-·--____

394

394
277

'

-see Oope, A. C.
·
-seP Orittenden, Lieut. John J.
-see Electoral Co\l~gP.

100

957

913 >

1130
383

-see Resolution, joint.
Revenue-see ~foI.ean count,y.
Revenue ageat-see General Statutes.
Revenue ancl Taxation, Committee appointed

OD---- ___ _______ -------- ____ ,___ _

183

-see ~neral Statutes.
651

36,
637
581

Revenue laws-see La~.
-see Resolution, joint.
Revenue, public, bill to facilito.te the collection of the----·~--------------------·Revenue tax and county levies, bill to facilitate tile cClllection of . ------ ------ ---H,

L,.-160

1468

'715

/

I
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Revill, W. G., late deputy sheriff of Owen county, bill for the benefit of, 627,924, g54, 979
Rewards, bill to repeal act authorizing for kHling wolves, red foxes, grey foxes, &c., 1487
Richmond-see City.
-see Town.
Richmond and Lancaster-see Road, turnpike.
Richmond and Tate's Creek Ridge-see Road, turnpike.
Rich Pond-see Town.
Ringo, Joseph P., of Carroll county, bill for the benefit of_ ____ ____ 952, 1115, 1152, 1188
Ritchie, Jefferson, of Nicholns coulity, bill for the benefit of_ _____ 952, ll 15, 1152, ll88
River improvement-see Resolut ion , joint.
Road Company, Mitchellsville and Dry Creek Plsrnk, bill to amend A.Ct to incorpora te
the ____ __________________________ _________ 982 1296, 1321, 1350
1

Paducah, Benton and Murray Grnvel, act to re-en act and amend an
act to incorporate rhe, and charter the PA.ducah and Clark's RI ver
Gravel Road Company ________________ 1277, 141&, 1483, 1492, 150&
Paducah and Hinkle\'ille Grnvel, act to authorize a sale of the, &c., 946,
1170, 1192, 1211
129~

Sand Lick a nd Fox Spring, act to incorporate the________________

Road from London, Laurel county, to Booneville, Owsley county, act to- a mend act
e3tablishing the ______________________________ 422, 604, 666, 705, 726
Shelbyville, io Shelby county, to Taylorsville, in Spencer county, act to
amend A.ct to incorporate a company to turnpike a, 1006 1 1418, 1482 7 1493 1
}604

Road law-see Boyd county.
-see Gallatin couo-i.y.
-see Greenup county.
-see Kenton county.
- see Robertson coonty.
-see Todd county.
Road, State, leading from LeQSburg, in H11rrison co11oty, to William-stown, fn Grant
county, act to regulate the width of the--------------------~---- 184, 241 , 289 , 30!>
Roads-see Boone county.
- see Tolls on turnpikes, gl'f\nl, and plank roads.
-see -Union county .
. RoA.di'I a.ad passways-see General Statutes.
Roads, dirt-see Woodford county.
public, of this Common wealth, bill ,.o prevent tlle dead.ening of trees on or
oea,r the ______ _____ ____ ____ ____ ____________ ____ ____ __ ____ ____ ____
216
Roads, turnpike, that have no toll-1-(ates, in Shelby county, set for the benefit of, 471, 616 1
636, 639

gravel, and plank, in tQe Commonwealth, trill for the benefit of
counties owning stock in ______ ________ 201, 466 1 519, 543, 561
7
Road, turnpike, Allensville _____________________________________ 370, 465, 488, 521
Athens and Walnut HilL ____________________ 1447, 1487, 1498 1500
1
Augusta and Berlin _________________________ 11.7, 215 322, 327, 349
1
Augusta and Ber Jin __________________ ---~ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ l 25~
Ballards ville and Christianburg ____________________ -----~------ 1447
Bank Lick _____________________ ---· _______ ___________ -~~- 438, 53~
BeA.ttyville and MilJP.r's Creek ________________ 213,

'

,ms,

328, 350, 36!J

Roll:

INDEX.
78
87
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Road, turnpike, Benson . ---------------------------------------------------- 1073
Bergen, Providence, and Dngansville__________________ ________ 1033
Bethlehem and Fool Hollow __________________ 216,257,477, 488 1 521
Big Eagle and Connorsville __________________ 376, 417, 542 1 674, 689
Blne Lick-------------------------------------- 542 1 731, 766, 783
Bowling Green and Hadley __________________ 122, 642, 671, 726, 770
Bradford an'd Lenox burg _____ ___________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
736

88
88

Bradford's Landing and Washington Tr,ace _________ 238, 465, 488, 521
Bradford's L1rnding and Washington Trace _____ 1309, 1387, 1432, 1469
Bryant's Stillion and Briar Hill ______________ 185, 322, 343, 367, 382
Bryantsville and Sugar Creek _____________________ 657,715,766,783

358

Cabin Creek, Sand Hil l, and Manchester _________ 1260, 1308 1 1347, 1360
Carlisle Rnd Jackstown ____________________-;- 1254, 1390 1431, 1485
1

05
!16,

11
99

Cttrlisle and Sharpsburg---- --------------------------------952
Carrollton and Eagle Creek _________________________ 1420, 1497, 1499
Carrollton and Worthville ____________________ 1421, 1480, 1498, 1501
Clark's Run and Se.It River. ______________________ 438, 846, 928, 938
Clear Creek, now Shelbyville nnd Eminence ______ 542, 1007, 1085, 1109
Clintonville and Thatcher's Mill __________ 728, 1416 1 1483, 1493, 1505

26

<Jorioth --------- --------------------------- 714 1 1032, 1090 1 1112
Covington and Lexington _____________________ 1282, 1300 1 1311 1321

93,
,6 04

Covington and Taylor Mill--------------------------------216
Danville, Lanuaster,and NicholasvilhL ________ 466, 1144 1 1174, 1194
Danville, Lancaster, and Nicbolasville, hill to repeal act to amend
act to incorporate the _______________ 1251, 1418, 1482, 1494, 1504

05

16

6,

39

1
1
0
9
9

7
3
8

1

Danville and Perryville.~------------------- 431, 433, -615, 616, 639
Dry Creek and Covington ___________________ 907, 1308, 1347, 1360
'Dry Ridge - ---~--------------------------- 728 1 764,863,931 , 937
Dutch Ridge and Germantown and Bridgeville __ 1297, 1479, 1496, 1501
Eliz!tville aud Helena----------------------------- 940, 1416, l49i
Eliz,wille Station and Mnyslick _______________ 666, 1016, 1085, 1093
Eminence and Smithfield _____________________ 658, 1328,' 1368, 1405
Fairview and Locust Creek--------------------------------432
Falmoutl1. _______~-------------------- 638, 736, 846, 929, 939
Ford's Mill nod Kentucky River __________________ 117, 185, 217, 291
Fork and High Bridge-------------------------------------- 1297
Forks Church, Boone's Creek, and Dick's River_ 390, 466, 715, 766, 783
FrRnkfort nnd Flat Creek_______________________ 213 322, 336 33G
1
1
Franklinton and Five Mile Creek _______________ 940, 992 1 1047, 1Q86
Georgetown and Dry Ridge ____________ 1444, 1446, 1482, 1495, l!iO'I,
Glencoe nod Sugar Creek ________ -,---------- 1326, 1417, 1492, 1505
Great Crossiogs a,nd Str.mping Ground ________ 1006 1 1123, 1152, 1176
Greenwich _______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ l 066, 11 71, 1192, 1210
Hardinsburg and Cloverport _________________________ 714 1 929, 938
Hardinsburg and Cloverport_ ---------------- -------- 729, 881, 141 9
Hardinsville, Ballard's -Cross Ronda, and Harrisonville____________ 1259
Eel\dquarters and Steele's Run _________ 1287, 1446, 1452, 1482, 1507
!Henry, Oldham, and .Jefferson _______________ 375, 401, 666, 705 1 727

J588'
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Road, turnpike, Hill City' ____________ __________ ,________________ 530, 615, 6'16', 6'39'
Hill City, in Mnson county _____________________ 872,. 952,. 979, 1005'
Hill City----------- ------------------ 907,. 1417, 1483, 1493, 1506
Hopkinsville a.nd Olnrksville ______ ___ _ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ 1200'
Horeb 11nd C1trrick __________ ___________________ 798, 1071, 1091, 1112'.
Howarrl, Lower Creek, a.nd Kentucky River, 1064, 141'7, 1482, 1493,
1504:

Hnm long and Sharon_--------------·---- ____ 1'390, 1-107, 1438 , 1468
Independence a.nd Colemaosville __ ____________ 1006, 1389, 14 3'!!, 1485Jncksonville and Townsend ___________________.____ 3'!!8, 466, 488, 521
Jefferson _________ ________ ______________ -·- ____ _ 566, 584 , 589, 6 15Jeptba. Creek __ ________. ________________ --~---________________ 1421
Kenton· Sto,,tion ____ ____ ______________________ , --- 46'2, 6&7, 706, 735
Kentucky River_ ______________ -----------· ____ 965,. 141'6, 1432, 1484
Klddville and Montgomery County,____________________________
61&
Koob Lick .. ___________________ _________ ___ ____ 466, 1035, 1091, 1125Lebanon 11nd .Mack ville _______________ _______________._____ ____ 1065'
Lexington, Russell, and Oyntbinon______________________________
528'•
Lincoln and Boyle _______________________________ 425,615,640, 651
Louisville and Ttly lorsville _____________________ 714, 1122, 1151 , 1175Lytle Fork and Dry Run and Oxford_______________ ____________

106&

Maysv ille and Mt. Sterling - --------------------;-- 516, 543, 551, 628
Middle Trn ce ---- ----------------- ------------ 945, 1308, 1347; 1360
Montgomery Street_ ______________,____________ 864,. 1334, 1369, 1403'
Mt. Sterling and Grassy Lick _____ __________________ 1487 r 1498, 1501
Munfordville _________ -------~ ___ _______________ 713, 951, 979, 1005'
Munfordville ____ __________________________ __ H46, 1166, 1193, 12 18
I

I

New Castle and Port RoyaL -------------·- ---------- 983, 1048, 110 7
Old State Road and Ripple Creek ________________ 882, 984, 1047, 1108'
Olive Brnucb and Buck Creek _________ ., ______________ ____ 1421, 1487
Owingsville and Mcintire's Ferry------------------ 395, 466, ·5 21, 529'
Paducah and North B>lllnrd _~-. ___________ 424, 542, 675, 685, 726, 76&
Paris and Ruddie's Mill------------.,---------- 10'66, 1446, 1494, 150&
PRrker's ~!ill, Stonew~ll, nod Connersville _________ _ 257, 465, 488, 521
Pine Knob ---------------------------------- 1141, 1416, 1431, 1485·
Plummer's L~oding and Fox 8priugs ____________ 981 r 1308, 1347 13601
Richmoud e,nd Laocas-ter ______________________ 904, 1199, 1221, 1264
Richmond and Ta.te's Creek Ridg e _____ ____ ··----- ______ ________ 1273Russellvill e Dis1rict_ _____-------- ________________ 436, 616, 640, 651
Snlvisa and Kirkwood _________________________ 982, 1072, 1110, 1141
Sand Lick and Fox. Spring __ __________________ ______ 1299, 1348, 1364
Side View and Aaron's Run-------- -- ------------------------ 1073
Sharpsburg, Long Brnnch, Flat Rock, and Paris, 131(}, 1387, 1432, 1468
ShelbY7ille and Bardstown _ __ ________ ________ ________________
528
She! by ville and Fisbervi Ile_____________ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 1124
Sbelhyville and Taylorsville ___ .,,.:__ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 1365'
Somerset _--~- __________ ______ ___ ______________ ·---- ____ ______ l 073
Somerset and Oaintown ________________ 1006 1 1415, ,1483, 1492, 1505
Somerset and Clio-------------------------- 1073, 1336, 1369, 1403-

Ro
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Road, turnpike, South Fork . ----------- ----,---- ____________ 1446, 1480, . 1494, 1506
South J,ouisville and Pleasure Ride;e------ ________ 436, 604, 615, 639
Stanton and Levy - - -------------------- 946, 1446, 1482, 1495, 150J
·Sulphur, Eminence, aad Kentucky Rive1· _____________ 841, 1415, 1492
Taylorsvi!Qe and Chaplin ______________________ 4'67, 1144, ll74, 1194
Union ---- ·---- ---- ------------ ________________ 466, 757, 784, 827
Versailles and Anderson ______________________ 952, 983, 1047, 1107
Wincheste1·, Oolbyville, and Lexington ____________ 388, 466, 488, 520
Winchester and B.ed River_ ______________ ,..--- ____ 713, 880, 930, 938 '
Wilderness ______________________ ___ .: ____________ 548, 1416, 1491
Wihle~ness _____._ ______ ---------- ___________ 7-69, 965, 1025, 1107
W il deroess, toll-gates on _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
945
from Alton to C1tmdeo\'ille, Anderson connty, act to charter the, 1065 ,
1209, 1220, 12J4

from Mt. Eden to Shelbyville, act to A.mend act to incorporate a
company to build A. _______________________ 4-66, 1008, 1.085, 110-9
Roberts, .fohn Henry, and Benjamin Atkins, Gf' Morgan connty, bill for the benefit
,of ---- ---- ------ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------ --·-- ---- -- ---- ------ ------ 1390
Rooertson county, bill to prohibit the s1tle of ardent, spiritnous, or malt liquors in
less quantities the.11 ten gallons i,n magisterial district No. 3, in , 177 ,
214, 261, 291

b-ill to nmend the road law of______________________________

.882

-see Mulliken, L. P.
-see White, Lewis.
-see WilRon, H. L.
Rober tson county coart--see Court, county, of R-obe-rtson.
Robertson, G. A.-see Phythhin, W. H.
Robertson, R. M., late sheriff of H,nrisoo. co11nty, act for the benefit of tbe administrators of_ _______________ ----~------------------------------ 265, 393, 429 ,1 439

'

Rochester-see Town.
IRockcnstle c01inty-see Cout of common pleas of Boyle, Garrard, Rockc1tstle, &c.
-see Judge.
-see Line.
-see McGuire, W. D.
-see School.
Rogers, Lo11. S., against C. C. Rogers, act tG chA.nge the venue of the -case froro the
Hen<ry circuit co11rt to tbe Rourb@n court of common pleas ____ 1065 1 1123 1 11::12, 1151
Roman Catholic Church-see Church ,
Rose, L. B., .I. M. Rose, Mo.rthH. A. Rose, Betty Gaines Rose, and M:itrtha Ellen
Rose, ac~ for tbe beuelit oL--------------------------------- 671 1 1295, 1320, 1358
Rosine-see Town.
Ross, E. J., assessor ,of Livingston county, hill for the benefit oL--- 974, 1144, ll74, 119,i
Rough nod Ready-see Town.
Rowan couoty~see Myers, A. R..,
Rowlett, W. W ., nominated for Assistant Clerk ________ ____ ______ ____ --------- 20, 21
Row, L. T., sheriff of Cu:noed1tnd county, act for the benefit of_________________
882
Ruby Coal, Timber, ~nd TransportA.tion Company, act to incorpGrate the, 648, 1072, 1110,
114 l
Ruggles, John--see Warder, Hiram T.

Ii
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Ru le No. 58, interpretation of_ _________________________ . ___ ____ ------________

240

Rule-see Resolution, joint.
1
Rules for the government of House, committee appointed to draft__"------------83
of t~e House, report of committee appointed to draft_____________________
110
34
resolution appointiug comm it tee to draft_ __________________ _'_--~-________
and constitution, Public Printer directed to print__________________________
11 S
of the House, amendment to, in regard to pay of offi cers___________ ________
430
Russell circuit court-see Court, circuit, of Russell.
Russell county-see Chapman, Margaret.
-see Garner, ~fargaret.
-see Hughes, H. G.
- see Lester, J . M.
-see Webb, John A.
Russell county conrt-see Court, county, of Russell.
Russell, C. W., nominated for Keeper of Penitentiary __________________ ._______ 1450

1

Rnssell, Jonathan, late sheriff of Casey county, act for the benefit of, 729, 1122, llf>l , I 17!>
Russellville district-see Road, turnpike.
Sabbath-breaking-see Knox county.
St. Charles-see Town.
St. John's German Evangelical-see Church .
St. Joseph's Orphan Asylum-see Asylum.
St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal-see Church.
Salaries-see Judges.
Salary of the President of the United States-see Resolution, joint.
Sale and conveyance of inchoate right of dower-see Dower.
Sales, official-see Bracken county.
Salutes, resolution, joint, ordering the firing of on the 8th of J anuary and 22d of
FehruJHY------------------------------------------ 77, 100, 121, 189, 242, 453
Sa!visa and Kirkwood-see RoRd, turnpike.
Samuels, W. T., resolution, joint, for the benefit or ______ 1026, 1090, 1118, 1132, 1151
Samu.els, W. T., and W. J. Steele, resolution, joint, for the bP.nefit of___ 1118, 1132, 1151
Sanders, David, deceased, bill for the benefit of the c-hildren and grand children of, 882,
lC,96, 1132, 1151
Sanders, George W., ferry -owner of Greenup, bill for the benefit of, 432 983, 1047, 1107
Sand Lick and Fox Spriag-see Road company.
Savings BRnk-see Bank ..
Sayler, John G., of Harlan county, act for the benefit of ______ !.. __ 1115, 1296, 1321, 1369
~calps, fox and wild cat-see Certificates.
Sche.rdine Cemetery Compaay-see Cemetery Company.
Schools-see Hardin county.
School, Cadiz High, in the town of CRdiz, Trigg county, bill to org11nize, establish,
and incorporate the----------- ------------- 616, 638, 674, 828
in the town of Cadiz, in Trigg county, bill to amend fl.Ct to orge.n ize and incorporate the _____ ____________ 904, 924, 964, 978
School children, bill exemptiag, from payment of tolls on turnpike, plank, and
J?ra vel roads _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
School commissioner-see Anderson county.
-see Mercer county. ,
-see Simpson county.

•
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School, common, in Corydon, Henderson county, bill to 11,mend !!,Ct to estl\blish a. system of-------------------------------- 389, 459 1 846, 928, 939
for children of the African ra.ce in the cl.ty of Paducah, bill to establish a_---------------------··-- ------ 1277, 13o3, 1381, 1404
-see General Statutes.
School district, common, No. 37, Andersoll county, bill in aid of_ _________ 308, 429, 439
No. 9, Balla.rd county, net for the benefit of ________ 528, 799, 834, 869
No. 39, in Ba.th county, a.et to a.mend a.ct for the benefit of, 1333, 1389,
1438, 1485
common, No. 42, in Ba.th county, a.ct for the benefit of, 757, 1015, 1085,
1093
commo n, No. 11, of Bourbon county, a.ct for the benefit of, 118,392,429,
440
No. 13, BourbCln county, act to a id---------------------~ 436, 1486, 1495
1
No . 3-0, in Ca.llowa.y county, a.ct for the benefit oL- 1066, 1259, 1293 1305
common, No. 35, Calloway county, act to consolidate with Murray
Male and Female Institute _____ ___________________ 7:!9, 881, 930, 939
common, in Catlettsburg, bill to a.mend a.ct gi viug the trustees of the
right to levy a tax, &c. -------------------------------------- 1390
common, No. 4 in Oumllerla.nd county, act in aid of _____ 436, 1486, 1494
1
No. 44, in Fleming county, act for the benefit oL---------- 639, 911, 976
No. 38, in Grant county, act for the benefit of _____ 1143, 1416, 1431 1 1485
No. 8, iu Graves county, act for the benefit of---------- 1067, 1091, 1125
No. 83 , in Graves county, act in aid of ___________ 1143, 1308, 1347, 1360
No. 25, Gre.yson county, Rct to prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors
in------------------------------------------- 841, 1072, 1109, 1141
No . 46, Grayson county, ii.Ct in aid of ________________ 436,894,929, 938
common, No. 68, in Greenup coimty, bill for the benefit of, and to
enahle the trustees thereof to levy a tax, &c. _____ 912 1 983 1 1048, 1108
common, No. 1, in Hawesville, Hancock county, set to amend act to
provide for tbe erection of school buildings in, 1006, 1295, 1320, 1359
No. 24, in Kenton county, net (or tbe benefit of-------- 88,, 183, 217, 230
No. 4, of Lee county , net for the benefit of_ __________ 423, 712, 753, 808
No. 1, in Letcher county, bill for the benefit oL------------------No. 30, Lewis county, bill for the benefit oL---------------------No. 51, Lincoln county, act for the benefit of_ _____ 945, 1296, 1320,
common, No. 8, Lyon county, act in nid of. _____________ 459 1 1486 1

1421
1421
1358
1494

No. 23, Lyon county, a.ct for the benefit oL------ 1429 11 1446 1 1492, 1506
No. 9, Marshall county, act for the benefit oL----------- 946, 1486, 1495
common, No. 50, in ~ia.son co11nty, bill to authorize the trustees of, to
levy s tax for school purposes---------------- 1421, 1443 1 1463, 1502
Narrow Spring-see Laurel coanty.
~ommoo, No. 1, Nicholasville, Jessamine county, act for the benefit
1

OL---- ---- ---- ------ ----------------------- 798, 1268 1293, 1303
No.10, Oldham county, a.ct for the benefit oL---- 1006 1 1415, 1432, 1484
colored, No. l, in Ohio county, \)ill to authorize the erection of a
school building in_-------------------------- 1073, 1407 1452, 1502
No. 35 in Ohio county, act for the benefitoL------ 469, 1295, 1320, 1359
1

' I
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I
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School district, common, No. 7, Perry county, act for the benefit of ____ 459 1 881, 9Z9, !'39
No. 25, Rockcastle county, bill for the benefit of ___ 453, 1256, 1294 1 1309
common , No. 27, Rockcastle county, bill in aid of ____ 393, 437, 4 73, 488
West Louisville, in Daviess county, act to incorpomte the, 1142, 1295 1 1321

,

.

1358

School Fund-see Resolution, joint.
School, graded city, o(' Oynthiana, bill for the benefit of_ ________________ ---~____

1167

Secre
Secre
Secre
bi
Seini
Seib
Semi

act to incorporate the board of trustees for the, 1297 ,
1334, 1369, 1403

in Elizabethtown, bill to repeal act to organ ize and establish n., 1033, 1235,
1264, 1298
free, in the town of Harrodsburg, act to amend act to establish a __ 459,

Sena
S~na
Berg

1417, 1491

in the town of Hartford, bill to maintain a, and to pr.ovide for the
erection of school buildings th erei n _____________ 7561 983, l 048, 1125
law, colored common, ch11pter 521, act to amend the_____________________
436
laws, bill to amend the __ ______ ________ ____ ______ ____________ ____ ____
459
laws, common-see Resolution.
normal, net to est..blish a ______ ------··----- 1138, 1253, 1417, 1482 , 1494, 1504
Schools, common-see City of Newport.
colored, of Jessamine county, act for the benefit of ______________ 907
bill to permit children within two and a half miles of Louisville
to go to the, &c. ---------------------------- 953, 1255, 1294, 1309
bill to repeal act to permit the children wHbin two Rnd a half
miles of the city of Louisville to go to the, &c._:.. 1350, 1351, 1381, 1403
graded, in the town of Nichola,ville, act to establish a system of, 907, 11 30, 1149
public, in the town of Cloverport, Breckinridge county, bill to amend act
to provide and maintaih ____ -------- - --------------- 527 1 529, 56 6
in the Dycusburg common school district, in the county of Oritt~nden, bill for the better organiz:ition of , ______ 847 1 1096, 1132, 1172
in the Elizabethtown common sr~bool di strict, in Hardin county,
bill to organize and establish a system of, 477, 1198, 1235, 1263, 1298
in the Elizl\bethtown common school district, in Hardin county,
bill to amend act to organize and estl\blish a system of, 1309, 1313,
1381, 1404

in the town of Greenup, Greenup county, act to authorize and establish a system of_________________________________________

648

School teachers, bill to protect the in collection of feeij for their services ____ . ____ __ ·

460

School trustee-SEie Lewis county.
School trustees-see Town, 0Mlettsburg.
Scott, T. W., added to the Committee on Internal Improvement__________________

Ses
.Sha
Sha
Sha:
Sb
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh

s
s

s
180

Scott, W. G., petition of_ ___ -----------------------------------------------307
Scott county-see Line.
'Scott county court--see Oourt, county, of Scott.
Sealer of weights and measures-see Jefferson county.
Seay, R. P. act for the benefit of------------------------,- --- 1065, 1209, 1220, 1244
1
S,econd Colored Baptist-see Ohurcb.
Second Presbyterian Cburcll-see Church.
of Hopkinsville-see Church.

S
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Secretnry of State-see General Statutes.
Secretary of State, Assistant-see Resolution.
Secretary of State, Assistant, response of, transmittin~ amount of fees \'eceived by
him ____ · --- ___ -_ s------------------- _________ . __________________ _______ _

59\

\

Seining-see Fishes, food.
Selby, Col. Ben.-see Resolution.
Seminary, Hadensville Male and Female, in Todd county, act to incorporate, the, 1444,
1446, 1492, 1506

Hiurodsburg, act to amend act to amend tbe charter of tbe. __ 1413, 1415, 1491
3

Senator-see United States Senator.
S~nator, United States, resolution fixing day for the election of _________ '._ ____ ____
Sergeant-at-Arms, W. H. Gillis appointed _____ -~-- ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

69
6

J. J. Pursley elected -------------------------------- _____ 22, 27
directed to emp \oy Pages _____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ________
69
directed to fnrn'isb newspapers _____________________________ 69, 78
5

6

- see Tbanks.
Session, extension of, repol't of committee in regard to ___-___________________ 780, 784
,Shaler, N. S., resolution requesting Public Printer to print report of, on resources of
the Kentncky and otber rivers _ ________________ --~--- ____________ ____ ______

68

Shaler, Prof. N. S., reqnested to deliver an address.----"------------- -- ---'-----

·102

Shannon Cemetery-see Cemetery.
Sbare-holdel's' Associntion-see Association.
Sharpsburg-, Long Branch, Flat Rock, and Pnris-see Road, turnpike.
Shaw, John, and W. T. Profitts, bill to authorize to erect a mill-dam across Big Barren river, in "!'<!on roe county, at or near theil' mill ________________ 657, 890, 931, 954
Sheaf oats-see Oats.
'
Sheep from depredations •by dogs, bill to amend act to protect, and to authorize the
county courts to impose taxes on dogs for county
purposes.-----------------~---- 421, 472, 488 , 528
act to repeal act to protect, so fnr as the same opplies to Simpson county ______ 981, 1145, 1152, 1175
in Woodford county, act to protect, and to ,rnthor•
ize the _county court of said county to impose a
tnx on dogs---------··--_____________________

1006

Sheep and,dog~, act to repeal act to proteot in Ballard and other counties, 86, 119, 189,

242

in Kenton county, act to protect. ________________ 324, 486, 521, 643
Shelby-s6e Rni lrond company.
1495 ,
1
Shelby county, act cr.iating an nddition_nl magistel'ial district in •• 659, 1391, 1488
912
bill to legal1ze the collection of turnpike tax in ___________ ___._ ---net to prevent stock from running at !firge in _____ 513, 1170, 1192,
-see Court of claims.
-see Judge.
- see Ronq, turnpike.
Shelbyville-see Rai !road company.
-see Ro11ds.
Shelbyville, Bank ot'-see Bank.
Shelbyville aud Bardstown-see Road, turnpike.

1210
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Sbe]byville and Eminence-see Road, turnpike, Clear Creek.
Shelbyville ard Fisberville-see Road, turnpike.
Sheriff, act in regard to in the county of-

Sherill',

AdaiL------------------------~------------------- 86, 192, 314 1 335, 336
Anderson _______________ ------------------------------- 1282, 1299, 1364
Ballard ________________________________ ~---· 1210, 1351, 1448, 1497, 1500
Bnrren -----------------------------~--------------------- 414 1 658, 1007

Bath __________________________ 477, 552, 574, 616, 848, 1122, 1132, 1150

Boyle------------------------------------------------------------861
Breathitt_ _________________________ ..; ______ 418, 487, 890, 993, 104 7, 1107
Breckinridge _______________________________________ 117, 185, 217, 242
Bullitt ___________________________________________ 1073, 1478, 1496, 1501
Calloway __ 421, 459,473,476,477,485, 488, 528, 1-168 1 1479, 1497, 1500
On mp bell ________, ____________________________________ ,____ ____ ____
324
Carter _____________: _____________________ ~------- 408, 675, 782, 787, 890
Casey ____________ : ________ ~--------------~---- 729, 1122, 1151, 1175
Obdstian ____ ______________________________ --~----- l 066, 1389, 1406, 1437
Olay __________________________ 421, 658, 660, 706, 735, 1077, 1110, 1147
Crittenden _______________________________ 463 915 980, 1123, 1206, 1220
1
1
Ou'mberland ______________________________________________ 408, 779, 882
Daviess ----------------------------------------- 1447, 1475, JA97, 1501
Edmonson--------------------------------------- 425, 462, 486 1 522, 529
Elliott_ ___________________ ________________________ 657, 861, 881, 931, 954
EstiJL ___________________________________ 1138, 1419, 1476, 1493, 1505

Sher

Fleming, 413 1 565 1 574, 647 1 880, 882 1 930 1 939,1137, 1143 1 1171, 1175, 1193,

'

1,

1328, 1381, 1405

Floyd _____________________ _: _____ 1259, 1412, 1444, 1446 1 1483, 1495, 1504
Gallatin _________________________________________ 736, 1034, 1071 1091, 1111
1

Grant---------------------~----------------------- 659, 1015 1 1085, 1094
Greea ____ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 486, 552, 632, 652, 780, 799, 952, 979, 1486
1
Greenup _______
.. __________________________________ 1420 1487, 1496, 1500
1

Hnncock ----------------------------------------------------- 1407, 1420
J;Iardin --------------------------------------------- 712, 966, 980, 1421
Harlan ____________ ~----------------------------- 805, 844 1 1170, il92, 1211
Hl\rrison ________ -----------· ____ ___________________ 265, 393, 429, 1419
Hart_ _______________________________ 228, 243, 292, 1198, 1219 1221, 1264
1
Hickman _____________________________ .. _____________________ 466, 4 77, 516
Jackson ______________________________________________ BBB, 952 980, 1005
1

.

Keaton _____________~------------------------------------------- 223 1 395
Knox_ _______________________ 487, 1205, 1221 1 12'64 1 1421, 1478, 1496, 1503'
'

Lee-------------------------------------------------~---- 215, 775, 1015
Lewis _____________________________ 186 1 411 1277, 1434 1 1484, 1494, 1505
1

Lincoln------------------------------------------- 1276, 1416, 1431, 1485
Livingston _____________________ 366,407, 788, 986, 1021 1 1076, 1110, 1147
Logan ________________________________________________ 184 392 429, 439
1

1

Lyon. _____________________________ 1 • ___________________________ 471, 736
Mngoffin ____________ 1 ____________________________ - - - - ____ ____ ____ 11 i4
Marion _____________________________________ 1276, 1417, 1482, 1494, 1504

Sh
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Sheriff, act in regard to in the county of-

36
64

Martin ----------------------------------- 1255, 1417, 1482, ·1494, 1504
Me.son ___________________~----------------------- - --- 413, 655, 705 1 727
Mee.<le ------------------------------ --------- ____ 1073, 1144, ll 74, 1193
Metcalfe _________________ 486, 552, 574, 616, 882 1 1188, 1393, 1438, 1469
Morgan--------------------·------------- 423, 880, 929, 938 1 "1146, 1471
Mublenbnrg_________________________________________ 947, 1171, 1192, 1211
Obio -------------- -------- ------------------ 241, 331, 553, 631, 674, 735
Owen ______ 425, 462 1 627,951,964,978,980, 1113, 1123 1 1206, 1220 1 1244
Pendleton------------------------------------------ 925, 1170, 1193, 1210
Perry _____ ________________________________________ 841,912, 1116, 1419
Pike ---- ------ ---- ____________ ---- ____ ____ 1253, 14.46, 1483·, 1495, 1504
Pulaski ---------- ______________________ --------~----- 544, 951, 979, 1005
Robertson ___________ 265,393,419, 8471 1413, 1414 1 1452 1 1486, 1496, 1502
Simpson----------------------------------------------- 736, 1486 1 1494
Taylor,---------------------------.: 487, 799, 842, 931, 952, !!54, 979, 1486
Todd ___ 258,265, 314 1 407, 454,467, 656 1 728,753,781,797, 805 1 807, 886
Trigg ________________________________________ 192, 267, 2!lO, 420, 430, 454
Union---------~----------------------------------- 862, 1013, 1419, 1491
Wayne _________ ,! ___________________ 775, 1072, 1110, 1122, 1141, 1151, 1175

:05

3,
05
-04
11

94
86

oo

20
21
11
19

5
7
9

Whitley---------------------- 657, 882, 983 1 1047, 1107, 1205 1 1221, 1264
Woodford ____________ ~------------------------------ 453 1 1015, 1085 1 1093
Sheriff of Adair county, net giving further time, until the first Monday in May,
1878, to execute his revenue bond _________________ 86, .192, 314-, 335,336
Daviess county, bill for the benefit of the ____________ 1447, 1475, 1497, 1501
Fleming county, act for the benefit of the ______________ 413, 565, 674, 589
Fleming county, act to legalize the appointment of the ____ 647, 880, 930, 939
Lincoln county, a.ct giving the further time to collect the revenue, 1276, 1416,
1431, 1485

Metcn.lfe county, bill for the benefit of the, allowing him further time to
execute his revenue bond---------------------------- 486, 552, 574, 616
Pendleton county, act to regulate the duties of the in certain cases, 925, 1170,
1193, 1210

Union county, bill allowing the, further time to return his delinquent
!is ts _____________________________________________ -------Sheriffs of this State, hill for the hesefit of --------------------------------Sheriffs, bill extending further time to the, to pay in the revenue for the fiscal year
1877 -- · ----------------------------------------------------

862
1126

1279

defaulting; and collectors of the public revenue and their sureties, act to
authorize tlie Auditor, with the assent of the Attorney General and Governor, tel compromise with _____ 396, 434, 547, 663, 1221, 1230 1 1263 1 1293
present and future, of Be.th connty,' bill repealing act for the qenefit of the, 477,
552, 574, 616

of Green and Taylor counties, act to release from collecting railroad taxes,

&c,-~----------------------------------------------

bills for the benefit of-see Re1,olution.
dnties of-see Resolution.
and other officers-see Campbell county.

799, 952, 979, 1486

y
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Shewmaker, J. 11., of Mercer county, a.c t for the benefit of,·- 550, 891 , 1072 1 1110, 1141
Shryer, Ben. P., cur&tor of M. McCullom, deceased, act to authorize and direct, to
make settlement or said estate with the trustees of the Cadiz High School, &c., 755, 806,
849, 895
Sideview and Aflroo's Run-see Road, turnpike.
Simons, Arad, of Breckinridge county, bill for the benefit of---·· 1236, 1387, 1432 1 1468
Simpson, Wm., late clerk of the Wayne circuit nnd county courts, bill for the benefit of ____________________________________________________ 912, 1067, 1091, 1125

Society,

Simpson Agricultural and Mechanical-see Associiition.
Simpson Benevolent Lodge-see Lodge.
Simpson county, act to enlarge the powers of the common school commissioner of, 238,
393, 429, 439
- see Fish Laws.
-se(l Hendrick, J. 'fl.
-see Sheep.
-see Wantland, C.. W.
Sinking fund-see Caldwell county.
-see Washington county._
Si~ters of Notre Dame, at Paris, Act for the benefit of the. __________ 184, 254, 289, 306
Skeggs, W. B., late sheriff of Metcalfe county, bill for the benefit of, 1188, 1393 1 1438, 1469
Slack-wflter Navigation Company-see Kentucky River S_lark-water Navigation Company.
Sloan, Reuben, of Clinton county, bill for the benefit of_ ___________________ 423 , 1259
Smith, Beverly D., petition in regard to ________ ________ ______ __________ ______
845
Smith, Burnley D., of Todd county, RCt for the benefit of_ _______ 1065 1 1187, 1220 1 1244
Smith, Jf\mes W., bill for the benefit of_ _________________ 657 , 1117, 1478, 1497, 1499

Some

sheriff of Woodford county, act for the benefit of. __ 453, 1015, 1085 ,
1093
Smith, Noah, nod othet sureties
J.M. Basham, late sheriff of B~rren county, bi!~
for the benefit of ____________________________________________ 658, 1007 1 1085, 1109

Some,
Some
Sons
Sont
Sant
Sout
Sout
Sout
Sou

of

.,'

I'

Smith, W. P., and Henry Moss, of Jefferson county, act for the b'enefit of, 648,951,962,
976
Smith, Warren, late sheriff of Bullitt county, bill for the benefit of, l 073, 1478, 1496, 1501
Smith and Crawford, Drs., of Nelson county, act for. the beuefi~ of, 1010, 1389 1 1406 1 1437
Smithfield-see Cemetery Company.
Smith's Grove College-see Association.
, Smith's Grove Lodge-see Lodge.
Snyder, George R., nomioiited for Speaker_ ________________________ ------------ 6, 16
Society, Americ:an Legal Aid, act. to incorporate the ____________ 2_3 0, 237, 3G5, 428, 454
American Legal Aid, bill to amend act to incorporate the ________ 864, 931, 953
Fulton County Agricultural, bill to ameud act to incorpo1·ale the, 183, 214, 243,,
291
German Baptist Bethesda, bill incorporating the________________________
394
Germ&n Protestant Orphan Asylum, act to amend the charter o_f the, 388, 1072,
,,
1090, 1111
Glasgow Grangers' Mutual Benefit, bill to amend act incorporating the, 952, 1075,
'
I
l l l l 1 1147
Jessamine County Medical, in Jessa.mine county, iict to incorporate the, 907, 1258,
1293, 1306

Son
Son
Spa
Spe
Spe

Spe
Spr
Spr
Sta
Sta

0

Sta
Ste
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Society Kentucky Ch'ristian Education1t1, act to amend act to in corporate the 1 424 1 656,

720, 753

I

Ke,ntucky Grangers' Mut111\l Benefit, act to am~nd act to incorporate the, 370, 674,

727

Kentucky State Medical, tendered use of Hall of House _________________
685
Leiderkranz, of the city of Louisville, act to amend the charter of the, 388, 420,
429, 439

Louisville Orphan Home, act to amend 11ct to incorporate the, 681, 1307, 1319 ,

1359

Neotrophinn, of Bethel College, in Loj?an county, bill chn.rtering the, 390, 847,

948, 980

38,
439

Polytechnic, of Kentucky, act to incorporate the, 223, 375, 894, 975, 1296, 1488,
149:,

Preachers' Aid, of the Louisville Annu1\\ Conference of the ~iethodi~t Episcopal Church, South, act to nmend section 5 of• act to amend and reduce
into one the several acts rehttinj? to the _____________ ___ 308 ,. 627, 640, 651
"Sons and DEtughters of the Morning," of the city of Louisville, ·act to
incorporate the.~- ______________________ ---- ____ -·--- 201 , 407, 438, 454
305
469
y.
259
845
244
499
85,
093
109

2I
976
601
~3 7

16
454

r.53

fa.,

B91

E94

1•2,

111

tu.

l47'

158,
306

StRte Horticult11ml, petition of---------------------··---- -- ________ 296, 396
1
State Union Benevolent of Kentur.ky, act to incorporate the, 681, 911, 979, 1005
United German Aid, bill to incorpornte the ______ _________ 516, 660, 726, 71 0
Wasl;ington County .Stock anti Agricnltnral, act ,to incorporate the, 714, 141 9,
1492

Somerset-see Road, turnpike.
-see Town.
Somerset and Caintown-see Road, turnpike.
Somerset and Olio-see Road, turnpike.
Sons and Daughters of the Morning-see Society.
South, J·. W., elected Keeper of PenitentiRry ---------------------------- 14.50, 1451
South Carrollton Male and Female-see Ac11.demy.
South Covington Rnd Cincinnati Street-see 8.Etilroncl Company.
Southern Educational Convention-see Resolutiqn, joint.
Southern Mutual Life-~ee Insurance company.
South Fork-see Kentucky river.
-see Road, turnpike.
Sontb Louisville and Pleasure Ridge-see 8.oad, turnpike,
Southwestern-see Railroad company.
Spalding, R. L . , resolution of thanks to ______ -----·· -----· ----- -- -------- --- 1097
Speaker, Ed. W. Turner elected - ________ ---------- ____ ---- ------- ------- ---- 6, 19
Spencer county act for the benefit of . _____________ ------------ 459 1 1446, 1493, 1506
I

-see Froman, John.
Spencer Institute-see Inetltute.
Springfield-see Town.
Springville-see Town.
Stamping Ground-see Town.
.,.
Stansberry, Henry, Wm. O. P. Breckinridge, and B. F. Buckner, bill for the benefit
oL----------------- ----- ---- 755 1 1117, 1333, 1365, 1395, 1439, 1448, 1452, 1503
Stanfield, Hiram, of Whitley county, act for the benefit of.. _. 1255, 1418, 14B3, 1494, 1504
Stanford-see Town.

-,
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Stan ton, R. H., petition c;,f -- --~--- __________________________ !., ______ .,'. _______ _

176

St,rnton and Levy-see Road, turnpike.
State Grange-see Patrons of Husbandry.
State Gmnd-see Company G.
State Street-see Church.
State Union Benevolent Society-see Society.
Station Camp creek-see Red Lick Fork.
Staten, George, of Bath county, act for the benefit of ______________ 225, 911, 963 1 975
Stay law, resolution to inquire into the propriety of enacting a _________ ____ 1125 1 ll47
Steely, L. J., committee of Amy Ann Bryant, 11 pauper idiot of Whitley coun~y,
bill for the benefit of_ _______________________________________ 393 984, 1047, 1107
1

~tevens, J . J., John 'l'odd, and J. F. Wright, of Campbell county, act for the benefit
of __________________________________________ 1116, 1149, 1168, 1209 1220, 1244
1
Stewart, James petition of. _______________________________ --------__________
109

Swnn
Sweet
Swift,

SwiDE
Syno
Turn
Tate,
Tnve1
Tave
Tax

I

Stewartsville Lodge-see Lodge.•
Stilley, E. J., of Fulton county, bill for the benefit of _____________ 393, 799, 834, 869

I I

Stinnett, W.W., sheriff of Todd county, act for the benefit of, 258, 656, 720 1 753, 781 1
797, 805, 807, 886
Stock from running at large-see Bracken and other counties.
-see Campbell county.
--see Garrnrd conn ty.
-see Kenton and Jefferson counties.
-see Owen county.
-see Shelby county.
-see Woodford, county.
Stock off public ronds-see Br1th county.
Stock in rA.ilroads, turnpikes, &c.-'-see Railroads.
Stock law-see Boone county.
Stone, James E'.jr., appointed Second Assistant Clerk _________________________ _
683
Stone, J. E,, reaolntion of thanks to _________________________________________ _
35
Stone, James E.-see Thanks.
Stores, second-hand ancl junk, in the city ~ Louisville, act in relation to, 841 1 1416 1 1437,
1485
Storn-see Librarian.
Stranger's Rest-see Lodge.
Stubbs, Louis, committee, of Josephine Workman, a.ct for the benefit of, 423; 992 1 1047 ,
1087
Stud-horses, jacks, e.nd bulls-see License.
Sublett, J. C., as statutory guardian of M. P. Maupin, bill-to authorize to pay money

Tax
Tax
Tax
Tax
Tax

Tai
Tai

Tn:

Ta:

Ta

to the ea.id l\I. P. Maupin------------------------------------~---- 117, 310 1 329
Subordinate graogeS'-SAe Ore.ages.
Sullivan, Timothy, act for the benefit of----------------~----- 925 1 1032, 1090 1 1112
-see Resolution.
Sulphur, Eminence nod Kentucky River-see Road, turnpike.
Superintendent of Public Instruction and his clerk, bill to fix the compensation of._ 1463
Supreme Oouncil-see Mutua1 Friends.
Supreme ,Lodge of Protection-see Lodge.
Survey-see Geological Survey.

T
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SwRngo, G. B. elected Door-keeper of_ _____________ ,.. _________________________ 27, 33
1

Sweet Home-see Town.
Swift, J. H., late sheriff of Oalloway county 1 bill for the benefit of, !Ind his sureties ____ ______ ----------- ________ __________ 1468, 1479, 1497, 1500
late sheriff of Ct1.lloway, bill for the benefit of the sureties of, 421, 459, 473,
476, 477, 485, 488, 528

975

1.47

Swine from running at litrge-see City of Frankfort.
Synopsis of acts, resolution directing Public Printer to furnish------------- -----Turner, Mrs. E. S., of Louisville, bUl for the benefit of__________________________

756
1390

Tl\te, S>\muel, late sheriff of PnlRski county, net for the benefit of. __ 544, 951, 979, 1005
107
1244
109
869

Bl,
886

Tavern license-see License.
Taverns, Tippling-houses, &c.-see General Statutes.
Tax-see Dogs.
-see McCracken county.
-see Revenue tax.
Tax on· distUled' spirits-see Resolut(on, joint.
Tax on shares of stock in National Banks-see Bank.
Tax to build turnpike-see Christian county.
Tax, turnpike-see Shelby county.
Taxation, resolution, joint, to inquire into the -propriety of reducing the rate of
State ________ __________________________________________________

1125

-see Fl\'rmi ng lanciR and pl'Operty.
-see Property, invisible.
-see Rnilroa.d compnny.
reduction of-see Resolution.
State, recluctiC>n of-see Resolution, joint.

683
35

f 37,
485

047,
1087

329

1112

i.463

Taxation and assessment-see Railroads.
Taxes, collection of-see 1fo0racken county.
Taxes on National Banks-see Resolution, joint·.
Tax-payers-see Lyon county.
-see McCracken county.
'--see Taylor county.
Taylor, G. W ., ex-sheriff of Hancock county, bill for the benefit of the sureties of, 1309~
1393, 1407, 1420
Taylor, W.W., of Oldham county, bill for tbe benefit of_ _______ 912 1 1002, 1085, 1109
Taylor Gen. Zachary, Governor's message relating to, r~ferred to specia.1 committee _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ 83 , 3 26
1
resolution providing for the removal of the remains of to the
cemetery at Frankfort_________________________________

326

a.ct to provide for the erection of a. mouument at the tomb of, 830,
978, 1.004
Taylor county, bill for the benefit of, empowering it- to compromise its debts, issue
· bonds, and levy and collect taxes to pay the same ---- 591 1 1008, 1016,
1085, 1124
bill to create and regulnte the office of trea3urer for, 952, 1144, 1174, 1193
bill for the benefit of the tax-payers of-----·---------------~----- see Barbee, Mary· C,
-see Courts, criminal.

953

,.

INDEX.

1000

Todd
Taylor county-see Durrett, Wm.
-seA Gowdy, John E.
Taylorsville-see Ro!lds.

Todd o

-see Town.
Taylorsville and Chaplin-see Road, turnpike.
Teachers-see School.
TeAger, M. M., clerk of the Fleming county court, act to enable to correct and

Toll

perfect certa in certificates made by his deputies to deeds ______ 1447, 1479, 1498, 1600
Temperance org,rnizntion tendered use of hall of Honse ___ ,______________________ 1503

Tolls

Toll-g
T01!-

Toll-

Ten Broeck, Mrs. M. C., act authorizing to q unlify as gu!lrdiaa of her children, 539, 640,
651
Tennessee ri ver-~ee Fish.
]nods west of-see Lands.
'ferrell, Edwin Clnrke, son of Thomas F. Terrell, of McCrncken county, bill for the
beneti t of_ __________________ --·---- ____________________ 309, 1365 1487, 1498, 1500
1

Terrill, li!!lrf,hn-see Wickliffe, John D.
Texfis nnd Pacific Rnilwny-see Re.solution, joint.
Th,rnks to T. G. Poore, E. Polk Johnsrrn, Jnmes E. Stone·, Charles Hayden, and
Isaac Wingate________________________________________________
Sergeant-at-Arms and other attaches of Hou,e _ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____

1499
1499

Thomas, Ed., circuit court and late county count cl~rk of Grayson cou·oty, bill for
the benefit of _______ ·--- ______________________________________ 421, 905, 964, 978
Thqmas, Jobn A., added to the Committee on Agriculture and Manufactures______
Ti1omas, J. A., and olh•ra, act to !lmend act fot· the benefit of____________________
Thomfls, John W., act for the benefit of __________________________ -----'- ______

IOI

982
1141

Thomns, Wm., sheriff of Lee rounty, act for the benefit of _______________ 215, 776, 1015
Thompson, A. S.-see RPad, R. F.
ThomE>SOD, John Oharl~s, committee ,ippointed to investigl\te the mileage of_______
repol't of committee in regani to mile,ige of____________
,

1204
1211

-see Rernlution.

Thompson, J . N., committee for A. J. Ford, of Metcalfe connty, bill for tl:\e benefit
of __________________ ________________ ________________ 882, 1003, l 007, 1085 , 1109
Thonwson, Stith, of W!tshi_ngton county, act for the benefit of ______ 716, 827, 849, 886
Thompson, W. B., petition of________________________________________________ 102-1
Thompson, W. G., nppointed Door-keeper_ ___________ _ ·------------- ·_________

6

Threlkeld, W . .\I., l!,te she;iff of Livingston county, bill for the benefit of, 366, 407, 788,

986, 1021, 1076, 1110, 1147
Thresher, Aaron, committee of Coleman O!lrr, Riley CA.rr, William Carr, and Fmncis
Kilgore, p"-uper idiots of Pendleton county, hill for the benefit of, 984, 1259, 129-1 1 1305
Timber-see Me!lsurer of timber.
Tobacco, resc,Jution to reduce tax on--------------; - ----------- 79, 103, 180, 237, 291
tax on-see Reaolution, joint,
Tobacco Works-see Maysville Tobacco Works,
Tobin, Prof. 1'. W., of Central University, Richmond, act for the benefit of, 1166, 1152,

1191, 1390, 1484
.' Todd, John-see Stevens,J. J.
Todd Lodge-see Lode:P.
Todd county, act to amend net for the benefit of Allensville voting precinct In, 1219, 1309,
1316, 136~, 1424, 1486
\

I

Tow
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Todd county, act to repe!1.1 act for tb;i benefit of Allensville voting precinct in______

798
act to create n special road law for_ ________________ 982, 1415 1 1438, 1484
-see Smith, Bailey D.

Todd cour:ly court-see Court, c0110ty, of Todd.
Toll-see Roe.cl, turnpike, Leb,,non 1<nd M ncltville.
Toll-gate-see Ro>td, turnpike, Grent Crossings >tnd Stamping Ground.
Tol!-gl\te kerper-see Ro>td, turnpike, Wilderness.
Toll-g>ttes-Bee Road, turnpik~.
Tolls on incorporated turnpikes, gravel nod plRnk roads, net to regulate and
uniform the rate of----- - ---------------------- 370, 1032, 1075,
on incorporn ted turnpikes, gravel and plRok roads, &ct to a·menrl net to
late and mnke uniform the re.te of _____________ .:_____ ~_ 1413 1 1416,

make
1131, 1150
regu1430, 1485

oil turnpike and gravel ro&ds, bill to ,·egulate and to impose a penalty for excessive 1rnd illegal cha1·ges ___ ·----------------------- 1442, 1476, 1497, 1499
0

on roads-see School children.
Town of Adru.rville, in ·Logan «:OnnLy, act to amend act to incorporate the, 119, 365, 386,
402
AlbRny, in Clinton connty, net to amend the charter of the-----------~- 1142
Anchorage, Jefferson county, 11ct to incorporate the ________ 7l3, 894, 930, 938

9
9

Antioch, MetcRlfe county, act to re-enact act t,o prnbihit the sale of spirituous, vino11s, or ronit liquors in the __________________ 258, 1258, 1293, 1305
Arlington, in B,dlitrd county, a.ct to amend the chnrter of the, 180, 367, 401,
429, 439
Auburn, act to amelld and reduce into one the several acts aod amended
acts in reference to the ________________ 0 ___ 605, 881, 903, 962, 975, 1089
Auburn, act to amend aet to >tmend and reduce into one the sever11. I act8
nod ,.mended acts in refei·enoe to tl\e, 1094, 1130, lloO, 1386, 1389, 1406, 1437
B \iley' 3 Mill, in Fraoklin-co,rnty, act to· prevent the sale of liquors within

three miles of the ________________________________ l143, 1307, 132-0 1 1359
4

l

9

r:

B'
l7

l,

l4

9,
35

Bardstown, a.ct to nmend >tnrl reduce into one tbe ,rndous RCtS in regard to
the- ----------~----------------------------------- 894,934, 1-025, 1107
Bttrd,w ell, hHI to incorporate the _______ _____ ____ ____ 1297, 1480 1 1498, 1500
Beitttyv illt', R<:t to Rmelld tbe ch11.rterof the, and redBce into one _tbe several acts io relation thereto. __________ ________ 798, 1389, 1438, 1483, 1505
Beaver DRm, in Ohio county, bill to amend act to incorpornte the, 657, 715, 781,
895
Belle Point, in Franklio ,:01rnty, act to amend 1tct to incorporate the, 679, 1209,
1220, 1293
Belle..-ue, in C,im13bell county, act to itmend the charter Rod laws-of the, 729,
l\22 1 U51, 1176
Benton, in Marsh11ll ,:ounty, net to reduce into one the severnl acts in rel1t·
tion to tlJe ___________________________________________ 590, 911, 979 1 1086
Benton, in llfo,·sh41.ll oouBty, act to extend the corporate limits of tbe, 94.6, 1071,
1-091, llll
Bethlehem, in Henry county, act to incorpornte tbe ______ 658,993, 1090, 1112
Bergin, Mercer count.v, aet to incorporate the ___________ 787, 993 , 1046 1 1087
Bergin, act to amend the clrnrter of the _____________ 1386 1 1415, 1431, 1484
.Berlin, Bracke,n county, a.ct
II.

R.-161

t Cl

repeRl a.ct to charter the ____ 414, 542, &72

1

589

'\ .

,,

,,

Town<
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Town o( Booneville, Ows lfy county, act to repea l net for the benefit of the, 698, 911, 96Z,
976

Boston Station , P~nd leton con nty, act lo amend act to incorporate th e, 671, 992,
104,6, 1086

Bowling Green, bill to Rruend act to chnrter Rnd to en large " nd define
the bound1U'y of the _______________________________ ______ . __ _______

953

Bowling Green, bill for the benefit of tlle educntional "interests of the
white citiz~ns of the _________________ :___ ____ ____ I 033, I 067, 1091 1 1124
Brandenburg," act to amend the ch,uler of the ____ ---'-- ____ 370, 542, 574 , 589
Brnnde nburg, act to clurnge the limi 1s of the __________ 1199, 1389 7 1406, 1437
Brandenburg, act to nuthorize the trustees of lo sell »nd convey or lense
reRl estnte lying in the co rpo rnte limits of the __________ 370, 880, 929, 939
Brandenburg, ,,ct to nmend net to Rnthorize t he trustees of to sell nod con vey real estate in corporate limits of tbe _______________ 370, 894 , 929, 938
·Bristow, in Rowan county, act to in corpornte til e, 797, 1419, 1433 , 1481, 1501
Brooksv ill e, •in Bracken county, bill lo nmend act to amend a·nd reduce
into one the several act-s inco rporating the _______ c ____ ____ ______ ____ 1329
Bryantsville, in Garrard county, act to amend the chart.e r of the, 310, 486 7 521,
529

Burlington, in Boone county, act to amend act to incorporate the, 659, 951, 979 7
1005

C"mdenville, Anderrnn county, act to incorpomte the ______ 267, 846 , 928, 938
1
c~mpbellsville, bill empow ering the trustees of the to close an nll ey and
sell the same between lots Nos. 116 anrl 11 7 _____ __ __ _______ __ ___ ___ _

1073

C,rnton; in Trilc(g county, bill to nruend the charte r of the ____ 487 , 567, 605, 651
CRrlisle, bil l to rPgull\te the power and I\Uthori ty of the town marshnl of
the ______ ____ ____ ______ ________ ____ ______ ____ ______ ____ ____ ____
627
CRrlisle. bill to regulate the jurisdiction of the police judge of the. __:___ •
621
CRtlettsburg, !let to amend act giving the trustees_of the common school
di strict in tbe, the right to levy a t,u for two yenrs to build a schoolhouse therein, &c . ________________ -----'--- ________ ____ 238, 431, 4 72 , 478
Catlettsburg, act nntborizi ng the board of trustees of the to grant right s of
way over t he streets and alleys of said town to rai lroad compan ies, 715, 881
.

7

964, 976

Cl\tleltsburg, I\Ct to authorize the trustees of the to tax 1rnd license the Sl\le
of sp irituous liquors within said town ______ ,_____ 605,846, 988, 1025, 1086
dave City, Barren county, !\Ct to Rmend tbe chRrter of the. __ 713, 910, 964, 9 76
Chester, in Mason county, bill to incorpomte the ___________ 192 7 260,288, 306
Clinton, bill to Rmend act to authorize the voters of the to vote in regard to the sale of li quors, &c. ______________________ 953 , 1067, 1133, 1151
Cloverport, in Breckinridge county, bi II to amend the chBrter of the, 408, 1068 ,
1091, 1125

Cloverport, in Breckinridg e coun,ty, b ill to authorize the to fund its debts
for school buildings __ ____________ _________________ 432, 1067, 1132, 1172
College Hill, in Madison county, act to amend act to incorporate the, 548, 684,
589, 615

Corinth, in Grant connty, ·s et to incorporate the ______ 577, 9 11, 940, 979, 1005
Crittenden, Grant county, 1ict to amend the charter of the, 1074, 1295, 1319, 1359

INDEX.
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Town of Cynthiana., Rct to exem pt certain citizens from working on public roads in
lbe ______ _________________________:_ _____________ 907, 1416, 1432, 1484
62',
76
92,
86
53

Dnnville, bill to a me nd npt in relation to the _____________ 180, 267, ,289, 305
Danville, act for the ben efi t of the trustees of the ____ ______ 180, 267·, 289, 305
Danville, art to amend e.q~ t? reduce into one the several acts in rel11tion to
the __ ------------·-- __ _ : ____ ------ ____ ------ ________ 659 , 911, 963, 955
Daysv ill e, Todd county, bill to prevent the sale of sp irituou s, vinous, or
malt liqu ors within three miles of D"ysvi ll e Academy in th~, 176, Zl4, 243,
292

Dixo n, in Webster county, act to amend the town IRws of, 200, 267, 304, 323
Dunnville, in 0Rsey county, act to incorporate the ____ 1143 1 1258, 1294, 1306
Dycusburg, in Crittenden county, bill to amend the charter of the_______
993
E li zR.bethtown, act to f\mend the charter of the, and to authorize the boa.rd
of t ru stees of llflid town to issue bonds, &c., 436, 591, 618 1 8Z7, 878, 1388,
1434_, 1493
938
07
329
21,
529
79,
05
938
073
651

6 27

627

E li Mbethtown, bill to legRlize the acts of the board of trustees of, appointed by tile co11nty judge of Hardin county, in granting coffee-house
licenses in tbo_ ------ ___ _ -------- ___________ _____ 1309, 1387, 1406, 1420
E lizRvillP, Fleming county, act in relation to selling intoxicating liquors
iI!, and wi thin one an d a ha lf miles of the _______ ____ 424, 1071, 1090, llll
E lkton, Todd_co unty 1 act to amend act to a.m end and reduce into one the
severe.I nets rell\t ing to the_______________________________________

590

Fairview, 1tct to Rm eo d the -charter of th<i · ------------- 183, 253, 304 1 323
Falmou th, P<indleton county, act to amend a nd reduce into one the several
acts incorporating the ___ • ____________ -·----------- 1313, 1329, 1368, 140~
Flat Ga p, in Johnson county, bill to establish a n institution of learning in
the ___________ _________________________ . _______________ ------· __
1390

F ranklin, Simpson county, act !\mending the charte r of the, 1007, U46, 149a ,
1506

FrRnklinton, in flenry county, act to incorporate the, 1333, 1415, 1482, 1492 ,
1504

Frenchburg, Meuifoe county, bill to amend act to ame11d th e act incorporating the ___________________ _________ ______ ____________________ _

478

81,
976
86

76

06

51

8,

25

715
F ulton, in Fulton county, bill to a.mend act to incorporate the, 1365, 1443, 1453,
1503

Germantown, in Bracken county, act to authorize the trostees of the, to
discontinue and sell a portion of Frankfort street in, 1066, 1296, 1320, 1358
Germantown, in Mason and Bracken counties, act to Rmend the several
acts re)l\ti ng to the charter of the _____ ---------------------------'
'1'98
G hent, act to amend a.ct granting to the trustees of the, the right to establish and maintain a ferry on the Ohio ri ver, &c. ______ 629, 863, 929 1 1004
Gordon sv ille, in Logan county, act to amend a.ct to a men~ the charter of
the ____________ -------- · ----------------------- 945, 1072, 1110, 1141
Grayso~, i n Carter county, bill to amend chapte r 456 of ac t to incorporate
657

72

the_---~------------- ··-----------------------·-----------------Greenup, bill to a.mend a.ct to am end a nd reduce into one the several acts
in relation to the __________________________________ ----.--- ------

4,
15

Greenup., bill to regulate the sa le of liquors in the ________ 425 1 462, 474, 519 _
Greenvi lle, bill to amend a.ct incorporating the ________ 1329, 1387, 1407, 1420

5

9

1420

.,

,·
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Town of Greenville, Rct to farther extend the oorporRte limits of the ___ 1386, 1447, 1494
1506

Greenville, in l'iiuhlenburg county, act to extend the cor~orate limits of
the--------------------------------------------- 947, 1296, 1320, 1359
Guthrie, Todd county, act to incorporate the _________ 1007, 1278, 1294, 1306
Guthrie City, Todd county, aci to repeal act incorporating the __ 590, 769, 784,
808

Hnmmoodville, Hart county, act to incorporate the ________ 638, 880, 930 7 939
Harrodsburg, act to nmend the charter of the ___________ ,:._ 566, 584, 589, 616
HRrrodsburg, Rct to forther amend Rct to reduce in to one the several Reta
in relation to the __________________ ----·---- ··--- ____ 714, I 308, 1348, 1360
H11.rtford, in Ohio connty, bill to amend and reduce into one the several
11cts rel11ting to the charter of the _________________ _____ 334, 649, 6-74, 827
I ,

Hartford, act to amend act to amend anil reduce into one the several 11cts
relating to the charter of the---- · ---------------------- 1413, 1418, 1491
Hawesville, bill to fn~ther the educational interests of \be _______ 805, 843, 953
Hawesville, in Hancock county, act to amend act concerning the police
judge of the _____ ____________________ --·-- ________ - --- 325, 378, 428, 439
Hickory Grove, Graves county, b ill to define the limits nnd fix the boondary of tbe ______________________________________ 1143, 1363, 1380, 1406

I

I

Homer, in Log11n county, act to incorporate the __________ 529, 951 7 979, 1005'
Independence, in Kenton county 7 act to provide for the supplying of public books for use at the clerk's offices in the __________ 659, ,1146, 1174 , 1210
Lancaster, act to reduce int<>one the several acts in relation to the, 736, 1328 1
')

1369, 140 !',

Lawrenceburg, bill to amend and red ace in to one the severnl acts in relation to the ___________________ ---·--- ____________ 408, HI, 756 7 807, 81/6
Lewisburg, act to incorporate the ______________ 1276, 1417, 1452, 1481, 1501
Liverm01·e, in McLean county, net to 11mend the chnrte1· of the, 257 , 322,335,336
LouisR, 11ct to amend the charter or- tbe _________ 1216, 1445 7 1483, 1493,·150!',
Louisa, 11ct to nm end act to a.mend and reduce in to one tbe acts incorporating the ______________________ ...: ___________________ 713, 880, 930, 939
Lovelaceville, in Ballard county, bill to define the corporate limits of the, 1297 ,
1479, 1497, 1499

I

Marion, bill ~o a.mend act to amend and reduce into one the several ~cts in
reference to the__________________________________________________

1421

Marion and Birmingham, act to repeal section l of act to amend act for
the benefit of the _________ ___ --~--------- ____ ---,~ ____________ 513, 84'1
7

Middletown, Simpson county, act to prohibit the sale of intoxicating
liquors in the ___________________________________ 1001', 1187, 122,0, 120
Milburn, in B11llard county, act to prohibit the sale of spirituous, vinous,
or mnlt liquors within the corporate limits of the __ ___ 797, 1011, 1091, 1111
Millersburg, Bourbon county, act to amend net to amend and revise the
. charter of the _________________ _________ ,._.:_ ____________ 1333, 1446, 1496 '
Mo11ticello, act to regulate the s,lie of spirituous liquors, in the, 934, 1258, 1294
•

.

130;

bill incorporating the board of trustees of the, to refund certain money to
Willi11m H'aynes ______________________________________ 671, 911, 963, 976

Tow
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Town of Moscow, Hickman county, bill to proltibit the sale of spirituous liquors in the ______ ---- ---'---------- ---- ---- ________________ 953, 1067, 1091, 1125
Mt. Olivet, bill to nmend the ch,nter of the ____________ 487 1 1096 1 1132, 1172
Mt. Olivet, bill to repeal section ten of act to incorporate the_ __________ 1351
New Cllstle, in Heury county, act to amend and reduce into one the several
nots in relation to the ________________________________ 729, 894, 978 1005
1

!!191

953
39

Oo
Oo
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336
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39
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New Haven, in Nelson county, bill to amend the charter of the__________ 1124
Owenton, in Owen county, net to amend act to amend and reduce into one
all previous acts incorporating the, 1006, 1142, 1209, 1220, 1244 1 1390 1 1431,
1484
PMkesville, in Boyle county, act to amend the ch~rter of the, 728 1 1446 1 1492 1
1507
Pembroke, in Christina county, bill to amend section 6, chapter 1_786 1 acts
1869, net to incorporate the----------------------·- 882 1 1203, 1221, 1264
Pineville, Bell county, act to incorporate the ___ . ______ 370, 1187, 1220, 1244
Presi:onburg, act revising 11nd amending act. to incorpornte the, &c., 798, 993,
1047, 1112
Richmond, act to amend the ch11rter of the _________________ 1071, 1091 1 1111
R ichmond, bill to re.duce the limits of the----------,----------------- · 681
Rich Pond, in Warren county, act to amend act to incorporate the. __ 388, 95'1 1
979, 1005
Rochester, in Butler county, bill to amend act to incorporate the, and acts
amendatory thereof---------··---------------------- 176 1 202, 230, 292
Rosine, in Ohio county, bill to incorporate the ' ________ 952, 1008, 1085, 1124
Rough and Ready, bill to amend chapter 75~, act to incorporate the, 650 1 715,
766, 783
St. Charles, in Hopkins county, act to amend the charter of the, 1199, 1259, 1293,_
1306
St. Chnrles, in Hopkins county, act to amend act to incorporate the, 714, 1122,
1131, 1150
Somerset, bill to authorize the, to subscribe stock to the Somerset and Clio
Turnpike Road Company-----------------·--------------------- 1421 '
Springfield, act to authorize tbe board of trustees of the to appropriate
money from the town treasury to Washington county, 1444, 1446 1 1493 1 1508
Spriugfi eld, in Greenup county, bill to amend act to incorporate the,.912, l.144,
1
1175, 1i94
Stamping Ground, in Scott county, act to amend act to incorporate the, 981, 1123,
1152, 1175
Stanford, act to amend act to amend and reduce into one the several acts
relating to the, and to amend act to amend the charter of the, 681, 911, 962,
975
Sweet Home, in Henry-county, bill to incorporate the __._______________
222
Tayforsville, act to _regulate the sale of spiritnous, vinous, and malt liquors
in the ___________________:_ ______________________ 714, 1072, 1110 1141
1

Taylorsville, Spencer county, act to repeal act regulating the sale of spirituous, vinous, and malt liquors in the ______________ 1254, 1328, 1368, 1405
Tunnel City, in Lincoln county I act to incorporate the ___ 945, 1123, 1151, 1175

'I

\·
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Town of Turner's Station, Henry county, act to amend act to incorporate the __ 727, 894,
929, 937

Union Stnr, bi ll to re-enact act to incorporate the ______ 1210, 1335 1 1369 1
Vanceburg·, act to amend the clmrter of the _____________ 946 1 992, 1047 1
Visalia, Kenton county, net to incorporate the __________ 862, 1389, 1431,
WR!lonia, Trigg county, bill to incorporate the _________ 993 1 1008, 1085 1
Wardsville, Anderson ~ounty, act lo prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors

1403
1087
1485
1124

in or near tbe --------------------------------------- 118, 253 '1 289 1 305
West Covington, Kenton county, act to amend the charter of the, 638, 911, 963,
975

West Covington, bill to amend act to amend the charter of the, 1032, 11)25, 1381,
1404

Williamsburg, act to repeal act to prevent hogs from running at lnrge upon
the streets ·of the -- --~----- ____________________________ ---- ____ 908, 1296
Williamsburg I Whitley county, bill to amend and reduce into one the
several acts relating to the ________________ 421, 683, 906, 1109, 1132, 11 71
Williamstown, in Grant county, Rct to amend act to amend the !3evern.l
aCtS incorporating tbe_. ____ .:__ ---- ---- ---• -------- ---- 257 I 407 I 454 l 468
Winchester, act to amend the charter of tbe ______________ 200, 267, 289, 305
Winchester, act to define tbe corpornte limits of tbe ________ 370,379,386, 402
Wingo, in Graves county, act to amend act to incorporate the, 370, 656, 674, 727
Woodburn, Warren county, act to regulate and define the jurisdiction of
the police judge of tbe _____________________________________ 299, 893, 975
Woodville, in the counties of Bailard and McCracken I Rct to amend seelion 2 of a.ct to a.mend net incorporating the _________ 307, 379, 417, 472, 478
Worthville, in Carroll county, bill to incorpornte the ____ 1124, 1144, 1193, 1218
Tradewa.ter Improvement Company, act to incorporate the __ 1208, 1214 1 1218, 1263 1 1293
Tradewat~r river-see Big Sandy.
Traveling expenses of a select committee to visit certllin chMitable institutions, a.ct
to pay the __________________________________ ---- ____ ---------- 576, 665, 706, 727
0

,

Treasurer, county, office of-see Taylor county.
-see Washington county.
Treasury, bill to regulate the payment of claims on the ____ 1094 1 1446, 1483, 1495, 1505
/rrea.sury warrant claims-see Gener,ll Statutes.
Trees, deadening-see Roads, public.
Trespasses, act to amend act to define and punish certain ____ 514, 1418, 1483, 1494, 1504
Trnspassing npon certain lands near the. town of Cairo, in Henderson count_v, act to
prevent _________________________________________________________ --·-- 841 , 1146
Trigg county-see Hancock, Martin.
-see Pittman, James W.
-see Williams, A. J.
Trigg county court-see Court, county, of Trigg.
Trigg qnarterly court-see Court, qna.rterly, of Trigg.
Trimble coun~y-see Willows.
/ Trimble county court-see Oourt, county, of Triinble.
Trisler, Woodson, a pauper idiot, act for the benefit of __________ 773°, 1416, 1431, 1485
Troy Real Estate Company, bill to incorpo,ra.te the _____________ 1016, 1478 1 1497, 'il.501
Trustees of the jury fund-see Clerks of ~he circuit courts.
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Tucker, Jas. M., Thos. Allen, Henry Hudson, and R. A. Crump, of Wflrren conn ty,
bill for the bene fit of. ________ ________________________ ____ 1296, 1443, 1453 , 1502
Tunn el City-see Town .
Turner, ·m. W . , .elected Speake r __________ ____________________________________ 6, 19
nisolu tion of thflnks to ________________________________________ 1498
Turner, Jobn A., of B1tth cou nty, act for th e benefit of_ _________ 225, 1295 , 1319, 1359

.

Turner's Station-see Town.
Tum pike hnv-see Henry co unty .
Turnpike laws-see Lewis county.
Tyree, Z., of Cnrter cou nty, bi ll for th e benefit of------------------------------

111 6

Underwood, Jesse-see Warder, Hiram T.
Union- see Bricklflyer~' Union.
-see Rond, tu rnpike .
Gnion circuit co urt nnd court of common plens-see Clerk.
Un ion county, Rct to I\Uthorize the fund ing of certain debts of snid county, 512, 656,
674 , 727

Unio n 1rnd Henderson counties, net for the benefit of, amending and reducing into
one the acts re lating to the roads in e11id counties __________ 768, 881, 902, 979, 1094
Union [nsnrnnce Company-see Insurance. Compai:iy.
Union Transfer-see Railroad company.
Union Star-see Town.
United German Aid Society-see Society.
United States Senator, election of ____ 190, 204, 218, 230, 250, 262, 270, 285, 292, 296
University of Paducnh, tict for the benefit of ___________________ 946, 1417, 1432, 1484
Unseld, Louisa, of Nelson co uuty, act for the benefit of_ __ .;. _________ 225, 880 , 929 , ~37
Vanceburg-see Town.
Var ne,·, Noah, and Sara h C. VMner, of Nicholas county, act· to lega li ze the marriage
of ____________ ______ ···- _____________________________ ____ 1065, 1259, 1293 ,, 1306 '
Venne, net to change- see Rogers, Lou. S.
Versailles no d Anderson-see RoRd, turnp ik e ..
Veto of I\Ct to amend section I , article 8, chal,'.)te r 92, of the General Statutes ____
BBS
Vickery, J.E., late sheriff of Wayne county, net for the benefit of_ ____ 1122, ll51; 1175
Visa li a__..:see Town.
Vital Statistics-see Board of Health, St,ite.'
Vote, resolution fixing time for ·explanation oL:.. __ ---- ---- ---- ---- _________ .! ___ _

;

1198

-see Conv~ntion, Constitution'll.1.
Voting places-see Bell co unty .
Voting precinct-see Ohio county.
Wages-see Employes.
-see Employes of corporations.
Walker, J. H., of Crittenden county, bill for the benefit of ______ 952 1 1407, 1438, 1469
Walker, R. N" of Crittenden count,y, bill for the benefit of ____ 107-3, 1143, ll74, 1194
late sher iff of Crittenden county, act for the benefit of, 463, 951, 980 1
1123, [ 206 , 1220

WRllace., John, late clerk of the Boone circuit court, net for tbe benefit of, 189, 415 , 627,
640, 651

Wallonia-see Town.
Walnut Bend Fence Company, In Henderso n nnd Union counties, ac t to amend act to
inco rporate the . ______________________ ________________ ---- 84l 1 1071 , 1091, 11 ll

.'
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'Walton,JolinE., _ofBoonecounty,actforthebenefitof _________ 728 1 1145, 1151 1 1175
"'7a11deloqr, J. K., nominated for Assistant Clerk________ _ ______ _______________
2('
Wantlanil, G. W,, jailey of Simpson county, act for the benefit oL _____ 1113, _1347, 1360
War clni~ doe the State-see Resolution, joint.
·
Warder, Hiram 'l'., and the family of John Ruggles, deceased, bill to P"Y the reward
heretofore offered for the arrest of Jesse Underwood, a fagitive
from justice ----------:----- ------------ · 1219 1 1382, 1453, . l502
sheriff of Lewi~ county, act for the benefit of, 1277 1 1419, 1434, 1484,_
1494, 1505

shniff of Rob.er Ison coun._ty, net for the benefit of_ ____ __________ 1419
Warden-see Penitentiary.
Wardsville-see Town.
Warehouse-see_Penitenbiary.
Wnrehonsemen nnd warehouse receipts, bill in rel-atiort to ____________________ 657, 1182
Warnock, B., sheriff of Greenup county, bill fur ' the beAefit dr ____ 14·2Q, 1487, 1496, 1500
Warren county, bill to amend net to regulate the trial and jin-.isdiction of criminal
nod penal c1<ses in ___________________ ~--------;- 324,378, 429, 440
net to en11.ble to retire its outstnnding bonded debt__ 862, 993, 1046, 1086
• ,. ·

-see Court of common pleas:
-see T11cker, James M.
Washinirton county, 11ct _to establish ·a sinking fun_d for, -and prescribe the d~ties.of
tbe commissioners thereof_ ______________ 144-1, 1446, 1493, I 506
act to cre11te the office of treasurer of, an •! pr~scribe his dude~, 1276,
1350, ·!380, 1404

-see Courts, circuit.
-see Court of common pleas of Boyle, G1tri-ard, &c.
-see T~ompson, Stith.
Washington county court-see Court, county, of Washington.
Washington County Stock and Agriculturnl-see Society.
Water-works Company-see Mnysville Water-works Company.
Wntben, Richard, sheriff of Marion count,y, bill for the benefit o(, 1276, 1'417, 1482, 1494,
1504

WRyne circuit court-see. Court, circuit.; of Wayne.
WaY,ne county, bill to authorize the sale of tbe old conrt house nod_grounds in,· 181, 349,
I '·
,

486 I 402
I

bi ll to authorize tb.e sale of old circuit and county court clerk ' s
872 1 1015 1 1084, 1093
offices in, &c. ----------------- ------------see Beaver creek.
see O!erli's offices.
We11pons, concealed deadly, bill to prevent the carrying of ______ ------ _________ :
580

W,ebh, J. P., late sheriff (lf Grnnt county J bill for the benefit of_ __ 659, 1015, 1085, 1094
'
Webb, John A., of Russell cou_nty, act for the benefit
of ________ -1365, 1,487, 1497, 1499
Webster county-see Court of claims of Webster. '
-see Wynns, W. C,
Web~ter qunrterly conrr-see Court, quarterly, of W'e bster.
Weieber-see City of Louisville.
West Covington-see Town.
Western L11nntic Asylum-see Asylum.
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Western Virginia Confereµce- e Association, Mutual Benefit.
West Louisville-see School distriot.
:Westport; Carrollton and Ghent-see
'!road compflllJ. .
Wet lands-see Lands.
Whips, W. C. D., of Jefferson county, bill for tb ' nefit of_______________ 1410, 1426
Whitaker, W. P., nominated for Speaker ___________________________________ _
White, Aletha Elizabeth Dotson, · Faris Wiggins, and Tl!1'""1<111f!t---'l!V'ti...,.;us a
· . idiots of Robertson county, bill for the benefit of, __,: _________________________ _
White, Lewis, committee for ,Aletha White, of Robertson county, act for the benefit
of----------------~------------ __ _: ____________ -------- 1171, 1215, 1264, 1298
White, Malinda F.-see Cooper, J.P.
Whitesides, Samuel, memorial of___________________________________________
346
Whitley county-s_ee Conrt of claims of Whitley.
--,see McCariy, Rebecca. ·.
-'-see Stanfie}d,, Hi~m.
-see'Steely, ~- J_.
Whitley connty cour-t-See Court, county, of Whitley.
Whitley county, Sabbath-breaking in-see Knox county.
Whitley and Knox, bill to reduce the fees of justices of the peace in the counti·es of,
for attending the court of claims in said counties-------------.- --------------659
Whittinghill, James , nominated for Door-keeper _________________~-c----· ______ 27, 28
Wickliffe, John D., Charles Wickliffe, Martha Terrell, and Q. Q. Quigley, and L. M.
Flournoy, act for the hen.efit of_ ___________________ 756, 771, 773, 906, 1110, 1147 :
Wiggins, Aris and Jefferson-see Mullikin; L. F. ·
--see White, Aletha.
Wilclier.,- Levi, of CBsey county, act for the benefit of- .- ------- 881, 1139, 1174, 1193 '
Wilcox, D. C., clerk.of the McCracken county court, bill for the benefit of, 647, 706, 727
Wilderness-see Road, turnpike.
Wilboy~e, Buckner, a panper idiot, bill for the benefit of ___ 184, 882, 989, 1025, 1086
Williams, A. J., of Trigg·county, bill for t~e beni,fit of_______________________ l 070
Williams, Hon. John S., e!Acted United States Senator_ ______________________ 190, 295
Williamsburg-see Town .
.Williamstown .magisterial district-see Constable.
Williamstown-see Road.
-see Town.
Willows and small trees growing on the banks of the Ohio r1ver, bill to amend act
to prevent the destruction by cattle or o~her stock of, In Trimble, Oldham, and
part of Carroll county _-----------------.--:._____________ 1141, 1417, 1431, 1485
Wilsoµ, B. A.; of Woodford county, bill for the relief oL----- ~----- 186, 225, 433, _452
Wilson, H. L., late sheriff of Robertson co:unty, bUl giving the further time of two
years to colle_c t the taxea and bills ~ue him, . 418, 847, 1414, 1452, 1502
committee for Elizabeth Dotson, of Robertson county, act for tho benefit oL-~--------',--;-.:,_____ ------------------ 1171, 1215, 1264, 1298
Wilson, Harvey. T., nominated for. Poor-keeper-------------------------------- 27, 32
Wilson, L., committee appointed- to investigate the mileage drawn by------~ ---- · 1353
report of committee appointed to investigate the mileage drawn by --- 1407 .
·w ileon, O_w en, late sheriff of Bath county, bill for the benefit or__ 848, 1122, 1132, U50
H.
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Wilsoia, Samuel M., of Ohio couuty, act for the benefi~ of----------~-- ..
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Winchester and Beattyville-see Railroad company.
Winchester, Colbyville, and Lexington-see Ro11jl,(1urnp' It·)
Winchester and Red River-see Road, tur p-trl; e.
Winchester-see Town.
~a.te,
.
I saac, pay,.o f _____
W
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_-------"----._,., ____ ---- ____________ -------~ ----
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Wingo-see
Wise, JamesTown.
S., M. D., act for the benefit of __________________ --~- _____________ _

-Wolk creek-see Emily Fork.
Wolfe, John, of Kenton county, bill for the benefit of ___________ 132'1, 1389, 1437, 1485
Wolfe county-see Line.
Wolfe county court-see Court, couuty, of Wolfe.
Wolves, red foxes, &c.-see Rewards.
Wood, Mary Susan, of Nicholas county, act for the benefit of------------~------ 10'13
Wood, William F., of Muhlenburg county, bill for the benefit oL------ 1386, 1417, 1492
Wood, W. D.-see Love, William L.
Woodburn-see Town.
Woodford·, W. H., committee forWesley Woodford, bill fpr the benefit of, 1003, 1146, 1174,

1210

Woodford, Boyle, and Garrard counties, bill to amend act to prohibit stock from runaing at large on turnpike roads in---- ________________ --~------- 308, 477, 479, 515
Woodford county, act to provide fcir working dirt roads in ________ 864, 1008, 1085, 1109
-see Sheep.
-see Wilson, B. A.
Woodford a'lld Oldham counties, lottery suits in-see Resolution, jciint.
Woodland Cemetery-see Association.
Woods, David, of Crittenden county, act for the benefit of ________ 882_, 1115, 1152, 1188
Wood ville-see Town.
535
Woolfolk, Dr., of Lexington, tendered use of hall of House __________ ---------·
Woolfolk, Dr. L.B., resolution of thanks to _______________________ 772, 783, 784, 808
Workman Josephine-see Paxton, W. J.
-see Stubbs, Lewis.
World's Fair-see New World's Fair.
Worthville-see Town.
Wright, J. F.-see Stephens, J _ J.
Wynne, W. C., of Webster county, act for the benefit oL------- 1446, 1480, 1494, 1506
Young, Ensign, invited to seat on the floor of the House----~------------------303
Young, Johnson A.-see Darnell. H.J.
Young Men's Christian Association-see Association.
York, 0., of Marshall county, petition of_ ___________________________________ 307, 396
York, Millon, lnte sheriff of Knox county, act for the benefit of __ 486, 1205, 1221, 1264

